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JESSE

L.LASKY

Presents

C TION
LFORD'S
ME
GEORGEP FLODU

The
By

SeaWolf^
Jack
London
Adapted by Will M. Ritchey

Q>aramountj4rtcraft

Q>icture

The
X

Sea

SAW Maud straining and struggling,
crushed in the embrace of Wolf Lar-

sen's arms. I could see the vain beat and
flutter of her as she strove to escape from
him. I sprang forward— I struck him in
the face—"
And in that moment — one of the greatest
moments in all fiction — a man as proud
as Lucifer was overthrown and a coward
became a man.

Wolf

r^HIS is only one of the- big moments
WIpI in Jack London's mighty story — a
story that crashes against the emotions
like the raging surf.
It's all in the picture — all the primitive
conflict, the bared heart of life, the rush
and clamor of the waves. A marvellous
and spectacular production of a story
that has thrilled millions.

C/>aramouiU0rtcraft
fi
^,

Q>iclure
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0^^

BKYANT
in
WASHBURN

BY. FRANK. WYATT
AND WILLIAM MORRIS
DIRECTED BY JAMES CRUZE
SCENARIO BY ELMER HARRIS
PRESENTED BY JESSE L.LASKY

Mrs.Temples

Telegram

Cf>aramounlj4rtcraftQ>icture
As

Speedy

as a Fast

IT'S
as a itpicture
than people
it was laugh
as a play.
And funnier
as a play
has made
for
fifteen years.
With WANDA

Day

Letter!

heardhearabout
have already
MOST
And people
your whole
town will
aboutit.
it when you show it
HAWLEY

i: FAMOUS PLAVERS-LASRY CORPORATION
Al>OLPH ZUKOR iVfj JESSE LLASKY :W Pm CECIL B DE MILLE DirytWr fitteml
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Will

action — its rich color,
its stirring love story,
its glorious atmosphere,
its baffling mystery —
all will haunt you and
stay with you and all
others who see this
splendid big special
production that
VITAGRAPH has made
from one of
OLIVER

CURWOOD'S
greatest stories of
the Northwest —

"The
of

WORLD

Haunt

May 15, 1920

You

the most haunting,
startling, electrifying

Its impelling
fascination,
its breathless

JAMES

PICTURE

Courage

Marge

O^Doone"
The most fascinating,
unique photoplay
story brought to the
screen in a generation.
You will follow its
snowshoe trail to
that trackless white
waste north of
fifty-three.
Against that savage
background of
mountain and gorge,
snow and ice,
unfettered by society's
conventions, you shall
see romance, mystery
and adventure
imfolded in one of

mysterious screen
stories ever told.
You will meet
David Raine —
whose soul has been
sundered by a faithless
woman, seeking a
living tomb in
the Arctic.
You will meet Marge,
brave and beautiful,
slender as a reed, wild
and palpitating.
You will hear the
call of the North — feel
it in fact, as this
story of breathless
mystery and
red-blooded romance
unfolds itself
before you.
And a clarion call it
is. The magic wand of
the motion
picture has turned
the warm and glowing
pages of a masterly
story into a superb,
big special
photoplay production —
made of it a pulsing,
living drama, whose
sheer charm and
realism carries one
away to that vast white
country
"up grim
there"
with all its
glory and grandeur.
Directed by
DAVID

SMITH
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!

In Indian that means:

Another of those

"I belong to you."
That's
O'Doone,what Marge

big, brawny, breathing
story dramas by

the little mountain

JAMES OLIVER
CURWOOD

pixie of the Arctic,
called David Raine.

made into a

A pretty name for
himself he had told

splendid
special production
by VITAGRAPH.

didn't
but ithe
the girl,
know
what
meant.
But one day he
found out.
And from then
on it was the fight of
his life — for Marge — the
little nymph of the
North, whose picture
had been the lure
that beckoned him
onward
through the freezing
cold and the heartbreaking hardships of
the vast frozen
Northland.
And what a fight he
made of it !
From that point
onward, comes the
breathless moments,
the surprise and
suspense in:

The

Courage

of
Marge

O'Doone"

It is the brain-child
of a born story
teller touched by the
magic wand of
the motion
picture and made
into a pulsing, living,
human thing.
It speaks in that
language
of the universe —
romance and adventure.
It breathes mystery and
thrills, surprises
and suspense and it
strides along against
a background of
awesome
beauty — the gods'
proving ground for the
mettle of man — the
Arctic.
It's a story that will
stick to the ribs — if you
know what that means.
Written by:
JAMES OLIVER
CURWOOD
Produced by
VITAGRAPH
Directed by
DAVID

SMITH

iHeatre^

le Joretnost
of the country

dre preparing

now

their prestations

for
of

one of the year's mst
important releases-

in

cduroAd

Qieldon's

RQmcancc

[UNITED
AKTigTSl
CORPOIMTION
IpOUGLA?
MARY PICKFORD
• CHARLIE
OjAPLIN '
FAIRMNKS
D^ GRIFFITH

Q)Uccted

by/^

m

MACK

SENN

Cm

DONVN

ON

THE

FARM"

^ 3500.00

Of

P'^^re shor
n.
is
beincL

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPOIMTION
MARYPICKFORD- c:HARUE CHAPUN-D0CJGIA<; FAlRBANlS DiV.dRIFFI'm
Hixam. Abraan.'S , Qaicial Mam^eif
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Inc.

Offers

Independent

In

Exhibitors

100%

Protection

100%

Pictures

100%

Profits

100%

Ownership

a Purely

Independent
Exhibitors'

— Through

Associated

Organization

—

Sub-Franchises
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nearly a year to the developi ment of our franchise plan.

They have given their wisdom and experience, guided by sound business principles, to its completion.
We have proceeded with deliberation and
caution, because we wanted to be right —
wanted to be sure that we might offer the
exhibitor who seeks both good pictures
and protection of his interests a fair and
equitable plan, a plan whereby he might
write an insurance policy on the safety
of his investment.
Offers Direct Ownership
Our plan is the direct result of the causes
that have forced the observing exhibitors
of the country to bestir themselves into
action against interests that seek to destroy the stability of our prosperity.
Our plan offers direct ownership in an organization owned solely by leading exhibitors who are one hundred per cent,
independent. You are invited to share
both benefits and profits by acquiring
your own franchise.

Every feature and every principle of the
Associated franchise arrangement has undergone critical consideration and reconsideration. Itis virtually a finished product, ready for the inspection of the men
who have it within their power to make
Associated Exhibitors, Inc. , the most powerful influence for good in the industry.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., stands for
any plan or organization that is designed
to protect exhibitors' interests.
Ready

submit to you the details of our sub-franchises. Under our sub-franchise plan
every holder is a part owner in a truly
co-operative proposition — his rights are
equitable and proportionately the same,
whether he is the owner of a big theatre
in a big city or the owner of a small
theatre in a small town.
Until we are prepared to demonstrate
the worth of our plans for you, we desire
to go on record as endorsing the splendid
and worthy ambitions of those prominent
in the Independent Exhibitors' of America
convention activities at Chicago.
H. M. CRANDALL
DENNIS HARRIS
I. LIBSON

25 WEST

HUGO LAMBACH
PAUL BRUNET

Q. CLEMMER

ASSOCIATED

in Thirty Days

Within thirty days we will be ready to

H. H. WELLENBRINK
HAROLD FRANKLIN
HARRY B. LUBLINER
SAMUEL HARDING

Board
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Sub-Franchises

.OME of the biggest exhibitors
in the country have devoted

JAMES

WORLD

of Directors

EXHIBITORS,

45th STREET

NEW

YORK

Inc.
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EXECUTIVE
OFFICES

CONSUMERS

BUILDING
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MILLIGAN-GEN.MGPl.
CHIC%\GO^

/7ZHEN
Paul Armstrong
^ ^ and Wilson Mizner wrote
"The Deep Purple," they
reached into the Underworld
and brought
characters.

forth REAL

And now R. A. Walsh transfers
them to the screen to fascinate
your audiences in a story that
strikes deep into the human
heart.

MAYFLOWER PHOTOPLAY
CORPORATION
pre suits
IRAWALSH
PRODUCTION
^

l)irectecl
R.A.WALSH
front b,f
the yamons
Vlatf
i,PAUL ARMSTRONG i?WILSON MIZNER.
Hfjpli/
PICTtoURES^^ CORR
REALART PICTURES
469 FIFTH AVE.

SPEAKiyC

OF

PROFITS^

V^U
liavo ill "The Dt o|> Purple" a
picture j)aeke<1 with money- making
possihilities.
IlV IwirkiMl l»Y llio fame of I ho orijiinal slaj[e
play which ran for over a year on RnKuhvay.
1^
The reputation of R, A. WaUh whosH* name
guarantet^ the BEST in pielun^ entertainment.

The east— Miriam GH>|»er. Helen Wan\ Vincent
Serrjuio antl BinI Milhnan. TheivV patron
lulling power behind each nanu

m

\

ly'ACES leered at her
I from the Shadowy
'Depths of the UnderIworld; beckoned her to
ithe Brink of the Chasm
called Sin.
A Great Stage Play —
A Greater Picture
SEE

IT and

SIGN

MAYFLOWER

\N

IT!

PHOTOPLAY

RAWALSH

THE

DEEP

CORPORATION

PRODUCTION

PURPLE

a«wi.RA.WALSH ^or.cik.'la^cus'R., L, PAUL ARMSTRONG 9WILSON MIZNEU
CORPORATION 469 ^^f/^^.
REALAR.T PICTURES
1{c/casJ

^

Ikc fivst piroduction

oElvj

Rwanda

" We BEAUTY
eT
HAWLEY
WANDA
matches the beauty
initial subject
"MISS

of the settings in her

HAWLEY
MissTiobbs

HOBBS"

Mr. Crisp pronounces this the best of his
recent productions. Jerome K. Jerome
furnished a play that permits of lavish and
attention-compelling investiture ; Mr. Harris'
scenario was written with the Crisp style of
direction in mind. Perhaps that is why we
boldly announced that contracts for the
entire Wanda Hawley series would not be
offered until exhibitors had sampled the first
production. We knew what the studio was
doing and our "fairest contract ever," onepicture-only assertions were no/ a gamble
in any sense.

bvjjjcromt KJerome
ScenavLo bvjElmtv Harris
Tl'mctzdib^Jionzldi

Crisp-*

^\Por pavticiilavs
sec
nearest li^aLart ej^han^e
REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue^

New

York

THE
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F. Beck

presents
LEAH

in

BAIRD

Cynthia-of:

An

Adventure
Is Bound

at Sea
To Hold

Told
Your

in Pictures
Qrowds

The Tale is Acted by
Leah Baird.irue princess of the screen in a role calling for the
exq^uisite style of acting >i)hich has made her a legitimate favorite.
Huigh Thompson, a lover such as women love) bold.adventurous,
ardent and tender.
Burr Mcintosh who puts all his renowned skill into a part that
is thoroa"^ly original.

'^'^h
o's like
Reads
pagedom
of " "
Whothe infront
Star

May 15, 1920
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ACTION
INTRIGUE

The Elements

mCynthia-of-the-Minute"
are

The Makings

of an Excellent

ROMANCE

Your

Audience

Show

Expects

These Qualities on
Your Screen

MYSTERY

W.

HODKINSON CORPORfflON
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQty
Distributing through PAIRt Bxhangejncorporated
Forei^ Distributor.J. Frank Brockliss,Inc.729-7i* Arc.
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HAMPTON'S

SUPER-PRODUCTION

"RIDERSs?E
A

photoplay

by

Breaking
NEW

TO

BE

Watch

for

Zane

it is now

complete

527 FIFTH

running

JUNE

1st

announcement

issue
Picture

HODKINSON

at

THEATRE

RELEASED

Moving

W.

records

STRAND

next

W.

Grey

attendance

YORK
where

DAWr
OF WHEAT"
DESERT

*THE

of the novel

in

of
World

CORPORATION

AVENUE
Distributing through Pathe Exchanges, Inc.

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Brunton

presents

J.WARREN

ir

IVERRIGAN
and

his own

No.
By
Wyndnam Martyn

company

in

99
Directed By
Ernest C. Warde

Kerrigan. Rivals and in Spots Excels The Best Male Screen
Stars of the Day.
"99"
is the story of what the police reporters call a'Frarae-Upr
It reveals "the secret \working of "malefactors of great
99
wealth"Inunscrupulous
politicians and master minds of the
underworld .
From first to last tlie s>sjeetest of love stories runs with
the changing fortunes of the tale.
Just the ideal length on any program-a little short of an
hour.
W.W.HODKINSON CORPOR^ON
527 Fifth Avenue. KewTforkaty
Distributing thrvugh PATHE ^hangr, Inawporuted

8%

THE

WILL

THEY

SOLVE

MOVING
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MYSTERY?

LEONARD

EVIL

"THE

WRITTEN BY
ROY L. McCARDELL

WORLD

THE
GREAT
BOND-THEFT
(SEE THE DAILY PAPERS)

BENNY

IN

PICTURE

STAGED BY
J. GORDON COOPER

EYE"

SUPERVISED BY
WALLY VAN

WITH

STUART

HOLMES

- RUTH

DWYER

- MARIE

Presented by

Ascher's

FOREIGN
RIGHTS
CONTROLLED
Enterpris
es,
Inc.

SHOTWELL

MADAM

MARSTINI

Distributed by

BYHallmark
E. S. MANHEIMER Pictures

Corp.

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

REX

9 REX

BEACH

PRESENT

BEACH

kis

for

AGTI

S

O

N

The fight for the silver horde
rages
across Street
the continent
—
from Wall
to Alaska
and down to the Seattle docks !

E
C
Nof
The M
loveA
story
Boyd
Jor RO
Emerson and Cherry Malotte
— prettiest woman in Alaska,
and the most dangerous !

jhh

Y
R
STE
A mystery
windsthe
its entire
sinisJot MY
ter course that
through
picture and is only revealed in
the last hundred feet I

pns

for EXHIBITORS

is

And
of it
than you've
seen more
coming
through
your
box-office window for a long,
long time!

THE

siomHora)E

DIRECTED

BY

iGOLDWYN

FRANK

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

LLOYD
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NOTICE

THE

ROMANCE

of LADY

HAMILTON

is hereby given that the
NOTICE
sole and
exclusive
rights to
use,

loan

mentioned
and

films

Ceylon,

vested

signed, and any
using,

the

film

said

in

institute

Burmah

the

under-

the

person,

loaning

tories is infringing
will

in

above-

the

India,

in

is

company

exhibit

and

or

firm

or

exhibiting

aforesaid

terri-

right

and

we

proceedings

in

re-

spect thereof for

our

an

injunction

and

damages.
Dated

the 1st day of April, 1920.

INTERNATIONAL.
Esmailjee

Telegraph Address
SIMPLEX
Karachi

FILM

AGENCY

Buildings, Bunder
KARACHI

Road

OlAMD
n

Pikth$

PEKSY
SQriikl

A tattle of wits and tke matcbing
of muscle witk muscle in tte wide
open country of tke AX^est; action
fast and furious; dramatic incidents
galore, interesting all tKe time.
Presenting

tKe

screen s

greatest

"Keavy, * Mr. Oland, with tke keautiful Miss Percy, in a real box-off ice
attraction, — fifteen weeks long.

Produced

Jby

Astra

RRY

'rO/TL

;■
I*

GEO
BAR
N^'CUTCH EONS
wgII known novel. Personally direclGd by

■!

i

EDGAR
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over

whole
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trust
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see
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kind
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a
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directors

in

the

from

m

Distributors
f)PatheTf
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T
t
Hobar
J
S

^r^<^^n^c

Henley

storey

the

from

^adapted

'Marrj^in^
o99
Emmy"
Pointer
Bcuulah.
by
AHobart
Can
Or

money
can

miracle
Mr.

Henley
come

it at
in

Henley

production

any

love
lias

too

late

time

and

?

work

a

happiness?

taken

a

charm-

ing, true-to-liPe story and with
his ma^ic
touch
made
it a
human
document
which
will
appeal

to

have
loved
loved,

all those

who

or are willing
:(L
5c

Distributors Vji^
(i)Pathe'(^

love,
to be
>c

T*S a horse on you if you forg^ct the story of
the Trojans. Their position seemed so strong
that

nothing

morning,

could

however,

packed

a company

wooden

image,

next

What

day

too. You

in your

a

it.
of

One

it past

the

town

to Troy

can

into

Greeks

a

hollow

their gates

happen

just such

at this very

Tuesday

hostile

of soldiers

re stabling

theatres

lot

slipped

owned

happened

tady,

shake

and

to Schenec

Trojan

instai t.

horses

Generously

promoting popularity for stars and productions which you'll
lose as soon as overreaching interests feel that it is more
expedient

to take

your

crowds

than

to take

\ >ut contracts.

Not content with their own game — they're planning to open
theatres to compete with you in your field. \s fast as their
double

earnings

until the
turn

over

whole
vour

in j^rbtecting
yours.

permit,
United

States

business

my

own

If the exhibitor

additional
on

is covered

their

future

houses

terms

when

isn't a successful

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES. Inc.
Lewis J. Selznick. President

and

will be

\ )U will have

or close

1 advise
free

opened

up
t< >

down.

you
nt I'm

to protect
a failure.

t

Lewis

J.Selznick
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a

Dawn
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Journalism
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by

Select
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MONDAY
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One

Monday

'^A GOOD

PELLOW'

^^CONTENT''
^^PITY
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^SOCIETY

POOR

DAD-MEN"

MINIATUPC
rPOM

"

DRAMAS

QEAL

Lire

PlayecL Ly Hesk an(i Blood
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Appeal

CLASSES

3f Tkearbye

Fifteen

Thrilling

The following
vincing

"The

GoeYS

Chapters

episode titles are con

of the box-office draft:

Waters

"Blown

of Death"

Skyward"

"The Drop to Death"
"Over the Precipice"
"On the Brink"
"In Mid-Air"
"A Fight for Life"
"Amid the Flames"
"The Human Bridge"
"Thrown Overboard"
"Fight at Sea"
"In the Lion's Cage"
"A Life at Stake"
"The

Missing

Bride"

KEPUBUC
DISTRIBUTING
LEWIS J. SELZNICK Advisoru Director
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

CORPORATION
BRITON R BUSGH. President
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

HADDY

6DIBB0N

and an Jll-tftap

Cau^^

{Soo:n

MURRAY

W.GARSSON.PRES.
130 WEST

CHAS F. SCHWERIN.GENL. SALES MGR.
FORTY-SIXTH STREET
NEW YORK
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Thinks

of

COMMON

LEVEL

The sets are truly lavish — the atmosphere is faithfully and vividly obtained — photography
is excellent! Would probably go big! — Motion Picture News.
An uncommon
in ■which,
not Settings
hundreds arebutonthousands
take
part. Greatscreen
mass story.
effectsSpectacular
are handledensembles
with masterly
sliill.
a grand
scale. Edmund Breese gives dignity and sincerity to the entire production. It has an idea
and should win with spectators because it will hold close attention wherever it is shown.
— Moving Picture World.
Exceptional scenes, careful attention to details, interiors all that could be desired. Direction
is adequate throughout. Edmund Breese is strong and convincing. Claire Whitney does
well. — Exhibitor's Trade Review.

THE

REVIEWERS

ARE

MEN

OF

LIGENCE AND EXPERIENCE.
WORD

FOR

GET

THIS

AFTER

YOUR

GREAT

THIS

TERRITORY.

JUDGMENT,

YOU

SIX

CAN

TAKE

INTELTHEIR

REELER.

PICTURE
IT'S

AT
A

ONCE

FOR

SENSATION

21.^^''^
CO.
FILM
NTIC
TLA
TRANSA
HERBERT
C. HOAGLAND,
VICE PRESIDENT
& GENERAL MANAGER
729 SEVENTH
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Productions

featuring

ALMA

RUBENS

DIRECTED BY
Story bylFANNIE HURST
Facts

FRANK BORZAGE
Scenario bv FRANCES MARION

and

Figures

/VppearingfirstinCosmopolitanMagazine,
XV. with a guaranteed circulation of over
2,000,000, "Humoresque" was reprinted on
the magazine pages of the Hearst Evening
papers. This picture will be exploited with
page, half and quarter page advertisements
in this same chain of newspapers, (whose
circulation is over 5,000,000) and whose
zone of influence reaches across the United
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SITUATON

m§m,

fMfmm

ductions, Inc
Andrew J.J2rflaghan Pro Presents

BESS

OVE
The

THE

Princess Charming
IN

MIDLANDERS

Exhibitors . will want this colorful, swift-moving drama of
gentle love, cruel political tyranny, struggle and victory in a
Mississippi Valley town because it gets to the heart of the
situation :
IT'S BUILT TO PLEASE THE PUBLIC.

From the Popular Human-interest No^el by
CHARLES TENNEY JACKSON

Under the €xpert Direction of Two Cinema Wizards
JOSEPH DE GRASSE
IDA MAY PARK

That's why the ftiture plans of this radiant young actress call for entertammg, heart-warmmg screen narratives,
successes prove
adapted from the novels and plays of master story-tellers, supervised by directors whose pastanisac
pcrtecnon.
and
quality
toward
working
effort
every
with
produced
and
they know their audiences,
THAT'S GETTING TO THE HEART OF THE SITUATION!

Inc.
PRODUCTIONS,
J. CALLAGHAN
ANDREW
CITY
YORK
NEW
ET
25 WEST 43d STRE
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nnouncement

This

new

motion
about

factor

picture
to

make

personnel— names

in

the

industry

is

known
that

its

count.

Branch office affiliations
now being formed

National

Exchanges
(Incorporated)

Hunter

Bennett
VICE PRESIDENT
and GENT. MGR.

398 Fifth Avenue, New

Johnson & Hopkins Co.
FINANCE CONSTRUCTION
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
398 Fifth Ave.
New York

York
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WINNER!

what

the experts
exhibitors regarding

Joseph M. Schenck's

presentation of

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

in

"The

A

Love

John

Expert"

Emerson-Anita

Loos

Production

The

Newest

Novel

Idea

and
in

Most

Pictures

Directed by David Eirkland
Photographed by Oliver Marsh
Tech. Director Willard M. Reineck

May 15, 1920

THE

Runs

PICTURE

May

ONE!'

Read!

CONTINUOUS

LAUGHS

BOUND

Great. You can't help but like 'The Love
Expert.' Get this one if you can. It's good
all the way through. The laughs keep coming and every one registers. And some are
mighty

WORLD

THIS

GET
Who

MOVING

big — big enough

to keep them

laughing after it's all over. The original bits
regarding the blushing and the heart throbbing will surely get them. John Emerson
and Anita Loos have certainly given Constance Talmadge a good one this time, if
you can judge from the attitude with which
it was received at the Strand theatre. The

TO

PLEASE

ALL

" 'The Love Expert' is a sure winner,
bound to please wherever shown. It is
distinctively a screen comedy by people
who know how to write one; it is a John
Emerson-Anita Loos production. And it
is written in harmony with the natural
qualifications of the star. It holds to the
mood with a flawless continuity and bright
subtitles that fit. It is a genuine photoplay
instead of a half-breed of some other and
doubtful
World.

extraction." — Moving

Picture

laughs were continuous and it wasn't difficult to observe that everyone was mighty
well pleased.

Miss Talmadge

with her

ingenuous personality and wmsome

man-

nerisms will win any audience." — Wids.
IRREPRESSIBLE

CHARM

"Light comedy plot of purely whimsical
order with many amusing complications,
developing speed and winding up in satisfactory climax. Strictly humorous. Interest aroused by merry, farcical situations.

RICH

CLASSIC

IN

COMEDY

"Vital and vibrant personality of the
star. Soars with true farcical pretentions
and finishes in a blaze of glory. Highly
conducive of laughter. You are sure of
attracting patronage if you do nothing else
in exploiting it but mention that it is an
Emerson-Loos

production

starring Con-

the

stance Talmadge. This star is indeed fortunate with her vehicles. So play up the

irrepressible Babs with her customary dash

fact that this picture is another rich classic

and mirthful charm." — Exhibitors' Trade
Review.

in comedy
News.

Constance

Talmadge

impersonates

A

First National

production." — Motion

Attraction

Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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S T A I^-Adjudged in 16 different
beauty contests the most beautiful
woman of the screen. A drawing card
for women and men.
GOWN
S — Paris works of art which
with her exquisite milinery creations
will bring out the matinee crowds.
P L O T— A thrilling drama of the Hall
of Passions in the great Casino of
Monte Carlo, where fortunes are won
and lost in a night, where men and
women are wrecked on the wheel of
chance.

S T O R Y— Taken from the famous
novel, "The Guests of Hercules," one
of the best sellers of the day.
Q U A L I T Y — Lavish production; a
perfection of detail.

Katherine MacDenald Pictures Corporation
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
presents
Katherine

Passions

MacDonald
in

Playground

From the novel, "The Guests of Hercules"
By C. N. and A. M. Williamson
Directed by J. A. Barry
By arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corpn.
B. P. Schuberg, President
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc, 729 Seventh Ave, New York City

A

First

National

fife-]

Attractions
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TREMENDOUS

New York
Detroit
Omaha
Milwaukee
Richmond

IN CROWDS

St. Louis
Indianapolis
Brooklyn
New Orleans
Minneapolis

Joseph M. Schenck
presents

Norma

Talmadge
The Screen's Great
Emotional Actress

"The

Woman

A Thrilling Drama of the
New York Artist Colony
Give
s"
By Owen
Johnson

Directed by Roy Neil
Photo^aphed by David Ab^
Technical Director, Willard M. Relneck
Forei^ Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Watch
In First

A

FIRST

NATIONAL
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be

a
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everywhere^*

ALTHOUGH the stars and pictures now being announced have been definitely decided upon, Robertson-Cole makes the positive assertion that none of
these productions shall be released unless they pass the
test which classes them as "Specials."
Robertson-Cole is in a position to make this declaration
because its contracts with producers provide for the
rejection of pictures until they are of the highest
standard of excellence.
The box-office value of these attractions should be selfevident to every progressive and discriminating exhibitor.
What Robertson-Cole stands for in the industry was
made quite clear in Mr. Cole's speech at the recent convention of our branch managers, when he said: "The
day I feel that Robertson-Cole cannot remain in the film
business and do it honorably and straight, — we leave
the field. I do not care for it if our name is going to
be jeopardized." This statement sums up "the honesty
of purpose" that guides our every business transaction.
ROBERTSON-COLE DISTRIBUTING CORP N.
A. S. KIRKPATRICK
Vice-President and General Manager.

THIS REMARKABLE STAR NERDS NO INTRODUCTION — HER DRAWING
POWER, GREAT AS IT NOW IS, WILL BE INCREASED THROUGH THE PICTURES ROBERTSON-COLE WILL RELEASE AT THE EXPIRATION OF HER
PRESENT CONTRACT, BY LIMITING HER SCREEN ENDEAVOR TO FOUR BIG
SPECIALS A YEAR — EACH PRODUCTION
A DRAMA OF SUPER-QUALITY.

WHEN THE MIGHTY COMBINATION OF OTIS SKINNEK IN "KISMET"
REACHES THE MOTION PICTURE PUBLIC, THE HIGHEST POINT IN ARTISTIC
SPLENDOR, THE PINNACLE OF DRAMATIC POWER WILL BE ATTAINED.
MONTHS OF UNTIRING EFFORT WILL BE SPENT IN PREPARING THIS STAGE
SUCCESS TO MAKE IT THE MOST LAVISH PRODUCTION EVER OFFERED.

DURING HER PRESENT TRIUMPHANT SEASON IN NEW YORK IN "DECLASSE,"
ETHEL BARRYMORE WILL APPEAR IN JUST ONE PRODUCTION FOR THE
SCREEN. THIS SPECIAL "THE SUPER-WOMAN," GIVES AMPLE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTAIN THE WONDERFUL EMOTIONAL HEIGHTS BY WHICH
MISS BARRYMORE'S MARVELOUS WORK HAS BECOME A BY-WORD.

THIS INTERNATIONAL IDOL CX)MES TO THE SILVER SHEET ON THE CREST
OF THE MIGHTIEST WAVE OF POPI LARITV EVER ENJOYED BY ANY MAX.
HE WILL BE PRESENTED IN A MODERN AMERICAN SOCIETY DRAMA,
ABSORBING AND I NlQl E IN PLOT. DIRECTED BY JOHN G. ADOLFl. IT
WILL BE A "MILLION DOLLAR" ATTRACTION.

FROM A SUCCESS UNSTINTED AND DESERVING, BUILDED UPON THE
APPEAL WHICH HIS DELIGHTP^UL MAN'S-MAN CHARACTERIZATIONS AMPLY
JUSTIFIED, DUSTIN FARNUM SHALL NOW BRING TO THE EXHIBITOR A
SERIES OF TWO-FISTED STORIES. THE INITIAL ONE BEING "BIG HAPPINESS."

THIS FAMOUS COMEDIAN, WON FROM HIS PINNACLE ON THE AMERICAN
STAGE, WILL APPEAR IN SPECIAL FEATURES, WHICH IT IS PREDICTED
SHALL CREATE A SENSATION. "THE SMART ALECK," A SATURDAY
EVENING POST STORY BY IRVIN S. COBB, WILL BE THE FIRST "CHICSALE PICTURE.

GREETED WITH UNANIMOUS ENTHUSIASM, THIS NEW STAR FIRMI.V
ESTABLISHED HIMSELF IN PUBLIC FAVOR IN "THE BELOVED CHEATER."
CAPTURING THE POPULAR FANCY BY THE UNIQUE CHARACTER OF HLS
WORK, HE WILL FURTHER ENDEAR HIMSELF TO HIS ADMIRERS IN "THE
BUTTERFLY MAN," A SUPER-SPECIAL OF ASSURED BOX OFFICE VALUE.

"SO LONG LETTY," ONE OF THE MOST SPECTACULAR STAGE SUCCESSES
OF RECENT YEARS, TO BE PERSONALLY DIRECTED BY AL E. CHRISTIE,
MASTER OF COMEDY SCREEN PRESENTATION, THE CREATOK OF MANY
TRIUMPHS, GIVES POSITIVE ASSURANCE OF BEING A CLASSIC OF THE
SILVER SHEET.

•I
k

i

THE VVORLn-FAMOUS
ANNALS OF FICTION,
BE FOLLOWED BY A
THE AHSENE LUPIN
ARSENE LUPIN, WILL

CHARACTER OF AHSENE LUPIN, UNRIVALED IN THE
WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE EXHIBITOR IN "818" TO
LIMITED NUMBER OF STORIES EACH SEASON FROM
SERIES. WEDGWOOD NOWELL, IDEALLY CAST AS
BE FEATURED IN THE INITIAL PRODUCTION.

THE POPULARITY OF MISS BARRISCALE HAS SHOWN STRONG AND STEADY
INCREASE WITH EACH RELEASE AND UNDER THE NEW PLAN WHICH WILL
LIMIT HER PRODUCTIONS TO SPECIALS, THE DEMAND FOR HER PICTURES
IS CERTAIN TO BE EVEN MORE MARKED.

SURPASSING IN PICTURED ELOQUENCE, EVEN HIS FAMOUS CANNIBAL RELEASES, THE FEATURE MARTIN JOHNSON IS NOW SENDING FROM THE
INTERIOR OF THE ISLAND OF MALEKUI.A, WHERE IT WAS PHOTOGRAPHED
AT THE RISK OF LIFE, WILL FASCINATE WITH SIGHTS THE LIKE OF WHICH
HAVE NEVER BEFORE GREETED WHITE MEN S EYES.

RARELY THE SILENT DRAMA BRINGS THE EQUAL OF "THE FORTUNE
TELLER," THE STAGE TRIUMPH WHICH GRIPPED NEW YORK BY ITS
INTENSE DRAMATIC POWER, NOW MOULDED INTO A MASTERPIECE BY
THAT GENIUS OF MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS, ALBERT CAPELLANI, WITH
ITS ORIGINAL STAR, MARJORIE RAMBEAU, IN A NEVER-TO-BE-FORGOTTEN
CHARACTERIZATION.

CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF THE PERMANENCY OF THE ORGANIZATION
AND ITS SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, IS THE PURCHASE BY ROBERTSONCOLE OF THE VALUABLE CORNER PROPERTY AT SEVENTH AVENUE AND
FORTY-EIGHTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY— IN THE HEART OF THE WORLD S
FILM INDUSTRY. WORK HAS ALREADY BEEN COMMENCED ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TWELVE STORY BUILDING AS DEPICTED HEREWITH.

"41! Under One Roof — and on the Same Floor"
At

Your

Service

100%
24 Hours a Day Except Sunday
3 PROJECTION ROOMS
Comfortable and commodious.
Long throws — best projection machines.
10 CUTTING ROOMS
Completely fitted — plenty of sunlight.
Absolute privacy — telephone connection.
3 STORAGE VAULTS ON
PREMISES
in addition to the 12 storage vaults at Long
Island City — free delivery service between
customers* offices and vaults.
FILM SERVICE BUREAU
Everything for domestic and export trade —
foreign language titles, proper packing and
shipping for here and abroad. Everything
for the film except production.
FILM LIBRARY
Atopical
complete scenic.
library of unusual scenes —
Ask Us and
About This.
USED FILM DEPARTMENT
We Buy and Sell Used Film In Good Condition.
Inspection
JOSEPH

Invited

100%

R. MILES MOTION PICTUEE
ENTERPRISES

Lloyds Film Storage Corp.
126 West 46th St.
1

New York City
•Phon»— Bryant 6800

Section Showing two Vaults
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A
Pace
Setter for the
A picture that will be boomed and boosted from one end
of the country to the other.
Chuck full of money-making material.
A bear-cat of a title, a remarkable star and a knock-out
C. B. PRICE

CO.,

Inc.,

WORLD:
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State Right Market
story in five reels.
A combination that simply can't be beat, and if put on with
a Pajama Chorus, it is a world beater. Don't let us hurry
you — but state right buyers are wring.

Times

Building,

New

York

City

THE
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MOVING
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UNSOLD
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SOLD
OUT AT FIRST SIGHT
THE FEW
BLOCKS LISTED BELOW
IQOOO THEATRES

HAWKS

WONDER

TRAIL"

SERIAL

RELIANCE FILM EXCHANGE
WASHINGTON, D. C.
mitm

Burston Films,

I'

Gentlemen :
"The Hawk's Trail "
is a serial surpassed by
none.
RELIANCE

DARMOND

I

IN

FILMS

HAWK

WESTER

UNION

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.
BURSTON FILMS:
ACCEPT HAWK'S TRAIL MAILING
CHECKS AND SIGNED CONTRACTS
TO-DAY, OFFICE
RELEASEMAYHAWK'S
DALLAS
1st. TRAIL
RUSH
QUICK TO OUR DALLAS OFFICE
FOLLOWING ADVERTISING EACH ON
EPISODES ONE AND TWO. TWO
HUNDRED ONES, SIXTY THREES,
40 SIXES, 50 SETS 11x14, 50
SETS 22x28, 50 SLIDES, ALSO 10
24-SHEETS. MAILING ORDER EXTRA
PRINTS AND ADVERTISING.
WIRE CONFIRMATION.
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO.

OPEN

TERRIOT

WILL SOON BE FOLLOWING

DISTRIBUTED BY THE
FOLLOWING EXCHANGES
New England States
Arrow Film Co.. Boston. Mass
New York State, No. New Jersey
Merit Film Corporaiion. HO W. 46ih St.. N.V
Eastern Pennsylvania, Soathcrn New Jer>ey
T^ fniidh. Century Film Co.. Phila. Pa.
Delaware, Maryland, Dist. of Columbia, Virginia
Reliance Film Exchanee. Vyasbineton. D. C.
North & SoQtb Carolina
Eltabran Film Co.. Cbarloite. N. C.
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, fennessee
Special Features Co.. Ktioxvillc. Tenn
Ohio. Kentucky
D.ue Warner Film Co..'C(eveIarid. Ohio
Michigan
Arthur S. Hyman Attr.. Inc.. Detroit. Mich.
Northern Illinois. Indiana 1
Unity Photoplays Co.. Cliicaeo. 111.
Minnesota, North & Sooth Daltota
Elliot Film Co.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Wisconsin
Elliot Film Co. Minneapolis, Minn.
Texas,A Oklahoma,
Arkansas
T. Lewis Film
Co. Oklahoma City. Okla.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana
Sun Films Inc. Los Angeles California
California, Arizona, Nevaija 1
Sun Films Inc>. Los Angeles. California
CanadaRegal Films Ltd., Toronto. Canada
West Pennsylvania & West Virginia
Max Herring 4t L C. Frobrieb of PiltsburKbl
IOWA& NEBRASKA
KANSAS MISSOURI 6. SO.ILL
CAL. WASH. a. NEW MEXICO

9119!, >

SPECIAL FEATURES CO
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
Burston Films,
Gentlemen :
We broke all Monday
and Tuesday night records
with "The Hawk's Trail."
I personally saw the serial
and can recommend it to
all exhibitors as one of the
best drawing cards I have
ever seen.
E. J. WALTON,
Ybor City Theatres

S

WEST

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
BURSTON FILMS:
"HAWK'S TRAIL" OPENS PANTAGES' HERE APRIL 26. AM
CLOSING ENTIRE CIRCUIT., WILL
HAVE START DATE? JN OTHER
HOUSES IN COUPLE OF DAYS. CAN
SELL HAWK'S TRAIL" PANTAGES
SALT LAKE, VAN COUVER VICTORIA
PLEASE WIRE DISTRIBUTOR IN
EACH INSTANCE ^INSTRUCTING THEM
TO WIRE ME IF THEY WANT ME TO
CLOSE SAME FOR THEM.
MORGAN A. WALSH

BURSTON

FILMS

INC.

LONGACRE
BUILDING,
NEW
YORK
CITY NY
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The

Chicago Convention
r organization was advanced in measurTHAT exhibito
able degree at Chicago April 26 and 27 sefems to be
the general opinion of those picture showmen who
attended the sessions called by Willard Patterson. While
the results attained may not have been those hoped for by
the promoters of the gathering there is no question that the
outcome reflected the views of the majority of the men
who had come from practically all corners of the country,
reflected the views they had reached after free and untrammeled discussion of the issues involved.
Estimates have been made that there were from two to
three thousand theatres represented by the men who met
in Chicago and elected Frank Rembusch chairman of a
novel convention. We believe this perhaps is overstating
the number, but in any event the total was large enough
to be impressive, especially in view of the fact that the
notice was short.
"On to Cleveland" was the prevailing sentiment of the
exhibitors as the discussions drew to a close. Every indication points to an attendance larger than that of any previous national assembly of motion picture men. Better
still the bitterness that developed at the second of the two
days' Chicago gathering in all probability so cleared the
air that there is every likelihood of a harmonious convention, one in which there will be opportunity for the creation
of a great single national organization and for real constructive work.
Success will come in just the degree that personal feelings and old antagonisms are submerged. Why not sink
them ?
O
Does a Film Grow Old?
DOES a film grow old? Rather does there not come a
period when so much time has elapsed since its
release that to a large proportion of the picturegoing public it ranks practically as a new production?
These questions suggest others. What proportion of those
who follow pictures sees a subject of average quality? If
there were issued in 1919 productions to the number of 800
— speaking approximately — did 10 per cent, of the picturegoing public see 500 of these, or as many as ten subjects a
week? Did 10 per cent, of the same public see 200 of the
total, or four subjects a week? For the sake of argument
let us concede that such is the case. This means that 90
per cent, of picture followers missed 600 features issued in
1919, or three out of four of the total.

921

WORLD

negligible percentage of the picture pubUc experiences a
change of heart from year to year.
Taking the foregoing into consideration as another factor
clientele
the screen's
per ofcent,
problem
m the fail
in a
released
the ofpictures
cent,
per 90
to seewe75 have
who
cent,
per
10
remainuig
the
of
proportion
What
year.
given
continue as picturegoers in two or three years from that
time? Let us assume one-half.
The answer to the larger question seems to be that the
old picture is new to practically 95 per cent, of its possible

she looks and a film is as old
is as old
A
public.WOMAN
s ofasits characters indicate. We are
as the costume
referring to female characters especially and to films
of today. A film of quality that portrays a period remote
from the present should not grow old. If in its costuming
it is three years behind the prevailing modes it is in the
eyes of feminine beholders anathema ; it is an outlaw. There
is substantiation for this in the experiences of those producers who have reissued productions. In the cases of
wither." With
"agein cannot
Chaplin
:omediesit of
t, except
the instances of those
differenvariety
hasthebeen
dramas
coming outside the category noted.
One way of reducing overhead for the producer and the
exhibitor is reviving old successes, exerting every efTort to
bring them up to date in the matter of title decoration and
recutting — and selling them to the public openly and above
board, clearly setting forth the fact that they are reissues.
Bearing in mind that these pictures have not been S'cen by
the vast majority of the screen following public they should,
if properly exploited, provide a material and added source
of amusement.
O
Producing Pictures in India

ANY exhibitor will substantiate the statement that
patronage of pictures is a habit. It is a habit easily
acquired and sometimes easily broken. In other
words, the clientele of a given theatre changes with the
moods and circumstances of the individuals comprising it.
Everv house manager of a theatre depending upon its own
neighborhood for its patrons sees new faces each season,
which is another way of saying that a certain and not

imporin significance
the usual
STORY tance isout
that ofwhich
this week
tells of theand
formation
by the Famous Players-Lasky of a producing company for the making of pictures in India. Three million
dollars is a considerable sum of money, but it is not so
large when one considers the vastness of the population the
Indian Empire Famous Players-Lasky Film Company, Ltd.,
is undertaking to supply at first-hand with home-made productions. Added to the four hundred millions of India are
the four hundred millions of China, only a small proportion
of which at the present time are accessible to a motion picture theatre, but a great majority of which in time should
be included within the clientele of the distributor.
Critics with knowledge of Old World customs frequently
have criticised the technique of pictures purporting to portray the Oriental in his home surroundings. With productions made "on the ground," under the advice of the best
informed natives, the basis of these complaints should be
removed and undoubtedly they will be.
The making of American pictures in India is one more
move in the battle of the nations for world supremacy in
the film realm — and an important move.
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Sundry

penny and the nickel. The war revenue
Luna-Lite Company Joins
law now in force requires the minting of
millions of pennies a year; pennies are
Miss Dolly Spurr in Contest
needed for the taxes on soft drinks and ice
Against Marion Blue Law
cream, admissions and various other sales
taxes. Because of the increased taxes on
the sum of $25 were as- tobacco products, the prices of cigars, cigDAMAGESsessed byina jury
of six men in city
arettes, etc., have been increased in odd
court at Marion, Ind., las t week,
In addition, increasing costs have
against the Mutual Theatre Company, a amounts.
necessitated higher prices for newspapers
corporation operating the Lyric, Indiana and
street
car fares.
and Royal-Grand theatres, for violating the
The measure just adopted by the Senate
city ordinance prohibiting the operation of
theatres on Sundays. The city, in its authorizes the director of the mint to have
affidavit against the company, asked for coined a 2-cent piece, composed of copper,
damages in the sum of $300, but the mini- tin and zinc in the same proportions as the
mum amount permitted under the ordi- 1-cent piece but of such size as to be readily
distinguished from a penny. On the obverse
nance was assessed by the jury.
The suit was filed as a result of the ac- will appear the medallion of Theodore
tion of the company, of which Miss Dolly Roosevelt, whose memory the coin is deSpurr is the head, in operating the Lyric
signed to honor.
Theatre on Sunday, April IL The case has
been appealed to the Grant county circuit
court.
Exhibitors Get Electric Light Conceasion.
Pleas of not guilty to the same charge
The Theatre Owners Chamber of Comwere entered in the same city by William
merce of New York City has entered into
Connors and Forrest Malott, of the Marion an arrangement with one of the largest
Theatre Company, which operates the electric light manufacturers whereby
Luna-Lite Theatre. Damages in the sum members of the organization will be
of $300 is asked of each of the defendants. alowed 31 per cent discount on all purNo time has been set for the hearing of
chases of lamps. Some of the members
these two cases.
getting a slight discount hereThe opening of the Luna-Lite Theatre have been
tofore, but nothing in comparison with the
marked the first attempt of the Marion figure obtained for the entire membership.
Theatre Company to participate in the The light company declared it easily could
Sunday opening fight which has been in afford to make the reduction in view of its
progress in Marion for several years. A saving in selling overhead.
picturization of Richard Harding Davis'
The Chamber also is considering the pos"Soldiers of Fortune" was shown, together
sibility of purchasing its coal direct from
with a reel of popular comedy.
the mines. The present consumption of
Both the Indiana and the Luna-Lite the- ' members is between ten and fifteen thousatres were opened on Sunday, April 25,
and tons annually. A committee has been
playing to capacity crowds at each per- appointed
for the purpose of securing exact
formance. No arrests were made but it is figures.
expected that additional charges will be
filed against the corporations and also
against the exhibitors.
Fire Destroys Cohans' Rialto.
George
Cohan's
Rialto
Theatre,
at
Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., was
destroyed
by fire
Financier Says China Is a Big
on Tuesday morning. May 4. The loss will
Field for Pioneer Producers
reach $150,000 to $250,000. The Rialto was
a
first run house, seating 800.
THAT new millions await the film producer who will exploit is the opinion
of Judge Peter Hing, financial magnate of the Celestial Republic.
I Massachusetts Legislators
"Capital galore awaits the first producer
Suggest Three Eliminations
to come to our country," said Mr. Hing 1
while inspecting the Famous Players- I
in Approving Censor Bill
studio at inHollywood.
Lasky
arid I (By wire to Moving Picture World.)
storiespeople
our native "Our
have confidence
Boston, Mass., May 5.
scenery. It is an absolutely untouched I
field. Our people will back to the limit I The bill providing for the state centhe first producer to establish a worth- I sorship was reported on favorably
I by the ways and means committee of
while studio in China."
While at the Lasky plant Judge Hing I the House of Representatives on May
I 5. Four out of the eleven members |
saw China "as she is done" in an AmeriI of the committee voted against the i
can studio. Ethel Clayton and company
Two members. Representative %
were taking Shanghai street for "All In II bill.
Fitzgerald, of Boston, and Mitchell, |
Night," her latest picture for Paramount
aArtcraft.
I of Springfield, formally dissented |
II from
The the
bill committee's
provides thataction.
all films be- |1
I fore being exhibited in the state must |
Senate Approves Minting of
I be censored and approved by a cen- |
I sor board in the Department of Pub- i
New Roosevelt 2-Cent Coin
I lie Safety.
|
WITH the passage on May 3 by the I The recommendation was made that i
United States Senate of the bill in- I three provisions be eliminated. They 1
troduced inJanuary by Senator Mc- I are the provisions that films for edu- 1
Lean, of Connecticut, authorizing the mint- I cational, charitable or religious per- |
ing of a 2-cent piece, the first really im- I formances shall be censored without |
portant step has been taken in providing a I charge, an increase from $1 to $2 in 1
coin with
which sorts.
the public can pay war I the fee be charged for licensing films |
taxes
of various
i up to 1,000 feet, and an increase from 1
Ever since the enactment of the first war i $2 to $4 for films in excess of 1,000 1
I
reyenue bill there has been a steady and in- 1 feet.
creasing dmand for a coin between the

Sources

Despite Revolutions, Berlin
Is Dull, Says A. J. Danziger
the life
contrary,
belief to the
n now
POPULA
in
camerama
of anR American
"
one
of
"shooting
the
not
is
Germany
revolution after another, but a ceaseless
search for the interesting among ordinarily dull surroundings. So writes A. J. Danziger from Berlin to A. G. Greenland, until
recently with Moving Picture World. Mr.
Danziger must have been in a pessimistic
frame of mind at the time he penned the
letter, as he mentions his inability to get
many close-ups of the military shooting
a few people and executing a few more
during the recent ten-day revolution.
Perhaps the most interesting item in his
letter concerns the manufacture by a man
named
of "margerine,"
substituteScheidemantel
for butter, made
out of horsea
bones and bones left on the family dinner
table, which are collected and brought in
wagons to the factory. Scheidemantel has
just had a film made showing the process.
He has made a fortune and is now one of
the
"ersatz"
foods,a
says most
Mr. popular
Danziger,makers
who isofgoing
to send
print of the film to New York City.
Mr. Danziger finds German dramatic
photoplays "as punky as ever."
French Embargo Is Only on
Raw Stock, Says N. A. M. P. L

the imporagainst films
tation of motion
from
decree picture
THE French
America will not be "a restriction
t" as some
against
laughter thought.
and enjoymen
of
the Parisians
The National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry
has been informed by its Washington representative, Jack S. Connolly, that the department of commerce has received a cablegram from its Paris office to the effect
that the ban is only against the raw stock.
There was some doubt about just what
the order did mean as it specified "sensi*
tized
cinemaat film,"
and theofdepartment
commerce,
the request
the Nationalof
Association, asked for further information.
The order will in no way afiPect the exportation of American made pictures.
Protests Against Intermissions.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Just a note to tell you that the average
patron does not agree with Stanley Shaw
on the intermission subject. Have you
ever been in a picture theatre when the
film accidentally breaks? What is the result? The older folks give little exclamations of disgust such as "Oh heck, that hapevery time I yell,
come clap
to this
theatre
and thepens youngsters
and kick
untilI"
the trouble is remedied.
The ten minute waits would be a good excuse for the numerous cigarette smokers
to
all over
let walk
'em start
it. the other people. Don't
W. W. P.
Punxsutawney, Pa., April 29, 1920.
No Action on Picture Bills.
Up until May 3 Governor Alfred E. Smith
had taken no action on any of the thirtyday motion picture bills reposing in his
hands and on which he can take some action up until midnight of May 24. There
has been no definite word from the governor as yet concerning any hearing on bills
of interest to the motion picture industry
and of which three, including the Cotill»
measure, are in his hands.
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Against Policy of Producers, Says Exhibitor Official
We have bought no studios, bargained for
By SYDNEY S. COHEN
of the national convention
ON tothebe eve
no stars, acquired no exchanges, we have
held on June 8, 9. 10, and 11
Temporary
Chairman,
Motion
Picture
sought no money in Wall Street to promote
in Cleveland, to which every exhibitor
Theatre
Owners
of
America
new producing concerns to compete with
in the United States has been invited, a
any
of those now existing. We have been
brief survey of our objects not only seems
entirely
satisfied to devote ourselves to the
but
time,
of
e
quite appropriat in point
The fact is so well understood that it does building up of our theatres, to improvement
r
of
matte
a
as
ded
regar
may justly be
not need repetition.
in our showmanship and to the developduty to the entire industry. Wc view the
ment of our patronage.
Actrance Deposits Misused.
motion picture industry as one of the most
Dictation on All Sides.
The advance payment now used by proimportant institutions of modern society.
We regard it, or would like to regard it, as
We were not permitted to pursue our
ducers
for
the
odious
word
"deposit"
takes
a great unit divided into three separate large sums from the exhibitor and uses legitimate calling in peace and contentment.
and distinct branches, but inspired by a them not as a security for film rentals but On all sides we encountered attempts to
for the expansion of their business, and not dictate to us in the conducting of our busispirit of harmony and co-operation.
ness and the management of our property.
This industry needs a thorough re-ad- infrequently for the building or purchasing
justment along the lines of sanity and jus- of competitive theatres. The pretense that Arbitrary and exorbitant film rentals were
tice. Too long have the producers been the deposit is used as security for the pay- demanded and our refusal or even hesitancy
ment of film rentals has been abandoned
playing upon our foolish jealousies and
to pay them were met with threats of comrivalries. Too long have they been count- even by the producer. Film rentals, as we
petition or the actual building of new coming on our indifference, on our lack of know, are payable in advance.
petitive theatres.
It is always an extremely difficult matter
leadership, until we are today near the
All the huge load of expensive salaries
verge of ruin and serfdom. These foolish to get your deposit back from any producer. for stars and the rewards given to promoters, all the penalties of overcapitalization,
jealousies and rivalries on the part of ex- In all disputes arising between the producer
hibitors have given away to a clear under- and exhibitor as to payment of bills, de- all the sins of extravagance, incompetence
livery ©f reels, contracts, etc., the man who or wastefulness, were thrown on our backs
standing of our community of interest and
of our powers to assert and defend our- holds the deposit holds the whip hand, pos- until we are beginning to stagger under
selves whenever we unite and act as one
session being nine points of the law. Cases the burden. Time and time again we have
body.
have been numerous throughout the coun- offered to co-operate with producers and
try
where
exhibitors have had to invoke distributors, at least in all matters which
Se«s Start of New Era.
civil and criminal authorities to get their pertain to the entire industry, such, for
The convention will be judged by its money back from producers.
instance, as the fight against hostile legislation.
fruits, but I believe it will pass into hisUnited Afainst Percentage.
tory as the start of a new era in which the
Exhibitors Bear Tax Burden.
In regard to the percentage system, I
exhibitor will no longer be a hewer of
wood and a drawer of water, but an up- know of no subject on which exhibitors
What has been the result? At Washington the producers fastened the 5 per cent,
standing independent American man, ask- have ever been more united. From my correspondence and from the many personal film rental tax upon us. We cannot pass
ing no odds, demanding no privileges, but
insisting upon proper respect for his rights visits and from other sources, I know that any part of this tax on to the public and our
exhibitors are determined to resist to the friends knew it, but they do not care as
within the industry.
We feel that within the last few years utmost the attempt to force percentage long as they themselves remain wholly untouched by taxes. We and we alone carry
the producer and distributor, almost in- booking upon them. They feel that they
variably representing the same financial in- should not be content merely with offering the taxes which in justice should have been
shared in fair and proper proportion by the
terest, has slowly and steadily encroached passive resistance to the system. Some
on the domain of the exhibitor and by a definite and affirmative action must be three branches of the industry.
series of coercive measures has sought to taken as quickly as possible after the conIn the list of our grievances is the daring
vention opens, to make percentage booking and persistent attempt on the part of the
deprive him of the just control of his propproducer to prostitute our screens to comerty— his motion picture theatre. We com- impossible.
The time to kill the forced percentage
mon advertising even in highly lauded
plain of many abuses, but most of them we
booking
methods
is
now.
It
was
through
believe have their origin in the attempt of
dramatic productions. So far we have, it
our
own
indifference
and
lack
of
resistance
seems, been unable to stop this abuse enthe producer-exhibitor to step out of his
tirely. We have no means of knowing
legitimate sphere and force the theatre that the deposit system was foistered upon
us. We are now in great straits to find a \vhat the producer gets by way of contribuowner into an unnatural partnership.
tion towards the cost of his negative from
remedy. Let us not repeat this mistake
Underminingr the Exhibitor.
the fight against percentage booking. these highly favored advertisers, but we
It is not difficult to trace the steps which with
If we make an end of the forces that seem do know that he makes or tries to make us
have finally led up to this organized atthe dispensers of this profitable advertising.
be comPlan Constructive Program.
pelled later onthisto drive,
lose awe lotwon't
of time
and
tempt at undermining
the exhibitor's
prop- to be behind
erty.
Excessive film rentals,
the arbitrary
money in finding a remedy. As a rule
The convention, I firmly believe, will take
exaction of deposits or so-called advance remedies are late anyway.
this matter in hand, and I hope that the
payments, the refusal to aid the small exdelegates will take drastic action which will
To Oppose Large Profits.
hibitor in building up his business by denyThe convention, I think, will also go on make the repetition of such outrages upon
ing such necessary adjuncts as mounted
posters, photos and slides, the artificial cur- record as opposing the large profits and the our property impossible hereafter.
A large part of our program at Cleveland
tailment of production, the bold and persis- influence enjoyed by promoters. These will
be purely constructive. We want to
have no thought for the good of
tent drive for percentage booking — all these promoters
the
industry.
They
take
all
they
can
out
encourage
the independent producer and
measures
aim
at
weakening
the
exhibitor's
hold on his investment.
of the sound values of the industry, merely director. Directors are the creative mind of
Constantly increasing film rentals are to fill their pockets and caring nothing as the industry and furnish the fundamental
placing many exhibitors today before the to how it may affect the theatre. Exhib- values. We want to encourage these independent producers and directors and we
itors have suffered no less than the public
alternative of either selling out or raising
their prices of admission. In most cases from these promoters who thrive on will leave them in no doubt as to our supchaotic
and
unsound
business
conditions.
port. I am speaking for my fellow exthe exhibitor might better sell out than
hibitors when I say that at the Cleveland
make a substantial advance in his price of If any of these producers have ever created any honest and lasting values for Convention every exhibitor will be weladmission. The existence of the motion
either
producer
or
exhibitor,
it
must
have
come.
We want none but exhibitors — men
picture theatre, its progress and prosperity,
who are the actual owners of motion picall depend on the popular price. It was the escaped general attention.
ture theatres and who gain their livelihood
We have made no attempts to invade
popular price which accounts for the con- either
the producing or distributing field. by means of their theatres
<iuest of the world by the motion picture.
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Present, Introduce, Proffer
Or Just Simply Screen Films:
First, Nationally; then Universally.
Do so Foxily, Vitagraphically
and Realartly.
But Paramountly, Goldwyningly.
o— o
And
"C'aptnin
Snift" is not so
slow jn films, either.
o— o
It's a cert that "The Whisper
Market" ofwill
screenof
version
the not
curb bein afront
the Godfrey Building.
o— o
"Love, Honor and Obey" First
S-L Picture Started at Metro. —
Trade Paper Headline.
Propitious Dutloolt for discipline and harmony we'll say.
iiiitiiililtiudiniiir:
"The
Boss
of
a western story,thewillBigbeBonanza,"
the next
Enid Bennett picture for the
Inc« program.
Mae Murray and Robert Z.
Leonard are expected to arrive
on the coast some time in May
to produce film features at one
of the Hollywood studios.
Anna Q. Nllsson plays opposite Hobart Bosworth in "Buck
McAllister,"
his current J. Parker
Read production.
Forrest Stanley is leading man
for
for Alice
Metro.Lake in "The Outsider,"
Lawrence Grant, leading man
on the English stage, has been
engaged by Metro for Screen
Classics productions.
James Davis, recently of the
Mack Sennett directorial staff,
has been engaged to direct
"Brownie"
features comedies
with the dog
actor
of Century
for
Universal.
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Pnnxsntnwney's
Where W.He Pratt
Halls
From Does William
First we had:
"Don't Change Your Wife."
Now;
"Don't Chase Your Wife."
Then:
"Come Out of the Kitchen."
Now:
"Come Into the Kitchen."
Again:
"What's Your Husband DoDid You Ever Notice It?
In Locomobiles and Packards
the passengers are generally
lonely, stifE-backed and sourfaced.
In Fords the load is always
a mob — bright-eyed and fairly
oozing happiness and the joy
of living.
Except in cases where yeggmen have despoiled them,
Fords doubtless go straight to
heaven
to continue their helpful existence.

WORLD

Now:
"What's Your Husband Brewing?"
After seeing such titles as
"Male
Female," "Men and
ing?" and and
Women"
"Husbands and
We
wonder
why
not:
Wives."
"Ladies and Gentlemen," "Socks
and Stockings" and "Ma's and
Dad's."
"The toRiddle:
Woman"
come
the screen
under may
its
stage title — or it may be "The
Puzzling Female" for all we
know.
o— o
"Hurry Home" Van Loan, novf
safely at large in our city,
emotes:
"A man is known by the car
o— o
he keeps."
"The Vice of Fools" (Vitagraph).
Drawing to the middle of
straights.
— o Old Stuff.
starting; othe
"An announcement that has
long
expected ..."that will
"Anbeen
announcement
rock
the
industry
..."of utmost
"An announcement
importance to the industry ..."
"An announcement that is expeoted to set at rest the rumors ..."

"Cave-Man" Stuff.
Vitagraph has swapped, as a
title, "The Man Who Killed"
for "The Right to Love."
— o as an orchesWe are told othat,
tra leader, Herman Heller, of the
California Theatre,
San Francisco, is-a. o — o
Charles Ray, having purchased all of Hoyt's farces and
Riley's poems, will be able to
play the awakening scene in
"Rip Van Winkle" without
make-up
screened. before he gets 'em all
o— o
With thU much space to fill
we make known that D. S. Bellows, of No. 39 Lispenard street,
our town, is an auctioneer,
The Devil's o —ino the Films!
"The Devil's Claim" (R-C).
"The Devil's Passkey" (U).
o— o
"Away Goes Prudence" (Paramount) when Wall Street, gunpowder and insurance mingle in
the film game.
"Something
CdeMille)
is a tofilmThink
title. About"
And, having decided, find
somebody else has used it.
"Dollar for Dollar" (Pathe)
recalls to Chicot that "a fair exchange is no robbery." . .
Add to: poker expression of
filmdom
"No Limit, Carson" (Fox).
"The Desperate Hero" (Selznick).
Rather rubbing it in on William Faversham for his film Initiation at the hands of Selznick — making him "The Man Who
Lost Himself" in "The Wilderness of Fear."

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
Rowland Lee, leading man for
Enid Bennett in "The Woman in
the
Case,"
be featured
in a Suit
coming
Ince will
special.
Antonio Moreno is temporarily
in Portland, Oregon, making
scenes for his new Vitagraph serial, now in its fifth episode.
James Kirkwood is playing opposite Louise Glaum in her current picture for J. Parker Read.
Director David Smith is about
to begin on "Flower of the
North," picture
another forJames
Ollvei*
Curwood
Vitagraph.
Carmel Myers, who has Just
signod a new contract for five
years with Universal, is expected
to arrive on the west coast in
June for her picture work.

Myles McCarthy, actor and
composer of songs, is playing
the heavy in the J. Warren Kerrigan picture, "The House of
Whispers."
Eugene Pallette,
of thecast
"Par-at
and Bath"
Metro,lor,isBedroom
planning
a fishing
trip
down the Pacific Coast In his 80foot yacht when the picture is
completed.
James Young has purchased
the rights to the Charles Hoyt
play,
"A Texas
will film
with anSteer,"
all-starwhich
cast. he
Polly Moran's first picture of
the Marion
new "Sheiriff
series
for
H. KohnNell"
Is entitled
"Sheriff Nell Surrounded" and
will be in two reels.

The Key Cities of Filmdom
Set All in a Clanking Row
The film publicists have
drawn so heavily upon the visible supply of "key cities" that
it seems advisable to line 'em
all up — the keys, we mean —
where all may pick and choose
and help themselves.
We extend thanks to the editor of the Postal Guide (halfbrother to the Congressional
Record for snap and ginger)
and go right into the list :
Key, Ala., Ark., Ky., Ohio and
W. Va.
Keyport, N. J., and Wash.
Key West, Long Key, Fla.
Cross Keys, N. J., and Crosskeys,
Ohio. 111., and Keyrock,
Keysport,
W. Va.
There are Keystones in 11
states.
And
New-Brass-Key.
Now that Rev.
o — oGeorge Le Rol
Clarke has become a screen
comedian THE Industry will have
its own representative to talk
back to clergymen who take a
crack at the movies.
o— o
Community
Films Making
"Tomorrow."
The day that never comes.
o— o
With "The Miracle Man** In
circulation and "The Faith
Healer" in preparation, somebody might was
remind
that there
onceParamount
a lively
farce-comedy known to the stage
as "The Fakir."
Jiovs (or a bathing girl bnrlesque of "The Woman Who UnCall it "The Woman Who Understood."
H. B. Warner's next picture
dressed."
will be "The Brass Bottle," with
Edwin
the "genii" theof
the
stageStevens,
play, interpreting
same role in the film.
Earle Williams' next feature
for Vitagraph will be called "The
Purple Hieroglyph."
H. H. Van Loan has been asked
by the Bobbs Merrill Publishing
Company to put his screen play.
"The Virgin
novel
form. of Stamboul" into
Ethel Clayton will soon begin
production
"The City
Sparrow," underonDirector
Sam Wood
at Lasky's.
Pell Trenton has gone to TIa
Juana, Mex., on a vacation after
having finished his work as leading man in
his ninth picture in
fourteen
monttis.
Jack Pickford soon starts oa
"The
Man Whounder
Had Everything"
at Goldwyn
Director AI
Green.
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Famous
To

Players-Lasky

Produce

IN conjunction with a syndicate of British
and Indian bankers the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation will produce motion
pictures in Bombay, India, for distribution
by their own exchanges throughout the Far

Frank Meyer.
East. Adolph Zukor, in making the announcement, says that activities to this
end will soon be under way.
The Indian Empire Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, Ltd., has been formed
with a paid-in capital of $3,000,000. Studios
and laboratories will be erected in Bombay,
where the latest improved method of
American production will be forwarded by
experts under Frank Meyer, assistant secretary of Famous Players-Lasky, who has
been in charge of the real estate and construction division for the corporation, and
Church in Isolated Town
Entertains with Movies
from J. W. HarTHEley followi
d byletter
A. C. Mollis, of the
receiveng
tion
Service of the
Visual Instruc
North Dakota Agricultural College, North
Dakota, should be of special interest to
non-theatrical exhibitors of films
"As the struction
man department,
in charge
of thetovisual
inI wish
let you
know how much your service of films
means to us at Mapleton. As you perhaps
know this is a very small village of some
200 souls. There is no hope of the commercialized movie here. The community
has to seek its amusement in Fargo and
Casselton. When called to the pastorate
of this church, I asked that the church
undertake social service in as many ways
as possible, first of all in providing clean
amusement for young and old.
"To this end we purchased a moving picture machine, of the Safety Variety, incandescent lamp, etc., and once a week th«;
church is open to all the people of the
community.
"It is our purpose to cultivate an interest in every agricultural pursuit to stimulate the boys and girls to stay by the farm.
To this end we are using your pictures

and

Going

Distribute

Tarkington
Universal. Baker, late general manager of
Will Both Make and Distribute.
Not only will Paramount pictures be
made in Bombay, but there will be at once
established a chain of exchanges for their
distribution. This system modelled after
the American method, will embrace the Indian Empire, the Straits Settlement and
other sections of the Far East.
Mr. Meyer will erect the Bombay plant
and will install the most modern American
film producing appurtenances. The studio
and laboratory will be operated by a staff
of American experts, which will be organized when everything is ready for work.
Mr. Baker will remain in India as general
Indian representative of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. He will have
complete charge of the activities of the Indian Empire Corporation.
Department Heads Soon Leave.
Mr. Meyer and Mr. Baker will leave for
India in two or three weeks, as soon es
they can wind up their affairs in this country. They will spend some time at the
new Famous Players studio in London before going to Bombay.
It is expected that the first American
picture produced in India will be ready for
release next Christmas. Just as it is Mr.
Zukor'sturesintention
have Paramount
picproduced in to
England
distributed also
in this country, so will the pictures made in
India be released in this country and in
Europe.
Mr. Zukor Makes a Statement.
"When one realizes that in the Indian
Empire alone,"
saysoneMr.canZukor,
"there
400,000,000
people,
get an
idea areof
the possibilities which lie in the production
of pictures in India. Paramount pictures,
of course, are already being distributed
throughout India, as they are in other
countries of the world; but we wish to
produce pictures which are closer to the
thought and lives of the vast Indian peo-

to

India

Own

Films

"Producing pictures in America that wil!
mirror the Far East is practically impossible. The director and actors have to be

■

Tarkington Baker.

on the spot; they must have an insight into
the problems of the Indian people — in a
word, they must have a better understanding of what the Indian public wants.
"Paramount pictures made in India will
have settings amid scenery that practically
has never been brought to the photoplay
screen. All of the picturesque life and
surroundings of the Indian will form the
background for the pictures which we plan
to make there."i ti i i
riiiiitiiiiiHiiiiiiriiiiminitiiiilMiMiiiMiMtitiiiiiiMiiit

ple.
and others which treat of farming., dairying, hog raising, etc., besides films for
entertainment such as your copies of The
Taming of the Shrew, David Copperiield,
Oliver Twist, etc.
Service Is Appreciated.
"That the service is being appreciated
is evidenced by the fact that the church
is well filled Thursday and that the Sunday evening service is so well attended
that the house during the last few weeks
has been crowded, a very unusual state
of affairs in Mapleton, so I am told. I
might say that I use two reels of films
Sunday night introductory to the service.
I have used your copy of 'The Battle Hymn
of the Republic' which I consider a numreel.Farm
'The and
Christmas
Lakewoodber one
Dairy
others. Story,'
The evening
service which follows is as long as the usual
service and as reverent as any I ever saw
and from my point of view the best thin.r;
is, that men and women who never attended the church before are coming and
hearing the Gospel and accepting it.
Expense Met by Collection.
"The pictures which we get from you are
a small part of those we use, and of course
we must pay for them, the ones we do not

get from you. To date the expense of
pictures have been met by collection and
a balance is on hand for further films.
"I am and have been a firm advocate
of Visual Instruction for many years and
have three years of experience with the
movies in religious work. Two in a city
church where the results were splendid,
in spite of opposition, one in France among
the soldiers, where the pictures were a
necessity, and I believe that we are beg:inning a work which is destined to be the
greatest movement of the age, to teach
men, women and children the great vital
truths ofWhere
life." Is Warren K. Wait?
Warren K. Wait, who was some time ago
president of the Monarch Film Manufacturing Company, with offices in Chicago,
is asked to communicate with Bert Levy,
Friars' Chih, New York City. Friends of
Mr. Wait in England inquire for him
through "The Stage," London.
Shurtleff Brings Print.
Charles C. ShurtlefT has brought his
print of the first SliurtlefF production,
"Burning Daylight," to New York City. It
is
the first
of the Jack Londoi- •iciirs for
Metro
release.
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Love-Smitten

Why Changele's Your
latest
g Cecil
seein
AFTER
tcraftB. DeMil
t-Ar
Paramoun
special, "Why
e Your Wife?
" at the Criterion
Changthe
Theatre,
verdict of the
New York
critics seems quite unanimously to have
been, "DeMille has gone and done it
again." As a matter of fact, those are the
very words used by two of them in their
reviews of the picture, which is packing
in capacity audiencesnite
at every performance during its indefi
run.
The picture, now well started on its
career in the pre-release and first-run
houses throughout the country, is scheduled for general release on May 2. Meanwhile, it has been running true to the
form set by its Paramount-Artcraft superspecial predecessors and in several instances has broken all previous records at
the theatres where it has been shown.
At Denver all records for both receipts
and total attendance were troken at both
the Rialto and Princess theatres, where it
ran simultaneously.
Royal,of
Kansas
City, it playedAt toNewman's
20 per cent,
the entire population of the city before
the second week of its three-week's engagement was over. At the Euclid Theatre. Cleveland, it is still playing to capacity, the run having started on April 4,
while atto Grauman's
played
the longest Rialto,
run inLos
the Angeles,
history ofit
the city.
One of the chief reasons cited for its
success is its appeal to women. The DeMille costuming has always been a distinctive feature of his productions, but in
this masterpiece, it is declared, gowns that
for beauty and style outrival anything ever
before shown on the screen, even in the
preceding DeMille pictures, are paraded
before the eyes of milady.
story ofby "Why
Change
Your Wife?"
wasThewritten
William
C. DeMille.
The
scenario is the joint work of Olga Printzlau and Sada Cowan, and Alvin WyckoflF
was at the camera. The cast is headed by
Thomas Meighan and Gloria Swanson,
with Theodore Kosloflf and Bebe Daniels
in opposing roles. Others are Sylvia Ashton, Clarence Geldart, Mayme Kelso, Lucien
Littlefield, Edna Mae Cooper and Jane
Wolff.
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Give

Once-Over
?'' the
Wife
oldest
company
in the world. The first of
the series of festivities were held in Winnipeg and lasted for three days, followed by
similar ones in Calgary, Edmonton, Victoria and Vancouver.
A chief feature of the celebration was
the showing of a motion picture record
of the Hudson's Bay Territory made for
the company by Educational Films Corporation, of New York. Nearly 20,000 feet
of these pictures were made by H. M.
Wycoff, the Educational cameraman, who
spent seven months in the country that
is so closely associated with the history
of romance and adventure in North
America.
The Hudson's Bay Company itself leased
the leading theatres in each city for the
showings
admission
by invita-of
tion to itsand
friends
and thewascustomers
its various great stores. Later the films
will be shown throughout the Dominion
and portions of them released in the
United States.
Production

Activities

MayBig.15, 1920
Dempiey Serial Going
Jack Dempsey,
"Daredevil
scoring
the greatestin serial
success Jack,"
in yearsis
in the Detroit territory, according to
George W. Sampson, the branch manager
of the Pathe office there, who is visiting
the home office. One hundred out of one
hundred and thirty theatres in Detroit
alone are showing the serial, and, on many
streets, every house has the picture.
Consult Producer* on Theatre*.
Frank J. Rembusch, of Indianapolis; C. E.
Whitehurst, of Baltimore, and Louis F.
Blumenthal, acting as a sub-committee of
the wholehibitors
committee
appointed
at theApril
exconvention called
at Chicago
26 and 27, held a meeting in New York
May 5 and
subsequently
producers in New
York as consulted
to their the
attitude
on producer-owned theatres. The result of
their investigation will be reported to the
whole committee, which will meet at New
York on June 3 and 4 just previous to the
National Convention to be held at Cleveland June 8, where the whole committee
will meet the producers and hear their
decision on producer-controlled theatres.

Oblige

Selznick

to Take Over Solax Studio in\Fort Lee
UE to the present extensive and rap
these, Mr.nouncedMyron
that work Selznick
had beenrecently
started anon
idly increasing production activities
D Selznick
Pictures Corporation, it is "The Wilderness Fear," a special producannounced by President Myron Selznick,
tion directed by Burton George; "Maroonthat his company has just signed a long
another special production
term lease whereby it takes possession on whiched Hearts,"
is being directed by George ArchainMay 10 of the Solax Studio in Fort Lee, baud and in which Zena Keefe and Conway Tearle are playing the leading roles,
N. J. This will make the third Selznick
studio in the East, the others being located and a Ralph Ince special production, as yet
in West Fort Lee, N. J., and in the Bronx. untitled. In addition to these, four Kaufman Weeklies are in the final stages of
Workmen are making extensive alterations and installing an entire new lighting making and preparations are being made to
system. Located within less than half a start work at once on four more.
mile of the main Selznick studio in West
Supplementing the newly acquired Solax
Fort Lee, it will be possible for the two Studio, the main studio in West Fort Lee
studio in the Bronx, is the Selzplants to operate practically as one. Prop- and the
nick studio in Los Angeles, where, just at
erties, sets, lighting apparatus and workmen can be transported from one studio present. Miss Olive Thomas and Owes
Moore are working.
to another within ten minutes.
The Solax Studio, altered as it will be
when the Selznick Company takes possesUniTer*al Li*t* Special Attraction.
sion of it, will provide two large stages, afUniversal announces as a special attracfording ample space for the working of two
separate productions at the same time. The
tion, "TheFrank
Girl in
Number
Mayo,
to be 'Twenty-Nine"
released May
company now has twelve productions under featuring
Pictures Help Hudson's Bay
way and plans are rapidly nearing comple- 17. "The Girl in Number Twenty-Nine"
Company Observe Anniversary
tion for the launching of half as many is an adaptation of Elizabeth Jordon's
ONE of the greatest celebrations ever more within the next ten days.
novel "The Girl in the Mirror," and was
Among the Selznick pictures now in produced
held in Canada has begun with the
under the direction of Jack Ford.
observance of the two hundred and working are those starring Olive Thomas,
Supporting
Claire Ray
Anderson,
ElinorFrank
Fair, Mayo
Harry areHilliard,
William
Faversham,
Elaine
Hammerstein,
fiftieth anniversary of the incorporation of
the Hudson's Bay Company, probably the Eugene O'Brien and Owen Moore. Besides .Ripley. Bull Montana and many others.

Picture of the Banquet Given by Mayor Wilde of San Diego to the Prince of Wales at Hotel del Coronado.
A Pathe photographer boarded
presented
him with
a copy
the above photograph and he
requestedthethatPrince's
he be vessel
allowed and
to keep
the picture
to send
to hisofmother.
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Congressman

Has

Industry
to
EXHIBITORS will have the added
worry of increased admission taxes if
one of the suggestions made by Congressman James A. Frear, of Wisconsin, for
raising money with which to pay the proposed soldier bonus is adopted. At the
present time the House of Representatives
is very much stirred up over the fizzle that
the Republicans have made with the bonus
legislation. It looks as though the sponsors of this legislation have bitten off too
large a bit, and where the soldier vote was
being catered to the legislators find they
are on the brink of losing the votes of the
y
,
poor,
burdens. taxpayer who is
his war every-da
tired ofordinary
The sales tax at first proposed has
brought down so much opposition that it
practically has been relegated to the scrap
heap. Now the members of Congress are
looking about for other taxable things, and
Congressman Frear has re-discovered the
theatres.
Increase Pe'rsonal Income Tax.
"I am opposed to any proposition that
includes what is called the sales tax," he
said, in discussing the soldier bonus legislation in the House of Representatives.
"That,
in my I judgment,
dangerous
proposition.
am sincereis ina that.
The
members of my committee (ways and means
committee) know my attitude, and when
members say what was the unanimous disposition of the committee, they will all be
free to say that I reserved the right in
committee and reserve it now to differ on
the sales tax plan, because it is not a political proposition in any way. I desire to
offer a solution :
"First,
the normal
come tax increase
for the years
1919, 1920personal
and 1921 into
rates imposed and collected for the year
1918; that is, increase the present rates of
4 to 8 per cent to 6 to 12 per cent. This
will produce approximately $170,000,000 a
year or $500,000,000 for three years.
"Second, extend the normal tax to dividends received by individuals or corporations for the year 1920 and 1921. This will
produce $240,000,000 a year and $480,000,000
for the two years.
Double Admission Taxes.
"Third, tax stock dividends for the three
years 1919, 1920 and 1921 at 25 per cent.—
approximately the rate that would be imposed had not the Supreme Court ruled

Raise
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Idea

Soldier

By CLARENCE L. LINZ
iiiniiMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiMiniirtiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiHitiiriMii
that the tax on such dividends in the 1918
revenue act were unconstitutional. This
tax would produce approximately $150,000,000, principally from the dividends declared
during the year 1920.
"Fourth, double the tax on automobiles of
over $1,000, trucks, parts and accessories.
This will produce for two years — 1920 and
1921—^00,000,000. The present rate of
taxes is 3 per cent, on trucks and 5 per
cent, on automobiles and accessories, including tires.
Feeling- Runs High.
"Fifth,
increase
the for
taxeach
on 10admissions
from 1 cent to 2 cents
cents on
admissions for 25 cents or under, and from
1 cent to 3 cents on admissions of over 25
cents for the two years 1920 and 1921. This
tax will produce about $200,000,000. New
York producers propose to charge $5 for
theatre tickets. In this age of profiteering
and reckless extravagance the tax will be
of value
tion bill. in helping a soldiers' compensa"Sixth, a tax of 1 per cent, on sales of
real estate. This tax will produce about
$100,000,000 annually, or $200,000,000 for the
two years 1920 and 1921.
"The total of the above additional taxes
for two years would be $1,730,000,000, according to estimates furnished me by treasThere
is much feeling in Congress for
ury experts."
and against
the bonus bill. It may be that
the legislation will pass the House and fail
to get by the Senate this year. However,
the House members are inclined to favorably consider some of the suggestions
made by Congressman Frear. Naturally, it
is the hope of the industry that the House
will not seriously consider increased motion
picture taxes.
Always Look to Pictures Business.
"It seems as though every time Congress
finds there is a need for money it looks
to
amusement
industries
to furnish
it,"
saidtheHarry
M. Crandall,
president
of the
Associated Exhibitors and prominent
Washington exhibitor. "It just keeps us
busy now getting the money to pay the
various levies upon us, and with the number of taxes we almost have to keep a
bookkeeping force so that we can properly
take care of them. I can name fourteen

of

Taxing

Bonus
Money
taxes offhand that we who have theatres
in the District of Columbia have to pay.
Crandall Details Present Hardships.
"First, there is the admission tax of 10
per cent, which Congressman Frear wants
to raise. Of course, we do not have to pay
that, but we feel the effect of the assessment, and if it were increased it would
mean that our business would drop off,
especially in the neighborhood sections.
"Then we have the seating capacity tax
that costs us approximately $200 a theatre. Next is the film rentals tax of 5 per
cent, which is a great big item every year
to all exhibitors.
"We have the corporation tax and a stock
tax, and if we are lucky enough to make
any money we have to pay an excess profits
tax. In addition to all of these, we have to
bear our share of other federal taxes for
expressage, freight, long distance telephone
calls, telegrams, transportation and other
like business requirements play an important part in our industry.
Connolly Is Optimistic.
"The taxes imposed upon us by the local
authorities include that of the building inspectors, the amusement license tax, intangible tax, personal property tax, income
tax, real estate tax, water rent and vault
tax. We think we have our share of tax
Jack S. Connolly, Washington representative of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, is closely watching
burdens."
the various proposals being made in Con"It looks now as though the members
of Congress will move very slowly in the
gress.
matter of assessing additional taxes," he
says. "However, there is no telling what
may happen. I am hoping that no serious
thought will be given to increasing the
admission taxes because I believe it would
be a big blow to the industry. I am sure
that this would do more to increase the
general unrest in the country than anything else Congress could do."
Save $4.80 by subicribing direct for Moving Picture World. News men charge the IS
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
paper every week by early mail, and miss
no issues. That will give you $4.80 for War
Savings Stamp investment.

"The Evil Eye" Can Be Seen Approaching So Bennie Leonard Prepares to Save the Heroine.
Three scenes from this super-special serial produced by Hallmark, with the well-known boxer in the leading role.
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needed to complete the allotment. By
autumn, it was said, First National attractions will be pledged by sub-franchises to
at The
leastexecutive
6,000 theatres.
committee for Associated
First National Pictures, composed of ^. H.
Gorden, of Boston; Moe Mark, of New
York, and H. O. Schwalbe, of Philadelphia,
will devote practically all of its time during the summer to the consideration and
granting
of applications
sub-franchises.
Schedules
of percentageforratings
of every
theatre in each territory were given to the
exchange
at the concluding
sion of themanagers
First National
Sales Club. sesIn
fixing the individual theatre percentages,
the statistical
division
of the
Exhibitors'
Defense
Committee
for First
National
eliminated in many instances the matter of
populationsidered theasmore
a determining
and con-of
conclusive factor
conditions
industrial advantages, prevailing average
film costs for individual houses booking on
a flat rental basis in the past, competition
and the strategical location of the theatres.

First National 's Sub' Franchising Plan
SION of the joint conventions
e of the total cost of every reCONCLU
of Associated National Pictures, Inc., percentag
words,
"In other
says a statement
lease,"
the
ed at
are .establish
' Circuit the rental valuesthan
itors
Exhib
nal
Natio
First
and
exchange.
the
in
rather
April
go,
on
studio
at the Hotel Congress, Chica
stock equity which each en30, marked the formal launching of the sub- Through thefranchised
exhibitor will have in the exfranchising plan wherein approximately
change for his territory, he is guaranteed
endowned and indep
endently res
6,500 indepoperate
d theat
will share in the against film costs in excess of the fair
ently
mutualization of ion
the protective and guarvaluation by the dividends which the stockholding will bring from the disbursement
product
anteed
source benefits upon
of any profits earned by the exchange over
which the plan is based.
Sub-franchise applications from about 200 and above its nominal operating expense."
of the independent exhibitors who had
Three Month* to Completei Allotment.
responded to the call by Willard C. PatterTerritorial awards of sub-franchises
son, of Atlanta, for a national mass meeting were filed with the various First
upon the return of the First NaNational exchange managers and members started tional
exchange managers to their respecbefore the Circuit's sessions were finally
tiveficials
offices.
is predicted
by Circuit
adjourned.
that atIt least
three months
will ofbe
Radical and extensive changes in the
present system of film distribution are
expected by exhibitor members of First
National as the result of the sub-franchis"To See Is to Believe/' Says Minister,
ing plan. Speeches by Circuit officials
Pleading for Picture Shows in Churches
treated at length on the obvious and certain reforms that would necessarily follow
in the wake of the efforts seeking to unite As a means of building up the church but that they remember half of what they
It is further said they remember
there is nothing better than the mo- see.
approximately 6,500 theatres in one cotion picture and the time is coming longer the impression that comes through
operative organization which seeks direct
contact with independent producers as its when every church will have a motion pic- the eye. Try this out sometimes by aska friend to tell you about the sermon
source of film supply.
ture machine just as it has its organ, ac- last ingSunday
and then ask him to tell you
cording to the Rev. J. C. Eason, pastor of
Not a New Policy.
the Methodist Church at Chatham, a village about the motion picture last Saturday
Members of the executive committee for near Albany, N. Y.
night.
Associated First National Pictures pointed
The church has just installed a motion
"In the past the church has utilized the
out to the independent exhibitors that the picture machine and gave its first show on sense of hearing almost exclusively in its
sub-franchising plan is not a new and dif- .April 30 to an audience that filled the ministry and teaching. Can we afford to
ferent system than any which has before building. A seven-reel picture and a two- continue to neglect the eye channel when
been in vogue. Instead, according to the reel comedy made up the program. A simi- it has gained such recognition of importance in the educational world? The still
committee, it is an extension to other indelar entertainment will be given every Friday night. No admission will be charged pictures and stereopticons have been used
pendent exhibitors of the co-operative, proin the churches for years. Why should
tective and economic phases of the organi- but an offering will be taken.
zation structure on which First National
The ReV. Mr. Eason's views on the mo- we not now make use of the motion picture with all its possibilities?
tion picture are decidedly interesting. He
Exhibitors'
years
ago
and on Circuit
which itwashas started
steadilythree
continued
says :
to bridge and narrow the gap between
Wesley
Banned Organs in Church.
is a common
thattruth
to see
and we saying
know the
of isit
independent exhibitors and independent to"Itbelieve
"The
stereopticon
had to fight its way
producers.
when we realize that ten times as many
as did any other innovaof the impressions of life come through into thetions,churches,
"Now
independent
exhibitors
have
a
but it has won on its merits and is
definite and sufficient source of releases to tlie one sense of sight as through the
here to stay. The same is true of the momeet any organized theatre competition other four senses combined.
tionsultspicture.
it isproviding
used the the
refrom other than independent producers and
"It has also been said that people reare mostWherever
beneficial,
an arrangement whereby they pay a fixed
member one-quarter of what they hear, management
is good.
"Somebody says evil forces utilize pictures. Yes, somebody once said they used
organs. Therefore, the church should not.
Wesleyment inwould
not allow
instruhis church.
Doesa musical
that argument
make us willing to do without our church
organ now? The devil uses everything
he can, but that is no reason why we
should let him monopolize things with
vast possibilities for good. The time is
coming when the church will be no more
willing to do without the pictures than

"—And Don't Let Me Catch You Up Here Again," Says George Walsh.
We'll bet if he comes
Georgefrom
will a put
the Brea — "The Dead Line"
for life.againA scene
new him
Fox inproduction.

the organ."
McCulley Stories Good for Screen.
In the ever-grrowing list of American
writers there is one who holds a unique
position in the fiel<f in view of the fact that
the majority of his more recent stories
have been given a screen version, although
the author has never written directly for
the screen. The author referred to is Johnston McCulley, well-known writer of short
stories and novels, and author of the new
Ruth Roland serials now being produced.
The Ruth Roland story is titled "Broadway Bab" and was originally published
as a magazine serial and then syndicated
in a number of large daily newspapers.
The latest word of fiction from Mr. McCulley is "Themystery
Maskedstory.
Woman,"
highly
entertaining
It wasa put
on
the market in book form about three weeks,
ago.
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KEEPING

CHARLES LAMB, a prominent exhibitor
of Rockford, III., witli his entire family,
has been spending several days In New
York. The Lamb family made the visit at
this time to accompany their son on his return to Bethlehem, Pa., where he is attending college. Bill Wright conducted them
through the Vitagraph studios at Flatbush,
where they spent the best part of the day.
• * *
Erictor, whoVonhas Stroheim,
Universal's
been in New
York forstarthedirecpast
three weeks, has returned to Universal City.
• • •
Ludwlg Shlndler, of the Mickey Film Corporation of Chicago, was in New York at
the Hotel Astor the week of May 3 in connection with his feature, "The Woman He
Chose," recently shown at the Ziegfeld and
the Barbee Loop theatres at Chicago.
• * •
Henry Hammond Beall, accompanied Sol
Lesser from Los Angeles to New York to formulate plans in conjunction with the publicizing of the recently acquired Sol Lesser
productions, after conference with the Eastern publicity representatives. Mr. Beall is
the West Coast publicity director.
• • *
Henry SchuUy, for the past ten years associated with the Famous Players-Lasky interests in New England, has resigned his position to enter the independent field for himself. No plans have been announced except that he has secured offices on Meadow
street, New Haven, Conn.
• • •
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general manager of th6 Robertson-Cole Distributing organization, returned from the
coast on Sunday, •May •1. •
Michael J. Lydon, one time president of
Massachusetts Exhibitors League, and owner
of three theatres in Boston, was in New
York for a few days, following a vacation
in the South. In company with Mrs. Lydon,
he left for Atlantic City for a few days additional recreation. • * •
Walter Miller, who played in the Betty
Compson feature, known under the working
title, "The Test," recently produced on the
Coa^t, has been engaged to appear in a series
of Artclass features, to be produced by the
Weiss Brothers. • • •
Frank Tichenor has opened the Simplex
Studios in the old Joe Miles' offices in the
Candler Building, New York, under the management of John F. Lyons, formerly manager
of projection for Miles. The studios include
three newly equipped projection rooms and
an editorial room. Each of the three rooms
is furnished with two latest model Simplex
machines.
• • •
Harry Segal, district manager for Hallmsirk in New England, was in New Haven
in order subselast week, getting mattersover
the ofllcea of
taking
quent to Hlalmark
the former
Triangle-United. Morris Rubanus
will continue the managership of the exchange.
• * •
Douglas D. Rothacker returned on May 7
to the home offices of the laboratories and
studios of the Rothacker interests. While
indepenclosed severalWatterson
here in New Yorkforhe industrials.
dent contracts
Rothacker wfll pay New York a visit before
the present month expires, on his way to
Europe.
• • •
of the accesEugene H. Carleton, manager
Film
sory department of the Inter-Ocean repreonly
and
accredited
the
is
n,
Corporatio sentative of the motion picture industry
to
n to be held at San
the foreign trade conventio
Francisco May 12. At present he is in Los
opening the first West Coast office
Angeles
for
the Inter-Ocean.
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By SAM
SPED ON

A. Johnny
Newark,at N.Newark
J., has disposed of theMack,
Hill ofTheatre
arid
says: "I am at liberty to accept the best
offer for my services as manager of theatres,
for exploitation work or as salesman of pic• • *
W. E. Waddell, director of pictures for the
tures."
American National Red Cross Society, is now
comfortably located in the oflSces of the
Rothacker Screen Productions in the Candler
Building, New York.
• • •
Poll's
Theatre
at Meriden,in Conn.,
been sold, as announced
some has
of not
the
trade papers last•week.* •
Bershon,
Gore BrothersSolD. Lesser
Firstrepresenting
National exchange
at Los
Angeles, was in New York the week of May
3. Mr. Bershon was for several years in
charge of the Universal exchange in Los
Angeles.
• « *
Frank P. Spellman. with Jack Kearns,
came to New York from Los Angeles on Monday, May 3, and are stopping at Hotel Astor.
Mr. Spellman is associated with Kearns and
Dempsey in the Jack Dempsey Interests.
They will remain •until« May• 15.
Louis Goldfarb recently sold the Rialto
Theatre at Stamford,
Conn.,• to I. Sternberg.
• «
Al Santell, formerly supervising comedy
director at Universal City, arrived in New
York from the Coast on Sunday, May 2. He
is to direct a series of animal comedies for
the Weiss Brothers.
• • *
Charles Rich, nee Giegerich, of RobertsonCole publicity department, left New York
May 1 with the Jack Hurley Georges Carpentier road show, to handle publicity for
the publicity
Carpentierrepresentative
serial, "The enWonder
and
route. Man,"
• • •
Eleinore Fried, who was in charge of
Marie Walcamp Company for Universal, has
just returned from Japan and is now spending a week or ten•days• In New
York.
•
C. E. Wagner, with the Trade Review since
that paper was established, save for the
months he was in Uncle Sam's service, has reexof Pathe's
a member
becomedepartment,
signed to ploitation
Shapiro.
under Victor
"Wag" has reviewed pictures for Trade Review, written service sections and done other
work of a nature to well equip him for his
new employment. • • •
Wallace C. Clifton, formerly of Pathe and
World Pictures Corporation, also special
productions, left New
writer forforthePetrova
York
Coast on May 7, to be gone
on special assignfor eight
ment work.or ten •months,
• •
of Universal, acCarl Laemmle, president
companied by his private secretary, Irving
G. Thalberg, is due in New York May 6,
Los Angeles.
sojourn in about
a two months'
afterLaemmle
Mr.
leaves
June 1.
» for
• Europe
•
Interthe
of
Paul Cromelin, president
rewrites1. heHe will
on, June
Corporati
Ocean turn toFilm
now
is
about
New York
to
Berlin
and
Vienna
Paris,
to
on his way
.
study conditions »in those
• territories
•
Frank N. Seltzer, the popular Philadelphia
for Goldwyn, was
publicity representaattive
the Arcadia Cafe on
given I. dinner
the recipient
Thursday, April 29. He was
of several gifts from his associates of the
office. Mr.
branch
hia
Goldwyn Philadelp
Seltzer is leaving Goldwyn to become a motion picture director.
•
• •
Jerome Herzog was recalled to New York
by his firm, Hallmark, last week. On his

TOUCH

return to New Haven he was much elated
over his visit, suggestive of better days for
Jerry.
• * •
Herbert Givens, state rights dealer of
Philadelphia,
was
in New York during the
week of May 3.
• * •
Edward Armstrong, the hustling division
manager versal,ofwas the
western
for May
the Uniin New
York district
week of
3 In
conference with Harry Berman, general manager of Universal• exchanges.
• •
Will C. Murphy, of the Selznick publicity
department, has again been confined to his
home suffering with an aftection of the eyes,
which have been troubling him for some
time.
• « •
Carmel Meyers, the Universal player, who
recently appeared in musical comedy, has
returned to the Universal again and left for
Universal City May
• 5.* «
John Gentile, who was formerly associated
with C. C. Pettijohn, is running a summer
theatre at Rye Beach, N. Y.
• • •
Bert Ennis has resigned his position with
the Independent Masterpiece Films, Inc., and,
we are told, rejoined Lubin-Sawyer Productions.
• • •
William Worthington will leave for the
Coast on Monday, May 9, to produce Gillette
Burgess' story "The Heart Line," dealing
with spiritualism, for the Gibraltar Operating Company. Gene Mullin, who will write
the continuity, will accompany Mr. Worth• • •
ington to the Coast.
Harry Mandel, who Is co-operating with
George Trilling, handles the publicity and
advertising
for the
the B.pleasure
S. Moss oftheatrical
cuit. We had
visiting cirMr.
Mandel at his office in Broadway Theatre
Building, New York.
• « •
S. S. Hutchinson, of the American Film
Corporation, is stopping at the Astor and
will remain about• a week.
• •

New
with Metro's
Sidney Strauss, formerly years.
Is now with
York
Select. sales force «for two
• •
Weiss Brothers have purchased seven and
a half acres of ground just outside Jamaica,
L. I., for their new studio and will start
building at once. • • •
Theodore C. Dietrich will present Bide
Dudley's
play at the Fulton
Theatre,
New York,comedy
on Thursday,
• • May
• 6.
Arthur Saronson, originally withthe thePoxKlnoand
with
gram Weekly and recently
International, has returned to Klnograms as
Kansas City editor.• * *
A. S. Black, of Boston, and president of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Inc., was seen on Broadway, New York, April
of John Flynn, of Famous
30, in company
sky. Mr.
Black was in New York
Players-La
• «visits.*
on one of his periodic
Fred H. Elliott, secretary of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
was in Chicago the
• week
• of• May 3.
Eddie Polo, of the Universal productions,
arrived in New York on Wednesday, May 6.
He made a hurried trip from the Coast to
Bailey'sd Circus,
Barnum
catch up
for a
as a &backgroun
will use
he with
which
new comedy he is•now •producing.
•
Rupert Julian reached New York on the
Limited Wednesday, May 5. He Is here to
new feaproduce aion.
complete
underto considerat
he has ns
ture whichnegotiatio
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RUBBERNECKING
We see no more the lamb of Spring
A-gamboling o'er the greens.
Directors are a-shooting of
Their Klondyke winter scenes,
And Summer, fat and florid jane,
Has stepped upon the screens.
IN other and less poetic words, the hot
days are with us. But outside of that,
there are no flies in the vinegar of
Filmland. Everybody is working, and the
studio ghosts are walking with pleasing
regularity. If there is anything at all that
disturbs our poise, it is the three-minute
parking law in force in the congested district of our fair city.
This onerous ordinance has a tendency to
get the goats of some of our fair players.
Before the passage of the no-parking rule,
one of the favorite feminine sports of the
colony
drive adown
and givewasthe tonatives
treat. in one's car
One would drive up to a store or shoppe
and go in. When one got through shop (pe)ing there was always a little congregation of admiring yokels gathered around the
car waiting for one to emerge, and if one
kept one's ears open, one could hear such
remarks as, "Oh, lookey, that's her — ain't
she sweet?"
Odds All Against Catty Remarks.
Of course, one always took a chance of
there being jealous persons in the crowd
who would say, "Huh, she ain't such a
much!" "Look, Steve, I told you she used
dope
that. on her hair," or something catty like
But in the main, however, the simple
rustics exuded nothing but admiration, and
it was all a great and gratifying game. With
the new law, under which any car that
hesitates at any curb longer than three
minutes is lost, there is nothing to do but
trade at the stores in Hollywood, where
movie players are regarded as part of the
scenery.
I was talking to J. Gordon Edwards this
week. He has finished one picture with
William Farnum and is almost through with
the second. When that is done he will
make another big Fox Special, an Egyptian
story with two or three thousand people
and an all-star cast, one of the big spectacular smashes that Edwards knows so
well how to make.
Laemmle a Deft Chauffeur.
I went out to Universal City one day
and saw the newly created governing board,
composed of Isadore Bernstein, Sam Van
Ronkle and Louis Loeb, functioning like
a well-oiled machine with Carl Laemmle at
the steering wheel.
Henry McRae has just got back from
Japan and other foreign parts, where he
took Marie Walcamp, Harland Tucker and
other players for scenes in "The Dragon's
Net."looks
Henryfinesays
him set
good,upandin
he
andthefittrip
anddidwell
every way. He had a lot of interesting
and exciting adventures while away which
he promised to tell me, and which will have
to
into another
I didn't
get to
see goHarland
Tucker story.
or Marie
Walcamp,
who is now Mrs. Tucker, because they
were
low. away picking out a honeymoon bungaI found Max Linder at work on his new
comedy,
Brokenthe Mirror."
Dorian was"The
directing
piece and Charles
Thelma
Percy was playing the supporting lead.
Max says he is going to make a few two-
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milk is sure; and that he took me for a
relative of some sort in distress is highly
probable,
unflattering as the fact may be.
Star-Gazers Yearn for
Joe Martin thinks, that's all there is to it,
Pre-No-Parking Days
and
I wish
goodness
he could
I'd
like to
know towhat
he thinks
of the talk,
movies.
Opportunity in Person of Mack Sennett.
of Perfect Bliss
I dropped in at the Mack Sennett studio
and watched James E. Abbe making high
By GIEBLER
art for the movies. Mr. Abbe told me that
reel comedies and then broaden out and in- he came out to the coast to make stills
with special lighting effects, for Mary Pickvade the five-reel field.
ford, Charles Chaplin and others, and while
Far from "Devoid of Brains."
to Mack
to come down
to his Sennett's
studio andinvitatake
Having occasion to go out to the back here tionresponded
ranch at U City, I called on Joe Martin. a few shots of the bathing girls.
Mr. Martin had been working in the Benny
While Abbe was working Mack came
Leonard serial, was all tired out and not along, took a look and said
very friendly, until Curly Stacker came
"Why can't that kind of photography be
along and said it was lunch time. Then Joe applied
to moving pictures as well as to
got
realtimes.
afifable, and said, "Gee, gee, gee," stills?" And Abbe replied:
several
"It can, but I've never had the time nor
Joe is a wonderful animal. There is a
line in a stanza of the Fables of Fontaine
opportunity
the"Well,
if you've togottrytheit out."
time, the opporthat winds up some remark about animals
thinking,
with
"Descartes
goes
further
and
"Go to it."
Mack.
said
And
Abbe
went
to
it.
here,"
tunity
is
maintains, that beasts are quite devoid of
Abbe's
Photographic
Work
Known.
I wish Descartes could have been with me.
I should have liked to introduce him to Joe.
The photographic work of James E. Abbe
brains."
needs no boosting. It is known and appreJoe
ciated wherever the best in photographic
I sawMartin
him dohasit.brains and he uses them.
Curly Stecker gave Joe his lunch, and art is known, and if he achieves the effects
Joe started eating, and with better table he is striving for, Sennett pictures are going
manners than some humans I have seen at to be eye and soul as well as rib ticklers
chow. Then, to show how obedient the in the future.
Mr. Abbe was working on a scene in
monk is, Curley ordered him to hand over
which a dozen of the Sennett girls garbed
the cup of milk he was drinking.
as Roman maidens, were grouped into a
Joe's Tender Heart Is Touched.
picture with an ancient Roman gateway to
a garden as a background. I love picJoe looked
Curly as
tures, but I can not rave over them in the
stand, then heat turned
to ifme.he didn't
I was underdeeply
interested, and had stooped down and was lingo of the artist. Abbe's wonderful lights
it loo'< li'<e fairyland. It was Dore
all bent over in a crouching position, look- made
Alma Tadema merged and made to
ing at Joe in an eager sort of manner. Joe and
live
and
breathe with light.
gave me one look and handed the cup of
milk through the bars of the cage with a
Ben for Eye Effects.
shrug
that said
as plain
as words,
Ray Grififith was directing the comedy
well, maybe
he needs
it more
than I"Oh,
do.
action, which had Eddie Gribbon and Kala
LetThat
him Joe
have understood
it."
Pasha as heavy support for the girls, and
Curly's
speech
is
positive; and that he thought I wanted his Ben Turpin for the eye work.
After this I went over on another stage
and visited around with Billy Bevan, George
O'Dell, Billy Armstrong of the English
music 'alls, Virginia Fox, Fannie Kelly,
Louise Fazenda, Little John Henry and
comedy,the dog, who were all making a rural
Teddy
Female

Filmists and

Curb

At Youth's Fountain.
"shot" from
in a pretty
.seen released
Thomas
Olive"The
by Selznlck.
Flapper,"

a great kid— only a little
JohntwoHenry
yearsis old, but one of the best
over
workers of all the kid actors.
Bill Wright Back in Harness.
Another day I dropped in on my old
friend William Lord Wright, who forsook
the films a short time ago and set up as an
orange grower.
Bill has come back to give the old game
another whirl as publicity director for the
Kosmi'- Productions at the earnest solicitation of his one-time college chum. Jack
Wheeler, production manager for Kosmik.
The Kosmik people have got a big idea
for a serial— Stuart Baton for a director,
Grace Darmond for a star, George Cheseboro for a hero, and Carmen Phillips, Bois
Karoloff, William Marion, Capt. Clayton,
William Buckley and Ethel Shannon as a
rast. and it looks very much as if the trade
were going to be treated to a whizz bang
Hope Diamond Myswhen "The
of a story
tery" is finished
and turned loose.
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show in here at that money is to bay the
house and sell to yourself,' he retorted.
Film Executive Favors Theatre Doctors and
"That's interesting,' I replied. 'How
much
you want dollars.'
for your place?'
"Twodo thousand
Tells Story of a 250 Per Cent, Investment
"'I
might
talk
about
seventeen fifty.'
under
the
circumstances
I
would
have
to
"'Not a penny less than $2,000.'
recently H. 'M.. Thomas, cancel the others. Even that made no
NewingYork
INmanag
director of the Rialto, Omaha, difference.
"'What
do
you
take
in at the box office
declared he believed there was room
.
e
doctor
theatr
a
for
Suggested Excbangeman Buy Out
in the United States
"'That's hot any of your damned busiHe elaborated the suggestion by saying
in a week?'
Competitor.
s
of
owner
ers
and
manag
many
were
there
"Now it just happened I had a couple of
"I thought it over a couple of days and
houses throughout the country who decided to run down to his town and talk thousand loose. I talked with him for a
realized they were not getting out of their it over. I did not want to lose that good while, got him into a better humor, and
the returns that should be flow- account, you see. When I suggested that he told me the situation. He was allowing
properties
ing in. Some of these theatres were losing he reconsider his stand he laughed at me. himself a salary of $25 a week, to his wife
money steadily; others were just getting 'Why don't you go across the street and he paid $10 for taking tickets, to hit
by, and still others were perhaps paying 6 put your pictures in there? Perhaps you daughter
ness.' $15 a week for playing what he
called a piano, and a dollar a day to his
per cent, dividends where the owners were even can buy the place.'
sure that if properly exploited the houses
operator.
On the average he was just
" That's an idea,' I replied. I saw he was
would return IS or 20.
obdurate. So across the street I went, into about paying salaries and rent.
Mr. Thomas said he was convinced there
little tumble-down place of less than 300
"Well, I took the house and put in an exwas a field for a thorougtt showman who aseats.
I took up with the old chap who
perienced manager. The rest of the story
should surround himself with a stafif of admitted he was the proprietor the matter is that I cut in the manager on the profits
experts just the same as, for example, an of booking my films.
and there
is never
a week
I don'tas draw
expert accountant is accustomed to build
$100 and
sometimes
as much
$200.
I guess not,' he replied. 'I never down
up around him. There could be a specialist pay" 'No.
I
agree
with
Mr.
Thomas.
I
know there
more than $7.50 for my show and I
in music, another in exploitation, a third m suppose you would want ten or twelve must be many houses, larger than the one
lobby display, etc. To the remark of the
I told him what the man across I bought, but which can profit through
World man that such a person would be dollars.'
diagnosis and treatment by a theatre
■ he street had been paying.
worth to himself at least $50,000 a year by
G. B.
"'Well, the only way you can get your doctor."
reason of what he could earn as an exhibitor Mr. Thomas agreed and said a
proper kind of theatre doctor could earn it.
Independent Producers Can Save Money
Exhibitor Balked on Weak Sister.
In Chicago the same World man was discussing the suggestion with a prominent
film executive. "I agree with Mr. Thomas,"
he said. "I'll tell you an instance of what
came under my observation when I was an
exchange manager — I won't say what part
of the country it was in, that's immaterial.
"In a list of five stars of the company
there was one who was indeed a weak
sister. The player did not pull in the
money the way the four others did. One
day there came into my office the owner
of the biggest theatre in a town in my
jurisdiction. He was paying us $45 a day
for our pictures. Plainly the man had been
drinkingnotandtakewasany'hetpicture
up.' Hein declared
would
which Ihishe
certain player appeared. I tried to reason,
with him. I told him he was getting some
big stuff without any extra charge and we
thought it fair he should take a little lean
with the fat. Nothing doing. I told him

By Joining Studio and Business Forces
ment to either the quality of the films or
DEFINITE plan for the practical reduction of film costs without detri- the identity of the separate organizations.
A
ment to quality was made public in
"The one practical way to bring about
Los Angeles last week when Andrew J. an immediate cut in overhead costs is the
Callaghan, head of the film corporation of uniting of groups of independent producers
that name, starring Bessie Love, issued a for the purpose of eliminating overlapping
statement advocating the combine of in- expenses. This development has followed
dependent units in both their studio and in the evolution of every big industry and
business branches in order to cut down the in our own field there is just as much if
tremendous overhead costs.
not
more justification for such a saving
movement.
"The last few years," says Mr. Callaghan,
"have witnessed a considerable increase in
Central Bureau for Securing Supplies.
the rental of films that is due to a corresponding increase in the costs of produc"Although each group of independent ention. After a considerable study of the
tities would join hands under one roof,
general situation in the producing field I this would in no way interfere with their
feel justified in presenting a plan of amalga- individual status. The organizations, save
mation of independent units which will in the many cases where work need not be
bring about a very big reduction in the duplicated, would remain absolutely intact.
the same sense that they had joined
costs of making photoplays without detri- Ir
under one roof for studio purposes, they
\.'culd similarly have one set of business
headquarters, preferably in New York City.
And although their organizations were so
constituted, their releasing arrangements
would follow the former policies of each
separate unit.
Difficult to Estimate SaTing.
"The saving that would result from such
an arrangement is difficult to determine,
although in my study of the plan I have
found that a modest estimate of the
economy on many small items would bring
the total saving to an astonishing figure.
The housing of all the units of a group in
one studio will do away with the overlapping disbursements as regards properties, laboratories, costumes and many other
items which do not readily suggest themselves, but which are nevertheless indispensable details in the complicated machinery of production. There would even
be a central bureau for the requisitioning
ofUnited
supplies."
Productions Creditors to MmC

We're Afraid the Little Country Girl in the Short Pinafore Hasn't Much Chance.
Poor kid! Hasn't caught on to the vamp styles of her sister In black. All this
In the Paramount-Sennett, "Fresh from the City."

P. L. Waters, chairman of the creditors'
committee,
calledPictures
a meeting
of thecreditors of has
United
Productions
Corporation at the offices of Triangle Film
Corporation, 1457 Broadway, New York, on
Monday,
at 11 o'clock.
He statesto
in
the callMaythat10,matters
of importance
all creditors will be presented.
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Romance

of a Duke
and
a
Pretty
Shop
Girl
her
that
he
has
arranged
to
sail in his
IT is doubtful if two such delightfully
By EDWARD WEITZEL
yacht on a big hunting trip, and that she
simple souls have ever before been the
had better reside with her parents until
central figures in a romance as the
Duke and the shop girl whose love story justice get him safely out of a number of his return. The newly created Duchess
awkward situations that are also extremely stands in too great awe of her husband
is the theme of the latest Jesse D. Hamp- embarrassing
for his newly made Duchess, to argue with him on their wedding day,
ton-Pathe production, starring Blanche
Sweet. The world has long admired the but prove to her that her Henry's heart is and goes back to the dingy court that conin the right place, even if he does start off
tains the Shine apartment. Her arrival
independent spirit of the titled gentlemen
without her husband makes Mrs. Shine so
of English society who choose their wives on the honeymoon without her.
suspicious
that she sends the humble little
from among the beauties of a musical comMolly Exhibits Her "Marriage Lines."
edy chorus, or turn a plain American
The first meeting of the pair is quite out Duchess about her business. In the meanheiress into Lady So-and-So — when their
time Lady Octavia, the Duke's sister, has
Strolling through Regent's
fancy has not been caught by a pretty shop of common.
strange
marday Molly flips up her only shill- learnedriage andofis Wynninghame's
determined that his
wife must
girl or a member of their own station in Park ing one
whether she shall spend the be bought off,
or
got
out
of
the
way
by
life. And a reasonable portion of these money to decide
on a lunch or a book, a craving for
marriages turn out happily.
some other means before her husband's
mental food being strong within her brain. return.
The shilling rolls under a nearby bush and
In "Simple
the author,
ings Turner,Souls"
has elected
to John
go toHastthe she is joined in her search for it by Henry
Molly home,
goes straight
to the
her midst
husband's
arriving in
of a
"lower middle classes" for his heroine, and of Wynninghame, who happens to be pass- country
has selected one of the poorest and aping by. When he discovers the true state social gathering. Sister Octavia is forced
to
find
a
proper
gown
for
the
bride
and
inof affairs he not only takes Molly to a
parently shop
most unpromising
troduce her to the guests. After dinner
derpaid
girls. Blessedof London's
by havingun-a restaurant and gives her a jolly little feed,
father who spends most of his earnings but agrees to send her two pounds a week everyone is taken out to the Duke's yacht
for a dance on deck. Lady Octavia locks
and
of his
daughter's
the "pub,"
satisfy her desire for literand apart
mother
whose
religiousattraining
has that sheature.may
After which he goes his way and Molly in her room and says she has a headbeen of so severe a nature that she is will- thinks no more of Molly.
ache. But the girl outwits her sister-ining to believe the worst of the girl on the
Not so the girl. She returns home, aglow law, goes to the dance and is so hurt by
the
way
Lady Octavia treats her that she
merest suspicion. Molly Shine has the sat- with happy excitement. A real romance
isfaction of riding away from the humble
has come into her life and she can think makes up her mind she does not want to
abode of her parents in an expensive motor of nothing but the handsome young chap become a member of polite society if her
car after showing them, and the astounded
and her admiration for him. He is a duke husband's sister must be her model. A
is tied a topiece
the yacht's
steps,in and
and she can never hope to be his wife, but launch
neighbors, the "marriage lines" that make
hides under
of canvas
the Molly
stern,
she knows she will go on loving him in expecting
her
the
Duchess
of
Wynninghame.
Molly's
to be taken ashore. The launch
adventures both before and after her tri- secret just the same. This she does until
is
hoisted
aboard
instead.
umphant exit from the sordid life to which
her mother finds out about the two pounds
When Molly escapes from the launch the
she was born are of an unusual character, a week sent her by Wynninghame, and
and the contrast between her surroundings there is trouble in the Shine family. Mrs. yacht has started on its cruise. Left to
in the two widely separated grades of so- Shine is certain that the money is the price themselves the newly wedded pair come to
a better understanding, and the honeymoon
ciety that mark her rise from shop girl
her is
daughter's
downfall,
and Mr.
Samuelto starts as all properly conducted honeyto Duchess is one of the most effective of
Shine
of the same
opinion.
Forced
moons should be started — with both bride
points of the story.
stand the taunts of her parents and the and bridegroom
present.
The Extreme of Amiability.
neighbors,
Molly
is
dragged
to
the
Duke's
home
by
her
father
and
kent
waiting
in
the
Blanche Sweet an Eng-aging Figure.
The Duke of Wynninghame is the sort of
absent-minded, well-meaning chap who is adjoining room while the family clergyman
The direction, local color and general
confronts
the
unsuspecting
Henry
and
defound only in novels and plays dealing with
of "Simple Souls" bring out all
mands to know if he is not ashamed of production
noblemen of English birth. His mind enthe points of the story clearly and convincingly. Blanche Sweet is an engaging figure
grossed by the study of biology and too himself for ruining an innocent girl. The
g^)od-natured to deny a woman any favor Duke's reply amazes the minister: If his as the misunderstood little shop girl, and
kindness has compromised Molly he is will- wins sympathy for the character at every
she might ask, the young man is fortunate
ing to do the honorable thing and marry stage of her adventures. Charles Meredith
when fate marries him to Molly; otherwise
her.
Miss Shine is brought into the room as the Duke of Wynninghame is an excelhe would, in all probability, have been
lent foil for the star, and the rest of the
snapped up by the first designing female and the matter explained. She is too overjoyed to do anything but consent, and the cast is made up of thoroughly competent
who came his way and cast envious eyes
takes
place
that
very
day,
by
speat him. Answering to the given name of wedding
cial license.
players.mance that
"Simple
Souls"to everyone
is a pleasant
rowill appeal
who has
Henry and rich enough in his own right
not to be forced to seek an heiress for a
not tired of the happy ending and the
The Honeymoon Gets a Bad Start.
And immediately her husband informs honeymoon trail.
bride, the Duke's amiability and sense of

"""waww""— H Mwwiiin, iiiiiiiH TTWiTW .lir gg^
iWiWftWIkaiMBW*— ^
She Is Dangerous, Ain't She? — Guess We'll Have to Advertise for a Step Ladder So She May Kiss Her Fella.
Viola Dana causing commotion aplenty in Metro's "Dan serous to Men." "Don't you scold my pal or I'll let you
have the pillow," she says to the old "prof."
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In Lieu of Moving Sermon
Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange to Handle
Now Use Moving Pictures
Hodkinson Productions Throughout Canada
From the Philadelphia Record.
Some churches are now installing
Corporation balance of the studio organization. A techW.cesW. Hodkinson
THEannoun
nical staff, double the customary uumuci,
number,
the moving picture. Being no longer
the closing of a contract nical staff,
with the Canadian
Exhibitors' Ex- was enabled to maintain preparationsable, presumably, to produce the movchange for the distribution in Canada of week's in advance of the director's requireing sermon.
practically all Hodkinson current and forth- ments.
coming releases.
Completes Episodes Early.
Scates Visits Realart Home Offices.
Negotiations at the Hodkinson home ofDuring inclement weather, enclosed stufice for the Exhibitors' Exchange were
Walter
E. Scates,
Realart's
visited manager
the home ofoffices
this
dio sets were available. Excellent co- Boston office,
conducted by J. C. Brady, president of the
operation in the studio relieved him of week for several days. He came to make
Canadian organization, and H. Alexander,
one of its directors. The Exchange, which everything but concentration upon telling arrangements for the premiere of "The
numbers among its 160 members many of his story in pictures. Perhaps most im- Deep Purple," an R. A. Walsh Production,
portant of all to exhibitors, this system presented by Mayflower Photoplay, at the
the best known showmen in Canada, has
branches in all the principal cities in the assured the completion of each episode far Park Theatre in Boston during the week
Dominion. As a result of obtaining the in advance of release date, and enabled the of May 2. Mr. Scates reported that the
showman to view his subject, prepare his Wanda Hawley campaign for the first picHodkinson franchise for all Canada, Wil- local
advertising and exploitation with a
ture, "Miss Hobbs," had resulted in a cleanliam E. Allen, general manager of the Exup in Boston territory.
change, has arranged to open offices in good margin of time.
Winnipeg and St. John.
Though the Hodkinson output will be
released formally in the fall, some of the
big specials, including "Sex" and "The Lone Pathe to Release Blackton's Screen
Wolf's Glaum
Daughter,"
J. ParkerwillRead,
Jr.'s
Louise
productions,
be ready
for Canadian exhibitors within a few
Version of Successful Play, "Passers By'
weeks.
IN line itorswith
its policy Pathe
of giving
exhib- motion picture show in the city. "On with
big productions
announces
the Dance"
was week.
being featured at the thea.^mong the pictures to be distributed by
tre all of the
the acquisition of J. Stuart Blackton's
the Canadian Exchange are the product of
The
Knickerbocker
Press of May 2 had
the following Hodkinson producing units: screen version of C. Haddoii Chambers'
an entire section of several pages devoted
stage play,
"Passers
By."
This
production,
J. Parker Read, Jr., Robert Brunton Pro- having
as the head of a strong cast, Herbert in informing the public as to the merits
ductions, Joseph Levering, Deitrich-Beck
Rawlinson. Release date of the play has of the feature. The advertising attracted
Productions, William Parsons, Louis Tracy not
much attention and resulted in a long line
been
Productions, Irvin Willat Productions and shortly. set yet, but will be announced
of men and women being in front of the
the Dial Film Company.
In the cist with Mr. Rawlinson are three ticket office fully an hour or more before
well known stage players : Tom Lewis, the
theatre opened for the first perDick Lee and W. J. Ferguson. Mr. Lewis, formance.
"The Silent Avenger" Will Be
who present
plays the
of theon "Cabby,"
Completed Within Three Weeks
the
time part
headline
the Keith isandat
Louise Glaum to Write on Screen Life.
Proctor
vaudeville
circuit.
W.
J. FerguWILLIAM DUNCAN is now making
Eugene V. Brewster, publisher of Motion
son, one of the oldest and best known charthe final episodes of his new serial,
acter actors in America, who interprets the Picture Magazine, Shadowland, The Maga"The Silent Avenger," out on the
zine of the Arts, and Motion Picture ClasCoast. A new plan which Duncan per- role of Waverton's butler, a much more
sic, announced in New York recently the
fected recently enables him to work on important part than the character indicates,
acceptance
by Louise Glaum, the screen
more than one episode at once, and within has been featured for months in "The Litstar, of an editorial post on the Brewster
three weeks he will have completed what
tle
Whopper,"
which
just
completed
an
all
he regards as the most elaborate serial he season run at the Casino Theatre in New publications offered her during her recent
York, and is now on tour. Dick Lee has a sojourn in the eastern metropolis.
has ever produced.
Following the luncheon Mr. Brewster
Since the picture was started, it has not national reputation for his "character" made
Miss Glaum an offer to write a series,
been delayed one day in the course of film- ability, which he uses to the fullest advan- of articles
on motion picture life for his
ing; the camera has turned on every worktage portraying
"Burns."
Herbert
Rawlinson
portrays the role in magazine. This proposal the star took
ing day of each week. Disadvantages of
under consideration, and after sitting for
weather were overcome; there was no which Charles Cherry and Richard Bennett
a portrait by the publisher-artist, left for
waiting for locations or sets. It proved won fame on the stage in this country.
the
Coast to resume her work before the
"Passers By" comes as the sixth Black- camera.
the
efficiency
of
Vitagraph's
new
plan
of
serial production, worked out from a wide ton release through Pathe within the year.
experience in serial production.
All Albany Turns Out.
Don't think that just because you did it
"The plan
is chiefly
to surround
the director, in this
instance
William Duncan
The Clinton Square Theatre, of Albany,
your
stunt is no good. It may help the other
it alon/;.
fellow as much as he has helped you. Send
himself, with a complete producing unit, on May 3, pulled off the biggest advertismaking him entirely independent of the
ing stunt ever attempted in exploiting a

After Arriving at the Playground of the Idlers, Katherine MacDonald Attracted Much Attention.
Three scenes from "Passion's the
Playcround,"
by which
First National.
winding steps are leading her to
Mnnte Carlomadebank,
she finally The
breaks.
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Willat Is Appointed Head of
National's West Coast Studios
T, a pioneer in motion
CA. WILLA
pictures, and one of the best in• formed men in the industry, has been
appointed general manager of the West
Coast studios of the National Film Corporation of America, by Capt. Harry M.
l's presid
ent. "Doc"
Willat,
Nationa
Rubey,
ly known,
is a brother
as he is more general
of Irvin Willat, who directed "Behind the
Door."
"Doc" nected
Willat
been industry
actively since
conwith the has
picture
1904. He is credited with many innovations in production and was largely responsible for the organization of the New
York Motion Picture Corporation, makers
of the Kay Bee, Broncho, Domino and
Keystone brands of film. The National's
new
chief's greatest
to and
the
film business
was thecontribution
Willat studio
laboratories at Fort Lee, N. J., for which
a half million dollars was spent for buildings and equipment, a stupendous figure
for those days. Victor A. Nulty will continue as production manager at National.
New Hollywood Theatre Combine.
A partnership was formed last week between Michael and Abe Gore and Sol Lesser, theatrical men of Los Angeles, and
J. L. Swope, J. M. Young and F. A. Grant,
proprietors of the Hollywood, Apollo and
Windsor theatres in Hollywood, to build a
2,400 capacity motion picture theatre in
Hollywood, which will cost approximately
$500,000. A site, now occupied by minor
buildings, is being negotiated for, and actual construction work will begin within a
few weeks.
Jack Callicott, manager of the Kinema,
will supervise presentations, which will be
first-run features, at the new theatre.

ANGELBS
NEWS
LETTEJ®
BTT A.H.GIEBLEFt

Robert F. Hill, who directed the two former serials, has been engaged to direct the
third production. The story has been written by Philip Hubbard and Arthur Gooden,
and is entitled "The Lightning's Eye."
Screein Crafts Begin Production.
Screen Crafts, Inc., a new motion picture
company with studios in Culver City, has
begun production on a seven-reel metaphysical story called "The Great Physician," with Robert McKim and Rhea
Mitchell in the leading roles. Three more
producing units are being planned for, one
to make a series of two-reel athletic comedies, in which Bump Adams will be featured, and the other two to make program
pictures.
H. Marshall Lawson is president and general manager of the Screen Crafts corporation;S. H. Nesbitt, vice-president;
Mabel T. Ayres, secretary and treasurer,
and Chadwick Ayres, producing director.
Al Risley is in charge of the publicity department.
Brunton May Open Eastern Branch.
M. C. Levee, vice-president of the Brunton studios, made an announcement just
before leaving for New York that it is
highlylish anprobable
that Brunton
will future.
estabeastern branch
in the near
While in the East Mr. Levee will make a
thorough investigation of the business field
with the expansion measure in view. He
will also complete arrangements with several independent producers who want to
make their headquarters at the Brunton
plant in Los Angeles.
Gibraltar Leases Space at Brunton.
The Gibraltar Films, Inc., with the financial backing of Sidney Garret and Martin
Beck, have leased space at Brunton, and
will begin in the near future to make a
series of pictures featuring Leah Baird.

Texas Exhibitor Vi«its West Coast.
C. E. Ford, of the Dye, Ford and Rogers
circuit of theatres in Texas, was a visitor
at the Ince studio in Culver City during
his recent stay in Los Angeles. Mr. Ford's
headquarters are in Amarillo, Texas, and
he reports exceptionally good business done
by his show houses in Texas during the
past year.

Film Producer's Son Weds.
Ernest F. Smith, member of the Vitagraph camera staflf, and son of W. S. Smith,
general manager of western Vitagraph, has
returned to Hollywood with his bride, formerly Miss Grace Chapman, after a twoweeks'
honeymoon in a tour of Southern
California.

Lincoln to Begin Third Serial.
The Great Western Producing Company
has launched another serial production featuring Elmo Lincoln, star of "Elmo the
Mighty" and "Elmo the Fearless." Director

Film Bookers Form Organization.
The film bookers of Los Angeles, with
representatives from every exchange in the
city, have formed an association which will
be known as the Los Angeles Film Exchange Bookers' Association. At the last

meeting, which was held at the office of
the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, the
following officers of the association were
elected: Harry C. Cohen, of Select Pictures, president; Harry Neides, of Goldwyn, vice-president ; Miss Jacqueline Ponedel, Vitagraph, secretary, and B. E. Loper,
Fox, treasurer.
Directors' Body to Give Dsince.
The Motion
Picture
Art Directors'
Asso-at
ciation will give
a dinner
and dance
Hotel Alexandria early in June, according
to plans discussed and approved of at the
last meeting of the association. Milton
Menasco was appointed chairman of the
entertainment committee.
Maciste in Los Angeles.
Maciste, the Italian actor, remembered
for his through
part as the
slave recently
in "Cabiria,"
passed
Los giant
Angeles
on a
tour of the United States, but did not visit
a single studio while in town. He is said
to have received a flattering offer from a
local producer, but he prefers to return to
his own sunny Italy, where light wines
are still to be had by thirsty actors.
Doug Caught in Avalanche.
The Douglas Fairbanks Compny, making
scenes beneath
for Doug'san new
picture,of almost
got
buried
avalanche
earth and
rock which was to be released by a trap
door, but which came down too soon. Mr.
Fairbanks, who saw the danger, shouted to
the others to run, but in his zeal did not
get away quickly enough himself, and was
caught by a rolling stone, which left bruises
on his face and arms. The players taking
part in the scene were Betty Bouton, Adele
Farrington, Paul Burns, George Stewart
and Maurice Hughes.
Airplane Used for Supply Ship.
Benjamin B. Hampton, producer of the
Zane Grey, Emerson Hough and Stewart
Edward White stories for the screen, has
purchased an airplane to be used for transporting film and supplies to his companies
while they are out in the desert and mountains on location.
First Taylor Made Comedy Completed.
The Taylor Production, of which George
J. Taylor is president, have completed their
first comedy entitled "Why Change Your
Mother-in-Law?" with Max Roberts and
Lenore Lynard as the featured players, at
the old Balboa studio in Long Beach. Arthur Hoteling is director, and Al Cawood
does the camera work.

Getting a Panoramic Glimpse of Universal City, New Commission-Ruled Municipality.
Isadore Bernstein, Sam Von Ronkel and Louis E. Loeb are the commissioners, headed by Carl Laemmle as
Mayor, with police power 'n everything.
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Christie

Productions

Now

Include Two-Reel
recent studio improvements
WITHcomplthe
eted and with the acquisition
of its own electrical generating
HollyFilm Compa
Christ
plant, the
wood studio
hasie swung
into ny's
its program
of spring and summer activity indicated
by the recent announcement that Christie
would soon produce fewer and greater pro•ductions. Having terminated the production of all pictures not bearing the Christie name, production is now being centered
s of feature length and twoon production
reel comedies, with the well known Christie
one-reel comedies also in progress.
Al Christie, who is supervising all of the
productions, is directing one of the new
■Christie two-reel comedies, a light farce
featuring Bobby Vernon, Neal Burns,
Teddy Sampson, Vera Steadman and Charlotte Merriam. On the completion of this
feature comedy he will take a one-reel
comedy company to Bear Valley to make
one of the Christie comedy releases for
early summer.
Another Christie two-reel comedy also
in progress is being directed by William
Beaudine, who filmed the latest successful
■Christie
"Petticoats
which istwo-reeler,
said to be
receivingandthePants,"
most
favorable comment of any of the Christie
•comedies in its showings around the country. In this new comedy are Fay Tincher,
Jimmie Harrison, Charlotte Merriam and
Eddie Baker. It will prespnt Fay Tincher
at the head of the cast in a story much
different from any of the previous Christie
pictures in which she has appeared.
Nowell to Play Lupin.
Having completed the cutting work on
the Robertson-Cole feature, "A Smart
Aleck,"
"Chic"to start
Sale,
Director which
Scott features
Sidney isCharles
preparing
work on another feature production also
to be released by Robertson-Cole, which
is the first of a series of the famous Arsene
Lupin stories by Maurice Leblanc which
they have acquired. Scott Darling is preparing the continuity. Wedgwood Nowell
lias been signed to appear as Arsene Lupin.
Two other directors, Frederic Sullivan
and Allen Watt, are both engaged in producing Christie comedies, the first with
Earl Rodney and Helen Darling and the
latter with Dorothy Devore and Eddie
-Barry.
The Christie Company has secured the
services of C. E. Day, formerly in charge
•of the art work at the Hoover photographic
studio in Los Angeles, who is collaborating with the Christie stafT artist, E. G.
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Comedies and Features
Klein, to develop by still life photography,
many new art title effects which will
shortly be seen in Christie-made productions.
Christie's sixth director, Reggie Morris,
is finishing under Al Christie's supervision
the third of the series of "Bringing Up
Father" comedies in two reels. In the
comedy are featured Johnny Ray, Margaret Fitz Roy and Laura La Pante.
Miles New Quarters Equipped
with Ten Editorial Rooms
ofd Jopicture
THE motion
in
situate
now ises
are enterpr
seph R. Miles
their new quarters at the Leavitt
Building, 126 West Forty-sixth street,
equipped with ten editorial rooms and a
perfected projection room, fire-proof vaults
and service department. The whole outfit
is of the most modern and advanced character and conducted most systematically.
At the present time the editorial rooms
are occupied by the following editors and
producers : Vera McCord Productions, Walter E. Greene, for Vera McCord Productions; Frank Peregini, foreign; Chandler
and
Raub, editing
"TheandGirltitling
Who series
Dared,"of
for Republic;
editing
Milton C. Work, for World Films; JohnHopkins,
"KingHines
Cole Comedy;
Comedies";
Frankson and
Crane,
Johnnie
Elmer McGovern, Fine Arts Pictures, "Up in
Mary's Attic"; William Worthington,
"Silent
Barrier,"
for ArthurRobert
Beck,Leonard,
Gibraltar Pictures
Corporation;
for Equity Pictures Corporation and
George Irving, for Weber Productions, Inc.
Vitagraph Managers Praise
"Courage of Marge O'Doone"
"The
productio
specialO'Doone,
Vitagrap
THECourage
" n,
of hMarge
adapted
's
from
James
Oliver
Curwood
novel
of the same title, has been reviewed in its
final form by the executives of Vitagraph.
Vitagraph branch managers have already
received and screened the prints, and have
sent enthusiastic telegrams to John M.
Quinn, general manager of Vitagraph, Inc.
Mr. Quinn expressed himself as being
highly pleased with the results on this production, and stated that he had never
known a book or story to be followed so
closely on the screen as David Smith, the
director, has followed Curwood's novel.
"The advance interest shown by exhititors for the past few weeks led me to be-

May 15, 1920
lieve that this Curwood special would set a^
production,"
specialwhen
booking
said
Mr. record
Quinn, for
"buta now,
I have
seen how the dramatic punches of this picture have affected men whose emotions
are callous to the ordinary screen efiects,
I feel sure of this. The very salesmen
whose province it will be to make a record
with this film have declared that it is a
hundred per cent, production, and that the
picture should veritably book itself.
"Our advance campaign on the picture
was nationwide. We have had a force of
billposters covering every available stand
in the country with the special 24-sheet on ,
this production. We played up the bearfight in this poster, but to my mind no
mere scenes can do justice to the grizzly
fight and the other fights which run through
many feet of this picture. Our trade paper
inserts, and also our exploitation and advertising cleared through other channels,
have brought countless queries from the
country's representative showmen, and
many have booked it by wire.
Robertson-Cole Announces
Title of Carpentier Special

le has
selecte
Robert
titled
is the
ER son-Co
THEwhich
sMAN"
Carpentier special
the George
for WOND
which will be given the public through prerelease on May 30. The title is only made
public as the picture is being completed.
But in reality it was selected months ago
when Carpentier was signed abroad by
Robertson-Cole. It was a case where a
around
was thuswritten
photoplay sonality,
be
might perwhata man's
assuring
termed a good literary fit.
The units which comprise the RobertsonCole selling force were quick to recognize
the
strength
of "The
Wonder
as a
selling
title, and,
as soon
as it Man"
was made
known in the branches, nearly every manager sent in to A. S. Kirkpatrick, vicepresident and general manager of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation an
utterance in praise of the selection. Most
of them believed that the title had been
picked merely for its selling force, so
strong did they estimate it. Merely to call
attention to how closely it fits the man was
the statement issued that this title was
picked even ahead of the story, as the
one and only title not only for Carpentier
but for his picture.
Havez Write* Script* for Keaton.
Jean Havez has been engaged to write
the scripts for the new Buster Keaton
comedies which will be distributed by
Metro. Mr. Havez is at present working
on the scenario for the initial fun maker.
Mr. Havez is well known as a song writer.

mm

She Lovet the Hero. She Helps to Protect Him, Then Proceeds to Spurn the Villain a* Per Scenario.
Dramatic scenes from ' 'The Silver Horde," written by Rex Beach and^bejng released by Goldwyn. A rugged story of the North.
WlUi • <Mitur«d oaat of player*.
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Pictures with Strong Heart Appeal
S, general sales di- aim is to meet that demand in a superlative
B. of J.ROGER
FRANK rector
Stuart Blackton Features,
Inc., arrived in Chicago on Wednesday, April 28, from a trip that occupied five
Pictures Boom in Indiana,
weeks, during which he visited all branches
west of Chicago.
way." Realart Manager Declares
The main objects of the trip were to
stimulate interest in the Blackton product
r
managereo tion,
WILLARD,
HW.of Realart
and to learn from exhibitors themselves the
Corpora
PicturesChicag
kind of pictures their patrons want at the
• turned on Monday, April 26, from a
present time. He found quite a diversity six-days' trip through Indiana, during
of opinions, but all were agreed that big- which he visited La Fayette, Kokomo, Loger and better pictures, with a strong heart gansport, Marion, Anderson, Muncie, Huntington and Fort Wayne. In these cities he
appeal, were needed most. He was also
told that good comedies were always highly had great success in closing contracts for
favored.
Mayflower specials and Wanda Hawley in
"Mr. Blackton has fully determined to "Miss Hobbs." He contracted for the latter in each city at top prices for runs of
make nothing but big pictures from wellknown stories by famous authors, with re- two to four days.
nowned stars and strong supporting casts,"
In the Luna-Lite Theatre, Marion, "Soldiers of Fortune"
showed
to extraordinary
said Mr. Rogers to the writer. "He will be business,
the returns
exceeding
even those
just as careful in the selection of the members of the casts as he will be in the selec- of "The Miracle Man," which held the previous
record.
tion of the stories and the stars.
Owing to the excellent business prevail"I might state here that 'Passers By,'
ing in picture theatres throughout the
with Herbert Rawlinson and an exceptionHoosier
state, exhibitors are on a sharp
ally strong cast, will be released on June
IS. I personally believe, after viewing this lookout for new locations in the various
picture, that it will rank high among all cities, with the view of building larger and
better theatres. The tendency everywhere
the big pictures of 1920.
"The exhibitors throughout the West arc is towards higher admissions. Fort Wayne
all optimistic over the prospects for this houses are charging 35 cents for their programs and all are doing well.
year. I found them good business men
Kokomo, now the tenth city of the state,
and substantial business men, too, who are
as
shown
by the recent national census, is
both willing and able to pay the price for
one of the liveliest spots in Indiana and
any picture desired."
the picture
theatres are showing to exSan Francitco Prosperous.
cellent business.
Mr. Rogers was especially impressed
with San Francisco as one of the most
active and prosperous picture centers in Fox Chicago Office Now in
'the
country.
He found
considerable
interest
was taken
in the that
Blackton
product
Famous Players' Building
by exhibitors of San Francisco, and also
ion's tempoCoroporathave
in every city visited on the Pacific Coast, THE Fox
Chicago
rarystalledFilm
inon the offices
seventh floorbeen
of the
and expressed himself as being greatly satisfied with the demand for Blackton pic- Famous Players-Lasky building at Ninth
street and Wabash avenue, where they will
tures, i
The central western district, with Chi- remain until the organization's own building will be completed.
cago in the lead, is doing a very satisfacFox films will be handled from the Beetory business with the Blackton product,
hive exchange on the eighth floor of the
Mr. Rogers stated. Denver and Omaha
are showing great strides with the product, Film Exchange Building, 207 South Wabash
while Kansas City and Minneapolis are also avenue, where space has been rented from
making satisfactory showings.
R. C. Cropper until the Fox building is
. Reverting to the Pacific Coast, Mr. ready to house the office and film-handling
Rogers dwelt for some time on the high- forces of the Chicago organization.
class presentations there. He was especially attracted by the artistic merit of
Ralph O. Proctor Enthused
these presentations and by the good admission prices which prevail. The attendance
Over His Far Western Trip
everywhere was exceptionally fine.
Mr. Rogers left for the home office in RALPH O. PROCTOR, assistant general
manager of United Artists, came into
New York City on Sunday, May 2. He will
the city on Tuesday, April 27, from
remain there for about three weeks and
then will start on a trip through the entire Minneapolis, after making a complete circuit of the western states during the last
South, where the demand is especially five weeks.
strong for Blackton productions.
He visited Seattle, Portland, San FranAs an afterword, just before leaving, Mr.
Los Angeles, Salt Lake, Denver and
Rogers
said Mr.
to the
writer:
say Omaha cisco,and
found the prospects for United
for me that
Blackton
has "You
alreadycanmade
g^reat plans and preparations for future Artists very bright in all these cities. San
productions, and that they will positively Francisco, especially, impressed him because of the great boom now on in the
far surpass in every respect the best of his
former product. He has made a careful building of new picture theatres, in addition
to excellent, current business. The
study of the near future demand and his

other cities mentioned are also very prosMr. Proctor is much pleased with the volperous.ume of business being done by the Minneapolis Auditorium and says that it exceeds
his expectations. The symphony orchestra
of thirty-seven pieces is a leading feature
of the presentations. Director Richard
Long has already made a name for himself
in Minneapolis by his musical adaptations,
and a great deal of the credit for the success of the Auditorium must be awarded
him as well as to Manager Charles Branham, Mr. Proctor was careful to state.
The presentations start at 12.30 p. m.
daily, and not at 2.30 p. m., as was planned
originally,
the earlier the
hour.patrons being in favor of
Harry Weiss Organizes His
Superior Screen Service, Inc.
HARRY
with R.WEISS,
C. Seery,formerly
of Firstco-manager
National's
Chicago office, has formed the Superior Screen Service, Inc., in which he owns
the controlling stock. He has established
offices in the Film Exchange Building, 207
South Wabash avenue, and announces that
he has secured twenty-six big pictures for
the balance of the present year.
The Henry
first ofB. these
which
Walthallis is"Confession,"
starred. Mattin
Moore in ""The Sport of Kings" is the second release, and the third is "The Greater
Sinner," with James K. Hackett, supported
by Ormi Hawley and Irving Cummings.
Mr._ Weiss is confining his operations to
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa and
Michigan and reports very encouraging
business.
Adolph Zukor's Son Weds
Kansas City School Teacher
THEof marriage
of Eugene
J. Zukor,
son
Adolph Zukor,
president
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and
Miss Emma Dorothy Roth, daughter of
John Roth, Kansas City, was solemnized
on Thursday evening. May 6, at the Hotel
Blackstone. The Rev. G. B. Levi, of Chicago, performed the ceremony.
The groom is assistant treasurer of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and the
bride has the honor of being the youngest
teacher in the Kansas City public schools.
Triangle Office Good Till June 1.
L. A. Rozelle, manager of Triangle's Chicago office, has arranged to continue business in the Mailers Building until June 1.
The films have been moved out to Evanston, where inspection will be made until
further notice. The central delivery point
for films will be in the old Doll Van office,
207 South Wabash avenue.
Court Give* Lila Lee to Parents.
On Tuesday, last week, Judge McGoorty
awarded little Lila Lee to the guardianship
of her parents, in Chicago. The suit, which
has occupied the last two weeks, was
brought to release Lila from the guardianship of Mrs. Gus Edwards, who has been
her guardian for the past ten years andt
who during that time had arranged for her
appearance in child roles in drama and I»
moving pictures.
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itor — independent producer problem. We may very shortly see
the day when the small Independent producer with a worthy picture will be able properly to market it, and where the independent
exhibitor will have no dlfflculty
in booking only pictures which
he wishes to. The open market
day is almost here."
Kremer Road Shows for
Several Other States
Victor Kremer reports a successful engagement of the Carmen Beauties Revue and "Burthe
past weeklesque onatCarmen"
the Empireduring
Theatre,
Buffalo, and during the current
week is at the Palace in Schenectady.
A duplicate of the New York
company will be operated in
Pennsylvania by Twentieth Century Film Company, opening In
Philadelphia on May 10. Similar
companies vsrill also be put on the
road by state right exchanges in
Cleveland and Detroit in the near
future.

Editing

of "Up in Mary's Attic" N earing
Completion; Fine Arts to Hold Showing Soon
chased from Metro, and believes
finished and copies have been
in Mary's this picture
g- of "Up
L ,"editin
will prove of great
FINA
mailed to the exchange manis being su- interest
which
Attic
to
exhibitors
at
the
presagers. A feature of these books
pervised by Elmer J. McGovent time.
ern, is almost complete, says
is a chapter
devotedprepared
to exploitation suggestions,
by a
Murray W. Garsson, president of
Pioneer Finishes Press Book.
committee
of
exchangemen
and
Fine Art Pictures, Inc., and it is
Pioneer
announces
that
the
exhibitors
who
recently
met
at
ng
ted
that a trade showi
expec
can be held within a short time.
the conference
of exchange manpress book on "Midnight Gamagers
in
New
York.
bols," starring Marie Doro, is
One hundred and thirty thousand feet of negative were exposed for this picture, more than
thirty thousand being devoted htdependents Coming Into Their Own,
to one of the cleverest dog scenes
in motion pictures. This dog
Says Brandt on Return from Chicago
rocks a baby's cradle, feeds it
from a nursing bottle, and when
either had to sell out to the big
BRANDT,
the child fails to fall asleep, JOEof the
fellows or attempt to distribute
Nationaldirector-general
F'lm Corporawinds a phonograph, selects a
themselves. In the first case
tion
and
eastern
representative
of
record, places it on the machine
the Marlon H. Kohn Productions,
they
would suffer financially and
and starts it whirling. He then
has just returned to New York
in the latter event, because of Inreturns to the cradle and rocks
equitable distribution, they would
after tionattending
the baby to sleep.
in Chicago. another convenlikewise suffer.
There are said to be many
"The
numerous
conventions are
"It's
convention
after
convenother unique and novel situations
tion, these days," said Brandt,
rapidly bringing to light the sothat will cause the spectators to "but while
there
seems
to
be
no
lution of the independent exhlbwonder at the originality of the
immediate effect from any of
man who produced it. " Hp in them, the truth is that each and
Mary's Attic' is the cleverest,
every one is making more solid
Screen Crafts Inc. Enters the Field
most original and most whimsifor the indepencal narrative to ever reach the the foundation
dents in the motion picture inscreen. That Is our aBsertion,
dustry.
The
independent
proto Make Features and Short Subjects
broad though it may seem, and
ducer and the indepcmJent exhibA capable cast has been aswe stand on it," says Murray W.
itor have really the same battle
sembled, including Robert McGarsson. "The story was conto flght, and these conventions
zaorgani
newest
tht:
to
of
profilm
the
ter
'
tions
ONE
Kim
and Rhea Mitchell in the
cleverest
the
of
ceived by one
are making
them unionization
realize the in-of
ducing fielL is Screen Crafts,
writers of the day, and produced
leading
roles,
well as Gregtf,
Snowherent strength
Inc., which has .iust commenced
den Baxendale,as Arnold
with a comedy cast which for their efforts will develop. The
Charlotte
Woods,
Lew
Morrison,
an,"
Physici
Great
"The
on
work
ability and talent has never been
exhibitors are now on the vergp
with Chadwick Ayres directing.
Max Davidson, Olga Gray, Maxof an awakening and this augers
H. M. T^Hwson, for nr.any years
surpassed."
ine Adair and Robert Anderson.
Eva Novak, the pretty sister of well for a healthier business fuu!,
of
owner
now
and
exhibit
an
The story Is by Carrie B.
ture
for
them.
Jane, and Harry Grlbbon, one of
e theapictursouthe
n.otlon
Hutcheson, scenarized by Clarthe best known comedians, are
"Producers have worked at a chaintres inofArizon
a
rn
and
encesentedB. Ludy
willThebe story
prethe featured players. They are
great odds In distributing their
in seven and
reels.
is president and genCalifor
product Insofar as they have
manager.
supported by nearly one hundred
eralnia,
is
announced
as
a
metaphysical
bathing beauties, and Minne-haone, dealing with Christian
ha, the rotund squaw who ap.Science, and will be an educs"Mickey."
peared inSales
tional one, uplifting
SchwerManager
world-wide
In appeal.in tone and
announces he has received
InGeneral
This
production
will be the
scores of letters from state rights
first eral
of nature
threeto ofbe the
sameduring
genwith
buyers and others, together
staged
territory,
many applications forenthusia
sm
the year. DeWitte Hagar is pi..and account of the
Juction manager and Ralph Deshown, is confident that it will
Lacy technical director.
set a new record In state rights
Plans are under way for emsales. Many inquiries are for
ploying four distinct companies,
large sections of territory, one
in addition to the series already
buyer desiring a chance to buy
mentioned,
there will also be a
' the entire West. Never in his
.series of two-reel athletic comrehe for
hasions
in films
experienceivedceso many
I'dies
featuring "Bumps"
applicat
ind negotiations
are underAdams,
way
territory, says Mr. Schwerin.
for
two
other
series
well-known players. headed ly
Frohman Will Reissue

"My Own United States"
The Frohman Amusement Corporation announces that its proUnited ofStates,"
"My Own
duction,
Aaron
the lives
with
dealing
Burr and Alexander Hamilton,
by Metro
and originally released
Picturesd Corporation, Is being
re-edlte and will be reissued,
state right basis,
y on er
probablSeptemb
1.
about
Arnold Daly is the star of this
picture, and he Is supported byt
a. prominent case. Presiden
■Sherrlll, of Frohman, announces
that all rights have been re-pur-

"You Are the Only Girl I Ever Loved!"
Says serial
Jack SherlU
RuthFrohman
Cliltord Amusement
In "The Invisible
Ray,"
made byto the
Corporation.

"Smiling Bill" Comedies
to Remain One Reelers
Marion H. Kohn Productions,
making the Polly Moran two-reel
comedies, and Grace Cunard, tworeel westerns, announce that the
"Smiling Bill" Jones comedies
will be continued as single reelScarem,"ers. The
"Thefirst
Blowthree
That "Harem
Killed
Father"
"A Dog-Gone Shame"
are now and
complete.
Joe Brandt announces that thll
series
will be released on state
right basia^
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Completes "Invisible Ray'' Serial
Starring Ruth Clifford and Jack Sherrill
featuring Edmund Breese
of the com- been decided upon, however; the drama,
return
WITH the
and Claire Whitney. NegotiaJacksonville, the production will not be released
pany from
tions
are also under way for sebefore
September.
The
story
of
ment
an
Cor- the serial is by Guy McConnell,
Amuse
Frohm
curing other productions.
poration announces the comple- and
with the discovery of
tion of the fifteen-episode "In- an deals
unknown force powerful
Jan Completes Filming
ng Ruth
starrill.
This enough to wreck the world or
Jack Sherri
andRay" serial,
Clifford visible
of "Madonnas and Men"
prove a panacea for human ailproduction, was thirty-four weeks ments.
In making scenes being taken in
FILMING
the special "MaJans
New York, as far west as Los
Picturesof production,
donnas
and
Men,"
has
been
Angeles and as far south as C. H. Rosenfeld AUied
completed under the supervision
Miami.
of
B.
A.
Rolfe,
and
It
is
now
In connection with the filming
With New Organization
being cut and titled. The proof this serial the following inAn
interesting
newcomer
in
ducers assert that a preliminary
teresting facts are furnished:
field in New York
view of this picture bears out
124,180 feet of negative were the state right
the Climax Film Cortheir
forecast
that It would be a
used, 124 stunts photographed, In territory isporation, arecently
incorporated
big out-of-the-ordinary picture.
all of which either Ruth Clifford company, with executive
offices
Herman
F.
Jans,
president of
or Jack Sherrill participated ex- at 729 Seventh avenue. New
Backing Her Up.
the company announces that this
cept one, a dive from the ocean York, suite 607. Charles H.
picture will be given a special
from a rapidly moving aeroplane Rosenfeld. formerly New York
200 feet in the air.
presentation
at
one
of
the
promScene
from
"Up Fine
in Mary's
Attic,"
sales manager for Robertsonreleased by
inent Broadway playhouses.
The stunts Involve the use of Cole
tures. Inc.Arts Picis the secretary and sales
railroads, drawbridges, aero- manager for the company. J. H.
planes, motortomobiles,
boats,
au- Frledenwald is president, and M.
cliffs, yachts,
lighthouse,
Reelcraft Describes Its Program
E. Van Burgh, treasurer.
schooner, yacht, armories, teneThe company announces that It
ment houses and private resi- has already purchased the New
dences. A quarter of a mile of York State and Northern New
As "A Library itsofprogram
Short one
Features"
underground passages were built,
andannouncer
two-reel
rights to "A Common
of short features"
two automobiles destroyed and Jersey
features. The ofcompany
A LIBRARY
Level,"
the
Transatlantic
Film
is
the
way
Reelcraft
Picthat so far comedies have beea
a side of a hill blown out. Sev- Company of America's six-reel
tures
Corporation
describes
eral of the scenes were taken In
given first consideration becauM
the Mason Hotel in Jacksonville
of
demandof which
appears t«
be the
in excess
the supply.
and the Commodore Hotel, New Madlaine Traverse to Star in Series
Four companies are encased
Tork. A duplicate of the Columbia University chemical labin making comedies for Reeloratory was built and destroyed.
of
Features
for
State
Right
Release
craft— Billy West, a two-reeler
The three cameramen, Reinhart.
every other week; ^^ce Howell,
A D L A I N E TRAVERSE,
Barle and Peacock, claim to have
ductions have been completed,
the
same:
while Braney la
thirty-twofects.new
photographic
ef- M whose contract with Fox and work will start soon on the
making one-reelers and MilFourteen
hundred and
Film Corporation termiburn
two-reelers every
which will be reother Moranti
week.
nated recently on completion of first picture
leased by the new organization
•iRhty-eight still photographs
in August.
were taken. The largest numFor
the
followers
of melodrama
"The
Spirit
of
Good,"
will
star
in
ber of scenes taken in a day was
a series of features to be reMiss Traverse has for the past
and speedy westerns. Texas Ouieighteen months been a Fox star,
leased on the state rights mar•Ixty-two,
which
is
believed
to
nan
is
featured
in
two-reel
westestablish a record.
ket. It is announced that plans
appearing in fourteen producerns directed by Jay Hunt. NeNo method of distribution has for the Madlaine Traverse Progotiations are under way wheretions, her firstPrior
beingto "The
laux Case."
that Calltime
by a well-known
carshe was internationally known
toonist
will
preparenewspaper
an animated
on the stage.
weekly release.
Ofiice of Madlaine Traverse
Parker Film Company of Dallas Added
A series
educa-by
Productions will be established
tionals
will of
alsointeresting
be distributed
in New York and Los .\ngeles.
Reelcraft.
and
particular
attenand
the
company
plans
to
make
tion will be given to building
up
to Pioneer Film 's starting
Co-operative
Chainin four or five specials a year. She
from Los Angeles
signthis
feature
of
the
program.
havethebeenPioneer
CONTRACT
ed Sbetween
July, going East through the will be supported by prominent
There will be a scenic series, resouthern states and returning
Film Corporation and Tom
players. The first production
leased one reel each week, conthe northern route. The trip will be "The Stain of Innocence."
of the Par- via
N. Parker,Filmpresident ny,
sisting of the Burrud Sunset
will
take
about
two
months,
and
Miss
Traverse
expects
to
visit
Dallas,
Compa
ker
Scenics,
taken by Leland J.
New
York
in
June
and
return
to
the
Reverend
Clarke
expects
to
y
Texas, whereb the latter be- accomplish much good.
Burrud, who is on an expedition
the Pacific Coast in July.
came a unit in the Pioneer Cofilming
beautiful
natural scenes.
operative Distribution System.
There is also planned a series
The addition of this territory,
of pictures featuring a popular
which Includes Texas, Oklahoma,
male star, and written by a popuand Arkansas, leaves only two
lar author, which will be released
minor sections of the country
early In the fall.
without a Pioneer distributor.
National exploitation camNegotiations are now under way
paigns will be carried on each
with the remaining territories of
separate
series, and a service dethe United States and it is expartment has been established
pected th^^t within the next few
which is working out plans for
weeks the Pioneer system of exthe Individual exchanges.
changes will embrace the entire
United States and Canada, after
Reelcraft Will Feature
which the question of foreign
distribution will be taken up.
Moranti in Two-Reelera
The first releases of the Parker
Milburn Moranti is being feaFilm Company, with headquartured in a series of two-reel
ters in Dallas, will be Sheldoi
comedies to be distributed by the
Lewis in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation,
Hyde," Mary Anderson in "Bubon their exclusive short subject
as well ofas comedies.
the Facts and
program. He has been a motion
Follies bles,"series
picture actor since the early
Tom N. Parker has long been
days. He has furnished the prin, identified with theatrical and film
cipal comedy in several different
activities In Texas.
brands of comedies, and Is well
known
to the fans and exhibitPreacher Comedian to
ors.
Members
of the supporting
Make Extensive Tour
company include Frltzl Rld^eThe Reverend George Le Roi
way, Helen Williams, Joe Bonner and Albert Huston. GlOTSr
Clarke, now starring in Paragon
Jones has directed and written
comedies, announces that In orseveral
of his releases, while Lem
der to better acquaint the clergy
Moranti, brother of Milburn, ia
with his gospel of fun, and seThey Will Soon Start a New Serial.
cure their endorsement of screen
directing
"Wild Wild
to right they are: Harry M. Rubey, president of National
West" willat present.
be the first
plajra. he will make a tour of FilmLeft
releaaa^
Corporation; Harry Revier, director, and Roy Somervllle, who
an»
the
date
will
be
late
In Juaa.
the principal cities of America, wrote
the scenario for the serial, which Is called "The Son of Tarzan.'
Frohman
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10 as Release

Date

for His
THEhave C.finished
P. PRICE
CO., Inc..
the editing
and
titling
of
"His
Pajama
Girl,"is
starring Billie Rhodes, which
being released on the state right
plan. It has been scheduled for
release on May 10th. "In its revised form,"
Price,
feel that
we said
haveMr. not
only"wea
finished article, but a picture that
will find ready demand. During
my many years experience in the
state right market I have found
that it is just this type of production that finds the greatest
demand, not only among the
buyers, but also with the exhibitor. It has the proper dash
of humor with a sprinkling of
drama to make it interesting.
"It Is of the comedy drama
"Tell Us, Ouija"
type, and of a vogue that is new
What
Is
the
reader's
name
that
is
to
pictures. Many brands of girl
looking at us. I^atest Hail
productions have been made, but
Room Boys Comedy.
llllltllllllUIIIIUIIIi

Rhodes Film
it"Pajama
is the first time inGirl/'
my memory Billie
by Henry
Sydnor
Harrison
and
was
made for
National
by Bruce
that the Pajama Girl has been
Mitchell for National several
put"For
into the
pictures."
exploitation w© are years ago. The film is beingr reedited by Irene Brogen, and
preparing a big line of matter.
Many of the purchasers will put sales are progressing satisfactorily, says Joe Brandt. A full
it on as a girl show. In conline of paper is now ready.
.iunction with the picture they
will present a chorus of Pajama
Girls. Also it adapts itself to Plot Plus Quality for
local tie-ups with merchants in
Eohn Short Subjects
the exploitation of their pajama
sales. Many theatres will use
Following
his recent
one of the models from their
ment that more
stress announcewould be
local store for an opening to the laid on the plots of his short subpicture, and in conjunction with
jects, Marion H. Kohn states that
the theatre advertising the store it will also be his aim to make
will announce that this model
his short subjects up to the same
qualitysubjects.
as now They
bewill display pajamas every after- standardstowed onoffeature
noon at the store."
will he made with the same care,
setting will be of the best and
Forrest Has Dual Role
the finest cameramen employed.
"We are going to stick to th*
in National's Reissue
subject field," says Mr.
An unusual feature of "Capti- short
Kohn,
"and
by specializing
In this
vating
Mary
Carstairs,"
In
which
expect
raise
the standard
ot
Norma Talmadge is starred, and comedies,to westerns
and
novelties,
Louis Btirston Starts for Los Angeles
which National Film Corporation
which
eventually
are
going
is preparing to reissue, is the be featured in the same mannerto
fact that Alan Forrest appears
as the big production by up-toin a dual role, as the hero and
To Begin Shipping "The Great Reward"
also as the villain, and the star
the
latest
release,
"Tell
Us,
ine
pictur
ON'S
BURST
date exhibitors."
LOUIS
terests are calling him to Ouija," which is a two-reeler is mystified in distinguishing one
Kremer Chaplins Sold
the West Coast and early in based on the present ouija board from the other.
This production is from a novel
craze.
the week of May 10 he will start
for Six More States
for LiOS Angeles. His trip is
Victor
Kremer,
who is now on
d
starte with Mr. Burston in a
a sales tour, reports that pracgood frame
of
mind,
and
he
deAywon
Gets
World
Rights
to
Series
tically
all
of
the
territory
of the
clares that his business outlook
five Chaplin reissues his firm ia
upon the ensuing months is rosy.
handling have been sold. Sol
Because the stage play,
of Fifteen Two Reel "Joy Comedies"
Lesser has purchased these sub"Abraham
Lincoln,"
has
become
"I
believe
them
to
be
the
most
jects for California, Arizona and
such an uncommon success, Mr. NATH
nt of laughable comedies I have ever Nevada,
presidetion,
AN HIRSH,
ordering twenty prints
Film Corpora
Aywon
Burston believes that Francis
seen.
They
are
made
up
of
the
for
first
run bookings, and will
announces he has Just acFord's
realization
of
the
Great
start
a
whirlwind
campaign.
proper
elements
of
real
comedy,
world
Joy
the
to
rights
quired
Emancipator will capitalize on
es
e
Metro Pictures Corporation,
and will releas a a funny story, laughable bits of
Comedi
the screen a great deal of the
business,
trick
photography
and
Dallas,
has
secured
rights to the
series of fifteen two-reelers starvogue of Llncolnia that now obring Charlie Joy, known on the a bevy of unusually beautiful
five
pictures
for
Texas,
Oklatains. Under the title of "The
homa and Arkansas.
stage as Charlie Granlich.
Heartcreated
of, Lincoln"
Mr. Burston
This is described as a series of girls.
has
a surrounding
for
up-to-the-minute comedies full
Mr. Ford's characterization that
of pep, action, fun, laughs and Latest Art-O-Graf Picture Features
is said to register in exactness
and spirit the traditions of the pretty girls. The first three,
which are complete and ready
Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb
martyred one.
for distribution are "Too Much
Demonstrating
expert.
"Finders Keepers," adapted from
ness
and versatilityFord's
the Burston
Girlie," "Back to Nature" and THE
Art-O-Graf
Company of Denver, Film
of which
a story by Robert Ames Bennett.
Wampum Hunter."
serial, "The Great Reward," is "The
Otis
B.
Thayer
is
director
"We will release one Joy
Edmund Cobb, star of the previcited as proof of that screencomedy a month for the next
general, announces that producous Art-O-Graf productions, "The
star's
tion is well under way on
goes toproficiency.
Los AngelesMr.to Burston
see the
Desert
Scorpion''
and "Wolves
fifteen months," says Mr. Hirsh.
the Street,"
is featured
in thisof
completed serial started on its
production,
together
with
Violet
way to exhibitors, after spending
Mersereau.
six weeks here sounding out
The story and
is a issociety-crookshowmen on the subject of serial
melodrama,
said to be
screenings.
filled
with
thrills
and pep. Art"The Hawk's Trail," featuring
O-Graf has also secured film
King Baggott, has "gone over"
rights to another story by tb*
so well that Mr. Burston's persame Mr.author,
of theMersereau
Depths,"
sonal faith in chapter-stories is
and
Cobb "Out
and Miss
firmly fixed. When he gets to the
will also be featured in this pro.
ductlon.
Coast he will doubtless '"start
something"
not been,withas
Having finished her work In
yet, revealedthat
in has
connectioa
"Fmderssereau is Keepers"
Miss to Mer..the Burston plans for the future.
en route
her
home in NewnowYork.
More Papers Featuring
"Hall Room Boys" Films
Jack and Harry Cohn, producers of the Hall Room Boys
Comedies, in which Neeley Edwards and Hugh Fay are featured, report that additional
newspaper publicity is being received on this series. The Chicago Journal is the latest of a
string of papers to add the line
"See them In the movies at your
favorite theatre." The New York
Sun Is now running a full page
of Hall Room Boys cartoons in
the Sunday issue.
In addition, an exploitation
'Kid' Gets My Goat," Says the Co nductor.
campaign will shortly be inaugu- .\miTi\ f "Ttis
ii
,■
' ■ Ragged
■ - ■ Road
rated, including hook-ups witlf
Polly.
Moran
taking out her pet in "The
novelty stores In connection wltfr * ' ■ •
- -Romahce," h*"" latest Marlon, H. l^'ohn comedy.

Louise HuflF Picture
Announced by Pioneer
Louise Huff, in "What Women
Want," will follow Marie Doro
on the list of spring releases of
Pioneer Film Corporation. This
picture is now in the hands of
the editorial staff, where it la
being given the finishing touches under the direction of Southratory.ard Brown and A. Cantor, and
will soon be ready for the laboA press book is also being:
prepared andploitation
details
an excampaign ofarranged,
which will Include twenty-four
sheet stands and Illuminated
signs on Broadway.
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Kellerman

Special and Two Other Film Productions
in the United
SOL LESSER arrived at liis New Yorko 600 Rotary Clubs . tjiat are
office May 3, coming from the Chicag
States. Here is a field for showmanship.
convention of film-folks, where he
Beban's "Man in a Million."
stopped off on his way East from Los Ano Mr. Lesgeles. From his office in Chicag
ninth ncon-to
Beban
George
month ofis finishing
ser and his West Coast publicist, Hamilton
secutive
personal his
applicatio
Beall, issued a four-page, newspaper size, "One Man in a Million," a production Mr.
bulletin covering the late film news, and Lesser has financed, with Beban given free
advocating the various Sol Lesser enter- hand in its preparation. The release will
prises in red-ink arguments addressed to not be made until September of this year
the assembled picture showmen.
— after a twelvemonth of continuous prepMaurie Meyers took the Moving Picture
aration. Mr. Beban supervised the direction, casting, filming, cutting and titling
World
man's
interviewer
away
from
Mr.
Lesser long enough to tell about the the work, and is now giving "One Man in
"stunts" at the Chicago convention — about a Million" its final inspection and subtitling in Los Angeles.
the "cut-outs" of Annette Kellerman that
were all prepared for the banquet that was
Annette
Kellerman, in "What Women
never given, about the pads of scratch Love," entering
now upon its final days
paper with Kellerman standing erect in her in the editing department, will be Sol Lesaquatic regalia as a side ornament, and ser's greatest work — for Sol said so himself. On this presentation Mr. Lesser asabout
"gimicks"
that werein
slipped the
over circular
the telephone
mouthpieces
he has "gone theandlimit"
every who
detailsertsof presentation,
for in
a man
all the hotel rooms where film-men claimed
bought the western half of the United
temporary security.
Mr. Lesser was imbued with a more stable States on "Hearts of the World," set a
enthusiasm than was his publicist. The pace for bathing girls to make dry-land
man who has swung some of the biggest conquests as film adjuncts and shared in
deals in the annals of state rights; the man
the "Mickey" prosperity, "going the limit"
who is now interested in every angle of may be considered traveling on "high."
the film business, and the man who put
Ibanez Names Kellerman Film.
Broadway in competition with the sands
of the .'\tlantic at the height of the bath"We
had the piece in production," said
ing season "looked pleasant" and fidgeted Mr. Lesser,
the Philadelphia,
great Spanhimself into position for an "interview."
ish author, "when
in his Ibanez,
speech at
ProilUcer, Distributor and Exhibitor.
gave
the title
'WhatwayWomen
Love.'
Ibanezus spoke
of — the
he believed
"I'm not the man who shrinks publicity women liked best to be treated — not as
— for I know its value," said Mr. Lesser, 'baby dolls' and dependents, but as self-re"but I'm not much on interviews." Assured
that we wanted to know only what the living. liant, willing shareholders in the joy of
showman wanted to know and read, Mr.
"Miss
Kellerman
playsShejustis the
sort of
Lesser took kindly to a little questioning, role
Ibanez
described.
womanly
in
and here's the result:
all
things
womanly,
and
she
shows
With Gore Brothers, his partners in self-reliant a woman may be under how
franchise-holding for First National in Los and all circumstances. Miss Kellerman any
has
Angeles territory, Mr. Lesser will begin
trailed
a
mermaid's
tail
through
picactive work on a beautiful theatre in down- always tures
heretofore, and we decided, in plactown Los Angeles, simultaneously proceeding her under contract, to give her a
ing with a new 2,S00-seat picture house at chance to demonstrate her abilities as an
the corner of Hollywood Boulevard and actress — but not forgetting her skill as a
Ivar street, in Hollywood.
swimmer, an athlete and a horsewoman.
Last Sunday, May 2, at Mack Sennett's
Victory Theatre, Los Angeles, Irving Les"Billing Names" to Back Stars.
ser presented his brother Sol's screen pro"'What Women Love' fulfills every exduction, "That 'Something,'" an attraction
pectation. We have given Miss Kellerman
that has already been sold to the Rotary
Club of Los Angeles for a three-weeks' an able company with names that can be
run at the Victory. Irving Lesser has de- billed — favorites such as Wheeler Oakman,
cided to devote his entire attention to Walter Long and Ralph Lewis — in her support. .\s to the production itself, we have
"That 'Something'" and will "sell" it to the

May 15, 1920
not considered the question of money when
an often-used
is
This
results were at issue.
expression, but I mean it.
"In making this picture I have interested
with me some aapital that is not concerned
Tn my other ioterests. We have gone along
with 'What Women Love' as though it
were
the only
said Mr.
Lesser.interest I have in pictures,"
Asked if the Kellerman picture would go
the way of First National in its distribution,
Mr. Lesser said he was not at all sure.
"Because of the interest others have in
the picture I cannot let a matter of sentiment
guide meWnenin disposing
of 'What
Womention First
Love.'
see the
National
maythey
or may
not producdecide
to giveture the
terms
we
shall
exact.
The
picmay be sold on state rights, we may
distribute through some organization or
sp outright ?-t oi.r price," said he.
Has Legitimate National "Hook-Up."
The World man, as an outsider, as inkeenly
in "That
'Some;' ning'
— becauseterestedofmost the
great
elements
show-"
manship itpossessed in connction with its
Rotary Club hook-up; something that picture men had never before availed themselves of in a national way. The World
man saw visions of 600 clubs, representing
the cream of business men in as many
cities, "getting
behind"
a picture,
guaranteeing ticket sales,
boosting
by personal
effort, and backing the enterprise, locally,
with the best brain of 600 towns.
It looked so good to .Sol Lesser when the
work was under way that he has detached
his brother, Irving, from the other Lesser
enterprises (as has been noted elsewhere)
to devote himself solely to exploiting the
Rotary clubs and "listing" the show. "Listing" is a method known generally in Lyceum work — agents going into a town, canvassing the business men, and securing
ticket guarantees to meet the expense of
a specific attraction.
Playing to Ticket Guarantees.
With "That 'Something' " the "listing"
will be done by Rotary clubs. The initial
presentation
at Sennett's the
Victory,
in Los
.Angeles, demonstrates
possibilities.
The Los Angeles Rotary Club had sold
tickets enough to guarantee twenty-one
days before the show opened — and it will
stay as long as Rotarians provide the audi"Thatence,'Somthing'"
plus the "drop was
in." written as a story
of Rotarians by W. W. Woodbridge, of
Tacoma. It has been circulated by the
million copies at the hands of Rotarians
throughout the country, and so great was
its hit as a printed story that a screen production, in six reels, was made and secured by Mr. Lesser for distribution.
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Advertising
By Epes

How

Sennettville

Itself Put

and
Winthrop

Exploitation
Sargent

Over

Producer s New ''Down on the Farm
and John Henry and the mule and
I AST week it was told how the Impe- Teddy
some of the other animals and eight men
rial, San Francisco, got "Down on the and
women worked in a barnyard prologue
This is
story to
of to get
the audience in the proper frame
how Farm"
his ownstarted.
home town
paidthetribute
of
mind.
A special Sennett song was sung,
Mack Sennett in Los Angeles.
The show was booked at the Kinema
and
some
Charley Murray's humor was
and the Saturday before the opening the spread uponof the
screen.
Sennetters invaded the ball park and gave
And the Records.
a ballyhoo that amounted to something.
And, lest there be any mistake, the house
"Teddy" was there dragging his trainer
management
announces the fracturing of
the
:
in
a
kid's
express
wagon,
the
balky
mule
was in line, as was the Sennett baby actor
Best Sunday record.
and some sonationgrown-ups,
of the stars. gotten up in imperBest Monday record.
Best Tuesday record.
Every old wagon on the Sennett lot was
Best Wednesday record.
paraded around the park, and some seemBest Thursday record.
ingly impromptu stunts were pulled off.
Best Friday record.
On the Streets, Too.
Best Saturday record.
Of course, they all had to get to the
Best week's record.
park and they took the longest way around
Outside of that they are not talking
so as to hike over the business streets
and broken reand show the downtowners what they much about big business
seem to feel they have
were missing by not going to the ball game. covered cords,thebut they
ground
pretty
thoroughly.
The event had been widely advertised as
"Sennett
and mostbutof for
the the
townbenefit
was
out
on theDay"
bleachers,
Monkeyed with Airplane for
of those who were not, a number of stunts
were pulled.
Five-Day Front-Page Stories
One of the best was the planting of
ad-y
the aerial
GIVING a new verttwist
cameramen on the housetops. Apparently
isement, G. E. to
publicit
Brown,
they were about to shoot some airplane
man for Memphis Enterprises, Inc.,
comedy and presently the street would
got front-page stories for five days within
become packed, when a banner announcing
"What's
for his
houses.Your Husband Doing?"
one of
the showing at the Kinema wauld be aat week
dropped, and the stung crowd would move
The Sanger shows winter in Memphis
on to give place to a fresh crop of victims. and Patsy, one of the lady simians of the
circus
outfit, was told she could get her
Got the Crowd.
picture in the papers if she would take
All of this worked to make for business an
air ride without making too much fuss
the following day, when the run was
about it. Patsy held out for a quart of
opened, and the house was packed. Teddy peanuts in addition to the publicity, and
and young John Henry ballyhooed the lob- when the deal was closed Brown bustled
by and took chances on being trampled down to the newspaper offices with stories
to death.
of the first monkey aviatrix.
The orchestra worked a village band
Of course the papers fell hard. Dogs
selection for local color and on the stage and goats and birds had been used, but

a Memphis monkey was to be the first
primate to go flying through the air and
write the town down in aviation history.
Brown got such good results on the first
drive that he beat Patsy to it in voluntarily raising her peanut wage.
Then Patsy was taken out to the aviation "field of the Memphis Aerial Company,
ostensibly to get accustomed to the machine. About a thousand persons, forewarned, gathered to watch the experiment
and see how Patsy took to it. She was
game to the core and even the motors did
not phase her. Not for nothing had she
traveled with a circus most of the years
of her young life.
Then the big story broke when Patsy
actually took the trip and showered passes
on the crowd, and Brown got a new scrap
book and the Strand a new bank book.
Patsy encored the peanuts.
Similarity Contest a Hit;
Newspaper Took an Encore
perPaso,a simthe Rialto,
JIMQUIN, suadedofthe Herald
to digEl into
ilarity contest for the double of Wanda
Hawley, working on the familiar submitted
photograph lines. He assured the Herald
it would be good for the paper.
didn'tbeat
havehimto tosay,
"I announcing
told you so."a
TheHe paper
it by
new contest for a double for another star
at another
house.the Jimquin
He
had skimmed
cream ofdidn't
it andmind.
got
what he wanted, but he was pleased at
the unsolicited testimonial to his idea.
Now that he has parked his cares at the
Rialto he is working stunts to beat the
band and they have had to hire an extra
reporter
Jim. real
It's news
a dullitems
day
he cannotjust
dig toat watch
least two
to supplenment the stuff most managers
consider as press work. And nine times
out of ten he makes the front page. He
does not count double page hook-ups. He
gets one of those about every other week.
The ten-line space with a kick is better than
(7 poor full page.

"How Are You Going to Keep 'Em Down on the Farm?" Asks the Song.
Mack Sennettto supplies
his Kinema,
new flve-reel,
"Down on
the Farm."
They haveJack
so much
fun put
they oncouldn't
be driven away
the city. theThisanswer
is howIn the
Los Angeles,
prologued
the comedy.
Callicott
the stunt.
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Here's
a Record
Advance
Advertisement
from screen to back wall with just boys of Got an Effective Prologue
Mercy Declares Newspaper
the proper hell-raising age. They whooped
with Simple Light Effects
it up for the show and went out to tell the
Advertising Best in End world.
in
ions
condit
ity
G public
YZIN
ANALsmall
But Whelan was not done with them. WHILE
otherlarge
managers
only the
houses complain
can use that
the
towns,
Frederick Mercy, who
prologue effectively, one of the
now has three theatres in Yakima, The Dispatch offered prizes for the best
essays
on
the
picture
and
printed
some
of
large houses, the New Garrick, MinneWash., declares in favor of the newspapers
the best, and all of the funniest, letting
apolis, got an effective curtain raiser with
for best results. He does not decry other the
stuflf run a full week because it was
simple light effects plus a little elementarj
forms of advertising as supplemental to good
copy.
painting.
the newspaper work, but contends that
That was the big angle. The free show
they should augment and not seek to reThe ofpicture
River's onEnd,"
course, was
cai's "The
for emphasis
the
place the newspaper columns in small got the kids and their parents, but the es- which,
towns.
says got the entire town. Just mark that Arctic locale. At the opening the stage
down
for
future
reference.
You
can
work
was
dimly
lighted
to
show
a
group
of
Lobby displays may serve where there is
igloos sketched in blue and gray upon
transient trade to be reached, but it ap- it, too.
beaver board. All of the lights were blue
peals only to those who regularly pass the
and were cut down almost to the limit,
house, and he looks to the lobby display
slowly rising as the scene proceeded.
to do the work other managers intrust to Gave Two Months' Notice of
Presently the aurora began to flash on
the
prologue.
For "In
Old Kentucky,"
the sky, first white than yellow, changing
Intended Return Engagement
example,
he made
a paddock
out of for
his
to flaming red, and as this died out a
lobby, not so much in the expectation of
intended return of snow storm began which increased in inRTISING the
creating business as in anticipation of add- ADVE"In
ky"
tensity as the lights slowly went down to
Oldd Kentuc
two of
months
ing to the entertainment of the patrons
ement
enable
the managfor
the blackness.
gained through other schemes.
m,
Orpheu
Fond
du
Lac,
to
break
two
The
New
Garrick possesses a felt curSpecial mail matter is good only if not
with a single attraction.
tain for lighting effects, though any white
made common through overuse, and this records
Originally the picture was booked for curtain will serve as a pinch. The aurora
holds good of other special forms, but the four
days, commencing January 19. Good
was done with a double ripple and the
newspaper is consulted week in and week advertising
put it over so strong that the snow effect was also done with a stercopout by those who seek amusement and even crowd has not
been
cleaned
up»
at
the
end
ticon. At a pinch home-made wheels can
the weekly program cannot replace news- of the fourth day, and the manager wired be
made to serve, one punctured for the
paper advertising where this is financially in for a return engagement, at the same
snow and the other a double wheel, slotted,
possible.
time announcing in his regular advertising:
the discs being moved in opposite direcMr. Mercy's
lobby Coming Back as Soon as We Can Get It
tions. It is more simple than it sounds,
display
are novel,arguments
but they on
havethea sound
but effective all out of proportion to the
basi^. They can be made to serve as an Anita Stewart in "In Old Kentucky."
labor
involved.
Mr. Johnson also used a
The return engagement could not be araddition to the entertainment as the patron
ranged for until March 28-29, but the line carryall such as is used in one of the openwho passes through a paddock lobby to kept appearing
right along and pretty soon
ing scenes of the play, but this is merely
witness in"Ina Old
Kentucky"
the town was worked up to a new fever. a detail.
house
proper
frame is
of sent
mindintoto the
be The
persistent advertising was getting in
most strongly impressed by the production.
its work. Those who missed the first
showings were determined to see it when it Used Street Sari Touting
came back, and those who had already seen
Texas All-Boy Audience
it wanted to see it again.
"The Virgin of Stamboul"
A week before the return it was anMade Good Exploitation
the street stunt in a new
nounced that to accommodate all who WORKING
way got
Stamboul"
over
very "The
nicelyVirgin
at theof Allen
TheFinn" wished to see the picture, which could only
eberry
"Huckl
up
NING
CLEA
with the kiddies is one of the popuatre, Toronto. It was worked differently
be
secured
for
two
days,
an
extra
perlar stunts, but Leslie F. Whelan, of
formance would be given each night. The and therefore more effectively.
the Dallas Paramount staff, added some
third day of the original engagement broke
Sam W. -fi. Cohn. the exploitatio
trimmings when he hitched the Dispatch up the single day record, and the return, with gets up the stunts for the Allen andn man,
then
to the kids and the story.
its extra performances, carried ofiF the six passes them along to the seven suburban
The Dispatch issued a coupon, good if day record; not the record for six days houses and some fifty odd Allen theatre*
throughout tTie Dominion. He figured he
presented by any school boy in the gram- 'iy with one picture, but the record for any six could
make a big clean-up with the visitor
mar grades, and the Old Mill was packed Jaidays, which is going some.
irom Turkey if he went at it right, so he
studied it out and decided on a perambulator without the usual banners.
Sari and her Sheik drove through the
downtown streets in an impeccable victoria.
Kvery block or so the rig would draw up
to the curb and Sari handed out
small
lards to all who wanted them— which included about everyone in sight.
These were topped with "See what Sari
saw m the Harem." Below, in the name
space, was "Introducing Sari, 'The Virgin
of Stamboul,
'" set in three lines,
in
the lower left hand corner "At and
Week commencing Monday, April 26. Home
Allen
There was absolutely no advertising on
the
turnout and only the
1 neatre."
colored
costumes were in the leastgaily
out of the
ordinary, so the people had to get cards
to find the answer, if they did not mentally
connect the show title
with the nationality
»t the pair, and most persons carried away
the cards and showed them to others—
which was what Mr. Cohn counted on.
September 23, 1911, Efies IVinthrop Sargent
established in Moving Picture World
the first
<lrf>artment applying to Advertising for Exhibitors.
Without missing an issue he has
Talking About Stage Audiences! Look Up.
rontinued it ever since— eight years of efficient
Several thousand boys — and no girls — formed a special- audience at the Old Mill Dallas
Texas, as guests roof
of a local
paper on,
to enjoy
of "Huckleberry
still 9tays
'but itthewasantics
severely
tested. .Finn." The
,
. ^"'.ll'^..fo i^f jhoii'man. ' '
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Who
Will Be the First to Hook-up
an
Undertaker?
IlllllllllUIIIIIIIIIinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimilllWllllllllllIllllllllinilllllllllllllllllinillllllllllllllll^ iiiiiiiiiinni imiiiiiiiiiiniii]
First National Again Uses
Dual Booking to Good End
WING the joint booking of "In
FOLLO
Old
Kentucky"
the Strand
and Tivoli
o, the
theatres,
San atFrancisc
First
s'
National
Exhibitor
Circuit
has
repeated
the stunt by booking Katherine McDonald
tan theinto Loew's
Strand
Metropoli
atres, Cleveland,
withandequally
good results.
The Strand is a downtown house while
the Metropolitan is a little out of the central district, but reasonably close competition. Both
"The and
Turning
for a week
to showed
big business
got a Point!'
larger
display for a smaller cost to each house,
which is one of the valuable features of
this scheme. Another almost equally
strong angle is the moral effect on the
prospective patrori.
With "The Turning Point" and "In Old
Kentucky" both successful, the spread of
the scheme is to be anticipated, although
when first tried by the Universal some
years ago the stunt did not seem to get
over very strongly. The idea has many
angles of interest and the advantages are
sufficiently strong to suggest dual bookings even in other wise competing houses
Dance Hall Again Assists
Picture Publicity Scheme
GUYON'S
PARADISE,
a Chicago
danc-a
ing academy,
is rapidly
becoming
first aid to press schemes. The dance
palace uses boards on all of the elevated
stations and several times lately has shared
these boards with some local attraction,
knowmg the benefit of a picture hook-up.
The most recent is a tie-up with the Republic's "The Girl
the attractive
Sea," playing
at
the Bandbox,
usingof an
cut of
Betty Hilburne to announce a "Girl of the
Sea Dance"
with prize
$50 inwasprizes to the prettiest girls. The
split three ways,
$25, $15 and $10.

If You Are a Mister Hyde
Use Right Razor and Change
SOMETIMES a hook-up seems to be
pretty far fetched, but we think that
hooking
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" to
a safety razor"Dr.
in stretching it
pretty far,
yet the allusion was apt and humorous
and
it struck in.
The Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, got
an elaborate hook up with the Barrymore
version of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
through
the Gillette safety razor. The
illustration shows the central part of the
window with a revolving stage, oqe of the
interiors offering Dr. Jekyll and the other
showing Mr. Hyde, the stage being built
to the scale of the stills. This was hooked
to a motor and the two scenes were alternately presented.
Above hung a huge announcement card
showing the player in both characters.
Opposite Hyde was shown the old fashioned
razor and Jekyll faced a safety. The lettering was so placed that the "Dr. Jekyll"
served as a legend both for the portrait
and the safety razor while the same held
good for the other. To the right of the
stage a card read "If you use a Gillette
you won't have
to Hyde."at Athebalancing
announced
the feature
theatre. card
Apart from the turntable feature this display can be adapted by anyone, two fixed
sets being used where a turntable cannot
be rigged. The wall paper is small figured
cloth and
doll's furniture can be used to
dress
the set.
The display was run for two weeks; the
week of showing and one week in advance.

Manager

Worked

to Make

Every

Certain

you cancold because
BEFOREnot getyoua quit
you
or because
window
think it will not pay to have a banner
painted or to buy ten extra three sheets,
sit down and read this story of Thomas
Proffin, of the William Penn Theatre,
Chester, Pa.
Chester is not so big a place as some
others, and it is not as small as some
other
It's just not
an average
live juice
wire
place, towns.
with perhaps
too much
running through the wires — except certain
strands. Mr. Proffin is one of the surcharged strands.
Lately
he booked
"Pollyanna."
he
figured that
with a inbook
title like Then
that he
could mop the town up if he went at it
right.
Then He Began.
He did not start in by sitting on the
edge of his chair and telling himself that
the town was too large or too small or too
live or too dead. He did not seek to provide himself with an alibi before he started
in. He was a bit curious to see just what
he could do when he got started.
One of the things which suggested business was hook-up windows. That listened
so well he decided to have a few. Other
managers in other towns seemed to get
showof windows
couldn't,
life
him, see and
why he
he could
do for
not the
the
same little thing.
He did.
He g"ot fourteen.
Good Ones, Too.
He was no hog. He did not get everything in sight, but he got fourteen of the
best, including a book store, auto sales
room, drug store, two electric light companies, a newspaper office, a clothing store,
the gas company, a clothing store, a department store and foui others.
For these he made cutouts and signs,
hookingtents ofup
"glad" stuff
withappliances
the conthe the
window.
Electric

Possible
He

Would

Angle
Get Business

made you glad, spring tonics made you glad,
even the newspaper comics contributed to
the general gladness.
Then he stuck a banner in front of the
house and put another on a building nearby
with a huge fist pointing to the location
of the fount of gladness.
That Wasn't Enough.
That might seem to be enough. More
than one play has gone over strong with
fewer than fourteen windows on the job,
but Mr. Proffin was just beginning to be
interested. He had read of the success
of newspaper hook-ups on special matinees.
There were two papers handy, so he arranged for one-sixth of a dozen of special
matinees.
This, of course, brought the newspapers
into the game strong, and he did not have
to worry so much about press work, so he
could give his attention to getting up a
lot of lithographs and attending to little
details like that.
Job Didn't Scare Him.
Taken by and large, he advertised "Pollyanna" so thoroughly that the next week
they found a man who had not seen the
play
and
they put him in a jar of alcohol
in
him.the local museum.
Mr. Proffin just didn't let the job scare
Liontime
Roar
City" of
Next
you for
have "Lost
an installment
"The Lost City," mount a six or the big
24-sheet and back of it pit a small boy with
a lion roar. To make this you need only a
tin pail, a piece of catgut and a rosined
cloth or glove. Punch a hole in the bottom
of the pail, knot the gut and string it
through and with the pail under one foot
and the loose end of the gut in the left
hand work the rosined cloth up and down
the cord. S. A. Arnold worked this years
ago. It is just as good now.

Some Razors Flay Your Hide. Gillettes Take Off Your Hyde.
At least that is what this San Francisco window hoolc-up olaims. How the Imperial
Theatre collaborated with a razor concern for Paramount's "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde." The scene, like the hero, is reversible.
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Counts
Idea
The
Form.
in Tabloid
Big Ideas
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Spooks."
and Harold
Advance Jekyll and Hyde to
Hulsey
screens ofand the
the newspapers
flashed
the
and The
on the right
a box "Haunted
had Lloyd's
bill- theatre
on the
theatres, onin the
automobile
a
slightly
larger
space
on the
town
the
had
Stefano
De
Mr.
hoards,
Pave Way for Play Showing
left with line cuts of two models at the
wondering what was to be sprung. Every- bottom of the page. It worked better thnn
repre- ^^^^
to rep..dressed to
two men oresseu
M PLOYING two
EMFLDYIINO
^^^^ watching on Sunday and they did a general hooK up and gave a really a;
m
da\ > m
^c\eral aay.
Myue several
JcK.vii and men
sent
seat
JcKwl
Myue
j^^^,^
.^^^^^^ j^^^,, -^yi^p,,
way fg^j^^g
the uav
was the
picture wp,
of the r.,rfuro
advance „f
opened on Sunday the streets in tractive looking page.
Benjamin Laskin, of the Charlotte, N. C,
"Dr.
over
got
the
downtown
section were patrolled by the
Haven,
New
the Rialto,
rainy
Hyde" foras four
Mr. <lre.^r.ed
and .-.a;
Jekvllman
the ten young women with signs pinned to the exchange, also put over a page for the Imanddays.
Jekyll
One
filmy pink waists. Everyperial with "His House in Order." This
other as Hyde. Each was assigned to a liacks of their
one turned to look back and then streaked is a new one and it lends itself well to furdifferent section of the town that they to the
nishings. The hook-ups covered a book
box
office
to
find
out
all
about
it.
might not conflict.
store, a building and loan association, a
Each would greet passing men with an
savingspany andbank,
the Public
Advance Advertising Helped
an electric
wiringUtilities
concern, Comtwo
inquiry for the other personality, Hyde's
question
being:
"Do
you
know
where
I
piano
agencies,
two
furniture
stores,
a drug
When Display was Curtailed
. ,in luul Dr. Jekyll? It is essential that 1
store and the theatre space.
find him at once." The Jekyll added that CH.\RLES PACINI, of the Majestic and
It does not have to be a super feature if
Butterfly theatres, Kenosha, Wis., has yoii can get the right angle on the title.
Hyde's
terrible
appearance
would
identify
him at once.
decided that it pays to advertise well
It required little deduction to gather
"The River's
he booked
e. y,When
advanc
in
that the play would presently be an- End" recentl
his campaign two
hee,began
This Newspaper Service
nounced at one of the local houses, and weeks in advanc
planning to wind up
Includes Window Shows
when the Rialto advertising was begun the with a spla.sh for the tomorrow announcepublic was ailready prepared for it. They
ment. And just before the opening the
terribly overworked word
is a but
were sold except for the playing dates strike came, the local paper had to cut SERVIC
these Edays,
the Anaconda Standwell in advance of the advertising. If the down to the bone to make the visible supButte,
ard,
gives
its windows to back
dressing of the Hyde character presents
ply last, and Pacini had to take what he up its picture advertisers. The cut shows
too many difficulties, there is at least noth- could get instead of what he wanted. The
a window planned for the Goldwyn pictures, but the display is changed twice a
ing to preveiii. the I'se of a Jekyll, who show got over on the advance work where
should be dressed as a professional man. it might have been blanketed on the short
wee' , with two windows, and everyone
He could, if desired, present small cards run boom.
suitably printed. These should not be
gets a chance.
larger than the regulation business cards. Two New Suggestions for
Used Sockless Sirens for
Hook-up Page Connections
P.ARAMOUNT exploitation men do not
Booming "The Turning Point"
confine their activities to "EverySING ten really pretty girls to parade
woman" and "On with the Dance,"
the
streets
with
sued
clad
feet
minus
the use of these stunts might sugthough
u socks and with unbound hair was the
gest that this is the case. Hal Oliver, out
way John de StefTano, of the Queen, Dal- in the Omaha district, put over a new one
other day
Dust" etheconcern
"E.xcusean Myautomobil
las, put over Katherine McDonald in "The for
a full
into when
he hooked
Turning Point."
the
of
Most
Strand.
the
with
page
Preparing for the story with a "You'll was taken with a reverse cut for thespace
play
reach the turning point next Sunday"

A Window Board in a Nefwipaper Office
Devoted to Picture Stills for Advertisers.
Most newspapers let their windows lie
idle or else give space to a bulletin of late
Pews, but the Standard seems to feel that
by helping the theatres it will help its own
advertising coluinns, and this idea of reciprocity explains the local use of large spaces.
It alinost invariably happens that the size
of the newspaper spaces used is in direct
pronortion to the willingness of the paper
to help its theatrical advertisers.
Used Auto Airplane for the

All the Boys Came to See the Choir Singers' Pulchritude.
Mrs. She
McClendon,
Avant,because
Okla., she
wanted
Equity's
of Youth."
did not of
worry
had anoprologue
facilities.for She
hired "Eyes
two church
choirs to sing, dressed them to match the picture and laughed at
bad weather. Prologues are not difficult to put on if
you use a little common sense, .\llah knows
Avant is no production center.

Locklear "Great Air Robbery"
AIRPL.'\NE
stunts are
too common to attract
thegetting
attention
they
once commanded, but the Moon Theatre, Omaha, putting over the UniversalJewel
"The used
Greatan.Mramateur
Robbery,"
with to
Lieut.
Locklear,
aviator
fly
over the town dropping bills and passes,
but it made a clean-up with a hubrid with
an auto bodv and airplane wings invented
by
Guy well.
Smith, a local man. The stunt
worked
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Buried Treasure Stunt Is
Still Good for a Cleanup
VOLLMER, of the Lyric and
RLES
CHAWashi
ngton, Belleville, 111., slightly
changed the title of the new Rex
Beach, and by calling it the silver hoard
" gotre an exinsteacused forofworki
"The
Hordetreasu
ng Silver
the buried
stunt
in conjunction with the News-Democrat.
yn
tment
The Goldw
press depar
calls it a
new idea, but you can find it on page 217 of
Picture Theatre Advertising.
As Mr. VoUmer worked it, he announced
that the silver hoard was buried somewhere in town, using the slogan, "Watch
for the Hoard of Silver, Watch for 'The
Silver Horde.'" Several small chests were
planted in vacant lots containing small silver coins and passes to the performance.
These locations the newspaper vaguely
hinted at in the succeeding issues until the
last of the twelve had been discovered and
exhumed. Some of the tips were purposely
easy, but a few were hidden out to permit the contest to run over several days.
This buried treasure stuff was all the run
in England before the war, where it was
used by the weekly papers as a circulation
scheme, and the craze reached such proportions that the stunt had to be stopped,
owing to the heavy property damages. If
you work it steer clear of private property
and premises.
Now

the Key Stunt Works

for

"The Woman in Room 13," Too
key stunt
VER started the lost
WHOEevidently
did something. The most
recent use is in connection with
Goldwyn's "The Woman in Room 13."
Twenty keys were "lost" on the streets of
this
KeepFound
a tag reading:
with through
DetroitLook
the Lost"13.and
key.
columns of the Detroit Free Press."
In the classified advertising the key was
advertised as lost with a suitable reward
ofifered, the finder to return the key to
the box office of the Adams Theatre.
Two seats were given each person turning in one of the keys and one of the house
stafT was kept busy losing the keys again.
Ordinary baggage tags were used with the
keys and the lattering was done on a typewriter.
From the fact that the newspaper gave
only a brief comment it would appear that
this was worked as a house stunt, but it
suggests a hook-up with the newspaper
for a big- splurge
advertising
manager.if the paper has a live
Si Spitzer Appreciates the
Compliment Paid Nick Ayer
LAST week we printed an appreciative
comment on an advertisement used
by Nick Ayer for the second week of
"Down on the Farm" at the Imperial, San
Francisco.
Now appeareth Si Spitzer, of the Goldwyn Corporation, to thank us for them kind
words, pointing out that this is more or
less of a paraphrase of an advertisement
for "The Blooming Angel" appearing in
this paper in the issue dated January 17.
All right. We'll make it a double header.
It was clever of Si to adapt it from commercial advertising and it was just as clever of Nick to see its possibilities for a
daily insertion. And to save writing another paragraph, it was gosh darned clever
of the iirst egg who thought of this idea.
That ought to clean it all up.
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Street Car Tickets Were
Added to Free Showings
s with
matinee
FIVE
sets
passstreet
free two
each
tickets with
car charity
the record for special matinees. .A.dd
to this 5,000 cards distributed by airplane,
20,000 mailing cards, 25,000 reprints from the
house program and something more than
1,260 column inches of advertising space,
and you can imagine how Finkclstein and
Ruben put Mary Miles Minter over in
"Anne of Green Gables" in Minneapolis.
The five special morning showings were
under the patronage of well-known society
people, and the mailing lists for these specials were made up by the Associated
Charities and two street car tickets were
attached to each ticket to provide transportation. The actual patronesses at each
performance were featured in the daily
news stories of the events.
The opening gun was a five twenties in
each of the three papers, following with
a pair of tens the next day. The opening
called for two advertisements each three
tens andtionaltwo
of the papers
got run
an three
addithree fifteens.
For the
tens were taken in each paper in addition
to the regular house space.
The posted paper included fifty 24-sheets
and 30,000 snipes in two styles.
Outside of that they didn't do very much.
Idol Dancer Has Nothing on
Sari If it Comes to Cases
USING a "cooch" dancer in a prologue
to the
"Thestunts
Virgindesigned
of Stamboul,"
was one
of
by the Superba,
Los Angeles, to get over the UniversalThe setting showed a roof top overlookJewel.
ing the city, with a lot of atmosphere in the
background and Lola Gonzales very much
in the foreground dancing for the delectation of her Sheik. If they used the line
"See what Sari saw in the Harem," they
made good better than the play does, for
the Superba audiences saw a lot for their
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Idea

money, and it did not hurt the attraction in
the least. It was in keeping with the oriental atmosphere of the story and made an
appropriate and sightly interlude.
It also suggests a good idea for a ballyhoo where it is customary to employ such
devices. Show a dancer, tell them to see
what Sari saw and get two tic' et takers,
if your audience is of that sort.
Used News Picture to Help
Mildred Harris' New Picture
booked
of those
if not all,
MANY,
the Mildred
Harris
ChaplinwhoFirst
Narelease,
tional
"The
Inferior
hooked up with the news to get interest Sex"
for
the star, but the Strand, Louisville, went
a bit further and got a two colunni picture
of the star and her husband right alongside
the house's three tens.
Shunted Easter Bonnets for
"The Silver Horde" Display

a big
a window
GETTINGment store
at all
a intime
whendepartmerchants werejust
using
available
space
to show the spring styles is the score hung
up by Miss Jean Darnell, of the Goldwyn
publicity in the Texas district.
Persuading Wolf and Marx that a novelty
window would help their other displays, she
got one of the best locations in San Antonio for the Majestic's showing of "The
Silver Horde" with a skin and blanket
draped room in which a squaw and a white
girl are the central points. Two large
signs were displayed for the attraction
while the store took its own hook-up from
the copies of the book liberally scattered
around.
And the novelty of the display drew a
crowd which overflowed to the other windows, which is a point to remember when
you want to talk a man out of a window
he thinks he wants for himself. One window for a novelty will make his other
windows draw better.
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Jack
of the Jumping
Adaptation
an
Rig
miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniipiiiii^
ably please
a printer
he is edugedy and the genius of the great NaziGrauman Lead the Way, Now
to regard
an better,
orderlyforlayout,
but
mova." We think this a point well made. printerscatedform
a
small
portion
of
your
pay"The
Brat"
followed
"The
Red
Lantern"
and
Others Follow the Lead
ing patrons and it is better to displease
it is possible that many persons would be
your
printer and get the paid tickets in.
Graudisappointed
in
that
the
newer
picture
did
the
h
thoug
as
look
to
s
begin
IT
—P. T. A.—
man houses would have to think up not follow the scenic lines of the other.
In anticipating criticism, Mr. Sharpe got Line Frame Works as Well
something new. For a time the aGrauhis patrons in ready to enjoy the artistry
man theatres in Los Angeles used ialdisof of the player without looking for big street
as Solid Black for Border
tinctive style of display, the essent
centre
gh
mobs and similar effects. He used six
which was a space cut throu the
It
large displays for this single picture for a USING
for a
by a black band employing the title.
hatchedwellline
frame aworked
for effect
the Wizard,
was worked in various ways and various
two-day run. None of them carried cuts,
, and gave a better result
Baltimore
same.
the
was
idea
main
shapes, but the
on the page than a solid black would have
Now the Grauman style is used in various
yielded. The whole display is good, the
parts of the country since we began to
copy well written and the composition is
praise these spaces and other Los Angeles
A Gmt Stftr, A Dandy Plot, Some Lor*
houses are working along the same lines.
Story, Rich Comedy, Deep Drmma
THESE
Make Up the Big Special
N AZIMO
V A
In Her Greatest Role—
"THE

BRAT"

Ws A Special — Come Early— "It's A Special

A Copy of the Grauman Advertising Style.
This is a very pretty display from the
California, Los Angeles, a seven fifteens.
But Grauman still has the advantage in
that the two houses riding one above the
other can do right down tne page. Something new in this California display is an
organ solo "accompanied by atmospheric
stage presentations."
sounds interesting.
—P. T.ItA.—
Jumping Jacks Are
Easy to Work
How about the jumping jack stunt
which was much used some time ago,
but which seems to have been forgot en? It is very simple and right now
an actual jumping jack is holding up from
20 to 100 persons in front of a show window on Broadway. The jack is in the window and each time the door is opened or
closed a string tied to the handle makes
the jack kick its legs and attract attention to the contents of the window.
A regular motion might not work as
well. It is the intermittent movement
which seems to get the crowd. Fasten a
string to the top of your own entrance
door, run it over pulleys to some sign in
the front of the lobby and you can get
all of the value of a motor effect without
anything like the cost. For that matter
you can articulate a cut out three sheet and
make
stand. an actual jumping jack for a lobby
—P. T. A.—
Was Careful to Explain
"The Brat" Was Not Scenic
WILLIAM SHARPE, of the Amuzu,
Winston-Salem, in doing his work
for "The Brat" made a good point
in explaining that it was "Different." Not
a stupendous, massive spectacular picture,
but one that thrills you by the dramatic
scenes, the appealing humor, the deep tra-

A Four Eights from Winston-Salem.
but by using open composition he got
important looking displays with comparatively small spaces as this four eights
shows.row" setHis
"tomorfourlargest
inches space
across was
the apage,
but
his smallest, a double six, loomed large.
—P. T. A.—
Half Box Does as Well as
Full Frame for a Binding
advertisesixty-line Sun
umn Baltimore
THIS three-col
ment from the
seems
n
to
be
an
adaptatio
of
C.
F.
Givan's
one-column reverse frame. It works just
as well as a two-column and holds in the
advertisements just as well as would a
box around all four sides. Mr. Depkin further helps the display by breaking the two
panels. If he had two sides virtually alike
with the stars and titles matched, the effect would be confusing, but by putting the
talk that
for "The
BlueHammerst
Pearl" ein
abovefilmthebelow
title
and
for the
the name, he gets a staggered effect and
both displays get more attention because
they are read separately.

A Good Example of a Small Display.
The eye does not travel across the entire space. It comes to the end of a line.
Opposite is type which does not match, so
the eye drops to the next line and reads
down instead of all the way across. This
simple expedient more than doubles the
value of the display and at very little
trouble. It is merely a case of thinking it
out and then doing it properly.
The regular arrangement would prob-

Fro3i the Gorgeous Splendor* of Buckingham Palace to the Mysterious
Depths of Oriental (.imehouse
The
lf
Wo
ne
LoDa
. 's
er
ht
ugJo^ph
By Louis
Vance
A HxMitindT B«MrftitofCrIINr-*^ TTs.
Wort*. CnAM OmmII
FasbaMBt
PrtwtnUd by an AllSlar C«*l

EASTEK WEEX— -ON WTTH THE DAJfCE."
i
A Light Frame Working Better Than Black.
better than average. Using an upper and
lower case instead of all upper gives much
greater prominence to the title and this
same idea is carried out throughout the
display. It gives an example of what can
be done by an intelligent printer to back
up the efforts of the man who writes the
copy. The space is only a three eight and
a halfs, but it looks like a quarter on the
page because
usual
displays.it stands out above the more
—P. T. A.—
Monthly Programs Are
Coming Back Strong

ing back after
a lapse
be com-to
seemduetochiefly
programs
LY
MONTH
the war. Before the shortage in
everything struck us the monthly program was one of the best bets in the advertising scheme, but the rising costs made it
necessary to drop many aids. Now managers are starting in again, and seem to
turn more to the monthly than the weekly
announcement, keeping the show for the
month before the patron. This is a better scheme than a weekly where it can be
handled, and bookings now permit the atvance.
tractions to be arranged for well in adThe Grand Theatre, Faribault, Minn., is
the latest in line with a very neat issue of
four pages, small enough to go into the
coat pocket or be folded for the shopping
bag. The cover carries a line cut of some
star and the back some underline or general text, the inside pages being devoted to
the list of coming attractions nicely laid
out. Neither of the samples sent will reproduce on account of their color, but the
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When
You
Do
a
Thing,
Do
It Just
Right
inm
It is a new and good way of putting over
layout is unusually good. Perhaps the — the dishes in the sink — if you have to —
management will send you a copy if you but COME." This is the four lines just a re-book. Just keep it in mind. You may
below the title in this three eights. We
need it some time. And before you let go
want to follow in their steps, but don't for- think
Ruffner has been passed, at last, on note that this is another example of using
get a stamped and addressed returned en- this line.
This entire display is well almost too much talk in a half page and yet
velope.
—P. T. A.—
getting it read. —P. T. A.—
Used Different Days for the
"SHE^S
A
DEVIL—"
Doing Things Just Right
BUT A MIGHTY POPULAR ONE!
Various School Parties
to comhave inhadwhich
ment upononce
the we
manner
the
MORE than
Broidway-Strand, DeALTHOUGH
troit, tookthe
advantage of the Easter
Mercy attractions do their stunts,
but here is another example of how to do
to ma'
e special
appeal to
on the
schoolrecess
children
through
the designati
of
things right. There is to be a new Mercy
house opened in Yakima, Wash., and the
different days for the schools of the Detroit system, the same idea can be used
invitation might well be a wedding invitafor after school matinees for "Huckleberry
Finn"theandchild.
other The
plays Strand
appealing
to
tookespecially
a five
twelves to advertise Huck to the school

Constance Talmadge
lo Um CraktMt Comwljr of Hev Career
BUTa COME!
"In t Search
Sinner"
»UP»En UNTOUCMIO— of

tfir. frf4cricK -tPcrcu
cjlicsts thi honor of vour prcsci
tbc
•Forniiilat ■Opcninij

ALL THIS
WEEK

A Special Appeal to School Children.
children, designating different days for the
different schools as shown in the lower
portion of the display.
A special notice to parents just above
urged them to send the children to the
matinees while they attended the evening
performance. The idea of making special
days for the diflferent schools is a good
one. but we think that to juggle the names
out of the alphabetical list would make it
look still more like a special event. In
this the Monday show is allotted to A-C
with D-H for Tuesday and so on. The arrangement looks too casual. Making out
the list by sections would give a better appearance.
—P. T. A.—
Better Edit Your Hook-Up Pages
THE Majestic, Jackson, Mich., sends in
a hook-up double page for "Pollyanna"store
along
the old that
lines,thebutreason
one
clothing
advertised
Miss Pickford got a divorce was not Fairbanks, but the fact that Moore did not
wear a certain brand of clothes they handle. Probably they thought this was
clever, but it certainly did not help the
theatre any. A certain editorial supervision
over the copy for a hook-up page is needed.
—P. T. A.—
Jazzy Lines Dispense With
Elaborate Sales Arguments
SEVERAL years ago — three or four —
Ralph Ruffner invented "Put the cat
out and COME" to sell a story, and a
lot of people stopped between the box office and their seats to assure him that
the cat had been put out. The New Liberty
Theatre, location unknown, has at last improved that old standby with "Leave the
supper untouched — the baby with a friend

A Snappy Advertisement Which Sells.
handled. The top line is in the same spirit
and epitomizes all of the clever lines in the
press boo ; into an eight word sentence.
Where such lines can be evolved there is
no need for labored selling tali. The jounce
in the announcement works for the story
and creates the suggestion that the production must be worth seeing. If you do not
make the mistake of trying to put over a
poor show with this device you can dispense with a lot of copy writing — though
it is more difficult to write a couple of
snappy sentences than to grind out a half
column of straight copy.
—P. T. A.—
'River's End"
Neilan's
Made
Bring Back 'Old Kentucky"
in whichto
campaign,
initial
an ble
AFTER
considera
space
was taken
establish Marshall Neilan in connection with his production of "The River's
End," the Rex Theatre, Jackson, Mich.,
worked a brand new idea in booking back
"In Old Kentucky" on the strength of

THE REX
Neilan ERWeek?'
ll THfiAT
a This isAT Marsha

i\)crc\i -inicutrc
on tflorij Ju tlpril thi fifth
nincfccn hunJrcU
the aod tu'cntv
V*iKima.<Pa^hin^fon

A Capital Invitation to a House Opening.
tion. It is possibly printed from type, but
so well done as to get even an expert
guessing. It is on precisely the same
dead finish heavy paper used for social
events and is inclosed in the usual double
envelope and sent out at letter postage.
along the line is perNothing anywhere
mitted to slip up. It is all as correct as
the announcement of the marriage of a millionaire's daughter and just as well done.
Mr. Mercy figures that if a thing is worth
doing at all it is worth doing properly, and
in consequence he opens the house vvith
the patrons feeling that this is not just
another picture theatre, but something
trouworth while. It is only a littlebutmore
it makes
more expense,
ble, not much difference
a tremendous
in results.

"The River's
YnillNnnFwKt M
r JAMES OLIVER
CURWOOD
End" Onty — Special Return Engagement of
For Two Days
"InProduction
Old Kentucky"
an™ Ab*>ul=^
PSwart
=ty.'Ji':!:^:.
Tfu- SpL-crocuIar
that Jackton is Slitl Tollting

Hooking Up "In Old Kentucky," with "The
River's End."
Neilan's name. It is probable that "In Old
Kentucky" could have come back as a rebook to good business, but bringing it back
to finish out a "Marshall Neilan Week"
gave a little extra kick to the return and
make it more probable that the receipts
will beMonday
large. to"The
was
played
Friday,River's
and theEnd"
Stewart
picture slid in for Friday and Saturday.

YOU
NEED
IT!
Get Yourself a
P.

T.

A.

Two Dollars a Copy, Postpaid
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Hoosier Happenings
IndinnapoIlN AttrnotlonH, May
"The Silver Horde."
Circle:
Ohio: "Luck of the Irish."
rs."
Colonial: "Sinne
Alhambra:
"Women Men Forget."
Isis: "The Dangerous Talent."
Crystal: " AFugitive From Matrimony."
Regent: "Marked Men."
Smith's: "The Idol Dancer."
Hoai>« Nnme Kcndy When Completed.
that has been
is the
"Mars"
THEchosen
of directors of the
boardname
by the
Luna Amusement Company, of Lafayette,
for the handsome new theatre which the company is going- to erect on the site recently
acquired on North Sixth street, between
Main and Columbia streets. A prize of $25
was awarded to F. D. Louth, living near
Lafayette, for submitting the chosen name.
More than a thousand different titles were
suggested.
The company selected the name because
it harmonizes
of one
of
the theatres with
now "Luna"
operated theby name
the concern,
and because it is unique, easy to spell and
easy to pronounce. So far as is known it Is
the first time the name has been given to a
theatre in America. Among the names suggested were Rainbow, Pershing, the Playhouse, Lafayette, Argonne, Marne and scores
of others.
Thentren Chnngre House Mnnngreni.
J. A. Obreshk, who has several theatres
in the Calumet district in the northern part
of Indiana, has announced a change of management in two of his theatres. E. J. Lehman, for eight months in charge of the Venus
Theatre, Gary, has been transferred to manager the Lyric Theatre, also of Gary. Edward Schultzer, who has been assistant manager of the Star Theatre, Whiting, has been
chosen to succeed Mr. Lehman at the Venus.
Ileromes HIm Onrn Oiipoaltlon,
Th e new LeRose Theatre at Jeflfersonville,
owned by Micheal Switow, will be opened at
an early date. The new structure is ornately decorated, arranged conveniently and is
said to be equipped as well as any of the
smaller theatres in Louisville, Ky., which is
just across the river. Mr. Switow, who also
operates the Dream Theatre, Jeffersonville,
intends to use the LeRose exclusively for
motion pictures and will present a combination program of vaudeville and pictures at
the Dream.
Doob Exploits an Rxrhnnice.
Oscar O. Doob, director of publicity for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, with offices at Cincinnati. O., was In Indianapolis
this week making arrangements for
the opening of an exchange for the Famous PlaversLasky concern. The firm's headquarters will
be located in a building
South Capitol ave.
nue, formerly used by thein United
States Employment Bureau, and will be read for occupany about June 1. It is understood that C
C. Wallace will be in charge of the exchange.
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Sproul, Governor of Pennsylvania; J. Hampton Moore, Mayor of Phiadelphia; Horace
Stern. Judge of Common Pleas Court No. 2
and others. The cornerstone will be laid by
Mrs. Fanny V. Mastbaum. mother of Jules
K. Mastbaum
and the late
V. Mast-by
baum. The ceremonies
willStanley
be attended
a distinguished gathering.
KemodrlinK Cross-Keys Theatre.
Sablosky and McGuirk, directors of the
Cross-Keys Theatre, are completing extensive
decorations in marble throughout the lobby
and stairway. The interior of the theatre is
receiving special treatment In fine marble
work, which has greatly improved the appearances of the house. All oak doors and
woodwork have been replaced with old mahogany of pompeein design and a new box
othce has been built directly at the front of
the theatre
to match, having exceptional artistic features.
Nixon-Nlrdllnsrer .Vcquire Coliseum.
The Coliseum Theatre. Sixtieth and Market,
has been acquired by the Nixon-Nirdlinger
interests. The Coliseum will undergo improvements from time to time so that in a
very few weeks it will be up to the same
standard of personal management evidenced
in other theatres under the Nixon-Nirdlinger
direction.
Guy Burley who has been the successful
manager of the Rivoli will be transferred to
the new house. Mr. Tower of the Coliseum,
will be transferred to the Victoria in Baltimore, while Hod McKenna, recently of
Nixon's
Operain House,
temporarily
charge Dover,
of the Del.,
Rivoliwilluntilbe
William Gane, of the Belmont assumes
charge.
Clergymen
See extended
"Pollyanna."
Invitations
have tobeen
to several
thousand clergymen of this city and vicinity
to a performance at the Metropolitan Opera
House on Saturday afternoon. May 8, of
"Pollyanna."
The invitation
has who
been have
extended by the United
Artists Corp.,
leased the Metropolitan for an extended
season of motion pictures.
Hrlet Nen-s Notes.
Marcus & Fry are the new owners of the
.Manheim theatre which was recently Sold by
Fox
rebuilt.& Steifel, after having been entirely
The B & B Film Exchange which has just
opened here announces a policy of no
deposits to be accepted upon bookinss.

Philadelphia Xcnvs
To Lay Cornerstone at Stnnlev.
APPROPRIATE ceremonies wil niark the
laying of the cornerstone of the new
Stanley Theatre at the corner of
Nineteenth and Market streets, which is announced by Jules Mastbaum. president of
the Stanley Company of America, for 3
o'clock Saturday, May S.
Arrangements being made for the exercises
Include a concert from 2 to 3 o'clock by Hummell's Jlilitary Band, under the direction of
Silas E. Hummell; addresses
by William C.
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Martin Stern.
Former publicity man. now on production end Made the endowment
campaign picture
for New York
University.

Baltimore Bulletins
.\ttractlous May 3-S.
New Theatre: "The Woman Gives."
Parkway and Hippodrome: "Should a HusStrand
and New Wizard: "Dr. JekyU and
band Forgive?"
New Pickwick: "Stronger Than Death."
Mr.Garden:
Hyde." "The Strange Boarder."
Hlue Mouse: "Wives of Men."
.\lbaugh'8: "The Great Air Robbery."
To Build Large Theatre.
ANOTHER
theatre,
a seating moving
capacitypicture
of 1.500,
Is towithbe
built in Baltimore by the Capitol Theatre Company, and the cost of construction
will be approximately $250,000. This playhouse will be called the Capitol and it will
be located at 1518 to 1532 West Baltimore
street. The plot on which It Is to be built
measures 124 by 120 feet.
It is expected that the new structure will
be ready for the public about September 15.
There will be a dance hall on the roof of
the theatre. The basement will be occupied
by a ladies'
a men's
smoking
room,restandroom,
will a benursery,
equipped
with
fifteen pool and billiard tables and ten bowling alleys.
The officers of the Capitol Theatre Company Hoffmeister.
include Morristreasurer,
Klein, president;
William
and J. Louis
Rome, secretary. Mr. Rome will manage the
Hfw house. He now manages the Broadway
and .\rcadia theatres in Baltimore.
VIrtoria Holds Beneflt.
Under the auspices of the Kamnetz Podolsk
Relief Association for the Ukranians, a benefit moving picture performance was held at
Nixon's Victoria Theatre on Sunday, May 2.
from 2 to 11 p. ni. Norma Talmadge, in "She
Loves
Lies," were
and Larry
Semon in "Home,
f^weet and
Home,"
the attractions,
which
were donated for the occasion by Select and
Vitagraph companies. Harry Morstein, proprietor of the Queen and Bunny theatres,
headed the committee arranging the event.
The funds
raised went to help the war sufferers in Ukrania.
Idle Hour Sold.
The three-story building 223 North How.ird street, the first floor of which is occupied by the Idle Hour Theatre, has been purchased by Jacob Comprecht, Jesse Benesch
and Reuben E. Ottenhelmer, the sale being
contingent upon a court decree. The price
paid
was $105,000. This theatre has been
Waskey.
operated
for a number of years by C. C.
Still Oppose Sunday Pictures.
The Lord's Day .\lliance. through its
counsel. former .\ttorney General Isaac
i.obe Straus, has filed a petition, signed by
\V. W. Davis and other members of a special committee of that body, asking for a
writ of mandamus prohibiting the Supervisors of Elections from printing the Sunday
.Moving Picture act on the ballots in the
election next November. X referendum Is
provided
lialtimore. for in this act of the voters of
Ftre Destroys Theatre.
Fire destroyed the Central Opera House
at .Martlnsburg. W, Va., morning of April
2^. The structure was partly insured, but
the loss has been estimated at $40,000. C. W.
iJoyer. of Hagerstown. Md.. was the lessee
and his loss in equipment amounted to $10,ii'lO.
Defective
are thought to have
l.een the
cause ofwires
the fire.
Crystal to EnlarBe.
The seating capacity of the Crystal Theatre. 52S North Gay street, is to be enlarged
7.")0 seats. The stage is to be taken out to
accomplish this improvement. Harry Cluster
is the manager of this playhouse.
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Detroit Doings
Attraetlons May 2-8.
Adams: "Little Shepherd ot Kingdom
Come."
Madiaon: "Dangerous Days."
Washington; "Desert"Dr.Love."
Broadway-Strand:
Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."
Majestic: "Heart of a Child."
Colonial: "Six Best Cellars."
Butterfteld Still Expanding;.
D, of the Butterfteld
RFIELces
BUTTE
WS. circuit
, announ
the extension of
his chain of theatres to Port Huron,
Mich., where he has purchased outright the
y which includes the Majestic Theatre,
propert
and
now being operated by Herbert Weil.
Mr. Butterfteld expects to spend about $35,000
this summer on remodelling the exterior and
Interior of the house and will change Its
name. He will play pictures, vaudeville and
legitimate attractions there. Mr. Butterfteld
is now building a new theatre in Lansing,
and has several n.other deals on for new theatres in Michiga
Jackson's New Bijou Opens.
The New Bijou Theatre, Jackson, opened
last week with "The Butterfly Man." The house
is very cozy and is very modern. Fushanes
Brothers are the owners and they are to be
praised for the great change they made In
this house.
Puts Life In Dead House.
George Spaeth, of the Temple Theatre,
Grand Rapids, is proving what a real showman can do with a dead house. Several exhibitors had this theatre and lost thousands
of dollars. Since George took it over it has
never had a losing week. In fact, it does
capacity most of the time.
Another Detroit Theatre Opens.
The New Linwood-Lasalle Theatre, Detroit,
opened its doors on April 30. The theatre
seats 1500 and is extremely beautiful. Its
location is excellent being in a rich familyresidential section that is constantly growing. Dow Thompson is the house manager,
while the owners are Wetzman & Zemon.
The policy will be four changes weekly, and
first-classPontiae
pictures
only. New House.
To Have
A. J. Kleist. Jr., of Pontiae, is back from
an extended trip to the coast, and announces
that he has closed a deal for erecting a new
theatre in Pontiae that will seat 2,000.
Ground is to be broken within the next few
weeks. Mr. Kleist, already operates every
theatre in the city of Pontiae, which is probably the fastest growing city in the state
of Michigan. Mr. Kleist is only about twenty-five years of age.
L. K. Sidney Gets Fat Job.
Louis K. Sidney, former manager of the
Washington Theatre, Detroit, has been promoted to western manager of the Fox Circuit of theatres, and he is succeeded in Detroit by Mr. McDonald, who comes from the
East.
Goes From Lima to Flint.
Edgar Momand, former manager of the Regent Theatre, Lima, Ohio, for W. S. Butterfteld. has resigned to accept the management
of the
ter Matt.Strand Theatre, Flint, Mich., for LesMetro's Fine Detroit Showing.
The Detroit Metro office boasts of having
nine full week showings on its productions
in firat-run Detroit theatres during the
month of May. This includes from two to
three weeks solid bookings on "The Heart
of a Child," "The Walkoffs," "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" and "Dangerous to Men."
Cleveland Cullings
WARD LASCALLE'S very novel and interesting comedy, "Unhappy
Feet,"Board
was
so badly mutilated
by the Ohio
of Censors that it was not exhibited. The
comedy made a hit with the Loew people in
Cleveland and it was booked for the Stillman. Then it was sent to Columbus for
censoring and the best part of it was cut out.
Opens "Jekyll and Hyde" Battle.
There was a merry war on in Cleveland
over the showing of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
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Hyde"
the release (Paramount)
of rival features,
one withowing
Johnto Barrymore
and
the other with Sheldon Lewis (Pioneer).
Loew's
Euclid
booked
the
Barrymore
picture but did not announce when it was to be
shown. The Miles Theatre booked the other
one.
Ordinarily a picture opens on Sunday in
Cleveland. As soon as it was definitely
known that the Euclid would start Its run
on May 9, the Miles Theatre slapped on its
ing.
picture
May 3 without any advance advertisAttractions
New York May
City. 2-8
Broadway. — "A Man There Was."
Rivoli. — "The Dancing Fool."
Criterion:
Tour Wife?"
(second week). "Why Change
Rialto. — "The False Road."
Capitol. — "The Deep Purple."
Strand. — "Riders of the Dawn."
Chieug-o.
Randolph:
(fourth
week). "Why Change Your Wife?"
Ziegfeld: "Passion's Playground."
Castle: "She Loves and Lies."
Barbee's: "The River's End."
Playhouse: "Nurse Marjorie."
Bijou Dream: "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Rose: "The Orphan."
Boston: "The Toll Gate" (second week).
Casino: "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Riviera: "In Search of a Sinner."
State-Lake: "The Woman God Sent."
Philadelphia.
Stanley: "The Woman and the Puppet."
Arcadia: "The Dancing Fool."
Palace: "The Dancing Fool."
Victoria: "The Paliser Case."
Capitol: "The Confession."
Regent: "The Stolen Kiss."
Allegheny: "Back to God's Country."
Fairmount: "Blood Barriers."
Metropolitan Opera House: "Pollyanna.'
Boston.
Park: "The Deep Purple."
Modern and Beacon: "The Dark Mirror."
Scolly Square Olympia: "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Gordon's Olympia: "The Heart of a Child."
Boston: "The Orphan."
Hyde."
San Francisco.
California: "The Dancing Fool."
Portola: "The Dark Mirror."
Imperial:
ond week). "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (secStrand: "Who's Your Servant?" and "The
Hell Ship" (double bill).
Rialto: "The Woman and the Puppet."
Tivoli: "The River's End."
Frolic: "A Madonna of the Slums" and
"Burnt Wings" (double bill).
Sun:
"Kitty Kelly,
Exile" (double
bill). M. D." and "Eve in
,
Los Aujcreles.
California: "Scratch My Back."
Miller's: "The Silver Horde."
Palace: "Treasure Island."
Tally's Broadway: "Rio Grande."
Garrick: "The Confession."
Grauman's Rialto: "Dr. Jekyll and Mr
Symphony: "The
Grauman's
"The Butterfly
Sea Wolf."Man."
Hyde."
Alhambra: "You Can't Believe Everything."
Kinema: "The Woman Gives."
Victory: "That Something."
Clune's Broadway: "A Fool and His Money."
week).
Superba: "The Virgin of Stamboul" (fourth
Montreal.
St. Denis: "Oh. Johnny!"
Loew's: "Alarm Clock Andy."
New Grand: "The Woman and the Puppet."
Holman: "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Tivoli: "The Blood Barrier."
Toronto.
Grand: "Enlighten Thy Daughter."
Regent: "The Idol Dancer."
Strand: "All-pf-a-Sudden Peggy."
Allen: "The
River's
End."
Loew's
"Behind
the Door."
Hippodrome: "A. B. C. of Love."
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Showman Entertains Horse Police.
A UNIQUE
ceremony
at theafterRegent Theatre,
Ottawa,occurred
on Monday
noon, May 3, when the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police was presented with the Irwin
Challenge Trophy which is emblematic of
the first aid Association.
championship The
of theteam
St. repreJohn's
Ambulance
senting the Mounted Police walked off with
the honor in competition with teams representing fire and police departments. Members of all teams and officials in charge of
the contest were the guests of Manager J.
T. Moxley of the Regent Theatre, for the
matinee, a feature of which was the presentation of the trophy by Mayor Harold Fisher.
The Aliens Open St. Oatlierlnes.
The latest Allen Theatre to be opened in
Canada is the brand new house in St. Catharines, Ontario, which has a seating capacity
of 1,600. Mr. Rosenthal is the resident manager. The theatre is equipped, furnished and
decorated in the usual Allen style. The house
was opened under auspicious circumstances
April 26.
Kxciinn^e film
Olflclals
'I'mvelling.
Two Canadian
officials
have been visiting
exchanges
and
theatres
the. L.Can-E.
adian West. One of these has ofbeen
Ouimet. of Montreal, president and general
manager of the Specialty Film Import, Limited, distributors of Pathe and various British releases. The other man is George W.
Weeks of Toronto, general manager of the
Famous-Lasky Film Service. Weeks will be
on the road for upwards of two months during which time he will call on exchanges and
exhibitors
Winnipeg. throughout the territory west of
E-vploitationist on the Job.
W. A. Bach, of Toronto, assistant manager
of the Famous-Lasky Film Service, visited
Montreal previous to the presentation of "On
with
the Dance"
New Grand
Montreal,
during atthethe week
of MayTheatre.
3, for
the purpose of arranging special exploitation
for the run in the shape of special window
displays in downtown stores and other outdoor advertising.
Big Concern Has 1(K> Houses.
.\nnouncement has been made that the
Trans-Canada company now has approximately 100 theatres in the Dominion and it
is backed by a number of strong financial
men including Lord Shaughnessy of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Sir Frederick William
Taylor, general manager of the Bank of
Montreal, Sir Herbert Holt, president, and
E. L. Pease, general manager of the Imperial
Tobacco Company, J. K. L. Ross, the big
big Montreal financier and sportsman, and
others.
Sells Business to Join the Aliens.
Ben Whitham of Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
become assistant to W. J. Gage of Toronto,
purchasing agent for all Allen Theatres in
Canada. Whitham has been the head of the
Rialto Theatre Supply Company of Winnipeg
for the past three years and he has sold his
business in order to join the Allen organization. Before organizing the above company, Whitham was the Mutual exchange
manager at Regina for several years.
Canadian Film First Shown.
Vera Berliner, violiniste, travelled all the
way from San Diego, Cal., to Montreal in
order to appear at the presentations of "The
Great Shadow," the Canadian film feature, at
the Imperial Theatre during the week of
April 25. Her interest in the picture was
due to the fact that her brother, Rudolf
Berliner, also a talented musician, was the
author of the scenario of the feature which
was produced by the Adanac Film Company
of Montreal and Trenton, Ontario. The presentation at the Imperial was the premier run
of the picture in Canada.
To Encourage Canadian Films.
It is stated that Senator Lougheed of
Calgary, Alberta, Is erecting a theatre in
Calgary to form a part of the Trans-Canada
circuit and that he is providing the site for
the Empire Theatre in Edmonton. The policy
of the company is to encourage British productions. The various theatres are conducted on the combination plan of moving
pictures
and
dramatic road shows almost
without exception.
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The Questions on Optics.
is meant by reTHIRTY-ONE—fraction?What
(P. 92).
,12. What is the function of an
objective?
(P. 91).
33. What is the "optical axis" of a lens?
(P. 91).
34. What is meant by "Conjugate Foci ?
(P. 91).
35. What is meant by Working Distance
(BacV Focus)? (P. 92).
36. What is meant by "Equivalent Focus"? (P. 92).
94).37. What is "Spherical Aberration"? (P.
38. What is the practical eiTect on screen
illumination of spherical aberration in the
condenser beam? (According to Griffith
it has a tendency to prevent high and low
spots of illumination — to make the illumination more even.)
39. How is spherical aberration corrected
in the objective? (P. 95).
40. Name the three kinds of lens used
for condensing and describe each? (Piano
convex (Fig. 56), Meniscus (Fig. 35) and Biconvex (Fig. 32.)
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Notice to All.
Ii -qRESSURE
on our
columns
Is such
t'l-'" published
replies
to questions
1 X cannot
be guaranteed
under
two or
1 three weeks. It quick action is desired,
1 remit four cents, stamps, and we will
I send carbon copy of department reply
1 as soon as written.
I
For special replies, by mail, on matg ters which, for any reason, cannot be
g replied to through the department, re1 mit one dollar.

|
gJg
1
g
1
M
§
S
§
g

I
QUESTION BOOKLETS. |
g We have two paper covered booklets S
g containing 150 questions designed as a S
1 guide to study. They indicate what §
g the projectionist should know.
1
g
Eitherboth,
booklet,
twenty-five
=• cents;
forty postpaid,
cents. United
Stales gg
1 stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian S
M stamps.
g
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
|
g Are Yon Working by "Goenn," or Do g
=
Yon Bmploy Up-to-Date g
I
Methods?
|
As to Shutters
g Tou demand that your employer keep 1
g
his
equipment
In
good
order
and
up
to
1
E. E. Beattie, Signal Corps, Fort Gibbon,
He owes It both to himself and S
Alaska, points out a few minor errors in gM date.
to you to do so, but you owe it to him |
the handhok, which, while they have all g to keep abreast with the times in i
long since been noted and published, are B knowledge and in your methods. 1
g The lens charts (two in one, 11x17 1
again passed along so that late purchasers
may correct their books. Friend Beattie g inches, on heavy paper for framing) g
g are in successful use by hundreds of g
savs :
= progressive projectionists. g
At the cembertop
of
column
two,
page
835
of
De13 Issue, friend Jarden says that a g Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT, i
fifty cents, stamps.
i
"five-to-one" Intermittent would allow of the =1 Price,
Moving Picture World, either i
use of a shutter blade width of sixty de- 1 D16Address
Fifth Avenue, New York City; 1
grees, providing, of course, the ray from the
g Garrick Building, Chicago, 111.. or f
objective has a point diameter.
At the bottom of page 472. and also at the i Wright & Callender Building, Los An- |
g
bottom of page 486 of the Handbook you g geles, Cal.
term a movement which allows of the use
piiiiiiiiiiiiim
iiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiuii"iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiilillllllilllllllllllliiliillii:iilliiliiiiiil|||||iiiiii,i
of athesixty
degree
"slx-to-one."
In
former
case,master
even blade
thougha Brother
JarA, In the middle of page 113, It
den has his ratio reversed, I can see his aperture
point, viz., that there are five units of rest should read machine aperture 2.
to one of movement. I, however, believe you
Shutter Dope Requested.
are more correct In stating the ratio as six
And now after getting all that off my
to one. But both yourself and Brother chest
I will reveal how little I really do know.
Griffith have passed on the Jarden prob- In the standard Simplex revolving shutter
lem and have O. Ked it, so I merely call the aperture opposite the master blade is
your attention to the discrepancy to the smaller than the other two — referring to the
end that a rule may be set for future us©.
three-winger, of course. Suppose the Idea
Is to get a balancing effect, but would like
My Answer to That.
Before going further I want to butt the exact explanation.
Designs Own Shutter.
right square into the middle of Beattie's
designed my own revolving shutter,
letter in order to explain this point, be- forI have
use, and it gives a less flicker than
cause he is getting things mixed a bit. the local
one supplies with the projector. I get a
Jarden is quite correct in saying that a very brilliant twelve-foot picture with twelve
fi-ve to one movement will allow of using amperes, projecting to a duck screen, which
a 60 degree master blade, providing the ray is whitened with chalk — thanks to the handbo k. I feel that I can afford to lose some
of light be of point diameter, which it
never is in practice. In the handbook I light in order to reduce flicker and propose
a shutter with flicker blades apdealt with practice when I said a six-to-one trying out proaching
the eighty degrees I have made
would allow of the use of a sixty-degree
the master blade.
blade to cover the movement plus the
This will give the three blades nearly
width of the ray.
equal width, and of course the apertures will
This would, of course, be only an ap- have the same width (meaning the apertures
proximate. Put into perhaps more intelli- will each be of equal width. — Ed.) It may
be possible that the expected reduction in
gent form, a six-to-one movement would flicker
not occur because of period of
only require a master blade a bit less than darknesswillexceeding
those of light. Propose
51.5 degrees wide to cover the ray if it were
also
to
try
diameter of beam so
of point diameter. The other eight and a that I can usereducing
a
seventy-two
degree master
half degrees would, in most cases, cover blade, making the other two blades
the same
the ray itself. Do you see the point? width and the apertures forty-eight. This
Beattie then continues:
will give the true one and a half to one proI suppose long ere this your attention has
portion, In which I see the same possible obbeen called to the transposition of diagrams jection.
on pages 411 and 413 of the handbook; also
At to Handbook Errors.
to the fact that end of second paragraph on
page 130 should read Plate 9, instead of
A fairly long letter, but interesting. Yes,
Plate 8, and that where It says machine
the handbook has about a dozen minor er-

rors all told, but I feel the fact that there
are no more is rather a matter for pride,
when the difficulty of the work is considered.
The reason for the aperture in the Simplex shutter opposite the master blade being smaller is that, for some reason which
even the Simplex engineers do not understand, that particular arrangement gives
less flicker, under a given condition, than
when the apertures are all of equal width.
Experiments have revealed some rather
queer things along these lines, and things
which have no apparent good reason.
With regard to your present shutter, you
will get less flicVer, but it is only at the
expense of great light loss. Three eightydegree blades would eliminate 240 degrees
of light out of a possible 360, leaving only
120 degrees available at the screen. This
is sixty degrees less than fifty per cent.,
and terrifically inefficient.
And way
by theof way,
why isn't
better
expressing
the that
mattera really
than
in percentages? Means the same thing and
very much less trouble to figure out — also
equally, or even more understandable.
What do you fellers think of it?
Light Intensity and Flicker.
Of course you will understand that you
will have relatively less flicker tendency
as you reduce light brilliancy; also less
tendency to travel ghost. With lime light
it used to be quite possible to run some
subjects without any shutter at all, and
get a fair result.
With lime light we have seen a fair result with a one-blade shutter, though that
vvas before the Guil Pastel brought calcium light up to relative high brilliancy.
You will get precisely the same relative effect by using a normal shutter and reducing amperage. Stopping down your ray
will mean light reduction, but why do it
that
Why not "stop down" your
currentway?
?
But anyhow you very evidently read
your books and departments carefully and
iiitelligently, and are not satisfied to just
sit tight, draw your pay and watch the
wheels go round.
The lens chart that you ordered has
gone forward.
Projectionist Dies in Fire
We are just in receipt of March number
of South Dakota Fire Marshall, W. N.
Van Camp, in which appears the account
of
a projection
fire: in Sioux Falls,
South
Dakota, asroom
follows
Projectienlst Burned to Death.
John Theobold, twenty-six years old, moving picture projectionist for the Liberty
Theatre of Sioux Falls, was burned to death
Saturday evening, February 21, while operating the projector. The verdict of the coroner's jury is as follows:
John Theodore came to his death as
the result of a fire occurring in the Liberty Theatre, which said fire was caused
by the moving picture projector located
therein and spread to other films carelessly and negligently permitted to remain in the opening and outside of the
metal box provided for the same.
This terrible accident is ihe first accident
that has caused loss of life since the Inspection and licensing of moving picture houses
was placed
under the
ment, and while
we Fire
deeplyMarshall's
deplore Departthe accident, there Is a big thing in connection
with the fire that we must keep In mind, and
that is that while this theatre was filled at
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the time of the accident, it was completely
emptied with not an injury to one of the
patrons, due to the requirement of a fireproof booth with automatic drops from all
openings.
We Agree.
We agree with the fire marshall that
promptly acting automatic port shutters
are a great help in such an emergency,
but would point to the fact that without
ample means for egress of the gases and
smoke — in other words, ample vent flue
area, the quick closing ports can only
partly fulfil their mission, which is to
keep the audience in entire ignorance of
the fact that there is a fire under way.
This has been pointed out many times
With quickly acting port shutters .md
ample vent flue area, especially if aided
by ample size fans, every bit of smoke and
gas will pass ofif, the draft being in
through the crevices of the shutters and
door.
In other words, under the proper condition when there is a fire the projection
room is just a great big stove, with the
vent pipe for its flue and the crevices
around the door and shutter ports as the
draft. It is for this reason we have contended that the intake air should be arranged to be automatically cut oflf when
the port shutters fall.
Has Paid Penalty.
It is unnecessary to point to the folly of
the projectionist who kept open reels of
film lying about. He has paid the full
penalty for his error, but let his fate be a
warning to others thus carelessly inclined.
That an intelligent inspection of projection rooms by officials is beneficial cannot be doubted. But mind you we said INTELLIGENT. We have ourself witnessed
some inspections which did not quite
come up to the mark. For instance, we
well remember when Chicago, the home
of crazy laws and rules as applied to the
projection room and moving picture theatres, enacted a law that all theatres located under rooms used as dwellings or
factories must be lined with sheet steel
backed by asbestote three-eights of an
inch thick (if we rightly remember). The
editor of this department was projectionist for W. R. Cozart in "The Electric
Theatre," North Clark street, which was a
"store room" theatre about ninety feet
long. On either side were solid brick walls
something like eighteen inches thick.
Mr. Cozart had compiled with the requirement of the new rule, as he understood it, by having the ceiling covered
with asbestos and steel of the required
thickness. What was our amazement
when noonanand inspector
afterthreatened appeared
to close one
the house
.unless the twenty-inch-thick brick sidewalls
be covered with asbestos and steel. We
bet if friend Cozart sees this (and he is
still, for all we know, an exhibitor in New
Mexico) he will have one good laugh at
the memory.
Kind of Alcohol
don't
get allitexcited
and that
het upJ. by
theNowtitle,
because
is merely
J.
Keogh, Williamsport, Pa., wants to know
what is the proper and best kind of alcohol
with which to clean lenses; also a list of
books we handle which deal with projection, setting up of "booth," etc.
The Handbook, a 700-page book on practicalElectricity
projection, are
and the
Hallberg's
Motion
Picture
only books
handled
by the Chalmers Publishing Company dealing with projection. Neither of these give
instructions
for "setting
the detailed
booth,"
but
in the Handbook
will beupfound
instructions as to proper projection room
construction.
Presumably friend Keogh refers to setting up the steel frame portable asbestos
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Projection Experience
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOK
For MuMan OHntan
By r. H. BICHARD80N
TlM raoOBBlied (Undu4 book on the work of troJectloo. Complet* dncriptlmu and Instnictlon* <m til
lesdlnt msdilnM ud prolcctlon •qulpment.
Then Im't ■ prolertlon room In (h* unlren* tn wblA
Ibit carafullj eomplled bookod wUl not mm It* ponku*
price etch month.
Bur It Today M the Copy. «*(t»tl<
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
916 Fifth Avenue. New York CHy
Sehlller Building. Chicago. III.
Wright & Callindw BIdg.. Lee Aagdeo, Cal.
To eoTO time, order from neareet ofTloa.
projection rooms, commonly, though iminstruc"booth."
properly, dubbed these
tions for erecting
roomsFull
accompany
them.
Kind of Alcohol.
We would not recommend the use of stcohol at all, unless there be oil on the
lens. Just breathe on them and polish with
a very clean, very soft cloth.
If alcohol is preferred, however, or if
the lens be very dirty or if there is oil on
its surface, then mix denatured or wood
alcohol with an equal amount of water,
wash the lens and polish quickly, while wet,
with a very clean cloth, which is soft and
free from lint.
An ol.. laimdered hand' erchief is ideal
for the purpose. You will find full instructions regarding lens cleaning in the handbook.
Anvil for Sprocket Pins
Emile S. Carbin, Addison, Missouri, says:
Every mittent
timesprocket
I try
to remove trouble
an oldgetting
interI experience
the pins out.
Caning it?youI have
suggestevenanyruined
practical
way oftwice
dothe shaft
by bending it slightly.
If you will make an anvil, as per the
following, you will, or should have no trousize. ble, provided you get punches of correct
Get a piece of bar iron one three-quarters of an inch square and saw it down
endwise about an inch, to form slot A.
When both sides are sawed down to proper
depth (using a hack saw, of course) run
a drill through at X, which will cut ofl the
piece and leave slot A open.
Next, with a file, taper the top somewhat as shown and then when you desire
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the change of a few terms to bring it up to
date, bear repetition.
Wben It'* <'JnBt a Moment" Time In Photi>When the ture'stheatre
isplny.
crowded, and the picon the screen,
And you gaze in admiration at the moving
picture queen;
While the music's softly playing, then you
let
Mid the your
scenesfancies
which roam
form a story, bringing
thoughts of folks at home.
When the light is clear as crystal, with projection bright and keen.
You forget the guy. with eagle eye, beyond
the port, unseen.
When we get
ways newour
andreels
clean;of film they're not alSomp are full of "rain" and flicker, with bad
patchs In between.
When the show is nearly ended, if a "rainbow" looms up dim —
It's awesign
using carbon stubs and time
needwe're
a trim;
So, while we fight the flicker, if you're
what who
you'vehopes
seen.they'll buy
Don'*pleased
roast with
the guy,
an up-to-date machine.
Whenaudience,
the picture's
serene, on the curtain and tne
Has dramatic
forgotten scene,
work and trouble In the most
If there comes an interruption and the light
is blotted out.
It blames the projectionist, while the facts
it leaves in doubt.
It may
be a film that's breaking in the upper
magazine.
But they knock the guy, who toils up high,
and knows what troubles mean.
When the sparkling snow has painted white
the fields and hills a plenty.
And with bells and noise we welcome the year
Nineteen Hundred Twenty.
It Is time for resolutions and the men who
speed the cranks
Will resolve to throw a better show, and
try to win your thanks;
But trouble comes at times and then, you
critics of the screen,
Withthepatience
try to help the guy who runs
old machine.
Non-Winding Device
Recently the editor was summoned to the
National Institute of Inventors, New York
City, to witness the demonstration of a
non-rewinding device, the invention of
Harry M. Stephenson, formerly instrument
maker for the Bureau of .Standards, Washington, later assistant to the superintendent
of the Waltham Watch Company, and now
located in Denver, Colorado, whence he
had journeyed more than two thousand
miles to show us the device.
But alas, when it was unpacked it was
discovered that the transportation men had
gotten in their deadly work, and the main
casting
of repair.was broken beyond the possibility

to remove a sprocket pin you have but to
clamp your sprocket anvil in a vise, slot
end up, lay the sprocket in the anvil, as
shown, and there you are. Such an anvil
should be in the tool chest of every projectionist.

But, anyhow, the mechanism of the invention was interesting. It would require
no change in the projector itself. It sits
at an angle from perpendicular, receiving
the film from the lower sprocket of the
projector upon a sprocket of its own, by
which the film is built into a roll, from the
outside in, without any slippage of the film
upon itself. The film is laid in against the
interior of a metal ring about, from memory, sixteen inches in diameter.
The inventor assures us it is fool proof
— a measu.'able commendation. It will not.
ill all human probability, reach the manufacturing stage for quite a considerable
time in the future.

Will Bear Repetition.
While rummaging through some old papers recently we found some verses written by David C. Adams, then projectionist
in the Empress Theatre, though just what
"Empress Theatre" it was we do not know.
The verses were printed in the department
;ibout six or seven years ago, but will, with

PROJECTIONISTS— There is a constant
demand for projectionists of quality. Get a
copy of "Richardson's Handbook" and use it
during your leisure. Make yourself xvorth a
fat pay envelope. Sent postpaid on receipt of
$4. Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Avenue,
.\c:c York.
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Among

Busy

Baltimore
Back to FMlm from Clothing.
Harry Cohen, who has been in the clothing
business in Washing-ton, D. C, since December last, has returned to the film business
and is now managing the Washington, D. C.,
office of the Special Pictures Corporation,
handling Comedyart pictures. Mr. Cohen
was connected with Metro prior to leaving
the film business last November.
iHcShnnr Pinch Hittine'.
During the absence of M. Courtney "Plain"
Jenkins, Republic representative in Baltimore, who was on vacation, B. S. McShane,
formerly manager of the Washington, D. C,
office of Robertson-Cole covered the Baltimore territory for him.
Screenart's Washlngrton Branch.
Michael Lessy, general manager and owner of Screenart Pictures, of Philadelphia, will
open a branch office of that company in
Wsahington, D. C, in the near future. Mr.
Lessy stopped over in Baltimore April 27, to
see the Baltimore branch and then continued
to Washington, to loolt over the situation.
E. H. I»rice a Benedict.
Edward R. Price, well known to the film
men of this (territory, was married to Kathleen V. Kendall, of Brooklyn, N. Y., on May
1. Mr. Price is receiving the congratulations
of his many friends. He has now assumed
the duties of manager of the Baltimore
branch of Screenart Pictures, and S. Palan
will again go on the road for that company.
Mr. Price has recently been in New York
handling state rights features. Prior to
serving in the world war. he was connected
with many companies including Paralta and
Mutual.
Jam* Pictures Holdw MeeHnfc.
To attend a meeting of the Board of Director.s of the Jans I'ictuiPs. Inc.. most of
whom are Baltimoreans, H. F. Jans, president
of that company, came to Baltimore April 26.
He was met by George C. Easter, secretary
and treasurer of the company, who took him
to call on several of the prominent exhibitors in Baltimore. After that they attended
the
board which
of directors'
at the
Hotelof
Emerson,
was to meeting
decide the
means
disposal of their latest production, "Madonnas
and
B. A.Men,"
Rolfe.a ten reel production, directed by
Will Try Another Style.
Dr. A. H. Rollnick. owner of the "Are You
Fit
to Marry?" several
film, who
brought
featurein
to Baltimore
months
ago, that
is again
Baltimore for an indefinite stay with a new
production which he calls an economic feature.
Cleveland
Moving Day in Filmland.
A regular
moving day
1 in Cleveland and indications
werewasthatMayit would
be a
moving month for the exchanges. The Metro
moved from the Sincere Building to the third
floor of the Standard Theatre Building. The
Masterpiece Film Attractions moved from and
to the same places. Their occupancy is only
temporary until the new film building is
completed in the fall. The Dave Warner
Films Company moved from the Sloan Building to the Erie Building. This concern has
a big suite of offices there.
Shifting .\way from Film Center.
The latter part of this month the First
National will be installed in its new home.
3648 Euclid avenue. A big residence is being
rebuilt to accot.nmodate this concern and the
Collins Film studios. This is a big move
from the film center (about eight blocks) and
these will be the only film companies outside
the present film district.
Federated Forms Holding Company.
The Federated Film Exchange of Cleveland was incorporated May 1 for the purpose
of distributing motion pictures. It is an
Ohio holding company for the Federated Film
Exchanges of America, Joseph L. Friedman,
president. The Ohio franchise is held by the
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Standard Film Service Co. of Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Detroit.
"Stamboul's" Third Cleveland Week.
Manager Smith of the Universal announced
that "The Virgin of Stamboul," after a week
at Loew's Stillman and another week at
Loew's
Mall, would
play the week of May 8
at
the standard
theatre.
Detroit
Hodklns Man Wide Aviake.
Eddie Crane, local W. W. Hodkinson manager, has been having splendid success the
past few months placing every release flrstrun in Detroit. He reports that all of the
Hodkinson specials are now booking to the
leading theatres in city and state.
Detroit Falls Before Mllnaukee.
George W. Sampson, Pathe manager, took
second prize in the contest for March known
as "Bruneit Month." He was edged out by
Milwaukee. He spent the last week in April
at the home office for a conference.
Skirboll I/cave Metro.
W. N. Skirboll, manager of the Detroit
Metro office for the past nine months, has re.
signed to sell electric display signs and electric lighting effects for theatres. He is succeeded as Detroit manager by Clair Townsend, former Metro salesman here.
Gold^vj'n in New Quarters.
The Goldwyn exchange has moved to its
new offices on the sixth floor of the film building, and they are very attractive since the
remodelling and redecorating.
Shifted to Detroit District.
Sam Pelzman, well known film salesman in
the East, and recently at the Washington office for Select, has been transferred to Detroit where he now covers a part of the
state.
Personal References.
Ralph Packham, Detroit manager for the
Republic, is making a big drive for new business and is employing six salesmen.
With the change of Hallmark taking over
the Triangle exchanges, M. Harlan Starr continues as Detroit manager of the exchange.
A. W. Blankmeyer Dies.
Art W. Blankmeyer, former manager of the
Harri I. Garson productions and the Pioneer
Film Corporation, and well known as a
pioneer exhibitor in Detroit, died recently.

A. Lincoln Hart.
Who is production manager for J. Parker
Read, Jr.,Hobart
handling
Louise units.
Glaum and
Bosworth

Buffalo
New Exchange Building Opens.
Warner center,
building,wasBuffalo's
newThe excliange
formallyattractive
opened
May 1. The structure represents an outlay
of $125,000. It has a frontage on Franklin
street of 50 feet and a depth of 100 feet,
with 6.000 square feet of floor space on three
floors. Republic and Vitagraph occupy the
first floor, Metro is on the second floor with
Universal and Triangle using the third floor.
The building has all the latest and improved
equipment. Books Realnrt for Club.
The Oneida Community, Ltd., has booked
the entire Realart output for presentation in
its clubhouse at Sherrill, N. Y., according to
an announcement by Henry E. Kilkinson,
local manager. The Rev. Father Kelly of the
Ascension Church, North Tonawanda, recently showed "Anne of Green Gables." in
his church and reports his audience enthusiastic over the picture.
J. F. Kirsoh in Gotham.
Jack P. Kirsch, manager of the Buffalo
Dooley Exchange, Inc., accompanied Thomas
W. Dooley. general manager, to New York
week of May 3 where at the Hotel Astor
they will interview producers and purchase
productions, serials, and short subjects for
New York state, north and west of Weschester county. "The Million Dollar Reward," serial with Lillian Walker, has been
purchased and first run booked at the Keith
Theatre, Buffalo, and the Grand Theatre.
Rochester, "Are You Legally Married."
Woodward In Albany for Dooley.
G. A. Woodward, formerly with the Goldwyn office, is now representing the Dooley
Exchange in Albany. David G. Rowney, a
former Vitagraph man, is now a member of
the Buffalo Dooley sales staff. The opening
of branch offices in Albany and New York
City is now being arranged for.
"Virgin of Stamboul" Scores.
Frank S. Hopkins. Universal manager, was
enthusiastic over the big reception given
"The Virgin of Stamboul" on opening day
at
Shea's
week all
of May
lines
wereHippodrome,
at the boxoffice
day 2.andLong
far
into the evening. Managing Director Harold
Franklin, gave the production the usual excellent presentation.
Pittsburgh
Film Men On the Go.
W. C. Pearce has resigned his position
with the Hatch exchange to handle official
war pictures for the American Legion. He
took Capt. Kinder with him as publicity
manager.
Capt. McClelland, well-known in Pittsburgh
film circles, is again confined to his homo by
a serious illness.
Dinner to Miles <;ibbons.
The Pathe boys gave a dinner In honor
of tlieir former manager. Miles P. Gibbons,
who was promoted to the home office, at
the Chatham Hotel, Friday evening, April
23. fountain
They presented
him with a gold pencil
and
pen.
S. & S. Adds Helrasea.
The S. & S. Film & Supply Co., Pittsburgti,
have added several new series of short sub.iects to their releases. These include the
two-reel Texas Guinan Westerns; Franey one.
reel comedies and the Morantl two-reel comedies.
Projectionist Now CnrlMn Making.
P. J. McGinnis,
one ofofPittsburgh's
projectionists,
in point
service, and oldest
Mrs.
IVIcGinnis. for ten years with the Pittsburgh
Universal exchange, have moved to St. Marys.
Pa., where
Mr. Carbon
McGinnisCo. will be connected
with
the Speer
Ilttsburgh Pervonnls.
.\rthur Marrone, for some time operator
at the burLyric
avenue,
Pittsgh, is now Theatre,
connected Fifth
nith the
Pltfnburgh
tf. T. E., in the capacity of "set-up" man.
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Thomas Ross Latest Stage
Star to Enter Pictures ; Is
Playing in Metro Subject
r of "CheckTHOMAS in W. ROSS, creato
Blosso
Henry star
mate
legitiplay,
ofm'stheracing
is theers," latest
stage to go into pictures. He has been
engaged to play Jim Callendar, the "heavy"
in the Drury Lane melodrama, "The Marriages of Mayfair," now in production at
s New York studios in West SixtyMetro'street.
first
"I'm explained
only a beginner
Mr.
Ross
when seenin atpictures,"
the studios,
"but
I'm
convinced
that
it's
the
biggest
game now, and I intend to devote the rest
of Mr.
my Ross
careerfirst
to flashed
it."
in big letters upon
Broadway in 1903 when he captured the
town by his performance in "Checkers." He
played "Checkers" for two seasons and in
190.S became a Dillingham star in "The Fair
Exchange."
In 1907 Mr. Ross created the name role
in
"The later
Traveling
Forbes,
played inSalesman,"
New York byby James
Frank
Mclntyre. The next two seasons he starred
in "The
Fortune
Hunter,"
creating the title
role
in the
Chicago
production.
Mr. Ross didn't act in the season of
1910-11. The following season he divided
between "An Everyday Man" and "The
Only Son," both productions being made in
Chicago. He then continued to play "The
Only Son" on the road. In 1914-15, he costarred with William H. Crane in "The New
Henrietta."
Mr. Ross continued in "The New Henrietta" through
season
on a coast
to coast tour andthein next
1916 he
co-starred
with
Macklyn Arbuckle in "What's Your Husband Doing?"
then until the
fall of 1918 whenHeheretired
went on
a Southern
tour in "Out There."
Mr. Ross came back to Broadway in support of Robert Edeson in "Soldiers of Fortune" at the Savoy Theatre.
next season starred in William Collier'sThesuccess
"On
the Quiet" on the road.

Neilan Finishes Third Picture;
Title of Subject Not Revealed
THE final scene of Marshall Neilan's third
independent production following "The
End" and "Don't Ever Marry "
was River's
shot recently
and
work of cutting and assembling the the
film
now under
way. Although the title of theis film
ready for publication, it Is stated thatIs not
the
picture presents a highly dramatic subject
and discloses one of the most unusual stories
ever produced by Mr. Neilan.
What is heralded as a startling characterization is promised in the portrayal
"Bull"
Montana, ex-champion middleweight bywrestler
of America, whose screen debut several years
ago was sponsored by Douglas Fairbanks.
Other prominent players, including Charles
West, appear in the supportin
and full
details on the production willg becastannounce
within the next two weeks, when a nation-d
wide publicity drive will
and to
which all exhibitors runningbe started
picture will
be enabled to tie up. The the
productio
n has
been scheduled for release the middle
of
June.
Sullivan Coining to New York.
The twelfth of May will see C. Gardner
Sullivan, Thomas H. Ince scenario writer,
en route to New York on the first lap
his tour of the world. Sullivan returnedof
from the East following an attack of grip.
His passports for foreign fields are on the
way from Washington.
Franklin to Five Reel Comedy.
Edgar Franklin, writer of popular magazine stories, has been engaged by Universal
to write a five-reel screamer for Lyons
and Moran. It is to be called "Once a
Plumber."
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Marguerite De La Motte.
One of the featured players In Metro's Drury
L,ane melodrama, "The Hope."
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Carpentier Given Big Ovation
in Wheeling and Pittsburgh

the
car "Ideal,"
that was
car on wheels
the private
board little
ON palatial
made famous by President Wilson on
his recent tour of the United States,
Georges Carpentier, with his party of
twenty-five famous athletes and celebrated
sportsmen, has arrived in Wheelmg, W.
Va., for his first professional appearance
before the American public.
A great ovation was accorded Carpentier
and in the audience that assembled at the
Court Theatre was both women and men
from every station of social life
At the Duquesne Gardens in Pittsburgh
where Carpentier made an appearance after
the matinee in Wheeling an even greater
ovation was given him. The Duquesne
Gardens seats 15,000 and for this occasion
extra seats were installed to accommodate
5,000 additional persons.
Van Loan Appoints Eastern Agents.
H. H. Van Loan, free lance scenario
writer, has authorized Landy and Turnbull, totives act
his "agents
representain theasEastern
part and
of the
United
States while he, himself, will handle his
business on the West Coast."
Some of the producers who have closed
contracts with Van Loan include Hope
Hampton Productions, Inc., and Selznick
Pictures Corporation.
Making: Progrens. on "Branded Mystery."
Rapid progress Is being made on "The
Branded Mystery," the new Ben Wilson aerial
which is being made on the West Coast, under
the supervision of the star-director who first
rose to serial fame with "Voice On The
Wire." Hope
Loring, City,
the chief
of serial
duction at Universal
has been
calledpro-in
as a consulting expert to pass on the continuity for each episode and to O. K. each
2,000 feet of film before it Is shipped East.
Work on "The Riddle: Woman" Soon to Be^n.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announces that
production of Geraldine Farrar's initial picture for the association — "The Riddle:
Woman" — will begin within a very few days.
Director Edward Jose at present is busy
with preparation production details, and
it is expected that the scenario, which is
being prepared by an expert continuity man,
will be ready shortly before Miss Farrar
returns
cert tour.to New York from a southern con-
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Says Europeans Had No Idea
of Picture Business Done
Here; Praise Our Houses
resentative for L. United
Gevaert States
& Co.,repof
S DESTENAY,
IDUI
Antwerp, Belgium, has been in New
York at the Hotel Astor for the past four
weeks, to establish headquarters for his
firm, which is a large manufacturer of raw
cinema film and to open trade with this
country, Canada and Mexico.
In an interview Mr. Destenay said that
conditions in his country have greatly improved in the past year and his firm does
a large busines with France, Holland, Italy,
Switzerland and England, as well as with
some of the other countries. In fact it
is working day and night to fill orders.
Mr. Destenay also said that Europeans
had no idea of the tremendous business
done in this country in film. They are
more advanced here and more up-to-date.
American films are popular in Belgium and
moving picture houses are well patronized.
Moving picture theatres are not nearly so
numerous in Europe as here and the performances are only given in the evenings
and Thursday and Sunday afternoons.
He has visited several of the motion
picture theatres in New York and says
there is nothing in any way approaching
them on the continent. They are a great
surprise and delight to him. He does not
think the cities of Europe will, in the near
future, attempt anything like them, as
available capital there will scarcely permit
of such expenditure and the present high
prices for building material all will tend
to discourage any splendor in building.
Buys Lincoln Rights In "Inner Voice" Film,
A transaction has been consummated
whereby Walter Niebuhr has purchased the
E. K. Lincoln share of the recent screen production, "The Inner which
Voice," Arm
for made
American
Cinema Corporation,
the
An extensive advertising and publicity
picture.
campaign will be launched on "The Inner
Voice."
shortly,
to mark
as a subject
of the
state the
rightpicture's
market. debut
Holubar Making Scenes in the Dcnert.
Allen Holubar. Dorothy Phillips and Olga
LInek School, the Holubar-Phillins scenario
writer, have desered Los Angeles for the
wilds of the desert in order to put the finishing touches on the story for the super-production, which Holubar and Miss Phillips are
to
do
at the
Hollywood studio under Al
Kauffman's
banner,
Holubar refuses to divulge the name or
character of the forthcoming production, but
admits that it will be a more elaborate feature than he has ever produced In the past.
Splendid Cast In American CInema'a Latest.
A cast comprising half a dozen names espe.
cially well known in screen and stage circles Is announced by American Cinema Corporation for important roles In Its latest
production,
Brother's
Keeper,"
now andIn
the course of"His
making.
Martha
Mansfield
Albert L. Barrett play the two leads, supported by L. Rogers Lytton, Gretchen Hartman, Gladden
James, and Frazler Coulter.
Wilfred North Is the director.
NIebnhr Boys Bolton Script.
Walter Niebuhr has purchased an original
script, "Sand.- of Destiny." from Guy Bolton,
co-author
and Eva" and other biff
successes, offor"Adam
screen
American Cinemaearly
Corporation. production by
Leaves Org:an to Ploy a Part In Picture.
After playing the organ for several weeks
for scenes in "Athalie," the Sidney A. Franklin production for Mayflowe from the novel
by Robert W. Chambers. Alr Cody
been
cast for the part of Henry Ledle. byhasDirector Franklin. Now they are looking for
someone to play the organ for Cody In the
Brunton Studios at Los Angeles.
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Educational

and

Conducted

Pathescope

Gives

Dinner

Non

by Margaret

Which

Proves

- theatrical
I. MacDonald

an

Enlightening Divertissement to Guests
these Mr. Anderson promptly classified and
DINNER, held at the Cafe Bouevard on
the booklet resulting is a comprehensive
Friday evening, April 30, by the Pathescope Company, which was attended by answer to all of these questions.
Copies of the booklet can be obtained from
about fifty people, of whom the majority
were connected with the schools and New
the Superintendent of Documents, GovernYork Board of Kducation. proved to be not
ment Printing Office, Washington, and menonly tersinteresting,
but enlightening on mattioning the name, or the number, "Bulletin
of visual education.
1919, No. S2, Bureau of Education, DepartOwing to the various discussions that have
ment of the Interior."
recently taken place regarding the use of
portable machines in which non-flam film
only can be run, the declaration of Ernest L.
"Artistic Antwerp"
One of the latest Paramount-Burton
Crandall, sDirector
of Lectures
and Visual
truction of the Board
of Education,
that In-in Holmes travel pictures covers thoroughly
the city of Antwerp. The photographer does
every school in New York City there should
be at least six portable machinps, for use in not seem to have forgotten any phase of life
in and about the city, and from its country
the classrooms, and one standard machine
for the aud torlum, was of special moment.
folk come to town from the outlying districts, to the soldiery, plain townspeople, and
The demonstration by the Pathescope Comsilk-hatted
aristocrats.
pany of their old style machine against the
The streets of Antwerp pay tribute to the
new machine which throws a picture four
times as large as the old one. and entirely artistic sense of the citizens, lamp posts are
without flicker, was another interesting fea- garnished with plants and flowers in bloom,
ture of the evening. The offer by the Pathe- the buildings of importance are beautiful examples of architecture, and the statuary with
scope Company to reclaim their old machines,
and substitute new ones practically free of which they commemorate their artists and
their heroes are of the finest. The picture is
charge, evidenced their willingness to make
both pleasing and informative.
good.
This event, which In itself may not have
seemed of great importance, will be remembered as one which threw considerable light Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph Has
on the requirements of visual education.
Group of Interesting Subjects
The speakers of the evening opened their
hearts on the subject, and it will be gratify- THE
first subject In the Goldwyn-Bray
ing to those interested in the non-theatrical
Pictograph for May 8 Is called "Beatfield to know that the schools are interested
deals with
ways
meetinging thetheLandlord,"
high cost and
of living
quarters.
not nlone in educational films, but in all of Rather
than concede to an advance in rent,
goo(\ films, and are especially anxious for
the families In one New York neighborhood
Kood comedies to be used in recreation
went on strike and moved their belongings
periods.
Mr. Wlllard B. Cook was the chairman of
the evening, and the speakers were Frank
T). Wllaey. Dr. Ernest L. Crandall, Don Carlos
Ellis, William P. McCarthy, and Edward W.
8lltt.

A

Government Handbook Answers
Queries on School Equipment
THOUSANDS of educators, church people,
community workers and others interested In the non-theatrical exhibition of
motion pictures will welcome a booklet
which has just been Issued by the Bureau
of Education of the Department of the Interior. "Motion Pictures and Mot'on Picture
" Is the title and It was written
Kqulpment
now of Educational Filmsby
Mr. Carl Anderson,
Corporation, during the period that he was
with the Bureau of Education In association
with Mr. P. W. Reynolds of the extension
division of the University of Utah.
Before this time the teacher or other person that considered the Installation of motion pictures have had to depend on some
book prepared largely with the Idea of Its
use by the professional operator or on questions addressed to persons who have had
more or less experience in the work. Many
of the mistakes that have been made have
been attributable rather to the misinformation given than to any Imperfection In the
apparatus or the work of the individual.
It Is Interesting to note how this booklet
The Bureau of Educacame to be complied.
tion had occasion to send out questionnaires
to the schools of the country in order to learn
the equipment of these institutions and their
ability to use motion pictures made by the
government. Returns of these answers was
accompanied by thousands of questions and

News

Lewis Sargent
Who went
over Artcraft
as "Huckleberry
the big
production.Finn" In

to the street. More fortunate families secured house boats on the river bank and
transformed them into comfortable homes.
But stranger yet was the move of a resourceful young couple who purchased an abandoned street car on Staten Island and made
it habitable.
The second number in this issue goes under
the title of "How's Your Eyesight?" and
presents, through a series of animated drawings a study of the eye, explaining in an Interesting and clear manner the cause of
short-sightedness, far-sightedness, astigmatism and other defects of the vision. We see
here a new version of "nosing for news," "a
laugh at long range" and two very good reaeyes go wrong."
As sons
is "why
customary
in the Pictographs, the
closing subject is a comedy cartoon, the selection for tliis issue being Jerry on the Job
in the
"Swinging
His Vacation."
season
of
year Jerry,
in common At
withtliishundreds
of thousands of other men and women, suffers an attack of spring fever. The results
are highly amusing.
Some Things Worth Knowing
THAT
the committee
appointed
by Ernest
L. Crandall.
Director
of Lectures
and
Visual Instruction of the New York
City Board of Education, to investigate the
possibilities of adopting moving pictures as
aids to text book teachings, has found about
half of the material required for the study
of biology to be now in ex stence. In all
likelihood the New York Schools will adopt
moving picture aids to biology lessons, late
this fall, or the first of the next year. They
are now investigating sources of supply for
the study of geography and English literature.
* • •
That Universal's New Screen Magazinti for
April 30 contained a trip through Eskimo
land. Another feature of this reel Is the use
of miniature models of Are engines, freighters, marine engines and other apparatus that
actually work by gas
* •or * electricity.
That the Burton Holmes travel picture for
May
2 "In Happy
Alsace" at
shows
Joy of
the natives
of the province
their thereturn
to
French rule, the revival of peace-time conditions, cultivated fields, motor roads, and
picturesque homes. Part of the journey leads
through the Vosges mountains, with their
unique chateaux, vine-clad slopes and heavy
forests.
* • •
That No. 34 of the Pathe News contains
views of the crater of Kllauea-Ikl. at Puna,
Hawaii, as well as some of the most Inter* • •
esting of current events.
That the Paramount Magazine for May 16
features the people of the Jungle In "Lounge
Lizards
of the ofJungle,"
that their
the
characteristics
the Idleshowing
rich had
origin In the aborglnes of the jungle.
* • •
That the latest Selznick News reel shows
a person boarding a racing airplane from a
plunging auto. This stunt is recorded as
having been pulled In Daytona, Florida. In
addition to the sensational stunt picture
from Daytona, Selznick News also shows the
overall craze that has hit a Wichita (Kansas)
high school; the maneuvers of the famous
In Central Park. New
Divisiontrack
fighting
York; a 27th
university
meet at Berkeley,
scenes of the U. S. fleet homeward
Cal.; thefrom
bound
Guantanamo Bay; a revival of
river days on the Mississippi, showing a
freighter being chrictened for service on the
the New Jerat St. Louis, and
muddy waters
making number tags for
state prisoners
statesey motor
licenses, at Trenton.
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Kent Buys Mountain States
Rights to "Up in Mary's Attic"
S KENT, head of the Equality
WILLI
Pictures Company. Denver, made a
special trip to New York to purrights to "Upmedy
the
Attic,"
In Mary's
chase
by the
produced
five reel super-co
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., Murray W. Garson, president. He had never seen the
picture but was attracted by advertisements in the trade press.
"To open my new exchange in Denver,"
says Mr. Kent. "I realized that I should
have one big headliner — one picture that
everyone would have to use. Therefore,
when I saw the announcements of 'Up in
Mary's
Attic' over
I cameon totheNewofifYork
to look
the picture
chance
that
it might be what I wanted.
"Since seeing parts of it I want to say
that this production is not only far better than I hoped or dreamed, but in my
opinion will be among the greatest money
getters.
Mr. Kent paid a high price for the rights
to
"Mountain
— Colorado, Utah,
Newthe Mexico
and States"
Wyoming.
"Up executives
in Mary's will
Attic,"
according
Fine
Arts
be ready
for ato trade
showing not later than May IS.
Stevens to Write for Universal.
Louis Stevens has been engaged by Universal to write a series of two reel underworld melodramas, according to announcement made by Hope Loring, supervising
director of serials and short reel production
at Universal City. Edward Kull will direct
the series, which will be made under Miss
Loring's
personal supervision, with a star
as
yet unnamed.
liiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiitmiiimiuiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiJii riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiritiliiiHiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiilllllliniililliiinL
I This Baby Girl Surely
j
j
Holds a Unique Record I
have been cast before her |
TO
birth, for a role in a motion |
I
picture, is the unique distinc- |
11 tion
attained
"Baby inDemocracy"
DeLeon,
who byappears
the final ||
I scenes of Lee Francis Lybarger's |
II "Democracy,
the Vision
When Director
WilliamRestored."
Nigh was ||
i preparing the scenario he remarked |
i to Walter DeLeon, one of the players, I
1 that he would require a three weeks |
I old baby toward the close of the pro- |
i duction.
DeLeon whispered some- i
i thing in his ear.
|
"A few
weeks
later" Nigh's
as- ||
1I sistant
phoned
the DeLeon
household.
I The next morning found the young |
1 player at the studio, and the infant |
1 actress registered her emotions with- |
1 out any megaphone calls from the |
I director, scoring a success as an |
I actress and earning the title of the I
I first actress to be cast for a role be- |
I fore her birth.
|
aniluiuliimtllJtilllwuiiniilitniiiHniiniiilnMI1liniliinitruiuiiMirlitliliMunrMairiMi(iitiiitii<iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiillllliir

Inc., Influenced

of Independent Convention
LaPlante is well known to film fans and
andng sigONE of the
sidelights import
of exhibitors, having appeared in leading
gatheri
of the ant
nificantmost
ors
ndent
Chicago
at
exhibit
indepe
feminine roles in various feature productions, her latest being with Sessue Hayation" of about a
was the informal "conven
dozen of the franchise holders in Asso- kawa in "The Beggar Prince."
ciated Exhibitors, Inc. The sessions of the
Associated group, while unofficial, may have
been the pivot around which turned some
Associated Franchises Go to
of the progressive activities of the men
Thomas Saxe and R. D. Carver
whose presence in Chicago resulted in the
formation of the Independent Exhibitors
a.
of .'\meric
franchis
ors,e holders
Exhibit
Inc., arein
newest
two ated
THE.Associ
While no official connected with the AsThomas Saxe, of Milwaukee, and
sociated Exhibitors took official part in the k. D. Craver, of Charlotte, N. C. Mr.
Saxe, a pioneer exhibitor and one of the
doings of ventiothe
exhibitors'
n, it wasindependent
made known
to thosecon-in best
known showmen in the country, has
Chicago that Associated Exhibitors, Inc., acquired the franchise for the Milwaukee
pledged its support to any plan or organ- territory. This franchise was transferred
ization that is designed to protect exhibi- to Mr. Saxe from the Merrill Theatre
tors' interests. This pledge dovetails with .Amusement Company, whose Merrill Theathe exhibitors' indorsement of co-operative
tre recently changed hands.
propositions such as is exemplified in AsMr. Craver, with large independent theasociated Exhibitors, Inc.
tre holdings in the South, obtained the
franchise for the Charlotte territory, which
Conxpliment First National.
includes North and South Carolina. Mr.
"The Associated Exhibitors are heart and
soul in accord with any movement or plan Craver was one of the first and is one of
that is designed to further the unselfish the foremost e.xhibitors in the country.
It is understood also that the Dallas terinterests of independent exhibitors," stated
ritory franchise in Associated Exhibitors
an announcement, "and for that reason we has been
secured by prominent southern
wish to compliment the First National Exindependents and that announcement of
hibitors'
Circuit
for
the
great
progress
made in its convention, and especially to this will be made shortly.
Both Mr. Saxe and Mr. Craver affiliated
emphasize the value of franchise protection and benefit offered by First National themselves with Associated during the
Chicago convention
of that
independent
exto independent exhibitors."
hibitors. Mr. Saxe stated
the majority
The gathering of the Associated men
brought to light the fact that the franchise of the exhibitors in his territory are enholders in Associated are receiving co- ihusiastic over the possibilities of Associated sub-franchises. He says that aloperation and pledges of support of the Associated plan from the independent showready more than 150 theatre men in Milwaukee have expressed their eagerness to
men throughout their respective territories.
Associated franchise holders also stated
co-operate
equally.Associated's
enthusiastic.plan. M*".
that keen interest is being expressed in the Craver was under
announcement that Associated sub-franchises will be available very shortly.
Judge and Mrs. Ben Lindsey
Franchise Holders Present.
Have Parts in New Paramount
The franchise holders say that exhibitors
are attracted by the soundness of AssociTaylor
Williamnt D.Artcraft
theioncurrent
WHEN
product
for Paramou
ated's
business-backed
of 100 per
cent, protection,
100 perpromise
cent, pictures,
100
rily
tempora
titled
"The
Boy,"
shewn on the screen it will be seen thatis
per cent, profits and 100 per cent, ownership
the
cast will include Judge Ben B. Lindsey
in
a purely independent exhibitors' organization.
and Mrs. Ben B. Lindsey.
.'Kmong those who took part in the inFor notof only
does thejuvenile
"Little court
Judge,"in
formal meetings of Associated franchise
iouiider
the famous
holders were I. H. Ruben and M. S. Finkel- Denver and an authority on rhe American
stein of Ruben & Finkelstein, Minneapolis ;
appear in the picture, but a part is
Harry M. Lubliner and Joseph Trinz, of boy,
played by his wife, who is his chief aide
Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago; John P. Harris, and
confidante in his life work and who
Pittsburgh; I. Libson, Cincinnati; C. M. makes his hours in his couitrOii'm aiid office
her hours.
Olsen. of Olsen & Sourbier, Indianapolis;
J. H. Cooper, Oklahoma City; Thomas Saxe,
The picture is from an original story by
Milwaukee; R. D. Craver, Charlotte, N. C. ; Tuiia
Crawford Ivers. It is the story of
Saul Harris, Little Rock; Judge Wilkeran Atnerican boy of the lov.'est stratum
son and E. R. Rogers, of Signal Amusement
saved and becomes a useful memCompany, Chattanooga ; Joseph Morgan, who isof society.
It is a story with romance
Washington, D. C. ; F. C. Quimby. general and berevery
of a great picture
manager of Associated, and Phil Ryan, also and throughrequirement
it runs the powerful theme
of .Associated.
of the boy problem.
All attending the Associated sessions
were enthusiastic over the signing of Geraldine Farrar, and much satisfaction was
Neilan Engagres Colleen Moore.
expressed over the purchasing committee's
Colleen Moore has just been engaged by
acquisition of "The Riddle : Woman" as Marshall Neilan to play one of the two
Miss Farrar's initial .'\ssociated Exhibitors' female leads in a forthcoming Neilan picvehicle.
tilre whichrole.will oflfer Wesley Barry in the
featured
In the new Neilan film, Miss Moore will
Beatrice La Plante in Rolin Comedy.
have an excellent character part particularly suited to her clever talents and it is
"Merely A Maid," which Pathe will release May 16, is announced as the title
that when her current engageof the first Rolin comedy featuring probable
ment is finished, Mr. Neilan will sign Miss
Beatrice LaPlante, the latest entry into Mcrre to a long term con.ract .is a percomedy films from feature pictures. Miss trarent member of his company.
Activities

Gosh, But Mays «jOt Will-Power!
Guess May Allison sees enough of Bert on
the Metro lot without looking on the
next page for him.
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Tells Inter-Ocean

Will Be Much in Demand
A LETTER just received by an official his next production, the sixth production
of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation under his contract with Mayflower which
from one of the largest independent he is to start at once is from his own
motion picture distributors in Germany
pen. Mary Thurman will play an imdescribes the film conditions in the Teuton
portant part in the Dwan production.
regions.
The status of the German motion picture industry is at once defined and ex- Universal Signs Character
plained by the writer whose name is withComedian for Comedy Series
held
for
obvious embargo
reasons. restricting
He is hopei'ui
that the present
the
Lay Off the Flirting Stuff, Bert!
LEE
KOHLMAR,
one ofonthethebest
known
import of American films into Germany
character
comedians
stage,
has We don't allow Metro players to make eyes
at even May Allison on the.se pages.
Jk'vill be lifted by the end of May, and bebeen signed by Carl Laemmle, presilieves that when the embaigo is lifted
dent of Universal, to appear in a series of
American motion pictures will find a big one and two reel comedies. Kohlmar once
market in Germany, He ai.^o feels cer- supported David Warfield in "The Music Fox's Message from the Sky
tain that German films will Ijecomc popu- Master." He also had one of the chief
Gives His Regards to Fleet
lar in this country.
comedy roles in the "Potash and PerlThe letter, originally in German, ttans- mutter" series. Recently he has been A MESSAGE
was comsent
to Admiral from
HenrytheB. sky
Wilson,
lated into English by Inter-Ocean follows: headlined in vaudeville.
mander of the Atlantic Fleet, as it
Another
stage
favorite
recently
engaged
steamed
up
the
Hudson
River off New
"For the time being in Germany, the im- by Universal is James Liddy, who has
portation of motion pictures is not perYork City
the manoeuvres
conclusion of the fleet's
mit ed. Itis expected and we are hopeful gained a name both in drama and on the winter
cruiseon and
in West Inthat the embargo will possibly be lifted musical comedy stage. He played light
dian Waters. The message was in the
comedy
roles
for
many
months
with
the
.by the end of May ... It is feared
of greetings by William Fox, presiin producing circles that with the flood Alcazar Stock Company in San Francisco. form dent
of Fox Film Corporation, and conof American pictures into Germany, busiWith Universal, he will play opposite
gratulated the admiral and his officers and
ness will take on an unpleasant aspect. Anne Cornwall in her latest five reel fea- men on their achievements during the last
four months.
Competition will very likely begin and
ture, "The Girl in the Rain," from the
bring with it hard times for the German
Mr. Fox's letter was dropped upon the
novel 'The Girl by the Roadside," by deck
producer and his product.
of the flagship Pennsylvania as it
Varick Vanardy. Rollin Sturgeon is directing
the
picture.
Others
in
the
cast
slowed
down to anchor off Ninety-sixth
Says America Wants German Films.
are Lloyd Bacon, Jessalyn Von Trump, street. It was released for its downward
flight by Alfred D. Brick, staflf cameraman,
"The German public demands American James Farley and George Kunkel.
motion pictures, and consequently the
v/ho was picturing the arrivals of
the warAmerican product -will find a large marships in an aeromarine seaplane piloted by
Lieut.
ket in Germany. But in exactly the same
Paul
Zimmer
man. On the lower
Davis to Make "Brownie" Comedies.
manner. German films will be demanded
wing of the flying boat was stretched a
James Davis, recently of the Mack Sen- banner with the words "Fox
in America because the particular elements nett
News." The
staff of comedy directors, has been letter hit the deck squarely
of interest in German pictures bring the
and was picked
variation that motion picture audiences in engagedtures,
to
make
all
future
"Brownie"
picup by a representative of Fox News who
starring the clever dog Brownie, had
America demand.
boarded the superdreadnought down
which are released by Universal as Cen- the harbor.
The Fox News man turned
"German producers will never be able
tury Comedies. Brownie's latest picture, the communication over tc the admiral,
to compete with American producers in
"The
Tale
of
a
Dog,"
has
just
been
comwho read it and expressed his thanks to
offering lavish and spectacular productions
pleted by Thomas Buckingham.
Mr Fox.
to the public. In this respect America
dominates the situation. The German
strength, however, lies once and for all
Niebuhr Buys Quarter Interest.
time in the logic of the action and in the Selznick Engages Ida Darling
The quarter interest in American Cinema
sentimental
values
of
the
story
being
for
Permanent
Stock
Company
Corporation formerly owned by Burrel
filmed.
and associates has been purchased
that will bring Ruskay
the policy
withestablishm
line the
"It is certain that no business is so rich INabout
ent of a stock com- by Walter Niebuhr, president of the corwith possibilities as the motion picture
poration and Lucius J, Henderson.
pany, Myron Selznick announces the
industry, which in America ranks as the
Ruskay has retired from the board
third or fourth largest industrial enter- engagement of Miss Ida Darling as a mem- of Mr.
directors
and the vacancy filled by Mr.
ber of this department of Selznick Picprise, and which in Germany is numbered
Henderson, who has also been elected sectures Corporation.
among the country's leading industries.
retary of the corporation.
With twelve productions working simul"I
have
formerly
sold
American
pictures
^lliriltlllllllllKKiiiiiriiiiiMliiiiiiiMKiliiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiMiriiDiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iixi
taneously
and
with
preparations
under
way
in Germany and intend to continue doing
so in the future. Even though the import for beginning half as many more within
Cardinal
Gibbons
Likes
ten days, the Selznick organizaof films to Germany will be impossible the next
tion is confronted with the problem of
for some time, it nevertheless will be pos- engaging
First Glimpse at Movies
many prominent screen players
sible to do a big business as soon as the for the companies
supporting
its
stars.
exchange approaches normal. The busiseen were
THECardinal
first Gibbons
moving has
pictures
that
Darling is said to know nothing of
ness possibilities are gigantic, provided, of theMiss
viewed by him on Tuesday,
hard road of apprenticeship traveled by
ctfurse,
that
the
right
pictures
are
available.
most screen players. Among the women
April 27, in the library of his residence on North Charles street, Baltistars in whose support she has appeared
more. He expressed admiration for
"The motion picture business in Ger- are Norma Talmadge, Pauline Frederick,
many has grown immensely. Motion pic- Elsie Ferguson, Constance Talmadge, Marthe invention of the moving picture
ture theatres have sprung up almost overmachine
and said he was highly
Clark, Madge Kennedy, Marie
night with the admission prices ranging Doro, MaegueriteMarsh,
pleased with the exhibition.
Irene
Castle
and
Ethel
15 marks and more. At the same time Barrymore. She played with Ethel BarrySix reels of film were shown the
rentals have advanced considerably. In
Cardinal. The picture was entitled
Nightingale,"
the
first
picbrief the upward movement in prices has more tureinMiss"The
"American Catholics in War and ReBarrymore made.
been the same in Germany as in other
nstruction,"20,000,000
and showed the
patri- I
countries."
otic activities coof
American
Catholics.
Only
the
official
family
of |
Kaufmann Arrives in Los Angeles.
the Cardinal and a few personal |
Dwan Producing His Own Scenario.
friends were present.
1
Eugene H. Kaufmann, manager of the acAllan Dwan has returned to his first
cessory department of Inter-Ocean Film
Later the same reels were shown 1
love in the world of films. He has again
Corporation, has arrived in Los Angeles.
at Loyola College Auditorium, The i
become an author. It was by writing a Mr. Kaumann left New York last week for
pictures were shown by the National \
California to establish West Coast offices
scenario several years ago, that Dwan
Catholic War Council Motion Picture |
for Inter-Ocean, through which it proposes
"broke" into the motion picture business.
Committee.
f
He has since gained fame as a director to handle the distribution of motion picand producer. Now it is announced that
ture accessories in that territory.
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Humoresque'

••» Meed the Money."
Says Sid Grauman to Al St. John, Warner
Brothers' edianstar,receivedjusta after
watch theas coma
token for having appeared at
Grauman's Theatre.
Lucille Lennox a Pathe "Find."
A new star is approaching the film firmament, according to the calculations of
George B. Seitz and others connected with
the production of Pathe serials, who have
given such enthusiastic accounts of the
talents and beauty of Lucille Lennox, a
winner in a recent beauty contest with no
previous stage or screen experience, to
Paul Brunet, that the vice-president and
general manager of Pathe has signed her
to a contract to play parts in serials. Miss
Lennox is now doing a part in the serial
"Velvet ducing
Fingers,"
Seitz isLucille
proin the Newwhich
YorkMr.studio.
Lennox, it appears, is a Pathe "find."
Schussel Made Assistant
Head of Realart Exchange
promotion of Seymour R. Schussel
THEto become
assistant branch manager
of the New York City office of Realart Pictures Corporation has been announced by Lester W. Adler, manager.
Mr. Schussel has been sales representative in the New York office since its organization last fall. He has won for himself an enviable record as a salesman in
Manhattan territory and his promotion
comes as a result of this, according to Mr.
Adler.
Schussel's
rise rapid
in theandmotion
industry has been
steady,picture
showing
business capacity of a high order. His first
position was with the Triangle Film Company in 1915 as poster clerk. Within a
short time he became bookkeeper and then
was appointed cashier of the company.
He has a large acquaintance among exhibitors throughout New York City and
State, who will be pleased to hear of his
promotion. The increased business done at
the New York office in recent months made
it imperative for Mr. Adler to have an assistant and Mr. Schussel was immediately
picked for the post because of his ability.
Tri-Star Signs Claire Whitney.
Claire Whitney, who has been starred
in numerous film productions in the past
few years and is almost as well known
on the legitimate stage as in the silent
drama, has been signed by the Tri-Star
Pictures Corporation to be starred in a
series of feature productions, under the
direction of Directors Joseph Byron Totten and Joseph W. Smiley. Miss Whitney
is the second star to come under the TriStar banner.
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Will Appeal to All; Countrywide Advertising Campaign Planned

ng to exhibitors CosmopoliIN announci
tan Productions' latest release, "Humoresque," a Fannie Hurst story gdirected
by Frank Borzage and featurin Alma
Rubens, Henry M. Hobart, vice-president,
calls particular attention to the phases Df
greater interest to exhibitors — the exploitation and box office phases.
" 'Humoresque' is one of the biggest
things Cosmopolitan Productions has
turned out since its organization," said
Vice-President
"It is a story
rare emotions, Hobart.
of transcendent
motherof
love, of superb characterizations, a story
of tears and of laughter, of human heart
throbs, of everyday life that you know
and I know and everybody else knows. It
is not a story of war and the war does
not enter into it, but it is a story of after
the war. It is the sort of a story that
you cannot forget because it is unforgettable.
Will Appeal to the Masses.
"We have unbounded faith in 'Humoresque' because it has every quality of success. It has that superlative breadth of
appeal, interest for the great masses.
Realizing
story's
as a
box
office the
magnet
evenpotential
before value
production
was begun, we determined to turn it into
the very best picture that money and human ingenuity, genius and science could
produce. Accordingly, we assigned Frank
Borzage to make it.
"Then we gave the story an all-star cast
of players, featuring Alma Rubens. For
the difficult role of the mother we engaged Vera Gordon. Others in the cast
are Dore Davidson, Gaston Glass, Sidney
Carlyle, Ann Wallick, Maurice Lavigne,
Edward Stanton, Maurice Pecker, Ruth
Sabin, Louis Stearns, Bobby Connolly and
Miriam Batista, the lovable tot who is the
hit of 'Florodora' in New York today.
Extensive Publicity Campaign.
"'Humoresque' will be released by Paramount-Artcraft on June 6. We have surrounded it with an extensive advertising,
publicity and exploitation campaign. A
string of big daily newspapers stretching
from coast to coast will carry full page,
half page and quarter page advertisements
daily tying up with the local exhibitors in
every possible way. Special publicity
stories have been arranged for with these
newspapers, and special exploitation ideas
and plans have been entered into with
several national business institutions which
will give 'Humoresque' a large amount of
the best sort of publicity.
"Exhibitors
findfor. exploitation.
'Humoresque' Ita
rare
and ideal will
subject
lends itself admirably to artistic lobby and
stage displays, and it presents many phases
that permit of the most lavish and unusual kind of local exploitation."
Madge Kennedy Begins Making
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart"
GOLDWYN
has started
work starring
on its
third eastern
production
Madge Kennedy. The vehicle is "The
Girl Robert
with theShannon
Jazz Heart,"
story
by
which from
first the
appeared
in Munsey's Magazine. Miss Kennedy recently finished the picturization of "The
Truth,"Fitch.
taken from the famous play by
Clyde
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart" is regarded by officials of the Goldwyn organization as a certain money-maker. Although cast along diflferent lines, it possesses the same universal appeal which distinguishes "The Truth." It gives Miss Ken-

nedy morous
every andopportunity
to display her huemotional talents.
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart" will be
directed by L. ,C. Windom, who directed
"The Truth." Joe King is playing opposite
Miss Kennedy. The rest of the cast is being selected while Miss Kennedy and Mr.
King are working together.
Hodkinson Announces "No. 99"
as Kerrigan's May Production
n Corporatio
late May
release then
W. W. forHodVinso
THEannounces
seventh in J. Warren Kerrigan's series of Robert Brunton productions, "No.
99,"
of which
have Los
beenAngeles.
received
from prints
the Brunton
Studios,
"No. 99" is one of the most colorful and
entertaining comedy-dramas this engaging
star has ever produced. It is a fast moving story of New York society life from
the original magazine serial by Wyndham
Martyn, the well-known English author.
"No. 99," directed by Ernest C. Warde,
who supervised the production of all Kerrigan-Brunton vehicles since the amalgamation of star and producer, contains
enough concentrated action, suspense and
original, serio-comic twists for the making
of three successful pictures. Impelling,
bomb-shell situations follow close upon
each other with dash and rapidity.
Kerrigan is supported by Fritzi Brunette,
Emmet King, John Steppling, Lilie Leslie
and Roy Laidlaw. Jack Cunningham is responsible for the screen adaptation of the
Wyndham Martyn serial.
Elmer Harris to Adapt "Miss Hobbs."
Elmer Harris, author of many original
musical comedies, plays and scenarios, and
collaborator with Oliver Morosco on two
musical plays, "Canary Cottage" and "So
Long, Letty," was chosen to undertake the
task of scenarizing Jerome K. Jerome's
play,
"Miss
Hobbs,"
Wanda Hawley's first
starring
vehicle
for Realart.
By many it is believed that "Miss Hobbs"
vvill be
of Mr. Harris'
tion the
picturebest
adaptations.
Donaldmany
Crispmo-is
directing the production.
Chamberlain on Exchange Tour.
F. V. Chamberlain, general service manager of the distribution department. Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is on an
extended trip on which he will visit ten of
the Famous Players-Lasky exchanges. The
following offices are included in the itinerary: Kansas City, Denver, St. Louis. Salt
Lake City, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Chicago.
Portland, Ore., Seattle, Minneapolis and
Mr. Chamberlin's purpose is to study the
conditions in the respective territories,
with the idea of bringing the service system up to the highest point of efficiency.
Six Republic Films Book Fast.
Six Republic productions, "The Gift Supreme," "Trilby," "The One Way Trail,"
"The Blue Pearl," "Twelve-Ten" and "RoLove general
Runs Wild,"
to Sam many,
E. Where
Harris,
manageraccording
of the
Republic Distributing Corporation, are bemg booked with rapidity by scores of exhibitors.
Mr. Morris stated that three, four and
five day bookings on the productions are
common in the latest reports received
the various Republic Branch offices. from
A good press agent should be a combination
of George Washington, Annanias, P T.
Barnum and Victor Hugo. That's the prober
combination. Come as close to it as you can.
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Enter

Distributing Field of Industry
distributing organiza- Souls." "The Deadlier Sex" started out
ANEW tionnational
to be known as National Ex- with a greater number of advance bookchanges, Inc., has just been organized
ings than any other Pathe production of
the season, and in every case it met with
JohnsonNew& Hopthe avenue,
and ■ is
Company, 398byFifth
York
kins financed
such genuine and widespread approval that
exhibitors who played it wrote in asking
City, finance construction, capital management.
for the early release of another Blanche
Hunter Bennett, well known as a general Sweet production.
.\lthough the first announcement of the
sales manager for large distributing cornew picture was made but a week ago,
porations, has been elected vice-president
and general manager. Mr. Bennett until liookings have started to come into the
recently was a special representative for Pathe branches. The steady increase in
the popularity of the star has been measthe Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
He was sales manager of the Mutual Film
ured in the increase in contracts on each
production,
and today she is playing in as
Corporation when that company was maintaining sixty-eight ofifices throughout the great a number of motion picture houses
country. He also at one time was assistant as
any other woman star, according to
general manager of the World Film Cor- Pathe.
poration.
Mr. Bennett has had a wide experience
in theatrical fields as well as the motion
picture industry. When interviewed, he Start Work on "Black Pawl,"
Reginald Barker Production
said: "During the past several years I
have
practically'
known
DIRECTOR
REGINALD
BARKER
has
situationhandled
which might
arise inevery
the dealings
started work
at the Culver
City stubetween distributor and exhibitor. I have
dios
on
the
all-star
production
of
been all through the experimental stages, "Black Pawl," from
the widely read story
changes of policy, etc., of various large
Ben Ames Will iams. "Black Pawl" is
distributing concerns, and I feel that with by
a virile tale of the sea, intensely dramatic
a new organization at my disposal, we
and replete with spectacular incidents that
will be in a position to avoid all the use- will be utilized to the fullest extent in the
less extravagance and costly experiments
film version.
entailed
by others during their developRussell Simpson, a powerful actor who
ment.
profits by a rugged physique and a domiW. L. Johnson Is President.
nant personality, has been chosen to interpret the masterful character after whom
"I
know
also
that
I
am
in
a
position
to
secure a branch office organization which the story is named. He has just completed
will prove second to none in selling and a strong part in another all-star Goldwyn
Branding
Iron," and
franchise holders partners in our business, production,
in that"The
picture
is responsible
for his
his
^and what we require is men of the high- work
choice
to
fill
the
exacting
role
of
Black
est calibre who will assist us in surroundPawl.
ing the organization with an atmosphere
Director Barker is now considering a
representative of the house of Johnson
number of actors available for the charHopkins.
acter of Red Pawl and expects to reach an
"I have devoted the entire past three
months with Johnson & Hopkins, perfect- early decision. ' John Bowers, one of the
most popular young leading men on the
ing the plans and policies of our organiza- screen
today, will play Dan Darrin, Helene
tion, which I know will prove a revelation.
will be Ruth Lytton and Alec
Our capital is fully paid and there is no Cradwick
Francis
will fill the role of Samuel Poor.
stock for sale."
Walter L. Johnson is president of National Exchanges, Inc.. and Earl H. HopHope Hampton Buys Van Loan Story.
kins is treasurer. Mr.. Johnson said:
For her second production to follow "A
"While
we
have
assisted
in
the
financing
of
certain projects in the industry during the Modern Salome," which is doing heavy
past year, we have been carefully studying business throughout the country on the
the various branches of the industry at Atetro program, Hope Hampton has just
large with the thought in mind that even- bought
Loan. a new story written by H. H. Van
tually we would devote our entire energies
and resources to a proposition which ul".A Modern Salome," which was Miss
timately would prove a orominent factor.
Hampton's
firstalso
production
with her
her debut
own
companv and
contributed
"We have therefore become associated
with Mr. Bennett in the organization of before the Dublic, was a sumptuously staged
National Exchanges, Inc.,* a corporation picture and one in which no expense was
feunded upon sound business principles and spared.
a solution of many of the nroblems worrying certain distributors. Our intention is
Fox Buys Story for Eileen Percy.
to release only a limited number of highclass productions yearly to exploit big picWilliam Fox has purchased "Myra Meets
His Family," an original Saturday Evening
tures in a big way."
Post story by F. Scott Fitzgerald, for use
as a vehicle for Eileen Percy, the latest
rddifion to Fox featured players. It is a
Pathe to Release Miss Sweet
l omed^ and contains plenty of fast action.
The .-^tory appeared in the March 20 isin "Simple Souls" on May 23 .^ue
of the Saturday Evening Post.
P.\THE EXCH.XXGE, INC., announces
that
"Simple
Souls,"
the
latest
Blanche
Sweet production, will be released on
Mrs. Hilliker Leaves Chester.
May 23. The production comes as a climax
Mrs.
Katherinc Hilliker, who has been
to the pleasing success of the star in "A
the sub-titles for the C. L. Chester
Woman of Pleasure." "Fighting Cressy" writing
Scenics, has resigned as secretary and diand "The Deadlier Six."
rector of the company. She will leave as
The apoeal of scores of exhibitors for
another Sweet production of the caliber soon as several productions in work are
No announcement of her fuof "The Deadlier Sex" made it necessary completed.
ture plans is at present forthcoming.
to advance the date of release on "Simple

Beatrice McCauley.
Who manages
her father'sMinn.
$60,000 house _
in Glenwood,
"
'"I"' 1 • lilt t t niiiliiiiiiitiiitiiriiiiimiiimiimli iiinmiiiii
Young Woman Manages $60,000 Theatre.
Miss Beatrice McCauley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. RlcCauley, of Glenwood,
Minn., has become manager of a new $60,000 picture theatre which her father has
recently erected. A singer herself, music
plays a leading part in the programs, and
she books nothing but first-run films. Miss
McCauley also manages, during the summer months, a large pavilion at a nearby
lake. Moving pictures, roller skating and
dancing predominate there. Miss McCauley
is not yet 25 years old.
Metro Takes Capitol Studio
for Buster Keaton Comedies
As comedies,
a honie for
the will
new beBuster
Keatonbv
which
produced
Joseph M. Schenck, for release through
Metro Pictures Corporation, the studios in
Hollvwood. formerly occupied by the Capitol Film Company and at one time by
Metro companies, have been taken over
by Metro and are being specially fitted up
for their new uses.
Occupation- of these stu<li&s, which cover
an entire citv block at the juncture of
Canuenga avenue and Romaine street in
the Los Aneeles suburb, enlarges the
ground
of Metro's
on
the
Westarea
Coast
to four producing
city squareplant
blocks,
or something like twentv-two acres. Stages
and open spaces in the newly acquired
studios are being cleared of old sets to
make wav for a series of contrivances
being worked out by Mr, Keaton and his
director, Edward Cline.
Lou Anger will be production manager.
Mr. Keaton will be starred at the head
of a sneciallv selected company of screen
funmakers. This company is to begin work
very shortly, with the intention of turning
out eight two-reel comedies a year.
• "Traveling Salesman" for Arbuckle.
An indication of the plans which have
been made for Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
under his new contract to make feature
comedy productions for Paramount Artcraft was given out recently by the Famou:;
Players-Lasky Corporation. The comedian is to be starred in Tamos Forbes's
staee success, "The Traveling Salesman."
The role of the fat, genial salesman is
considered an ideal one for Arbuckle. The
picture will be directed by Joseph Henf^■.
bery.
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Ince Separates Team of
Present MacLean as
HEEDING the direct and indirect deexhijjit
ed ors,
Thomas mandsH.of the
Incecountry
has 's
separat
the
team of MacLean-May, and will present
Douglas MacLean as a star in his own
right.
MacLean's first individual starring vehicle, now in course of production under
the direction of Jack Nelson and the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince, is an
adaptation by Agnes Christine Johnston of
the popular Saturday Evening Post story,
"The
Hall. Yanconna Yillies," by Herschel S.
The new MacLean series of productions
will be released by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation through an agreement which
gave Paramount Artcraft an option on additional Douglas MacLean starring pictures
following the completion and release of six
comedies
co-starring MacLean and Doris
May.
The future plans of the feminine member
*of the co-star team, Doris May, will be un-

MacLean-May;
to
Star in His Own Right
folded in an announcement in the near
future.
In outlining
for MacLean's
starring
career, the
Mr. plans
Ince stated
definitely
that no set form of story material would
be employed.
Ince Praises His Protege.
"Mr. MacLean is first of all versatile,"
said Mr. Ince. "His ability to portray
farce, broad comedy and light drama has
been very clearly demonstrated in the pictures already made in my studios. I expect to star him in pictures that will emphasize his diversity and bring to exhibitors and their patrons 'something new,
different
and unexpected'
each release.
My communications
and with
personal
contact
with representative theatre owners have
backed my own opinion and judgment that
in Douglas MacLean the screen has a new
and refreshing personality that will become more ingratiated in public favor and
prestige as bigger and broader opportunities are afforded."

Bert Lytell Prepares

to Come

Coast for Four
IMMEDIATELY after completing his
work in "The Price of Redemption,"
his newest starring vehicle, at Metro's
west coast studios in Hollywood, Bert Lytell will leave Southern California for New
York. He will be engaged in his next
four productions at Metro's eastern studios
in West Sixty-first street, which are under
the personal guidance of Maxwell Karger,
Director General.
Although the list of stories to be picturized has not yet been made public, it is
known that they are of the variety that
will require the background of a great city,
rather than the natural settings provided
byThe
Southern
Lytell California's
specials mademountains.
in New York
will be under the general personal supervision of Director General Maxwell Karger. A few members of Mr. Lytell's com-
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East from

Pictures Under Karger
pany, including Sol Polito, his camera man,
trip.
will accompany him on his transcontinental
Practically all the interior scenes for
"The Price of Redemption" have been completed and two shifts of carpenters are
rushing work on colorful architecture that
will furnish the setting for the streets of
Akbar, the fictitious East Indian city where
the most
takes
place.important of the play's action
Mr. Lvtell has been working continuously
at the Hollywood studios for three years.
He welcomes the onportunity to renew his
acquaintance with Broadway where he has
many friends of his days in the theatre.
His current picture, is an adaptation bv
Tune Mathias of I. A. R. Wylie's novel,
"The Temple
of Dawn." Dallas M. Fitzgerald is the director.

Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr, Hyde*'
Moves Showmen to Wire Congratulations
ACCORDING to a statement from the there that Sid Grauman found it necessary
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, to bring it back for a return engagement
based upon reports received at the •Tt his new Rialto starting May 2.
home office, the Paramount-Artcraft verRothacker Officials in New York.
sion
"Dr.Barrymore
Jekyll andis Mr.
starringof John
beingHyde"
acclaimed
Douglas
D. Rothacker. of the Rothacker
in the larger cities in all sections of the
Company, sales divicountry, just as it was during its recent r^ilm sion,Manufacturing
is spending several weeks in the New
record-breaking engagements at the Rialto York office in an intensive industrial films
and Rivoli in New York, as a triumph of selling campaign. Before returning to Chithe screen.
cago he will visit some of the other eastern Rothacker industrial selling agencies.
Moe Kridel, who showed "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" at the Goodwin Theatre, NewH. T. Aldous, Rothacker treasurer, also is
ark, the same week it was breaking rec- spending
several weeks at the New York
ords 3t the Rivoli in New York, telegraphed ogice. He leaves May 12 for Los Angeles,
as follows : "John Barrymore in 'Dr. to give personal supervision of placing the
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' biggest box-office at- contracts for the construction of the Rothtraction ever played in my house. This is
acker Coajt laboratories.
Holy Week and receipts are running $200
and $300 a day over anything that has
Plan Publicity Drive on Darmond Serial.
played this theatre. Such an artistic production demands recognition and ParaAn unusual publicity campaign is planned
mount-Artcraft productions have my best to start preliminaries for "The Hope Diawishes for future success."
Mysterv." the fifteen-part serial feaFrank L. Newman, of Kansas City, rec- turinsr mond
Grace
Darmond and an all-star cast.
ommended the picture in letters to his pa- The Hearst newspapers are to publish a
trons and did a big business with it. So fiction version of the Mav Yohe serial
great was the business done bv "Jekvll and simultaneously with the release of the film,
Hyde" at Grauman's Mill-Dollar Theatre, and Miss Yohe plans personal appearances
Los Angeles, during its week's engagement at leading theatres showing the serial.
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Nazimova Makes Ruoff Art Director.
Pleased by the original settings he defor "The Nazimova
Heart of has
a Child,"
her
newest signed
picture,
appointed
Allen Ruoff, a young Western architect,
as her technical art director. Mr. Ruoff
has achieved a unique position for a man,
only twenty-nine years old, who has neither
attended high school or college, nor studied any art courses.
"The Heart of a Child" was adapted by
Charles
Danby's
novelC.
of LondonBryant
life. from
It wasFrank
directed
by Ray
Smallwood. The production is a current
Metro release.
Says Saturday Evening Post
Fiction Has Big Film Value
.AY EVENING POST stories are
S.^TURD
success-as
the most
to be among
proving
vehicles
day screen
ful of present
regards entertainment value and drawing
power of title, according to .Arthur S. Kane,
president of Kane pictures, who declares
that the acquisition by Charles Ray of two
Rob Wagner scenarios represents an astute
move on the part of the First Nabusinesstional star.
According to Mr. Kane there is no magazine fiction published today which has as
wide a circulation and as extensive a body
of readers as the stories from the Post.
For some time past, producers have recognized the value of Post fiction as screen
scenarios, and the development is such, it
is said, that within a few hours of the appearance of this magazine for sale, the
wee''lv crop of stories suited to photoplay
uses is telegraphed for and bought. Let
alone the merit of the narratives themselves, says Mr. Kane, the value of this purchase as far as publicity in the title is
concerned is indisputable.
The modern tone and the spirit of contemporarv times reflected in the Saturday
Evening Post fiction is in the opinion of
Afr. Kane particularly well suited to the
needs of the screen and the tastes of modern audiences. Among recent successes
proving the type of Post fiction finding
nonularity is quoted "Twenty-three and a
Half Hours' Leave." the story by Marv
Roberts Rinehart which was converted
into a play from its magazine version.
Ince Adds to Publicity Staff.
Dwenelle Benthall. well known as a
ncwsnancr and magazine writer, has joined
f'e Thomns H. Ince publicitv headquarters
on the West Coast. Miss Benthall will
confine hpr efforts exclusively to the prepof articles for "fan" magazines and
women's arationjournals.

Antonio Moreno Starts on
Another Vitagraph Serial
VITAGRAFH
now simultaneouslv
has three serialoutcom-on
panies working
the West Coast. William Duncan is
on the final episodes of "The Silent
Avenger": Jose Ryan and Jean Paige are
well along
"Hidden Dangers"; but that
companv hason formallv
announced that Antonio Moreno, previouslv starred in three
successful
Vitagraph serials, is working full
tilt on another.
Albert E. Smith and Cleveland Moffett.
who wrote the Vitagraph serials, have
spent the last few weeks
the Coast in
finishing the scripts for the on
current Moreno
serial, the title on which is as vet unannounced. That a tense mvstery element
travels throughout the storv is indicated
by Pauline
the workincr
Veiled
Curley.title.
who "The
created
suchMystery."
a favorMile impression as leading woman in "The
Invisible Hand." will again he seen as Mr
Moreno's leading woman.
A. Barrows
and Nenette De Courcv headH. the
supportmg cast. Webster Cullison is directing
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Congratulates Blackton on "Passers By."
J. Stuart Blackton is being congratulated
)y those who have seen advance showings
jt his coming feature, "Passers By," a picturization ot C. Haddon Chambers' play,
upon tershis
selectionwhich
of types
the characof London
add sofor much
to the
atmosphere of the story. Like Peter Waverton, played by Herbert Rawlinson, in the
play, Mr. Blackton stepped out into Broadway and made his choice. William J. FerWhopper,"
was castguson,
as playing
Pine,inthe"The
valet,Little
and Tom
Lewis,
known from New York to San Francisco
in vaudeville, plays Nighty, the cabman.
Correct Statement Regarding
First Lionel Barrymore Film
WITH the definite announcement that
his initial production starring
Lionel Barrymore to be released
through First National Exhibitors' Circuit
will be "The Master Mind," adapted from
the Broadway stage success in which Edmund Breese appeared. Whitman Bennett
now states that the announcement given
the trade press for publication last week
was erroneous.
The statement Mr. Bennett corrects was
to the effect that his first release through
PTrst National would be "The Devil's Garden." It is likely, however, that the latter
picture will be the second Barrymore feature through First National's distributing
channels.
In "The Master Mind" Mr. Barrymore
is given dramatic opportunities seldom offered. Incidents leading up to and surrounding the adoption of an orphan girl
by a wealthy and fashionable family, the
revelation that unknown to the entire
household, the butler (played by Mr. Barrymore) is the father of the girl, the love
test that comes with the girl's decision between happiness and wealth all work together to form a story of appealing tensity.
Under the personal supervision of Mr.
Bennett, the production of "The Master
Mind" is well under way. Examination of
the script and the camera results coincident to the first few pages of the continuity
have engendered expressions of gratificaon- the part
of the
Barrymore
staff
and ationnumber
of First
National
executives.
Ivo Dawson Becomes a Communter.
Ivo Dawson, the distinguished English
actor who has long been a famous figure
on the English and American stage and
is now firmly established in photoplays
through his appearance in "The Miracle of'
Love" and with Olive Thomas in "Footlights and Shadows"
has taken
a house in
the country
and bought
a commutation
ticket for the summer.
Tarrytown is his summer address and
Dawson chose this delightful Westchester
town because it was the nearest approach,
in his mind, to the rural beauty of his
aative England.
Billie Burke Signs Contract
for New Series of Artcrafts
ANNOUNCEMENT has been made by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that Billie Burke has just signed
a new contract for a series of Paramount
Artcraft pictures by arrangement with Flo
Ziegfeld, Jr.
Miss Burke, whose latest picture, "Away
Goes will
Prudence,"
will beon released
July,
begin work
the firstearly
of herin
new series in the near future. The play
is now being put into continuity, and as
soon as the script is completed. Miss Burke
will begin production in the Fifty-sixth
street studio of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
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Film Reports ''Something New''
in Artistic Titles of "House of Toys
"jolt" which
from strains
black tothe white
musclesandandwhite
nerves.to
of "The
on
THEHouseart ofwork
Toys" hasthemettitles
for the
time black
In
addition
to
the
decorative
element
the insistent demand for "something
new" which each production in its turn en- these titles serve a real and comprehensive
counters. By a happy combination of il- purpose,
not as a finger-post or label to
lustrations and reproduction of fabric back- assist lame continuity or mediocre acting,
but embodying in terse sentences a sketch
ground the American Film Company announces apleasing change from the usual of each important character and giving a
background to the role portrayal, putting
style of title.
Suggestive illustrations which bridge the the spectator en rapport with conditions
time and space from one scene to another, leading up to the present action. In other
sometimes more or less explanatory in pur- words, the titles help the audience to know
pose and carrying the atmosphere without the people moving on the silver sheet before them, much the same as the readers
confusing the thought or detracting from
the main theme have, of course, been the of Dickens knew the characters which he
created.
usual goal, but added to this achievement
A trade journal critic, voicing his apis the elimination of eye strain and a sense
of restfulness which is one big point ahead.
proval of "The House of Toys," has said :
It is said that the smoothness with which
"This is not a preachment, but philosophy
the titles blend into the illustrations and dignified — a picture that keeps one on the
the illustrations in turn fade into the titles, tiptoe of expectation all the way through
with its powerful message and timely
prevents the usual dilation and contraction
of the pupil of the eye and prevents a

American

Young

Buffalo

in a Seriestheme."
oj 'Pictures

of the Outdoors

of opinion
on an sexpressio
G exhibitor
ACTIN
from
in all nparts
of the
country to the efliect that there is
a great demand on the part of the public
today for motion pictures of the great outdoors, Pathe Exchange, Inc., will release,
beginning July 11, a series of two-reel
Western outdoor pictures, featuring Young
Buffalo in the stellar role. The pictures
were made in the Canadian Northwest and
in the lumberlands and are in settings of
mountains, streams and forests.
Carrying all the dramatic strength and
action of longer productions and with
practically no interior scenes the plays are
unique. Young Buffalo, known in his picturesque way the world over, is just the
type of strong heroic manhood to center
in pictures of this kind, and he is supported
by an able cast. George Redgewell diRiders

To Be

Released by Pathe
rected the series, and the stories are from
the pen of William Addison Lathrop.
Five Pictures in Series.
There are five pictures in the series and
their striking titles tell much of what may
be expected in the productions. The first,
"Tex of the Timberlands," will be released
on July 11; "His Pal's Gal," on July 18;
"The Law of the Border, on July 25; "The
Hobo of Pizen City," on August 1, and "The
Hold-up
Man" on August
8. series Pathe
In announcements
of the
frankly states that they are westerners
full of thrills, but unlike many westerners
of the past these productions have been
carefully filmed. They are not merely of
the outdoor life, but they are also noted
for the real beauty of the natural settings
in which they have been made.

of the Dawn^' Praised by Press
and Public at Its New
York Premiere

opening
ED save
RALDement
UNHE
on
announc
by W.forW. theHodKins
Corporation of its arrival from the
Coast, "Riders of the Dawn," Benjamin B.
Hampton's production from Zane Grey's
novel, "The Desert of Wheat," had its
world-premiere at the Mark Strand Theatre, New York, last week with an opening
day rush that found the large Broadway
photoplay palace all too small for the
crowds clamoring for admission at every
ance.were President Moe Mark and
perform
So taken
Managing Director Jack Eaton with this
Benjamin B. Hampton picture at a preview that, despite the fact that press material and accessories had not yet been
completed, they decided to shelve another
picture andmediate
give presentation.
"Riders ofRecord-breaking
the Dawn" imcrowds and the tributes paid the production by the newspaper critics vindicated
their judgment.
Its premiere at the Strand bears out the
statement of a prominent Eastern exhibitor
that production has the combined ingredients of Benjamin B. Hampton's previous
successes, "The Westerners," "Desert Gold"
and "The Sagebrusher" — wonderful acting,
heart interest, faithful scenic effects, action galore and a wealth of realism.

Recognition
audience-in
pulling
power of
was Zane
shownGrey's
conclusively
the volume of business done by the Hodkinson organization on his previous Benjamin B. Hampton production, "Desert
Gold, " but "Riders of the Dawn," to judge
by the widespread exhibitor interest, gives
every promise of eclipsing the mark set
byHodkinson
its predecessor.
managers throughout the
country will hold trade showings on "Riders
of its
therelease
Dawn" date
thiswillweek.
Announcement
of
be made
next week.
Caroline Rosenthal Joins Metro.
Caroline Rosenthal, a Barnard girl who
has been play reader for the Selwyns for
the last two years and who has worked
with a number of playwrights on the construction of their dramas, has joined
Metro's scenario staff and is now working
on continuity at the company's New York
studios, 3 West Sixty-first street.
Williams Signed by Character.
Frank Williams has been signed by Character Pictures to play the important juvenile
in "The
of Destiny."
_Mr.
Williamsrole has
many Isle
admirers
on the silver
sheet, having been seen many times in
well-known photoplays this season.
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Fox

Eddie "Hoot" Gibson
CniversaJ's incowboy
siar dramas.
who is appearing
Western
Reputable

Schools
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Fifteen Productions

Including ''The
releases
the li>t
\LTHOL'GH
duruled by William
Foxoi for
releasescheding May includes four of the regular
Fo.x entertainments and one of the Tom
Mi.\ star series productions, these five releases represent as brilliant an array of
literary and artistic talent as ever has been
published by this firm on a regular schedule, says an announcement.
To
there is "The
web ofbegin
wits,with,
horsemanship
and Terror."
daring ofa
the .\merican cowboy woven through a
story which places Tom Mi.x, the popular
Fox daredevil star, in an entirely new
series of backgrounds. It is the second of
the Mix series directed by Jacques Jaccard
and the director is responsible also for the
scenario.
The photographed
exterior scenes
for around
"The Terror"
were
in and
Sonora,
Cal., a section made famous during the
gold rush of '49. The company includes
Francelia Billington, Lucille Younge. LesCharlesHigby.
K. French, Joseph Bennet ter
andCuneo,
Wilbur

for Budding

Genius

Can Advance Screen Art, Says Director
ABLE instuunon devoted to
■"The institution should be self-sustaining
A REPUT
the picture art should be encouraged only, and any dividends accruing from tuition should be reinvested by the directorate
and advocated by all producers having the best interests of the industry at for the provision of added facilities and
or for free scholarships to those
heart," talente
says Thomas
Ince.s "Many,
very courses,
d youngH. person
many,
talented persons who cannot afford even
have tailed
a
reasonable
fee.
to pass a studio test and try-out merely
because a total lack of experience and
Would
Minimize
Disappointments.
training placed them hopelessly and ludic"Under this system the student body
in the light of undesirable ama- would
rously
comprise only those men and women
teurs.
"Personality cannot be undermined, nor who have been adjudged mentally and physically 'fit' for motion picture vsork. .Adcan it be boycotted from the ranks of provance tests and trials by a faculty of direcfes ionalism. To combine natural persontors
at
top of their profession would
alitj- with natural talent — properly re- determinethe whether
not the applicant
hearsed before the great test arrives — is should devote furtheror time
the duty of every aspirant to motion pic- the chosen line of endeavor. and energy to
ture recognition.
".\merica and Europe boast of very many
"The increasing production of motion conservatories
of art in which genius is
pictures the world over and the public's ripened and rough-shod talent polished
growing demand for new^ talent has made
deep inroads on the available material. into shining accomplishment. These institutions are highly respected because their
The establishment of a reputable school to
serve as a clearing house for ambitious motives cannot be questioned even by the
most
skeptical
unbelievers. If music,
persons, where an applicant would be diag- literature and theof allied
arts are benefited
nosed promptly, with a free and candid
opinion of the possibilities before them, by such reputable academies, the motion
picture art should have a similar opporcould only advance the welfare of the busi- tunity.
ness and provide real opportunities for
those who have ability and the sincere
"From the straight commercial viewpoint,
I would like nothing better than to engage
ambition to back it up.
talent from a real school which under"I can seeshould
no valid
why and
the detrigreat
stands the requirements of producers and
majority
be reason
curtailed
mented because of the transgression of a which undertakes to prepare students for
few unscrupulous fakirs. Granted that every phase of studio work."
there are numerous so-called 'schools' that
prey on innocent victims and extract hardLa Rocque Continues in King Pictures.
earned money under false or misleading
Rod La Rocque. who plashed the leading
pretense, there are, or should be, institutions in Los .Angeles, Xew York and other male role opposite Grace Darling in "The
Woman," Burton King's second
big centers where aspiring players could Discarded
independent production, has been reseek authentic information and guidance.
engaged by Mr. King for his next picture.
"I firmlyshould
believe,
however, that
suchgenan "The Common Sin," an original story by
academy
be conducted
for the
Willard Mack, which is scheduled as the
era! interest and advancement of the monext Burton King production, is said to be
tion picture industry rather than for in- admirably
suited to his talents.
dividual or collective profit.
I
I
I
j
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Clawson Writing Scenarios for Metro.
Edward J. Clawson has joined the Metro
Turn the pages quickly un- \
departmentandat will
the do
company's
stutil you come to the letter in I scenario
dios in Hollywood,
as his initial
"Big and
Game,"
the play
by Willard
the back of the book. Don't I script,
Robertson
Kilbourne
Gordon,
which
miss it
was produced in Xew York this season at
the Fulton Theatre.

jor May,

Terror," Starring Mix
"The Dead Lino. " in which Fo.x is starring the athletic George Walsh, is a melodramatic story of the southern hills written especially for Walsh by Paul H. Sloane,
of the Fo.K staff. The press department is
heralding it as the greatest Walsh production ever released by the firm. The cast
includes Irene Boyle, Baby .\nita Lopez,
Joseph
Hanaway,
Hart, Weinberg,
Henry Pemberton. James
Milady,Al Gus
G. A.
Stryker, James Birdsong, John Hopkins
and
rected.\'irginia \'alli. Dell Henderson diNew Shirley Mason Feature.
In " Love's Harvest " the winsome Shirley
Mason shines forth in her second screen
role from the versatile pen of Pearl Doles
Bell. The story of the play is an adapof Mrs.
Bell's
"The Harvest,"
and is tation
said
to be
quitenovel,
as becoming
to the
tiny
star
as
was
"Her
Elephant
Man."
which she made her debut under the Wil-in
liam Fo.x banner and which also was from
a book by Mrs. Bell. In the supporting
cast are Raymond McKee, Edwin Booth
Tilton and Lilie Leslie.
.\nother eminent author contributing to
Fo.x entertainments for May is Charles A\den
Seltzer,of whose
"Forbidden
Trails"
the fourth
the releases
for the
month.is
Buck Jones is to be seen in this Seltzer
story. It is, of course, a western theme
and gives the cowboy actor his second opportunity to show his skill as a horseman.
The principals
supporting
star are
Winifred Westover,
Stanton theHeck,
William
Elmer, George Kunkel, Harry Dunkinson
and Fred Herzog, while the scenario was
made by Scott Dunlap, who also directed
the staging of the play.
Denison Clift, of the Fox West Coast
staff,
is the author
"The IronTraverse
Heart," isa
-May release
in whichof Madlaine
the star. He also wrote the scenario and
directed the production. George McDaniel,
Edwin Booth Tilton, Melbourne McDowell
and Ben Deely form the supporting cast.
The story is said to deal with life in the
steel mills, disclosing many scenic flashes
of the blast furnaces and ovens.
Five Sunshine Comedies.
.A total of five bright and snappj- Sunshine Comedies will go to first-run houses
during May. They are, in the order listed,
".\ Waiter's Wasted Life," "Dangerous
Eyes," "The Diver's Last Kiss," "Should
Dummies
and "Mongrels."
Five
Mutt and Wed?"
Jeff Animated
Cartoons which
are listed for May are "A Diver's Last
Kiss," "Nothing But Girls," "Mongrele,"
" The Wrestlers" and "Girls and GunpowThis makes a total of fifteen productions
from Fox Film Corporation for May, offering a wide assortment of subjects and a
quintet of popularly approved stars supwell-known
continuesported bysteadily
twiceplayers.
a week. Fox News
Cosmopolitan Signs Edith Hallor.
der.' Hallor, well-known motion picture
Kdith
player and former star in the stage play,
"Leave It to Jane," has been signed up to
play the leading female role in Winston
Churchill's "The Inside of the Cup," which
.■\lbert Capellani is now making for Cosmopolitan Productions. Miss Hallor will
play the role of Allison Parr, which Director Capellani considers one of the most
difficult characterizations in the whole production.
Otto dinger, manager of the Main Street
Theatre, Galeton, Pa., has something to say
to you on page 940.
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Kenyan

Talks About Art and Avoirdupois
By MARY KELLY
IN contrast to everywoman, and specifi- I think it never will. Picture-making is too
cally in contrast to almost every screen enjoyable for that. And the consciousnes.s
star, is Doris Kenyon in her heroic
one's performance is seen in all parts
attitude toward that most haunting of that
of the world, in places where one can perhaps never be, personally, is really quite
feminine
she
never bogeys
will. — getting fat! She says
At a recent breakfast tete-a-tete in Chiwon derf ul."
Josephson Resigns fropi Ince.
cago, where she is playing a two-week
engagement at the Woods, in "The Girl in
JulicntractJosephson
purchased
his conrelease from has
Thomas
H. Ince
and
the Limousine,"
calmly
her
decision
never to she
commit
thisannounced
unpardonable
w.ill join the ranks of independent writers.
sin. Thereupon she made no frantic at- Mr. Josephson's resignation from the Ince
tempt to rap on wood so as to insure her forces is not surprising to his intimate
immunity from this misfortune. She merefriends and studio associates, who have
ly pressed her dainty lips a little more
known for some time of his desire to take
firmly together and registered resolute- a long rest prior to becoming a free-lance
ness.
author of photoplays.
Josephson will establish headquarters in
"No, I shall never grow fat," she said.
"It isn't necessary, you know." She leaned Hollywood, Cal., where his future plans will
include
the provision of original scripts
forward confidingly. "You see, it's in any
Lucille Lennox
woman's power to regulate her weight, i for several of filmdom's prominent stars. A Pathe "find" who is appearing in serials.
Now
working
in a George B. Seitz
He
also
plans
to
write
stories
and
continudon't for
meanreducing,
by studying
the 'then
and now'
ads
fascmating
as they
are.
ities for specials.
production.
And I don't mean that bon-bons and French
pastry have to be given up — not altogether.
But," and here she issued the momentous
secret in hushed tones, "do you know it's Congressmen Like ''Topics of the Day,''
actually
that size!
a woman can 'wish' herself any true
desired
First Released by Pathe One Year Ago
"It's a faith remedy," the lithe young
aided by the weekly. The Red Cross was
star continued,
"but it's can
a strictly
non-if THE Pathe Exchange, Inc., gand Timely also
given assistance in making its appeal
sectarian
one. Anybody
work it,
Films, Inc., are celebratin this week
the first anniversary of the releasing to the public. In response to requests from
they have the right temperament."
soldiers the selected topics have been
Her Dimensions Increased,
of "Topics ofganization.
theThe close
Day" of
by the
the Pathe
or- blind
sent to the Red Cross Institute for the
first year
Blind
in Baltimore and are read to the
y
finds
the
film
in
use
in
practicall
every
Then, in animated, entertaining style, she
told how it is done. One of her friends first-class theatre in the country and it is soldiers. They are also printed in raised
in use in at least one theatre in every city, type so that the blind can also glean the
who ting
was shadow.
a "perfect
56" told
longedto to
be a flit- and
news of the day.
in most villages and towns.
She was
concentrate
for twenty minutes each day on her deAided Public Movements.
Cosmopolitan Gets New Stories.
sire and intention to become thinner. Three
Cosmopolitan Productions announces the
Aside from its functions as a distributor of
months it took to do the work, but at the
the best laughs of the week, all selected acquisition of several new stories for moend of that time, the result was "beautition picture purposes. Contracts have been
by the editors of the Literary Digest, it
ful," Miss Kenyon says.
aided in many public movements in signed with E. Phillips Oppenheim, author
"And I know others who have tried it," has
the course of the year and has become a of "The Cinema Murder," and Cynthia
she insisted, "so that is one worry that is decided
influence on the public opinion of Stockley, author of "April Folly," in both
permanently ofif my list."
Having dismissed this tragic possibility, the nation. In Washington the members of which Marion Davies starred for Cosmopolitan Productions, whereby several of
of
the
Senate
and the House form theatre
"Doris" of the deep blue eyes and saucy
to see the newspaper comments on the best stories of these authors, which
nose turned to discussing a subject, hard- parties
have been published or will be published
ly more important (for how could that be), world events.
but more apropos.
in Hearst's Cosmopolitan, Harper's Bazaar,
"These jolly theatre parties are the or
Good Housekeeping magazines, will resource of much good-natured fun," said
"No, indeed, I've not given up the screen
vert to Cosmopolitan Productions. Anfor the stage," she announced. "I shall be Congressman O'Connell in an interview.
uncements of the titles will be made
back at the W. W. Hodkinson studio early "Our statistics show that the Senate gets later, but one noof
the Oppenheim stories is
in May. My engagement at the Woods
manyout themore
'raps'
in
newspapers
throughcountry than does the House. This now running serially in Cosmopolitan
Theatre
and I picture
shan't gois is proved by editorial quotations in the Magazine and has created a great deal of
back on here
the closes
stage May
until1, this
talk in literary circles.
'Topics of the Day' programs. Consefinished."
quently,
our
Congressional
theatre
parties
Just what the new production is to be
in hearty accerd with the screened
Musicians See "Humoresque."
the star could not definitely announce, but are
comments.
More than a score of well-known musishe implied that another of Augustus
cians attended a special private showing
Aided Teachers' Pay Campaign.
Thomas' plays, "Indian Summer," will probof Cosmopolitan Production's "Humorably be her producer's next choice. The
esque," aFannie Hurst story, directed by
excellent feature about 'Topics of
'most recently released of her vehicles is the"One
is the showing
ease withthe which
one They
may Frank Borzage and featuring Alma Rubens,
"The Harvest Moon," which she saw a few find Day'
a
theatre
subject.
the evening of May 3 in Cosmopolitan's
days ago at a pre-showing in Detroit.
all seem to be showing it. Whether I am on
projection room at 729 Seventh avenue.
Will Never Leave Film Work.
in New York, Washington or some little New York. All expressed themselves enthusiastical y asbeing pleased with the proburg, I am usually able to find at least one
"That's the hardest ordeal of all in con- theatre in the place showing these witduction. Among those present were Fritz
Kreisler,
Mischa Elman, Max Rosen,
nection with movie-acting," Miss Kenyon
said with seriousness. "It's so strenuous
Seidel, Leopold Auer, Arnold
In the recent teachers' pay movement Toscha
to watch one's self on the screen. The ticisms."
the most important feature of the nation- Volpe, Eddy Brown, Maximillian Pilzer,
nervous dread
of seeing
one's ispictured
perwide campaign was the contest arranged Alfred
Mittell, Megerlin,
and JacquesRudolph
formance for the
first time
as uncomGottlieb. Larsen, Philip
by
the
"Topics
of
the
Day"
for
the
best
fortable an experience as appearing on the reason given each week by a school teacher l""""""'"" """""iNiNiniuniiriiiiriiiii jiiiiiciiiiimiiiiiiiiii
ir iinwrililir jiiiiiimillll
stage for the first time. There are a thou- for
increasing the pay of teachers. Exsand little things that I realize I ought
actly 181,238 topics were entered in the
not to have done, and another thousand contest by 22,654 teachers. Every state and
Porto Rico and Hawaii were rep- j Turn the pages quickly un- j
that I have failed to do. It's tantalizing, Canada,
I til you come to the letter in j
but it's profitable, nevertheless. One can resented.
learn so much from such a study."
Among
Those
Assisted.
I the back of the book. Don't |
When asked if applause would be likely
to lure her away from the silent art altoI
The Near East Relief Campaign to aid I miss it.
gether, Miss Kenyon answered slowly: "No, the starving millions of the Near East was
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in Stolen

Film

Failed

to Secure Single Picture Here
Tliib condition is in marked contrast with
job, thel that of a year ago when practically all of
the Nationa
on the
ously
being
ee of
BY film
theftcontinu
committ
Association of the Motion Picture In- the exchanges were missing prints. There
dustry, with Harold M. Pittman, chairman, are comparatively few films being stolen
is slowly starving out the illicit film dealers now and the crooks gradually are being
forced into other lines.
in New ore
York.
Iheedfilmthe"fences
heretof
market
stolen" who
films have
are
The activity of the Film Theft Committee is resulting in not alone the reduction
ncing
experie
difficulty obtaining new stock,
and quite as much difficulty in disposing in the number of films stolen, but a great
of the stolen goods that come into their deal of the stolen film is recovered before
on. who, it is said, had always been it can be disposed. Recently a Metro
possessi
A Cuban
print of "The Brat" and a Famous Players
a large buyer of stolen films, and the print of one of the Max Sennett comedies
Latin-American countries have always been were stolen from the lobby of a Brooklyn
the best market for stolen films, came theatre. Both prints were recovered
here the latter part of March to replenish through the agency of the film theft comhis stock. Until this visit he had always mittee.
While much of the work is preventive,
been able to take back with him a large
number of stolen films, and he had planned only recently a plot for the wholesale robfor an especially large purchase this time.
bing of one of the large exchanges was
So well did the film theft committee, and frustrated. Some arrests are being made.
One
well-known
film thief, who has been
its agent,
W. S.
have dealer
the situation in hand
thatHawkins,
this Cuban
for under surveillance for some time, has fled
Are They Engaged?
the first time was obliged to retura to the country, and steps may be taken to
Sure, in conversation, Seena Owen in "The
his home without getting a single picture. extradite him. Arrests have also been
House of Toys," made by American.
made in a film theft case which is before
the federal courts.
The film theft committee has also sucDe^Mille Issues Statement Regarding His
ceeded in stopj)ing the theft of poster
Latest Picture; Denies Rumors About Theme
So many false reports and rumors have the motive for an important phase of the
been circulated regarding "Something climax but there is no suggestion of religious propaganda of any sort in this proTo
Think production
About," Cecil
DeMiUe s
latest special
for B.Paramount
Artcraft, that the producer has been moved
to make a formal statement regarding his duction."
Ship Burns in Taking Scene*.
latest creation.
"Nothing was said or published regardIn taking the special scenes for the "Isle
ing "Something simply
To Think
About'
during
" the new special Character Picits production
because
I did
not oi Destiny,
turefire
on board
the Gulf's
largestThe
steamer,
real
started
on deck.
flamesa
wish to confuse this picture with 'Why
worked
their
way
through
the
entire
boat
Change Your Wife?' which had not yet
been generally released at that time," states burning it beyond recognition. Through
Mr. JDeMille. "There was no 'mystery' some error in lighting the United States
aboutnothing
'Something
Think About';
there Government smoke pots an explosion ocwas
in its Toproduction
work which
curred which proved disastrous. According
could not have been made public at any
to the story
of "The
Isle of
Destiny,"
fire
time had it seemed advisable.
occurs
but this
fire was
realism
itselfa and
"The story and scenario of 'Something although the cameramen shot the picture,
their lives were in danger for over thirty
To
by Jeanie
son.Think
The About'
theme are
differs
rather Macpherradically minutes. Paul Gilmore and Hazel Hudson,
from that of any of its immediate prede- who are playing the leading roles, escaped
cessors and it carries a very different sort by jumping overboard.
of a 'punch' from that of 'Male and Female' or 'Why Change Your Wife?'
Universal's New Poster Service.
"Elliott
Dexterafter
returns
to the of
screen
this
production
an absence
almostin
A
new
system of poster supply and distria year. He plays the role of 'David Markbution, which will insure every exhibitor
ley'
in
this
story.
The
character
which
a
complete
line of new posters at all times,
Dexter portrays is that of physically
crippled student and art dillitante. Despite is projected by Universal. It will be installed by Edward Armstrong, Universal's
the fact that he plays a cripple. Dexter is
not suffering from any serious results of district manager for the western division,
and
will
be modeled closely upon his syshis recent illness. All reports to the contrary can be branded as false and the
tem branch.
now in vogue in the Universal's Denver
proof of it to be found in the fact that
Armstrong recently arrived in New York
Dexter is now at work in a 'straight' role to confer with H. M. Herman, general manin George Melford's present production.
ager of exchanges for the big film com"The rest of the cast includes Gloria
pany, and to plan his tour of readjustment.
Swanson, Theodore Roberts, Monte Blue, He will
leave the Universal home ofiice
Claire McDowell, Theodore Kosloff, little
ill a few days and go all over the country,
Mickey Moore, Julia Faye, James Mason
putting in his poster system in each
and others.
exchange.
" 'Something To Think About' bears little or no resemblance to any previous production either of mine or any other produSpoor-Thompson Discontinues Office.
cer. The power of right thinking furnishes
The Spoor-Thompson Laboratories have
discontinued their New York sales office,
which was located at 110 West Fortieth
street. Temporary headquarters for the
Turn the pages quickly unEast are now located in their new laboratil you come to the letter in
tory building at Sixth and Pearce streets,
Long Island City until such time as larger
the back of the book. Don't
office space can be secured, which will be
miss it
opened under the name of the S-T-M Film
Laboratories, Inc.

Saved by a Blue Pencil!
paper.
In Philadelphia, when the people learn
from seeing a movie thai buildings are
sometimes burned down, they rush screaming from the theatre to the street, seized
with a wild, un-Philadelphian desire to
make Nero's
like 1.a
boarding
house conflagration
furnace fire onlook
October
That is why the censors make marks
with their blue pencils like those found recently
on William
S. Hart'sline"The
Toll
Gate."
Only
a blue
Philadelphia
from
the pencil
fate of Rome.protects
Following are the blue pencil marks
found on "The Toll Gate":
"Eliminate views of man crawling under
shack, lighting match, firing faggots and
coming
out from
shack." lamps down
"Eliminate
views under
of throwing
into cellar and subsequent views of lamps
landing
in cellar."
"Eliminate
subtitle, 'Hand me the bar
lamps
money.'" the carrying of
Why andnotthe prohibit
matches in Philadelphia?
"Stamboul" Plays to Record Business.
On its recent Sunday opening in the
Superba Theatre, Los Angeles, "The Virgin
of Stamboul" averaged $2.50 for each seat
in the house. The total receipts for the
day amounted to $1,543.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
and who now is at Universal City, attended the opening. His delight was great.
"There is no doubt that in this Priscilla Dean picture we have the biggest atof Universal's successful career,"
said Mr. traction
Laemmle.
Eddie Bonns Joins C. L. Chester.
Eddie Bonns, who has been associated
with the Warner Brothers, leaves that
organization to join C. L. Chester as sales
manager of Chester Productions.
Mr. Bonns has left New York for Los
•Vngeles for a conference with Mr. Chester.
The Chester organization, which has in
the past specialized in scenics and comedies, has now arranged to extend its activities to feature productions.
Good advertising is not filling a newspaper
space with words, but a theatre with patrons.
It doesn't matter how you do it so long as you
get them in.
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Mansfield

to Long Term Contract for Photoplays
Her success in this trio of pictures
MARTHA MANSFIELD, heralded as Hyde."
America's prettiest magazine cover was as great as her reputation as a beauty,
girl, has been permanently captured and while her features may adorn the
for the screen, according to Myron Selz- magazines with less frequency from now
nick, president of Selznick Pictures Cor- on, the citizens of "Sleepy Eye" and
poration,. who has signed hgr to a long- "Painted Post" will not be the losers, for
term contract
they will be able to see her in Selznick
In adding Miss Mansfield to the Selz- pictures.
nick constellation, Mr. Selznick has enlisted the talents of a girl whose features
are almost as well known to the citizens
Mayer to Produce "Isobel."
of "Sleepy Eye" or "Painted Post" as
The popularity of James Oliver Curthey are to the habitual first-nighter of
Broadway. Although she was born in New
wood's stories, and the growing demand
York, Martha Mansfield is the daughter of for special pictures have induced Louis
the United States in every sense of the B. Mayer to produce Curwood's nf)velj "Isobel," as a special attraction.
expression. She has been referred to as
Work on the production has been started
the most photographed girl in America, a
statement that is far from exaggeration at the Mayer studio, with Edwin Carewe
House Peters and a strong cast,
when one remembers how often her por- directing
trait has adorned not only the covers but including Jane Novak. The working title
the pages of practically every magazine
of Among
the picture
Trail's
those isin "The
the cast
are End."
Tom Wilson,
that carried illustrations.
Robert C. Bruce on the River
Edward
J.
Piel,
Bob
Walker,
Pearlie May Taking scenes in Cuba and Jamaica for the
But
Martha
Mansfield's
beauty
is
not
Norton
and
Richard
La
Reno.
Educational
Films Corporation.
alone responsible for her popularity. On
the screen she has given such good account liiiiiriimiinmimiiiiiiiimiiMiiiiiriiiniirniiMiiiiiiiinniiiirMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiPiiiininiiiiuiiMiiiiiiiiriiMriiiiMMiiMiiiriiniMiMiiiiiiHiiiiiii^
of her talents that at the time she signed
her contract with Selznick practically every
big producing company was bidding for Robert C. Bruce Completes First Series
her services.
Taken by Him Outside of North America
Played First in " 'Op o' My Thumb."
It was when she was a very little girl
have some of his pictures, and then continuing
OUGH
ALTH
picture pub- his work in European fields.
motion pictures
the scenic
before his
been
that Martha's
parents
from town
New
York
to Mansfield,
Ohio, moved
from which
His work abroad does not contemplate
lic over a very long continuous peshe latei took her stage name. She began
riod. Robert C. Bruce has just completed any of the usual travel material but scenic
her schooling in the buckeye state, and it his first series taken outside the continent studies of various sections in line with the
was just when she was preparing to enter of North America. Before this, all of his work that has won him such a high standhigh school that her family returned to work, with the exception of a few picing in this country.
New York. After much persuasion she
tures made in Canada, have been confined
triumphed over parental opposition and to the United States.
Mr. Bruce has just completed a trip of
was allowed to make her first stage apYale Supply Company Active.
pearance. That was in William A. Brady's several weeks to Cuba and Jamaica for
C.
D.
Struble, manager of the Yale TheaEducational Films Corporation and is now
spectacle,
o' My
Supply Company, Simplex distributors
six years "'Op
ago at
the Thumb,"
Manhattanproduced
Opera editing and titling the pictures made there. for tre
western
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma
House.
and northwestern Arkansas, reports that
Among the titles are "The Castaway," besides
Martha played only a minor role in the "The
having moved his establishment
Isle of Desire," "Tropical Nights,"
Brady production, but her unusual beauty "The Narrow
Road," "The Banana from its old location at the Sheidley Buildattracted the attention of several noted Special" and Winding
ing,
to
the
erected Film Building at
"Water Trails." Cities and Seventeenth newly
and Main streets, Kansas City,
artists and almost over night her picture the usual objectives
of the tourist have
became the prize coveted by practically been carefully avoided in these pictures, Mo., he has also been active in spreading
the fame of the Simplex projector through
every magazine editor in the country. So and novelty is promised as one of their his
territory.
insistent were the demands upon her time principal appeals.
For
some
time
Mr.
Bruce
has
followed
for sittings that for two years she gave
A partial list of recent Simplex installaup the stage.
tions made through the Yale company inthe plan of preparing his scenarios in adclude Princess Theatre, Kirksville, Mo.;
She returned to the footlights when she
vance and then seeking the exact mateArrow
Theatre, Broken Bow, Okla.: El
was cast for a role in the Ziegfeld-Dillingria] he requires, a policy in marked con- Reno Theatre.
El Reno. Okla.; Strand
trast to that of the average scenic and
ham
production,
"The
Cenutry
Girl,"
at
the
Century Theatre. It was while she was travel photographer who takes what he Theatre. Tulsa. O'^la.; Electric Theatre.
playine; at this theatre that Max Linder, comes upon and then assembles the matter Joplin, Mo.; Electric Theatre, Springfield,
the French screen comedian, came to later. The "story" element is said to be Mo., and Fletcher Theatre, Fletcher, Okla.
America to make a series of productions. more pronounced in these Cuban and
Jamaican pictures than any other that Mr. Leon Gend^on Signed for Madge Kennedy.
He attended a performance of "The Cen- Bruce
has made.
tury Girl," saw Miss Mansfield and capituAlthough it is only a short time since
lated on the spot. "I must have her for my
New England and Theh Europe.
Leon Gendron made his screen debut as a
leading woman," he said, and so it came
While the details of the productions will juvenile in a forthcoming Cosmopolitanabout, that Martha made her photoplay
debut.
not be announced in advance, an idea Vignola production, entitled "The World
of the story character may be obtained
and His Wife," he has just been retained by
Leading: Woman for John Barrymore.
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for a promiwhen
it
is
said
that
"The
Castaway"
tells
nent part in the story on which Madge
Although this engagement brought her the experience of a shipwrecked sailor
no end of offers from picture concerns. who finds the delights of the tropica! island Kennedy is now working at its New York
Miss Mansfield decided, at the close of her so great that when aid is finally at his studio. The name of Miss Kennedy's picwork with Max Linder, to return to the call he elects to remain with the beauties
Girl with
Jazzwhich
Heart."is
and inture isit"The
Gendron
plays the
a role
stage. A. H. Woods immediately engaged of nature.
Upon
the
completion
of
these
pictures
not
only
that
of
the
leading
juvenile,
but
her for an important role in "On With the
Mr. Bruce will start on his first profes- trayal.
also
has
a
"character"
side
to
the
porDance."
When
tlje
New
York
run
of
that
sional trip abroad, first visiting the British
play ended she signed a contract with F.
Ziegfeld. Jr., to appear in both the Follies Isles. He will take his entire expedition
i'iiitiiitiiriiiiitijriiiiiriijiiiiriiitirMititMriiriitiiri1iiritriiriiriiliiiiii(iiiiiMilii|[itiiiitiiirilii<iitiiiiiiiiitiiiliilll>iliilii1l>
with
him,
and in order that he may be
and the Midnight Frolic.
satisfied
that
all
his
material
is
suitable,
next screen
wasMiss
madeMansfield's
in an important
role inappearance
the Selz- he will leave next week for a trip to the
Turn the pages quickly unMountains and other sections of
nick production of "The Perfect Lover," in White
til you come to the letter in
New
England,
covering
1,500
miles
in
a
which Eugene O'Brien was starred. After week and putting his cameras, automobiles
this she plaved in a picturization of "Civil- ;md staff to the most strenuous tests. Mr.
the back of the book. Don't I
ian Clothes."
John woman
Barrymore
se- Bruce will remain abroad for several
lected her asandhisthen
leading
in the
I
miss it.
screen version of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. months, returning only to edit and title iniiinnniiiiiiililllliiiilMiniiiiiiitiitiiiiitiiiiHiniiHiiiniiiiiiiiPuiiiiiiii mmn > nm tiiiiiiiiiiu 3
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About three weeks ago that company opened an exchange in Portland where previously it had no office at all. It is one of
the few film exchanges in the Oregon met.^s in the case of all Vitagraph branch
ropolis.
offices, the new Seattle and Portland exchanges are equipped with modern and
fireproof projection rooms.

Cole Is Booked by Prominent Exhibitors
apolis, a house which is controlled by a
for "The Rotpredicted
ALLtornthat
," the Sir Ernest competing company, all have booked "The
of was
the World
Shackleton Antarctic Expedition pic- Bottom of the World," and will feature it.
ture, by the exhibitors, scientists and
others who were privileged to pre-view it, Louis Klopsch Is to Extend
and by virtue of the wide interest in the
Actors Name Ethel Barrymore
picture when it was shown in England, has
Field of Screenews Service
for A. E. A. Vice-Presidency
come true. Broadway has taken "The Botpast
" to
the
tom of the World
for
its
heart,
which
is
who
CH,
KLOPS
S
LOUI
nine months has been in charge of MISS ETHEL tion
accepte
a fact of considerable significance when
si-d
the nomina BARRY
forMORE
the vice-pre
one remembers that the film is actual hisy of Fox Film Corproduction publicit
poration, has resigned and has left for an
dency on the regular tic'cet of the
tory and not a flight of fancy.
Aside from the warmth with which the extended tour of the United States in the .Actors' Equity Association, which is headed
New York show world has greeted the interests of Screenews Service, an or- by John Emerson as candidate for the
when it was tendered her reShackleton picture, the scientific world in
ganization which serves more than 300 presidency,
cently by the nominating committee.
the metropolis is much interested. This is newspapers with a weekly news service of
The
name
of Wilton Lackeye, which origevidenced in the showing of the picture at the happenings of the motion picture field.
inally appeared on the regular ticket for
the American Museum of Natural History,
During the trip, which will take Mr. the vice-presidency,
was withdrawn by the
where it was viewed by scores of savants Klopsch to the coast, he will try to estabcommittee,
owing orto reject
\fr. Lackaye's
failure
lish in those cities to which Screenews
concerned in the various sciences. Through
to cither accept
the nomination,
which was offered him three weeks ago.
the courtesy of Robertson-Cole, which is Service is not already sent an understanding with the leading newspaper of the It was necessary for the committee to
distributing the film, it was given a showing at the museum before members of the community by which Screenews Service nominate at once a candidate for the vicescientific staff.
will become a feature of the paper.
in order to include the candiConsiderable attention was given the
Mr. Klopsch was with Metro Pictures presidency
date's name in an official bulletin of the
Shackleton picture in connection with its Corporation at the time war was declared regular ticket to be sent to Equity memBroadway showing from the first. When it and immediately resigned his position there
bers throughout the country.
was shown to Dr. Hugo Risenfeld, manag- to enlist in the Seventh Regiment, later
ing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and Cri- being transferred to the 165th Infantry an l
Hugo Indorses "Ship by Truck" Film.
terion theatres, he did not wait for a going overseas with the Rainbow Division.
.•\ telegram, indorsing the "Ship by Trucksalesman to approach him on the matter Upon his return from France Mr. Klopsch
Roads" campaign, scheduled for the
of booking the picture, but personally or- joined the staflf of his former chief, Arthur Good
of Mav 17 to 22. and the motion picdered it at once from the New York ex- James, then supervisor of advertising and week ture
"Ship bvbe Truck"
madethroughout
by L^niversal.
change. He saw in its humanly interesting publicity of Fox Film Corporation.
which will
exhibited
the
story, as well as its wide scientific interest
country
beginning
May
10
to
inspire
interthe greatest picture of its kind ever made.
est in the movement, was received from
The New York papers more than backed up Vitagraph Opens Exchange at
Secretary of State Francis M. Hugo, who
his judgment.
1915 Third Avenue, Seattle in company with other state officials, viewed
Besides Dr. Risenfeld, who booked it
the
at a private screening in the capitol film
at Albany.
fir.st in New York, others have followed
the
finecomb
R practica
ouickly. Among those are Marcus Loew. AFTE
foringa suitof Seattle
section lly
business
The picture will be shown in all the Loew
able building to use as an exchange,
Zeidman Joins Cohan.
houses.
ph
search,
\'itagra
Bennie Zeidman, general manager for
In the West, Eugene Roth, director of and put up afinally
of its edown.theManager
buildingabandon
the California Theatre, San Francisco, has Cobbs and his staff has moved into the the Chaplin unit of the Louis B. Mayer orbooked the picture. Tn the Madison The- new building, which provides thoroughly
ganization,
joinedofSidney
Cohan's and
organization ashashead
the scenario
atre, Detroit, one of Michigan's finest equipped quarters. The building is in the publicity departments, Mr. Cohen anhouses, John H. Kunsky will show the pro- heart of that city's film activities, at 1915
nounced on his arrival recently in New
duction. The Stanley Theatre, in Phila- Third avenue, and the space is more than York City.
Mr. Cohan also said he had
delphia, one of the representative houses twice that used at the previous Vitagraph
■secured
some
fine screen material for his
of that part of the country; the Euclid office at 415 Olive street in that city!
stars,
Di'stin
Farnum, \fae Marsh and Lev
The
new
Seattle
building
is
but
one
phase
Theatre Ceveland, one nf Ohio's finest pic'^odv: also the Robert W. Serviss novel.
ture theatres. ,-\nd the Auclitoriuni, Minne- Mt X'itagraph's expansion in the Northwest,
;'ll-star
"Trail ofcast.
'98." which will be made with an
■ Crisp to Direct Salisbury Players.
Donald Crisp has been enrrased as the
director for the Monroe Salisburv Players.
The Monroe Salisbury Playet-s is .1 new
nroducing company starring Monroe Salisburv.
"The Barbarian" is the fit'e of the first
storv that the comnanv will produce. It
is from the pen of Theodore Solomons.
J;ine Novak and Barney Sherry have been
■-iKncd to support Salisbury.
Srek Director for Pauline Frederick.
Xovv that Pauline Frederic'- has been
signed by Robertson-Cole and the story for
her first super-production selected, attention is being given the matter of choosing
a director for her. With her name now
one of the most staple box-office values
known, Robertson-Cole is determined to
push her still
surpassedfurther
productions. to the front by unMiss Frederick
wor'-name
in theandWest
immediatelv
on a goes
storvto the
nature of which are carefully guarded.

Guess What the Lady in Black Is. Fortune-Teller ? Right!
A "telling" scene from a new Robertson-Cole
special,Teller."
which is Ijeing released under
the title of "The Fortune

Rcilrws print rd in Moving Picture World
iirr written ivith authority by experienced
craftswcn, ivho express on honest opinion in
iust and fair iudgment of what they see upon
the screen. That's ivhy our reviews are dependable.
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at hi? beaufiful
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I^ialto Tbotrc

Los Aik^cIc^

other

9ide

of this

on

Sundaij

Api-

mj^ert

ary showman should iCQcl these Txvo Ads.
They tell the wlioie storij of fhe hu(^ena9 o(
our latest ^(^reate<;t
Picture. Now

Clara l^itnball \6un(J

beitit^ booked ttiru Cquiftf/"
FrdncnKC Uoldcr?,
)UITY PiaURES

it Is Here:
The Perfect Pholodramatic Speciacle.
11 blends the plaintive appeal of a baby's sob
to the roar of the lightning's crash.
It is big in theme, gigantic in action, lente in
its dramatic moments and a sgmphony of art

Ys

e
lov

I would not dare go on record as saying that

Clara

TlSem one

These

Two

Ads

Written

by

Grauman

Himself

Sid

ictrwe studtos
READ these two newspaper ads signed
by Sidney Grauman.
Notice the personal tone that phrases his appeal to the
picture loving public.
These iwo pieces of evidence are offered
as prooF of the supreme anistry. finesfe and
de luxe character of "FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL" for Mr. Grauman does not
endorse pictures haphazardly.

Kimbal

-IN—
66

For

The

Soul
99

,dMctiOTi at I
was a mighty romance if it Were not, for I have
this pro
to live among you year in year out — yet I tell
you Mr. and Mrs. Lovers of Photoplay that

¥m TIE SKDUL OF RAFAEL
indefinite pe,eriocl, beginn is the greatest worl^ Clara Kimball Young has
ever achieved and I sat thrilled and proud as
pr
I Watched it unwind in majestic series of
punch and beauty and I cowed then and there
'for
that I Wonld offer it for an indefinite period
beginning

I t the c"'^''
nereist;^^'\jTseem^
fe 0/ I'ca

Next

The accomplishment of "FOR THE
SOUL OF RAFAEL" m being chosen as
the I' I RS I outside production to play
Grauman's beautiful Rialto Theatre, Los
Angeles, is alone sufficient evidence that ihis
production is all that has been or can be
said of it.
In a few days you will receive from your
Equity Franchise Holder a copy of the
most wonderful advertising and publicity
campaign book ever created for big picture
exploitation.
With this production and this calibre of
exploitation, exhibitors may prepare for cne of
the biggest successes in years. Playing engagements are now being arranged by all
Equity Franchise Holders.

at my
Sineday
eQuity

RSalto Theater
/ want everybody to see this production.
Very sincerely,
SID GRAUMAN.
"«
e .ucrrnas.Vi
ThtVie
r>flbetl
/
e^^
^ant everybody to sethis mi ghty
story-

pictures
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John R. Freuler Visits New York.
John R. Freuler, owner of the Butterfly
and the White House moving picture
theatres in Milwaukee, and interested in
the Newman and the Royal theatres in
Kansas City, with his daughter, Loraine,
are in New York city for a week and are
staying at the Hotel Astor. Mr. Freuler is
looking after productions for his theatres
while here and is on a general business
trip.
Metro Gives Claire Whitney
Part in New S-L Production
WHITNEY has been engaged
IRE
CLAfor
the part of Marian Holbury in the
forthcoming S-L special production,
"Love, Honor and Obey," adapted by
Eugene Walter from Charley Neville Buck's
novel, "The Tyranny of Weakness," and
now being made at Metro's New York City
studios in Sixty-first street. E. J. Ratclifle has also been added to the cast,
which includes Wilda Bennett, Henry Harmon, Kenneth Harlan, William Williams
and George Cowl.
Miss Whitney was recently starred m the
Men."
of Metro
screen
Prior to production,
that she was"Mothers
seen in the
special,King
"TheBaggot.
Man Who
Home,"
with
The Stayed
screen atcareer
of
this stage actress has also included leading
roles in "The New York Peacock," "Thou
Shalt Not Steal," "Camille" and "Shirley
Kane." Miss Whitney is a New York girl.
Her part of Marian Holbury in "Love,
Honor leaves
and Obey"
that ofhusband
a societyafter
leadera
who
her is
brutal
violent quarrel and flings herself into the
unwilling arms of Stuart Emmet, a novelist,neththeHarlan.
role to be interpreted by Ken"The Fortune Teller" Begins
Its Broadway Run on May 9
d "The
LE has place
-CO,"
ROBERT
ne Teller
FortuSON
the Albert Capellani
super-special with Marjorie Rambeau
as its star, for a run, starting on Sunday,
S. Moss's Broadway Theatre,
May 9,
at B.City.
York
New
"The
Fortune
Teller"
presents
number
of attractive views
in and
about a the
New
York of the present and of other days.
Miss Rambeau first is seen as a young wife
wedded to a cold-hearted scientist who
shares little of her warm love for their
child. Then she passes through a series
of dramatic changes, being robbed of her
child and forced into a life of degradation.
At last she rises again to find happiness
after years of misery and pain.
The management of the Broadway Theatre, in showing
"The Fortune
Teller," book
will
be aided
by the fifty-page
exploitation
which Robertson-Cole is issuing, the largest
book it has yet gotten out to guide the
exhibitor in showing a picture.
Republic Appoints Branch Managers.
Sam E. Morris, general manager of the
Republic Distributing Corporation, has announced the appointment of Carl Michael
as sales manager of the Republic branch
in Minneapolis. Robert Cotton, former
branch manager, resigned on May 1.
Mr. mentMorris
also an-r.tr--—
» 'hp appointof D. Williston
as Republic
branch
sales manager at Indianapolis.
Famous Players Votes Dividend.
The board of directors of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation at a meeting
on
in thequarterly
company'sdividend
home office
votedApril
the 12regular
of $2
on
the
corporation's
preferred
stock.
The
dividend is payable May 1 to stockholders
of record of April 19.
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Acquisition

of Recent

Entrenches

and

Piccadilly

Loew Strong iy in Rochester
until building operations take a drop
stock off
a majority
BY in purchasing
from the present high costs. No more
the companies
owning ofthetheRegent
definite
announcement is forthcoming now.
and Piccadilly theatres, the Loew interests have secured control of those two
Rochaster, N. Y., houses. It was long
Chadwick Pictures Incorporated.
known that Loew was seeking to get into
The Chadwick Pictures Corporation with
Rochester and that plans were under way
to build a house. Now it is understood that offices at 130 West Forty-sixth street. New
in addition to controlling the two largest York, has been incorporated with I. E.
picture houses in the city, a new theatre Chadwick as president and Jacques Kopfwill be built to house Loew vaudeville.
stein as vice president and general manTwo officers of Loew, Inc. — E. B. BernThe purpose of this new organization is
stein, treasurer, and Leopold Friedman, as- to
sell all type of production on the open
sistant secretary and attornej' — came to ager.
market.
The product which will be handled
Rochester to put through the deal. Suf- will include
feature attractions and short
ficient stock of the Piccadilly Theatre, Inc.,
was bought to secure control, and George subjects from one reel length up.
E. Simpson, who had a majority of the
stock in the East Avenue Theatre Company, owners of the Regent, turned his
in Making
"Joseph."
In$300,000
its issueSpent
of May
1 the Moving
Picture
stock over to Loew.
World,
in
describing
the
making
of ArTo Be Operated by Regorson.
menia Films' "Joseph," stated that $75,000
The houses with the Gordon have been was spent in the fourteen months devoted
operated by the Regorson Corporation, of to the making of the production. Mr.
which Mr. Simpson is president and gen- Zilelian, head of Armenia Films, calls our
eral manager. The Gordon is owned by attention to the fact that the sum of money
the Gordon Photo Theatre Company, the involved should have been 75,000 pounds,
stock of which is held by the Gordons of which at the actual rate of exchange would
Boston and Washington. It is understood make the sum about $300,000.
that for the time being at least the Regorson Corporation will continue to operate
all three of the theatres and that Mr. SimpHarrisHarris
Adapting
"Old chosen
Homestead."
Elmer
has been
to write
son will remain in charge.
No definite announcement has been made the new Paramount Artcraft version of
regarding the site of the proposed vaude- "The Old Homestead," according to announcement from the studios on the West
ville house or when it will be built, but it
is said that several sites in East Main Coast.
Mr. Harris has made a thorough study
street are under consideration. One site
is said to be in the heart of the business of the Denman Thompson play and has
district and another near the National determined to make the screen adaptation
.'Kcademy of Motion Pictures being built one of the most appealing he has ever
undertaken. George Melford will give it a
by George Eastman.
lavish production. Further details will be
To Build $1,000,000 House.
announced later.
The Regorson Corporation recently
bought land in Clinton avenue South for
Leonhardt Comes East.
about $300,000, on which it was announced
that a picture housei costing nearly $1,000,Harry
Leonhardt,
formerly of the Cali000 would be built. It is understood that
fornia Theatre, Los Angeles, has come east
the company will build this house as with A. J. Callaghan of the A. J. Callaghai»
planned, but that construction will be held Productions.
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Description

of Its System of Twenty-two Exchanges
nTHE Educational Films Corporation will
cial participation in the ownership of the
next week announce its own complete individual exchanges because we believe
exchange system with offices in -the that such interest would insure their
tw
o
twenty-tw
motion picture cen- greater co-operation to the exhibitor.
te ters of the principal
United States. Actual con"Educational will control the majority
tracts covering all but three of these ter- of stock in every one of the exchanges, but
ritories have been signed, and these will be we have permitted financial participation up
to as much as 49 per cent. Each exchange
closed within a few days. These state- will
be under the direct control of the home
ments were authorized yesterday by E. W.
Hammons, vice-president and general man- office and every policy must meet the approval of the general management. It can
ager.
Details of the exchange system were prac- be seen that such a plan invites the cooperation of men who would not be intercompletedsince
during
Mr. Hammons'
ested in a mere salary arrangement.
visit to tically
Chicago,
he took
advantage
of the various meetings there to discuss
"An important part of the plan to us is
the details with a number of exhibitors. thaf
these exchange interests will represent a great number of the first run theaHe found there an unexpectedly strong detres
in the principal cities of the country.
mand for participation in the Educational
plan of distribution, with the result that In every case the men who are interested
there were many bidders for each of the in our exchanges have been led to become
associated with us because they realize the
territories remaining open. The three now
remaining territories could have been easily quality of the material that we will supply."
closed at that time, but Mr. Hammons preferred'to wait upon certain developments
in the East.
Long- Run Pictures Are
Nothing But Short Subjects.
Directors, Says
Each one of the exchanges will be directly controlled by Educational and they will
handle nothing but short subjects made
are
producers
N picture
MOTIO
ting their
on proeffortstoday
concentra
and distributed by the parent company. The
ductions of such high standard as
main organization will be maintained in
New York, where Mr. Hammons has been will be calculated to guarantee exhibitors
gathering together the men whose associa- indefinite runs with corresponding profittion he has desired. Announcement of the
able return," says Benjamin A. Prager,
home office organization will probably fol- president of Mayflower Photoplay Corlow shortly after the list of exchanges, their
managers and locations are given. It is poration.
"We have given much consideration to
an important part of the Educational plan the continually growing demand for such
to give each exhibitor, through the ex- feature productions," declares Mr. Prager,
changes, complete service and to perfect "and it has been our aim to sponsor pica system of distribution that
tures that will not merely be used for rewill remove
stricted dates but may be kept going for
all the usual complaints.
In this announcement Mr. Hammons call- amand.
prolonged period because of popular deed attention to the high class of men that
are associated with the company in the ex"Under the Mayflower
directors ab-■jf
change organization. He is enthusiastic unquestioned
reputations plan,
are allowed
m the belief that they will be able to afford
solute sway, untrammeled by any restrica service and sales group that is without
tions whatever in thfe preparation of film
a superior.
versions of the works of authors of the
highest standing. This brings out the best
Exchange Men Have Financial Interest.
that is in the director, who benefits from
"We have taken our time," said Mr. Ham- the realization that he alone is responsible
for the picture. With such able direcmons, "in selecting
men because
wanted people who these
tors as Allan Dwan, Sidney A. Franklin
will be recognized we
by
every exhibitor as representing the best in and R. A. Walsh equipped with these unmotion pictures. The selection of mere terlimited powers, their already splendid recritorial representatives would have been
ords will undoubtedly be materially ensimple, but our plans have called for far hanced.
more than merely salaried employes. We
"To co-ordinate with these full-power
have sought not only men of unquestioned
there is a highly organized mastanding, but we have invited their finan- directors,
chine which places at their disposal the

May 15, 1920
"The time is near when no school in
this country Will be complete without its
motion picture projection machine and no
instructor well prepared or student mechanically inclined well taught without
facility
use."
This isin aitsstatement
of F. W. Reynolds,
of the extension division of the University
of Utah, for a time connected with the
extension division of the United States
Bureau of Education, who has prepared a
list of the educational institutions now
equipped with motion picture projection
machines. His report shows that more
than 2,000 colleges and schools and more
than 2,600 churches, libraries and clubs
are using motion pictures for educational
purposes.
Baker Cutting "Whiff of Heliotrope."
Director George D. Baker, who has been
working for the past several weeks on
Richard Washburn Childs' ".\ Whiff of
Heliotrope,"
Cosmopolitan
has completedfor the
shooting ofProductions,
the scenes
and is now engaged in cutting and titling.
Now

the Aim

of

President

of Mayflower
very latest developments of the camera,
lighting and other equipment, all procured
by the liberal expenditure of funds intelliMr. Prager
went on to show that fully
gently invested."
70 per cent of the amusement seeking public attends motion picture shows; therefore
it should be evident that every possible
eflort must
be made to satisfy such an immense clientele.
"Judging from advanced information furnished for the
census that
of 1920,"
said, "it
is strongly
apparent
the he
interest
in
motion pictures is growing in the same
phenomenal ratio that has characterized it
up to the present. The industry is now
rapidly striding to second place among
the nation's great enterprises."
Mack Leaves Hill Theatre.
A. Johnnie Mack, who for the past two
years has been part owner and manager of
the Hill Theatre and of the Hill Theatre
Corporation, Newark, N. J., has sold his interest and resigned his position.
Mr. Mack has been in the show business
for over twenty-five years, being an expert aeronaut and at one time winning a
gold medal donated by the government for
performing many stunts with balloons.
After a few months' vacation, Mr. Mack
will resume
ture field. his activities in the motion pic-

Some InterpreUtive Scenes from "Humoresque," Made by Cosmopolitan Productions.
Alma Rubens Is featured in this drama of unusual heart interest. This picture will be released on the Paramount program

May 15, 1920
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Hodkinson Films Booked by
First-Run Los Angeles Houses
PRODUCTIONS
released by
the inW.throe
W.
Hodkinson Corporation
played
first-run houses of Los Angeles' Rialto
last week. With J. Parker Read, Jr.'a Loulao
Glaum production, "Sex," at Gore Brothers
& Leaser's Kinema, "Desert Gold," Benjamin B. Hampton's Zane Grey picture, at the
Garrick andat "His
Wife"
as the
attraction
the Temporary
Victory, the
Hodkinson
organization
set
a
new
mark
for
a
picture distribution in Los Angeles. week's
Backedall byopening
a strong
campaign
smashed
day figures,
a fact "Sex"
verified
the inGore-Lesser
management's
hurriedbyaction
arranging with
F. A. Wagner,
Hodkinson Los Angeles manager, for the
following week's showing of the Louise
Glaum
production
at the firm's other firstrun house,
the Alhambra.
Claud E. Halsell, the power behind the successful Garrick Theatre, won a fair share
of the exploitation laurels during Hodkinson
week
with
"Desert asGold"
campaign itas
effective
and aattractive
the production
self.

More Than 3,000 Additional
Houses Book Semon Comedies
LARRY dianSEMON'S
comeand the realpopularity
merit of as
his aproductions are being splendidly demonstrated
by
the rapidly
increasingdemand for
his
comedies
reaching
the Vitagraph
offices.
Some idea of the Larry Semon wave that is
sweeping over the country may be gained
by the fact that within the past five weeks
more than 3,000 theatres throughout the
United States and Canada, which never before exhibited a Semon comedy, have added
his pictures to their attractions, and are
advertising and presenting them as features.
The additional bookings are by no means
confined to any particular class of theatres,
but include a wide range from the smallest
to the largest. Among the more prominent
theatres that have booked the Larry Semon
comedies,
with are
"School
Days,"
which is justbeginning
being released,
the America
in Denver, the New Madison In Detroit, the
Portola in San Francisco, the California in
Los
Angeles, Inand
the Gardner and Loew's
Hippodrome
Baltimore.
Some»of the exhibitors are so anxious to
show their appreciation that they send telegrams. "To our mind 'The Grocery Clerk'
and
'The FlyC. Cop'
could not
be improved,"
telegraphed
F. Rollins,
of the
Star Theatre, Boston. "However, if Semen's next
one, our
'School
is anythatbetter
we Semon
will takeis
off
hatsDays,"
and say
Larry
without any shadow of doubt the king of
screen comedians."
Larry Semon's newest, "School Days," will
open a week's
engagement
at the
Capitol
Theatre,
New York,
this coming
Sunday.

At the Victory, where "His Temporary
Wife" held the boards during Hodkinson
week, Chris Glinn, the proprietor of the
house, stressed the leap year angle of the
production, co-starring Rubye De Remer, Edmund Breese and Mary Boland in all his advertising, the feature of his lobby display
being hand-painted cards with some catchy
paragraphs on the advantage or evils resulting from girls taking the initiative at popping the question.
New Macauley Picture Is Tale
of West Virginia Mountaineers
FOLLOWING
appearances
"When
Bearcat Wenthis Dry"
and "The inGift
Supreme," which are distributed by the
Republic Distributing Corporation, Bernard
Durning promises to reveal an unusual phase
of his acting ability in "The Sowing of Alderson Cree," the third production to be made
for Republic by MacCauley Photoplays, according to a recent announcement.
In the cast supporting Mr. Durning are
Pauline Starke, who was featured in many
Triangle plays; Gloria Hope, also a wellknown screen player, and Eugene Besserer,
whose first stage appearance was with McKee Rankin. Other players are Charles Edler. Jack Curtis, Evelyn Selbie, George Hernandez, Jack Levering, and two boys, Burwell
Hamrick and George Stone.
The story is laid in the mountains of West
Virginia. It is described as a powerful production, throwing to the foreground all the
animalism and primitive instinct of the West
Virginia mountains, shaded with the reliknown. gious fervor for which the mountaineers are
Sowing
Alderson
is from
the"The
novel
of theof same
name Cree"
by Margaret
Prescott Montague. Sada Cowan adapted the
recting.for the screen. OUie O. Sellers is distory

"Sex" Is Given Three Weeks'
Run by a Detroit Exhibitor
SEX,"
J. ParkernowRead,
Jr.'s Louise
Glaum
production,
registering
an unprecedented success in its third big week in
Los Angeles, will be given a three weeks'
presentation in Detroit, beginning mid-May,
as the result of contracts signed the past
week by Charles H. Miles, the prominent
Cleveland and Detroit showman, and Tom
Ealand, general rnanager of the Miles Detroit
enterprises, the Detroit booking having been
made with E. A. Crane, local exchange manager of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
The Louise Glaum production will open for
a week at the Majestic, and for the two succeeding weeks will hold the boards at the
Orpheum and Regent, respectively. Already
Mr. Ealand and Charles Guise, his exploitation expert, have laid their plans for a
promotion campaign that will outstrip their
drives on "Sahara" and "The Lone Wolf's
Daughter,"
Miss Glaum's previous J. Parker
Read,
Jr., successes.
Among the big first-run bookings reported
this Y.;
weekthe onOrpheum,
"Sex" areTwin
The American,
N.
Falls, Ida.;Troy,
the
Perry Field, Detroit, Mich.; the Mecca-Palace, .
Saginaw, Mich.; the Strand, Charlotte, N. C,
and the Lyric, Lincoln, Neb.
"Desperate Hero" Is Third Moore Picture.
The erection of a large set for the third
Owen Moore Selznick production, "The Desperate Hero," is said to have necessitated the
construction of a bazaar — a typical country
fair
—
in
which several hundred persons were
used as extras.
Supporting Mr. Moore are Gloria Hope,
who plays the leading feminine role; Nell
Craig, former Essanay star, back on the
screen after an absence of two years; Henry
Miller, Jr., Emmett King, Charles Ailing and
several other prominent screen players. Wesley Ruggles directed the production.
"The
Desperate
by Edgar Franklin,
and Hero"
adaptedwasforwritten
the screen
by
Zelda Crosby.
Ince Bays "I Wonder If —
"I Wonder
If — ," toa frail
story femininity,
of Manhattan
madness
as applied
has
been purchased by Thomas H. Ince for the
next Ince-Paramount picture starring Enid
Bennett. The story was written by Frank
Dazey.
The production will begin next week under
the direction of Fred Niblo. Agnes Christine
Johnston scenarlzed the original story.
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"Fatty" Arbuckle— Baseball Fan.
Top to bottom: Before the Game; Opposing
team scores. They knock his favorite
pitcher from the box; his team loses
— and
"Oh, start
gee, might
well go for
back
anotheras comedy
Paramount," says Roscoe.

"Invisible Divorce" Tlxird NationnI Picture.
"Thetion ofInvisible
the third Inc.,
produc-of
National Divorce,"
Picture Theatres,
which Lewis J. Selznick is president, now
being produced at the Selznick West Coast
studios under the direction of Thomas R.
Mills, is announced as setting forth soma
stirring and ever present phases of the divorce question, which are thrown on the
screen
the superb characterizations of an
all-star bycast.
In the cast are Walter McGrail, Leatrice
Joy. Walter Miller, Grace Darmond, Tom
Eaton, J. B. Ryder, Pidgie Ryder, John Barry, Claire Kane Barry and Peter Carr.
"The Invisible Divorce" was written by
Leila Burton Wells. Katherine Reed adapted
the story for the screen.
"Marooned Hearts'' Is C«M»>i|)lete.
Final exterior scenes for the Sel/iiick proiluction, "Marooned Hearts," in Tiilch Lewis
J.
presents
li»20
star,Selznick
have been
taken Zena
in t.. ;"cefe,
B;ihamaathe under
the direction of George > /i'ainbaud.
At the head of the ca.'a ure Miss Keefe,
Conway Tearle, Eric Maync, George Backus,
and Joseph Flanagan.
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GibtQn Visit* Eastman Plant.
George Gibson, factory superintendent of
the Rothacker Chicago laboratories, has
left for Rochester, N. Y., where he wijl
spend several days at the Eastman Kodak
plant as the guest of Mr. Blair. Then he
will visit the Norma and Constance Talmadgc Studios and other New York studios.
Lane Finishers on Dalton Picture.
After three weeks on location at Charleston, S. C, Charles Lane has just returned
to New York with Dorothy Dalton, director Harley Knoles and the remainder of
the supporting cast for her forthcoming
Famous Players production, "This Woman
— This Man." The trip South was made
largely to film the famous Magnolia Gardens in Charleston, a privilege that had
never before been accorded.

Cecil De Milk's "Old Wives Jor New
McCuUey and published in All
give exhibitors who have shown Johnston
Story Magazine. Production was begun in
?"
ge
and
Wife
Your
Chan
"Why
s
le
ction
produ
other Cecil B. DeMil
thenowmiddle
of January
and scenes
the companyis
working
on exterior
for the
an opportunity to obtain greater revenue
seventh
episode.
le's picDeMil
Mr.
of
from the popularity
In addition to starring in the picture,
tures, the Famous Players-Lasky CorporaMiss Roland is taking an active part in the
tion has announced that the Cecil B. Deof it and consults with George
Mille success of a few years ago, "Old producing
Marshall regarding all details of direction.
on June
be reissuedbook
New,"thewillsuccessful
Wives
Takenforfrom
of the6. The supporting cast is headed by Herbert
Heyes, and the heavy role is played by
same name by David Graham Phillips, "Old
Wives for New," when it was first issued, Tom Lingham. Other prominent parts are
played by Jack jRollens, Fred Burns, Wilset a new mark in motion picture production. This mark, it is declared, has been Nichols.liam Gillis, Gilbert Holmes and Norma
equalled only a few times since. Into "Old
Wives for New" Mr. De Mille puts all the
skill for the portrayal of characters, lavish
settings and
detail which
has esVitagraph to Release Harry Morey in
tablished himcareful
as a foremost
director.
Since "Old Wives for New" Mr. DeMille
has produced, among others, "For Better
"Sea Rider," a Story of Seafaring' Folk
of a human frailty. Forswearing his creed
For Worse," "Don't Change Your Husis putting out a picture of home ties and a rooftree ashore, the
H
GRAP
VITA
band" and his latest picture, "Why Change
this month — Harry Morey in "The Sea Rider becomes an embitter vagabond
Your
Wife"—
all
treating
of
the
problems
Sea Rider" — every inch of which was
which come up in modern marriage.
the ocean as skipper of a disreputable
made within ten miles of Manhattan Isl- of
schooner. In a most unexpected source,
It is pointed out that "Old Wives for
Battery.
Scallop
at
opens
story
The
and's
New" was released at a time when the mohe finds proof of that genuine quality of
little New England fishing vil- love
tion picture public was considerably small- Haven,lage, aand closes
which he thought was only a fable.
in New York.
er than it is now, and that although the
.-Mice Calhoun and Louiszita Valentine
New York Harbor supplied most of the
picture has great popularity, thousands of background
for the production and the share honors as leading women. Webster
people who go to motion pictures regularly other exteriors
were taken at selected Campbell, Van Dyke Brooke and Robert
today were not film enthusiasts then.
spots
along
the
Long
shore. The (Jaillard are prominent members of the
A factor which is emphasized in the whole story riots with Island
the salt spray of supporting cast.
Famous Players announcement is the op- the bay, with shore ice, tar, rope, sails,
portunity which exhibitors have to cash in
Cecil B. DeMille Coming^ East.
the tackle of sailing vessels and the
on the prestige which the latest Cecil B. nets,
looming masts and spars of shipping.
DeMille pictures have built up. "Why
For the purpose of laying out future proThe star in "The Sea Rider" had sea and
Change Your Wife?," present reports indi- wind and ice to buffet instead of indoor
duction plans, Jesse L. Lasky, first vicecate, is a great money-maker. It has just tanks, Caribbean zephyrs and sunbeams.
president of the Famous Players-Lasky
opened at the Criterion Theatre, New York,
Corporation,
in charge of production, has
director of
Sea director,
Rider," Edwin
for an indefinite run and in other leading The
Hollywood,
the "The
assistant
Frank wired Cecil B. DeMille, director-general,
theatres throughout the country is said to L.
requesting Mr. DeMille to come on to New
Heath, the technical men and the camerabe proving equally successful. By booking
men made the wave-beaten wharves of York for a conference. Mr. Lasky is sailng in the near future for England where
"Old Wives for New" after the showing of New York their playground, and when
"Why
Change
Your Wife?"
can
other productions calling mostly for ex- he will put in operation the big production
capitalize
the popularity
of theexhibitors
most recent
teriors were being made down South. plans which the Famous Players-Lasky
DeMille success, it is argued.
Harry L. Dittmar is the author of the British Producers, Ltd., has for making
story and Fred Schaefer is the adapter
pictures
and scenario writer.
studio. at the company's new London
Mr. DeMille will arrive in New York
"Ruth of the Rockies" Title
"The Sea Rider" deals altogether of seafaring folk. The story, with its first scenes
Maj- 5, it is expected, and will bring with
him the first print of his big new special
of Ruth Roland's Next Serial
in a fishing village, shows unusual native
types and surroundings, the later scenes production, "Something to Think .About,"
ROCKIES" issodethe title staying
THE
OF
RUTH
which he has just completed.
just as close to salt water, though
selected for the fifteen-epi
serial
which Ruth Roland is now producing
in New York, but a New York of maritime scenes rich in composition and color,
at the Astra studios for Pathe. The picIt's nice when the local paper calls you a
and to which the average New Yorker is "hustling manager," but it's nicer to pwt in
serial. ture will be Miss Roland's seventh Pathe
a stranger. "The Sea Rider," played by the bank the money you make from pressThe scenario, by Gilson Willets, is a pic- Morey, is in love with a village belle, but
vorkcd pictures. Boom your pictures and
liu-y luill boom you.
turization of "Broadway Bab," written by his romance is shattered by the catastrophe

To

Hyea — Lee, Kako Zee Paasyfoot — That's Chinese — Then the Poor Fellow Faints After Trying: to Answer Him.
Scenes 1 and 2 are taken
from from
"Content,"
the production.
second release
of the
Kaufman
Weekly,releiised
while scene
3 is from "A Good Ftllow,
the first
Those
pictures
are being
by Selznick.
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To Release "Sherry" on May 30,
A tribute to the work of Edgar Lewis is
the fact that hundreds of theatre owners
and managers who have played his "Other
Men's Shoes" have wired to the branches
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., and contracted
for his next release, "Sherry," without
waiting to see it. On the announcement
of Mr. Lewis that it was a picture of the
same caliber as "Other Men's Shoes" these
exhibitors have taken the- latest Edgar
Lewis production.
"Sherry" is from the pen of George Barr
McCutcheon. Pat O'Malley is in the title
role, supported by Lillian Hall, Harry
Spingler, Richard Cummings, Gertrude
Norman, Maggie Halloway Fisher, William
Jeffries and Scott McKee.

preference on the comedian's work. "An
RETURN OF TARZAN," a picTHEturization
of Edgar
EasternandWesterner"
the first
Pictures'
NumaBurroughs
by theRice
book, produced
series,
is released completes
May 2.
Beginning with the first of the second
Corporation, will be handled as a big special by Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
series, Lloyd will make his bow at the CapiThe picture is now undergoing a final edittol Theatre, New York. He will also continue to entertain audiences of the Strand
ing preparatory to its release, backed by
a heavy exploitation campaign. Harry Re- Theatre.
vier directed the production, which was
The Pantheon Theatre in Toledo is
supervised by George M. Merrick.
among the host of houses booking the new
Those familiar with the exploits of the
sereis. The Globe in McKeesport also
romantic ape-man will recall that the story signed for the second series.
opens on board a liner where Tarzan meets
a beautiful countess and her brother Rokoff, who becomes Tarzan's bitter enemy.
Marshall Neilan Adds Voice to Those
Later the ape-man finds his way to the
jungle, where he reverts to the half-savage
ways of his early training.
Predicting Return of Original Story
The picture was produced on lavish scale
and introduces many incidents of jungle
"And, again,
theand
bestplaywrights
efforts of our
refighting said to be startlingly realistic, nonowned authors
of the
demand
USE andthesuccess
ful for
novels
stagewell-k
playsnown
far
tably Tarzan's two encounters with lions BECA
future
will
be
accomplished
with
the
eventexceeds the available supply is one
and a struggle with a man-sized ape. More
ual filming of their stories in mind, so that
than 3,000 extra people were used in some
s Marshall Neilan, "why even though their works may first reach
reason," declare
of the spectacular scenes, it is said. Joe the original photoplay will soon come back the
public in book form or by the stage,
Martin, the well-known screen ape, is * into its own."
they can rightfully be classed with the oramong the animals present, as are seven
Mr.
Neilan,
producer
of
"The
River's
lions and lionesses.
End" and "Don't Ever Marry" knows
iginal photoplay."
Numbered in the cast are several well- whereof he speaks, and his opinion is of inknown screen players, headed by Gene
terest to everyone connected with the pro- Brunet Makes Shrader Central
fession.
Pollar, who is seen in the role of Tarzan.
Standing six feet two inches and weighing
"A few years ago," he continued, "when
Western Pathe Exchange Head
215 pounds, Pollar is an athlete as well as a few prominent producers turned to the
established
stage successes and the works
an actor. George Romain is cast as the
French count. Armond Cortoz plays Ro- of famous authors for material for photogeneralBRUNET,
manager ofvice-president
Pathe Exchange,
PAUL
and
koff the bad man. Walter Miller is also
play production, a 'new era dawned on the
has announced the appointment
picture business. Immediately nearly all of R.Inc.,
cast as a villain. Others in the company
S. Shrader, manager of the Pathe
are Estelle Taylor, Betty Turner and companies vied with one another in securIndianapolis branch, as central western
ing the stories which had already met with manager.
Donna Pepita Ramirez.
In line with the Pathe policy of
No expense was spared in securing a public approval as books or plays.
promoting men from the ranks as a reDemand Exhausting Supply.
faithful interpretation of Mr. Burroughs'
ward of loyalty and efficiency, several other
popular novel. The company was sent to
appointments
in branches also have been
made.
whatever part of the -country offered the
"But
so
great
has
been
the
demand
to
obtain
these
stories
that
in
a
few
years
best facilities for photographing the exMr. Shrader has established an enviable
teriors. Several months were spent in the supply of suitable material has become
in his work as manager of the
California, and later Director Revier and nearly exhausted, and soon we are to see reputation
a return of the original photoplay. The Indianapolis branch. Not alone in sales
his players went to Florida for additional
records, but in service and satisfaction to
inevitable result of the keen competition
jungle scenes. Goldwyn has not announced
exhibitors he has earned his promotion.
a definite date for the distribution of this was the boosting of prices to such an ex- He
is succeeded in the management at
tent that today the market value of the
super-feature.
few remaining available stories is far in Indianapolis by P. B. Elliott, who was a
salesman out of the branch, and who conexcess of what the average independent
tributed much to its success.
Pathe Reports Heavy Demand
producer can afford to pay.
the position of branch manager
"This does not mean, however, that we of Tothe fill
Pittsburgh exchange of Pathe, made
are due for pictures inferior to those we
to Book Lloyd's Second Series
REAPING the benefit of the marked
vacant
by
the appointment of Miles F.
have had in the past three or four years.
success of the first series of Harold
On the contrary, I look for better pictures Gibbons as short subject sales manager,
Lloyd two-reel comedies, Pathe an- everywhere because producers will have Mr. Brunet has trained Frank C. Bonistall.
nounces arush by exhibitors to book the to select their material from thousands of The latter was formerly with Famous
Players and National Pictures as branch
second series. The most prominent showoriginal stories among which they are cer- manager.
tain to find new ideas and new themes.
men in the country are bidding for first-run

Three Excellent View* of "The Sea Wolf" — A Thrilling Drama of the High Seas.
There's about to be a bout In scene
Guess
stay Released
on a vesselb.v for
life If we could dine with .surh a
girl 3.as is
shownwe'dhere.
Paramount.
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Bringing Up Father Series
Going Big Wherever Shown
York stirred to enthusiasm by
WITHthe New
co-operative campaign of the New
York American and the Strand Theatre
of the
in behalf
the
first ofcome,
success ofUptheFather"
the "Bringing
and by
dies
series the second picture is expected to meet
with great success when it opens at the
9. "Father's
Strand
in action,is
and Shave"
comedy,Close
the Second
titleonof May
the
humor and every detail of production it meets
the standard set by the first.
Starting with an unprecedented number of
bookings in the important theatres of the
country, the comedies are rapidly gaining
in popularity, and each day brings a flood of
new bookings to the Pathe offices.
Among the theatres which have secured the
attraction in contracts signed this week are
the Boston Theatre of Chicago; the Empress,
of Toledo; the Royal, of Sioux City; the
Dome, of Youngstown, Ohio: the Liberty, of
Terre Haute; the Rivoli, of Portland, Ore.;
the Avoy, of Moline, 111.
"Father's
all
theInthrill
that canClose
comeShave"
to one Jiggs
man ingets
a lifetime in the brief period of these two reels.
It will be released on May 16.
CaaseneuTe Working on Jieur Vox Play.
Paul Cazeneuve, who recently made his debut in the directorial field of the motion picture industry, has begun work on his second
picture for Fox at the Hollywood studios.
"Her
the Mayor" isis now
the name
pictureHonor
Mr. Cazeneuve
at workof the
on,
and in it William Fox is starring Eileen
Percy.
"Her
Honor
the
Mayor"
comes
from
the pen of Arline Van Ness Hines, and was
produced on Broadway, where it ran for some
time.
The cast includes Ramsey Wallace as leading man. Charles Force, William Fletcher
and Edwin Booth Tilton.
Names PrUcllIa Dean's Next.
Priscilla Dean's next Universal picture has
been chosen. It is called "The Cat That
Walked
Alone," and is an original screen
story
Colton. in a prologue and four parts by John
It is the story of the daughter of an English Earl, whose spirit is fiery and indominable, and whose escapades are the talk of
British society. Tod Browning will direct it.
Spend Six Months on Mildred Harris Film.
Mildred Harris Chaplin's third First National production under the Louis B. Mayer
banner promises to be a surprise, according
to those who have seen the early takes of
the picture. By the time the production is
completed the picture will have taken six
months in the making and will be as nearly
a perfect masterpiece of the screen as money,
acting and good direction can produce.
The title of the picture has as yet been
kept secret and will not be announced until
just previous to the attraction's release. The
script was prepared by Director John Stahl.
Director Stahl was brought to the Los
Angeles studios from New York, as were
Ramsey Wallace and Gareth Hughes. George
Fisher, Winter Hall, Catherine Van Buren
and Richard Headrick were engaged In Los
Angeles to complete the cast.
Progress Made on "Point of View."
Work on the latest Elaine Hammerstein
production,
"The
View,"
for Selznick
Pictures
well Point
under ofway
at the
Selznick
Fort Lee isstudio.
Appearing in support of Miss Hammerstein
are Arthur Houseman, the well-known portrayer of heavy roles, who characterizes
"Dallas Henley," and Cornish Beck, characterizing "Maitland Thorncroft."
"The Ellis,
Point a ofdramatist
View" is offrom
the Edward
pen of
Edith
note.
Montagne adapted the story for the screen.
Alan Crosland is directing the production.
Walter Long In Allison Picture.
Walter Long has been engage to support
May Allison
"Held atin Trust,"
new proIn
duction,
just instarted
the Metroher studios
Hollywood. Mr. Long will enact one of the
heavy roles. Lawrence Grant, the newest
member of the Metro stock company, has
also been selected to play in this picture.
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"Tlie Little Cafe" Stars Max Llnder.
Announcement has been made by Pathe
Exchange, Inc.. that "The Little Cafe," featuring Max Linder, the great French comedian, duwill
releasedwith
on Linder
June 6.playing
The proction is abecomedy,
the
part of a waiter who has been left a fortune
but is still compelled to work in a restaurant
everytalents
day, and
the comedian.
role is ideally
the
of the
Wandasuited
Lyon,to
one of the famous beauties of the Winter
Garden, is in the leading role opposite Linder.

"The Sagebrusher" Playing to
Big Business Wherever Shown
WITHcontracts
a record
of nearly
reported
within 400
the approved
past ten
days, thirty of them for full week engagements in some of the big first-run cities,
"The Sagebrusher," Benjamin B. Hampton's
screen version of Emerson Hough's story of
love and faith, gives every promise of equalling the volume of business mark set by Mr.
Hampton's two previous Hodkinson releases,
Zane Grey's "Desert Gold" and "The Westerner," from the Stewart Edward White novel.
James Q. Clemmer was well rewarded for
the excellent presentation he gave "The Sageat his Seattle
first-run
house. M.brusher"
L. recently
Markowitz,
who guides
the
destinies of the Strand, San Francisco, also
was given cause to commend the Hampton
standard
production,one"The
Sagebrusher"
having justof completed
of the
most successful engagements at the Strand since Mr.
Markowitz took hold.
Tucker Brothers, owners of the Royal Theatre. Tulsa, Okla., where the production was
booked for a three-day run, communicated
with J. C. De Walt, Hodkinson Oklahoma
manager, for a two-day extension of the engagement, being the first time the house has
ever played a picture more than four days.

Edith Roberts to Be Starred
in South Sea Island Picture
Sea Islthe South
picture ofof which
A STRONG
to
ands, the heroine
is a half-cas
native gril, educated in an American
y and who returns to her wild cusseminar
toms and native
dress, has just been put into
ion
product
at inUnivers
erts will star
the al
new City.
picture,Edith
whichRob-is
." for Priscilla Dean.
to "Marama"
be called was
"Marama
bought
All plans were laid for its early production
by thatever,star.
at the that
last minute,
a story Almost
was found
suited howMiss
Dean far better. Miss Roberts was the
logical successor of Miss Dean in the volatile leading role of the projected South Sea
picture. Norman Dawn will supervise the
making of the picture. The story was written by Ralph Stock.
Miss Roberts will be supported by Jack
Perrin. Another in the cast will be Noble
Johnson, the giant West Indian who is remembered as the player who rode the chariot
overOthers
the inrapet
in "Intolerance."
the cast
will be Richard Cummins, Arthur Jervis, Lucille Moulton and Lillian Phillips. William Howard will act as
assistant director to Dawn.
Rainbow to Malie Problem Drama.
The Rainbow Comedies Company is to produce a problem drama, it has been announced
by Universal. The title will be "Should
Waiters
George Ovey,
one of theMarry?"
chief comedians
of the heretofore
company,
will essay to uphold the dignity of the leading; role. He will be supported by Bud Jamison, Chai Hong, Eddie Lambert and June
Love, the last being an actress, and not a
state of mind. Thomas Buckingham will
direct the picture.
Lions and comedy,
Delinquentfeaturing
Husbands,"
the"Diligent
last Rainbow
Zip
Monberg, is now completed. Monberg is at
present engaged on a new comedy called "An
Awful
Suppoiting
him are Edna
Gregory.Skate."
Emily Gerdes,
Fay Holderness
and
Robert
Gray.

Payette Praises Alire Joyce Picture.
• Vitagraph makes public this week a letter
from J. J. Payette, assistant general manager
of the Crandall Theatres of Washington,
D. C, in which Mr. Payette gives high praise
to Vitagraph's production of "The Sporting
Duchess," in which Alice Joyce stars. He
says:_ "I menting
am Vitagraph
taking onthisthe method
compliexcellentof production
of
'The
Sporting
Duchess'
now
running
at the Metropolitan. In my opinion it Is one
of the very best in which this sterling actress. Alice Joyce, has ever appeared. Giv«
us Onmore
'The Sporting
Duchess.'
"
the like
strength
of this
film's
the Metropolitan,
Mr.
Payette
hasshowing
booked atIt
for the other Crandall houses in Washington.
.\nlta Stewart Starts New Play.
With "In Old Kentucky" still breaking
records throughout the-country, "The Fighting Shepherdess" being released, and "The
Yellow
Typhoon"
just mile-post
completed. inAnita
art reached
another
her StewLouis
B. Mayer-First National career recently by
starting production on "Harriet and the
"Harriet and the Piper," by Kathleen Norris, has behind it the large circulation of the
Pirtorial Review, in which it ran as a serial.
Piper."

Very Chic We'll Say — The Boyi Are About to Start a Klu Klux Clan Movement.
Scene from "Mother'sSpecial
Angel,"Pictures
fourth Corporation.
release of Comeilyart. made by
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Hodkinson

Managers Report Big
Bookings on "Harvest Moon"
THAT the country's exhibitors are fully
cognizant
Doris
Kenyon's
among
stageof and
screen
devoteesvogue
was
evidenced by the outpourings of picture
showmen at trade showings of her newest
Deitrich-Beck production, Augustus Thomas'
"The Harvest
Moon," held
recently figures
at all
Hodkinson
exchanges.
Spot booking
that far exceeded those obtained on Miss
Kenyon's first Hodkinson release, "The Bandbox," proved convincingly that "The Harvest
Moon" iskinson
all organization
that its have
producers
and for
the it.Hodclaimed
E. A. Crane, Hodkinson Detroit manager,
who recently staged a midnight showing of
Louise Glaum in "Sex," took advantage of
Miss induced
Kenyon'sher week
engagement
in Detroit
and
to grace
his exhibitor
showingtonof "The
Harvest
Moon"
at
the
WashingTheatre. The event attracted showmen
from every part of Michigan.
Among the bookings reported this week
on "TheMo.;
Harvest
Moon" arePhiladelphia,
the Garrick, Pa.;
St.
Louis,
the Franklin,
the Union Square, Pittsfleld, Mass.; the Castle, South Bend, Ind. ; the Temple, Fort
Wayne, Ind., and the Columbia, Washington,
D. C.
Anna <l- ^llsson Plays in <'The Figurehead."
In the forthcoming Selznick production,
"The Figurehead," in which Lewis J. Selznick
present plays
EugenetheO'Brien
star, Anna
Nilsson
leading asfeminine
role Q.
in
support of Mr. O'Brien.
Figurehead"
reveals He
Eugene
O'Brien
in "The
the role
of a politician.
is made
the
silk stocking candidate by an unscrupulous
grafter who seeks the Mayorship.
Prominent in the supporting cast are Kate
Price, Ora Carewe, Edwin Stevens, Joseph
Girard, Francis Parks, Sheridan Dows, Mary
Forbes, Sylvia Freeman, James Durfee, Kitty
and a Mrs. Devlin.
The story was written by John Lynch, and
adapted for the screen by R. Cecil Smith.
Robert Ellis directed.
Mug'lies Is Viola Dan»*N Lieadingr Man.
Gareth Hughes has been selected as Viola
Dana's leading man for the diminutive Metro
star's forthcoming production, now being
filmed at Metro's west coast studios in Hollywood under the working title of "Head and
Shoulders."
The story was adapted for the screen by
Percy Heath of the Metro scenario department and is directed by William C. Dowlan.
John Arnold is photographing the picture.
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"Jenny" Now Being Filmed on West Coast.
From the Selznick West Coast studios
comes the
report that
"Jenny."
which
Lewis
J. Selznick
presents
OliveinThomas
as star, is in the course of production under
the direction of Laurance Trimble.
An unusual opportunity to display her
versatility is said to be offered Miss Thomas
in this production.
"Jenny" was written by Roy Horniman, a
writer.
well-known British

"Bab's Candidate" Is the Next
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
VITAGRAPHdidate" is the
announces
"Bab'sCorinne
Cantitle of that
the next
Griffith production, which will be released in June. Miss Griffith and a large
company are now in the vicinity of Savannah, Ga., making the final exteriors for this
picture. The company will also make a fiying trip to Charleston, S. C, for additional
Southern locations not available in the Savannah district. George Fawcett, a prominent member of the supporting cast, will go
direct from Charleston to Florida when he
finishes this picture, to start a South Sea
story there with Famous Players.
"Bab's Candidate"
was written
Forrest
Crissey.
Lucien Hubbard
wrote theby scenario
for the production.
Miss Griflith is supported by a splendid
cast. Fuller Mellish, an actor well known
on the spoken stage, will be seen as Henry
Dawes, the village pauper. George Fawcett,
who has starred on the legitimate stage and
appeared in D. AV. Griffith pictures, will be
seen bellaswill "Senator
Webstera Campappear asMelvin."
David Barrow,
young
lawyer, in love with the senator's daughter,
played by Miss Griffith. Charles Abbe, who
played the character lead in Taylor Holmes'
stage
production
of "Bunker
Bean," also
has
a prominent
character
role. Others
are Roy
Applegate, Joseph Burke. William Holden,
Blanche Davenport and Frances Miller Grant.
Schedules Third Dreiv Comedy.
The third of the Mrs. Sidney Drew series
of comedies, featuring John Cumberland,
"The Emotional Miss Vaughn," will be releasedbeMay 30,
Sidney forDrew
self will
seen andon Mrs.
the screen
the herfirst
time in over a year. She is "The Emotional
Miss
the screen
charming
bringsVaughn,"
her back and
to the
in acharacter
manner
sure to win the approval of the millions who
have followed her work in the past. This
picture is the only one of the series in which
Mrs. Drew will appear.
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"Stop That Man" Provides
Farce Comedy for Moore
AN inexact
reproduction
Parisian cafe
Montmarte,
used asof aa rendezvous
by
-Apaches, and linown as the "Cafe Asassain," is but one of the large sets used In
"Stop That Man," a farce comedy written bv
George V. Hobart, in which Lewis J. Selznick
presents
vehicle. Owen Moore In his fifth starring
Final scenes for the production are announced as having been filmed by Director
Frank C. Griffin, with the assistance of Bob
Dillon. ■ Other details of the Parisian cafe
set are said to show an old cracked floor
of inlaid flagstones, a quaint bar with time
worn casks of liquor, a low ceiling with
massive beams, cracked walls, and old pictures and scores of sketches.
Included in the supporting cast are Turly
Shattuck, a musical comedy prima donna;
Nell Craig, a well-known screen favorite;
Henry Miller, Jr., Sydney DeGray, Dagmar
Godowsky and others.
Wray to Direct Ince Special.
"Beau Revel," the Thomas H. Ince special
production, written by Louis Joseph Vance,
in which Lewis Stone and Lloyd Hughes are
to portray the principal roles, will be directed by John Griffith Wray under the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
Mr. Wray directed the coming Ince superfeature production, "Homespun Folks." which
was given a preview recently jand pronounced by critics to be one of the leading
attractions of the season.
The complete cast will be announced in the
near future. Luther Reed contributed the
scenario from the Louis Joseph Vance story.
Bennett Engages Marie Shotwell.
Marie Shotwell has been engaged by Whitman Bennett for an important role in
Lionel Barrymore's first special production
under
Mr. isBennett's
Barrymore
doing a management.
screen version Mr.of
the
stage
play,"The
Master
Mind,"
in which
Edmund Breese starred. Miss
Shotwell
recently completed an important role opposite
Thomas Meighan in "Civilian Clothes."
Broadn-ay Laughs at Metv Lloyd Comedy.
Harold Lloyd again shook Broadway with
laughter during the week of May 2, when
"An Eastern Westerner," sixth of his first
series of two-reel comedies for Pathe was
featured at the Strand and Rialto theatres.
"An Eastern Westerner" completes the first
Lloyd series of multiple reelers, and at present he is engaged in the production of the
initial release of the second series. Production of this feature is progressing rapidly
in the new studio of the Rolin Film Company
in Culver City.
In "An Eastern Westerner," Lloyd is supported by virtually the same cast which made
"Haunted melodrama
Spooks." Itwhich
is a rich
on the
Western
was satire
so popular
in its day, and gives the star a more impressive surrounding than any of his prior
subjects.
Newspaper Men See Kaufman Weekly.
The
Kaufman
Weekly,from
"Content,"
producedHerbert
by Lewis
J. Selznick
one of
the Herbert Kaufman editorials, was presented at a special performance given for
the members at ofthetheRivoli
Newspaper
Association
TheatrePublishers'
recently.
The event took place one evening during
the annual convention of the newspaper
men's organization. Reports have it that
"Content" made a great impression upon the
newspaper men. who are said to have expressed themselves surprised that editorials
taken from the newspaper could be screened
so artistically and entertainingly.

"Need a Good Nurse for the — the — Blues?" Ask* Mary Miles Minter.
We don't know what the lady answered, but she must have landed the Job, 'cause
we've got"Nurse
a picture
of hermade
as abynurse.
Marjorie,"
Kealart.Scene from

HutehlHOn Working on New Pathe Serial.
Charles Hutchison has started work at tho
Brunton Studio on his first serial for Pathe
under his new contract. The working title
of the playventure."he
will do
"The and
Double
Adfor which
the iastory
scenario
were written by Jack Connin«hara. Josie
Sedffewick has been seUcttci as Mr. Hutchison's leading: woman
ti.e heavy role ha*
been entrusted
to CarlandStookdale.
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Purchases

as Prooj It Keeps Pledges to Industry
bigger stories is the picture from the pen of Peter B. Kyne, and
TER and rsal
BETslogan
in Unive
circles these days. Overland Red,' a character study by H. H.
Every possible effort is being made Knibbs, wc have lined up three stories Df
to obtain the most suitable stories for the e(|ual merit for the same star.
various Universal stars. Although novel
Holman Day Story for Frank Mayo.
and original screen stories are particularly
sought, the Universal scenario department
"The first,
'Human
Stuff,' is screen
now instory.
production. It was
an original
is under instructions to overlook no magaAnother, soon to go into production, is
zine story, book or play that might make
a proper vehicle for Universal players.
Fightin" Job,' a screen story by H. H. Van
"Universal is keeping its word to ex- Loan. A third, 'Sundown Slim,' from the
novel
by H. H. Knibbs, promises to
hibitors and photoplay patrons that Universal pictures will be based on siories duplicate the success of 'Overland Red.'
".'\mong other stories being made inio
of the highest class," said R. H. Cochrane,
vice-president
in a recent
statment.
pictures Day,
are 'The
ihe
an
earnest of what
the exhibitor
and "As
the Universal
novel by Holman
now Red
beingLane."
screened
picture loving public can expect from Uni- with Frank Mayo in the leading role;
versal, Ionly have to assert that in the "False Colors,' a serial story by Edwina
last week alone, we have purchased half Levin; and 'Hitchin' Posts,' an original
a dozen stories of the first magnitude.
Universal will give them unusual direction story by H. M. Shumate."
and production.
New Vehicle for Priscilla Dean.
Private View of "Humoresque"
Is Attended by Large Gathering
"Perhaps the most important is an original screen story called 'The Cat That
Walked ofAlone'
John who
Colton,
a young
author
unusualby ability
recently
ha;
e Easte
n pictu
d outs
res rn
Who"
motioentir
turne"Who'
OST in the
turned from the magazine field to the film ALMon the evening of May 4 at the Ritzworld. This is an ideal vehicle for Miss Carlton Hotel in New York to witness a
Priscilla Dean.
private showing of Cosmopolitan Productions'
offering, "Humoresque," di"We also have recently purchased two
rected bylatest
inimitable farcical stories by Edgar Frank- .■Mma Ruben
s.Frank Borzage and featuring
of these situations
is "Fixed by
George,"twoa
tanglelin.ofOne mirthful
involving
The showing was held in the grand ballroom. The crowd was so large that even
young married couples, and which we think
is the best story that could have been standing room was at a premium. A
found for Lyons and Moran, our comedy twenty-piece orchestra under the direction
stars. Mr. Franklin promises to go it one of George Beynon furnished the incidental
better, however, in a new story he is writ- music, and the projection was in charge of
Frankist. Jacobs,
ing forwill
us, be
to used
be called
'Once and
a Plumber.'
The pictureCosmopolitan's
was a hit, andprojectionlong apIt also
for Lyons
Moran.
plause followed the showing. The direcThe first Lyons and Moran five reeler, just
tion of the affair was handled by Harry I.
completed, also was a product of Franklin's Day, director of advertising for Cosmopen. It is 'Everything But the Truth.'
Much Material for Harry Carey.
politan. Some of Those Invited.
"We also have selected several plays for
picturization — plays that peculiarly fit the
Among those present were Daniel Frohabilities of various Universal stars. Among
man,
and Mrs. Ele'< J. Ludvigh, F'annie
them is the musical comedy by Fred Jack- Hurst,Mr.Jacques
Norma Talson which enjoyed such a long run in New madge, Robert S.G. Daniclson,
Vignola,Montagu
William Love,
LeBaron.
William
Sistrom,
York rewritten
last season,in 'La!
La! form
Lucille!'
It hasis
been
picture
and now
George D. Baker, Albert Capellani, Norbeing produced by Lyons and Moran. Wc
man Kerry and Lulu Warrenton.
also have obtained the picture rights to
another popular play, the name of which
Start Testimonial Drive.
will be disclosed later.
.As a testimonial to Sam E. Morris and
"We
are
sparing
no
pains
to
supply
Harry Carey with first-class stories for his Charles R. Rogers, Briton N. Busch and
human interpretations. Spurred by the Lewis J. Selznick, in order to reward all
success of 'Marked Men,' a recent Carey the' branch managers for splendid business
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results, have inaugurated a special drive for
volume business during May and Jun;,
which will be known as "Sam E. Morris
andTheCharles
Rogers
months."according to
purposeR. of
the drive,
an announcement, has been started merely
as an added impetus to the spirit and enthusiasm that was manifested by the Selznick and Republic branch managers at the
recent
in New Selznick
York. exchangemen's convention
Newspaper Publicity Proves
How Popular Is Carpentier

of
popularity
increasing
PROVING
, newspaper
s last
Georges the
Carpentier
week gave more of their valuable space
to the French hero than ever before. From
coast to coast it was flashed that Carpentier
had signed a contract by which he receives
$2,000 a day for his appearance in person,
and exhibitors immediately began to figure
his value as a moving picture attraction.
Although they cannot contract for his
personal appearances, they balance against
the fact that in the society drama that is
being
French produced
hero will by
be Robertson-Cole
seen not only asthea
fighter but as an actor. The picture production, in other words, will be most intimate and will
the than
man's anversaility.
And there
will show
be more
hour of
the "Idol of France"' instead of a few moments.
Picture Nears Completion.
The picture is now practically completed.
Exterior scenes were finished at Lakewood,
N. J., the latter part of last week. These
scenes with Carpentier were the last to be
made of the star, who started his personal
tour of the country on May 3. \ few more
scenes remained to be shot of the other
members of the company and it is anticipated that the picture will be cut during the
week
of May
Memorial
Day, 10.
MayThe30. pre-release date is
Sam Rork and Eugene Roth in New York.
Sam MacDonald
Rork, general
manager
of the Katherine
Pictures
Corporation,
and
Eugene Roth, of San Francisco, who are
interested together in a new producing
company, are in New York City planning
future activities. It is possible they will
sell the Charles Hoyt play, "The Texas
Steer," and for their first work produce the
James Oliver Curwood story, "Golden
Mr. Roth still is manager of the California, Portola and Imperial theatres in
San Francisco, which recently passed into
the
control of Famous Players-Lasky.
Snare."

"You're 'No. 99.' Com from Under That Table!" Scene 3— "Marry me.
m INot 93; Only 18."
production.
Warren Kerrigan shown here in "No. 99," his latest W. W.the Hodkinson
last reel of the picture. Just thought he'd pose In the center with the girl he gets lo
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Here are extracts from available reviews printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review
(T. R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.).
Don't Every Marry
(Matt Moore — First National)
M. P. W. — With settings admirably chosen
and some bright subtitles to enliven the
story,ing called
"Don't
Ever National
Marry" isattraction.
well worth bea First
N. — You may classify it as a fast moving,
mirth provoking comedy.
T. R. —farcical
^Clevery situations.
comedy replete with <iumerous
W.— "Don't Ever Marry" Is a feature comedy in every sense of the word and may
prove just as attractive and profitable from
Its standpoint
as "The River's End" is from
the
dramatic angle.
Would You Forgive?
(Vivian Rich — Fox)
M. P. W. — It is satisfying in story, splenmax. didly acted and rises to a really dramatic cliN. — Small appeal in conventional drama.
T. R. — An acceptable program attraction.
W. — Will draw and should appeal to the
sensation seekers.
Neglected Wives
(Anne Luther and E. J. Radcliffe — Wistaria)
M. P. W. — Will in all likelihood appeal to
the majority of audiences.
T. R. — It is a melodrama a bit exaggftrated, but with the old ten-twenty-thirty-cent
appeal.
E. H. — The picture is well made and the
story holds interest throughout.
W. — Conventional story dealing with unreal
characters.
Just a Wife
(Roy Stewart and Lcatrice Joy — Selznick)
M. P. W. — Will be remembered as an artistic achievement and a splendid drama.
N. — As a photoplay it offers another example of cruelly maltreated stage success.
T. R. — Film play of merit.
E. H. — Promises much for the future product of this newly formed organization.

Dangerous to Men
(Viola Dana — Metro)
M. P. W. — Pleasing comedy-drama based
on story by H. V. Desmond.
edy.N. — Viola Dana's "pep" carries slight comT. R. — Entertaining comedy.
W. — Will prove boresome unless accepted
as very light comedy.
The Devil's Pass Key
(Eric Von Stroheim — Universal)
M. P. W. — Will have wide appeal because
of its plot novelty and brilliant presentation.
N. — Stroheim has another big photoplay
here.
T. R. — Eric Von Stroheim has done with
"The Devil's Pasg Key" very much what he
did
with "Blindinstead
Husbands,"
using Paris for
a background
of the Alps.
Remember
to W.it —with
this. "Blind Husbands," then go
Two Weeks
(Constance Talmadge — First National)
M. P. ways.
W. — A bright comedy of woman's
winning
T. R. — Should prove a valuable box office
asset.
W. — Fast, sparkling comedy that will apE. H.peal —to all.
That great body of fans who await
each Constance Talmadge publication with
anxiety will welcome "Two Weeks."
Captain Swift
(Earle Williams — Vitagraph)
M. P. W. — The average person will find
entertainment in following the story of the
man accused of many crimes.
N. — A pleasing picture which should interest.
T. R. — The picture as a whole deserves
listingmerit. as a program attraction of undoubted
W. — Moderately intereating drama with
well drawn characters.

The Strange Boarder
(Will Rogers — Goldwyn)
M. P. W. — "The Strange Boarder" shoulS
be a big winner anywhere.
N. — It has heart interest, suspense and
dramatic moments, together with llttls
touches of comedy which should interest
and amuse.
T. R. — One of the very best comedies oh
which this favorite has figured.
W. — Will do if you don't make promises.
Rio Grande
(Rosemary Theby and Allan Sears — ^Pathe)
M. P. W. — Is perhaps the strongest up to
the present of the many screen stories dealing with the unquiet territory along the
Mexican border.
N. — Should give satisfaction wherever
shown.
T. R. — The acting is satisfactory — but it's
more turetheworthatmosphere
which makes the picwhile.
W. — Actionful melodrama laid on American-Mexican border.
The Fighting Shepherdess
(Anita Stewart — First National)
M. P. W. — Anita Stewart again scores a
heavy triumph and almost supplicates th»
success she attained in the role of Madge im
"In N. —OldColorful
Kentucky."
melodrama with star as Western heroine.
W. — Above the average and will specially
please star's admirers.
E. H. — Satisfies all demands as a "followup" for "In Old Kentucky."
A Fool and His Money
(Eugene O'Brien — Selznick)
M. P. W. — It is one of the most artistic
pictures of the year.
T. R. — The action is fairly fast and the
picture as a whole affords pleasing entertainment.
W. — May possibly get over with the special O'Brien admirers.
E. H. — It compares favorably with any of
the star's previous productions and occupies
a higher plane than most of them.

"By Jove, and the Cig'rette Holder Is Q-Quite Long, 'Ole Top — Beg Pardon — 'ole Girl."
'Doug" Fairbankscause
is sure
stoker inin "The
for some
conversation
scene Mollycoddle,"
1. Gotta see his
the latest
pictureUnited
to findArtists'
out if production.
he shaves itThe
off. muf
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CONDUCTED BY EDWARD WEITZEL. ASSOCIATE: EDITOR

Sidelights and Reflections
RE is now running at a theaA PICTU
tre on Broadway that offers an excellent example of the importance of
correct subtitles. The locale is a foreign
country, a condition that makes it all the
more imperative that the information conveyed by the printed words should not be
misunderstood by the spectator. The picture has much to recommend it, although
it suffers considerably from having been
directed by the man who plays the leading
character. We have already had one shining illustration of the folly of a star becoming his own director. The old saw
about the lawyer who pleads his own case
may be too harsh a judgment of the matter, but star and director are put at a
great disadvantage when the duties of both
positions are combined in one person.
But to return to the subject of subtitles: The foreign made picture contains
a number of beautiful views of the coast
and stretch of ocean near a fishing village
in northern Europe. The hero is a pilot.
One night a number of his neighbors are
shown gathered on the shore, intently
watching a sailing craft in the distance.
They seem greatly excited, and the way
the waves break against the rocks would
lead a landsman to think that a heavy
storm is raging. And this is where the
misleading subtitle comes in. It states
that the boat in the distance is in distress,
and does not make it clear that the craft
is signaling
a pilotis because
the channel into the forharbor
both narrow
and
crooked and there are shoals on every
hand that make it dangerous. The first
impression is that the storm has rendered
the craft unmanageable, although even a
land-lubber may wonder somewhat when
the pilot puts out to sea in an open bo:»t
with a full sjjread of canvas and sails a
straight course for tlie craft in distress.
Scenes aboard her show her to be a yacht,
well manned by a sturdy crew that seem
to have lost their heads and all knowledge
of seamanship.
The yacht, with all sails set and not a
reef in one of them, has been thrown up
into the wind, and the sailors make frantic but meaningless efforts to "do somethe flapping
True,
there is thing,"
onlywithwhat
is known canvas.
as a wholesail
sailing this
breeze
pilot's
boat
proves
by theblowing;
ease withthe
which
it make-i
the passage from the shore to the yacht.
Any pretense to good seamanship could
have kept the yacht, under reduced canvas, riding the waves in deep water until
the pilot came aboard. When that useful
person docs reach the yacht he gives a
turn at the wheel, the sails fill and the
boat runs rapidly but smoothly toward
the shore.
A false note is struck when the landsman is led to believe that the yacht has
been made helpless by the fury of the gale,
and the bad seamanship of the crew hurts
the picture for the nautical sharp. An explanation inthe subtitles of the exact conditions would prevent the first misunderstanding, and a little judicious editing of
the scenes on the yacht would restore that
respect for the crew and the captain that
all good sailors like to feel for each other,
no matter the other fellow's nationality.
WEITZEL.

IN THIS ISSUB.
"The Dnnein' Fool" {Paramount).
"PaMHloDM
(First National). Plnygrroand"
"Riders of the Dawn" (Hodklniton).
"Jenny Be Good" (Realart).
"The DevlI'M Claim" < RobertMOn-Cole).
"The
ienn).Thirtieth Piece of Silver" (.Imer"Humorexque" ( ConmoiMdltan).
"The Dark Mirror (Paramount).
"For the Soul of Hapfael" (Equity).
"Simple Soulu" (Pathe).
"The Deep Purple (Realart).
"The .IdventureaH" (Republic).
"Riders of the Dawn"
Hodkinson Melodrama Adapted from "The
Desert Isof Alive
Wheat,"
Zane Grey,"
withby Action.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
material
E ismanotinonly
THER
by
story for
original
the good
melodra
Zane Grey, but the producers of
"Riders of the Dawn," Benjamin B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner, have laid hold
of the dominant mood of the novel and
stuck consistently to it throughout. Only
in preserving villains from destruction for
no other purpose than keeping them alive
the producers ofto the very end have
fended plausibility. Aside from this fault
they have allowed nothing to distract them
of Zane
themenotes
out the
from
some
and Grey's
strong
with many
novel carrying
touches of true pathos.
Especially fine is the introduction. It
is one which immediately plants the leading character in sympathetic interest. The
home-coming and kindly reception of the
returned soldier is an affecting situation.
The ensembles, the night gathering of
hoboes and the spirited riding of the vigilantes, are handled with unusual skill.
There is no false economy displayed in the
number and quality of types required to
get convincing effects.
Roy Stewart in the leading role radiates
vigor and energy while up against such
accomplished villains as Robert McKim,
arch conspirator of the screen, and cave
man Frederick Starr. Claire Adams has
limited opportunity, but she plays her part
with gentle grace. Settings and backgrounds are beyond criticism. Many of
the subtitles are forceful, giving dignity
and character to the entire product.
"Riders of the Dawn" as shown at the
Strand Theatre is a generally fine entertainment.
Caat.
Kurt Dorn
Roy Stewart
Leonore Anderson
Claire Adams
Chris Dorn
Marc Robbins
Tom Anderson
Joseph J. Dowling
Henry Neuman
Robert McKlm
Nash
Frederick Starr
Olga
VioletBrownlee
Schram
Olldden ". Frank
Kathleen
Marie Messenger
Story by Zane Grey.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
The homecoming of Kurt Dorn from active service in France brings out the village
band, many prominent citizens, and even

veterans of the Civil War. His heart is in
his eyes when he meets Leonore Anderson,
and he is rejoiced to find a responsive warmth
in her greeting. As soon as he can get rid
of friends and pay his respects to his father,
Dorn is at the Anderson home releasing the
pent-up ardor of his soul. He is accepted
by I..eonore, by her father and even by her
little sister, a high favorite with all. He
soon gets down to work in the wheat fields
— harvesting time is nigh — but he is summoned to a secret conference and appointed
to lead vigilantes, known as "Riders of the
Dajvn.*'
against
a band ofof destruction
camping "radicals"
intentbor ondemoralization.
a campaign
and laDorn is so bold In his methods that he
becomes a marked man. ■ Attempts are made
to destroy the Dorn wheat fields by lumps
of phosphorus which burst into flame under
the heat of the sun. Then he has incurred
the hatred of a secret leader of the radicals,
a lawyer named Neuman, a disappointed
suitor for the hand of Leonore. A tool of
Neuman, a supposed French girl appears
and
Dorn's
wife, Dorn
discrediting
him claims
with allshebutis his
father.
is now
so embittered that he conducts a singlehanded warfare against the radicals, determined to get at their leader.
When their murderous activities result in
the death of Leonore's little sister, he goes
into the camp with only an aid behind him
to represent a concealed posse and kills the
murderer In hand-to-hand conflict. He rescues Leonore from their clutches and battles
ag:ainst the entire band with Leonore at his
side, until the "Riders of the Dawn" arrive
in force and round up the "radicals." Then
is Dom'spinessname
cleared and his future hapI.eonore. assured In the love of true-hearted
Program
and
Exploitation Catehllneai
Smashing Melodrama Adapted from the
Well-Known
— "The
Desert of
Wheat," by Zane.Story
Grey.
He Just Returned from War and Was
Happy with His Sweetheart — Then He
Is Called to Lead "The Riders of the
Dawn" Against a Band of Radicals —
See the Thrilling Rescue of the Girl and
the Final Rounding Up of the Gang.
Roy Stewart Featured in a Thrilling Story
by Zane Grey — A Hand-to-Hand Struggle
for Life — The Rescue of His Sweetheart
and the Attempts to Burn the Wheat
Fields Are Just a Few of the Many
Gripping Moments.
Kxploitation AnBleHt Make Zane Grey your
star and follow with Stewart and such others
of the cast as are best known to your patrons. Go to some pains to connect this title
with "The Desert of Wheat," the title of the
novel. Then book in with the anti-radical
tone of the story for all you can get out of
it.
Copying riders
"In for
Old street
Kentucky."
can
use
workers,yousingly
or innight
a group.
"The Dead Line"
Five-Reel Fox Subject
Story. Features George
Walsh in Exciting Mountain Feud
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
SET
in a and
wild mountains,
and picturesque
woods
with aregion
prettyof
stream dashing through it, this fivereel Fox
production,
Dead Walsh.
Line,"
makes
a strong
vehicle "The
for George
He appears as an athletic young mountaineer, who has inherited a family feud,
and loves a girl on the other side of the
big quarrel. The story gets a brisk start
and contains some admirable dramatic moments. It also maintains a fine degree of
suspense, making the spectator forget that
he is watching a picture, a tribute to the
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quality of the tale and the smoothness of
its direction.
The plot runs true to form for a mountain feud yarn. This is not a bad fault in
folk storie.s, for, like the true Western
story, there are but few real situations.
Such productions, when brought up to an
uncommon point of appeal, owe the fact
not so mjch to an eflFort for originality
as to a consistent handling of old and
time trieo incidents. The coming of prohibition has in a way served to brighten
up the feud tale, as there are always some
illicit stills in evidence, and there is more
than one touch of humor in the quaint
ways in which booze is dispensed. Judge
Ramsey's difficulties in getting his "licker"
in this subject should awaken much sympathetic interest.
This story is strengthened, among other
things, by the fact that the hero meets
with a moral crisis, affecting his personal
courage.
Caat.
Clay Boone
George Walsh
Mollie Powell
Irene Boyle
"Bebe"
Boone
Baby
Anita
Lopez
David Boone
Joseph Hanaway
Lem Harlan
Al Hart
Zeke Harlan
Henry Pemberton
Dan Harlan
James Milady
Judge Ramsey
Gus Weinberg
Dwight Weston
G. A. Stryker
Julia Weston
Virginia Valli
Hamilton Weston
James Birdsong
Buck Gomery
John Hopkins
Story by Paul H. Sloane.
Directed by Dell Henderson.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Clay Boone, in "The Dead Line," is a member of a family which has long been at war
with the Harlans in the Kentucky mountains. Clay and his father have refused to
join with other mountaineers in a so-called
"moonshine"
to which
the with
HarlansMollie
belong. The trust,
hero is
in love
Powell, a sister-in-law of the Harlan men.
and under the cruel treatment she receives
at home Mollie does not love the Harlans
any better than does young Boone. She
has been forbidden to speak to Clay, but
meets him clandestinely.
In the course of several shooting altercaClay's father
is killed;
Harlan.tions. Clay
and the
Harlan also
boys old
are Dan
arrested and placed in jail, but all make a sensational escape during the trial. They fight
again
and this
timeisClay's
a little
girl named
Babe,
shot protege,
and killed.
So
great is his grief that Clay swears never to
touch a gun again. He even endures taunts
of cowardice from his enemies, and bears
with Mollie's criticism. Later, however, he
responds
appeal,
a girl
in danger toat Mollie's
the hands
of onewhen
of the
gang.Is
He makes a long and terrific struggle, which
results in saving the girl and his own honor.
This renews Mollie's faith in him.
Presram
nnd
IDxploItation Catchllnes:
Stirring Drama of Love and Revenge with
George Walsh.
Unusual Story of Feud — Love and Moontains. shine in the Beautiful Kentucky MounExciting Mountain Feud Story with Daring
George Walsh in the Part of an Athletic
Young Mountaineer.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Walsh for
your chief point and then work on the
"booze"
This You
is timely
worked toangle.
the limit.
can getand
somecannov-be
elty stuff from the title, drawing a dead line
about your house and similar stunts.
"Passion's Playground"
Katherine tional
MacDonald's
Latest First
Release Demonstrates
Her NaActing Ability.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
KATHERINE MAC DONALD has
avoided the mistakes of many rising
young screen stars by showing that
she can act and allowing her beauty and
posing to be a second consideration. This
s
nd," her latest
is in "Passion'
picture
released byPlaygrou
First National.
In this
picture Miss MacDonald runs the gamut
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from laughter to intense emotion. As to
the story, it was adapted from C. N. and
A. M. Williamson's "Guests of Hercules."
The scenes are at Monte Carlo. The picesting.ture is very dramatic and unusually interA fine supporting cast adds to the class
of the production. Norman Kerry is the
leading man. He looks the part of the
hero and acts it admirably. Nell Craig and
Edwin Stevens have prominent places in
the cast. "Passion's Playground" is a very
worthy and well-made production and
should find favor everywhere.
Cast.
iMary Grant
Katherine MacDonald
Prince Vanno D. Robbia Norman Kerry
Marie Grant
Nell Craig
Lord Duntry
Edwin Stevens
Lady Duntry
Virginia Ainsworth
Prince Angelo D. Robbia .. Rudolph Valentine
Dodo Wardropp
Alice Wilson
James Hanaford
Howard Gaye
Idina Bland
Fanny Ferrari
Molly Maxwell
Sylvia Jocelyn
•"•ure of Roquebrune Walt Whitman
Directed by J. A. Barry.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Mary Grant, a novice in a French convent,
is the
She
is theheroine
child ofof a "Passion's
gambler andPlayground."
a runaway
mother, and wanted to run away to Monte
Carlo. Despite the warning of her friend,
Molly Maxwell, who pointed to the fate of
Marie Grant, a third chum, who eloped with
a married man, the novice carried out her
plan when she came into her Inheritance at
the age of 24. At Monte Carlo she made big
winnings and was the center of attraction.
Prince Vanno Delia Robbia fell in love with
her. He introduced her to his brother,
Prince Angelo, whose bride proves to be the
runaway Marie Grant.
The brothers knew nothing of Marie's
past, and Mary promised to keep it a secret.
Idina Bland,
riage, tells enraged
the secretat Prince
In theAngelo's
absencemar-of
Prince Vanno.
Marie falsely asserts the
story is not true of her, but of Mary Grant,
who, by her silence, admits her guilt. Mary
Grant leaves, but it is Molly Maxwell who
comes to Monte Carlo with the true story
that sends Prince Vaifno in search of Mary.
In the meantime Mary Is the victim of adventurers who seek to steal her wealth. The
Prince intervenes at the proper time and
proves his mettle, winning Mary's love.
Prog^ram
and
Exploitation Catchllnes:
An Absorbing Romance of Monte Carlo —
See Katherine MacDonald In the Role of
Mary Grant, the Girl Who Broke the
Bank.
She Left the Scottish Convent When She
Received Her Inheritance — She Goes to
Monte Carlo, Where She Becomes the
Victim of an Adventuress — But She Is
Saved Before It Is Too Late — By Whom?
See "Passion's Playground" for the Answer.
See the Gambling Tables at Monte Carlo —
The
Great Hall
of Passions
"Passion's
Playground"
with— They're
Katherinein
MacDonald — The Girl Who Came from
a Convent and Broke the Bank.
Exploitation An^le: Gambling always has
a lure and in this picture there is much of
it. That is why Monte Carlo should be
played up. The scenes at this resort are so
faithfully reproduced that you can say they
were actually made there, without a comeback. The story having been adapted from
C. N. and A. M. Williamson's "Guests of
Hercules," this should be mentioned in your
ads and It might get you a book-store window display. Also play up the star, who is
becoming a big favorite, and pound home
that it is a high-class production, expensively made.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver"
Margarita Fisher and King Baggot Appear
in the American's
PleasingPlay.
Presentation of a Terhune
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent.
SLIGHTLYencies of screen
amended
to meetAlbert
the exigdirection,
Payson Terhune's story, "The Thirtieth
Piece of Silver," is an even more amusing
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form.
story in the film than it was in printed
It is a clean-cut legitimate story which
affords Miss Fisher one of the best legitimate vehicles she has ever had and she
gives good account of herself in her depiction of this modern victim of a still
more modern Bluebeard. She costumes the
part gorgeously and plays with a restraint
her work has not always known. King
Baggot acquits himself well in the thankless role of the jealous husband and does
not yield to the temptations offered by the
part for overplaying. Lillian Leighton as a
fortune teller plays her part with an emphasis which gives the semblance of unreality to the character, though as a matter of fact she is well within the character
as the insiders know it. Forrest Stanley
gives an excellent account of himself as the
rejected suitor and considerable of the
comedy honors go to three uncast negro
players, the colored servant of the fortune
teller and a pair of bell hops, who play to
the manner born.
The story has been done into a screen
play with unusual care and moves smoothly to a surprise climax, which keeps the
interest well sustained to the last few feet
of film. There is only sufficient falling action to provide an effective ending scene.
It is a comedy above the average and
should please everyone.
Cast.
Leila Cole
Margarita Fisher
Tyler Cole
King Baggot
(By special arrangement.)
Mignon Brunner
Lillian Leighton
Captain Peyton Lake
Forrest Stanley
From the novel by Albert Payson Terhune.
Adapted by Daniel F. Whitcomb.
Directed by George L. Cox.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Leila Cole has rejected Captain Lake in
favor of Tyler Cole, an enthusiastic coin collector, whose pride is the fact that he is the
owner of the last of the thirty shekels paid
Iscariot for the betrayal of his Master. He
guards this coin with jealous care and will
not permit It to be handled. Leila is told
she must never open the cabinet and is not
told the treasure it contains. Such things
are beyond the feminine powers of appreciation. Her jealousy thus aroused Is fanned
by a fortune teller, Mign6n Brunner, who
plays the husband against the wife with
the aid of a maid in the Tyler home. Leila
is encouraged to believe the worst of the
skeleton in the closet and Cole is made to
believe that Captain Lake is still to be feared
as a rival. A mutual distrust is created
which becomes profitable to the seeress.
Leila is finally driven to opening the cabinet and is surprised to discover that the
mysterious case does not harbor a portrait
of her rival, but contains only an old silver
coin. She is holding the coin when Lake
calls, back from service with the Flying
Corps. In her enthusiastic welcome she forgets the coin, which drops into the cuff of
Lake's trousers.
Cole's appearance on the scene just as
Leila i.s rising from the floor from her search
for the coin gives him the wrong impression
of the tableau. He orders Lake out and his
distress when Leila confesses that Lake came
for the coin, a statement she invents to cover
her own transgression. Is so great that she
visits Lake's hotel, where she Is nearly
caught by her husband, who comes close upon
her heels. From this point the story moves
swiftly to a surprise climax, which is followed by the establishment of a new sympathy between husband and wife.
Proernm and Exploitation Catchltnes: When
a Woman Is Curious and Her Husband
Is Secretive Trouble Is Bound to Follow.
How a Crap Game Saved a Happy Home.
Spend Your Thirtieth Piece of Silver for
the Laugh of Your Life.
If Your Wife Believes in Fortune Tellarsj
Take Her to See "The Thirtieth Piece of
Any Woman Can Pick a Lack with a Hairpin, YetThings
Husbands
ing
Locked Will
Up. Persist In KeepSilver."
It Your Husband Is .ic.ilora Don't Servo
Old Sweethearts. -yfrlt ! 'I';r.
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Margarita Fisher Was Unhappy, But It
Was Not Because She Lacked for Dresses.
See Them in "The Thirtieth Piece of Silver." It's a Fashion Show.
Exploitation Anelcs: Play up stars and
author with equal force, for the author will
bring in much additional business to most
houses. Make it clear that this is a modern
comedy and not a religious or morality play.
A complete service section is In preparation
and will soon appear.
"The Dancin' Fool"
Paramount Artcraft Presents Wallace Reid
in Breezy Light Comedy.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
e Reid
Fool"
"Thea Dancin'
AS enters
us
a dangero
It isWallac
new field.
one, inasmuch as he is portraying the
character of a "rube," so admirably done
by an actor who specializes in that role.
He carries on, however, by sheer force of
exuberant personality. Nearly everything
is thrown his way, in the style of those
who write to please the star, but the star
in this case sets out to please the audience
with his frothy comedy and does it so
amiably that he pleases in spite of the vehicle in which he rides to fame and fortune. That the vehicle creaks occasionally
is not of great consequence. We know
in advance that the rube is bound to be a
world-beater — one of the characters says
so — so we let it go at that and watch the
amiable company centre attention on the
super-amiable lead. As for the title, it
and Jazz," for that
be "Jugs
might
is about.
the story
is whatbetter
Helpful to the general effect is an unusually fine cast, Bebe Daniels hitting some
high points of interest by her grace and
fine acting. As for Raymond Hatton, in
the character of a crabbed old uncle, he
wins the biggest laugh by work as consistent as it is clever. Then there is veteran Tully Marshall and a background of
other fine types. There is nothing in "The
Dancin' Fool" strong enough to enable it
to stand by itself in an emergency, but it
serves its purpose to present a good-natured and manly-looking star dancing along
a path of roses to delightful results the
rest of us have to struggle for and almost
never get. As presented at the Rivoli, "The
Dancin'
Fool" pleases,
ably do wherever
shown.and so it will probCant.
Sylvester Tibbie
Wallace Reid
Junie Budd
Bebe Daniels
Enoch Jones
Raymond Hatton
Meeks
;Wmis Marks
McGammon
George B. Williams
Ma Budd
Lillian Leighton
Elkus
Carlos San Martin
Gaines
W. H. Brown
Harkins
Tully Marshall
Dorothy Harkins
Ruth Ashby
Tom Reed
Ernest Joy
Story by Henry Payson Dowst.
Scenario by Clara Genevieve Kennedy.
Directed by Sam Wood.
Length, 4,124 feet.
The Story.
Fresh from the country, Sylvester Tibbie
obtains a six-dollar-a-week job of an uncle
in the business of jug making and drifts
from work into a gay cabaret. His restless
feet draw the attention of pretty Junie
Budd,
and thestirsrube's
brave
defensein
of her a indancer,
difficulties
a live
interest
her heart. She takes him to her mother, arranges for* him
to live
home that
and
teaches him
to dance
with atsuchherpurpose
he becomes her partner. Together they make
a hit and are paid two hundred a week for
their act. Because of the kind little girls
interest Tibbie prospers unknown to his
crabbed old uncle. Known only as "Ves"
at the cabaret, he overhears a plot to purchase the plant of his uncle, who is a tine
jug maker, but behind the time, his concern dying of dry rot.
In spite of the fact that he is regularly
fired by his uncle, Tibbies comes back again
and always with some suggestion so valuable that he gains in business Influence
and picstiu. . Hefoie going on a trip to .'^ '

"Sh-h, Stop Shakin' Your Feet— Not "OneWallace Reid in Paramount's "The Dancin'
goods, he warns his uncle not to sell the
plant. His departureStep."
is falsely interpreted
by Junie, who believes
Fool."he has tired of her
and of being only a cabaret dancer. She
returns the engagement ring he has given
her and makes herself generally unhappy
until his triumphant return.
Sylvester comes back Just in time to save
his uncle from a disastrous sale of the business. Ves has accomplished wonders on the
road, and he defeats the conspirators by displaying a bunch of orders that bids fair to
re-establish the business and securely establishes him as a partner in It. At last Junie
knows he has acted for the best, and she
gladly consents to be his dancing partner
for life.
Pro-am and Exploitation CatchUneai The
Amusing Tale pt a Jigger — Oh, But
Wasn't He "The Dancin' Fool?" — He Was
aThrough
Regular as Hick
— Bang! Dancer
"Ves" andComes
a Cabaret
the
Next Thing in Order Is His Marriage to
His Pretty Dancing Partner.
He Was a Small Town Guy in a Big City
Trying to Sell Jugs — One Night He
Passed a Cabaret and His Jazzy Feet
Just Misbehaved — He Gets a Job as An
Entertainer and Then Everything Sudfor Role.
Him — See Wallacedenly
Reid inBecomes
An Rosy
Amusing
A Romance of Jazz — Jugs — And Joy — See
the
Stepsof inThem
Dancing
And BeThere's
Sure Latest
a Bunch
— It —Will
Hard
to Set Still When You See the Motions of
This
Jazzy
Jazz
Band
—
Wallace
Reid
In
Another Comedy Drama.
Exploitation Andrles: Play up Reid and
Babe Daniels and any others of the cast who
are local favorites. Hook up with the story
origin of the play and stress the cabaret
stuff, particularly the costumes and the cave
man dance specialty. You can get some good
window hook-ups with a display of "jones
jugs."
filled ortheseunfilled.
Jugs onpossess
strong appeal
days. Work
the olda
brown sort or any fancy shaped Jugs.
"Humoresque"
Borzage Injects Realistic Atmosphere Into Screen Version of Fannie
Hurst Story of New York's Ghetto.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Frank

of the
tions.is It
onewas
for
madeyear's
produc
big
UE"
RESQ
HUMO
an Productions by Frank
polit
Cosmo
New andYork's
a story
fromn by
Borage writte
will
Fannie ofHurst,
Ghetto
be released by Famous Playcrs-Lasky
early in June. Alma Rubens is the featured member of the cast, but so interesting is the characterization, so carefully
ed
outlin is each individual character, so
' nuine is the background against which
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the story has been set, that the spectator
is not conscious that the picture has a star.
In otheranywords,
"Humoresque"the ischaracters
not built
around
one personality;
are woven into the story.
There are some points in the picture
which could be criticised. For instance,
rather too much time is given to scenes
portraying the unhappy circunistances surrounding the young
soldier's ofdeparture
for
France. The
near miracle
his sudden
regaining of the use of his hands after
being wounded in the war is not convincing, inasmuch as he is immediately able to
play the violin. But the production as a
whole will stand as one of the high marks
of the art. The human interest element
is particularly strong, and there is a wealth
of natural comedy to relieve the pathos.
It is rarely that a picture is seen in which
so much time has been spent on preserving
the flow of incident which goes to make
up the daily life of the characters, where
lined. dramatic situations are sharply outalso
The characters are particularly well
acted by an excellent cast. Vera Gordon,
as Mamma Kantor, and Dore Davidson, as
.•\braham Kantor, are not easily forgotten
in their portrayal of these roles. Bobby
Connelly and Gaston Glass, impersonating
Leon Kantor at different ages; Miriam
Battista and Alma Rubens, as Minnie Ginsberg in childhood and girlhood; Sidney
Carlyle, in the difficult and perhaps thankless role of the imbecile son of the Kantors, are all especially to be commended.
Cast.
Mamma Kantor
Vera Gordon
Abraham Kantor
Dore Davidson
J\ Bobby
r
Leon Kanto
Gaston
Glass
Mammie
Kantor
Sidney Connelly
Carlyle
Esther Kantor

f Helen Connelly
1 Ann Wallick
)J Maurice
Levigne
Isadore Kantor
Joseph Cooper
Rudolph Kantor
Alfred Goldberg
1f Edward
Stanton
PeckreBaby
Sol
BorisGinsb
Kantor...
Mrs. Louis
Cohen's
ergI^ Morris
Sterns
Mrs. Isadore Kant
or
Ruth Sabin
Baby Kantor
Frank Mitchell
Story by Fannie Hurst.
Scenario by Frances Marlon.
Direction byStory.
Frank Borzage.
Length, 5,987 Feet.

The story
of "Humoresqu
e" InInvolves
the
combined
emotions
represented
the streets
of New Y^ork's Ghetto and the daily life of
astage.
few of its Inhabitants, with the Jewish
family Kantor occupying the
center of the
Abraham Kantor and his wife are characteristic of the parenthood of their race.
.Abraham has the traditionary love
of money,
while Mamma Kantor, who also has
a due
le.spect for the pennies, halts at the thought
of sacrificing the genius of her favorite son,
Leon, who has the gift of music, to the
money god. With the help of his mother's
faith
In him, he finally
in climbing
the ladder of fame, and succeeds
Is about to sign a
contract for a series of concerts
at a high
.■salary, when the war breaks out and. unin theable army.
to resist his country's call, he enlists
Then comes the day of parting, when
must not only bid goodbye to his motherhe
ind father, but also to his sweetheart, Minnie Ginsberg. And after that, months later,
there is the return of Leon on the hospital
ship wounded almost to death. With bot*
his arms Injured, and apparently little hope
left of his ever being able to play again, he
loses interest in life, and, In spite of Minnie's repeated assurances of her love for
him, he refuses to discuss the rendezvous
which he had promised to keep with her In
the spring. One day, when he has told her
ihat he will not marry her on account of
his crippled condition, she leaves the room
and falls in a faint outside the door. The
.shock causes him to forget himself, and
rushing out he lifts her In his arms and
tarries her back into the room, suddenly
cliscov. • in- 'hat his imagination has held
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him in ciieck and that his ailments are not
as real as he has led himself to believe.
FroKram
and
Bxplottation Catchlines:
Interesting
Story
of New
York'sbyGhetto.
A Drama tf Heart
Interest
Fannie
Hurst — A Play for Everyone.
A story on the Daily Life of the InhabRubens.itants of .NTew York's Ghetto, with Alma
"The Dark Mirror"
Dorothy Dalton Has Dramatic Dual Role
in Paramount-Artcraft Production.
Reviewed by Herbert Caryl.
MYSTERY, adventure, love, gunplay,
murder, escapes, fire and romance
follow each other with lightning like
rapidity in "The Dark Mirror," the latest
Paramount-Artcraft production. And
through the whole thrilling and absorbing
story Dorothy Dalton plays as effectively
the part of beautiful and accomplished
Priscilla Maine as she does the role of
Nora the underworld girl. "The Dark
Mirror" melodramas
has a wider
appeal
most
screen
in that
the than
somewhat
modern theory of psychic influence is introduced. It is by psychic analysis that
Priscilla's
sweetheart
the dark
mystery of her life. He solves
discovers
that Nora
is
Priscilla's
twin
sister
and
that
a
hidden
influence causes Priscilla to dream of the
bitter struggles in life fate deals out to
the poor Nora. Every character in the picture is well acted by the accomplished
company of players supporting Miss Dalton in her dual role. "The Dark Mirror"
grips the attention of even the most confirmed moving picture goer. The breath
comes quick and fast as the gunmen shoot
down the raiding police, as Nora battles in
the flaming bedchamber against a jealous
and murderous bandit lover, or as she
meets death with his hand at her throat
under the water of the lake in Jersey.
Cast.
^/'^^^Af,,^^'"^
Dorothy Dalton
Nora O'Moore \
J
Dr. Philip Fosdick
Huntley Gordon
Red Carnahan
Walter Neeland
Inez
Jessie Arnold
Addy
Lucile Carney
Mario
Pedro de Cordoba
The Nut
Donald MacPherson
Charlie the Coke
Bert Starkey
Story by Louis Joseph Vance.
Scenario by E. Magnus Ingleton.
Directed by Charles Giblyn.
Length, 5,084.
The Story.
Priscilla Maine is an accomplished and
charming society girl who has been reared
in the belief that she is the only child of
her father. She is devoted to art, and Dr.
Philip Fosdick, a specialist in psychic analysis, who falls in love with her, is asked
by Priscilla to solve the mystery of a series
of dreams which have been haunting her for
years, in which she sees her counterpart and
In which she undergoes many thrilling experiences. She sketches these dreams vividly
and employs the names of the characters she
^as encountered therein.
Dr. Fosdick reads the account of a murder
and recognizes the names of participants in
the crime as being those mentioned by Priscilla. He begins an investigation. Meanwhile, Nora isO'Moore,
the counterpart
of Priscilla,
living inwhothe isslums
and known
to
the
underworld
as
Red
Carnahan's
Mario Gonzales, a Spaniard, loves her,"girl."
and,
previous to the murder of which Dr. Fosdick has read, she- had promised to be Gonzales' wife. Because of police activity following the commission of the crime, she is
unable to keep her promise. But Mario rescues her and Priscilla escapes to the
street, where
Marioto and
some policemen.she
Believingmeets
Priscilla
be Nora,
his
wife, Mario takes her to his home in Jersey.
Carnahan makes his escape by jumping out
of a window.
Priscilla tells Mario that she Is not his
wife, but he refuses to believe her. She
asserts that Nora is dead. Dr. Fosdick arrives and is explaining matters to Mario
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when Priscilla looks out of a window, sees
the lake and recognizes it as the water in
which she had seen Carnahan drown Nora
in her dream. Carnahan is drawn to the
scene of his crime and makes his way to the
spotthewhere
Nora's
lies. He
draws
to
surface
and body
is horrified
to see
Pris-it
cilla
standing
at
the
shore.
He
drops
Nora's
body and drowns himself in fear. Priscilla
falls fainting
Dr. Fosdick's arms and becomes seriouslyin ill.
It develops that her father had married a
gypsy girl by whom he had twin girls. The
mother ran away with Nora, while the father retained the custody of Priscilla. Mario
returns to say farewell to Priscilla and she
realizes that he has no power over her and
.she consents to wed Dr. Fosdick, whom she
has loved from their first meeting.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Thrilling Adventure Picture, with Dorothy
Dalton in a Dual Role.
A Romance of Two Different Worlds About
Two Beautiful Women — The Fashionable
World and the World of Slums — See This
Play of Adventure and Thrills.
Sensational Story of Two Pretty Sisters
Who Role.
Never Met — Dorothy Dalton in a
Dual
Bxploltation /Vngles: Play Miss Dalton and
her appearance
"Aphrodite"
acrosswhich
the
table.
Then play in
up the
psychic angle,
is
a
new
angle
to
"The
Corsican
Brothers."
You can work this into the present craze for
spiritualism and collect. You can make a
dark mirror for lobby display by backing
clear glass with black velvet. The story is
something away from the hackneyed. Make
your appeal along the same lines.
"For the Soul of Rafael"
Clara Kimball Young's Latest Picture Has
Auspicious Opening at Los Angeles.
Reviewed by A. H. Giebler.
IF the reception given Clara Kimball
Young's latest picture, "For the Soul
of Rafael," on its premier showing at
Grauman's Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles, is
any criterion, the film is destined to enjoy
a long and profitable popularity. The opening was not marked by anything special
or ostentatious in the way of presentation
stunts. There was no personal appearance
by the star, no elaborate prologue, and,
outside of an artistic stage setting and
lobby decorations that carried out the atmosphere of the story and the time in
which it was laid and an excellent and
appropriate music program, nothing more
than characterizes the usual high class
premier was noticed.
"For the Soul of Rafael" is an adaptation
of a novel by the same name by Mary Ellis
Ryan. It is a story of California seventy
years ago, with its old missions and its
old convents.' The scene of the romance
is laid near San Juan Capistrano, and the
photography, with the exception of the
interiors, was taken in that locality.
The film, although depicting a phase of
life of seventy years ago and of the habits
and costumes of the people of that day,
cannot be called a costume play. To one
sitting in the audience the costumes of the
players were not noticed except that they
fulfilled the technical requirements. The
continuity and movement of the story are
almost perfect; the episodes blend into one
another, with no breaks or illogical sequences ;the photography is exceptional
throughout and the atmosphere correct in
all of the details.
All of the important people in the cast,
with the exception of three, are Spanish.
Clara Kimball Young, in the part of an
aristocratic Spanish girl just out of a convent and facing life with the contending
problems of love and duty tearing at her
conscience, does son e of her best, if not
the very best, work of her cafeer. J.Frank
Glendon, as Keith Bryton, a young American with a tendency to adventure who has
drifted into the country, played his part
with a repression that was as natural as
it was welcome. Bryton was a heroic
character without heroirs. Bertram Grass-
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by, as Rafael Arteaga, the son of a Spanish family, had a part that might have
been overdone inThelessStory.
capable hands.
The when
storyMiss
of "For
of Rafael"
givs
Young,the asSoul
Marta
Estavan, be-is
ready to leave the convent where she has
been rearer. Dona Louisa Arteaga, mother
of Rafael and the young girl's guardian,
arranges a marriage betwen the two, because she thinks that Maria's influence will
rescue her son from the wild lite he is leading and ma!<e a man of him. Marta rescues
the American Bryton, when he is attacked
by Indians,
andsends
falls Bryton
in love away
with by
him.telling
Rafael's mother
him that the girl has entered a convent for
life, and after telling Marta that Bryton had
been killed on the trail she exacts a vow
from the girl that she will marry her son.
Marta marries Rafael. Bryton comes back
after the marriage and after Marta has
found out the true character of her husband.
The story moves on from this point to a
happy ending, but with much action of tense
and strenuous nature in between.
"Simple Souls"
Blanche Sweet Starred in a Pleasing Love
Story Produced by Pathe.

story
page review
ETE Souls,"
starringandBlanche
on "Simple
A COMPL
Sweet, will be found on page 935 of
this issue.
Molly Shine
Blanche Sweet
Cast.
Duke of Wynninghame
Charles Meredith
Lady Octavia
Kate Lester
Peter Craine
Herbert Standing
Mrs. Shine
Mayme Kelso
Samuel Shine
Herbert Grimwood
Novel by John Hastings Turner.
Scenario by Fred Myton.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
Length, Six Reels.
Progrram
and
E^xploitatton Catchlines:
Story of a Simple Shopgirl Who Meets a
Duke
Theyin Were
Both Wed-^See
"Simple Souls" —
They —Fall
Love
Sweet
as the
Poor and
Working Girl Blanche
in This
Pleasing Drama of Love.
Story of a Poor Girl Who Marries a Duke
and All of His Relatives Spurn Her —
But She Finally Makes Them Respect
Her — SeeSweet
"Simple
Souls"in for
the Tale.Love
Blanche
Starred
a Pretty
Drama That Will Appeal to All.
Elsploitatlon Angles: Play up Blanche
Sweet for your big point, then use the story
angle "the lord who was a biologist by inclination and the girl whose father was a
drunkard and her mother a religious enthusiast. Tell that these are the figures In
the tale and arouse speculation as to what
happened. Use. the teasers recently appearing in these columns for lobby work.
"The Deep Purple"
Realart Releases Mayflower Production
Based on Well Known
dramatic Play. MeloReviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

NO mistake was made in choosing the
popular
stage melodra
called y"Theof
Deepname.
Purple"
for thismaanphotopla
the same
It reveals
interesting
lot of underworld types, capably portrayed
by a strong cast of players. Miriam Cooper
plays the pretty country innocent, who is
lured to the city by a couple of crooks.
One of these "Pop" Clark, is delightfully
interpreted by W. J. Ferguson, who makes
him a silk-hatted, smirking, Bible-selling,
checker-cheating personage. This character is one that makes you hate him sincerely and yet always gets a laugh at the
same time. Vincent Serrano plays Pop's
pal, Leland, in a clever way, and Stuart
Sage is agreeable as the hero.
There is not much complication in the
plot, and this really operates in favor rf
the character work. The story interest is
quite sufficient and has a propar holding
quality.
The scenes are laid in both country and
city. One interesting ;'eature of the pro-
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duction is the appearance of Bird Millraan
in a wire-walking stunt at a cabaret.
The subject is well produced and has
much general appeal. A screen version of
the same play was made about four years
ago by the World Films.
COMt.
Doris Moore
Miriam Cooper
Kate Fallon
Helen Ware
Harry Iceland
Vincent Serrano
"Pop" Clark
W, Stuart
J. Ferguson
William
Lake
Sage
Gordon Laylock
William B. Maclt
Connelly
Lincoln Plumer
Flossie
Ethel Hallor
Billy
Hal Horne
With cabaret feature by Bird Millman.
Play by Paul Arn^trong and Wilson Mizner.
Directed by R. A. Walsh.
Length. Six Reels.
The Story.
Doris
Moore,
in
is a
country girl, living "The
in a Deep
quiet Purple,"
village with
her father. She is pretty and ambitious and
generally unhappy with her surroundings.
Two men,come
known
as "Pop"
Harry
Inland,
to board
withClark
them,andclaiming
they are engaged in selling Bibles. They
are really shrewd confidence men from the
city.
Leland receives a wire from a pal notifying
him to be on the lookout for a young engineer, William Lake, who is en route to the
city with a lot of money from the West. He
and Pop decide to go to New York at once
and Leland. who has been making secret
love to Doris, under promise of marriage
induces the girl to follow. Doris find.s the
pair located
in the
boarding
of a The
reformed woman
named
Kate house
Fallon.
landlady, who has a big heart, suspects Leland's
purposediscovers
and hides
him.
But Leland
the Doris
girl from
and they
scheme to use her in luring William Lake
into their clutches.
This pretty plan is upset by Kate Fallon,
the hero himself, a detective and a man
from Wyoming named Jim Laylock. The
latter shoots and kills Leland during a quarrel. William Lake and Doris become engaged.
Progrram
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
There Is a Girl Who Trusted — There Is a
Man Who Betrayed — And They're Both
in
"ThePlay.
Deep Purple" — Adapted from the
Stage
Hope — Romance — Intrigue — Villainy — Justice and Happiness — Some Combination,
and of
They're
in "The UpDeepin Puritanical
Purple."
Story
a GirlAllBrought
Surroundings Who Yearned for Romance
— It Finally Came to Her in the Form of
a Clever Crook — This Is the Start of an
Interesting Theme for "The Deep
Purple."
Ezploltntlon
AngrleH: Work on the stage
success of this play, but also play on the
unusual cast. Make special note of Bird
Millman. who is known wherever the circus
has penetrated.
"The Garter Girl"
Vitagraph Present* Corinne Griffith in a
Version of the O. Henry Story,
"The Memento."
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THERE is some love interest in "The
Garter Girl," some elaborate directing and settings, some good acting
and the visualization at length of a short
story by O. Henry. Without humor, withuot pathos, without drama, without a live
theme, the Jiiaterial is scanty. All concerned in production, however, make a
sincere eflfort to create a photoplay. Edward Griffith goes to great pains to introduce the story with an intimate view of
the vaudeville girl and her audience, an
attempt worthy of some live story of today. His quartette of players make the
best
ties. they can of their limited opportuniCorinne Griffith, Sallie Crute and Rod
La Rocque inject human personality of a
pleasing character in all they do, Miss
Griffith appearing in some very attractive
costumes as the vaudeville girl and displaying skill in the simpler role. Sallie
Crute gives piquancy to a minor part, and
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La Rocque is admirable as an up-to-date
young minister. The human element, the
purely personal one, contributes its full
share to the visualization, but the sum of
values is not high, because true elements
of interest are confined to some lovemaking between the young minister and
the dancer. .'X.s shown at the Circle Theatre, "The Garter Girl" is only a fair entertainment.
Cast.
Rosalie Ray
Corinne GrifHth
Lynette
Sallie Crute
Brad. Mortimer
Earl Metcalfe
Arthur Lyle...:
Rod La Rocque
Story by O. Henry.
Directed by Edward GrlfHths.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Rosalie Ray is playing the part of "The
Garter tionsGirl,"
she Brad.
sickens Mortimer,
of the attenof her when
partner.
and
the stage door Johnnies. She suddenly decides to leave for some quiet place in the
country. She finds an ideal home, and a
charming companion in a live young minister. She rapidly falls in love with Lyle,
and she is not jealous when he confesses to
an ideal love in the past. He has preserved
a souvenir of this Ideal in a box. The landcuriosity its
leadscontents
her towith
opendisgust.
the box,
and shelady's
regards
Now comes Mortimer with threats of exposure if Rosalie does not return to the old
life with him. She persuades him not to
be so contemptible. He congratulates the
young minister instead and goes away. Now
the curious old landlady shows Rosalie the
contents of the box. Rosalie leaves at once
and returns to her old chum, Lynette. expressing her disgust with all men. The
souvenir preserved by Lyle was one of the
garters she was accustomed to give away
while dancing in the cabaret. He has fallen
below her expectations. When Brad. Mortimer calls with promises of a professional
engagement she does not discourage him.
She
finds accepts.
' is an engagement to marry him,
and she
Progrram
and
Exploitation Catchlinea:
Corinne Griffith Starred in O. Henry Story
of Love Interest.
She Got Tired of Playing "The Garter
Girl" on the Stage and Left — Picked Up
a Minister as a Companion — Does She
Stay with Him? See This Entertaining
Production.
Humor, Pathos and Love Intermingled in
a Fascinating Story by O. Henry, with
Corinne Griffith as the star.
Exploitation Anglesi Use the O. Henry
angle and refer old-timers to the days of
Charmion and "The Girl in Blue," trying
some "Ask Dad" advertising. You can hook
up with jewelry and department stores for
garter and buck'e displays. In a town you
can stir things up with an announcement
that some well known young woman will
distribute garters to half a dozen selected
men from the audience. Get them all talking and give out arm garters.
"Jenny Be Good"
Mary Miles Minter Has Pleasing Role in
Realart Adaptation of Wilbur Finley
Pauley Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
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The best piece of acting in the production is done by Sylvia Ashton, in the role
of Sophia Shuttles, eager to enter society.
Her work is of unusually good quality, and
provides a fine vein of comedy. The cast is
generally good. Margaret Shelby, Jay Belasco, Grace Pike and Catherine Wallace
are outstanding figures.
Cast.
Jenny Riano
Mary Miles Minter
Royal Renshaw
Jay Belasco
Jolanda Van Mater
Margaret Shelby
Aaron Shuttles
Frederick Stanton
Sophia Shuttles
Sylvia Ashton
Prof. Gene Jlggs
Edwin Brown
Mrs. Van Mater
Lillian Rambeau
Polly Primrose
Catherine Wallace
Clementina Jiggs
Fanny Cossar
Nancy Beedle Maggie HoUoway Fisher
Mrs. Rossiter-Jones Grace Pike
Story by Wilbur Plnle Fauley.
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers.
Direction by William Desmond Taylor.
Length
5,980 feet.
The— Story.
Jenny Riano, the heroine of "Jenny Be
Good," is an orphan who has been reared by
an invalid grandmother to general housework, mat weaving, and other labors. She
has learned to play on a violin which belonged to one of her parents, and with It tries
to imitate the birds, and the sighing of the
winds, and dreams of a fairy prince with
golden boots who is some day to come
through the woods to woo her.
The building of a summer hotel by Aaron
Shuttles, a newly rich man, who. with his
wife aspires to social heights, brings a lover
to Jenny, In the shape of Royal Renshaw, a
son of Mrs. Shuttles by her first marriage,
A contract entered into between Mrs. Van
Mater, one of the upper set, whereby Shuttles
is to give her financial aid in return for an
introduction into her set. stipulates also that
the contracting parties will use their Influence to bring about a marriage between
Royal Renshaw and Jolanda Van Mater, the
debutante daughter of Mrs. Van Mater.
A grudge held by Polly Primrose, a young
woman who runs a tea room and gambling
den, and incidentally is a distributor of dope,
against Mrs. Van Mater, takes the form of
an attack through Jolanda. The young
girl, given dope by Polly, as a cure for a
headache, becomes a drug fiend; and following a romance between Jenny Riano and
Royal Renshaw, which is abruptly ended by
the interference of Shuttles, she marries
Royal, leads him a cat and dog life, and
finally causes him to drive the car In which
he is taking her to a sanitarium over a cllft.
Jolanda is killed, but Royal, upon having
Jenny brought to his side, recovers and
marries her. This event closes the door on
a concert career, which has opened for Jenny
in the period during which she and Royal
have been separated.
Proiirram and Exploitation Catchlinea: The
liutterfly Failed to Get Him But Jenny
Did— She Went Right to His Heart— And
Married Him Secretly — There's Romance
in "Jenny Be Good" with Mary Miles
Minter.
Mary Miles Minter in Entertaining Drama
of Heart Interest.
Sprightly
Dramh with Mary Miles
Minter asComedy
the Star.
Exploitation Anglea; Use Miss Minter for
your selling
point. advantage
You can market
her personality to better
than you
can
sell the story, so make a drive on her following. Dwell upon the plcturesqueness of
some of ondary
theangle.locations and make this a sec-

IFGood,"
individual
scenes
from "Jenny
a Realart
production,
based on Bea
story by Wilbur Pauley, were culled for
criticism, there would be found many that
would live up to an artist's idea of the beautiful. Unfortunately,
dra- *
"The Devil's Claim"
matic qualities
of the however,
picture aretheweak;
and if the production had been made in Haworth Production Introducing Oriental
Character, Features Sessue Hayakawa
four reels instead of six, the result would
and Proves Fairly Entertaining.
have been much better — condensing of the
Reviewed by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
story interest would have added punch to
the drama, and livened up the interest genThe dope interest in the picture
Hayafeatures
whichproductio
"The Devil's
n ofSessue
making
should beerally.eliminated.
INClaim,"
is released by Robertson-Cole,
kawa and the
Mary Miles Minter continues to present the director has labored with an unwieldy
a pretty picture, and it is not her fault that and unconvincing play, which in reality is
sickly sentimental sub-titles are allowed a story within a story. Much attention has
to mar the seriousness of the drama. Her been paid to what was intended for the
director is still inclined to centralize the secondary story, with the result that constar to the general detriment of the picfusion occurs at certain points of the picture.
ture as to whether one is supposed to be
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thinking in the novel which composes the
"An Adventuress"
second story, or in the story of the man
who wrote the novel. This is the poorest Julian Eltinge's Skill as An Impersonator
of Vampireis Is Exploit^ In a Fanciful,
picture that Sessue Hayakawa has appeared
Lightly Humorous Story Pictured
in. In spite of the actor's usual standard
9f fine dramatic interpretation, which he
by Republic.
Reviewed
by Mary Kelly.
never fails to uphold, the spectator is apt
to grow out of patience with a picture ONE more tribute to the optimism and
which does not present a straightforward
ingenuity of Americans in rectifying
story and which fails to be convincing.
foreign
politics is paid in "An AdColleen Moore as the heroine of the
venturess." The story, or
yarn,counhas
fictitious
story and also of the novel written by the for its setting one of those rather
tries, Alpania, which is a house divided
East Indian, is a remarkably attractive figure, and displays splendid ability in the against itself, and which is much in need
part. The cast throughout is good, and of order. Enter three Americans, and
there are evidences of much time and things are presently straightened out.
The plot is a freak of imagination and
money having been spent on the production.
from beginning to end, truth is sacrificed
ClINt.
for the sake of getting semi-comic, semisensational
effects. It does not command
Akbar Khan }
Hassan 1
Sessue Hayakawa serious attention, and leaves the spectator
Virginia Crosby
Rhea Mitchell with no unity of impression. The most
Indora
Colleen Moore strikmg features are some attractive
diving
Spencer Wellington William Buckley scenes,
some amusing touches of burlesque
Kemal
Sidney Payne and a precipitous
auto
chase
that
furnishes
Salim
Joe Wray about five minutes of thrills.
Scenario by Grubb Alexander.
Julian Eltinge alternates from masculine
Direction by Charles Swickhard.
to feminme portrayal with ease. His makeLength, Five Reels.
up as the gay adventuress is an interesting
The Story.
achieveme
nt. A similar role is that taken
Akbar Khan, the hero of "The Devil's by Fred Covert who depicts feminine wiles
Claim,"
is a Hindoo
who has
come and mannerisms amusingly. The settings
to Greenwich
Village novelist,
for inspiration
to write
not always consistently atmospheri
a novel. Here he finds a beautiful girl named are
times the locale seems foreign, and c.at
Indora, whose heart he sacrifices on the al- At
tar of his ambition. One day a social worker, other times it is quite familiar and "AmerCast.
Virginia Crosby, happens by in her car, and
notices Indora as she sit sat her window,
Mam'selle Fedora )
singing a mournful melody to the accomPerry
j
Julian Eltinge
paniment of her mandolin. Virginia suc- Jack
ican."Brook
)
ceeds in meeting Indora, and in getting her Lyn
story, after which she decides to make the
Covert
^''^d Clifford
Dick Sayre
William
J
Hindoo love her, then to throw him over, Thelma
Prince Halbere
Leo White
and finally bring his back to Indora.
Virginia Rappe
When Virginia meets Akbar, she tells him Zana
R. de Valentina
a story about a pendant which she wears, in Jerrold
Grand
Duke
Nebo
Stanton Beck
which she represents it as having been
Charles Millsfield
stolen from the Devil Worshippers. The Pom Pom
story which she weaves for him is converted
Scenario by Charles Taylor and Thomas
J. Geraghty.
into a serial which appears in a well-known
Directed by Fred Balshofer.
magazine.
Finally when it is about comLength, Five Reels.
pleted, Virginia disappears. Akbar, deprived
The Story.
of her help and inspiration, is in despair;
the last instalment of the story is due, and
Alpania, a small country by the sea, has
must be produced for the publisher. At this become
the scene of much discord and inpoint in her scheme, Virginia sends Indora
an effort of the monarchists
to Akbar, when he realizes his love for the to deposetrigue duetheto republicans
who are in power.
girl, and also his indebtednes sto her.
Three
American
adventurers, Jack Perry,
Progrram and E;xploltatioii Catchlines: An Dick Sayre and Lyn
Brook, learn of the
Intense Drama of Hindu Superstition
trouble and decide to mix in. Jack is caught
with Sessue Hayakawa.
and
is
sentenced
by
the
royalists to be shot
A Drama on Greenwich Village — Its Art- at sunrise. From this fate
he is rescued by
ist Life and Telling of the High Life of Lyn who arrives in an aeroplane
and by
This Latin Quarter.
a bomb, destroys all but Jack.
Fascinating Story of Love and Intrigue dropping
Jack then contrives to learn the secret
with Sessu^ Hayakawa as a Hindu Novplans of the enemy and thereafter forward
elist.
them
to the republicans. To do this, he
Exploitation Aiiisleii: Play up Hayakawa
adopts the costume of a lady And tries his
above the story, but get what you can out wiles
on
the foreign princes and potentates.
of the angle of a Hindu novelist in our own
is known as "Fedora" and becomes very
Greenwich Village. Elaborate on the chance He
His pal, Lyn, also dlsguses himself
he has and arouse interest as to what he popular.
a lady and while Jack is carrying the
saw and did. Let pst performances sell this as
news
to
the republicans, Lyn is left to
rather than your arguments for this story.
divert the attention of the duke. He is
amazingly
'n promenading
A Message Is on Page 940!
on
the beach successful,
receives theand
admiring
glances of
Better Read It Now! !
many men, to his keen enjoyment.

Jack is onre more captured and is forced
to pilot an enemy aeroplane in order to
escape. He manages to keep the enemy at
bay until he alights and dashes off in an
automobile. He is hotly pursued in a perilous ride, but finally evades his foes and gets
safely back to America and his sweetheart.
Program and E^xploitatlon Catchlines: He
Dressed as a Vampire That He Might
Learn the Secrets of State.
They Took Him For a Gay Adventuress —
Until They Felt his Fist.
Monarchists Were Plotting to Depose Republicans. An Adventuress Stepped in
and Upset Their Plans. Who Was She?
See Julian Eltinge Appear in a Dual Role —
First as a Harvard Athlete, Then as An
Alluring Vampire.
Beauties of the Beach Figure Prominently
in "An Adventuress"— A Fictitious Tarn
of Romance and Fun.
Exploitation Angles: Split it between Eltinge and theanddiving
Bltinge's
popularity
he girls.
has Work
been onaway
long
enough
to
make
possible
the
"return
the screen" form of announcement. Give theto
high lights of the story, but hold closely
to Eltinge and the divers. This attraction
can be put over best with plenty of paper.
Use all you can.
"Pathe Comedies"
Harold Lloyd Blossoms Out in Good Comic;
Snub Pollard in Two Light Subjects.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

by
is releasded "An
Westerner,"
comic,
W .n two-re
ANEEaster
t is entitle
full of the
The elsubjec
Pathe
light-running, touch-and-go humor for
which Lloyd is justly famous. It is not
so strong in plot as certain predecessors,
but proves laughable owing to the many
deft comedy situations strung along through
the two reels.
Harold appears as a blase Eastern lad,
whose father packs him off to a Western
ranch, in the proverbial manner. Harold
opens rival,
up having
a new
of with
trickstheon badhis men
ara lot box
of fun
of Piute Pass, a town which holds it poor
form to shoot the same man twice in one
day. He gets into a poker game, but is
badly fleeced in spite of his cleverness.
Later he has a thrilling mixup with a band
of white caps. He wins the love of the
golden-curled heroine, who is pleasantly
portrayed
by Mildred
"Snub" Pollard
has Davis.
two new one-reel
subjects. "Drink Hearty" and "Trotting
Through
in each
of which
he is
assisted byTurkey,"
the clever
colored
lad, Sambo.
In the first subject Snub conducts a blind
pig in a barn, where the village cronies
gather
for revenue
their "licker."
The Snub
placeandis
raided by
officers and
Sambo play hide and seek with them round
a straw stack. In the second number they
invade a harem in Turkey, where they
teach the harem ladies how to dance the
shimmy, with sad results. The action of
both subjects is good.
Have You Seen Page 940?
Turn to It Now!

Pictures Showing Georges Carpentier's Popularity — Picture of the Boxer in Window Displays Attracts C'rcwdt.
At present he is working on a special American society drama for Robertson-Cole.
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With the Dance (Mae Mu rray — Su par
-648S Ft. Vol. 43; P-1S2S; Bz.
On
1960,
FOX FILM CORPORATION
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTINO
Special)
TheP-1683).
Amateur-L- Wife (Irene Castle). Vol. 48;
Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton — L — 5,682
Ft.), Vol, 43; P-1B27: C-R; Vol. 44; P.184. Strictly
SPECIALS.
P-364.Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Huckleberry Finn (Super Special) — L-7,186
P-45B.
ft.
Vol.
43;
P-1290;
Ex.
886;
C-R
Vol.
44;
The C-R-Vol.
Strongest 44; (AU-Star)—
Vol. 48; P-ll«4;
■ Bonds42; ofP-1014.
Love (Pauline Frederick). VoL 41:
P-2»».
Jinx P-117.
(Mabel Normand). Vol. 42; P-1188.
Young Mrs. Wlnthrop (Ethel CHayton) — L—
Should a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore). Vol. 4t:
4,707 ft. Vol. 43:
P-1683; C-R 2002.
While New York Sleepa (All-Star).
March.
WIL.I.IAM FARNVH SERnSS.
(Will Rogers). Vol. 42; P-1007.
Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray)-L — 4983 Ft. Jubllo
HeartVol.Strings
(William
Farnum
—
6lx
Parts),
Flame of the Desert (Oeraldlne Farrar). Vol.
Vol. 43; P-1293.
43; P-299; C-R. P-1619.
April
Folly
(Marlon
Davles).
Vol.
43;
P-18S9;
42;
The Adventurer
(William
Farnum — Six
P-2172.
The Chadwick).
CupP-246.
of FuryVol.(Rupert
Hughes — Helena
Parts). Vol. 43; P-16B0; C-R; Vol. 44; His C-R.
43; P-1291.
P-134.
HouseVol.in 43:
Order
(Elsie Ferguson) -L-4948
Pinto
Normand). Vol. 43; P-940
ft.
P-1838,
The Orphan (William Farnum — Six Reels). Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4,707 ft. Toby's (Mabel
Bow Horde
(Tom Moore).
Vol. 42-Production).
P-11S9.
Vol. 44; P-858.
The Silver
(Rex Beach
TOM MIX SRRIR^.
Vol,Ellen
43; Comes
P-1837; toC-RTown
455; (Dorothy
Vol. 44; P-Olsh).
Vol.
44;
P-460.
Mary
The Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
The 2002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 4>; P-lOOt'; C-R
L-4704 Ft; Vol. 43: P-lfi80.
P-inS, Ex. 886.
Excuse My Dust (Wallace Reld — L-4330 Ft.: The 43;
The
P-776.Vol. 43; P-2006.
Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Vol.
414. 43; P-2003; C-R-Vol. 44; P-299; Ex.
The Cyclone.
Daredevil Vol.
(Tom 41;Mix).
4
3
;
P286.
Desert Love.
44: r'-599.
The S5.Loves 1 of
Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
FOX Vol.
ElVTERTAINMENTS.
My
Lady's
Garter
(Tourncur
Production)
—
L
P-1290.
43;
—4823
Ft.
Vol.
43;
P-1837;
C-R,
P-723.
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
The
Little
Shepherd
of Kingdom Come (Jack
Easy to Get (Marguerite Clark) — Lr— 4,110 ft.
P-146;Shooter
C-R, P-1619.
Pickford),
Vol. 43; P-1622,
Vol. 43; P-1678:A l»RII..
C-R 2002.
The 43;
Square
(Buck Jones),
Duds
(Tom
Moore).
Tln-Pan Alley (Albert Ray & Elinor Fair).
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).
Treasure I.sland (Super-Special — Tourneur).
43; P-296.
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R. Vol. 44; P-466; Bx.
WhatVol.Would
You Do? (Madlalne Traverse).
,'.,143
ft;ManVol,(Robert
44; P-560;
C-R, P-857.
ThouL—
Art
the
Warwick).
L-600S
Vol. 43; P-778
Partners of the Night. Vol. 43; P-1842: C-R.
ft. Vol. 44; P-469.
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 42;
Vol. 44; P-723.
The Cost (Violet Heming). L — 6,547 ft; Vol. Dangerous
P-941; Ex. 1801,
Days (Rex Beach Production).
44; P-I41; C-R. P-857.
The Last Straw (Buck Jones), Vol. 43; P-1116,
43; P-2175.
The P-1288.
Hell Ship (Madlaine Traverse). Vol. 43; The False Koad (Enid Bennett — Ince). Vol. The Vol.
Street Called Straight (Basil King — All
44; P-724.
Star). Vol. 43; P-1293; C-R Vol. 44; P-134.
Terror I.sland (Houdinl). L — 5,813 ft. Vol.
Faith (Peggy Hyland), Vol. 43; P-1681.
The P-723.
Woman
in RoomC-R.13 P-697.
(Pauline Frederick).
44; P-861.
The 43;
Devil's
Riddle (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
44; P-138;
The 857.Toll Gate (Super-Special — William S. The Vol.
P-lh40.
Woman
and
the
Puppet
FarHart. L-5590 ft.; Val. 44; P-727; C-R,
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh). Vol.
rar— Seven Reels). Vol. (Geraldine
44; P-142; C-R.
43' P-2173
P-729.
Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde
(Super
Special).
Vol.
MollyC-Rand456.I (Shirley Mason). VoL 44; P-188;
The Strange Boarder (Will Rogers). Vol. 44:
Mny.
44; P-239; C-R, P-723.
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
Vol. 44;
BRAY PICTOGRAPB9.
P-142; C-R 455.
Why Change Your Wife? (Cecil B. DeTelephony.
Leave729,It to Me (William Russell). Vol. 44; P- Why 1678:
Mllle Kx.
Special)
828. -L — 7. 175 Ft. Vol 43; P- Wireless
(One Reel.)
Pheasants, Aristocrats
of Blrdland.
The Tattlers (Madlalne Traverse). Vol, 44;
Mrs. L Temple's
Telegram
(Bryant
Washburn).
Professor
B.
Flat,Gateways.
A Musical Novelty.
P-303; C-R. P-597.
—
4,138
ft.
Vol.
44;
P-g62.
uuardlans
of
Our
The Mother of Hia Chiltlren (Gladys BrockFamous Robberies.
The 6.797
Sea Wolf
Ft. (George Melford Special )-L— High
well). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-867.
Cost of Courting.
tieave It to Me (William Russell).
The Ft.Dark Mirror (Dorothy Dalton) -L — 6084
Taos Indians
and EDVCATIONAIiS.
Other Subjects.
FORD
"Would
You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol 44:
P-724.
Ft,
(One Reel.)
The Dancin' Fool (Wallace Reld)-L — 4, 124
The Dead Line (George Walsh).
Jan,
A Lady In Love (Ethel Clayton).
Love's
Harvest
Jan. 114—— Byentlde.
Bubble,
Forbidden
Trails(Shirley
(Buck Mason).
Jones).
Comedlea.
Jan. 18 — Just Kids,
The Spirit Bxtraordlnanr
of Good (Madlalne
Trarerse).
Hoodooed (Mr. and Mrs. Carter D« Hayan
Jan.
25
—
Taken
with a Grain of Salt.
Speeialai
Two Reels). Vol. 43; P-1882.
Feb.
Flowing Road,
■*I*iBe ((Theda Bara).
Feb. 81 —— The
De-Light,
April 4 — GeeReela).
Whiz (Sennett — Two Reels),
The Honor byetem (All-Star).
Feb, 22
16 —— In
Higher Spheres.
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette Keller- April 18— The Gingham Qlrl (Sennett— Two
man).
Feb,
Silverware.
Feb. 29 — TIck-Tock.
April 11— ShipReels),
Ahoy! (Al St. John— Two
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Mar.
Silence.
Xjm Mlaerablea
(Wtlllara
Farnum).
Mar 147 —— Broken
With Every
Meal.
8UIVSHINB
OOHEDIE8.
May 9—
2— Spring
Fresh from
the City (Sennett).
Mar, 21— Alligator Hunt.
May
(DeHaven).
Tha Great Nickel Robbery.
May 23— Let 'er Go (Sennett).
A Ught Weight Lover.
Training for Husbands.
May 30 — Beating Cheaters (DeHaven).
Paramonnt-Borton Holmes Travel Ptctnrea.
A Walter's Eyes.
Wasted Life,
(One Reel.)
Dangerous
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Mar. 7 — Bustling Brussels.
The
High
Diver's
Last
Kiss.
Should Dummies Wed?
Mar.
14
—
Kingdom
of
the
Yellow
Robe.
Mongrela.
Mar, 21 — Rtrassburg Redeemed.
MUTT AND JEFF.
'Oi-L.TTINO A" SPECIALS.
Mar. 284 —— Martyred
The Boys" Cities.
Big Club,
The Price of a Good Squeeie.
Apr.
Six P-170S.
Feet Four (William Rusaell). VoL 41;
Chewing
Gum
Industry.
P-864.
Apr.
11
—
The
Franco-British
Rhine.
Hula Hula Town,
Apr. 18 — XJp-Country In Slam.
Bve In Exile (Charlotte Walker). VoL 4*:
The Beautiful Model.
Apr. 26 — In Lovely Lorraine.
The Bicycle Race.
May 2 — In Happv Alsace.
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Rnaaall).
The
Bowling
Alley.
May 169 —— An
Oriental
Sing Sing.
P-463.(Mme. Marguerite de Sylva) ;
Nothing But Girls,
May
Artistic
Antwerp.
The Vol.
Honey43;
The Wrestlers.
Private Detective,
Vol.
44;BeeP-600.
May
23
—
Musko
and
Musume
of
Nippon.
The
May 30— Battlefields of France.
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
The Paper Hangers.
Paramonnt
Mascmslne.
Vol.
P-2011;
C-R Vol.
44; P-134.
fOne Reel.)
Slam F*lsher).
Bang48; Jim
(William
Russell).
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver (Margarita
Mar. 7 — Popping the Question.
Mar. 14 — Reclaiming the Everglades.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
Mar. 2821 —— The
Game Song
TrailsFactory.
of the Southland.
Mar.
April 4 — The Zero Hour In Art.
W. W. HODKINSON
Febmary.
April 11 — Tailoring In Metal,
.<prll 18 — Mental Acrobatics.
Doable
Speed
(Wallace
Reld)-L—
4144
Ft
Aorll
26
—
Th^
Nurse
of
th»
Tenements.
Vol. 43; P-944; C-R, P-2172
May 9—
2— The
A Featherhead
All-«f-a>8iidden
BENJAMIN
HAMPTOM — Im.
GREAT
Peggy43: (Marguerite
May
Teeth of thePhysician.
Law.
Clark)4443 Ft. Vol
P-in4.
AUTHORM B. PIOnrRRS.
May ?S—
16 — Lounge
Jungle' .
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol
Stars ofLizards
Stage of
and theScreen.
43; P-297; C-R, P-1619.
May 30 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
'**4M1 Fj"v^t"4VrP-I.T'°' ^•"''"')-^
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The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
ZANE GREY PICTURES. INC.
Harry
Pollard No.
Comedy
Pathe Review
46. (One Reel).
44;
P-302;
C-R; (Carlyle
P-455. Blackwell) — Vol.
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton Topics of the Day No. 60.
The
Third
Woman
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
43; P-2174: C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
Pathe News No. 30 and 31.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCmONS.
Releases for Week of April 18.
Snpreme Comedies.
Mollle's Mumps.
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum —
After
Thirty
No.
2
(The
Stimulating
Mrs.
Novel Idea.
Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Barton — Mrs. Sydney Drew — Two Reels). Her
Artistic Temperament.
10 of Daredevil Jack (Paths of DeBex P-20H.
(Louise Glaum — Seven Reels). Vol. 41: No. struction).
In
ComeRoomInto202.the Kitchen.
No.
3
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Tyrant
of
the
South Seas).
DBITRICB-BECK. Inc.
Take Doctor's Advice.
Harry
Pollard One-Reel
Oh, You Kid!
Th« Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
Pathe Review
No. 47. Comedy.
MARTIN JOHNSON.
of
the
Day
No.
51.
The Harvest Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Six Topics
Pathe News No. 32. 38.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.
January
—
Cruising
In the Solomons.
Releases for Week of April 25.
February — Domesticating Wild Men.
DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Rio
Grande
(Rosemary
Theby-Allan
Sears
—
Recruiting in the Solomons.
King- Spruce (Mitchell Lewis — Seven Reels).
Reels). Vol.
P-600. of Wrath). The
City of Broken Old Men.
No. Seven
11 of Daredevil
Jack 44;
(Flames
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R. Vol. 44; P-723.
Marooned In the South Seas.
No.
4
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Prison
Ship).
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
Harry
Pollard Comedy
ADVENTURE SCBNICS.
Pathe Review
No. 48. (One Reel).
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart).
of the Day No. 52.
Cynthia-of-the-Minute
(Leah Baird — Six Topics
January
—
The
Last Resort.
Parts).
Pathe News Nos. 34 and 35 (April 25, May 1). January — Flaming
Sea.
Releases for Week of May 2.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUtTTIONS.
February
—
Sheep
O'Leavenworth.
Sons
of
Salooskin.
Live P-777.
Sparl<s (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43; Dollar for Dollar (Frank Keenan). Vol. 44; Ghosts of Romance.
P-727; C-R, P-857.
12 of Daredevil Jack (The Unseen Men$30,000P-1286.(J. Warren Kerrigan).
Vol. 43; No. ace).
5 of Trailed by Three (Buried Alive).
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan). No. Reels).
The Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two
P-2013; Kerrigan).
C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
No. Vol.
99 (J.43;Warren
Drink
Hearty No.
(Harry
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
Pathe Review
49. Pollard — One Reel).
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol. Topics of the Day No. 53.
Pair P-1191.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 42;
Pathe News No. 36 and 37 (May 5 — May 8).
43; P-778; C-R 2002.
Releases for Week of May 9.
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
The Miracle of Money (Margaret Seddon and Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 43;
Bessof Gearhart
Vol.the44;Trap).
P-860.
No. 13
Daredevil Morrison).
Jack (Baiting
PATHE EXCHANGE, mC
The P-63;
WillowC-R,TreeP-1619.
(Vioa Dana — Six Parts).
43; P-465; C-R, P-1619, Ex. 1223.
No. glary).
6 of Trailed by Three (Wanted for Bur- The Vol.
Right
of
Way
P-1116; C-R 2002. (Bert Lvtell). Vol. 48;
Trotting
Through Turkey (Harry Pollard —
One Reel).
Release* for Week of March 14.
43'
P-938. (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
The
Walk-Offs
Review No. 50.
Tarnished Reputations (Dolores (TasslnAlll). Pathe
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
64.
Stronger
Tlian Death (Nazimova — Seven
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
No. Vol.
12 of 43;
The P-1888.
Adventures of Ruth (The Vanlt Pathe15).News Nos. 38 and 39 (Shipped May 12,
of Terror).
Nothing
But
the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six
Releases for Week of May 16.
No. 6 of Daredevil Jack (A Race for Glory).
Parts). Salome
Vol. 43;(Hope
P-468.Hampton). Vol. 48;
P-773.
A Modern
Flat
Broke
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
No. 14 of Daredevil Jack (Terrible
geance). , „ Ven, .
Pathe Review No. 42.
The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
Topics of the Day No. 48.
No. Harem).
7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pashas
Vol. 43; P-1527; C-R 2002).
Pathe Nos. 22 and 23.
March — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn) — Vol. 44;
Releases for Week of Harek Xt.
P-301;
C-R, P-723.
No.
2
of
Bringing
Up
Father
(Father's
Close
Shave — Two Reels).
No. 18 of The Adventures of Ruth (WItldn
March — Shore Acres (Alice Lake — Six Reels).
Hollow Walls).
Vol.
44;
P-135; toC-R,
Nearly
a
Maid'
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
No. 6 of Daredevil Jack (A Skirmish of WtUi). Pathe Review No. 51.
April — Dangerous
MenP-723.
(Viola Dana); Vol.
Topics News
of theNos.
Day 40No.and55.41 (Shipped May 19
Cut the Cards (Harry Pollard — One Reel). Pathe
Vol.
44;
P-461
and
22).
44;
P-598.
April — Alias
Jimmy Valentine
(Bert Lytell —
Pathe Review No. 48.
Reels).
44; P-456;
Releases for Week of May 23.
Topics of the Day No. 47.
April Six
— The
Hope Vol.
(Special
Cast). C-R, P-867.
Pathe News Nos. 24 and >E.
April — The Heart of a Child (Nazimova —
Simple
(Blanche
Six Reels).
Releases for Week of Harek 38.
No.
15 ofSouls
Daredevil
JackSweet
(The— Triple
Chase).
Seven Reels).Bedroom
Vol. 44; and
P-459;Bath
C-R, (VtoU
P-867.
Dana).
8 of Trailed by Three (The Brand of April — Parlor,
The Deadlier Sex (Blanche Sweet — Six Reels). No. Fire).
— Fine Feathers (May Allison).
No. Vol.
14 43;
of P-2174.
The Adventures of Ruth (The No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Gland and April
April— The STcylark (Bert Lytell).
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned DagFighting Chance).
April
— Burning
Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
No. Dark).
7 of Daredevil Jack (A Blow In the
Reels). But
April — Nothing
Lies (Taylor Holmes — Six
ger).
All Dressed
Up No.(Harry
Pollard — One Reel).
Pathe
Review
52.
Reels).
The
Pollard — One Reel). Topics of the Day No. 56.
PatheDinner
ReviewHourNo. (Harry
44.
May
—
Four
Horsemen
(All-Star Cast — Six
PatheandNews
Topics
of theNos.
Day 26No.and48.27.
29). Nos. 42 and 43 (Shipped May 26 May — TheCastMarriages
Pathe News
of Mayfair (All-Star
— Six Reels).
Reels).
Releases for Week of April 4.
May — The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell — Six
Lifting Shadows (Emmy Wehlen — Six Reels)
May — A Lewis
Daughter
of the Snows (Mitchell
—Vol.
44;
P-1S9;
C-R-Vol.
44;
P-299.
— Six Reels).
No. 16 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Key
ROBERTSON-COLE
of Victory).
No. 1 of Trailed by Three (The Mystery Pearl
— Featuring Stuart Holmes and Frankie The Third Generation (Betty BIythe). Vol.
Mann — Three Reels). Vol. 44; C-723.
TRIANGLE
Ko. 8 of Daredevil Jack (Blinding Hate).
43; P-777; C-R 2002.
No. 1 of Bringing Up Father Series (JIgga In The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
Society
—
Two
Reels).
43;
P-948.
The P-465.
Luck of Geraldlne I^lrd (Bessie BarrlsHarry Pollard Comedy (One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 4B.
—Two
Reels).
cale). Vol. 43; P-H18; C-R Vol. 44;
11 — Only
a Farmer's DauerMcr <dli!.';
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
49.
Seeing It Through (ZaSM Pitts). Vol. 48; Jan. 15 — Mabel's Speed Cop (MftH>«l Wc
Pathe No. 28 and 29.
— Sennett — One ReeJ ..
Vol. 43; P-1523; Ex. 1799.
Releases for Week of Airrll 11.
Who'sP-597.
your Servant? Vol. 43; P-1841; C-R, Jan.
The Blood Barrier (Sylvia Breamer — Robert
Feb.
The Flame of Hellgate (Beatrix MIcbelena).
Kso!)..} '" ■
.OneiV;>-3t'c
1 — His Baby InDollScu.a
Gordon—
P-723. Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-300: C-R,
Jan. 26— A (JambleReels)
Vol. 48; P-2007.
i^ubt*.* .;AlSf>
No. 9 of Daredevil Jack (Phantoms of TreachThe P-301.
White Dove (H. B. Warner) — Vol. 44; Feb. 8— TheTwoDanolnr
ery).
16— Tl»er Girl (L :#a OUtk).
Feb.
Mo. 2town).
of Trailed By Three (Trapped In China- A Woman Who Understood (Bessie BarriFeb. 16 — His Day of r
(One Re«i).
Veh.
scale). ' Vol. 44; P-189; C-R, P-B97.
n — The Love Hit
."wo Reels).
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BIG V COMEDIKS.
One He Man (Jack Perrln- Josephine Hill —
(Two(Montgomery
E««I«)
Western — News
Two Reels).
Vol. 44;April
C-462.20). Loafers and Lovers
and Rook).
International
No. 19 (Shipped
and Squawks (Jimmy Aubrey).
International News No. 20 (Shipped April 23). Squeaks
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Sauce and Senoritaa (Montgomery and Rock).
New Screen Magazine No. 62.
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).
Releases for We«-k of April 26.
Throbs
ThrlllB
(Montgomery
Flute andandFoder
(Jimmy
Aubrey). and lto«k).
Locked
Lips
(Tsuri
Aoko).
Vol.
44;
P-601;
Pals
and
Pugs
(Jimmy
Aubrey).
ReleaM* (or Week of March IB.
CR,
No. Time).
18 ofP-857.
The Lion Man (In the Nick of
O. HBIVRY
FEATURES.
No. 12 of The Lion Man (The Jawa
( T\eo ReeU)
struction). of
_ . De.
12 of Elmo the Fearless (Crashing The Roads We Take (Jay Morley).
No. 6 of Elmo the Fearless (The Battle Under No. Through).
the Sea).
A Philistine In Bohemia (Edna Murphy).
Riders (Art Accord Serial
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan).
Stop That Shlmmie (Lyona-Moran — One No. —1 of
OverThe theMoon
Precipice).
Reel).
„
The
Ransom of Mack (All-fetar).
Reel).
Pick Out Tour Husband (Lyons-Moran — One
The Madlief— Two
Woman
(Stage
Women'e
War
BeThimble.
Thimble
(All-Star).
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1«S«.
An Afternoon
Afternoon
Musicale.
Lion
Paws
and
Ladie
Fingers
(Century
Lions
An
Miracle.
A Two
Roaring
Love
Affair
(Consuela
Henler
—
Two
Reels).
Reels).
A Ruler of Men.
Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine
When the Cougar Called (Magda Lane and The Hill
— Western — Two Reels).
Robert
Burns
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
Hearst News No. 11.
International News No. 21 and 22 (Shipped
International News No. 11.
April 27 and 30).
FIRST NATL EXHIBITOBS
New Screen Magazine No. 63.
New Screen Magazine No. 67.
Universal Current Events No. 11.
Releases for Week of Mar S.
Releaeee for Wc«k of Harck S3.
Bullet-Proof
In Did Kentucky (Anita Stewart). Vol. 43;
C-R. P-857.(Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-728;
Overland Red (Harry Carey).
l'-145; C-R, P-1619; L-7649 ft., Ex. 1041.
No. 7 of Elmo the Fearless (Tb« Hous* of No. the
1.3 of
Elmo the Fearless (The Hand on
The Thunderbolt
(Katherine MacDonaid.
Latch).
MysteJT ; .
L-4940;
Vol. 43; P-453.
No. Loose).
It of The Lion Man (When Hell Broks No. rauders).
2 of The Moon Riders (The Masked MaHeart o' the Hills (Mary Plckford). L-6329;
43; P-353.
Why Lee! (Lyons — Moran — One Reel).
Oiling Uncle (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
The Vol.
Beauty
Market (Katherine MacDonaid).
A Lion's Alliance (Century — Two Reels).
TiKerOneHand
(Major
Allen's
Animal
Hunt
—
L-6018: Vol. 43; P-774.
Reel).
The Moore
Rattler's
Hiss
(Hoot
Gibson
and
Mildred
Two
Weeks
(Constance Talmadge). L-5998:
A Restaurant
Riot (Lyn Cole — Celeste Zim— Western
llck — Two Reels).
Hearst News
No. 12. — Two Reels).
43;
P-939.
livinVol.
us
Kve
International News No. 12.
Wolf
Tracks
(Hoot
Gibson
—
Thelma
Percey
—
43: P-1681. (tJrace Darling). L-6237; Vol.
Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 6t.
A Daufjhter of Two Worlds (Norma TalUniversal (Current Events No. IS.
International News Nos. 23 and 24 (Shipped
madge).
L-6078;(Katherine
Vol. 43; P-463.
May 4, 7).
Releaaea for Week of Karck 2S.
The L-6771;
TurningVol.
Point
MacDonaid).
New Screen Magazine No. 64.
43;
P-lStt.
BurntHill).Wings (Frank Mayo and Josephine
ReleaoeH for Week of Mny 10.
River's
(Marshall
— L —44:6634:
No. 14 of Elmo the Fearless (The Avalanche). The 723.
Vol.
43; End
P-1523;
Ex. 570,Neilan)
C-R, Vol.
PNo. 8ing).
of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal CrossNo. Jealousy).
S of The Moon Riders (The Red Rage of
Vol.
43;
P-1623:
Ex.
670.
No. 14 of The Lion Man (Desperate Deeds).
P-134.
Concrete Biscuits (Lyons-Moran — One Reel). In Search of a Sinner (Constance Talmadge)Butting in on Baby (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
1^5458 Ft.; Vol. 43: P-2006; C-R, Vol. 44;
Ransom
(Hoot News
Gibson Nos.
— Western
Two (Shipped
Reels).
The Virgin of Stamboul (Priscllla Dean —
International
25 and— 26
Seven Reels,. Vol. 44; P-140; Ex-571;
May
11
and
14).
The
Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris Chaplin) C-R, P-723.
L — 5695 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2176.
New Screen Magazine No. O.t
Light Hearts and Leaking Pipes (Zip MonThe
Family Honor (King W. Vidor). Vol.
berg and Virginia Warwick — Two Reels).
44;
P-8o9. Miss Lisle (Katherine MasFinger
The Donald).
Notorious
Two Prints
Reels). (Robert Reeves — Western —
Hearst News No. IS.
VITAGRAPH
March 1 — The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
International News No. 13.
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141.
New Screen Magazine No. S9.
March 22 — The Idol Dancer (David Wark
Universal C^irrent Events No. It.
Griffith).
Vol. 44: P-137; C-R, P-697; Ex.
828.
SPECIAL PRODUOnONt.
Release* (or Week of April S.
29 — The Woman Who Gives (Norma
Ths Road to Divorce (Mary MacLaren), Vol. The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams — Eleven MarchTalmadge).
Vol. 44; F-460; C-R, P-857.
4t; P-lt40.
Reels). Vol. 4t; P-12t7.
April
Polly Chaplin).
of the Storm Country (Mililreil4 —Harris
No. Knife).
t of Elmo the Fearless (The Assassin's The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R. P-697.
AprilProduction).
11 — Don't Ever
(Marshall Neilan
No. Fury).
It of The Lion Man (Tks Fumaes of Captain
44; P-726.
Vol. Marry
Swift
(Earle
Williams).
Vol.
44:
P728.
April 18 — The Love Expert (Constance TalDowning
An
TTprlsins
(LyoBS-Moran
—
On*
Dollars
and
the
Woman
(Alice
Joyce
—
Six
Reels).
Reel).
madge— John Emerson-Anita Loos I*roduction). A'ol. 44; P-860.
MajorWolf
Allen's
25 — Passion's
Courage —ofSeven
Marge Reels).
O'Doone (James Oliver AprilMacDonaid)
Playground (Katherine
.
— OneAnimal
Reel). Hunt (The Story of tke The Curwood
A CThampion
STAR PRODUOnONS.
MayStewart).
3— The Tellow Typhoon (AntU
Two Reels).Loser (June Love — Rainbow —
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
Wlan the Cougar Called (Magda Lan* and
May 1431—
David Wark
Ortfflth
Production.
Frank Burns
June
— Marshall
Neilan
Production.
When43; aP-150.
Man Loves (Earle Williams). Vol. June
International
News— Western
No. IB. — Two Reels).
28 — Constance Talmadge Production.
43; P-634.
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
JO.
International News No. 16.
Pegeen (Bessie Love). Vol. 43; P-464.
July 19 — Tes
or NoT(Katherine
(Norma Talmadge).
Curtain
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol. August
MacDonaid).
Releaeca for Week of April U.
August 162 —— Jack
Knife Man (King
Vidor).
43; P-150.
August
No. Bullet).
10 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal
30
—
Forty-five
The P-944.
Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 43;
way (Charles Ray). Minutes from BroadNo. 16 of The Lion Man (The Relentless
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith). Vol.
Renegades).
43; P-775.
Stop Reel).
That Wedding (Lyons-Moran — One The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart).
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
International News No. 17 (Shipped April It). Deadline
at E'even (Csrinne OrifMtll). Vol.
43: P-2009.
Dog Reels).
Gone Clever (Century Wonder Dog — Two
The P-136;
FlamingC-RClue456.(Harry T. Morey). Vol. 44:
International
News No.No.18 61.
(Shipped April 16).
New
Screen Magazine
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
Twenty-Thirty).
▲ Woman's
Experience (Baeon — Baksr — TmThe Texas Kid (Hoot Gibson-Western — Two
The Garter Girl (Corinne Qrlfflth).
Suspense (Relcher — Ten-Twenty-Thirty).
The Sea Raider (Harry T. Moroy).
Reels) — C-Vol. 44; P-303.
The
Soreaminr
Shadow (Ben Wllssn flsrial)
Clover's Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
Release* for Week of April 19.
of Bvidence (^ll-Star).
The ■pisode
Silent Serial).
Avenger (William Duncan — II (Aalns
High
Speed
(Gladys
Hulette and MwaHl
Her Five-Foot
P-726.
Barle). Vol. 4t: P-4«7.
Tke Episode
InvisibleSerial).
Hand (Antonio Morsno— II Carmen
44; P-302; Highness
C-R, P-723.(Edith Roberts). Vol.
of
the
North
(Anna
Boss). Vol. 44:
No. 17 of The Lion Man (In Cruel CMutchea).
LARRT SBMON OOMEDIBS.
No. the
11 ofDragon).
Elmo the Fearless (The Temple of
The
Veiled
Marriage
(Anna
Lakr
an« Ralpk
The Head Walter (Two Reels).
The Grocery Clerk (Two Reels).
Somebody Lied (Lyons Moran — One Reel).
Ke^llard)— Vol. 4t; P-1I4I: C-R-ToL U:
A Jazzy Janitor
(Zip Monborff-Vlrginia WarThe FlyDays.
Cop (Two Reels). Vol. 44; C-4M.
The Bvll Bye (Benny Leonard — II ■piso4s
School
wick— Two Reels).
SerUl). Vol. 4t: P-tlT4.
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A Dangerous Affair.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
The 140.
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44; P.
Wit Wins.
Sins of the Children.
Wits vs. wits.
UNITED
ARnSXS.
Bubbles (Mary Anderson).
SPBCIALS.
Midnight
(Marie Doro).
Oct. Six20 —Reels).
Broken Blossoms (D. W. Grifflth —
When a Woman Strikes.
The
PlaceGambols
of Honeymoons
(Emily Steveas
and Montague Love — Six Parts).
Life's Greatest Problem.
Dec.
29
—
When
the
Clouds
Roll
By
(Douglas
The
Hidden
Code
(Grace
Davidson).
The
other
Man's
Wife.
Fairbanks
— Six Reels). Vol. 43; P-298; Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis);
The Littlest (Junior Special).
C-R; P-1619.
Vol. 44; Child
P-599. (Jose Collins — Godfrey
Jan. 18 — PoUyanna
(Mary
Pickford — Six
Nobody's
Reels). Vol. 43: P-fi3fi: Ex. 887.
April 2^ — Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett).
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
FIDELITY
PICTl'RES COMPANY.
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 573.
The Married Virgin (.Six Reels).
Frivolous Wives (Six Reels).
GAYBTY COHEiDIBS.
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
SEL.ZNICK PICTURES.
In the Clutches of Hindoo (Serial).
Cursed
by
His
Cleverness.
Husbands
and
Wives (Vivian Martin). Vol.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
His Fatal Bite.
Sooner or Later (Owen Moore), Vol. 48; Kissed
44; P. 142.
in a Harem (Billy Bletcher and Vera
P-1524.
Reynolds).
REELCRAFT
PICTURES CORPORATION.
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas. Vol. The Fatal Wallop (George Ovey).
Billy West Comedies.
43; P-1119.
Beaned
the Boarder (Billy Bletcher and
(Two Reels.)
Vera onReynolds).
The Land of Opportunity (Two R««la — Italyh
MusteredBreaker.
Out.
Strike
Ine«). Vol. 41: P-1J8*.
chrisub film oompabtt.
Hla 4t;
Wlfo'B
Money
(Eugene O'Brien). Vol.
(One Bml.)
Happy Days.
Texas Gninan Comedies.
P-1679;
C-R 2002.
Nearly Newlyweds.
The Woman Game (Elaine Hammersteln) —
Watch
Your
Step-Mother.
Vol. 43: P-2176: C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
A
Moonshine
Feud.(Two Reels.)
Mary's Nightmare.
Youthful Folly (Olive Thomas).
Vol. 44; The
The
White
Squaw.
Captivating
Captive.
Vol.
44;
C-729.
P-455.
The
Rider.
The P-136;
Woman C-RGod Vol.
Sent44;(Special).
Are
Vol.Vol.44; 44;C-729.
The Night
Wild Cat.
Her Britle'.s
Perfect Happv?
Husband.
C-729.
Alice
Howell Comedies.
A Fool
and
His
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien);
Vol.
(Ttco
A««b.)
44: P-598.
Go West, Toung Woman (Fay Tlaeher). Vol.
(Two Reels.)
The Shadow of Ro.s.ilie Byrnes (Elaine HamCinderella
Cinders.
Her Lucky Day.
Vol. 44;
P-858.Moore).
48; P-47e.
.lannary
— Save Me Sadie (Bddle Barry). Vol.
The merstein).
Desperate Hero
(Owen
Her
Bargain
Day.
Out of the Snows (Special).
P-841.Nightmare.
Her 48;
Bridal
Billy Franey
Comedies.
SELECT PICTURES.
Petticoats and Pants.
(One Reel.)
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
The
Dog
Catcher.
E<IUITY PICTURES.
The
Paper
Hanger.
The Last of K\s People (Mitchell Lewis). Vol. Silk Husbands
and Calico Wives (Hou«e
P-187.& Lies (Norma Talmadge). Vol.
The Water Plug.
She 42:
Loves
Peters).
Vol. 43;(CMara
P-1842.Kimball Tonng). Vol.
Mllburn Moranti ComeOles.
Byes of Youth
43;
P-469.
(Two Reels.)
Jealousy.
42: P-362: Ex. 2122.
Prizma Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
The
Forbidden
Woman
(Clara
Kimball
NATIONAL. PIOrURBS.
Simp
and
Satan.
Young)— Vol. 43; P-1291; EJx. ISOO; C-RDistributed by Select BxchanKes.
Wild. Wild West.
Vol. 44; P-J99.
March— Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458.
Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
CAPITAL FILM OOMPAirT.
March — Blind Youth; Vol. 44; P-600.
(One Reel.)
(Tice iZeeU ta^^^.^
April — The Invisible Divorce.
The Deserter.
Escaped Convict.
REPUBLIC PICrrURKS.
Dreamy
Chinatown.
The
Square
Gambler.
Distributed Through Republic ExohanKM.
Perils of the Beach.
DBMOORACT PHOTOPLAY OOBIPANT.
Kinograms (News Reel).
Gale Henry Comedies.
Democracy.
February
—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
(Two Reels.)
Help!
April— The Gift Supreme. Vol. 44; P-727.
Heirlooms.
SPBSCIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.
February — The Gift Supreme.
(Comedyart
—
Two
Reels
Each).
February
The Movies.
ling. — The One Way Trail (Bdythe Ster- Uneasy Feet; Vol. 48; P-J17«.
Burrud (Snneet) Scenlcs.
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine PreReel.)God.
ducUon). Vol. 4g; P-2173.
The
Mountain
That(OneWas
Trilbyissue).
(Clar« Kimball Younr — Toarmenr R*The Wind Goddess.
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
TYRAD PierURBS, INC.,
March — The Great Shadow.
March — The Adventuress.
729 Seventh Avenue.
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Moath)
March —— Children
Man's Plaything.
ALEXANDER FILM CORPORATION.
March
Not Wanted (Bdlth D«y).
Brind's
(One Bvery Week).
U. S.BducationaU
PHOTOPLAY
The 72«.
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44; P- March 15 — The Lone Hand (Roy Stewart). Vol.
Washington,CORFOBATIM.
D. C.
43; P-2013: C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.
DeterminationVICrrOR
(Ali-StarKILBKBR.
— Tea Parts).
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
Tex. Blaeidator of Mysteries. Vol. 48; P-llt8.
Reels). of Work (C%ayIlB — ^Two
Apr. 1 — Reissue
REALART PICTURES
Biased
Trail Productions
Two-Part
Worth Woods (b'erles
Dramas).of TwelTe
MAr.
1-^Reissue
of Jitney
lin
— Two
Reels). Blopesseat (Ok*pWolrea
of the Street (Six Reels). Vol. 48;
P-lt8t.
Reel). of By the Sea (Clta9lla-^>ae
May
1
—
Reissue
Broken Bubbles (Hank Mana — Two Reels).
reatarea.
W. H. PRODUCnOBS.
Th« Luck of Speetal
the Irish
(Dwan). Vol. 4t;
Vol. 48; P-li8«.
FMHHAN AMTTBBHBNT CWMPANT.
The Superman (Six Parts). Vol. 41; P-tl4.
Beldtora of Fortune (Dwan— Seven Parta).
Reissue
of
The iBTlslble Ray (Rath CSIBori aad Jaek
ductions.Seven OliTe Thomas Trlaacle ProVol. «J: P-4B4. _
. ,
ah errtll— Serial).
The Mystery of the Tellsw
Room (ChaBtar4
Special
Chaplin
Reissue. A CO.. Ilfa
GROMMAjr PtOrVRM INOOKPARATBD.
C P. PRIGB
— Six Parts), Bi.
|1,009,OM R«war« (LilliaB Walker — Serial). The Log of
U-8B.
Vol. FILMS,
48; P-470.INC.
Star Prodoetlvas.
RADIOSOUL
48; (Harsuerlte
P-1ES8.
■rstwhlle StiMiii (Constance Blnnay). Vol. Face Vol.
to Face
Marsh).
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom).
«»;
P-8B4.
.
_
JACOBBroadway.
WILK,
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATIOir.
The Fear Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 48; P.
14T(
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dewlta»).
4<S; C. R. Vol. 44; P. 184.
The
Confession
(Henry
Walthall).
Vol.
41;
10
Alice
Brady
Reissues.
P-184L
Judy Vol.
of Rogue's
HarborC-R,fMary
Miles Mlnter).
10 Roltert Warwick Reissues.
43; Kiss
P-1120;
ROMAYNB
O*.
The Stolen
(Constance8172.Blnney). Vol.
HALL ROOM BOYS COHBDIM.
CnlveirSUPER-FILM
City, OaL
43: P. 2011: C-R Vol. 44; P. 184.
March 28 — Oh, Baby!
Jan.
IS
—
Shot
In
the
Kitchen.
Stnners (Alice Brady). Vol. 48; P-217B.
April
e — This Way Out.
Peb. 601.1 — Underground Romeo.
Nurse Marjorle (Mary Miles Mlnter). Vol. 44; April
18 — Four of a Kind.
WISTARIA PRODUCTIONS, fWO.
P-135; C-R, P-723.
GRBIVBR BDUCATIONALS.
Neglected Wives (Anne Luther). Vol. 44; PRoyal
Ease.of Roads.
Collossus
UURRAY W. -.^ARSBBir.
ture).
The Spirit of the Birch.
A Dream
of Fair Women (Two B««l
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
Suds.
_ .Twa^_
P-778. wARmsR Bwormuw.
Precisely as Polly.
JAHS PKTTUMS. IWa
The Lost City (JuantU: Sanfcea). Ml
AMBIUOAN CINBMA 0«llPOKATIOIf.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell — Six
Women Men Ferset (MoUla Kin*). Vol. 4t;
Reels). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
Ashes of Desire.
WILK AW^ WILK.
P-l»tt.
A Woman's BvslaeM (Ollr* Tell — ■
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CONDUCTED
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Company

E.T.

KBYSER

Has

Brought Out a New and Attractive Model
four couplers on second touch. The third
THE American Photo Player Company division (upper manual) contains a 16-foot
ted a new model instruhas comple
ment which is to be known as the stop, eight 8-foot stops, two 4-foot, one
2ry-foot, one 2-foot seven percussion, five
"Photo Orchestra." The instrument is de- trap
stops, one tremolo and four couplers
signed to combine certain features of the
Foto-player and the Robert-Morton Or- on first touch, and two 16-foot, two 8-foot,
chestra and may be played with equal
effect by hand or music roll.
The entire instrument may be installed
Tell Us Your Troubles
in the pit of a theatre or divided and placed
in different locations. When a pit installation is required, it is possble to have it
tor or
house ER
manageranyrunsexhibi
up against
WHENEV
finished in three days. This is due to seva snag in the matter of equiperal new improvements and the general
ment— its choice, use or installation;
simplicity of the electric system used in
whenever you are in doubt as to just
its construction. When the instrument is
what you should do to make a new
divided it is necessary only to increase the
house attractive or improve an old
length of the cables and wind conductors.
ent" DeThe console may be placed in the pit, the
one — ask the
partment and"Better
we will Equipm
dig up the dope
stops on the lower manual and some of
you. d BUT
don'tenvelo
forget
the stops on the pedal may take one posipe to
aforstampe
return
withenclose
your
tion, the stops on the upper manual and
inquiry.
part of the pedal may take another position, while the piano and percussion instruments may occupy a third position
either in the pit or as an echo.
two percussion, four traps, one tremolo
Double Touch on Manuals and Pedals.
and three couplers on second touch.
Both manuals and pedals are equipped
Twenty-four Combination Piston*.
with double touch. On the first division
In addition there are twenty-four com(pedal) there are one 32-foot resultant
bination pistons — eight for each manual and
stop, six 16-foot stops, three 8-foot stops,
one 4-foot stop, three trap stops, four eight for the pedal; three piston couplers
couplers on first touch, chimes and six trap which couple the pedal pistons to the
stops on second touch. The second divi- manual pistons, same number or couple all
pistons of same number, two unison silent
sion (lower manual) contains two 16-foot
stops, ten 8-foot stops, three 4-foot stops, "off"
couplers.
couplers
and two second touch "on" and
one 2%-foot stop, one 2-foot stop, six perThe ipes and percussion instrument are
cussion stops, six trap stops, one tremolo
in their expression boxes three
and five couplers on first touch, one 16-foot enclosed
inches thick with individual shutter action
stop, three 8-foot stops, two percussion
stops, seven trap stops, one tremolo and arranced so that the last shutter must be

wide open before the total amount of tone
emanates from the boxes.
For the roll operator there is the double-tracker player with two different ways
of bringing out solo effects from standard
music rolls. This part of the. instrument
is operated by the usual roll controlling
devices, twelve couplers and fourteen percussion finger keys. When the instrument
is being played by hand thi rolls are cov-i
ered by the music rack.
■!
Write the General Electric
Company

for These Booklets

tady,
the General
Company,
from Schenec
ARE icin receipt,
WE Electr
X. Y., of a handsomely printed
booklet of eight pages and cover entitled
"Compensarcs for Motion Picture ProjecThe booklet briefly tells, in an interesting
way, the reason for compensarcs, and
sketches the evolution of control devices
up to the present G-E motor generator
compensarcs, which are illustrated and described in detail. This booklet is of particular interest to the progressive exhibitor
whotion."
will do well to write to the General
Electric Company for a copy.
It may be news to some of our readers
that the General Electric Company have
published three valuable instruction books
for projectionists. These are known as
Nos. 82550B, 82554 and 85101.
The first deals with the practical installation, operation and care of A-C to D-C
compensarcs for two arcs in series used
alternately. The second covers the same
ground for D-C to D-C motor generator
sets for projection arc control for two
arcs in series used alternately. The third
treats in the same manner of A-C compensarcs for motion picture machine control.
Each of these instruction books contains
illustrations of apparatus described, together with installation diagrams. They
should be in every projection room and will
be sent on request to those of our readers
who will mention the Moving Picture
World when writing for same to the Supply Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
The Typhoon Fan Company
Blows to Larger Offices

moved
offices fromFan281Company
Lexingtonhas avenue,
THEits Typhoon
New York, to 343-347 West Thirtyninth street. This brings both offices and
factory under one roof and will facilitate
the progress of orders through the plant.
It will also allow Jim Milligan more stowfiles. age space for his blue prints and order

The New Photo-Orchestra Designed and Built by the American PhotoPlayer Company.

On moving day, Jim was seen wending
his way to the new quarters with a drawing board under one arm, the office kitten
under the other, while from his hip pocket
protruded a sheaf of new contracts that
President Glantzberg had accumulated
while touring the southern states.
The few exhibitors who have not already
ordered their Typhoon outfits are requested
to mail said orders to the new address.
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Typhoons

Puttfy

the Air

How many times have you noticed
a nodding head in your audience —
caused by the heavy stuffy atmosphere of your theatre ? Install the
TYPHOON

COOLING

SYSTEM

now and not only keep your audience
awake, but at the same time provide
summer comforts that will please and
satisfy every patron.
Your summer business will increase
from the time you install

SEND FOR CATALOG "M

1«44 CAMP STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Typhoon
Fan Company
ERNSr QLANTZBEBO, President
343-347 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
255 No. 13th STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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W. Al-BEKT SWASKY, Inc.
1 01 I'ark Avenu«, N«w York
Speciallsis In
Theulrlail Work
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w; will tiilitriit ^Im-I'Ii hliic print
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^Shooting*

a

with

men

wild

the

UNIVERSAL

N a climate
heat,

of intense

averaging

130

degrees, traveling in
boats and through

whale

trackless

forests,

Martin

Johnson, the noted explorer,
carried the Universal
Camera

to which

he refers

in this letter.
With this camera he made 25,000
feet of perfect film, and it came
through this endurance test as sound
and perfect as the day it left our
factory.

fl7dn*7. I. b: iuatrUU.
,
iDwoatr ?th. tai^,
Ji340Burka
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I
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fatl.
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■so
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asbj tha
udJuaglaa
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long na*
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snd
OTor
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It
la
good
u
M«>-la
*
*"
I
Ilka
an
old
mho*.
11
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Uka
a
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sa.
wd
Z fsot*
-111
"
''-^no»
to
any
other.
•Isaja uaft 11 In prafai
"in
jou vow pbotogrftphs oa th# D*zt
Slnearalj your*

When you see Johnson's wonderful
pictures of the savage South Sea
Islanders, you will have demonstrated
to you the kind of film the Universal
makes. This is the camera used
exclusively by explorers, travelers,
the United States Army and educa'
tional film makers.

nuMxt faatura
uaa tMa lattar
utj p»rt InIn abopt
»d»*rt:»ln«.
u
>111 b«or11 ralauad
aix lontb*
■111
craat a that
••luatLon*
It tha aoat«ndadadarful
flla oi
•xploratlon
tha photosraohf
\» p«rfact— Itthat»■has*11«nrBad*baaaon ssdo,
tba tao ynl»«r»ala.
It mj proballf ba okllad IIU) MQi oF MAIJ:iUlJU

Bufkc&
251 EAST
225 FIFTH

Write for illustrated booklet on the
Universal. It tells why the Universal
will one day be your camera.

James

ONTARIO
AVENUE,

STREET,
l^W

CHICAGO

YORK

CITY
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BECOME A Pf?OPESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
BU
avumUmltlM
NOW.
QuUfT
for tlUj fucLudBf
nafilim.
mcotbC
ooinw ooren Three
All bnuidMi:
MvttoB Plotnrt-CommtnlalPortT»ltur»
Cam«r<u and Matertalt fumithtd fre».
TntUtttl «arloairaotloB;
modmSchooleaulmiMnt.
D»t («wun9.
«» _
olMa*;
tarm*. The
of lUoofnliad
C»U at mlU for oomi>lata eaulof No. M .
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHT
141 W. l«th St.. N. Y. 5H Stmtf St. BmUra. N. Y.
o^N^^ Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:
Write $7.50
for Folder
or
_
Ask Your Dealer
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
359-3$3 East ISStli Street New York City
Write for our Hit of Guaranteed Rebuilt Machine*
Amusement Supply Co.
We are the Olde4t Supply Houie In the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd Floor Consumers Bldg.
220 South State Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
DealersI^atlonal
in Motiograph
Picture
Carbons. forMoving
Minusa
Screens Machlnee,
and
Everything
the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special Ticket.
Miy colors,
number d ;eTerj" accurately
roll guaranteed.
Coupon
for $3.00.
Prize
Drawings;Tlcketa5,000.
Prompttheshipments.
with
order. GelCashthe
»amptes.SeatSend
Relerved
Coupondiagram
Tlcketa.forserial
or dated.form to Government
All tickets must
conreeuJatlon
and bear establlahed price of admission and tax
I>ald.SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$1.50
Ten Thousand
3.00
Fifty Thousand
9.00
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
Twenty-five
6.00
One Hundred Thousand
Thousand 15.00
National Ticket Co. shamokin, Pa.
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and exhalations and the air in the breathing zone is always pure and fresh.
The second method is by far the more
common and is readily adaptable to existing buildings. By this the air is introduced through ducts placed in the side
walls usually built in to hollow pilasters
and the outlets are placed about eight feet
above the floor. These outlets are covered
with grilles and can be made to harmonize
with any oratexisting
of interior decions so as not schemes
to be unsightly.
The fan apparatus that is used to heat
in the winter will also serve to cool in
the summer, due to the fact that the washing of the air will lower its temperature
to a noticeable degree. The accompanying
illustration shows how the overhead system may be adopted to a typical theatre.
The air is drawn in through the fresh air
intake which runs up the side of the building to the roof. The entire apparatus is
placed in the basement out of the way,
yetThereadily
main accessible.
risers are built into the side
walls and the discharge openings can be
seen in the side walls on the orchestra and
balcony floors. It will also be noted that
ducts are run up behind the front wall of
the stage and discharge into each tier of
boxes. The lobby, stair wells and stage are
heated by wall radiation, as the ventilating
problem in these portions of the theatre
are not so important.
An Important Feature.
It ismovejust
important
positively the
rethe foulas air
as it is to
to introduce
fresh air. This is taken care of in the
theatre in question by a large natural draft
ventilator in the roof over the stage, and
another natural draft ventilator in the center of the ceiling over the main floor. The
section underneath the gallery is taken
care of by a ventilating fan in the roof.
The small sketch in the upper left hand
corner shows how the fresh air is introduced and the foul air removed from the
dressing rooms adjacent to the stage
proper.
I have not endeavored in this short
article to go into the technical details, but
the exto bringforbefore
merely endeavored
hibitor owner a system
heating and
ventilating which I believe is well adapted
to his requirements.
How

to Make National
Carbons Do Their Best
Company, Inc.,
Nation
THEspecialists alin Carbon
the manufacture of all
kinds of carbon products, have established ahigh prestige with the ColumbiaSilvertip Combination carbons for direct
current projection and the White A. C.
Special Carbons for alternating current
projection. Both these types of carbons
have aided materially in making possible
the high class motion picture projection of
the present day.
For direct current projection the Na-

GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PfCTURE THEATRES
Brcry Stmt*— total 2S,20«| br StatM. Pert4.o«.M
MtT fllm czehanctc
17.10
tlS mannfactarera and stodioi
4 00
M8 machine and inpply dealer*
4.M
Furtlier Partloolan:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

Seti for Direct and A.C.
Figure 1 shows setting for direct current
with Columbia upper and Silvertip lower.
Figure 2 shows setting for alternating
current with White A. C. special
carbons.
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Construction
By KINSILA
THE TEXT-BOOK OF THE
INDUSTRY
Write for it to
Chalmers Publishing Company

ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
AmMUt tka Bwt Tw»-BMl«ra m tha Harkat
WRITI on VdH
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES

Use Rqco Color Hoods
Instead of dipped Umpa.
Infinitely better
more laatlnf and
cheaper In the long ma.
Made of nataral colored
blown glasa.
Ds Not Fade or Waar Oat
'i w. ' Reynolds
I""
426 •. Talaaa Electric
Ava.. Clil«a««kCo.III.
THE NSW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
PUCKESLESS
"SAFETYPROJBCTOS
STANDAJtD'
MOTION PICTURE
Dept.Co.M.W.
The Pathescope
of Amorlca, lac
AaaUaa Ball
Nev Tark
AMERICAN

er
toplap
Jfo
(Trade-Hark
Berlitered)
Tha Mnalcal
Marrel
Writ* ferCatalacB*
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAT«R CO.
tl Waat «lth Street New Tark OXr
YOUR LOBBY
IS YOUR SHOW WINDOW
MAKE THE BEST OF IT
Writ* Ut and W* Will ^*\ You Haw
Menger,
Ring Street,
& Weinstein
306 WMt Forty-Second
New Yorii City

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY CAZBTTS
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Ha* Ike qnalltr eircnlatlon of the trad* la
Great Britaia and the Domlnien*. All OSUtal
Netlec* aad New* from the ASSOCXATIOIt
I* iu Bcaiber* ar* pabli*hed excladraly la
thi* learnal. YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID.
8AMPLB WEEKLY.
COPY AND$7.Jl.
ADVERTISLNG RATES ON REQUEST.
Apfoxtited by Agreement Datti 7/8/14
THE OFRCIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOOIA.
TION
OF SREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
L. IRELAND.
LTD.
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ProMBIA
^^^OLU
s
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Cape
rondeanor shar
mect
]^^^ je
lineation—quicker, snappier,
ve "reading"
more responsi
of the pictures your house
is showing.

Effect
You will always use Columbias, because you take
pride in giving your audience the most comfortable
and enjoyable evenings to
be had in your district.

Write for informatinn
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
I ncorporaieff »
Cleveland. Ohio San Ftancisco. Calif
Can.tiSian Sat.ona' Carbon C<f.. I.rmtted. Toronto. Canada
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tran
Aotomatleally snppUes only such Toltaaa
arc reqnlres. No waste of cmrent In ballaat.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
Wmt lUth Street aereUnd. OhU
National Electric
Ticket Retister Co.
UaimfMMnn of ■aoMo ndnt laolac
"■ ' for ICorlBC
Platanor thimili
Ituatna rear
and
Batamnta.
Bold (Unot
NATIONAL ELECTKIC
TICKET REGISTER COUPANT
St.lill
Lault,HwrkMe..BrM««ny
U. S. A.
Protect Tour N^ative InyestmaU
By Pleaiat Ymr PubOm OrMr Wttk • RrilUie Hmm
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Hae
C«nn< Reeutetton far
See* Week— i< SeatlMt Prieee
Ad4rcu:
INT PkaM:
MalleraCeatralBalldinx,
CHICA<H>
2347
Cameramen Fumithed for Atl OccaMoiu
LA CBVEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED BSTERA
OOMal Onaa at the Itallia "-f-r*' Uatsn
Published on the
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FateifB Sabaoiptlen: 20 fraaea Mr aaam.
Editorial and Baaincaa Office*:
Via Cnmiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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PRESENT-DAY
PICTURES

STANDARDIZED
PRECISION
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
EQUIPMENT
PRINTERS
SUPPUES
SPIJCER
For
MotionStuJkMt
PictureThetUrc$
LahoACCESSORIES
ratorie»t
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTORERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
HEW YORK BELL Sc HOWELL
CO. "sahceles
J80MI Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
Say that you saw it in the Moving Picture World.
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tional Carbon Company recommend that
the Columbia upper and Silvertip lower
carbons be used. The Columbia upper is
approximately twice the diameter of the
Silvertip lower and contains the powerful
chemical flaming material which runs
through the center core of the carbon.
The lower carbon — the Silvertip — is
smaller in diameter in order to avoid any
shadow being thrown on the upper crater.
This is accounted for by the fact that the
small diameter actually presents a constant point at all times whereas were thq
lower carbon the same width as the upper
carbon it would burn with a blunt point.
The Silvertip is also coated with metal
in order to carry the current equally with
the upper carbon.
Selection Made Ea*y.
According to the amperage requirement
the sizes of these combinations vary. The
following table shows this clearly.
Current
Size Carbons
For 25 to 50 Amps. ! %xl2" Columbia Cored Upper
D. C. use ) Viox 6" Silvertip Solid Lower
For 50 to 65 Amps, f %xl2" Columbia Cored Cpper
D. C. use !"/3jX 6" Silvertip Solid Lower
For 65 to 70 Amps, f %xl2" Columbia Cored Upper
D.
For 70C.to use
85 Amps. J{"/jjX
%xl2"6" Silvertip
Columbia Solid
Cored Lower
Upper
D.
C.
use
j
%x
6"
Silvertip
Solid
For 85 to 100 Amps, f 1x12" Columbia Cored Lower
Upper
D. C. use ( '/leX 6" Silvertip Cored Lower
In order to be sure of getting the best
result with direct current it is also recommended that Columbia and Silvertip carbons be set up according to the accompanying illustration. (See Figure 1.)
The manufacturers claim that on direct
current practically all annoyances which
have heretofore been common to that type
of current projection have been eliminated
by the use of White A. C. Special Carbons. These carbons, upper and lower, are
of the same size but vary according to the
current requirements as given in the following table.
Amperes
Carbon Diameter
40 or less than "c60
%" Combination
r
60 or less than 75
%" Combination
75 or less than 100
%" Combination
The upper and lower carbons are both
cored. However, the poring material in
the upper varies from that in the lower and

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUffMENT
AND 8UPPUE8
WRITE FOR CATALOa
ERKER BEOS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. NO.
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it is well to take pains to use the proper
upper and lower White A. C. Special in its
correct place.
The recommended setting for White A. C
Special Carbons is shown in Figure 2.
The steady arc and absence of flickering
on the screen, noiseless projection and well
defined pictures, are characteristic of both
the White A. C. Specials and Columbia
Silvertip projection.
Every time a local newspaper carries an
advertisement concerning your theatre, have
a "reading notice" go with it in another coluiftn. Get the full value of your investment.
Reviews printed in Moving Picture World are
valuable as "readers." Copy them when you
play the film they refer to.
15,012 Motion Pictnre Theatre*
tbe eerrloe
United and
Stateeaara
— ao tOmereL
<mtpoataie.
orlaAlaollat
fn%UaeInBopplT
llala of SUIe
Bltfita toBnreca.
Daaln
and Produoen.
Motion Pictnre Directory Co^
244 W. 42nd St.. New Terk, N. T.
Phone Bryant tlM
We take movinc picture* anrwhera.
ANDLAUER & SIMES
S25 GLOTD BLDG., KANSAS CITT. MO.
RELIABLE CAMERAMEN
Let
yonr camera
work ns take
in care
the ofMiddle
Weat.

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The RepreeentatlTe
Weekly JowmI of
the BrltUh Film Indaitry
01 aaaiial latvaat ta all w«a bay ar Mil FRb*.
OFFICES:
86. SHAFTESBURY AYSNUI
LONDON, W. L

FIDELITY FAMOUS
MOVING PICTURE MOTOR
Tills is the 1/10 H.P. Variable Speed Motor
you
have successfully.
heard about.Price,
Thousands
on
machines
?22. Sendin ususeyour
order for careful attention and mention your
kind of current.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.
LANCASTER. PA.

The Utmost in Screen Brillicmcy

Great

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER
OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Floor, 729 Seventh Avenue, at 49th Street, New York
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THE

PENALTY

OF

NEGLECT
It costsandyoucash
money
in leaks and losses to neglect to safeguard your
tickets
receipts.
The 1920 Perfected Automaticket Register
protects today.
your tickets and cash and simplifies accounting. Send for 1920
Catalog
DEALERS
Write for the AUTOMATICKET proposition right now.

•-

Ik

rBe AUTOMATIC^CKET
SELLING
AND CASH
REGISTER Co. ^
1780 Broadway - • ^^1^- New York City

BE
CAN RERP" A IKJTTItri
OUR PLASTIC
MADE WITHINTERIORS
1.1 THEATRE
I IF U If
LtLuI^
LIEF ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIVE PIECES AS SHOWN
IN ABOVE ILLUSTRATION.
MAKE YOUR HOUSE ATTRACTIVE AND INVITING. LET US
SHOW YOU HOW.
SUGGESTIVE SKETCHES CHEERFULLY SUBMITTED
Write for Catalogue of Ornaments and Lightinff Fixtures
—DO IT NOW—
The National Plastic Relief Co.
330 Main St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

BE
FAIR
to yourself. Allow us to show
yoo just why we predominate
the industry on perfect theatre EQUIPMENT
THEM-reEMCCESSQRIIS.
f»1

^p<.(^
[L^!
DISTRIBUTORS
tbadcmafk^^
p^toT —PROJECTORS

Have

For

Immediate

100 BRAND

VIGNETTING

DEVICES

The cameraman who has "arrived," with regard to reputation and large salary, uses the latest and best equipment. Such
experts rely upon the well-known GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES
and produce results. In connection with these devices they use
the GOERZ KINO HYPAR F:3.5, and the combination is unsurpassed. If you want up-to-the-minute, practical equipment,
call or write. Take the time to investigate — it will pay you.
C. p. Goerz American
319-M EAST 34TH STREET

The

Optical Company
NEW YORK OTY

Transadantic Projector
— the latest and newest machine to come en
the market, is, by greneral consent of experts,
the BEST

The

ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
["AMERICA'S GREATEST IWDEPEMDENT MOVrNC PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE*'|

We

COERZ

Sale

NEW

COSMOGRAPH
PROJECTORS
SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE ENTIRE LOT
KORMAK MANUFACTURING
CO., Inc.
NEW YORK CITY
729 SEVENTH AVENUE

Transadantic Projector
FIREPROOF
PORTABLE
NOISELESS
MOTOR DRIVEN
COMPACT
STEREOPTICON
USES STANDARD WIDTH FILMS
TRANSATLANTIC PROJECTOR CO.
NEW YORK CITY
729 SEVENTH AVE.

AMERICA'S

FINEST

LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STRETCir^ANS. Hanarin* Director
PAUSADE

FD.M LABORATOEi:^ PALISADE, N. J.
OPPMITB 1»TH STHBET
TaUphraot Ko^aamtTa m-W

it)C)2

TJJi:
Geoiae Kklne. President
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PICTURE
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L. C. Wheeler. Treasurer

John Lartcn, Vi«-Pre«id*nt

B. C. Hardcastle. Secretary

RLMS iV
INCORPORATED

NEW YORK
110 WEST 40th STREET

iiy^

KosM

CHICAGO
63 EAST ADAMS STREET

Wi th

th e
YouVe

ORDINARY
Just
"Showing
PICTURE
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Pictures'
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from
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moment
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For
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best
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OF
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POWER'S
THE

IN

PROJECTORS
STUDIOS

BRUNTON

iiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiniii^

HOLLYWOOD

AOOO

ROBERT

BRUNTON
(INCORPORATED)

5341 Melrose Ave

HOME

STUDIOS

Los

ANGELES.

Cal.

February

Nicholas
Power
90 Gold St. ,
New

York,

13, 1920.

Company,

K.Y.

Gentlemen:

We
in

our

projection

excellent
the

are

hest

using

rooms,

results.
for

four

studio

We

and

they

consider

Caraeragraphs

are

your

giving

truly

ROBERT

projectors

yours,

BRUNTON

STUDIOS,

POWER
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
EDWARD
E:/\RL_. Rrezsidemt
N IN ETY Gold 5t , New York, N . Y.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiwminiimiiiiiMBMMBwaB^

us

purposes.

Very

NICHOIAS

Power's

IITC.l

S7004

Vol 44. No. 8

MAY

Price 15 Centr

22. 1920

ICXUR

E

WO
FOUNDED

BY

J. P. CHALMERS

IN 1907

Another^
Cf>aramountjArkraft

(It has QiclurQ
broken,
-^records
in evei^y
city in which it
has been shown CbeMille has
done it ^ain

'^uhlished

hy

Chalmers
fPubluhing
Company
, 576 ^ifth oAvenue
A Weekly. Subscription Price: United States and its Possessions, Mexico nnd Cuba, $3 a yenr; Canadn, »3.5n a vear; ForelBn, [Newyorh
(postpaid).
fS a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post OfTlce at New York, N. Y., under the Act of MarchCountries
3, 1879,
Copyright, 1920, by the Chalmers Publishing Company.
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ONE

tell the

time

of day

with

merely

poster.
value,

decorative
A

good

that

poster

value

attract

stimulate

the

RITCHEY

poster

answers

have
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it.
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ther-
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It is this

dynamic
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is
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quality
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it can
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do

maximum
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appreciated
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so
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understood
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LITHO.
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as

a
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the maxiof times.
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value.

conception

types and all ages, and so, like
itself, its appeal is universal.

RITCHEY

The
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a

a

power

necessary
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make
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qualities
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and
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of those
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must
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successful
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Advertising
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This Advertisement
Appears
in:
SATURDAY
EVENING
POST
May 15th— Circulation 2,052,5
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL 38
July— Circulation 2,026,564
COLLIER'S WEEKLY
May 22— Circulation 1,520^
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE 84
July— Circulation 400,000
MOTIO
N PICTU
RE MAGAZ
July—
Circulation
355,630INE
MOTIO
N
PICTU
RE
CLASS
July — Circulation 224,580IC
PICT
UREP
LAYlatioMAGAZINE
June—
Circu
n 188,000
PHOTOPLAY JOURNAL
June— Circulation 125,000
VANITY FAIR
July — Circulation 70,580
June—SHADOWLAND
Circulation 75,000
THEATRE MAGAZINE
June — FILM
Circulation
FUN 45,610
July— Circulation 36,179

Total Circulation
7,129,965

ont keep it a dark secret
when you're showing the
world's finest pictures ,
The biggest exhibitors in
the country know^ it means
money to them to mention
^Paramount" in their ads ,
Advertisments like the above make the readers of
theseing for
magazines
hunt- !
Paramountgo out
Pictures

Make their search easy "by saying

SHOW
WE
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES!

IHE
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THOMAS
H.INCE
presents /

CHARLES

PAV
in

Paris

Green

Cparamountj^rtcraft
One

Crowded

Hour

Cpicture

in Paris!

AND then home — with ten whole words of French to impress his girl!
And then to find that she had fallen for a poor fish !
But ten words were all he needed when that girl he met in Paris — a
real girl — came on. You'll laugh at his courtship, and you'll thrill at the
humanness of it, and you'll say again that there's no actor like Charles Ray.
By Julien Josephson Directed by Jerome Storm Photographed by Chester Lyons.
I*.FAMOUS
PLAYERS
ADOLPH ZHKOR/Vty
JESSE LUkSKY-lASKY
Vkv Pna CECILSCORPORATION
DE MUJX/»/>KftrCeffltfr-t
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JOY

^
ns,

^^m

won
AY
CORP
FILM
HIRSH
NATHAN
PRES I D ENT-

CHARLIE
AND
The

TWO

Miami

REEL

FAST-

A

BOX

Beauties

IN

BUBBLES

FURIOUS
AMD

GIRLS!
ONE

GIRLS!!
A

MONTH

FOR

OF

-

JOY

FUN

GIRLS!!!

15 MONTHS

OFFICE
BONANZA
Pfi0D(/C£O ay GOLP seal F/LM CORP

Poivi: Delay- Coiiirad:

V
THE

JOY

AYWON

|^of Your

Territorj

|

3t

FILM

OWNERS
OF world's RIGHTS
nii!iiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiniii[][[inrf[iiiiniiiiiii

>K

CORPORATION
"729 - 7 * AVE., N. Y CITY.
iiimffiiiiniininiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifii

Hieatres

he premost
of the country

are preparing

now

tkeir presentations

for
of

one of the year's most
important releases-

klANE

in

cdwcuid

Sheldon's

C

KQDldllC
Q)i4ccted
(UNITED
ARTigTSi
COKPOI5ATION
IMARY PICKFOKD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN
pOUGLA? FAIRBANKS 0:^; GRIFFITH
1HiTdnL Abidm? . Gcncidl MdMdpr .

bi

E- R
!PHELPS.
ASSTMGR-,
ACCESSORY
DEPARTMtm
11

RICARDO
CASTRO
CENTRAL
AMERfCAN
REPRESENTATNt

FOREIGN
AND

TRADE

SERVICE

Five years ago, the foreign film market, its
scope and possibilities, were unknown to the
American Producer. Today, it represents a vital
adjunct to his business.
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, acting as the
medium through which foreign buyers were enabled to obtain exclusive territorial rights to
American productions, has played no small part
in the development of foreign trade.
In the future it hopes to play an even greater
role in the healthy continuation of trade in
foreign film markets.

INTBRr

OCEAN

FIIvAl
218 W.YORK42,0 CITY
ST.
NEW
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CLERMONT

PHOTOPWS

'
i

CORPORATION
'IHQnniSalW
Clermont T^resident

aim

MOUNTAIN
^tiiia

Alice

'

ounces

MADNESS

Chapins

of -the V^ivqitiiaHilb;

^mashinc)

stbij)

qvcQterthatiol

other tales of tteBlueRidcje.Tilmed

b\}

Cal ijorina
'lender ihc personal direction oj^Llo^d 'B.Carleton
T^EPLIBLIC DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
LevJis J.SelznicK, AdvisoryDirector
^

Briton
/\/Rai

TM. Busch, President

isn^oantauhMQclness?

It

I

HE

greatest novelty film offering

of the decade — a story concerning
what became of the last of the
"thirty pieces of silver" received by
Judas for betraying Christ. Not a
costume production — not a religious
theme — but a powerful drama of
modern times teeming with thrills
— suspense — romance. Produced in
a lavish fashion with a carefully
chosen cast headed by Margarita
Fisher, King Baggot and
Forrest Stanley.
Directed

by

GEORGE

L. COX

American Film Compony,

Inc.

Hbig special film version of
the story by Albert Payson
Terhune. Has been read by millions. Offers innumerable exploitation opportunities. If you
are seeking something "different"
— arrange to show
"THE
PIECE

THIRTIETH
^/SILVER"

find "The
TOR
eXHIBl
h SPiecwill
e of Silver" a
Thirtiet
N— a
TIO
real SUPER-PRODUC
film offering that is decidedly
"different." A powerful story.
An all-star cast. A production
lending itself to unique exploitation. Paper in ones, threes, sixes
and twenty-fours. Campaign
books. Newspaper and program
cuts. Press matter. Lobby photos. Big first run houses throughout America are booking this
SPECIAL for long runs.

SEE THE AMERICAN FILM
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE AT YOUR NEAREST
PATHE EXCHANGE FOR
DETAILS

By ALBERT

PAYSON

TERHUNE

I PICTURES I

MILES

liN

HER

GREATEST

MINTER

GOOD

^ndeir dtirectlon op
WfiUiaififiT^es mould ^^laijioir
Scenairio bvjjixlia Cvawfovd ivevs ^ Hook

"^^^

bij Wtlbuir ^nleij Ouuleij^--^

is a production which, measured by all the standards
HERE
usually applied to the so-called super-specials, is entitled
to as many

EXTRA

DAYS

as you can possibly give it. We will say to you solemnly that
you cannot give it too many. Its advance screening at the Realart
Home Oifice was a revelation of splendid acting, direction and
photography.
Miss Minter shows distinct progress in her art. Appealing charm
and ripened power of wordless expression assure her position as
America's best loved screen actress. Director William Desmond
Taylor has registered his crowning achievement to date — one
on which his reputation might alone rest secure. The story
itself is admirably

constructed, its consistent and cohesive

incidents leading up to a smashing climax, intense, breath-taking.
There is enough delicious comedy to bring Father and Little
Sister and Sonny back a second time; while the gripping love
interest and inevitable triumph over all opposition will cause
Mother and Big Sister to tag along with them.
REALART

PICTURES

469 FIFTH

AVENUE,

NEW

CORPORATION
YORK

CITY
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money

the

TIMES

3

We

MOVING

making

the

a certain

amount

—

of business

weekly on "COMEDYART."
On the basis of that
expected income we figured just how much we could
spend

in making

TJ T
XJ U
X

"COMEDYART."

Contracts
so much

alreadj^ signed guarantee us
greater income than was

expected — we
3

Times

are

as much

now

able to spend

money

making

"COMEDYART"
as we figured and first
started spending.

You win greater quality and no increase
in prices.

1400 feet of varied comedy
400 feet of art color scenic
200 feet of real novelties
2000 feet of greater "COMEDYART"

SPECIAL
H.
W.
Hellman

PICTURES
Building

CORP'N
LOS
ANGELES

.□

WILLIAM

FOX

p-reserxis

EILEEN

PERCT

FOX
EN

TERTAINKENTS

/

J?

sparkling

comedy-drama

of Cupid

J^us-ed

on

BROADWAY

Arline"Van
by
^^Xirected
Paul

in politics

the
SUCCESS

Ness-Hines
Scenario

Cazeiieuve

Denison

by
Clift

WORTH

OOO

OOO

6ac/i
£5 a
proved
success

1

I'n
WILLIAM

THCOA

ikkk

ANNETTI
KELLERMAN

FARNUM
VICTOR

HUGO'S

Les

Ml5e
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«

Book

e5

it

PRODUCTIONS

£ach.

is afiryt

run.

offering

THEOA

6ARA
in
WILLIAM

THE

_

FARNUM

in

HONOR
A
SYHEM

v>4 Super Bara
Production,

TALE

TWO

CITIES

byCHARLES

^"iflfBH.
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h

h

r

(

Edward

r

1

Godal

presents

//

OLS'
GAMB
f/"
Godfrey WTearle

Pioneer Film
Corporation,
Detroit, Mich.
Greater Stars
Prodactions,
Chicago, III.
Pioneer Film
Corporation,
Buffalo, N. y.

PIONEER

SYSTEM

OF

EXCHANGES

Masterpiece Film
Attractions,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Eastern
Film Feature
Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Pioneer Film
Corporation,
Los Angeles, Cal.

S. & S. Film &
Supply Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Equity Distributing Co.,
Portland, Ore.

Criterion
Service,Film
Atlanta, Ga.

Screen
Pictures,Art
Baltimore, Md.

Pioneer Film
Corporation,
Cincinnati, O.

Pioneer Film
Corporation,
San Francisco, Cal.

Merit Film
Corporation,
Mtnneapolis, Mitin.

Amalgamated
Exhibitors Circuit.
Montreal, Canada

Pioneer Film
Corporation,
Cleveland, 0.

Amalgamated
Exhibitors
Circuit,
Toronto, Ont.
Amalgamated
Exhibitors
Circuit,
St. John, Canada
Film
ParkerCo.,
Dallas, Texas

Wherever

books

are

read, people
know
and
cherish
w service's
robert
immortal
poem,
the

law

op

yukon'

the

Wherever
shown,
are
will
want

pictures
peopleto see

miller's
charles
production
based

on this
CLASSIC

CASH-IN
READY-

MADE

verse

ON

A

DEMAND

A S

the

sturdy

Argonauts

trails unearthed

gold

of

with

the

Klondike

their

picks, so

Robert W. Service unearthed with
rich vein of Northland Romance.

In "The Law
to the world
fierce loves

his

pen

a

of The Yukon" Service has given
a vivid picture of the strife — the
and hates — of the Great White

Land.
And

this, Charles

the screen
drama.

Miller

in a picture

SIGN

VP

AND

has

packed

reproduced
with

CLEAN

on

two-fisted

UP!

MAYFLOWEn

PHOTOPLAY

CORP.

PRESENTS'

A

CMARLES

MILLER

PaODUCTION

"TT

ieL

AW

<^asedon the Verse Classic by ROBERT W, SERVICE
YU
03UBLISHED BY BARSE
S- H K
OPKINS NEW YORK
o/
ON
i^
"

Apply

PICTURES
to REALART
4-69 FIFTH
AVE., N.Yi

CORP.

i

A

FAMOUS

British

states-

man
recently characterized the United States as "a
Nation

of excitement

seekers."

The popularity of thrilling
entertainment of the Great
Outdoors

proves

it!

"The Law of the Yukon" breathes the
spell of open spaces! It pulsates with
the thrill of supermen fighting for gold
and the love of women!
That's why good American excitementseekers will pour good American dollars into your box-office to see "The
Law of the Yukon."
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MARY

ANDERSON

i»

V

A

serial with

a

new

theme

i
and different in evei'ij
way. Pcplete with thrills,
daredevil
and

(eats, suspense

mystery that will ^rip

the spectator

from start to

finish /

Cblone
Win.N.$ELIG'$
serial 4
C
oftfirills and
mystery
in 19
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APPRECIATION!

Officials, Franchise Holders,
of the

NATIONAL

and

Salesmen

EXHIBITOR'S

CIRCUIT

!

— On the eve of stepping across the $400,000.00 mark, the
amount which now represents the bookings — after but a five
months' campaign — on

"BACK

TO

GOD'S
JAMES

COUNTRY"
BY
OLIVER

Attraction
NaS

CURWOOD

we — its producers — desire to thank you one and all for your
splendid co-operation and fine sense of justice in all your business dealings, which has carried us so successfully along the
first half of our journey toward
the $750,000.00

mark

As a result we are encouraged to continue in the making of an
.

occasional "OUT DOOR CLASSIC" and will always endeavor
to contract with such authors of established reputation, who
are in position to give us exclusive rights to their stories in
order to protect your salesmen against unfair competition.
We also desire to seize this occasion to make public our vote
of thanks to
ERNEST

SHIPMAN

the originator of the entei-prise and
shoulders rested the burden for
"CARRYING

upon

capable

ON"

Our next announcement will be of NATIONAL
and of great interest to the trade.

CANADIAN

whose

IMPORTANCE,

PHOTOPLAYS,
CALGARY, CANADA

New York Office: 6 West 48th Street

Ernest Shipman, Mgr.

Ltd.

HE

harbor

which

image

monstrous

was

of Rhodes

celebrated

straddled

for

both

a

sides

of the city. History ranks it as one of the
seven wonders of the world, but Time toppled
the Colossus
idea was
much

and

proved

it a rank

too ambitious.

failure. The

It tried to cover

too

ground.

ril say it will be the eighth wonder of the world if the
Interests now planning to dominate both the production
and exhibition of pictures succeed in straddling the field.
too wise
The Colossus principle isn't sound. Even Standard Oil isallow
the
to buck the distributor and if the men who buy features
concerns that make them to open theatres in direct competition then
human
What

experience
could

precedent

is a liar and

be softer than

to have

you

go back

must

spend

your

good

to college.
money

to

build up popularity for my stars in your houses and then leisurely
take over all the best pay mg locations while you obliging exhibitors
continued to finance my business until I could take the pick of the
country's

properties

?

If I thought you'd stand for it I couid make the (>»lossub of Rhodes
look like a scarf pin, but when I figure what would happen to my enterprises ifI butted

good
Your
a failure.

into yours

will is my

I don't

best bet.

NATIONAL FlCTUfit ai£ATICS. Inc.
Lewis J. Selznick» Presideat

even

want

If the exhibitor

to try it in a dream.

isn't a success,

I'm
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100%

DISTRIBUTION

AMERICA
OF
CORPORATION
EDUCATIONAL J FILMS
announces the early opening of its own exclusive short subject
exchanges in

the twenty-two recognized distributing centers.

Each exchange will be under the direct control of Educational, yet the
territorial managements

will be financially interested.

Instead of a mere "branch" with a salaried employe in charge,
exhibitors will find successful theatre men working for box office results.
You have the guarantee of Educational for quality product — a guarantee you have known for five years — PLUS
leaders in your territory.

the financial concern of

SUCH an organization has brought immediately to Educational the
opportunity to select the material most desired by exhibitors,
as voiced by their representatives in each section. Each

producing

unit brings an enthusiasm inspired by the excellence of the distributing system.
This combination assures the best in short subjects and the fullest
measure of service, while competitive exhibitor purchase opportunity is
maintained by control of each office in Educational Films Corporation.

E
FILMS,,,

lltPORATION
729

Seventh

<^ve.

OF
^.J/ewlbrh

OF

THE
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SUBJECTS

already signed assure the greatest array of short sub-

jects ever offered, including Bruce Scenics Beautiful, Chester-Outings, Screenics and a dozen other travel, novelty and educational series.
Two

reel comedies include Chester Comedies, Torchy Comedies

Mermaid

Comedies,

each to be released monthly, and

and

a biweekly

release from an organization famous wherever comedies are shown.
These will be handled by Educational exchanges in the following cities:
NEW

YORK

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
WASHINGTON
LOUISVILLE
ATLANTA
DALLAS
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
INDIANAPOLIS

CHICAGO
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
OMAHA
DENVER
SALT LAKE

CITY

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

THE

TO

MOVING

THE
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EXHIBITORS
of the Most Recent of

STANTON'S

Produced

for

William

PICTURES
Fox

The Spy, The Beast, The Jungle Trail, Rough and Ready, The Cailleaux
Case, Land of the Free, Why I Would Not Marry. The Love Tliief, CHECKERS
and eleven others. ALL MONEY MAKERS.

I have one ambition to produce box office successes only. I believe I am
the employe of the exhibitors and the public. 1 know that inflated production
cost is the canioullage of incompetency. I am convinced that the worth of any
feature at any cost is measured by the exhibitor's profits.
I feel that no man is bigger than the people who made him. I thank
the exhibitors for their part in putting all of my pictures on the credit side
of the ledger.
WATCH

FOR

NEW

DEVELOPMENTS
Richard Stanton

May 22, 1920

ALBERT E.SMITH
PRESENTS
ALICE
in
JOYCE
Dollars
The

And

Woman

I— IAVE
and seenof
stills)ust
of read
yoursynopsis
production
"Dollars and the Woman." Regard this
as one of the greatest present-day themes,
and urge you to special efforts to push
this production. Photoplay is playing it
up. Ficiionized version strong as one
of its best editorial features, it is a great
domestic sermon that should show the
way to happiness in these days when the
living problem brings despair, misunderstanding and consequent unhappiness
into thousands of homes.
Telegram from JAMES R. QUIRK
Editor Pholoplal) Magazine
lo ALBERT
SMITH
President of E.
Vitograph

5

|

ALICE

in
JOYCE

Dollars

The

And

Woman

TIMELINESS
A LICE JOYCE has the play of the
hour in "Dollars and the NA/oman.
With the high cost of living rampant
and incomes unreasonably inflated, the
theme of this extraordinary play, by
Albert Payson Terhune. dealing with
extravagance when money is plenty,
not alone is a delight to lovers of good
pictures, but is pertinent to the presentday mode of living.
As Madge Hillyer, Miss Joyce, through
extravagance, so well learns the misery
of poverty that when wealth comes
again she is not capable of enjoying it.
The story is new — up to the minute.

r

>VLBERT E. SMITH

ALICE

Dollars

presents

JOYCE

AndTheV^man
A Story of

AN
ALICE

JOYCE

SPECIAL
PRODUCTION

DOLLARSgreat piles of
DOLLARSpacked with the power of
good and of evil, packed
misery.happiness and with
with

Written by the author of
"The Locust Years."
"The New Mayor,"
"The Woman"
and scores of other power'
ful American stories.

Jl Star}) of

A WOMANof that breed whose gentle
caress could have made
thrones rock and dynasties

A Picture That Will Be
Remembered Because IT IS
BEING LIVED TODA Y
by tens of thousands of men
and w o m e n — m e n and
women who every day are
compelled to tread the
shadowed path of sacrifice
which so frequently leads
out into the sunlit highway
of real happiness.

topple — but who preferred
A HOME AND A MATE.

j4 Story of
LOVE
weaving its golden thread
in a^id out, dropping a stitch
here and there when
JEALOUSY
enters.

LICE
ollars

JOYCE

AndTheV^man

"J^HIS
inspiring,
human photoplay
is a
segment
of American
life that might
have been plucked from your own neighborhood. Madge and Dan Hillyer with
all of their joys and sorrows, their faith
and their follies, may be living right around
the corner from you, in the next block, or
just across the street. ^
For Madge and Dan were just ofordinary clay. But they were good clay. Two
men loved Madge. ' She turned her back
on the golden apples that one offered her
and was content to munch a daily crust
with the other. She gambled on the futures
of Fate and she willingly changed herself
from a gay peacock to a little drab wren
to show her faith in Life and Love. And
the gods gave her metal more than the acid
test. Into a home where the bluebird of
happiness held forth came the dragon of
despair and jealousy. Invisible but torturing fires consumed the souls of Madge and
Dan. but when they had burned down, the
jgold was there.
You will say to your people when you
«ee this splendid photoplay; "Come and let
us look at ourselves." And when they
come and probe into the hearts of Madge
and Dan they will be sure to find there
many ringing echoes of their own.

i

"Riders
of the Dawn"
A PRONOUNCED
BOX^OFFlCE

FAVORITE

All the money- making screen values are to be
found in this picture in rare abundance.
A REAL STORY OF PUNCH AND PEP
written by Zane Grey, America's greatest
living novelist.
A CAST OF EVEN EXCELLENCE, not
one star and the other actors of doubtful value,
but a constellation of stars working together
harmoniously to visualize the story and not to
glorify themselves : Roy Stewart, Joseph J.
Dowling, Claire Adams, Robert McKim,
Frederick Starr.
THE THEME
HOUR AND
WORLD.

IS THE TALK OF THE
THE TALK OF THE

IT'S A BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTION, greater than his "Desert Gold,"
The Sagebrusher, " and "The Westerners. "
CLEAN, WHOLESOME.
THRILLING. SENSATIONAL, A
COMPELLING COMBINATION
Nothing draws the crowds like a
celebrated novel translated into the
language of the screen. It is sure
fire every time.
I

J!

"Riders

ROY
STEWART
as*KurtDorn."

of the

at

the

in

NEW

Dawn"

STRAND
YORK
CLAIRE

" as they
"press,
wonderf
HASsayhad
ts
Commen
otherulside.
on athe
of the New York papers were unanimously favorable. This is the first lime
in many months that the New York
papers were a unit in their praise of a
picture. Neither the "World" nor the
"American" offered any comment
whatever on either the "Riders of the
Dawn" or the program at the Strand.
The other papers commented as follows:

as "Mr. Anderson"

TELEGRAPH

ADAMS
as'Lenore Anderson"

ROBERT
Mc KIM
as'Henry Neumau"

"An exciting and vivid story."
TRIBUNE
'The picture is a good melo'drama well

MARIE
MESSENGER.
as"Kathleen'

SUN-HERALD
acted."
"This photo play deals with the North West
grain region, vividly and thrillingly, without
overstating its case."
TIMES

as"01ga"

"The story might be called Action, UnThese comments were given by experi'
"
enced limited-'
writers and in no way influenced
by advertising.
dorsed bythe
ARTHUR
MORiiisoN asOlsen"

PUBLIC

They

were

fully in-

VERDICT

Before eight o'clock the colored person in ihe
Strand uniform started his cry, "Standing Room
Only," and kept it up well along toward 10 o'clock.
Money-making pictures are few and far between.
DO NOT HESITATE WHEN THE BAND
WAGON STOPS IN FRONT OF YOUR DOOR
W.

SCHRAM

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fiflh Avenue, New YorkGty
Distributing through PATH^ Exchange, Inurpcnted
Porei^ Dictnbutor.J Frank BrocklU8,Inc.7Z9-7it Ave.
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TTie^e

RIFKIN

Men

ENGLAND
Know

Good

/ '
CLIMAX
FILM
OF NEW YORK

Pictures

CO.

SIDNEY
LUST
OF WASHINGTON

Their
Is

RIALTO
FILM
OF PHILADELPHIA

THEY,

A

Big

Do

^

qO.

AMONG

a

of

OTHERS,

and

Business.

Judgmen

t

Guarantee

Quality^

HAVE

BOUGHT

COMMON

LEVEL

NOT

ONE

PICTURE
WHITNEY

STATE

RIGHT

FEATURING
HAS

FAILED

DON'T

BUYER

EDMUND
TO

BET

TRANSATLANTIC

IN

HAS

BREESE

BUY

OVERLOOK

FILM

WHO

SEEN

AND

THIS

CLAIRE

IT!

THE

BEST

YEARS

FILM

CO.

OF AMERICA
Incorporated

HERBERT C. HOA/GLAND, VICE-PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

1

■

NEW

YORK

CITY
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WHOLE

MARSHALL

"DON'T
EV
Hitting

Here's a new

one from

Ever

West

Lyric

End

business

to

at both

up

at

houses.

the

the

Lyric

New

Sunday.

record

Sunday

holding

wind

at

End

business

Picture

expect

opened

West

and

tremendous

Central.
and

Marry'

Central

Grand

did

Spots

St. Louis:

"'Don't

Broke

High

New
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LAUGHING

AN'S

NEIL

Y"

MARR

ER
Theatre

After

Theatre

A

Mirthquake

in

From
screen

Six

the story by Edgar
by Marion

Shocks

Franklin,

adapted

to the

Fairfax.

Photographed by Henry Cronjager and David Kesaon; Lighting Effects by
Howard Ewing; Tech. Director, Ben Carre.

Watch

Fivst
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Run

crowds
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Announces

Mayflower

Photoplay
presents

Corp'n

an

Allan

Dwan

Production

"A

Sple

ndid

Directed by Allan Dwan

,

Based on the novel by Harold MacGrath
"
rd
a
z of unusual
A photoplay
Ha
novelty and artistic merit
— with a perfect cast!
A

Story

of the man

Greatest

Sporting

who

First

took

Chance

National
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Attraction
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Capacity

in The

Yellow

on Sunday

and

Typhoon'

attracted

yesterday.

The

pic-

ture^one of the best seen at the Strand for man^^
weeks, and Miss Stewart's own work and the evident
effort that has been devoted to the scenic effects of
the piece make
playing

it one

at any motion

of the most

interesting

picture theatre

now

in the city."

Louis B. Mayer presents

ANITA

in Harold

j

"The

j

STEWART

MacGrath's

greatest adventure

Yellow

Typhoon^^

rd Jose
Directed by Edwa
Screen version by Monte M. Katterjohn

Another

BIG

story

First National

Special

Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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New

York

Anita

Stewart

As the adventuress, known to the police
of the world as the Yellow Typhoon,
because her tawny beauty and steely
heart leave behind her the wrecked lives
of her masculine satellites.

Strand

aitd Anita

Stewart

\S the keen minded secret service opera- tive whose woman's wit succeeds in
running down a desperate gang of interiiMional criminals after the male sleuths
of the-Avorld had failed utterly.

N-COLE
ROBERTfO
announces

6E0R6ES

cmm

Even

in lliesc days

of utiusuad acHevizmetit m the motion

pictui'c
if
must be indush-y
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tlie pro^^rG^sive
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popular world [i^m
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American
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Cleveland

MOVING

Convention

THE coming exhibitor convention at Cleveland, called
for June 8, 9 and 10, already is causing much interest
among film men — among producers as well as exhibitors— in New^ York City, and it is fair to assume throughout the country as well. The past week two statements
have been issued bearing on the gathering called originally
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. One
of these was from the New York office of the latter organization and the other from the committee selected by the
recent Chicago convention of picture men, described as the
Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors of America and
also referred to as "a semi-temporary body to aid in
formulating plans for the June assembly."
The announcement issued by the Theatre Owners, quoting
Sam Bullock, who usually knows what he is talking about,
sets forth that one of the vital questions to be taken up will
be the control of all advertising that seeks the publicity
of the screen and also states that the convention will
nationalize the Cleveland-Pittsburgh plan for the display of
slides or reels as an alternative to the payment of dues.
The statement sent out by the committee representing
the Chicago independents, on the other hand, bears heavily,
if not solely, on the producer-exhibitor issue. The declaration is made that the result of the convention will be to
split the industry into two factions, with independent exhibitors on one side and producer-exhibitors on the other.
probably it is a fact the Theatre Owners members are in sympathy with the opposition to producerexhibitors — one of the organization's officers has so
stated — plainly there is an absence of unanimity on what
constitutes the vital issue before the coming convention.
The time to remove any absence of unanimity on the part
of exhibitors intending to go to Cleveland is now, in advance
of the event, not after the sessions are called to order.
There are ways in which this can be accomplished. Sam
Bullock, temporary secretary of the Theatre Owners, lives
in Cleveland. Frank J. Rembusch, chairman of the Chicago
convention, lives in Shelbyville. The two towns are not far
apart. Let the two get together and agree on a tentative
basis of action at Cleveland. If the two do come to an
understanding on what should be done in a major way there
is more than reasonable ground that it will be ratified by
the bulk of the convention. Preliminary, technical authorization isnot vital in this instance. What is most essential
is the exhibition of plain common sense.

WHILE

PICTURE
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WORLD

vention, whether pertaining to motion pictures or to the
n^itional variety. This, of course, is a presidential year,
and the big bosses have their eyes on the screen. It is to
the interest of the screen that it remain independent. There
is bound to be outside pressure exerted to win the licreen
for one or the other of the parties. Let them both go hang.
The Moving Picture World has no axe to grind. It
wants to see a strong exhibitor organization, one founded
on principles to which all picture men may subscribe and
for which they will go out and fight and bring in their
neighbors. No other is worth while.

Prefers

Showing

to Making

Pictures

picture production and distribution
ED with
COMPAR
of pictures pays the steadier dividends.
the exhibition
That is the statement of a man who has turned over
many million dollars in both divisions of motion picture
activity. For quite a number of years he was a producerdistributor exhibitor, in the days when that term had less
meaning than it is given at present and at a time when a
man might be engaged in the simultaneous production, distribution and exhibition of pictures without being the subject of more than passing comment.
The speaker had just explained he was closing up most of
his producing and distributing business, while at the same ,
time he was extending his theatre holdings. The straight
question was put to him : "You find the showing of pictures more to your liking than you do the making of them,
don't you?" The old-time picture man looked the questioner full in the eye.
"I'll tell you," he said. "Recently I checked up on my
investments in the two branches of the business and found
that my theatres were the steadier dividend payers. A picture house may have a bad season, but the trouble can be
spotted and remedied without running into too great a loss.
In the case of a producing company it is diflferent."
THE film man was asked if it was not his experience
that more difficulties were encountered in the management ofa small house than in a large one. "Yes,"
handicapsof
"And oneIf of
prompt response.
was
in charge
thethemanchief
of the manager.
is thetheretention
your small house really is good he is lured to a larger theatre. If you have a good man in charge of your larger
house you can make his income as interesting as can any

THERE is a feeling in New York that all is not
harmonious in exhibitor circles interested in the coming convention. The time to remove this feeling is
now, we repeat. There is no reason, no solid reason, why
the sessions beginning June 8 should not result in a real
exhibitor organization.
There are veiled intimations of "politics." We hope there
will be nothing smacking of this sort of stuff at the con-

else."you particularly concerned as to where you are
one"Are
going to get your supply of film in the coming months?"
"I can't say that I am especially. I deal with all the producers. In all my houses I plan to have a certain proportion of time open so that I can take care of anything
unusual. This method involves more elTort on the part of
the management, but I think it pays."
The film man remarked on the building activity he had
noted in New York despite the accompanying high cost.
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Snappy

News

Ordinance Would Stop Razing
of Homes to Build Theatres
CITY theatre men are opNEW YORK
posing the adoption of an ordinance
introduced by Alderman William F.
Quinn, providing that no theatre or motion picture theatre to provide for the
erection of which dwellings, apartment
houses or tenement houses have to be torn
down, shall be granted a license within
the next five years. The real fight against
the proposed ordinance began at a hearing
l Welfar
on May mittee7 ofbefore
the Genera
en. e Comthe Board
of Alderm
Representing Sam H. Harris, J. A. Driscoll said that Mr. Harris plans the construction of a theatre in West Forty-fifth
street.
"If you stop this project the land will lie
idle," he said. "If you pass the ordinance
you will create a monopoly in the theatrical business." You will also increase the
price of theatre tickets, for which there is
now a greater demand than there is a supply. If you refuse to issue licenses for
new theatres the price of tickets are sure
to Mr.
go up."
Driscoll doubted the legality of the
proposed ordinance. He said that Mr. Harris is only one of several theatre men
contemplating the erection of new theatres
in New York City. Others appearing were
Edward Margolies and Ralph Douglas, representing A. L. Erlanger, Charles B. Dillingham, Florenz Ziegfeld. Mr. Margolies
said he had contracts to build seven theatres.
Alderman Quinn was willing to have the
ordinance amended so as not to apply to
existing
building
contracts.session
The committee will have
an executive
later.

Secured

from

Sundry

on matters which could not be handled by
mail and telegraph.
The executive West Coast headquarters
will be established at 634 Hellman Building
at Fourth and Spring streets, Los Angeles.
Mr. Lesser will be empowered to pass on
productions submitted for First National
distribution, and will be in constant touch
with the studios as the connecting link between producer and the distributing organization.
A general publicity bureau will be established under Mr.
J. E.
McCormick,
who Lesser's
toured supervision.
the country with
the Sennett bathing girls, will handle the
Pacific Coast bureau.

Sources

committee. A letter was read from Mayor
Lunn, of Schenectady, to the effect that S
per cent, of the Sunday night receipts in
that city went to the child welfare fund.

Frederick Burlingham Is Now
Exploring the Wilds of Borneo
ed from
ck
reden,
receivFrederi
Weltevhas
been that
just Java,
WORD
Burlingham, known all over the
world for his descent inside Vesuvius and
for his alpine pictures, has left for the far
interior of Borneo to cinematograph the
wild men there.
Borneo is the largest island of the Dutch
East Indies, cut in two by the equator, and
Indianapolis Company Plans
the third greatest island in the world, having an area of 210,000 square miles, the
$2,000,000 Fort Wayne House larger part of which is covered by primeval
forests
untrodden by the foot of man.
at Fort
are under
NS which,
IATIO
NEGOT
Wayne,
Ind.,
it is way
understood,
The Burlingham expedition landed at
will result in the erection of a new Bandjermasin on the south coast, using a
stern wheel boat as far as practical, after
$2,000,000 motion picture theatre and hotel
building there. The northeast corner of which the advance into the interior was
Wayne and Calhoun streets has been continued by native canoes.
chosen as the site for the new structure,
Besides a guard, Mr. Burlingham took
according to word received in Indianapolis. with him his assistant, H. Flindt, a Dane;
The building, it is reported, is to be some Javanese servants and a large number of Dayak coolies as porters.
erected for the Bankers' and Merchants'
Theatres Company, Inc., which has its headIt is the idea of Mr. Burlingham to
quarters in Indianapolis. F. H. Coonberg, photograph and cinematograph the Borneo
president of the company, is out of the native
at home, whether his house is
city, but others in his office said that nego- perched in the tree tops or on bamboo stilts
tiations for the erection of a theatre at out in the streams, where he is not easily
Fort Wayne had been under way for some
surprised and killed by enemies.
time.
The Bankers' and Merchants' Theatres
Simplex Department Hauls Dine.
Company has several theatres in Indiana,
Department heads and foremen of the
principally at Richmond, Ft. Wayne and
Terre Haute, and is building photoplay Precision Machine Company, of New York
houses at Evansville and Clinton. The ma- City, who are banded together for social
jority of the stock in the concern is held purposes under the name of Simplex Engineers, met last week for an Italian dinner
by Chicago, Terre Haute, Ft. Wayne and
Richmond people.
in a Greenwich Village restaurant. Sixtyfive sat down at the festive table.
Lesser Made First National's
Among
those M.present
General
Manager Everette
Porter, were
Joseph
Hornstein,
Special Coast Representative
They Would Tax Theatres to
general
manager
of
the
David
P.
Howell*
berelations
closer
to thepromote
IN order tween
Swell Police Pension Fund
Company; E. L. Bragdon, technical editor.
First National producing
units on the Pacific Coast and the the- CITY officials and politicians in Troy, Motion Picture News; Jacob Lourie, Associated Press; Thomas Healey, L. F. FrapN. Y., are still squabbling over an
atre owners who comprise the First Naeffort which is being made by one fac- pier, M. G. DeVries, T. L. Johnson, T. L.
Exhibitors'
tional
Circuit,
Inc.,
Sol
Lesser
Louis Schraeger, Leon L. Horsthas been appointed special representative
tion to compel the managers of motion pic- Lambert,
mann, Kenneth R. Caldwell, J. Hornstein,
of the First National executive committee
ture theatres in that city to pay over a por- L.
W.
Harmon,
A. Fleming and William C
tion of their Sunday night receipts to the
to handle all business a£Eairs for organization in Los Angeles.
police pension fund. The matter came up Francke, toastmaster.
The appointment of Mr. Lesser, who, in two or three months ago and there have
Producers to Aid Americanism Week.
association with Gore Brothers, is First been frequent airings since, but without any
National franchise holder for Southern decision being reached one way or the
Letters asking for the aid of producer*
California and Arizona, was announced by other.
in helping exhibitors celeThe entire city, or at least as much of it and distributors
brate Americanization Week, which begin*
J. D. Williams, general manager of the organization. Itwas decided by the execu- as is interested in the movies, has apparent- on May 28, have been mailed by the Amerily taken sides in the issue. The matter
tive committee of the organization that it
canism Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. It
was necessary to have a special representa- came before the common council last week
tive on the Coast in whom could be cen- but after a long debate it got no further is suggested that trailers containing Americanisms slogans be worked to the utmost
tralized the powers of that body to pass than being referred back to one of the
and that news weeklies show the pictures
and utterances of famous Americans.
The committee seeks to complete its list
To Our Readers
of Americanism subjects. As examples of
such subjects it suggests "The Man WithEACH individnal copy of Moving Picture World is being made more valuable
than ever these days due to data formerly in Quarterly Index of Releases now
out a Country," "The Copperhead," "Danbeing incorporated into the weekly List of Current Film Release Dates. This
gerous Hours," "Dangerous Days," "The
Land of Opportunity," "The Martyrs of the
change, which went into effect following the Quarterly Index issued with the last
series.
Alamo" and "The Son of Democracy"
number of December, 1919, gives intact files of Moving Picture World more reference
value than ever.
Volume and page numbers are listed each week in the release pages opposite
Frank E. Woods in New York.
the name of the pictnre reviewed, giving the reader a weekly service instead
of a
Frank E. Woods, supervising director of
quarterly.
the Lasky studios in Hollywood, has arAn individual investigation of the newsprint paper situation by the Chalmers
rived in New York for a week of conferPublishing Company last fall brought the inevitable decision that paper must be
ences with Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-presiconserved wherever possible without interfering in any way with service to exhibitor
dent of the corporation, in charge of proor producer. It was then decided to omit the quarterly index as such, but to
duction, and other officials of the procontinue the service weekly Instead of every three months.
duction department. Mr. Woods plans
to spend a week or so in the metropolis.
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Bill

After

Passes
Stiff

Battle

Denounced as Un American and Un-Democratic, Measure Vesting Licensing Power in Department of Public Safety Wins in Roll Call Vote of
129

to 95 — Amendments Double Original Fees for Reviews
May 11, 1920.
or religious purposes, at the discretion of that
less than
per cent, of
audiences
are 7children.
In moving'
Ohio, hepicture
said,
Although branded as "un-American, un- the commissioner of public safety of Mas- they
are
so
dissatisfied
with
censorship
democratic and dangerous legislation, vio- sachusetts.
lating the fundamental right of personal
law has been referred to the peoAn amendment suggested by Representa- that plethe
on a referendum. In Pennsylvania, Mr.
tive Reading, of Cambridge, to strike out
liberty,"
the
Massachusetts
bill
providing
Phinney said, a censorship bill was passed
for the censorship of motion picture films
section giving the commissioner of pub- without
a hearing and its chief advocate
by the Department of Public Safety passed the lic
safety power of approval of films was
successfully through all legislative stages defeated 22 to 64.
was appointed censor at a salary of $4,000'
in the House of Representatives. The bill
A substitute bill, offered by Representa- a year.
is now in the hands of the Senate, after a
Censorship a Proven Failure.
tive Phinney, of Boston, was rejected by
final eleventh-hour attempt by Representa- a voice vote. The substitute bill permitted
"Nowhere," continued the speaker, "hai
tive Patrick Moran, of East Boston, to injunctions for the prevention of the showthe law done anything to improve condihave the measure referred to the next
ing of films while an appeal is pending.
tions for children. Agitation for better
Legislature had been defeated by a roll call Another provision was that no child under films for boys and girls is just as active in
vote of 119 to 94.
16 years of age should be allowed to at- Pennsylvania and Ohio as in other states."
The House, by a voice vote, passed the
tend a moving picture show, the films of
Mr. Phinney said he had not been able tobill to mentbealsoengrossed.
vote on
engrossthe approval of the com- find any organization of college women,
followed theTheefforts
of the
Rev. which havemis ionernot
of public works.
professional women and women of tfaat^
class which is not 100 per cent, against the
Roland D. Sawyer, a Congregational clergyAttacks Women Lobbyists.
man legislator, of Ware, to strike out that
proposed system.
section which would allow the state censor
Representative Silbert's amendment to
Representative Keniston, of Boston, in
to suppress any film, which, in his opinion, the Phinney substitute bill was rejected by charge of the bill, said that the bill is supa
voice
vote.
This
amendment
would
proported by nearly all the churches and rel"tends toasked
incite for
to the
crime."
Representative
vide that children could attend moving
Sawyer
elimination
of this
igious societies of the state, the federation
liiiiiiiiuilHillimiiiiiriiiiiiFii
provision on the ground that the clause
of women's clubs and the like. He declared
might be interpreted with despotic power.
that it does not require pre-view, that it
Newburyport
Mayor
Refuses
simply gives the commissioner on ptiblic
"Under this power a narrow-minded
safety power to pass on the degree of objecLicenses for Sunday Shows
censor could stop anything," said the
tion to a film and it permits an appeal to
speaker.
mostgovernment
useful propaganda
Sunday movies in Newburyport, Mass.,
undertaken "The
by the
could be
the courts.
,
are barred. Mayor Page of that city
stopped."
notified
the
managers
of
the
theatres
Representative Kiniston, of Boston, in
"It is More
idle toLegislation
say there InjurioaA.
that he will not grant permits for Sunis no cause ~^:\
charge of the measure, said that some films
complaint," said Representative Doyle, (of
day motion picture shows. Petitions
have been shown to incite crime and that
of
New
Bedford, "but you are sensible and
numbering several hundred names had
the provision was a proper one. The
grown men and you realize the grave dan''
been presented to the mayor by the theSawyer amendment was then defeated, 74
ger of censorship which can and doubtleM
atremen in favor of the project.
to 41, and a roll call refused.
will become partisan. This bill indicates an
The short but sharp debate on the censorentering wedge of an attempt to censor th«
ship bill this week followed the long and
press and the spoken word, and if we are
bitter struggle over the measure on the picture shows if accompanied by parent or going
to be consistent we ought to go the
House floor late last week. Efforts to effect
distance and censor them all."
a compromise in the committee on bills guardian.
Party lines were entirely obliterated in fullRepresenta
tive Doyle was one of the disevidently failed.
the debate and voting. A majority of the
senters from the committe reports. He reDemocrats
voted
against
the
bill
and
the
ferred
to
the
speech of Vice-President MarFOLLOWING one of the closest and Republican vote was as closely divided. A
shall before the Interchurch audience, tellhardest fought legislative battles in number of women who have been active in mg them
that the thing the country needs
the history of Massachusetts, the behalf of the bill were in the galleries and
IS a revival of religion, not legislatiott
House of Representatives of that state by heard themselves severely censured by sev- most
for
regulation
of morals.
a roll call vote of 129 to 95 ordered to a
eral speakers.
Let the People Decide. V
third reading a censorship bill which gives
Representative Fitzgerald, of Boston,
Representative Shattuck, of Boston, lot
the Department of Public Safety full power
them with being a "lot of women
to license all films shown in the state and charged
the
ways
and means committee, spoke for
lobbyists who lost their jobs after the pro- the amendments
prohibits the production of any film not
proposed by the commithibition amendment passed and got around
licensed. The rising vote before the roll a soft old gentleman named Clark and sep- tee.
Then Representative Fitzgerald, another
call was 103 yeas to 75 nays.
arated him from his money in their efforts
Because of severe criticism of the bill in to get a job under cover of this bill." Fitz- dissenter from the committee reports, took
floor and began his arraignment of the
the bitter all-afternoon debate, the measure
gerald charged that he had been "black- the
was held in committe in third reading while
women lobbyists" whom he charged vritb
mailed
personally
by
a
prominent
woman"
bemg
the prime movers in the campaign for
efforts were made to reach a compromise
through his district.
the bill.
on a new draft eliminating the more drastic
Of No Benefit to Children.
and especially objectionable features, among
"I appeal
to thethis
House,"
he shouted,
Representative Phinney, one of the dis- rise
"<;<$>
and resent
dictation
by womei*
them the requirement for pre-view censorsenters from the ways and means commit- who do not represent
the women of the
ship which was denounced as "un-Amertee's report, opened the debat. He declared state. Better let the question go on the
ican and un-democratic."
bill was "unnecessary and un-American" ballot and have the people themselves deA motion to refer the censorship bill to the
cide it.
and
was
worked by a lot of women lobbythe next legislature was defeated by a roll
ists who have been looking for a job. They
City Officials Have Necessary Power.
call vote of only 126 to 104. The rising
are on record,, he continued, "in the office
vote was 88 yeas to 91 nays.
Next came Representative Ryder, of MMof the sergeant-at-arms with the salaries
Amendment* Double Fees.
dleboro, who read a quotation from L^6y
they
get.
These
women,"
he
went
on,
"were
Amendments to the bill were adopted by thick in the corridors last year lobbying Astor scoring the sources of opposition lo
moral legislation. He declared that "jwod
a voice vote. They were offered by the for women suffrage. When they lost their women
were insulted at the comrtiittce
ways and means committee, which, with the jobs on that by the ratification of the
mercantile affairs committee, favorably re- amendment by Massachusetts, they worked hearings.' He said the bill was in the mi
terest
of the people and was opposi j only
ported the bill. The amendments double up this business and got some wealthy and
by the rich corporations and by th= mosS
the fees of review mentioned originally and unsuspecting people to back them up."
skillful
lobbyists who can be l7ire!j;
Pointing
to
the
claim that the bill is
do away with the exemption from charge
"Many films showing absoluteJy hariafor films for purely educational, charitable for the benefit of children, Phinney said
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mote the observance of a week of instrucRepresentative Brown, of Medford, deless events could be eliminated at the whim
tion in economy in the use of meats. Rep- cleared he is a movie fan and has failed to
of the
censor," another
said Representative
Bowser,
resentative Haynes believed no legislation come across an objectionable show in Masof
Wakefield,
dissenter from
the
sachusetts. The only objectionable show
necessary but did not object to Representacommitteenowreports.
"Selectmen
and city
he ever saw, he said, was one that had
councils
have absolute
authority
to
tive Phinney's substitute bill.
been
censored by the United States govsuppress indecent or immoral performances.
Ridicules Movement as Hysteria.
ernment.
This is a case of personal liberty and ought
"The entire movement is hysteria and is
toThat
be sofilms
recognized."
Suggests National Legislation.
are important as determining no more to be supported than elimination
Representative Lyman, of Easthampton,
the direction of thought of the people and of books that mention crime," declared
Representative Abbott, of Haverhill. for the ways and means committee said it
therefore ought to be under regulation was
the contention of Representative Hull, of "Charles Dickens," he said, "is not sup- was most difficult to decide upon the details
Leominster.
pressed because he tells of the murder of of the bill but he believed it was right to
Representative Roland Sawyer, of Ware, Nancy Sykes." Mr. Abbott said that the double the proposed fees and to give mana clergyman-legislator, said both the bill censorship movement is "a fad of the fadagers until next January 1 in which to adand the substitute are unworkable. The
just their films to the law.
dists." "We have gone to a non-Puritanical
Representative Reading, of Cambridge,
proposition of censorship, he declared, is Sabbath," he went on "but we propose to
un-American. That the bill simply provides return to a Puritanical standard in this mat- favoring the principle of censorship thought
for a large number of jobs for censors with
ter." He ridiculed the bill, saying that his national legislation the only solution of the
no standard to go by was pointed out by local aldermen are conscientiously attend- problem. In the absence of such national
the speaker.
ing to their duties. "Legislation is as need- legislation he thought there might well be
state legislation. However, he believed that
Work of Professional Uplifters.
less as two tails for a cat," he concluded.
the approval of the state commissioner of
"There are pictures," said Representative
"Some censors," he said, "would cut out Young,
safety ought not to be required and
the House
leader,
"which
pander tois public
any representation of drinking, others of the lower
instints.
Some
correction
moved to strike out that requirement.
smoking and others of any hugging or kis- needed. I am frank to admit that in this he After
Representative Richardson, of Maising. This bill is the work of professional
bill we depart from the ancient
den, spoke for the substitute bill. Repreuplifters. Our local authorities can be censorship
sentative Keniston. of Boston, closed the
theory of the right of freedom of speech
trusted. The indorsements of this bill were
by summarizing expressions that in
secured by means which cannot be ap- and the freedom of the press, which we debate
his
belief
conditions exist which demand
as anneedinherent
right.
But we can't
proved. A small portion of the public is cherish
ignore the
for some
restriction.
Let legislation.
marshalled to represent a very large numFollowing the long debate the voting by
us give the bill a reading at this time and
the House commenced.
On the ground that the bill calls for a then work out the best bill we can."
ber."
new state commission and violates the right
of the local self-government, Representaure. tive Moran, of Boston, opposed the meas- A. H. Blank Prefers Increased Prices
"As thebecause
house defeated
the billwith
for school
to Percentage, Says Melville Maxwell
nurses
it interfered
town
and city government," he said, "so this bill DECLARING himself as strongly op- Pictures Corporation. As Mr. Blank is one
ought to be defeated because a censorship
posed to the percentage booking sys- of the most important exhibitors in the
is against local self-government. I do
tem, A. H. Blank, of Des Moines, one Middle West, his first published statement
not ask for license; I ask for personal
of thea definite
country'sstand
leading
exhibitors,
has on
value.the percentage question has a timely
taken
in favor
of increased
liberty."
Wants Scenes of Violence Deleted.
flat rentals whenever a raise is necessary
Maxwell Discusses Statement.
to encourage producers to make bigger and
Representative T. J. Driscoll, of Boston, better pictures.
The chain of houses controlled by Mr.
a labor man, one of the majority of the
Blank includes the Des Moines, Palace and
Mr. Blank believes there is a present
committee on mercantile affairs, said the market
Garden theatres in Des Moines; the Strand
slump
of
quality
pictures
due
to
women on both sides of the question were
the discussion which has recently raged and Rialto theatres in Omaha; the Bijou
honest in their opinions. But he could not about
percentage plan. He Theatre in Mason City, Iowa; the Strand
see how labor has any reason to oppose believesthethatso-called
the uncertainty raised by this Theatre in Marshalltown, Iowa; the Garthe bill. He thought it important that debate has forced
den Theatre in Davenport, Iowa; the Printo draw in
scenes of robbery, violence and murder be their horns in regardproducers
cess Theatre in Sioux City, Iowa, and the
to their progressive
taken out of films.
Swan
in Columbus, Neb.
plans
for
better
productions.
Moving his amendment to the substitute
This
important
declaration
from
Mr.
Discussing
Mr. Blank's attitude, Mr. Maxbill. Representative Silbert thought the Blank was made in Washington, D. C., durwell said: "Mr. Blank is fully awake to the
members unanimous in holding that some
ing
a
conversation
with
Melville
E.
Maxproducer's problems as well as his own. He
things in moving pictures ought to be cut
well, special representative for Realart understands that with rising production
costs the manufacturers must either get
out.Representative
"But it is well
to
go
slowly,"
he
said.
Scigliano, of Boston, fired INIIIlllllllllllllillillllllilJllllIll l<lltlllllllllll1<iritllllllllllllllllMlllltlllllllMlllllllinitiltll11lllllllllUIIHHIIIHIIUIIUU increased revenue or the quality of the
a broadside against the whole legislation.
production must suffer.
He suggested a referendum. He declared
"As percentage
proposed
increase
that he was lobbied on the matter the very
revenues
from filmwasrentals
and todiscussion
first day of the session. He pointed out
of the question has only served to bring
that ^fayor Peters, of Boston, proposes to
a varied and divided opinion, Mr. Blank
put a head tax on every seat in a theatre
realizes that the producer has been placed
in order to make up the loss of money from
considerably at sea in making his plans
liquor licenses. He moved that the bills be
for next year. He hopes to see a speedy
referred to the next legislature.
adjustment of the situation and the perExhibitor Tells of Improvement,
centage system avoided for another year at
least, to allow conditions to settle.
Speaking as proprietor of three moving
"In the meantime, Mr. Blank is anxious
picture theatres in Hingham, Scituate and
to avoid a continuance of the slump in the
Marshfield, Representative Haynes, of Scitbetter
picture market. But he understands
uate, said that there has been a marked imthat the problem is a complex and difHcult
provement in the character of films within
one. The exhibitor must not bring upon
three years. Never has there been any
himself the charge of being a profiteer.
complaint against any film which he has
On the other hand, the producer must not
shown. He said that he has repeatedly put
be hampered in making better pictures.
on exhibition films for churches and schools
"While, in most cases, he believes adand the people have said that if he came up
mission prices throughout the country will
to his ordinary standard they would be
satisfied.
stand an increase, there must be a correMr. Haynes read several slide contents
sponding advance in the quality of picabout the church world movement showing
tures. The public, he declared, is sick of
the high grade of appeals that may be put
excuses based on economic conditions for
before the public. Then he read a letter
advances
in price,
but they
have been
from General John J. Sherburne, chairman
cated to expect
better
and bigger
thingsedu-in
of the state commission on necessaries of
motion pictures and are willing to meet the
Lillian Leighton.
additional cost if these expectations are
life, asking the moving picture showmen to
Now playing important roles for Amerl
realized.
throw on their screens something to procan productions.
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K, of Cleveland, temporSAM BULLOC
ary secretary of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, arrived
in New York City on May 11 to consult
with exhibitor friends on various matters
relating to the coming Cleveland convention set for June 8, 9 and 10.
Mr. Bullock, who is one of the best
known organization war horses in exhibitor ranks, was bustling with activity.
He remarked that Cleveland would see a
real exhibitors' convention.
"It will be big and real both," he told the
interviewer.
"One upof attheCleveland
vital questions
that
we will take
will be
the control of all advertising that seeks the
publicity of our screens. Cleveland and
other cities have demonstrated beyond all
doubt that the revenue from legitimate
screen advertising is more than ample to
finance exhibitor organizations.
All Bona Fide Exhibitors Welcome.
"The convention at Cleveland will nationalize the plan which originated in
Cleveland and Pittsburgh. We do not ask
members to display slides or reels if they
prefer to pay cash dues. By capitalizing
the publicity value of our screens, either by
means of slides or reels, we will build up
a national organization which will do
things.
"Thison Cleveland
is being
called
the biggest convention
and most democratic
basis conceivable. Every bona fide exhibitor in the country is welcome. We
want to make it plain that exhibitors with
open or secret producer affiliations will not
be welcome. The convention will make it
its business to exclude a producers' lobby
no Mr.
matter
how itexpected
may disguise
itself."
Bullock
to stay
in New
York City for a few days.
Make Early Reservations.
According to Henry H. Lustig, president
of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, it will be the part of
■wisdomwhofor intends
every to
motion
theatre
owner
come picture
to the national
convention to wire his request for reservations without delay.
Mr. Lustig, who is an ex-officio member
of the committee intrusted with securing
accommodations for the visiting delegates,
says that they are doing all they can to get
comfortable and reasonable quarters for
every exhibitor. In view of the increasing
number of applications, exhibitors will
avoid much inconvenience and annoyance
by getting in touch with the Cleveland committee by mail, or preferably by wire.
Said Mr. Lustig: "We want every
delegate to enjoy the hospitality of Cleveland and take away the most pleasant
recollections. Therefore, I say, let the
boys hurry up and we will do our share."
The enthusiasm which pervades exhibiting ranks for the Cleveland convention
broke out at a meeting of exhibitors held
May 7 in Philadelphia. The meeting had
been called by the officials of the Philadelphia organization, of which Albert J.
Fisher is president, and C. H. Goodwin is
secretary.
Cohen Talks in Philadelphia.
The meeting was held in the forenoon in
the Chamber of Commerce rooms in the
Widener Building. A special invitation had
been issued to Sydney S. Cohen, president
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
of the State of New York, to address the
gathering. There were close to 100 exhibitors there. These represented about
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Cleveland

Their
Entire
200 theatres in Southern New Jersey,
Delaware and Eastern Pennsylvania. The
exhibitors present gave Mr. Cohen a hearty
reception.
Mr. Cohen said he could think of no
better investment for any exhibitor at this
time, than the spending of carfare to go
to Cleveland for the convention.
"This is the psychological moment," he
said,
assert their
There"foris exhibitors
no more todelightful
citypower.
than
Cleveland in the early part of June. I hope
that Pennsylvania will send a strong and
substantial delegation because we need
genuine exhibitor representation there
from all parts of the country."
Tells Need of Legislation.
"I am glad," said Mr. Cohen, "that you
have got out such a strong call. You have
described this gathering as a 'call to arms
meeting.' This is a fact. I fully indorse
the language of your call when it says your
existence as an independent exhibitor is
threatened. You cannot be neutral. Are
youAfter
with the
us ormeeting
against arrangements
us?"
were
made to get in touch with the exhibitors of
Western Pennsylvania and if feasible to
have the delegates of the entire state
arrive in the convention city at the same
time.
Kansas will be strongly represented at
the convention. M. Van Praag is now in
New York busy with convention matters.
An enthusiastic letter has been received
from the organized exhibitors of Michigan,
who are preparing for a big display by
their state at the convention.
May Split the Industry.
From the viewpoint of the representatives of the recent Chicago convention the
Cleveland gathering is expected to split
the motion picture industry into two factions. These, it is suggested, will be : A
solidly organized body of several thousand
independent exhibitors pledged to support
only independent producers who are nonexhibitors; producer-exhibitors, who are
now competing, and who plan further
theatre competition against independent
exhibitors, using the productions they control as the chief source of film supply for
their own houses.
It is estimated by the Chicago committee
that the total number of exhibitors who
will subscribe in Cleveland to an open
declaration of organized opposition to producer-exhibitor .competition will be approximately 5,000 present in person or
represented by proxy through their memberships instate and city leagues.
Membership Is Prime Objective.
One of the objectives of the convention,
following the general trend and openly
voiced exhibitor sentiment of the Chicago
mass meeting, will be to take up, with
national exhibitor strength, the enlargement of the present membership of the
Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors of
America, organized in Chicago as a semitemporary body to aid in formulating plans
for the June assembly, and which shall
have for its first official performance the
creation and adoption of defensive measures against the patronage seeking opposition of theatres financed, controlled and
booked by producers.
It is recalled that the Chicago meeting
was particularly pronounced in its spoken
demand for a national body of independent
exhibitors which will function with complete freedom from personal and political
ambitions by its sponsors. That the Cleve-

Convention
Independence
gathering will
adopt so-called
"steam
roller"land tactics,
if necessary,
to keep
its
sessions
free from
intrusions
of this
character wag apparent in the expressed
determination of many important independent exhibitors who responded to W. C.
Patterson's call.
"Politics in Cleveland," declares Frank J.
Rembusch, chairman of the Independent
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
"willing be
entirely
out industrial
of order. fireworks
Ohio's lead-of
city will
witness
an entirely different character. It is the
conviction of every enterprising independent exhibitor that a serious menace
confronts him, and not one of them with
whom I have talked, or whom I heard
address the Chicago meeting, has any intention of paying his personal expenses to
Cleveland to aid in the political ambitions
Put Producers on Record.
of anyToindividual."
The opening
in the campaign
exhibitor defensegunindorsed
in Chicagoof was
sounded in New York late last week when
definite and official declarations of intentions were obtained from seven out of
eleven producing organizations questioned
by a sub-committee from the Patterson
meeting. This group, which was an advance
guard for the Committee of Seventeen of
the Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors
of America, was headed by Mr. Rembusch.
The Committee of Seventeen will meet in
New York on June 3 and June 4.
The Committee of Seventeen, during its
two days' sessions in New York, expects
to receive a statement from every producer
in the business which will put each individual and organization engaged in the
production of pictures formally on record
for or against producer ownership and
producer operation of theatres. The commit e , it is expected, will make its headquarters at the Hotel Astor, where it will
receive producers.
The report of this committee, with the
originals of the signed declarations of intentions from all producers, is scheduled
to provide the guiding facts for the action
the independent exhibitors will take in
Cleveland. Supplementing this will be a
summarized account of the important information revealed by exhibitors in
Chicago, substantiating the claims of Mr.
Patterson and others that organized invasion of the independent exhibitor field is
being fostered and financed by producing
Word comes from Frank J. Rembusch,
groups.
dated Cleveland, that the Hotel Cleveland
will be the headquarters of the "Chicago
convention" contingent for the sessions beginning June 8.
Vitagraph Moves Kansas City Exchange.
Vitagraph has moved its exchange in
Kansas City, Mo., to the new building at
1915 Third avenue, its former quarters at
415 Olive street having become totally into its West.
steady increase in
business inadequate
theowingMiddle
Berlin Trade Show in June.
A cinematographic trade show called
"The Film" will begin in Berlin, Germany,
on June 12 and continue until July 4. All
technical and artistic developments of the
trade will be shown. The announced intention is to promote "international exciianije
of ideas and peaceful international competition." Applications should be made to
Kino
Ausstellung
Friedrichstr.
180. "Der Film," Berlin W. 8,
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ADVERTISING SLIDES.
To beat the profiteers wear
"Other Men's Shoes."
Commit your suicide with
"Paris Green."
Gasoline gags "The City
Stocking-clocks
Sparrow."Ankle." keep time on
"Mary's
Sound life insurance is
"Stronger Than Death."
The shortage of paper for
printing paget has, thus far, had
no effect upon the longage of
•tories mimeographed for
hoped-for publication in the
papers suffering from iiiiiitiiiiiiitiimittniiiiilim
shortage.
Whaddya Mean, Jonah?
At the placing of the Stanley's
corner-Btone In Philly t'other day
Judge Stern made a brief address, In the course of which he
aald (according to a publicist of
the event) :
"The motion picture has come
to stay and this new theatre will
l)eMebby
a Jonahhe among
playhouses."
was thinking
of a
flsh story, with a whale the hero,
o— o
"The Frontier of the Stars"
<Paratnount) will, naturally
enough, be marked by a row
of electric-light signs.
Everythinfi: al>out hia bunlnesa
Is of Lesser importance to Sol.
o— o
«She Made Him BetaaTe" haa
t>een changed by Paramount to
"Remodelling a Husband" — and
-Chat's the only way It can be
4lone.
o— o
High-Salaried O-Boys.
Fat jobs of filmdom:
How about the office boys
■who high-finance with the
postage stamps they are supposed to affix to the mail?
Have you a H. S. 0-Boy on
your staff?
o — oAnawcr.
A No Mean
Liowell Cash, a puftUclst and
not In the auditing department
of Selznick, recently asked E.
v. Durllng, editor of the Arm's
■"houae organ":
"Who was the first publicity
man?"
Durllng, student and scholar,
replied:
"The fellow who put over the
atory about the baby In the bulljrushes."
o— o
Mixing Oil and Water.
Irving C. Schwab, of Guy
Empy's publicity staff, advocates "Oil."
as a double-feaWe ture billsuggest
:
"Oil" (Empy) and "Water,
Water, Everywhere" (Goldwyn).
o— o
The Conrage of Employeai
Vitagraph Managers Praise
Marge O'Doone." —
"Courage of Headline.
Tradepaper

Suggestion for a sub-title in
a "crook" photodrama :
"No more jobs for me, pal.
I'm going straight."
o— o
Mllea Netv Qnarters
Eqnipped
with Ten Editorial Rooms. —
Tradepaper Headline.
Miles of copy coming — and the
paper shortage acute!
Albert Capellani spun "The
Web of Deceit" and "In Walked
Mary." Idol Fancies.
"The Idol Dancer" (Griffith).
"The Fallen Idol" (Authors),
o— o
New York Rialto considers
the event so important that it
advertises
"A house
Lady next
in Love"
will
be at that
week,
o— o
wide Open Season for
Fllma to Be Kxhiblted
On the FolloTClnK Terma.
Percentage, perhaps, perpetual,
peradventure,
persistently,
perennial, peremptory,
percusory,
percontra, percurrent, perchance,
perpetuity, perfunctory, perforated, percentage,
perfectly, percolated,
percussant,
percentage
and percentage.
(Slip
us
the
dictionary, Albertlna.)
o— o
Fewer and better emigrants
are desirable.
More and better deportmant
on Ellis
would
help."Island of Intrigue"
liO^eally an airplane would be
needed
to take up "The Hawk's
Trail" exploltatlonally.
0
No, Braamna.o — Metro
will not
star Nlckey Amsteln In "Bonds
o— o
of Pate."
"The Dream Cheater" (Hodkinson).
"Alarm Clock Andy" (Paramount).
o— o
Relieving Title Shortage.
"The Street Called Straight"
(Goldwyn).
"The Road Called Straight"
(Bennison).
"The . Lane," "The Alley,"
"The Mews," "The Path," "The
Track," "The Trail," "The Pike"
— they may all be "Called
Straight" if inventive genius
fails.
"But New York's Broadway
will
Chicot.always be crooked," sez

WORLD

FRUITINA OF FlLMIiAND.
Reel.)
Peaches (Opening
on the beaches
Lemons on the screens
Melons cut by financiers
Pears — and some has-beans.
For the "Smoke
o Screen."(Paramount).
"The Dark o — Mirror"
"Black Beach" (Griffith).
"A Darktown
Duel" (Vitagraph).
"Black Pawl" (Baker),
o— 0
Fixing Thlnga at Home.
"A Good Woman."
"The Perfect Woman."
"Your Wife and Mine."
o — o Will Come
Orlg;lnaI Story
Back." — Tradepaper Headline.
Yes, Indeed. To its author,
leaving behind the best Idea in
its composition.
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Civilization Item.
Rubberneck
Giebler informs,
to-wit
:
"Milton Sills has held up production on 'The Translation of
a Savage' by having a serious
■Sun'ejieoq )no
case of Klieg Eyes."
-miM tl« Jl <IlM8 OJ jCp0q;Cj9A8 JJOI
-J9d itlAi }Bm puB 'sjnjnj ui ivM.
sm) j'Bauis eioqAi am }98 /i-em
3A1 azidoiofB
■ju-BAJasqo
8S31 oq;liemO} 'aaojejeqi
b\ ii
„Unj88iq)Plo„eziuSoooj
BB oouBiCoa
-UB JO poq^sui
iCiq
-Bqojdesoq)
n.noX}o— 31DI11
V ep-eui
oq^
auo ajB
noA OABq
Ji
„M3u au|q)Ou s,9J8q),,jjnjs
l^q)siqi
epvoini
uaaq
s^q
mi-Biduioo
jBqi
ujBidxe
)snui 9M. )U3)X3 8|q) O) jiasjnoiC
p3J3q)oq
•noji OABq
^iqnojxnoXo> j-Bqi
^jjogmom

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
Elinor Fair, one of the principals in "The Miracle Man," Is
supporting
rent feature.Lew Cody in his curHarry
Madison,
of the
ville stage,
has Joined
the vaudeBuddy
Post comedy company at National
Studios, Los Angeles.
Cecil B. De Mine's new Paramount-Artcraft feature, "SomeAbout,"
Is now atIn
processthing toofThink
cutting
and titling
the Lasky studio.
Jean
Priscilla Bonner andCalhoun,
Hardee Kirkland
play
the principal supporting roles In
the new Tom Moore picture for
Goldwyn, "Officer 666."
Edward Cllne, who has been
directing comedies for the Pox
program. Is now affiliated with
the new Metro comedy company.
Harold Lloyd's new comedy for
Pathe
and Dry,"
and theis entitled
alleged "High
plot deals
with
prohibition.
Douglas MacLean Is to be
starred in his own right ''y
Thomas H. Ince following the
completion of his current costarring picture with Doris May.
Allan Dwan has written an
original story which he will produce as his sixth picture for
Mayflower.
Harold Bell Wright haa signified his Intention of filming several of his novels as soon as certain arrangements can be made
with his publishers.
Jean Havez will wrltu the
scripts for the new Buster Keaton
comedies for Metro.
Lee Kohlmar, of vaudeville
comedy fame, will star In a seiles
of one and two-reel comedies for
Universal.

Jack Plckford has started work
on "The Man Who Had Everything." under Director
at Goldwyn.
In the Al
castGreen
are
Priscilla Bonner. Lionel BelDay.
more, Alec Francis and Shannon
Paul Hurst, director of the
Hedda Nova picture, "Byrd of
the Dawn,"
made an address
before the Southern
California
Women's Press Club of Los Angeles recently on "Books I HaT*
Helena Sullivan Is playing anScreened."
other seml-vampire role In the
new Clara Kimball Young picture, "Mid-Channel."
Famous pugilists appearing In
"Stop That Man," the current
Owen Moore picture for Selznick:
Spike Robinson, Al Kaufman,
Terry Keller, Bat-nose Mullln.
Broken-nose Murphy, Flat-nose
Reese, Ray-eye Klrby, Chuck
Sampson.
Baldy Williams and
Tin-ear Shales.
Irene Rich and Charley Clary,
of Goldwyn, have been loaned to
the American Film Company at
Santa Barbara, Cal., to appear In
an
all-star production for that
company.
Gertrude Bambrlck, a former
Blograph star. Is coming back In
the pictures,
five years absence from theafter
screen.
The first story to be produced
by the Wlllat Productions will be
"Dabney Todd," written by F. N.
Westcote, brother of the author
of "David Harum."
Mary Thurman, who has been
visiting her parents in Salt Lake,
has returned to Hollywood to
play the leading role In the new
Allan Dawn picture for Mayflower.
Mildred Davis has Just signed
for another year as leading lady
for Harold Lloyd in Pathe comedies.
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Selznick

Heads

for
picture inthe motion War
DESIGNATING
dustry as the only backward industry
in New York, and the only trade
which has failed to co-operate in the
Greater New York Non-Sectarian Campaign for War Sufferers abroad, which is
endeavoring to raise $7,500,000 in this city
for aid to 6,000,000 destitute men, women
and children in Poland, Lithuania and other
parts of Eastern Europe, Lewis J. Selznick,
on May 12, called upon all members of the
industry to come forward and contribute
before the closing of the campaign. Mr.
Selznick stated that he had just been informed by Felix M. Warburg, chairman of
the Joint Distribution Committee, which is
to administer the funds raised in this campaign, that only three contributions had
been received from fhe motion picture industry since the opening of the campaign.
He appealed to companies and officials, to
actors and actresses, to men and women of
every phase of the motion picture industry,
ial fund
to assupportas and
'financ
to give
er
g the
volunte
raisin
sist intheir
workers.
Have Reputation for Generosity to Uphold.
"The motion picture industry in other
compaigns acquired an enviable reputation
for generosity and co-operation," Mr. Selznick said.laurels
"They for
nowpastseemperformances
content to rest
on their
and
to altogether neglect the present appeal,
which is of tremendous importance. The
motion picture industry has been the one
blind spot in a campaign which has enlisted the full co-operation of men and
women of every other industry. The campaign has been very successful, but the
motion picture industry has failed absolutely to help in its success.
"Mr. Warburg has just in formed me,"
Mr. Selznick have
continued,
"that only
contributions
been received
fromthree
the
motion picture industry. One was my own
check for $10,000, the others $10,000 from
William Fox and $1,440 from the Universal
employes through Harry Berman, general
manager. The motion picture industry has,
in the main, been one of the most prosperous of all industries in New York. The
public knows this, and it therefore expects
more from this industry than $21,440 — more
than three contributions.
They Are Dyin^ by Hundred.^ in Europe.
"The appeals of 6,000,000 men and women
— and little children — who by hundreds are
dying of disease, famine and cold in every
country of Eastern Europe, who for six
years have been tossed and torn by internal and external wars, and have known no
happiness or comfort, cannot be ignored,
and I am sure that the motion picture industry will be the last one to ignore these
appeals. I blame myself for their negligence. Ihave heard stories of suffering
and anguish that have come from aboard
— stories so terrible that they seem incredible, and stories that are but half of
the actual truth. I should have made it my
duty to see that the other members of this
industry heard ♦hem too — and gave of their
plenty for the needs of their brethren
abroad.
"But today Mr. Warburg told me that
he would not take 'No' for the answer —
that he was drafting me into service to organize my co-workers. I am not going to
take 'No' for an answer from the motion
picture industry. I want their best efforts
to help in securing funds. They must give
of themselves, as well as of their money.
The motion picture industry must raise a
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Campaign
Fund
sumSufferers'
that is truly representative of the
men
the injury inflicted upon his
reputation, the
and women who compose it.
actor asserts.
In
addition
to
the
damage
which
he claims
Only Black Mark Against Our Record.
injury to his reputation the actor avers
"Our service record is an excellent one. for
This is the only black mark against it, but that he has been deprived of exactly $325,there is still time to eradicate it. The 644 which he would have received under
Greater New York Appeal for War Suf- the terms of the contract had he been permitted to star in feature productions of the
ferers abroad is a non-sectarian campaign,
and a campaign that calls for sacrifice. The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation until
motion picture industry can redeem its
negligence only by giving now to the ut- April, 1922.
Pearl White Returning from Europe.
most— not giving merely generously, but
Pearl White, Fox star, is returning from
making
genuine
sacrifices."
Paul Baerwald is treasurer of the fund, abroad after a rest which included a tour
and
campaign headquarters are at 389 Fifth of Great Britain and the continent, accordavenue.
ing to a cablegram received at the Fox
The Moving Picture World will each offices.
week record all contributions received
Charles Giblyn, her director, at present
from the industry.
is at Pineville, Ky., with the supporting
cast for the next White feature, and has
already completed a goodly portion of those
exteriors in which the star does not appear.
"Path She Chose" Is Among
The name of the picture has not been anUniversal Releases for May
nounced. Richard C. Travers is cast opposite Miss White.
VIRGINIA,"
by Idaform
M. Evans,
put into screen
and willhasbebeen
reFourteen Chicago Houses Show
leased by Universal on May 24 under
the title of "The Path She Chose." Ann
Selznick Picture on Same Day
Cornwall is featured in the picture, which
was directed by Philip Rosen, but in reality
and
it is said to be an all-star cast picture. SAM
general
manager of
Selectident
Pictures
vice-pres
E. MORRIS,
Corporation, has sponsored the stateSeveral
of
Universal's
leading
actresses
have parts. Among them are Kathleen
ment that fourteen Chicago theatres booked
O'Connor, Claire Anderson, Dagmar Go- and played on the same day "The Shadow
dowsky and J. Farrell McDonald.
of Rosaliea Byrnes,"
Ham.
A new Lyons and Moran comedy will merstein,
Selznick starring
productionElaine
also be released May 24. It is a short pic"Our Chicago branch office has created
ture entitled "Caught in the End." Another
an unusual precedent," said Mr. Morris.
comedy scheduled for release is "The Tale "To have fourteen theatres play the same
of
a Dog,"
wonder
dog.featuring Brownie, the Century picture on the same day is indeed worthy of the highest commendation possible
"Elmo the Fearless," the Universal se- to our salesmen. It also speaks of the
rial featuring Elmo Lincoln, now in its six- value of the production as a box office atteenth episode, and the fifth episode of
traction. Those who have already played
"The Moon Riders," with Art Accord and the picture have been extremely satisfied.
Mildred Moore, also are ready for release.
"Ever since Elaine Hammerstein's first
starring vehicle for Selznick, 'The CounCousin,'
she that
has developed
popularWarwick Sues Famous Players
itytryto the
extent
exhibitors ahave
come
to
realize
her
value
in
dollars
and
cents.
Charging Breach of Contract
Her popularity is well merited. Backed by
and forceful exploitation comROBERT
WARWICK
filed an Court
action onin intelligent
the United
States District
bined with a solid production that gives
May 6 against the Famous Players- her full scope to display her beauty and
Lasky Corporation to recover damages ag- histronic talent, the public has justly acgregating $525,644 for alleged breach of conclaimed, and accepted her with delight."
tation. tract and injury to his professional repuMr Warwick entered into a contract with
Lionel Barrymore in "Master Mindl"
Lionel Barrymore has begun work as the
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
January, 1919, to appear in at least eight star in "The Master Mind," a photodrama
feature pictures and not more than nine based upon Daniel G. Carter's stage play
name. It will be the first proproductions annually for a period of three of the same
duction under a contract recently signed
years commencing on April 1, 1919. Under
the terms of the contract the film actor and providing for the starring of the actor
in four motion pictures to be released
was to receive $138,000 for his services through
First National and to be made by
during the first year of the contract, $148,- Whitman
formerly production
500 during the second year and $180,000 dur- manager forBennett,
Famous Players-Lasky. Mr.
ing the third year.
The contract also provided that the film Barrymore's second First National release
company should pay the premiums on a will be "The Devil's Garden."
health and accident insurance policy for
Carpentier Met by Toronto's Mayor.
$150,000 and the actor complains that the
Carpentier received a rousing welcome
alleged failure of the film company to fulfill its contract with him will deprive him on his first invasion of Canada "v/hen he
reached Toronto on May 8. When his train
of the benefit of this provision.
Moreover, the action alleges that his pro- arrived Mayor Church, of Toronto, and the
fessional reputation has been damaged by city officials, were on hand and escorted
reason of what he terms his discharge by him into the city and entertained him at
the film corporation on or about April 7 breakfast at the King Edward Hotel. At
Buffalo, Washington, D. C, and Boston,
last, when he alleges the company refused
to carry out its contract with him. Nothing many picture men were on hand to greet
short of $200,000 will compensate him for Carpentier.
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SAM BULLOCK, of Cleveland, executive
secretary of the Northern Ohio Exhibin Newlonger
Yorkthan
the
week of Mayitors'11.Association,
He willwasremain
the week if his business concerning the convention to be held at Cleveland next month
detains him.
• * •
Mr. Suzuki, of Tokio, Japan, during his
stay In New Tork purchased several features
from the Arrow Film Corporation.
• • •
Hamilton Thompson, for several yeara
scenario editor for Fox, leaves Monday, May
17, to become scenario editor for Pathe. Mr.
Thompson has had a broad schooling and
many successes to his credit and goes to
Pathe with the best wishes of his former
employers.
• • «
H. son,H.N. "Van
Loan
on
will go his
to HudY., his native May
town,23 where
elder
brother, E. C. Van Loan, Is publisher and editor of the Hudson Morning Journal. The
occasion of his visit, in addition to seeing
his brother, is the showing on May 2, 3 and
4is ofthe"Theauthor,
Virginandof at
Stamboul,"
of which heof
the presentation
which he will be introduced to the audience
on Saturday evening as a product of HudGus Schlesinger, director of the sales department of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, has further augumented his staff by the
addition of Albert Boasberg, who has been
promoted from the ranks. Mr. Boasberg was
assitant
manager of Inter-Ocean's technical
film department.
D. D. Kempner has been engaged by Hod«klnson to cover the Connecticut territory.
Mr. Kempner is new• to* the
• film industry.
M. Van Praag, of Kansas City, a member
of thestopping
Kansas in State
Exhibitors'
was
New York
at the Association,
Hotel Astor
the week of May 10.
• • •
Frank Scully has been appointed manager
of the New Haven branch of Famous PlayersLasky, succeeding his brother, Henry, who
resigned to establish his own distributing
company.
Charles Giblyn, who is directing "Pagan of
the Hills" for Fox, is now in the mountains
of Kentucky, where he found it was possible
to complete some outdoor scenes with the
male members of the cast In advance of the
coming of Pearl White, the star, who will
Join them later.
• • •
The Social Theatre at Worcester, Mass.,
was opened a few weeks ago. It has a seating capacity of 1,160, employs an orchestra
and prices of admission range from 10 to 20
cents. It is situated in the French section
of the town and caters to a community of
12,000. The Social Amusement Company,
Woonsocket, R. I., is the owner.
• • •
The Arrow Film Corporation, since taking
over its present quarters on the fourth floor
of the Candler Building, has enhanced its executive staff by the addition of six more employes.
• • •
J. H. Mayer, Universal's publicity director,
left New York on Monday, May 10, for Cincinnati, where he will supervise the exploiof "The Virgin
Stamboul,"
which
will be tationpresented
at the ofGrand
Opera House,
beginning May 16. On his return Mr. Mayer
will stop at Cleveland to appoint a publicity
representative for Universal in place of
Palmer Slocum, who now is affiliated with a
concern producing comedies in Cleveland.
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C. R. Seelye, of the Selznick Enterprises,
was in Washington, D. C, the week of May
10. En route he visited Baltimore and other
nearby points in the interest of the National
Picture Theatres, Inc.
• • •
Radin Pictures Corporation will release
the Johnny
Dooley May
comedy,
ners," on Monday,
17. "Skinning Skin• * •
Joe Brady, of the Pathe publicity department, has been appointed assistant to P. A.
Parsons, director of advertising. Mr. Brady
Is an enthusiastic and indefatigable worker
in whatever he undertakes, and Mr. Parsons
will have a close student of the style and
methods he has employed in making Pathe
copy the admiration• of• the
• industry.
J. Dervin is now covering the Connecticut
section for the Major Films of Boston. Mr.
Dervin, prior to going to Connecticut, was
employed in the Maine and Vermont territories for the same • company.
* •
J. Cann, owner and manager of the Gaiety,
at Providence, R. I., has closed his Concord
(N. H.) house, seating 1,000, for the summer.
Mr. Cann, we understand, is willing to dispose of his Concord place, which is fully
equipped, to the right
• * buyer.
•
Dell Henderson, who admits he is the "bigMajority of Films Shown in
Australia Are American Made
HENRY
A. Mrs.
B. HELLMRICH, GEE
with AND
Mr. and
Nicholson, of Sydney, Australia, who
have been in this country since the
middle of January, were at the Hotel
Astor, New York, for several days the
week of May 3, and have now joined
friends in the city for a lengthy vlait
here. They are all in the moving picture business, although traveling on
a combined business and pleasure trip.
They said that SO per cent, of the
motion pictures shown in Australia
are of American manufacture and
Australians were eager to make more
of their own pictures. That is the
reason so many moving picture men
of Australia are visiting this country.
They are anxious to learn more ^f the
American methods of production and
the secrets of the great success American pictures have met with all over
the world.
gest" director in the Motion Picture Directors' isAssociation,
weight andto
measure,
a busy according
little fellowto preparing
shoot on his next picture for William Fox.
• • •
Harry M. Berman, manager of exchanges
for Universal, left New York on Saturday,
May 8, on a trip to Cincinnati, Cleveland and
Detroit, to be gone about ten days.
• • •
Guy Hammond, formerly of the Universal
foreign film department, is now in charge
of the foreign department of the Arrow Film
Corporation. Mr. Hammond has already
closed several important
• • • foreign deals.
Charles R. Rodgers. sales manager for Select and Republic, after an inspection of the
Middle West and western territories, returns
to New York with an enthusiastic report of
business conditions throughout those sections.
• • •
Vic Smith, It is reported on good authority,
has resigned from Vitagraph to become general manager of the Famous Players-Lasky
studios
at Long
to take effect
May Island
17. City, his resignation
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Eugene H. Kaufman, manager of the accessory department of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, who is away from New York on
a general business trip in the interest of bis
department,
has left E. R. Phelps, his able assistant, in charge.
• • •
The Rosen Film Delivery System, now
operating a number of trucks between New
York, New Haven and Hartford, announces
that it will shortly Invade the New York
State territory, starting a number of auto
trucksAlbany.
for film delivery between New York
and
• • •
Louis Anger and Joe Lawrence, present
owners of the Elite Theatre at Bridgeport.
Conn., have purchased a piece of property
at Fairfield avenue and Brewster street, on
which they will erect a picture house. This
Is the section known as Black Rock.
• • •
Joseph R. Meo, formerly • with Famous
Players-Lasky and Miles Enterprises, is now
with the Kineto Producing Company.
• • •
Mr, and Mrs. Dal Clawson, who came from
Los Angeles a week or two ago, are stopping
at the Hotel Astor, where they expect to
remain for two months. Mr. Clawson, who
for a while was associated with Lois Weber,
is connected with Raoul Walsh, of the Maygeles. Mr. Walsh will cmmence a picturetttt
geles. Mr. Walsh will commence a picture
the week of May 17, In which Marlon Cooper
will
Fort be
Lee. featured, at the Paragon Studio in
• • •
J. WItort has sold his Washington Theatre
at Waterbury, Conn, to Lawrence Santora.
former owner of the Scenic. Mr. Santora
will rename the Washington the Capitol.
• • •
Harry MacRae Webster, at a meeting of
the Motion
Picture
Directors'
held
May
4, was
initiated
a memberAssociation,
before •
large
attendance.
• • •
Sam Goldstein, of the Goldstein Brothers
Amusement Company of New England, according to report by our traveling representative, Nat Bregstein, has purchased a block
of land for a new theatre at East Hampton,
Mass. The company also has bought more
property
for and
Its Broadway
Springfield, Mass.,
has a new Theatre
theatre inthat
will
seat 2,480 In course of construction at Springfield, adjoining the Notuck Hotel.
« * •
Van Dyke Brooke, the veteran actor and
director, has just returned from Florida,
where he has been dodging the cold weather
of the northern climate. Mr. Brooke's latest
picture appearance was In "The Fortune
Hunter."turing Earle
produced
Williams.by the Vitagraph, fea• • •
George L. Sargent, transplanted East from
the Coast, has just completed his first Vitagraph picture, starring Alice Joyce. He was
to produce a second Joyce picture, but Instead he is to direct a picture for the same
company featuring • Corinne
Griffith.
• •
Richard H. Gamble, amusement censor of
Providence, R. I., has won the esteem of both
the public and the exhibitor by his broad
and fair-mindedness in his judgement of the
pictures. He Is constructive In his criticisms
and open and above • board
• • in his opinions.
Harry Buxbaum, Famous Players-Lasky
general sales manager, has the distinction of
having the F. P.-L. drive during the month
of July named after him: "Buxbaum Month."
The month's
drive system,
will startnoin more
with C.
the O.payment in advance
Mr. Buxbaum says that the exhibitors haveD.
responded to this method of rentals without
hesitation or reservation.
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Riesenfelds

Pays
Respects
to Riviera
exhibn
America
t
foremos
ANOTHER
Chief of Kinema Circuit
itor of pictures declares New York
City leads in the musical accompaniment of motion picture presentation. This Making Tour of Country
time it is Emil Kehrlein, senior, head of
in Search of Ideas for
the Kehrlein Kinema Circuit, of California,
who adds his praise to that of others. Mr.
Two New Picture Houses
Kehrlein is definite in his statement. He
names the houses directed by Hugo Riesenfeld as being, in his opinion, the homes of
By GEORGE BLAISDELL
the best musical presentation in the country. The western exhibitor comes of a hibitor said it was a rule of his circuit
family of musicians and he feels in a to
place men on one side of a house and
measure qualified to pass judgment on the women
escorted and unescorted on anmusic side of exhibitor activities. "No one
other. "We do this as if it were not by
with a knowledge of music can enter the design, but
we find it to the advantage of
Rivoli without feeling that its orchestra is
the
house
and
its patrons," he said.
under the guidance of a master mind,"
thing I have been pleased to note
said Mr. Kehrlein. "It is my conviction, in "One
the East,' declared Mr. Kehrlein, "is the
too, that the quality, fine as it is now,' will getting away from the double feature. Too
much of this sort of thing is going on in
continue to improve."
The Kinema Circuit at present is composed of one house in Fresno and two in the West, and it is not at all beneficial to
Oakland, Cal. The owners are the subject the business; it is not constructive.
Strong for Prologues.
of this sketch and his sons, Emil and
Oliver. The Kinema of Los Angeles was
factor in picture presentation
formerly one of the chain. At present in"Another
which we feel we were pioneers and
plans are being prepared for two more
which
has
been
much improved is the emhouses, one in Oakland and one in Fresno.
ployment of prologues, the injection of atEach will have a seating capacity of 3,000.
sphere in the presentation of a picture.
In Oakland the new structure will be near You have mogot
to bring your patrons into
the present Kinema. No name has as yet the spirit of a picture
you want them to
been decided upon for it. In Fresno the get the most out of it. ifWhat
we are trying
contemplated house will be on a plot 150 to do is to get away from anything that
by 175 in J street, the main thoroughfare obtrudes or distracts. Even the music must
of the town. The five Kehrlein houses will
be right." It was right here that the
have a total seating capacity of about speaker
paid his respects to Mr. Riesen14,000.
feld.
Seeks Ideas for New Houses.
"It is a most difficult thing to apply music
to
pictures,"thisthemorning
speaker towent
"I wasof
It was in search of ideas that Mr. Kehrinterested
readon.in one
lein left home a few weeks ago. Accomyour
New
York
papers
a
story
to
the
efpanied by Mrs. Kehrlein, he has visited
fect that Dr. Damrosch blamed moving
Chicago and Detroit. When he left New
picture houses for keeping people away
York on May 13 he intended making stops from singing societies. If moving pictures
at Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, St. have done anything at all they have eleLouis and Los Angeles.
taste for music, for good
Asked as to what he had so far seen that music.vatedAthe public
lot of people never heard the
most impressed him, Mr. Kehrlein declared compositions of the masters until they atBalaban & Katz's Riviera in Chicago and
tended picture houses.
Kunsky's Majestic in Detroit seemed to
Asked as to whether be had as yet peroutstanding
the
top other houses. One of
sonally encountered the competition of
features of the Riviera was the courtesy
producer exhibitors, Mr. Kehrlein declared
"Instinctively
employes.
extended
you feel by
the the
courtesy
as you enter the
Riviera," said Mr. Kehrlein. "You know
The Mathe personal contact is there.
jestic appealed to me as an ideal picture
term 'picture
house. By the way, I like theword
'theatre'
the
thanto I ado structure
better
house'
in which
when referring
are featured."
screen
Since entertainments
1907, when Mr. Kehrlein began
been one of the
has
courtesy
business,
fundamentals in his houses. He believes
its importance cannot be overstressed. The
Kinema Circuit is credited with building
the first large straight picture house, that
in Oakland, in 1910, and seating 1,500. Also
it was a pioneer in introducing music with
pictures and among the first to advance
prices.
Adequate Lighting Not Yet Devised.
of Mr.lighting
Kehrlein's
trip
is One
to of
seekthe anobjects
adequate
system,
which in his opinion has not yet been devised. "I want to eliminate light spots in
"Also
house," heI said.
of the
part
every
I want perfect
ventilation.
want every
patron when he leaves one of our houses
Well Again and Feeling Lovely.
refreshed."
tired
feel not
toAsked
as to
anybutrules
he might have for
Tom Moore and his sweetheart after "The
Great Accident," a Goldwyn picture.
seating incoming patrons, the western ex-

Music;
and
Majestic
he had lost no sleep by reason of them.
He said he believed the field was too big
ever to be monopolized by any one.
One Way of Dodging Percentage.
On the percentage question, while Mr.
Kehrlein had strong opinions, he preferred
not to be quoted. He did, however, say
he believed no hard and fast rule could be
laid down, that the problems of one exhibitor were different from those confronting his neighbor. Then again there was
the personal equation. He related an instance where an exchangeman, "one of the
best men in the business, without exception," he declared, who, when the two
been unable to agree on the rental forhada
subject of more than usual importance, told
him to put on the picture, run it for a week
and pay him what he thought it was worth.
"That put me on my honor to do my best
with
the see
picture,"
said exchange
Mr. Kehrlein,
"and
also to
that the
man got
a
square deal. The result was we paid him
$800
the week's
run, obtained
which wasin more
before
had been
than for
that
part of the country. Of course, the
arrangement was possible only between
two men who had perfect confidence in

each other."Strong on Short Stuff.
"How are your houses on the short
stuflF?" Mr. Kehrlein
was asked.
"Strong, and always have been," was the
prompt ansv/er. "We were among the first
to support the weeklies. Also
we find our
patrons like scenics. We use them all. It
has been my observation that many of our
patrons more highly regard the combination of scenics, weeklies and comedy than
they do the average feature."
"What about uniforms for employes?"
Wants Projection Room on Ground Floor.
"Why, I am against the loud or striking
uniform.
I prefer the subdued tone, making the employe less conspicuous and perhaps less self-conscious. Then again, in
summertime we employ many college boys
and girls. You can figure for yourself how
these would look upon wearing bizarre
"In your new houses — what are you going to do with your projection?"
"I think it will be as flat as a flounder,
the
with the projection machine opposite
center of tho screen and installed on the
ground floor.'
garb." Blows Self to Wind Machine.
"Famous"
To complete the equipment at the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation studio on
Fifty-sixth street. New York City, a new
wind machine has just been constructed. J.
N. Naulty, general manager of the eastern
studios, conceived the idea of constructing
such studio
a machine,
the
staff. and it was carried out by
The apparatus is mounted on a 30 horse
power Locomobile chassis. It has an electric motor which is interconnected with a
new 30 horse power Overland motor, which
is complete with a self-starter, generator
and magneto. The propellor of the wind
machine is driven by a 220-voIt 13 horse
power electric motor, with an average speed
of 1,500 revolutions a minute. The machine
may be driven either by electricity or by
gasoline, so that it may be used either in
the studio, where electricity is available, or
out
on location, where gasoline may be substituted.
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Big Circuits Book Lloyd Comedies.
Three
of New
ture circuits
have York's
bookedbiggest
the newmotion
seriespicof
Harold Lloyd two-reel comedies, released
by Pathe. The Loew, B. F. Kith and B. S.
^foss houses will feature th.: new works of
the young comedian, beginning with the
release which follows "An Eastern Westerner," the last of his first two-reel series.
The Capitol and Strand theatres weeks
ago signed up for the second series. The
Capitol will play Lloyd for the first time,
but Jack Eaton, managing director of the
Strand, has featured the entire series of
Lloyd two-reelers to date.

Among those who attended the meeting
ML. MALEVINSKY, of the law firm were
Crandall, of Washington, D.
of O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, C. ; H. Harry
H. Wellenbrink, of Newark; Samuel
ed
been
ted appoint
well Harding, of Kansas City; Harold B. FrankInc., ascounExhibitors,general
Associa
sel *for has
lin of Buflfalo ; Dr. Hugo C. Lambach, of
as having been elected secretary of the
organization. H. H. Wellenbrink, who pre- Portland, Ore.; Harry M. Lubliner, of Chiviously held the offices of secretary and
cago; Dennis Harris, of Pittsburgh; I. Libson, of Cincinnati; Paul Brunet and Gentreasurer, retains his office as treasurer.
eral
Manager F. C. Quimby.
The election of Mr. Malevinsky was only
one of the many internally important occur ences at the meeting of the board of
directors of the Associated, which was held Sixteen Chicago First
Run Houses Play
in the offices of the association, 25 West
Forty-fifth street, New York.
Many matters pertinent to the progress
Metro's "Shore Acres'' Simultaneously
of the Associated Exhibitors were disposed
Friends,"
and later, in the
of during the course of the meeting, and SHORE ACRES,"
the Alice
Metro Lake,
specialplayed
pro- and
duction
featuring
body Tell
of theYour
review
the following:
it is expected that the Associated soon
at sixteen Chicago first run theatres
"I tell you it is an achievement to make
will make announcements of considerable
a reproduction of the amusesuch with
a picture
as 'Shore
Acres.'
It inspires
interest. Much of the time of the two-day in one mentday,
page of the Chicago Daily Tribune
you
both love
and hate
for the
movies.
meeting was consumed in whipping into of April
19 shows. This sheet, an exact
You. love them for giving you something so
shape the Associated Exhibitors' sub-fran- duplication of the original page, was made
good, and you hate them for the horrible
chise proposition.
up and issued by J. S. Grauman, branch
things
theyreproduction
so needlesslyofinflict
upon you."
manager of the Metro exchange in Chicago.
On his
this page
from
To Give Full Details of Plan.
the Chicago Tribune, Mr. Grauman had
This showing of the popularity of Metro's
■The has
Associate
d's sub-franc
in the screen version of "Shore Acres,"
hiseof plan,
written in large black script: "A Record
said,
occupied
the minds
some it ofis find
that one of America's best known classics
Rarely Equaled! Sixteen of Chicago's first
the leading exhibtors of the country for of
the theatre, by James A. Heme, is taken
run houses playing 'Shore Acres' simulas evidence by the distributing organizanearly
a
year,
and
at
last
week's
meeting
taneously for extended
final details were gone over and polished
tiontionsthat
the Metro's
"Shore Acres,"
with runs."
a notable cast inin such a thorough and satisfying manner
are making
good new
even special
beyond producthe excluding besides Miss Lake, Edward Conas to justify the expectation that full depectations of their makers.
nelly,
Joseph
Kilgour,
Frank
Brownlee and
tails of the plan will be made known within
Margaret McWade, was adapted to the
theatreson where
"Shorementioned
Acres" played
less than a month.
inThe
Chicago
the date
were
screen by Arthur J. Zellner, directed by
Associated claims to have a sub-franthe Knickerbocker, the Wilson and the Rex Ingram and photographed by Stephen
chise under which every exhibitor partici- Madison Square, of the Lubliner and Trinz
Norton.
John Holden designed the Special
pating isgiven a fully equitable deal. The chain; the Covent Garden, of the same cir- art
interiors.
organzation promises independent showcuit; four of the Ascher Brothers' string:
men an ideal arrangement, under which
the Calo, the Frolic, the Metropolitan, and
theatre owner can be assured that the busi-a the Crown; Balaban and Katz's Rivera, Only One Two-Reeler Brand
ness he builds up remains his business
Chateau, the Woodlawn, Schoento Be Released by Universal
its success entirely dependent on his efforts Ascher's
Atlantic, the People's, the Hamlin,
and Its profits accruing only for his benefit. stadt's
the Marshall
Square, and the Broadway
Strand.
BEGINNING
fall, Universal
At the directors' meeting there were read
will release early
only next
one brand
of twoseveral letters from
prominent independent
Not only was the half of the motion picreel comedies, it was announced rewchibitors complimenting the
ture page devoted to advertising spotted
Associated
cently, uponWith
Carl the
Laemmle's
from
Exhibitors on tiieir stand in indorsin the with notices of Alice Lake's appearance in the Coast.
projectedreturn
concentraaims and activities of the independgents,
tion
on
one
brand,
Universal
asserts
it
will
"Shore
Acres,"
but
on
the
same
page
was
who, at Chicago two weeks ago, formed set Mae Tinee's review of the film, with
strive to turn out a series of comedy rethe Independent Exhibitors of America.
leases second to none. They will all be
the headline, "See This, Take the Children
called Century Comedies, and the Century
bathing girls will figure largely and pleasingly in most of them.
Heretofore, Universal has released several brands of comedies, including some
straight Universal comedies, and the Century and Rainbow brands, produced by the
L-Ko company. The Rainbow Comedy now
in production,
called "AnandAwful
featuring Zip Monberg
EdnaSkate,"
Gregory,
will be the last Rainbow to be made. Including this one, there still are four Rainbow comedies yet to be released.
Fred Fishback, the leading director for
the L-Ko comedies recently, arrived in
New York and sold the Universal on the
idea of a new style of clever comedy. He
brought one print with him to prove his
It is satire
called on
"A screen
Movie idols.
Hero" It
andwillis
apoint.
laughable
be one of the first pictures released under
the new one brand schedule.
This change in comedy policy is one of
the many
steps Universal
is taking
to assure a first-class
and elaborate
schedule
of
releases for next fall.

"ni old
Have Noneto ofWallace
This Dern Dancin'
Says the
"The 'Round
Dancin'Here,
Fool."by a Heck!"
Paramount
release.fellow
Then Wallace goesReld
rightin out
cabaret dancer to show hisandoldmakes
boss aup.big hit as a

Edna Michaels Regains Health.
Edna Michaels, who handles fan publicity for Realart, returned this week from
Atlantic City, where she spent several
weeks on a leave of absence from the company. Miss Michaels sufiEered a nervous
breakdown a month ago, due to overwork,
but has returned to her desk much improved in health.
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Averse

Godsol

ation
THAT Goldwyn onPictures Corpor
has no intenti of invading the exhibitor's end of the motion picture
business was clearly emphasized in a statean of the exGodsol, chairmyn.
ment by F. J.committee
It should
of Goldw
ecutive
set at rest any rumors that this producing
and distributing organization is planning to
become a factor in the exhibiting field. Mr.
Godsol declared emphatically that the Goldwyn policy is opposed to acquiring theatres
except where conditions force such pur-g
chases in order to assure a proper showin
of Goldwyn pictures.
"I want to make our position clear in
view of all this talk about the way exhibitors feel toward producing companies
owning theatres," said Mr. Godsol in his
statement.
"Months
ago Mr.
Goldwyn
told
where
we stood
and later
I issued
a similar
statement. Now I want to repeat it. The
only place where we will buy or build is
where we are shut out of a town. Goldwyn productions must be shown, and if any
conditions exist where our pictures cannot
be shown in important communities, then
we will have to build.
Averse to Buying Theatres.
"Goldwyn is averse to buying theatres.
We always have been and are today. Make
that plain. We are interested in production and production only, and except when
unusual conditions confront us we shall not
buy theatres.
I mean
that situations
that
do"Bynotthis
seem
consistent
with ourarise
general
policy. There are exhibitors who feel that
they must become allied with a strong
producing organization to assure themselves of a proper program, and they apEroach us to purchase an interest in their
ouses with that end in view. They, on
occasions, intimate and even insist that
they will sell to our competitors unless we
buy. We therefore at times feel compelled
to do this in order to protect ourselves.
Assures Exhibitors of Pictures.
"Here
example came,
: In to
a certain
ern city is
an anexhibitor
me and westsaid
that he wanted us to buy an interest in
his house. I asked him why. He said it
was only a question of time before he
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Buying

Where

would have to sell to one of the big companies to make sure of being able to show
good pictures. I told him to go ahead and
not worry; that we would assure him of
having our pictures, and he was happy.
The fear of opposition might have caused
another type of exhibitor to sell out. But
this exhibitor will remain in business with
our product as one of his chief assets.
"That is all there is to it, and so far as
we are concerned, that is all there will be.
No exhibitor need worry about Goldwyn
buying theatres. We will be the happiest
of people if we never have to buy or build
one. It is not our business. We are producers."
Famous
Players Trade Paper
Inserts Seen at Art Exhibit
WHEN

Theatres

Compelled

To

lief against the same background, the color
efTects are unusual and pleasing.
Vincent Trotta, manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky art department, co-operated
with the originators of these advertising
designs and is entitled to much of the
credit for their beauty.
Richard Stanton Completes the
First Serial for Fox Company

difinished
the first NFox has
Behind
serial.
RD rectingSTANTO
RICHA
this bare announcement lies a record
of individual achievement vouchsafed few
men in the profession of motion picture
producti
The on.
completion of this elaborate and
thrilling serial is but one of the high spots
in Mr. Stanton's record. Before that came,
what is possibly his greatest dramatic success, the picturization of the stage play^
"Checkers."
The Fox organization has been Mr. Stanton's stamping ground for the past three
years. Prior to that he was affiliated with
Thomas H. Ince, first as an actor, and later
a director.
"I have done every type of story from a
simple love romance to a melodramatic serial," said Mr. Stanton, "and during the
three years that I have been with the Fox
organization, I have learned certain rules
essential to the financial success of any
production.
"Therefore,
that
all stories unless
I directI inpersonally
the futurebelieve
have
certain features that will attract the general public the same will not bear the name
of Richard Stanton as their director. The
measure
a director's
successofinmoney
my opinion is in ofratio
to the amount
his
productions make for the exhibitor. I
would prefer to be known as a director of
money making features rather than an
artistic
success."
The serial
which Mr. Stanton has compleetd for the Fox organization, afte#
seven months' working time, will be first
shown at the meeting of the world wide
convention of Fox sales representatives.
May 15.

the
Graphic ArtsAmerican
opened itsInstitute
annual ofexhibition of fine printing, engraving and
allied arts at the National Arts Club, New
York City, on May 5, the trade paper insert advertisements published by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation were well represented.
Of the thousands of advertisements offered to the judges for exhibition at this
showing of the most representative forms
of printing art, three trade paper inserts
issued by this organization for Paramount
Artcraft "Pictures advertising, were selected.
One of these is a four-page insert on the
Paramount Artcraft, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," with John Barrymore. This shows
"Dr. Jekyll's" features illuminated by the
orange colored light from an open fireplace, while another ilustration is the forHyde"
under the bidding
lightfigureofof a"Mr.
street
lamp.revealed
This was
designed by A. M. Botsford, manager of the
department of advertising.
Another was designed by Patrick Kearney, in charge of trade paper advertising.
It is a delicately tinted portrait of Mary
Pickford in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm." With white lettering on a black
background, and with the famous Pickford
features and curls standing out in soft re..BIIIIIlrilllB.w
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^ik Face; 3— Showing Her Grace; 4— A Comedy Ace; 5— Pretty— All Our "Ace" Word: FxhaufteJI
1— A Curl Out of Place; 2— A Silhouette
Guess no one will look at the caption anyway when Ave of Christie's comedy players are grouped together In a picture
like this one. They're regulars In the latest comedy releases.
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Assistant to the General Manager
resigned as deals with intimate phases of marriage and
O. PROCTOR, who
RALPH tant
divorce, every phase and humor of a
general manager of United woman
assis
is in it. It shows that a wife must
become
has
Artists a few days ago,
ity
with
compete
with other women to the extent
capac
tive
connected in an execu
at least of retaining her delicacy if she
Associated Exhibitors, Inc. Mr. Proctor wishes
to keep her husband, and that by
to F. C. Quim- such competition
will act as general assistant dutie
she benefits physically,
s will keep
ger. His
by, general mana
him in intimate touch with exhibitors morally and mentally.
"This picture, I believe, furnishes a real
throughout the country, as well as give him
en the scope of his object lesson for pathetic wives who have
tunity to broadtive
opporties
activi
in the execu
offices.
not been taught that merely being virtuous is not, as it may have been at one
Mr. Proctor has been an executive in
time, enough in these days. The human
organizavarious
with
varioustions forcapacities
more than ten years. He has a note is self-sacrifice and renunciation and
ren- the ending is satisfactory. I believe the
knowledgeas ofwellthe asfilm
broadtal endandof deep
the business,
a wide moral of the picture is convincing, but I
acquaintance with motion picture men in wish to emphasize that there is not a
every section of the country, that adapts trace of preaching in the story."
him to cope with problems peculiar to certain territories. His experience has brought
him into close contact with conditions that Issue Effective Plan Book
are existent in individual sections, and his
knowledge and experience along these lines
on "The Valley of Doubt"
is considered authoritative throughout the
trade.
of the Willard Mack
WITHstorytheforrelease
Selznick, exhibitors bookFilm Career Began in 1910.
obmay most
Doubt"
of the
to beofone
saidValley
is "The
tain what ing
Mr. Proctor's connection with the industry dates back a little further than 1910, complete campaign books ever offered with
when he began his film career as film in- a Selznick production. Printed on coated
spector in the Wabash (Chicago) branch of stock it presents the appearance of an exthe General Film Company. From the poedifive pages
Fully ned
pensive
mattercatalogue.
in the ofbook.
are contai
torial
sition of inspector he advanced, having
held every position in the branch. He The publicity pages contain stories of human interest about the play and the
was branch manager for one year, when
P. L. Waters appointed him special repre- players.
The complete biography of five of the
sentative, having charge of Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City and Oklahoma City. most important players is one of the features of the book.
Later he was made manager of the General
Film at Kansas City.
Several snappy catch lines, program runners, areproduction of an effective lantern
Mr. Proctor resigned from General Film
Company to become branch manager for slide and an editorial on the value of dignified advertising are included. Another
Metro at Chicago. After holding this important post for a year, Mr. Proctor or- decidedly novel feature is the suggested
mail
campaign
which can be made effective
ganized the Standard Film Company of
Chicago, an independent state rights prop- by many exhibitors who have a mail list.
osition. This successful venture was oper"The Valley of Doubt" campaign books
ated by him for two years, when he sev- are now available at the Select exchanges,
ered his connection with Standard and as are the cuts and mats. The attractive
three, six, and twenty-four sheet posters
became Pathe's branch manager at Chicago. which
are reproduced on the book cover of
Western Division Manager for Pathe.
the campaign books have been sent to the
From the post of branch manager for exchange, ready for distribution.
Pathe, Mr. Proctor was advanced to the
position of division manager, having under his supervision Chicago, Milwaukee, Georges Carpentier Is Signed
Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines, Kansas
to Three-Year Film Contract
City, Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo. Later
he was appointed district manager of the ROBERTSON-COLE, which is releaswestern division, which included Los Aning within a few days Georges Cargeles, Denver, San Francisco, Portland,
pentier's first American society
Seattle, Spokane and Butte.
"The Wonder Man," announces that
Leaving Pathe, Mr. Proctor was made drama,
it has signed the Frenchman to appear in
assistant general manager of United Ar- pictures over a period of the next three
tists Corporation, joining the organization
at its inception. With the United Artists, years.
The contract, first of all, will not keep
Mr. Proctor had charge of the entire or- Carpentier from entering the prize ring
ganization ofthe field force. He was also as often as he wishes, to protect his right
ill charge of distribution, covering every to the championship of Europe. Matches
distributing territory in the United States. between himself and Americans or other
aspirants to world honors may proceed
under the contract with complete facility.
Cecil De Mille Tells Origin
Matters are so arranged that he may leave
the studio at any time when it becomes
necessary to train for a championship bout.
of His "Old Wives for New"
WHILE he was in New York last
The total investment to be put into the
week, when he signed a new con- pictures to be made by Carpentier will be
tract to remain five years more with in the neighborhood of $3,000,000, it is announced. An unusual clause of the conthe Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
Cecil B. DeMille, director general of the
tract
is
the
provision that Carpentier's
company, explained why he produced "Old salary is to be doubled in case he defeats
Wives for New," his famous success which Jack Dempsey and wins the world's heavyis to be reissued on June 6 by Paramount
weight boxing championship.
Artcraft.
The contract proves conclusively that the
"I produced 'Old Wives for New'," said distributing corporation does not consider
Mr. DeMille, "because I felt
it would do Carpentier alone as a champion pugilist,
more good than any picture I have ever
war hero, social favorite, sportsman and
producedIt has a big human appeal. gentleman, but as an actor.

Henry Ginsberg.
liepresentatlve Corporation.
of the Educational Films
Ginsberg to Open Exchanges
in Several Southern States
FORare the
first time
southernhandling
states
to have
film the
exchanges
only short subjects. Henry Ginsberg,
of the New York offices of Educational
Films Corporation, is in Atlanta to open
the first of these branches. The second will
be established in either Dallas or New Orleans. Opening of these offices will complete
own toexchange
system
which
willEducational's
be devoted
short subjects
exclusively.
Mr. Ginsberg has been authorized to offer acceptable motion picti.re men a percentage of interest in the southern exchanges, the control of each to remain in
Educational, this being the policy that
has been followed in the remainder of the
country. Company officials believe that
greater sales effort and additional benefit
to the exhibitor will result from the officials being concerned in the profits, while
the full guarantee of Educational and exhibitor purchase opportunity remains with
the
the majority of the
stockcompany
in each retaining
office.
Educational officials pointed out that unusual opportunities are offered in the southern territory since there has not been the
general distribution of short subjects as
in the remainder of the country. New
prints of the subjects that have not been
booked in that section, together with all
of the new pictures, will be in readiness
with t!ie opening of the two southern
branches.
Withdraw Names as Lackajre Supporters.
Thirty-six prominent actors and actresses have withdrawn their names as supporters of Wilton Lackaye for presidency of the Actors Equity Association,
and announced that they would vote for
the regular ticket headed by John Emerson and Ethel Barrymore, according to a
statement issued by Frank Bacon, chairman of the Emerson-Barrymore Committee.
The statement declared that those withdrawing their names were not informed,
when asked to sign the Lackaye petition,
that Mr. Emerson was in the field or would
accept the nomination on the regular
ticket. As soon as it was discovered that
Mr. Emerson had accepted the nomination
tendered him by the official nominating
committee, these Equity members hastened
to withdraw their names as Lackaye petitioners.
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in

Opposition
to Hulsey-Lynch
Interests
and Arkansas without any en- exchanges throughout the country in
MOVED by declarations of a special Oklahoma tangling
alliances, and on a basis which awarding sub-franchises to the independent
committee representing 300 independent exhibitors in Texas, Okla- would be devoid of any personal element theatre owners of the three states. This
homa and Arkansas, officials of Associated
seeking to use its advantages in produc- will automatically guarantee to each subtion sources to establish competing the- franchise holder the exhibition rights to
First National Pictures, Inc., last week inatres that could not be classed as inde- all releases made by Associated First Navaded the Southwest in force, established
a new First National exchange in Dallas, pendent.
tional, and make the proposition of negoFulfillment of this promise began on last
tiations between theatre owners in the terand started the machinery which will ally
ritory and the circuit one of direct applicathe independent theatre owners of that ter- Monday, when Robert Lieber, president of
Associated
First
National
Pictures
;
H.
O.
tion instead of going through the local exritory in open opposition to the HulseyLynch interests.
Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer; J. D. Wil- franchise.hibitor owner of the original First National
liams,
manager;
N.
H.
Gordon,
of
Boston,
This action, it is said, was decided upon
Official notices mailed from New York
after the committee of exhibitors from iiiiiiiiHiiiiiiitiitiiiiririiiriiiiiiiiiiiMiMriiririiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiNi
to more than 300 independent exhibitors
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas had ap- First National Announces
there, advising them of the proposed action
peared before First National members at
of Associated First National executives, has
Chain of Million-Dollar
their convention in Chicago two weeks ago
made Dallas the focusing point, and it is
and explained there the conditions alleged
Houses
for
the
Southwest
expected
that by Saturday the entire numto exist, and which, they declared, made imber of theatre owners represented by the
Dallas, Texas, May 13.
mediate action by Associated First Naspecial
committee
which attended the Chitional necessary if the independence of the THE First National conference closed
convention will be there in person to
tri-state exhibitors was to be preserved.
here yesterday. J. D. Williams, gen- discusscago the
situation with the First NaThe present status of affairs, it was pointed
eral manager First National, and the
tional members and supply the information
out, was particularly threatening to the the- committee announced a chain of million- necessary to their applications for subdollar theatres for the southwest. Inde- franchises.
atre owners they represented as a committee, because of the Lynch ownership
pendent exhibitors claim they have not
"While Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
of the Hulsey theatres, the control he had been getting a square deal. The Indepenconstitutetheonly
a
perFirst
cent,National
territory,"
dents
allege
the market in the southwest
of the Paramount-Artcraft program for
declares
Associated
exthat territory, and the fact that Mr. Hulsey, was controlled almost exclusively by Hulecutives,
"the
necessity
for
maintaining
abas the holder of the original First National
sey-Lynch. The committee at the confersolute independence among exhibitor
franchise in that district, had not joined
ence included Sol Lesser, J. A. Hollon, of
of sub-franchises is just as imporhis fellow First National members in sign- Port Arthur, Texas; Saul Harris, of Little holders
tant and necessary here as it would be in
ing the agreements which would sub-franRock; Tom Boland, of Oklahoma City; any other or larger territory.
Walter Faerman, of Bryan, Texas; E. T.
chise the entire territory to independent
"We are extremely sorry that this situaexhibitors through Associated First Na- Peter, of Dallas; Ben Lewis, of El Paso; H.
tion has developed, inasmuch as Mr. Hultional Pictures, Inc.
S. Cole, of Ranger; C. J. Musselman, of
sey, as the original First National franchise
Paris, Texas; Dye, Ford and Rogers, of owner in this territory, was counted a valuMr. Hulsey's
refusalhe towould
sign the
new
agreements
wherein
be obliWichita Falls and Amarillo, and J. D.
able member of the organization. As a,
gated to extend the protective and defen- Williams.
matter of optimism, the action we are taksive benefits of his First National interests
ink here is evidence in abundance that AsWhen inquiry was made at the home
through sub-franchises to the independent
sociated First National members are unal-,
exhibitors in the Southwest, was made after office of First National as to whether there terably pledged to the preservation of exhe had sold his theatre properties to the was any desire to comment on the forehibitor independence, and that the unpreS. A. Lynch Enterprises. It was this degoing, the belief was expressed that the dented sources they have established,
cision, the committee said, which convinced
theatres would be constructed by inde- through the force and latitude of collecthe independent exhibitors that radical
pendent exhibitors, who would become
tive buying direct from independent stars
First
National franchise subscribers.
measures were essential to avoid a costly
and producers, fqr production possessing
and protracted war between themselves, as IfllllllltllHIIIIIIIIItllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllirllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllilli record quality, are going to be held for the
exclusive benefit of exhibitors who want
individuals and independents, and the and Moe Mark, of New York, who, with
marked interests which entirely controlled
independence, and who believe sufficiently
Mr.
Schwalbe,
compose
the
executive
comone source of film supply and directed, in
mittee, and Sol Lesser arrived in Dallas
in Itit was
to stick
together that
and the
fight for it."
part, the disposition of another.
announced
action now
and established headquarters at the Hotel
taken will
not
disturb
or alter the
First National members in Chicago re- Adelphus, preliminary to establishing a being
■Ill
relationshi
p which Tom Boland. of Oklaquested the southwestern exhibitor com- local office for Associated First National.
homa City, has had with First National as
This branch will be administered from
mittee to report back to their 300 assoowner
of
the First National franchise for
ciates that prompt steps would be taken to the home office in New York and will functhe Oklahoma City territory.
tion exactly as do the other First National
establish Associated First National Texas,
■iliaiaiaiiiHtaiBiHi
III
<*■IIIJll
IIIHI
illIII
III
ill
III
ill
III
II

■■■illllllllilli*'

■lamiaiHiaia
lj|!S!5!5!5f!.'S!!.'!!!!!!!!!!!<9'!

''«lllllnriaillllil»-

"'■'•iMijiMi-iiaif"

Five Views of "A Common Level,' Released by the Translantic Films.
Edmund Breese and Claire Whitney are seen In pictures 3 and 6. An Idea of the intensity of the action Is shown in

2 and 4.
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Days of Adversity Before Success Came
dramatic stories within the incident in a French restaurant in one of
the
all
NOT
ken of picture directors reach the the Forties in New York a few evenings
screen. There was one of these un- previously. In company with a friend, both
folded to the members of the Associated
in evening dress, he had taken a table next
Motion Picture Advertisers, that body of to a man and woman, about half through
alert young New Yorkers who tell the their meal.
The woman turned a savage look upon
world about the pictures produced by their
respective employers, at their weekly Von Stroheim. "Did I come here to sit
luncheon May 6. It was a tale of life, of next to this beast?" she demanded of her
adversity and come-backs, related dispas- companion. The latter called for his check
sionately and without attempt at dramatic and the two left the restaurant. "That is
effect. Yet withal it was of absorbing in- one of a hundred cases," said the director.
terest.
Will Not Direct Stars.
VonStroheim & Guest.
At the end of the talk President Gulick
if there were any members present
Eric Von Stroheim, a guest of the asso- inquired
desired to ask questions of the
ciation, was the speaker. In opening he who
speaker. Reference was made to stars.
said he sumedwanted
"Faith."
He ashis hearersto talk
were onhuman,
in spite
of Von Stroheim declared he would direct no
the fact they were advertising men, and stars. "It is impossible to do the best
he andsaid.
is difficult
dithat a plain story of the vicissitudes en- work," rector
for the"It players
and for
the the
result
countered byone human being might have
shows on the screen." He told of the makpassing interest for them.
ing of a well-known subject which he said
The man who through his writing and
when the film went to the cutting room
directing of and playing in "Blind Hus- was a good picture. Following the insistjumpedmen
into told
the how
front eight
rank months
of moence of the woman star that there be an
tionbands"
picture
ago he was walking the streets of Los elimination of all scenes in which she had
the picture came back a meAngeles without heels on his shoes, with- not figured,
diocre production. The substitution of
out a cent in his pocket and suffering for
want of food. The fact that Vienna was subtitles in place of action had killed the
his birthplace outweighed the fact that he grip of the plot.
had been eleven years in the United States
Public Wiser on Military Matters.
and was trying to be an American; outAs to the class of pictures it was his inweighed the further fact that he had served
tention to produce, the director said he
five years in the United States Army. He would stick
to European backgrounds.
had
days inhethebad"cattle
of lots "Perhaps I can do these better than some,"
wherespent
formerly
been yards"
an assistant
replied,stuff
"whereas
others
can than
make I
or a technical director, but for him there he
American
ten times
better
was no employment.
can. Why should I not stick to the EuroStrengthened by Sermon.
Mr. Von Stroheim is not one of those
Ostracised by former associates and re- who believe the public is tired of war picfused work in roles where the "configurapean ?"tures. "Who is qualified to say what the
tion of his cranium" indicated he was the
wants?" he asked. "I believe the
ideal type. Von Stroheim figuratively and public
public wants a story, a strong one, and if
literally was at the end of his rope. He it happen there is a war background to it
had about made up his mind to seek work
it will go just the same." He declared the
picture public was a great deal wiser than
in
lines.
His of"morale"
was atgone.
wasother
in this
frame
mind that
the in-It formerly on matters of military technique.
vitation of his fiancee he attended church With two million returned soldiers here
services. He emerged from the edifice you can't show a close-up of a British solstrengthened in spirit. He turned to and
dier with a Springfield rifle in his hands
in two nights and one day completed a and get away with it, he said.
On the general subject of technical dirough synopsis of "Blind Husbands." Three
days later Carl Laemmle had accepted the
rection there was still great room for imStory.
provement, said the director. There yet
Von Stroheim said it seemed difficult for remained in places where they could do
the public to dissociate the individual from harm men who were totally unfitted for
the character he played. :fie told of an the work, while at the same time compe-
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tent
and
accomplished
men
were walking
the streets.
Mr. Von Stroheim said he expected to
return to the Coast about May 15.
Winners in American's Sales
Drive to Be Announced Soon

Tribute
THEcameS. toS. a Hutchinso
close on nApril
30. TheMonth
last
few days, valuable as a final opporto
tunity make a good record man a winner
in the contest, capped the climax of a
month of victorious pep. "It will take at
least two weeks," says C. A. Stimson, gensales manager,
out just
each eral
salesman
stands"toandfinddecide
who how
the
winners are." Each week has superseded
the one preceding it, with the result that
the American has been booking the cumulative enthusiasm in big results.
"Exhibitors who were never on our
books before," says S. S. Hutchinson, president of the "Flying A," "have been booking all of our Specials, beginning with 'Six
Feet Four' and going right through the list
to the last feature, 'The Thirtieth Piece
of
We have some
been oflisting
manySilver.'
new theatres,
whicha great
I did
not know were on the map, which all goes
to show the universal appeal the movies
are making in general and the 'Flying A's'
in particular."
Jimmy Aubrey Under Contract
With Vitagraph for Two Years
THEin Big
amusing
antics ofareJimmy
Aubrey
V exhibitors
Comedies
now time
guaranteed
for some
to
come, the veteran comedy star having
signed a new contract with Albert E. Smith,
president of Vi'tagraph, for a term of two
Jimmy Aubrey has for years steadily proyears. duced a brand of slapstick comedy, clean
and funny, that has won him a big following. Vitagraph announces that the
bookings on "Pals and Pugs," the latest
Aubrey release, were more numerous than
on any Big V release in the past four
months' schedule.
With Aubrey's new contract goes a new
producing unit, organized with Director
Jesse Robbins at the head. He has just
finished his third picture with Jimmy Aubrey. Evelyn Nelson is the new blonde
beauty to appear opposite Jimmy in his
new series. "Babe" Hardy, who doesn't
weigh an ounce over one-sixth of a ton,
continues as his "heavy." I

Between "Whispers" Elitine Hammerstein Encourages Puppy Love and Shouts to the Parlor Wrestlers to Stop.
The pup is undoubtedly thinking:
"Can't
fool me. opportunity
You love that
with the
a once-ln-a-while." "WhisperB" gives
the star
an excellent
in aguy
likeable
role.overcoat.
A SelznickI'm release.
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and
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THERE were six men and two women iiitiiHMiiiiiiMiMiiiriiiiiiiMiiniiiiitiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiritiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMjiiniii
By EDWARD WEITZEL
"But
for
an
author
to
direct
own . picture! . . . there is so much to his
learn
.
in the gathering at the Metro office,
and the men did all the talking.
A Four Hundred Foot Scene.
for the productions of fifty pictures by such
That is, we of the sterner sex surrounded
"Or unlearn. Before I left Los Angeles
of eminent authors was big busiBayard Veiller and fired questions at him an array
he showed me a scene he had just finished
ness in the real sense of the word.
whenever one of us got an opening. All
that
four hundred feet without a
Once
more the playwright chuckled be- break ranof for
fore replying.
any sort, and told me he had
of which questions the author of "Within
d
the Law"
the utmost
that such a thing was connment good
nature
and answere
a degree with
of enlighte
that
"Yes; we have just indulged in a two and been informed
trary to screen technic and he must cut it
kept the pencils of the interviewers busy a half million shopping tour."
up by the introduction of several short
taking notes. The engagement of WinWinchell Smith's New Title.
scenes. As I had not been able to detect
chell Smith and Bayard Veiller, two of the
anything
in the nature of a drop in the
"What will your duties at the studio con- interest during
best known and most successful of Amerthe running of that four
sists of, aside from selecting stories and
ican playwrights, by Metro was announced
hundred foot scene, I advised him to let it
several weeks ago. Both gentlemen have writing them?" Mr. Veiller was asked.
tradition. The reason con"Assisting in the casting and the prep- stand andtinuitydefy
started working at the West Coast studio
writers and directors chop their
the continuity,"
he
replied.
"Mr.
of the picture company, and their activities Rowlandaration ofand
are determined pictures up into short scenes is because they
are by no means confined to the writing of that Metro shallMr.haveLoew
the best stories ob- haven't the skill to sustain the interest in
scenarios. Mr. Veiller, who is to assist
tainable. They are also convinced that any one scene for a longer period of time.
general manager Joseph W. Engel of the
first rule of the dramatist is to hold the
western producing plant, is now in New the name of a famous writer will draw The
attention of the spectator. A scene that
York to complete arrangements with half
does this all through need not apologize
a dozen of the leading fiction writers of this
country for original screen stories.
for its length."
"My reasons for seeking original matePicture Chief of Methodists
rial from famous short story writers," explained
Mr.
Veiller,
"is
that
I
am
convinced stage plays do not make the best
Praises Simplex Projectors
scenarios even when backed by a long run
record. It is necessary to throw away too
cons,
of stereopti
tor of theR division
LL, direcC. MARSHA
DR. CHESTE
much of the original drama. Many of the
motion pictures and lectures of the
most successful moving pictures have been
Centenary Conservation Committee of the
made from short stories, and to insure
Methodist Episcopal Church, has just reMetro a supply of the best we have decided
to contract for fifty of the works of the
turned from the general conference schedleading authors. The first author I signed
clusive.uled at Des Moines from May 1 to 30 inup was Irving Cobb."
Recently referred to in the trade press
A Cobb Crook Drama.
as the "Militant pastor of St. James MethoVisions of a string of movie comedies
dist Episcopal
New York,"
Dr.
Marshall
is, withChurch,
Dr. Christian
F. Reisner,
could be read in the smiles and knowing
one ofdist the
most
prominent
of
active
Metholooks of the impressive collection of interofficials who advocate the use of the
viewing talent. The talent was all wrong.
motion picture with church and Sunday
The playwright smiled back at us:
school activities.
"No; we're not going to confine ourselves
Dr. Marshall has just consummated a deal
to Cobb's humorous stories," he said. "The
with E. M. Porter, general manager of the
Five
Dollar
Baby"
and
"The
Lucky
Piece"
Precision
Machine Company, whereby the
are on the list, but he has written a crook
Methodist Centenary Committee was sestory that will make good serious drama
lected out of the church groups to handle
and we are going to produce it."
Bayard Veiller.
the Simplex Projector for the Methodist
"Will
you
use
the
Judge
Priest
tales?"
organization. Dr. Marshall praises the
one of his listeners asked.
the public quite as readily as a star, all work
done inby the
the auditorium,
two type "S"as Sim"No,"
he
replied;
"the
character
drawing
plexes being
installed
well
in the stories is splendid, of course, but
as
the
Simplex
incandescent
equipment inthings
being
even."
The
name
of
Winchell
Smith
started
an
they
lack
the
necessary
dramatic
qualities."
s
t
a
l
e
d
i
n
the
Des
Moines
Y.
M.
C.
A.,
both
Reminded that Judge Priest had been interesting conversation. A chance remark
made the central figure in a stage play and that the most celebrated play doctor of of these installations being the object of
a dramatic interest added by a regular play- Times Square is now in California directing daily interest of thousands of delegates.
one of his own stories so surprised one
wright, the author of "The Thirteenth
Chair" chuckled with great satisfaction be- of the animated interrogation points pres- Morris Names Changes in Sales
ent that he put the amiable Mr. Veilier
fore replying:
through a vigorous third degree.
"I est
know
it;
I
supplied
the
dramatic
interStaff of Select and Republic
myself and that is what killed the
"Winchell Smith 1" he exclaimed: "how
can he direct a picture? Where did he
learn how?
dent and
MORRIS,of vice-presi
E. manager
Select Pictures
general
SAM
play." A Sizable Shopping Tour.
The question amused the dramatist.
Selznick Enterprises, and general manGoing back to the list of leading story
"Drama is the same thing wherever you
ager of the Republic Distributing Corporawriters already under contract to Metro, find
tion, announces several changes in the
he replied.
knows
more
Mr. Veiller mentioned Arthur Somers
aboutit,"how
to make "No
dramamanthan
Winchell
staffs of both Select and Republic sales
forces.
Roche, Hulbert Footner, George Kibbe Turner, Arthur Stringer and Lucia ChamberH. C. Cohen, formerly assistant manager
"But the technic of moving picture maklain. Each of these authors will supply
of the Select branch at Los Angeles, has
ing
is
so
different
from
stage
technic
1"
proSmith."
from four to six stories, the last named
tested the seeker after information.
been appointed manager. Tom N. Parker,
writer'sber."Blackmail"
amongalso
the wrote
num"Yes; but there are experts close at hand former manager of the Dallas Republic
Bayard Veillerbeing'
himself
to see that he does not go wrong with his branch, has resigned and has been sucfour original stories. A continuation of lights and angles, and the 'author of 'Turn
ceeded by H. L. Binford.
Republic and Select offices in Boston are
"Withinplatedtheproductions.
Law" is among the contemto the Right' is learning all this very rapnow in charge of Benjamin P. Rogers.
idly," explained Mr. Veiller.
"The writers we have engaged," ex"After all the main thing is to know how E. C. Fielder, former manager of the Bosto
sustain
the
interest
of
a
scene,
and
Mr. Veiller,
"will
a trip
to
ton offices, has been transferred to anthe coastplainedand
assist in
the take
making
of his
Winchell Smith has this knowledge to an
other branch, the name of v/h;ch was not
or her stories. Before long we shall have uncanny degree. That is why he is so announced.
seven companies working at once at the often called in as a last resort when a play
The Republic sales branch 'n Buffalo has
needs doctoring and why he has so many
western studios."
moved
to street,
the Warner
at 257-261
It was suggested that the arrangements
Franklin
of that Building
city.
remarkable cures to his credit."
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Exhibitor

Prosperity

Is Countrywide,

Violinist Strikes "Wolf Note"
and Sounds Warning to Theatre
Says Rogers After Tour of Exchanges
Musicians Who Would Sare Skin
declares
that
Lewis
J.
Selznick,
as
an
ins are enjoying prosperTHAT ityexhibitor
that has never been equalled and
dependent producer with no desire to enviolin,peacefully
Arthur Flurry,
croach upon the exhibitor, receives a world
AS butt
his ofchinhisrested
on the
that the motion picture industry is of favorable
comment.
one of the musicians at the Star
at the threshold of a most progressive and
prosperous era, is the declaration of
Theatre, North Tonawanda, N. Y, fiddled placidly along as a gripping photoCharles R. Rogers, director of sales of Select and Republic, folowing his return last
play sped across the screen in time to
"Human Stuff," Carey's Latest,
ut
week from a trip througho the country.
the fiddler's tune. It was May 3, in the
Is Completed by Reeves Eason
Mr. Rogers admitted that he expected to
evening,usualand
no signs of anything unhappening.
find things in excellent shape, but asserts
S EASON has just reported the
that the exceptionally prosperous state of REEVE
Flurry
"sawed"
away. Suddenly ancompletion of "Human Stuff," Harry
affairs surprised him a little.
other sort of "flurry" followed the ejecua,
photodram
Universal
latest
Carey's
lations and action of a theatre patron
Mr. Rogers made a complete tour of the which is being looked forward to with unI who attacked the musician with great
usual interest. The story, by Tarkington
exchanges of Select and Republic, and reports that the various branches have Baker, differs in many ways from the ac- I physical force. Fiddler Flurry's pertackled their work with new vigor as a recustomed Carey feature, as it first intro- 1 son was slightly disfigured and the
sult of the successful convention held in
duces the popular star as an eastern col- I audience "sat up and took notice."
lege man, in the conventional garb of the I Next morning, in police court, the atNew York recently.
Big productions are in popular demand in clubman and as a guest at a pink tea table. I tacking party declared that Flurry had
Of course, before many thousand feet of I struck a "wolf note" while teasing the
all sections, servations.
according
Mr. present
Rogers' time
ob- film
have been unrolled the locale of the I cat-gut. The "blue" tone had excited
The public to
at the
appears to be in a receptive mood for the story changes and Carey finds himself in I the ire of one of Tonawanda's most
biggest productions that can be secured the great west, doing things the audience I expressive "movie fans"; the same being
I said assailant of said Flurry.
expects him to do.
from the producers, and, owing to this de- always
Elaborate settings ranging from the I The pugnacious theatre patron, at sugmand, it is reported that some exhibitors,
multi-millionaire's mansion in New York I gestion of "Hizzonor" was taken back
to satisfy their public, are offering ex- to
the vast sheep ranch in the west, many I to the State Hospital for the Insane,
ceptionally large amounts for pictures that
hundreds of people and the capable direc- I whence he had been but recently reare really big and worth while.
tion of Reeves Eason add to the strength I leased. Of course, there's a moral:
These productions, of course, are not
I "Play in tune"— or take the conseof
the
story.
Mr. Carey's
merely
"played,"
but
are
presented
followare MaryPrincipals
Charleston,in Fontaine
Laing a proper exploitation campaign that support
Rue,
Ruth
Fuller
Golden,
Charles
LeMoyne,
impresses the subject thoroughly upon the Rudolph Christians and Bobby Mack.
1 quences.
minds of the people and intimates the
quality of the production they will see.
""The underlying feeling against producers who conspire to exhibit," said Mr. Hodkinson Fixes May 30Jas the National
Rogers,
surging up the
to the
surfaceThisat
all points"isthroughout
country.
wave of feeling against the producer-exRelease Date of "Riders of the Dawn
hibitor is fast sweeping the land, and incontributed much to the success of two
HODKI
dependent exhibitors are taking up the WW.mnounce
s NSON
national
as the ATION
May 30 CORPOR
of
Mr. Hampton's previous successes, "The
battle in earnest to protect their interests
'release date of "Riders of the Westerners"
and "The Sagebrusher." Claire
and the interests of the public. It is thor's
n
picturiza
Dawn," Benjami B. Hampton
Adams, heroine of many a worth-while
oughly realized that with the producers
production,
lends
finesse and charm to the
of
Desert
"The
novel,
Grey's
Zane
of
tion
controlling the theatres, quality production
Wheat."n An attractive twenty-one edpage role of Lenore Anderson. Robert McKim
will cease to be a factor in the making
campaig book has just been complet on dispenses a new brand of villainy as Henry
the production, which enjoyed a successful Neuman, prosperous lawyer by day but at
of Apictures."
united endorsement of independent
premiere at the Strand Theatre, New York, night the master mind of a nefarious band
exhibitors toward independent producers recently.
Heading the cast is Roy Stewart, who of plunderers.
has been made, Mr. Rogers contends. He
Joseph J. Dowling, celebrated as the portrayer of the title role in "The Miracle
Man," has a part that exacts a performance,
Arthur
in Zane
equally asMorrison,
powerful.whose
Frank work
Brownlee
and'
Grey's "Desert Gold," was rewarded with
roles commensurate with their ability in
the novelists newest production, reveal unmistakably thatmisplaced.
Mr. Grey's Marc
confidence
them was not
Robbins,in
cast as the father of the returning soldier
hero, supplies much of the human pathos
and humor that punctuates the big scenes
of the production. Frederick Starr demonstrates his right to a place among the
select five by his sterling performance.
Violet Schram, one of the screen's most
popular ingenue stars, and Marie Messenger, achild actress, complete the roster.
Ohio Board May Locate in Cleveland.
Cleveland may become the location of
the Ohio Board of Film Censors, providing action is taken by the state on the
resolution of the convention of the Northern Ohio Association of Exhibitors, which
held its meeting in Sandusky May 6. Exhibitors from Celeveland, Toledo, Lorain,
attended.
Elyria, Norwalk, Fremont and other cities
They asked the state to transfer the seat
of operations of the board from Columbus
to Cleveland, on the ground that Cleveland is the largest center of film distribution in Ohio. The convention also went
on record as opposed to high-price movie
stars, favoring better stories.
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Theatres

Are

too

High,
Says
Hodkinson;
Will
Fight
Them
caring only for squeezing every possible many cases he must impale himself on
NDT only the further artistic progress
and material development, but the dollar out of the present.
either horn of this dilemma — either sell out
very existence of the motion picture
"It is perhaps natural for the motion or raise the price of admission.
theatre owner to try and pass the
"The Hodkinson organization proposes
depends' as much as ever on its popular picture
enormous increase in film rental charges to fight exorbitant admission prices in a
price,"
said
W.
W.
Hodkinson,
a
pioneer
in exhibiting, producing and distributing on to the public. The theatre owner to- definite, practical way about which we
day is charged such high prices that in will have much to say in the near future."
motion pictures.
"The present need of the hour is a downward revision of the scale of prices of admission to the motion picture theatres.
Acquisition of Mermaid
Comedies Adds
"When mercial
the possibility
motionmore
picture
a comthanbecame
a decade
ago
More Variety to Educational Program
the nickel seemed to be a psychological
demand. While in other countries the moTo carry out the variety the Mermaid
the new
tion picture theatres charged ten cents or WITH the opening
ion Educational Films of
Corporat
ex- comedies will lean more to the slap-stick
more from the very start, we, in this countype,
with the utmost in action. Pretty
a
s
e
chang new series of two-reel
try, had to invent the odious name of nick- comedies will make their appearance.
girls will be strongly featured in these
elodeon because the nickel seemed to be These will be known as the Mermaid Compictures, "A Fresh Start" presenting a
the accepted price.
edies and will be released monthly.
chorus of unusual beauty and offering Marvel Rea in the role of a young wife who
Mermaid
Comedies
will
be
divided
beAdmission Rise Brought Protest.
makes ends meet by starring in a cabaret
tween male and women stars, Lloyd HamilJimmie Adams, Lige Cromley and
ton, of "Ham and Bud" fame and more re- show.
"At that time I was an uncompromising
Frank Coleman supply a large portion in
cently appearing in Sunshine productions,
■opponent of the nickel, believing that the
will
be
starred
in
six
of
these,
while
in
six
this
picture,
while a group of real darkeys
motion picture could not attain its full
growth and develop into something like others a noted woman player will be seen. and some active lions add to the action.
Educational will shortly announce two
an art and a high class entertainment on
the Rea,
initialthe release,
Start," series
of comedies for monthly release to
the basis of five cents. I realized what was In
Marvel
beauty "A
who Fresh
was featured
necessary to produce a first class motion by Mack Sennett, will have the stellar come from one of the established compicture worthy of the patronage of the part. Jack White, who won distinction for
panies, and it is expected ♦hat this will be
his directorial v/ork with Mack Sennett
followed by still other contracts, as the
best classes of our population.
company is holding itself open to acquire
and for the Fox Sunshine brand, will have
"I encountered
a violentmystorm
of pro-of charge of these comedies.
such of the fun film as meets the quality
test when I announced
intention
standard that the officials have set. One
raising the price of admission. I need say
Addition of this series provide Educawill also be added to the Edtional with three series, each of which will reel comedies
nothing further on the result of my moveucational releases at a later date.
ment for divorcing the motion picture from appear once a month, the Chester and the
the nickel. The results speak for them- Torchy Comedies having already been an"Famous" Employes to Frolic.
selves. Even the enemies of the motion
nounced. One of each of the three series
picture admit today its improvement both has been completed and the second of each
The
employes of the home offices, stuas to ethics and art and the five cent brand is practically finished, so that exhibidios, laboratories and warehouse and printtors
are
assured
that
the
various
studios
houses have practically gone out of exing departments of Famous Players-Lasky
istence.
will beleaseable
as well as those of the New
schedule.to keep well ahead of the re- Corporation,
York exchange, will make merry at a danchowever,
havehesitate
gone
to "Now,
the other
extreme conditions
and I do not
Variety is one of the principal things
ing party to be held at the warehouse, 141
to say that I will fight a departure from sought by Educational in its comedy re- West Twenty-fifth street, Saturday afterthe popular prices just as hard as I fought
noon. May 15. This is the second of these
leases. The Chester Comedies largely feaaffairs given through the courtesy of Al
against the nickel as the last word in adture
animals
and
child
actors,
but
the
apmissions.
peal of the pictures is just as strong to Lichtman, general manager of distributhe adults, as was evidenced by the reception, this year, the previous pary held February 21 having proved highly enjoyable.
Prices Narrow Picture's Field.
tion given the first of the series, "Four
Refreshments will be served and a jazz
Times Foiled," at the Rivoli, Rialto and
"The
craze
for
excessive
prices
started
band will provide the music, and further
some time ago when we heard a good deal the Loew metropolitan theatres. The first entertainment
will be furnished between
the "Torchys" made an equal hit with
about the 'Two Dollar Movies 1' I believe of
dances by both professional and amateur
an attempt was made to get $2 for a motion the pre-release showing at the Strand. talent.
William J. Moore, manager of the
picture entertainment, but even here in These pictures were made from the stories
central warehouse, is chairman of the
by Sewel Ford and belong more to the
New York, where the people seem willing straight
committe; on arrangements.
comedy or farce class.
to pay the most absurd prices for amusements, the attempt proved abortive.
"Raising
the ofprices
of admission
rows the field
the motion
picture narand
Small-Town Showman Has "Heart to Heart" Talk
is absolutely destructive. The very nature
with Producers Who Look Through False Glasses
of business demands a popular price. It is
the possibility of popular prices combined
By A. A. Elliott, General Manager the Playhouse,
with the possibility of a good picture which
Hudson, N. Y. (Population 14,000).
has made the motion picture industry an
1 BELIEVE you will agree that the whole industry from producer down to exhibitor
importantmercialcivic
factor and withal a cominstitution.
needs a heart to heart talk. We read of the big producer stealing in on the
exhibitor, the exhibitor believing he is the main cog in the wheel, etc, but I wonder
if we ever stop to think what an important cog in the wheel the dear public is.
Fifty Cents High Enough.
Suppose they should all go on a strike? Of what avail would be the independent
"Without trying to lay down a definite
theatre or the trust owned theatre, and every day with the advancing of the product
scale of prices I would say that any price
higher
and higher, forcing the exhibitor to higher prices, or be relegated to the has
in excess of 50 cents is unwarranted. With
beens, we are getting more to the point where the public will rebel.
sane methods of production, with a sound
The big pfoducer is looking at the situation with magnifying glasses — large cities
system of distribution and a careful avoid(New York City in particular) being the glasses. They overlook the exhibitor who
ance of waste and recklessness an excelhas
the same people day in and day out to cater to, who can not and will not pay
lent picture can be made regularly at a
higher and higher cost for amusement.
price which will make it profitable for
its producer, distributor and exhibitor on a
They live, as a rule, in surroundings that are pleasant, with friendly niighbors
scale of prices ranging from a half dollar
to call back and forth — against the city chap stuffed in a back flat, surrovndad by
down. The present exorbitant prices of
strangers and elevated railroad.
admission are due to the greed and shortCity folk will pay most any price to get away from such conditions.
sightednes of certain producing interests
which are unwilling to build for the future
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Studio, has taken her pen in hand to write
a scenario, and this will mark the first
work of this character that she has done
for the Famous Players-Lasky. The story
which Miss O'Connor is now working on
is Cynthia Stockley's "Rozanne-Czana."
Ethel Clayton, to whom has been assigned the stellar role, will find in this a
vehicle admirably adapted to her talents.
The production work on this picture will
not begin until Miss Clayton has completed
her present vehicle, "The City Sparrow."

Volume of Business Has Doubled in Year
URT was elected to the wood, the part created on the legitimate
LEFCO
I.
A
by Grace George. Production will be
presidency of the Pioneer Film Cor- stage
•poration last week.ul He is known as started soon.
one of the most successf figures in New
York business and financial circles. M. H.
Writes Scenario for Ethel Clayton.
For the first time in three years Mary
Hoffman was elected vice-president and
still remains active directing head as geneO'Connor, scenario and film editor at Lasky
ral manager. The other officers elected
were Louis Hass, secretary and treasurer,
and Morris Rose, vice-president.
State Department Persuades Ontario to
At a meeting of the board of directors
reports were received from the treasurer
and controller which are said to justify
Lift Ban on Photographers Not Citizens
the claim recently made that the Pioneer
can operators lor the present year on the
Film Corporation is the largest indepenmotion picture operators understanding that they must take out their
ICAN rapher
AMER
dent motion picture concern in the world.
s
exbe
to
not
are
and photog
from the Province of Ontario naturalization papers of they wanted liDuring the past j'ear a number of ex- and will not cluded
censes. The treasurer further agreed that
have to be Canadian subjects,
changes handling the Pioneer product has
new regulation would not go into
increased from two to twenty. They are according to the information received by this
to be found in every exchange center in the Washington bureau of the National As- effect until May 31, 1920.
sociation of the Motion Picture Industry
the United States and Canada, as well as
Another communication was sent to the
in London, through which business in from the State Department.
Canadian authorities which brought a reply
to
the effect that one of the reasons for
Great Britain and the continent in transDuring last August the Canadian authoriacted. The volume of business handled
ties promulgated certain regulations which this new order was that many of the states
by the Pioneer organization for the month
required persons engaged as operators or in this country had similar regulations. An
of April more than doubles the amount
photographers in Ontario to obtain a li- investigation was made of all the state
cense. Applications to such licenses were laws in this country, and it was found that
of any previous month in the history of the
to be issued only to British subjects.
Pioneer.
the only state having such a law was West
Virginia and this was a war measure only.
Jack S. ofConnolly,
the Washington
senative
the National
Association, repretook
This information was communicated to
the matter up with Secretary of State Lan- the
Metro's "Clothes" Features
Canadian authorities through the
sing, with the result that a protest was .American
consul at Toronto with a strong
sent to the treasurer of Ontario through
Olive Tell and Fine Apparel
the .American consul at Ontario. The protest alleging discrimination against
of
nt
engageme
United
States
interests
the
announces
METRO
Olive Tell to play the leading role treasurer agreed to issue permits to Ameriin "Clothes," an all-star picturization of the Avery Hopwood-Channing PolMrs. Fanny Mastbaum
Lays Cornerstone
lock drama which is to be the ne.xt production made at Metro's New York studios
under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, director general.
of Philadelphia's New Stanley Theatre
Miss Tell is preparing an elaborate wardas the two speakers at the luncheon, which
storm, many
rain ceremon
a driving
robe for the picture, which Metro expects
y of notDESPIT ables
attended the
the was given in the Bellevue Stratford preto make a memorable fashion display. All
of the corner-stone of the new
ceding the laying of the corner-stone.
of the latest costume designs are to be Stanleylaying
Mrs. Fanny E. Mastbaum, mother of Jules
Theatre in Philadelphia on Saturrepresented and for this reason Metro prods
May
day,
8.
Thousan
of
devotees
of
of the Stanley Comduction officials are in consultation with a the screen drama also were present to join E. Mastbaum, president
which is building the new
number of the most advanced artists in in the well wishes for the city's new play- theatre,pany of America,
was the official sponsor of the new
house. Governor William C. Sproul spoke structure. When completed in the fall the
designing
clothes has
and been
millinery.
Work onwomen's
the continuity
started as representative of the people of Penn- theatre will represent the most advanced
sylvania. Dorothy Dalton attended with
by Arthur Zellner, of Metro's scenario staff.
to construction and luxuriOlive Tell will play the role of Olivia Sher- Judge Horace E. Stern, and shared honors ideasousinand regard
beautiful equipment. It will cost
approximately $2,000,000 and seat 4,000.
Owing to the rainfall the ceremony at
the theatre was restricted, but it lost none
of its dignity. Mrs. Mastbaum with her
son, the governor and Miss Dalton descended into the space around the corner-stone,
which is at the west end of the Market
street front and Nineteenth. She used a
specially made silver trowl and under capable guidance performed her task.
A sealed copper box was set in the stone
containing newspapers of yesterday and
photographs of the officers of the company, a picture of Governor Sproul and a
portrait
the late
Stanley
'V. Mastbaum,
as
well asof other
objects
bearing
upon the
occasion. Governor Sproul made the only
address. It was brief, but it was impressive
and not only a tribute to the projectors of
the new theatre but to the motion picture
industry in general.
Among the guests at the luncheon were
George H. Earle, former State Senator
Clarence Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Selznick, Sigmund Lubin, B. S. Moss, Harry D.
Schwalbe, Samuel Katz, J. H. Von Herbert,
Sol Lester, Nathan Gorden, Al Litchman,
Fred G. Nixon Nirdlinger, George W. Metzel, Thomas M. Love, W. E. Smith, of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; E. T.
Stotesbury, Leo Fiest, J. D. Williams, Herman Robbins, Mrs. Fanny E. Mastbaum,
m
Mr. and Mrs. Jules E. Mastbaum, Earl
Hammons, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Moore, of
Picture Taken at the Laying of Stanley Theatre Cornerstone in Philadelphia.
Washington, and J. R. Grainger, Marshall
Dorothy Dalton, the Paramount star, is seen in the centre, while Jules E. Mastbaum,
Neilan's
New York manager.
president of the Stanley Company, Is at her left.
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Associated

Producers

Executives

Meet
in
Final
Conference
ment
of
Oscar
F.
Price
and
Fred
B.
Warren
ited announce
ing plans
for Coast.
the erection
newInce
studios
and long-awa
THE official
ed Producer
s, Inc., as president and general manager, respec- on the
ment of Associat
West
Thomasof H.
will
tively,
of
the
new
alliance,
are
also
in
the
continue to make his productions at his
has given the lie to many rumors repossession
of
the
six
directors.
They
are
garding its future plans and have resulted
big plant in Culver City, while Maurice
in congratulatory messages being sent from now in Los Angeles in consultation with Tourneur, George Lane Tucker and probthe
directors.
Concrete
plans
and
policies
ably Allan Dwan will construct, own and
all corners of the globe to the six principals, Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett, Allan for the marketing and exploitation of the maintain their own exclusive establishments
Dwan, George Loane Tucker, Maurice
in Los Angeles or adjacent suburbs.
Associated
were unfolded to theProducers'
collective productions
group, although
the
Tourneur and Marshall Neilan.
Mack Sennett will continue all production in his studios in Hollywood, although
With these principals pledged to produce announcement definitely outlining the mechanical
details
of
the
new
system
will
not
together for the mutual interests of the
officials of his organization announce alterations and additions that will matepublic, the exhibitors and themselves, and be described until the executive heads return to New York City.
rially increase facilities and equipment for
substantially financed by inner capital in
Plan for Long Runs.
the filming of super-comedies.
a combine that represents a gross investEach of the six producers are now proment of approximately $20,000,000, the paAccording
to
General
Manager
Warren,
tient and at all times receptive showmen
ducing specials for release under their presthe
advent
of
the
new
motion
picture
year
ent arrangements with other distributing
have reasons to express their appreciation on September 1 will see the Associated Proand continued support of the men who have
but actual work on the new "Big
ducers in full sway, with its own indepen- concerns,
planned a forward step in the artistic, as
Six" picturesProducers
for distribution
through
the
dent exchanges established throughout the Associated
own selling
system
well as commercial, realms of the cinema. country.
A special system of publicity, will begin immediately following the termAmong Those Congratulating.
exploitation and direct-to-the-exhibitor serination of existing contracts.
Following the formal bulletin stating that
vice will precede, accompany and trail the
Will Remain on West Coast.
the middlemen distributors had been elim- "Big Six" releases. It is also reported that
At the Thomas H. Ince studios in Culver
inated in favor of a new selling organiza- the Associated Producers will furnish ex- City,
Mr. Ince and his production staff are
hibitors of their products with original ac- casting
tion manned by its own employes and opfor several new specials, chief
cessories and advertising material designed
erating exchanges in the key cities of the
United States, Canada and foreign lands, especially to fulfill the individual require- among which are "Beau Revel," the first of
Louis Joseph Vance series of specials,
Messrs. Ince, Sennett, Tucker, Dwan, Neilan
ments of the theatres presenting the super- the
in which Lewis Stone and Lloyd Hughes
features.
and Tourneur received and acknowledged
scores of testimonials from leaders in the
Thomas H. Ince also emphasized the in- will be featured, and another super-special
exhibition field.
tention of the Associated Producers to
present favorite
young Rowland
feminine
as leadsandof a an"surprise"
all-star
Chief among these were telegrams from wage a campaign for the indefinite run of to
E. C. Jensen, of the Jensen & Von Herberg "Big Six" specials. The principals in the cast.
Associated Producers will continue
Circuit; Tom Moore and Harry Crandall, organization will "show cause to prove" toThe
produce in California and no members
of Washington, D. C. ; Frank Newman, of why an absorbing photodrama, produced
to foreign fields, as was reKansas City; Ross D. Rogers, of the Dye, on a scale of magnitude and quality and will migrate
recently. It is probable, however,
Ford and Rogers chain of theatres, of Tex.; enacted by all-star casts of film favorites, that oneported
or
several
of the producers will
Sid Grauman ; Finkelstein & Rubin; J. H. should "hold the boards" as long as a de- head companies to England
or France for
Saenger, of the Saenger Amusement Command exists, as is the case with the poputhe locale of specials. In this event they
lar successes behind the footlights.
pany, New Orleans; E. O. Weinberg, of the
will return to America and California
Strand Theatre, Buffalo; Harold B. FrankTo Have Their Own Studios.
promptly upon the completion of the neceslin, ofSanley
Shea's Company,
Hippodrome;
F. W. Buhler,
sary scenes.
Contrary to reports prevalent in Los Anof the
Philadelphia;
Jack
An interesting bit of current gossip is
geles
and
New
York,
the
"Big
Six"
will
not
Eaton,
of
New
York's
Mark
Strand;
that
C.
Gardner Sullivan, who is now at the
produce its specials under one roof, but will
Thomas Furniss, of the Brunswick Amuse- film
Ince studios prior to his return to New
pictures in their individually owned
ment Company, Duluth ; E. H. Hulsey, of and the
operated studios, to preserve and ad- York en routes for foreign fields, has been
the Old Mill Theatres, Dallas; Barrett S.
vance the complete individuality and dis- assigned the creation of a spectacular
McCormick, Edward A. Zorn, H. C. Horater
ivenes of all releases. Each of the drama which, according to the plans of
Alfred E. Black, Theodore F. Hays, W. A. six producers tinctwill
independently, with Thomas H. Ince and Sullivan, will be availPatterson, of the Criterion Theatre, Atlanta, separate producingworkunits,
as is the case
able for one of the screen's most powerful
and many other exhibitors.
now. This policy, it is emphasized by dramatic possibilities. Sullivan's intimate
Conference on in Los Angeles.
friends
admit that his trip is for business
Thomas H. Ince, will avoid any duplication
Additional communications congratulat- of ideas and efforts.
rather
than
for "health" and "pleasure," as
Several of the principals are now draw- reported on previous occasions.
ing the "Big Six" members on the appoint-

It

Four Views of Clara Kimball Young in Equity's "For the Soul of Rafael.'
The star is given a strenuous role already
in this arranged.
new drama. ClaraTheKimball
story isYoung
about isa seen
girl atwho,her upon
best. leaving a convent
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Tells Literary

Writers
N BENNETT told a group
WHITMA
of prominent authors all about
writing for the films, and why it
was that very often young and inexperienced writers sell their material for pictures, when more practised ones fail, at the
home of Mrs. Julia R. Tutwiler, 471 Park
avenue, New York City, the other afternoon.
"Young authors often have better plot
sense than older writers," said Mr. Bennett. "Bystyle
the time
writeroften
has lost
acquired
a finished
he hasa very
some
of his tendencies to found his stories on a
great deal of action. It happens very frequently that a picture founded on the
story of some obscure writer in one of
the humble magazines is much more satisfactory than one based on a famous story
by a famous writer."
Among those who listened to Mr. Bentalk were Wiggin,
Mrs. Alice
Duer Miller,
Kate nett's
Douglas
Caroline
Duer,
Thomas B. Wells, Ruth Comfort Mitchell,
Roland Holt, Jeoflrey Parsons, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Bennett, Major and Mrs.
Hamilton Gibbs, Grace Sartwell Mason,
Helen Freeman, T. Gaillard Thomas, Virginia Roderick, Robert Hardy, Mrs. Fleschner, Lee Foster Hartman, Mrs. Edwin Levin, Gertrude Hall, Grace Hall, James Hopper, Margaret E. Sangster, Mr. and Mrs.
James Dorrance, Mrs. Du Vernet Rabell
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgeworth Smith.
Kate Douglas Wiggin said that the only
fault she had to find in the filming of any
of her works was in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," a New England story, which
was photographed in California. Mr. Bennett recalled the fact that this particular
story was made into a film four or five
years ago.
"Then no company would have thought
of sending the players to New England to
make
the picture,"
said. "Now
that do.is
the very
thing thehe company
would
There has been that much progress in the
picture world. They are willing to spend
more money to maintain atmosphere and
arrive at accuracy."

Often

PICTURE

WOI\LD

Folk
Have

Best

Plots

Several writers said that they had submitted unpublished stories to film companies that were then returned. Later
these same stories, the authors assert, were
accepted after they had been published.
Callaghan

in New

for Bessie

York

Love;

arrived
J. CALLA
ANDR
te
for anhasindefini
CityGHAN
New York
in EW
period which he will devote to the
purchase of additional vehicles for Bessie
Love, star of the Andrew J. Callaghan Productions, Inc. Mr. Callaghan announced
ty
Old Curiosi
"The
that
ly Charles
decided
definitethe
had been Shop,"
Dickens classic,
upon for future screening by Miss Love,
and that a director of nation wide prominence was being negotiated for to undertake supervision of the picture.
Mr. Callaghan came on to New York from
Chicago where he conferred with the
group of capitalists who are sponsoring
the organization of which he is the head.
So gratifying are the first results of Miss
Love's is
initial
"The the
Midlanders,"
which
beingproduction,
adapted from
novel by
Charles Tenney Jackson under the direction of Ida May Park and Joseph De
Grasse, that Mr. Callaghan and his associates are reiterating their original announcement ofbacking' the star to the limit
in every detail of production.
With this end in view, Mr. Callaghan will
remain in New York until he has accumulated a sufficient number of well-known
novels
plays tofuture.
satisfy the star's needs
in the and
immediate
Mr. Callaghan has already established
himself in the eastern headquarters of the
Callaghan concern at 25 West Forty-third
street where he will carry on the activities
in the interests of which he made the trip
across the continent.
Regarding the decision of Miss Love to
undertake the adaptation of Dickens' "Old

Ding-Dong-Well! Mary's in the Tub— Who Put Her In? Why, Mr. Director.
Mary Pickford trying to powder her face in her new United Artists' production,
"Suds." "Do you think I can get through the wringer?" she asks.

May 22, 1920
Julia Burnham Joint Metro Scenario Staff.
Julia Burnham, who in her two and a
half years as a scenario writer has contributed no less than seventeen pictures
to the screen, is the latest addition to the
scenario staff at Metro's New York studios
in West Sixty-first street. Miss Burnham's
first script for Metro is "The Marriages
of
Mayfair,"
which she adapted
the
Drury
Lane melodrama
by Cecil from
Raleigh,
and which is now being filmed.
to Buy
to Screen

Vehicles
Dickens

Novel

Curiosity
the screen,production
Mr. Callag-of
han says Shop"
that anfor adequate
this literary masterpiece, such as his organization contemplates, will be the means
of bringing to the wider attention of the
American public, the rare talents of this
charming young actress.
Officials of the Callaghan organization are
standing solidly behind their original assertions regarding the new era of production into which Miss Love has entered.
They are glad to report that their most extravagant hopes for Miss Love's first production, "The Midlanders" are coming true
in the photoplay which Ida May Park and
Joseph De Grasse are completing in the
West. The first offering of Miss Love is
indicative of what the industry may expect
in the forthcoming work of this star.
Fox Cameraman Slightly Hurt
When Gasbag of Blimp Bursts
ALFRED
D. BRICK,
N. J.,
is sporting
a black ofeyeBayonne,
and a bruised
nose. These evidences of calamity do
not indicate that Brick was the vanquished
party in a battle, but are the result of his
having gone up in a navy airship to take
pictures for Fox News and having come
down much more rapidly than is considered
proper for airships and their crews.
The cameraman left Rockaway, L. I., in
the blimp to get pictures of the Atlantic
Fleet at anchor in the Hudson River, off
New York City. The commanding officer
of the airship urged the cameraman to tie
a parachute to himself, but Brick insisted
that the tackle would hamper him in hit
work.
All went well over the fleet, and then
it was decided to take a trip to Coney
Island. The airship battled for two hours
against adverse winds, but finally reached
the resort and then started for home. Suddenly came a r-r-r-ripl "The bag has
busted 1" shouted a gob with emphasis.
The navy aeronauts managed to make
their way back to their hangar. As the
airship approached the ground the bag
collapsed on the cabin. Brick held on to
his camera and a rail, but was thrown
against the side and finally hurled out of
the ship when a few feet above the crowd
of sailors who were hanging on the ropes
dangling from the blimp. The crew tried
to hold him up without letting go of the
tugging blimp, but he slipped through and
fell to the ground, receiving severe bruises.
He was sore for several days.
But he got the pictures he was after.
F. C. Quimby Goes to Coatt.
F. C. Quimby, general manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has left New York
for Los Angeles. It is understood that
many conferences with important persons
and factors in the producing field have been
arranged, and it is expected that on his
return to New York, Mr. Quimby will be
in a position to make announcements of
interest to the industry at large.
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" Says

De

Mille

of

"Legitimate"
Activities
last week
American
product. In comparihis arrival in New York Players
ON Famous
play is accepted he goes to re- standard
son, there is only one theatre in Panama
from Los Angeles, Cecil B. DeMille, after the hearsals,
revises the script, stays up nights
director general of the Famous toiling to make his lines and situations City today which sticks to foreign films.
This change in popularity has been
Players-Lasky Corporation, was inter- give the maximum dramatic effect. But is
viewed regarding the effect which the en- this author, who is willing to accept enor- brought about by "circusing" American
trance of Famous Players into the field
mous sums for the motion picture rights to films, says Isen. Early last fall, he started
of legitimate production may have upon his work, willing to pay the price of knowlon advertising campaign for Universal picthe future of the drama.
tures which quickly was followed by other
edge of the motion picture art in sweat and American
film agencies.
As Mr. DeMille is the younger son of a toil? Almost invariably he is not.
Beginning at least two months before the
family which for two generations has been
"I have had many well-known authors
release of a picture, he plastered Central
prominent in the American theatre, his come to the Lasky studio in Hollywood.
comment has the authority of one who Some of them have spent a week there America and Columbia, Venezuela, Ecuador, the Guianas, Trinidad and Jamaica,
knows the legitimate stage as well as the giving our activities a superficial examiposters and teaser displays. He also
screen. Before he became a producer of
nation. At the end of that time they de- with
advertised
extensively in the newspapers
pictures he had, in association with David
clared they were amply qualified to write
continuously
for two weeks.
for
the
screen.
Other
authors
have
come
Belasco, produced and written a number
film sales immediately began
of stage successes, including "The Royal there and spent months, at the end of to American
and today our film stars are just
Mounted" and "The Return of Peter which time they frankly confessed that if as jump,
well known in the little Latin American
they were to write for the screen they musl
Grimm."
countries as they are in the United States.
Regarding the financing of plays on spend a long apprenticeship of study.
Broadway by the Famous Players-Lasky
Screen
Production
More
Difficult.
Corporation, Mr. DeMille said:
"The Famous
"Producing stories for the screen is in- Fire Protection Association
acquired
nearlyPlayers-Lasky
a year ago Corporation
control of
finitely more difficult than the production
Hears of N. A. M. P. I. Work
Charles Frohman, Inc. Since then, through of stage plays. Making pictures is work,
the Frohman offices, as well as in associa- work, work and sweat, sweat, sweat! Will
tion with other legitimate producers, this our Broadway authors buckle down to this DETAILED informatio
ha»
what picas tomotion
been accomplished byn the
company has staged several plays on regimen? They have not up to date.
ture industry in the way of fire preBroadway. These productions, without ex"Even though the popularity of motion
vention was presented to the National Fire
ception, have been received with marked pictures
has become axiomatic these auProtection Association at its twenty-fourth
favor by critics and public.
thors, blinded by the glamor of Broadway,
annual meeting held in Chicago on May 4,
have failed to appreciate the world-wide
6. This information was contained in
Creates Healthy Competition.
audience which motion pictures give to the a5 and
report
the National Association of the
expression of their thoughts. It seems to Motion of
Picture Industry, an associated
"Now,
certain
gentlemen
connected
with
me
that
if
an
author
has
a
big
thought,
the theatre assert that the entrance of the
member of the National Fire Protection
thought, which he wishes to express
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation into ain good
Asociation, which re-affirmed its pledge
dramatic
form,
he
would
want
to
tell
it
legitimate production constitutes a peril to
made at the Ottawa convention a year ago
to the greatest number of people.
the future of the drama.
to co-operate in every way to bring the
strict enforcement of fire preventive regulaAverages 8,000 People a Week.
"I disagree
them. Oninto
the the
contrary,
tions.
I believe
that with
our entrance
legiti"The most successful stage play on
mate field constitutes a genuine, healthy,
The National Association was represincere competition which can only prove Broadway will play to about 8,000 people
sented by J. E. Brulatour, chairman of the
of greatest benefit to American dramatic a week on an average. My latest Para- committee
on fire prevention regulations;
literature.
mount Artcraft picture, 'Why Change Your Albert de Roode, a member of the comwhich
is is
nowreaching
playing anat audience
the Crimittee, and Frederick H. Elliott, executive
"The assertions
that we plays,
wish tomerely
produceas Wife?' terion
Theatre,
meretricious
or inartistic
secretary. The report was submitted by
a feeder to motion pictures, is the most of 2,000,000 people every week throughout Mr. Elliott, and according to advices rearrant nonsense. And those legitimate the world. Can authors ignore this vast
ceived from Chicago was favorably comproducers who have been loudest in their public? Can they afford to forego the
mented on by delegates representing all
jeremiads know it. They know it because opportunities which knowledge of this banches of trade and industry and many
they know that, more than any other art wonderful new art would give them?
public officials and others identified with
expression, the success of a play depends
"No, I reiterate, the entrance of the Fa- fire prevention work.
mous Players-Lasky Corporation into lewholly on the approval of the public. You
gitimate production will help both the
cannot force on people entertainment that
stage and the screen. We want better
they do not like.
plays on the stage, and we purpose to get
Differences of the Writing Art.
them. Bad stage plays not only will not
succeed on the stage, but they cannot succeed on the screen. Therefore, why in the
"Furthermore,
ourthat
critics
be ignorant of the fact
the seem
art ofto writing
name
of common sense should this complays and the art of writing motion picpany produce inartistic stage productions?
tures are as distinctive as the playing of I cannot
thinking that these loudly
^thc violin and the playing of the piano. protesting help
are alarmed, not for
The stage and the motion picture are two the future ofgentlemen
the dramatic art, as they prodifferent art expressions. It does not folfor the future of a business whose
low that because a man can write a stage trend fess,inbut recent
years has been toward the
play he also can write for the screen, any production of red light thrillers and the
more than it follows that Rachmaninoff public exhibition of the ethics of the unshould be able to play a Stradivarius.
"Which leads to the observation that, al- derworld."
though they are willing to accept large
sums for the motion picture rights to their Says Our Pictures Are More
plays and novels, American authors are
Popular Than Foreign Makes
woefully ignorant of the special requirement of screen drama. Not only are most AMERICAN films have wrested supremacy from French and Italian films in
of them ignorant, but apparently they are
Central America and the northern
not progressive enough to learn the craftpart of South America, said Monroe
manship of the art which pays them so
well.
Isen on the eve of sailing for Panama several days ago to resume his duties as manMust Spend Longr Time at Study.
ager of Universal's branch office in the Republic of Panama.
"The the
mantimewho
Six months ago, he said, French and
knows
and writes
the laborforandthethe stage
conPreient Char^
Italian
films were all the rage and were
stant study which were necessary before
Phillips seen in "The riopei Diamond
shown almost to the exclusion of the Carmen
his first play was produced.
And even
Mystery," made by Kosmlk FUmB. Inc.
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Helping the Legion Membership DriTO.
The Americanism Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Frank Borzage, Director of "Humoresque"
Industry
has pledged its aid to the drive
Speaks of Human
Appeal in Hurst Novel of the American
Legion for more members.
drive is from May 17 to May 22 and
a- I had the wonderful facilities of Cosmo- The
l gratific
persona
of
source
the
committee
will
send out about 300
IT'S a great
tion to me that the critics have so
politan Studios and the assistance and cotrailers
urging
the
1,000,000
ex-soldiers not
o
p
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
every
member
of
the
studio
kindly received 'Humoresque,' my_ first and home office organization. This is my yet members to join. The Legion has a
said
ions,"
Product
olitan
Cosmop
for
subject
membership
now
of
1,500,000.
exhibfirst production
for Cosmopolitan
Produc- I
Frank Borzage, the man who directed what
itors who do not receive theseThose
trailers
are
tions and the conditions
under which
the critics assert is among the big producasked
to
have
slides
made.
made it were more tlian delightful."
tions; "but I feel that I was very fortunate
the proper materials and condiin having
tions to work with and under, and I wish
therefore to take this opportunity to give
credit where credit is due and to explain Robertson- Cole Plans Early Release of
>9
things concerning "Humoresque" and
aitsfew
filming.
"It came to me when I first read Fannie
ZaSu Pitts in "The Heart of Twenty
Hurst's story in Cosmopolitan Magazine
will be pleased with the Jack Pratt, Percy Challenger, Hugh Saxthat here was the story I had been looking E 'XHIBITORS
Robertson-Cole announcement that an- son, Ailleen Manning and Pearl Lindner.
for ever since I became a director. To me
other Brentwood production, "The
it represented the most wonderful of all
Jane Novak in "Trail's End."
of Twenty," featuring ZaSu Pitts,
human expressions — the expression of Heart
Jane Novak is to appear with House Pethe whimsically appealing little star, will
mother love which is the most dramatic, be
ters and a notable cast in "The Trail's
released soon.
the most inspiring, and the most beautiful
End," an Edwin Carewe-directed picture
The new picture in which Miss Pitts is to
of all emotional themes. I saw immediately
be presented to the public by Louis B.
featured will be welcomed by the trade Mayer.
that
'Humoresque'andwasappreciation,
a story of universal
understanding
and it because of the unique position in the film
This production is Carewe's own adaptagripped me as I had never been gripped by world which these productions have come
tion of and
James
Oliver
to hold. Without reaching the unnatural
a story before.
"Isobel."
should
add Curwood's
as much to novel,
Miss
effects made by some stories which overdo Novak's fame as her role with Hobart Bos"What appealed most to me in 'Humorsentiment and what might be termed worth in "Behind the Door." She will enact
esque' was its infinite humanness, its deep "sweetness," Brentwood productions for the role of Isobel Deane.
pathos, and its rare rich humor. The wonRobertson-Cole have come to represent a
derful mother who prayed for a genius son
and was finally rewarded with one rang fine optimism which is decidedly agree- Prominent Character Actors
able to audiences in these days of ecoto me as the truest and most vital charnomic stress, and a definite financial value
acter in all fiction, a character that would
the exhibitor, who finds them eagerly
live forever. Only recently I read a short to
awaited.
ARY
PICKFORD
her forthcoming
"Suds"
Pickfin ord's
article in one of the evening papers on
in Mary
Second of Seriet.
motherhood and it quoted that age-old
M production for United Artists,
"Suds," has as usual surrounded herline : 'God couldn't be everywhere and
self with a talented cast and spared no
"The ofHeart
the Pitts
secondwillof bea
therefore he made mothers.' I felt that series
four ofin Twenty,"
which Miss
time
nor
money in securing players exway
first about
time. 'Humoresque' when I read it the directed by Henry Kolker, although followactly suited to the roles.
ing somewhat the lines laid down by Miss
Prominent in her support is Mme. Ross
"There was this about Fannie Hurst's
story that was exalting, inspiring to me and with
Pitt's anlast
success,
"Bright
Skies," deals Dione, for a long time one of the leading
entirely
new
theme.
I knew that I must do it. In filming it, I
members of Sarah Bernhardt's company in
tried to retain all the wonderful human
In "Bright Skies" Miss Pitts io a waif Paris and who since the outbreak of the
war has appeared in French dramas at the
touches, the fine characterization, the deft with the natural longing to belong to some
high and low lights of the story. I believe one and with a very clear sense of justice. French Theatre in New York, and more
In "The Heart of Twenty" Miss Pitts is recently came to California to appear in
that
picture
that will
make 'Humoresque'
a lot of money isfora the
exhibitor.
Its seen at that fanciful age through which the silent art.
appeal is tremendous because it deals with every woman passes, when she is a mixThe principal lead is Albert Austin, an
English comedian of note, who for the
ture of sentiment, romance, self-depreciaa subject that knows neither creed, color,
race, language, or climate. It is universal.
tion and big-heartedness.
past four years has been prominent in all
Star Given Efficient Support.
"While I am personally much gratified
of
Charlie
Chaplin's
productions
was
loaned
by the
comedian
to Miss and
Pickford
to
e' at
Miss Pitts is given efficient support by for this production.
the have
same the
time direction
I feel that ofthe'Humoresqu
result achieved
Nadyne Montgomery, the clever English
could never have been accomplished with- a cast which includes as leading man Tom
out the splendid co-operation of the entire Gallery, the young Chicago newspaper
character actress who has played in a numman who leaped to prominence as a screen
Cosmopolitan Productions organization,
ber of eastern productions, but who more
and the other elements that entered into it. actor by his work opposite Miss Pitts in recently has appeared at the Little Theatre
in Los .Angeles, also has a splendid part
"Bright Skies." Others in the cast are
"I had a fine story to begin with. Then

Don't Believe a Word That Taylor Holme* Is Saying Here. It's "Nothing But Lies" — That's All.
Three views of a new Metro production. "See that pearl?" he says. "Well, that Is the only one in the world." Anybody believe klasT
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Nicholas

Power

in the
York
largest ever signed
of the New
ONEon
ct,'"
'Old
Swamp
Distri
is
the
way
New York newspaper has commenteda
just signed by the Nichon the new lease ny,
Inc., for the building
olas Power Compa
it now occupies. This lease, signed by
President Edward Earl, involves the sum
of $1,200,000.
The most
"Swamp
District,"
one of sections
the oldestin
and
important
business
New York, is close to the City Hall, Brooklyn Bridge, Woolworth Building, Municipal
Building and other well-known civic and
commercial structures. Nearby are printed
and published many daily, weekly and
and monthly publications.
Most important, however, for the needs
of the Nicholas Power Company, is the
proximity of the district to the Maiden
Lane manufacturing jewelers and to the
hundreds of machine, tool and patternmaking shops which dot this locality. It
is a veritable Mecca in New York for high
grade toolmakers, machinists and other
skilled metal workers of the kind required
by the Power company to manufacture
the complicated and delicate mechanism
of The
the Power's
building projector.
just taken over by the
Nicholas Power Company is one of the
largest
"Swamp offices
District"andandmore
will imbe
used forin itstheexecutive
portant manufacturing departments. Two
other buildings in the vicinity are also used
by this company for storage and operations requiring ample space, but the building just leased will be the main part of
the Power's plant.
The Nicholas Power Company had seriously considered erecting its own factory
in one of the outlying portions of the city,
but its present location is so excellent, the
building situation is so bad, and the demand
for the
Power's
productbe sounwise
great, tothatriskit
was
decided
it would
the possibility of delay and inconvenience
to exhibitors by making a change at this
time. It was estimated that it would cost
$75,000 to move the machinery of the
Nicholas Power Company.
Began Twenty Years Ago.
The vast array of machinery in the
Power's plant is the development of the
little business started twenty years ago in
a tiny shop on Nassau street — a shop
started to manufacture a toy intended to
"satisfy the passing whim and curiosity"
of a small but easily pleased public. "That
"whim" has not yet passed and the "curiosity" grows greater from year to year.
The manufacturer of the "toy" finds it
lias become a fair rival of the printing
press and that American projectors are in
demand in every part of the civilized world.
In the great capitals and in many of the
most remote places on all continents.
Power's
projectors
will be found helping
to
entertain
and educate
the peoples of
those far lands. The export business of
the Nicholas Power Company was an early
development and it is claimed that over
50 per cent, of the cinemas in Great Britain
are equipped with Power's.
The lease just signed is more than a
private transaction of a firm, for it represents the progress of the film industry and
expresses the great expansion of a company which has seen the full growth of
that industry. It is also significant of the
far-sightedness and firm confidence which
President Earl has always shown regarding the future of motion pictures.
Pioneer to Handle American Cinema.
Under the terms of a contract made recently between Walter F. Niebuhr, president of the American Cinema Corporation,
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Lease

99

andHome
M. H. Hoffman, general
of creased so greatly
since then that there
District
"Swamp
in manager
the Pioneer Film Corporation,
the
latter are probably millions
of present-day regular patrons who have never seen it.
organization has acquired the sole distribution rights in the State of New York and
Eugene
O'Brien
is Miss Pickford's
leadnorthern New Jersey of the entire series
ing man and
the supporting
cast includes
of American Cinema productions in the Charles Ogle, Marjorie Daw, Helen Jerome
next twelve months. This includes immeEddy, Maym Kelso, Jane Wolfif, Josephine
Crowell, Jack MacDonald, Violet Wilkey,
diate delivery of "The Inner Voice,' Frank
Turner, Kate Toncray and Emma
"Stolen Moments" and "His Brother's
Gerdes.
The prints now being issued are entirely
new, the film first having been carefully reKeeper."
Famous
Players Will Reissue
edited and the subtitles brought up to date.
"There is no reason," said Al Lichtman,
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"
Famous Players-Lasky's general manager
of distribution, "why 'Rebecca of SunnyCorporaLasky
Players- announced the brook
THE Famous
Farm' should not do big business for
tion, which recently
every exhibitor who shows it, regardless of
early reissuing of "Old Wives for whether or not he has shown it before."
New," the first and one of the most sucseries andof
B. DeMille's
Work Progressing- on Character Picture.
relation,
the marriage
ofof Cecil
dramas cessful
"Everything progressing in the most
Mary Pickford's Artcraft picture, "Rebecca
gratifying manner," is the word received
ok
of
and from the Character Pictures Corporation
the 6th them
formerwillon release
in June, theFarm,"
bothSunnybro
from Florida, by its executive sales manthe Pickford on the 20th.
ager, Ellis A. Wolff. "We are now working
"Rebecca
of
Sunnybrook
Farm,"
originally released by Artcraft nearly three on the exteriors at Bradentown on "The
of Destiny.' Next week we will go to
years ago, was very popular from the out- Isle
set of its career. Yet, Famous Players- Oriental City to complete the exterior
scenes.
Lasky reasons, the picture public has inlllllll!lll!lllllllllllllinillllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Home of the Nicholas Power Company, Inc.
On which a lease Just signed by President Edward Earl involves the sum
of $1,200,000. It is in the "Oid Swamp District." New York City.
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Features;

Purchases Two Stories for Her
portunity to play one of the principal roles
Films,by" in the Maeterlinck fairy tale, "The Bluein Foxnotice
a short
headi
Y ngto onstar
EEN thePERC
EILread
am
dent
bird," which made its bow to theatregoers
of Fox Film
Fox, presi
Willi
Corporation, during the past week, and at the Century Theatre. Here and on the
folks began to speculate on the judgment
road, for a period of three years, the refreshing little Miss Percy played practically
displayed by the producer who has .given
many stars to the silent drama — many who
child part in "The Bluebird," includwill live for long in the hearts of fans the everying Tyltil
and Myltil, the two child prinworld over.
cipals about whom the story is woven.
From "The Bluebird" Miss Percy went
For nearly three years Miss Percy has
been playing the leading female roles op- into Elsie Janis' company, then playing
posite some of the biggest male stars in "The Lady or the Slipper." Here she was
pictures. She started in pictures as leading a member of the pony ballet, and distinguished herself by her specialty dancing
woman to Douglas Fairbanks, and did four and singing.
features with that star, during which time
she established herself as a welcome addiShe Played with Gaby Deslys.
tion to the screen from the Broadway
stage.
With the late Gaby Deslys, Miss Percy
made a distinct hit in mlisical numbers, and
her dancing is still remembered by BroadSay She's "Peaches and Cream."
Hers is a beauty of the sort sometimes
wayites
keepshepace
withthethedope
season's
successes.whoLater
played
fiend
referred to as "peaches and cream." Her
eyes
are
large,
round,
gray-blue
and
wide
with
Mary
Nash
and
Henry
Hull
in
"The
Ruth Fuller Golden
Man Who Came Back" — this while she was
apart. It was her youthful beauty which
in "Human Stuff," a gained for her in New York City the op- engaged in the midnight show at the FolCareyproduction.
Seen with Harry
Universal
lies.
lUlllimiuiiiMitiiniiiiininiirliiiliimiililliliiitiDiiiiri
Harrison Fisher selected Eileen Percy for
one of his Fisher Girl Series and her beauty
has adorned
and period-at
First National Reports Seven Features
icals. It was many
while magazines
she was appearing
the
Century
Roof
that
she
was
discovered
To Be Released for the Summer
Season
by a well-known screen star and signed up
for a series of film features.
starring Katherine MacDonald.
production sources for next "Curtain,"
Her First Picture Completed.
WITH
It is an adaptation of the story of the
n guara
nteed
seasohise
to Assoc
new iated
sub- same
rs in
title, written by Rita Weiman and
franc
owne
Eileen Percy has already completed her
published in the Saturday Evening Post. first starring vehicle for William Fox. It
First National Pictures, Inc., by contracts
It is listed for August 2.
is a screen adaptation of Arline Van Ness
on which stars and directors are now working, announcement is made this week of
Vidor
and
Ray
in
August.
Hines' stage success, "Her Honor the
the summer schedule of seven productions
Mayor."
This Already
will be her
announced
release shortly.
next twoforplays
to be released as the prelude to the fall
On August 16, first run houses will present the, second King Vidor production have been secured. They are "Myra Meets
season.
The total of releases for the 1920-1921
for First National entitled "The Jack Knife His Family," a Saturday Evening Post
Man,"
the Butler.
story of The
the initial
same name
period to be made under the sub-franchise
story by F. Scott Fitzgerald, and "Beware
by
Ellisfrom
Parker
First zine.
plan will give exhibitor members producof the Bride," a novel by Edgar Franklin
tions from more than a dozen studios de- National attraction from Charles Ray will which will soon appear in a popular magavoting their entire time and facilities to the be available on August 30. This is the
making of First National attractions. This
screen version of the stage classic. "Fortyschedule is subject to increase by the ac- five Minutes from Broadway," which its
Await Ruling on Censor
quisition of exhibition rights to other in- author, George M. Cohan, declares has
made the equivalent of five fortunes.
dependent feature attractions.
Tax on Red Cross Films
The schedules for September, October,
Each studio organization controlled by
November and December are expected to
the stars, directors and producers whose
output will be available to circuit fran- be completed as soon as stars and prowhich n are
into Marythe
whether
to ion
as sent
THEfilmsquestio
chise owners, is arranging its activity to
land for exhibit
by the
ducers have had an opportunity to determine what will be a safe and reasonable
American Red Cross shall be taxed
comply as nearly as possible with the releasing schedule formulated by the exhib- production period for each of the stories
by the Maryland State Board of
itors. In no case will production units iden- obtained for fall and winter release.
Censorship is now before Attorneytified with Associated First National be
General Alexander Armstrong. The
Existing contracts pledge to the indeobliged, by contract demands or release
charge which is now made by the
pendent
exhibitors
who
will
hold
sub-franchises in Associated First National next
dates, to speed their work or stress the
censor board is $2 for the first print
normal facilities of their staffs to meet
and $1 for each extra print.
fall
productions
from
the
following
indescreen requirements.
pendent sources : Norma and Constance
The Red Cross makes no charge
to those who use its films and it is
Talmadge, Charles Chaplin, Marshall
Anita Stewart in McGrath Story.
Neilan, Katherine MacDonald, Charles Ray,
understood that the censor board did
not understand this thoroughly. The
The first of the summer releases is "The
Mack Sennett, Whitman Bennett, \.-ho is
decision
was made that these films
Yellow
an adaptation
the producing a series of four pictures starstory by Typhoon,"
Harold McGrath,
starring ofAnita
ring Lionel Barrymore; Allan Dwan, Raoul
should be censored. No charges are
Stewart. This was released the first week
Walsh, Sydney Franklin, Mr. and Mrs.
made in other states for the censorin May as the initial offering for the so- Carter DeHaven, Mildred Harris Chaplin,
ing of Red Cross films.
called summer season. Following this will Anita Stewart, King Vidor and Henry
According to T. Edward Murtaugh,
Lehrman.
who represented the Washington, D.
be
"The
Splendid
Hazard,"
an
Allan
Dwan
production, with a strong cast headed by
C, headquarters of the Red Cross at
Henry B. Walthall and presented by Maya hearing on the subject before the
Sargent Directing Alice Joyce.
flower. This, according to present plans,
censor board on May 3, $1.50 is the
will be given its first run presentations on
only charge made for the films, which
George L. Sargent is Alice Joyce's new
May 31.
is
cover parcel postage, packing
andto shipping.
director
at Vitagraph's
Brooklyn
studio.E.
Constance Talmadge will have a summer
Mr. Sargent
was engaged
by Albert
production in the sixth of her series for Smith to direct the production of "The
At the hearing before the censor
First National. This will be a John Emerboard on May 3, Charles E. Harper,
Prey," to follow the Alice Joyce special
son-Anita Loos feature called "The Per- production
the Woman,"
chairman,
"WeCross
have tonopaydesire
will be"Dollars
released and
this month.
fect Woman." It is intended to release this which
to
compel said:
the Red
the
on June 28. To Norma Talmadge falls
"Dollars and the Woman," which Miss
censorship charge, but we have no
the distinction of starring in the only pro- Joyce recently completed under the direcdiscretion in the matter. We can do
duction the Circuit will offer during July.
tion of George Terwilliger, is now being
nothing further until we are in reThis will be "Yes or No?" and has been released. The play aflfords the star a splenset for July 19.
ceipt of the Attorney-General's ruldid opportunity to display her versatility.
August will bring three features into The story was written by Albert Payson
VlflllUinUUIIUHUIIIIIIIUIIMUUHIIIIIIUUIUIIUIMIIIIlllUIUUUIIIimlUIMUl
the market. The first of these will be Terhune.
Producer
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"Humoresque"

Has
the
Tears
and
the
Laughter
of Life
"Humoresque" has novelty and merit and
Bohemian,
the
that
note
of
IT is worthy
By EDWARD WEITZEL
should become as popular as the solo that
Antonin Dvorak, composer of that exElman plays with such equisite effect.
ceedingly popular piece of classic mu- has the insight born of long and sympathetic intimacy with the people depicted.
"Humoresque,
for
country New
this visited
was inhave
and " must
threesic,years
Nothing is exaggerated nor set down in
Please as New "Hall Room" Team.
York's "Ghetto," where many of the scenes malice; neither is anything held back. The
letters are being received by Jack
squalor of the crowded tenements of the andMany
Jewish
little
the
of
story
Hurst's
Fanny
of
Harry Cohn from exhibitors who are
boy who becomes a great violinist are laid. East Side; the daily life of the Jew who
The composition has the quick appeal of a has known the hand of oppression and has pleased with the Hall Room Boys comedies and the addition of Hugh Fay to the
thing that truthfully reflects human expe- fled to this country that he may rear his
rience, and the Hurst story that Cosmo- family in freedom, if not in plenty; his team, which now consists of Neeley
politan Productions have produced in film small vices, deep religious feeling, strong Edwards and Hugh Fay. Marion Mason
racial instinct and love of kindred; his plays the feminine lead.
the same name as Dvorak's
form, under
masterpiece, has the same authentic com- unconscious humor and his ready mirth,
In the
latesttorelease,
Us, Ouija,"
there
is said
be an "Tell
unusually
comic
mingling of the tears and the laughter of are presented with the skill to be expected
life.
scene.
The moment in the picture when Leon of an author with Miss Hirst's unique repufor talesFrank
of theBorzage.
"Ghetto." As the diKantor stands up among his own people
Next tationcomes
One Joy Comedy a Month.
and, after playing for them the music that
rector
of
"Humoresque"
he has gone of
about
It
was
recently announced by Nathan
is the expression of their faith, hears them his task with fine understanding
its
•call for the Dvorak composition, will be needs, and the will to realize these needs. Hirsch, president of the Aywon Film Corporation, that he would release a series of
recognized as among the most character- His selection of types and the care and
istic incidents of the screen drama. "Hu- accuracy in his choice of locations are fifteen two-reel Joy Comedies, starring
Charlie
Joy
and a bunch of Miami Beauties.
moresque" is a fitting
for this
tale matched by his attention to the develop- No sooner had
the fact become known than
whose counterpart
may name
be pieced
together
ment of the plot and the proper rounding inquiries began to come into the Aywon
from the neighborhood gossip one over- out of the drama that is never absent from home office. It is further announced that
hears at the door of the synagogues or the situations.
the Joy Comedies will be released one a
along the crowded sidewalks of the Lower
Frances Marion completes the trio. Her month.
East Side.
scenario entitles her to high honors. Its
construction, handling of subtitles and orLeon's First Violin.
iginal matter are of the first rank.
Ince to Entertain Electrical Men.
Mother love is the dominant note of
Fine
Acting
by
Entire
Cast.
When 3,000 delegates to the annual con■"Humoresque."
There is romance
a clear andsounded
beauvention of the National Electric Associatiful chord of youthful
The finest acting of the cast is done by
tion convene in Los Angeles, May 18-21,
in the story, but it is only an interlude to Vera Gordon and Gaston Glass. As Mamma
the main theme. The dream that is the Kantor and Leon they have the major share Thomas H. Ince will be one of many prominent citizens to actively participate in the
constant companion of the mother of Leon of opportunity, but give the best of accounts of themselves. Miss Gordon knows entertainment provided by the reception
Kantor in her waking hours, that she shall
and program committee, on which he has
one day see her son a great musician, and the woman she portrays and brings out all been
invited to serve.
for the fulfilment of her desire is glad to her unselfish devotion and love for her chilThe National Electric convention will
make every sacrifice, puts the love of Leon
dren. Mr. Glass indicates the deeply emoand Minnie Ginsberg in the background.
tional nature of the vio'inist without los- bring electrical experts, inventors, executive heads of big organizations and scores
ing the reserve and distinction belonging
During the years of Leon's boyhood, while
of technical men from all parts of the
his parents struggle against poverty, the to the role. Alma Rubens' beauty is one country.
day when his mother discovers that of all of the high lights of the picture, and she
Thomas H. Ince will show the visiting
the toys in the shop none would content does all that is required of her with much
him but the cheap fiddle which his father credit to herself. Dore Davidson, Sidney delegates exactly how motion pictures are
refused to buy because it entailed further Carlyle, Bobby Connelly and Miriam Bat- made, and how electricity and its allied
expense for thirty cent lessons, is the day tista are other important members of the powers are utilized in film manufacturing
of days for her.
cast.
organization.
That very night Mamma Kantor steals
over to the little shop and returns with the
precious fiddle in her arms. To see Leon
sit up in bed, eagerly tuck the instrument
■under his chin and reverently draw the bow
across the strings is to share the joy that
thrills both mother and son.
Then comes the time when the parents
of Leon wait in an ante-room of the imperial palace at Rome, while the young violinist plays before the court and is decorated by the king.
It is the mother's
pride
and happiness
that dominates
the situation.
And it is her anguish and brave conquest
of self when she learns that Leon has refused the offer of a triumphant concert
tour to serve with our army in France that
holds the chief interest.
The return of the soldier-musician with
his paralyzed arm and the haunting fear
that he will never be able to play his beloved violin again reacts most strongly
upon the woman who bore him, and it is of
Mamma Kantor one thinks when the dark
shadow lifts and Leon is permitted once
more siontoof his
rnakesoul.the music that is the expresA Notable Screen Production.
Three names are linked in the developof "Humoresque,"
the owners
of
which mentare
the unseen forces
whose efforts have made the picture one of the
screen's notable productions.
Fannie Hurst leads the trio. Her story
A pathetic story of New York's Ghetto, featuring Alma F.ubens.
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Sweet

in More Than 6/)00 Houses
ed by Pathe Ex- tee has passed on the picture, and judging
compilthat
STATISTICS
Blanche Sweet from the reports of the members "Simple
change, Inc., show
is a favorite actress in more than 6,000 Souls"
not require the prestige of the
theatres in the United States and that the previousdoesBlanche
Sweet productions.
patrons of that number of theatres look
Even
a
Duke
Doesn't Impress.
forward to each new release as it appears.
The growth of her popularity has been
"Simple Souls" is from the novel by John
marked with each new release and the out- Hastings Turner and was especially selected for Miss Sweet. She has the role of
,
Souls,"s the English
shop girl with a soul so simple
more theatre
play in"Simple
it willpicture
that next
indicatlookesfor the
than any other play in which the star has that even marrying a Duke doesn't impress her. He is just another simple
ever appeared.
soul to her, and the Duke himself is a
"A Woman of Pleasure" and "Fighting regular
who knows he is a simple
Cressy," the first two Blanche Sweet pro- soul. Butfellow
his relatives are sure they have
ductions released by Pathe, are still booka
monopoly
on
all the blue blood in the
ing in great strength in every territory.
and thereby hangs the tale.
"The Deadlier Sex" is one of the fastest world
The picture will be released on May 23.
moving productions on the Pathe schedule,
exhibitors who played the first two pictures
Bumps Adams Starts Work.
having asked for the third one for as
Work on the first production of the
early a date as possible.
series of comedies in which Bumps Adam?
Jean Paige
Results Show Wisdom of Policy.
v.'ill be featured by Screen Crafts, Inc , li^s
Co-starring
with
Ryan in serial.
"Hidden
Dangers." a newJoeVitagraph
In the preparation of the Blanche Sweet been started. DeWitte Hagar is directing.
series it was determined to give the star
unlimited time and unlimited scope in production in the making of each picture. It Educational Exchanges To Be Operating
was strongly felt that the great popularity
of Blanche Sweet would take her to a forein Twenty-one Key Cities About June 1
most place among women stars if she was
given productions of the right type. To
l Films Corporation the only satisfactory method would be the
Educationa
eliminate all chance of poor pictures in- THEannounces
that it expects to be serv- establishment of our own exchanges and
juring the star, it was decided to observe
ing the motion picture theatres of the we have only waited until we acquired the
strictly the right of rejection and to keep entire country through its own exchanges
bulk of product. That we have, and daily
from the market any picture which did not by June 1. These offices will aflford the we are being offered pictures by promeet the rigid requirements of the standard first national specialization in short subducers of one and two reel subjects in
set for her.
jects ever offered by a film organization.
every field. We are giving consideration
The wisdom of the policy adopted at that The entire effort of each office will be con- to every one of these and we expect to
time is shown in the demand now manifest
fined to Educational product and no pic- still offer a distribution system for such
■for the Blanche Sweet pictures. Her own
ture longer than two reels will be handled. short films as meet our quality standard.
work and the merit of the pictures have
Contracts have already been signed for
"We have not hesitated to accept series
created a demand which insures the suc- the exchanges in Boston, Philadelphia,
that are seemingly in competition with
cess of "Simple Souls" even before its re- Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Louis- pictures that we have distributed in the
lease date. The Pathe reviewing commitville, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Chicago, De- past for the simple reason that we determined some month, ago that this company,
troit, Minneapolis, Omaha, Los Angeles,
with its own exchanges in operation,
San Francisco and Seattle. Announcements of contracts for St. Louis, Kansas
should be accepted by exhibitors everyNaming a Theatre Allah
|
where as the one organization from which
and Salt Lake City are exAnnoys the Home Folks | City, Denver
pected any day. An official of the New to seek quality short subjects. This will
ever
be
our rule of conduct.
York
office
has
been
sent
to
the
southern
A CERTAIN police lieutenant in | territory to arrange for exchanges in AtDeparted
from Usual Policy.
Springfield, Mass., is scratch- |
lanta and either Dallas or New Orleans.
ing his head by the hour and |
"In establishing our own exchanges we
local folks are engaged in heated |
"We feel that we have completed an have
departed from the usual policy in
argument all because Miss M. Hen- 1 epoch in our organization," said E. W. offering exhibitor interests in various ternessey has gone and named her | Hammons,
vice-president and general manritories participation in the ownership of
South End picture theatre the Allah. \
ager. "When Educational began its activiThe trouble started when a good |
ties it was generally regarded as an experi- each exchange. We have not undertaken
ment, though we were convinced that there portion
to put inof our
as a
Christian complained to the police |
the franchise
stock, butof in'good-will'
each instance
that the name is highly improper, | was ample room for us before the company
have supplied the cash. We believe that
and, as Detective Lieutenant George | was organized. We have always looked this
local participation in the various exto the day when we could have our
H. Norris censors theatrical bill- | forward
ownerships assures exhibitors that
distributing organization, but we have the menchangewho
boards, the chief said : "George, you 1 own
are interested in the exhad
to
wait
until
there
was
a
volume
of
settle this question for us."
|
changes are going to demand from our
that warranted the establishment
They say that Norris has consulted | product
company
the
utmost
in quality pictures
offices.
with State Inspector C. L. Blish, a | of these
and
the
fullest
amount
co-operation
for
Now Retain Control of Product.
the theatre. But we ofhave
avoided the
bunch of newspaper men and Dan'l |
danger
of
control
of
our
pictures
falling
"The
vast
number
of
offers
we
have
had
Webster's dictionary. The last au- 1
thority helped Norris issue the fol- 1 from various producing interests has been into the hands of any group of theatres
lowing bulletin : "Allah is a combina- | a marked appreciation of the standing of and have assured a competitive exhibitor
company. These producers, of course, market by retaining the control of each
tion of two Arabic words — 'Al,' mean- | this
ing
the definite
'the,' the
and words
'Lah,' || have had the same difficulties that we have exchange
in thewill
homeannounce
company."its releases
Educational
meaning
God. article
Combined
experienced. We have in the past been
mean one true God. Allah is the | distributing through independent ex- next week. These include Bruce Scenics
term used by the Moslems and other |
changes, but this has been unsatisfactory
Beautiful, Outing-Chesters, Screenics, a
worshippers of Mohammed, the su- | because we have, in a large measure, lost series of forty foreign travel subjects,
preme being. The term is used in | control of our product after the rights the Red Cross pictures and a half dozen
Hebrew and Arabic with the same i were sold.
other scenic and travel pictures, as well
a number of educational and novelty
significance, consequently the sign on |
"We have appreciated, too, that it is not as
the movie house may be read 'The \ possible to properly handle both the short subjects. In the comedy field there will be
two-reel Chester, Torchy and Mermaid
One True God,' 'The Supreme Being,' | subject and the feature through the same
comedies and two other two-reelers to be
exchange. It is natural that the exchange
'The
True
God,'
etc."
|
Meanwhile Miss Hennessey, who | employes should feel a greater interest in announced shortly. Contracts already
has had the theatre since September | the so-called feature btoause of the greater signed assure five two-reel comedies each
and it is possible that this will be
I, 1919, is considering stopping her |
from it, and therefore neg- month
increased, while one-reel comedies will be
paid advertising in the newspapers. | grosslectrevenue
the short subject.
added
in
a short time.
"We have realized from the start that
■....■...■■■■i.nniii i mminiiiil.WllWIIWIIIlllllllllllllinriin
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s that a producit happen
S togeth
SOMETIME
er so well that its
tion goes
charm places the play as a whole in
a class well in advance of the average
entertainment. In such a case it is well
to disregard the usual methods of putting over a play by means of the star
and work to a more general appeal with
the aim of interesting all who delight in
good entertainment. This does not mean,
of course, that stars are to be ignored, but
that managers should realize the greater
value of their offering and broaden their
appeal.
The screen version of Albert Payson
Terhune's story, "The Thirtieth Piece of
Silver,"
originally
novel and
and
now offered
with presented
Margueritaas aFisher
King Baggot in the leading roles, is a play
of this type. The exhibitor who would
realize to the full the possibilities of this
play must cast aside the conventional
booming and make an effort to get every
one interested.
Production Has Charm.
The story as it shows upon the screen
offers a delightful little farce of married
life, dramatic in its moments of suspense
and yet always a comedy. It has been
produced with unusual care and the telling is fluent and wholly delightful. It
lends itself to the screen even better than
it did to the printed page and it will give
pleasure to all classes of patrons from
the lovers of crude melodrama to the more
intellectual class who find small profit in
the average motion picture.
Make it your eflfort to get everyone in.
The "regulars" will probably come to see
the stars. Devote a good part- of your
eflfort to drawing the attendance of those
who seldom come and then only to the
unusual features. Make this class of captious patrons realize that in "The Thirtieth Piece
something
outofof Silver'"
the usualyourun.are offering
This can probably best be done through
the
Mr. prolific
Terhune'swriter
name,andforwell
he
is a appeal
gracefulof and
known to all classes or readers, from those
who make the daily newspapers their library to men and women of more careful
tastes.
Press Book Stunts.
The plan book issued by American offers
many good ideas. It is not the purpose
to discuss these in detail, but they are
worthy of careful study. The lobby display
of rare coins is a good suggestion and
will work best if both ideas are taken,
with a real display of coins on one side
and the burlesque group on the other side
of the lobby.
In almost every town you can find at
least one coin collector. If you have difficulty in locating the coins some coin
dealer will rent you a few coins for a
small sum plus a credit card. If your
lobby is small, work the exhibition in some
nearby window with stills and cutouts. A
jewelry store would be the best, but any
window will serve. You might offer free
tickets for the loan of odd coins, and in
this way get another advertising angle.
Or you can work for a loan exhibition.
The fashion show can be worked if you
have not used this stunt within three
months, and this angle is always good for a
hookup window, but should not be given
too great a prominence.
Perhaps the most valuable aid oflFered
by American is the sticker, which is printed
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Can

Office
Winner
idea, but a little work will supply a set of
these to be used in distant windows.
A Furniture Hookup.

in black on silver and when cut out looks
remarkably like a real coin. Be careful
to note that the counterfeiting laws prohibit the pasting of these on coins or any
metal base. Several ingenious uses are
suggested, all of which are good.
The use of the sticker on the local papers
is feasible if you can arrange to use it
on one of the sections of the Sunday
paper, which is printed sufficiently far in
advance to make the idea possible.
And cut out a shekel and paste it on
the shelf on which the patron's change is
placed. It may delay the line a little while
people try to scoop it in with their change,
but the laughs will atone for the brief
wait. If you work this, get the editor to
send a reporter down to write a humorous
story on how the people tried to pick up
the coin.
The "lost" shekel will also serve as the
basis of many stunts. Only a single coin
may be lost or a number made up and
planted about town on the same line as the
recent lost keys.
Use Cutouts.
The cutout suggestions are all good,
notably that involving the use of a practical door. If you can charter a small boy,
mount the six-sheet without the lettering,
then letter the message on the door. Have
the boy shut the door whenever any one
stops to look at the display. You can rig
pulleys and cord so that the door can be
opened and closed from a distince which
will heighten the effect, or you can rig
a motor and make the motion automatic.
The peep show is not only a good lobby

Getting away from the press book
schemes, work the local furniture stores
with hookups for coin or other cabinets.
Use the line "Everything in this house is
yours, Leila, with one exception. Never
open that cabinet." Back this up with the
stills.
reading:
a good Have
cabinet.another
Tyler card
Cole did
not buy"Get
his
here and his wife opened it with a hairpin.
She nearly lost 'The Thirtieth Piece of
Silver' and her husband's love. Buy yours
here,
at early
." for disGet then
after see
the the
bookplaystores
plays of Terhune's books. "The Thirtieth
PieceallofhisSilver"
can
use
novels isforthea star,
hookupbutandyouprofit
by connecting
thishasstory
with athe
other
works. He
written
widsauthor's
range
of books. Let them all work for you.
Boom the Author.
This angle is important to you. As suggested above, the play will please many
who do not follow the picture stars. They
will not come to see it because Miss Fisher
is the star or because King Baggot is her
leading man. They will come to see Terhune's story on the screen, and having
come, theypressionwill
go awayin with
a better
imof pictures
general
and will
be more apt to come again. This angle
is important to you, not only for this picture, but for later business.
If your local paper uses the Terhune
syndicated stuff, try and get the editor to
run an announcement of the play immediately below the story. Don't use a display ad, but three or four lines in full

"You Have Wings," Remarks King Baggot. "Fly Away I"
That wasFisher
the start
of have
the trouble
In "The
Thirtieth
Piecefiance
of Silver."
Jlargarlta
did not
the sense
to give
a jealous
his uonge.
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face, reading: '"The Thirtieth Piece of
Silver,' the story of a modern Bluebeard,
bv Albert Payson Terhune, will be run at
the Blank Theatre, Thursday, Friday and
"
Saturday.
havetheto cost
pay
double
ratesYou
for will
this probably
reader, but
results.
the
with
compared
as
small
be
will
Get After Ministers.
Get after some local minister and get
him to preach a sermon on jealousy.
Show him the full synopsis to prove that
the story does not touch upon religion, and
let him see the film. If necesif possible
sary send or take him to some nearby
town where the picture is being played,
defraying the expense. In most places
there is always some minister who will
be glad to get suggestions for striking
topics.
And use care in getting the idea of the
story before your prospects. The title
suggests a biblical story, or at least a
"modern" treatment of the theme of JuDo not let
the is.
ideaTell
prevail.
Tell das'
whatbetrayal.
the thirtieth
piece
that
the coin is supposed to be one of the thirty
pieces of silver paid for the betrayal of
Christ. The others were all lost or melted
up, and this piece was almost worshiped by
its proud possessor.
If you stand well with the editor you
can get the legend of the coin printed as_
a pure reader a few days in advance of
your first advertisement. Use this reader
or amplify it.
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver.
According to coin collectors ther« still
remains in existence one of the_ thirty
pieces of silver paid by the Jewish authorities to Judas Iscariot for the betrayal
of his Master.
If the legends of the coin collectors are
to be believed, the thirty pieces were originally claimed as curios and passed from
generation to generation by the owners.
In the course of time all trace of twentynine of these was lost, but there still remains in existence one of the thirty shekels,
authenticated by bulky records andproperly
certificates.
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The illustration from the plan book can
an
be copied to illustrate the story, and the
imaginative writer can enlarge upon
idea by telling how each of the pieces
was supposed to be lost. There should
be nothing in the story to connect this
story can be rewith the play. Later the ent
and used as
printed in the advertisem
though !t had first appeared through a
happy chance.
Can Be Illustrated.
Building up on this, you can get some
local merchant to make a show window
of the coin cut out from one of
display
the
stickers. Do this before you have
made any use of the stickers and it will
look like a bit of private enterprise. Later
more general use of the stickers will
the connected
be
with the showing, but the
effect will not be materially hurt.
You can make this preparation without
interfering with your advertising for other
features and can time it to have it ready
to work for you when you start your own
campaign.
Tell It Is a Farce.
Once you have started your campaign,
bear down on the fact that this is a comedy
and not a serious play. Tell what the
thirtieth piece of silver is, then play up
the situation it evolved.
Work on curiosity. Try something like
this :
Suppose that your husband owned the
most valuable coin in the world.
Suppose that your old sweetheart walked
out of the house with it.
Suppose that to hide your own curiosity
you told your husband he stole it.
Suppose that you went to his hotel at
midnight to beg him to return the coin.
Suppose that your husband came while
you were there.
What do you suppose would happen?
You can't guess in a thousand years
unless you have read the Albert Payson Terhune story in its novel form,
andended.
even then
how
it
Come you
and don't
see itknow
at thejustBlank,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. If you
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don't like it you can have your money
back.
But That's Not All.
Working from the other angle, you can
on dreams, card readhook up with books and
all the rest of the
ing, crystal gazing
and there are
credulous,
the might
apparatus
three stills ofwhich
have been made to
order for such use. If you can get the
loan of a coin-operated fortune-telling machine, have special "fortunes" printed up
reading: "You are about to enjoy a great
happiness.
Come Wednesday
and see 'The
Thirtieth
Piece
of Silver'
or Thursday
and you will know what this good luck is."
Get
a supply
slugs and
cardfrom
: "Your
fortune
told ofFREE.
Get usea aslug
the
cashier.
Not
for
children
under
sixteen."
This last will keep the children away.
If your cashier is busy, give the slugs tothe doorman or put someone in the lobby
during the rush hours.
If you cannot rent a machine, set up *
crystal gazer in your lobby and let her
tell fortunes, making this a feature in your
advertising. Get a clever girl who knows
something of the stock phrases and she
can fake fortunes, winding up with a solemn warning to be sure and see "The Thirtieth Piece of Silver."
Savings Banks.
Get the savings bank to come in on a
hookup, offering to supply the thirtieth
piece of silver to anyone who will deposit
29 silver dimes or 29 quarters or halves
on a new account. Most banks will be
glad to pay as high as a dollar for new
accounts. They will be willing to do a
little advertising to get the idea over,
and will hook up their windows and give
space in the banking room for posters.
A good display window would be a row
of 29 newlynominationpainted
coins piece
of each
dewith the thirtieth
slightly
separated and a card reading: "We wjll
supply
the thirtieth
silver on ayounewwith
account
to run atpiece
least ofthree
months. Three dollars for 29 dimes, $7.50
for
$15 for
29 halves."
With
stills29 ofquatrters
the playor and
a border
of sticker*
a neat display can be made.
Both savings and deposit banks might
be induced to use coin facsimile stickers
on local letters, or even on printed cards
to be slipped into deposit books. Copy for
such a card could read : "Tyler Cole lost
his thirtieth piece of silver. The First National has never lost its depositors a penny.
See the play at the Star Theatre (date
here) and bank with the First National."
Spend Some Money.
Even if you have to count closely the
pennies you put into your advertising appropriation, be a little generous with this
play on the proposition that the money
will come back to you increased if yott
duction.
can
get people to come and see this proEvery house has among its possible patrons some few who feel that the pictures
are childish. There are apt to be at least
a few others who are temporarily tired of
pictures. Get them in to see a production
good from all angles and they will come
again. The money you spend now will
work beyond the run of the play in the
appeal you make to these two classes, for
this story should please practically everyone.
It is not a big production in the sense
that it uses large crowds or massive sets.
The cast is small and the settings are npt
over elaborate, but the story is of a type
to please above the average and the production will give greater satisfaction to
most persons than one in which scenery
is made to take the place of plot. Between these suggestions and the press
book ting
youthis should
over. have no difficulty in putAdvertisement.
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I DID quite a bit of stepping around
week — had a number of interesting conversations with a number of interesting
people, including a charming lady star;
saw Sidney Franklin direct a scene in the
play he is making from Robert W. Chambers' "Athalie" for the Mayflower Corporation; watched Bert Lytell working in
"The Temple of Dawn" with six fuzzy
camels, a half-dozen elephants and three
hundred Hindoos who didn't like the idea
of showing up on the set at six a. m. the
next morning.
It seemed as though almost everybody
that favored me with anything like an extended conversation this week, with the
exception of Clara Kimball Young, wanted
to talk about books. Miss Young told me
about the new film she is making from
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's stage play, "MidChannel."
Matrimony Likened to Rough Water.
"It was a very fine play and very poular
on the regular stage," said Miss Young,
"and it is one of the kind of plays that
are bettered by being transferred to the
screen. The story is full of clever comedy
situations, keen satire, and a big lesson is
taught — and it all winds up with a delightfully unexpected surprise.
"Pinero makes a simile of the English
Channel by likening that body of water
to the sea of matrimony. The Channel is
pretty rough all the way over, you know,
but the roughest part is right in the middle. Boats that pass this rough water in
safety are sure of making port.
"The story shows that matrimonial barks
which weather the rough waters of MidChannel in the sea of marriage are pretty
sure to sail on to the harbor of happiness
and contentment."
Work Agrees with Mi*» Young.
Miss Young is said to be one of the
busiest women in the film colony. She is
credited with being her own director, her
own technical expert, and of supervising
the adaptations of her stories as well as
playingcused the
her of leading
all this. part in them. I ac"It's true," she said. "I'm a sort of general utility."
"Aren't you afraid you will work too
hard?" I asked. "Get a nervous breakdown
or something? Most of our stars take a
long rest between each picture."
"Nonsense,"
she replied.
"Work
hurts
anyone. People
that keep
busy never
never
have any nerves to break down. Do you
remember what Mark Twain said about
dying? He said that more people die
lying down than in any other position.
Therefore, never give up, never lie down."
Sees Return of Original Story.
Allan Dwan was up to his neck in work
on the details of the next, and last, production he will make for the Mayflower
Corporation, when I invaded his study out
on the Brunton lot, but he stopped long
enough to make a few remarks on stories
for the screen that should bring tears of
happiness to the eyes and throbs of joy to
the bosoms of scenario writers through the
length, breadth and thickness of the land.
According to Mr. Dwan, the original
story, that has been crowded out of the
running for the screen by the craze for
published stories, is about to be invited
to come in and eat at the first table again.
"Producers and directors are coming to
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Weather
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Mid-Channel

Are Safe, Finds
Miss Young
By GIEBLER
see that the original story by a writer who
understands the technique of the screen
and knows how to tell a story in action,
is the best possible material for the screen,"
said Mr. Dwan. "The further we go with
books, the more we realize this.
Characters Sometimes Disappoint.
"The written story is designed to make
its appeal with words. The writer builds
up situations with words, syllables, paragraphs, thatscreen.
can not Many
be reproduced
action on the
books are inmade
into films because of the reputation of the
author and the circulation of the book under the assumption that all of those who
read the book will want to see it in pictures.
"This assumption is true, but there is another angle; many of the people who go
to the theatre and look at a screened version of a book are disappointed. No two
people visualize the action and characters
of a book alike; each reader has his own
mental picture of the hero, the heroine and
the other characters; each sees them walking through the story according to his own
ideas.
The Director's Viewpoint.
"The director may be just as much of a
master at story telling in action as the
author of the book was a master of words,
but he cannot think as all of the people
who read the book think, and he cannot
please them all. With all of this taken into
consideration, it is plain that the original
story is not only the best but the safest
to use. The original story is coming into
its own — the demand is growing all the
_ I also had a very interesting conversation with Colin Campbell about books. We
time."
talked about "The Spoilers," "The Crisis"
and "The Corsican Brothers," recently completed with Dustin Farnum, and other notable printed stories that Mr. Campbell
has transferred to the screen.
"Some books are very fine screen material," said Mr. Campbell, in the course of
the conversation, "and some are very poor.
The craze for big names is responsible for
poor books finding their way to the films.
Some producers look no further than the
frontispiece of a book; the name of the
writer and the number of copies sold is
the only thing that seems to interest them.
Reminds of Barn-Storming Troupe.
"The book that makes a big sensation
with its readers may depend on language
alone. Its big situations may fall to pieces
when the upholstering of phraseology is
taken away; there may be nothing anywhere in the book that can be translated
into action, yet directors are expected to
make films from them that will duplicate
the popularity of the printed story.
"The way some of these stories look
when they reach the screen reminds me
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of a barn-storming troupe that played a
town in Montana many years ago when
'Trilby' was all the rage in the East. Several people in the town wanted to see
'Trilby.' The play was not in the troupe's
repertory, but they put it on just the same,
by playing 'East
Isobel
barefooted,
black Lynne'
whiskerswithon Lady
the heavy,
and Little Willie, the child, as Little Billy.
Some screen adaptations of books that are
bought
nameto resemble the solely
books for
theythearewriter's
supposed
interpret about as much as 'East Lynne' resembles 'Trilby.' "
Jasper Praises Butler's Film.
The next day I met John Jasper, of the
Hollywood studios.
"What's new?" asked Jack.
"Nothing," I said. "What's new with
"Nothing," said Jack. Then he took it
back. "Yes, there is something new. I
just looked at one of the best pictures I've
seen in a long time — Dave Butler's new
film, 'Sitting on the World.' It's a pippin,
a regular pippin, full of sympathetic home
town atmosphere, regular salt of the earth
stuff. Made from a magazine story called
'Sitting
you ?"on the World.' If Dave makes a
few more films like that he'll be sitting on
"What do you think about the original
the
storyworld."
versus book or magazine story controversy that seems to be agitating the
bosoms of the colony?" I asked.
"The story itself is everything," said
Jasper, "no matter who writes it. People
don't go to the theatre to look at the
writer's name on the main title, they want
a story. Give them a story of heart inand humanity,
and theywriter
don'tin care
whetherterestthe
most celebrated
the
world or just plain John Smith was its
author.
They Want the Heart Punch.
"I can tell you this, however, the people
want more stories about regular folks and
average human beings than they are getting. The story that pleases the people
is the tender simple stuff that arouses their
sympathies.
"I was talking to a chap that is in the
song record business not long ago. He was
telling me how much it cost to put a song
over. 'I suppose you make a lot of money
out of the highly advertised stuff,' I said.
'We do and we don't,' he said. 'We bring out
a song and spend a small fortune on it,
advertise it, plug it until we make it go,
and by the time it's on its feet we are
plugging on another and the first one is
almost forgotten. Few of them live long.
Here's the kind of stuff that advertises itself, pays the rent and keeps the wolf from
the door.' He took a record out of the
case and showed it to me. It was 'Silver
Threads
Amongpunch
the isGold.'
'"The heart
the strongest punch
a picture can have, and the easiest and
simplest to put over. People remember the
scene in a film that brought tears to their
eyes long after the big fight is forgotten.
'Silver Threads Among the Gold,' 'Hor.ie
Sweet Home'— that's the kind of stufJ the
people want. If producers would put a
little more of the punch of humanity and
simplicity into their films they would please
more people and have films in their vaults
that would pay rent and keep the roof
patched after some of the big smashes are
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Hodkinson Denies Statement.
W. W. Hodkinson makes emphatic denial
of a statement printed in a recent issue of
one of the trade papers. The statement
was to the effect that the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit has J. Parker Read, Jr.'s,
two forthcoming Glaum and Bosworth productions. Mr. Hodkinson said the statement was utterly without any foundation.
"I cannot make it too emphatic," said
Mr. Hodkinson,
such state Glaum
of affairs exists. The"that
two noforthcoming
and Bosworth releases will be handled by
this organization."
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" Mid- Channel/ ' Pinero Stage Success
Besides Clara Kimball Young, the star
IN selecting the players to support Clara cast includes J. Frank Glendon, Edward M.
Kimball Young in "Mid-Channel," Sir Kimball, Bertram Grassby, Katherine GrifArthurHarry
WingGarson
Pinero's
play. Director
General
has chosen
what is van. fith, Eileen Robinson and Helene Sullivirtually an all star cast. This action
J. Frank Glendon will appear in the role
was deemed advisable in view of the difficult characterizations in the Pinero play of Theodore Blundell, the "cfioleric husand the necessity for their accurate and
band" of the Pinero play. Mr. Glendon
artistic portrayal.
was born in Choteau, Mont., and was educated at the Montana Wesleyan University.
Starting his career in pictures in the Vitagraph Company, his rise was rapid. He
has co-starred with Hedda Nova, Gladys
Leslie and others. His well known screen
May 24 Will See Formal Opening of Fox's
New Studio; Freedom of Plant to Visitors
successes are "Wooing of Princess Pat,"
"Woman in the Web," "The Changing
been so studied as to leave nothing to Woman," "By the World Forgot," "The
THE date for the official opening of the have
William Fox studio and administra- be desired.
Dawn of Understanding," "The Wishing
tion building on West Fifty-fifth
With the perfection of equipment, includ- Ring Man" and many others.
street is at last announced. Arrangements
ing every latest modern improvement in
Father Plays with Star.
are now under way for throwing wide the the photographic branch of the business.
doors on May 24 — an occasion which will Fox Film Corporation will be enabled to exIn the part of the Honorable Peter Mottbe attended by an impressive ceremony
ecute each phase of motion picture produc- ram will be seen that veteran actor and
tion within the walls of the building.
with many notable guests present.
artist of the screen, Edward M. Kimball,
For the opening of the building William father of Clara Kimball Young. Mr. KimThe building, which fronts on Tenth avenue, extending from Fifty-fifth street to Fox has planned an invitation affair at
ball began his stage career many years
Fifty-sixth street, has been completed to which many notables will be present. A
appearing
Stranger,"
"A Girlto
all outward appearance, since February 1, novel program of entertainment is being ar- ago,
from Rector's" inand"The"What
Happened
when the entire Fox Film Corporation, with
ranged, and the entire place, from the sub- Mary," and also played for many years in
the exception of the New York Exchange basement to the studio or top floor, will stock. He commenced his screen career
offices, moved from its old quarters in be thrown wide open to the visitors.
with Vitagraph, then with Paragon, and
West Forty-sixth street to the big buildA Complete Program.
in
later"Magda,"
years appeared
in "The
Common
ing. Since that date all eastern business
Law,"
"The Mad
Lover,"
Eyes
of the corporation has been transacted unof
Youth"
and
"Silk
Husbands
and
Calico
A
notworthy
feature
'
of
this
new
Fo3.
der its roof.
building is the fact that there is not one
During this time, however, workmen have elevator within its walls.
Mr. Kimball will be seen in a prominent
been steadily employed in completing those
As the building stands today, complete
role
"For the
Soul ofYoung
Rafael,"
Equity's
sections of the building' which are devoted in practically every detail, there is 150,000 thirdin Clara
Kimball
production,
to the dark rooms, developing rooms, print- square feet of floor space.
which
will
be
released
in
the
East
within
ing rooms and raw-stock vaults. The resWives."
The program arranged by the committee
taurant, also, has been delayed owing to the calls for the opening ceremonies at one a short period, now in its second week
inability of the manufacturers to furnish o'clock. There will be addresses by a trio of itstre,world's
premiere at Grauman's TheaLos Angeles.
suitable equipment. These departments are of
prominent men of affairs, music by a full
Bertram
Grassby,
now appearing in supnow nearing completion and will be run- band, and the place will be decorated colorning on schedule for the official opening
port of Miss Young in "For the Soul of
fully to suit the occasion.
of the building.
In the evening of the same day the piece Rafael," has been given the role of Leonthe "tameis an
robin"
de resistance will be served on the big fame.ard Ferris,
Achieves His Aim.
Mr. Grassby
actorof ofPinero
note
stage — the grand ball. For this purpose the and should
be seen to excellent advantage
In this building, William Fox has achieved full stage will be cleared between the time in
the Pinero character.
his greatest aim in linking up every de- the last afternoon guests leave and the
partment ofhis organization in proper rela- opening of the building for the ball. The
Miss Young Has Barrymore Fart.
tion to its neghbors and thus establishing entire stage will be redecorated to repreIn
the role of Zoe Blundell, the part
the smoothest possible order of production.
sent a big ballroom, where the evening's
From the accessible receiving and shipping guests will dance to the music of a fifty- which Ethel Barrymore characterized in
two-piece
which will supplant the stage production, Clara Kimball
department on the ground floor, opening the
band oforchestra
the afternoon.
Young should present one of the greatest
directly upon the street, the arrangements
characters
her tomany
successes.built
"MidChannel" isofsaid
be peculiarly
for
just such a figure as Miss Young, and has
been declared by critics as unsurpassed
for splendor, pathos and complexity of
construction, the many ramifying points
of dramatic interest and for general poignancy of plot and theme.
A sumptuous production will characterize
the staging of "Mid-Channel," and work
is now well under way at the Garson studios, Los Angeles. According to present
arrangements being made by Harry Garson, who is personally directing the production, many of the beautiful scenes of
bara.
"Mid-Channel"
will be taken at Santa Bar"Mid-Channel" will constitute the final
of the first series of four of Equity's Clara
Kimball
of which
"For and
the
Soul of Young
Rafael"specials,
is to be
the third,
"The Forbidden Woman" and "Eyes of
Youth" were first and second.

The Latest Photograph of the New William Fox Studios.
This building is located at West 55th street, New York City, and will be
formally opened on May 24.

Change Titic of Goldwyn Picture.
The Irvin S. Cobb story and play, "Boys
Will
Boys," version,
will be called
in theBe screen
soon "Peep
to be O'Day"
placed
in production at the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation'swas
studios in
Culver
"The
change
title
decided
uponCity.
by VicePresidentof Abraham
Lehr.
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P0II7 Moran Film Ready.
The second of the Marlon H.
Eohn series of two-reel Polly
Moran comedies is now ready for
release. It is entitled "A
Scrambled
star
appears Romance,"
as a countryandgirl theIn
love with a city chap. This is
said to provide Polly Moran with
excellent chances to display her
Blap-stick type of comedy. The
first, "The Ragged Road to Romance," has just been released,
and the third, "The Society
Bugs," is well under way.

Great

MOVING

Success
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by Aywon

Company

with Series of Rex Ray Five-Reel Westerns
pire Film Distributing Company.
there was a big market for such
'HE report coming from NaThe Lyric Film and Supply Comthan Hirsch, president of pictures.
T
The
features
are
meeting
with
the Aywon Film Corporapany,chased
of Terre
Haute,
purtion, relative to the success he great success, says Mr. Hirsch,
the rights
for has
Indiana,
Utah and Colorado, and the New
and already a great deal of terriis having with the series of fivetory has been sold, the series of Mexico territory was sold to the
reel western dramas starring
Arrow Film Company, of Denver.
Rex Ray western photodramas
Rex Ray, and which were speWestern Pennsylvania and West
being released on the state rights
cially made for the Aywon complan, while bids for the remainpany, seems to indicate that
Virginia are controlled by the
Penn Film Service. The Dooley
ing territory are being considered, with every prospect that
Film Exchange, of Syracuse, has
the entire country will be sold
bought the rights for upper New
Screen Crafts President Coming East
in a very short time.
York State, while Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey
Lesser Buys Rigrhts.
on Important Business for Company
territory will be controlled by
Sol
Lesser,
the
well-known
exGeneral
and
T
PRESIDEN
pected that "The Great Physihibitor and state rights man, has
First Three Ready.
Manager H. M. Lawson, of
cian" will be ready in about
Aywon.
purchased the California, Nevada
the newly formed Screen
The first three of the series of
ninety days and will be the first and
Arizona territory. Delaware,
Crafts Inc., located at Culver
of three productions of the same
Rex Ray western photodramas
Maryland and the District of Cogeneral character to be made
City, Cal., expects to visit New
have already been completed.
within a year.
lumbia have been sold to the EmYork soon to negotiate release
These are "The Unknown Rangcontracts and discuss plans with
er," "Dangerous Trails" and "The
the New York headquarters of
BorderandRaiders."
his cortpany regarding the
men
exhibitorsState
who rights
have
Each of Two Indiana Theatres to Run
launching of a big exploitation
seen
these
pictures
declare
them
campaign. He will also confer
to be unusually good western
dramas that are sure to interest
nown
■With well-k
artists,to
whom
he plans to screen
bring back
Entire
"Lost
City"
Serial
in
One
Week
theatregoers
wherever they are
three days, five the next two and
the California studios.
shown.
LATTERING reports regardfive the last two days.
Mr. Lawson states it is the J" ing the business done
Dne and
and
excellent bookings secured
plan of his organization to make
its studios one of the leading
by
the
various exchanges handproducing centres on the West
ling "TheN.Lost
City"andserial,
made
Radin Pictures Announces Completion
Coast, and will soon have four
by W.
Selig
featuring
^
Juanita
Hansen,
continue
to
be
or possibly five companies en1?
gSLgoA in production there. At received at the headquarters in
of Johnny Dooley Five-Reel Comedy
New York of Warner Brothers,
present there are two companies
comedy lowers
soof the
well-known
folwho are distributing this serial. J OHNNY DOOLEY'S newest
working; one headed by Robert
speaking tostage,
creation, "Skinning SkinMcKim and Rhea Mitchell is
For •xample, J. L. Friedman,
and
which
recently
scored
with
n
e
r
s
,
"
a
five-act
farce
comeof
the
Celebrated
Players
Film
making a seven-reel metaphysidy, has been completed and is the patrons of the motion picCorporation, Chicago, reports unGreat ofPhysician,"
ready for immediate release to ture.
undercal story,
the "The
direction
Chadwick
usual bookings of the entire
William Nigh, whose producstate
right buyers of the counfifteen
episodes
for
the
Victory
Ayres, while the other, headed
try through Radin Pictures,
tion of James W. Gerard's story,
Theatre, Kokomo, Ind., for the
by
Bumps
Adams,
is
making
two"My
Four Years in Germany,"
reel athletic comedies.
week of June 5, and the same for
which controls
distribution rightstheof world's
the Dooley
was
proclaimed a most successSeveral new stages are in the the Starland Theatre, Anderson,
Comedies.
ful
picture, and whose name Is
process of erection at the studio Ind., for the week of June 26.
prominently identified with many
Dooley made his bow to screen
Five episodes are used the first fans
and will be ready soon. It is exsome little time ago in a other film triumphs, directed the
series of two-reel comedies, and
filming
"Skinning
Skinners"of
the • instant success of these
under theofpersonal
supervision
Jack Schulze.
C. B. Price Sells Canadian Rights for
laugh sonal
producers,
due
to
the
perefforts of the Ziegfeld star
Dooley is ably assisted in the
and the insistent demand for a enactment of "Skinning SkinDarkfeather and Billie Rhodes Films
feature of longer length, promptners" by a competent cast of
nected operate a chain of Alamo
ed his managers to make the
artists headed by Maurine PowCB. PRICE has just returned
theatres
in
Atlanta,
Newman,
ers,
Lillian Hall and Dan Mason.
five-part
feature
just
completed.
trip GriflBin and Valdosta, Ga., as
weeks'
a severa
, from
ant lcities
A bevylected foroftheirbeautiful
girls,
seof Canto import
"Skinning
Skinners"
was Dooley
writwell
as
several
houses
in
Macon,
charm and
ability
ten
especially
for
Johnny
ada, during which he disposed of Ga., including the Grand, the
and suits his particular style of to intelligently portray the work
series
the Canadian rights to the
leading house for the presentahumor to a nicety. It gives him
of Mona Darkfeather Indian
assigned to them, adds materition of stage plays. He is also
a chance to bring into play that
ally to the finished product.
Dramas, distributed by his compresident
of
the
Empire
Investy,
C.
Inc.,
pany, B. Price Compan
individuality
has become
identified with which'
the Dooley
type of
ment Company of Macon.
to Canadian Exhibitors Exchange,
Completion of Second
Ltd. This company also purchased
Jans Film Announced
the Canadian rights from Mr.
star,
Girl,"
Pajama
"His
to
Price
The
second
Jans Pictures proring Billie Rhodes.
duction,Tell,
"Woman's
Rights on the series of Mona
starring
Olive
andBusiness,"
directed
Darkfeather films have also been
by
B.
A.
Rolfe,
is
now
complete
sold to Fontanelle Feature Fllrn
and will be released June 1. The
Company for Iowa and Nebraska,
picture is an adaptation of Chas.
and to S. T. Stephens DistributBelmont Davis' novel, "Nothing a
ing Corporation, of New Orleans,
for Louisiana and Mississippi.
The first Jans picture, "Love
Mr. Price reports that he found
Without
in which
a very receptive market for
Miss
Tell Question,"
is also starred,
has
American films in Canada.
been booked by the Hatch PhoYear." toplay Service In both the Modern and Beacon theatres In BosA. Samuels, of Atlanta,
ton, two houses which are said
Pays Visit to New York
not to have shown a state right
Adolph Samuels, president of
picture
for some time. This picthe Southeastern Pictures Corture was backed by an unusual
poration, is at present in New
exploitation campaign, which reYork securing picture rights for
sulted in packed houses.
his territory. He has already
purchased from Canyon Pictures
Radin Report* Sale.
The K. & R. Film Exchange of
Corporation the "Vanishing
Trails"lina,serial,
for NorthGeorgia,
CaroAtlanta, Georgia, have contracted
South Carolina,
with Radin Pictures for "The
Florida, Alabama, Louisiana and
Weakly
Indigestion,"
singleA
Mississippi and the series of twopart
burlesque
news the
reel.
reel Franklyn Farnum westerns
Lincoln
Miller,
the
California
for Louisiana and Mississippi.
humorist. Is producing "The
Mr. Samuels is not only promiWeakly Indigestion" on a weeknent as a distributor, but as an
They're
Waiting
for
Their
Good-Night
Kiss.
Who'll
Favor?
ly basis, with a cast of promiexhibitor as well, as the comnent comedians, making a comThis room is situated just below the attic. A scene from "Up
panies with which he is con!n Mary's Attic," made by Fine Arts, Incorporated.
plete series of fifty-two releases.
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Warner Building, Buffalo's
New Film Center, Is Open
HENRY W. KAHN and his Metro staff are
now installed in their new offices in the
Warner Building, Franklin street. Just
above Chippewa.
This building, which has
Just been completed, is one of the finest exchanges in the country.
In addition to Metro It will house Universal,versalUnited,
Vltagraph
Republic.
Uniwill have
half of and
the second
and third
floors. Metro has half of the second floor.
World and Vitagraph split the ground floor.
Mr. Kahn personally planned the layout of
his office and the result is excellent. Booker,
bookkeeper,
manager's
and
clerks occupycashier,
the front
part of office
the office,
and a completely stocked service department,
including a big vault, takes up the back part
of the office. A section of the exchange has
been set aside for the use of exhibitors. Features of this room is a desk, where managers
may fix up their bookings and a window
leading into the service department.
Building Con-renlently Eqnlpped.
An attendant attached to the service department has a desk at this window. He is
ready to do anything needed by the exhibitor.
Attractive indirect lighting is used, although sunlight floods the entire exchange
during the day. It is expected that the
other exchanges will be equally well
equipped.
exchange
a long-felt
want
In TheBuffalo
film building
circles.fillsAcross
the street
from the Warner building the new exchange
structure to be occupied by Famous PlayersLasky and Realart is fast nearing completion, and it is hoped to open this building
close to June 1.
Zimmerman Ont for Htanself.
Fred W. Zimmerman has resigned as sales
manager of Gardiner Pictures, Inc., and is
continuing in the film game on his own hook.
Ho willfice. Mr.have
office space
the Realart
ofZimmerman
willathandle
the Clara
Kimball Young productions, Olive Tell In
"Love Without Question," and Ann Luther
and
ClaireaddWhitney
"Why from
WomentimeSin."to
He will
to this in
program
time.
G. H. Q.uisley With Pioneer.
"Buck"
known
as C. has
A.,
New York Taylor,
State sometimes
manager for
Pioneer,
engaged Gilbert H. Quigley, formerly with
Pathe ascontracts
city sales
man. run"Buck"
reports
closing
for first
in downtown
houses for "The Lost City," in Buffalo,
Rochestersiasticand
enthuover theSyracuse.
outlook "Buck"
for theis Pioneer
product. Bob Murphy is remaining as Buffalo manager at the local office.
Dan Savage Opens Office*.
Dan Savage, veteran fllmist, has opened
offices in the old Metro exchange in the
Palace Theatre building, where he is directing- the policies
the Empire Dan
Statesis Film
Company
In thisof territory.
well
known throughout the State. He is a former manager of the old General Film office here, William L .Sherry Feature Film
Exchange,
National. Famous Players-Lasky and First
A. W. Yoang to Leave Gardiner.
A. W. Young, booker at Gardiner Pictures,
Inc., will resign his position with this Independent distributor on May 22. It Is reported that will go with another local independent office soon after this date.
ClaTton Sheehan Home Ag^nln.
Clayton Sheehan, district manager for the
Fox Film corporation, with headquarters in
Buffalo, has returned home for the present.
He reports that the local office made a very
creditable showing In the recent national
sales drive and that the picture industry is
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Exchangemen

enjoying
real boomannounces
all throughthattheFox
coun-is
try. Mr.a Sheehan
contemplating
opening
a branch
in Albany to serve that
rapidly
growingoffice
territory.
Seattle
Romance in Realart.
Paul Rodney Aust, assitant manager of
the Seattle Realart office, married, on May 4,
Georgina Utsch, who had been in the employ
of Realart for some months.
Convention Delegates Comlngr.
Albert W. Eden, manager of Realart, left
on May 8 for New York to attend the managers' convention.
Carl Stearn, Seattle Metro manager, is also
leaving for New York on May 20 to attend
a convention.
Salesmen Shifting Aronnd.
Marshall Taylor, formerly manager of the
Clemmer Theatre and later of the Rivoli
Theatre in Portland, has been employed as a
salesman for National out of Seattle.
W. M. Hughart has left Republic to Join
the sales force of Greater Features.
Herbert S. Meyer, Northwest manager for
Republic, has returned to Seattle from Portland, where he spent several days last week.
Kansas City
Plerson Visits Pathe Bxchange.
E. R. Pierson visited the Pathe Exchange
here the first of the week, and renewed old
acauaintances In the other exchanges. Mr.
Pifcrson reports that conditions in Kansas
City and surrounding territory, as far as
the Pathe is concerned, were never so good,
and the features the Pathe will put out in
July will go far toward sustaining their
name among t*ie foremost film exchanges.
Concerning: "Live Wire" Field Man.
Robertson-Cole boast of having the best
salesman in the Middle West. That Is not
his only distinction, they say he looks as If
he carry
might out
be Lew
Cody's brother,
in order
to
the reputation
of theandfamily
he
goes
out
into
small,
"dead"
towns
and
sells
more than any other man in the territory.
This salesman's name is J. M. Fieldman.
Some Personal Mention.
Select and Republic have a new salesman
for Morrison
the territory
of Missouri and Kansas — J.
A.
by name.
P. A. Block is moving to Cleveland and
William Truoy, formerly with World and Republic, haswith assumed
bilities
Goldwyn. Mr. Block's responsiWorn
out
by
his "flllum"
duties,breakdown
W. H. Bell,a
of Equitable, had
a nervous
month
ago
and
is
Just
now
returning
to
work.
Shifting K. C.'s Exchange Hub.
There is a general upheaval In the moving
picture exchanges In Kansas City. The new
Film Exchange Building at Seventeenth and
Main Is housing perhaps ten exchanges and
under difficulties. Fresh paint, cement, bare
walls and stepping blocks complete the atre of "newness."
Most of mosphethe
exchanges have just moved
within the past week, but Universal have
the record of being the first to move to the
new building. They have been moved since
February 1, and W. L. Rubert, assistant man,
ager, reports
that since
office they
business
creased enormously
have has
been In-in
the new building.
Many Firms In New Home.
First National gave up their offices in the
Ozark Building May 1 for more pleasant
quarters in the Film Exchange. Vltagraph
moved from the Boley Building and are having a hard time trying to convince the telephone companies that the order ought to be
rushed. Crescent moved from the Gloyd
Building.
Select exchanges
and Republic
couldaTiead
not al-of
low the other
to get

them, 80 they may be found, working under
great difficulties, at the Film Exchange.
Ready Now (or Bnslnesa.
Robertson-Cole moved from the Gloyd
Building to the first fioor of the Ozark Building— the place formerly occupied by Metro;
while Metro have gone to the eleventh fioor
of the new Film Exchanges. Standard have
moved into the old Vltagraph offices in the
Boley Building. After this grand upheaval
of "movie"
exchanges,
look
especially
bright outlooks for business
Pittsburgh
Exploltatlonlst Changes Firms.
Elmer E. Butler, for the past ten months
exploltationlst for the Pittsburgh Goldwyn
Exchange, has resigned and accepted a
similar berth with the Famous PlayersLasky. Mr. Rutter formerly occupied a similar position with the Paramount, after which
he served the First National exchange for a
last
few July.
months, and then went with Goldwyn
Taking on First National.
The First National Exhibitors Exchange is
now selling franchises to exhibitors, under
the new plan that has been In preparation
for the past year. Paul Jones, of the Rowland Theatre, Wllklnsburg, secured the first
sub-franchise, the second going to Claude
Robinson,
of and
the the
Robinson-Grand,
burg, W. Va.,
third to MelvlnClarksBros.,
of Bradford, Pa.
Film Man Back in Harness.
Homer Burress, well known among film
folks, having formerly been connected with
the Cross Exchange, Pittsburgh, Pa., Is back
In town again, after having spent two years
in the oil fields of Texas and other Southern
States. Homer expects to get back into the
film game here again.
Apex Exchange Doing Well.
Sam Shaw, of the Apex Exchange, is as
busy as ever these days, and is getting a
large number of contracts every day. He
says erns
theespecially
Franklyn
Farnumovertwo-reel
are going
big, andWestthat
they are also popular among the exhibitors.
Hodklnson Film Going Big.
Joe Bloom, of the Pittsburgh Hodklnson
Exchange, Is breaking all records in booking
"Sex," the big feature starring Louise
Glaum,
many one- for.
and two-week runs having
been contracted
Projection Room a Theatre.
A new burgh
organ
Is toprojection
b© Installedroom.
in theIfPittsUniversal
this
state of things keeps up there will be an
admission charge to get in that room.
Wlmsatt Visits Old Friends.
Harry Wlmsatt, at present manager of the
American Film office In Philadelphia, was a
visitor in Pittsburgh recently, the guest of
Carlos Moore,
of the will
Unitedbe Artists
Exchange. Mr. Wlmsatt
remembered
as being the sales representative of the
Pittsburgh Hodklnson Exchange two years
ago. Mr. Wlmsatt won the first prize offered
by the American for bookings on "The HelFilms in Pittsbnrgh District.
The S. & S. Film & Supply Co., Pittsburgh,
have
a new print of "Once to Every
ever. secured
Man,"
and Is putting it over stronger than
lion."
The All-star Film Co., Pittsburgh, has
secured for release In this territory the
popular Marie Dressier production, "Tillle
Exhibitors'territory
Film Co. the
haveKing
secured
for
theThePittsburgh
Baggot
Wakes
Up."
serial, "The Hawk's Trail."
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and
Exploitation
Winthrop Sargent

iiiiiiiinsiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
If You

Work
Get

a Stunt

at All, Plan

to

the Most

You Can Out of the Idea
never get full- can be gotten from it. It pays to stick on
HALFWA
s. If es
sized Y
resultmeasur
you plan to work a the job until it is done.
If you cannot do better than to get a
stunt keep on planning until you get
cut-out into a window, then use the cutthe
most
you
can
from
the
idea.
Don't
out alone, but it is seldom that you cannot
stop with the initial thought. Keep on
persuade the owner of the window that he
thinking until you have raised the crude
nt.
can
get more out of it by working in with
scheme to the level of an accomplishme
you. That is where the window angle
Look at the two pictures from the Alcomes in. The merchant lets the cut-out
hambra, Milwaukee, shown on this page.
Probably very few managers can afford
to redecorate the lobby to give an EgypWhat Have You Done?
tion interior effect. It costs money and it
With the print paper shortage
requires the services of a trained staff of
decorators and painters. On the other
growing worse, a condition has been
hand, even the small town man can do as
reached exceeding even the war-time
well with the window shown, and at small
stringency. Managers who have decost.
pended upon throwaways are no
longer able to get these out, and
Figured It Out.
even the newspaper advertiser is apt
The Alhambra management did not
to find that he cannot command the
merely make a cut-out of Miss Dean and
space for which he is willing to pay.
ask permission to stick it in a window. It
If you have found some way to get
used thought. In the first place, the cutexploitation without the use of white
out was made so that it stood high enough
paper, shoot along your idea. If
to permit cushions to be placed at the base
you have anything new in banners,
without obscuring
Misscushions
Dean's tofeet.
perambulators, window dressing,
permitted
the use of
buildThis
up
lobby displays or any similar exploithe idea and to blend the display into the
tation, give it for the benefit of the
rugs, which were borrowed and placed on
craft.
the floor of the window to carry out the
design. Then a veil was added, not the
yashmak, for Sari was the unveiled virgin, into the window in the first place because
he thinks it will attract attention to his
but enough chiffon to make a headdress
and attract attention.
wares. Help him to make his window so
attractive that not only you, but he, will
Then the store was encouraged to get
get added value from the display. It will
up a special candy called the "Egyptian
help you to get windows.
Dip," which was announced as a Priscilla
As an Example.
Dean dowspecial.
value the
of the
was more The
than total
ten times
valuewin-of
Suppose
thatwindow
you wanted
get this light
cuta cut-out stuck in precisely the same place
out into the
of theto electric
with no further attention.
company. If you merely put it in, they will
It Pays to Care.
stick it in the back part of the window,
It pays to take pains with displays. It where some people will see it, but not all.
pays to work on an idea until nothing more
But suppose you punched a hole in the cut-

Arabic Architecture and Turkish Delight Blend Well.
unua

y 6

out so that Sari appeared to be holding a
saucepan on an electric cooker? You would
have people lined up two deep. It does not
take deep thought to get such an idea, yet
it will mean real money to you in tickets
bought, which otherwise would not be sold.
In the same way a jeweler could cover
Sari with gems, an optician fit her with
glasses or a lorgnette, a shoemaker provide
her with slippers, a book store with literature, a grocer with a can of some special
brand, or a furnishing store could drape
her with
men'swould
neckmake
scarves.
those
stunts
talk. Any one of
Make It Stick.
Get out of the rut and try to do something in a new fashion. It does not always
require a radical departure from the usual
to get the idea over. You need only get
enough out of the ordinary to be different
to attract, but the more radical your departure, the more power your stunt is apt
to possess.
There are few new stunts, but you can
work the old ideas over. Thirty years ago
John R. Rogers used to pull a fake fight
on some conspicuous roof, dropping a banner when the interest of the crowd in the
street below was at its height. He advertised Minnie Palmer, who was the original
"My Sweetheart." The same idea was used
lately for "Down on the Farm," with the
motion picture camera instead of a fight
for an attractor. The idea was the same,
and it works as well today as it did thirty
odd years ago.
Try and think up something.
Don't just run a house. Do something. The
"Prodigal Son" never would have won the
fatted calf by just sticking around. He went
out and did something even if he did come
back than
on his
uppers. atIt'sanybetter
son
a mummy
rate. to be a prodigal
In the days of Herod there were 357,841
dancers between the Red Sea and the Persian
Gulf. We remember Salome because she ^ot
her iiiame in the papers. It pays to advertise.

Stamboul Virgins Like Both.

Stamboul" and the smaller a special sale of Egyptian Dips, making the window
one hundred per cent. Oriental and even more effective.
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Hook-up
Armenians,

with
Rugs
for An
Artistic
Display
Miiniuiiiiuiiiiiiiuuiinnuiiiiiiuiiijujiiiiiiiunuiuiijitiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiii^
niuiiiniii iiuiHimuumiimijiiiioiiiiiiimiiuiiinnmnnininiuwimM

Excited

About

Terrible

Turk,

Helped Put Overnot "Virgin
Stamboul"
working in theof
theatre
they were out
ian popuan n,Armen
BECAUSE lation there
ingto
in Bloomis
111., the first on the streets helping to advertise the production.
gun in the exploitation of "The Virgin
These two men were used in the proof Stamboul" was in the form of a myslogue planned by Hall and Griffin, the manble
"Terri
warning against the
terious
agers. A cyclorama drop showed a desert
n.
This
Turk" about to invade Bloomingto
was an eight or ten line reader on the scene with a sunrise effect and a caravan
in silhouette across the background, while
editorial page of the local paper, repeated one
of the natives recited the fathah or
in varying form.
confession
of faith, in the Arabic.
It worked so well that before the New
This prayer, by the way, can be worked
Qiatterton management was ready to go
on to the next stage of announcement, it into lisha it prologue
very nicely. In the Engruns :
was necessary
to
assure
the
alarmed
ArIn the name of Allah, the Compassionate,
menians that the Terrible Turk was a film
Merciful I
character and not an emissary of the Sul- thePraise
be to God, Lord of the Worlds !
ton making a final clean-up. It started the
drive a little ahead of the time planned, The compassionate, the merciful ! King on
the day of reckoning! Thee only do we
but it did not hurt the campaign.
worship, and to Thee do we cry for help!
Plenty of Space.
Guide Thou us on the straight path. The
A seven-day advance campaign was path of those to whom Thou hast been
gracious, with whom Thou art not angry,
launched with from quarter to three-quarter pages, and the Friday before the open- and who go not astray. Amen.
ing the announcement was made that all
Cleaned Up a Record.
school children who reported at the theAs a result of the drive the attraction
atre Saturday afternoon would be given a
played to 9,700 people on the week. This
free ride over the street car system.
sound large to owners of thouSome two hundred children turned up may not
sand seat houses, but it was something of
and as the chartered car could contain only an accomplishment
in Bloomington, and it
ISO, two sections were formed. The youngreopened the newly decorated house with
sters were each given some noisemaker
a. smash. It was just one advertising slam
and told to go to it. They did. For three up.
hours the bannered car run over the va- after another and it kept the people stirred
rious routes and the kids were not still
a single moment. Between cowbells, rattlers, horns and other noisemakers, no one Cross Eyes No Hoodo for
was left in ignorance as to the nature of
next week's attraction at the New ChatterDayton's "Down on the Farm"
ton.
' X UST because Ben Turpin can see a pretTwo Terrible Turks.
I ty
simultaneously, girl's
Paul ankles
Gray, ofandtheface
Dayton
Theatre,
.^nd on that same Friday came not one,
but two. Terrible Turks; natives who had Dayton, Ohio, figured out that cross-eyed
been hired to put over a prologue. Their men ought to make a good attractor for
contract stipulated that they were to wear "Down on the Farm," in which the dualnative dress at all times, so they arrived glanced Mr. Turpin has a more or less
in fez and burnous, and when they were prominent part. The local occulist gave

him some addresses and he got four of the
crossest eyed men in Dayton and used
them on the street the week before the
showing, bringing them into the house for
the overture at each performance, while he
flashed a stage banner for the coming attraction. Paul says they did more than
anything else to get the attention of the
crowd, and he says they attracted unusual
attention on the street. It might be worth
while trying, even if your feature does not
have a cross-eyed hero.
How

About a Revival of the
Old Wall Paper Throwaway

ays ago
throwaw
printed
paper,
on
a run
there onwaswall
years
SOME
generally with the statement that the
paper had been scraped from the walls
of the theatre to make more room for the
crowds. With print paper at fifteen cents
or more,
a good it
scheme
revive the it
ideamight
and becertainly
will doto for
one attempt. You can probably get your
stock from the discarded sample books of
the decorators. If not you can get roll
paper more cheaply than you can newsprint
at the moment, and have it cut to size.
The sample books are better because these
hold the paper flat and are more easily
cut.
"Sex-a-gram" Prize Contest
Contemplated by Hodkinson

ed by for
a-gram" originat
Sig. the
Schlager
"Sexcraze
the Glaum
ALTH
forOUGH
the Louise
production of
"Sex" has not put the missing line limerick
out of business, the country-wide response
has been such that the Hodkinson publicity
department is figuring out a prize contest
for the best "Sex Equation."
The
original
reads: , the
S — stands
for "Sex-asorrow gram"
and suffering
heritage of all women.
E — stands for experience which refines
the soul of all women.
X — is the great unknown in the fascinating game of life.
Many theatres have offered small prizes
for the best adaptation of the idea and it
has worked from Chicago, where it was
used by the Rose and Alcazar, down to
the small towns. Now the proud authors
are sending in their effusions to Miss
Glaum, and if Sig had not switched jobs
in the meantime he probably would have
had his salary raised.
Rugs and Colored Picture
Made Unusual Window Show

Ax Snug as a Bug in a Rug Is This Still for "The Virgin of Stamboul."
One of the most tasteful window displays we have ever shown,
arranged for the Universal-Jewel by the Colonial, Seattle.

of
onewill
display
windowments,
in arequire
TYchief
BEAU
andis it
the
not be easy to beat this display arranged by the Colonial Theatre, Seattle,
for "The Virgin of Stamboul." The window
of a furniture store was hung with Oriental rugs, one of which was draped over
the corner of an oil painting for gthe feature, the Arabic coloring blendin nicely
with the soft colors of the tapestries. A
lamp of hammered brass broke the space
on the right hand and gave balance to the
display, and two framed announcement
cards, one for the theatre and one for the
store, were the only other objects in the
window. It would be difficult to imagine
a more effective layout.
The entire front of the Columbia was
made over to suggest Arabic architecture
and the ushers and box office girls were
in Turkish dress, as was the ticket taker.
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The
Man
Who
Gives
Up
Never
Gets Anywhere
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii mil iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiininiin^
If Helping

the Navy

Will

Help

You,

Too,

WhylNot

Jump in and Boost for the Navy ?
he please close the door softly as he
close to bed- would
has been
DETROITrock in advertis
went out and not weep on the front steps,
ing pretty
of late on account because
that looked bad.
of the shortage in print paper. The
Orowitz did not weep. Instead he gave a
papers are dropping from thirty to sixty
columns of advertising a day because they gurgle of joy as he stood on the steps and
the aucannot find space for it, and when any one let his eyes behold a poster urging
iiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
goes in and asks for a couple of pages the
advertising manager calles the office boy
to put
on the visitor's head and sends
for
the ice
doctor.
And just on that account the billboards
are holding an overflow meeting and a cute
little three sheet board not more than five
or six miles from the busines district only
costs ten dollars a week plus posting
UK. jekyLl
charges. The landlords of apartment
houses are not alone in their class. The
bill posters are buying gold lined paste
MR. HYDEj
STOP TALKINO ABOUT
cans for their help just to keep down their
excess profits taxes.
WHAT YOO WOULD
DO • DO ITT
That's the stage setting for the story of
how they put over "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde"
, JOIN THE
troubles.in the home of the fordcar and other
Eli Got There.
ijNAVY NOW
It was up to Eli M. Orowitz, exploitation man for Famous Players, to do something, for the Barrymore play was booked
for a week at the Broadway-Strand. There
seemed to be one hope. In the heart of the
city the big Hotel Ponchartrain was being
pulled down and a fence had been built to
keep the passers-by from being beaned
with bricks. It was a nice two-block fence,
with nothing on it but "Post No Bills," and
Mr. Orowitz spoke persuasively to the officials of the wrecking company.
He told them it would improve the looks
of the bare boards to put up a couple of
artistic six sheets for about $250 per six This Board Stood for a Week in Front of
sheet.
City Hall.
That was a big advance over current
rates, but the fence was at a switching and UIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIUIHIIII1IIIIIIIIII
tomobile makers to join the navy. There
transfer point for the trolleys and most
people were bound to see the posters if was a board right in front of the City Hall
and a lot more in extra special preferred
they could be put up.
The wrecking company did not care
Orowitz hopped a taxi and sought Lieut.
about art or Art, five hundred dollars or positions.
anything. They made it a rule never to Commander Winzell, in charge of recruitpermit posting on their boardings, and they
ing in that district. Would the Commander
were not going to begin now.
like some new posters for the boards. The
They were sorry for Mr. Orowitz, but Commander thought he would. Orowitz

suggested the copy shown in the illustration, but with the preface "John BarryThe saysl"
Commander didn't know about Barmore
rymore. He realized the value to the navy
of the play hook-up, for he knew that the
timely appeal beat any regulation poster
all hollow. He was willing, but he was
afraid that some of the owners of the positions might object, so fifty posters were
printed without the Barrymore name and
seventy-five were done name and all.
As soon as the posters were done they
were carried out and pasted by the men of
the recruiting service, and some of them
went up on that Ponchartrain hoarding
spacethere
alongside
No five
Bills"hundred
stencil
and
was notheone"Post
to slip
dollars to the wrecking company this time,
either.
And Everywhere.
And a couple of bills went up right in
front of the City Hall, and more went in
places where they would have jailed an
ordinary bill poster for even being discovered in the vicinity. And, better still,
there was no competing advertising to
crowd in and partly spoil the effect. It
was fifty per cent, for the navy, twentyfive per cent, for Jekyll and the rest for
Hyde.
Then Orowitz went on to carry out his
share of the contract. He had 18,000 throwaways printed with the same copy and distributed wherever men were to be found,
including barber shops, pool rooms, certain
other places which no longer exist and the
mills and factories at the noon hour.
And there was the additional offer to
present a pass to the wife, mother or
sweetheart of every man who enlisted.
The copy was also repeated in the newspapers for two days, and the net result was
an improvement in the number of enlistments and the putting over of the story; so
both Commander Winzell and Orowitz
were pleased.
There were 125 posters distributed at a
cost of $25. The posting charges alone
would have amounted to a hundred times
that sum, provided that the bill posting
companies could have found locations as
good. The navy did not care what the theatre got out of it, so long as they got what
they wanted.
This is just one sample of the way the
navy works. They are on the alert for opportunities, and if you are within reaching
distance of a recruiting station you will
find they
them.
Try will
it. help you if you will help
"Luck of the Irish" Went to
Local Jeweler on His Pearis

"Poit No Bill*," Say» the Sign. "Rot," Said the Marines.
heart of Detroit. When the exploitation man
This big fence is in the business
$260 apiece for two six-sheets, the contractor just laughed,
to pay
offered but
the Famous Players' exploitation man joined the Navy
recruiting drive and got plenty of display.

HOOKING
with ofthethepearl
necklace
in "The upLuck
Irish,"
Leo
Kraus, an Indianapolis jeweler, made
business for himself and the Ohio theatre
on the week. The chief show window was
filled with pearl necklaces at various
prices and ornamented with stills mounted
on cards and lettered in white. There was
also the offer of a free ticket to every purchaser. In his advertising he hooked in
with : "Last night I saw a moving picture
at the Ohio Theatre called 'The Luck of the
Irish.' It held my interest more than most
of them. A young fellow. Bill Grogan, fell
in love with a beautiful girl. There was
romance, love, a villain, excitement and a
string the
of pearls
— and speaking
—"
Then
advertising
ran on tooftellpearl*
of the
Kraus pearls and their many attractions.
Many plays offer similar chances for a
hook-up. Why not try to see wTiat yon can
do?
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The
Old
Stunts
Still Work
When
Worked
iirinnininiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiH iiimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiin uuiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiwiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiininniniiiiiiiiiiimm
Good

Old

Essay

Contest

Timed essay
for contest
"Dr,
the time-trie
USING This
for "Dr.
andt Mr.
Hyde"n put
over
the Jeykll
Paramoun
productio
to
big business in Waco, Texas. The stunt
was worked by Leslie F. Wheelan, of the
Paramount Dallas office, for the Liberty
on
Theatre,
Herald. in conjuncti with the TimesThe point was made that this story
called for unusual acting on the part of
Mr. Barrymore, and the essay was to deal
with the acting and not the story angle,
enlarging upon the opportunities the dual
role afforded.
Three judges were appointed, a representative of the local University, one from
the High School and a member of the
Chamber of Commerce.
Got Plenty of Space.
The stunt was nominally the idea of the
newspaper and not the theatre, and this,
of course, necessitated the running of a
daily story in the news columns. With an
apparent hook-up, the house took a page
at a special price, with a cross page fours,
a three column ad from the press book, a
scene cut and the remainder ostensibly
readers about the play, used with the intention of aiding the contestants.
Because the newspaper had taken up
the production the merchants were glad to
come in line with window displays, and
the book stores used the booming to get
upAlla general
on Stevenson's
works. to
of this run
helped
to direct attention
the play, and long before the reels arrived
the entire town was talking about the production and the star. The newspaper cooperation lifted the event out of the ordinary run and served to give emphasis to
the opening, which is always the big value
in any newspaper co-operation.
Three season tickets were the prizes,
and the resultant publicity was worth many
times their cost, not counting the ease with

Stands

Repeat

Jekyll
and Mr,
Hyde
which
other advertising
schemes
could be
worked, nor the reduced cost of the full
page flash.
antiilinnmiiiiiiniiiiiniHniiiiiniimmmniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiintinitiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiitiiiiitii'iiiiiiii^
I
Try This
I Essay contests
andOut.
similar stunts II

Well

Played to Big Business
Without Mention of House
ADVERTISING
weeks
without mentionforofa hiscouple
houseofbrought
the crowds to the William Penn Theatre, Chester, Pa., which is managed by a
man auspiciously named ProflFitt.
Mr. Proffitt figured that he was going to
need jazz to get over such a jazzy offering
as "Down on the Farm" and he had used
street parades and the other familiar devices until the patrons only laughed a little, so he started to figure something new.
Cards That Merchant* Used.
He determined upon a campaign through
the stores and he had a lot of 11 by M
cards printed up with the title, "Down on
the Farm" in a red diamond. Above he
printed such lines as "Overalls for," "Apples
Fresh From," "Buy Your Car Here For"
and twenty-five other slogans, mostly covering articles of country produce. There
was no mention of any theatre.
These were distributed to the grocery
stores, dairies, clothing stores and automobile agencies and the entire section blossomed out with them. He also supplied
grocers with six-pound bags printed up
with a scene from the play. Paper also
appeared in profusion with no mention of
the theatre and not until two days before
the opening was the house hooked up to
all of this advertising.
Made Bid for Newsboy*.
Then Mr. Proffitt offered six dollars in
cash, split three ways, as a daily prize to
the newsboy who sold the most papers
and
on thedidFarm"
and yelled
those "Down
kids surely
yell. the loudest,
And the money came rolling in along with
capacity crowds.

j work all right for "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. |
I Hyde," but if you want to entertain 1
I your patrons announce an impersona- |
I tion contest. Hang up prizes for the |
I best transformations from Jekyll to i
I Hyde done in full view of the audi- |
I ence. Make the prize big enough to |
I encourage to boys to make a real ef- |
I fort at costume and make-up. |
I Have a "Miss Jekyll and Mrs. 1
I Hyde" contest for the girls and offer f
I equal prizes in this class.
i
I Jazz up the stunt with queer light |
I effects and thrilly music and spread it |
1 over a week, with five elimination |
I trials and the finals.
|
I But don't queer the effect of the |
I drama by running it with the show- i
I ing of the film. Keep it for the fol- |
I lowing week, with a lighter feature, |
I which may need help more. That will |
1 give you ten days or two weeks for |
I preliminary advertising and a week |
I for the run.
f
I
Don't say it can't be done. Do it. 1
5iiliiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiriiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiniliilllilullillimiUHiiiiliiimHiiHiiiilulinin(lk^
Mr. Wheelan knew the value of the
newspaper hook-up and by looking after it
himself he put it over more easily than
the local management could; which is one
of the chief arguments in favor of the exchange publicity man. He stamps the house
enterprise with the newspaper, just as the Two Old and Tried Stunts
newspaper connection helps the theatre.
There was nothing particularly new to the
essay contest, but the fact that he came
Make Business for "Jinx"
down from Dallas to offer the suggestion
clean
up evenD though
the can
release
still
in "Jinx"
swelled up the idea in the editorial mind.
MABEL NORMAN
date
suggests
last
year's
calendar.
Lately it was put over strong at the Alhambra, Toledo, where Manager Horator
used sults
twoas ever.
old stunts to the same good reShaded with Two-Page Hook-up.
The first boost was a double page hookup with local merchants and prizes for the
misspelled words. The second was the
offer for free tickets for black cats. Nothing is said as to what became of the cats,
but cat pelts brings a pretty price in the
market these days, and perhaps the stunt
was a clean-up in a double sense.
Tallyho Useful to Exploit

Jockey* Must Be High Toned in England.
According: to the Mt. Vernon version they ride to the course In a tallo-ho In
"The Sporting
walk.feature.
Anyho\», It
served toDuchess."
advertise The
this bettors
Vitagraph

"The Sporting Duchess"
be found,
such can
where boast
hand
four-inmany buttowns
NOTcoaches,
they are more than useful in exploiting the racing atmosphere of the Vitagraph production of "The Sporting
Duchess" with Alice Joyce. The cut shows
VerMt. coach
Theatre,
by Proctor's
a dragnon, N.used
but the
this picture,
Y., for
was loaded with jockeys instead of with
race-goers. It would be more effective and
more in keeping with the spirit of the production to load the coach with fashionably
dressed men and women in summery costumes. Where a coach cannot be had a
light wagon can be provided with benches
and the body masked in with banners with
almost equally good effect. The bright
costumes and the four horses are the important points.

May 22, 1920
Try
An
Old
lannni
Talk of Circus Advertising;
How Does This Stunt Appeal?
ED like a circus is a comADVERTIS
mon phrase to denote an intensive
exploitation, but Will D. Harris, of
the Grand, Columbus, Ohio, changed it to
"advertised by a circus," when he recently
on the Farm."
"Down
played
In every
town the programmer for a circus is supposed to get a contract for the
banner privilege from some local concern,
but Mr. Harris fell on the neck of the contractor and wept for joy. Even the hardened circus man was stunned when Mr.
Harris explained what he wanted, but he
revived in time to sign the papers.
The show was the John Robinson outfit
and when it hit town Harris was there with
banners to burn. There were blankets for
the elephants and banners for the dens
and band chariots. There were banners
above the entrances and draped around the
rings. Banners floated from the "high
traps" and on the horse tent.
Each clown was tipped to call out, "I'll
see 'Down on the Farm' next Monday at
the Grand,"
as he paraded didandnotin spell
the ring,
and
if the contortionist
out
the letters with her supple body it was
only because there was not time to learn
the new stunt.
And after the show went on Mr. Harris
used all the banners all over town, but
there was no real need for it. The only
persons who had not seen the announcements were blind and they had been told
about it.
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Attraction

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniin

A Window Is Not Merely a Piece of Glass.
How a department store in Regina, Sask., made a really artistic display for
"The Sportingof Duchess,"
six-sheet cutout
Alice Joycewith
for atheVitagraph
centerpiece.
iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimmMui
something he could photograph and send in the home ofifice and the home office
Smashed Auto Silent Ad for
to the papers and all of those stunts were
rejoiced.
old. He found his idea back of a garage
when he ran across a battered car. There
De Mille's Late Production
G over "Why Change Your was not much left of it, but it held to- Six Sheet Cutout Served
PUTTIN
Wife?" for the LaFayette Theatre,
gether while they dragged it in front of the
as Basis for Window Show
Fayetteville, N. C, Ben Laskin, Para- theatre. There a wheel was removed and
mount exploitation man at Charlotte, went a sign placed on the windshield reading,
over the familiar jumps. He started an
sheet for
from a six
cut-out Duchess"
essay contest in the local paper, worked "Smashed up in a hurry to buy tickets for USING
as the basis
"The aSporting
a thousand teaser postals, got circulars in 'Why Change Your Wife?' at the Lafayette
for a window display brought a pretlaundry and department store packages and Theatre. Tonight, 25-50 cents."
ty effect in a department store window in
Even a burst tire will pull a crowd. The Regina. Backing the cut-out with a
used paper and window cards wherever he
could.
smashed car got half the town and Laskin
painted background framed in a lattice
to the display, which inBut that didn't satisfy him. He wanted got his photograph to send to the folks gave thecludedkeynote
two dresses, riding gear and spring
styles for sporting duchesses. The floral
effects were contributed by the millinery
department and served to give the proper
touch of color to this advertisement for
this Vitagraph special with Alice Joyce.
This display shows unusual taste in handling and is worthy of study.
Used Unsigned

Cartoons

for "Down on the Farm"
ure and
housepress
withto
signatbook
outthe
ons ng
cartotrusti
USING
the nearby press story to locate the
vertising.is something new in theatrical adhouse,

Even a Wrecked Car Has Its Exploitation Uses.
This ghost of what had once been a road scorcher was anchored in front of
the La Fayette Theatre, Fayetteville, N. C. The stunt was devised
by Ben Laskin, Paramount exploitation man at Charlotte.

Sennett's "Down on the Farm" was played
simultaneously at the Alhambra and Stillman theatres, Cleveland. After the first
shot, the house advertisement was a two
fours cartoon rudely hand lettered, "Dear
Bill I The
way we
it, 'Down
on the
Farm.'
Mabel."
Thisdo was
run absolutely
without house signature or additional lettering of any sort but was hooked up with
a nearby press story. Other forms of display were used to connect the houses with
the title, and the resultant business seems
to be the answer to this unusual form of
just once booming.
One good strong phrase may sell more than
a page of bunk. Make it short and crisp.
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Another
Good
Idea
from
S. Barrett
McCormick
wmiinnniiniunniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiumiDiiiiuiiuiiuiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini mi n luiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii uuuiiuiiiuiiiui
halls. Just for good measure there are a
McCormick Uses Chalktalk
seems to give a personality to a larger
couple of phonograph stores, and they all It
hook in with the title. Mr. Watts has the extent than would be realized, and it js the
only "Mister" theatre in the country, if not
Faces for 'Inferior Sex"
right idea. There is no use paying when in
the world.
The design,
characteristic arch effect,
would with
make itsa good,
POSSIBLY because his cartoons for "A h : can get free space, and that leaves that
s
,
Virtuou
Vamp"
were
so
well
received
much
more
money
in
the
advertising
apick
re
S. Barret McCorm
uses caricatu
of advertisement.
propriation for something which may need permanent form —p.
T. A.—
sketches to put over Mildred Harris Chap- it more. Mr. Watt runs all the way from
lin in "The Inferior Sex." But he trusts a two-inch single to a full page and from Takes Better Part of Page
more to his text. The copy for the space
on the left reads : There are all kinds of
to Keep the Others Away
men and women, from the flapper to the
strong-jawed Jane, and from the putty husnia and
l, Califor
Imperia
co, combine
, San
d,
E the
Francis
Portola
SINC
band to the caveman, that swings a stone
they have been looking for a way to
axe. And from the time that Adam said
hog the advertising space, and the best
"She tempted
me" South
clear down
until
last
thing they have struck yet, and the best
day, when
a came
Wednes
Carolin
page from the Call, in which the three
through with the suffrage ratification there
houses take the greater portion of the
has been a lot of arguing as to which is
Instead of separate advertisements
space.
the inferior sex, and it probably isn't over
or a big combination space, they take the
yet — which makes this such an interesting
picture." This gets the interest and he
backs it up with the question, "Who's the

Two McCormick AcU.
boss
in your
home?
man's
dominant
physical
strength
dulledIs the
by the
subtle
power
of woman?" If you want to find a better
pulling line than that you must go where
there is neither marriage nor giving in
marriage. A lot of men and some women
would pay more than the cost of a Circle
admission to find out who is the real boss.
—P. T. A.—
Makes Others Pay For BUs
Big Advertising Campaigns
a batch of stuff for critiSENDINGcism, in
H. P. Watts, of the Strand,
Omaha, writes :
You will find among them a full page
on "Double Speed." This ad cost me
— nothing — which I consider most reasonable. 'Twas auto week, and after
being properly coaxed (?) I consented
to allow two cars to be placed on the
stage, providing a full page ad would be
furnished me gratis, I to thank the
dealers, in the ad, for the loan of the
cars.
This is the second time I have pulled
this stunt, the other was a double truck
on
"The Roaring Road," with the same
restrictions.
I havea page
"Excuse
Dust,"
andNext
am week
promised
for My
myself
in
the event that I can be convinced — and
I think that after tjiinking the matter
over that I will consent. Would you?
And then he forgets to send in the page
in question, but the idea is there, and he
does send in a particularly good page for
"On with the Dance," the back of which
is spattered with hook-up advertisements
of dancing schools, cabarets and dance

A Tine Page for *On with the Dance."
specially drawn designs to press book
adaptations. He has a good idea in a reverse strip down the centre of a three or
four column space, which makes a pretty
advertisement in the original and sometimes comes out well in the paper. His
artist handles solid blacks better than most
and does not make the mistake of using
small lettering; which is the chief, though
by no versemeans
the only, objection to the recut.
—P. T. A.—
More of Mr. Smith's Odd
Ideas for Exploitation
SOMETHING new in a layout is this
four atre,
sixesIndianapolis,
from "Mister
a littleSmith's"
sister toThethe
Circle.
"The with
design the
is a left
triplehand
arch openings
of Arabic design,
given the play and the right hand enclosing
the type announcement. Point is given the
design by the top line, which describes the

A Four Sixes from Mister Smith.
house asof"a advertisement
little Oriental is
jewel
box."
Oddity
apparent
throughout the space. It will be noted that
"Mister Smith's Four Singing Sons" fbrm
a part of the program instead of the usual
announcement of a quartet, and the
"Mister Smith," with the mister always
spelled out, always dominates the space.

Ms THPEE LEADING PHOTOPLAY THEATRES |
How a Trio of Houses Tie Up a Pa^e.
better part of a page for three distinct
displays, the essential of which is that each
house, rising somewhat higher than the
next to ' e left, staggers the display so
that each signature gets its full value, as
would not be the case were the three to
be evenly spaced, with the signatures on
a line. It requires a lot of space, but it is
so ingenious a use of the space that it
probably pays. And if you will study this
layout you will note that the three displays
are so arranged that nothing in one advertisement detracts from its neighbors. The
staggered idea is work throughout, and
not merely in the signatures.
—P. T. A.—
Fought Circus Type with
Open Spaces with Profit
on started
ementsto
BECAU
type advertis
blackoppositi
slingSEbig, the
,
Finkelthe
of
Johnston
L.
John
lis
and
stein and Ruben houses, Minneapo
St. Paul, has gone in stronger than ever
for open spacing, with the result that he
has more than held his own. Johnston
used to load his space down with drawn
designs, but for some time he has specialized in white spaces, varying his treate reyet always gettingg an attractiv
ments,This
is somethin impossible with
sult.
heavy designs. You are more limited in
your choice of styles and once you have
used up your limited repertoire you have
nothing to fall back up»n. With white
space the case is different.
You are not trusting to the mass effect
of black. You have an infinite Tariety and
your displays do not look all the same.
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Try
These
Stunts
Which
Have
Worked
for Others
mninininimiiHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiininiiin^ iimi i mi iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
These three and five eighteens have been up any particular one and read that with- straight lines and let it go at that. This is
out interruption. It could do the same thing simple, but sometimes it is costly and a laygiven a considerable reduction, but they
out should not be dropped until you are
will suggest the general style. The copy without the paneling, but the suggestion is
is not essential. The big fact is that they not there, so the effect is lost. The left positive that you can do no more with
hand
bank
tells
of
the
star
and
that
on
the
faded black designs and are still available
—P. T. A.—
right of the story, while the lower boxes your space allotment.
when the black has lost its novelty. Now
and then it is permissible to use the largest announce a special morning matinee and Shamrock Advertisement Is
the other program features. It is not a
good example of typography, but it is a
Good "Just Once" Novelty
good advertisement, which is the more important. A selling advertisement is to be USING a background of shamrocks for
a
four fifteens proved to be a winner
Norma Tahnadge
preferred to a pretty display, though a
around St. Patrick's Day, though it
pretty announcement which sells is a still
would be appropriate enough at any time
better combination.
—P. T. A.—
for such a title as "The Luck of the Irish."
Only the top part of the display is shown,
which does not give the full effect of the
Makes Clever Lobby Fronts
from Posters and Cutouts
PAINTED
front doesn't
A.
Levy, of lobby
the Victory
Theatre,worry
Dallas,
Texas. He picks a couple of likely
looking three sheets and builds them up
with cutouts from other lithographic material and gets a better effect than the local
sign painter could possibly give him. With

Two Characteristic Displays from John L.
Johnston.
and blackest letters you can find, but for
a steady appeal the white space is far more
lasting in its effect. Mr. Johnston has become very expert in handling open displays, as these samples show.
—P. T. A.—
Paneled Statements Are
Safest for Large Spaces
ed to use a number
is desir
RE
WHE of stateitments
in a single large space
it is best to panel in each statement
that the attention may be held to that
space while it is being read. The panel
does for the large layout what the columns
rule does for the news pages. It serve
as a boundary for the eye. When you pick
up a page or half page jammed with type,
you do not know just where to begin and
are apt to pass something over. Most
times it is the entire text you pass up, barring the title. This half page from the
Duchess, Warren, Ohio, built up on a press
book cut, shows an intelligent planning of
the house signawe think
, bettehr than
the space
it might be. Still it
ture is no thoug
serves the purpose of attracting attention,
and that is the main point.

Part of a Sp^ial ment.
Background Advertise-

A Lobby Built Up with Lithographs.
a foundation of oilcloth stretched on a
frame or built in sections it would be possible to work with patent kalsomines for a
ground color and get a striking effect,
which could be washed off after the showing and used repeatedly for special attractions. This display is rather elaborate, but
could be much simplified and still hold its
attraction, though the more elaborate the
work the stronger the impression is apt to
be, so it is well to go to as much trouble
as you can.
—P. T. A.—
Keeps Underline Out of Way
HANDLING
the underline
in a big display is always
a nice problem.
We
like the way it has been handled in
this cross page sevens. The current attraction has all the room it requires, and
gets the full value of a full cross page, yet
by titling it there is plenty of room for an
underline in a space many would consider
ample for a full display. Sometimes a little
Again OVER
we are compelled to say—
HELD
THURSDAYFORAND2 MORE
FRIDAYDAYS
Jinci Oliver Cirwoo^'i

A Half Page Which I* Easy to Read.
After the signature has been introduced,
the form of the device is sufScicnt. It does
not matter, save to the transient, that the
lettering is difficult to read. By blocking
off the different banks the eye can pick

EUGENE O'BIIEH

Th« B««t Picture
We Heve Had In Many Moona
Titling the Title Gets the Underline in
Larg«i.
planning will work wonders in handliiig
space, but the tendency is to slap in

(ayout, but suggests the idea. Small flags
could be used for the Fourth of July;
turkeys with spread tails for Thanksgiving,
and Santa Clauses for Christmas with
equally good results. The text is all in
mortises, cut into the design and framed.
This
is a time
"just only.
once," but it is a capital
idea idea
for one

P.

T.

A.

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING
ETLS WlfT.HROP SaRCIHT

THE MOV.KCFlCTU«tE WORLD
CHALMtW J^UBLaHtl* WfANV
you read about each
Practically all of the stunts300-page
book compiled
this by this depart™"]'
inused
be found
week may
*
from
the
best
ideas
hints.
and practical
Ideas
new
many
supplemented by
Two Dollars a Copy, Postpaid
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Selznick

Schedules

One

Star Pictures for
ENT in the list of releases
MINuled
PROsched
for May and the first week
in June by the Selznick Pictures Corstar prol andingfour
speciastarr
on is oneTh« four
poratiductions.
vehicles are
"The Man Faversh
Whoam, Lost Himself," withsedWilliam
which was relea
on
May 3; "The Flapper," with Olive Thomas,
" starri
pers,
on May
relea
sed ng
on
n, "Whis
relea
to be
rstei10;
e Hamme
Elainsed
l
specia
,"
a
Doubt
y
of
Valle
"The
17;
May
production scheduled for release on May
24,
and, to
"Thebe Despe
with Owen
ed onHero,
Moore
releasrate
June" 7.
William Faversham, "The Man Who Lost
Himself," his first Selznick picture, is said
to give a splendid dual characterization
as Victor Jones, an American commercial
agent stranded in London, and as the Earl
of Rochester, known as one of the worst
bounders in London.
Supporting Mr. Faversham are Hedda
Hopper, who plays the leading feminine
role as Teresa, Countess of Rochester;
Violet Reed, Radcliffe Steele, Claude Payton, Mathilda Brundage, Emily Fitzrey and
Downing Clarke.
The story was written by the well-known
English author, H. Devere Stacpoole.
George D. Baker directed.
Olive with
Thomas,
"The Flapper,"
credited
givingina capital
performanceis
as Ginger King, a sixteen year old boarding girl. Included in the supporting cast
are Arthur Houseman, the well-known
heavy; Warren Cook, Louise Lindretb,
Charles Craig, Theodore Westman, Jr.,
William P. Culton, Katherine Johnston,
Maury Stewart and Raymond Hewitt.
"The Flapper" is from the pen of Frances
Marion. Alan Crosland directed the production.
Elaine Hammerstein, in "Whispers,"
gives a delightful performance in the role
of Daphne Morton, who has lived all her
life with an aunt, a social pretender, always hard up and always hoping to bring
about a rich marriage for her niece who is,
really, only a means to an end.
In the supporting ca-t are Matt Moore,
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Four

May and June Release
brother of Tom and Owen Moore, who
plays the part of the reporter; Phillips
Tead, Charles Girard, Ida Darling, Bernard Randall, Warren Cook, Templar
Saxe, Maud Hill, Dorothy Worth, George
Stevens and Edgar Hudson.
"Whispers," written by Marcus V. Connolly, was adapted for the screen by
George Proctor. William P. S. Earle directed.
The special production, "The Valley of
Doubt," is announced as a virile story of
the Far North from the pen of the wellknown playwright, Willard Mack.
Th leading masculine role is played by
Thurston Hall, ably supported by Arline
Pretty, Anna Lehr, Jack Costello, Bobby
Agnew and John Ardizoni. R. Cecil Smith
adapted
Mr. Mack's
story for the screen.
Burton George
directed.
Owen Moore,
in "The
Hero,"to
scheduled
for release
on Desperate
June 7, is said
portray the role of a young newspaper man
who tries to maintain a certain amount of
Pearson

Finds

Showmen

May 22, 1920
Pennsylvania's Meanest Man;
He's a Moving Picture Fan
Sdred
she feet
sleptofthrough
a few
films that
failedhun-to
A
grip her childish fancy little
Evelyn Goodman, of Pottsvile, Pa.,
was robbed — and goodness only
knows however she got home I
Her shoes were unlaced and stolen
by
meanest deeds
"varmit"
that
everabout
had the
his scurvy
recorded
in print. Presumably the chaperone
who brought little Evelyn to "the
movies" will be out of a job in consequence.
"front" in order to get a better price for
his only inheritance, an oil lease.
Supporting Mr. Moore are Gloria Hope,
who plays the leading feminine role; Nell
Craig, former Essanay star, back on the
screen after an absence of two years;
Henry
Charles Miller,
Arling. Jr., Emmett King and
"The Desperate Hero," written by Edgar
Franklin, was adapted for the screen by
Zelda Crosby. Wesley Ruggles directed.
Determined

to

Fight Producer- Exhibitor Competition
FTER a tour of three weeks during them realize this fact. They are all enwhich he visited the principal key
joying box office receipts such as they
cities in the central part of the coun- have never had before, and the building
more particularly, the retry, Elmer R. Pearson, director of ex- situation luctaand,
nce of bankers in the matter of loans,
changes of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has returned to the home office filled with en- is keeping down the construction of theatres to a minimum.
thusiasm for future prospects and deeply
"Wherever I went," Mr. Pearson said,
impressed by the evidence everywhere displayed of the determination of exhibitors
"there seemed to be earnest hopes that
something might come of the independent
to resist producer-exhibitor competition.
The Chicago
meeting exhibitors,
of independent
ex- movement thereby exhibitor co-operation
hibitors has aroused
he states,
really would voice an effective protest
what
men term
unwarand everywhere he went the hope was ex- against ranted
coercionpicture
by threatened
competition.
pressed that something "
in "the way of an
"There still remain many thousands of
effective protest wouldAbe arranged.
independent exhibitors, so many of whom
Mr. Pearson points out that economic
are
giving the independent producer and
conditions of the moment are decidedly
in favor of the exhibitors and most of distributor splendid support that plenty
of good production should be available.
Every exhibitor seemed exceptionally
pleased
learnnecessary
of Pathe's
plans to spend
whatever to was
in promoting
productions which, together with the Associated Exhibitors'
ambitious
plans and
arrangements
will provide
one dependable
source of independent open market sup"There was also considerable evidence
that the public of the entire central part
of the country was seriously heeding the
ply.
politicalnoteconomist
government's
advice
to indulgeandin the
extravagant
luxuries, foibles and reckless speculation.
Thus, while the bankers are successfully
preventing speculation on a large scale, the
public's co-operation is providing ample
funds for all necessities besides rapid accumulation that will positively insure that
section against any reaction that our economist friends, looking upon the East alone,
seem to think inevitable. On the other
hand,ter of the
reluctance
the hands
matloansbanker's
is playing
right intoin the
of some exhibitors who woud have competition just as sure as building money was
available. Of course, such unusual attendance at the theatres has tempted the projection of many new theatres that must
now wait for money with which to build
them.

Dethroned by a Chicken Was Thi» Knight in the Daytime. Percy
co-starring Eileen
Eye," a Patheis inserial
"The Third This
scene from
keeping with the title,
picture
and Warner Oland,
as there are visible only three eyes.

"Every branch visited found the entire
sales force in high glee at the splendid
business they were enjoying, practically all
having broken all previous records in
March and some again in April."

May 22, 1920

Will Soon Begin Work on
Film Exchange Building
H, owner of the ground
WELC
MR.lease of the
new film exchange building, at Kinzie, and North Clark street,
has announced that work will begin on that
long discussed structure not later than
June 1, and that it will be completed by
May 1, 1921.
Final arrangements were recently concluded with Mr. Welch by Secretary Elliott,
of the N. A. M. P. I., and Mr. Butler, representing the Eastman Kodak Company, the
100,000 square feet of space, which was
fixed as the minimum rental space by the
owners of the property before construction
begins, having been agreed upon.
The site on Kinzie and North Clark street
is the ideal spot in Chicago for such a
building. It is central and easily accessible
from all parts of the city, either by surface or elevated railways.
It seems a great pity, for the convenience
of exhibitors, that a few film concerns are
contemplating the building of their own
exchange offices on Wabash avenue, near
Ninth street. Time-saving will become
more and more important as the industry
advances, and the time required for the
booking of films would assuredly be reduced
to the minimum, if all Chicago exchanges
were housed in one great fireproof building.
There has been a lack of concerted action
on the part of the heads of several film
concerns in this matter, and this has created uncertainty in the minds of others,
equally important in the industry, as to
whether such a building would ever be constructed. This, naturally, has led to the
policy of self-protection ; but now — when
the Kinzie and North Clark street building
is assured, is it not the part of wisdom and
economy to join hands and conduct the distribution offilms in Chicago under the same
roof?
Auditorium Will Present
Grand Opera with Movies
MOTION pictures are to be shown in
conjunction with performances of
grand opera at the Auditorium, beginning Sunday, May 23, under the management of Andreas Dippel, formerly director of the Chicago Grand Opera Company. This marks the introduction of a
distinctly new combination in the way of
Chicago entertainment.
Clara Kimball Young's latest Equity feature, "For the Soul of Rafael," which has
not been
exhibited yet in Chicago, has been
chosen as the opening screen attraction.
This has been booked, through Greater
Stars Productions, for a run of four weeks.
Admission prices will be considerably
higher than are now charged in any Chicago picture theatre. Seats will range from
fifty cents to one dollar, and an additiona
l
fifty cents will be charged for reserving
seats which are bought
in advance. In regard to imposing this fee, Mr. Dippel said:
"I am satisfied that many movie fans
would gladly
pay the extra fifty cents
the sake of not being obliged to stand for
line at the box office. This policy has beenin
adopted and is a success at the State-Lake
where
sented. vaudeville and pictures are pre"Although this opera-movie entertainment
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is new in Chicago," Mr. Dippel continued,
"we are fairly confident that it will prove
popular,
as it has
been tried
York,I
at the Capitol
Theatre.
If it isin 'New
a success,
expect to continue these shows all through
hours is the scheduled length of
theThree
summer."
the entire program. First, the opera or
operetta, as the case may be, will be presented, and afterward the feature. Between
acts, shorter film subjects, such as educationals, scenics and comedies will be exhibited. Mr. Dippel will make a special
effort to book appropriate travel pictures,
which have much the same atmosphere as
the opera. A new musical production will
be introduced each week.
Beginning May 23, Franz Lehar's romantic operetta,
Love,"
be and
the the
attraction."Gypsy
Arthur Albro,
tenorwilllead,
original New York cast have been engaged.
A symphony orchestra will provide the
music for the pictures.
"The Hope Diamond Mystery*'
Serial Is Nearing Completion
IUCIEN C. WHEELER, treasurer of
^ Kosmik Films, Inc., has been supervising the production of "The Hope
Diamond
Mystery"
City,This
for
the past eight
weeks atforUunversal
his company.
serial is pronounced exceptionally good,
both from an artistic and a commercial
standpoint. It will be completed in the
near future.
May Yohe wrote the story, Stuart Paton
is the director and Grace Darmond is the
star. The cast, which \i said to be exceptionally strong, includes George Cheseboro. Carmen Phillips, Harry Carter, William Marion, Boris Karloft and others.
May Yohe, the author, also appears in it.
A strong adjunct of the serial, from a
publicity standpoint, is an arrangement
with the Hearst newspapers to publish a
double-truck fiction version of the story by
Miss Yohe, simultaneously with the release
of the successive episodes.
The officers of Kosmik Films, Inc., are
George Kleine, president; John Larsen,
vice-president; L. C. Wheeler, treasurer,
and B. C. Hardcastle, secretary.

Hallmark's Division Manager
Reports Record Collections
DM.manager
VANDAWALKER,
division
for Hallmark JR.,
in midwest* ern territory,
with headquarters
the Mailers
Building, states
that collectionsin
for the week ending May 1 broke the Chicago office records, and that new bookings
are
being made in proportion to the collections.
He also informed the writer that notwithstanding the handicap of being obliged
to handle firms as far away as Evanston,
not a single shipment has been missed.
This has been accomplished by means of
truck service, two trucks being kept at
work, twenty-four hours daily, between
the various railway depots and the shipping room in Evanston.
The old Doll Van office, at 207 South
Wabash avenue, fortunately, is still at Mr.
Vandawalker's service, and it is being used
as the distributing center for city
exhibitors and for the inspection of films, which
is done by a night crew.

The Burton Holmes studio, in Evanston,
was leased by Mr. Vandawalker just in the
nick of time as film storage headquarters
for the Hallmark product, and not a single
hitch has occurred in the shipments of
films to out-of-town exhibitors. Mr. Vandawalker isalso handling the old Triangle
product under the Hallmark name.
Semon

Comedies Gaining
Steadily in Popularity

ed for
manager
recently
contract
's Chicago
Vitagraph
C. ,AIKEN,
FRED
ve 24-sheet stands in Miltwenty-fi
waukee for a term of sixty days, beginning
June 1. These stands will be devoted solely
to the exploitation of Larry Semon in his
.
popular
two-reel
comedies
said to
be the most
extensive
billingThisyetis devoted
to any star in the Cream City for a like
The Semon comedies have secured great
period.
popularity throughout the country and the
demand for them is steadily growing. Instances have occurred where these tworeel comedies have been featured in newspaper advertisments, taking precedence of
the booked feature on the same program —
a very unusual happening.
President A. E. Smith, of Vitagraph, is
expected to stop over in Chicago on his
return from the Los Angeles studios, about
the middle of the present month.
"Woman He Chose" Going Strong.
"The Woman He Chose" closed a successful run at Barbee's Loop Theatre, Saturday, May 1. J. B. Koppel, managing director of that house, says concerning the
"It is: with the greatest enthusiasm that
picture
we indorse 'The Woman He Chose.' The
single thing that impressed Mr. Barbee and
myself more than the capacity business was
the expressions of appreciation by our patrons as they passed out. It is a great picture. We are pleased beyond words at
having selected this production from the
many that were offered to us for this open
week in our theatre. We held them 'on
the walk' for two and a half hours one
night,
and thatFilm
tellsCorporation
the whole has
story."
The Mickey
booked
the picture over the entire circuits of Lubliner
& Trinz
extended
runs. and the Ascher Brothers, for
Carl Laemmle Visits Chicago.
Carl Laemmle came in from Universal
City last week, making a short stopover
before proceeding to New York.
Mr. Laemmle will leave New York July 8
on the steamer Olympic for a European
trip and will return some time in October.
He will visit the Universal offices in London and in other European cities.
Mr. Laemmle will be accompanied by his
children, Rosabel and Julius, and by his
brother Louis Laemmle, Mrs. Louis
Laemmle and daughter. The Laemmle
party, most probably, will also be accompanied by Julius Stern and Mr. and Mrs.
Abe Stern.
Advertising for Exhibitors, conducted for
Moving Picture World by Epes Winthrop
Sargent, was Ike first department to bt
established
by any
trade paper'
to aid shoxifmen
with his
publicity
problems.

A murder committed in a motion picture
studio; circumstantial evidence points to the
guilt of a girl star in that studio; the chief
argument of the prosecution is a motion
picture film which apparently shows the girl
in the act of committing the crime. Certain
dangerous men, to serve their own ends,
seek to fasten the crime upon the girl, while
her own friends do their best to save her.
With such a plot, with such a sterling actor
as Warner Oland playing the "heavy,"
such a charming star as Eileen Percy
with fast and furious action in every
sode, you may depend upon it that
serial is there.
Produced by Astra
Written by H. H. Van Loan
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DAREDEVIL

• •Darede\al Jack' is by all odds the best serial from a box office standpoint I have ever run.
The first episode broke all previous records of the box office. The second increased admissions by 10 per cent. The third increased 15 per cent over the second, all without extra
effort. We can hardly accommodate the crowds." — H. B. Varncr, jAwington, N. C.
"I was dubious about putting on 'Daredevil Jack," but have now used three episodes. Our
s-Tccess has been the talk of the town. ]My receipts have been bigger than on any previous
has been more than satisfactory." — Ij. Morse, Metropolitan Theatre.
serial. Business
Cincinnati,
O.
"Business wonderful at advanced prices. V'omen patronage increased 100 ])er cent. Attendance increased over 1000 over regular IVIonday." — li. G. Wheeler, Royal Theatre,
Dayton, O.
"Played 'Daredevil Jack' yesterday to capacity house. Broke all previous records. Some
serial." — Max Marcus, US Theatre, Cleveland, O.
"Played 'Daredevil Jack' yesterday \\ith greatest box office receipts in history of house. I
think this wonderful as I have been in same stand six years." — It. Gray, Majestic Theatre,
Cleveland, O.
" 'Daredevil Jack' going over big. Serial a dandy. Believe it is going to be biggest cleanup
in serial history."—
Gailey, Crystal Theatre, Wayne, Neb.
" 'Darede\'il Jack' a good serial and I am enjoj'ing a fine business on it." — A. Martini.
Dixie Theatre, Galveston, Tex.
"In spite of snow, rain, hail and gale that blew people off their feet, we packed them in on
'Daredevil Jack.' To say we are 'contented' is to put it mildly. We are more than satisfied Avith receipts and picture. We expect to break all records wth it." — Princess Theatre .
Milwaukee, Wis.
"May I hold over 'Daredevil Jack' for use Tuesday? Everybody greatly pleased and hundreds turned away." — O. ./. Motry, Lyric Theatre, Tiffin, O.
"Jammed them in for three davs with 'Daredevil Jack.' It breaks record for the house.
Sorry I didn't book it for a week." — Sam Carver, Family Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

-Business on 'Darede^al Jack' phenomenal.
We are featuring same over eight acts and linmg themInd.
up for half a block. '-/^re^ieoW, Pres., Lemvood
apoLis,
Amusement Co., Indian"I broke all records, both afternoon and evening on 'Daredevil Jack' " — C
Orpheum Theatre, Toledo, O.

J

Saarr
oayu ,

" 'Daredevil Jack' exceeds as business getter all other serials
I have played Have had to
turn a bunch of people away.
Packed to the sidewalk."— iVo;•^Aem Theatre, Columb
us, O.
"You were right and I wrong in our opinion of 'Daredevil Jack.' I booked
against mv
judgment. It broke
our record for serials and increased the second week over it$300
00 It
appears to me it will be the greatest serial I have ever played."— HaZ Smith, Ferry
Field
Theatre Co., Detroit, Mich.
"I have
serial.
episodes
Toledo,

played the first two episodes of 'Daredevil Jack.'
is sure
guarantee profit
With the first
two episodes my box office registeredThis
the price ofa the
whole fifteen
and $27.00 over. It is the masterpiece of serials."— Geo. Bearse, Rialto Theatre
O.

"We played to capacity business all day long on the first episode at advanced prices and
business has increased to such an extent
with the showing of the first five that we have had to
add another Aa.y. "—Fred. O. Slenker, Spencer Square Amuse. Co., Rock Island, III.
"Have been running 'Darede^^l Jack' for several weeks and our business on it is phenomenal. Ihave had to cut down the length of my show to give my patrons more time to see the
serial." — M. K. Miller, No^elt?/ Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
"Played 'Daredevil Jack' to the biggest Saturday business in history of the theatre. It
also exceeded my following Sunday's business. Going over great." — H. E. McDorman,
Dearborn Theatre, Chicago, III.

" 'Daredevil Jack' going big both here and at the Capitol. Have stood them out on each
episode. Playing fourth at Diamond today and standing them out in the worst blizzard
this winter." — Diamond Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
"Have broken all attendance records on 'Daredevil Jack.' Have shown to some tremendous crowds with some big pictures but never to so many as on this serial. T^obby and
sidewalk cro^' ded. It is the best serial and biggest drawing card of any serial I have eve shown."— L. D. Joel, New Casino Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Buffalo Bulletins
Attractions May 10-15.
Shea's Hippodrome: "The Heart of a
Child" and "Wanted a Husband."
Strand: "The Sporting Duchess" and "The
Brand of Lopez."
Palace: "Molly and I."
Empire: "Auction of Souls."
Family: "The Forbidden Woman."
Lyric: "The Mother of His Children."
Fire Damagres Oriole Theatre.
THE Oriole Theatre, Bernard Vohwlnkle,
manager, was damaged $3,000 by Are
on May 3, which is believed to have been
started by a burglar who escaped after a
patrolman had trapped him in the building.
The policeman said he saw a man hiding in
the front vestibule of the theatre early In the
morning.
Intruder Probably "Fire Bag."
When the officer started to question him
the intruder ran into the theatre, down the
main aisle, making his exit by a door at the
rear of the stage. The patrolman chased the
man but the fugitive escaped.
On returning to the theatre to investigate,
the patrolman found the stage in flames. He
soulided an alarm, but before the firemen
arrived the blaze had spread to other parts
of the building. Detectives found that a
cash drawer in the box office had been pried
open, but no money was stolen.
Fines Theatre Flirter.
Joseph Medo, of Lackawanna, was fined $50
by City Judge Albert A. Hartzell when convicted of annoying
Anna HurdMedo
in Shea's
Hip-a
podrome. Before turning
over to
patrolman, the girl slapped him in the face,
alleging his actions were shocking.
Movie Stars on Stage.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
who are now on the stage in the Oliver
Morosco
production,
Thief,"
are
getting into
Western "The
New Master
York. The
motion
picture stars appeared at the Jamestown
Opera House on May 12.
Thieves Rob Jubilee.
Thieves entered the office of Manager
George A. Keating, of the Jubliee Theatre on
Niagara street, in the Black Rock district on
May 5. They stole $20 worth of stamps and
two flash lights.
Park Theatre, Akron, Sold.
The Park Theatre in Akron, N. Y., has been
sold to Wellington Berghorn and Theodore
Stapleton by Charles F. Berghorn. Akron is
a village close to Buffalo and the Park enjoys an excellent business.
Improving Arcadia Theatre.
The Harry
General
Theatres
Corporation,
which
Marsey,
Al Becker
and othersIn'
are interested, have filed plans for interior
alterations to the Arcadia Theatre. New
seats will be intsalled and the interior
elaborately redecorated. The cost will be
$4,000. according to the plans.
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under the direction of C. Kelly. There are
eighteen in the company and scenes are being
taken at adjoining beaches. Comedies and
other forms of cinema entertainment made in
the Sunshine City will soon be on the market.

Golden Gate Gleanings
"The River's End"

Cincinnati Comment
Attractions May 10-15.
Lyric:
"Bubbles."
Walnut: "The Copperhead."
Boulevard: "The Prodigal Wife."
Strand: "His Wife's Money."
Gifts: "Mystery of the Yellow Room."
liyric Has New Management.
McMAHAN chased
& theJACKSON,
who recently
Lyric Theatre,
one of purthe
leading playhouses of the city, opened the
photoplayLockhart,
season May
9 with tenor,
"Bubbles."
Coates
Scottish
WilliamJ.
Smart, Highland dancer, bagpipers and others
were on the program. Messrs. McMahan &
Jackson have made a pronounced success in
the moving picture business in Cincinnati.
Summer Film Season at G. O. H.
The Grand Opera House summer movie season will be opened May 16 with "The Virgin
of Stamboul." Only high class pictures will
be shown.
Film Gets Veterans' I<:ndorsement.
Hearty endorsement of the Americanism of
"The Copperhead" and the work of Lionel
Barrymore
as "Milton
given by
officials of the
various Shanks"
posts of was
the American
Legion when they witnessed the picture as
guests of the Paramount Company in the
Little Theatre. Representatives of the G. A. R.
and Women's Auxiliaries said the picture will
do
much to stimulate the legion's drive for
members.
Filming Harmful to High Heels.
A movie film depicting dire distress caused
by high heels worn on the wrong occasion
was displayed at Hughes High School Monday
night at ofa the
meeting
campaign
Y. W. in
C. A.the "sensible heel"
Crime Ferrets See "Crime Play."
Cincinnati police and det3ctives witnessed a
"movie lesson" in running down crime. Detective Chief Emmett Kirgan and his men
were guests at a private screening of the
"Mystery
of the Yellow
Room,"
its engagement
at Gifts.
The preliminary
sleuths wereto
afforded an opportunity to advance their
theories on the solution of the mystery before the final reel, containing the key, was
presented.

Florida Flora
Give First Showng of Film.
THE Bioscope Film Manufacturing Company on May 6 gave a private showing at
the Alcazar Theatre, Tampa, of the first comedy made by this company — "Introduce Me
Quick." The invited guests were the stockholders of the company and a few newspaper
men.
The comedy made a splendid impression on
all who saw it, and it was announced that It
already had been sold to the Exhibitors''
Booking Association, Atlanta, Ga., and Jacksonville, Fla. The price secured for the comedy was $4,500, netting a profit of $700, or 18
per cent.
As the cost of much new equipment was
included in the expense list, other comedies
will cost much loss and net a better profit.
The concern has a large permanent studio
near Sulphur Springs.
Making Movies on the Sands.
A moving picture company is at work at
St. Petersburg, across the bay from Tampa,
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"Forbidden Fruit" Fad.
Garters— The Latest
Being worn here by Julia Faye, a Paramount player. The garter consists of grapes,
an apple and a
cherry.

Scores Big Hit.

MARSHALL
"Theat River's
has provedNEILAN'S,
a great hit
the T. End,"
& D.
Tivoli Theatre in conjunction with one of
Manager Frank Costello's masterful proO'Hara, publicity
tive forlogues.
theEddieproducer,
came up representafrom Los
Angeles to attend the Initial showing and
found the town well plastered with attractive
advertising, with the book stores co-operating
in splendid fashion.
Japs Protest in Vain.
When the management of the Strand Theatre announced that it had booked "Who's
Your Servant?" a storm of nrotests came
from Japanese interests and Consul-General
T. Ohta protested to the police against the
screening of the picture. Corporal Peter
Peshon, of the police censor board, and other
city officials, viewed the film at a private
showing and declared that they saw nothing
objectionable.
Film Producers Visit City.
Harry Connelly, with a company of twentyfive, arrived here early in May to secure exteriors for a Goldwyn release.
Mabel Normand and party, including Tully
Marshall, is here to spend a few days getting a different brand of scenery.
Mary MacLaren, formerly with Universal,
recently spent a week at San Francisco to act
as hostess at the Aero Club booth at the
Aeronautical Show at the Exposition Auditorium. She stated that she would commence
work very shortly with a company bearing
her name.
We.stwood Park to Have Theatre.
The new residence district west of Twin
Peaks, declared to be the most beautiful of
its kind in the world, will shortly have a
moving picture
theatre
its own,
announcement to this
effectofhaving
beenanmade
by Baldwin & Howell.
San Franciscans Plan New House.
Nasser Bros, announce the completion of
plans for the new Castro Theatre to be
erected on Castro street, near Eigliteenth.
The house will have a seating capacity of
2,000 and will include many distinctive features. Adjoining the theatre will be a garden
playground for small children with a nurse
in attendance. J. R. Miller and T. L. Pflueger
are the architects.
New House for Martinez.
A, A. McKeon, of Walnut Creek, has purchased property at Martinez, Cal., and is having plans drawn for a moving picture theatre
with a seating capacity of about 1,000.
Sonora Theatre Changes Hands.
A. G. chasedClapp.
of San
Jose, atCal.,
has purthe Sonora
Theatre
Sonora,
Cal.,
taking possession May 1.
New San Francisco Studio.
The C. P. I. Film Company has opened a
studio at 2121 Market street and will conduct
a school in addition to producing feature productions. The company is headed by Dr.
Wilbert Le Roy Cosper, who is assisted by H.
Patrick Kennedy, director, and Mary Leona
Hutton, scenario editor. The first production
will be "The Kingdom of Human Hearts."
Buys Fquipnient for Antipodes.
D, McKenzie, representing the Universal
Sales Company of Sydney, New South Wales,
has sailed for home after a month In San
Francisco purchasing moving picture theatre
equipment and a variety of other lines. He
(lid his buying through the newly organized
Pacific International Buying Center, which
Building.
has
opened display rooms in the Monadnock
Beach & Krahn Improve Houses.
Extensive improvements have been made
in the Strand Theatre, Berkeley, Cal., of
which G. E. Thornton is manager. A marquee
has been added and the house re-decorated
throughout. The Chimes Theatre Is now
complethave been
and plans
beinged forrefitted
and
Theatre
the Lorin
rebuilding
capacity.
seating
its
to
adding
greatly are owned and conducted byThese
the
houses
Beach-Krahn Amusement Co.
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Washburn in "Mrs, Temple's Telegram '
Is Current Paramount Artcraft Release
BRYANT. WASHBURN comes back td
edy hits, "So Long Letty" and "Canary
make things merry in the Paramount
now a permanent member of the
Artcraft version of a famous old farce Cottage,"
Famous Players-Lasky scenario staflF.
comedy, "Mrs. Temple's Telegram," the
release date of which is May 9. Inci- Farrar to Produce in East
dental y, in view of the success scored by
Washburn in "Too Much Johnson" and
for Associated Exhibitors
"Why
Smithstage
Left farces,
Home,"hisboth
adaptations
of popular
current
vehicle
IN two weeks Geraldine Farrar
was booked for the present week at the WITHwill
begin work on "The Riddle:
Rialto Theatre, New York City.
ion for
" her
Woman,
ted
ors,initial
at the former
Inc., product
Exhibit
Associa
The
authors
of
"Mrs.
Temple's
Telegram"
user
Studios in New Rochelle. Diwere Frank Wyatt and William Morris, Thanho
rector Edward Jose at present is busy
both of them actors as well as playwrights,
the former being an Englishman who has gathering a staff of such calibre as to insure high class production.
appeared in support of Henry Irving and
Miss Farrar at present is on a concert
other famous stars and the latter an American. Mr. Morris also played a role in the tour through the South, and will return
original cast when the play had its pre- to New York within a week.
miere at the Madison Square Theatre, New
York, February 1, 1905.
Realart Broadway Successes
Mr. Washburn's role is that of Jack Temple, a young husband who is being purEnliven "Lady in the Swing"
by a "vamp"
and night
has thewith
misfortune
to besuedlocked
for the
her on
at Broadruns last
Realart spurt
week
a sudden
way took for
the roof of a department store. Jack in- THE record
when three new productions were
vents aJohn Brown, with whom he claims
to have spent the night. But his wife is booked, jumping the total from nine in a
row to twelve. As a result the month of
suspicious and sends a telegram to Brown,
and by chance there happens to be a real May will see Realart paper plastered over
the nearly White Way in a liberal fashion.
Brown living on the very street that Temple thought was fictitious. Then real comThe young lady in the swing atop the Herplications ensue.
mitage Hotel building is scheduled to make
a couple of complete loops in celebration
Wanda Hawley Is Featured.
of the event.
Wanda Hawley, who has the role of Mrs.
"Sinners," which was the star boarder
Temple, is featured, as is Walter Hiers in at the Capitol Theatre during the week
the role of Frank Fuller. Carmen Phillips of April 25, was listed in the Realart recplays the siren and clever character roles
ord books as No. 8. A short time ago "The
are interpreted by Syljvia Ashton, Leo Stolen Kiss" was on the screen of the Rialto Theatre for a week. It was No. 9.
White and Anne Schaefer.
The record remained there until last week
James Cruze directed the production,
while the adaptation was accomplished by when Edward Bowes, managing director of
Elmer Harris, author of the musical comthe Capitol Theatre, ordered "The Deep
gilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^ II iiiiiniiiiii.imiiiiiiiiiiu!^

Lay

Off

South

America!

BUT—
If you want strength in all Spanish and Portuguese speaking
countries below the Rio Grande, in the West Indies, the Philippines,
in Spain — if you want to add prestige to any picture you sell or play
in any of these countries — then

Cine-Mundial

14,500 readers go to the theatres that play pictures advertised in
Cine-Mundial. It is their amusement magazine. They buy it, read
it, cheer for it, use it.
CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

"Animated Cartoons" Tells
Interesting Secrets of Work

Lutz,
book of 261 pages
is a CARTOO
E.thatG.
TED
ANIMA
actually
covers the NS,"
subject bywhich it
treats in a satisfactory manner. It serves
a twofold purpose in that it both satisfies
the curiosity of those who have wondered
by what magic the clever
animated drawings, whose screenings so amused them,
are produced as well as indicates to the
would-be cartoonist the methods to be employed.
The bookgravures,
is' sketches
well and
illustrated
withshowing
photodiagrams
the "how" and "why" of the various
processes and operations. So well indeed
is the book illustrated that the list of pictures and diagrams fills the greater portion of a six-page index.
The scope of the work is best indicated
by reproducing the table of contents which
is as follows: the beginning of .Animated
Drawings, the Genesis of Motion Pictures,
Making .'Knimated Cartoons, Further Details on Making Animated Cartoons, On
Movement in the Human Figure, Notes on
.•\nimal Locomotion, Inanimate Things in
Movement, Miscellaneous Matters in Making Animated Screen Pictures, Photography and Other Technical Matters, On
Humorous Effects and on Plots and Animated Educational Films and the Future.
The book is published by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York City, and the price
is $3 net.
Constance Talmadge Secures

Sure! "Lay oft" — if you want to keep away from the most stable
market in the business today. Don't give it a thought — if you
wish to lock the door to expansion that will be the mainstay to
your future.

Use

May 22, 1920
Purple," an R. A. Walsh Production presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, for the week of May 2.
Hugo Riesenfeld Interected.
Somebody tipped Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
off
"Misspicture,
Hobbs,"wasWanda
Hawley's
firstthat
Realart
a winner.
He
walked over to see Lester W. Adler, Realart's New York manager, and took a contract for the production for the Rialto
Theatre during the week of June 6. Next
a "sold tag" was hung on "Nurse Marjorie," Mary
Miles were
Minter's
duction, and orders
givenrecent
to havepro-it
delivered to either the Rialto or Rivoli
theatres on May 3.

^1

COMPANY

516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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Hoyt's "A Contented Woman"
FROM
the Arthur
S. Kane Ray
officeshascomes
the news
that Charles
just
completed the sale in Los Angeles of
"A Contented Woman," the second of the
famous Hoyt comedies to be disposed of
by the First National star. Joseph M.
Schenck has acquired the screen rights to
this farce-comedy as a vehicle for Constance Talmadge. Mr. Ray disposed of "A
Texas Steer" a week ago to Samuel E. Rork.
Proving himself to be as good a business
man as an artist, Mr. Ray shortly after embarking upon independent production negotiated for the screen rights to fourteen of
the most
famous
of Charles
Hoyt's
dramatic works
for the
uses ofH. his
producing
company. Although the purchase price of
these stage plays was highly Mr. Ray's
judgment as to their screen value is being
borne out by the deals he has just comCoast. pleted with two big film men of the West

"Silent Barrier" Ready for Showing.
"The Silent Barrier," first picture by Sir
Louis Tracy to be filmed under the Gibraltar banner by Louis Tracy Product
Inc., will be ready for preview within ions,
:i few
days. It is now well advanced in the titling
stage. The cast includes, besides Leah
Baird, the star, Sheldon Lewis, Gladys
Hulette
Barker. , Donald Cameron and Corriniie

May 22, 1920
Vitagraph Head Returns East.
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
has arrived in New York City after a sixmonths' visit to the West Coast, where he
spent much of his time at Hollywood, Cal.,
where
cated. Vitagraph's western studios are loMr. Smith has made a practice of making two trips each year to the center of
motion picture activities in California,
planning to remain away from his offices
at the Brooklyn studios for about six weeks
on each trip, but his latest visit west
stretched itself out to six months, during
which time Mr. Smith made many changes
at the Hollywood studio, greatly increasing
its facilities and production.
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Holmes Leaves for Three Months' Tour
of Near East, Turkey, Spain and Bohemia
who annually give a demonBURTON turerHOLMES,
globe trotter,
lec- of the country
and author, whose
Paramountstration of calisthenics said to be the most
Burton Holmes Travel pictures are comprehensive in the world.
Owing to uncertain conditions in the
recognized as the last work in travel series,
will sail from New York on May 19 on zones he is to visit, Mr. Holmes will travel
another film-gathering voyage. His tenta- very lightly. His only companions will be
tive itinerary calls for a three months' tour Dr. George Earl Roeguel, student and lecturer on political science subjects, and
of the Near East, Turkey, Spain and part
of Bohemia. He will return to this country Herford T. Cowling;, Mr. Holmes' chief
around the end of August to fulfill a lec- cameraman, who will join the party from
ture tour which starts early in September. Spain where he is just at present turning
Mr. Holmes will probably travel first the crank.
to Cherbourg, proceeding overland to the
Has Filmed Almost Every Land.
South of France and from there either to
"Courage of Marge O'Doone"
Port Said or Alexandria, Egypt. From one
"The ideal which I have in mind for
Is Booking Fast Everywhere
of these ports he will travel directly to
saysbe Mr.
Holmes,of "is
a subthat will not
a series
scenes
or
Jerusalem where he plans to make an in- these jectpictures,"
ALTHOUGH the finished prints of
tensive study of the Zionist movement and incidents, but one that can tell a complete
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone," the agrarian and colonizing plans which story in two reels, maintaining constant
of the are now being consummated in the Holy interest and mingling beauty of scenery
novel sby special
Oliver Curwood,
popularVitagraph'
James production
Land. This
be the prime object of with dramatic interest."
have been reaching the various Vitagraph his trip to the will
Mr. Holmes, it will be recalled, was one
Near East, although if condiexchanges only during the past few days,
tions
are
favorable
may make a detour of the first travelers to turn his attention
heavy sales are being made in all parts of south of Jerusalem hecovering
the ground to the film field. He made his first picthe country and Canada.
tures in Europe in 1897 when the motion
won by General Allenby in his advance
Within the past week additional book- against
the Turks.
picture was almost unknown. The followings have been recorded as far south as
ing year he took pictures Jn the Philippines
Texas and as far west as California, with
To Study Land of the Turks.
during the insurrection and in 1898 he
the Middle West and eastern territory
filmed famous scenes in Hawaii. Since
The completion of his aims in the Holy those early days he has been constantly
rrowding the various branches for prints.
One of the most recent bookings was for Land will be the signal for his departure
adding to the Paramount-Burton Holmes
for
Constantinople where Mr. Holmes in- Travel
tifty-seven days in the Proctor theatres in
pictures until, at the present time,
tends
to
make
a
study
of
existing
condiNew York city and state and nearby terhe has covered practically every known
tions under the new regime, as well as country
ritory, and sixteen days in Poli theatres
in one or more releases.
m New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, to take a series of interesting pictures deWaterbury and other cities.
picting present-day life in the land of the
former Ottoman empire.
Louis Mayer Buys MacGrath Story.
Many Contracts Recorded.
While
and Constantinople will
Louis B. Mayer, producer of Anita
Contracts were just closed in Dallas, be the Jerusalem
Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin First
objectives of Mr. Holmes'
Houston, Ft. Worth, El Paso, San Antonio, journey, main
he will also visit Spain, Italy and National attractions, has purchased the
Waco, Austin, Abilene, Temple, Wichita
Switzerland. From either
one
of
the
two world's motion picture rights of Harold
Falls and Dennison, and from the Detroit latter countries he will make a side trio
,MacGrath's Saturday Evening Post story,
exchange came word that contracts had to Prague, Bohemia,
in
June
to
take
in
the "The Drums of Jeopardy." It was
anbeen signed for several of the larger cities "sokol," the national
nounced for which of his stars thenotstory
12,000 was secured.
in the territory, notably Flint, Saginaw, representatives of the exhibition
gymnastic of
societies
Kalamazoo,
BattleVa. Creek
and Pa.;
Lansing.'
Wheeler, W.
; Butler,
Providence, R. L; Springfield and Holyoke,
Mass,; Sioux Falls, S. D., are some of the
widely separated cities that have contracted for the production within the past
few days. These cities, however, do not
include the motion picture centres where
'Te Gods!
How
Can
You
«he various Vitagraph exchanges are lo- I
Do It
cated and which made their bookings far
in advance.
Bucks?''
for Three
I
Clyde Cook Entertains Party
I
"If it were $30 instead of $3,
of Australians in Hollywood
BEFORE he has had nearly enough time j
I would just as gladly pay it"
to become acclimated to California
weather Clyde Cook, eccentric dancer I
RIALTO PRINTING COMPANY
and comedian, who recently left the New
I
1239 Vine Street. Philadelphia
York Hippodrome for Fox Sunshine Com- i
Herald, Programs, Advertising Novelties
edy work on the coast, has been called upon
to enact the dual role of comedian and I
May 5, 1920.
(.halmers Publishinf; Company,
host of the extensive Sunshine Comedy sec- =
tion of the Fox lot in Hollywood.
g
New York City.
During his early career on the stage 1
Gentlemen :
Clyde Cook established a strong friendship
Enclosed please find check for $3 in answer to your kind reminder that
with a number of troopers of the Australian I
I must renew my suljscription.
forces who later participated in the war. m
Do not consider it "hokum" when I say that if it were $30 instead of $3
A party of these men visited Cook at the I
I would just as gladly pay it.
I
Fox studios in California during a tour of g
I
I
personally write the majority of the programs for this territory and find \
the United States, and it was a gala octhe M. P. World indispensable. It's an asset to anybody in the business. 1
casion. Photographs were taken of the ^
It will not be amiss at this time to thank Walt. Hill for the many pleasant I
soldiers with several of the Fox stars, in- I
I
minutes I get with each issue with his "Rambles"; for the exploitation helps 1
cluding Clyde Cook.
of Mr. Sargent, and the new "Clip and Paste." Ye gods I how can you do it for I
While the directors waited and smiled, g
three bucks?
|
Clyde Cook towed his old friends about 1
I • thisWith
the studio grounds and through the vari- j
best
wishes
for
your
continued
success
and trusting you will pardon I|
noisy effusion of thankfulness, I am
ous departments of the plant, which is one
of the largest in California, introduced
8
Respectfully yours,
i
them to all the Sunshine Widows who form
the backgrounds for the Anglo-American
I
"LEW" GOLDSTEIN.
I
comedian in his celluloid comedies, and
dined them at the studio restaurant.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin»^ iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiKiil
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Famous

May 22, 1920
Contract

with

Players- Lasky; Rejects Big Offers
associated himself with Arthur F. Beck,
, thehasnoted
DeMILLE
B. picture
CECIL tion
director,
signedmo-a president of Gibraltar Pictures, and will
signalize his new connection by adapting
contract for five years with Famous
Gellett Burgess''
Heartshortly
Line,"at proPlayers-Lasky Corporation. Mr. DeMille,
duction of which "The
will begin
the
who, for more than five years has been
Robert Brunton Studios, Los Angeles, redirector general and a member of the board
cently leased by Gibraltar.
of directors of the Paramount organization, and whose old contract is about to
expire, made a flying trip from Los Angeles to New York to consider offers from Five High-Class Posters on
several other organizations. Mr. DeMille,
"Thirtieth Piece of Silver"
afteroffers.
investigation^ decided not to accept
the
THE American
Company,posters
Inc., announces fiveFilm
high-class
on
Leaves for the Coast.
"The
Thirtieth
Piece
of
Silver,"
starring
Margarita
Fisher
and
King
Baggot.
After completing his arrangements, Mr.
DeMille left New York at once for Los A colorful one-sheet shows the stars standtheir tennis rackets against the
.\ngeles to begin work on a new produc- blooming with
of an apple orchard. It spells sumtion in which he will introduce to moving
mer and romance to the casual passerby —
picture patrons a new leading woman who, adays.
he believes, will outrival Wanda Hawley, two words that have a mighty appeal nowBebe Daniels, Gloria Swanson or any of the
Cecil B. De Milie.
other beautiful women who have become
One of the three-sheets shows Miss
■mm iMiiiiiiiiiioiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiii iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiTiiiiitiiriitliiioi ^ famous in Cecil B. DeMille productions.
Fisher at the crystal-gazers, depicting the
fortune
teller with her eyes rivited on the
The announcement of the signing of Mr.
Metro Engages E. J. Ratcliffe
little
glass
ball, into which the girl also
DeMille's contract was made by Adolph stares with amazement.
The idea is in line
Zukor,
president
of
Famous
Players-Lasky
for "Love,* Honor and Obey"
with the present interest in things occult.
Corporation.
Other posters supply a sentimental atmoEJ. RATCLIFFE, who has been en"In signing this fiew contract, Mr. De"heavy,"
gaged to play Holburry, the tion
sphere.
Mille
paid
a
great
tribute
to
Famous
Playof
• in the S-L all-sta produc
All of the posters furnish cut-outs, and
ers-Lasky
Corporation,"
said
Mr.
Zukor.
zapicturi
a
and ,Obey,"
Honor Walter
■"Lovetion, by Eugene
several
may be combined with other accesof Charles Neville
"He had received offers of immense salsories to provide striking effects in the way
aries
from
actually
every
other
organiss,"
y
of
lobby
trimmings.
Buck's novel, "The Tyrann of Weakne
zation of any consequence. He decided
at Metro's New York studios, is a veteran
to
remain
with
us
solely
because
he
felt
■of the stage remembered by New Yorkers
that in our organization he could produce
as a member of Daniel Frohman's stock
Columbia's Summer Scenario Course.
•company at the old Lyceum Theatre in finer pictures than in any other, and that
New York.
Photoplay making will be taught in a
these pictures would obtain wider distribu- scries
of courses at the summer session
tion and better presentation. He had the
Mr. Ratcliffe was born in London and
of
Columbia University, John J. Coss, the
entire industry to choose from, and, after
went on the stage as a boy. He gave it up
thorough investigation, made as a busi- new director, announces. The courses,
to seek his fortune in India, where he
ness man as well as a director, selected which will be given by Rowland Patterson,
worked on a silk plantation until fever
will take up the main problem of presentdrove him back to England. There he re- Famous Players-Lasky Corporation."
ing a story through the medium of picturned to the theatre, playing with Mary
tures. In the elementary course attention
Anderson. He came to America with her
will be paid to the composition of cinematic
and has been playing here ever since.
plot as rativecontrasted
with dramatic and narGoldwyn Buys "The Concert,"
plot.
His first appearance in pictures was made
Leo
Ditrichstein's
Vehicle
four
"In the
Palace with
of a King."
Sinceyears
thenagohe inhas
appeared
Ethel
Leo Ditrichste
made a
of "Thein Concert,"
the purchase
Barrymore, Florence Reed, Petrova, Madge
WITHin which
success some years ago, the Gold- I Movie Queens in Overalls |
Kennedy,
Eugene
O'Brien,
Marguerite
wyn Pictures Corporation adds another
Clarke and Norma Talmadge.
well known play to its list of future pro- I
Shock Staid Tampa Dames 1
The S-L production of "Love, Honor and
ductions. Recently, "The ion
Great Lover" was I
and Worry Humane Society
Obey"
will
be
released
by
Metro.
Wilda
purchased for picturizat
by this comBennett, Claire Whitney, Kenneth Harlan
pany, and the addition of the former
and George Cowl are some of the players
Ditrichstein success to the list of coming
T.AMP.A,
FLA, a May
8. — Accusations
of "living
double
life" were |
in the all-star cast. Leander de Cordova
Goldwyn pictures is indicative of the kind 1
doubtless mentally hurled at E. |
is the director.
of comedy that this company seeks to pre- I W. Blossom, a director of the Hills- |
sent on the screen.
I borough County Humane Society, a |
local newspaper man and correspondent |
Mildred Davis to Continue
"The Concert," in its play form, was an I1 for
theatrical magazines, a few days ago. |
adaptation by Leo Ditrichstein from the
German version of Herman Bahr. It was i The Humane Society was holding a |
in Support of Harold Lloyd
produced at the Belasco Theatre on Octo- I business session at the De Soto Hotel, |
ED DAVIS, the young western
MILDR
ber 4, 1910, and after running more than I Tampa, and was in the midst of a seri- |
girl who jumped into fame by her a season
York, played for several I ous discussion when a bevy of "overall 1
performances opposite Harold Lloyd years on intheNewroad.
The play has since I girls" from the American Bioscope |
in his series of $100,000 two-reel comedies
been produced by many stock companies.
I Company came tripping along. Lorg- I
distributed by Pathe, has renewed her conwere hastily adjusted and the |
tract with the Rolin Film Company. This
An interesting sidelight on "The Con- II nettes
were given a cold and icy stare, i
insures her appearance with Lloyd in his
cert" may be seen in the personnel of the I girls
"AVho
are those young persons?" one ||
original cast. Supporting the star were I lady
second series of two-reelers, the first of Janet
asked.
Beecher, Jane Grey, Catherine
which is !ow under way in the new Rolin
"Girls inothers
overalls?
How scandalous I" ||
Proctor, Cora Witherspoon and Alice L. I
studio at Culver City.
I remarked
in chorus.
Miss Davis made her debut in two-reel Pollock, who has since become well known
I
Director
Blossom,
whose back was 1
as a playwright. The men in the cast were
I turned on the scene of criticism, while 1
comedies with Lloyd in "From Hand to William
Morris and John W. Cope. The
Mouth." She achieved instantaneous suc- play received
the unstinted praise of the I he was figuring out some bids on print- 1
cess for her youth and beauty, coupled with
One reviewer said that nothing I ing, turned just in time to be hailed by i
l.er ability to portray co nedy roles, estab- critics.
lished her as a leading woman of the first more artistic or more completely satisfying I Virginia Wells, Bioscope's leading lady. |
"Ta, ta.wasBlossom,
old top,"
she said.
magnitude.
in the way of pure comedy than "The Con- I
There
a moment
of silence
and ||
been seen on the local boards for I
Miss Davis is probably on; of the young- many cert"
a hasday.
I then the meeting proceeded with its i
est leading women in filradom, but she has
I routine work. Mr. Blossom docs not |
had an extended career, which began with
I know whether he is still in good stand- |
Eugene Mullin Joins Gibraltar.
her apearance in one-reel comedies proI
ing with the society or not.
1
Eugene Mullin, former scenario editor of
•'uced by Hal E. Roach, president of the
the Vitagraph, Universal and Goldwyn, has ^fiiniHiiniiiiniiiiiiiimimiiiiiiuiiiiimitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiHitiitiniiiiiimiiiiiHiiiiiinriiiiiiiiiiiiMi^ iiMuih^
E.olin Film Company.
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Irvin Salyerds
the past three months, while
DURI
theNGNew York Legislature has been
in session, Albany has become prettywell acquainted with the accomplishments
of Irvin Salyerds, of Rochester, perhaps
better known among his fellow townsmen
and throughout motion picture circles, as
"100
cent. Salyerd
Thepernickname
wells."describes the man.
As state organizer for the New York State
Motion every
Picturecity,Exhibitors'
has
visited
village andLeague,
almost heevery
hamlet where such a thing as a motion picture show exists, with the result that the
state league now contains about 1,000 members and within the next few months will
be virtually a 100 per cent, organization.
Mr. Salyerds might well be termed a "mopicturehave
hound."
Scenting
out with
the
housestionthat
not become
affiliated
the state organization, he is able to explain the advantages of joining in a way
that has been productive of magnificent
results. Today "100 per cent. Salyerds" has
the record of bringing every motion picture house in Rochester first into the local
organization and then into the state association; and he was also responsible for
Rochester being 100 per cent, strong in
supporting the successful fight to gain Sunday shows in the state, and at the state
convention in Utica, Rochester was present
to a man.
Twenty Years in Business.
Mr. Salyerds has been in the motion picture business for the last twenty years,
sixteen of which have been spent in Rochester. When the business was in its infancy he was the first man to take a road
show into the Canadian Northwest, turning
the crank to the motion picture machine
and lecturing at the same time. Those
were the days when the film was run off
into a sack and it was necessary for Mr.
Salyerds to occasionally interrupt his flow
of oratory to give the sack a kick in order
that It might take in a few more feet of
film.

Through Mr. Salyerds' efforts the thirtyrllliuiliniillllllliirii uii,,,!! iilliiiillliii iiiillllKiliiiiillll riiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiil Ir ■ =
I

Here's Where Films Hold
Good Influence Over Boy

|
I

I
Who "Slugged" Candy Box |
I \ ^
know, the screen is flip- |
I /\ Pantly blamed for all sorts of f
I
derelictions wlien youth plays a 1
I prank or slips into initial crime. Why i
I not score one for films and presuppose 1
I that a photoplay of good morals was 1
I being screened when this happened — 1
I on April 29, to be exact — in Salt Lake I
fReadenclosing
on:
I City?
A letter
45 cents in silver ||
I coins was received through the mail |
I by Manager George E. Carpenter, of the 1
I Paramount-Empress Theatre, Salt Lake 1
I City, from an unknown person who i
I explained that the money was to cover |
I the cost of candy removed from boxes \
I in the theatre through the use of slugs. |
I The letter appeared to be in the hand- 1
writing of a youth, and its tone in- 1
dicated that he forwarded the money 1
after having become conscience stricken 1
following the realization that the action 1
was tantamount to theft.
1
The letter accompanying the money |
read: "My friend and I put slots in |
your candy boxes today in the show. |
We have put 45 cents in here to pay 1
for the candy we took. We did not 1
think we were stealing at the time." 1
There was no signature. 1
„„„„„uiiiiiinlii •mil I iiliiiiitiiiiii I iiMiiiiiiiiriitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iliiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiu,!
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Will

Is Voted 100 Per Cent,
two motion picture houses in Syracuse are
all members of the state association, while
the same holds true of the seventeen in
Binghamton, twenty-seven in Rochester,
sixty-eight in Buffalo and the seventeen in
Albany. During the next few months to
come, Mr. Salyerds will line up the smaller
places throughout the state.
British-Produced Pictures
Get Canadian Circulation
the release
productions,
SH film
ENGLI
ed by
is controll
in Canada
of which
the Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays,
Ltd., of Montreal and London, England, will
be marketed in the Dominion as "British
Mastercraft Productions" through the Specialty Film Import, Ltd., Canadian distributors of Pathe and other pictures. The
long-expected release of the first of the
"Alastercraft" features actually took place
on May 9 from the Montreal, Toronto and
St. John offices of the Specialty Film Import, Ltd. The first picture of the new
Ware Case," starring Lang,
series is "The
who was seen recently in Canadian cities
in "Mr. Wu" (another British subject) and
Hopson.
Violet
film. "The Ware Case" is a
Broadwest
According to the schedule arranged, the
Specialty company fixed upon May 16 as
the Canadian release date for "His Dearest
Possession," a Hepworth picture starring
Henry Edwards and Chrissie White. Folthis was "The
the Door,"
a Stoll lowingpicture
with Keeper
Peggy ofCarlisle
and
Basil Gill for release on May 23 and May
30 has other
beenHepworth
fixed attraction
for "The in
Kinsman,"
anwhich Miss
White and Mr. Edwards are seen.
Boost "Masterpiece" in St. John.
While L. E. Ouimet, president and general manager of the Specialty Film Import,
Ltd., was spending several days in Vancouver, B. C, to confer with his local
manager regarding British Mastercraft
pictures before proceeding to California to
investigate conditions in the industry there,
Mr. J. B. MacKay, manager of the AngloCanadian company at Montreal, was a visitor in St. John, N. B., on the East Coast
of Canada, to arrange business matters at
the St. John office of the Specialty Film
Import. While he was in St. John, Mr.
MacKay secured whole page space in the
St. John Standard for an announcement regarding the new film alliance and for a
description of the plays and the stars that
will be seen under the "Mastercraft" trademark.
Blondes of All Hues Come
in Answer to Eddie Polo Ad
EDDIE
POLO,
Universal
reached
New theYork
several serial
days star,
ago
with a great idea. Having completed
his
latest serial,
"The aVanishing
he decided
he needed
bewitchingDagger,"
blonde
as
heroine
in
his
next
chaptered photo
thriller.
Wanting a girl with little or no motion
picture experience, he concluded that an
advertisement in the New York newspapers would bring a few likely applicants.
He called a convention of blondes for last
Saturday afternoon in the grand ball room
of the Hotel Majestic.
Blondes Abound in Profusion.
He was overwhelmed. He had blondes of
every shade. Among those present were
moving picture aspirants from every known
profession, and some with no profession
at all. Polo selected several and made

Irvin Salyerds.
Known to His Townsmen as "100%."
llilllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllinilllllllllllltllMIIIMIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIUllllllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlNII^
tests of them. He has not decided which
one he will choose.
The serial star came East to take about
30,000 feet of film for his next serial, the
title of which has not yet been selected.
It will be a circus serial, and will to a large
extent
be when
a screen
autobiography
of Polo's
early life,
he was
a circus favorite.
Akron's New Rialto Opens as
Crowds Acclaim Needed House

largest
newestin and
Rialto,theatre
was
Ohio,motion
Akron,
THEpicture
iman
to
7,
May
public
the
to
opened
s
audience,
with himdred turned
mense
away. It is a handsomely appointed house,
situated in the outskirts on East Market
street, opposite the Goodyear Rubber
plant.
Company
It has'sa balcony,
which with the main
floor will accommodate over 1,200 people.
The opening attraction was Marshall
Neilan's "The River's End." The policy
will
runs. be to show pictures for three-day
Equipped with All Conveniences.
The Rialto has every modern convenience
and surely will make a hit with the folks
in Akron, which has for a long time needed
large theatres. Horwitz & Co., of Cleveland, a concern which operates the Olympia and New Palace theatres, in that city,
owns the Rialto.
Manager Horwitz on the opening night
was host to a party of associates and city
officials.
twenty-five film men traveled fromAbout
Cleveland.
Lubiiner & Trinz Sign for Vitagraphs.
Vitagraph's increased activities in Chicago and its environs, consequent on the
ever growing popularity of its productions^
has just been further evidenced by the addition of twenty-six first class theatres
which will now present Vitagraph stars.
Through contracts just signed with Lubiiner & Trinz fourteen theatres controlled
by them were added to those already showing Vitagraph productions and twelve more
were added through a similar contract with
the Ascher Brothers, who have now included the Larry Semon comedies in their
bookings,
who will exploit and present themand
as features.
The addition of the twenty-six new theatres is entirely without the Loop district.
.All of the theatres are within the city
limits of Chicago, but many lies in the
outlying districts. Many of them play
the day and date.
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of Exchange

Fried

in thee film
a Yankee
HOWworld,
ted trained
in
wily Chines
outwitgirl,
their own country, became known
recently with the return to her home in
New York City of Miss Eleanor L. Fried,
who managed the Universal Walcamp serial expedition to the Orient.
Though
removed with
fromtheherbusiness
'teens.
Miss
Fried not
was farentrusted
management of the expedition, a $200,000
job, and
made she
goodhasis turned
very evi-in
dent fromthat
the she
reports
to President Carl Laemmle. Under her official care were the nineteen members of
the expedition, including Marie Walcamp
and her company, and a great quantity of
baggage.
Perhaps the most interesting and original
of
occurred
.SheMiss
foundFried's
that exploits
the American
dollarin China.
varied
in value from 78 to 79 cents up to 85 or 90
Eleanor Fried.
cents. She also learned that the hectic exchange rate varied considerably from day
Who was business manager of the
Universal serial expedition to the Orient
to day, sometimes as much as 4 or 5 cents
on
the
dollar.
to get scenes for "The Dragon's Net."
Waited for Rate to Go Up.
Camera Work Is Completed on
Miss Fried got her Yankee wit to work.
When the exchange rates went down, she
Wanda Hawley's "Miss Hobbs"
put off paying bills until the rate went up
C.^MER.'\ work on "Aliss Hobbs," Wan- again, which usually would be in three or
When she could not delay payda Hawley's
, has first
Realartist
been producti
completedon atasthea four days.
ment, she borrowed from the local banks
Realart studios in Hollywood and the work
on the strength of her letters of credit, paid
of titling and cutting is now being done. her
bills, and then reimbursed the banks
The picture will be ready for release, as when the value of the almighty (in Amerpromised, early in June.
ica) dollar jumped up again.
The final scenes for the picture were
By playing this game assiduously Miss
taken at Carmel, Cal., a famous historical Fried
saved a considerable sum of money
shrine, where Director Donald Crisp took
the company for some exterior shots. He for Universal.
the most vexing experience of
is said to have obtained some exception- theProbably
entire trip, which took the party to the
ally beautiful outdoor scenes.
The cast which supports Miss Hawley is Philippines, China, Japan and Hawaii, ocdistinguished in its own right. Harrison
curred in the "Land of the Rising Sun."
Miss Fried's time was largely taken up
Ford, the leading man, has appeared in with
unwinding the volume of red tape of
leading roles with many favorite picture
stars. Helen Jerome Eddy has a promi- Japanese officialdom and in warning the
nent part and is reported to have made company against infraction of the manv
an excellent foil for Miss Hawley in the Japanese police regulations.
comedy situation of the play.
Difficulties in Japan.
Walter Hiers, well-known
man,
also has a prominent role, character
and others in
Try as she would. Miss Fried could not
the cast include Julianna Johnson. Jack secure the thorough co-operation of the
Mulhall, Emily Chichester and Frances Japanese police in clearing a working space
Raymond. The settings are reported to every time Director Henry McRae began
present some entirely new and distinct "shooting" a scene. Thousands
of curious
ideas in decoration, in harmony
Nipponese thronged around, some
even
leading character in the story. with the crowding so close to the
camera as to be
able to peer directly into it.
So the stunt of using a dummy camera
Rawlinson Makes Pathe Debut
collect the crowd was used and for a timeto
as Star of Blackton Picture proved successful. It was not long, however, before the natives "got wise" to it,
property men, different actors
HERBERT RAWLINSON, one of the though
most popular leading men on the even Miss Fried acted in front of and
the
screen, makes his debut under the dummy camera to allay suspicion, and the
Pathe banner as star of "Passers By," J. old difficulties were encountered again.
-Stuart Blackton's screen version of 'the
Warm Reception in Philippines.
stage
success by C. Haddon Chambers. Mr.
Rawlinson was engaged by Mr. Blackton
The party had one unpleasant experience
especially for this production, because of in Tokio. A Japanese coolie was hired to
the ideal qualifications he possesses for
play in a scene. His part was merely to
the character of Peter Waverton.
demand money of an American
who tried
Tom Lewis, Dick Lee and W. J. Fergu- to quit his rickshaw without paying. A
son are seen as the male support of Mr. Japanese policeman protested that in the
Rawlinson. Tom Lewis
"Cabby," eyes of the American people it would seem
the lovable, human Londonportrays
cab driver, who that the coolie was seeking alms of an
is one of the "passers by" prominent in the .-American. And the Jap stuck to his point,
Chambers play.
Dick Lee
for years despite Miss Fried's explanation that, if
been rated with the foremost has
character ac- anything, it was the American who
appeared to disadvantage for trying to evade
tors of stage and screen, while Mr. Ferguson for nearly forty years has held a payment.
prominent position in theatricals.
In China the party was warmly welcomed
Commodore Blackton. in "Passers By," everywhere it went, and some exceptionintroduces some new mechanical eflfects by a ly hne scenes were secured. This was
transferring the fogs of London to the also the case in the Philippines where
Governor General Harrison put a vessel at
screen in all their natural density.

Rate,

Outwitted Wily Chinese
the disposal of the company and extended
every possible countesy.
How Did She Do It?
Another stunt which Miss Fried put
over
doesn't
how was
she
did it— —though
was in she
China,
when know
the party
seeking return passage to the United
States. The agent told her she would be
lucky to secure passage for her party beand up.that even then it would
have fore
to August,
be split
"Oh,right
no,"offsaid
going
back
if I Miss
have Fried,
to swim "I'm
or paddle
The agent laughed at her.
a "Now,
canoe." remember," said Miss Fried, on
leaving, "j'ou are to wire me when I can
have transportation and I expect to hear
from you within two weeks."
Of course she wasn't really severe about
it, and within a week the telegram came
that
her week.
party was booked to sail within
another
Miss Fried was also of great assistance
to Director Henry McRae in obtaining permission to film the Summer Palace, the
Winter Palace and other important places
in and around Pekin for scenes to be incorporated in"The
Dragon's
fact,
say Universal
officials
who Net."
have Intalked
with different members of the party. Miss
Fried was "just generally on the job."
Dorothy Dalton Back from Charleston.
Despite day after day of rain at CharlesS. C, during
weeks' Dalstay
there,ton,Harley
Knolestheir
and three
the Dorothy
ton Company have returned to New York
with exquisite shots of the famous Magnolia Gardens and other interesting locations in the old southern town, which they
managed to squeeze in between showers,
so to speak. With the exception of an accident scene, to be taken in New York, this
marks
completion
second the
picture
as a starof ofMiss
the Dalton's
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. It is "This
Woman — This Man," adapted from the
Avery Hopwood play by Rosina Henley.
I t tM II i ni mil nnimiK
Not All the Drama Gets
on to the Screen in the
Moving Picture Theatre

i
i will
ary. for
Cincinnat
Cincinnat
no brief
holdunnecess
WE 'Tis
to be Cincinnati, and
continue
news will be news regardless. Look at
City":in a seat in
the "Queenwedged
from cartridge
thisA small
the Carrel Theatre, Eastern avenue, exploded when .John Sallarger, twenty
years old, attempted to sit down.
He
sustained
a flesh wound in the
right leg.
It is surmised that the cartridge fell
from the pocket of an overcoat hanging on the rear of the seat and rolled
down into the hinge.
I The Gem Motion Picture Theatre was
I the scene of much excitement when May
I Tribbe and Clemen Mitchell become
I involved in a dispute.
I The woman, who was sent to the
I General Hospital to have a wound in
I the neck sewed up, told the police that
j Mitchell objected to attentions bestowed
I upon her by another man.
I The "other man?" Well, he's in the
i last reel.
%iiiiiiitiiii[tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiimiliiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiti»ii I
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William

Fox

Engages

Film

Emile

Mystical
most important announceONE of the
ments coming from the executive offices of William Fox, president of Fox
Film Corporation, during the present
spring season is that just issued regarding
the engagement of M. Emile Chautard, the
French director. M. Chautard, whose artistic skill in staging many successful screen
productions has brought him an international reputation, has been signed by William Fox to produce a series of "super-special" films.
Decision has already been reached by Mr.
Fox as to the productions which first will
go into work. They will be a series of the
detective
stories
the by
collection
of
fantastic
and "Fantomas,"
mystical tales
Pierre
Souvestre and Marcel Allain. While small
portions of these successful stories are already known to the screen, having been
produced in Europe several years ago in a
crude manner, it is announced by Mr. Fox
that all the material which will be utilized
for this series will be brand-new and will
number twenty-six stories in all.
Not only has William Fox engaged M.
Chautard, but he has further augmented his
organization by the addition of the director's entire
staf? ofcutters,
cameramen,
art men
and
technical
experts,
property
ond assistant directors.
Prominent in the personnel of Mr. Chau<ard's staff
M. Henri
known
in the ismotion
pictureMenessier,
field as an well
art
and technical expert. One of the most
recent productions the success of which
depended largely upon the artistic efforts
of
M. Menessier
Lantern," Ina
Chinese
story of was
the "The
BoxerRedrebellion.
this Menessier distinguishd himself as a
period and design artist of greatest skill.
He will begin at once the designing of the
<iiiiiiiiiMtMMiMiiM{iiiiniMtiiiiMiiini[!iiMMMinitiiiiiititiiiir>iriiriiiiiiriiiriiiriii[fiiiiiiiiiiMiitirijiiiiiriiiiiriiitiiriiitiiiii^
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to

Detective

Tales

settings
Chautard
the Fox for
studios
in New"Fantomas"
York City.stories at
Another of the staff which comes with
Chautard to the Fox studios is Albert Lena,
assistant director and location man, who
possesses a keen knowledge of types and
who will aid his chief in the general casting of the pictures. Jack Bizeul, chief
cameraman of the company, will hace
charge of the photographic work of the
"Fantomas" productions and will be assisted
by Tommy Brannigan, second cameraman
of the company.
M. Chautard, it is announced, will write
his own continuties for the films, as in the
past, and Miss Irene Wheeple, whom he
has brought with him to Fox, will continue
in her capacity of cutter.
None of theas principals
for "Fantomas" are
announced
yet.
Girls in Utah and Idaho Win
Pickf ord Contest and Photos

Heber
THECity, Mary
La Rueof Wilson
with Miss Club,
Utah, Pickford
as president, has been adjudged the
winner of the Mary Pickford picture contest recently conducted through the photoplay department of the Desert News, Salt
Lake City. Miss Pickford, herself, acted
as the final judge, and of the five best letters forwarded to her, she selected the one
written by Miss Wilson on behalf of the
club.
The club will receive at an early date the
large autographed art photograph of Miss
Pickford, which she offered as the first
prize. The other four letters, submitted
to Miss Pickford, were so good, however,
that she decided to give the author of each
a smaller autographed portrait of herself,
which she will do through the Desert News.
The four who will receive the smaller
portraits are Miss B. Thomas, Sugar City,
Idaho; Mrs. Arthur Johnson, Gunnison,
Utah; Edna Child (agQ thirteen years),
Murtagh, Idaho; Foike Thedell (age seventeen years). Salt Lake City, Utah. The
five contestants who will receive pictures
were selected as the authors of the best
letters received from scores of readers of
the News telling what class of pictures
Mary should hereafter appear in.

Emile Chautard
Who is the Director for the Pox Corporation.
li1llilllltlllMlilll1llllli1IMiiilliilII<llltlliiliitiirriiriililliilltliinilMliiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiifiiiiiiitlin
Major Campbell Is Directing

Paramount's "Burglar Proof"
enter the
rs to Campbel
produce
l
of stage
ST world.
Maurice
Major
LATEfilm
is celebrating the early days of May
by making his debut as a director for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Major
to produce "Burglar
Campbell was assigned
Proof," a Paramount Artcraft comedy
which features Bryant Washburn. Tom
Geraghty wrote the scenario.
Although the new director has had over
twenty years of stage experience, he felt
that he needed a thorough grounding in
motion picture technique before entering
actively into the work. He has spent the
last six months as assistan to Cecil B. De
Mille, Donald Crisp and other well-known
film ground
makers,up. learning the business from
I "Me for the City," Says
the
|
I
Farmhand on Seeing Movie I
Had Newspaper Experience.
THE moving picture is one of the I
He graduated from newspaper work to
influences working toward a de- |
make his bow in the theatrical world. His
§
pletion of farm labor, declares 1
first star was May Irwin. Following this
I Representative Sisson, of Mississippi. |
I The hard life of the farmer does not |
production
staged
Nell" in
1900 for hishewife,
the "Mistress
famous Henrietta
I appeal to his boys and girls, who 1
I strike out for the towns at the first |
Grossman. After a short period as co-proi opportunity where they are attracted 1
ducer with David Belasco he went "on
his own" until 1908. In that year, with
I by the white lights, the moving pic- 1
and good
Henry Harris, he put on "The Christian
II ture
In ashows
long speech
on pay."
the floor of the |1 Day Resignns as Publicity Head
Pilgrim,"
adaptedartistic
from success.
Pilgrim's Progress.
I House, Mr. Sisson declared that the |
It was a great
of Cosmopolitan Productions
I high pay offered by some of the |
Among Major Canibell's own plays perfor the and
past publicity
year diI newer industries, among them mov- | HARRY I.rectorDAY,
haps the best known are "The Almighty
of advertising
I ing pictures, automobiles and profes- 1
for Cosmopolitan Productions, has Dollar," "Where There's a Will" and "Thou
I sional baseball, are luring the boys | tendered
his resignation effective June 1. Shalt Not Kill."
I from the farms, are causing a great 1
I waste of time and money and are I It is understood he is associating himself
capacity with a new comGoldwyn, and Hess Returning.
I making no returns to the country. | in an executive
bination details of which will be announced
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn
I
"The moving picture is another in- i later.
I dustry which is affecting our indus- 1
Pictures
been in Lon"I am leaving Cosmopolitan Productions
I trial life to a greater extent than at j
don for Corporation,
the past six who
weekshas arranging
for
with
the
best
of
feeling
for
every
memthe
distribution
of
Goldwyn
Pictures in
I first thought might be apparent," he 1
ber of the organization," said Mr. Day. England and on the Continent, sailed for
II D.
said.C, alone
"In the
Washington,
therecityareofabout
seventy || "Henry M. Hobart, vice-president of the New York on the Mauretania on May 8.
company,
and my immediate superior, is Gabriel L. Hess, secretary of the company,
I moving picture shows. Thousands of |
I men are engaged in manufacturing 1 one of the finest men I have ever had also is returning. An interesting announce1 the moving picture machines. Still 1 the pleasure of working under and I feel inent concerning the handling of the Goldother thousands are engaged in pro- 1 that my association with him was of the
wyn product in the foreign market is exducing the films, and other thousands 1 greatest benefit to me personally."
to followinthe
Day has handled some extensive adverrunning the shows in every city, town 1
wyn pected
executives
Newarrival
York. of the Goldand village in America.
|
tising campaigns for Cosmopolitan Produc"Not one of these so engaged pro- 1
tions, among them the campaigns for "The
Richman to Support Anita Stewart.
but each of them is
duces anything,
Miracle of Love," "The Cinema Murder,"
Charles Richman, equally famous both in
"April Folly," and "Humoresque." Prior
of
list
large
alr'eady
the
to
added
consumers. It is estimated that about
to his association with Cosmopolitan Pro- the legitimate and silent drama, has arductions, Day was a lieutenant in the army
37,000,000 people daily attend moving
rived in Los Angeles to play an important
picture shows in America. Here again 1 but before that he had been for five years
role in support of Anita Stewart in her
you find not only lost energy, but
a member of Famous Players-Lasky's pub- latest Louis B. Mayer-First National attracmillions spent for pleasure of at least
licity staff. He leaves Cosmopolitan Pro"Harriet and the Piper," which is now
ductions with the best wsihes of the entire being tion,
doubtful value in many cases."
filmed at the Mayer studio under the
direction of Bertram Bracken.
iiliHiDiimliliril I tliiriiiiiiii itiiiiiiilriMKiiitiiiirii iiitiilitiiiiiiiiiin i iilliiiiiKtlllliiirii'iinr organization.
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"The Scoffer" Is Acclaimed
by a Jury of Twelve Officials
A JURY of twelve Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation officials have witnessed a
pre-release view of Allan Dwan's latest
production,
"The unanimous.
Scoffer." The
verdict
the
twelve was
It was
to theof
effect that the production is one of the
strongest ever screened.
There is action in "The Scoffer," with
never a let-up on the heart-strain until the
finish. That most fascinating incident to
humanity — the entry into life of the young —
is the alluring motif which ushers in the
plot. The Scoffer (James Kirkwood), an upstanding figure, a doctor gifted with rare
and progressive talent, a staunch believer in
the omnipotent power that rules the universe, is suddenly distorted in mind through
the vicious caprice of a nerve-racked woman
(Rhea Mitchell) and the base treachery of
an erstwhile chum in the profession (Philo
McCullough). The Scoffer becomes a cynical and morose reviler of the Almighty
power. He nurses this hell of hate into such
vigor that he becomes its slave and vents
his blasphemous views at every possible opportunity.
But there comes a moment when a wounded
dog makes a slient but pathetic appeal to his
slumbering humanity and he unbends his
stern will
relieve the
suffering
agony.
His towondrous
surgical
skill isbrute's
then
invoked to save the life of a boy crippled by
the onslaught of a whiskey-maddened father.
The doctor struggles against his ruling demon
of hate and his vow never again to raise a
hand to help a human being. Finally. Margaret Hadden (Mary Thurman) challenges
him to prove his claim that the power of man
is greater than the power of God and in
answer to this challenge The Scoffer undertakes an operation which he knows will save
the boy.
A terrific storm breaks and the lights go
out. The Scoffer, with his whole thought
now centered on saving the lite of the boy, is
thus forced to admit defeat. Realizing his
helplessness, he calls upon God for aid. The
answer is a blinding flash of lightning. A
great tree is shattered and instantly bursts
into flames. The light thus furnished enables The Scoffer to complete the operation
and the lad Is saved.
According to tentative plans, "The Scoffer"
will
be First
National's
second release under
the new
contract
with Mayflower.
Earle Williams Is Working
on "The Purple Hieroglyph"
THEadventure
PURPLE onHIEROGLYPH,"
the Pacific Coasta story
and anof
American romance shrouded in Oriental
mystery, has been purchased by Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, as the next
Earle Williams production to follow "The
Master Stroke." Chester Bennett will direct
thi.s feature, and is now finishing the script
in collaboration with J. Grubb Alexander.
Filming will soon start at Vitagraph's California studios. The story is by Will F. Jenkins and recently appeared in a popular
magazine.
Purple toHieroglyph"
is the mysterious
sign"Theattached
the death threats
of a secret
Chinese
Chinatown.organization in San Francisco's
"Rio Grande" Booking Fast.
"Riotion of Grande,"
Carewe Thomas,
producthe stage the
playEdwin
by Augustus
has demonstrated within two weeks after the
date of release that it is exactly the type of
virile Western picture of the great outdoors
that exhibitors have been wanting. It is full
of fight and action, romance and love, and Is
filled with live scenes taken along the border
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country and in the mountains of Northern
Mexico.
Among important contracts approved by
the Pathe home office in the past week are
Tally's Broadway, Los Angeles; Garrick Theatre, St. Louis; Colonial, Stockton, Cal.; Hippodrome, Toledo, O. ; Grand, Reading, Pa.;
Third Street. Easton, Pa.; Criterion, Washington, D. C. ; Landers, Springfield, Mo.; Isis,
Topeka, Kan., and the Colonial, of Lincoln,
Neb.
iiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiriHiKiiidHiuiiiii^
New Taxes in Berlin Hit
Screen Enthusiasts Hard

motionn picon Germa
taxes the
NEW Berlin
exhitting
tures arehibitors
and public hard,
as they
are much higher than the rates on
other amusements. The tax on admissions begins with 10 pfenning (a
mark is composed of 100 pfenning)
on a ticket costing 1 mark, rises to
2.50 marks on one costing from 5 to
6 marks and from that point on
amounts to 50 per cent.
Proprietors of picture shows also
pay a daily tax of 50 marks on premises now covering more than 100
square meters, and then 25 marks
more for each additional 25 meters.
On tickets to theatres, concerts and
lectures, the tax begins with 10 pfenning on 2 marks, rises to 1.30 marks
on tickets costing from 9 to 10 marks
and reaches only 4.60 on tickets costing 20 marks.
Big Western Houses Sign for
"Bringing Up Father" Series
THELos Riveria,
Miller's.
Angeles, of
are Chicago,
two more and
leading
theatres
in
which
the
"Bringing
Up
comedies, featuring Johnny Ray as Mr.Father"
Jiggs
and Margaret Fitzroy as Maggie, will be seen
in the future. In every Important city in the
country the comedies have been played by the
principal theatres, and in scores of Instances
co-operation has been effected with the local
newspapers running the comic strip of
George McManus.
"Father's Close Shave." to be released on
May 15. is the second of the series and the
reputation established by the first picture.
"Jiggs
in The
Society,"
for ofthethrills
second one.
secondaugurs
picturewell
is full
and laughs, for Jiggs has some of the wildest
adventures ever evolved for the screen.
A big cast supports Johnny Ray and Margaret Fitzroy. Laura La Plante is Nora, the
daughter of the comedy pair. She was selected after a contest in which some of the
most beautiful women in the film colony were
entered.
KaHt Indian Fete Filmed for Lytell Picture.
A Hindu street scene in "The Price of ReBert Lytell's
forthcoming
special, is andemption,"exact
reproduction
of a Metro
street
in the town of Baroda, India. Dr. H. R. M.
Maddock, who spent many years in India In
British Army service. Is technical advisor for
the picture. The set was constructed under
the supervision of A. W. Alley.
The street, covering in all about three hundred feet, is formed in an angle. The houses
and stores in varied colors, are made of cement and stucco, the lowest about twenty feet
high, the tallest about seventy. As many of
the inhabitants of the town are English, the
signs on the stores are painted in both Hindu
and English script.
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Exhibitors Compliment

Pathe

Service on "The Third Eye"
THE Pathe branch
offices have
beenservice
complimented by exhibitors
for the
they have rendered in connection with
"The Third Eye," the fifteen episode serial
which has been elected to succeed "Daredevil Jack" on Pathe's schedule.
Manager Stombaugh. of the Minneapolis
branch, reports that the twenty-four sheet
poster has made a big hit with the exhibitors
in his territory. It is in three colors, showing a striking handling of red. yellow and
blue. The paper, campaign books and other
advance matter have been in the hands of the
exchanges for some time now and exhibitors
who
already
bookedwith
"Thewhich
Thirdto Eye"
were have
supplied
the means
open
up their campaign immediately, an item of
high importance to the showman.
In addition to the extensive billboard advertising campaign mapped out for the serial,
Pathe has made a large money appropriation
for special newspaper advertising. The
method to be adopted in distributing this
newspaper advertising applies a co-operative
scheme between the exhibitor proper and the
exchanges.
The campaign
book prepared
Pathe's
exploitation
department
devotes by
space
and
articles pointing out the unusual opportunities for stunt exploitation which the picture
affords, and gives a variety of illustrations
of
attractive
and workable devices of this
kind.
Goldwyn to Start Work on
"Stop Thief" With Moore Soon
WORD diosIs at received
from that
the Goldwyn
stuCulver City,
the mystery
farce. "Stop Thief," soon will be placed
in production, with Tom Moore as the star.
In this, as inMoore
"Officer
which hebyhasHarry
just
completed,
will 666."
be directed
Beaumont.
the castit for
"Stop Thief"
not
yetAlthough
been selected,
is announced
thathasHazel
Daly will be the star's leading woman.
common
with "Officer
hasIn the
distinction
of being666."
one "Stop
of theThief"
most
successful plays ever staged by Cohan and
Harris. It ran for a full year at the Gaiety
Theatre, New York, where it was first .presented in the fall of 1913. As a road attraction, andcessful.
laterWith all
in stock,
was equally
of the itscenes
laid in sucone
house, the action of this rapidly moving
farce Is supposed to transpire during the
actual playing time of the piece.
"The Honey Bee" Gets Extended Bookingra.
Extended
in representative
theatres all over bookings
the country
with the East much
in evidence is indicative of the widespread
appeal ofstarring
"The Honey
Bee," the "Flying
A"
Special,
Mme. Marguerlta
Sylva. The
high lights innunciationthe
drama,
particularly
the
reof the man she loved by the
heroine, Hilda Wilson (Mme. Sylva); the
mother love which hungered for a home and
children, leading to unconventional situations
which bid fair to damage her good name; the
remarkably realistic prize flght put over by
Kid McCoy and Nigel Barrie, which turned a
woman's budding love to a feeling of revulsion; and the comedy introduced by those
experts, Albert Ray and George Hernandes,
give
some
this Special.hint of the breadth of appeal in
Among the bookings received during the
last
few thedays
are SanMiller's
Los
Angeles;
Palace,
Antonio;Theatre,
the Boston
Theatre,tory,Boston;
Beloit, Wis.;
VicProvidence,Majestic,
R. I.; Olympic,
of New
Haven; William Fox Strand, Denver; Columbia, Washington. D. C; the Strand, of PortOhio. land, Maine; and Hippodrome, of Warren,

DIRECTORS !
ATTENTION
PRODUCERS !
We wish to call your attention to the fact that we have been operating a
them
confuse
us withandtheFriday
lly-by-nlght
mushroom
Classesout.
meet Don't
Monday,
Wednesday
nights from
7:30 toschool.
9:30,
school in this city almost a year, teaching the art of Motion Picture Acting
exclusively. Our business is conducted on a legitimate basis. We do
CLASSIC PHOTOPLAY STUDIO, 303 Studio Bidg., 9th and Locust Sts.,
NOT GUARANTEE ENG,\GEMENTS. At present we have some very
Kansas
City,
Mo.
Home
'phone.
Main
8071.
Milton
Hyman,
Director.
P. S. — No one will be admitted to classes without presenting high-class
promising
them enyouroute,
may payfindus the
types Kindly
you arenotify
lookingus
for.
Shouldplayers,
vou stopamong
over here
a visit.
bona-flde
in advance when vou are coming. You may select your cast and try
merchants, credentials.
please take Would
notice. he's, has beens, fourfiushers and hot air

Myron Selznick Tells of His
Efficiency Production Methods
A STRIKING
example of the all-around
efficiency in the making of Selznick Pictures has been revealed by Myron Selznick, president of the Selznick Pictures Corporation, in connection with Olive Thomas'
forthcoming
Mr. Selznickproduction,
believes, "Jenny."
and justly so, that
each and every person connected with the
organization must and does contribute his
mite toward the completion of first-class productions. Elaborating his statement, Mr.
Selznick said:
"Following the example of all good builders of dwellings, we always lay the foundation for our pictures weeks in advance of
actual production. For instance, just prior
to accepting 'Jenny' for production, Olive
Thomas, who is now working on that picture,'
was Blming 'The Flapper' at our eastern
studios.
be filmed
our West Now
Coast 'Jenny'
studios, was
and toit was
essentialat
that all details be formulated beforehand
and forwarded promptly to Los Angeles in
order to forestall any loss of time.
"And when Miss Thomas, after completing
'The Flapper,' arrived in the West, the first
scenes for 'Jenny' were filmed the following
morning.
All of
we don't
ever attempt
to which
place proves
the cartthatbefore
the
horse."
"Jenny" is from the pen of the noted British author, Roy Lorniman. Laurence Trimble is directing the production.
American

Has Campaign

WORLD
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cording to Metro officials. "The Heart of a
Child," adapted by Charles Bryant from
Frank
Darby's
greatas novel
of English
life,
presents Nazimova
Sally Snape,
in a role
that shows her off at her versatile best. Ray
C. Smallwood directed.
iNriititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiininiiniir
Pay Bonuses to Star and
Director of Curwood Film
Calgary, Alberta.
(By wire to Moving Picture World)
Canadian
meeting
its annual
AT Photopla
ys, Ltd.,
of this
city,
voted a cash bonus of $15,000 to
Nell Shipman and $8,000 to David
Hartford, respectively star and direc" this
of
to God's
Country,already
beingtor in"Back
addition
to salaries
paid them and as agreed when a certain amount of profits should be realized by the company.
It was resolved to continue operations with two of the Ralph Connor
stories for First National Exhibitors
exploitation. A one-half interest in
"Back to God's Country" and all new
operations was voted to Ernest Shipman, who was present, for his cooperation and enterprise.
iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii riiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Kid MoCoy in "The Honey Bee."
Norman Selby, who is better known to the
sporting fraternity as Kid McCoy, by special
arrangement, appears in one of the most
spectacular ring battles of his career in 'The
Honey
the American
with Mme.Bee,"
Marguerita
Sylva, thesuper-special,
noted opera
singer, in the featured role. The verdict of
some fight fans who were among the first reviewers of these scenes featuring the prize
fight between Kid McCoy and Nigel Barrie,
was very gratifying to the management of
the "Flying A" studios.

"Forbidden Trails" Is Latest
Buck Jones Release for Fox

THE
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Book

Describing "Slam Bang Jim
AFLAME-COLORED campaign book of
twenty-four pages is just off the press
for the use of exhibitors booking the
American production, "Slam Bang Jim," which
has
adapted
from up"Snap
This been
book has
been built
to helpJudgment."
put over
In a big way the comedy-drama it advertises
and exploits.
Reproductions of the attractive posters,
which include a 24-sheet, two 3-sheets, a 1sheet and a 6-sheet, besides the 22 by 28
lobby portrait of William Russell and scene
from the drama, all teeming with action and
Interest, introduce the reader to the main
advertising features. Following reproductions of the newspaper cuts are practical exploitation suggestions which are effective and
at the same time easy to put over.
There is also a generous supply of catch
lines for ads and programs for which this
dual-role, double identity farce is a proliflc
source. Thumb-nail synopses and notices for
newspapers will prove a boon for exhibitors —
In short, this campaign book will meet in a
practical way the varied exploitation and advertising demands of the theatres in both the
small town and large city.
Nazimova Beats Box Office
Records at Merrill Theatre
THE biggest box office receipts for one
week that the Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee has ever known were piled up
by
in "The ofHeart
a Child"whenduring
the Nazimova
recent showing
that ofpicture,
the
__Merrill held the production over for a second
"week
had seven
smashed
figures after
for theit first
days all
of itsattendance
run.
According to E. C. Bostick, manager of the
Merrill and also of the New Strand, "The
Heart
of abeat
Child"
receipts for
the first
week
of its run
all previous
records
by $500.
The record established by the new Nazimova picture in Milwaukee has been duplicated elsewhere In a number of instances, ac-
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Repeat Bookings

on Neilan's "The River's End"
A return
HIGH-WATER
mark isin confidently
rebookings antiand
dates business
cipated by J. R. Grainger, in charge of
sales for Marshall Neilan Productions, on
"The
End," theFirstinitial
independent
Neilan River's
release through
National.
"Never in my long association with the
sales end of the motion picture business," said
Mr.
"have Iand
experienced
band Grainger,
for rebookings
extended such
runs aasde-is
being evidenced in connection with 'The
River's
End.'
safely that
say that
date 50andperplayed
cent,
of "Ithecantheatres
have tobooked
this film have arranged for either extended
bookings or have requested return dates. This
applies
small. to the large theatres .as well as the
" 'Don't Ever Marry' is running close to the
record of 'The
and than
from our
present
indications
willRiver's
even doEnd,'
better
first
As a result of the rush of business in conoffering."
nection with "The River's End" and "Don't
Ever
Marry,"havethebecome
Marshallcramped
Neilan for
offices
New York
space,in
and another suite of offices adjoining the
present space in the Capitol Theatre iJuUdIng will be taken over immediately.
George H. Plympton, for several years a
continuity and special story writer for the
Vitagraph company, has been added to the
scenario department of the J. D. Hampton
studios.

INthethesecond
selection
of "Forbidden
vehicle
for his newTrails"
cowboyas
star. Buck Jones, William Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation, exhibits a
consistency which, if adhered to, should insure
the popularity of all films in which this
star appears.
"Forbidden Trails," in novel form, is said
to have surpassed in sale many other works
by the same author, Charles Alden Seltzer,
whose stories of life in the open West are
in big demand.
During
Buck
Jones,the infilming
pursuit ofof"Forbidden
the realism Trails,"
which
he insists upon ii his pictures, seriously
injured a foot in mi- -ing a reckless fall from
his horse. This in irrupted the production
for three weeks.
A happy combina on of director and star
has been found with Scott Dunlap at the
megaphone with Jones. The supporting cast
includes Harry Dunkinson, Fred Herzog,
George Kunkel, William Elmer and Stanton
Heck. Winifred Westover, the demure,
blonde leading woman, does work which goes
far to bring out in Buck Jones a pleasing
suggestion of dramatic talent seldom found
in cowboy stars — whose main object is to
thrill with hair-raising stunts.
Gibraltar Picture Acclaimed
at Hodkinson Trade Showings
BOTHpictures,
in theme
ani" enactment,
LeahandBaird
produced
by Gibraltar
released by Hodkinson. grow in power.
This fact was amply attested by the enthusiasm and spot booking that marked simultaneous trade showings at all Hodkinson
branches of Miss Baird's newest
production,
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute,"
by Louis
Joseph
Vance.
Claims set forth in advance by the Hodkinson organization and Gibraltar executives that the new Leah Baird production
was even more powerful and had greater exploitation possibilifles than her "As a Man
Thinks" hibattractea
scores ofTheprominent
itors to the showings.
eagerness ex-to
book "Cynthia-of-the-Minute" fully substantiated the goodand'hings
said in advance by
the producers
exhibitors.
Leah BaiT-'I's AVork Js Praised.
Every elemeri,^ of popular .ippeal has its
place
"Cynthka-of-the-ilinutc,"
a r^imance
highlyin seasoned
with the thrills,
stirring
suspense and smashing climaxes that .screen
devotees anO booklovers look for in a Louis
Joseph Var"a story. These qualities, in conjunction with tne human touches that are
brought out b" its love story is unfolded, not
only stamp the production the biggest of all
Leah Baird achievements to date, but also
one of the
fineston and
dramas offered
the most
screenengrossing
in months. meloArthur F. Beck, president of Gibraltar Pictures, has inaugurated
advertising campaign ona book
the publi.shers'
Louis Joseph
Vance picture that should prove as beneficial
to exhibitors .as successful booksellers' drive
on "The Westerners" and "Desert Gold."
Kllsoor Added to "Hearts Are Trumpa."
Joseph Kilgour, after a brief absence from
the playing
forces athasMetro's
coast
studios
in Hollywood,
returnedwestto enact
one of the principal roles in "Hearts are
Trumps," dramasthe
of the for
Drury
to bethird
produced
the Lane
screenmeloby
Metro. Mr. Kilgour will have the part of Lord
Burford, a distinguished Englishman, In the
all-star cast that is to Interpret the story of
love and intrigue by the late Cecil Raleigh.

A Strip of Pictures Showing Georges Carpentier During the Day's Work.
1 — Boxer, with wife on his left; 2 — "Some muscle, um-um!" 3 — Learning the intricacies of the camera: 4 — In his corner with William
Halligan, comedian, and Francois Descamps; 5 — Talking things over with his director, John G. Adolfl, while making
"
production for Robertson-Cole.
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Call for Title of New Sunshine
Comedy Brings Suggestions
FOR the past four months tlie advertising
and publicity departments of Fox Film
Corporation have been receiving a steady
flow of communications from theatre managers, owners and publicity men — from houses
of all sorts, sizes and clienteles. Announcement was made at that time that the company was looking for a suitable title.
The exact date for the selection of the title
is yetner will
undecided,
but thewithin
name the
of the
be announced
nextwinsix
weeks.
Plans for the special distribution of this
de luxe Sunshine Special have already been
perfected by the Fox sales heads and will
be ready for the release of the multiple reel
comedy in the near future. Special photos
of attractive poses by the seventy-five Sunshine Widows who throng the hundreds of
scenes of the picture have been prepared
for distribution and will offer exhibitors
many new angles for snappy lobby displays
on the production.
Hampton Del Ruth, farceur supreme, personally supervised the entire production,
with a corps of six Sunshine directors working day and night for six months.
Showmen Plan "Mrs, Sidney Drew Week."
Pathe branch managers throughout the
country have reported that many exhibitors
are preparing to make the return to the
screen of Mrs. Sidney Drew a real event in
their theatres. In some cases "Mrs. Drew
Weeks"
arranged.
Mrs.
Drew andareher being
late husband
wereWhen
producing
and appearing in comedies they were in favor
in thousands of theatres throughout the
country and the patrons of these theatres
have been waiting for an opportunity to
again see "Polly" Drew on the screen.
Mrs. Drew returns to the screen temporarily in the third picture of her present
series featuring John Cumberland. The picis "Theis Emotional
MissVaughn,
Vaughn,"a role
and
Mrs. tureDrew
seen as Miss
idealy suited to her talents. The comedy
will be released on May 30.
Harry Morey's Next Feature
Is Now Nearing Completion
HARRY T. MOREY'S forthcoming Vitagraph feature will be called "The Gauntlet." Thereturned
star and from
his supporting
company recently
the mountains
of Tennessee, where many of the exteriors
were filmed, and now has gone with his director, Edwin Hollywood, to Saugerties, N.
Y., where the picture will be completed.
"The Gauntlet" is based on a magazine
story by Lillian Benett-Thompson and
George Hubbard and was put into picture
form by Fred Schaefer. Louiszita Valentine,
who appeared with Mr. Morey In "The Sea
Rider," has the leading feminine role. The
locale is among the mountaineers and moonshiners of the Tennessee mountains.
In selecting the picture for Mr. Morey, Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, is fulfilling his promise to provide the star with
features dealing with outdoor life so far as
possible. Mr. Morey recently completed "The
Sea
storyto of
life
on theRider."
deep, aandrugged
pre.vious
thatstrenuous
he was seen
in two pictures dealing with mountain life.
Edwin Hollywood directed all these features.
Gladys Georgre In Leading Role.
Gladys George, one of the most promising
of
Ince "discoveries,"
been
castThomas
in the H.leading
feminine role has
opposite
Douglas MacLean in his first individual star"Yanconna
accordingin
to wordring vehicle,
from the
Thomas Yillies,"
H. Ince studios
Culver City, Cal.
Miss George will assume the character of
Juliet, a young chicken farmerette.
Douglas MacLean and his company recently completed the shadow rehearsals for "Yanconna Yillies."
of the
first scenes
in theTheplayphotographing
is now progressing
under the direction of Jack Nelson. The new
play abounds with original wit and humor
and
sports several
photographic
effects.departures in "gags" and
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"Love's Harvest" Over
Poor Sliirley Mason feels lonesome in this
new Fox release.
Green Starts Directing New
Pickford Film; Has Big Cast
WITH
Al Green
as aofGoldwyn
director
and a retained
strong cast
motion
picture favorites assembled, work on
the Jack Pickford starring vehicle. "The
Man
Who has
Had been
Everything,"
Ames
Williams,
started at bytheBenGoldwyn
.xtudios in Culver City. Billy Reiter will act
as assistant to Director Green, and the
camera work will be in the hands of Clyde
Cook.
This story, which was first published in a
popular duction
weekly,
be Pickford's
since he will
became
a Goldwyn third
star, prothe
other being "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and "The Double Dyed Deceiver."
I'riscilla Bonner, a young actress who has
made rapid progress since her entrance into
picture work last December, will play opposite Pickford.
Alec H. Francis, the well-known Goldwyn
character actor, is said to have an excellent
opportunity in the role assigned to him in
"The Man Who Had Everything." whereas
another telling performance may be expected
from Lionel Belmore. Others in the company
are Shannon Day, William Machin and Carl
Girard.
Bandbox

Gives Two Weeks

Run to "An Adventuress"
AN tinge,
ADVENTURESS,"
Julian has
Elthe female starring
impersonator,
again scored a booking triumph, according to Briton N. Busch, president of the Republic Distributing Corporation, of which
Lewis J. Selznick is advisory director.
Mr. Busch stated that the Bandbox Theatre, of Chicago, which recently opened its
doors for the first time with the Select picture. "She Loves and Lies." booked "An Adventures " for two weeks as a first-run production.
"This instance of a two weeks' first-run at
Barbee's Loop Theatre," declared Mr. Busch.
"is only one of the many instances where exhibitors have profited by the showing of 'An
.Xdventuress.'
the entire
tion there runs Throughout
a vein of humor,
tingedproducwith
thrilling scenes.
bookings have
on thebeenpicture
thus far
that"Ourexhibitors
delighted
withshow
the
spontaneous outburst of aproval from their
audiences."
Incr'.s "Homespun Folks" Ready.
Thomas H. Ince has edited his new special
production, "Homespun Folks," in which
Lloyd Hughes carries off honors as the featured masculine player. The special will be
ready for pre-review within the next week.
It was directed by John Griffith Wray, under
the personal supervision of Mr. Ince.
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Newspaper Tie-Up Aids in
Advertising Flynn Dramas
THE Chief tective
William
J. Flynn by
two-reel
dedramas, released
Republic,
have been booked by all the big Chicago
circuits, according to Sam E. Morris, general
manager of the Republic Distributing CorThis announcement was augumented by
poration.
the statement that the entire series of Flynn
dramas have been Actionized by Wilson Mlzner and are now running in leading dailies
during the showing of the pictures in the motion picture theatres throughout the country.
At the present time the Brooklyn Citizen
is running the fiction versions of the entire
series for eight weeks.
"Brooklyn exhibitors are cashing in on this
newspaper tieup by placing a small ad the
.■<ize of an ordinary index card at an advertising expense for the entire eight weeks of
not more than $40."
Vitagmphers Fly to Location.
.\ trip to location of an entire motion picture producing company on a fleet of hydroairplanes was the feat accomplished by Dilet-tor Tom Terriss In going to Catallna
Island with Vltagraph's producing unit on
The Girl
fromproductions
the Sky."recently
This will
be the
second
of the
announced
by Albert E. Smith, Vitagraph. The first is
.Fames Oliver Curwood's "The Courage of
Marge
O'Doone,"
now from
ready anforaviation
release. field
The start
was made
i>etween Los Angeles and the beach. CataUna, the famous tourist resort island, lies
20 miles out at sea.» The company reached
the location without mishap, landing on the
beach not a hundred yards from where sets
had been constructed the day before by a
staff from Vitagraph's Hollywood studio.
Annonnces Cast for Kennedy Feature.
With the selection of a cast to support
MadgewithKennedy,
Goldwyn
in "The
Girl
the Jazz the
Heart,"
work star,
on that
prod
u
c
t
i
o
n
I
s
progresing
at
Goldwyn's
New
York
studios under the direction of L. C. Wlndopi.
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart" is adapted
from a story by Robert Shannon, which appeared in Munsey's
Joe King
will be Magazine.
the principal player in
Miss
Kennedy's
support.
the cast
are Leon Pierre Gertdron, Others
Williamin Walcott.
Helen de Bols, Robert Vaughn. Emile Hoch,
Lillian Worth, Robert Tansey and Dorothy
Halght.
800 Extras In Metro Special.
With members of his company and more
than 800 extra people, Bert Lytell is at Chatsworth, Cal.. where scenes for the battle
spectacle
of "The
of Redemption"
are
being
filmed.
The Price
mountainous
region about
Chatsworth and especially the mountain pass
where numerous mimic battles for the screen
have been taken, offers an ideal location for
the battle scenes for Mr. Lytell's new Metro
special production.
"The Price of Redemption" was adapted for
the screen by June Mathls from the novel
"The Temple of Dawn," by I. A. R. Wylle. It
is being directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
Holmes Will Do Serious Role on Stage.
When Taylor Holmes returns to the speaking stage following his excursion into motion
pictures, parturethis
actor will
conductrole,
a novel
deby assuming
a serious
although
he has earned
fame Samuel
as a comedian.
In "ToMorrow's
Price,"
Shipman
cival Wilde,
to beby produced
shortly and
by A.Per-H.
Woods, maticMr.
part. Holmes will essay a straight draAs an independent picture producer. Taylor
Holmes recently has made three comedies for
release by Metro. They are "Nothing But the
Truth," "The Very Idea" and "Nothing But
Hamilton Story for WiiUnm DeMiiie.
Upon the completion of "Conrad in Quest
of
His Youth,"
Merrick's
story, hewithla
scenario
by OlgaLeonard
Printzlau,
on which
Lies."working. William DeMille, it Is annow
nounced, win begin work on a production
written by Cosmo Hamilton, noted author of
many dramas and books. The title of the
picture is as > et unannounced.
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Press

Reviews

Here are extracts from available reviews printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review (T. R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.).

The Love Expert
(Ooaatance Talmadge — First National)
M. P. W. — Is a sure winner, bound to
please wherever shown.
N. — Constance Talmadge scores again in
romantic comedy.
T. R. — Light comedy plot of purely whimtions. sical order with many amusing complicaW.— Great. You can't help but like it.
The Miracle of Money
(Margaret Seddon — Pathe)
M. P. W. — It is a picture that makes a
genuine appeal and will be remembered by
those who see It.
N. — A rather weak story which loses Interest.
T. R. — Excellent characterization and a
strong human interest story.
W. — It's different and has a genuine appeal.
Riders of the Dawn
(Hodkinson)
M. P. W. — A generally fine entertainment.
N. — Colorful action compensates for plbt
shortcomings.
T. R. — Offers a strong melodramatic plot
especially timely in view of the restless labar conditions prevailing throughout the
country.

W. — Grey.
Plenty of excitement in this latest
Zane
Terror Island
(Houdini — Paramount)
M. P. W. — The entire product has so much
that is really entertaining that it must be
valued as good in the summing up.
N. — Resembles a wild serial in incident
and action.
They've
gone very wild on both story
andW. —thrills
in this.
E. H.— Those who marketed the Houdini
serial successfully should find the production
an attractive offering.
The Dead Line
(George Walsh — Fox)
M. P. W. — Maintains a fine degree of suspense, making the spectator forget that he
is watching a picture, a tribute to the quality
of
direction.the tale and the smoothness of the
story.
N. — George Walsh will please in feud
T. R. — It carries plenty of melodramatic
thrills with much shooting and killing going
on from the first to the last.
W. — Walsh's
wasn't won on
pictures
of this popularity
type.

Humoresque
(Cosmopolitan)
tions.
M. P. W. — Is one of the year's big producN. — Here is an undeniably fine entertainment.
W. — Nothing short of a pictorial triumph.
The Orphan
(William Farnnm — Fox)
M. P. W. — Another powerful subject is
added
in "The
Orphan " characters.
to William Farnura'S
portrayal
of Western
N. — Wildest of Westerns, with little plot.
W.. — A Western that departs from the
beaten path and registers as big.
E, H. — A typical western melodrama with
avein
pleasing
story and
runninglovethrough
it. a strong comedy
DANGEROUS EYES (Fox-.Sunshine).—
Chesterin Conklin
revels comic.
in a job Hein acranks
modiste's
shop
this two-reel
the
revolving platform for the lady models and
has a tremendous time lacing up the corset
strings
for ina "Perfect
The situations
are
breezy
this, but 63."
so funny
that they
should get over without offense. The safe
cracking episode in the second reel is a
(aughable stunt.

in Pathe's "Simple Souls."
A Collection of Pictures Showing Important Moments
Blanche Sweet is starred in this six-reel production, which tells an unusual love story.
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LATEST
REVIEWS
W
COMMENTS
CONDUCTED BY EDWARD WEITZEL. ASSOCIATE. EDITOR

Sidelights and Reflections
apaid towstheincommunic
ANY attention
tions and intervie
the trade
papers, from week to week, in which
exhibitors, scenario writers and art directors express their views on all sorts of
screen subjects sometimes leaves the impression that to several of these gentlemen
moving pictures have little, if any,
individuality and should all be treated with
scant consideration for the class to which
they belong. One exhibitor whose opinions
as to the best methods of conducting his
business are generally clear headed and
have placed him among the leading screen
showman complained recently that the producer did not give enough thought to the
importance of music in the presentation of
pictures. To quote from the article, which
appeared in this publication :
"Rather he or the cutter of the film
overlooks the possibilities for giving the
musicians a chance. For instance, there is
a shift in the action compelling the director of the orchestra to swing to another
piece of music. Yet before the musicians
have got fairly started they are choked off
by still another radical switch on the
screen. Many pictures lean heavily on the
musical accompaniment, and it seems to me
it would be the part of wisdom for the
producer to recognize this and help the
showman by exercising better judgment in
the cutting."
There will one day be just one class of
film fiction that the cutter can consider
with relation to a musical setting; and when
this class arrives it will be known as screen
opera. In the screen novel, tlie screen comedy and the screen drama the mental action controls the tempo, and scenes cannot
be pieced out or new incidents added to
suit the convenience of a musical score.
If a shift in the action takes places there
can be but one reason for it — the proper
telling of the story demands such a shift.
When a stage play is correctly rehearsed
and acted it is possible to beat time to it.
The same thing is possible with a screen
play, if it has been correctly photographed
and assembled. Neither class of fiction can
be thrown out of dramatic harmony in order to synchronize with the notes selected
for a musical setting.
When screen opera is a reality the music
will dominate the action on the screen in
the same way the work of the composer
overshadows the words of every grand
opera libretto. Special themes that lend
themselves readily to this form of story
telling on the screen will be selected. It
is hardly necessary to add that the music
will be written by the foremost composers,
if screen opera is to be a success.
No one needs to be reminded of the consequences ifthe operator does not set his
picture machine at the proper pace. The
correct movement of the human beings
shown on the screen is no more arbitrary a
condition than is the proper tempo of the
mental action. When skilfully selected and
as skilfully played the musical setting
chosen for every piece of screen fiction
blends in perfectly with the picture as it
comes from the hands of the cutter. If
the story holds the interest in the way it
should, it would be worse than folly to
alter it for the sole purpose of giving the
musicians a chance. WEITZEL.
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IN THIS ISSUK.
"The Yellow Typhoon" (First National).
"TheCole). Fortune
Teller" (Robertf>on"Out of the Storm" (Goldwyn).
"Everything
But the Truth" (Universal).
"The
Notorious
Mrs. Sands" (Robertson-Cole).
(Comments.
"The Yellow Typhoon"
Anita Stewart Doubles in a Clever Adaptation ofThrough
Harold McGrath's
Story Released
First National.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
MUCH
of thetransferred
personality toof the
the cinema
author
has been
version of "The Yellow Typhoon," a
climactic melodrama, replete with intrigue
and quick action. The production is a worthy one and evinces marked craftmanship
on the part of the director. Heavy demands in the way of elaborate settings
have been made upon the producer, and
the effects are colorful and vivid. As the
scene of action shifts from .'\merica to the
Orient and back from the Orient to the
Philippines, there is a scrupulous regard
for atmospheric details and incidents that
increases
the Anita
spectator's
A blonde,
Stewartinterest.
is one of the
novelties of the picture, which affords the
star a chance for depicting two contrasting roles. As the dark-haired sister of
sweet, unselfish character, she is more familiar, of course, and to this role she is
better suited by type and temperament.
The other role calls for somewhat baser
and more hardened qualities which she
does not assimilate with the same degree
of conviction.
The members of the supporting cast perform in a way that is a credit to their director, as well as to their individual talent.
Ward Crane is an attractive type, who supplies what small amount of love interest
there is, and Donald MacDonald and Joseph
Kilgour prove capable in other important
parts. Excellent photography aids in making the picture a success.
"The Yellow Typhoon" is the name which
has been given a young blonde woman as
dangerous as she is beautiful, and who is
suspected by the United Secret Service
Bureau as being connected with a certain
conspiracy.
Camt.
Hilda Nordstrom |
. ^
-^""^
John
Mathison
Ward Stewart
Crane
f
m
Nordstro
Berta
Robert Hallowell Donald MacDonald
Karl Lysgaard
Joseph Kilgour
M. Andre Uuval
George Fisher
Morgan
Ed. Brady
Story by Harold McGrath.
Scenario by Monte Katterjohn.
Directed by Edward Jose.
Length — Six Reel».
The Story.
Hilda and Berta Nordstrom are twin sisters with vastly different ideas in regard to
life and happiness. Berta's existence is one
round of lessness
selfish
pleasure
and hercauses
thoughtand neglect
eventually
her
mother's death. The immediate cause of this
tragedy was her elopement with Robert Hallowell which was followed by Hilda's discovery of her
clothesandbyherthem bank
of a river,
whichsister's
led Hilda
.ther

to
cide.believe that the girl had committed suiIn reality she had gone to Italy, where
she was continuing her gay life of extravagance, and is known as "The Yellow
Typhoon."hausted,When
Hallowell's
are adexshe deserts
him forfunds
another
mirer who owns a notorious gambling establishment in the Orient. Her new lover, Karl
Lysgaard, begs her to accompany him to
Manila, where he intends to carry out secret plans in league with an enemy to the
United States. She is eager for adventure
and consents to go with him.
Hallowell, meanwhile, has repaired to
Manila, where he Is perfecting an invention
which will insure American ships from submarine attacks. Hilda, now a secret service
agent from Washington, comes to the place.
Hallowell and his friend, Lieut. Commander
John Mathison, note her resemblance to "the
yellow typhoon," and suspect her, in spite
of her assertion,
that sheto the
is thetaskother's
twin
sister.
She is assigned
of watching her sister and Lysgaard. She learns of
their plan to get possession of the prints of
Hallowell'sIn plans,
which scene
are to
be sent
America.
a dramatic
which
followsto
her discovery, Hallowel is killed and Mathison is detailed to carry the papers to the
United States. Berta and her companion
follow disguised as immigrants. But Hilda
outwits them, and in a scuffle which occurs
up.on the arrival of the police. Berta and
Lysgaard are killed. Hilda and Mathison
acknowledge their love and are married.
Program and Exploitation Catcblines: "The
Story of Two Young Sisters and a Foreign Conspiracy Which Involved Them
Both, Bringing to One of Them Just Retribution, to the Other Honorable Happiness.
She Discovered That Her Twin Sister Was
"The Yellow Typhoon" Whom She Had
Been Ordered to Arrest — And She Did
Not
Swerve
from Dual
Her Role.
Duty — See Anita
Stewart
in This
She Waster, a Traitor
Suspected
of Being
Her Own
to Her
Country.
How SisDid
She Prove Her Innocence?
See "The
Exploitntlon
Angles:
Hook this up as
Yellow Typhoon."
strongly as you can with the McGrath novel
originally appearing in The Saturday Evening Post. Dwell upon the vast opportunities
given Miss Stewart in the dual role and hammer away on the dramatic situations. Use
work.
cut-outs
of the sisters in pairs for window
"Everything But the Truth"
Lyons and Moran Appear in Excellent
Five-Reel Universal Comedy Subject.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
for
who and
of screen
THEyearsmultitude
EddiefansLyons
have watched
Lee Moran do team work in one and
two-reel subjects will be pleased with this
first five-reel production, entitled "Everyin their
It is done
Truth."
thing But the vein
light
a good,
and carries
usual comedy
plot, with numerous laughing moments
strung along through the action.
These two players are particularly apt
in depicting the early troubles of engaged
couples or newly-weds. In this particular
story Lee is already married and Eddie is
about to be. Through an unkind fate Eddie is made prisoner overnight in company
with Lee's wife, and there is a general disbance of "love's
young make
dream"
along
the line. turThe
prisoners
theirall escape
next day, and some laughable attempts
are made at explaining their absence. They
tell everything but the truth, but in the
end nothing but the truth saves them.
The subject contains numerous angles
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of special interest to young married couple.
Eddie's
business are
troubles,
as pictured
the beginning,
thoroughly
amusing.at
The following scenes are taken in the
suburban village of Blythedale, where Eddie makes the unfortunate acquaintance
with Lee's bride.
The settings are all pleasing and the
story moves smoothly. Katherine Lewis
and Anne Cornwall have the feminine
leads.
Cast.
Billy Hervey
Eddie Lyons
Jack Elton
Lee Moran
Helen Gray
Katherine Lewis
Annabelle Elton
Anne Cornwall
Doctor
Nelson McDowell
Bookkeeper
Willis Marks
Aunt
,
Elizabeth Witt
Story by Edgar Franklin.
Scenario by Philip Hum.
Directed by Lyons and Moran.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Billy Hervey, in "Everything But the
Truth,"
of the
William
Oil
Company,is ahead
concern
which
is in Hervey
bad shape
financially. The stockholders and employes
of the company are badly worried, but Billy
himself is in love with a girl named Helen
Gray, who is soon to become his bride, and
bears his troubles easily. On the eve of a
stockholders'
he which
dashes isaway
look
at his newmeeting
bungalow,
to be toa
surprise gift to Helen.
While at the bungalow in Blythesdale,
Billy meets Annabelle Elton, the young wife
of Jack Eton. The latter has been called
to town for the night by his employer and
Helen wishes to get some fresh eggs from
a chicken farm some distance away. Billy
volunteers to drive her over in his car, just
to be neighborly. When they arrive at the
supposed house Billy and Annabelle are made
prisoners and kept overnight by a strange
Individual, who turns out to be an escaped
lunatic. He thinks he is running a sanitarium and that the visitors are crazy.
On their escape, next day, Billy and Annabelle make some wierd and unsatisfactory
explanations, both to Jack and Helen Gray.
They lie singly and in concert, to no advantage whatever. It is only when the truth
finally comes out, through other individuals,
that the suspicious ones are finally satisfied.
Program and E}xpIoitatlon Catchlines:
Lyons-Moran,
the Weil-Known Comedy
Duo, in a Five-reel Comedy.
He Took His Friend's Wife Over to the
Farm to Get Some Eggs — And Who
Should They Meet But a Lunatic— And
He Makes Them His Prisoners Overnight
See the Pun When They Start to Make
Explanations — A Peppery Comedy Drama,
with Lyons-Moran as the Fun Makers.
"Everything But the Truth" Is the Title —
Lyons-Moran Are the Stars — And the
Comedy
Is Incessant. Don't Miss It, for a
Riot
of Fun.
Exploitation Angles: Make your big appeal
with the debut of the stars in a real five-reel
comedy.
Treat it as an event and you'll
make it so. Offer the big points of the opening of the story to show that there really is
a plot.
"Out of the Storm"
Brilliant Picturization of Gertrude Atherton Novel by Goldwyn.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
n
a successio
STORM"
OF THE picture
OUTof motion
storyis punches
that
will prove it to be one of the seaion by
son's best pictures.
is a picturizat
Goldwyn
and Rex It Beach
of Gertrude
s
Atherton'
"Thestories
Tower hasof brought
Ivory."
The
search novel,
for good
out this one, and the way it was produced
is a credit to everybody concerned in the
making of it.
There are some fine incidents and climaxes. A shipwreck is unusually realistic,
and the jail delivery both exciting and
gripping. There is plenty of emotional appeal and a love story that will keep your
audiences on edge to see how it is going
to turn out.
The leading part is played by Barbara
Castleton. She does splendid work in "Out
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Atherton's name. More
than read her, so she can
down on the settings and
unusually well produced.
favorites in the cast and
outs.

people know her
sell for you. Bear
tell this has been
Play up your local
use plenty of cut-

"The Fortune Teller"
Robertson-Cole Super-Special Presenting
Marjorie Rambeau in a Dramatic Story
of Motherhood.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

This Is Just Between You and Me,"
Says Lee Moran in "Everything But the
Truth," afive-reel
Universal
Lyons-Moran
comedy.
iiitiiiiiiiiiiirmiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiitriiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitriiiiiiiiiii
of the
Storm."
Bowers
is the
ing man.
He isJohn
another
whose
worklead-is
gathering popularity. Another important
role is that of Al Levering, played by Sydney Ainsworth. This part gets a certain
amount of sympathy for several reels, and
it is this situation that makes the story
so good. Exhibitors will find "Out of the
Storm" a picture that will not only satisfy
their patrons, but one that will be talked
about.
Cast.
Margaret Hill
Barbara Castleton
John Ordham
John Bowers
Al Levering
Sydney Ainsworth
Mabel Cutting
Doris Pawn
Mrs. Cutting
Elinor Hancock
Lord Bridgemlnster
Lawson Butt
Lady Bridgemlnster
Edyth Chapman
Walter Driscombe
AShton Dearholt
Scenario by J. E. Nash.
Directed by William Parke.
Length, 6,000 feet.
The Story.
Margaret Hill, a singer and the heroine
of "Out of the Storm," is poverty stricken
and thinks of suicide. Teddy Shale, a recruiting agent, brings her to a Seattle low
class cabaret,'
where embezzler,
she sings rescues
for the her.
patrons. Al Levering,
He falls in love with her and , pays for the
cultivation of her voice, while she lives with
him. He is arrested and imprisoned. Margaret goes to. San Francisco to study music,
promising to marry Levering when he gets
out. In a shipwreck she is rescued by John
Ordham, younger son of the noble English
family of Bridgemlnster. They become separated and go their ways, neither knowing
the other has been finally saved.
Five years later Margaret is a reigning
opera queen in London. Ordway is engaged
to another girl. Meantime Levering escapes
from prison and takes up a hunt for Margaret. Ordham again meets her and they
renew their acquaintance, which ripens into
love. But Levering appears and demands
she choose between Ordham and him. She
discloses her past to Ordham, who had broken
with his fiancee. But Ordam forgives her.
Anxious to save him from scandal, Margaret
flaunts Levering before him. This embitters
Ordham. However, Scotland Yard detectives
have trailed Levering and finally shoot him.
Just before his death he brings Margaret
and Ordham together.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchlines;
What
"Out of the Storm?" Life,
Love Came
and Happiness.
"Out of the Storm" Came the Unknown
Woman, Blown by the Winds of Fate.
A Gale of Passion! A Hurricane of Drama!
One Man Sacrificed Himself to Give Her
a Career; the Other Saved Her Life.
Which Should She Marry?
Exploitation Angles: Connect this With the
original title, and make good use of Miss

Teller"the
is toward
the
WHILE
drift of melodrama,
"The Fortune
underlying motive goes to establish the necessity of mother love as a
great contributing factor to the happiness
and success of a man. No American will
question this. To the contrary, all recent
methods ofas education
influence
secondaryplace
to the
that teacher's
of the
mental development of children. In the
Robertson-Cole product the mother is discarded most unjustly by a husband devoted to scientific research, who thereafter
brings his boy up on such scientific principles that he amounts to nothing as a
man. He is a failure until chance restores
the natural inspiration of a boy's life. This
is
out by the
star's
finebrought
characterization
rather
thanremarkably
by Capellani's
direction.
Marjorie Rambeau qualifies as an emotional screen actress in "The Fortune
Teller," carrying interest far beyond that
of the story by her personality and intelligent interpretation of the leading role.
It is she who gives emphasis to the important therne of the story to which extraneous
matter relating to subordinate characters
does not contribute, some of which could
be eliminated with benefit to the production. Of Miss Rambeau's support, Virginia
Lee,
in anstory
ingenue
role Frederick
ai-ds materially
enhance
interest.
Burton,to
Raymond McKee and Franklin Hanna providing admirable types. The direction is
capable in detail, but lays too much stress
on the unimportant instead of driving
steadily along the main line of interest.
The entire product is a high class one, and,
as shown at the Broadway, it should prove
a fine entertainment anywhere.
Cast. Marjorie Rambeau
Renee Browning
Horatio Browning
Frederick Burton
Tony Salviattl
E. Fernandez
Stephen Browning
Raymond McKee
Governor Leonard
Franklin Hanna
His Daughter
Vlrgina Lee
Jim the Strong Man
T. M. Koupal
Lottie
Cyprian Giles
Directed by Albert Capellani.
Length,
Five
Reels.
The Story.
as "TheRenee
Fortune
of a but
circusas
did^otMadame
begin Teller"
her career,
the virtuous wife of a scientist named
Browning. Falsely accused of relations with
a circus manager, Tony Salviattl, and on his
account divorced by a merciless husband, she
was set adrift without the custody of her
little boy, to whom she had been devoted.
The spiritual character of Renee gradually
decayed, until she was a mere wreck of
her former self twenty years later. Then
her son came to have his fortune told. His
scientific education was a failure. He had
been discarded everywhere in attempts to
make his own way. His mother, on learning
his name, rouses from her lethargy, inspires
him without letting her identity be known.
She quits her demoralizing associations, supports herself by her art of telling fortunes
and lifts her son rapidly in society and
business until he becomes a successful candidate for political honors and the fiance of
the Governor's daughter.
In achieving so much for her son, she
raises herself socially, proving that the devotion of a true-hearted mother is the mainspring of action In a boy's life, and that
the mother receives in giving him the training, energy and courage he needs. Her own
reward in the end is full recognition, not
only of her motherhood, but of her nobla
qualities of mind and heart as well.
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Program and Exploitation Catchllnes: Marjorie Rambeau in a Dramatic Story of
Motherhood.
Play Showing Why Mother Love la One
of the Greatest Contributing Factors to
the Happiness and Success of Man.
Marjorie Rambeau in An Emotional Role
in an Inspiring Story — See Her as "The
Fortune Teller."
Elxploltation Angles: Make your appeal
with Miss Rambeau and bear down hard
on the mother angle, which should be your
surest seller. Give the high lights of the
story in your advertising and keep away
from stunts which will give too much emphasis to the title and suggest something
clap-trap.
"The Notorious Mrs. Sands"
Robertson-Cole Presents Bessie Barriscale
In a Realistic Variation of the Eternal
Triangle.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
S" is a
S MRS.
RIOUntati
on ofSAND
THElifelXOTO
ike prese
the almost
nd,
rsal
wife and
plot of husba
unive
one other, the third party in this case an
honorable lover. The sense of duty in his
breast, as well as that of the wife, is at war
of rewith natural passions to the point ct
nunciation, though the fires of instin are
.
y
er
ched
He neith spoils
never wholl quen
her life nor his own, though both suffer
from the husband's unreasonable jealousy
and fiendish schemes of malignant torture.
It is a true motion picture story in that it
adheres to one main line of action. Its
logic is defective only in details such as the
accusation of crime on very slight evidence,
but this is amply compensated for by the
res ctof isthe
tortu
woma
strong Thepictu
ablyn'sstage
d red
and
admir
produ
soul.
notable for the skill with which the mental
ngs
cters
ayed.
are portr
of its chara
worki
Miss Barriscale interprets her difficult
role with true spiritual insight, not overacting the scenes of tragic passion, never
forgetting that she is depicting a modern
woman of intelligence and refinement. In
scenes where she accepts public dishonor
for the sake of private right her attitude
of resignation shows a delicate appreciation
of how a well-born woman would act in
a compromising situation. Her work is excellent throughout, a compliment to her art
and to the clear judgment of her director.
Exceptionally good in quality is the taste
shown in backgrounds and settings. The
whole product, as shown at the Rio Theatre, is a fine entertainment.
Cast.
Mary Ware
Bessie Barriscale
Ronald Cliffe
Forrest Stanley
Dulcie Charteris
Dorothy Gumming
Grey Sands
Harry Meyers
Child
Ben Alexander
Story by M. B. Havey.
Directed by William Christy Cabanne.
Length, Five Reels.
Tlie Story.
"The comeNotorious
beso through Mrs.
any Sands"
wrong does
act not
of her
own, but through the evil machinations of her
husband. He has thwarted the natural longings of her heart for Harold Cane, only to
feel her contempt when she discovers the
depth of his deceit. She is loyal to the core
Tintil her husband begins a systematic torture by flaunting her love for Cane in her
-face. Even then, when Cane comes in his
share of torture at the hands of the husband,
his employer, Mrs. Sands keeps her dignity
and self-respect. At a moment when Cane
is about to leave the city. Sands loses his
head so completely as to show such brutality
to his wife that she goes to a hotel and sends
for Crane. She begs him to take her away
with him, but realization comes to her that
she involves her mother in such conduct, and
she decides that they must await the trend
of events in separation.
With fiendish ingenuity her husband plants
agloves
safe robbery
at this formoment,
on the scene
evidenceleaving
againstCane'B
the
young man, and has him arrested for burglary. At the trial Cane refuses to account
for his time, fearing to compromise Mrs.
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Sands. She goes to the courtroom and saves
him by an admission of his presence with her
in a hotel room at the hour, establishing an
alibi, freeing him, and forever staining her
own good
name. her,
Her husband,
refuses to divorce
and Cane however,
goes away
to seek his fortune. The husband changes
his mind, and Mrs. Sands finds herself a social outcast, barely able to earn her living
as a teacher. She is removed from this position and about to follow Cane in despair,
when he returns unexpectedly, and, at last,
the two fond hearts find their way to complete happiness.
Program nnd Exploitation Catchlinesi Tou
Can Buy a Woman Jewels — You Can Buy
a Woman Clothes — But Can Tou Buy Her
Love?
See Bessie Barriscale in This
Emotional Drama.
Compelling Story of a Woman Who Gave
Up the Man She Really Loved to Save
Her Mother's Name.
What Is the Greatest Test of a Woman's
Love?
See Bessie Barriscale in "The
Notorious
Mrs. Sands."Play on Miss BarExploitation
riscale, for she Angles:
will bring in the fans, but
try toment sell
story theme.
for an Tell
unusual
treat-of
of the the
triangle
enough
the plot to gain interest, and try to tell it
with dramatic force. The story should sell
many who are not generally interested in
pictures. Get after them.
"Burning Daylight"
Metro Presents Mitchell Lewis in Adaptation of Jack London Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
LEWIS
ELLto the
MITCH
E.
the A. C.well
role in himself
title proves
suited
n
Shurtleff, Inc., adaptatio of the Jack
London story "Burning Daylight, which is
being released by Metro. His impersonation of this rugged character carries conviction. Generally speaking the production might have been developed in a more
masterly fashion; for, while the story contains good situations, the screen version
allows trivial details to interfere with a
stronger appeal. The show stuff is good —
so also is the Alaskan atmosphere with its
varied types of humanity. Helen Ferguson
as Dora, and William V. Mong as Necessity, her father, do good work. The cast is
generally satisfactory, and the production
will please the average audience, in spite
story'sd romantic
that the
of
mightis
as some side
develope
strongly
nottheas fact
wish.
Caat.
Burning Daylight
Mitchell Lewis
Dora
Helen Ferguson
Necessity
'V. Mong
Nathaniel
Letton William
Alfred
Allen
Dowsett
Edward Jobson
Guggenhammer
Robert Boulder
Lucille
Gertrude Astor
Arthur Howison
Edmund E. Carewe
Dan MacDonald
Lew Morrison
Story by Jack London.
Scenario by A. S. Le Vino.
Direction by Edward Sloman.
Length, Five Parts.
The Story.
The
central
figure
Is a miner known to inhis"Burning
associatesDaylight"
by this
name. He is the only live thing in the
Alaskan mining town of Garaguk. according
to the girls in the dance hall; and one evening he comes to the Tivoli, a hotel kept by
Dan MacDonald, with rare pickings of gold,
which discloses the fact that he has "striick
In the saloon that night is an agent of
it rich."
one
of the biggest mining syndicates of
New York, who tries to overhear what Daylight is telling his companions. For his
trouble he is thrown outside, but not soon
enough to prevent his carrying the story back
to his employers. Immediately the head
of the syndicate takes the trail for Alaska.
Daylight sells his claims and right of way,
for six million dollar, and accepts an invitation to visit New York, where later he
opens up offices, falls before the wiles of the
schemers who bought out his Alaskan property, and loses all he has made.
Determining not to be beaten, he breaks
in on a conference which is being held by
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the swindlers, and gets his money at the
point ofheart,thewho, gun.
takesandhiscrippled
sweetwith He
her then
father
brother, have accompanied him to New York,
and heads again for Alaska.
Program
Exploitation
Catchllnea:
MitStory. and
chell Lewis
in Powerful
Jack London
.\n Alaskan Play With Mitchell Lewis In
a Rugged Role.
I'^xploitation Angles: Both Lewis and London are worth money to you, so play them
hoth. Get the book stores to stage a run
on the London books featuring this title,
and get mention in the libraries.
"The Third Eye"
New Pathe Serial Makes Moving Picture
Star Heroine of Thrilling Action in
H. H. Van Loan Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ONEthe ofseason,
the swiftest
moving new
serials
introducing
atmo-of
sphere and thrilling situations, is presented in the H. H. Van Loan story, "The
Third leased
Eye,"
screened
Astra
reby Pathe.
Eileen by
Percy
and and
Warner
Oland are the featured members of the
cast, and are suported by able players.
The first three episodes of the fifteen
of which the serial consists, have a tremendous punch. There is suspense in every
loot of film, the story is well woven, and as
consistent as the highly colored melodrama
can be. The work of the director is highly
commendable, and the sincerity and capability of the players is praisworthy. The
settings of the picture will appeal to the
average theatregoer, for the reason that
considerable of the action takes place in a
moving picture studio. Some of the backgrounds are quite elaborate, and nicely
equipped with the properties of mystery.
Eileen Percy and Warnei- Oland are especially convincing in their work. Jack
Mower and Olga Grey are also noticeable
for good work.
The first three episodes are named "The
Po isoned Dagger," "The Pendulum of
Death" and "In Destruction's Path." The
story as told thus far shows a pretty moving picture star becoming the victim of a
murderous gang, the head of which has
fallen in love with her, and also has marked
her as a useful addition to the gang. In
his scheme to revenge himself on her for
refusing to obey him, he feigns death when
she shoots him with a studio revolver, and
later it is found that a moving picture
camera has recorded the event, leaving the
hand that turned the camera a mystery.
-A, struggle then begins between the
young woman, aided by her sweetheart, and
the leader of the gang for possession of
the film. The young woman is lured to the
.i^ang's sioned
headquarters,
and is isto later
to kill a man she
find incommisa certain room at scene of a masked ball. The
man proves to be her sweetheart. She
breaks the dagger with which she is to stab
him, and places the stub in his clothing with
the appearance that the deed has been done.
.She then goes to regain the film which she
has been promised for the carrying out
of the deed. However, before she has it in
her
possession
the gang
leader's
would-be
sweetheart
phones
him that
he iias
been
duped. The scenes that ensue involve an
automobile chase, and the car being driven
by the young woman breaks a wheel on the
railroad track as a train is approaching.
The closing scene leaves her imprisoned by
her
clothing
to run
over inher.the car, and the train about
Comments
THE BOWLING ALLEY (Fox).— A Mutt
and Jeff animated drawing full of laughable incidents. There are many grotesque
situations in this. In fact It leans so strongly
to the eccentric a.s to lose a little of the
human quality for which this pair are famous. Keep 'em human, BudI
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
2 — A Featherhead Physician.
The Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn)-!/ — May
May 9 — The Teeth of the Law.
4822 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-941.
On With the Dance (Mae Murray — Super
May 16 — Lounge Lizards of the Jungle .
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Speclal)-L— 6483 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1626; Ex. May 23 — Stars of Stage and Screen.
1960.
TheP-1683).
Amateur Wife (Irene Castle). Vol. 48; May 30 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
SPECIALS.
Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton — L — 5,662
Ft.). Vol. 43; P-1527: C-R; Vol. 44; P-134.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTINO
The Strongest (All-Star) — Vol. 4S; P-11S4: Huckleberry
Finn (Super Special) — L-7,l&6
C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
P-466.
ft. Vol. 43; P-1290; Ex. 886; C-R Vol. 44;
GQlould a Husband Forgivol Vol. 43; P-ll»l.
While New York Sleeps (AU-Star).
Young Mrs. WInthrop (Ethel CHayton) — L —
strictly
WILLIAM FAKNUM SBKIBS.
P-364.Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
4,707 ft. Vol. 43; P-1683; C-R 2002.
Heart Strings (Wllllara Farnum — Six PartB).
Mnrch.
Bonds42; ofP-1014.
Love (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 42:
Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1619.
The Adventurer
(William
Farnum — Six
Alarm
Clock
Andy
(Charles
Ray)-!,
—
4938
Ft.
P-117.
Jinx
(Mabel
Normand). Vol. 42; P-1186.
Parts). Vol. 43; P-1660; C-R; Vol. 44;
Vol. 43; P-1293.
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore). Vol. 48;
P-134.
April
Folly
(Marion
Davles).
Vol.
43;
P-1839;
The Orphan (William Farnum — Six Reels).
C-R, P-2172.
Jubllo
(Will
Vol. 42; P-1007.
Vol. 44; P-868.
His House in Order (Elsie Ferguson) -L-4948
Flame of
the Rogers).
Desert (Geraldine
Farrar). Vol.
T<>.>l MIX SBRIRS.
ft. Vol. 43; P-1838.
42; P-246.
The 2002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-IOOS'; C-R Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4,707 ft. The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helene
43; Comes
P-1837;to C-R
Chadwick). Vol. 43; P-1291.
The Cyclone. Vol. 48: P-776.
MaryVol.
Ellen
Town455.(Dorothy Glsh).
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 43; P-940.
The Daredevil (Tom Mix). Vol. 48; P-2006.
L-4704
Ft;
Vol.
43;
P-1680.
Toby's
Bow Horde
(Tom Moore).
Vol. 42;
P-n39.
Desert Love. Vol. 44; P-599.
The Silver
(Rex Beach
Production).
Excuse
(Wallace Reid — Li-4330 Tt.;
414. My43; Dust
FOX ENTERTAINMKNTS.
Vol.
P-2003;
C-R-Vol.
44;
P-299;
Ex.
Vol.
44;
P-460;
Ex
949.
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
The Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
P-146;Shooter
C-R. P-1619.
43; P-1115, Ex. 885.
My Lady's
Garter
The 43;
Square
(Buck Jones).
—4823 Fi.
Vol.(Tourneur
43; P-1837;Production)
C-R, P-728.— Ii The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Tln-Pan Alley (Albert Ray & Elinor Fair).
Easy
to
Get
(Marguerite
Clark)
—
ti
—
4,110
ft.
P-1286.
43; P-296.
The 43;
Loves
of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol.
Vol. 43; P-1678; C-R 2002.
WhatVol.Would
Tou Do? (Madlalne Traverse).
APRIL.
43;
P-1290.
The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
Vol. 43; P-778
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Treasure Island (Super-Special — Tourneur).
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-1622.
P-941; Ex. 1801.
Duds85.(Tom Moore).
L — 5,143 ft; Vol. 44; P-560; C-R, P-857.
The Last Straw (Buck Jones). Vol. 43; P-1116.
Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick). L-6003
Water,
Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).
The P-1288.
Hell Ship (Madlalne Traverse). Vol. 43;
ft. Vol. 44; P-469.
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P.456; Ex.
The Cost (Violet Heming). L — 5,547 ft; Vol.
44; P-141; C-R, P-857.
Palth (Peggy Hyland). Vol. 43; P-168L
Partners of the Night. Vol. 43; P-1842: C-R,
The False Road (Enid Bennett — Ince). Vol.
Vol. 44; P-723.
The 43;
Devil's
Riddle (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
44;
P-724.
P-1840.
Dangerous Days (Rex Beach Production).
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh). Vol.
Terror
Island
(Houdinl).
L
—
5,813
ft.
Vol.
Vol. 43; P-2175.
43: P-2I73
The Street Called Straight (Basil King — All
P-861.
MollyC-Rand455.I (Shirley Mason). Vol. 44; P-188;
The 44;Toll
Gate (Super-Special — William S.
43; P-1293;
C-R Vol.Frederick).
44; P-134.
Hart.
L-5590 ft.; Val. 44; P-727; C-R,
The Star).
Woman Vol.
in Room
13 (Pauline
867.
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
Vol. 44;
Vol.
44;
P-138;
C-R,
P-597;
Ex.
949.
P-142; C-R 456.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Super Special). Vol.
The P-723.
Woman and the Puppet (Geraldine FarLeave729.It to Me (William Russell). Vol. 44; P44; P-239; C-R, P-723.
rar— Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R,
May.
The Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse). Vol. 44;
The
Strange
Boarder
P-303; C-R, P-597.
Why Why Change Your Wife? (Cecil B. DeP-729; C-R,
P-979. (Will Rogers). Vol. 44;
The Mother of His Children (Gladys BrockMille
Special)-L
—
7,
175
Ft.
Vol
43;
PBRAY
PICTOGRAPHS.
1678;
Ex.
828.
well), Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44;
Mrs. L Temple's
(One Reel.)
— 4,138 ft.Telegram
Vol. 44; (Bryant
P-862. Washburn).
P~724" C-R P-979
Wireless Telephony.
Sea Wolf
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Blrdland.
Ft. (George Melford Speclal)-L —
The 980.
Dpad Line ' (George Walsh). Vol. 44; P- The 6.797
Professor
B.
Flat,Gateways.
A Musical Novelty.
The
Dark
Mirror
(Dorothy
Dalton)—
L-5084
GuardiansRobberies.
of Our
Love's
Harvest
(Shirley
Mason).
Forbidden Trails (Buck Jones).
ft. Vol. 44; P-983.
Famous
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
The Vol.
Dancin'
Fool (Wallace Reid) — L-4124 ft High Cost of Courting.
44; P-982.
Extraordinary Specials.
Taos Indians and Other Subjects.
A Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton).
Salerno (Theda Bara).
FORD EDUCATIONAI.S.
The Honor System (All-Star).
Comedies.
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette Keller(One Reel.)
man).
April 4 — GeeReels).
Whiz (Sennett — Two Reels).
Jan. 114 —— Bubble.
Eventide.
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
April 18 — TheReels),
Gingham Girl (Senn%tt — Two
Jan.
Les Miserables (William Farnum).
Jan. 18 — Just Kids.
April 11 — Ship Ahoy! (Al St. John — Two
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Jan. 25 — Taken with a Qr»in of Salt.
_Xhe Great Nickel Robbery.
Feb. 1 — The Flowing Road.
May
2
—
Fresh
from
the
City
(Sennett).
A Light Weight Lover.
Feb. 8 — De-Light.
May 9 — Spring (DeHaven).
Training for Husbands.
Feb.
In Higher Spheres.
May
23
—
Let
'er
Go
(Sennett).
ADangerous
Waiter's Eyes.
Wasted Life.
Feb. 15
22 —— Silverware.
May 30 — Beating Cheaters (DeHaven).
Feb.
29
—
Tick-Tock.
Paramonnt-Bnrton Holmes Travel Pictures.
The
HighDummies
Diver's Wed?
Last Kiss.
Mar. 7 — Broken Silence.
Should
Mar. 14 — With Every Meal.
(One Reel.)
Mongrels.
Mar.
21 — Alligator Hunt.
Mar.
7
—
Bustling
Brussels.
MUTT AND JEFF.
Mar. 14 — Kingdom of the Yellow Robe.
"Hie
Price
of
a
Good
Squeeze.
Mar.
21
—
Strassburg
Redeemed.
(Shewing
Mar. 28 — The Boys' Big Club.
Hula HulaGum
Town.Industry.
Apr. 4 — Martyred Cities.
The Beautiful Model.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Apr. 11 — The Franco-British Rhin*.
The Bicycle Race.
Apr. 18 — Up-Country in Slam.
The Bowling Alley.
Apr. 26 — In Lovely Lorraine.
Nothing But Girls.
May 2 — In Happy Alsace.
The Private Detective.
"FLTING A" 9PBCLAL9.
May 9 — An Oriental Sing Sing.
The Wrestlers.
May 16 — Artistic Antwerp.
Six P-170S.
Feet Four (William Rnssell). ToL 41;
The Paper Hangers.
May 23 — Musko and Musume of Nippon.
May 30 — Battlefields of France.
Bve P-864.
in Exile (Charlotte Walker). Vol. ti;
Paramoant MaKasine.
The
Valley
of Tomorrow (WUltam Russell).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
(One Reel.)
Vol.
48; Bee
P-46S.(Mme. Marguerite de Sylva) ;
Mar. 7 — Popping the Question.
The
Honey
Mar. 14 — Reclaiming the Everglades.
Vol. 44; P-GOO.
Mar.
21
—
Game
Trails
of
the
Southland.
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher,.
Febnary.
Mar. 28 — The Song Factory.
P-2011;
C-R Vol.
44; P-184.
April 4 — The Zero Hour in Art.
Slam Vol.
Bang43; Jim
(Wllllara
Russell).
Double Speed (WaUace Reld)-L — 4144 Tt;
Vol. 43: P-944; C-R, P-2172.
April 11 — Tailoring In Metal,
The
Thirtieth
Piece
of
Silver
(Jiargarlta
Fisher).
Vol.
44;
P-981.
^ ,
.^pril IS — Mental Acrobatics.
All-of-a-Sudden Peggy (Marguerite Clark)1.^4448 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-1114.
.\pril 25 — The Nurse of the Tenements.
The House of Toys (Helen Jerome Eddy). .
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The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). VoL
Releaaea for Week of April 18.
P-302;
C-R; (Carlyle
P-456. Blackwell) — VoL
The 44;
Third
Woman
After Thirty No. S (The Stimulating Mrs.
43;
P-2174;
C-RVol.
44: P-299.
Barton
—
Mrs.
Sydney
Drew
—
Two
RoeU).
W. W. HODKINSON
No. struction).
10 of Daredevil Jack (Patha of De- Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-869.
The 44;
Devil's
Claim
(Sessue
Hayakawa). Vol.
P.984.
No. 8South
of Trailed
by Three (The Tyrant ot^ the
Seas).
Supreme
Comedlea.
BENJAMIN
HAKPTOW — Ime.
GREAT
Mollle'a Mumps.
Harry
Pollard No.
One-Reel
AUTHORSB. PIOTTtlRICII.
Pathe Review
47. <3omedy.
Her Novel Idea.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
61.
.\rtlBtlc Temperament.
43; P-297; C-R. P-1619.
Pathe News No. 32, 88.
In Room 202.
ZANE GREY PICTURES. INC.
Releaaea for Week of April 25.
Come Into the Kitchen.
Riders of the Dawn (SK Parts — Hampton).
Sears-— Take Doctor's Advice.
— Allan
Theby
(Rosemary
GrandeReels).
Rio Seven
Vol.
P-600;
C-R.
P-979.
Vol. 44; P-980.
Oh, Tou Kid!
No. 11 of Daredevil
Jack44;(Flames
of Wrath).
Desert Gold (Hampton ?*roductlon).
MARTIN JOHNSON.
No.
4
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Prison
Ship).
J. PARKER READ. JKK.. FRODUCTTIONS.
Harry
Pollard No.
Comedy
January — Cruising In the Solomons
Pathe Review
48. (One Reel).
The Seven
IJone Parts).
Wolf's Daughter
(Loulae
Glaum
—
February — Domesticating Wild Men.
Vol. 4S; P-1010.
Topics of the Day No. 52.
South Pacific Missions.
Nos. 34 and 36 (April 25, May 1). Lonely
Recruiting In the Solomons.
Bex P-2018.
(Louise Glaum — Sev«n Reels). Vol. 41; Pathe News
Releaatea for Week of Slay 2.
The
C?lty
Old Seas.
Men.
Dollar for Dollar (Frank Keenan). Vol. 44; Marooned ofIn Broken
the South
DEITRICH-BECK. Inc.
P-727;
C-R,
P-857.
ace).
ADVENTURE
8CENIC8.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Dorla Kenyon).
No. 12 of Daredevil Jack (The Unseen MenJanuary — The Last Resort.
The Harvest
Moon
(Roris Kenyon — Six No. 5 of Trailed by Three (Buried Alive).
January — Flaming Sea.
44; P-30f 'PRODUCTIONS.
C-R, P-72S.
The Reels).
Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two
DlReels).
VI. FILMVol.COMPAIVY
February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
Sons
of Salooskin.
Ghosts of Romance.
Kins- Spruce (Mitchell Lewis — Seven Reels). Pathe
Drink Review
Hearty No.
(Harry
49. Pollard — One Reel).
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R. Wol. 44: P-723.
Topics of the Day No. 53.
ARTCO PRODOSTTIONS.
No. 36forandWeek
37 (May
Cynthia-of-the-Minute
(Leah Balrd — Six Pathe News
Releaaea
of May5 — 9.May 8).
P.arts).
METRO PICTURES CORP.
The
Miracle
of
Money
(Margaret
Seddon and
HUBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
Bess
Gearhart
Morrison).
Vol.
44;
P-860.
Live P-777.
.'^oarks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 4S; No. 13 of Daredevil Jack (Baiting the Trap).
6 of Trailed by Three (Wanted for BurFair P-1191.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 41;
$30,000
Vol. 4$; No. glary).
P-1286.(J. Warren Kerrigan).
Trotting
Through
Turkey
(Harry
Pollard
—
The
Best
of Luck (Six Parts).
One
Reel).
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan).
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 48;
Pathe Review No. 60.
P-2013; Kerrigan).
C-R, "V ■ 1. 44; P-299.
P-63;
No. Vol.
99 (J.43;Warren
Topics
of theNos.
Day 38No.and64. 39 (Shipped May 12, The WillowC-R,TreeP-1619.
(Vioa Dana — Six Part*).
15).News
Pathe
JOSEPH LEVERING PI»ODUC7nONS.
Vol. 43; P-466; C-R, P-1619, Bx. 1228.
His Temporary Wife (Ruby*. 46 Remer). Vol.
The P-1116;
Right of
Way
Releases
for
Week
of
May
16.
2002. (Bert LvteU). Vol. 48;
43; P-778; C-R 2002.
No. 14 of Daredevil Jack (Terrible Ven- The Walk-OtfsC-R (May
Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
geance).
43; P-938.
No. Harem).
7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pasha's Stronger
Than
Death (Nazlmova — Seven
Parts).But Vol.
43; P-631.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
the Truth
(Taylor Holmes — Six
No. 2Shave
of Bringing
Up Father (Father's CHose Nothing
— Two Reels).
P-773.
Parts). Salome
Vol. 43;(Hope
P-468.Hampton). VoL 48;
Nearly
a
Maid
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
A
Modern
Pathe Review No. 51.
ll<-leaae« for Week of tl&rek Zl.
Topics of theNos.
Day 40No.and55. 41 (Shipped May 19 The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
No. Hollow
13 of The
Adventures k ' Ruth (Within PatheandNews
22).
VoL 43; P-1627; C-R 2002).
Walls).
MarchP-301;
— Old C-R.
Lady P-723.
31 (Emma Dunn) — ^VoL 44;
Releases for Week of May 23.
No. 6 of Daredevil Jack (A BMnnlsta of Wlta).
(Blanche
Six Reels).
C^it the Cards (Harry Pollred — On* R«*l). Simple
Acres (Alice Lake — Six Reels).
No. 15 ofSouls
Daredevil
JackSweet
(The— Triple
Chase). MarchVol.— Shore
Vol.
44;
P-461
44; P-136; C-R, P-723.
Pathe rtevlew No. 48.
No. Fire).
8 of Trailed by Three (The Brand of April — Dangerous
to Men (Viola Dana). Vol.
Topics of the Day No. 47.
P-598;
C-R, P-979.
Pathe News Nos. 24 and It.
No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Oland and April44;
—
Alias
Jimmy
Valentine (Bert Lytell —
Releaaes for We«k of Uarek 28.
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned DagSix
Reels).
VoL
44; P-466;
ger).
April
—
The
Hope
(Special
Cast). C-R, P-867.
The Deadlier Sex (Blanche Sweet — Six Reels).
All
Dressed
Up No.(Harry
Pollard — One Reel).
Vol. 43; P-2174.
Pathe
Review
52.
April
—
The
Heart
of
a
Child
(Nazlmova —
No. 14 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Topics of «he Day No. 66.
Seven Dana).
Reels). VoL 44; P-469; C-R, P-IS7.
Fighting (Thance).
April
—
Parlor.
Bedroom
and
Bath
(Viola
Pathe
News
Nos.
42
and
43
(Shipped
May
26
No. Dark).
7 of Daredevil Jack (A tlow In the
and 29).
April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
Releases
tor
Week
of
May
30.
The
Pollarrft — One Reel). Sherry (Pat O'Malley — Seven Reels).
April — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
PatheDinner
ReviewHourNo. (Harry
44.
Reels). Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
April — Burning
venge).
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
48.
No.
9
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Pasha's
ReApril
— Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes — Six
Pathe News Nos. 26 and 27.
No.
2
of
the
Third
Eye
(The
Pendulum
of
Death).
Reels).Horsemen (All-Star CJaat — Six
Releases for Week of Ayrll 4.
May — Four
3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss
Lifting: Shadows (Emmy Wehlea — Six Reels) No. Vaughn).
May
—
The
Marriages
of Mayfair (All-Star
— Vol. 44; P-139; C-R-Vol. 4«; P-«».
Cast
— Six Reels).
Reels).
No. nf
15 Victory).
'f The Adventures of Ruth (The Key Grab
Ghost No.(Harry
Pathe the
Review
53. Pollard — One Reel).
May — The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell — Six
Topics of the Day No. 67.
No. 1 of Trailed by Three (The Mystery Pearl Pathe
Daughter
of the Snows (Mitchell
News5). No. 44 and 45 (Shipped June 2 and May — A Lewis
— Featuring Stuart Holmes and Frankie
— Six Reels).
June
— Three Reels).
Vol. 44; C-728.
Mo. Mann
8 of Daredevil
Jack (Blinding
Hate).
No. 1 of Bringing Up Father Serlos (Jlgrga In
Society — Two Reels).
Harry
Pollard No.
Comedy
ROBERTSON-COLE
TRIANGLE
Pathe Review
46. (One ReelK
Topics
of
the
Day
Pathe No. 28 and 29.No. 49.
The P-4Ee.
Luck of Geraldlne Laird (Bessie BarrlsReleaaes for Week of Aprit 11.
TwoOnly
Reels).
a Farmer's Daughter (Seonatt
cale). Vol. 48; P-1118; C-R Vol. 44; Jan. —11—
The Blood Barrier (Sylvia Breamcr — Robert
Gordon—
Six
Reels).
Vol.
44;
k»-300;
C-R,
Seeing
It
Through
(ZaSlu
Pitts).
Vol.
48;
Jan.
IS'
—
Mabel's
P-72J.
— Sennett — OneSpeed
Reel).Cop (Mahel Normaad
Vol. 43; P-1623: Ex. 1799.
No. 9ery).
of DarodevU Jack (Phantoms of Treach- Who'sP-597.
Your Servant? Vol. 43; P-l»41; C-R,
Jan. as — A Gamble In Souls (Dorothy Daltoa).
Feb. I— His Baby Doll (One Reel).
No. town).
2 of Trailed By Three (Trapped In (China- The Flame of Hellgate (Beatrix MIchelena). Feb.
8 — TheTwoDanclnr
Reels). Master (Alice Talrii
Vol.
48; P-2007.
P-SOl.
Harry
Pollard
Comedy
(One
Reel)
The White Dove (H. B. Warner) — Vol. 44; Feb. 16 — Tiger Girl (Lailian Olsh).
Pathe Review No. tt.
Feb. 16 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. SO.
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barrl- Feb.
22 — The Love Riot (Two Reels).
Pathe News No. 80 and tl.
scale). Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-697.
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BIG V COHBOIBS.
Pick Reel).
Out Tour Husband (Lyons-Moran — One
(Tico S«el»)
Sauce and Senorltas (Montgomery and Rock)
Lion Two
PawsReels).
and Ladie Fingers (Century Lions
Maids
and
Muslin
(Jimmy Aubrey).
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Throbs and Thrills (MontoOmery and Rook).
The Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine
Fiats and Foder (Jimmy Aubrey).
Hill — Western — Two Reel.>!).
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
International News No. 21 and 22 (Shipped
O. HBNRY ITBATUILBB.
April 27 and 30).
Releases for Week ot Marck 22.
New Screen Magazine No. 63.
(Two ReeU)
Overland R«4 (Harry C*r«r).
The
Passing
of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan).
Releases for Week of Blay 3.
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star).
No. 7 of Elmo the Fearle»£ (The House of
Thimble.
Thimble (All-Star).
Bullet-Proof
Afternoon
P-857.(Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-728; An
No. Loose).
^t^oT^he Lion Man (When
A Ruler
of Men.Miracle.
_ Hell
„ ,» Broke No. C-R.
13
of
Elmo
the
Fearless
(The
Hand
on
Oilinr Uncle (Lyons-Moran —— One Reel).
the Latch).
RfeU).
Two and
A Lion's Alliance (CenturyGlbsen
Mildred No. rauders).
2 of The Moon Riders (The Masked MaHlse (Hoet
Rattler's
The Moore
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
FIRST NATL EXHIBITORS
Hearst News No. 12.
Whv Lee! (Lyons — Moran — One Reel).
International News No. 12.
Tiger
Hand
(Major
Allen's
Animal
Hunt
—
One
Reel).
New Screen Magazine No. 68.
Universal (Current Events No. 15A Restaurant
Riot (Lyn Cole — Celeste Z!mIn Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart). Vol. 43;
llck — Two Reels).
C-R, P-1619;
L-7649 ft.,
Ex. 1041.
Releasea for Week of March 2».
The P-145;
Thunderbolt
(Katherine
MacDonald.
Wolf Two
Tracks
(Hoot Gibson — Thelma Percey —
Reels).
L-4940;
Vol.
43;
P-453.
Burnt Wings (Frank Mayo and Josephine International
News Nos. 23 and 24 (Shipped
Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford). L-63a9;
May 4. 7).
43; P-353.
No. ?of^Blimo the Fearless (The Fatal CrossThe Vol.
Beauty
Market (Katherine MacDonald).
New Screen Magazine No- 64.
L-6018; Vol. 43; P-774.
No. lA^oi The Baby
Lion (Lyons-Moran
Man (Desperate— One
Deeds).
Releases
for
Week
of
May
10.
Two
Weeks
(Constance Talmadge). L-6998;
Reel).
on
Butting In
Vol. 43; P-939.
Dean—
No. 14 of Elmo the Fearless (The Avalanche).
of Stamboul 44;(Prlscilla
The Virgin Reels;.
Even as Eve (Grace Darling). L-6237; Vol.
P-140; Bx-571:
Vol.
No.
3
of
The
Moon
Riders
(The
Red
Rage
of
SeveH
Jealousy).
43; P-1681. of Two Worlds (Norma TalC-R, P-723.
,
„
A Daughter
(Zip Monand Leaking Pipes
Light Hearts Virginia
Concrete
Biscuits
(Lyons-Moran
—
One
Reel).
madge). L-607&; Vol. 43; P-463.
Reels).
Two
—
Warwick
berg and
Ransom
(Hoot News
Gibson Nos.
— Western
Two (Shipped
Reels). The River's End
(Marshall
— L —44;6534;
International
25 and— 26
FingerTwo Prints
Reels). (Robert Reeves — Western —
Vol.
43;
P-1523;
Ex. 570,Nellan)
C-R, Vol.
PMay 11 and 14).
723.
Mearat News No. 13.
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
65.
Vol.
43;
P-1523;
Ex.
570.
International News No. 13.
P-134.
In Search of a Sinner (Constance Talmadge)New Screen Magazine No. 59.
Releases for Week of May 17.
1^5458 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2005; C-R, Vol. 44;
Universal Current Events No. 13.
The
Girl
in
No.
29
(Frank
Mayo).
Releases for Week of April 5.
No. Fuse).
15 of Elmo the Fearless (The Burning The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris ChapUn)L — 5695
The Road to Divorce (Mary MacLaren). Vol. No. Hills).
Ex
949. Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2175; Vol. 44,
4 of The Moon Riders (Vultures of the
43; P-1840.
. ,b
The
Family"
Assassin
(The
Fearless
the
9 of Elmo
No. Knife).
44; P-859. Honor (King W. Vidor). Vol.
Too Reel).
Many Burglars (Lyons-Moran — One
^
Notorious Miss Lisle (Katherine Mac15 of The Lion Man (The Furnace ^ of He Loved Lik<> He Lied (William Irving and The Donfild).
No. Fury).
March
1 — The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
Consuela
Henley — No.
Two 66.Reels).
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R. P-979.
Screen Maeazine
Downing
Reel). An Uprising (Lyons-Moran — One New
March828. 22 — The Idol Dancer (David Wark
International
News
No.
27
and
28
(Shipped
MajorWolf
Allen's
Griffith). Vol. 44; P-137; C-R, P-597; Ex.
May 18 and 21).
— OneAnimal
Reel). Hunt (The Story of the
—
March
29 — The Woman Who Gives (Norma
Loser
A Champion
Two Reels). (June
, Love ^— Rainbow
x
Talmadge). Vol. 44; P-460; C-R, P-857.
the Cougar Called (Magda Lane and
WhenFrank
April
4 —dredPolly
of the Storm Country (MilHarris Chaplin).
— Western
VITAGRAPH
InternationalBurns
News
No. 15. — Two Reels).
April
11
—
Don't
Ever
Marry (Marshall Nellan
New Screen Magazine No. 66.
Production). Vol. 44; P-726; C-R. P-979.
International News No. 16.
April 18 — The Love Expert (Constance Talmadge— John
Loos ProRelease* tor Week of AprU 12.
duction). Vol.Emerson-Anita
44; P-860.
SPKCIAL PRODUCTIONS.
AprilMacDonald)
25 — Passion's
Playground
No. !• of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
— L-5968
Ft.; Vol. (Katherine
44; P-981.
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R. P-597.
3 — The Yellow Typhoon (Anita
16 of The Lion Man (The Relentless Captain Swift ,Earle Williams). Vol. 44: P- MayStewart).
No. Renegades).
728; C-R, P-979.
May
David Wark
Griffith
Production.
June
1431 —— Marshall
Neilan
Production.
Stop That Wedding (Lyons-Moran — One Dollars
Reels and
) . the Woman (Alice Joyce — Six June
28
—
Constance
Talmadge
Production.
IS).
April
(Shipped
17
No.
International News
July 19 — Tea or No? (Norma Talmadge).
Courage —ofSeven
Marge Reels).
O'Doone (James Oliver August
Dog Gone Clever (Century Wonder Dog — Two The Curwood
2 — Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
August
16 — Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
PROnUCTlONS.
Intenfatl'onal
News No.No.18 61.
(Shipped AprU 16). The DarkestSTAR
August
30
— Forty-five
New
Screen Magazine
way
(Charles Ray). Minutes from BroadHour (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
(Hoot Gibson-Western — Two
Texas — Kid
The Raela)
c-Vol. 44; P-303.
43;
P-150.
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams). Vol.
Releases for Week of April 19.
43; P-634.
PegeenDarkest
(BessieHour
Love).(Harry
Vol. T.43; Morey).
P-464. Vol.
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
The
Five-Foot Highness (Edith Roberts). Vol.
Her 44;
P-302; C-R, P-723.Cruel, Clutches).
. s
43;
P-150.
The P-944.
Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 43;
No. 17 of The Lion Man (In
Fearless (The Temple of Human Collateral (Corinne GrifHth). Vol. The Screamlnr Shadow (Ben Wilson — Sorlal).
Blmo theon).
11 ofDrag
No. the
^ t. i^
of Evidence (.tvll-Star).
P-775.
Moran— One Reel).
The 43;
Birth
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol. Chains Speed
Somebody Lied (LyonsMonberg(Gladys
Hnlette and Bdward
Virginla WarDeadline at Eleven (Corinne Grlfflth). Vol. HlffhP-726.
(Zip
Earle). Vol.
48; P-4J7.
A Jazzy Janitor
wick— Two Reels).
Carmen
of
the
North
(Anna
Boss). Vol. 44;
4S;
P-2009.
—
Hill
sephlne
Perrin-Jo
(Jack Reels). Vol. 44; C-462.
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
He Man— Two
One Western
The
Garter
Girl
(Corinne
Griffith).
Vol.
44;
P-984.
The
Veiled
Marriage
(Anna
Lehr
and Ralph
P-298.
International News No. 19 (Shipped April 20).
Kellard)— Vol. 48; P-1841; C-R- Vol. 44;
International News No. 20 (Shipped April 28).
The
Sea
Raider
(Harry
T.
Morey).
New Screen Magazine No. 62.
The Evil Eye (Benny Leonard — 15 Episode
Clover's Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
Releases for Week of April 26.
Serial). Vol.
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan — IS A Dangerous
Affair.43; P-2174.
Episode
Serial).
Wit Wins.
Lips (Taurl Aoko). Vol. 44; P-601;
Locked
Wits
vs.
Wits.
The
Invisible
Han*
(Antonio
Moreno
—
II
Episode Serial).
No. CR,
18 ofP-857.
The Lion Man (In the Nick of
Time).
LARRY SElMOBr OOMICDIBS.
When a Woman SPBOIAIiS.
Strikes.
No. 12 of Elmo the Fearless (Crashing
Life's Greatest Problem.
The Grocery Clerk (Two Reels).
Through).
The Littlest
Other Man's
No. 1 of The Moon Riders (Art Accord Serial
The FlyDays.
Cop (Two Reels). Vol. 44; C-4<8.
The
(JuniorWife.Special)
School
— Over the Precipice).
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PIONEER FILM CORPORATIOR.
The 140.
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44; P.
Sins of the Children.
UNITED ARTISTS.
Bubbles
Anderson").
Midnight (Mary
Gambols
(Marie Doro).
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Oct. Six20 —Reels).
Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith —
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Steyraa
and
Montague
Love
Six Parts).
Dec. 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas The Hidden Code (Grace— Davidson).
Fairbanks
—
Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
P-298;
Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde
(Sheldon Lewla) ;
SEI>7,NICK PICTURFS.
C-R; P-1619.
Vol. 44; P-599.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
18 — Pollyanna
(Mary
Plckford
—
81z
SoonerP-1524.
or Later (Owen Moore). Vol. 43: Jan. Reels).
Nobody's
Child
(Jose
Collins
— Qoitnf
Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. Sg7.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPAmr.
25 —44;Down
on
the
Farm
(Mack
Sennett).
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas. Vol. .A.prilVol.
The
Married
Virgin
(Six
Reels).
P-862; Ex. 573.
43; P-ni9.
Frivolous Wives (Six Reels).
GAYETY CO.MEDIES.
The Land of Opportunity (Two Reels — Ralph
tJA U.MO.'XT
CO.MPAXY.
Ince). Vol. 41; P-12g«.
Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
In
the Clutches
of Hindoo
(Serial).
Cursed
by
His
Cleverness.
His 43;
wife's
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien).
Vol.
Husbands
and
Wives
(Vivian
Martia). Vol.
His Fatal Bite.
P-1S79; C-R JOOJ.
44;
P.
142.
The Woman Game (Elaine Hammerstein) — Kissed
In
a
Harem
(Billy
Bletcher
and
Vera
REELCRAFT
PICTURES
COR
PORATIOl*.
Reynolds).
Vol. 43; P-2176: C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
Touthful Folly (Olive Thomas).
Vol. 44: The Fatal Wallop (George Ovey).
Billy (7'tco
WcHt Reels.)
Comedies.
P-136;
C-R
Vol.
44;
P-455.
Beaned
the Boarder (Billy Bletcher and
Mustered Out.
The Woman God sent (Special).
Vera onReynolds).
Strike Breaker.
A Fool
and
His
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien).
Vol.
CHRISTIE
iriLM
COMPANY.
44; P-598; C-R. P-979.
Happy Days.
Texas Gnlnan Comedies.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes (Blaine HamNearly Newlvweds.(One ReeJ.)
merstein). Vol. 44; P-868.
Watch
Your
Step-Mother.
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
A
Moonshine
Feud.(Two Reels.)
Mary's Nlehtmare.
Out of the Snows (Special).
The White Squaw.
The
Captivating
Captive.
Vol.
44;
C-729.
The
Rider.
SELEtrr PICTURRS.
The Night
Wild Cat.
Are
Vol.Vol.44 ;44;C-729.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Her Bride's
Perfect Happy?
Husband.
Alice Howell Comedies.
{Two Reel*
I C-729.
The 42;
LastP-187.
of K's People (Mitchell Lewis). VoL
(.Two Reels.)
Young Woman (Fay Tlncher). Vol. Cinderella
She Loves & Lies (Norma Talmadee). Vol. Go West.
Her Lucky Cinders.
Day.
41; P-470.
43; P-469.
January
— Save Me Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol. Her Bargain Day.
Prlzma Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
P-»4J.
Her 43:
Bridal
Nightmare.
Billy Frnney
Comedies.
NATIONAL PICTURES.
(One Reel.)
Petticoats
and Pants.
Distributed by Select Ezchangea.
The
Dog
Catcher.
March979.— Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458; C-R PEQUITY PICrrURES.
The Paper Hanger.
The Water Plug.
silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House
March
BlindInvisible
Youth; Divorce.
Vol. 44; P-600.
Peters). Vol. 43; P-1842.
Mllburn HorantI Comedies.
April —— The
Eyes
of
Youth
(Clara
Kimball
Young).
Vol.
REPUBLIC PICTURES.
Jealousy.
(Two Reels.)
42: P-362; Ex. 2122.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
The Forbidden
Woman
(Clara Kimball
Simp
and
Satan.
Kinograms (News Reel).
Young)—
Vol. 43; P-1291; Ex. 1800; C-RWild. Wild West.
February — Dad's Girl (Jackie Saunders).
Vol.
44: P-19S.
Napoleon (One
A Sally
Vol. 44; P-727.
Supreme.
Gift Gift
— The— The
April
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball
Reel.)Comedies.
Supreme.
February
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.
The Deserter.
February
ling). — The One Way Trail (Edythe SterCAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Dreamy of Chinatown.
(Tu>9 Reelt Each.)
Perils
the Beach.
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine ProEscaped
Convict.
duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Gale Henry Comedies.
The
Square
Gambler.
Trilby
(Clara
Kimball
Young
—
Tourneur
Re(Two Reels.)
issue).
Help!
Heirlooms.
DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.
Democracy.
March — The Great Shadow.
An Adventuress
(Julian
Eltinge).
Vol.
44The
Movies.
P-985.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.
Burrud (Snnset) Scenles.
(Comedyart — Two Reels Each).
March
—
Man's
Plaything.
Uneasy
Feet; Vol. 43; P-2176.
March — Children Not Wanted (Edith Day).
The
Mountain
That Was God.
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44- PThe 726.
The Wind Goddess.
„,
(One Reel.)
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.,
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Montbl
REALART PICTURES
, ^ Bducatlona
729 Seventh
Avenue Week)
Brind's
ls (OneCORPORAT
U. S. PHOTOPLA
Y n, D.Every
Washingto
C. ION.
ALEXANDER FILM CORPORATION.
DeterminationVICTOR
(All-StarKREMER.
— Ten Parts)
Special Featnrea.
March 15 — The Lone Hand (Roy Stewart). Vol.
43; ARROW
P-2013: C-R,
44; P-723.
Reels). of Work
The P-774.
Luck of the Irish (Dwan). Vol. 43;
FILM Vol.
CORPORATION.
Apr. 1 — Reissue
(Chaplin — Twc
Ti
X.
Elucidator
of
Mysteries.
Vol. of
43; Twelve
P-1292.
Mar. 1 — Reissue
of
Soldiers
of
Fortune
(Dwan
—
Seven
Parts).
Jitney
Elopement
(CniapBlazed
Trail
Productions
(Series
lln
—
Two
Reels).
Vol. 42; P-454.
Reel).
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
The —Mystery
of theEx.Yellow
Room (Chautard
P-1526.
Wolves
of the Street (Six Reels). Vol. 43; May 1 — Reissue of By the Sea (Chaplin — One
Six Parts).
339.
Star Prodnctlonii.
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
Bubbles
(Hank Mann — Two Reels).
Erstwhile
Susan (Constance Binnev). Vol. Broken
Vol.
43; P-1526.
■The
Superman
(SixOlive
Parts).
42; P-S64Pro.
42; P-354.
Reissue
of
Seven
ThomasVol.Triangle
FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
COMPANY.
ductions.
The Fear Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P- The Invisible Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jack
Special
Chaplin
Reissue.
465; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Sherrill — Serial).
O. P. PRICE A CO., INC.
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
Judy Vol.
of Rogue's
HarborC-R,(Mary
43; P-1120;
2172.Miles Minter).
U-86. Vol. FILMS,
43; P-470.INC.
$1,000,000
Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial). The Log of
RADIOSOUL
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Blnney). Vol.
Vol.
43;
P-1523.
A Man There Was
(Victor
Seastrom).
43; P. 2011; C-R VoL 44; P. 134. Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).
JACOB
WILK.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2176.
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.
147«
Broadway.
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44: The Kentucky
Colonel (Joseph J Dowling).
Alice Brady
P-135; C-R, P-723.
Confession (Henry Walthall). Vol. 43; 1010 Robert
Warwick Relssuea.
Reissues.
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production — The P-1841.
RO.MAYKIC
CO.
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983.
BALL
ROOM
BOYS
OOHBDIB8.
CulverSUPER-FILM
Cfty, CaL
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller ProMarch
23
—
Oh,
Baby!
Jan.
15
—
Shot
In
the
Kitchen.
duction— Six Reels).
Way Out.
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
JennyP-984.
Be Good (Mary Miles Minter). Vol 44: AprilApril 6 — 13This
— Four of a Kind.
PRODUCTIONS. INC.
601.WISTARIA
GREIVBR EDUCATIONALS.
Neglected
Wives (Anne Luther). Vol. 44: PRoyal
Ease.of Roads.
ture). HURRAY
Collosaus
W. GARSSON.
The Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
A Dream
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
P-775. of Fair Women (Two Reel FeaPrecisely as Polly.
W.ARNER BROTHERS.
JANS PIOniRBS, INC.
The Lost City (Juanitu Hansen).
Vol. 43AMBRICAN CINBMA CORPORATION.
Love Without Question
(Olive Tell — Six
WlLK AND WILK.
Women
Men
Forget
(Mollle
King).
Vol.
U:
Reels).
Vol.
44;
P-141;
C-R,
P-697.
Ashes
of
Desire.
P-2099.
A Woman's Business (Olive Tell — Six Reels-).
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The Question on Optics.
A -i How is the curvature of a condenser
^ I lens determined? (P. 96).
■
42. What advantage is there in
placing the flat side of piano convex next
arc? (P. 97).
43. Why has a condenser lens more spherical aberration near its edge than at its
center? (P. 98).
There, gentlemen, that will do for a
starter. We would suggest that not to exceed five of these questions be taken up
each week and that aside from looking
them up in the Handbook, your members
also look up all the data they can find
elsewhere — in other words, learn all that
CAN be learned about each subject.
You may ask what some of the questions
have to do with optics, to which I reply
that it is well to thoroughly understand
the thing you work with in itself, before
going too deeply into its technical action.
Should any other local or locals care to
join in this study will they be good enough
to advise us. If there is sufficient interest
we might take up the entire subject of projection in this way.
Something to Study
From J. R. Thompson, Sharline, Ohio,
comes a drawing, in two sections, which
are designed to work together, but could
not be reproduced in practical form without using an unreasonable amount of space.
These drawings are designed to illustrate
the possible gain through the use of a
large distance between center of shutter
shaft and center of light beam, with consequent large diameter revolving shutter.
We have re-drawn the idea, as we understand it,and put it into practical form
for publication. And now we cannot make
up our minds whether it really does or
does not teach any lesson. Examine into
the matter for yourselves and let us know
what you get out of it.
Point A is the center of the shaft of the
revolving shutter of a projection machine.
Horizontal, parallel lines BB and CC represent the outer diameter of a light beam
one and one quarter inches in diameter.
AB is a line representing the edge of a shutter blade just beginning to cut a one and
one fourth inch diameter light ray, the
center of which is three inches from the
center of the shutter shaft.
The blade contacts with the ray at B.
Line AE is the same revolving shutter
blade cutting the same diameter ray, but
with the ray center six inches from the
center of the shutter shaft.
The blade edge and ray edge contact at
H. Lines AF, AG and AB are shutter blade
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T^y F.H.RICHARDSON
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I
Notice to All.
|
1 r\ RES&TJRE on our columns is such J
I X cannot
that published
replies under
to questions
1
be guaranteed
two or 1g
i three weeks. If quick action is desired, s
I1 send
remit carbon
four cents,
and we reply
will 1g
copy stamps,
of department
1 as soon as written.
1
i1 tersFor which,
specialforreplies,
by
mall,
on
mat1
any reason, cannot be g
11 mit
replied
through the department, re- gg
one todollar.
I
1 We QUESTION
have two paperBOOKLETS.
covered booklets |
1
i containing 150 questions designed as a g
g guide to study. They indicate what g
g the projectionist should know.
|
g Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five g
= cents; both, forty cents. United States 1
E stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian g
= stamps.
g
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
|
g Are Yon Worklns by "Guess," or Do g
g
Yon Elmploy Up-to-Date g
1
Methods?
|
B You demand that your employer keep g
M his equipment in good order and up to g
J date. He owes it both to himself and g
g to you to do so, but you owe it to him I
g to keep abreast with the times In =
B knowledge and in your methods. i
= The lens charts (two in one, 11x17 |
= inches, on heavy paper for framing) |
M are in successful use by hundreds of g
g progressive projectionists. f
g Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT. |
g Price, fifty cents, stamps.
i
g Address Moving Picture World, either |
B 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City; |
g Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or |
B Wright & Callender Building, Los An- g
g geles, Cal.
g
Hiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiii
edges contacting with the ray at nine,
twelve, fifteen and eighteen inches distance
from center of shutter shaft to center of
light ray.
The Question Is.
On the upper side we have continued all
the lines representing blade edges to approximately eighteen inches. On the under
side we have stopped these lines at their
point of contact with the ray.
The question is what, if anything, does
this drawing teach. At first glance we
would presume that with the ray removed
to eighteen inches there would be present
the possibility of reducing the master blade
in width equal to the distance from D to

the upper horizontal line BB and that as
between a three and six inch distance there
would be the possibility of a reduction
equal the distance I-H, but is there?
Then, too, there is the item of increase
of speed which causes the eighteen inch
shutter to revolve at such greatly increased speed that the ray diameter is reduced, in effect, to almost nothing.
Of course, all this is, however, somewhat
far fetched inasmuch as the ray diameter
would not, in practice, remain the same at
the various distances named. On the whole
we are just a bit puzzled, as we before
said, as to what, if any, lesson is taught.
What do you think about it?
Projector Repairs
We have just replied, by mail, to a letter
from a man who says he is to immediately
take charge of the repairing of fifty Power
projectors. He writes to ask what tools
he will require for the work.
We have no desire to embarrass the
gentleman, hence withhold both name and
location. We found the information supplied too meager to enable us to give an
intelligent reply, hence referred the main
inquiry to the Nicholas Power Company
for attention.
We feel, however, that this matter should
have further attention.
Here is a man who proposes, presumably,
to take entire charge of the repairs of at
least five thousand dollars worth of projection machinery and who does not even
know what tools he needs. Does that
look quite right on the face of it?
We have for years— in fact ever since we
have been the head of this department —
held that for anything more than very ordinary repairs the factory is the logical
place to have them made, first because the
factory is equipped with many thousands
dollars worth of delicate machinery especially adapted to the building and repairing of that particular mechanism.
Second, because at the factory are men
who do nothing else from one year's end
to the other but repair projection mechanisms of that particular make, and third,
because the manufacturer is vitally interested in seeing to it that the repairs are
accurately and substantially accomplished,
because the very reputation of the firm desuccessful performance of the
machinepends onitthemakes.
Keep Extra Parts on Hand.
We have no doubt but that the man in
question will do the very best he can, but
even supposing him to be a perfectly competent mechanic, he is not equipped with a
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machine shop especially adapted to work
on the Power projector, and surely he cannot himself be very expert in the repairing
of the Power projector, else, he would not
Laboratory
be obliged to ask what tools he will reExchange
We have long advocated the purchase by
quire.
Theatre
theatres
of an extra, complete intermittent
movement assemblage, in the case of the
Price:
Power machine including a framing carriage, all ready assembled and ready to
slip into place when repairs become neWrite $7.50
for Folder
cessary to the intermittent. The faulty
or
may then be parcel posted back to the
Ask Your Dealer one
factory for repairs and adjustment, with
every assurance that the work will be well
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
done. It is mighty good practice. The
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
359-363 East 155th Street New York City purchase of the extra part is in the nature
of an insurance against trouble,
I know, of course, there are those who
will
say:and"Yah,
I sent
'head' shape
to be
repaired
it came
backin ina worse
lran:^rteK
than it
was
before,"
which
is
an
exaggeration, pure and simple. It is unfortunately
AatonuitieaUy sappUe* only such Toltase as
true, however, that factory inspection is
•re requires. No waste of current In baiiai>t.
not always what it should be, and careless
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
workmen do sometimes let a machine go
out in bad shape.
Wmt lUth Street CleTeJand. Ohio
Is the Exception.
But this proves nothing, because it is the
National Electric
exception. Factories will do exceedingly
Ticltet Register Co.
well
to have a rigid inspection and projecUannfactiinn
or Sectrlc
Tlctat
LBalag
tion test of every repair job before it leaves
Hanhiaw
for
Morlnf
Plctoi«
niaatna
and
RflKaurtata.
Soid direct or Tiirounh year
the factory. We were ourselves inspector
dealer. NATIONAL
in a projection machine factory (Power facELECTRIC
tory) for four years, and well know what
TICKET ISIIREGISTER
COMPANY
a battle it is to compel workmen to do
St. Lault,NorthMo.,Broadway
U. S. A.
their work right, but the very worst trouble
of all is with the machine which has been
received with orders to do exactly so much
repair work and no more. Very often a
new part cannot be made to work well with
SPECIAL
arub.half worn out part, and there lies the
ROLL
Our advice is to have your projector mechanisms thoroughly overhauled at the factory periodically, remembering that "peTICKETS
riodically" does notso mean
machines become
badlyevery
worntime
thatthea
Your own special l^oket,
couple
of
gears
drop
off,
or
the
film
ceases
aoj- colors,
accurately
number d ;everyTickets
roU guaranteed.
to go through because there are no teeth
Coupon
for
Prize
Drawings; 5,000, $3.00.
left on the intermittent sprocket to move
Promptthestilpments.
it.
with
order. GetGashtJje
i^iainrles.
Relerred .SeatSend
Coupondiagram
Tickets,forserial
Government Methods Wrong
or dated.form to GoTemment
AU tickets must
conregnJatlon
B. Ludesher, Alpena, Michigan, says:
and bear eatabUahed price of admission and tax
The question booklets received, and though
raid.SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
there are any number of them that I am unable to answer, they are fine. I will await
Fire Thousand
$1.50
Ten Thousand
3.00
the day when the answers will be published.
Fifty Thousand
9.00
Not very long ago the writer noticed, in
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
the department,^
something
regarding
the
Twenty-five Thousand
6.00
government
teaching
projection
in schools.
One Hundred Thousand 15.00
Of course there are any number of men who
National Ticket Co. shamokin, Pa.
have been so badly wounded that work
calling for little physical exertion is all they
can hope to accomplish, but I don't believe
that the government should undertake to
keep the school only for those men who are
so badlything else.wounded that they cannot do any-

THE
ONLY Fool-Proof Splicing Machine

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volls for stationary or portaWe
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, Wise.

Schools for AH.
There is more in the letter, and as nearly as we are able to get the idea, brother
Ludesher's idea is that the government
should
soldiers. open its projection schools to all
If this is his view, then we are unable to
agree. With the soldiers who went to France
and came back disabled we have every
possible sympathy. We would aid them
in every possible way, but for the soldiers
who went to France and came back sound
and whole we were never able to work
up any very large rain of tears. They had
a great big adventure, which should have
been worth to them every single bit of the
hardship and loss involved. We have rather
had sympathy for the ones who, without
any great adventure or glory to urge them
on, stayed home and bore the burden of
labor necessary to keep the war going, and
to make it successful — just exactly as nec-
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essary to success as was the work of the
man who went "Over There," from whom,
mind you, we have not the slightest desire
to take one particle of glory.
For these reasons we favor schools for
the permanently maimed only, with the
proviso that we do not favor schools even
for them unless they be thoroughly taught
and trained — with a year minimum of comschooling
and view,
practice.
Maybe itI'mis
wrong bined
in the
above
but anyhow
the way I feel about it.
Answers Not Published.
We do not intend to publish the answers
to the questions because we want you to
get the REAL good by hunting them out
for yourself. We right now have on our
desk 385 questions, with answers compiled
and ready. We could easily clean up ten
thousand dollars in the next twelve months,
and most likely five thousand dollars a year
thereafter by publishing them. We have,
however, definitely turned that proposition
down because it would work injury instead
of good. Study and learn the answers for
yourself, and it will bring to you real
benefit, which is very much more than
merely learning an answer by rote would
do.
Road Equipment
A. Glassnapp, Bowman, North Dakota,
who is an old time reader of the World,
wants information, as follows :
Will you kindly give me addresses of companies making a good, light projection machine, which is sturdy enough to carry with
a traveling show and which will project a
good picture with a 760 or 1,000 wat Mazda,
using regular condensers? There are small,
home projectors which accommodate smaller
lamps only, but this would not be sufficient
light for my purpose. I want something a
bit better adapted to theatrical work than
those.
I am going on the road with a musical and
picture show. Will play the theatres wherever possible, but will have to put on the
show in a hall at times, where there is no
projector,
and perhaps even no electric current.
I shall arrange a small generator, to be
operated from the truck engine.
We may only use this outfit three or four
times a month, but when we want it we shall
want it badly, and it must give a good picture.
I remember having seen some such outfits
described in the Moving Picture World, but
my .files are not complete. Does insurance
law require a fireproof projection room?
Much Depends.
Very much might depend upon what your
idea of a "good picture" might be, neighbor Glassnapp. We may, however, readily
admit the fact that no projector is suited
to the giving of a traveling theatrical performance which will not give a fairly brilliant, fJickerless picture on a plain white
cloth projection surface. We may start out
by
assuming
that inbe anosmall
townor "hall"
where
there would
balcony
steps
of any sort, and where practically every
one in the town would be thoroughly familiar with the hall, very little in the way of
auditorium would be needed, which in turn
reduces the projection light necessary to
give a satisfactory picture.
On the whole what I would advise is
this: From the Nicholas Power Company
you may secure a projector which will give
high class results, made up as follows:
Mazda lamp equipment or small lamphouse
and arc, at your discretion. Wood machine
table and telescopic legs. The regular
Power mechanism and magazine.
There are, of course, a very great many
difTirent kinds of small projectors, such as,
for instance, the Projectoscope, Peerless,
Rotary, Victor Anamatograph, DeVry, all
excellent machines, but hardly, I think,
suited to your requirements. What you
should have is a light professional projector, and the Power is the only one made
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Country
Magnificent

Knolls,
Home on
the Edge

Mount

of tfie City

Vernon,
N. Y.

Property of the late James A. Bailey
For Sale in Order to Close the Estate's Holdings
ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCES IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Elevator from Basement to Top Floor
THE GROUNDS WOULD AFFORD AN IDEAL SETTING FOR MOTION PICTURE SCENARIOS
comprising as they do, 35 acres superbly landscaped with over 1200 large selected transplanted trees, a lake, conservatories, formal gardens, apple, pear and plum orchards, extra large stable and garage, gardener's dwelling,
double barn, hennery, etc. The property will be found to be of exceptional interest to discriminating persons.

527 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE: MURRAY HILL 6526

For particulars apply

WAR

DEPARTMENT
SIGNAL

CORPS
OFFERS

Motion
Hand

Picture

SALVAGE
FOR

Cameras,

Cameras

and

BOARD

SALE
Tripods,

a

Dark-Room

Quantity

of

Equipment

Here is just a partial list of the Equipment offered:
A number of Akeley Motion Picture Cameras, with
complete outfits; also a number of Universal "400"
type Motion Picture Cameras, equipped with lenses,
extra magazines and carrying cases; Motion Picture Camera Tripods — B. and H. Type with Universal head, and Precision type; 4x5 Graflex, Graphic
CONDITIONS
Informal Proposals by letter or telegram will be received
on any part of the equipment offered at the office named
below.
Goods are sold "as is" f. o. b. point of storage. Inspection
is invited and may be made at Washington, D. C, upon
application at the address given below.

and Premo; and 6% x 81/2 Graphic Plate Holders;
and 4x5 Graflex Roll Film Holders —
LENSES, including Bausch & Lomb, Carl Zeiss,
Goerz, Eurynar, Cook, Bethoit, Eurygraphe and
Voigtlander — dark-room equipment for both Hand
Miscellaneous
and Motion Picture Cameras.
OF SALE
REMEMBER: Only a small paj-t of the property ofifered
for sale is enumerated in this advertisement. Write for a
complete list.
.Ml the articles listed are stored at Washington, D. and
complete information may be had by addressing:

SIGNAL CORPS SALVAGE
& SALES BOARD
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 18th and Virginia Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.
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ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Amonr the Best Two-Reelers vn the Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
Write for our up-to-date price list.
Amusement Supply Co.
We are the Oldest Supply House in the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd floor Consnmers Bldg^
220 South State Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dealers Id
Motio^raph
Mtftrlnw.for
National
Carbons,
Mlnusa Moving
Screens Picture
and ererrthlns
tie Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
15,012 Motion Picture Theatrca
IB Ust
the MTTtca
United State*aare
— no mom 10%UieInonrpcatace.
tMindm
orilto
Uju of and
SUte SUhU30 toBturen,
SopplT DMlaa
and Producers.
Motion Picture Directory Co^
244 W. 42nd St.. New Tork. N. T.
Phone Bryant 81S8
MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12,000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Qaotationa
H. C. CENTER & CO.
NEWBURGH. N. Y.
AMERICAN
jFotopIaper
Re(iitered)
The Mnaical(Trade-Hark
Harrel
Write far Catalesae
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
12 West 46th Street New York City
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOe
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LtUIS. MO.

"THE
BIOSCOPE 9f
The Rcpreeentattre Weekly Jearaal of
the BritUh Film Indnstry
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OFFICES:
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Mailing
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108 machine and aopply dealer* 4.00
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five at most and in absence of slow orders
this
well.
on myworks
slide very
motion,
get I'm
wellgonna
hookedcutupdown
and
see if she won't work better still.
You've been there. I'll tell the whole wide
world. "Slack the pin" was common thirty
years
but the
"pin" things.
has goneIt the
of manyago,other
old-time
was way
the
relic of the days when the experience of a
switchman or brakeman who applied for a
job
was missing.
judged by the number of fingers
he had
For the Uninitiated.
For information of the uninitiated the
"pin" was the coupling pin of the drawbars,
miimiliiiiiiii"""*"!!1 which
held the cars of the train together.
HAVE MERCY
Well, Brother Boatright, when you "get
MR. PROJECTIONIST.
a swing on 'em" I'll bet you'll be knocking
Moving Picture Films representing
an investment of thousands of dollars
the stars out of the sky with the "skyrockets" from your stack, and that you'll
are being destroyed through rank
carelessness on the part of a small
need no sand to keep 'em from "spinning"
portion of projectionists in the South.
whena heavy
you strike
a "wetweather).
rail" (poorI am
picture)
or
hill (bad
sure
They are entirely overlooking the fact
that no matter what make, class or
your
"squirt"
(injector)
will
always
work
age machine they are using it Is imwell and keep the water level (income) well
perative that it be kept thoroughly
above
sheet."has helped you alCLEANED AND ADJUSTED.
Glad the
the"crown
handbook
AKE YOU DOIBTG YOUR PART?
ready. The charts you have long since received. Ihave no doubt. Let us know how
Let's get error
togetherwhich
and eliminate
this
it works out.
dreadful
has wrought
destruction to a multitude of exWe would add that those who find the
changes.inWouldn't
you feelyoura sense
charts to not work well (if there be any
of actual joy
receiving
films
such) will confer a favor by reporting that
clean and in perfect physical condifact. We do not want just the good reports,
tion? Then co-operate with us to
if there are any of the other kind. We
stamp out the evil. Make an examinawant 'em all.
tion of your mechanism each day before starting your show and see that
Makes a Long Jump
all sprockets and rollers are in perfect alignment and be sure that they
are not worn out. One loose screw, a
Our old friend, E. A. Shields, for many
worn aperture plate, a wobbly roller
years projectionist in the leading theatres
or a damaged magazine valve ran cut
of Curtis street, Denver's "Great White
up enough good film to bankrupt the
Way,"
writes
Oakland,
where he
has from
journeyed,
and California,
now hath
average
exchange.
And
dirt
—
Let's
make this an unknown quantity on
mind
to
set
up
his
tent
and
stay.
projection machines. It ruins films,
We wish friend Shields good luck and
wears out parts and mars projection.
happiness in his new home across the bav
At the same time this unnecessary
from
the City of the Golden Gate. Shields
combination of wrongs is .leopardizis a good man and will make good whereing TOUR reputation, and putting a
ever he goes. In this case we may truthquestion mark against YOUR future.
"We will be grateful for your help.
fully quote the old, somewhat over worked
THE EXCHANGE MANAGERS OF
country editor's favorite: "Denver's loss is
THE SOUTH.
Oakland's gain."
Reasons for Brown Ghost
This is a really splendid stunt, but we
Recently
a Des Moines man wrote, comfeel that Lucas has made one serious
plaining that he had a "brown spot in cenerror. He has had 50,000 of the cards
ter of screen,"
which same
deprinted. That part is not only bad, but
veloped rather suddenly
when usually
everything
bad, because while the first one or was O K and the screen perfectly clear.
very
two received will be read and considered,
I advised that the ghost was probablv
those arriving afterward will be thrown due to carbon core fault and that crater
aside because the projectionist knows
center was in too close focus at the screen.
I referred the letter to Griffith because of
exactly
on 'em. have spent at least sorne
Friend what
Lucasis should
other matters optical on which his
one whole evenjng writing up at least a opinion was desired and he also commented
dozen forms of those cards, and should on the ghost, as follows:
have put out a new form at least every
The brown ghost looks like loose
core
week. More work and oodles of more ex- or current drop. Watch ammeter. carbon
No use to
only
the
is
it
move condenser, as slightest move of crater
pense, yes — but allee samee
would
effective way to keep the campaign going move crater image from aperture. Maybe the
for any length of time.
particular brand of carbons being used do not work
advertisewell with current of the generator. It frequently
of the card isfilmthecement.
On the back.\tlanta
made
ment of an
happens that carbons work well with one generator
and not at all well with another. It may also
be that the set of carbons is such that the curRelease tlie Air
rent has a tendency to pull the core out of the
carbon.
H. E. Boatright, Tabor, Iowa, gives us
a breath of the far distant past by using
Well, 1 Dunno.
obsolete, and several modWell. I dunno. Seems to me current drop
almost
one now
terms. He says :
ern railway
would
have
opposite effect, i. e., to discolor
come edges
Slack the pin! Release your air anddollars
of screen, since it would operate to
on with the lens charts. Sent four
reduce
size
of crater, hence size of spot.
charts.
and
fifty cents for handbook
and
"Bible'' arrived O K, but the charts — not yet. That D C current from different generators
does differ widely, and
Let s have 'em. Old Man.
very differSince receiving the handbook I have moved rience. ently, Iknow of my ownworkpersonal
expethe lamphouse back five inches, and get better definition. Wont tell you the line-up
Why
it
is
so
I
have never understood.
until I get the charts and see where I am at That It affected the
carbon in the sense
on the optical train.
.Small town, small house, but we ca.rry of causing one carbon to work well and
another badly on different generators I had
our
air at correct
ease 'em
the curves,
whistle pressure,
for all Xings
and 'round
make never heard said before, nor did I observe
this as being true when I was projecting.
station stops without jarring the patrons.
As for speed, well we don't exceed sixtyjust now. None of the other professional
projector manufacturers make a light model. The matter of projection room requirement, except insofar as it affects insurance, is wholly governed by local law.
Good Advertising:
Harry K. Lucas, manager Lucas Theatre
Supply Company, Atlanta, Ga., has several
times been named in this department as
a high voltage live wire. He now sends
sample of a card he is sending, in quantities, to local
each MiiiiiFiitiiriiitiitiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
film
can. film exchanges to put into
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The
Ghost

On

the

Screen

is caused by the core of the
positive carbon burning back
in the shell. Users of Speer
Gundl

ach

Projection

Direct© Carbons are not troubled with ghosts because with
these carbons

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition,
flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination, and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality. That's the reason they
are used in nearly every theatre in the
United States and Canada.

THE

CORE

BURNS

FLUSH

"Hold-Ark"
"Altemo"

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Better
Bigger

Music

SPEER

SPEER
Carbons for D. C. Projection

SPEER
White Combination
for A. C. Projection

CARBON
COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

Brings

Attendance!

Good music attracts big crowds — makes
first-comers regular patrons. The Bennett
Orchestral Pipe Organ provides music in
closest harmony with the film pictures —
soft and sweet in tone, or inspiring in fullness ! It soon pays for itself in increased box
office receipts.
The finished product of fifty-six years of
Organ building — Bennett Organs are preeminent! They are simple and durable in
construction. Each Organ is adapted in size
and voice to the theatre in which it is installed.
We carry the most complete line of musical instruments for Motion Picture Houses in the world — for
every size theatre. Prices as low as SI, 950.
LYON

&

HEALY,

Send Coupon Today
for Full Information

60-82 Jackson

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON
Lyon &. Healy, 60-82 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Without obligation on my part mail me full particulars of your
theatre instruments. The seating capacity of my house is
My music now consists of

Blvd., CHICAGO

Name
Name of
Theatre

Carbons

Street
Citv

State..
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Color S
Hoods
Effects E
Colors Are
Beautiful, Brilliant
and Permanent
Hoods Slip Over the Balb
Way Ahead of Dip
and Less Costly

r„"5 Is'Jr
Lampi

s Electric
Reynold
426
S. Talman
Ave.. Chicago,Co.III.

Gold

King Screen
10 Days' Trial
•No. 1 Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade, 75c
Stretchers Incladed
TBT BEFOEE TOU BUT
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers thronghout the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
On<U OfiaD of th* Itallia Oimaatotraiti Union
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Ftnltn SabHTlpltoa: 20 fnaa *w ««■■■.
Editorial and Bnsinea* Office*:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPBKTT GAZVTTB
30 Gerrard Street
W. 1. London, England
Baa the qaalitr eircalation of the trade In
CtoMt Britala and the Deminians. All Offldal
N»«tees and Nnrs from th* ASftOClATION
ta tta membera are pablished exclnalTely Id
t^ia Joamal.
TEAELT KATE:
POSTPAID. WKEKLT. U.K.
SAMPLE COPT AND
ADYBSTISING RATES ON REQUEST.
Appointed by Agrtement Datti 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE
ASSOOIATION CIMEMATOaRAPH
09 SREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
A IREUANO,
LTD.
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What do you fellows know about that matter?
As to the set tending to pull out the
core, why, while that might well be the
case with A C, but I doubt it with D C.
Five In Or to One
There has always existed and does still
exist some measure of difference of opinion as to the exact meaning of intermittent
ratio of movement to rest as at present exProjection Experience
MOTION PICTURE

PERFECTION EN PROJECTION

B.

MOVING

on

HANDBOOK
For Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
The recognized
book on instructions
tlie wort ofonpro-all
jection. Complete Btandard
descrlptionB
leading machines
and
projectionandeQiUpment.
TherethisIsn'tcarefully
a projection
the not
universe
which
compiledroombookIn wlii
save lt4In
purchase pirce each month.
Buy it today. $4.00 the copy, postpaid.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
Schiller Building. Chicago. III.
Wright & Callender Building, Lot Angeles, Gal.
To save time, order from nearest office.
pressed. We think this has come about
mainly because of the fact that there has,
to some extent been two expressions used,
which have two quite different meanings.
Some have used the term, which we hold
to
correct,to "Five
to one,"
whilething
others
havebe sought
express
the same
by
saying
"One
in
five,"
which
we
hold
to
mean something very different.
Argument.
We hold "five to one" to be the correct
expression (or six to one or four to one,
or whatever it may be), and that the meaning conveyed is that the two added together
make the total of divisions or periods of the
movement under consideration. For instance five
: to one (or one to five) very natural y, itseems to us, means a total of six
periods, and that five of them are rest and
one movement or action.
On the other hand, one in five would
naturally be a five period movement, with
one period devoted to movement and four
periods to rest.
We shall present at the May meeting of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, in
Montreal, the following addition to the
nomenclature already adopted by that body,
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viz : Five to one intermittent movement.
A movement having a total of six periods,
of which one period represents the time
the intermittent sprocket is in movement,
and five periods the time during which it
is at rest. Other ratios of intermittent
movement follow the same procedure.
Assistance! He Cries!
C.
J.
Molloy,
Ballston,
York, which
says: I
Have a hand driven
SimplexNewrewinder
desire to convert into a motor driven atCalr. Will
take power from a small Fidelity motor, same aa
we have on the projectors.
Could you give me the name ot a projectionist
who has a correctly designed rewinder, or a skeUh
showing proper size pulleys.
I well remember publishing the required
dope, but it was quite some time ago. Will
some one who has a properly geared down
rewinder send the necessary data as to
pulley sizes, etc., either to this department
or to the good brother himself at the Ballston Theatre, Ballston, New York.
On the whole maybe you had better send
it here as it would do no harm to publish
it again.
PROJECTIONISTS— There is a constant
demand for projectionists of quality. Get a
copy of "Richardson's Handbook" and use it
during your leisure. Make yourself worth
a fat pay envelope. Sent postpaid on receipt
of $4. Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth
Avenue, New York.
If you can't use the newspapers try programs. If you cannot afford programs, get
after
store
If you
can't get
noise.
at least getwindows.
out on the
sidewalk
andwindows,
make a
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
PLICKERLESS
"SAFETYPROJECTOR
STANDAKB"
MOTION PICTURE
Dept. M.W.
The Pathescope Co. of Americm, Ibc
Aeolian Ball
New Terk
Mr. M. Faiyaz Khan will be pleased to
meet people desirous of knowing the moving picture possibilities in India. He will
be leaving this country for India In the
next week. He has extensively studied
the business in Europe and America.
Permanent Address
Faiyaz Munzil, Agra, U. P., India
New Tork Address
208 West 53d St., N. Y. City

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER
OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Floor, 729 Seventh Avenue, at 49th Street, New York
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"THE
COSMOGRAPH"
Semi-Professional Portmble Projector
MAKES
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EAGLE

ROCK

FILM

ITS QUALITY

ON ITS PERFORMANCE
The GOSMOGRAPH
represents an ideal
successfully
achieved. That ideal
has been to produce
a portable projector
compact, and light in
weight, simple and
economical to operate, of sturdy construction, and surance.
passing in perform-

THE
DWYER
BROADWAY FILM BUILDING
CINCINNATI, OHIO

The

Quality

Raw

Stock

Right Photographically.
Maximum Service in the
Projector.

Made by

BROS.
& CO.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.

Verona, New Jersey

rRACTIVE PROPOSITION TO DEALERS

EASTMAN
FILM

is identified

by the words

"Eastman" and "Kodak"
in the film margin.

It is the Jilm that first made
motion pictures practical

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

If you want a good profitable business
during hot weather — a II s umme r —
And if you want to find out how to get
this good summer business —
Just write for our booklet,
"A Better Summer Business." We'll gladly send
it to you by return mail.

N. Y.
Monsoon
Room

Cooling

System,

Inc.

665, 70 W. 45th St., New

York
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Equipment
BY

E.T.

Feet of Frontage

KEYSER
of steel necessitated the use of several
posts for the support of the balcony, but
these posts are so arranged that they do
not interfere with the view of the screen,
and every seat has clean sight lines.
The rewinding afid projection rooms are
located at the rear of the balcony floor and
are entered by service stair-ways from the
right hand side of the lobby entrance. Two
Powers
tion room.projectors are used in the projecThe heating system is operated by fans
pulling the air through the ventilating
radiators through the rear of the building
and forcing it into the theatre through
ducts in the side wall and under the floor.
The registers are all placed about eight
feet above the floor line. The foul air is exhausted through the registers in the floor
by means of another fan system, thus
avoiding loss of heat at ceiling and exhausting foul air at its source. The offices,
ticket
and rest rooms are heated by
direct booth
radiation.
Color Effects in Lighting.
The house is lighted by indirect fixtures
placed in the dome back of the proscenium
arch and under the balcony. This is supplemented by bracket lights distributed
through the theatre. All lighting is controlled from the projection room, and three
colors are utilized in the indirect systenj
so that various color combinations may be
secured when desired. The scheme of
decoration is ivory, gold, light tans and
browns. The wall panels are stenciled in
imitation silk tapestry.
Throughout the house a fine quality of
light red carpet is used, and, in order to
ing.
keep down the expense, black iron railings,
covered with velour, are used instead of
brass railings, which require daily polish-

But They Built a Real Theatre On It
cases from each side of the foyer, contains,
we strongly advocated
issue
a recent
INthat
in addition to six boxes, twenty rows of
the services of an architect with
seats.
The different sections of the gallery
picture theatre experience be utilized in
seats are separated by broad transverse
the planning of every picture house.
aisles, which, in turn, are connected with
We stated that the benefits thus obtained
were always worth many times the amount
of
the architect's
fees, not
in better
service,
but in the direct
cash only
saving
which
Tell Us Your Troubles
such services would effect.
As a concrete illustration of the correctr or |I
ness of our statement the 1,610-seat Vichouse managerany runsexhibito
up against
EVER
toria Theatre, of Shamokin, Pennsylvania, IWHEN a snag in the matter of equip- \
serves most admirably.
I ment — its choice, use or installation ; |
Here is the case in which an odd and ap- I whenever you are in doubt as to jusf |
parent awkwardly shaped lot on a main I what you should do to make a new I
street, undesirable for many purposes, was,
through the skill of an architect who knew I house attractive or improve an old I
— ask the
De- i|
picture theatre requirements and possibili- II one
partment
and "Better
we will Equipment"
dig up the dope
ties, utilized for the erection of a particu- I for you. BUT don't forget to enclose 1
larly attractive house, and at least $10,000 I a stamped return envelope with your |
saved in the purchase of the necessary real I inquiry.
|
estate.
The architect in question is W. H. Lee, of nillirnilitliiiltillillliiilllllilltitMiiiiiliriitliMiiuiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiriitiiiriiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiii-iiTiii m ^
Ritcher-Lee Company, architects and engi- each other by two aisles penetrating the
neers, 32 South Seventeenth street, Phila- upper, and three which pass through the
delphia. Before Mr. Lee was called into
banks of seats.
consultation it had not occurred to the lower
There are eight exits from the balcony
owners of the theatre that it was possible floor,
six of which connect with outside
to erect a picture house on the property, stair-ways.
and they were negotiating for a much more
The
ventilating fans and organ chamber
expensive plot, with a large frontage on the are installed
above the boiler room.
main street.
Walls of Hollow Tile.
A Nineteen Foot Frontage.
The walls are of Dennison Hollow Tile,
.^s will be seen by referring to the plans and the steel roof trusses rest directly on
these.
The front is of brick and terra
on another page, the plot on which the
house is erected has a frontage of but nine- cotta.
The delay in procuring large quantities
teen feet. One side of the plot is one hundred sixty feet and the other one hundred
ninety-two feet long, and the rear line of
the property measures one hundred twenty
feet.
How a Supply Dealer Keeps His Show
One of the illustrations indicates how
Room Clear and His Stock Accessible
well the apparently impossible narrow
frontage was utilized to give an attractive
appearance, and the plan shows the comERE is something that will interest twelve large drawers, and the remaining
modious lobby provided.
sections contain six larger drawers each.
an illusEach drawer is divided into three bins, and
This lobby measures eighteen feet in H you supply
tration of thedealers.
method It
by is
which
B. F. each
bears a serial number and each
width by twenty feet in length, with an en- Porter, 729 Seventh avenue. New York City, bin adrawer
serial letter.
trance into the foyer of fifteen feet in the keeps his stock of repair parts housed out
When a customer points to a certain
clear. To the right of the lobby, as one of sight, but instantly accessible, and also
enters, is the ticket office, triangular in
spare
and says,has"Give
those,"
a
system
by
which
a
customer
may
inall
thepart
attendant
to dome isoneto ofnote
the
shape, and back of this the lounge, retiring
pick out the part which he wishes classification on the identifying plate. Suproom and toilet, all of which are entered and knowstantly just
what
it
will
cost
before
he
from the foyer. To the right of the rear is waited upon.
pose he wishes 31-B and the price card
says $1.25, the attendant goes to drawer, 31,
aisle is a second toilet, and to the left a
Porter's
counter
is
a
trifle
over
29
feet
check room.
hand in bin B, pulls out the part,
long. On the top rests a glass showcase in puts his the
customer the price, and, at the
three sections. Each section is lined with charges
Plenty of Aisle Space.
same
time,
checks off one number on the
black velvet, and against this background perpetual
inventory
card, which he finds
in
the
bin.
The parquet floor is laid out with two one sample of each of the spare machine
sides and two intermediate aisles. The side parts is fastened. Each part is given a
Customer Saves Time.
serial letter and a serial number, and this
aisles are 3}/2 feet, and the intermediate number
and letter is indicated by a metal
aisles are four feet in width.
The customer saves time in making his
plate. The price of each part also appears purchase. He may not even know the
There are forty-one rows of seats, sup- on
an attached price card. This is written name of the part which he is buying.
plied by Heywood Brothers and Wakefield
Company. Each seat is twenty inches wide. in pen and ink and may be changed from He does not need to. It is displayed in
the case, and both he and the attendant
In addition to the exits from the lobby time to time, as prices fluctuate.
knows, without looking up a price book,
Well Arranged Sections.
there are three additional ones on the right
what it is going to cost.
hand aisle and also three on the left, and,
Beneath the counter is a series of sec- just
The attendant saves time in locating
as will be noted, the rows of seating desigtions, guarded by sliding doors with locks. stock
and looking up prices, as each
nated as C-C, M, L, and H, are broken to In one section there are forty drawers,
give unimpeded passage to these side exits. each not much larger than those of card sale is recorded on the stock sheet as soon
The balcony, which is reached by stair- index cabinet. In another section are as made, Porter always knows how many
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and

be

why

F entilating

installed

in

NOW—

theatre

Because,
1

weather

during
you

hottest

will have

ing to your

2

the

summer

the crowds

house simply
—TYPHOONS

com-

to cool off
will do it.

Because, it was demonstrated
mer and summers previous

last sumthat hot,

stuffy theatres could not pay — people
demanded summer comforts and they
went

where

Because,
3

jump

they could

your

with

ever

box-office

leaps and

find yourself
before.

drawing
Prepare

mer rush.

get them.

receipts

will

You

will

bounds.
more
now

—Install

business

than

for the sumTYPHOONS

SEND FOR CATALOG "M"
Typhoon
Fan
Company
ERNST QLANTZBERO, President
1044 CAMP STREET
NBW ORLEANS, LA.

345 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
25S No. 13th STREET
PmLADBLPHIA, PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH STREET
CHICAGO. ILL.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3c Per word for situations wanted and lielp wanted. IViinimum $0.50
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.
Minimum $1.00
SITUATIONS WANTED.
AT LIBERTY — Exploitation and publicity manyears' experience
; thoroughly
pictureager, 4 business
; excellent
references.understands
Refer to
Charles Beahan, Ogden Avenue, Clearfield, Pa.
ORGANIST AT LIBERTY for immediate engagement in first-class theatre. Trained musician of
exceptional ability and reputation. Experienced,
expert picture player. Splendid library. Pip«
organ and good salary essential. Arthur Edward
Jones, Hotel Dagmar, Hagerstown, Maryland.
OPERATOR, experienced, desires permanent position only Mayfield,
where ability
is appreciated. "Operator,"
Box 123,
Kentucky.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
MORE MONEY from your theatre is an easy
proposition
with helping
"Picture you
Theatre
Advertising,"
E. W. Sargent,
pull the
crowds withby
its tested ad ideas. $2.00 postpaid. The Chalmers
Publishing Co., 516 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Complete laboratory outfit for developing the
motion -picture
For particulars address
Garfield films
Studio,cheap.
427 West
Garfield
Blvd.. Chicago, 111.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
FOR SALE — 400-foot De Franne motion picture
camera complete. Extra good lens. .$275 ; good as
new ; also a generator set. Address 1167 W.
Eldorado Street, Decatur, Illinois.
FROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 customeri! use our wondtrtQl cataloe and
service for all their phetograpbic needs. Uovle
cameras, tripods, projectors, northaro li^ts, text
books, supplies, etc., etc., all at sensational money
saving prices. Write for this valuable, r-R-E>-E
catalog today. David Btera Ooapanr, "Valns, sarvloe, satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, 111.

Are

You

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
THE MOTION
a "BEHIND
complete treatise
on makingPICTURE
and takingSCREEN."
the picFOR SALE — "Million-Dollar Mystery," 46 reels;
ture, prloe $3.65, postpaid. BASS CAMERA COM"Girl from Frisco," .50 reels; "Social Pirates," 30
PANY, Cbloago, III.
reels; "Cleopatra," 8 reels; "Redemption," 6 reels;
0-2 DB VRT, perfect condition, ready for use, "The
featuring Joe Welch, 6 reels; "The
$100.00. C-90 DeVry, perteot condition, guaranteed, ScarletPeddler,"
6 reels;
Cards,"
with
Calvert,
5 reels "House
; also of
series
of fifteen
$160.00. Headquarters for new and used portable CatherineTrail,"
projectors. BA8S CAMERA COMPANY, 109 North Mary Pickford single reel specials, and large selection miscellaneous features and comedies, dramas,
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
in fineturescondition,
with advertising. Guaranty PicNOW
READY—
The
New
Minor
Ultrastigmat
F
:1.9
York
City.Co., 130 West 46th Street, 11th Floor, New
lens for motion picture cameras. Price in barrel,
$75.00. Quotations for mounting on any camera on
request. Send your orders In now. BASS oAMERA
FOR SALE — Large quantity slapstick comedies,
COMPANY, Charles Bass, Pres., 109 N. Dearborn with any amount posters desired. Central Film
.Co., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
St., Chicago, 111.
NEW PRINTS
"Life offourJesse
James,"
reels;
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
California
Rodeo,— three,
or five
reels ;4 Sontag
OPERA CHAIRS from war camps, booths, ma- & Evans, the California Outlaws, State rights, 5
chines and entire equipments furnished at half
; Great Western Round-Up, 2 reels. All sizes
original cost. Write your requirements. J. P. reels
posters and tractions.
otherIndependent
advertising
matter on 120above
atFilm Exchange,
Golden
Redington, Scranton, Pa.
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California.
SPECTRO LIGHTS — Any size. any quantity,
portable model $100. Studio model $135.00. DisTHEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT.
count tor quantity. Everything for making motion
pictures. See our display advertisement. Bass
FOR
LEASE — Picture theatres in Pensacola,
Camera Company, 109 North Dearborn Street, Florida ; ready August 1st, and fully equipped ;
over 900 chairs, C. H. Stewart, 602 National City
Chicago, Illinois.
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio, or Leroy V. Holsberry,
FILMS WANTED.
Pensacola, Florida.
WANTED TO BUY five or six five-reel features,
THEATRES WANTED.
with one or two, three and six sheets to each subject. State lowest terms. Lyric Theatre, CharlesMOVING PICTURE THEATRE, Western Pennsylton, S. C.
vania town, 5, .500 people Manufacturing Industries,
WILL BUY new or used feature films and
not farming town. Now showing profit of $9,000.00
year.
favorable persons.
lease. Books
open cash
for
comedies which have complete titles, full set ad- per
inspection toVeryresponsible
$8,000.00
vertising.Robinson
Prefer sensational
conwill swing the proposition which Is for sale for
sider trades.
Walkersubjects,
Company,willArctic
$10,000.00 Box 110, M. P. World, N. Y. City.
Building, Seattle, Washington.

in

Discriminating

the

Producers

Market
and

for

Distributors

Prints?

desiring

extra

fine quality in their film prints, with artistic tints and tones,
are invited to communicate immediately with the famous

LYMAN

H.

175-177

HOWE

West

We have enlarged
accept additional

River

LABORATORIES
Street,

Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.

our facilities and are now in position to
orders for immediate handling. We

guarantee unsurpassable workmanship and screen results,
brilliant color effects, and thoroughly satisfactory service in
every respect. QUICK ACTION DESIRED. Wriite, wire or
telephone

(Bell 'Phone

S.
General

Manager

M.

the Lyman

1282) at once

to

WILKINSHAW
H. Howe

Films

Co., Inc., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.
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KEEP
THEM
COOL
BUY
5- SECTlONS-a sLi DE DOORS EACH Blocks k - ORAwcni 40 in section
RtAR ELEV/\TION SHOWING SLIDE OOORSANO STORAGE STOCK BINS

FANS
ALL
STYLES
Prompi Delivery and Low Prices
FIDELITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
LANCASTER, PA.
Protect Your Negative Investment
By Placing Ycxir Pnntlng omer Wtth a RatlaMi Hmmm
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Hat aaWarfc—
EariMilat 8«atlMa
RepntationPrleaa
for
Gaod
AddrcM:
10t7 Phma:
Hallera
Baildlnc.
CHICAGO
Ontral 2347
Cameravien Fumislied for All Occa»Um$

PLAN VIEW
GLASS SHOW CASE

PICTURE
FRONT ELEVATION

THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yoon.
District of Columbia
REGINAU) W. GEARS
327 Woodward Bld«.. Waihincton, D. C
ZINK & SPARKLIN, Inc.
M3 Manacy Bide WaihliMrton, D. C
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
IIU Kr«we BIdc., Detroit. Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
100 GriawoM Bide. Detroit, Mich.
Missouri
Carl Boiler A Br*ttMr
Theatre Architects
RIDGB BTIILDING. KANSAS CITY, MO.
Conanltaati to other aratilteeta.
Adflflon to ownen
refrardlnR plana
and
•pedflcaUooa
of ootuemplatad
tbeatna.
EDGAR P. MADORIE
nOS-*-J HepnbUe BId«., Kaiuaa City, Ho.
N«w York
EUGENE DB R08A
110 Wtrt 4Mk St.. New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
it South 17th St.. PhlUdelphU. Pa.

W. Albert Sw asey. Inc.
101 Park Avenue, New York
Specialists in
Theatrical Work
Send us the size of your lot and
we will submit sketch blue print
plan of theatre to fit it, with estimates of cost. No charge for preliminary services.

BEAR SIDE SECTION

SIDE FRONT vltVK

J-BINS-IIVSJ/totEP

How B. F. (Simplex) Porter Arranges Hi< Stock.
parts he has in stock, and when to order fornia, Oregon, Washington and the westmore.
ern part of Pennsylvania, west of Altooiia.
The drawers and bins keep the stock
The Argus Enterprises will have the
dust-proof and rust-proof, and there is ab- right to sell in territory outside of their
solutely no stock lying around.
exclusive territory wherever exclusive distribution rights have not already been
There is no reason why this same system may not be applied to all small de- granted to other distributors.
dealers.vices and supplies sold by the equipment
These Exhibitors Are Now
Surplus stock may always be kept in the
storeroom and the bins replenished from
Ready for the Summer Heat
this surplus.
One rule that must always be followed NOTWITHSTANDING
the present
cold
weather, many exhibitors
throughout
is that no sample may be sold from the
the country have found it advisable
counter display, no matter how great the to prepare
now for the installation of their
temptation.
and ventilating systems, realizing
The accompanying plans, which give the cooling
that when the warm weather does comactual dimensions of Porter's layout, may
mence itwill be money in the cash drawer
be modified to suit the requirements of to be prepared.
individual dealers, but they indicate plainly
The Typhoon Fan Company of New York
how a selling method like this may be in- have
closed contracts for the
stalled and operated with a minimum of Typhoonrecently
Cooling
system in the following
theatres
:
help, which, in these times of labor scarcity, is an item worthy of consideration.
Oracle, Rock Springs, Wyo.; White
Eagle, Toledo; Flash and Star theatres,
Argus to Sell Lightning Coin Changer.
Tonawanda, N. Y. ; Colonial, Tarboro, N. C;
The Argus Enterprises, Inc., with head- Criterion Amusement Co., Chattanooga:
quarters at Cleveland, Ohio, and branches Strand, Amsterdam, N. Y.; Orpheum, High
already established or being established in Point, N. C; Grand, Anderson, S. C, and
many cities throughout the country, has the Garingr, Greenville, S. C.
been given the exclusive sales and distribution rights for the Lightning Change
Every time a local newspaper carries an
Maker in the States of Vermont, Maine, advertisement concerning your theatre, have
New Hampshire, Connecticut, Massachunotice" go with it in another colsetts, Rhode Island, New York, Ohio, a "reading
umn. Get the full value of your investment.
Michigan, West Virginia, Kentucky, Cali1
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Screens

Wise Exhibitors demand perfect projection. Minusa
screens produce it. Twelve years ahead of the experimental stage proves it.
Distributors from coast to coast.
Samples and literature upon request.
MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

REBUILDING
machines is one of our achievements. Our shops are thoroughly
equipped with modern machinery and tools in the hands of expert
machinists
department. and projectionists. Write for a booklet describing this
^jcrvi ct EhI (I^ualitg
theatre: ACCESSORIES .
THEAfSfSnfiraTa

GEORGIA.
["AMERICA'S GREATEST IWDEPENDEWT ATLANTAMOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLy HOUSE "|
I s(xiTHERN ^mo£sV
PROJECTORS
I DISTRIBUTORS
TRADE MAPK PAT'Q
■■ ' ■
THE

FOUNDATION

OF

PICTURE

1125

WORLD

STOP
RIGHT
NOW
11 .' I u li.ive neglected to look into the matter
< f protecting your box office against ticket and
cash losses, look into this subject at once.
The 1920 Perfected
AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER
will
help you to realize a bigger net profit on your enterprises. Ask
for literature.
DEALERS
AUTOMATICKET REGISTER business is profitable business. Write us
right now.
CKET
SELLING

-AND
CASH • '
1780
BroadwayATIC
jpe AUTOM

•■New York Co.
City
REGISTER
-

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE
Specially
Uniform
EXPERTS

WORK
equipped for QUANTITY production.
SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
with scientific supervision can produce.

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire
City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St. New York City
Bryant 5437
Bet. Eighth and Ninth Area.

PRESENT-DAY

PICTURES
a
PRECISION
STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
EQUIPMENT
PRINTERS
SUPPUES
SPLICER
For Motion Picture Laboratories, Studio*, Theatre*
ACCESSORIES
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losargeles
J801-U Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
MOTION

"MARTIN yy ROTARY
CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT BEEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHEa INFORMATiaN
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hnyn* Aw., Chloago
1010 Brekaw BIda.. New York

"NEWMAN"
TICKET CHOPPER
Safeguard
having your
ticketscause
used many
over a^ain
and resold. against
Circumstances
sometimes
men
to yieldtivelytochop and
temptation.
Newman's
ticket
choppers
posipositively
you against
sion between ticket
seller insure
and ticket
taaker. any
The collumost
practical
and most attractive choppers made. Write in
for
and 1920
Rails. Catalog of Ticket Choppers, Brass Frames
We manufacture the frames In various finishes which
do not require poiishing.
The

Newman
Mfg. Co.
ESTABLISHED 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washin^on Street, Chicago, III.
Canadian Distributers
— Perkius
Electric Co.. Toronto.
Montreal,
and Winnipeg
Padflo Coast — G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco. Cal.
Frainet, Easels, Grilles, Ralls, Bars
Signs. Choppers,
Door
Kick Plates, "
AMERICA'S

FINEST

LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECLALTY
H. J. STRETCKHANS, Hanaclnc Director
PAUSADE

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Moreemere «21-(22
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE

ABGUS THKATBB «DPPI.T DIVIBION
s, th«
NOBTHKRN
LAMP 4k APPUAMCB CO. OHIO
ABSUS 81ft-Xt
PmpMt Are.
CLBYBLANS, OHIO
-a MASS A CHUSBTT8
B08TON TURE
MOTION
SUPPLY CO.PICRHODE ISLAND
BOSTON. MAflg.
D- CONNECTICUT
NORTHBBN
BBECK PHOTOPLAY
CALIPOBNIA
SUPPLY CO.
M G«M«B Gate At*. □- WE8TBBN NBTADA
OREGON
BAN FKANCI8CO. CAL.
J. SLIPPEB A CO.
7M Ssnth OUts St.
LOS ANGEO-EB. CAL.
Selling Acenta
DWYEB BROS ft CO.
<S1 Walnut St.
CINCINNATI, OmO

SOUTHBRN
CALIFORNIA
mnd
ARIZONA
SOUTHERN OHIO
and
KENTUCKY

EASTERN
MISSOURI
NORTBEASTKRN
ABBAN8AS
MadUan
St.
aalr ]\ CMstlaa
la
Monraa J nilnala
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. ILLINOIS
(Except Madiaoa. St.
845 Sonth Wabaah Ave. Clalr
and Menrae
CHICAGO. ILU
Coantlca)
ERKER BROS.
CAL CO. OPTI«M OUT* St.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

EXHIBITOBS SUPPLY CO.
INDIANA
157 North IlUnala St.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. DSOUTHERN and
EASTERN
WISCONSIN, and
EXHIBITOBS SUPPLY CO. Cllntan
204 Manhattan Baildlnc Henry
Du Maine* Caantiee
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
>■ In lewa
Jackaen
Leolea
Lee
Mnacatlne
J
Scott
WEST VIRGINIA
HOLLIS-SBaTH-MOBXu
and
COMf .
WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
Utl UkertT ■ PA, □PITTSBURGH.
LELAND THEATBB SUP- MAINE
PLY BOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
S7 State St.
VERMONT
MONTPKLIER, VT.
N. Carotin* Alabama
LUCAS THEATRE
S. Carolina Leulaiana
SUPPLY CO.
Georcla Tenneeaee
lU Marietta St.
Flarlda Seathcm
ATLANTA. GA.
MlaalMippI VIrKlnia
MICHIGAN MOTION o
PICTURE SUPPLY CO. MICHIGAN
•3 Baat Elisabeth St.
DETROIT. MICH.
LUCAB THKATBB SUP- TEXAS
PLY CO.
SOUTHERN
181« Main St.
ARKANSAS
DALLAS, TBX.

ALBANY THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
4 Cllnten Are.
ALBANY, N. Y.
SeUln« AseaU

KASTEBM
NSW YOBh
York
(Exceptatr)
GreaUr Naw

AUBURN THSATRICAL CENTRAL
SUPPLY CO.
NEW YOBK
AUBURN.
N. Y. oSTATE
SeUInc A«*nta
BECKHB TKBATRB
WESTERN
SUPPLY OO.
NEW YORK
IM FrankUa St.
BUFFALO. N. T.
STATB
Salllns Amenta
GRBATER NEW YOBK
NORTHERN NEW JERSBY
DuUhea*
Pntaam
Ormnse
H. P. PORTER
CMBtlaa
N>w York
711 Sarenth Ave.
NHW YORK. N. Y.
SaSolk
SalllTan
State
Rockland
WASHINGTON
BRATTLE IMGSTAGE
CO. UGHT- and
U Madlaon Black
SEATTLE. WASH. D- OREGON
DELAWARE
KASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
LEWIS M. SWAAB
SOUTHERN
1(27 Vine St.
NEW JKRSHY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
EASTERNMARYLANB
SWANBON THKATRE
EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
423 Sonth Kth Street
OMAHA, NEB.

NEBRASKA
and
WESTERN IOWA

-OSWAN80N THEATRE
CENTRAL ANB
EQUIPMENT
CO.
318 Laeoat St.
SOUTHERN IOWA
DES MOINES. lA. □-

SWANBON THEATRE
WYOMING
EQUIPMENT CG.
COLORADO
1514 WcltoB St.
MONTANA
NEW MEXICO
DENVER, COLO.
SW ANSON THEATRE
UTAH
EQmPMENT CO.
IDAHO
133 Bast Second Soatb St.
SALT LAKE CITT. UTAH□- EASTERN NEVADA
Minnesota. Soath
THCO 245
PRODUCTS
MFC. CO. ?,-'»rt?;A!''.„'i'^t
Leek Arcade.
Iowa and
MDfNEAPOLIB, MINN.□- Northern an4
Weatern Wlaeoaata
WASHINGTON,
D. C
WBBSTBR ELECTRIC
COMPANY
WESTERNMARYLAND
71> Itb St.. N.W.
WA8HINQT0N. D. C □- NORTHERNVIRGINIA
PLY CO. Sl^*YALE THEATRE
101 Sheldley Bld«.
tth aad Mala Bta.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

WESTERN
KANSAS MISSOURI
OKLAHOMA
NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS
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man
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S^impCex can brin^ to his
theatre the type of pro
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thousands of SIMPLEXIZED
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world. ^
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ON
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ThePrecision Machine (S.Tnc.
317-29 East 34th: St "NewYork
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PROJECTORS

CHAPLIN

STUDIOS

iiiyiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN
FILM
COMPANY
1416 LA BREA AVENUE
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

STUDIOS
IN

THIS
February

SERIES

Nicholas Power
90 Gold St.,
New York, U.Y.

Goldwyn
Fox

10,

1920.

Company,

Gentlemen:

Morosco
Ince

Your

Brunton

which

is

in

#6B

Power »s Projection

oonetant

use

in

Ifechlne

oiir Projection

Room,

Universal
has

given

every

satisfaction,

and

you

may

safely

Chaplin
depend

Horsley

upon

Lasky

the

continuance

Thanking
oo-operation,

we

you,

are,

our

business*

assuring

you

faithfully,

CHARLIE

CHAPLIU

FILM

Manager

NICHOIAS

POWER D
COMPANY
INCORPORATE
EDWARD
e:ARI_, Presidemt
NiNETY Gold St, New York, N Y.
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emotional

It appeals

to

emotions.

Be

sorrow

to

appeal
one

of

the

people

are

in some

sympa-

a lecturer.
emotions.

the

and

the

fundamental
depicting

degree

mind.
human

love, hate,

is always

reaction!

same

through

convinces

it a subject

a sympathetic

to

follows

it

effect

listen

to their

procedure,

It gets

In the
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than

appeals
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or joy, the
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likely
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psychological
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Further,

emotional,

same.
as all

its appeal

universal!

artistry
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RITCHEY

And

it always

and

in the

poster
shows

reality

of that

is marvelously
a verisimilitude

appeal

effective.
to nature

so accurate and so sincere as to carry an absolute conviction. A conviction that leads to the
ultimate
That

is the way

It works
the
gets

purchase

from

the RITCHEY
the

pocketbook,
the

exactly

heart,

and
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poster

through

at each

right

RITCHEY
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the
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PHONE. CHELSEA
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Filler

^

FEATUR.E

Cartoons?
"Bud and Susie", "Bobby Bumps". "Felix the
Cat" and "Silly Hoots" — you know that they're
the best animated drawings on the market !
Humor?
The cleverest jokes from the cleverest magazine
— The Smart Set, and Helen Rowland's spicy epigrams. Nothing brighter is being written today !
Features?
Novelties of surpassing interest — surprising sides
of life — things you've always heard about and
never seen — and lots of things you've never
heard about !
No wonder most exhibitors can't run without it. Give it to your people. They want it!

:^Bm- FAMOUS
-lasky
ADOLPU ZUKORPnfjplayers
JESSE LLASKY^VcP/« CECILcorporation
B.DEMILLE i)/n'vnr^r>w/«r

Some

Recent Features

' SCaiV"of' Sc-^k; and
Screen"
"Tricks of All Trades"
"Manhattan

Nights"

" Mental Acrobatics "
" No Account News "
" Quizzing the

Prophets"
" Inside the Frozen
" TheCircle"
Truth About
Women

"

e

^aramountM^aga-^in

!

On

the

first

Day

Be^innin^
Exhibitoi^

One

The

September

Axt

Assured

Bi^

Screen's

o( Each

{bremost

.«U «rr

-

PiVsf

o( at Least

Picture

- »

fom

Artists

SFTEHTS AVE SE.-?ORK.

flCUU ABfUUS

"""^rz

Month

^^^^^^^^^^ „

-™

BEST M9ABD3

I

AQTISTS

UNITED

CORPORATION
PICKFORD-

MARY

CHARLIE

FAIRBANKS

DOUGLAS
Hirdm

Abrams

Telenram
WIflhi
Mcssige '
Day Leltei

• DAV.GRIFFITH

.General Mana^r.
T.-ls,!,,

oi.lBOl.
WESTER
NEWCOKO CARLTON. «e

119FY

FM

CHAPLIN

46

UNION

1AM
''
* ▼A
GEORGE W. E.ATK1NE ^

or SERVInc
'"nil) Mei«M.
'mean tftir Uie elied<"f^»i;r^ I
"^1"^''
Oa^ i

1 .

HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS CORPN
0„ YO.

NtVYOPJ^' NY
„ORK ..T„ ...

ARTISTS A. WISH

COMMENCING ON oa ABOUT SEPT..
.
<BER pips
"f'STT „eX"
BEX.< «»t.
WHICH„ IN MY OPINION
BILL BE SOMK at TR£ BEST
««i THAT TI pav^
ha;? kver made SINCERELY
D H GRIFFITH
1248P

.■.r;V<iCii'",<' .'^ri'l. ->i/f-:'-

'"-^

^The
Mollycoddle^
Scenario
bij Tom
Gera^tg
Storu

by

Harold

<?1jory * valuje

ITlXrath^^

— plu<? -in

xhi<^

neu)e<?t

offering' of tine
^Doix^'' —
inimitable
Ca<?pen9G-ab9orbing intsre^tthrill?'-*he-man" action —
i3nd

comeciy

noveltieg*

9UJCh^$^

a<? Palrbanlc9
athig begt/
alone can prodace.

UNITED

/5"RTI?TC

^

CORPORATION

Maiy Pickfbr&- Charlre^Chaplin • Dou<^ai? Pairba-nkG

• D, U), GnPPith

m

"S

UD

S
From iti6 Charles fcUan Production
"Op O' Me Thumb"
bij Frederick fenn and Didiard Pryce
Directed bg Jack Dillon
Photo^'aphed by Cha^ies OxDJ^her

^yd nev Mary Dicl^ford
production is always an event
of importance in plmdom —
^nd we believe that the
' vitli its brilrelease of 'Suds
liant achievements, will prove
the event of events in all the
of"_ ctions.
fordry Produ
splendid
Mary
Pickhisto

llNlTED

ARTISTS

COEiPORATION

MARY

PICKEORD

CHARLIE
Hitam

CHAPLIM • DOUGLAS EAIRBANK
AfaramS, CJeueial Mana^r

D-'VGRIEFIIH

fouches
fo fhe

like fhe^e , added
fhi'ill? and

Tun

provided by Louise tazenda
Marie Drevosf, Den Turpin
\Jame9 Pnlayson and all fhe
ofher clever
make

AfeiK

/7i^e

>5ee/

Comedy

SENSATIONAL
VWEREVED

Masterpiece

SUCCESS
SHOWN

UNITED
CODPODATION
MADV PICk;rODD -CUARLIE CUAPLIN
DOUGLAS rAIR5ANk;S DAVGRirpiTM4-liram Abra ins General Manager

^/lere are

seems

in Romance

i(ia{

your audience can never -forgei ■Scenes oP exquisiio. pa^fios , of sucfi
heauiy , ijei of sucn
dramaiic
(laun^

s^rengi^,

'^(le memoiy

UNITED

overwfielming
ifiai {fioy will
always.

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

PICI^rODD ■ CMADLIE CWAPLIN
MADY
rAID5ANk:S • D.W. GPlFriT W
DOOOLA?
Uiram Abram s , Gcnei-al Man a^cr
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MASIEfiHECE

OF

''Courage of Marge O'Doone"
Leaves Lasting Impression
on All Who
Clipping

from

TTLE

Washington

TIMES
of

May

5th,

It.

the
TELLS

SEA

See

1920

THRILLING

STORY i

It is seldom that a motion pictnre
is produced that will leave the impression that James Oliver Curwood's "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone" leaves upon audiences. Jt
is truly a picture in a thousand and
one that will long be remembered.
The scenic beauty of the landscapes,
the cleverness of the players, the intensenees of the story, the faithfulness of the director and the introduction of animals in strong roles
are some of the tilings that make
"The Courage
Marge picture.
O'Doone"
different
from theofaverage
Every member of«the cast, which
includes Niles Welch, Pauline Starke,
George Stanley, Jack Curtis, William
Dyer, Boris Karloff, Billie Bennett
and James
O'N^U, JSach
is indeed
star
organization.
playeran is allan
artist in his or her line and works
in harmony with the others. The
production moves like clock work,
and even Tara, the trained bear, and
Baree, the outlaw dog, seem to know,
what is expected of them. These
dumb animals feel the importance of
their roles and attack each piece of
difficult business with all the cunning known to the animal kingdom.
If Director David Smith went after
realism, he certainly got it and the'
atmosphere
the north
well. The'
picture was oftak,en
a fewas miles
out
from
Truckee
in"
the
Rockies
duringa severe blizzard. The players wlth.^tood all of the hardships of a life
far away from civilization in order
to produce genuine ,color and the
result obtained is worthy of all the
sacrifices made. The savage dogs,
the bear fight, the thrilliftg escape
from "The Nest," the meeting of
David and Marge, the death of
Tavish just
and asthethescene
moun-'
tains
dawnon isthebreaking
on a new day are some of -the big^
siti:«tions that grip, the spectator
arwt.are recalled long after the picture has faddcd from the. screen. It
is a big. production, handled in a big
way and presented with all of the
splendor and magnificence known to
screen art. It is a travelogue as well
as one of the most thrilling and Interesting stories ever filmed.

At

four,
on

doing

the

t9b

children

one-night

s parts

stands.
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Filmed by Special Permission
Samuel GoldwyrijPresideiit
Goldwyn Pictures

Corp.—
Qpprovoy

CaUjx)rnl'a

TTieatre,

u)Uk a patronage
gigantic

^

Los Angeles,

large lif drauon

jilm mduflrif

CRITICAL
CINEMA
\:^OR.LD- endorses

Cal.,

Jrom

the

there-THE

MOJT

AUDIENCES^

IN THE

w
TriE

WILL

ROGERS

CoiUboy

^^otecl

Golda>i|n

DISTRIBUTED

- Mr. tohn". -

BY

on
1920.

THE

MARION
M. KOHN
PPODUCr/ONS /NC.
EIXECUTIVEI
SAN FRANCISCO
90 GOLDEN GATE AVE., OFFICES-

".rA-"..-.
sS.S!-a-senaru:n"
.jjry tig
... nnu«i
ground' ar«

,e are

finleu fc'

nvlnu..
„..ing you co
«\nc Director

habtino'5
For

Territory

Wire

JOE

BRANDT,

1600

p.. H. T""^'
Broadway,

New

York

ytepping

With

out

in

big plays

her initial Callaghan

pidure

this winsome

Knave

of Hearts steps into the realm
of Big Plays, Big Books, Big
Diredion, Big Produdion.

Presented by

ANDREW

J. CALLAGHAN

PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

in "7^(2

"

MIDLANDERS
From the 'J^el by CHARLES TENNEY JACKSON
PARK
W> IDA MAY
DIRECTED
JOSEPH DE GRASSE

and-

PUBLIC
BOX

OFFICES
EXHIBITORS

will demand
Better

Plays

these

Bigger,

voicing

magic appeal of
Youth because:

the

captivating

THEY'RE
BUILT
TO
PUBLIC
THE
PLEASE

WAT
the
let them

canici
nose

Rememher

what

tailor who
Get a club
base

is

producer
find
him

happened

Don't
field.
to

the

'didn't hit soon enough.
and the best club in this

a

interests.

Lumpanich.
into your

clubbing
Combine

of
to

exhibitor
keep

you'll

or

in his p!ace
in yours.

the

It I thought you'd continue showing my pictures
while I slowly bought up competitive locations I
might
my

dollar

history

sense

and

try to get away

is common

the

with

sense — and

bankruptcy

courts

it, too.

because

swear

But

because

common

that

sense

nobody

ever

successfully played both ends against th€ middle — I'll take the
advice of Fair and Square and defend your opportunities to
better extend mine.

Various
much

Czars,

stock

grab-all

Kaisers,

Sultans

in the live and

game

isn't what

and

Princes

let live doctrine

it*s cracked

up

assure

Inc. »

ne\er
me

that

took
the

to be.

The more I produce for you, the more you'll
If the exhibitor isn't a success, I'm a failure.

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES.
Lewis J. Selznick, Presideot

who

produce

for me.
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N

THE

N

PHENOMENAL
"THE

EVIL

Y

BUSINESS

OF

EYE"

Xo star in theatrical or motion picture history has received the tremendous amount of valuable newspaper publicity enjoyed by Benny
Leonard every day of the year in every section of the country.
No wonder the name of THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR CHAMPION is drawing vast multitudes to the record-breaking number of
theatres now playing the

GREAT

BENNY

LEONARD

SERIAL!

Add to the wonderful drawing power of the star the intense interest in
the GREAT WALL STREET BOND THEFT MYSTERY now filling the
newspapers and duplicated by the baffling plot of

-^ .

"THE
EVIL
EYE"
and you can well believe the glowing reports of phenomenal business
which makes this great subject the
SERIAL

SENSATION

THE

SEASON

SUPERVISED BY
WALLY VAN

STAGED BY
J. GORDON COOPER

WRITTEN BY
ROY L. McCARDELL

OF

WITH

STUART

HOLMES— MARIE

SHOTWELL— RUTH

Presented by

Ascher's

L

Enterprises, Inc.
FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED

ON

DWYER— MADAM

MARSTINI

Distributed by

Hallmark
Pictures
BY E. S. MANHEIMER

ARD

Corp.

THE
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Arthur

E

Beclc

presents

lit

THE HAND OF A SKILLED ENTERTAINER
lifts the veils of mystery in Cynthia
inch by inch with a well- calculated
speed until there stand revealed
in clear and stardin^ outUneall the
charm and power of a perfect tale
of the sea in pictures.
LeahBaird sweet and winnin^.brave
and resourceful is the pivot around
which the Great intrigue revolves.
If you want to be sure of a ^ood
BACK- BONE FOR YOUR SHOW
CYNTHIA
will be found most satisfying
W.

HODKINSON CORPORmON
527 Rhh Avenue, Nev YbrkCty
Dinribuhng through PAIH£ Exchange, hiM panned
Fbrei^ Dictributor.J. Frank Brod(li£s,Inc.7Z9-7i> Ave.
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SUCCESSFUL

EXfiflBfTORS

write in extolling SEX
cuss OF SEflVlce
WESTER

do not waste

in terms

that make

time

on compliments.

the dictionary

UNION

tremble

J. PARKER

they

When

they are

READ

JR.

TELi
NCVVCOMB CARLTON.
PMCSio
RECEIVED AT
presents
LOUISE

LOS ANSELES CALI? 26
J1920 IFBU. 20 ill 1 10
W W. HODlIIIBON CORPH
627 FIFIH ATE HEW yCRK BT
J PASKER a3AD JOHIO ?RODUOIIOS SEX FiArnRIBG LCDISE CLADV BOW
on irS IHIRD RECORD BRi;<KING WijaC PICTURE HAS rRSMKJlB AT GvFF. KOB.
Kin:LLi 'iaaJ was trk:: febrsb to AiHiUBRA. amoi'ich cp their chaib of
vc:z:3 for cauiiEoous huh stop first time E! HISTOHY O? lOS ajigoes
1,-u.;u;G 0? THIS KIHD ArTB?PIia) liY Ol'IHlOU PICWSE *auiD RDK
Dii£:?i;:irELY AB.sou1r21.1r i-osiiive bck office cleah up
H H BO^LSV MANAGER ALHAXBRA EREAIRE

GLAUM
in

SEX
By C. Gardner Sullivan
Directed by Fred Niblo

LOUISVILLE mf 1.H 36
W V H0DICI160H PRISUEIS
n W HOEKMSON COBPCEATICD 627 FIFTH AVE KEIV YORK CITlf FT
S£X SUSBES ALL AITEIItlAIlCB RiCORKi VVLABDi.' THEAa'RE BIGOiST HOSSI GETTER
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TWO HDHBHED HiOPLF THEATRE SiVKi 0S2 IHCDSiHI) PHE*:ClffiSAL BDSIBESS
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A SMALLPCK SVm UT ESASTIEST COSOHATDLATIOSS
JOS STEURIE
VilBDT TBEAIRS.
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Business
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Show/'
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thrilled with the joy that is born
exhibitors

just cant

help being

of an overflow
exuberant.

in the box office. These

It's human

THE

nature.

SPIDER

DANCE

That always Brought the Gay
^rld

o£ the Great City to the

Feet of the reigning Queen of
the Follies just as the first tinge
The Winner
Got More

of ^ray began to streak the East

of the YearThan

He Paid For "
W

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Aver.ue , New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchanigc, Incorporated
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BERANGER
AND

FORREST

HALSEY

ANNOUNCE THE PRODUCTION
OF THEIR PLAY
AT
BELMONT

WHAT

THE
THEATRE

THE REVIEWERS

SAY :

FULL OF SUSPENSE.
WELL WORTH SEEING.
THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENED AT THE BELMONT THEATRE LAST NIGHT.
A PLAY HERETOFORE UNSUNG
REGISTERED A REGULAR DRAMATIC HIT— The Moming Telegraph.
TEA FLOWER IS A CHARACTER THAT CHARMS.
HONORABLE PLAYWRIGHTS HAVE MADE MUCH THAT IS OH. SO BEAUTIFUL— New Vork Tribune.
PLAY OF CLASHES AND CONTRASTS— New York Times.
HAS DELICIOUS SATIRE— New York Evening Telegram.
HAS SOME FINE SPIRITUAL QUALITIES— New York Globe.

SELECT(lQj))PICTURES

mong
known

the bost
names
in

amusement
is that of
WILLIAM
Millions

history

—
COLLIER

of the

nnost

critical

theatregoers

in every

town

and

city

count his past performances
as the most enjoyable they
have

ever

seen

—

William

in'The

Collier

Servan^kQuestionlii
WILL
NEW

ATTRAi
PATRON:

TO YOUR

THEATRE

A delightful picture of life in a typical
American town, with the fascinating
Tom Moore as a ne'er-do-well who
miraculously makes good.

SAMUEL

PRE

GOLDWTN

TOM

SENTS

MOORE

ACCIDENT
^GREAT
BT
BEN
AMES
WILLIAMS
DIRECTED

BY

HARRY

BEAUMONT
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HITi^

Arthur S. Kane presents

Charles

R

in a new series of pictures for
First

National

which will be leaders as box office attractions
Because :
Nothing is left to chance.
The star is now a tremendous
drawing card.
More money is being spent on
these
fore. productions than ever beThis means the best stories and
plays obtainable, the greatest
45

Minutes

A

supporting
cast and lavish production.
A great star with such financial
backing is sure to produce
great pictures.
The first will be George M.
Cohan's sparkling comedy
drama

From

First National

Broadway

Attraction

^

THE
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"APPEALS

MOVING

TO

A GREAT ACTRESS
"Katherine MacDonald has avoided the mistakes of many
rising young screen stars by showing that she can act and
allowing her heauty to be a second consideration. In 'Passion's
Playground,'
Miss MacDonald
the gamut
intense emotion.
The picture runs
is very
dramaticfromandlaughter
unusuallyto
interesting. A fine supporting cast adds to the class of the
production. A very worthy and well-made production and
should find favor everywhere. Play up the star who is becoming
a big favorite, and pound home that it is a high class production, expensively made." — Moving Picture World.
EXCEPTIONAL

ACTING

"The screen beauty, the seeming goddess of marble, Katherine
MacDonald, really can act. Miss MacDonald's face has been
her fortune, but she really lives, and moves and has a being —
cries, laughs, faints, walks, emotes, and does all the necessary
things to compel you to believe that she underwent all the
trials and finally won out in 'Passion's Playground.' As is
customary she has been placed in settings of beauty which add
rather than detract from her own. The picture is extremely interesting and exceptionally well acted. Miss MacDonald is very
pleasing, and the story is very melodramatic."
— Cleveland Plain Dealer.
That's

what

PICTURE
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WORLD

EVERYONE"
Exhibitor's Herald
APPEARS AT HER BEST
"The appeal in 'Passion's Playground' is universal. A story of
Monte Carlo, it gives Katherine MacDonald an opportunity to
appear at her best. Her magnificent gowns, in which she is
photographed against the magnificent settings provided, make
her striking beauty more than ever effective. Story dramatic
and absorbing. Admirable supporting cast." — Exhibitor's Herald.
FULL OF THRILLS. ENTRANCING
"The charm of the star makes the picture enjoyable, for Miss
MacDonald is very charming in this," and lovely to look upon
as well. It will delight those who like society drama with a
good bit of melodrama. Full of thrills,— Chicago
entrancing."
Evening Post.
BEAUTIFUL AND CAN ACT
"Katherine MacDonald is an ideal heroine in 'Passion's Playground.' She is beautiful, she is young and she can act. She
looks out on the world with extraordinary clearness and innocence— a true gift in the realm of filmdom. No false note is
struck as Miss MacDonald portrays her role. Story is full of
melodrama, with the light of pure romance. A truly Mediterranean atmosphere has been achieved by the splendid use of
superb natural scenery."— Chicago Tribune.

the critics say of

Katherine
The

MacDonald

American
Beauty
presented by

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
in

"Passion's
A rQmance

Playground"
of Monte Carlo, taken

from "The Guests of Hercules,"
bv C. N. and A. M. Williamson

Directed by J. A. Barry
By arrangement with
Attractions Distributing Corp'n
B. P. Schalberg, President

A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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STOP

ME

Says Henry B. Walthall, as the man
who took the greatest sporting chance

Mayflower

Photoplay

Corporation

presents

An

Allan

Dwan

Production

"A

Splend

id

Directed by Allan Dwan
on the novel by Harold MacGrath
HBased
azard*
'

A

^0rell

be

a

First

National

Attraction

Franchise

everywhere
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Introducing

The

Funniest
Family

^

Andrew
Carnegie
Gump

Minerva
Gump
Minnehaha

SIDNEY SfWTJi^s

THE

Now appearing
Philadelphia Evening Ledger
Springfield, Mass., News
Los Angeles Times
Louisville Courier Journal
Mansfield, Ohio, News
Minneapolis Journal
Pittsburgh Post
Denver News
Omaha Bee
Portland Telegram-Oregonian
Oklahoma City Oklahoman
Ogden, Utah, Examiner
Topeka, Kas., Capital
Bakersfield, Calif., Californian
Muskogee, Okla., Phoenix
Syracuse, N. Y., Post Standard

GUMPS

in all leading newspapers
Aberdeen, N. D., American
Fresno, Calif., Republican
Tucson, Ariz., Star
Fargo, N. D., Forum
Owensboro, Ky., Messenger
Bridgeport, Conn., Post
Enid, Okla., Eagle
Sioux Falls, S. D., Argus Leader
Buffalo Courier
Sheridan, Wyo., Post
Atlanta, Ga., Constitution
Ft. Worth Star Telegram
Chicago Tribune
Seattle Times
New York Daily Illustrated News
Salt Lake Tribune

You can book "The Gumps" in any of
New Ensrland States
Western Penn. and West Virstnift
First National Exhibitors' Boston.
Circuit Mass.
Apex Pictures, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Illinois and Indiana
New York State and Northern New Jersey
Celebrated
Players
Film
Corporation
Merit Film Corporation
New York City Louisiana and Mississippi
Chicas'o, III.
Colorado. New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho.
Pearce
Films
Montana. Washingrton and Oresron
New Orleans, La.
Supreme Photoplays Corp.
Ohio and Kentucky
Denver, Colorado
Warner Film Attractions
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Cleveland, Ohio
Tennessee and Florida
Eastern Penn. and Southern New Jersey
Savini Films, Inc.
Royal Picture, Inc.
Atlanta, Ga.
Philadelphia, Pa.

of the United States
Brooklyn Standard Union
San Francisco Chronicle
Albany Knickerbocker Press
Boise, Idaho, Statesman
Nashville, Tenn., Tennesseean
Erie, Pa., Times
Anaconda, Mont., Standard
Lancaster, Pa., Examiner
San Francisco, Calif., Chronicle
El Paso, Texas, Times
San .Antonio, Texas, Express
Wichita, Kansas, Beacon
Schenectady, New York, Union Star
Boston, Mass., Traveller
Cleveland, Ohio, News
Detroit, Mich., Free Press

these exchanges
Dakota Wisconsin, Minnesota. North and South
Northern
Merit Film Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Southern Wisconsin
Ludwig Film Exchange
Milwaukee. Wis.
State of Michigan
Strand Features, Inc.
V.'' "-.^^
Detroit, Mleh.
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Shall It Be Two

THE

Conventions

MOVING

PICTURE

or One?

PRESENT in indicatio,ns point to two exhibitor conventions Cleveland June 8 to 11. The Hotel Winton
will be the scene of the gathering called by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, announced
definitely several weeks ago and intimated as long ago as
the Utica convention. The other, according to the present
outlook, will be held at the Hotel Cleveland under the
auspices of the leaders of the recent Chicago sessions. That
there is to be a division of exhibitor forces is matter for
real regret on the part of all men of independent thought.
We pointed out last week that there seemed to be an
■ absence of unanimity as to what in the view of exhibitor
leaders constituted the chief evils to be combated by organization. At that time we noted the insistence of the Chicago
faction on the importance of the distributor-exhibitor issue.
The Theatre Owners did not in its statement of a week ago
mention this particular item.
Sydney Cohen this week removes any doubt as to the
position of the Theatre Owners regarding the producerexhibitor. In the first paragraph of the statement sent out
under his name he very frankly states the attitude as to
this issue of the body of which he is the temporary chairman. It is in line with the demands of the men who went
to Chicago at the end of April in response to the call sent
out by Willard Patterson.
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vention. The burden of proof seems to be on Mr. Rembusch and his associates to show why there should be two
conventions.

in Chicago that the acrimony which
was believed
IT developed
on the afternoon of the second day hac}
cleared the air and removed from the chests of the
partisans those controversial matters which at exhibitor
gatherings weigh so heavily upon them. A perusal of the
communications this week from the respective headquarters
shows that the belief was ill-founded. There is a renewal
of the recriminations so destructive of harmonious effort
and action, so successful in maintaining division among
exhibitors.
"The way to resume is to resume," remarked a Senator
from the state of Sam Bullock more than a generation ago.
The way to get together is to get together is a paraphrase
only too obvious. If Frank Rembusch were as diplomatic
and tactful when he held a pen in his hand as he is when
swinging a gavel it is the opinion of the Moving Picture
World the get-together might be accomplished. For it is
a fact the work of Mr. Rembusch at Chicago was unusually
well done.
There are remaining before June 8 two full weeks — weeks
that profitably may be employed in devising plans for
harmony rather than in inventingoepithets. Let's go!
The

Censor:

His Dislikes

Predominate

THIS means that so far as concerns the issues to be
discussed there is no material difference of opinion
between the two groups. There remain, then, as
grounds for controversy the factors of men and methods.
As to the second of these two there will be found on another
page copies of letters which have passed between Mr. Cohen
and the editor of the Moving Picture World and bearing on
the plan of representation at the Hotel Winton convention.
While the temporary chairman of the Theatre Owners does
not make categorical answer to the queries propounded by
the World he does state that the attitude of the convention
will be one of great liberality. "I think every independent
exhibitor ought to be admitted not only to membership,"
Mr. Cohen goes on, "but to a voice on the floor and especially in the important committees."
While the head of the Theatre Owners qualifies these
expressions as being his personal opinion an examination
of the letters will show the answer came fifteen days after
the inquiry was sent. The significance of this lies chieflv
in the fact that the delay indicates careful consideration
was given to the subject by Mr. Cohen and his associates.
The letter from the head of the Theatre Owners goes far
to remove any cause for friction as to methods. There
remains then the important factor as to men, which being
further reduced means whether the one convention shall
be held at the Winton or the Cleveland, whether the official
gathering shall be the one temporarily headed by Cohen
or Rembusch. The original call was sent out by the former
The decision at Chicago was that the delegates should
attend "the" Cleveland convention, not "a" Cleveland con-

THE Yale Review for April contains an article from
the pen of Ellis P. Oberholtzer. The title of the
essay is "The Moving Picture — Obiter Dicta of a
Censor." Interesting withal is this grouping of views of
"the thing called a moving picture," as the Film Overlord
of Pennsylvania phrases it. There is praise and there is
blame as well — the latter largely outweighing the former.
For the general level of public taste as the Review writer
sees it manifested in picture theatres he has no large
respect.
As proof of his contention that it is fair to conclude the
name of the picture is one-half of the battle for the man
who has below standard wares for sale Mr. Oberholtzer
quotes the titles of pictures in which are rung the changes
on "virtue," "hell," "scarlet," "passion," etc. He concedes
"The melodrama is not, of necessity, a nefarious form of
theatrical
But the
why, world
he asks,
melodramasentertainment."
be sent out into
withshould
such these
hold
names ?
In the inability of publishers to sell the dime novel as
formerly, indeed at their recent want of power to sell great
numbers of copies of books of any kind, the Keystone State
censor thinks he sees the answer in the motion picture.
"Literary industry has reached the limit of endurance aftef
the nightly visit to the picture house," he declares. "A
half dozen stories can be absorbed in pictured in the time
which would be required to gather the sense out of one
l:iook." Every inclination which the boy ever had ff>r the
dime novel kind of reading is answered in the "crime serial,"
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the censor insists : "The only point which I would make
is that the dime novel is now a picture."
IN the same category as the fakir with a medical museum
or the keeper of a book-stall up an alley with a volume
alx)Ut sex hygiene Mr. Oberholtzer classifies the man
who makes pictures of unsavory character, those around
subjects about which people, as a rule, do not freely speak.
"Eugenics or not," he says, "such a topic can well be taught
only in its own place, and 1 bar the moving picture theatre."
If in his four-thousand-word story Mr. Oberholtzer has
one word of praise for the many splendid dramas that every
year come to the screen we have failed to find it. The
censor does wax enthusiastic over the news and travel
weeklies. He quotes views oi others that fifteen minutes
for these out of two hours of pictures is inadequate.
"In the presence of such pictures school children and
their teachers may well resolve to throw away their maps
and globes and books," writes the Pennsylvanian after
reference to scenics. "And yet so active is our dislike of
being instructed in a place to which we have come for
amusement that all but a few of us seem to regard the
insertion of such matter into a program as a kind of
intrusion."
AS

to screen comedy the censor says it clearly is a going
out in a new direction and that one must believe the
adventure has been attended with success. Since the
lamented departure of Sydney Drew, he declares, the
comedy always is of the slapstick variety, and adds that
not one speech or movement in the humorous picture
could a parent of the most rudimentary of consciences
recommend for imitation to a growing boy or girl. While
disavowing a wish to complain of our civilization as it is
reflected in film he concedes the comedy is funny "because
all sorts and conditions of our fellow-beings madly laugh
at it." He expresses the fear that unless the comedymakers have reserve powers of inventiveness the ultimate
point in the search for the universal and primitive chord
in man's funny mechanism has been attained.
Canadian Exhibitors Declare
Dividend to "Co-Op" Members
A DIVIDEND of five per cent, has been
declared by the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange, Ltd., Toronto, which
is the exchange organization operated under the auspices of the Motion Picture Exion
Ontario,
Associat
by
announcofement
an official
to Protective
accordinghibitors'
Thos. Scott, secretary-treasurer. The dividend is payable to shareholders who were
recorded before April 1 last.
According to the latest official list, the
representatives of no less than 110 diflferent
theatres in Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba
are shareholders of the Canadian Exhibitors'
The ago
exchange
was organized
only Exchange.
one year
and offices
have
been operated in Toronto and Montreal.
The purpose of the exchange is to protect independent exhibitors, and a considerable number of film subjects, including
Hodkinson releases, have been secured for
Canada. Officers of the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange are elated over the showing
that has been made by the company during its first year.
Bill Against Lewd Films Passes
The U. S. Senate has approved the amended draft of the bill prohibiting the transmission through any common carrier of
objectionable moving picture films. The
bill was passed by the House some time
ago, but as a result of changes made by
the Senate committee on the post office,
the measure will now have to go to a conference committee for adjustment.
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The conclusion of Mr. Oberholtzer's article takes up the
particular subject which presumably looms largest on the
horizon of the writer inasmuch as it has to do with his
bread and butter — the subject of censorship. "The picture
man resents control," he says. "He seeks refuge under the
old provision of our bills of rights about liberty of speech
and freedom of the press and tells us that some God-given
privilege of his is being infringed when he is informed that
it is undesirable for him to make and exhibit a picture of a
woman who is unclothed * * * ] ^-^y t^^t our freedom
of speech is not for a mail who has so low an estimate of
his social responsibility."
AFTER citing the fact that Canada and four states are
"provided with legal protection against injurious
film" Mr. Oberholtzer declares "the number of states
ready to deal with this topic needs immediate extension.
When twenty populous states instead of four have commissions of this character working to a common end we shall
dryMr.up Oberholtzer
the source ofdiscusses
the evil.' the motion picture in just
about the fashion that one would expect from a professional
censor. He is always an extremist, he distinctly is not the
type of average man with whom you rub elbows in shop
and office. He is narrow rather than broad. Instinctively
you sense his belief in his own superior insight into the
afifairs of life and his inability to comprehend the viewpoint
of the mass. You feel his education has compressed rather
than expanded him. The blame for the present condition
of "the thing called a moving picture" he places not on the
producer or director, but on "the great average assortment
of onlookers in the fifteen thousand moving picture houses
set in every nook and cranny of America."
In other words, he indicts a people. "God must have
loved the common people," said Abraham Lincoln, "he made
so many of them." If it be true there are so many of them
it is to be regretted, if censors we must have, that we
cannot have censors from among them. But of course
among them the professional censor is not — the ways of
ordinary folk are not his ways ; he is a thing apart.

Manners Loses in Supreme Court
The United States Supreme Court has
denied the motion filed by J. Hartley Manners for a modification of the decree in
the "Peg o' My Heart" case, under which
it would be possible to exhibit moving pictures of the play at any time or place in the
United States when and where the stage
representation was not being given.
A. M. P. A. Co-operating with
the National Board of Review
with
ationauthoron co-oper
THEthe commit
l Board
Nationatee
of Review
ized sometime ago by the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers met recently
in conference with representatives of the
board. Paul N. Lazarus, who had been appointed chairman of the sub-committee by
ng officer of the AssoPaul Gulick, presidi
ciated .Advertisers, designated Lynde Denig
and Vivian Moses as other members.
It was decided that a copy of the pamphlet issued by the National Board, entitled
"Motion Pictures Not Guilty — Verdict based
on reports from chief probation officers
of juvenile courts throughout the United
States." be sent to each member of the association. The pamphlet is of interest to
film publicity men who not infrequently are
called upon to answer this charge, as well
as for the reason that the report contains
criticisms of sensational and misleading advertising
which it is the purpose of the association to combat.
Other plans were discussed upon which
report will be made to the .Associated ns
soon as they have been completed.

Drinkwater's "Lincoln" Now
Protected by Federal Court

JR.,forwhothe controls
HARRIS,
United
rights
producing
theAM
WILLI
States and Canada of John Drinkwater's "Abraham Lincoln," has won in a
federal action brought by him in Chicago
Lincoln"or
the a title
protect to
to
motion picture
play, ".Abraham
as applied
dramatic composition. He has won a permanent injunction restraining Ralph T.
Kettering, who was defendant in the suit,
from using this title.
Mr. Kettering, who is publicity representative for Jones, Linick & Schaefer in
Chicago, produced his play in Chicago, sent
it on tour of the one night stands, and
released it for stock companies. Because
of his advertising this play as "Abraham
Lincoln," Mr. Harris brought suit.

Rothapfel Opens Goldwyn's
Milwaukee First-Run House
the Merrill
WITHattractions,
Will Rogers
"Jubilo"Theatre,
as the
Milwaukee,
was inofficially
opened
Wednesday, May 12, under the management
of S. L. Rothapfel. The Merrill, one of the
finest theatres in the state of Wisconsin,
has been
secured asandGoldwyn's
first run
house
in Milwaukee
will be conducted
along the most advanced lines of showmanship, particular attention being paid
to the presentation of the pictures and the
musical program.
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Cohen

Split

in

Conventions

lopments point toLATEST warddeve
a bitter controversy between different leading exhibitors on the one hand and exhibitors
and some producing interests on the
other at the convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
in Cleveland from June 8 to 11. Out of
the mass of literature mailed exhibitors
during the past two weeks and received
by Moving Picture World one fact
stands out prominently : That Sydney
S. Cohen, temporary chairman of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, and Frank J. Rembusch,
chairman of the Committee of Seventeen, have split. The former has sent
out a call for a convention to be held
at the Hotel Winton ; the latter announces headquarters of the "Chicago"
group as the Hotel Cleveland. Both
factions charge that producing interests are responsible for the battle
now apparently developing.
M. Van Praag, a fellow member of
Mr. Rembusch's committee, comes out
in open attack on the chairman, charging him with usurping power and acting in such a way as to tend to divide
exhibitor strength.
Mr. Rembusch's committee makes
an interesting report, naming those
producing organizations which definitely subscribe to exhibitors' contentions that producers must not invade
the exhibiting field and which promise
to keep "hands of?."
By SYDNEY S. COHEN
Temporary Chairman^ Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Editor Moving Picture World :
YOUR editorial article of May 22 on the
coming Cleveland convention will no
doubt be widely read and must have
an influence on many exhibitors. You intended, of course, to give an accurate and
impartial account of the situation as you
saw it, for I can well understand that a
consistent and honest support of the organized exhibitor is entirely compatible with
a due regard for the interest of independent journalism.
Appreciating your good intentions, I feel
it is my duty to enlighten you on the actual
conditions which confront the motion picture theatre owners of the country at this
hour.
Motion picture theatre owners are keenly
alive to the dangers threatening them from
the producer-exhibitor. They will under
no circumstances and by no maneuvres
whatever be diverted from organizing
themselves into a powerful national body.
They are not afraid of a fight in the open
with the interests arrayed argainst them.
In fact, they are ready for a fight. The
exploiting interests evidently do not want

and

Should

Rembusch

Exhibitor
Meet

to fight us in the open. Neither their
objects nor their methods can stand the
light of publicity. A vigorous exhibitors'
organization means an end of all the illegitifor exhibitors'
it means
an endmate drives
to the
invasion ofmoney;
the exhibiting
field by the producer; it means an end of
extortion by way of deposits; it means an
end to the craftily matured percentage
plans ; it means an end to the million dollars
of graft the producers are collecting from
improper advertising on our screens.
Unable or unwilling to fight us in the
open; fearful of the just resentment of
organized, independent exhibitors, the interests have resorted to the employment
of a staff of accomplished smoke-screen
artists either to prevent the convention or

Cohen
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Declares
Have

Mem bership

in

Ranks

Cleveland

make a desperate attempt to break it up. In
this way they hope to deal exhibitors
anxious to organize another blow from
which
come. they may not recover for years to
They are directly or indirectly hiring
notorious but irresponsible agitators and
coninioii scolds, to whom the publicity
agents of these interests supply the
ammunition
they
are to postal
"shoot"cards
at Cleveland. Fifteen
thousand
have
been furnished by one large producing company to circularize the exhibitors of the
country
for a so-called
"convention"
at a different
hotel in second
the same
city and
at the same time selected by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
These men are trying to stage another

Independent
Voice

and

Vote

on Important

Exhibitors
as Well

as

Committees

THESE two letters, one from the editor of the Moving Picture
World and the other from Sydney S. Cohen, temporary chairman
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, will be found
of interest by exhibitors who are following the fast-moving incidents
leading up to the Cleveland conventions :
May 4, 1920.
Dear Mr. Cohen :
At the recent convention of independent exhibitors in Chicago the question
was asked : Are independent exhibitors or exhibitors unaffiliated with exhibitor
organizations going to get a square deal in Cleveland? In order that there may
be no misunderstanding on the floor of the convention, that every possible step
be taken that will insure harmony of action among the hundreds expected to
be present, that every effort be made to bring to Cleveland the most representative gathering of exhibitors the industry has known, may I ask you to
indicate the attitude of your organization or, in the absence of any definite
previous stand by the body, the action that you will recommend on the following questions :
1— Will every bona fide exhibitor unaffiliated with any exchange
or producing interest be given a voice and vote on the floor of the
convention?
2 — Will each duly accredited delegate in voting be restricted to
one vote or will he be permitted to cast more than one?
3— Will the combined delegates of any state organization in
voting be permitted or authorized to cast votes equivalent in number
to the exhibitor members of the organization they may represent?
I think you will agree with me that a clear understanding on these essential
points will go far to eliminate friction at the Cleveland convention ; that if your
answer be satisfactory to unaffiliated exhibitors it will have important influence
in increasing the number in attendance at Cleveland June 8.
With kindest regards to you personally and with every good wish for the
full success of the large undertaking
of yourself
Sincerely
yours, and your associates, believe me
GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor.
Dear Mr. Blaisdell :
May 19, 1920.
I beg to thank you for the interest which you have taken in the affairs of the
organized exhibitor and which prompted you to ask certain questions regarding
procedure and rules at the coming convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at the Hotel Winton, Cleveland, June 8 to 11.
I will say, as a matter of personal opinion, that the attitude of the convention
will be one of great liberality. I think every independent exhibitor ought to be
admitted not only to membership, but to a voice on the floor, and especially in
the important committees.
Sincerely yours,
SYDNEY S. COHEN.
iii'ititiHHiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiir iiiiiHiimiii mt iiiiiimrtiiiiiiiiirmiiHriiiiiiiiiiitiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiii
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affair like the gathering at St. Louis, where
a well-known opponent of the deposit system and former president of a national exwas because
excluded hefrom
the privi-to
leges of hibitors'
the bodyfloor
attempted
speak on the evils of the deposit system.
The man who drove him from the floor at
that tin^e is today at the head of a large
producing company, and was then known
for his affiliation with producing interests.
The intention of the smoke-screen artists
is to create confusion in the minds of independent exhibitors. They are trying to
stage a producer-distributor-exhibitor
vention at another hotel in Clevelandcon-at

Rembusch
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the same time for which the convention
of the thirty-two states has been called.
It is a story of unscrupulous scheming
and desperate
daring.
producingdown
interests and their
tools These
have thrown
a challenge to motion picture theatre
owners. The next few weeks will show
whether these men and these interests can
"get away with it."
Will Gather at the Winton.
It all depends on us — on the men who
own and operate motion picture theatres
for a livelihood.
In conclusion let me repeat that the call

Expects

Organized

May 29. 1920
to the Cleveland convention at the Hotel
Winton comes from independent exhibitors
prominent in organization work in thirtytwo states. They decided upon Cleveland
as the place and upon June 6 to 11 after
careful deliberation for the time of their
big meeting. They will gather at the Hotel
Winton.
Straightforward exhibitors are in no
mood for trifling. The smoke-screen artists
and the professional disturbers may not
know it, but they are labeled like a trunk
that has made several trips around the
world.

Opposition

to Purposes
of Cleveland
Convention
D opposition to the purpose attempt, through exhibitor representatives business or not go into it at all. It also
ORGAofNIZE
the national convention of in- they will have on the floor of the Cleveland has been agreed that independent exhibitors buy their film service exclusively from
dependent exhibitors in Cleveland on meeting in the guise of independents, to
clog the convention with issues, discussions, film companies who agree to this in writirtg.
June 8 is charged by Frank J. Rembusch,
of Shelbyville, Ind., an as immediate ntsafter- protests and arguments entirely apart from That seven out of eleven producers quesmath to definite and official stateme
by the one big, main purpose of the assembly.
tioned favor this plan is taken as an indication of the strength of the independent
seven companies that have production Of this I am confident from a chance remark made to me over the telephone in exhibitors at the Cleveland convention."
sources that they are in complete accord
It is estimated that exhibitors to the
with the sentiments expressed at the Chi- New York by the executive head of the
cago meeting against producer-exhibitors, eleventh
company we approached as a sub- number of 5,000, present in person or reprecommittee.
and that the production interests affiliated
sented by proxy, will subscribe in Cleveland
directly or indirectly with them are not
to an open declaration of organized opposiPredict Failure of Opposition.
now and will not become exhibitors.
tion to producer-exhibitor competition.
"Something of this kind was apparent
Formal commitments from the seven
Also as stated last week ,the Committee of
in
an
unorganized
way
at
the
mass
meetcompanies were made to a sub-committee
through
its chairman,
will York
subing called by Mr. Patterson in Chicago, Seventeen,
mit a detailed
account
of its New
of the main Committee of Seventeen, ap- when the Independent Motion Picture Exmeeting,
putting
the
producers
on
record
pointed at the closing session of the Chihibitors of America was formed. Prac- regarding their stand. This will show all
cago convention two weeks ago to confer
tically an entire day was lost in overcomin New York on June 3-4 with producers
exactly what the producers ining this effort to antagonize Mr. Patter- exhibitors
tend to do, and actions.
and report their findings to the Cleveland
assembly on June 8.
for a national
exhibitor
defen-of
siveson'sbodyplanagainst
the theatre
opposition
Seven Out of Eleven Answered.
producers. I believe that this effort will be Van Praag Launches Attack
Of a total of eleven organizations from repeated in Cleveland, with organized
Agfainst Frank J. Rembusch
and means
concerted
its failed
sponwhich the sub-committee requested official methodsors as the
to anaction
end by
which
Editor Moving Picture World:
declarations of intentions about the alleged
producer-exhibitor situation statements in Chicago.
were made by representatives of First NaKan"It isever,freely
on allassides,
howthe ation
tors'
ofcommit
State
ry Associ
,Exhibi
MVA
that any predicted
such action
set forth
tee
rsecreta
of the
membe
aPRAAG
and sas
*N
tional, Pathe, Robertson-Cole, Selznick,
United Artists, Universal and Vitagraph to above will meet with the same measure of of seventeen recently appointed at the Patterson conference at Chicago to prepare a
Mr. Rembusch, Louis F. Blumenthal, of failure as it did in Chicago. The movement of the Independent Motion Picture report to the Cleveland convention of the
New Jersey; Charles E. Whitehurst, of
Picture Theatre Owners of America
Motion
Baltimore, and William Brandt, of New Exhibitors of America has gained such
York, who make up the membership of the momentum since its organization that there on the attitude of the producers in regard
is no room for the errors which have been to theatre buying, asks you, in justice to
sub-committee.
Each of these companies put itself on evident at past conventions, at which ex- the organization he represents and for the
activities have been eclipsed by a enlightenment of the motion picture therecord to the general effect that producer- few who hibitor
talked the convention to death.
atre owners throughout the country, to
exhibitor competition is a serious obstrucpublish the facts concerning the activities
:ion to the welfare of independent theatre
Film
Service
Agreements.
committee and the attitude of the
his
of
owners who have been and will be forced
an of the full committee, Frank
"Indications are that exhibitors from all chairmch.
to meet this form of organized opposition sections
Rembus
of the country in greater numbers
without the controlled production resources
A delegation of the organized exhibitors
which would make for competition on an than ever before are preparing to attend
equal footing. Each further declared that the Cleveland convention with the set pur- of Kansas attended the conference called
pose
of
settling
for
all
time
the
question
at Chicago by W. C. Patterson, of Atlanta.
none of the stars, directors or producers
associated with their respective organiza- of whether a producer should try to We were invited by Mr. Patterson to take
part in the deliberations of the conference
monopolize
theatres
or
control
motion
pictions have failed to concur with the official
ture houses. It has been agreed that all and to advise with him and other exhibopinion — that the exhibiting field should be producers
should get out of the theatre
itors on the possibilities of forming a naintrusted exclusively to independent theatre
owners.
tional exhibitors' organization. Our primary object, as I understood it, was to
Allege Hostile Preparations.
keep
the
producer from making continued
j
Add
Goldwyn,
American
Film
The four remaining concerns with which
and Associated Producers 1 inroads upon the exhibiting field.
the sub-committee communicated had failed
Purpose of Committee of Seventeen.
to file with it any answer to the question I Since the accompanying article was 1
A committee of seventeen, representative
of attitude and policy on the subject when I written word has been received from |
the members adjourned their New York I Frank J. Rembusch as follows: | of almost every section of the country, was
appointed and instructed to meet at the
meeting.
Astor in New York City at least two
The allegation that a carefully prepared I "Add American Film Company and | Hotel
weeks
before the convention to be held at
Six'
to nine
the big
list producers
of our friends.
||
• ttempt is in formation to block any con- iI 'Big
This
makes
ready
the
Hotel
Winton, Cleveland, June 8 to U.
certed action against producer-exhibitors I to give us all the pictures we need | The committee
of seventeen was to meet
oy the independent theatre owners who i and sign a contract not to go into |
with the producers to get a frank statewill meet in Cleveland is made by Mr. Rem- 1 the theatre business.
|
rnent as to where they stood on the quesbusch through the publicity committee for
tion of the producer acquiring ownership
the Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors I "Goldwyn has announced that it |
I would not go into the theatre busi- | of picture theatres. After the meeting
of America.
I ness. Only two or three more and it | the committee was to go directly to Cleve"This opposition," declares Mr. Rem- I is unanimous."
land to report to the convention.
|
busch,
"was
discovered
entirely
by
accident.
Directly after the convention at Chicago
There are certain interests that will ^iillinilliiiiliiiiiMfuiiiniitiiiutiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniHiiltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiS
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Two sub- been, sometimes directly and sometimes in- done. At last we are on the right track.
the committee went into session.
under the isinfluence
the today
procommittees were formed, one, composed of
Don't inlet one
us play
into producers'
but
ducer.directly,
The result
that we of
stand
meet
big national
united hands,
gathering
st and Blumen- in the same
Messrs. Rembusch, Whitehur
at
the
Hotel
Winton
in
Cleveland,
June
8
unorganized
and
disorganized
of
advance
in
York
New
to
go
thal, was to
condition
in
which
we
found
ourselves
ten
to
11.
arto
e
committe
the meeting of the full
years ago.
M. VAN PRAAG.
range meetings with the producers.
The second sub-committee, composed of
Chargres
Attempt
to
Divide
Exhibitors.
Van
M.
H. W. Kress, H. C. Farley and
H. B. Franklin's Statement.
H. B. Franklin, managing director of
Praag, was to go to Cleveland prior to the at The
callingonofthethesame
second
"convention"
Cleveland
days
as
the
origShea's Hippodrome, of Cleveland, and a
of the full commitin NewwhatYork
meeting
inal convention called by the Motion Pic- member of the executive committee of the
tee and learn
arrangements had been
ture
Theatre
Owners
of
America
again
sub-comThis
convention.
New York State Exhibitors' League, has
made for the
sent out letters in which he urges the largthe Speaking
spectre
of theforproducer-exmittee met at the Hotel Statler in Cleve- brings uphibitor.
not only
myself, but
est possible attendance of exhibitors at the
land on May 5 and had a conference with for the organized
exhibitors of Kansas, I
and Samuel Bullock, the lat- want to say that we regard the calling by convention to be held in the Hotel Winton.
Lustig
Henry
ter being the temporary secretary of the Mr. Rembusch of a second convention at a
"Leave home your ivories, booze, animosiMotion Picture Theatre Owners of Amerties, jealousies," he says. "Go to Cleveland
difTerent hotel, authorized by nobody but prepared
ica.
for Here
work —is good,
construc-to
himself, as an attempt to divide exhibitors,
tive work.
your hard,
opportunity
Both these gentlemen gave the members
build
a
solid
foundation
for
the
future of
of the sub-committee a detailed account of which, however, we believe will fail comyour business, one that will withstand ail
the arrangements that had been made for pletely.
Don't let us block the good work being
the Convention, and the members of the
sub-committee unanimously agreed in their
onslaught."
of the full committhe chairman
to the
reporttee that
arrangements made for the
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
/ Claim Sacred Right To Be Let Alone"
Owners of America were entirely satisfacSays Lawyer, Protesting Censorship Bill
tory. The committee suggested that the
full committee should meet as instructed by
been very smart, and I am certainly no
the Chicago conference with the gathering EACH member of the Massachusetts
lawyer.
Senate, which is considering the moof independent exhibitors as gathered by
"If you could make people good by law
retion picture censorship bill, hasham,
the Motion Picture Theatre of Arnerica,
we should have been successful long ago.
eived aletter from Frederic Cunning
and proceed further in accordance with the promincent
Boston lawyer, protesting What we want is virtue, the power to redefinite instructions of the Patterson consist evil, not innocence; ignorance of evil
ference.
against the measure. "Vain efforts to make
good by law may finally succeed in is dangerous.
The report of the sub-committee had us
make
and
men
free
of
race
our
stifling
"A censorship of anything is thoroughly
been made verbally to Chairman Rembusch
; it starts with the assumption
and he had been informed that the sub- slaves of us," he says, commenting on un-American
that
a man is wrong until he has been
committee had unanimously indorsed the "further abridgement of personal rights
proven right. Our American ideals and
•wrong.
arrangements made for the convention
"
system of laws start with the assumption
andMr.liberties.
called by the Motion Picture Theatre
Cunningham
said
in
his
letter:
"As
a
lawyer who has practiced at the bar for that a man is right until he is proved
Owners of America.
forty-two years and as a plain American
Under these circumstances I am unable
citizen, I want to enter my protest against
"A censorship punishes the large majority
to understand the attitude of the chairman,
of innocent persons in order to reach the
any
further abridgement of our personal
Mr. Rembusch, in not only disregarding the
small
minority of vicious ones. There is
rights and liberties, with particular referreport of the sub-committee, but in usurpence at the present time to the bill for no need of any such thing in our state
ing the power of the directing committee
today. There is plenty of law on the books
of a censorship of moand telling exhibitors by means of circulars the establishment
to keep the state clean if public sentiment
tion pictures.
that he has called a convention of his own
demands its enforcement.
"We don't want to be told any further
at a difTerent hotel, claiming to act by the than
been what we shall eat, nor
"We are seeing today our liberties disauthority of the temporary conference at what wewe have
appear one by one and are being regulated
shall drink, nor what we shall
Chicago. Such a move on the part of Mr. wear,
to
and beyond endurance. I claim
nor
what
we
shall
read,
nor
what
Rembusch unquestionably tends to divide we shall write, nor what we shall look the death
sacred right to be let alone.
the strength of the exhibitors and to de- at, nor what our children shall look at,
"Thener was
small
boy ifafter
Thanksgiving
dinfeat the very object for which the Chicago
asked
he awanted
some more
nor how to bring up our children, nor how
meeting had been called, especially since it to
conduct
our
own
business.
ice
cream.
He
shook
his
head
sadly
and
has been proved that the money and the
gasped
'too
much
isbeware
enough.'
Icontinued
say that
"Those things have gone far enough. We
means for circularizing exhibitors for the have
to
you.
We
must
lest
been passing laws in this community
second
"convention"
has been furnished
for the control of vice for nearly 300 years, vain efforts to make us good by law may
one
of the
large manufacturing
interests. by and
finally succeed in stifling our race of free
if we have not got enough of them
For ten years exhibitors have followed
this same leadership, which has always on the statute books already, we have not men and make slaves of us."
iiNinni(iitiiiiiiiii,(iMiiii>
iiiiiiiitiiiitittiiuriitiiiiii^ii
William Brandt Invites
Warring Factions to Meet
the Independent Motion
USE
BECA
tione
Associa
Exhibitors'
Pictur
Theatr
Picture
thee Motion
and
Owners of America are to hold two
separate conventions in Cleveland on
June 8, and because the former organization isto have a preliminary meeting in New York City on June 3, William Brandt, president of the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce of
New York, has invited Sig Samuels,
secretary of the former body, and
. Sam Bullock, secretary of the latter
body, to appoint committees to meet
in New York on June 3 in the interests of harmony.
Mr. Brandt hopes in this way to
bring about a consolidation of the
warring factions and a united convention in Cleveland on June 8. He
invites the committees to become
guests of his organization at a luncheon to be held at the Hotel Astor at
1 p. m., June 4.
iiHiinniiiiiiiiiiiiMTiiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiriniiiitiiiiiiiiititiiiitiiiitiaiiiirirtMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiirniiiiiiiMitiiiirtiiiiiiiniiiiii

William

Fox

Reports

Plans

Perfected

for International Convention, May 24
annual convention of Fox forthcoming productions starring William
THEFilmsixth
Corporation will occur at the Farnum, Pearl White, Shirley Mason, Tom
Buck Jones and Vivian Rich, and on
Hotel Commodore, New York, begin- Mix, first
of the vehicles in which Eileen
ning Monday, May 24. It will bring to- the
gether the branch managers and district Percy is being starred by William Fox.
sales heads from offices of the firm in all These will be projected before the convention delegates at the new building, and the
parts of this country. Furthermore, it will
exploiting of them will be thoroughly disbring together, for the first time in the life cussed.
of the organization — as well as for the first
Announcements of plans for the coming
time in the history of the motion picture
season will be made by Mr. Fox and Mr.
atives
firm's
the
from
represent
—
industry
offices in all parts of the civilized world. Sheehan. These will include the distribution of big special productions — some
Cablegrams received from Winfield R.
already completed and other still in the
Sheehan, general manager of the corporation, promised his return from Europe in making — in both the East and West Coast
time to preside over the convention, and studios under the direction of such wellknown men as Richard Stanton, Charles J.
according to reports he will reach New
York this week.
Brabin, Hampton Del Ruth, J. Gordon
Edwards
and Harry Millardc.
For the formal opening of the new Fox
One announcement is that each of the
building on West Fifty-fifth street on May
24, the entire party of branch and district Fox exchanges located in the principal
cities of the world will be equipped shortly
managers
and onspecial
tives will be
hand. travelling representa- to maintain an efficient exploitation deSpecial prints are being prepared on
partment for the benefit of exhibitors.
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Middletown, N. Y., judge has
sentenced bad boy to attend
church for six months and to
stay away from the movies.
Judges used to commit bad
boys to the navy.
Screen Queen on a Lark.
Hedda Nova, we learn from
Los Angeles sources, has started on "Byrd oof— othe Dawn."
Men of film-oraft might properly advertise themselves and
make faces at Troy. N. Y., by
wearing celluloid collars.
o— o
Oddly enough. Home Guy l>
part owner of the Apolo Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
He would make no money in
his own kind of a neighborhopd.
o— o
Profiteering in Pulchritude.
It took a pretty penny to pull
down the prize in the P. P.-L.
ankle contest.
To get this over we must explain that Camelia Penny
copped the brass ring and will
become a screen queen,
o— o
Exploitation
suggestion (or
"The Last Straw":
Give away mint juleps.
O 0
"The Stain of Innocense"
(Fox).
Jam a smeared
kid's face
after
raid on on
the a pantry.

ADVERTISING SLIDES.
Xoah was "The Man Who
Had Everything."
Tolerance will brighten "Tarnished Reputations."
Eve was the original "Forbidden Woman."
If you're not going, "What's
Your
Hurry?" for "Amarilly of
"Line-up!"
Clothes Line Alley."
Start saving
Weeks"
vacation.now for "Two
Home-brewers boost "For the
Freedom of the East."
Wood alcohol eye-openers for
"Blind Husbands."
o— o
Add to Key Cities of Filmdom :
Turkey, R. o^—
1. o
Tnkr It from Rooe ShulKineer,
who puff licize.s; Marion Davies.
her star "has gone back to her
first love, the bicycle."
If anybody wants to get themselves disliked let 'em suggest
that she is riding a "high-wheel."
o— o
Streets . and
roads "called
straight" having
film-titles
we now registered
have Ethelin
Clayton stepping out with an
exclusive Boston release —
"Crooked Streets."
o— o
When a pufflicist -n-lahes to
particularly salve Hugo Riesenfeld he prefixes the title "Dr."
toringthe manager.
name of New York's threeMr. Riesenfeld may have gained
a special film-degree through
cutting
features. news-reels and doctoring
o— o
Silas has discovered
in the
Los linAngeles
Camera this heade:
"Jack Donovan Entertains
Anti-Vivisection
Society."
We presume, Silas,
old top,
you would have us say something grumpy about film-editors
and cutters as a follow-up.

AVHILE WHIT.MAN
BEIVNETT BLOWS GABRIAL'S TRUMP
LOTIA
SOLE HEIK
TO ASHER RAJJDY
F.\THER'S
WEDS BUNK,
HERCULES
HOKUM,
LEWISTITLE,
SMILES.
ALDEN SEDGWICK, the Boston literary authority, who recently
has become deeply interested in everything relating to the motion picture, is making an analysis of movie publicity. In a letter
to Randy Lewis of Pathe, stresses the fact that Whitman Bennett at
a recent meeting of the A. M. P. A. told the brilliant and creative
minds assembled there that he thought "good old Mr. Bunk ought
to be revived."
"It seems," comments Dr. Sedgwick, "that Mr. Bunk has lived his
day, as a coarse, crude person. Much more spectacular and Impressive is the figure, which your friend Walt Hill recently revealed:
"Hercules
not forgetting
his ofcharming,
Lotta Bunk,Hokum,"
the wide-awake
daughter
the good vivacious
old man. affinity,
These
two characters have so appealed to me that I have yielded to the
weakness to express them in verse. And here you are:
A man of wonderful strength was he —
Mixture amazing of wind and word —
Was Hercules Hokum, who would be
A proud and vaunting pufflicist bird.
Hercules Hokum would married be.
And this is the thought he's always thunk:
"Oh, I'm overwhelming strong!" quoth he;
But I'm super-strong for Lotta Bunk!"
And so it happens, sober or dmnk,
Yon*ll alnaTS find him Tclth Lotta Bank!

FKlJlTIMA OF FILMDO.M.
(Second reel.)
Dates with bathing beauties.
Figs that no one cares.
Plums that fall to pufClicists.
Grapefruit cut in pairs,
o— o
"Up-and-Down" Hodkinson.
"Hodkinson Sees Need of
Downward Revision of Admission Prices to Motion Picture
Theatres" is a trade paper
headline that calls to mind the
fact of record that Mr. Hodkinson was the first man to go
from a jitney to a thin dime
and then upward in pricing
movie tickets when THE industry was a babe.
Indicating that, in Ogden,
Utah,
'n 10 years ago he
stop. more
started
something he cannot

An O-Uoy Punilvixt.
We mentioned last issue the
O-Boys who double as high financiers in postage-stamp deala.
Now we tell of an O-Boy who
doubles in the publicity department. Our hero is Morris Berman, of Mayflower, who asks:
"Does the fact that Henry
Walthall fights a duel in 'The
Splendid Hazard' entitle him to
dual.a dual role?"
theWe'll
rightsayto itplay
O— O
"His House In Order."
When his draw fills,
o— o
Doylestown, Pa. — Nicholas
Power and Joseph A. Wodock
have atrepurchased
the &Strand
from Hildinger
Papier,The-of
Trenton,
N.
J.,
who
owned
It for
several years.
Wonder
whatowners
projection
chine the new
will use.ma-

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
Lucy Cotton has been engaged
Vidor's
now Exhibitors,
production
to appear in screen support of
forKing
First
National
William Faversham in "The Sin
"The Jack Knife Man," Is about
ready for the cutter.
That Was His."
Tod rector,
Browning,
diJudge Ben B. Lindsey and Mrs.
has written Universal
the story for
Lindsay
are
playing
"themselves"
Priscilla
Dean's
next
picture
and
will direct her in it.
In the William D. Taylor production, "The Boy," now being produced at Lasky's, Hollywood, Cal.
Edwin Stevens makes his first
Horace A. Wade, the eleven-yearappearance In a J. D. Hampton
old boy author. Is also in the cast.
production In support of Blanche
Sweet in "Port o' Caprice," Just
Jackie Saunders has been
begun.
signednine up
by Fox
to playParnum.
femilead with
William
"Buster" Collier, son of William Collier, will be seen in supFred Turner, Harry Todd and
port of his dad in the Selznick
Willis Marks, veteran film character actors, play prominent
picture "The Servant Question."
roles in King Vidor's "Jack
Majorband of Henrietta
Maurice Campbell,
Crosman, husand
Knife
a well known stage director,
Jack Man."
Livingston, now playing
with Clara Kimball Young in after studying motion picture
"Mid Channel," has been engaged
production
for sixB.months
assistant to Cecil
DeMille,as has
by Metro for the leading role in
"The Outsider."
begun
the
direction
of
"Burglar
Proof," in which Bryant Washburn is to be featured.
Henry King, director of the
Blanche Sweet picture for Jesse
"The
Palace of Darkened
D. Hampton,
"LeonatheGoes
AShadows" is being directed by
Hunting,"
leading
male
role also
In theplays
film.
HenrytureKolker
Theatres. for National PicJay Belasco is playing the juElmer Harris has been selected
venile lead in "The House of
to write the scenario for the
Darkened Windows," a Selznick
Artcraft version of Denman
production.
Thompson's
"The
Old will
HomeJ. Warren Kerrigan has comstead." George
Melford
direct the picture.
pleted his tenth Brunton production, "The Coast of Opportunity,"
the last under his present conEdwin Stevens plays an Imtract.
portant role in Eugene O'Brien's
"The Figurehead."
Director Reginald Barker will
Willard
Mack has written a
sbon begin work on "Black
virile story of the Far North
Pawl," at Goldwyn, with Russell
Simpson, John Bowers, Helene
called "The Valley of Doubt."
Chadwlck and Alec B. Francis
Burton George directed for Selznick.
in the principal parts.
Jane Novak, Barney Sherry
Nell Craig, former Essanay
star, back on the screen after an
and Eleanor Hancock have been
selected as the first of the Monabsence of two years, is Included
roe Salisbury Players to play
In the cast of "The Desperate
Hero," starring Owen Moore,
leading roles in "The Barbarian."
with Gloria Hope leading lady.
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Southwest

Threatens
Rule
of Hulsey-Lynch
Combine
they are entirely capable of holding their
independents with sub-franchises in Asso- own
co-operative exhibitor
the
TING
DIVER
if they have assurances of permanent
ciated First National as the impelling force
strength of its entire membership to
the aid of fellow independents in the for co-operative action, creates the div- sources for film, and these asurances have
ision which now gives the Southwest two been made to them.
Southwest, Associated First National Pic- factions.
tures, Inc., through its executive personnel,
"Many hibitof
leading
exors in thethethree
statesindependent
have withheld
has launched what promises to be one of
The committee of exhibitors, consisting
the most decisive campaigns in film history of J. A. Horton, of Port Arthur, Texas ; Saul all plans for new theatres, or for improvements to present holdings, pending an adto maintain "a place in the sun" for in- Harris, of Little^ Rock, Ark.; Tom Boland,
justment of the First National matter. They
of
Oklahoma
City;
Walter
Faerman,
of
theatre
OklaTexas,
in
owners
dependent
homa and Arkansas.
Bryan, Texas; E. T. Peters, of Dallas; Ben realized, of course, that Mr. Hulsey as
Their profifered aid accepted by a com- Lewis, of El Paso; H. S. Cole, of Ranger, owner of the original First National franchise, would, as a matter of business, conmittee representing more than 300 inde- Texas; C. J. Mushelman, of Paris, Texas;
tinue to book the Circuit's attractions into
pendent exhibitors in the three states, of- and H. S. Ford, of Dye, Ford and Rogers, the Hulsey-Lynch
houses in every city
ficials of Associated First National Pic- of Wichita Falls, and Amarillo, Texas,
tures, Inc., have precipitated an open break came to Dallas with authority from an ag- where they are represented, and that the
rumored
plans
afoot
for acquiring at least
with E. H. Hulsey, owner of the original
gregate of more than 300 independent ex- one theatre in every city
and town of conFirst National franchise for that territory,
hibitors, representing a total of 500 theatres
sequence in the three states, if carried out,
by opening a new exchange in Dallas, and in the three states, to sanction, in their beautomatically eliminate First Nahalf, whatever plan of action resulted from would tional
pledging, through sub-franchise grants, the
and Paramount pictures from indeindependently produced releases now con- the committee's conferences with Robert
pendent screens wherever they were comtracted for by Associated First National Lieber, president of Associated First Napeting with Hulsey-Lynch theatres.
Pictures to a chain of a million dollar thetional; H. O. Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer;
"This problem, according to the commitatres to be erected immediately in Dallas, J. D. Williams, manager, Sol Lesser, of Los
tee
of
Southwestern
exhibitors, was greater
Forth Worth, Houston, San Antonio and Angeles, N., H. Gordon, of Boston, and Moe
may be realized by exhibitors in other
other important points by independent ex- Mark, of New York, who, with Mr. than
where no parallel condition has
Schwalbe, compose the executive committee. territories
hibitors now competing with Hulsey-Lynch
existed. Mr. Hulsey did not join the other
controlled houses.
Need for new and suitable theatres of members
of First National in signing the
Two Factors Now in Southwest.
sufficient capacity and luxuriousness of ap- agreements for extending the exhibitor reppointments to be the equal, if not the suresentation by member.ship in Associated
This, it is said, constitutes the most drasperior, of any others in the Southwest as
to approximately 6,500 thetic and sweeping action ever taken by a the independently operated housing places First National
and because of this it was decided to
national group of independent theatre own- for Associated First National attractions, give theatres, main
franchise in the latter organers in defense of individual exhibitor in- was explained to the exhibitor committee
ization into the keeping of a large group of
terests in any one territory, and it is point- by the New York officials.
independent exhibitors who have pledged
ed out by the committee of southwestern
Assured Permanent Film Source.
themselves to provided theatre facilities
exhibitors that it is the first time that counUpon assurance that new theatres of the
try-wide assistance from independent thefor all purposes."
.\\. the request
of the exhibitor committee,
proposed would be granted sub- adequate
atre owners has been rallied for the protec- magnitude
franchises,
the exhibitor committee pledged J. D. Williams, manager of Associated First
tion of showmen in a particular district.
itself to start plans immediately for the National, agreed to return to Dallas before
It isciatedexpected
thatPictures
the action
of AssoFirst National
will divide
the construction of new houses in Dallas, Fort the end of May to complete the organization of an exchange staff and to assist
Southwest into two opposing groups of Worth, Houston, San Antonio and other im- members
of the committee in completing
portant
cities and towns
in Texas,
Oklatheatre owners. One will be the Hulseyhoma
and
Arkansas.
In
each
instance
the
plans for the erection of their new theatres.
Lynch consolidation, owning and operating
the theatre properties which were included new houses will be built and operated by
Switch Republic Branch Heads
in the merger of last winter, and depending, independent exhibitors now conducting
of these centers. AssoSam E. Morris, general manager of
in the main, on the production sources con- theatresciatedinFirsteach
National members, it is said, Republic, announces that Edward C. Mix,
trol ed in the Southwest by S. A. Lynch for
the major portion of the film supply for will have no equity of any description in former manager of the Republic San Franthese properties beyond extending their
this chain of houses.
cisco branch, is now managing the Los
The large field of unorganized indepen- co-operation through sub-franchise awards. Angeles branch. Haddon Stephens, formerly of the Los Angeles Republic branch, is
dent exhibitor opposition which to date has
"The situation is remarkable in many re- supervising
the San Francisco office.
been more or less ineffectual in checking
spects,"
reads
a
statement
from
First
NaThe Select offices in Omaha are now
the increasing theatre acquisitions of the
tional,
"but
the
disposition
of
the
independent exhibitors in the Southwest to fortify sharing quarters with the Republic branch
Hulsey-Lynch interests, now becomes a
unit, with equal advantages in having a themselves with theatre holdings equal to at 1411 Harney street, that city. Select,
bona fide quarter from which to obtain con- any controlled by their organized opposi- in San Francisco, is occupying the same
tion is more than sufficient evidence that offices with Republic in Golden Gate avenue.
tinuous film service. This grouping of the
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"Common Sense" — Used by Ralph Lewis in Each of These Three Scenes.
He is somewhat surprised to come across a barefooted "chicken" while he is out hunting for bears in this Republic release.
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CHARLES HENSCHEL, branch manager
of the Pathe Philadelphia office, is visiting the New York liome office on the
the
with with
convention
usual one-man
a contract
has closed
heads. Heweekly
official
the Stanley Mastbaum circuit for the Harold
Lloyd comedies for Pennsylvania and New
Jersey. He has also signed the Lloyd comedies with the Comeford circuit In the anthracite section.
« * *
J. M. Loughborough, recently with Fox,
and Dick Conover, both originally from the
New York Evening World staff, are fellow
members of the Robertson-Cole publicity department.
* * *
Max Haring, of the Exclusive Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, was in New York the
past
week
and bought
the "Woman's
featuring Romaine
Fielding,
from theMan,"
Arrow Film Corporation.
* • •
The Federated Exchange managers are
scheduled for a conference in New York the
week of May 24 at * the• Hotel
Astor.
«
F. S. (Happy) Hopkins, manager of the
Buffalo Universal exchange, is on a two
months' Lake
leave toof rest,
absence.
is going
Saranac
having Hesuffered
a ner-to
vous breakdown. * • *
Phillip Wittstein has sold his Life Theatre
at New Haven, Conn., to his former partner,
J. Diamond.
* * •
Charles Reed Jones, formerly a free lance
publicist, has been appointed editor of the
Photoplay Journal, succeeding Charles B.
Parson. The Photoplay Journal was published in Philadelphia before it was brought
to New York, where it is being published
monthly. Mr. Jones takes the editorial chair
on Monday. May 24.* • *
William (Wurra Wurra) McLaughlin has
quit the Mayflower publicity staff and seeking pastures new. * * •
J. H. Mayer, director of publicity for Universal, returned to New York, May 17, after
a week in Cincinnati, where he went to put
over an exploitation compaign for "The 'Viropened a two weeks
run ginatof Stamboul,"
the Grand which
Opera
* * *House May 16.
Andrew Grannis, owner of the Auditorium
Theatre, Terryville, Conn., was seriously injured by being thrown from a train at Berlin, Conn.
* « •
Benjamin .Schwartz, the Brooltlyn, N. Y..
representative of the Selznick Enterprises,
has been appointed New York sales manager
for the same company. H. Fuld, formerly of
Gardner Pictures, has succeeded Mr. Schwartz
as Brooklyn representative.
* * *
Moe Streimer has resigned from the National Picture Theatres and become affiliated
with Robertson-Cole« sales
• • department.
Lee Ferguson, of the Selznick publicity
department, tested his new Oakland last Sunday and still lives to tall the tale.
* * •
Nat Beyer, of the Republic Pictures Corporation, has been appointed New Jersey
branch manager of Select and Republic. The
New Jersey office has been established as a
separate branch. « • •
Weiss Brothers have begun operating at
the Mittenthal studios at Yonkers, N. Y., on
their two-reel animal comedies, under the
direction of Al. Santel and Johnny Meighan,
hia- assistant. Mr. Meighan was formerly
associated with Edgar Lewis and Sid Chaplin. John K. Holbrook, who photographed
"Th(> Return of Tarzan" and "The Open
Door,"
will act the
as cameraman.
Messrs.
Weissof
have secured
moving picture
rights
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two best sellers for the Walter Miller features, of which Mr. Miller will produce four
a year. Doris Dare, who has just returned
from the Coast, where she appeared in three
features for the Prazee company and played
the lead with Francis Ford in "The Mystery
of 13," has been engaged by Weiss Brothers
to play leads.
* • •
Charles Sarver, of the Outlook Photoplays,
Inc., is editing "The Gibson Upright" at JoR. Miles' Calvert
studios. and
The Herbert
picture, Rawlinfeaturingseph Catherine
son, was directed by Charles F. Horan, under
the supervision of Mr. Sarver, from the story
by Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson and published in the Saturday Evening
Post. The continuity for the picture was
written by Forrest Halsey and Charles Sarver. Two of Mr. Halsey's stage plays have
just been presented in New York. "The Wonderful Thing" and
"The Chinese with
Wife,"Clara
the
latter written
in collaboration
Berranger.
• • *
Mr. Title, of the Selznick film department,
has perfected a film cleansing machine and
process designed to preserve the life of a

The Largest of the Wall Flow^s.
EdithIsland
Roberts
story,seenmadeIn "Marama,"
b.v Universal.a Fiji
film 400 to 500 per cent. The machines are
made in two sizes, one for laboratory and a
smaller one for theatre use. It is understood
he Is negotiating with one of the largest
equipment establishments of the United
States for its general distribution.
* * *
Ben Morganroth has resigned his position
as New Jersey representative of Republic.
His future plans will depend largely upon
negotiations which he has under consideration.
* • *
Dave Wall, for some time a Vltagraph
player and a leading heavy in many other
productions, is employed with Bill Stelner
in the production of twelve two-reel detective stories under the series title of "Tex, the
Elucidator of Mysteries." Mr. Wall wrote
and directed "The Bromley Case," of the
same
series. ofMargaret
Dave's
is a member
the Fox Wall,
scenario
staff wife,
and
wrote the synopsis of "The Heart of a Hya* * *
cinth."
Leon Schlessinger is the general manager
of the film service bureau in connection with
the Miles enterprises in the Leavitt Build-
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ing. The service bureau is designed to handle the editing, titling and the general completion of a film. • • •
Doc Shallenberger, general manager of the
Arrow Film Corporation, who is an ardent
disciple of Isaak Walton, was on a trout
fishing expedition In the Catskills the week
of May 10. He caught thirty-one speckled
beauties, but, like all well-trained fishermen,
fried
like a them
little in
man.his - little pan and ate them
• • •
editorconvention
of "Wids,"wentafterto
hisJoevisitDannenberg,
to the Chicago
Montreal, and decided while there to make
it a real vacation and go to Florida, and
accordingly took boat to the haven of
warmth and rest. He returned to his editorial chair this week all radiant in sport
shirt and a smile of rejuvenation.
• • •
Sol Krantz, formerly of the sales force of
the .Selznick Pictures, has been promoted to
assistant
exchange. manager of the Republic New York
« • «
Cloudisley Johns, formerly with the New
York American, is numbered among the members of the Vitagraph publicity staff, under
direction of Ben Conlon.
• • •
Harry M. Berman, general manager of exchanges for Universal, returned to New Yorlt
on Monday,
May exchanges.
17. after a week's visit to
middle
western
• • *
F. J. McGinnIs, formerly of the Kinograph
Film Company, New York, Is now connected
with the Speer Carbon Company, Saint Marys,
Pa., as special representative. Mr. McGinnIs
anticipates an early trip through the East,
when he will take occasion to call on his old
friends
new line.and acquaintances to introduce his
• • •
Lester Tobias. Connecticut representative
of Realart, was surprised by the film men
of New England with a considerable check
for
a bank account for his recently
liornstarting
son, Leonard.
• • •
Bob Lynch, branch manager of the Metro
Philadelphai
exchange,
was in New York the
week of May 17.
« * *
.\rthur Beck visited his mother in Indianapolis the week of May 10 and from there
went on to the Coast to join the Gibraltar
Pictures Company, which is producing Gillette Burgess' story• "The
* • Heart Line."
George Merrick will continue the Monopol
and Numa Pictures Corporation, although the
Weiss Brothers
interest
in them. have withdrawn their active
• • •
H. A.tures
Spannuth,
of
Commonwealth
PicCorporation, ofthe Chicago,
is In New
York
showing
prints
of
his
two-reel
"Billy
Whiskers" comedies.
• * •
Sam Kramer, who was New York branch
manager for United Pictures, has been appointedPicture
New York
representative
tional
Theatres
Corporation.of the Na• • *
Leon J. Bamberger has resigned from the
home ofHce staff of the United Pictures Theatres of America,
still retains his headquarters at the oldbutaddress.
• • •
Milton G. Kronacher, for the sixth consecutive time, has won the championship for
the month of April, leading the entire sales
force of the Pathe company throughout the
United States. Mr. Kronacher's territory in
New York City Is from Thirty-fourth street
to the Battery. Before going with Pathe Mr.
Kronacher was owner of four theatres In
the Bronx.
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months in England and
K from two ent,
BACon
Samuel Goldwyn
the Contin
held a reception for newspaper folk
at his office in Fifth avenue Tuesday noon,
ed that picGoldwyn declar
Mr. on
18. producti
May ture
in England was surging
forward, after the restraint of war curbsj
that picture theatres are multiplying, reng" servin
regula-g
y buildi
"luxur
of the can
gardlessAmeri
es were
pictur
tions; that
uction
nt
of our native cusas efficie introd
toms and habits to all nations of the world,
and that America was never likely to be
forced out of its supremacy in film production.
Mr. Goldwyn declared that the screen
had undergone a great rejuvenation in the
fancy of Britishers; that films were an
amusement craze, and that even the Government itself had determined to use educational subjects in schools to more quickly
impress the student with the lessotis under
consideration. Industrial films, said Mr.
Goldwyn, are eagerly sought by the English public, the method of industrial procedure in America being of general interest.
Plans No Exhibiting Monopoly.
Only one day and a half ashore, Mr.
Goldwyn
question"
came
to the"begged
Subject the
of the
Capitol when
Theatreit
management.
He with
said an
thatinfluential
Goldwyn'sgroup
interests were allied
of capitalists whose entry into filmdom
meant a great deal to the industry in general.
He said that Goldwyn had no intention to
create any exhibition monopoly, but would
see that its interests were protected in
towns
"shut out."
The
printedwhere
storythey
thatwere
vaudeville
interests
would control the Capitol was denied by
Mr. Goldwyn with emphasis. The president of Goldwyn also denied that his position or interests in the corporation had
been in the slightest disturbed, rumors to
the contrary notwithstanding.
More Than Twenty Features Ready.
Asked about plans for the coming season, Mr. Goldwyn declared that the matter
of "scope and plan" was still undetermined.
He declared, however, that Goldwyn right
now had more than twenty feature productions completed and ready to market at
such time as might be later determined.
"It will be the middle of June," said Mr.
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from
with

Europe,
Rosy

Goldwyn. "before we will announce our
plans. It will be six months before we
begin making pictures in England as we
have planned. It will be still further along
before we get production under way in
France. But in both of those countries
we have formed corporations for the purCongress

Will

Not

Act

Plans

Prospects

pose of producing pictures under the
American method, with English and French
capital concerned in the respective con"Goldwyn is still growing," said Mr. Goldwyn. "It's my 'baby' and I arn going to
see that it continues to grow."
cerns."
This Session on

Legislation

Involving Daylight Saving
ion at out some of the confusion that has arisen
legislat
will be no
E session
THER
involving as a result of some of the cities and towns
Congress
of federal
this
adopting local ordinances providing for
daylight saving. The House Comdaylight saving and twisting up railroad
mittee on Interstate and. Foreign Com- connections.
d
d
merce has decline to hold any extende
hearings on the bills now pending and
Chairman Esch announced last week that Cincinnati School Officials
the committee, a majority of which is hosChange Their Attitude on Films
tile to the proposal, does not want to listen
to long arguments.
There has been some pressure on the
attitude,
the
vious
pretheirBoard
fromnati
ure Cincin
depart
AL ion
RADIC
committee for a hearing on bills that have A of
has now given official
Educat
been introduced this session providing for approval to certain classes of motion picdaylight saving in the first zone. That
ing This
speciaisl achildre
foster
tures andonisSaturd
would cover the entire New England states matinees
ays.
al
reversn's
and the greater part of the Middle Atlantic of the previous views of the Cincinnati
ls.
states. The motion picture men of these school officia
Until this new movement,
sections have not taken kindly to the pro- it was a demerit for any pupil who admitted attending a movie at night. The
posal because of the losses they would sustain. During the war, for patriotic rea- School Index, official organ of the schools,
permitted to carry moving picture
not
was
sons, they made no protest against daylight saving and lost heavily because of the advertising and the general attitude was
inability to do business with the first show highly antagonistic.
A Community Moving Picture Council
of the evening and because the people devoted themselves to other things which left
has
beensanctioned
formed by and
the Federated
no time for the theatres.
Clubs,
sponsored Mothers'
by the
In compliance with these requests, the Board of Education. This Council is givcommittee decided to sandwich in a hearing a weekly Saturday morning matinee at
ing at the first opportunity. This came the the Orpheum Theatre, Walnut Hills, a
latter part of last week, but there was no suburb of Cincinnati. And the success of
time to send out a general notification of the performances so far is leading to plans
this intention, with the result that only the for extending the matinees to other
Congressional sponsors of the bills were
suburbs. Manager Fred Strief of the Cinpresent. Protest was made and this led to
cinnati office of Famous Players-Lasky
the statement by Chairman Esch outlined Corporation, and Manager Andy Hettesabove and the added remark, in response heimer of the Orpheum are co-operating
to a request for a postponement until the with the women's committee in providing
following week, that if the hearing was not pictures. "Huck and Tom," "Tom Sawyer,"
held as scheduled it could not be held at "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," "Mrs.
this session of Congress.
of the
other
Paramount
and Cabbage
Artcraft Patch"
pictures and
are being
Those favoring this legislation declare Wiggs
it to be necessary in order to straighten booked, including the Briggs comedies.

"That
Man Traverse
Over in is
Scene
"The Ironimportant
Heart"— moments
Scfene 3— "What'd
You Fox
Tell Them That
But villain
Not Iron."
Madlaine
shown3 Has
herewith
in his
this heart
new
Therefor,is It's
one Strong
thing the
has
to be in
thankful for ajid
that is
cannotrelease.
be brolcen.
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by Absorbing

Firm oj J. Frank Brockliss
David P. Howells office will be continued
j-^WID
P. HOWELLS
been elected
I 1 president
of J. Frank hasBrockliss,
Inc., at 29a Charing Cross Road, London.
^-"^ and under the terms of a deal re- Has Resident Heads in Big Foreign Cities.
cently consummated the business of the
The absorption of the Brockliss Company
Broc:<liss corporation will hereafter be con- is an evidence of the expansion of the
ducted by the Howells organization. Sid- interests of David P. Howells in the field
ney Garrett, president of the Brockliss of international film distribution. The
company has resigned to devote his entire Howells company has just recently intime to production. While the identity of
creased its office space on the eleventh floor
the Brockliss corporation will be continued, of the Godfrey
Building.
its business will be amalgamated with the
The Howells company maintains at the
business of David P. Howells.
present time branch offices with resident
J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., has been one managers in London, Paris and Stockholm,
of the important factors in the foreign with representation in the principal cities
distribution of motion pictures. The of Europe, South America and the Orient.
Brockliss corporation has maintained ex- Horace T. Clarke of the Howells organizachanges in London, Manchester, Liverpool,
tion is now in Japan and Chester E. SawLeeds, Newcastle, Birmingham, Glasgow,
yer is in Buenos Aires, while William Fait,
Cardiff and Dublin, and has had representa- Jr., has just returned from Mexico City.
tives in Paris, Turin, Barcelonia, Brussels,
In taking over the Brockliss company,
Copenhagen, Sydney, Capetown, Bombay the Howells organization now controls, in
and Tokio.
addition to the productions of the First
The executive oflfices of J. Frank Brock- National Exhibitors Circuit and Associated
liss, Inc., will be merged with the executive First National Pictures, Inc., world rights
oflfices of David P. Howells, Inc., in Suite on a large part of the pictures distributed
1101-1102 729 Seventh avenue, New York, by the Hodkinson exchanges. Mr. Howells
controls as well the Selznick productions,
but for the immediate present the London
Metro Screen Classics and the Nazimova
office of J. Frank Brockliss, will be main- productions
for the Far East.
tained at 167 Wardour street, while the
Associated

Exhibitors,

Inc., goes

on

Record Against "Screen Spotting
situation leading up to the turn of Tarzan," which will be distributed
TH.'\T the ng
forthcomi
Cleveland convention is by Goldwyn as a special. One of his latest
serious and demands definite action, exploitation campaigns was waged in beis set forth by an official of the Associated
half of "The Virgin of Stamboul." Until
Exhibitors, Inc., in a statement just issued recently Mr. Reichenbach conducted all exploitation for the Equity Pictures Corporato the trade press. It is maintained that in- tion.
dependent exhibitors are reiterating their
nts
ve
endorseme
of the co-operati exhibitor
organization.
Fairbanks' "The Mollycoddle"
Interest attaches to such indorsements
Listed for Release on June 13
in that the general trend of thought is to
the effect that co-operative organizations
DOUGLAS
conducted on a basically sound and equitnew recordFAIRBANKS
for the cost ofestablished
production,a
able plan will also prove weapons powerful
eclipsing
all
high
marks
since
the beenough to swing the balance of control of
ginning of his screen career, when he finthe situation into the hands the indeished the filming, this week, of "The Mollypendent exhibitors. This is declared to be
coddle," his third United Artists' picture.
a desirable consummation.
The
expenditure on "The Mollycoddle,"
One of the plans of the Associated Ex- according
to figures compiled by John Fairhibitors' platform that is attracting favorbanks, general manager, and Leeds Baxter,
able comment is Associated's stand in regard to advertising on the screen. According to Associated's officers, no pictures
carrying the Associated trade-mark will
contain even the slightest hint of commercial advertising.
Declares Against Screen Adverts.
Iri the words of one of the exhibitor officers of Associated the question of advertising in films is much more vital to the
exhibitor than is generally believed.
"Exhibitors have been used as tools by
producers in scores of ways," said this of"and thethematter
by no ficer,
means
biggestof ofadvertising,
these ways,while
has
been one of the most annoying. Producers
have been appropriating the publicity of
our screens by injecting commercial advertising in pictures that are supposed to be
pure entertainment. This sharp practice
has netted the producer quite a neat sum.
"There will be no advertising in Associated pictures. It is obviously impossible
for them to contain such matter, inasmuch
as it is the men who present the pictures
who control their making."
Numa Engages Reichenbach
H. F. Stafford.
Harry Reichenbach has been engaged by
Numa Pictures Corporation to conduct a
Owner and manager of the White Way
Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
special exploitation campaign on "The Re-
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1 Quick-Thinking Actor Escapes
j from the Snare of the Fowler
I and Shows a Way to Beat Cops

, t Marshall
was
actor, Neiheavyweigh
lan's MONT.\NA
B= ULL
I
about to leave his bank the
I other day after depositing part of his
1 weekly stipend, when through the
I window he sees a traffic officer hunkI ing the horn of his car. All of a sud1 den "Bull" realizes that he has parked
I his car in front of a fire-hydrant and
1 that the oflficer is ready to take him
1 to court and impose the heavy fine or
I jail according to the law of that comI
In a flash the quick thinking Mr.
I munity.
II other
Montanaentrance
is out of
bank via
andthecalling
up anthe
1 Police Department. He reports that
I his car has been stolen, gives his
I license number and his studio adFour hours later his friend the cop,
II
i dress.
drives up to the studio with the car
j and turns it over to the owner, his
I chest expanding the while as he ref lates how he traced the "stolen" car
II to Moral:
its lair.Think before you pay your
i traffic fines.
auditor, is greatly more than that spent on
any previous production.
Mollycoddle"
now in the
of "The
the cutters,
who areis working
nighthands
and
day under the supervision of the star and
Director Victor Fleming.
Hiram Abrams announces that this picture will be ready for release June 13.
Fairbanks has given the world many
spectacular productions during the past
four years, but, according to those who
have viewed early screenings of "The
Mollycoddle,"
this latest "Big Four" oflfering excels all others.
Wallace Beery makes his debut as a
Fairbanks player and in a character in
keeping with his particular line.
.Among the others who have important
parts are Betty Bouton, Adele Farringrton,
Charles Stevens, Lewis Hippe, Morris
Hughes, Paul Burns, Albert MacQuarris
and George Stewart.
"The Mollycoddle" is quite a departure
from anything Fairbanks has ever done before. The story is his original idea built
up on the themes of heredity and environment. The scenario was prepared by Tom
Geraghty.
Billie Burke in Fitch Play
Marking a departure from the type of
plays in which she has been appearing, the
first picture which Billie Burke will make
under her new contract for a series of
Paramount Artcraft pictures will be "The
Frisky Mrs. Johnson," an adaptation of
the comedy by Clyde Fitch, which, when it
was first produced in 1902, was one of the
season's greatest successes.
"ThepleteFrisky
Johnson," inwhile
rewith humor,Mrs.is somewhat
a more
serious vein than the stories which Miss
Burke has heretofore appeared in for
Paramount, and the star is looking forward to beginning work June 1.
The scenes of the play are laid in Paris
during carnival time and are embellished
with a wealth of the atmospheric detail.
Ralph O. Proctor in Middle West
Ralph O. Proctor, assistant general manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has left
New York for a short trip in the Middle
West. Mr. Proctor, who is making the
trip in the interests of Associated, will hold
important conferences with franchise holders and others.
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Commission

Ordinance

d of twenty months
a periotigat
ER in
AFTspent
ion, the Chicago
inves
Censorship Commission met in the
er
Council chamb
of the City Hall, Friday
afternoon, May 14, to discuss the report
of its chairman, Timothy D. Hurley, and
teh tentative ordinance which he has
During this time, Mr. Hurley asdrawn sertsup.
that he has considered the exhibition
of moving pictures from many angles, and
he has concluded that certain drastic measures should be taken to prevent the showfilms. In various contionable cers,
ing of objecsultations
with produ
editors, doctors,
school teachers he
and
ymen
lawyers, clerg
has discovered that he is not alone in his
convictions.
"I do not consider that the commission
has taken an unreasonable length of time
in which to draw up a report that will be
to the judiciary committee,"
presented
Chairman Hurley said. "In England over
one year and a half was devoted to just
such a task as we have undertaken. In my
mind it is a far bigger question than that of
'transportation,' 'electric lights,' 'liquor traffic' or anysoofmuch
the other
matters
that from
have
absorbed
time and
attention
civic organizations."
Would Create New $18,000 Board.
Most posed
important
among Mr.
ordinance changes
is theHurley's
creationpro-of
an entirely new board to be known as the
Motion Picture Department, and to be vested with full power to act on the exhibition
of films in Chicago. By this measure, the
authority would be entirely removed from
the police department. The new department would be composed of three members,
two men and one woman, each of whom
would receive a salary of $6,000 a year.
Every picture shown in Chicago would have
to bear
the department's
approval.
The
abolition
of the pink stamp
permit ofsystem
and
the submission of all advertising signs to
the
provided for in
otherboard's
sectionsapproval
of theareordinance.
"I have drawn up this ordinance without
any arbitrary intentions," Mr. Hurley said.
"It is subject to any changes or curtailment
that the commission, as a whole, may decided upon. It was my expectation that it
should be thoroughly discussed by the censorship commission first, before it is submitted to the judiciary committee and
thence to the City Council.
Causes Ne*urasthenia in Young, He Says.
pictureI have
peoplediscovered
are opposed
to "The
legal moving
censorship.
this
to be a certainty. But in talking over current movies with some of the producers
themselves, I learned that they are unwilling to allow their own children to see much
that is now presented on the screen. But
how many children are there who are not
fortunate enough to have discriminating
parents! It is they who are endangered,
mentally, physically and morally. I have
aif awell-known
physician's
wordmorefor than
it that
child is allowed
to spend
an
hour and a half weekly at the movies, he
will become neurasthenic. In Chicago, 1,000,000 children go to the movies. The importance of censoring films for their sakes
is too evident to need discussion."
The commission adjourned after a unanimous decision to study the ordinance individually and come prepared, Friday, May
21. to discuss its proposals, chiefly the one
relating to the creation of the new department.
Section 4, which is by far the most important of the twelve comprising the pro-
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to

Protect

posed ordinance, is given in full here, for
the information of readers of Moving Picture World. Another is Section S, which
governs the issuance of permits.
The Important Sections.
Section 4 — There is hereby established an
executive department of the municipal government of the City of Chicago, which shall
be known as the Department of Motion Pictures, and which shall be in charge of and
under the supervision of three members to
be appointed by the mayor, by and with the
consent of the City Council. One of said
members shall be a woman; one member shall
be a person who has been directly and solely
engaged in educational work for at least ten
years, mentimmediately
appointand one memberpreceding
who shallhishave
been
actively engaged in business or professional
life for a period of ten years. Two members
of said department shall constitute a quorum.
No member of said department shall hold
any derother
lucrative
officetheof State
employment
unthe United
States,
of Illinois,
or any municipal corporation, or political
division thereof, and each member of the
deartment shall devote the business hours
of the day to the work of the department.
Each member of said department, before entering upon the duties of the office, shall take
the oath prescribed by the constitution of
this state. At the first meeting of the members of the department, they shall select
fiom among their number a chairman, who
shall preside at all meetings of the department, and a vice-chairman who shall, in the
absence of the chairman, preside at the meetings, and a secretary from among their number, who shall keep and preserve all records
of the department, and of its acts and doinga.
The members of said department may be assisted from time to time in the work of the
department by any person or persons assigned to the department by the civil service commissioners of the city.
It shall be the duty of the said Department
of Motion Pictures to pass on all applications
for permits for exhibition of motion pictures;
to issue said permits or to reject all such
applications, if the picture or series of pictures accomranying
application ^-iolates
the provision
of this said
ordinance.
Before any permit, as provided for in Section 1 hereof, is granted, an applicati.on in
writing, shall be made therefor, and the
fiims, plates, rolls or other like apparatus by
or from which such pictures or series of pictures are produced, or the picture or series
of pir-tures are sliown or exhibited, 9hall be

1177

Offers
Children

-Jeposited with 'he Depa.tment of Motion
Pictures, together
with Pictures
sa'd application.
Said
Department
of Motion
shall inspect
or cause to be inspected, such plates, tiinis,
rolls, or other like apparatus, or the said
picture rr series of pictures, and shall within
five days find whether or not such picture or
picturessions ofcomes
Sectionwithin
5 ofthethisprohibitory
ordinance,proviand
what provisions, if any thereof, are violated.
A written record shall be kept by the secretary of such findings, which record shall,
at all times, be open to public inspection. In
the event that two members of the said Oeparlmnnt of Motion Pictures deride that i^uch
picture or series of pictures is in violation of
tlie prohibitory provisions of Section 5, said
department shal! refuse to issue such permit.
Tr. c'ise a permit is granted, it shall be in
writing, and in such form as said Department
of Motion Pictures may prescribe. In the
event of the refusal of a permit, the applicant
shall be given a copy of the findings of said
Department of Motion Pictures.
Said Department shall inspect or cause to
be inspected all banners, posters or other advertising matter to find whether or not the
same comes within the prohibitory provisions of this ordinance, and what provisions,
if any, thereof, are violated. In case said
banners, posters or other advertising matter
complies with the provisions of the ordinance,
they shall be stamped with a label of the
department as provided in Sections 3 and 7
of this ordinance. No such banners, posters,
cr other :idverti?ina matter sha.i be exhibited
at
the place
whei-e
picture byis f-xhibited,
unless
the said
samerhotion
is stamped
the
Motion Picture Department, viith a label of
said Department, as provided for in said
Section 7 of this ordinance.
Said Department shall create an advisory
committee of persons who will advise with
the department from time to time in reference to the films that will be exhibited. This
committee so appointed shall have no power
or authority, but act solely in an advisory
capacity. Each member of said advisory
committee shall serve without pay.
Each member of said Department of Motion Pictures shall receive an annual salary
of Section
$6,000. 5 — No permit shall be granted for
the showing
of any picture
or series
of pictures that is immoral,
or obscene,
sacrlligious,
salacious, unpatriotic, or holds up to scorn
or ridicule any nation or the people thereof,
or portrays riotous, disorderly or other unlawful scenes, or has a tendency to dismoi'als.turb the public peace, or debase the public

Trum-Trum-Tra-Tra-Dum-Dum-Dum!
They're Off to Play.
An amusing bit from "Play Ball!" an animated cartoon In the Paramount Magazine.
Guess they are going to have a game of one-o'-cat like in the grood old days.
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"AU H— 1 Can't STOP ME
says Henry B. Walthall, as the man
who took the greatest sporting chance.

Mayflower Photoplay Corp'n
presents
An Allan Dwan

Production

i
■
^

''A Splen
Directed did
by AllanHaza
Dwan
rd'' ^|
Based on the novel by Harold MacGrath I
A First National Attraction |
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Montreal
in

Session

Numbers

on the morning
WHEN
nt of ce
of Mayat
1010Chamber
theo'clock
preside
the arose
Montreal
of Commer
to welcome the members of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, assembled in
regular semi-annual meeting, he faced the
largest meeting in point of numbers and
the best in point of volume and value to
the industry of business transacted the
society has ever held.
The address of the Chamber of Commerce president was brief but well considered. He spoke particularly of the possibilities of the motion picture in the
bringing about of a better understanding
between the nations and the peoples of
nations.
The society now has a total of eightyfour members, representing every important branch of the industry. Several undertakings were acted upon favorably by
the meeting, including a substantial raise
in initiation fees and annual dues instituted
at the Pittsburgh meeting.
Several telegrams from members unable
to attend were read; also a letter from R.
Greyerson, of the engineering department
of the Provincial Cinematograph Theatres,
Ltd., who is an active member of the society, Mr. Greyerson remarked upon the
possibility of forming a branch of the society in England, an idea which was well
received.
W. H. States, an active member, now in
Shanghai, wrote voicing his regrets at inability to be present.
A letter from the Incorporation Association of Kinematograph Manufacturers,
of London, set forth the fact that that
company was trying to accomplish a work
similar to that of the society and suggested
co-operation.
The concensus of opinion, as voiced by
C. Francis Jenkins, past president, seemed
to be that the society should and could be
made international, but that the plan would
have to be carefully worked out.
Discuss Associate Membership Plan.
After somewhat lengthy discussion it
was decided to establish an associate membership, the same to accommodate those
who, while not engineers in the strictest
interpretation of the term, desire to work
with and be affiliated with the society.
Associate members will have no vote, nor
are they eligible to hold office — the latter
a blessing in disguise, since they will thus
escape a heavy burden of work.
The papers presented were many, in fact
too many for the time allotted; also they
were of large value. The list follows:
"Educational Possibilities of the Movies,"
by B. E. Norrish.
"Teaching the Cinematographic Art in
Schools," by C. L. Gregory.
A. "Film
Blair. Tinting and Densities," by George
"Effect
of Color on Audience," by Commitee
on Optics.
Report of Educational Committee, which
presented 387 questions as a guide for examiners of projectionists.
"Standards in Theatre Design to SafeFire of
andwhich
Panic,"
Braun, guard
in from
course
the byfactW. wasT.
brought out that 8,355 persons perished in
theatre fires between 1797 and 1897. While
we personally disagreed with one or two
things in this paper, it was, as a whole, of
much value.
Preisent Paper on Theatre Lighting.
"A New Method of Lighting Motion Picture Theatres," by M. Jones. The method
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to Trade
"Applications of Mazda Lamps to Small
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Moving Picture Projection," by C. E. Egeler.
proposed presents nothing basically new,
"New Developments and Methods of
though it is of good value in so far as it Compensating Mazda Lamp Filament Movepoints out the possibilities of indirect lightment," by C. A. V. Halvorsen.
ing so arranged that the distribution is
Discuss Generating Sets.
even as a whole but of decreasing density
toward the screen. We believe by Mr.
"Design of Gasoline Electric Sets for
Jones'
methodwithout
the theatre
be quite Motion Picture Theatres," by R. L. Lee
well lighted
seriouslymay
depreciating
of this paper its author dethe apparent contrast of the picture, but In the clarescourse
he has been in personal contact with
what the effect of such illumination will be the various
of generating sets used
from the viewpoint of the audience may for projectiontypes
work and believes a large
prove to be quite another matter. In any amount
of
work
will
be done in the develevent, the paper was interesting.
opment
of
such
sets
in
future. A view
"The Ventilation of Motion Picture The- with which we heartily theagree,
and which
atres and Studios," by O. K. Deyer, pro- we have several times given voice to in
vided much food for thought for those di- past years. He also remarks that it may
rectly interested in theatre ventilation.
presumed
"if there
was any lamp
way
It deeply interested the writer, who has no be
the sun that
to make
a successful
such concern except in so far as applies to under
(Mazda)
for
the
universally
used
110
volt
the projection room.
service the lamp designers surely have
Speed and Its Effects," by done it, and not built them for 30 volts."
F. "Projection
H. Richardson.
"Remote Control of Studio Lighting
"The Eccentric Star Intermittent MoveEquipment,"
by Harryof MacNary.
ment," by W. B. Cook. This paper sought
"Demonstration
Original Testing
to establish the superior value of the ec- Equipment," by Dr. Henry Phelps Gage.
centric star as against the regular type. This was a most interesting series of ex-,
Argument presented therein will be found
periments, which seemed to demonstrate
interesting to projectionists and manufacthe
superiority
of therequiring
"corrugated"
turers, and is worthy of serious consideradenser for conditions
a shortcon-or
tion.
medium focal length objective. Incidentally it proved the impossibility of using
Jenkins Explains "Continuous" Machine.
the Mazda lamp for projection except with
"Continuous
Moving
Picture
Machine,"
a
short
distance from condenser to film.
by C. Francis Jenkins. This title is copied
exactly from the printed program. The
"Photoelectric Comparisons of Lens Syswriter was criticised by the president of
tems," by Dr. W. E. Story.
the society for suggesting there was
"Tests of Screen Illumination," by W. F.
Little.
ground for relative correctness of argu- material.The paper presented much valuable
ment as to the "motion" picture and "movTo Hold Next Meeting in Dayton.
ing" picture. We were disappointed in the
paper because Mr. Jenkins had promised
The next meeting of the society will, by
in a letter to give an actual demonstration
of a successful continuous motion (or movunanimous vote, be held in Dayton in Seping) picture projector. He explained the
tember, at which time the general election
failure to deliver the goods by saying there of officers takes place.
The
president,
Mr. Campe, of Pittsburgh,
was too much difficulty in getting the machine into and out of Canada. Mr. Jenkins is to be warmly complimented on the work
showed us the optical member of the pro- his administration has accomplished, and
posed projector, and his paper explained its the work of the papers committee, under
working principle and the difficulties he the chairmanship of L. C. Porter, Harrison,
had encountered in its working out.
N. J., was worthy of high praise.
Side Lights on the Meeting
W. H. Cudmore thoroughly enjoyed all
the sessions, and, all by his lonesome,
passed a unanimous vote declaring the
meeting a complete
* *success.
*
As chairman and the entire membership
of an entertainment committee, George
Perkins covered himself with glory. He
was here, there and everywhere, both day
and night, looking after the welfare and
enjoyment
Montreal's
engineer
We will alsoofremark
that while
friendguests.
Perkins is a successful dealer in motion picture supplies he also is successful in guessing what the other feller holds in his
hand. He is a great* lover
* * of indoor sports.
We all missed Motiograph
Roebuck.
* * *
Query : Why did Victor move to the end
of the banquet hall when Blair ran. Also
was it jealousy which prompted Campe to
remove Victor from the danger zone?
* * *
M. C. Levee
Vice-President
and general
manager
the Robert Brunton
Studios,
Inc., of
Los Angeles.

Queryity?: Answer:
What Unknown.
is Baby Cudmore's capac* 41 4i
Query:swer: It WAS!
Was the banquet a success? An-
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Settlement

i^ewis Allen Browne.
A Selznick writer, asked by Henry Ford
to write epigrams for him.
London

Studio

Out

of Court

of George Loane
kHE Mayflower-Tucker suit is about
T to be settled out of court and George
Loane Tucker will complete his contract with the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation. This announcement has been
made by Benjamin A. Prager, president of
Mayflower, following a conference with
.Alfred Beekman , attorney for the Mayflower organization.
Negotiations for a settlement of the
Tucker case have been under way for a
considerable time and there have been
many conferences in connection with it.
The terms of the settlement were not
stated, Dut Tucker is to resume work for
Mayflower immediately. A new arrangement as to the distribution of profits on his
future productions has been effected. News
of Tucker's
a compromise was willingness
contained intoa reach
telegram
sent
from Los Angeles several days ago.
The adjustment of the difficulty between
Tucker and Mayflower enables one of the
masters of the silent drama to resume pro-

of Famous

Players-Lasky

Ending

Suit

Tucker vs. Mayflower
duction. Tucker, according to present
plans, will continue to work on the coast.
He will finish the titling and cutting of
"Ladies Must Live," his second production under the Mayflower contract, and
will then arrange plans for four more Mayflower pictures which will complete the
contract.
The settlement of the Tucker suit represents the most important act of Benjamin
A. Prager since becoming head of the Mayflower organization.
Rocky Mountain Screen Club
Prepares for Its Convention
the
are booming
ATIONS
PREPAR
, exposition
and ballforwhich
convention
the Rocky Mountain Screen Club of
Denver will hold on June 17 and 18. Thousands of people from all over the country
are expected to attend, and stars passing
through Denver during the second week
in June are urged to stop over
H. E. Huffman has been elected president,
H. A. Kyler, vice-president and George A.
Brown secretary and treasurer. The attendance at meetings and luncheons has
been increased by the simple method of
charging each member whether he attends
or not, and using the money of those who
do not attend to reduce the expenses of
those who do. A theatre or film exchange
has charge of each luncheon. A desk clock
is the award for the largest attendance,
kept until the record is beaten, and the final
honor award is a gold signet ring given
by the president.
Equity Gives Trade Showing.
Equity Pictures Corporation announce a
private trade showing of Clara Kimball
Young's latest production. "For the Soul
of Rafael," to be held in the grand ballroom of the Astor Hotel Wednesday afternoon, Maycordially
26, at 3 o'clock.
the trade
invited. All members of

Finished After Innumerable Difliculties
AFTER six months of strenuous work the great difficulty in obtaining labor
of almost un- caused one delay after another. Had the
overcoming es,
and the able
difficulti the London
surmount
company not undertaken the building work
studio of the Famous Players-Lasky British itself, the completion of the studio would
Producers, Ltd., is at last ready for the still be many months distant.
on activities. No anAnother baffling situation was enproducti
beginning of nouncement
has been received
as to the
countered in obtaining electric power, as
first story to be filmed, but it is expected the public service corporations in the
that work will be begun in the near future. Islington district were not inclined to unThe new studio in which Paramount
dertake the task of supplying power to a
Artcraft pictures will be filmed is hailed building which would consume more power
by London experts as one of the most com- than the entrie Islington tram system. One
plete and best equipped studios in the corporation finally agreed to accept the
world. In size it compares very favorably responsibility provided the company would
with the largest American studios, suffi- connect up the studio with its cables. This
cient room having been provided on two made it necessary to lay one and one-half
stages for the filming of five large produc- miles of street cable.
tions at one time. Every modern convenience has been installed and the company of players which will start work
Hepworth Produces Nine Pictures Since
shortly under the direction of Hugh Ford
will find many features in studio equipArmistice Signing; Makes Seven Reel Comedy
ment not duplicated on this side of the
Atlantic.
It is from an original story by W. A.
LEY, direcCAPTAIN
of Hepworth Pic- Darlington, dramatic critic of the London
managerKIMBER
tor and PAUL
Handicapped by Council Ruling.
Plays, London, is visiting New Daily Telegraph. Featured are Leslie
The transformation of an old and York for a ture
, stopping at the Hotel Henson, Alma Taylor and James Carew.
fortnight
dilapidated structure in Islington, which
The comedy was put on for a trade
Manhattan. It is several years since the
served for many years as the central power captain
in the United States. At that showing on May 4. In one week bookings
station of a large London electric power time he was
on the subject reached £6,150. The bookwas with the Imperial Film Comcompany, is generally acknowledged as acing for "Alf's Button" now total £22,000,
ser produc- a near
Thanhou
pany, then distributing
complishing the almost impossible. Tiie
record price for pictures in the
Imperial now is distributing
work of conversion was in charge of Major Hepworthtions. TheFilms
s.
English market, the only ones exceeding
projector
Simplex
and
C. H. Bell, a prominent London engineer.
sum being a few of the unusual
Captain Kimberley said that out of forty- that
This task was made doubly difficult when one
eligible Hepworth employes forty .American productions. Of the pictures
the London County Council ruled that the joined the colors. During the course of the shown during the week of May 4 the
work of reconstruction should be con- war the company did fully a half of the comedy will be the only one to reach the
ducted under the regulations required for
screen before next spring and one not
film work.
theatre building instead of those applying government's
business was made
possibleThisby volume
reason of
of until October, 1921. "Alf's Button" will be
to factories. This ruling was at variance the machine designed by Cecil M. Hep- released
next October 4.
with other decisions handed down by the
Captain Kimberley called attention to the
worth,
an
apparatus
for
developing,
printcouncil, it is said, and added a great burden
film and the operation of
to those already carried by the company. whiching andbydrying
that thesimilar
English
exhibitors
now Ameriare ''n
girls was entirely feasible. In afactposition
to that
in which
It was impossible to find a contractor
can showmen were four years ago. Then
the mass of propaganda work the comwho would attempt the structural alterapany was called on to do, it was necessary the Englishmen were on an open booking
tions within a specified time, and it was in some cases to make many prints from basis and the Americans on a closed.
necessary for the Famous Players-Lasky one negative. The record, made possible Today the Americans are working on the
Producers, Ltd., to undertake the work by the process referred to, was 346 prints. open booking plan and the Englishmen on
itself, undei^ the supervision of Major Bell.
the closed, in many instances being booked
Hepworth Himielf Makes First Picture.
The company found it necessary to engage
solidly
eighteen months ahead.
The first of the nine subjects the Heyin the contracting business on a large
scale, many thousands of dollars being in- worth company has made since the signNew Bedford to Have Its Capitol
vested in supplies and equipment before
ing of the armistice, "The Nature of the
.'Mien & Chiarett, Inc., announces that its
the work of alteration could be started last Beast," was produced and photographed
new theatre under construction at New
by Mr. Hepworth himself. The company
fall.
Bedford,
Mass., will be named the Capitol
It had been the intention of General has completed "Alf's Button," a seven-reel
will seat about 1,558 on one floor. .The
Manager Milton E. Hoffman to have the comedy which it considers one of the and
studio ready for occupancy last fall, but biggest pictures ever screened in England. house will give the eflfect of a bowl.
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Its

in New
York
May
26,
27, 28
a
close
business
session.
The
Metro
Fischer,
Minneapolis;
William
Scully, New
arrange
all
ted
comple
has
METRO ments
for the holding of the annual executives will take up the problems that Haven; W. J. Conners, New York; C. T.
confront
the
salesmen
in
their
different
Briant, New Orleans ; S. Maclntyre,
get-together convention of its district and branch managers and special fields and give helpful suggestions. On Omaha; Robert Lynch, Philadelphia; J. E.
representatives. The gathering will meet this occasion they are expected to outline Davis, Pittsburgh; G. L. Cloward, Salt
at the Hotel Astor on Wednesday, Thurs- in detail the new co-operative booking Lake City; Fred W. Voight, San Franday and Friday, May 26, 27 and 28, for a policy that has been under consideration
cisco; C. Werner, St. Louis; C. Stearn,
for several weeks, but which has not yet Seattle; P. J. O'Loghlin, Toronto, and E. W.
discussion of the company's plans and to been
announced in detail. Also the Metro Fuller, Washington, D. C.
renderforreports
on the
while
the leisure
hoursyear's
of thebusiness
visiting; executives will go thoroughly into the
film salesmen, Metro has prepared an question of flat rentals and percentage
elaborate schedule of entertainment de- booking.
Griffith's "Way Down East"
As recently stated by President Rowland,
signed to appeal to every taste.
Will Be Given a Broadway
Metro's determination to assume and Metro is willing to let this moot matter
maintain the leadership of the industry this adjust itself by mutual agreement between
Showing Early in August
the distributing company and the individual
year is to be the keynote of the convenexhibitor. In other words, as Mr. Rowland
tion.
The
company's
production
policy
and
anto produce
general expansion will also be outlined to has declared, Metro has no ax to grind in IS D. W.other Griffith
"Birth of agoing
According
Nation?"
the visiting exchange managers, and sub- this relation; it is agreeable to continue its
stuGriffith
the
from
reports
reliable
to
system
of
flat
rentals
unless
the
exhibitor
jects such as the contemplated new booking
dios at Mamaroneck, N. Y., indications
arrangement and adjustment of the flat should see the wisdom of percentage book- point to another super-picture in "Way
ing
and
express
his
own
preference
for
it.
rental versus percentage system of releasDown East," work on which has been in
ing pictures will be threshed out in detail.
progress for the past four months. It is a
To Have New Bonus System.
In all there will be twenty-eight Metro
well-known fact that Griffith thought this
district and branch managers present; but
At Thursday's session Mr. Atkinson will story would be merely a character play
as many of them will be accompanied by take up the question of a new bonus sys- when he started work on it, but he has discovered a drama of thrills in the Lottie
their wives and other members of their
tem to spur the endeavors of the Metro
families, Harry J. Cohen and E. M. salesmen throughout the country and in Blair Parker tale of New England life.
Saunders, respectively manager of the Canada. Last year bonuses were awarded
"This is the first time in years I have
felt free to take as much time as I wanted
to six salesmen; but this year the arrangeforeign department and general sales manment,
it
is
expected,
will
be
widened
in
ager of the corporation, who head the
a production,"
Mr. Grifscope, so that more men may share in the in completing
committee of arrangements, have made
fith to a representative
of thesaid
Moving
Picprosperity.
ture World. "When I paid $175,000 for the
plans for taking care of a visiting delega- company's
After
luncheon
at
the
Astor
the
aftertion of something like seventy-five persons.
rights tothe'Way
Down East,'
I didI not
possibilities
in it.
hopethento
noon of Thursday, May 27, has been set realize
Those Who Will Make Speeches.
make it a production worthy of the extra
aside
for
a
big
outing,
to
Glenwood-on-thetime and the really large sum of money
The convention will be called to order Sound.
The concluding business session of the I am spending in completing it."
on Wednesday morning, May 26, at 10
Several prominent film men who have
o'clock. At the opening session there will convention will be held Friday morning at
guests of Griffith at his Mamarobe addresses by Richard A. Rowland, presi- ten o'clock in the Astor. It will be followed been the
neck studios are surprised at the large
dent of Metro; by William E. Atkinson, by a luncheon and in the evening by a
general manager, and Marcus Loew and banquet. The visiting salesmen will leave scope of the work on this picture. From
David Bernstein. Mr. Loew will attend in Saturday
morning for their respective the vast care and expense the producer is
homes.
investing in it there seems to be in the
his
capacity
as
head
of
Loew's,
Inc.,
recently affiliated with Metro in a business
Men Who Are Coming.
offing another "Birth" or "Hearts of the
association for their mutual advancement.
World." Thousands of supernumeraries
The district and branch managers who are
being
employed,
and the
producer
himMr.
Loew
has
not
yet
met
all
of
Metro's
will
attend
the
convention
are
S.
A.
self has traveled
several
hundreds
of miles
field salesmen and welcomes the oppor- Shirley, district manager, Chicago; W. C.
with
his
players
securing
suitable
locatunity to do so that the forthcoming con- Bachmeyer, district manager, Cincinnati;
going as far north as Canada for
vention presents. Mr. Bernstein, who is H. Lustig, district manager, Los Angeles; several tions,
of the snow scenes.
treasurer of Loew's, Inc., and close per- and branch managers, C. E. Kessinch,
The completed cast now includes Lillian
sonal adviser
Mr. Loew's
accompany
his chief
andof say
a few will
words
to the Atlanta; E. A. Golden, Boston; Charles Gish, Richard Barthelmess, Burr Mcintosh,
Stern,
Bangor,
Me.;
H.
W.
Kahn,
Buffalo;
Lowell Sherman, Mary Haye, Edgar Nelvisiting salesmen.
son, George Neville, Vivia Ogden, CreighChicago; C. E. Almy, CleveMr. Rowland will describe to the gather- J. S. Grauman,
land;
W
W.
Rowland,
Cincinnati;
L.
Bickel,
ing the expansion plans that Metro has Dallas; Fred P. Brown, Denver; C. H. ton Hale and others of prominence.
"Way Down East" will be a Griffith "speperfected. He will explain how Metro,
Detroit; S. L. Haldeman, Kansas
cial," and is
scheduled
while adhering to 'ts rigid standards of Townsend,
Broadway
theatre
early toin open
August.at a large
City;
B.
F.
Rosenberg,
Los
Angeles;
A.
excellence in screen productions, will make
-from fifty to sixty new productions de luxe,
as the result of the simultaneous operation
of two studios, one in the west and one -n
the east. Metro's expansion is to be in
every direction, both as a producing and as
a distributing organization.
Theatre Party at New Amsterdam.
Mr. Atkinson, who in \}\s capacity as
general manager of Metro, is in closest
personal touch with the district and branch
managers, will welcome them and discuss
the results they have achieved in the way
of increased film sales in the past year.
The addresses by Messrs. Loew and Bernstein will be more in the way of introductions to the men than anything else.
The opening session of the convention
will be followed by luncheon at the Astor.
For the evening the committee of arrangements has planned a theatre party to the
New Amsterdam, for the performance of
First National Franchise Holders for Southern California.
EdThursday
Wynn's Carnival.
morning the convention will
From left to right they are: Mike Gore, Sol Lresser and Abe Goro. They also
control several Arizona theatres and the Kinema Theatre of Lios Angeles.
assemble again at 10 o'clock. This will be
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Exhibitors

Accuse

Sharp Practices
ONE of the most important questions to
come before the regular May meets'
Exhibitor
the Motion
ion, Picture
which
of Ontario,
Protectiveing ofAssociat
was held in the association headquarters,
34 Richmond street, east, on May 11, concerned the alleged practice of a number of
exchanges in rejecting the signed booking
contract of an exhibitor.
It was pointed out by B. Hudson, of the
Aster Theatre, Toronto, that occasionally
the chief official of an exchange at Toronto
or New York refused to accept a contract
for pictures after it had been signed by a
representative of the exchange and the
exhibitor. The allegation was also made
that sometimes not only did an official of
an exchange refuse to confirm a contract
but that the temporary contract of one exhibitor was used to secure a better price
from a competitor.
Seek Universal System of Procedure.
It was urged by Mr. Hudson that no exhibitor should actually sign a contract for
service until the designated price had been
approved by the head office of an exchange.
This matter had been up for discussion on
one or two previous occasions, but this
time it was decided to take action. On the
motion of Mr. Hudsoji, seconded by M.
Gibertig, of the Bluebell Theatre, Toronto,
the grievance committee was instructed to
enter into negotiations with the Canadian
Moving Picture Distributors' Association
with a view to obtaining a universal system of contract procedure.
R. H. Cunningham, of the Unique Theatre, London, Ontario, complained that the
Y. M. C. A. of London had arranged to operate an open-air moving picture show for
picnics and other gatherings during the
summer months. It was felt that this arrangement formed direct competition with
the moving picture business, and it was decided to protest to Otter Elliott, of Toronto,
chief inspector of theatres for Ontario.
Want Protection on Contracts.
H. Alexander, of the Park Theatre, Toronto, expressed regret over the decision of
Toronto and other cities of Canada in
adopting daylight saving time. He moved
that the Toronto City Council be advised
regarding the effect that daylight saving
has upon the moving picture theatres, his
motion being seconded by B. Hudson.
Announcement was made that the Toronto exchanges had notified all exhibitors
of a raise in price to 7j4 cents for all flat
paper and a sharp discussion followed. One
exhibitor declared that a serial which he
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in Canceling Contracts
had booked some time ago would now cost
him $5 a week more because of this charge,
and the opinion was expressed that exhibitors should be protected on contracts
made before May 1, 1920.
Want Paper Charge Reduced.
It was moved by F. Guest, of the New
Strand,ilton,Empire
and Queen's
theatres,
Hamand seconded
by Major
Arbuthnot,
of the Moss Park Theatre, Toronto, that
the grievance committee demand the protection of exhibitors on contracts made before May 1 with regard to mounted paper
and
sible. that the new charge be reduced if posThe meeting was well attended by both
local and out-of-town members. J. C.
Brady, of the Madison Theatre, Toronto,
president, occupied the chair.
Rothsteins

Campaign

May 29, 1920
Van Loan Sells Story- to Talmadge
H. H. Van Loan announces that he has
sold an original story to the Norma Talmadge Film Corporation, for production
in the near future. The announcement of
this contract comes after a series of other
interesting sales which Van Loan has constay.
cluded in the three weeks of his New York
Dorothy Dalton Begins on New PlayScarcely had Dorothy Dalton returned
from a three weeks' location at Charles, S.
C, for Avery Hopwood's "This Woman —
This Man" than she began work on her
third production under her new contract
with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. The title of this is "A. Winter City
Favorite," by Charles Belmont Davis,
brother of the late Richard Harding Davis.
The adaptation was made by Rosina Henley, who served in similar capacity for the
Harley Knoles will direct. Philip Hatkin
is the cameraman,
assistant
director. and James Dealy is the

Book

on Equity

Picture

Full of Ideas for Exhibitors
Not a single item has been omitted to
N\T G. ROTHSTEIN has come to bat
again with an advertising and pub- bring home to the exhibitor the bigness of
licity campaign book for Clara Kim- Clara Kimball Young in "For the Soul of
Rafael," and no book ever prepared by
hall
"For theeffort
Soul heof Rafael"
tops Young
every inprevious
has madethatin Rothstein has ever contained as much
this line. As advertising and publicity di- genuine "red meat" as this his latest work.
Practicality is the keynote of the work
rector for Equity Pictures, Rothstein is
called upon for unusual things in connecthroughout. Helps that really help. Adtion with the exploitation and advertising
vertisements that really advertise and
stunts that are crowd getters are jampacked
of The
Equity's
productions.
specially
illustrated stunt ideas are in this brochure.
a feature of the book. Nat has left nothing to the imagination of the exhibitor, for
by his unique drawings he has shown the Neilan Announces Another
theatre owner exactly how the described
"Find" in Colleen Moore
stunts should be staged, dressed and pulled
off.
he has
feels that
NEILAX
ALL "find"
MARSH
the
Moore,
in Colleen
another
The completeness of his work is shown
actress who is now appearing opin the description of a prologue done in
two color effect, drawings with running
posite Wesley Barry, in the first Neilan
time of prologue, props, music, embellish- production featuring the boy actor. Miss
ments complete even to a special love Moore has had considerable screen experipoem to be recited by a speaker attired in
ence, having appeared before the camera,
authentic costume of the period of the play. with some of the most notable artists of
From a small one column newspaper ad motion pictures.
In Colleen Moore, Mr. Neilan found the
with intervening sizes right up to a full
page constitutes the newspaper campaign. exact type he had been seeking for the
.\ wealth of novel suggestions in teaser Wesley Barry picture. .After the first scene
the director became enthusiastic over the
ads, and other forms of original newspaper
display advertising offers exhibitors matalents of the actress. "I consider Colleen
Moore one of the big possibilities of the
terial that solves his exhibiting problem.
Efforts of this character have done much
future," said he, in discussing her work.
to raise the standard of exhibitor news- ".Above all things she is just as natural
paper advertising to an artistic degree.
a born artist as little Wesley Barry is."

"The Trail That Used to Wind Up Over That Hill Has Vanished," Says the Veiled Lady.
Scenes from "Vanishing
which
is being
Corporation.
Pranklyn
Farnum
tured player,Trails,"
and he acanserial
be seen
In the
center made
with by
the the
dog Canyon
that hasPictures
Just brought
water and
saved his
life. ia the fea-
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Acquires

Capitol;

Bowes

RE KENDALL, president of
MESSMO
the Capitol Theatre, New York City,
announces the consummation of negotiations bywhich Goldwyn Pictures Corporation acquires a substantial interest in
the new theatre at Fifty-first street and
Broadway, andd the theatre n interests become associate with Goldwy and will be
ently
with the
prominment
thereof.identif
whoseundermanage
Edwardied Bowes,
management of the Capitol offered a lavisTi
spec-to
with is
picture
of motion
presentation
l accom
panims ent,
tacle and musica
enter a larger field as a director and executive of Goldwyn.
On the Board of Directors.
The board of directors of the theatre will
in addition to the present members include
the following: F. J. Godsol, Samuel Goldwyn, Eugene DuPont, Lee Shubert, Edgar
Selwyn and others of the Goldwyn board.
Mr. Kendall will continue as president.
F. J. Godsol, chairman of the executive
committee of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, stated that the addition of Gen.
T. Coleman DuPont, Col. William Braden,
Messmore Kendall, Robert W. Chambers
and Edward Bowes to its board of directors, which already includes such men as
the DuPonts, of Wilmington; E. V. R.
Thayer, president of the Chase National
Bank; George W. Davison, president of the
Central Union Trust Company; Edward A.
Wise, president of the United Cigar Stores
Company; Samuel Goldwyn, I^ee Shubert,
F. A. Gudger and M. and J. Hilder, will
give to the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
a very formidable combination of brains,
money and theatrical experience.
Secures Interest in Big Theatre.
By this affiliation, Goldwyn has secured
an interest in the most spacious theatre in
the country, affording the corporation the
direction of motion picture presentations
so as to set the highest standard in this
form of entertainment. The deal is of
great importance to the motion picture industry and is said to portend other big
things to come.
The Capitol Theatre is among the most
beautiful theatres devoted to the motion
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Substantial
to

Interest

be

Executive
Head
picture industry and is among the largest merous Goldwyn pictures have already been
presented at the Capitol, notably Rex
in the world with 5,400 seats, 2,700 of which
are on the orchestra floor and an almost Beach's "The Girl from Outside," which was
equal number in the balcony. Nothing that one of the first presentations, and another
can contribute to the comfort and pleasure
Rex Beach Goldwyn feature, "The Silver
of the theatre patrons has been overlooked
Horde," which has been the attraction during the past week.
in the construction of this playhouse. NuEducational

Signs

All

Future

Contract

to Release

Two- Reel Christie Comedies
making the agreement with Educational
n, in
productio
next at
with therelease
B EGINNIN
New York City, Mr. Christie hurried
the Los
which isG nearing
back to the West Coast to complete enChristie
two-reel
all
studios,
Angeles
Comedies will hereafter be released
larged plans with
his first
brother.
of the
two comedies to
through the twenty-two exchanges of Edu- be Production
released by Educational are now under
cational Films Corporation.
The contract, which has just been signed way and the ample facilities of the Christie
by E. W. Hammons, vice-president and gen- studios assure that the schedule will be
promptly met. As a matter of fact, with
eral manager of Educational, and Charles
the recent additions the Chrsitie plant is
H. Christie, general manager of the Chris- one
of the most complete on the Pacific
tie Film Company, is said to involve the
Coast and the array of actors regularly
largest sum ever concerned in a two-reel on
the payroll is a large one.
comedy agreement. The amount to be
It is probable that Bobby Vernon and
spent in production alone within the next
Fay
Tincher will be the featured players
year is said to run into a sum that ranks
among the largest investments of any of in the first two Educational-released okthe producing companies.
erings. The third will have an "all star"
According to the agreement, Al Christie, cast. Some of the names appearing in recent releases evidence the character of the
who has been responsible for some of the
players: Eddie Barry, Jimmie
greatest comedy successes, is to personally available
Harrison,
Neal Burns, Teddy Sampson,
supervise all of the productions and actual- Vera Steadman,
Helen Darling, Charlotfe
ly direct as many as possible. The entire
distribution for the United States and Can- Merriarn, Earl Rodney and a number of
ada is to be in the hands of Educational, others, including a large chorus of prize
the first of the pictures to be released beauties.
shortly after the opening of its new exPlan More Elaborate Production.
nounced. change system, which has just been anIn a recent interview Al Christie pointed
out that it has been the policy of the comContract Concerns Only Two-Reelers.
pany to supply both stories and laughs, and
Two-reel comedies only are concerned in it is that type of comedies that has appealed so strongly to the exhibitors genthe contract and none but the new picerally. This will be carried out as a general
tures are to be released by Educational.
plan,
except
that it will be the policy to
The product already shown will continue to
even larger casts and more elaborate
be booked through the present avenues, so have
sets
in
the
future.
that each of the productions to be handled
The addition of the Christie Comedies
l)y Educational will merit the brand name.
Xew Christie Comedies. Immediately after fits in well with the other two-reel releases
of Educational-Chester Comedies, in which
animals and children are largely featured,
the first of
which,
"Four recently
Times Foiled,"
attracted
much
attention
at the
Rialto, Rivoli and Loew theatres; the
"Torchy" Comedies, taken from the famous
stories by Sewell Ford and which center
around the red-headed office boy; and the
Mermaid Comedies, directed by Jack White
of Sennett and Fox Sunshine fame, which
ideas.more to the slap-stick and beautiful girl
run

Samuel Goldwyn Being Met at Station by Lancashire Exhibitors.
While In England Mr. Goldwyn was the guest of these exhibitors. These men
shown In this group are officials of the Cinema Exhibitors' Association.

Hodes Resigns from Universal
Hal
editorhasof resigned
Universal's
Screen Hodes,
Magazine,
and News
will
sever his connection with the big film company on May 29, next. He plans to enter
a new phase of the film industry. He is
not ready to make his plans public.
Hodes is a familiar figure in the motion
picture world. He has been associated with
Universal for the last seven years. Previous to entering the moving picture field,
he was a newspaper man, and also had
served in the Navy for several years.
In accepting his resignation, Universal
officials expressed deep regret that he had
made up his mind to go elsewhere. His successor in the management of the New
Screen Magazine has not been selected.
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Site

for Erection of Great Capitol Theatre
is made of negotia- lobby, which will lead to the main foyer,
ANNOUNCEM
completed last week whereby will extend the complete length of the
tions ENT
. It will be furnished luxuJohn H. Kunsky secures one of the auditorium
par- riously.
important land
largest and most
The
walls
will be of dark walnut and
cels in the Grand Circus Park business secornamentathe richest
ceiling
a
to
rise
plot
The
oit.
Detr
t"
of
hear
the
"new
tion,
tion. From oflf theof Italian
staircase will be
embracing
consists of business property
John
ded
by
the
promenade
and
mezzanine
floor,
while
k
boun
e
bloc
entir
st
the
almo
d a well will be placed in the center of it
R. street, Madison, Broadway and Gran
that
the
music
may
filter
through
the
rooms
Circus Park, and will be utilized as the site leading off the mezzanine. Thick carpets
of the new Capitol Theatre, planned to be of
special design and quality will be found
the largest playhouse in that section of the throughout
the theatre, while the furniture
country and one of the largest in the and
the richly colored hangings will be
y
atel
oxim
ing
.
ed" States, will
4,350
appr
seat
Unit
have entrances and exits specially manufactured. The entire lightThe Capitol
ing system will be controlled by a dimmer
both on Broadway and Madison, while the
Madison frontage will be taken up by a system that the most artistic color blending may result.
ten-story office and store building and the
Madison frontage will be occupied by a sixStage for Traveling Shows.
story structure, the theatre building proper
The stage will be one of the largest and
■lying in between. The office buildings in best
equipped in the United States and
both instances will be faced with white tile will accommodate
any traveling dramatic
and terra cotta, while it is planned to
opera and the like. The orutilize the Madison avenue frontage with productions,
be installed is promised to exceed
an exclusive office building for physicians any ingan tosize
yet installed in Detroit theatres.
and dentists.
While the kind of entertainment is not
Auditorium of Great Size.
disclosed at this time, it is understood that
One of the butstanding features will be feature motion pictures and musical novelthe size of the auditorium. The ceiling will
ties will be presented, much on the same
consist of a central dome from which will order as Mr. Kunsky's Madison and Adams
theatres.
The erection of the new Capitol
hang one of the finest lighting fixtures in
this country, while the lounges, prome- will mark the advent of the third large
nades, retiring room and grand staircase theatre on Grand Circus Park, all of which
will, it is said, have few equals in the are controlled and operated by Mr. Kunsky
his associate, George W. Trendle, who
country. Soft color efTects will predomi- and
nate in the decoration scheme. The great will be chief executive.

That'* How I Knocked Him Out."
I'ercival telling Elaine Hammersteln how
he did It In Selznlck's "Moments."
the new series of pictures, and voiced the
thanks which he already had sent on by
mail for the freedom which is to be alductions.lowed him in the coming series of proTo Make Four Picture* a Year.
"I am going at the new pictures with the
greatest enthusiasm of my career," says
Hayakawa.
"In and
thesemoney
productions
limitations of time
which the
at times
were felt in the pictures which I have
made up to the present will be eliminated.
There are to be only four of the new productions a year, allowing proper leisure
William S. Hart Tells Why He Prefers
for the selection of stories, for the preparation of the scenario, for casting and for
the many details which have been forced
Stories Written Expressly for Screen
into too short a time.
are selecting
whichbe
ing a picture
— wea will
con- the"Wemarket
HART, producer of speWILLIAMcial S.
ditions whichplay
make
thing'avoid
seemtheforced
aflFords. the
Eachbestof stories
them will
pictures for Paramount-Artor
strained.
one
of
great
appeal
to
Americans,
and
craft, whose photodrama, "The Toll
at the same time of international appeal.
d as an example of
"One
of
the
biggest
factors
in
the
sucGate," is being heralde
quality in production, has declared that he
cess of a writer for the pictures is experi- .Several will be themes which I have had
prefers, for his own type of picture at
ence. It applies equally, perhaps, to any- in mind for a number of years, but never
y
one who writes for any medium. But have had the opportunity of producing
least, the original story written expressl
for the screen.
somehow, to have seen a thing actually, because of the need of making pictures
quickly, and with a minimum of expense.
"The most successful stage play or novel," with one's own eyes, impresses it. FurtherI am now so generously financed that there
more,
once
havingseen
a
thing
actually
he said,tered"in
many
instances
must
be
so
aland so much must be eliminated or transpire it is, of course, plain that it can will be no limitations of money whatever.
added before it is at all satisfactory for be pictured by the camera. The selective
World Will be Market for Theme.
the screen, that I prefer originals which
ability is important, too. So much that
have been constructed with the sole idea we see and read and hear is of no im"The world will be our market for
for artistic backgrounds,
of making them suitable to visualization.
portance, but the trained observer can pick themes,willand
be put into my pictures much
out the big moment in any situation, in- which
"As
in
the
case
of
pictures
which
I
have
more strongly than ever. As to the acting
evolved and which I will produce in the
stinctively and sometimes in an apparently
trivial episode, he gets an idea for a big which will go into the new series, I will
near
future,
I
conceived
'The
Toll
Gate'
theme.
and wrote it with the one idea in view of
say that it will be the best I ever
done."
iMitiinHiiiiiirHiHiniMtib
presenting situations and episodes that
"Of course, I know the West. It has ^''iitiHiiiimmimniiiiiiiiiriiiiitiiniiriiiiPiiiiiuHiiiiintniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii
could be properly enacted for the screen. been my hobby, and more — almost my life,
Unwise to Treat the Screen
Every situation must develop logically from itself, for many years. So when I write
as Something to Be Avoided
what has gone before and must dovetail of the West, I am writing from my inner(From the New York Evening Journal.)
most soul. I am no literary expert, but
into what is to come. Obviously if a
I claim that I can tell what I know better
thing has to be altered there is grave
youngjudge,
boys
THErebuking
Other two
day foolish
a learned
than some finished writer who is writing
danger of becoming illogical, but if we
for running ofif with an automostart with a certain premise — that of makabout something that is unfamiliar to him."
bile, said that they must go to church
regularly, and that they must not go
to
moving'
picture shows for a certain
Sessue Hayakawa
Talks of His Future
length
of time.
A hundred years ago a judge equally wise under the same circumstances
Productions While Visiting New York
might have sentenced the two boys
adtaken
"not
and for a week has been attending the theaSESSUE HAYAKAWA has
lengthtoofread
time. a book" for a certain
vantage of a short lapse of time beseeing the new motion pictures, 'tourtween the last picture of his old erally.tre,
It
isn't
wise
to hold up the church
ing the city and enjoying himself genRobertson-Cole contract and the new one
as
a
punishment;
arouse
very much respect it
fordoesn't
the church.
upon which he shortly will start to work
He dropped in, of course, at the executo visit the East on a tour of recreation
And it is not wise to treat the movtive offices of Robertson-Cole, 1600 Broadand rest. It follows a period of hard work
ing picture, which is an educational,
way, to greet A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-presiimagination-stimulating force, as
on the pictures which have been released
dent and general manager of the Robertthough
in the past few months.
son-Cole Distributing Corporation, and
avoided. it were something to be
Hayakawa is making New York his head- other officials of the company. To them he
iiiiiriiiMiiiiMiitiiiiiFi iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiniiii
expressed his eagernes to get started on
quarters. He is registered at the Biltmore
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'Big

Four"

Picture

a

Arranges
Month

EXHIBITORS will welcome the announcement made this week by Hiram Abrams, which lines up United
the
Corporat
Artists
g ion's
er 1 ononsa for
definite
Septembproducti
year beginnin
will
the "Big
whichproducti
schedule,at under
on onFour"
the first
least one
release
of every month.
Mr. Abrams has received assurances
from Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith individually, that their pictures will come to
the United Artists Corporation with sufficient regularity to assure a steady release
to the theatres of the country.
It is assumed, of course, that, as during
the past year. United Artists Corporation
will also release occasional big pictures
made by independent producers, but it is
contemplated that these outside pictures
will be in addition to the one-a-month
schedule of productions to be made by the
United Artists themselves.
"I am very
muchexhibitors
gratified ofto the
be country
able to
announce
to the
that Miss Pickford, Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Fairbanks and Mr. Griffith have given me positive assurance that from the first of September on, we will be in a position to release one of their big productions on the
first of each month to the theatres of the
country," said Mr. Abrams.
"Under
this exhibitor
arrangement,
in advance as the
wishesas tofarwork
on
his bookings, he will always know that the
first of every month means a new release
from United
Corporation.
In planning ahead, Artists'
theatremen
will know
that
by keeping their dates open, they can provide for a minimum of twelve important
offerings of the year from United Artists
Corporation.
"We are
in thethisadvertising
sections
of reproducing
the trade papers
week the
telegrams which I received from our artists, and those wires speak for themselves.
Pickfords Postpone European Trip.
am glad
it wasandpossible
for me
to "Iinduce
Miss that
Pickford
Mr. Fairbanks
to defer their trip to Europe in order to
avoid the delays that the unsettled comliii|miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiii|iiii
||giiiBiBiHiaiBiBiBisiHiataiaiaiai*iBiBiB>ufi.gj|III
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Release

Beginning

munication conditions between this country and Europe would have brought about.
"Miss Pickford particularly has long
cherished the desire to make some pictures abroad, and I know and appreciate
the personal sacrifice she is making by
postponing the trip, now that her plans
have all been made to go to the other side.
Later on I hope that we will have for release some pictures that she will make
abroad, but right now months of delay
might occur between the making and the
releasing of such pictures and exhibitors
all over are asking for more of our product for immediate delivery. Therefore, the
plans of Miss Pickford and Mr. Fairbanks
have been set aside and they are going to
stay hard at work on new productions here
in America.
Will Have Released Eight Pictures.
"Despite the difficulties and handicaps
attendant on the launching of an organization such as ours, with unexpired contracts
to fulfill on the part of the members
of our organization, I feel that we have
done very well during the year which will
end on August 30. By that time we will
have released eight pictures: Douglas
Fairbanks in 'His Majesty, the American';
D. W. Griffith's 'Broken Blossoms'; Douglas Fairbanks in 'When the Clouds Roll
By'; Alary Pickford in 'PoUyanna'; Mack
Sennett's 'Down on the Farm'; Doris
Keane in 'Romance'; Douglas Fairbanks in
'The Mollycoddle'; Mary Pickford in 'Suds.'
"During the coming year, with all of our
artists engaged on productions for release through this organization, I am confident that we will be able to book to exhibitors asteady month-to-month offering
of pictures that will represent the utmost
in box-office attractiveness.
"We hope, also,
market
this
organization,
such toother
big through
productions
as may be seeking an independent outlet
to the screens of the country.
"We are more than grateful for the enand co-operation
we have
received so farcouragement
from
the exhibitors
in our
attempt to place our product before the
^<<iiiiiiiiiiiii.

of

One

September

1

people of the country on an independent
basis.
"We are seeking only to build an open
and free market, realizing that to hold such
a market, any product must stand on its
own merits. Our success in the past year,
which makes possible the big plans that we
have ahead, is proof positive that product
of merit and an open market alone will
make possible the desired progress for
producer and exhibitor."
Hodkinson Enlists Many from
Outside Industries in Adding
to His Present Selling Force

which s have
announc
two
son edselling
in thebeenHod'<in
THEstaffincrease
weeks ago are now practically completed.fiftyTheper
selling
creased
cent. force has been inSpeaking of this enlargement of the selling staff of his organization, Mr. Hodkinsontions
statedsince: my
"I have
had a ofrush
of applicaintention
adding
to my
selling organizatipn became known. There
was some excellent material offered from
within the industry. Some of these men
have been placed. I also received a strikingly large number of applications from
outside
■ ranks
the who
industry.
All
of
these thelatter
wereof men
had been
connected
with
the
selling
forces
of
prominent and successful national concerns.
"I was glad to avail myself of some of
this outside material, which I think is much
needed in the industry, not only in the selling organizations, but through all the
branches and departments generally. There
is no field of human endeavor which holds
out a greater and speedier reward for
genuine
abilityfield
and ofambition
tion picture
today. than the mo"The enlargement of our selling staff
has been made necessary by the constant
and gratifying growth of business which
has come into our organization. We expect to conduct a lively summer campaign
mainly with a view of helping the exhibitor
over the inevitable bad spots during the
hot weather."

'*iii»r»„
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The Members of "The Bigr Four" and Their Chief Executive.
Artists' Corporation;
of the United
Hiram .Abrams,
Chaplin. has
Griffith, Charles
Wark Pickford.
are: David
theyFairbanks
Left to right,
Douglas
and
Announcement
been production
madepresident
that acomrpencing
September 1 the
UnitedMary
Artists will release
at least one just
feature
month.
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Woman;

Will Disclose Her Identity Next Week
star, its patrons. He has a strong and substantial
sig-ned
REALA
ementa new
gave no clue foundation upon which to base his plunge.
announc
fifth.RTThe has
as to the identity of the person except
Star System Here to Stay.
to say that as in previous cases the choice
"The
system
in itschance
infancy.of
wras again a young woman. A full descrip- It standsstarjust
aboutis asonlymuch
tion of the new Realartist and the character of the productions in which she will disappearing from the motion picture industry as it does from the universe. Far
appear is promised for next week.
Rumors have been current for some time from being in a moribund condition, it is
that Morris Kohn, president of Realart, one of the healthiest infants alive. It is
was on a quiet hunt for new star material. based on the natural public tendency to
It was understood that several names of make heroes and heroines and worship
them. No matter how much credit the
established stars were under consideration
or the director deserves for their
by him. This report is spiked by the an- producer
nouncement that the young lady chosen parts in making a production, the public
reaches stardom for the first time under will never grant them one-half the interest
they attach to the star.
Realart.
"Disappointing as this may be to a numJ. S. Woody, general manager of the comber of capable and well-meaning people, it
pany, declared that the policy of developis true, and any exhibitor in the country
ing its own stars had been so successful
in the cases of Constance Binney and will tell you so. He isn't putting the name
Wanda Hawley that it was determined to of stars over his theatre just to help out
repeat the method. An extensive publicity the electric light companies. He is out
and advertising campaign has been pre- to gather in the thousands of people who
pared to launch the new star.
know that particular personality."
In all the trade papers this week a colored insert appears carrying sketches of
the new star in various poses. Only meagre information was given concerning her, New York Capitol Books
but it was believed she would be g'enerally
recognized from the poses, demonstrating,
and "Old Lady
as in the case of Wanda, Hawley, that the
I WO Metro special productions as the
new star is well known and popular.
feature
pictures for two successive
T weeks have
been booked at the
A New Type, Says Woody.
Capitol Theatre, New York City, by
"While we are not prepared to announce
the young woman's name at present," said Managing Director Bowes. The first,
.Acres," with an all-star cast headed
General
Woody,
"we new
can niche
promisein "Shore
by -Mice Lake, was the feature of the bill
that she Manager
will fill an
entirely
the Realart program. She is an entirely for the week beginning Sunday, May 16, to
different type from those already signed be followed the week of May 23 by "Old
and will be presented in a line of produc- Lady
starring Emma Dunn.
.\ short while ago the Capitol for the
tions different from anything we are now
ofifering.
second time played two Metros in sucand the results at the box office
"Once more Realart has decided to cre- were so cession
satisfactory as to prejudice Mr.
ate a star. Although it was possible to
Bowes in favor of the elaborate Metro
go into the competitive market and obtain
so-called established stars, we decided it specials as money-getters. The last two
would be more advantageous both for our- booked have been hailed by critics and
selves and our exhibitors to obtain new public as fine examples of productions.
and fresh talent to develop in line with
In "Shore Acres" Alice Lake is featured
Realart standards.
in the role of Helen Berry, the picture
being
an adaptation by Arthur J. Zellner
"Obtaining, as we have, a young lady who
as leading- of James A. Heme's stage drama, known
has been prominently featured
woman in some of the best productions of to theatregoers of three generations. It
recent years, the exhibitor is oflFered a was directed by Rex Ingram, under the
tangible and definite box-office asset upon personal supervision of Maxwell Karger.
which to introduce the new star to his director general. One of the sequences

May 29, 1920
Winifred Westover in Fox Film
In engaging the principals to support
Buck
"Firebrand for
Trevison,"
his
third Jones
starringin production
the firm,
William Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation, has succeeded
securing
Winifred Westover
to appearin as
the cowboy
star's leading woman.
This is the last American picture in which
Winifred Westover will figure for some
time, at least. Upon the completion of
her work
opposite
Jones in "Firebrand
Trevison"
she Buck
will
California to New
York
and come
sail forfrom
Sweden.
Upon arrival in Sweden she will start work
at once in her first starring production
to be made in that country.
Hope Hampton Leaves for Hawaii
Hope Hampton, Metro star, has gone to
make her second picture in Hollywood and
Hawaii. Some of the story of this production, which was especially written for her
by H. H. Van Loan, centers around the
beach of Waikiki, Hilo and other points in
the Hawaiian group; and in her endeavor
to have these scenes authentic. Miss Hampton and her company will go to the spot
for their exteriors.

"Shore

Acres"

on Successive Weeks
depicting a furious storm at sea and the
wreck of a sailing vessel is said to be the
acme of realism and expert photography.
In the cast with Miss Lake are Robert
Walker, Edward Connelly, Frank Brownlee,
Joseph Kilgour and Franklyn Garland, a
brother of Hamlin Garland, the author.
"Old Lady 31," with Emma Dunn in her
famous stage role of .Angie which she
created in Lee Kugel's stage production of
the play by Rachel Crothers, is a whimsical
story of love in the autumn of life. Henry
Harmon, who also appeared in the stage
version of "Old Lady 31." is cast in his
original
part of who
Capt.takes
Abeup Rose,
Angy'sin
marine husband,
his abode
an institution for indigent old women and
is Others
known asin "Old
the Lady
cast 31."
are Antrim Short,
Winifred Westover, Graham Pettie. Clara
Knott, Carrie Clark Ward. Sadie Gordon,
Martha Mattox, May Wells and Lawrence
Underwood.
Crothers'head
playof was
scenarioized byRachel
June Mathis,
the
Metro scenario staff. John E. Ince directed
the picture.

A Quartette of Connecticut's Leading Film Exhibitors.
From left to right they are: Peter Perakos, manager of the Scenic and Palace theatres of New Britain; Herbert N. Glickauf manairer
of the Hippodrome of Bridgeport and New
Bristol
of Bristol;
A. Cohen,
manager of the Liberty. Bridgeport, and C
Martin,
of the
Princess Harry
Theatre,
Waterbury.
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of Free
Publicity
in
the
a
of
editor
By
HARRY
T.
BRUNDIDGE
ing
manag
the
agonewspaper, looking up from
A YEAR
St. Louis
iiiiiirjiiniiiniiNiiiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiinMniniiiinniiiuiniiiiMMiiiPiiMiiiMMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiHt
a piece of copy that I had just given
Study the press sheet. Read the trade
le,
he
him, with the request that, if possib
the journals.
were ity
"If you
askedI: was
and and
smilededitor
use it,ing
Be forever on the lookout for unusual
the public
manag
— and pictures.
man, and you gave me this to print, would stories
Write clean copy.
I
back.
taken
bit
a
was
I
it?"
print
you
took the sheet from him, glanced over it
If one paper turns down a story, try anIf you get it printed it will make
again and admitted that, were I in his place, the firstother.man
wonder if he overlooked a
I'd throw it in the waste basket.
bet
and
may
make him easier to handle the
"That's
exactly
what
I'm
going
to
do,"
he
said, and without the usual formality he next time.
crumpled it and threw it away.
Don't write "press stufiE" — write news.
Don't try
"What is the matter with you fellows?"
business
man. to be a "good fellow," be a
he asked. "The public is interested in
Don't wish complimentary tickets on
productions and players. But of all the
dod-rotted bunk that is ofifered for pub- everybody in the office; make them hard to
lication, you fellows give it to us. Most of
Keep an eye out for real news, not movie
you are practical newspapermen. But the
news, and give the big boss a tip on a big
minute you go out of the business, you are
story now and then.
get.
not publicity
men —press
you're
damned, worthless, bothersome,
agents.
Get Your Stuff in Early.
Get Everything But News.
Don't rush into an office with a request
"You all try to put a motion picture that a story be used the same day. Get
theatre in the same category as a circus. your stuff in early. Time-copy, material
that can be set on those occasions when the
You figure that because you spend money
for advertising you are entitled to some
composing room is howling for fodder for
free matter. But you are dead wrong. A the linotypes, is always in demand. If the
city is visited by a circus about four days news editor has a readable story on his
out of the 365; it is news when it comes
desk at such times, it is pretty apt to be
to town. We have motion picture shows in sent to the copy reader. And one story
three figures on every one of the 365 days; in type on the stone has a ten to one better
they cease to be news. However, there is chance of tasting ink than a yarn turned in
gobs of readable stuff that we are always
during edition hours.
"Old stuff," the average publicity man
glad
print.I studied
But we hisdon't
get any
it." will
Thetomore
remarks
the ofmore
assert, upon reading the foregoing.
fully I realized the import of them. The But how many practice it?
Ever since my chat with the managing
more I studied the papers of the leading
cities of the United States, the more con- editor mentioned in the opening paragraph,
vinced Ibecame that what he said was true. I have been on the lookout for unusual pictures and readable stories. Now, it is rather
In Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, New York and Baltimore, I heard difficult to show a newspaperman where
the same story from the managing editors. there is any news in a "still" from some production. But, nevertheless, there are few
In Boston I asked a managing editor
sets of stills
that do not contain at least one
what was wrong with the press matter of "news"
picture.
theatres.
Getting Stills Printed.
Copy Readers Know.
For example, I was exploiting an Anita
"It's
the
bunk,"
he
exclaimed.
"Press
stories, whether advance notices, reviews or Stewart production. Everybody knows
what her pretty face looks like and I could
'specials,'
are and
all the
same.else.
TheyThey
are full
of
adjectives
nothing
befind no legitimate excuse for offering a
long in the advertising columns."
I asked the copy-readers — the boys who
have to make the stuf¥ readable. Copy
readers are the greatest tourists in the
new'spaper game ; they ought to know
something about conditions. One man, who
has worked from coast to coast and from
Seattle to Key West and San Diego to
Portland, Maine, declared copy from the
movie theatre press men was the worst
stuflf that comes over the desk.
I continued this investigation at odd
times and in various places for several
months. I went into every phase of it. And
I reached a few conclusions. They were
very simple ones, but I believe if they were
followed by every publicity man in the
business, big and little, greater
would be obtained. Here are a few:results
A Few Simple Conclusions.
Study the style of each newspaper you
deal with.
Strike an average of the number of lines
usually given a production by each paper,
and write copy accordingly. Above alii
don't write a book.
Never give a newspaper a carbon
It hurts the feelings of the man who copy
When Her Ship Came In
He figures that you gave the originalgetsto
Mary Miles Minter spent a day on the rocks.
the
"best"
paper—
the
one
you
have
the
Seen in "Peggy Rebels," an American
most trouble with.
production.

the

Subject

Newspapers
"still" to the paper until I came across a
picture of her in a boy's bathing suit. The
publictifulknew
whatit knew
she looked
like inthea beaugown, but
not what
gown
concealed. Needless to say, I got the picture printed.
This also proved true with a photograph
of Miss Constance Talmadge and a photOr
graph I discovered of her, in which she
wore only a piece of silk, soon found itself
gracing the picture page of a daily. Later
I found a striking photo of her garbed in
the "vamp" costume she wore in "In Search
of a Sinner." It was so outlandish that two
St. Louis papers printed it with the caption, "Connie as a Vamp."
Don't Play Up Name of Film.
Then there was a beautiful picture of
Marjorie Daw. It was bare from here to
there and there was no difficulty in getting it printed. Every publicity man should
remember that there is at least one paper
in town that likes such stuff.
The question of what comprises a story
worthy of publication is an interesting one,
but bear in mind one thing. It is unwise,
and not at all necessary, to start a story
with the name of the production you are
exploiting. If you write the story around
the star, the production is not essential,
or at the most, a side issue. A story about
a star, in which the name of a production
is not mentioned, does not smack of "publicity" and a paper is not ashamed to use it.
I have found that few First National press
sheets are printed that do not contain at
least one story that can be used as a "feature." Ido not mean the advance notices,
reviews and the material that newspapers
accord each theatre every week. I mean
special "news" stories.
Valuable Space Given to Interviews.
For example in exploiting Marshall Neilan's mirthquake, "Don't Ever Marry," I
succeeded
in placing
the woman's
page
of
a St. Louis
paper anoninterview
with Matt
Moore in which he outlined his views of
rnarried life and declared against the marriage of one screen star to another, citing
the experiences of Tom, Owen and Joe, his
three brothers. This story ran in excess
of 1,000 words and carried a double column
head at the top of the page.
The fact that Moore had the leading role
in the new Neilan production, "Don't Ever
Marry,"Ever
wasMarry"
mentioned, but the fact that
"Don't
was running
the New
Grand Central and West End atLyric
was
omitted. However, every reader who turned
to the next page saw in very large type,
"Matt Moore and Marjorie Daw in 'Don't
Paving the way for the coming of ConEver Marry.'
" in "The Love Expert" and
stance Talmadge
Norma
Talmadge
in "Thepublished
Woman Gives," I
succeeded in getting
on the
woman's page of one of the papers an interview with "Peg," their mother, which
was
cut from
on copy
paper.the press sheet and put back
Petty Jealousies Hurt "Game."
There
is one other thing worth mentioning :jealousy.
I find that publicity men, through petty
jealousies,
nlaking
the "gamfi"
and harder. areIf one
succeeds
in puttingharder,
over

aeditor,
story, complain,
the others demand
call up'onan theequal
managing
break
and threaten to withdraw ^^their advertising
if They
they don't
"somgthiftg
fail togetrealize
that it just
is not^LS.-gopd."
pull or
favoritism that gets results for' the other
fellow, but plain hard work.
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Americanization
These

Ready for Target Practice.
Elarleby Williams
in "Awith
Master
Vitagraph,
the Stroke,"
star in made
a
powerful role.
Carpentier

Picture

WORLD

Trailers

utepigrammnsaticwhich
are the America
FOLLOWINGterances of famous
have
been
compiled
by
the
American
ism Committee of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry for use by
exhibitors during Americanization Week,
which runs from May 29 to June 5. It is
asked that trailers be made of one or more
of these utterances and that the phrase
"This is Americanization Week; keep your
flags :flying until June 5," be attached to
them
"..hen every man . . feels that he is
a participator in the government of affairs
. . . he will let the heart be torn out of
his body sooner than his power be wrested
from him." — Thomas Jefferson.
"The istrue
nation
to prosperity
be found inandthegreatness
elevation ofanda
education of its laborers." — Ulysses S. Grant.
"The Con.stitution of the United .States is
the most wonderful work ever struck off at
a given time by the brain and purpose of
man." — Gladstone.
"Let us have faith that right makes might;
and in that faith, to the end, let us do our
duty as we understand it." — A. Lincoln.

Premiere

Will

Run

Full Week in Big Hotel Astor Ballroom
the high regard in which Carpentier is
GEORGES CARPENTIER, champion
boxer, war hero, actor and social fa- held by members of the American Legion
that this organization decided to sponser
vorite, as central figure in "The Wonhis first motion picture.
willa beweek
givenbeginning
a great premiere.
The New York County Legion intends
For derat Man,"
least
Saturday
evening, May 29, the new picture, which
disposing of tickets through all of its posts.
was made at the Solax Studio, Fort Lee, Society women have volunteered to sell
tickets from booths in New York hotels.
and which is being distributed by Robertson-Cole, will be shown in the ballroom of Already there is a big demand for tickets.
Hotel Astor, New York City.
One big banking firm, in which there is a
This is said to be the first time in the post of the American Legion, ordered 500.
history of motion pictures that a run of A dry goods house asked for 200 and one
this length has been attempted in this ho- Legion post put in a request for ISO.
tel which stands at the center of New
The seating capacity of the ballroom of
the hotel is 2,000. There will be eight
York's theatrical district.
These showings will be given under the
night showings, extending from May 29 to
auspices of the American Legion of New
June 5, and at least two matinees. GovYork County, which has appointed a comernor Edwards of New Jersey and Governor Smith of New York will occupy boxes
mittee to take charge of them and to cooperate with Robertson-Cole in arranging on the opening night, as will representatives of the army and navy.
for the affair. It was chiefly because of
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Week

by Showing

on Your Theatre Screen
"We nothere
thesenation,
dead
shall
havehighly
died inresolve
vain — that
that this
under God. shall have a new birth of freedom— and that government of the people,
by the people and for the people shall not
perish from the earth." — Lincoln.
"In a government bottomed on the will of
all, the life and liberty of every citizen becomes the interest of all." — Thomas Jefferson.
Decorate Your Honae vrlth Flaga.
"Laws made by common consent must not
be "Let
trampled
individuals." mark
— Jefferson.
this upon
be theby distinctive
of an
American, that In cases of commotion he
enlists himself under no man's banner, inbut repairs
the
standardquires forofnotheman's
laws.name,
Do this
and you toneed
never fear anarchy or tyranny. Your government will be perpetual." — Jefferson.
"While the laws shall be obeyed all will
be safe."- — Jefferson.
"The will of the people is the only legitiferson. mate foundation of any government." — Jef"Such is the moral construction of the
world that no national crime passes unpunrun." — Jefferson,
"Let ished itin thebe long
remembered
that the Constitution
of
the
United
— Daniel Webster. States is not unalterable."
"We all know that civil institutions are
established for the public benefit and that
when they cease to answer the ends of their
Webster. they may be changed." — Daniel
existence
"The people have wisely provided In the
Constitution itself a proper, suitable mode
and tribunal for settling questions of constitutional law." — Daniel Webster.
Feature Patriotic Mnalc.
"The principle of free government adheres
in American soil. It is imbedded in it — immovable as its mountains." — Daniel Webster.
"Let ourandobject
be ourbut country,
our whole
country,
nothing
our country,
and
by the come
blessing
of
God
may
that
country
be... a vast and splendid monument
of wisdom, of peace and of liberty
forever." — Daniel Webster,
"Education is the true corrective of abuses
of power."— Thomas Jefferson.
"If a nation expects to be ignorant and
free, in a state of civilization, it expects
what never was and never will be. No other
sure foundation can be devised for the preservation of freedom and happiness than education."— Thomas Jefferson.
"Above all things. I hope the education of
the common
attended
to; with
convinced of theirpeople
good will
sense,be we
may rely
the most security for the preservation of a
due degree of liberty." — Thomas Jefferson.
Barthelmess Is Not Engaged
Richard Barthelmess, the young Griffith
star, late of "Broken Blossoms" and "The
Idol Dancer,"
is not
engaged
marry.
Several
newspaper
stories
have toappeared,
each onedidate evidently
selecting
their own canfor the future
Mrs. Barthelmess.
Albert L. Grey, general manager for the
Griffith interests, declared there was no
truth whatever in any of the reports. The
fact that Miss Mary Haye, for many years
a close friend of the young actor, recently
secured an engagement with D. W. Griffith
for his "Way Down East," led to the coupling of her name with Mr. Barthelmess.

Here

W«!

Have

J. Warren

Kerrigan

in "No

a Hodkinson Releaae.

Associated Exhibitors Expand
Rapid expansion of business and increasing additions to office personnel has necessitated the taking over of additional office
space by Associated Exhibitors, Inc. Space
has been obtained on the ninth floor of the
office building at No. 25 West Forty-fifth
street, New York. The new offices are at
present being put into shape for early occupancy.
The executives of the Association will
remain in the offices on the eighth floor of
the same building.
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OUITE a little news this week. The
Wuxtry! Deplora ble Dearth
odious non-parking law has been repealed, and members of the Colony
that have cars but no chauffeurs can leave
of Leading Women is
their machines at the curb for forty-five
Forecasted Along
minutes while they buy things in the downtown shops, or have their hair cut, curled
West Coast
wn
in thewhodownto
or touched
rs
chauffeupardo have beauty
those
lors. And up
are not compelled to add to the H. C. of
By GlEBLER
Upkeep by having the drivers make rings
around the block while they are attending
to business.
of "The Hope Diamond Mystery," and
Thomas Forman, Jr., son. of the well- watched Stuart Paton directing a thrilling
episode of the serial.
known screen player, Tom Forman, has
Mr. Wheeler is an interesting person.
arrived at the home of his parents for an
He was in the secret service of the governextended visit. Little Tom, being only one
ment before he entered the film game as
week old at this writing, has not said
editor of the Selig Tribune about four
whether or not he will go into the movies.
ago ; was stationed at the White
Robert McKim, the justly celebrated vil- weeks
lain, and Mrs. McKim are entertaining a House during two administrations, and
knows Bill Taft and the King of Siam and
little rascal that was left at their home
lots of other famous folk.
by a long-legged bird last week..
While I was talking to Wheeler, William
Leading Woman Shortage Forecasted.
Lord Wright, who looks after the editorial
work for Kosmik, came along.
There for
hasn't
beentime.
a girlThere
baby born
in theto
"Bill," I said, "Mr. Wheeler tells me that
Colony
a long
is going
be an awful shortage of leading ladies in the company is working over on the big
the movies one of these days if this keeps stage. Take me over there, I feel a sort
up. Something ought to be done about it. of Kosmik urge to rubber sofnething thrillMercita Esmonde, who has been appearThe Famous' Hope Diamond.
ing opposite William Gillette in "Dear Brutus" on the months,
legitimate
New toYork
Mr, Wright paused long enough for me
for many
has stage
come in out
the
laugh heartily at the excellent wheeze
Coast to pay a visit to her husband, Harry toing."
I had just pulled, and led me over to the
Northrup, the villain.
stage, where a whooping big set representDoug'
Maryandhave
postponed
their
ing a Hindoo temple was all ready to shoot.
trip
to and
Europe,
Nevada
has served
At one end of the temple a long flight
papers on Mary and Owen Moore for an
of
marble
stairs led up to where a Hindoo
action that will probe into the divorce
recently granted to them. Somebody in idol sat in solemn grandeur with a diamond
Nevada evidently wants to run for ofifice as big as an English walnut, an exact replica of the famous Hope diamond, blazing
on the pure divorce law platform.
her chest. There was a lot of natives
An official named Peek at Long Beach on
knocking their heads on the floor at the
took a peek at the one-piece bathing suits
on the beach and became so piqued that
he started to reform things, and the comedy
companies will have to cut Long Beach off
their location lists from now on, or get
in a peck of trouble with Mr.. Peek.
George and Mrs. McManus Atriye.
James Cruze, of the Famous PlayersLasky studio, who is taking his first vacation in four years, prevents us from pulling
a gag about him cruising around by sticking to the studio and watching the other
directors work.
George McManus, creator of "Bringing
'Up Father," and Mrs. McManus have come
to town and are occupying the royal suite
at the Alex Hotel, which proves that there
is lots of "jack" in drawing funny pictures
for the papers. Johnny Ray, who is Jiggs ;
Margaret Fitzroy, Maggie, and Laura LaPlante, daughter, in the "Bringing Up
Father"
made at Christie's,
and Al comedies
Christie being
and Pat
Dowling
George and the Missus at the station met
and
welcomed them to Filmland. And I went
out to the studio the next day and told
George that he could consider it unanimous. George and I come from the same
town m Missouri, and as I've often said,
what
the movies do without Missourianswould
?
With Jack Wheeler as Guide.
I went out to the Kosmik studios this
week, got better acquainted with L. C.
"Jack" Wheeler, who is associated with
George Kleine in the Kosmik organization
and IS out here superintending the making
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foot of the stairs, and Grace Darmond, the
star of the serial, looking like two million
dollars in her bronze make-up as a nautch
girl, kneeling at the foot of the stairs.
Boris Karoloff, the head priest of the
temple, dismissed the worshippers of the
goddess and followed them off; then
George Cheseboro, wearing a long cloak, a
sword, a plumed hat and the other haberdashery of a French cavalier of the sixteenth century, came in the scene.
Goes Sir Walter Raleigh One Better.
George had designs on the big diamond
and didn't see Grace huddled like a little
brown mouse at the foot of the stairs until
he got to the top. Then he came down
again — Grace rose to meet him, and he
took off his long velvet cloak and wrapped
"it about her. Which, if you will look up
the Ladies' Home Journal for September,
1589, and glance at the latest styles for
nautch girls, you will understand that it
was the proper thing for a cavalier to do
if he"flu"
didn't
his lady friend to catch
the
or want
something.
Grace and George climbed to the idol
again. Grace touched a spot on the wall,
a secret panel opened. George went up to
the idol and yanked at the ornament containing
the big moment
diamond hell
on thebroke
idol's loose
chest,
.^nd
that
aroundat there.
There was an explosion like sixteen simultaneous blowouts, and a mass of smoke
and fire and flames and fumes rushed up
from the floor and all around the idol's
feet. Talk about burglar alarms. Everybody that'sPaton
got a toprivate
get Stuart
put incellar
one ought
of thoseto
systems.Not Enough Bumped Heads.
The alarm brought Boris Karoloff back
on the scene and he tackled George. They
staged a dandy fight, but George got the

Interrupting Their Work to Glance Through Moving Picture World.
Shown herewith are Harry Carter, George Cheseboro, Grace Darmond, starring in
"The Hope
Diamond
serial and
for Director
Kosmik Films:
A. H.
Giebler,Mystery"
"The Neck."
Stuart Boris
Paton. Karoloff,
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best of it and sent Boris tumbling down
the steps. Then George got the diamond
and he and Grace beat it out through the
secret panel.
I thought
was all
it wasn't.
Stuart
Patonit said
the over,
actionbutwas
pretty
good,
but
not
quite
good
enough.
I
don't a
know what was wrong with it. It made
hit
me. Maybe
head hedidn't
makewitha loud
enough Karoloff's
thump when
fell
on the stairs, or maybe there was not
enough fire, smoke and flames in the bur— at And
any rate,
got ready
to do glaritalarmover.
in thethey
meantime
Bill
Thornly, the cameraman, took a picture
of several of us standing at the foot of
the
him. idol's stairway before we could stop
Cheseboro Supplies Antique Atmosphere.
It's technical
a pretty because
good picture,
it's not
very
GeorgeonlyCheseboro
was smoking a cigar. Grace Darmond told
George that
cigarsbut weren't
in one
the
sixteenth
century,
George made
said this
was, and Grace said that if age added
strength to cigars, she believed he was
right.
HopeTheDiamond
looksPaton
like
big"The
stuflf.
action IMystery"
saw Stuart
doping out was only part of the prologue,
showing how the diamond, which, according to legend, once ornamented an East
Indian idol, was stolen by an adventurer
and became a hoodoo of bad luck to everyone who owned it thereafter because of
a curse put upon the stone by the priests of
the temple.
After the prologue the story comes down
to modern times, and Grace Darmond as a
girl of today, but a reincarnation of the
nautch girl of four hundred years ago, and
George Cheseboro, a descendant of the
French cavalier, are kept hitting the high
spots in adventures that end only in the
fifteenth episode, when everybody is made
happy and the curse is removed by the
jinxed gem being placed back on the breast
of the goddess.
May Yohe, Author, Has Part.
There is a fine cast, Tii adflit?-!: 'i. Mi^^

Darmond, the star, George Cheseboro, the
leading man, and Boris KarolofT, the high
priest, there are Carmen Phillips, Harry
Carter, who was brought all the way from
New York to play the heavy, a villainous
Chinaman, William Marion, William Buckley, Captain Clayton, Ethel Shannon and
May Yohe, who is also the author of the
story from which the scenario is taken.
The action ranges from India in the sixteenth century to modern Europe and
America, and goes back to India, then all
over the world. Of course no one is better
qualified to write the story of the celebrated Hope Diamond than May Yohe — no
one who has ever had a better chance of
finding out if there really is a jinx on the
gem than she, because May Yohe used to
wear the famous stone along with the other
jewels of the famous Hope collection to
"swarries" and swell parties in London
when she was Lady Francis Hope, the intimate of royalty, the toast of the town
for her beauty, wit and vivacity.
I don't know how much of her own story
she has put into the Hope Diamond Mystery, but I imagine that May Yohe coiild
dig back in her memories and find material
for half a dozen serials.
Hart Refuses Generous Offer
to Give Part Time to Stage
ALTHOUGH
he wasto offered
fortune to return
the stagea small
for a
single season, it has become known
that William S. Hart, star in Paramount
Pictures, has just declined an offer tendered
him by Al H. Woods, the New York
theatrical producer.
Mr. Woods sent a special emissary,
Rufus Le Maire, to Los Angeles in an effort
to persuade Mr. Hart to accept his ofifer.
It is understood that the Woods oflFer
amounted to $15,000 a week, with a guarantee of forty weeks, .'\dvices from Los
.Angeles are that Mr. Woods extended the
film star his choice of a percentage of the
gross receipts for the season, a big salarv
L'n;ir;niir ■ with :\ i 'c r, r ti t a ltc of profits, iir
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any
combination
of
salary
and
percentage
of receipts.
With a play all written especially for
Mr. Hart, Woods argued that nothing need
prevent the Paramount star from producing motion pictures while playing on the
stage. Mr. Hart, however, refused. He
pointed out that his production plans were
so vast that he could not afford to give the
time to rehearsing and appearing in a play.
Before going into motion pictures Mr.
Hart had established a country-wide reputation as an actor of rare ability. In attempting to sign him to a stage contract,
Mr. Woods was not trying to get a person
stage.
l)ossessed
of no experience on the speaking
Brady Wishes Producers to
Help Americanization Week

ofnt theof
Association
preside
A. lBR.\DY,
IAMNationa
WILLthe
Motion Picture Industry, has requested the producing and distributing
ate with the Amerimembers to co-oper
canization Committee, of which Franklin
K. Lane is chairman, in the observance of
Americanization week, which is the week
beginning May 29. A special effort will be
made to book for that week pictures dealing with Americanization.
There will be co-operation in all branches
of the industry; and the publicity, advertising and exploitation departments are
getting busy. President Brady is certain
the industry will put the same energy into
the Americanization movement as it did in
the Liberty Loan drives and the other
patriotic work during the war.
Head of Lynch Enterprises
Buys Oldest Florida Daily

Enter-as
Lynch act
Atlanta, of
Ga.,the which
, head
LYNCHprises,
SA.
• agents for the Famous Players-Lasky
ny in the southeastern terriCompa
Film tory,
has branched
out into the newspaper
business by purchasing the Florid.a Metropolis, published in Jacksonville The
Metropolis is one of the oldest and most
influential afternoon papers in the state.
Just what plans Mr. Lynch will put into
effect have not yet been announced, but
the sale has caused wide comment and
some surprise, as the Lynch enterprises had
not previously had any newspaper holdings,
although interested in other lines. The
Lynch enterprises operate the Alcazar,
Grand and Prince Theatres in Tampa, and
several theatres in Jacksonville, as well as
other theatres throughout the southeast.
Film Men Write Letters That
Encourage M. P. T. Association

the coof the M. P.n,T.with
League
for
THE M. P. T.operation -Associatio
Better Pictures, claims a basis of
public approval
support
for itsbyexistence. There is and
a hope
expressed
the
president of the association to benefit the
class and quality of picture production by
influences
directed toward the producer of
films.

Mary Miles Minter in Realart's "Jenny Be Good."

It is planned to have individual films indorsed by the association and league, without any purposes to censor features. An
i mblem has been chosen to, ultimately, find
its way to the screen as an indorsement of
films bearing the insignia.
Now comes from the association copies
of three letters that have been signed by
picture men — Hiram Abrams and Joe
Brandt, producers, and one from Sam Bullock, executive secretary of the Northern
Ohio
Exhibitors'
.Association.
these letters
have been
received byCopies
Movingof
Picture World, and the originals are on
file with George \. Maul, secretary of the
association and league.
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Kosmik Films to Expand
ER, one of the officials of
LC.the WHEEL
Kosmik Films, Inc., is responsible
• for the statement that the Kosmik
people intend to build a studio on the West
Coast after their current serial, "The Hope
Diamond Mystery," is completed, and will,
besides making other serials, produce feature dramas also. Kosmik is now negotiating for other stars and capable directors for these future productions. A number of stories have also been purchased
for these pictures.
Hayakawa to Build Studio,
Upon his return from New York early
in June, Sessue Hayakawa plans to begin
the construction of a studio on Melrose
avenue near the site of the Brunton plant,
where the future Sessue Hayakawa Feature Plays will be made. The buildings of
the new studio are to be ultra modern in
structure, and the architectural features
will combine both the Spanish and the
Japanese. The administration building is
to be set back on a lawn, and Japanese gardens will occupy the places between the
stages. Until his own studio is completed,
Hayakawa will work at the old Griffith studio on Sunset Boulevard,
Niblos to Form Company.
Fred Niblo and his wife, Enid Bennett,
who have been identified with Thomas H.
Ince productions for several years, have
just let it become known that they are
about to enter the independent production
field, Miss Bennett to be starred in feature
productions an4 Mr. Niblo to make allstar pictures which will be known as Fred
Niblo Productions.
To Resume Making^ of Big Fea.tures.
Preparations to renew production of features are rapidly going forward at the
studios of the National Film Corporation
of America in Hollywood. C. A. Willat,
National's
that the new
new general
Nationalmanager,
featuresannounces
will be
screened from book adaptations exclusively,
with two proven "box office" stars in the
principal roles. A definite releasing program, as well as a schedule for production, will be mapped out fully before active
production commences.
Veiller Back from New York.
Bayard Veiller,
of Metro's
department, has returned
from a ecenario
trip to New
York, where he went to secure the services of noted writers to turn out stories
for production at Metro studios. On the
list he brought back with him were the
names of Irvin Cobb, Henry Rowland,
Arthur Somers Roche, George Kibbe Turner, Arthur Stringer, Don Byrne and Lucian Chamberlain. These writers are expected to arrive in Los Angeles about
June 1 to make their headquarters at Metro
while learning the technique of screen play
writing.
Cartoonist McManus in Town.
George McManus, famous cartoonist and
creator
of thein "Bringing
Father"
series,at
has arrived
Los AngelesUp and
was met
the station by Johnny Ray, Margaret Fitzroy and other members of the cast of the
♦'Jiggs-irr Society" film comedies that have
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been made at the Christie studio recently.
Director Reggie Morris was on hand with
a cameraman, and obtained about 500 feet
of "welcome" film, which will be filed away
in the Christie studio library. Mr. McManus will remain in Filmland several
weeks, and will confer with the director of
the
"Jiggs" pictures.
comedies upon new situations
for future
Metro Visitors.
Harry Lustig, inter-mountain and Pacific
Coast exchange manager for Metro Pictures Corporation, and Fred Voight. manager of the San Francisco exchange, were
visitors at the Metro studio in Hollywood.
Geraghty to Direct in East.
Frank Geraghty, assistant director of the
recent J. Warren Kerrigan pictures, has
left for New York, where he will direct a
series of twenty-four pictures for the
American Pictures Associates, a new film
syndicate headed by William Howard Taft.
New Theatre for Anaheim.
A new theatre is soon to be erected on
Central street in Anaheim, Cal., for Head
& Ingram, who already operate two theatres in that town. The new building,
which will be three stories in height, will
be 54 by 150 feet, and will be constructed
of terra cotta and glazed brick. The first
floor will have two store rooms besides
the theatre, and the rest of the building
will be given over to offices. The auditorium will have a seating capacity of 1,100,
and the stage will be equipped for both
vaudeville and moving pictures. Including
the $20,000 pipe organ which is to be instal ed in the theatre, the building will cost
approximately $75,000.
Admit Service Men Free.
Soldiers, sailors and marines, active and
discharged, who wear a gold chevron on
their right sleeve, will be admitted free of
charge at the Superba Theatre hereafter,
by order of the management. The policy
went into effect during the fourth week's
showing of "The Virgin of Stamboul."
New Laboratory Head.
Ray H. Klaflfkee, formerly with Universal
and Fox, has been appointed head of the
Metro studio photographic and laboratory
departments.
Metroites Go East.
Winchell Smith, playwright and film producer, and June Mathis, scenarioist, of the
Metro studios, have left for New York.
Mr. play,
Smith onwill
new
the produce
speaking "The
stage Wheel,"
before hea
returns to the west coast, and Miss Mathis
will ern
spend
Metro about
studio. three months in the eastBankers Visit Christie Studio.
Three hundred bankers of Southern California, during a convention held in Los Angeles, were guests at the Christie studio
recently and were entertained by watching
five of the Christie directors working on
scenes for coming comedies, and then looking at a recent Christie release, "Petticoats
and Pants," which was run of? on the studio
screen for their benefit. George McManu,s,
who is here from the East, made a speech,

Bobbyard didVernon
sang sketch.
a song, and Gus Leona vaudeville
Leave for Australia.
Dudley Blanchard, formerly in charge of
the cutting room of the National studio,
and Gert Glennon, a National cameraman,
sailed for Australia May 18 with the Wilfred Lucas party, who came here not long
ago to engage players and technical film
men
for the Blanchard
"Snowy" Baker
Productions
Australia.
will be
cutter andin
Glennon will co-direct with Wilfred Lucas
on the Australian films.
Author Collaborates with Director.
Rita Weiman, author of "Curtain," which
was recently purchased by B. P. Fineman,
vice-president and general manager of the
Katherine MacDonald Company, for a
Katharine MacDonald feature, is assisting
James Young, director, in the preparation
of the story for the screen. Production
will begin within the next ten days.
Lehr Leaves for New York.
Abraham Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn and in charge of the Culver City studio of the company, has
a business
trip to the home office inleftNewon York.

Los Angeles Studio Shots

T UCILJLE PINSON, of the Eclipse Comef-'
dies,of has
gone to whose
Coloradobody
to attend
the
tuneral
a brother
has been
shipped cemfrom
Siberia, where he died on Deber 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven have arrived from New York to make a film version
First National.
Twin Beds"
of Darren
Foss isforleading
man for May AlliTrust.son in her current Metro picture, "Held in
Maclyn Arbuckle has arrived from San Antonio, Texas, to visit his father, Sir James
Arbuckle,
who lives in Hollywood.
Edward Dillon leaves for New York soon
to
craft.direct Billie Burke in a Paramount-ArtWilliam H. Crane, starring- in the Metro
production "The Saphead," celebrated his
75th birthday last week.
James Wilkinson, aged twenty-two, and
known as the youngest editor of films, is
editing
"The Hope Diamond
the
new
Inc. now being producedMystery,"
Films,serial
by Kosmik
William Duncan borrowed several fire engines from the city of Los Angeles last week
to assist him in filming the final episode of
"The Silent Avenger," his new serial for
Vitagraph.
Ernest C. Warde, director. Is casting for a
new Brunton all-star feature entitled "The
Devil
to Pay."
Wallace
Reid, who has been appearing in
a stag play in Pacific Coast theatres, is
scheduled to return this week to the Lasky
studio to begin the production of "The Charm
Julien Josephson, recently of the Ince
scenario department has joined the F. P.Lasky
staff,
and will write both
School." scenario
original
stories and
continuity.
RollinrectorSturgeon
will beon Caxmel
diwhen she begins
her newMyers"
contract
with Universal.
Eddie Cline. who directed Roscoe Arbuckle,
Charlie Chaplin, Chester Conklin and other
comedians in past years, is now director of
the Buster Keaton-Metro comedies.
H. B. Warner, Mrs. Warner and Baby Joan
are getting ready to leave soon for New,
York and their home in "Maine"
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To The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Dear Sirs:
Received pamphlet containing subjects from April 1, 1918, to
April 1, 1919. Worth ten times its price. Enclosed find check for
$1.50 for lists for coming- year and back catalogs.
Thanking you,
Respectfully,
COALVILLE

OPERA

HOUSE.

The above letter received from an exhibitor in a mining town
is typical of letters from exhibitors everywhere who bought, last
year, the Board's catalog of selected films. There is now ready for
distribution a later issue of this catalog (which contains no advertising matter) entitled:
"A Garden of American Motion Pictures'*
covering pictures seen by the Board, April 1. 1919-December
31, 1919.
Price 25 Cents
Previous issues of this catalog listing older pictures are also
available; and monthly lists which serve to keep the "Garden" up
to date may be had for an annual subscription of one dollar.
Both catalogs and monthly lists give release date (in many
cases this year's), title, distributor, number of reels, "star," a brief
characterization, and the source when drawn from standard or
current literature. Especial suitability for young people, aged
12-16, or of any age, is also indicated.
WHY

NOT USE THE "GARDEN" AND BUILD UP AND
A NEW AND DISCRIMINATING CLIENTELE?

HOLD

To the National Board of Review,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Gentlemen :
Enclosed is $
for^which please send me the items checked:
"A Garden of American Motion Pictures"— April 1, 1919-Dec. 31, 1919. . .$0.25
"A Garden of American Motion Pictures"— April 1, 1918-March 31, 1919. .25
All available older "Gardens"
25
Monthly selected lists for the year 1920
1.00
(Name)
(Address)

(Space contributed by MOVING
of BETTER

PICTURE WORLD
PICTURES)

in the cause
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Cherry
Got

Valley,

to

Futurist
Lamp —
Cherry Miner's
Valley Idea.

DEAR ALICE:— Well Alice, I suppose
you've heard before about this composer, Henry Wallingforth Shakespeare, assaulting the front door of the Hall
of Fame by getting off the remark about
"caviar to the general."
Alice, he intended no deflecOf course,
tions on the generals who during the late
muss eked out their existence on caviar
and Patti de Foy Grab while their doughboys dined luxuriantly on canned goldfish
and corned willy.
A Rare Entree, Alice.
What H. W. Shakespeare meant, Alice,
was that caviar came to the general ("general public" Alice,
World's asAlmanac
translation)
about isasthefrequent
orange
juice to punch at a Sinn ,Fein jubilee.
But speaking about caviar, .Mice, you
know us people associated in the production of pictures like to say that we got a
drama that's caviar to the general. You
know — caters to limousine trade only, adthe 9allo'clock
show shirt
by engraved
invitation,mission to and
that dress
stuff.
Well, out in Cherry Valley, P. A., Alice,
there's an exiiibitor the exchanges address
as John Gecoma, Valley Theatre. John
often remarked that it was funny that
it was funny they named it Cherry Valley whenofIt boys
didn'twhoraise
cherries
all,
the kind
showed
the at
Kaiser
what was meant by reverse English on
"Der Tag."
No Politics About Him.
Now John'sAlice,
what one
you of
call these
a democratic
American.
fellows
who eat their dinner in the middle of
the day, shake your hand like they meant
it and read the boxing news regular.
But John said to himself not so many
Tuesdays ago, "I gotta get me a prospector's outfit and go after this caviar
trade. Cherry Valley's getting fed up on
this ordinary super-feature stuff. What
they want now is the extraordinary-extrasuper-special. I'm gona bring some caviar
to the general. I don't care for generals
myself personally, but I feel it's about time
to cater to the Five Hundred."
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He spoke, Alice, in the upper truth register, as we say in operatic circles, which
in the English of Maeterlinck means with
more horse sense than poetry.
They All Play Five Hundred.
For when anybody goes after the Five
Hundred of Cherry Valley, they go after
the
whole
Mr. as
McAdoo's
last
census
listsworks.
Cherry For
Valley
a beautiful
little community convenient to Pittsburgh
and possessing every advantage from natural gas to flourishing barber shops — also
a population of 497. Five hundred, Alice is
the round figures permitted by the Department of Interior Decoration for civic boosting purposes.
So when Mr. Gecoma spoke out his decision to cater to the Five Hundred of
Cherry Valley he talked like John D.
Rockafeller laying in plans for a hard
winter in gas prices.
And further reasoning as to what picture would bat 1.000 in the caviar league
and work in harmony with the sentiments
and homely, honest feelings of the Five
Hundred,
Mr. Gecoma reasoned as follows :
"My constituency
up ofthat
mining
families.
If I can isgetmad»
a film
just
oozes of mining atmosphere, with succulent sub-titles here and there about such
familiar things as mules, rock men, cages,
miners' boots, lanterns, dynamite and the
like,park
why theI'll limousines
just have toandgetcarry
an extra
to
home hand
the
loose change,
Took that's
Metroall."to Do It.
And so he perused and meditated, Alice,
until one day the cover ad on Moving Picture World hit him in the eye like the brick
hit that Cherry Valley Heine who happened to overlook the colors going by in
the Victory Parade. The words that spoke
to him with such ventriloquence and power,
Alice,
were "The
wiredin
J. E. Davis,
the Red
MetroLantern."
exchangeHeboss
Pittsburgh with such haste that he forgot
to mention
whether
he'd to
playtake
it percentage
take it like
he used
his likker
—or straight.

They
Eat ItFarorife
Up Nov\Relish.
Alice.
It's Their
For in his imagination, Alice, he called
up "The Red Lantern" as it would be on
his screen — the lanterns on the miners'
hats winkin' in the murky gloom (he could
just see that title now) — brave miners robbin' the pillars and the cage droppin' down
into the
bowels
of thefreight
earth bearin'
precious load
of human
and the itsvillain
also.
Not a Laundry Drama, Though.
I hate to picture his feelings, Alice, when
he read further into Jack Meador's ad layfound drama,
that "The
Lantern"
was out
a and
Chinese
and Red
Chinese
were
never popular in Cherry Valley since Wang
Koo lost the Chief of Police's best red
shirt.
But hope, clinging eternally like it does
to human breasts and sob poetry, said to
John
in this
must :be"Somewhere
a lantern that
willpicture
stand there
as a
glorification of the miner's lamp — when
Senator Lodge is elected president maybe what lamp styles will be years hence
Cherry
gotta look
intolooked.
the future."
Well Valley's
Alice, Cherry
Valley
The
Five Hundred took to that "Red Lantern"
picturecates like
reservation
Indian to
of 2.75 a beer.
They caught
on advoright
away to the spirit of the thing as interpreted by the alert-minded Mr. Gecoma,
they saw the miner's lamp which guided
their
footsteps
and intheir
hands at their toil
the rough-manicured
mines lifted up
and glorified so to speak. Especially by
Nazimova in her great scene and costume
at the Feast of the Red Lantern.
Alice, He Sure Cleaned Up.
I wishAlice,
I hadto the
figure,
showRevenue
you howDepartment's
they came
to see that picture which is one of those
Fewer and Greater productions on the
Metro Menu. The Five Hundred is strong
for Nazimova, and I want to tell you some
of them even went so far as to say she
must be popular even in Johnstown, Pa.
And I understand they've inaugurated a
Feast of the Miner's Lamp as a yearly institution.
BILL.
CHERRY
VALJ-EY

Cherry Valley's Five Hundred Rushin' to Glimpse Miner's Long Futures in "The Red Lantern."
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Sheas

Hippodrome
Booking

Among

Second

Buf-s
Hippodr
Shea's
HEADEDfalo, anby
g array
contract
ofome,
imposin
on the second series of Harold Lloyd
two-reel comedies was received by Pathe
during the past week. Eight of the largest
motion picture theatres in the country are
included in the list. In several of these
's for
be
namethewillfirst
comedian
houses
lights
electric
blazonedthe inyoung
time. The prominence he has attained by
his series of two-reelers, which wound up
with "An Eastern Westerner" makes him
high-class box office atan unmistakably
traction in the best theatres.
"Jim" Clemmer,
one of the
wiretaken
exhibitors of the Northwest,
has live
again
the Lloyds for his house in Seattle. Mr.
Clemmer featured the first Lloyds with tremendous success and he lost no time tying
up the second series.
Five Days in Buffalo.
Paul Gustanovic, managing director of
the Strand and Orpheum theatres in Cleveland, has billed the Lloyds for his two theatres. The Strand in Canton and Akron
have also booked the new series, as have
the Liberty of Youngstown and the Casino
in Chester, two of the best conducted
houses in their territory.
The Lloyds will enjoy five days' booking
at Shea's
Hippodrome.
comedies
will
offer Manager
HaroldThese
Franklin
wide
avenues for the live exploitation he gives
every feature playing his house.
During the last month Lloyd has received
an ovation from newspaper critics everywhere through his work in "Haunted
Spooks"
and "An
These
comments
were Eastern
earned byWesterner."
the young
comedian, who surpassed his best efforts
in these pictures.
Steve INIahoney. motion picture editor of
the Salt Lake Telegram, was exuberant
over "Haunted Spoks," as is indicated by
the following criticism of the bill at the exclusive Paramount-Empress Theatre :
What Paper Critic Said.
"When the crowds poured from the Paramount-Empress Theatre last night there
was a chorus of voices in all parts of the
theatre exclaiming, 'Why I knew him when
he played one-reelers — when he was Lonesome Luke — when the only place they
showed his pictures was at Mehesy's
Nickelodeon — when he was nobody at all —
when he worked for Bebe Daniels.
".All thatWhen
is justa aperson
sign that
has
arrived.
in a someone
crowd says
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Series of Harold Lloyds
'I knew him when — ' you can rest assured
that they are speaking of someone who has
perched upon the top rung — or is very near
the top — of the ladder of success.
"It is hard to tell just what has brought
Lloyd up in popularity from his crudely
made single reel comedies. Probably it was
the high ideals he set which he gradually
worked for, but could not fully attain in his
hastily made single reelers. Probably it
was just opportunity — or a fickle turn of
the public's fancy.
"But the fact remains that he is entirely
pleasing. He gets as many laughs as any
comedian who ever shadowed a screen.
And the laughs aren't coarse — nor are they
muffled or ill-tasting because of the smear
of a screen custard pie or a splash of a
dripping ice cream cornucopia. They are
cleancut,
wholesome,
pleasant
laughs. "There
is no blush
about them,
no coarseness,
no
unpleasant after-taste."

May 29, 1920
Delivers Speech on Picture Publicity
Leon H. Grandjean, publicity manager
of the Saenger .\musement Company, New
Orleans, delivered a talk on Motion Picture
Publicity before the New Orleans Advertising Club recently. Mr. Grandjean talked
for more than an hour on the fifteen different methods used by the Saengers to create good-will for their chain of theatres —
as well as packed houses. The fifty advertising experts present all agreed at the
close
of
the
they "never
there was someeting
much tothatmotion
picture knew
pubRobbins Joins Metro Writing Staff
Marc Robbins, motion picture writer and
licity."
actor, has joined the Metro scenario department at the company's
west coast
studios in Hollywood.
Mr. Robbins
has been
affiliated with the picture industry for seven
years and in that time has gained a wide
knowledge of its many requirements. Before
goinganintoactor
motion
Mr. Robbins was
and pictures
stage director
on
the speaking stage for twenty-five years.

Lists Blacktons "Passers By'*
and Max Linder Film for June Release
Lee, three fine character actors, are cast
ns of
adaptatio
ES, areboth
FEATUR
June prominently.
the stage
among
included
successes,
releases of Pathe. Aside from this
Tom Lewi* Plays "Cabby."
fact,
screenon
to theCafe"
returnLittle
the "The
mark of
June 6thewillrelease
Mr. Lewis, who is one of the bright stars
of the popular comedian, Max Linder, who, on the Keith vaudeville circuit, considered
having served France during the great war,
it especial good fortune to appear in this
is now resuming work on the screen.
picture
the ability
"Cabby"of because
of his and
respectasfor the
Mr. Blackton
J. Stuart Blackton has contributed perhaps his finest effort in "Passers By," a for the author, C. Haddon Chambers.
version of C. Haddon Chambers' stage triW. J.acterFerguson,
of the oldest
actors on theone.\merican
stage, charwas
umph, which for years won fame and fortune for its author and for several promiwinning
fame
anew
in
"The
Little
Whopnent actors, both in the United States and
per," Theatre,
which played
a year
the was
Caabroad. It is booked for issue on June 20
sino
New for
York,
whenat he
and is si.xth in the order of Blackton re- called into the studio by Mr. Blac'<ton. His
leases through Pathe, its predecessors be- delineation of the butler in "Passers By" is
said to be a notable tribute to his art.
ing "The Moonshine Trail," "Dawn," "My
Husband's Other Wife," "Respectable by
Whilethe "Passers
more
than
average By"
shareis aofdrama
humanwith
interest,
Proxy" and "The Blood Barrier."
"The
Little
Cafe"
is
of
a
much
lighter
vein,
Rawlinson I* New Pathe Star.
being a comedy of the type that holds a
A new Pathe star will be introduced in general
appeal for all classes of audience.
"Passers
By" ofin the
the person
of Herbert
As
a
stage
"The Little
linson, one
best known
and Rawmost
was routed in attraction
every principal
city inCafe"
the
popular players appearing before the country, under the direction of Klaw and
camera. He has been starred in other Erianger. In taking it over the country,
Blackton productions, but in none that the theatrical syndicate starred some of
have been released through Pathe. Ap- the stage's favorite comedians in the role
pearing with him is a highly specialized
enacted before the camera by Linder. Supcast. Tom Lewis, W, J Ferguson and Dick
porting Linder is Wanda Lyon.
Pathe

The Trio Are Framing "The Law of the Yukon" in the Scene at the Left in This Realart Release.
The story of the Frozen North, which wasaround
made inbyscene
Mayflower.
"vamp" toIn win
the center
three ^ndThe
endeavors
th» hero.takes a look at the heroine and then turns
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Harold Lloyd is a giant in filmdom to-day.
His comedies are generally billed bigger than the feature, because they pull bigger than the feature.
Just read a few of the comments on the last Lloyd comedy,
"Haunted Spooks":
"One of the funniest and cleverest comedies
registered."
MorningyetTelegraph.
"A word
of blessing
'Haunted
Spooks.*
Hilarious
enoughto
to cause
even a for
medium
to cease
for the
time being
take ghosts seriously." — N. Y. Sun.
"Astonishingly fresh and diverting." — N. Y. Tribune.
"The audience roared. It's the funniest— comedy
of the season."
N. Y. Evening
Sun.
"Lloyd made a hit." N. Y. Globe.
"Brightest spot on the Strand program this week. 'Haunted
Spooks' brought down the house." — Wid's.
"Contains a flock of snikkers. An object lesson to comedy
producers.' ' — Va riety .
"Brightest spot on the Rivoli program. Comedy in the real
sense." — Variety.
"The thanks.
man whoIf you
discovered
Haroldlaughter
Lloyd deserves
voteyouof
never heard
come in agales
will when you see his latest comedy."
— Minneapolis Tribune.
" 'Haunted
supreme
of comedy.
Not an Spooks'
inch of attains
wasted the
film.
Every heights
scene counts
as a
laugh. The gags are startling, original and sidesplitting
Lloyd is a big league comedian, his company is big league
and whoever does the directing is big league." — Wid's.
■'CTllllllllllllillUIUllllliiiiMnnnMMiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii/iiilllillfS

^an the daughter of common
parents marry the blue-bloodedr
millionaire and both be happy V
Can the one step up without
the other stepping down?
Or
is similarity
of soul "the only thing
that
counts?
Jes&e

D. Hampton

he

c
an

l

et

e
5w

^ l9
ts u
no
e
s
e
r
p S
e"
l
adapted
from
p John Hastings Turners, famous novel
B
mDir&ted
by Robert Thornby
i
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Judged from every standpoint
of acting direction, story production ana human appe^,"^iniple
5ouk"stands among
real
achievements
of tne the
screen.
Judge it for yourself! —see it at
the nearest Pathe Exchange!
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Stage

Triumph

9f

of
Version
for him"Romance
to say the sort of a woman she
Screen
in Fine
By EDWARD
WEITZEL
"Roma
of and
THEfirst stage
ed inn 1913
producversio
thence"
play was
has iiMi[itiiiiiMiiiii<iiIiirii[liiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiitiiiiiij|iiii1iiliiiiiltiiiiiuiiiiijiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijriiriiiiriitiiiiiii is -to become. He asks her forgiveness for
been acted almost continuously ever picts it would have been hailed as one of his own sin in tempting her, and she goes
her own country and enters a resince. That means that the Edward Shel- the first of the realistic dramas. When it back toligious
retreat. The end of the story finds
don drama is nearly seven years old. It is shown that the polished leader of society,
the
rector
married to the sister of Coralso means that during the time it has held Cornelius Van Tuyl, is the protector of Manelius Van Tuyl.
the stage moving pictures have developed
dame Cavalhni, using the word in its defrom a crude, inartistic attempt at story
Splendid Performance by Doris Keane.
rogatory sense, at the time he gives a
telling to the finely constructed medium of reception in her honor at his own home and
Doris
performance
Rita Cavaltoday. During these seven years the stage invites the four hundred of the day to be
lini is a Keane's
fascinating
character ofstudy
of the
has had plays of a much higher intellectual present, not forgetting the rector of St. warmth and less welcome impulses of a
quality, realistic dramas that were without Giles, one may be forgiven for any degree woman of the Latin race, reared in poverty,
gloss or glamor and smartly written come- of mental shock. We are supposed to be who achieves great renown in one of the
dies that poked fun at poor, old-f ashionegl very daring in this twentieth year of the few careers then open to her sex. The
romance. But they have not lasted long, twentieth century and to discuss subjects in star's finest stroke is her method of indiseldom longer than one season. And now public that were tabooed in private when
cating the soul of the opera singer, that
that the screen version of the Sheldon play crinoline was in fashion, but the calm way
is ready to respond when the right influis finished and among the United Artists the dignified Van Tuyl risKS his reputation
ence appeals to it. Her expressive face
and the resentment of his friends by his finds in the. screen a perfect mirror for
n's releas
Corporatio
n es,to Doris
gone
back to Londo
resume Keane
the run hasof affair with the opera singer dims the luster her splendid emotional power, and she has
the original play.
Pinaro's most audacious man of the succeeded in catching the tricks of the
Perhaps there is something in romance, of
world.
silent stage wonderfully well in so short
after alll
Cavallini Saves the Rector.
a
space of time.
A Tense Human Drama.
Basil Sydney plays the young rector and
There have been several well-known
the
aged bishop with fine sincerity and is
There is little of the spirit of today in plays in which a minister has become inan impressive figure at all times. Norman
"Romance." Its story is of the New York
fatuated
with
a
woman
of
the
stage.
"The
of fifty years ago, but it has the fragrance Christian" is a famous example. But none Trevor makes Cornelius Van Tpyl thorconvincing, which is praise of the
and the beauty of the social graces of its of these plays has been as truthful and highest oughly
order. Director Chet Withey has
time and its men and women are flesh and as free from overdoses of mock sentiment.
worked
in
harmony
with his subject, and
blood, with the curious mixture of strength Cavallini is a woman who has sinned and
the author of "Romance" owes him a vote
and weakness belonging to the normal hu- she is made to reveal all her weakness of of
thanks for sticking so close to the writman being.
character as well as her charm of manner,
ten drama.
As a stage play it proved its claim to and the strength of her devotion when she
being a conflict of human wills by the grip realizes the purity of the passion she has
Baptists Rap Moving Pictures
of its suspense and the absence of any- inspired in the young clergyman.
The rector of St. Giles never attempts to
Moving pictures are placed in the same
thing to detract from the main path of its
himself. Intoxicated by the beauty category as lax laws as a cause of divorce
story. The screen play is no less absorb- deceive
by the Southern Baptist convention recenting and free from that enemy of all good and unfamiliar witchery of the Italian
ly held in Washington. In its report the
drama known as padding. Its people move singer, he does not rest until he tells her
of
his
love.
When
he
learns
of
her
relacommittee
on temperance and social sertruthfully
always
is
that
in an environment
vices denounces the moving pictures now
tion with Van Tuyl and goes to her apartreflected, but it does not rely on any of
ment at the Brevoort that he may warn
produced as being a primary cause of the
the first aids to a poor plot, and no attempt is made to divert attention from its her of her danger from Divine wrath, his large number of unhappy marriages.
but unneces- honesty of purpose cannot be questioned.
"Nearly every film upon the screen constory by throwing in elaborate
tains somewhere some evil suggestion," it
sary scenic effects or melodramatic action But he overestimates his strength. Realizof the same character.
ing he is losing her forever, the rector gives is declared. "Many of the films are based
way to his physical nature and begs Rita on the 'eternal triangle,' and the suggestion
in- to
a prologue,
Startingtroduceswith
become his for the moment. She recalls of disregard, if not open breach, of the
the venerable
of St. "Giles,
Bishop"Romance
dreaming by the fireplace in the parlor of him to his real self by telling that it is marital relation."
his home in lower Fifth avenue. Fifty
years before, when the fashionable life of
the city clustered about Washington
Square, and the Academy of Music at
Fourteenth street and Irving Place was its
musical center, the Bishop, then the youthful rector of St. Giles, had a love afTair
with Rita Cavallini, an Italian opera singer
who had set the town buzzing with admiration for her talent and her beauty. His
grandson comes in to announce his engagement, and to save the young man from
error in his afTair of the heart, the Bishop
tells him of how a pure love ennobled the
woman who started by amusing herself
with the infatuation of an ardent but simple-hearted clergyman and made her strong
enough to renounce her own happiness for
his sake.
Follows Closely to Original Play.
The reopening of this long closed chapter
in Bishopportion
Armstrong's
life occupies
the
greater
of the story,
the screen
version following closely the construction
of the original play. In fact, it is doubtful
if any acted drama has ever been so faithfully reproduced on the screen. As a test
of the wisdom of not recasting the material and altering the plot of a well-written
play,judgment
"Romance,"
film form, vindicates
the
of itsinmakers.
While living up to its title during the
whole course of its action, it has but little
'I Have Come to Cheer You. To Bring You Happiness. To Tell You of My Love."
respect for convention. Had it been writSo says Basil Sydney
Doris of
Keane,
"Romance,"
ten and produced during the period it deinterestto drama
love, the
madestarby inUnited
Artists. a tense, human-
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"Valley

Louis Reichert
Who has been
appointed Realart
in Washington,
D. C. manager
Louis Reichert Is Appointed
Realart Head in Washington
LOUIS
REICHERT
has been appointed
Washington manager of Realart Pictures Corporation, succeeding William
H. Rippard.
Since February,
1920, Mr.
Reichert has been assistant to Harry W.
Willard.
Chicago
ReichertRealart's
has been
in themanager.
motion picture
industry for more than fourteen years. He
was first connected with Thomas A. Edison,
Inc., as office manager of the foreign department. From there he went to the General
Film Company as purchasing agent, which
position he held for two years, when he
was promoted to the position of assistant
general manager.
He was connected with the General Film
Company in the latter capacity for four
years and then accepted the position of San
Francisco manager for Metro Pictures Corporation, where he remained tor five years
until joining Realart last February.
Picture Directors* Body
Entertain Their Wives
AN unusually pleasant evening was
spent at the club rooms of the Motion Picture Directors' Association,
234 West Fifty-fifth street, New York City,
on Tuesday evening, May 17, when women
were for the first time allowed the privilege
of social intercourse with its members on
the hallowed ground of fraternal association.
One of the events of the evening was
the exhibition of scenes photographed at
the Motion Picture Directors' Ball. These
pictures which included solo dances which
had been performed at the ball, as well as
closeups of the dancers, and prominent
screen artists who were present, were much
appreciated by the guests. Color pictures
demonstrating a new color method invented
by J. Searle Dawley were also shown.
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs.
J. Searle Dawley, Mr. and Mrs. George Irving, Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Seay, Mr.
and Mrs. E. M. Simpson, Mr. and Mrs.
James Vincent, Robert Vignola, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Borzage, Mr. and Mrs. C. Jay
Williams, Harry McRae Webster, John
Joseph Harvey, Peggy Shanor, Alma Frances, Valentine Grant, Juanita Hansen, Irene
Tams, and last but not least in the enjoyment of the evening, W. F. Haddock, who
made an admirable master of ceremonies.
Lillian R. Gale was the hostess of the evening, and looked well to the comfort of the
guests.

of Ten Thousand Smokes" Wins
Place on Criterion Theatre Program
from one of these fumaroles may be sufa moWITH its
fering from the intense cold, the heat from
picture co-operati
tion first
company, onthewithNational
one of the openings is so intense as to
Geographic Society, one of the most
make
bacon
literally jump from a frying
important scientific bodies in the world, has
assumed a position among the electric signs pan, an incident shown in the pictures.
of Broadway. This came last week when
"The
Ten Thousand
Smokes,"l
"A Splendid Hazard" Deals
d by Educationa
which Valley
is beingOf distribute
n, became one of the feaFilms tures
Corporatio
With Napoleon's Intimate Life
of the bill at the Criterion Theatre.
It has been given an indefinite booking.
"Moliere"
success
am
ater'sof ".'Xbrah
and phenom
John
Drinkw
Behind the appearance of this picture at THELincoln
," enal
coupled
with the planned
the Criterion there is a story that shows
production of a play dealing with the life
how rapidly work is done in motion pici"
Generald Lee
revivalwerof Photopl
"Disraelay
ture circles. Dr. Riesenfeld happened to of
is believe
by and
the aMayflo
ation to presage an unparalleled
see
"The
Valley
of
Ten
Thousand
Smokes"
Corpor
on Friday, May 14, after his advertising for vogue for stage and screen plays exploiting
the week had already been made up. Howfigures.
ever, he declared that this was one of the historic
Anticipating this trend many months ago,
most wonderful motion pictures he had Mayflower
purchased the screen rights to
seen and decided that nothing would inter- Harold MacGrath's novel, "A Splendid
fere with its taking a place on the Cri- Hazard," which Allan Dwan has adapted
terion bill immediately.
to the screen. The MacGrath novel deals
His publicity department was put to work with an intimate and little known episode
making the correction in such advertise- in the life of Napoleon.
No figure in history, says the Mayflower
ments
as hadremained
not because
"closed,"only
but the
another
difficulty
working
statement, is more picturesque or more
print was available in New York. This was dominant than Napoleon Bonaparte — solsolved by Educational dispatching one of
dier, idealist and romanticist. A philanits staff men to its laboratories in Wilkesderer and a man of violent passions, his
barre, Pa., Friday afternoon. He returned private life was fraught with clandestine
with the completed print late Saturday escapades
ured largely.in which beautiful women fignight and took it immediately to the Riesenfeld offices, where the accompanying
"With the possible exception of Abramusic was completed. It was shown on
Sunday.
ham Lincoln," says Allan Dwan, "very
little has been done in the way of reproducing on screen or stage intimate phases
A National Reservation.
of famous men's lives. In the early days
of screen history, the market was flooded
While "The Valley of Ten Thousand
with quasi-historical films, colorless and
Smokes" sounds like the work of some
clever motion picture title writer, as a mat- highly conventional.
ter of fact it is the official title given a
That there exists a ready market for entertainment of this kind is conclusively
wonderful section of Alaska country in
the vicinity of Mount Katmai where there proved by the success of the stage plays
occurred several years ago one of the founded on these lines, and the lively intergreatest eruptions in all history. So imest manifested by exhibitors in "A Splendid
portant has this section been considered
Hazard," which will be released by the
that it has been made a national reserva- First National Exhibitor's Circuit, accordtion by proclamation of President Wilson.
ing to Mayflower.
However, so far as known it has not been
visited by any white persons except the
Three More Stanley Theatres.
various expeditions sent out by the NaJules
E. Mastbaum, president of the Stantional Geographic Society as a part of their
Company of America, has announced
world-wide plan of scientific investigation. that ley
the corporation has taken over from
The name of the picture comes from the Michael Stiefel three oi the largest and best
fact that the Mt. Katmai eruption created known motion picture theatres in Northeast
in the adjoining valley literally millions Philadelphia.
of openings in the earth emitting smoke,
The theatres are the Iris, at Kensington
known as fumaroles, and from many of and Allegheny avenues, the Lafayette, at
these the smoke ascends to a height of Kinsington avenue near Cambria street,
500 feet. Such an unusual freak of nature and the Star, at Kensington avenue near
is it that though a person a few feet Lehigh.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
I You'll Never Miss Your M. P. World 'Till
I
the Paper Mills Run Dry — Subscribe Now
EVEN if you do make sure of your weekly copy of Moving Picture
World by placing an order with your newsdealer, you cannot be
I
certain these days that you are going to get it. The newsprint
I situation is so uncertain that we cannot tell when we will be obliged
I to cut down to the bone and serve SUBSCRIBERS ONLY.
New York
I newspapers had to do this during the recent railroad strike.
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|
|
|
|
|

I
I
I
I
I

|
|
|
|
|

To place yourself on our list for preferred service, send us three
dollars and become a subsciber. Why pay $7.80 a year for anything
you can get for $S— and feel confident that you are going to get it for
three dollars — when you can't be sure for $7.80?
SUBSCRIBE NOW!
ANCHOR!
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Winthrop

Uses Local News

Angle to

Interest in "Why Change Your Wife?"
GETTING away from the typical Grauman layout the Rialto,
Los Angeles, picks up a local angle to get interest for De
Mille's "Why Change Your Wife?" It uses a frame in which
the design is not too pronounced to detract from the text, and
hooks up with the statement of a local judge that 4,100 divorce
cases had been filed in the Los Angeles courts in a single year.
No wonder that "Why Change Your Wife?" is held over for a
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Exploitation
Sargent

and that he is doing practically nothing until things get moving
again. He has cut down his space, cut out excessive lobby work
and is marking time. But lately he looked over a page layout,
looked over the signature again and adopted it in place of the one
he had been using. It is much more characteristic, and so better,
yet we like the idea of making the signature a trade mark.
—P. T. A.—
Booms Semon All Over the House Front
CLEARLY the Tudor Theatre, Atlanta, seems to think that
there is ticket selling value to Larry Semou. They got up
a very nice looking cut-out from a 24-sheet for "The Boomerang," and then hid the rest of the house front behind a set of
painted signs, though they left the way to the box office clear. The
past year has witnessed a decided change in the attitude of managers toward the comedies. They are at last realizing that a good
story and often more hard coin.
People want to laugh — they always have — but for years they
were educated to regard the five-reeler as the test of merit in a
show and then followed this lead. To-day the comedy made a

(E(ILB.DEMILLE'LvM||R
"

TUT PARAMOUNT.ARTCRAFT
OADlUm IMT. ADTrOAE^r MASTERPIECE
fMA^TTRPIFrr
THE
GLORIA SWANSON
THOMAS MEICHAN
BEBE DANIELS

How Grauman Hooked Up with a News Item.
fifth week. Some missionary work seems to be needed, as there
is an average of one divorce to every two marriages. The layout is a five-eights, the other Grauman house using the remainder
of a four fulls. Though the other is larger, we think this is the
more effective.
—p. T. A.—
Pretty Pathe Scene and Tableau Poster
KEEPING up to the artistic standard they have set, the Pathe
Exchange has issued a very pretty poster for "Rio Grande,"
the Edwin Carewe production of the Augustus Thomas plaj'.
In the reproduction the figures do not show as clearly as they do
EDWIN CAREMt: FKOtJl
RIO GRANDE
Personallydii.H 1,, EOVUM CAKl ul .
Fr&mlhePl.iyl.y AUliLJSIl'-^ ['•

A Poster for "Rio Grande."
in the actual sheet because of the actinic value of the colors, but
the silhouette to the border patrol mirrored in the lake, gets full
value. The drawing is a happy combination of scene and tableau,
giving the value of both.
—P. T. A.—
Trimmed Ads on Account of a Strike
H. A. Albright, of the American Butte, writes that he has had
to cut down his advertising on account of the strike of the miners

How an Atlanta Theatre Boomed Semon.
little better than the average is just as well worth booming as the
drama, and is far more apt to sell. The Tudor management seems
to know this.
—P. T. A.—
Possibly This Is Not Exactly Correct
Advertising Constance Talmadge, Johnny Mack, of the Hill
Theatre, Newark, gets things slightly mixed when he announces
"Her costume in a vanity box, she swims by the light of the moon."
Our
understanding
that itMiss
Talmadge
took
the costume
out of of
the "Two
vanityWeeks"
box andis put
on before
she went
into the water — but we're willing to bet that Mr. Mack's version
packed them in.
—P. T. A.—
Hooked in With the Theatre
THE Courier-Times, Tyler, Texas, worked in with the Palace
Theatre in booming "PoIIyanna" lately. The theatre gave
the newspaper a special performance to which the clergy
and school teachers were invited. This was a matinee starting at half past four, for the benefit of the teachers, and the public
was not admitted until the first night show the opening day
of the three day run. Getting the newspaper to sponsor the
performance got plenty of newspaper mention at small cost and
gave the added value of the—P.newspaper's
co-operation.
T. A.—
Gets Out a Calendar for Nine Day Month
Although he plays only a couple of days a week, generally
Thursdays and Saturdays, and has but nine playing dates in April,
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Tom Cannon, of the Majestic, Greenfield, Tenn., gets out a monthly calendar with the playing dates in red and three iiiidersheets
giving the details. It is a pretty job, too, the top sheets being
cream, with the last sheet cut slightly larger, a contrasting brown.
His scale is 10 and 20 and 30 with a fifty cent top for "Eyes
of the
World,"
ran for twoanddays.
Oddly enough
he has
his
thirty
cents which
top forhe Thursdays
the twenty
cent price
for
Saturday showings.
Made a Sightly Weekly Advertisement
from a Set of Press Book Readymades
BOOKING an entire week of Goldwyn attractions, the Alama,
Valdosta, Ga., got an attractive weekly program in a cross
page eight and a halfs, using the press book cuts. As the
attractions were from the same company the cuts were of uniform
size and working six in a seven column space gave sufficient spacALAMO

GOLDWYN
Adniission. Children.I, lOr.
lOr, Adults,
Adult 25c

WORLD
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Points
the Way
for You
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Nick Ayer's New Idea to Get Distinction
Witliout Paying Too Much for Advertising
NICK
AYER recently sent in a display for the three houses
managed
by Roth and Partington, in which each house got
Its prominence through staggering the spaces and permitting
the heads to be stepped. He shows something else again in this
cross
space,chance.
which does not rise as high, and yet gives each
house page
an equal

California
WALL\CE

WEEK
'■ClUXOCOtotT .^to'cfe.

A Cross Page Made from Press Book Material.
ing to permit a good showing. The days might have been dated
to help along, but the general result is excellent and the idea seems
to be a new one.
St. Louis Theatre Combination Employes
Hook-up Scheme to Get Inexpensive Spaces
CONTINUING their scheme of using combination spaces for
advertising displays, the Paramount string in St. Louis is getting plenty of space at a smaller cost than did each house
running its own advertisement. In the samples shown the spaces
are six columns wide and from sixteen to eighteen inches. The
greater portion of the space is devoted to the Kings and Royal,
which combine to play the first run. The advance is twelve inches

Three House Ads Which Are Split with Pres. Notices.
The use of two columns of readers splits the advertisement into
heads. At the
sections and gives equal prominence to the three
same time less space is taken than where the ads have to be
stepped, and each house gets an equal chance instead of the cream
going to the advertisement rising highest in the scheme. It is a
good idea and should interest other combinations.
Pathe Posters Still Keep Up to Standard
the color scheme still keep up to standard, though because of
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Two Combination Spaces from St. Louis Houses.
across six columns, while the today is an additional inch. The
Pershing plays a lone hand, but the Shenandoah, Grand-Florissant,
Juanita and Lindell combine in a single space for the four houses,
with the bill running a half week. With the exception of the Lindell, the houses take their names from the streets on which they
are located, the Grand-Florrisant carrying the names of both
streets. With Cleveland falling into line with double runs and
other houses working in conjunction now and then, the idea seems
to be Sf reading.

A Pathe Poster for a Current Release.

story does not lend itself well to pictured action, but the artist has
succeeded in getting a pose which arouses curiosity, which is the
action. One wonders what the two women
next best point to vivid
on the left have to do with the scene on the right, and is apt to go
in order to find out.
Used a Divorce Contest and Won
The Birmingham Enterprises hooked the Birmingham News to
divorce question to boom "Why Change
on the up
an essay
Your
Wife"contest
and cleaned
a good business on the De Mille production. The paper carried a story each day and played up the
Divorce is always an inadvertisements.
own
its
in
divorce angle
teresting subject for thought to married people, and by playing on
this angle the widest appeal was made.
Of course, contests grow stale if they are overworked, but about
every three months, if you can find something snappy to argue
about, it will serve as a powerful business bringer at a cost of only
a few ticket or cash prizes. Most managers seem to favor the
ticket prize idea, but cash sounds better and surely six or more
pure reading notices are worth fifteen or twenty dollars.
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good suggestions for particular films, but
this is something more permanent.
Nothing is better for attracting transient
trade, in particular, than an intermittent
noise or movement maker. See what you
can rig up to use this idea and let us know.

New

of an Electrical Timer
made
and the bell would ring for the second
JUST because this cut shows an adver- or two that the fan stays at rest while the
don't
Andy"
Clock
for
"Alarm
tisement
make the mistake of supposing that it shifting gear climbs.
The Rest was Easy.
is not worth your reading, for to advertise
this Paramount attraction Phil Gersdorf has
After that the fan needed no watching.
hit upon something so simple that now we Each time the breeze-maker swung over to
know about it, the wonder is that no one
the
left thewas bell
— and
downstairs
one rang
of thedownstairs
busiest corners
thought of it before.
If you have not yet used this Charles
in Jacksonville. Even in May fans are useRay picture it is a whale of an idea. If you
ful in Florida, so there was no extra exhave already run that feature, it is a whale
pense, but even where there is the few
of an idea to use for some other picture,
cents for current for the fan is more than
offset by the value of the stunt.
though it was Andy who brought Mr. Gersdorf's thinker to evolve this stunt.
If a more frequent ringing is desired, the
It is a bit late for "Alarm Clock Andy" wires can be split into a Y and so run that
a
contact is made at each sweep of the
but this is because Gersdorf's hustle brought
to Jacksonville the pre-release of several fan instead of only at one side. This can
of the big films that he might stunt these be done by splicing a short length to the
for the benefit of others, and he was a two wires; making certain that the contact
bit late in getting around to this subject.
of the two strands is perfect.
Gersdorf has worked some capital stunts
The bell, of course, does not have to be
for the Lynch houses in Jacksonville.
attached to a clock, nor does it even have
Here's the Idea.
to be a bell. Any device actuated by electricity can be used and where you have no
Of course an alarm clock is the best bet
for the title, and Gersdorf wanted a big one. flasher it can even be used for this purpose
with entire success.
He rigged one from a discarded bass drum
frame, a dishpan and what seems to be a
Just Make a Note.
curtain ring.
We do not believe that Mr. Gersdorf realYou can'tto very
well rigso anhe intermittent
izes what he has dug up. He was looxing
movement
a dishpan,
got a large
a stunt for one film — and found it, but
electric gong and set it in back of the faked for
he has hit upon a scheme capable of a wide
clock. Then he ran the wires up to his adaptation,
and it will pay to remember that
private office and hooked up the dry cells.
an oscillating fan can be used for more than
one purpose.
Like a lot of other useful stunts, it just
happened to be used, but now that Mr.
Gersdorf has led the way, it will continue
to be used, for it can perform a myriad of
functions. Mr. Gersdorf has offered many

in the Way

COZYI

How the Base Drum Alarm Clock Looks.
uutiiiiitiiitiimiiniiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiitiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiitiii
On his desk was an oscillating fan; the
sort which sweeps the room in an angle of
nearly 180 degrees. Mr. Gersdorf had the
electrician attach one end of the wire to
the frame of the fan and fix the other so
that at each oscillation the contact was

Big Double Header

Below

Keep Old Stunts Around for
They May Fit Other Titles

"Sis
d made
nexhibit
"A and
Goldwy
Sis'
ofproduce
Hopkins
ago made
SOME
orsfamous
ofuse
number
slate.time
up slates of various sizes. Some of them
destroyed the stunt when it had been used.
Some were able to use the same slates for
Longlegs" and now Vitagraph re"Daddy that
ports many exhibitors are using a slate
The
"School
for Larry
put it down
is to Days."
work a stunt
way to Semon's
only
cellar or up in the attic after it has been
used, for the same idea can be worked with
other titles. More than this, most props
are capable of being worked over into
something else in a pinch, and by storing
old advertising stunts it will soon be found
that the prop room will give an idea for
almost any title needed.
Here's One Happy Press Agent
If you want to see a happy exploitation
man, hustle around and look at Charles E.
Moyer of the United Artists. The Victory
Theatre, Kokomo, Ind., used all his press
stuff in its campaign for "Down on the
Farm." It used every blamed bit of it.
Regular 100 per cent, stuff. There have
been 90 per cent, press campaigns, but
this is 100 per cent, full, and the Victory
ran a rather long line of stuff, at that.
.No wonder Moyer smiles — even with some
smiles costing what they do these days.
His are the other sort.

I COZY

Sure, It Pays to Advertise — If the Show Is Free.
The insert shows the four nines used by the Cozy, Topeka, for a free performance
at half past four. The photograph shows how the front of the house
looked at half past THREE. Need more be said?
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Six Suggestions
Each
Worth
Your
Interest
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be a good idea to use the window for place. The contest was divided into two
This Copy Helps Where the
First National attractions, and now there is classes, for children under twelve and all
twelve, and the three prizes in each
Overalls Craze Still Exists
a bi-weekly change of pictures in the dou- over
ble window and Sunday mornings the class were admission to all fifteen episodes,
* LTHOUGH the bac'< to the overalls church goers flock across the street to see to the first ten and the first five episodes
/-\ movement is dying out in the large what's new in filmdom.
respectively. A local educator was made
cities, the idea is still being turned
There is a moral in this. Perhaps you, the judge to ensure fairness and it was
over, and this copy for a throwaway, sent too,
difficult to find a family not collaborating in
have a good stand so close to home
in by J. H. Reiners, of the Grand and Colo- that you
the contest.
not appreciate it. Look around
nial theatres, Camden, X. J., is good and see do
are not passing up some
enough to get over if the idea is not too good bets.if you
It will pay you.
dead in your town.
Newspapers Advertise Their
ARE YOU
Cartoons When on the Film
Advertising Two Deep May
aware of the fact that you can see at The
Grand Theatre the week of April 26 Mark
ers using
Solve Print-Paper Problem
the newspap
HOOKI
the NG
Jiggs up
cartoons
of the "Bringing
Twain's greatest story in pictures — "HuckUp
Father"
series
seems
to be a
bond
what
costing
paper
WITHpaperwhite
leberry Finn?" WILLING
We know you will be
stunt. The Kansas City Post
used to, and with the news- popular
worked
in
with
the
Liberty
to
the
limiting
the amount of ad- The Post uses the McManus stuff andlimit.
papers
adto even break any engagement you have
s a rebuy, perhap
vertising a man can
ged
of
advertisement may
surchar
the
vival
vertised two special showings the Satto
see
this
great
story
of
America's
most
se
on.
Pauline
adverti
To
soluti
one
be
beloved humorist in pictures. Huckleberry
urday before the opening, the first startFinn and Tom Sawyer were glad enough
Frederick in "The Woman in Room 13" the
ing at eight o'clock in the morning. This
Columbia, Phoenix, Ariz., bought 500 copies is pretty early for a matinee, but seats
TO WEAR
the local paper. A day in advance these were free for the coupon run by the newsthe worst clothes they could find when of
five hundred were run off on the red form
paper and the house was crowded as soon
they were boys. But Clara Kimball Young, and these blanks were the first sent through as the doors were opened. The dramatic
who is at the Colonial all this week in the press the following day. They were
feature was also shown. A second showing was given at a quarter past nine, which
rushed to hotels, barber shops, pool rooms
"The
Woman,"
wears and
the not
most
lavish Forbidden
gowns in her
production,
and other places of congregation for free closed in plenty of time to permit the house
OVERALLS ?
distribution. Transparent ink was used and to be cleaned for the regular performance.
the black was printed over the red, so the Of course the Post blew the lid off the
y to boom its own cartoons and
gigantic "Who was 'The Woman in Room publicit
Used Exchange Windows Just
comparatively few who saw the morn13.' See at the Columbia Theatre today, the ing
performances did not hurt the business
to Keep Others from Asking
Saturd
and of
tomorr
sheetdid asnota the week following. They simply turned
the ay"
usefulness
the Friday
impair ow,
TURNER and Dahnken, who have the newspaper in the least. The idea is at least to and helped boom.
First National franchise for the San
suggestive to those who find their present
Francisco territory, have lately dis- activities cramped.
Doreen's Naughty Dancing
covered that they had one of the best
stands in the city and did not know it.
Helps Put Over Sex Big
Planned Simple Contest
Their exchange faces the Franciscan
Church of St. Boniface, one of the largest
USING
a dancer
as a prelude
for a Vitagraph Serial
got 32,380
admissions
out attraction
of Louisand best attended churches in San Franville patrons for Joseph L. Steurle, of
cisco. They were annoyed by people comUSING
an
old
stunt
to
get
interest
in
the Walnut. The house seats only one
ing in with requests that window space be
the Vitagraph serial, "The Silent
and to get them all in extra Satgiven concerts, church events and the hunAvenger" worked well for the Hil- thousand,
performances were necessary, but
dred and on.e affairs which are chiefly ad- tonia Theatre, Hilton, N. Y. The idea is they all urday
crowded
the Spider dance,
not new, but its adaptation to serial and Doreen was innotto asseewicked
vertised by window cards. They didn't
as she was
appears to be.
like to say "No," and they hated to say launching
painted in the lobby, but gingery enough.
The theatre offered prizes for the The
"Yes,"
because
it
mussed
up
the
nice
plush
dancer started out last fall with George
curtains.
largest lists of words formed from the Schade,
of Sandusky, doing a dance for
letters contained in the title. Proper names
Then
a
great
light
shone
upon
Jac'v
"Sahara," and every time there is a new
Brower, the assistant manager. If that
and words not found in the dictionary
window was so desirable in its appeal to were barred and a tie gave equal prizes to Glaum picture she seems to get some more
the two or more who were tied for the jobs, mostly playing around Ohio. Of
the congregation of St. Boniface, it might
course,
the something
"Spider dance
'Sex,'"
sounds like
fiercelyfrom
wicked,
so
you
can't
blame
the
Kentucky
colonels
for
wanting to have a look.
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These Stunts Won Space for
Others; Try Them Yourself
M.^KING
the front
page bywasJackthe Pegler,
result
of this stunt
worked
of the Mayflower, and Ken Findley, of
the Broadway, Richmond. The exploitation
man for "The Luck of the Irish" bet Findley that there were more than 1,500 kids in
Richmond
with Irish surnames. To prove
1
'
^^y^^the point Findley was supposed to give a
free ticket to every child with an Irish
name. They let the news leak out to the
li'AOiwmU T|P?[S% m
newspapers. Several thousand kids stormed
lowed.
the theatre and the front page stories fol-

11 1
These Windows Looked So Good to Other People
That eventually the First National Exchange in San Francisco decided that
charity began
find
they athavehome.one Now
of thethey
bestchange
stands twice
in thea weeli."and
city.

i

Another of
Pegler's
stuntsstunt.
was He
an
adoptation
of the
buriedrecent
treasure
hid tickets in the woods, gave the Boy
Scouts tips on the locations and sat back.
The Scouts got lessons in woodcraft and
the tickets
press stories. and "The Deep Purple" got
// there is a man, woman or child within
your
playing radius who does not know your
mous.
house, give a free ticket and make it unani-
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Take

''The

Virgin

Old Stunt Cleaned Broadway
As It Does Down on the Farm
USING the old misspelled words cleaned
up Broadway just as it does in the
tallest kind of timber, and it goes to
show that the good old stunts are working
just as hard today as they ever did.
Probably y< u have gathered from The
Rambler's page that Broadway* is largely
given to electric signs. And about ninetenths of the signs are for pictures and
about nine-tenths of the picture signs carry
the Selznick name. You can stand at
Broadway and Forty-sixth street and count
nine huge signs and you can walk across
the street face about and spot half a dozen
more.
One of the signs recently carried the
names
andand"Oven"
Moore. ofIt "Ougene"
was done O'Brien
on purpose
with
malice afforethought, and for two or three
days they had to have a special telephone
operator to thank the well intentioned
persons who called up to tell the Selznick
forces of the error and two typists knocked
out notes of thanks in reply to valued
favors of the preceding day of the same
general tenor.
Then the signs were corrected and the
Selznick press agents smiled largely. There
is no patent or copyright on the scheme and
you can do precisely the same stunt and
will probably get the same results. Why
not try it? Just because a stunt has
whiskers is no reason why it should not be
able to get the money still.
Took

MOVING

Virgin of Stamboul
for a Ride in a Stage
ADAPTING the street car with the
dummy passengers, the management
of the Grand Opera House, Cincinnati, loaded the cast of "The Virgin of
Stamboul" into the horse drawn bus which
in an ancient day was used to haul the ball
players out to the park.
The driver was robed in oriental costume and his paper passengers did not
seem to mind their conveyance in the
least; certainly no one went on a strike
for an auto with rubber tires. The stunt
cut two ways, for in addition to the novelty,
the resurrection of old bus brought reminiscent smiles to the faces of all the old
timers.
That street car stunt seems to have been
widely used, and it is as simple as it is
effective, but the use of a stage broadens
the field and permits the idea to be emlines. ployed on streets where there are no car

Unusual

PICTURE

of
New

WORLD

StambouV
York

for

Exploitation

a

Ride

Secured

for the Goldwyn- Beach "Silver Horde
gleatning sides caught the play of lights
shown in New
a picture
ALLY
GENER
to fine effect. In some windows flashers
newspaper advertising
trusts to
Yor'<
were used to change the lights and give
and perhaps one stunt, but the ex- colore'd
effects.
ploitation for the Goldwyn-Beach producThese frames, following the New York
at run,
tion, "The Silver Horde," which opened
will be distributed to the Goldwyn
the Capitol for a week, moving down to the
Broadway for an additional two weeks, dif- exchanges for use in their several territories. The cut does not give an adequate
fered from a smaller town stunt only in
its thoroughness.
idea of the effect, since the only photoNewspaper work was not neglected, but
graphs available are amateur work, but the
three windows shown give a general idea
this was backed up by other stuflf generally
of their placement.
supposed to be impractical in New York
Smoking Up.
because of the size of the metropolis.
Preceeding the Capitol opening two of
The week prior to the opening some
the Sunday papers carried 1,410 line adver2,000 11x22 signs were placed both within
^iMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiit iiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiirrii'ii'iiii-;iiiiiiiiiii:
and without the branches of the many
stores of the United Cigar Stores. These
How to Advertise
I carried a cut of the author, his endorsement of a certain brand of cigars and of
I
About every so often someone | course a mention of the play. Being placed
I dons on how to advertise. Some favfer | both inside of the window and on the outI breaks into print with full instruc- | looked.side of the glass, they could not be overI circusing the show and others, with |
I equal fervor plead for dignity and |
Several hundred stickers were pasted on
I conservatism.
| the glass dashes of taxacabs and a checker
I
There is only one rule for advertis- | a week later reported that from several
points it developed that about one taxi out
II ing.
yourmanpatron's
faith.youApart
from Gain
this no
may tell
how 11 of six still carried the signs.
Fifty thousand booklets were used for
I you should advertise your house. |
I You must learn for yourself the best 1 general distribution and general window
I method of apporaching your patrons; 1 cards were put out all over the city as
as in many suburban stores within
I the patrons you have and those whose | well
i patronage you desire.
| the commuting radius.
I
Some clienteles must be approached |
Paper Posted.
I with a dignified plea. Others must i
The same thing held good of the lithoI fairly be screamed into your house. |
graphic paper, which was sent to the nearby
i It's up to you to find out, through | towns as
well as into the outlying disI study, what works best in your house, f
tricts of the city proper. Stands could be
II always
seen in every section and even with the
famous remembering
statement thatLincoln's
you can most
fool 1i press
of commercial and theatrical signs
I all people some of the time, but not 1 and
paintings the play stood out.
I all people all the time.
|
The
Saturday of the first week of the
iiiiHi'iiiMi JiiiiiiNiiiNiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiii: run 5,000
evening papers were obtained,
surcharged with a red ink announcement
the district.
removal, and distributed in the
tisements, while 100 lines were given the of
theatre
other papers and four Saturday papers.
Window Artist at Work.
Window StuiLts.
In
addition
to all this a choice window
Unique window designs were planned in
leading stores along Broadway. This con- was secured where each day an artist
sisted of a frame cut out to show a net painted pictures of Beach, Myrtle Stedman
and Betty BIythe. This stunt was worked
behind which glittering salmon writhed or ing.
quivered according -to the intensity of the between three and five in the afternoon
air current which reached them from con- and between seven and eight in the evencealed fans. The fish were hung on springs
Taken in all it was one of the most comand a surprisingly lifelike effect was gained.
prehensive campaigns New York has seen.
They were highly burnished and their

There Is Something Fishy About the Goldwyn Exploitation for "The Silver Horde."
If you don'tsprings
believeso it,they
put doa the
magnifying
the cutareandon inBroadway,
each of these
windows
fish, mounted on
shimmy. glass
The on
windows
which three
is perhaps
the you'll
reason see
theytheshimmy.

I
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Is Big
Nothing
Is Biggest,
Show
// Every
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinw i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii iini iiiniiiiiiiin

Put Serial Over strong by
Hooking-up the Boy Scouts
W. W.
oppositio
strong
of the
SE of
BECAU
an n,DistributKofeldt,
Republic
years with H. R. Jacobs and he knows
ing Corp., had to get a hustle on to
ING for a cow— gentle and for
RTIS
ADVEkind
faced— to act as press agent for what the inside of a bill car looks like. He launch "The Whirlwind" for the Liberty,
the Newark Theatre was the way J. knows that the more you do the more you Tacoma.
so he went the limit and cleaned up
B. McNally, of that Jersey hquse, laupched get,
The opposition had crowded the windows
the same.
and had hogged the boards, but there were
gn
Farm."
the
on
"Down
for
hisThecampai
Any one of these stunts might have made some bets still open and Kofeldt felt that
advertisement specified that the milk
was to be the property of the theatre, from business, but he wanted all of the busi- it was up to him to get Charles Hutchinson
which it will be seen that Mr. McNally was
nesstional
he could
get. He
addi-in properly introduced.
advertisement
of a wanted
waiting the
queue
overlooking no bets. The advertisement
sadly overworked Boy Scouts were
front of the house, and he knew that to a The
was displayed in the classified department
bet. They were oflfered tickets to
of the daily papers and brought no end of get all that was possible, he had to do his sellgood
on
a commission basis. This not only
Jersey cows, even though some of them share.
good publicity in the local scout
were other breeds. Of course they were
He knew, too, that this picture needed to brought but
the daily papers were willing
be jazzed to get it over. He was willing to organs,
Jersey
cows,
hailing
as
they
did
from
Newto
help
the
clean up and gave them
ark.
spend additional money to get more money more space scouts
than any theatre had the right
in,
so
he
started
early
with
his
appeal
for
to expect.
Building Up the Farm.
faced cow, and he kept it up until
Building up on the cow, Mr. McNally athegentle
It also got permission for four hundred
cow
went
back
to
her
owner
at
the
end
dressed the house front with corn shocks of the run and Mrs. McNally had to tell windows to be stenciled with white paint.
and other fruit, and had a pen built on the the regular milkman to leave the bottles Three men went out and the magic of the
sidewalk which housed a choice collection
Boy Scouts got them all the glass they
of stock including pigs, chickens, a donkey
could work.
again.
And it paid. That's the main point.
and other county fair exhibits.
The street car companies were next tackThe coop was roughly framed to be in
led. They were afraid to sell their fenders,
keeping, and it attracted attention all day,
"Dancin' Fool" on the Street
as they had a contract with a car advertislong, so that the people had to be shooed
ing company, but it was shown that the
Sent People Into the House
away to let the photographer get a shot.
contract applied only to the interiors of
Mr. McNally does not tell what he got for
and presently
a hunthe the cars,
the patent medicine advertisement on the BOOMI
dred banners
blossomed upward
on the offenders.
Fool"a atstreet
NG ia,"The
Francisco,
San Dancin'
Californ
top of the pen, but surely he did not overd
the
rube
to
employe
was
worker
"The
Whirlwind"
does
most
of
his
whirllook this bet. Any man who would take the
streets and dance halls. He carried no other winding on a motorcycle, so the next move
milk from a kindly faced cow —
advertising than a cane pennant on which was to hook up with a local, motorcycle
And a Team.
was inscribed the title of the play and agency, which put four riders on the streets
which he unfurled when his agile footwork with banners jointly advertising the serial
Then a rube couple were hired to drive
through the streets with a bannered wagon
had captured a crowd. He was a really and the wheels. They kept right on the job
good dancer and his street work drew until the first episode had been put over
drawn by a mule and a horse — a large horse
and the smallest mule to be found. This crowds, but he made his biggest clean-up in so strong that the Manager David is not
the public dance halls, where he would give worried about the other fourteen chapters.
was on the street all day with the couple —
an exhibition and then complete a couple
a man and a woman — helping things along.
After all that he did not do much except
of circuits of the floor with his banner dis- Time Your Big Campaigns
to dress his house people in the sort of
played. John F. Howard, local exploitation
clothes people are supposed to wear out
man of the Paramount, devised the stunt
to Give Patrons a Rest
in the country, but he did see to it that the and supervised putting it over.
orchestra picked the proper selections to
error in
help along the truly rural atmosphere.
make aIngrave
an endeavor
their s shows.
forcingmanager
SOME
Mr. McNally is an old showman. He was
It's About Time YOU Kicked In!
to bring in all the money in sight
within a month or two they work a succession of big campaigns so close together
that they defeat their own ends.
Drives should be spaced according to the
recuperative powers of your patrons.
Some houses cannot handle profitably more
than one drive a month, where others can
stand a big feature every two weeks or
ten days, but it is better to err on the
side of safety than to circus to such an
extent that presently it becomes necessary
to campaign big for every picture.
Almost any picture can be sold by circus
methods. Sometimes a poor picture can
actually be put over without a comeback.
You may succeed in persuading the patrons ■
that the picture really is good.
As a rule, however, to sell a poor picture
by sensation is retroactive. The picture
itself will make money, but this money
and many times more will be lost on the
pictures which come after. It is better to
keep the explosive style for the biggest
stuff, and then, when you do want to work ,
for a big clean-up, you can feel reason- !
ably certain of getting the money. A
Time your spurts so that when you do.'
make
special effort
can clean is
up like
un-'i
usual acrowds.
Circusyouadvertising
the super-feature. At one time super-feature meant something. Now even "ultra
special super-feature" does not mean much
to the management. You know how you
feel about these trade advertisements.
Turn it around and you will realize how
"Pigs Is Pigs" Except When They Are a Ballyhoo.
your
own patrons feel about your house
The Newark Theatre used pigs and other live stoclc, including a real (New) Jersey
advertising when it becomes excessive.
was worth
"Downis on
folksat that
persuadeThetheteam
cow to seeing.
the outfit.
parttheof Farm"
the right
Used

Kindly Faced Cow to Tell Newark
•
11/
y> vVas
77
^/
Thatf
Down on the
rarm
tn
lown
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Balloon

Ran on Storage Batteries
When Light Plant Failed
SOMEHOW it seems as though things
posalways went wrong at the worst
sible times. Down in Sumpter, S. C,
rate
veterans held a re-union
the Confede
May 5 and 6 and the town was crowded.
And right then the electric light plant lay
down on the job and quit for the two days
when business was at its best. Candles or
auto headlighters could be used for the
auditorium, but it was not feasible to project apicture. The other houses shut down,
but Mrs. S. E. Miller, of the Lyric, hustled
out for a conference with a storage battery
concern.
For two days she ran the lamp on storage
current and got as pretty a picture as the
local light service ever offered, and did
a plus — capacity business the two big days
of the year while her opposition just sat
around and used language.
Vari-Colored Toy Balloons
Greatly Aid Window Work
USING toy balloons greatly helped the
display of the Hippodrome, BakersCal., and
on "On
With
the used
Dance."in
s were
Poster'field,
cutouts
balloon
drug store windows with displays of beautifiers, in the phonograph warerooms and
in front of the house, where it was worked
up with streamers. They were used in assorted colors and a strip of batten across
the lobby from ines.
which depended the balloons and serpent
The cost was small,
yet the effect was fully as good as that in
many lobbies where large sums were paid
for decoration. The car before the house
shows a masked dancer also used to exploit this production. Balloons will
brighten any display.
ItiiriitiitliiltiininitiiiiiiiilliliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiillifllMlllliliiiiiililliiiMiiiliiiiiliilillilllillilullillMiriiiiiiiliirriiiiiilliiiiiiMr
Don't be too proud to use plan book suggestions. The stuff is original in your town,
and if it sells seats it's good.
Don't measure your success by the amount
of space you buy. Use sold tickets for the
yardstick.
You can cut down big town stuff to fit
your town. You can enlarge upon small
stuff ofto proportion.
make it fit your
all
atown
matter
This city.
stuff It's
is for
you to use; not merely to read.
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Deckers

Think

Window

May

Be

Shows

Good,

of a Photogravure

DOUBLE
hold-up
pages are
common deck
that they
no longer
qualifyso
for mention. Eight and ten-page specials are the run in the cities, and even
with the paper shortage the small towns
can turn out a double deck every now
and then.
Feeling that something new had to be
done, Oscar A. Doob, Paramount exploitation man in Cincinnati, went out and did it.
He got the front page of the photogravure
section of the Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune for "Huckleberry Finn" and it was
run as an offering of the paper — which it
was — which gave it more value than a tieup play.
with the Strand, where the picture was
to
Knew He Could.
It could not be done with the average
production, but Mr. Doob figured out that
the Twain story was. a classic. He knew
that the pictures would interest for their
illustrative value to the story, and that they
would be welcomed as such by the bulk of
the readers. The main point was to sell
the idea.
Hod to Sell These.
He had to sell Harry Brown, the general manager; Nain Grute, the Sunday editor and Circulation Manager Easton before
he could put it over, but the day the picture opened at the Strand the front page
carried a line sketch of Mark Twain and
seven scenes from the play, each appropriately captioned.
The only hint of an advertisement was
the credit line to the company for the use
of the photographs.
Making Them Work.
Several hundred extra pages were run
off for Doob and Monday morning each
school teacher in the lower grades received a copy of the sheet with a note to
the effect that she might like to show the
pictures to her class. This letter was signed
by the circulation manager and bore no
hint of the showing at the Strand.
The children knew where the film was
showmg. They devoured the pictures and

Special!

were more than ever determined to perfilm. suade their parents to let them see the
Helped the Paper.
And as a net result the paper gained approval, the Strand did a large business and
the picture was advertised all over the section covered by the Cincinnati Sunday papers, which is no small territory.
It just goes to show that there is advertising and advertising, and that sometimes
the best advertising is not all plastered
over
with "Town
Tonight."
A single
mentionHall.
of the
Strand would
have hurt the effect. As it stood it apthe newspaper's
tribute seemed
to an
immortalpeared to be
story.
The film angle
to be merely incidental to this. And hundreds of copies of the paper were preserved, to serve as constant reminders of
the Commercial-Tribune.
Wurlitzer Stores Plan Big
Book-up with De Mille Film

ement, Robert
to announc
ing manager
DINGadvertis
Heaton,
of the
ACCOR
chain of twenty-two Wurlitzer music
stores in as many cities, will hook up his
stores with the phonograph angle of "Why
The phonograph
Change
Your Wife?"figures prominently in
the play, for two records are employed to
mark the wife's change of heart in the
matter of musical selections — and other
things. In the early scenes her preference
is for a sadly sobby composition, while
later she turns to jazz. As a side angle the
other woman has in her record cabinet the
jazz disc the wife at first despises, and this
contributes
the husband's
Mr. Heatonto plans
lavish usefall.of the stills
featuring these scenes and will also do
independent newspaper advertising when
the film strikes a house in the vicinity of
one of his stores.
With a safety razor, a blade sharpener
and a dancing doll also prominently feal-oo -ups.
tured, it begins to look as though "Why
Change Your Wife?" would not lack for

More Than One Feature Has Been Put Over with Hot Air.
Bakersfleld, Calif.,
But this hot air is caged in toy balloons and gives life and color to windows and lobbies, as the Hippodrome,
discovered when it sought to get the crowds for "On With the Dance." Try the scheme some time.

Fine Arts PtCTUDES^-t,
M .W. Garssom.p»,«.
UP
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IN
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€va Novak.Harri] 6ri tton
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1 THREE

SHEET

SHEET

f

of Paper"
Is often a"Plenty
snare and a delusion,
but with four ones, three
threes,
a
pair
of
sixes
and
a
twenty-four,
should sell even to an asylum for the blind."Up in Mary's Attic"
And thev see the four of a kind and the trio and raise it with
11x14 colored lobby photos, 30x40 and 40x60 paintings, slides,
cutouts, broadsides, programs, campaign books and local tie ups.
All youline.
need to supply is the house and the signature on the
dotted

FiNi Arts PicniRE**..
M .W. Cajcmop*
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Cincinnati Chatter
Attractions May 16-22.
Grand: "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Gifts: "The Cyclone."
Lyric: "Husbands and Wives."
Walnut: "In Search of a Sinner."
Strand: "Easy to Get."
Palace: "Jenny Be Good."
G. O. H. Plays Snnimer Films.
THE Grand Opera House swings into line
with its first of the summer season feature shows.season
Keith'sMay
will 23,inaugurate
its
summer picture
doing away
with the summer vaudeville, which always
had held forth at the Keith house in other
years.
Children's "Mat." Makes a Hit.
The success of the children's matinee Saturday morning at the Orpheum has won the
favorable attention of the Cincinnati Board
of Education and the plan will soon extend
to several suburbs. The matinees are under
the auspices of the Community Motion Picture Council.
Tn-o Items on Film Exchanges.
Room 309 in the Broadway Film Building
has been leased by the B. & B. Film Corporation of New York, which, it is said, will
open a branch here in the near future.
The Robertson-Cole Distributing Company
is the newest tenant of the Film Building, at
Pioneer street and Broadway. The company
has leased 2,100 square feet of floor space
on the third floor for five years.
Race Film for Race Meet.
Ned Hastings is not overlooking any bets
for his summer picture shows at Keith's.
He has booked "Eyes of Youth" for the
opener, Sunday, May 23, and will show "In
Old Kentucky" during the Latonia meeting.
Film Managers Meet.
Members
of
Cincinnati
Exchange mettheApril
28 at Film
theirManagers'
quarters
in the Chamber of Commerce for the purpose
of adjusting questions concerning the film
service in several sections of the Cincinnati
territory. A generally healthy condition was
reported, and the further elimination of film
"bicycling"
was bill,
noted.
A report
that thein
film
censorship
recently
introduced
the Kentucky legislature at Frankfort, had
been defeated was met with general approval. The bill as drafted would seriously
have inconvenienced the local exchanges,
which furnish the service for that territory.
Smith Bnlldlngr Another Theatre.
Ground has been broken for the erection
of a new moving picture theatre on Fairfield
avenue, Bellevue, Ky., which will be built for
Peter Smith, who conducts the Avenel Theatre. It will be 60 by 158 feet, and will cost
in excess of $100,000. The plans call for an
arrangement of the large windows in such a
manner that practically open air performances may be given in summer.
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exhibitors. It shows scenes on Lake Erie
from Cleveland to Niagara Falls.
Merry "Jekyll and Hyde" War.
There is a merry war on in Cleveland over
the two different productions of "Dr. Jekyll
and
Mr. toHyde."
the Euclid
Theatre
started
run theSince
Barrymore
version
the
one with Sheldon Lewis has been booked
all over town. This will be a barrier to the
distributers of the Barrymore picture, in
that they will suffer a loss, as the Euclid
will play it for two or three weeks, and when
it is then shown in other parts of Cleveland
it will be following the Lewis picture.
Golden Gate Gleanings
WORK has been
the en-at
largement of thecommenced
Coliseum on
Theatre,
Ninth avenue and Clement street, and
when this is completed this house will be one
of the largest suburban theatres in the coun.
try, with a seating capacitj' of about 3.000.
The main auditorium will be lengthened by
twenty-five feet and the balcony will be extended, the work costing in the neighborhood
of $100,000.
Stars Visit San Francisco.
William Farnum and a company have arrived here for a stay of several weeks to
make scenes for "The Scuttlers," a story of
the sea. Accompanying the star are J. Gordan-Edwards, director-general of the Fox
Film Corporation, and Nat Salmon, business
manager.
Priscilla Dean and Wheeler Oakman were
recent arrivals to make stage appearances
at the Strand Theatre in conjunction with
the showing of "The Virgin of Stmboul."
Manager Guy Smith arranged a very attractive prologue for this production.
Jack Picktord and a company of Goldwyn
players are here to film scenes for "The Man
Who Had Everything." Others in the company include Lionel Barrymore, Miss Shannon Day and Priscilla Bonner.
Others of the film firmament who are visiting San Francisco are Mahlon Hamilton, who
played
title roleandin Billy
"Daddy
Long-Legs";
Franklynthe Farnum
Rhodes.
Film Exchange Innorporated.
The Educational Film Exchange of North
America has been incorporated at San Francisco, Cal., with a capital stock of $10,000
by C. A. Smith, Cyril Appel, K. W. Cannon,
H. J. Griffith and J. E. Rearden.
To Increase Capital.
The Pacific Photo Products Company, which
maintains a supply depot at 86 Third street,
San Francisco, Cal., has called a meeting of
stockholders for July 2 to consider increasing the capital from $100,000 to $290,000.
H. G. de Roos is secretary.
iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiilniiiiiiiitiiiiMiiiiitiiriitiHMiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiniMitii

Buffalo Bulletins
Attractions May 17-22.
Shea's Hippodrome: "Huckleberry Finn"
andStrand:
"Water, Water Everywhere."
"Desert Love" and "The Woman
Palace: "The Girl of the Sea."
Empire: "Soldiers of Fortune" and "The
Luck
of the"Why
Irish."Change Your Wife?"
Family:
Game."
Lyric:
"Would
You Forgive?"
Donble Features
at Central Park.
TV/T ANAGER
ELMER
C. WINEGAR
of pathe
■l-VA
Central Park Theatre
is giving his
trons some bargain programs these days.
There are two big features on the bill every
night, and they are usually the best
to be
obtained. Patrons seem to like the policy,
because seats are at a premium most
of the
time at this popular neighborhood house.
Mr. Winegar is beginning to "build that cool
feeling" at the Central Park by turning the
theatre into a veritable summer garden.
Bniralo's First Three Week Run.
Manager Samuel Carver has the honor of
putting on Buffalo's first three week run of
a motion picture. The production is "Why
Change
Your Wife?" which opened Sunday,
May 16, after
advertiseme
nts. a series of page and half-page
Kaplan Visits Becker.
Sam Kaplan, of the Precision Machine
Company, Inc., of New York, visited AI
Becker, of the Becker Theatre Supply
Company, May 13 for a conference on Simplex
rnachines, which now "cover Buffalo theatres
like a blanket," according to Becker. Mr.
Becker was host to Mr. Kaplan and a few
friends at a banquet in Buffalo Consistory
in the evening.
"Auction of Souls" Closes Out.
"Auction of Souls," which has been touring
the Western New York territory with personal appearances of Aurora Mardiganian,
was suddenly returned to New York on Saturday, May 15, following orders received by
P. H. theSmith,
from
home local
office. First National manager,
The picture had been showing for the week
at the Emperie Theatre. On the morning
of May 13 the Buffalo Express carried a colstory protection
telling of Miss
ingumnpolice
at theMardiganian's
hotel where askshe
was stoping. She is alleged to have reported
to the police that the promoters of her campaign had threatened to put her in jail if
she did not appear on the stage four times
daily instead of three, which it is alleged
was the number called for in her contract.
Policewoman Lillian Morrison stayed with
the girl in the Hotel Statler all one night.
The final chapter of the affair was the shooting of the entire outfit back to New York on
Saturday, May 15. The picture had been
shown in many of the towns in the territory, with Miss Mardiganian as the big attraction.

Cleveland Cullings

Maritime Provinces

Attractions May 17-2Z.
Metropolitan and Strand: "Don't Ever
Marry."
Stillman: "The Love Expert."
Euclid: Barrymore's "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" (second week).
Alhambra and Mall: "Partners of the
Night" and "My Lady's Garter."
Standard: "The Girl in No. 29."
Orpheum: "The Blood Barrier."
Liberty: "The White Dove."
Miles: "The Orphan."
Travel Film Circulating Free.
The Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association is now distributing an advertising reel called "The Lure of Historic Lake
Erie."
It was made for publicity purposes by the
owners
the "Seeanbee,"
steamer
that
pliesofbetween
Cleveland aandlakeBuffalo.
The Exhibitors' League has been an active
champion of the "make 'em pay for advertising films." This
one, distributed
according tofreetheirto
announcement,
is being

Censors Must View Comedies.
J. B.sors,O'Connor,
Halifax
of Cenhas received ofword
thatBoard
all comedies
must be viewed and judged by him before
being shown in Nova Scotia. Up to now it
has been the custom to take the rulings of
the New Brunswick Board of Censors, or at
least the rulings of any two boards in
Canada. Will Film Salmon Fisheries.
Morris Ackerman is in St. John in the
interests of the Newspaper Enterprise Association, Cleveland. Ohio, and he has with
him a moving picture outfit which will operate on Cain's
to illustrate
fishing
in NewRiver
Brunswick.
He isMaythesalmon
guest
of J. Eraser Gregory, of St. John, a wellknown lumberman, from whose properties he
is already getting some pictures of lumbering. Harry Allam, the well-known guide,
will accompany Mr. Ackerman and party to
the woods, with a party of six from Cleveland, Ohio, including Malcolm McBrlde, a
former Yale football captain, all of whom will
appear In the pictures.

Sylvester Poli
Well-known Connecticut exhibitor who
controls long chain of houses.
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Among

Busy

Cleveland
Changes in the Kxohnngres.
Cleveland exchanges underwent a number
of changes during the second week in May,
several managers resigning and others taking their places. Manager C. A. Thompson
of the Republic resigned. He went to New
York, where it is understood that he has
been offered a bigger position.
Manager Webster of Select and Selznick
pictures has been transferred to another exchange. In the meantime the two offices are
in charge of District Manager Hyman.
Cleveland Personals.
Manager Seymour of the Hodkinson exchange has been transferred to another city
as manager.
P. A. Bloch, formerly of Cleveland, but
lately located in the South, has returned to
Cleveland to become manager of the Goldwyn
exchange.
J. E. Bates, for four years with the Cleveland Famous Players as roadman, has resigned and joined the Republic forces.
B. E. Wilkes, formerly of the Paramount
in South Carolina, has come to Cleveland
and is now on the road for the RobertsonCole exchange.
Philadelphia
The Fox Film Exchange has moved into
larger and more convenient quarters. Owing to the rapidly growing business Mr. Denbow, the manager, found that their old quarters was entirely too small to meet their
requirements and were compelled to move
to 1315-1317 Vine street, where they will
have arrived
twice thefrom
capacity.
T. Powers
hoer
the NewM. York
home Lereoffice
last week to assume his duties here as assistant manager.
Selznick Merges Exchanges.
Selznick's
Philadelphia
exchanges,
Republic and Selznick
Pictures,
have the
merged
and
now
are
located
under
one
roof
at
130911 Vine street.
Electric Distributes Educational.
Announcement is made by Mr. Bache, manager of the Electric Short Subject Exchange, that they will distribute the entire
program
Educational
jects for of
thistheterritory.
C. S.Company's
Goodman, subformerly of the Republic, has joined the Electric Theatre Supply Exchange as sales manager.
Goldwyn Manager Vacationing.
Harry M. White, of the Goldwyn is taking
a sojourn in the country on a two weeks'
trip, trying to recuperate from his tremendous business activities. William R. Ferguson, succeeded Frank N. Seltzer as publicity agent and promoter. Mr. Seltzer left
the Goldwyn to go with the Betzwood Studios, where he will act as assistant director
to Ira M. Lawrey.
De Liux a New Exchange.
A. Luchesse, of the De Luxe, is a recent
newcomer to invade the film district with a
new exchange. They have ten features which
they are offering the exhibitors and which
are shortly expected to increase in number
to twenty-five.
Pittsburgh
F. 1. Jj. M. Ready for Elections.
At the last meeting of the F. I. L. M. Club
of Pittsburgh the annual nominations for
officers were made, the election of whom will
take place at the regular meeting. May 25.
L. F. Levison, of Select and Republic, who
has officiated as president for the last four
terms, refused absolutely to continue, as did
also J. E. Davis, of Metro, who has been
treasurer since the inception of the organization.
The members nominated for the presidency
are Herman Stern, of Universal, and F. W.
Redfleld, of Vitagraph.
Both men are ad-

Film

Exchangemen

mirable candidates and friends of both will
use every effort to elect their man. Nat
Barach, of Goldwyn, was nominated for
treasurer, after which the nominations were
closed. Nat accordingly will have no opposition and will go in with flying colors.
Fox Mystifies Fllmdom.
William Fox was in Pittsburgh May 8.
accompanied by his general theatre manager, John Zanft. The two were seen on
Fifth avenue Saturday night and speculation
is rife among the film men as to the object
of
visit.
While he
"theremained
boss " called
the
localhisFox
exchange,
but a atshort
time. That the look-in at the exchange was
not the object of his visit here is a foregone
conclusion.
Pittsburgh Film Personals.
Paul C. Sahner is now on the road for the
local Vitagraph exchange.
Julius M. Kopp is the newest addition to
the sales force of the Pittsburgh branch of
the Select Pictures Corporation.
M. D. Crandall, of the Crandall Film Service, has just returned from an extensive
trip through the State of Ohio, where he was
promoting the Walthall film "The ConfesSalesman Ben Goldstein, of the Fox exchange, has had his last name changed to
Gould.
sion."
Yeggs Taclile Quality Office.
Burglars attempted to force an entrance
into
Filmapparently
Corporation's
offlces
recently,
but were
frightened
away. the Quality
"Smiling Jim" Again Located.
"Smiling Jim" Kelly is again in Pittsburgh
and is connected with the National Pictures
Theatres, Inc.
"Tillle" Comedy Still Popular.
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" has started
out very auspiciously in this territory. The
three-day
engagement
Mishler that
Thea-it
tre, Altoona,
Pa., was at
so the
successful
is likely a repeat engagement will be made.
Al. G. Fields "Knew Him When."
Sam M. Pearl is the new owner of the Climax Theatre, Pittsburgh, formerly owned by
was forJames G. McFarland. Mr.hisPearl
partner being
merly a vaudeville actor,
the now famous minstrel, Al. G. Fields.
Buffalo
"Eddie" Hayes Riwigns.
"Eddie" Hayes, who has been with Robertson-Cole for two years as Buffalo manager,
A. Crane,
has resigned his position and E. Hodkinson
former manager of the Detroit Hayes Is a
Mr.
him.
office, has succeeded
veteran in the local film field, having started
as assistant manager of the old General Film
Schuchert was manCompany when Joseph
took effect
ager. Mr. Hayes' resignation
in Buffalo and
stay week.
to next
He expects
15.
May
plans
his
announce
will
Join F. P.-L.. Sales Staff.
D. W. Fish, former district supervisor hasof
the Phillips Film Company of England,
been engaged by Manager Allan Moritz of
the local Famous Players-Lasky office as a
member of the sales staff. A. G. Leonard, of
Dooley office, has also become a Famous
the
Players salesman.
Wilkinson Resigns Secretaryship.
of the local
Henry E. Wilkinson, manager
Realart office, has resigned as secretary of
the Buffalo Motion Picture Exchange Managers' Association on account of extreme
pressure of business.
Zimmerman at Realart.
Fred W. Zimmerman, former sales manager
desk
for Gardiner Pictures, Inc., has taken
room in the Realart offlces as temporary
quarters as the first step toward operating
his own exchange. Mr. Zimmerman will
handle the new Clara Kimball Young features and other productions.

Kansas City
Republic Pictures are doing the largest
business they have ever done since opening
in Kansas City, according to Jack Well,
manager of the local office. They have been
obliged to add help in the office as well as
in the shipping department.
Republics are booked almost solid in every
Key selfCity
of themaking
territory,
and Mr.
Weilcalling
himhas been
the Key
towns,
upon exhibitors and booking Republic pictures. The biggest booking at present is
the William Flynn serial, featuring Herbert
Rowlison.
Pathe Pushing Its Features.
S. A. Gottlieb, who formerly covered Southern Kansas for the Universal, is now selling
in Northern Kansas for the Pathe.
R. N. Abbey has been appointed feature
salesman by Pathe for its Kansas City
branch. This appointment is in accordance
with ture
Pathe's
products. idea of concentration upon feaKansas City Film Personals.
J. M. MacMeekin, manager of Realart, will
attend the first conference of Realart in
New York.
Crescent has secured the services of two
new salesmen for the Missouri territory —
Max Meyer and L. Lamonte. Altogether,
Crescent has six salesmen on its territory.
Standard Exchange Owns Buildings.
Frank J. Warren, president of the Standard Film Corporation, which has offices in
St. Louis. Minneapolis and Kansas City, has
secured
landstreet
and for
building
East
Seventeenth
a long atterm12-14
of years.
This
site is adjoining the new Film Exchange
Building.
Mr. Warren has let the contract for the
remodeling of the present building and says
that no expense will be spared to make
Standard quarters pleasant, convenient and
hospitable for exhibitors and friends. There
will be an office in the new building for the
exclusive use of the out-of-town exhibitor,
where he may come in and transact his
business without fear of intrusion.
News of the Picture Showmen,
R. H. Holmes and wife, of the Roeper
Theatreitors to Kansas
at Emporia,
City. Kan., were recent visR. B. Christian, of Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
who recently bought the Casino Theatre from
Riorden
Judd, books at the Fox exchange in
Kansas City.
M. tre,
W. Cranton,
Hubbel,
the Fox
Hubbelexchange
TheaMo.,owner
was atof the
April
The 10.King City Amusement Company Is
building an airdome, which will open in ten
days.
Film Exchangea Moving.
The Fox exchange will move on June 4
to the Film Exchange Building, where It
will
the entire
fourth floor. The
Pathe occupy
willon also
Building
May move
15. to the Film Exchange
Film Salesmen Keep Going.
Harry Cameron, whose territory is Mishas joined the force of Republic Picturesouri,Corporation.
H. A. McClure is opening a new theatre at
Emporia, Kan., on May 17, with Norma Talmadge
In "Daughter
Worlds."
Al Kahn,
manager ofof Two
Crescent,
will go to
New
York
May
24
to
attend
the
conference of
Federated Film Exchanges.
J. H. Calvert, manager of Universal Film
Exchange, is out on his territory again.
S. L. Haldeman, manager of Metro, leaves
May 22 to attend the yearly convention of
Federated Film Exchanges In New York.
Fred McCoy, former manager of the Liberty Theatre, Fort Scott, has joined the sales
force of A. H. Blank Enterprises. His territorymonis Kansas.
McCoy has
had National
uncomsuccess in Mr.
exploiting
First
pictures at Fort Scott.
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Realart

Corporation's Convention Brings
Field Force Together for First Time
subjects of the day as they encountered
Cor- it
Realart Picturesrence
of their
at that time.
THE managers
poration held
first confe
On Monday evening the field men atand get-together at the Hotel Aster
this week. It was the first opportunity
tended a performance of "Irene" at the
ny's field force has
which
compa
had Vanderbilt Theatre. Wednesday evening
e acqua
inted
to becomthe
and the occasion was
they attended "The Gold Diggers" at the
and on Friday night, after a dinmade'event.
a fitting one for the importance of Lyceum
ner at the Astor, they saw a performance
the
of "The Midnight Frolic." The other nights
The advance guard for the convention ar- of
the week were left open for the men.
rived Saturday, May 15, when Oren F.
Woody, Los Angeles manager, and Ben F.
Prepared Beautiful Booklet.
Simpson, San Francisco manager, arrived
in Nevy York from their transcontinental
An attractive booklet was prepared for
jaunt. Others arrived later in the day, but the conference. It was devoted entirely
the majority came on Sunday and early to the officials and managers of the comMonday morning. A large number brought
pany in a personal way and was attractheir wives and families and several made
tively prepared. In addition to the photothe trip by automobile.
graphs of the various officials it contained
The managers registered at the Hotel some live and personal data on the indiAstor on Monday morning and then went
viduals that compose the organization.
in a body to 469 Fifth avenue, where they
The following attended the meetings :
inspected the home offices in the Winfield Melville E. Maxwell, special representative ;
Building and met the officials of the com- Joseph L. Marentette, Atlanta; Walter E.
pany. They journeyed back to the Hotel
Henry E. Wilkinson, BufAstor for luncheon, following which the Scates,falo;Boston;
Harry W. Willard, Chicago; Mark
business sessions were started.
Goldman, Cincinnati ; James B. Reilly,
Cleveland; Diaz Callahan, Dallas; Bert R.
Discuss Wanda Hawley Campaign.
Latz, Denver; Ralph B. Quive; Detroit;
The first two sessions of the meeting John N. McMeekin, Kansas City; Oren F.
were given over to a discussion of the re- Woody, Los Angeles; Henry L. Hollander,
Minneapolis; Lester Adler, New York City;
obtained from
the company's
Wanda
Truly B. Wildman, New Orleans; Cornelius
Hawleysultsselling
campaign.
The succeeding
days were devoted to reports from the G. Kingsley, Omaha; J. E. Hennessy, Philavarious managers on the conditions in the
delphia; Harry E. Lotz, Pittsburgh; Ben
field. The men have recently returned F. Simpson, San Francisco; Albert W.
from trips about their territories and re- Eden, Seattle; Floyd H. Lewis, St. Louis;
ported on exhibitor opinion on the live and Louis Reichert, Washington, D. C.
Modern

Methods

of Construction

Make

Famous Players-Lasky Studio Complete
Thehere.
art and decoration departman's work but the picture.
of one
not on
THEof aresult
ment is located
of specialists in mocombinati
tion picture production and engineers
The carpenter shop and the assembly
in construction, lighting, heating and ven- room, are separated from the stage by doors
of such size to permit the moving in and
tilation, the new Famous Players-Lasky
studio at Long Island City now nearing out of completed sets. The doors will prevent the noise made in constructing sets
completion, is declared to be unique among
structures of its kind. One of the most
from reaching the stage and interrupting
important considerations is the layout of the the players.
studio so that the various departments will
"Ramps" Lead to Both Stages.
work together in harmony. The main
studio floor is covered by a dome roof which
Across from the carpenter shop is the
does away with the necessity of supports
dock.In Here
are ofthe the
cameraman's
from the ground leaving a clear space for scene
lockers.
each also
corner
front enthe construction of sets.
trance to the studio are the general manager's offices and the cashier and casting
Co-Ordinate Departments Grouped.
department.
Grouped around the floor are the departAt the rear of the building there has been
ments necessary to the actual making of constructed a graduated "ramps" leading
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from each side street down to a platform.
They are for the use of trucks loading and
unloading, and are accessible to either the
upper or lower stages.
The lower stage is the same size as the
main stage. The supports for the main
stage are placed at intervals that allow
for the construction of smaller sets. Surrounding the lower stage are the lighting,
heating and ventilating plants. The restaurant will be on this floor, also the property and paint rooms.
The ments
offices,
surrounddressing
the entirerooms
four and
sides departof the
main stage. On the mezzanine floor are the
executive offices of Mr. Zukor, Mr. Lasky
and a board room. The private offices for
director, cutting, assembling and projection
rooms are on this floor.
Dressing Suites Furnished for Stars.
The still department, which is equipped
for turning out ten thousand stills a day,
occupies the entire rear floor. The scene
dock floor.
and the carpenter shop continue to
this
On the second floor is the scenario department and the library. Suites of reception room, secretaries' room, dressing room,
bath and several large closets, have been
provided for each star. Those playing
leading roles will also have separate rooms
with bath.
Smaller dressing rooms and rooms for extras are also on this floor. The rear of the
entire floor will be devoted to the wardrobe
department convenient to the dressing
rooms. The purchasing department will
occupy the front of this floor and there will
be a number of private offices and addirooms. tional cutting, assembling and projection
Miniature Theatre for Screenings.
On the main studio floor will be a miniature theatre designed for the use of executives and for special showing of featured
pictures. The seating capacity will be about
fifty on the orchestra floor and a balcony
has been provided for any overflow. There
will be provision for a small orchestra.
The rear of the studio opens upon a lot
upon vvhich exterior sets will be built. Two
tanks in the main studio floor have been
provided for water scenes.

"Suds," Mary Pickford's Next
Picture, in Hands of Printer
SUDS,"
Pickford'sis now
latestcomplete
United
Artists'Mary
production
and in the hands of the printer. Hiram
Abram, of United Artists, announces that
this production will be released June 27.
With the exception of a brief retrospect,
M iss Pickford is seen as a poor, woebegone
slavey in a hand laundry in the slums of
London. This poor little drudge, jealous
and heartbroken because all the other girls
in the laundry have sweethearts, evolves a
romance around the owner of a shirt which
has been left at the laundry and is not
called for until several months later.
The story throughout is a laughable comedy drama, although at times it borders on
tragedy. The picture was directed by Jack
Dillon from the screen adaptation of
Charles Frohman's stage production,
o' Me Thumb" in which Maude Adams "'Op
appeared at the Empire Theatre in New York.
New photographic efTects were secured.
Richard Storey Joins Ince
Richard Storey, brother of Edith Storey,
who is well remembered by exhibitors and
the public as one of the first celebrities of
the silver sheet, has joined the Thomas H.
Ince staff as assistant director to John
Griffith Wray. Storey assumed his new
duties this week, coming to the Ince lot
from Vitagraph and Metro, where he
served
as first assistant to several well
known directors.
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Betty Bouton in New York
Betty Bouton, leading woman in Marshall
Neilan's newest filin comedy, "Don't Ever
Marry," has arrived in New York from
California. Shortly after finishing work in
"Don't Ever Marry," Miss Bouton became
Mrs. Arthur Jackson. This is contrary to
the action on the part of the young woman
who recently, after viewing the picture,
wrote Mr. Neilan that after three years
of indecision she had come to the conclusion marriage is not as bright as it appears to be. Miss Bourton is a New
Yorker and this is her first visit here in
several years.

Productions Prove Strong Attractions
SINCE the inception of National Picture Helen Howard. The production was
Theatres, Inc., and its initial release, directed by Ted Sloman, and picturized by
Katherine Reed.
the playin
Wife," adapted
"Just A Walter,
followed
there hasfrom
by Eugene
"The Invisible
duction released onDivorce,"
April IS,thefromthird
the propen
the wake of its appearance in motion picture theatres throughout the country a of Leila Burton Wells, gives a new angle of
wave of approval that has struck the the ever present divorce question.
In the cast are included the names of
pinnacle of faith in the amicable combination of exhibitor-producer, according to Walter McGrail, Leatrice Joy, Walter
Lewis J. Selznick, president of National Miller, Grace
Darmond
and others.
Pictures.
This approval has been doubly attested by
exhibitors
in "Blind
Youth,"
the 15,
second
Confidence in Producer Essential to
National Pictures
release
on March
and
"The
Invisible
Divorce,"
released
on
April
15. With three big productions backed by
Development oj Industry, Says Woody
exhibitor and public approval, and which
gives the exhibitor a voice in selecting the As nearly everybody knows who ever vote of confidence in Realart has won.
picture which was to be made before actual
"The ofiFer was made on the theory that
tried it you can't fill a cup of coffee
production was started, it is declared that
Realart should take all the risk in intromore
than a full.
That's
why
civilized
society
demands
saucer.
And
in
the
same
ducing the new star. We made no attempt
in this joint combination nothing but high
quality commercial pictures must naturally way exhibitors are now using saucers in to sew exhibitors up to a long contract.
follow.
their business since producers began hand"In any event they have been quite willing out something more than a demi tasse
ing to sign for this picture on our unPictures With Commercial Value.
in fair dailing and service along with their
supported word that it would be a
creditable production. The mere request
"National Pictures aim at perfection in
that they do this was a severe test of their
So spoke J. S. Woody, general manager
the true sense of the word," said Mr. Selz- of
pictures."
faith in Realart. It has proved that if exRealart Pictures Corporation, in comhibitors can be convinced of the honesty of
nick.
"Perfection
in
production
and
permenting on the fact that during the comfection for the box office. If we give our
a
producer, they will trust him as they
pany'sleading
Wanda Hawley
campaign
practically
franchise holders throughout the country all of the
exhibitors of the country
precisely what they say they want, and this
want is revealed by the box office receipts, booked "Miss Hobbs," the new star's first would any other friend."
it follows that we are giving them high picture,
the strength
of Realart's
Ore-Col Is Now Producing
promise ofona notable
production.
quality pictures with commercial value.
Exhibitors'
letters
to
Mr.
Woody
reA Wife"
tellsto the
storya woman
of a manof
vealed a new line of confidence between
Will Payne's "Black Sheep"
who"Just
married
merely
secure
exhibitor and producer. They indicated
social standing.
in a popular
as a serial
ran PAYNE'
that where a producer by consistent honest
which
Sheep," weekly
WILLmagazin
The cast contains the names of Roy business practices had won the confidence
e Sand"Black
was published in
Sewart, who plays the leading male role, and trust of his customers, the latter were
book form under the title of "The Scarred
Leatrice Joy, the leading woman, Kathlyn
Chin," is being produced as a special feaWilliams, Albert Van and William Leon ready to reciprocate.
ture by the Ore-Col Film Corporation at
caution was a necessity in the Enwood
West. Howard Hickman directed, and the"Exceptional
Studio, Denver. It is being
days
of
uncertain
production
stanKatherine Reed adapted the story for the
given a lavish production. Director John
dards," continued Mr. Woody. "Those
screen.
B. O'Brien having engaged a well-balanced
days arehibitornow,
happily,
past. Then
the not
ex- cast.
was forced
to protect
himself,
Covering an area of 18,000 feet on the
only against unscrupulous methods but
"Blind Youth" from Stage Play.
ignorance and unstabilizing factors. studio floor is one set representing two
"Blind Youth," the second National against
weeks' labor, day and night, it was ori"Realart was organized to represent new
Theatre oflering, released on March IS, is
ginated bywhoGeorge
dia screen version of the Broadway stage standards and methods. That they are not
rector,
made G.theGrenier,
scenic technical
productions,
success of the same name by Lou Tellegan only good but profitable policy is evidenced
by
our
success
in
the
last
six
months.
In
"Cleopatra" and "The Tale of Two Cities"
and Willard Mack, both authors of
Wanda Hawley campaign we made a for William Fox.
renown. Itintells
an artist's the
test of this. And we have received a most
A. D. Frost, president and general manaadventures
New the
Yorkstory
and ofParis.
answer.
ger,
promisesasked
detailsabout
of "Black
Sheep"helater
Included in the cast are Walter McGrail, gratifying
on.
When
it recently
did
"First of all conforming to our estabLeatrice Joy, Ora Carewe, Clara Horton,
a
Joe
Cannon
with
the
Havana
in
his
lished policy,toweouroffered
Wanda Hawley's
Colin Kennedy, Joseph Swickford, Buddy first picture
old customers
without
mouth, and merely said: "We are out to
Post, Claire McDowell, Leo White and attempting to
up competition. Their make somthing worth while."
,,iiiuiiiiiiii|ijjirrnTTiT

as^^^y

Would You Call Jack Mulhall a White Hope in the Center Picture? We Hope You Hope He It Not
the word "hope" by using it again we
wornfor out
we'vespeak
by Metro.
Hope," produced
"The ^^^^
hope for in ^.jj
things to
of miiiBs
Lots
i^ots oi
lo nop
^^^^^ pretty
views ofNowthe that
picture
themselves.
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Brandt, director general of National.
This picture was adapted from
Opie
the same
name. Read's
While novel
a loveoftheme
runs
throughout, the climax is reached
when the colonel and his bosom
friend meet in a duel. The unmasking of the scoundrel who
sowed the seeds of suspicion
leads to the happy ending.
Director William A. Seiter, it
is claimed, has made good use
of the capable supporting cast,
which includes Elinor Field, Joseph J. Dowling as the Colonel,
Frederic Vroom, Francis McDonald and Lloyd Bacon.
"Kentucky Colonel" is the first
of
the series
ofNational
"All-American"
pictures
produce.which
The second
will bewill
started
shortly. Mr. Seiter will also direct this.

Interest Shown in ''Vanishing
Canyon Pictures Names Titles
"; Episodes
Trailsof
picture
at
that
distance. There
Col- Daredevil"; 9, "A Livid Hate"; is also a microphone
" theserial
TRAILS,
VANISHING
connection
onel William
N, Selig
10, "The Mansion of Mystery";
between
the
cameraman
in the
featuring Franklyn Farnum
11, "Rails of Destruction"; 12,
bell and the director at the surand Mary Anderson, being state"The Final Hour"; 13, "The
face, which is said to make unrighted by the Canyon Pictures
Death Trap"; 14, "For Murder";
der-water sea work almost as
Corporation, is rapidly being sold. and
the fifteenth.
• — o — "Unmasked."
simple as a studio camera.
Many inquiries have come in
from exhibitors regarding the re- Latest Pioneer Unit
— o—
leasing date, but this has not
been decided, as the serial is not
Now Opens in Dallas
Strong Plot Unfolded
entirely
completed
the reThe Parker Film Company belease date
will have and
to conform
in "Kentucky Colonel"
gan business last week at its
with the date of completion.
"The National Film Corporanew exchange, at 1810 Commerce
street, Dallas, Texas, under the
"With
every
episodethewhich
artion feature production, 'Kenrives from
the Coast
mystery
management of Tom N. Parker.
tucky Colonel,' which is now
Increases, the stunts become
This exchange, which is the ready for release, depends for
latest addition to the Pioneer
its biggest punch on its excepmore sensational," says Jack
Distribution System, is in the
Weinberg, president of the comtionally strong plot," says Joe
have which
a serialdoes
thatnotis heart of the city.
different,pany.a"We story
The first Pioneer production to
lose its value as it proceeds, but
be shown will be "Dr. Jekyll and
gets
clearer."
Mr. Hyde," with Sheldon Lewis, Jossey of Arrow Returns from Tour;
Theclearer
serial and
consists
of fifteen
which
is said to be enjoying sucepisodes, titled as follows: 1,
Found Exchanges in Prosperous Shape
cess in first run houses in Texas,
Oklahoma
and Arkansas. It is
"The Midnight Mystery"; 2. "Siprovided they have a fair aver\ RROW FILM CORPORAlent Joe's Death Warrant"; 3, expected that "Bubbles," with
age of pictures, and there are
TION reports that a num"The Dreadful Scourge"; 4, Mary Anderson, will be the secquite
a number of excellent
ber of sales have been reond release, to be folowed short"Vengeance"; 5. "Death Purproductions being distributed
cently
consummated
on
the
folsues"; 6, "The Brand of Hate";
ly by Marie Doro in "Midnight
throughJossey's
independent
channels."
7, "Death Shadows";
8, "The
lowing features: "Love's Protook
him andas
Gambols,"
"Daughterandof "Before
the Don,"
farMr. west
as trip
Minneapolis
"Woman'stege,"Man"
the south
through Oklahoma, Texas,
White Man Came."
Special
Georgia and District
Matthias Radin Will Visit Exchanges
resentative J. S. Jossey
has Repjust Louisiana,
of Columbia. On the Ora Carew
returned
fromthea country
three months'
trip
through
and is President
production,Shallenberger,
"Love's Protege,"
on Sales Trip for Johnny Diooley Film
of Arenthusiastic over the flourishing
row, reports that territory is sellcondition
in
which
he found state
Des Moines, Minneapolis, Milceannoun
the
G
FOLLOWIN
ment of the completion of
waukee, Chicago, Detroit and
ing rapidly.State
ArthurFilmG. Company,
White, of
rights exchanges.
the Empire
"Skinning Skinners." the Cleveland.
"I do not know when I have
has
just
bought
the
New
York
e
art
y,
Johnny Dooley recently apfive-p
featur comed
in
seen the independent exchange
which Johnny Dooley plays the
peared in the majority of the man in such a happy frame of and Northern New Jersey rights,
and about three-quarters of the
stellar role, comes word that
cities mentioned, having played
"They
United States have been disposed
Matthias Radin, head of Radin
one of the principal parts in the mind,"
are all says
alive Mr.to Jossey.
the oportunity
of.
Mr. White was for a numPictures, the company controll"Ziegfeld Follies" company which
to play their pictures in the best
ing the rights of distribution,
ber of years New York exchange
just completed a tour of this sectheatres and are having no
tion of the country, and he is trouble in booking productions.
manager for Paramount.
will make a tour of the principal
exchange centers of the country
gaining prestige with movie pato dispose of territorial frantrons through the two-part comedies lately released.
chises. A print of "Skinning
While
this trip Radin will Joe Brandt Negotiates Several Sales
rs"
d
Skinne
will be shippe to the also sell on
territory on the Frank
various cities visited for prospective buyers.
Mayo feature, "Thru Eyes of
It is expected that Mr. Radin
on National's Norma Talmadge Reissue
Men," and the burlesque news
will be away from New York for reel,
"The
Weakly
Indigestion,"
, directo
three weeks, and will visit PittsBRANDT
l Filmr general
CorpoNationa
by A. Lincoln Miller, also con- JOEof the
burgh, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
trolled by his company of the
reissuing
"Capitivatration,
same
name.
St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha,
in which
Carstai
ing Mary
ge rs,"
starred,
is ng
Talmad
Norma
on
sales announces the followi
st
tion:
Southwe
To
produc
this
Unique Invention Utilized to Secure
Film Company, of Dallas, for
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas;
Submarine Scenes for Kellerman Film
al Exhibit
First
to
ge Nation
olis, ors'
for
of Minneap
Exchan
THE Annette Kellerman fea- 200 feet, which is the pump cain,
ta,
DaNorth
Wiscons
Minneso
pacity.
The
chamber
is
supplied
"What Women
and & South Dakota; to Henkota nessey
being ture,
produced
by SolLove,"
Les- with air by a three-cylinder high
Moross, of Detroit, for
ser, is described as a comedypressure pump, operated by hand.
r Producan; Company,
to Greate
Michigtions
drama of today, in which the star
It is so adjusted that it may be
Moines,
of Des
Is shown not only in water
moved about on the bottom just
for Iowa and Nebraska, and to
scenes, but as a normal, healthy
as the camera is moved !*.bout a the Exhibitors' Film Exchange
American girl, fond of athletics.
stage, the weight under water
of Washington, for Delaware,
A unique feature of this probeing about 70 pounds, as comMaryland, District of Columbia,
duction is the under-water
pared with 1,800 pounds on the
a and North Carolina.
Virgini
surface.
scenes, which are secured by the
"This is only one of a number
use of what is described as a
The camera angle is adapted
of
good
pictures which can be
photographic bell, invented by to what is claimed to be the
shown
again
A. B. Barrlnger, by means of widest angle lens known. A spe- Joe
Brandt. It and
will again,"
be ready says
for
which clear and sharp undercial submarine lens is connected
release about June 1, at which
water scenes are obtained.
to the water so that it gives a time new posters, advertising
The bell is so constructed that
penetration of over one hundred
matter, press sheets and publicity
C. A. manager
(Doc) Willal.
It will work to any depth up to feet and registers a clear motion
and slides will be available.
New studio
for National
Film Corporation.
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Marion

Kohn Champions "Slap-Stick'' Films,
Says Majority of Houses Demand
This Kind
MARION H. KOKLN, head of Mr. Hirsh also states his other Franey also has innumerable
attractions, such as the Rex Ray
the Marion H. Kohn Profriends among the exhibitors
series of five-reel western
ductions, ihas championed
who remember him from his days
dramas, are going over well with Universal. Another week
"slapsticlt"
in comedies.
stick comedy,
when clean"Slapand wherever presented.
will
be devoted by the Reelcraft
— o—
wholesome, always did get
forces to the Franey selling camlaughs and always will. There
paign, then start on another big
are scores of the middle class Rapid Sales Reported
sellingriesdrive
for thecomedies
coming se-in
theatres which demand exciteof two-reel
on "Franey Comedies"
ment
and
rough
tactics
in
comewhich
Milburn
Moranti
is feaRelease
date
for
the
Billy
tured.
dies.
Franey single-reel comedies be"When one of the picture 'paling produced by the Reelcraft
Pictures Corporation finds this
aces' shows
a reissue
of anroars
old
Sale of Two-Reel Farnums.
slapstick
comedy
the house
into a record numJack Weinberg, president of
with hearty laughs just as it seriesber ofbooked
theatres,
according
to
the
Canyon Pictures Corporation, reused to. Slapstick in comedy
sales
department
of
the
Reelports the sale of rights on the
appeals to the boy in all of us.
craft Pictures Corporation.
series of two-reel Franklyn
The public will always regard a
Farnum western dramas to H.
"Speed
and
Action
in
Every
good slapstick comedy with
Picture" is the reason given for Hirsch, of Lightning Photoplays
favor.
Service, Boston, for the entire
the popularity of Franey, according to the salesmen. Billy New England States.
"That is
why
the
Kohn
Productions have decided to feature
Polly Moran, the reputed 'Queen
of the Slapstick,' in a series of Romaine Fielding Produces Feature
pictures. The middle class theatres are clamoring for them.
Which Arrow Film Will Distribute
Manying of
bookthem.theThat'palaces'
is reasonare enough
later became director for Lubin.
for making them."
DING
NE tedFIEL
MAI
RROhas
— o—
comple
a five-reel He has made over two hundred
photoplays in which he has ap's
"Womanuted
New Company Organized
peared as the star.
Man,"special
whichproduct
will ion,
be distrib
by the Arrow Film Corporation.
— o—
to Make Six-Reel Films
e
This
is
the
first
picture
Romain
The Congressional Film CorSunshine
Films
Handling
ng
Fieldi
has
made
for
some
litporation was recently organized
tle time. He is supported by
under the laws of Delaware, with
"The Ninth Commandment"
Velvet Beban, William Tooker,
a capital of ?250,000, for the purJulia Hurley, Emile La Croix,
Sunshine Films, Inc., are hanpose of producing six-reel fea- Violet Malone, Jack Dillon and
dling the sale of "The Ninth
tures. J. A. Fitzgerald is presiothers.
Commandment," which is based
dent and N. B. Corrigan is treason
the
theme "Thou shalt not
The
story
opens
up
in
Arizona
urer, and general offices are lo- and the action moves swiftly
covet
thy Fernando
neighbor's Elizondo
wife," andis
cated in 306 Ouray Building,
in
which
into
New
York
City,
culminating
Washington, D. C.
starred. The story was written
in a head-on collision between
The company owns a large
by Mr. Elizondo, and is said to
two fast-moving trains.
tract of land in Silver Springs,
contain stirring underworld
It is announced that "Woman's
Md., on the outskirts of Washscenes
and to culminate in a draMan" was made specially for the
ington, and will build studios
matic climax.
independent exchanges. "I beThe scenario was prepared by
spaciousteriorenough
for
many
exlieve that in 'Woman's Man' " Emil Harder, who also directed
scenes to be constructed
says Mr.pendent
Fielding,
"the find
inde-a the picture. Mr. Elizondo, who
inside, matic
account
of
prevailing
cliexchanges will
conditions.
is a newcomer to the screen, appicture
that
they
can
exploit
It is announced that the origi- a big way and book into the bestin
pears in a dual role.
nal productions, work on which
houses.
I
have
tried
to
give
the
— o — with Arrow.
will start June 15, will be titled
Dana
Remains
exchanges a big picIn an article on page 1080 of
"The
MinisterS. ofH. DeDudley.
Homey" K.andS. independent
ture and yet one that will not
will feature
cost them a pile of money. I our last issue reference was
Mack is general manager.
made to P. B. Doane as sales
intend to make several more pro— o—
manager of Arrow Film Corporaductions for the independent extion. This was due to a typoRomaine Fielding, it will be
"Up in Mary's
graphical error, and should have
changes."
Now CutAttic"
and Titled
recalled, at one time was one of read "P. B. Dana." Mr. Dana
the most popular screen stars.
remains as sales manager of ArFine Art Pictures, Inc., anrow, and in justice to him we are
Several years ago he was leading
nounce that Elmer J. McGovern
has completed the cutting and man for the Lubin company and
glad to make this correction.
editing of the six-reel feature
comedyit "Up
in Mary's
which
is releasing
on theAttic,"
state
Reelcraft Announces Completion of
right market. This picture features Eva Novak and Harry
Gribbon.
Four One and Two Reel Productions
The picture was shown to sevan augmented cast in addition to
The Reelcraft Pictures Corpoeral state right buyers, who are
the regular company, headed by
said to have pronounced it a
rationnouncesproduction
department
anthe completion of four
Dick Smith and Mattie Fitzgreat attraction and a sure box
more
one
and
two
reel
producoffice success. A unique and extions for the Reelcraft short subtensive exploitation campaign is
Theedy Billy
Franey
one-reelon comgerald.
series was
released
May
ject program. Billy West has
being
17.
The
next
series
will be the
tion. arranged for this producfinished "Stop Burglar," in which
Milburn Moranti two-reel farceEthlyn Gibson is co-starred. This
— o—
comedy, to be released some time
picture was produced under the
personal direction of the star.
Much Interest Shown
during June. — o —
Theodore
Lorch,
Bud
Ross,
Leo
in Aywon Comedies
White inentand
Export Company Enters
roles. Al Martin have promThe first three of the Joy comStudio Manager Nat Spitzer
the State Right Market
edies, starring Charlie Joy and
the Miami Beauties, and which
J. Joseph Sameth, president of
shipped to New Tork Texas Guithe Forward Film Distributers,
Nathan Hirsh, president of the
nan's latest two-reel western
Aywon Film Corporation, is rehe stock
has justof purfeature, "Desert Vulture." Jay Inc., announces
chased the entire
this
leasing on the state rights plan,
Hunt was responsible for the diwere shown to a gathering of
corporation
and
intends
to furrection.
Billy
Franey's
one-reel
exhibitors recently and are said
ther expand its operations to the
comedy
titledcompleted
"The Glutton"
has
also been
and sent
to have been pronounced unstate right market.
east for distribution.
usual laugh provokers.
Having taken larger quarters
Mr. Hirsh reports that many
The Chicago Reelcraft Studio
at their present address, 110
has completed the final cutting
inquiries
have comedies
been received
relWest
Fortieth street, the comative to these
and that
and editing of the Alice Howell
pany is now adequately equipped
there is every indication that
to
handle
state right productions
two-reel feature, "Cinderella
territory will be quickly sold.
in addition to looking after the
Cinders." The picture required

Rhea Mitchell.
Playing the leading feminine role
in seven-reel
"The GreatScreen
Physician,"
Crafts a
production.
foreign accounts which they represent in this country.
Announcements will be made
shortly of their initial offerings.
— o—
"Bathing Girls" to Star
With Smiling Bill Jones
Marion H. Kohn Productions,
making the series of twenty-six
single-reel
"Smiling the
Bill"addition
Jones
comedies, announces
of six beautiful girls. It has
been decided to star these girls
with "Smiling Bill" in several
"bathing suit" comedies, and Mr.
Kohn is having some unique
futuristic creations designed.
— 0—
Wilk Announces Sales
on "Ashes of Desire"
Rights Tsuru
to "Ashes
Desire,"
starring
Aoki, ofhave
been
sold by Wilk & Wilk, Longacre
Building,
to
the
following
prominent exchanges recently: Circle
Film Attractions, New Tork, for
New York City, Long Island and
Northern New Jersey, not including Trenton; to Hi-Art ProducNew York,
the remainder tions,
of New
York forState,
and to
Tony Luchese, Philadelphia, for
the remainder of New Jersey and
also for Eastern Pennsylvania.
This picture has also been sold
to the Blue Diamond Film Company, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
and North
and SouthforDakota.
— o— Is
"Movie Madness"
the Latest Ballroom
The edy,
latest
which Hallroom
is now Boys
being comcut
and will soon be ready for release, is titledbeing
"Movieproduced
Madness."by
This picture,
Jack and Harry Cohn, shows
Percy and Ferdie embarking on
a movie-making venture. They
endeavor to make a super-production. There is said to be unusual opportunities for good
comedy incidents, which are
heightened
the
company. by the collapse of
Huff Pictures Nearly Ready.
"What Women Want," starring
Louise Huft, which is slated for
release by the Pioneer in June,
is ready for release. Louise Huff
is supported by Robert Ames,
Van Dyke Brooke and Howard
Truesdale. This production, It is
said, will present many new and
unusual effects in scenic setting
and In lighting.
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Ascher Brothers Now Control
Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee
letter in the issue of
my Chicago
INJanuary
31, this year, it was announced
that the Merrill Theatre, Grand avenue
and Third street, Milwaukee, and the sevenstory office building in which it is located,
had been transferred January 15 last from
the Badger State Investment Company to
Jacob Handelsman, William Hershberg and
Abe Gumbiner, all of Chicago.
The Badger State Investment Company
had assumed charge of the property five
years before, on a ninety-nine-year lease,
and the three Chicagoans came into possession of the unexpired term of the leasehold, namely, ninety-four years. It was
given out that the transfer involved a purchase price of $500,000.
Later on, Jacob Handelsman purchased
the interests of Hershberg and Gumbiner
in the unexpired leasehold.
About April 26 the Ascher Brothers of
Chicago acquired the leasehold from Mr.
Handelsman and took possession of the
Merrill Theatre and building on May 1.
The consideration has not been given out,
but it is understood that the terms of the
transfer yielded Mr. Handelsman a handsome profit.
S. L. Rothapfel, national director of presentations for Goldwyn, came on from New
York May 1 and has been in charge of
the Merrill since that date, making several improvements in the decorations, the
introduction of a dimming light system
and the enlargement of the orchestra from
nine pieces to twenty-five.
The Merrill was opened Wednesday evening, May 12, Mr. Rothapfel being in charge
of the opening presentation. The selected
opening feature was "Jubilo," Goldwyn's
Will Rogers'
and achorus
special was
musical
number
by a success,
large, mixed
one
of the big hits of the occasion.
The Merrill is a beautiful theatre, with a
seating capacity of 1,500, and ranks as the
foremost house in Milwaukee. The former
manager, E. C. Bostwick, who has won
many laurels by his efficiency and modern
methods, will make a pleasure trip to the
Pacific Coast in the near future with his
family.
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in New York and I expect to get improved
Mrs. Drew, whose capacity for work is
apparently
unlimited, will write her own
results."
scenarios for these serious photo-dramas
and will direct them, as she has done previously with comedies. While in Chicago
she is busily engaged in studio work in
the day and at scenario writing during the
evenings.
Three of this series, which she is now
directing, "The Charming Mrs. Chase,"
"The Stimulating Mrs. Barton" and "The
Emotional
Vaughn,"have
werebeen
produced
New
York Miss
and already
released.in
The fifth and last, "The Dangerous Mrs.
Davenport," will be completed in Chicago
by June 1. The last two are being produced
in Chicago because John Cumberland, the
star, is here playing the lead in "The Girl
in the Limousine," at the Woods Theatre.
Eleanor Custis, a recent "find" of Mrs.
Drew's, is playing the feminine lead in the
series.
The Roosevelt Under Way.
The wrecking of the old buildings on the
site of the Ascher Brothers new theatre,
the Roosevelt, on the west side of State
street, just north of Washington, was begun last week. It is expected that this
beautiful house will be in readiness for
opening late in December.
Douglas Rothacker's Record
in Work Earns Him Promotion
WATTERSON
ROTHACKER
just announcedR. the
appointment has
of
Douglas D. Rothacker as general
manager of the Industrial Division of the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company.
Everybody at the Rothacker plant knows
that the job did not go to "Doug" because
he is the president's brother. He won the
job by producing results. Since he left the
insurance business, less than a year ago,
he has landed some of the largest industrial
film contracts in the history of practical
i< ''i'>iiii<ii<i>)'<iiiiiiiiiiiiiijitilll[liiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriitiiiiiiriltiiiiiiiMiriiiifiltiilliiiriiliiriiiiiirriIti1lllililiiiliiiliiilllllrii

Mrs. Sidney Drew Intends
to Try Her Art at Tragedy
MRS. SIDNEY DREW is going in for
serious acting next fall, she announced the other day while at the
Essanay Studio, where she is directing
"The Unconventional Maida Greenwood"
This is the fourth of a series of five pictures adapted from Julian Street's "After
Thirty
which are being distributed
through' Pathe.

"I am anxious to
something very
very tragic," she smileddo
"and I think that
It 1 spend this summer , gettin
g thin, I'll be
in trim for such a role.
"We all have our pet theories," she continued, and we aren't satisfied until we try
them out.
One of mine is that an actress
never has tested her full dramatic strength
until she has her own studio and her own
organization as a working background So
early in the fall, I shall have a studio built'
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pictures. Furthermore, he demonstrated
bis executive ability by reorganizing the
fexisting sales force and later by establishing new sales offices in a number of cities.
Mr. Rothacker, as general nianager, will
have supervision of the industrial production department, sales force and service
department, and also of the organization
additional branches.
Saxe Brothers Have Bought
Strand Theatre in Milwaukee
RIGHT
on the Theatre,
heels of the
purchase by
of
the Merrill
Milwaukee,
the Ascher Brothers, the Saxe
Brothers, bought the Strand Theatre from
the Standard Amusement Company, that
city, and took possession May 1. The consideration has not been given out, but it
is said to have involved a large figure.
Like the Merrill, the Strand is a beautiful modern theatre, and it also seats
1,500 persons. All the seats are on one
floor and quite a number of Milwaukee
award it the palm for being the most artistically decorated picture theatre in the city.
Frank Cook, who has managed the
Strand very successfully for some time
past, has been retained in his position by
the Saxe Brothers. By the way, Frank
managed the Princess Theatre for Saxe
Brothers for quite a number of years, and
spent at least ten years in their service.
It brings back pleasant old times to find
him again under the Saxe banner.
Realart's "A Dark Lantern"
to Be Completed by June 1
Dark Lantern," now
being
produced
ALICE
latest
picture,
"A
at the BRADY'S
Essanay studios,
Chicago,
will
be completed about June 1. Owing to the
star's recent illness, during which both her
work in the studio and at the Garrick Theatre, where she has been playing in "Forever After," was suspended,
progress
of the picture has been delayedtheslightly.
John Robertson, who is directing "A Dark
Lantern" and who has directed a number
of Paramount features starring Marguerite
Clark and Billie Burke, and also John
Barrymore's recent masterpiece, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," announces that this
presents Alice Brady in one of her best
roles. "A Dark Lantern" is the title of the
novel by Elizabeth Robins, and it may or
rnay not be retained as the title of the
picturized version.
Murderer Brislane to Pay the Price.
Edward Brislane, the cold-blooded murdered'of William Mills, manager of the
Crawford Theatre, in March last, was sentenced to be hanged on May 11 by Judge
Kickham Scanlan. The jury returned a
verdict of guilty after deliberating two
hours. Robert Carter, his accomplice, was
given a life sentence.

Douglas D. Rothacker

New Chicago Manager for Hodkinson.
Phil Dunas, who has been traveling representative out of Chicago for W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for the past year, has
been appointed to succeed Manager Sidney
J. Goldman of the Chicago office of that
concern. Mr. Dunas assumed his managerial duties on May 12.
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Fannie

Ward

s Latest

Screen

"Storm Swept/* Is
offrom the repreportsNew
ACCORDING
fices of J. A. to
Ferrand,
for the C. H. York
resentative
Delac &
Vandal Company of France, announcement
is made of the completion of Fannie Ward's
latest screen production, "Storm-Swept,"
n's Miss
an
adaptati
"La
red that
Rafale."
It on
will ofbe Henri
remembeBernstei
Ward left Los Angeles last year for Paris,
but no announcement was made at that
time as to whether her journey was purely
social ties.orFor would
include
this reason
the any
news screen
of her activilatest
production, which was filmed in Paris
under the direction of J. de Baroncelli, has
aroused much interest among prominent
American distributing concerns.
Immediately following the first private
showings of the picture spirited bidding
was encountered for the negative rights,
and judging from the number of bids received the production will be ready to be
Fannie Ward
marketed within a short time.
Whomadeis in
being
starred
in
"Storm
Swept,"
American distribution rights have not
Paris under the direction of
J. de Baroncelli.
yet been arranged for, but the matter is
llliliiMihioiiiMtiHiiHiiiiiiininMiiMiNiMiiiMnMuHiiuiiiMniHiHiiniMiiioMiiniiHiininiHMiuiniiiiiiMiiMnilliinriiiniliimiilillllllliltiiMlliliniiniiiitirnin
Clara

Kimball Young's Latest Equity
Picture To Be Made Into Grand Opera
FOR the first time in the history of the to Norman Dawn, the Universal director,
motion picture industry a photoplay who is producing the popular novel,
will be converted into a piece for the "Marama," by Ralph Stock, a tale of the
Fiji Islands, in which Edith Roberts is
"legitimate" stages.
According
to an
an- starring.
nouncement emanating
from the
Equity
oflfices in the Aeolian Building, New York,
Although he lived with the natives for
months and studied their customs and en"For the Soul of Rafael," Clara Kimball
vironment, Mr. Dawn spent several weeks
Young's latest production, is now in course
of being converted into a grand opera, ar- in research work before starting the picrangements having been inaugurated with
ture, as he wanted to have absolute acthe first showing of this play at Graucuracy in even the minutest details of the
settings.
He refused to trust to his
man's Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles.
"For the Soul of Rafael" is based on the memory, but procured all the books obtaincustoms and romance of the people of the
able on life in the Fiji Islands.
early California days.
Madame Frances Alda, the well-known
grand opera singer who has been visiting
in Los Angeles for several weeks past, wit- "Third Eye" Trade Showings
nessed the taking of many scenes of the
Found to Stimulate Bookings
picture, and after seeing its opening presentation at the Rialto stated that she beincreased activity in booklieved it afforded especially good operatic GREATLY
on Pathe's
ingsed
"The Third
Eye" theis
report
to have
followed
material. This opinion was unanimously
conceded by many other artists and critics trade showings of the early episodes of
high in the musical world, with the result the picture at various branches, and the
that steps were immediately taken toward forecast by the Pathe sales department
the writing of a grand opera based on the that the serial will reach a distribution
story.
mark as wide as any of its predecessors is
It is believed that a new and distinctive said to be based on information that netype of American music, half Indian, half
gotiations with many of the long-run
houses which showed the Dempsey serial
Spanish, embodying many of the folk song are
under
way.
melodies of the early Western life, will
form a basis of the grand opera written
"Daredevil Jack" proved a wedge openon the play. The story deals with the old
ing the way to many theatres where serials
Missions of California, but they were used were never shown before. Several of
only as the natural and apropos back- these run weekly and bi-weekly programs
ground, and the action of the play throbs
in the matter of long runs the Dempwith the romance of the golden days of and sey
picture established new serial records.
the West in the late '40s.
That the Pathe sales force would make
Marah Ellis Ryan, the author of "For the a cencentrated drive to follow up "DareSoul
is nowandengaged
in the
devil Jack" in these houses with "The
writingof ofRafael,"
the libretto,
the composer
Eye" was a foregone conclusion, and
will have the unique and distinct advan- Third
now
the
optimistic reports following the
tage of seeing the emotional moments of
showings
of the
indithe drama acted through the medium of advance
cate that the chances
of latter
successserial
are quite
the motion picture in affording him in- favorable.
spiration for his work.
The new production was accorded highly
"For will
the beSoul
of Rafael,"
in itswithin
screena favorable comment in the tradepaper reform,
shown
in the East
views, and information from the Pathe
short time.
branch offices is to the efTect that the advance presentations have proven highly
Dawn Producing "Marama"
in bringing praise from exhibiTl e experiences of nine months spent in successful
tors. General comment applauds the starring team of Warner Oland and Eileen
the Soi'th Seas several years ago making
scenic films have proved a valuable asset Percy as an especially happy combination.

Production,

Ready To Be Marketed
now under consideration by a well-known
New York firm, and news of just how the
production will be marketed will be forthcoming shortly.
Will Play Larger Theatre*.
Mr. Ferrand announces that territorial
rights on this production are not for sale,
and that the Delac-Vandal Company contemplate making a big special exploitation
campaign and play the larger houses
throughout the country.
Fanny Ward comes back to the screen
after
almost
what is
declared
to abeyear's
the absence
greatest inemotional
drama of her career. Jean Deaux, a wellknown French actor, is her leading man
and the entire cast is said to be especially
strong and in keeping with the calibre of
the production.
After cutting and assembling and also
inserting the sub-titles the producers find
that it will run six instead of the nine reels
originally intended. It is said that the film
is full of action and human interest in
every foot of its six reels.
Miss Ward is in Paris and will be present
at the premiere of the production in that
city. Her return to New York has not yet
been scheduled, but it is believed the
actress will arrive in time to witness the
metropolitan premiere.
Add Francelia Billington to
Metro's "Hearts Are Trumps"
enhas beenroles
BILLINGT
FRANCELIA
the leading
one of ON
gaged to enact
in "Hearts Are Trumps," theasthird of
to be
the five Drury Lane melodram
filmed by Metro. Miss Billington will have
the role of Lady Winifred, a distinguished
English woman.
Rex Ingram is directing "Hearts are
Trumps." Mr. Ingram also directed Miss
Billingtonversal.inThe filming
"The Day
She new
Paid"melodrama
for Uniof this
was started last week at the Metro studios
in Hollywood. It will be an all-star cast
production, including Francelia Billington,
Norman Kennedy, Frank Brownlee, Winter
Hall, Joseph Kilgour. Edward Connelly and
Thomas eraman
Jefferson.
John Sietz
is the
camand Arthur Ruada
the art
director.
Ha* Drury Lane Record.
Cecil Raleigh is the author of the story.
It was adapted by June Mathis. "The
Hope"
was Metro.
the firstIt Drury
play to
be
filmed by
will beLane
released
soon.
"The Best of Luck," recently completed,
was the second of the Drury Lane series.
"The Marriages of Mayfair" is under way
at the company's New York studios.
Rose Mullaney Is Appointed
Selznick Casting Director

in film
well known
by Myron
, engaged
has been
circles,
MULLANEY
ROSE
Selznick as casting director for Selznick Pictures Corporation. Miss Mullaney
has had a wide and varied experience in
casting work for both the legitimate stage
and motion pictures. For the past two
and a half years she has been in the employ of several prominent motion picture
concerns as casting director, and Myron
Selznick, realizing her equipment and
ability for casting work, immediately engaged her for the position.
The recent enlarging of the casting department, formerly at the Selznick Bronx
studio, but now located in the heart of the
theatrical district at 130 West Forty-sixth
streetof isgreater
in keeping
with Mr. Selznick's
idea
efficiency.
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Watterson

Rothacker

MOVING

Sets Bad

to His Employes
n several puzzled
a recent
ON Rothack
er afternoo
workers watched what
was going on inside the home office
of Watterson R. Rothacker. There he sat
r just looking
in particula
doingof nothing
first time
It was —the
the window.
out
that any of the mystified ones had ever
full
seen him
wide open.
throttlesteaming
with hethewasn't
ahead,when
speed
"It isn't the weather, because it hasn't
been hot enough," said Director Ray
Aitken.
Then the phone rang and Mr. Rothacker
was
to say,but"I Ican
you later
in theheard
afternoon,
am meet
very busy
now
andIt was
can't then
leavealmost
here 2:15
until and
afterthe2:15."
observers
saw that Mr. Rothacker held his watch in
his hand, looking at is fixedly.
"There's a doctor a block down the
street," whispered S. J. Stoughton, solicitously.
Then Mr. Rothacker shouted out to the
an.xious little group: "In another minute
we'll
be ten
old!" whispered that
At this
F. years
W. Kraemer
he would telephone Mrs. Rothacker.
Then it all came out.
Ten years ago, that afternoon, the Rothacker organization was founded. It was
2:15 in the afternoon when Mr. Rothacker
took possession of the small rented desk m
the small downtown office.
Today, demands on the Rothacker
Chicago laboratory are such that other
laboratories are now being erected on the
West Coast and in New York to take care
of the American film printing, and early
this summer Mr. Rothacker goes to
London to establish still another laboratory
there.
In the ten years since Mr. Rothacker became the pioneer in the industrial pictures
field, that branch of his business has expanded until today the industrial division
has offices in New York, BuflFalo, St. Louis,
Los Angeles and Philadelphia, and others
are soon to be established in Detroit,
Boston and New Orleans.
"Flying A" Specials Do Not
Lack the Necessary Realism
SS. HUTCHINSON, president of the
American Film Company, whose iii* tensive study of the motion pictures
covers the business from every angle, discussing the matter of interior scenes with
a trade magazine editor, who was complimenting him on the finish and excelof
lence
"The
House useof of
Toys,"
advocated
the more extensive
draperies.
"They arenishings,
a capable
homelike
adjuncta charm
to the furof adding
and
softness to the whole photographic efTect,"
he said. "With this additional touch the
hospitable and realistic aspect of a house
that is lived in is subtly presented; the
house which contains a real woman ; without it there is the feeling of something temporary, something lacking, a gap between
the spirit of the story and the actors and
scenes before you.
"Such
things
to be
unimportant details,
but may
they seem
are tools
in the
hands
of an adept in the art of suggestion by
which he makes a really finished production, one which satisfies in every way."
Faversham Pid;ure Is Well Received
t "The Man Who Lost Himself,"
in Although
which William
Faversham is introduced
as a Selznick star on the screen, was
relep-ed as recently as May 3. reports to
the Selznick home office at 729 Seventh
aven-p. New York, are said to indicate
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Example

by Watching the Clock
that the production has scored a remarkable success and that Mr. Faversham has
added fresh histrionic honors to his already replete string.
"Indications are pointing toward a surpassing success for Mr. Faversham's first
Selznick
production,"
said Sam E. Morris,
general manager
of Select.
To Show Teachers' Struggles
A film story which has for its heroine a
young school teacher and which presents
the struggles and present day conditions
among the poorly paid teachers of the
nation is being written by Edith Roberts,
Universal screen star. She intends to play
the leading role in the projected picture.
She hopes to influence other luminaries
of the silent drama to do a similar service in behalf of the land's young school
"marms."
Frank Mayo
She is being assisted by a former Philadelphia school teacher, a life-long friend,
who recently abandoned a teaching career
Whoa Universal
is being featured
Lane,"
productionin "The
being Red
directed
to come to Universal City to work in films.
lllliniriiuiiiiiiiMiiitiniilinMtMlilllMIIIHIIIIIIiMnilltliiniiriiilMniMtMiriiiriiMlriiiinirilriiiiriirlniriiMriiiitMMiiiiiilMiMiinitMijiiMiiiriiilirllllliliiliiriiiiiiililMI^ by Lynn Reynolds.
B ig Pathe

Publicity
Drive

Campaign

on J, Stuart

extended
andproducti
CONCE
ons
BlacktonEDfeature
on NTRAT
drive
will be inaugurated this month by
Pathe Exchange, Inc. Preparatory to
launching this drive, Pathe is now conducting a publicity campaign which will be of
material assistance to exhibitors in presenting the Blackton pictures to the public.
Particular stress is to be laid upon "My
Husband's Other Wife," "Respectable by
Proxy" and "The Blood Barrier," all of
which have been released. "Passers-by,"
the photoplay version of C. Haddon Chambers' successful stage attraction, which will
be released on June 20, also will be thoroughly promoted by the Pathe sales force.
To further the interests of exhibitors
playing paring"Passers-by,"
Pathe aside
is now
aspecial press sheet,
from prean
unusually attractive campaign book, which
will be distributed to 5,000 of the biggest
newspapers in the United States. These
press sheets are written exclusively by
newspapermen of the highest calibre who
are specialists in this type of publicity.
All Blackton Pictures Successful.
Blackton productions have been hitting
the mark in every respect, but it is for the
purpose of meeting an increased quota that
has just been established on all Blackton
pictures that Pathe is to concentrate its
selling efforts on them.
"My Husband's Other Wife" has almost
attained its first quota and in financial return is one of the most successful pictures
ever filmed by Commodore Blackton. "Reis running the earlier
production spectablea by Proxy"
close second.
"The Blood Barrier" is the last of the
Blackton productions to reach the market.
It has been released only two weeks, yet
in that time has exceeded the best figures
attained by any Blackton attraction over
a similar period. "The Blood Barrier" is
purely melodrama, with a strong love and
patriotic impulse, and is of the type of
screen attraction that meets with favor
from a vast majority of audiences.
"Passers-By" is considered the most appealing story Commodore Blackton has yet
ofTered for consumption by the motion picture loving public. The rights to the Chambers' play were purchased at an expendiA

Precedes
Blackton

Features

ture that rivals the entire cost of some
productions, and the lavishness with which
the drama was transferred to pictures
makes it an even more appealing offering
on the screen than on the stage.
Big Exploitation Possibilities
in "Thirtieth Piece of Silver"
appropr
h
Thirtietrey
"The silver-g
ofiate
blue artthecovers
andEEN
BETW
Piece of Silver" campaign book, just
received from the printer, reams of newspaper controversy and paragraphs of more
than passing interest are latent. The pages
of this American press book are replete
with unique exploitation stunts with coins,
old and new, curiosity teasers which employ the mysterious crystal ball used by
devotees of the occult, and suggestions
for fashion shows capitalizing Margarita
Fisher's rich gowns in which she appears
in the picture more attractive and beautiful
than ever before.
Some of the catchlines and publicity
stories will be of peculiar interest at the
present time featuring, as they do, subjects
of solid popular interest such as the occult
craze. The shekel of Jerusalem which
Albert Payson Terhune uses as the nucleus
around which to weave his story also
catches the fancy at this time when the
war and its aftermath have revived a live
interest in that historical city. The anlast of Judas
Iscariot'sforthirty
pieces,cient coin,
is the
faithfully
reproduced
the
thumb-nail title cut, and is a prolific source
for all sorts of exploitation ideas. The
plot also contains an unusual opportunity
for snappy catchlines for advertisements
and programs, the mystical and humorous
story. interwoven into an exciting love
being
The posters are unusually attractive,
stirring the imagination and piqueing the
curiosity. The paper includes a 1-sheet,
two 3-sheets, a 6-sheet and a 24-sheet.
Governor's Daughter Joins Mayer
Ethel Gillette, daughter of ex-Governor
James N. Gillette, o-f California, has been
added to the continuity staff of the Anita
Stewart Company.
Productions and Chaplin-Mayer
Pictures
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A. E. Lefcourt
Who is president of the Pioneer Film
Corporation.
BuluuuiiiiiliiiiiimiiiiiMiitiiiiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiHiiimmiimaiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Adele Blood Is Female Lead
in Geraldine Farrar Picture
for Associated Exhibitors
care is being exercised in
THEthe greatest
selection of the players who will
appear in the cast with Geraldine Farrar in her first Associated Exhibitors production, "The Riddle: Woman," to be released by Pathe. Adele Blood, a nationally
known leading woman on the stage who
has headed her own stock company in nearly a dozen of the biggest cities, and who
was for four years the star of "Everywomleading
as thecast.
been inengaged
an," has
will
She femithe Farrar
nine support
have the part of Kristine.
Within a week Director Jose expects to
be able to definitely name the complete
cast. He anticipates beginning production
of the great play in which Bertha Kalisch
starred for two seasons as soon as Miss
Farrar returns to New York. Preparations
are now being completed for the filming
of the picture in the Thanhouser studio in
New Rochelle. The preliminary details virtually have been completed and all that remains is to begin production.
"Red Foam" Is Announced as
Next Selznick-Ince Special
MYRON SELZNICK, president of Selznick Pictures, in announcing that the
next Ralph Ince-Selznick special
production has been chosen for filming as
soon as necessary preparations are completed will spread glad news to the many
exhibitors who have found the Ralph Ince
Special productions of strong box office
attraction.
Mr. Selznick's announcement takes on an
added degree of interest when it is made
known that the next story chosen for Mr.
Ince is "Red
which The
appeared
popular
weeklyFoam,"
magazine.
authorin isa
William H. Hamby. As a preliminary to
beginning actual work of production
Edward Montagne, of the Selznick scenario
staff, was assigned the task of putting the
story into continuity form. This assures
exhibitors and public that as far as the
continuity is concerned the story will be
smooth running.
The work of selecting the cast is
scheduled to begin this week and much
attention is to be given to the types in the
story.
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President

Liberal Policy
of
presiden
of the
THEthe assumpti
ioncy last
Pioneeron Film
Corporat
week by A. E. Lefcourt, one of the
most prominent and most successful figures in the
women's
apparel
industry
in the
ts the
United
States,
represen
climax
of
one of the most interesting chapters in the
motion
picture years.
field that has been written for several
A trifle over two years ago, Mr. Lefcourt
became interested in the exploitation of
"Civilization" with several other men, some
of whom like himself were not acquainted
with the motion picture business, while
othersfied inwere
men field.
who had long been identithe film
In the management of his manufacturing
business Mr. Lefcourt had been signally
successful not only in organization work,
but in the inauguration of a liberal policy
of "live and let live."
The release and exploitation of "Civilizagreatly impressed
Lefcourt
with thetion," sopossibilities
in this Mr.
industry
that
he formed the Pioneer Film Corporation,
confident that if the Pioneer would operate
and function in the picture field as his and
other successful manufacturing concerns
did in the mercantile field, success would be
assured.
Welcomes Individuality of Idea*.
He believed then, and the present status
of the Pioneer has conclusively proven that
he was right, that the success of any organization depends greatly upon the policy
of allowing both the business staff as well
as the individual producer, director and
star, to enjoy the full exercise of their individuality and ideas, so long as their activities conform to the general policy of the
concern.
"I laid down at once a policy which would
give every incentive to the producer of individual pictures and make him sure that
after Pioneer had acepted his production
there Mr.would
be a market created for it,"
said
Lefcourt.
"I felt from the very start that the same
principles which govern my ovvn line of
business must prevail in the moving picture enterprise started by me, and the outstanding thought in this connection was
that when one produces the right kind of
merchandise it is not necessary to force
the retailer — the exhibitor — to sign up for
any particular quantity or period, and compel the exhibitor or retailer to accept bad
and good just because of a condition imposed on him — a condition which is unwarranted and contrary to business ethics.
Mr. Lefcourt's Policy.
"I believe that it is absolutely the right
and the privilege of a man to buy what he
wants, and only what he wants, and I do
not hesitate to say that my belief in this
practice has done more to set the Pioneer
on the road to success than any other
feature of the business.
"It hashibitorsnoand isentangling
alliances
with exonly interested
in handling
the class of pictures that the exhibitor can
buy with safety and book them as he wants
them, without any ifs or buts.
"We take the individual exchangeman in
any territory and make him part of the
Pioneer machine by giving him the consistent credit and an incentive to place our
pictures before the exhibitors in his respective territory. In this way we have covered
the entire United States."
Violet Mersereau Denies Report
In a letter to Moving Picture World
Violet Mersereau denies a recently published report that she has been engaged

Believes

in

of "Live and Let Live
to appear
in aconcern.
series of two-reel pictures
for
a certain
"I wish you would kindly tell your readers that this statement is an error," writes
Miss Mersereau, "as I have been engaged
for a considerable time back in the producof 'Finders,
Keepers'
graph tionFilm
Company,
and I for
shallthestartArtofor
Denver shortly to appear in a new production, "Out of the Depths,' for the same com"I am not appearing in two-reel releases,
pany.
my
time being devoted exclusively to playing stellar roles in special productions."
W. S. Van Dyke Will Direct
Pathe's Hutchison Serial

Jackl
who directed
VAN DYKE,
WS. Dempsey
in Pathe's
"Daredevi
ng
•
Jack,"
is
supervisi
the
serial
which Charles Hutchison will star forin
Pathe under the supervision of Robert
Brunton at the latter's studio in Los
Angeles.
Mr. Van Dyke's commission to direct the
Hutchison vehicle is by way of being a special arrangement, due, it is said, to the high
esteem in which the Pathe production
heads hold him for his work on the Dempsey picture. The company selected to support the star will have many players who
appeared
"Daredevil
Jack."to The
ant roles inhave
been given
JosieimportSedgwick and Carl Stockdale, both of whom
were prominent in Dempsey's support.
A number of scenes for the first epithe workingsodetitleof "The
of theDouble
story Adventure,"
by Jack Cunningham,
have been completed. Mr. Hutchison has
been working outside the studio with Director Van Dyke on details for some daredevil stunts, and it is expected he will soon
stage them for the camera.
The gymnasium at the studio, where Jack
Dempsey went through his daily training
grind, is now the scene for Charles Hutchison's regular period of routine exercise.
George B. McCutcheon Wrote
"Sherry," Edgar Lewis Film
THEopinion
day of the
in the
Edgarauthor
Lewis,is here,
producer
of
a score of motion picture successes,
whose
release
"Sherry,"
adapted next
from special
the George
Barr is
McCutcheon
novel. The production will be released by
Pathe on May 30. Mr. Lewis has always
been a strong advocate of the good story.
His first big Pathe production was "Other
Men's Shoes," which he adapted from the
internationally famed novel by Andrew
Soutar.
In selecting "Sherry," Mr. Lewis picked
the work of one of .America's best known
modern authors. George Barr McCutcheon's
literary successes number scores ; "Graustark,"
of Graustark," "Brewster's
Millions""Beverly
and "Nedra"
have been enjoyed
by thousands of readers. The author's
name is synonj'mous with "romance" and
in "Sherry" he used a full measure of this
important screen and literary ingredient,
coupled
ture andwith
humor.mystery, melodrama, advenMr. Lewis also believes the firmament is
bigger than the star, and in casting his
picture he looks for types rather than stars.
For "Sherry" he selected Pat O'Malley, Lillian Hall, Harry Spingler, Maggie Holloway Fisher, Richard Cummings, Alfred
Fisher, Gertrude Norman, Will JeflFries and
Scott McKee.
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Quarters

for Reception of Fox Executives
Bijou Theatre. Business is good at all
THE convention during the week of his
the theatres under his supervision, namely,
manand
tives
May 24 of the execu
the Empire, Academy of Music, Rialto and
agers of the Fox Film Corporation
Bijou theatres in Fall River and the Strand
York
New
the
of
rs
uarte
headq
and Premier in Newburyport. B. A. Prager
will find the
sales exchange in West Forty-sixth street owns the last two theatres mentioned.
tainenter
and
tion
their recep
ready for
ment. Louis Rosenbluh, director of the Reelcraft Pictures Company
has anticichief sales territory in thetheEast
latch string is
pated their arrival and
Finishes "Rubes and Romance"
^'"occupying the entire tenthexchange
floor of has
the
ion's
sales
the
Alice Howell,
under
the personal
s Corporat
t Picture
Leavitt Building,
THEstar, Reelcraf
direction of Frederick J. Ireland, vicebeen artistically furnished, decorated and
of ex- president and supervisor of production, has
William Fox regardless
equipped pensebyIt will
be viewed by the visiting
completed her sixth picture, "Rubes
all other Fox just
Fox managers as a model forcountry
and Romance," and will start immediately
and in on
the
seventh of a series of twenty-six
exchanges throughout the
in the chief two-reel comedies in which she is feadue time be duplicated at least assigned
to
tured.
territories
cities of the larger
Carl Harthill, manager of the Chicago
the North, West, South and Pacific Coast.
office of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation,
in spite oftryhisisexecuLouis Roseninbluh,
more
Louis Rosenbluh.
the film indus
that the bookings on the forthcomtive ability
Though at reports
ing
releases
of
the
William
Franey
singleExecutive
of
the New York Sales Exchange
or less of a different nature. lined
the
to
of the Fox Film Corporation.
reel comedies have passed all expectations.
all times affable, he is disinc
to
he happened
(S
newspaper interview, butwhile
supervising
be off guard last week
was
and
tment
changes in his poster depar
The opporreminiscent talk.
cajoled intocame awhen
Don't Ride the Fatal Horse " Advises
was heard to remark
tunity ntration hepays.
that conce
Lewis Selznick in Talk to Exhibitors
Serves 75 Per Cent. With Fox Films.
principle
"I consider myself a failure unvariety of ADVOCA
the dogmatic
"I have handled," he said, "a
hope His motto,
can only
which exhibitors
upon TING
length features and
less
the
exhibitor
a success,"
the
subjects in differentopportun
wedge
with
which heis intends
to pryisopen
their
to retain a life-long interest in ents
ity of studying
that afforded me the
encroachm
the
of
fear
without
theatres
vantage
the gates
of exhibitor-freedom from outthe film industry from the best
side interests.
of big firtanciers, Lewis J. Selznick, presipoint.
of
Inc.,
Theatres,
Picture
National
dent
"It at least enabled me to give closer at- sets forth his ideas in two striking inserts
Secure First Sub-Franchise
tention to the handling of a larger number of theatres at one time and this has in the motion picture trade journals of
Plan of Circuit in St. Louis
15.
May
since
ce
experien
through
d
been amplifie
One insert shows a goose laying the
this exchange was established, enabling mes
are springing
conventi
to steadily increase our list of exhibitor
EXHIB
golden eggs and the other is captioned "a
ms ons
all over the counlike mushroo
up ITOR
until now 75 per cent, of the theatres in horse on you." These are advocated by
There
so surnothing
perhaps
is
try.
ion
Mr. Selznick primarily to fight the interthe territory over which I have supervis
in that
a conand then
now
but
prisingvention
nments.
ests aiming to "squeeze the soul out of
are being served with Fox entertaiobtained
not
garden
or
ordinary
the
of
"The best satisfaction has been
all
exhibitors."
Mr.
Selznick,
in
the
goose
Chicago
the
Since
light.
to
comes
variety
advertisement, says in part:
a co-operative manby doing business inbeing
n, whenhising
made gpub-to
First National
accepted by Fox
"I hear you're such a goose that you'll conventio
ner, the suggestion
plan extendin
lic its subfranc
subkeep
laying
golden
eggs
for
the
interests
booking
in
on
co-operati
that
exhibitors
s
ent
memalready
not
exhibitor
independ
jects is a better money making proposition organizing to kill you. Concerns for whom
tion a share in its probers of its
for them. In other words, by dealing direct you've built up good will with your good
benefits, the number
and variety
tectiveorganiza
ideas and your good capital aren't satisfied
of exhibitor meetings has been increased.
the exhibitors'
the producer
with made
when
particularly profits
more secure,
were
with
the millions
you'vetoo.provided. Now
Perhaps the most unusual was "a family
they
want
your
profits,
that
out,
week
using pictures week in and
convention" called recently in St. Louis
who had ex"And since you're figured as an easy by
the Webster Amusement Company to
were produced by a specialist
perimented successfully for over six years mark, they expect you to keep featuring consider the new First National sub-frantotheir
productions,
exploiting
their
stars,
who
and
features,
length
with various
chise plan. The Webster Amusement comfurnishing the funds for them to buy your
day can lay claim to being the foremost
pany and
owns Airdome.
and operates And
the Webster
Theaown
theatres
until
they
possess
all
the
tre
the Webster
producer in the industry."
choice
locations
in
the
best
paying
towns
Amusement
Company
is
controlled
by
the
Business Increased Eight-Fold'.
of America.
five male members of the Graham family,
Mr. Rosenbluh said that the business of
"If the exhibitor stands for this raw
Grover C. and his sons, W. W., D. R.,
the Fox Film Exchange had increased
deal, if he sharpens the knife that cuts his Thomas E. and George.
eight-fold under his personal guidance and
throat, he deserves to be a cooked goose.
The convention was called at the instance
that now, with larger facilities, it will be I call it a raw deal because it's a double
possible to serve all the theatres in the deal, an ungrateful deal. I'm for you of
J. Baker,
of First the
National's
St. S.Louis
office,manager
who explained
details
territory he governs even more efficiently
because
you've
been
for
me.
Lay
on."
of
his
organization's
new
plan.
The
five
and more profitably than ever before.
Grahams
were
convinced
of
the
merit
of
In the "A Horse on You" advertisement,
Service, he emphasized as the most im- Mr. Selznick relates the strong position of the scheme, and after unanimously indorsportant feature of the work of the ex- the Trojans and how the hostile Greeks
ing it, signed for the first sub-franchise
change, afact that was. fully attested by caught them unaware.
territory.
granted by First National in the St. Louis
a glimpse at the advertising accessories
"What
happened
to
Troy,"
says
Mr.
Selzdepartment of which Mr. Rosenbluh is
"can happen to Schenectady, too,
proud and to which he gives a large share You're nick,
stabling just such Trojan horses in
Big Theatre for New Bedford
of his personal attention. He has every your theatres
at this very instant. Genmeans at his command to aid exhibitors
T. B. Bayliss of the Olympia Theatre,
erously
promoting
popularity
for
stars
and
in the exploitation of pictures.
New Bedford, sponsors the announcement
productions which
you'll
soon ex-as that
the Gordon Theatre now being erected
overreaching
interests
feellose
it isas more
BuUwinkle Reports Booking
pedient to take your crowds than to take will cost about $1,000,000 and will seat about
2,000. It will be a four-story structure.
J. C. Bullwinkle, representative of the your contracts.
Realart Pictures Corporation out of the
"I'm protecting my own future when I
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for MovBoston office, reports the booking by Louis advise you to protect yours. If the exhibPicture World. News men charge the IS
itor isn't a successful free agent I'm a fail- centsingper
Boas of Fall River, Mass., of "The Mystery
copy price. Send $3 and get your
of the Yellow Room," "The Luck of the
Mr. Selznick stated he intends to keep paper every week by early mail, and miss
Irish," "The Deep Purple" and "The Law
away for the benefit of exhib- no issues. That will give you $4.80 for War
of the Yukon." Mr. Boas reports that hammering
itors with further forceful advertising talks. Savings Stamp investment.
"Soldiers of Fortune" proved a winner at
ure."
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First

of Tracy
Ready

Jacques Tyrol
Secretary, treasurer and general director
of the Falkner-Tyrol Productions.

Jacques Tyrol's Experiences
Recalled by New Corporation
er Tyrol Productions has
THEbeen Falkn
incorporated at a capitalization
of $200,000. The office is at 117 West
Forty-sixth street, New York City. Fred
W. Falkner is president and general manager and Jacques Tyrol is secretary, treasurer and general director.
Especially interesting has been the career
of Mr. Tyrol. He was knighted by Empress Elizabeth of Austria when 16 years
old. After her death he gave up court
life, realizing its shams and intrigues, and
after graduating with several degrees from
the University of Berlin and the University
of Jena he became an ardent anti-militarist and anti-imperialist. Disowned,
Tyrol began fulfilling a great ambition of
his — to play the part of Beethoven in "The
Last Days of Beethoven's Life." After three
years of hard work and privations he succeeded, appearing at the Court Theatre in
Vienna.
Was "A. P." Correspondent.
Later on Tyrol became special correspondent of the Associated Press. He "covered" theBoxer
Spanish-American
Boer
war, the
uprising and war,
the the
massacre
of KichinefiF. Then he decided to come to
American and he was naturalized not long
after his arrival, forfeiting his noble title.
He joined the Selig Polyscope Company in
Chicago and rapidly rose to the position of
assistant general director. Then he
branched out for himself as a producer.
Among his productions have been "And the
Children Pay," his first, and "The Red
Viper," his latest.
Keeping Close to Cohan Original
Charles Ray's version of "Forty-five
Minutesclassic
from which
Broadway,"
the George
M.
Cohan
he is adapting
to the
screen, is being kept close to the original
form which had great success during the
years of its stage vogue. The wide popularity of the original Cohan play and the
star's recognition
of its value
in the form
known
to a vast public
has convinced
its
producers that the biggest success would
attend a screen version following closely
the lines of the popular stage piece.
"Forty-five Minutes From Broadway" is the
first of the star's new productions which
Arthur S. Kane will present for First National release.

WORLD

Stories

Made

jor Summer

IER,"' first
B.'\RR
T by
SILEN
THEpicture
of themotion
member
play
acya to
edBrit-in
be produc
ish aristocr
America, is now titled and ready for early
summer release by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. Its author, Sir Louis Tracy,
was recently knighted by King George for
war services.
This is the first of fifteen Tracy novels,
rights to which were purchased by Louis
Tracy Productions, Inc., to be completed
for Gibraltar Pictures. The production was
directed by William Worthington who directed most of the Sessue Hayakawa successes, and who left this wee'< for California to direct a new Gibraltar production in which Leah Baird will be starred.
"The Silent Barrier" is one of the most
pretentious efforts of Gibraltar Pictures to
date. It involves a cast of sixty people
in the principal scenes and more than a
month was spent by the entire company in
filming
Placid, special
N. Y. features
The workof the
was story
done atinLa'-thee
dead of winter in snow fifteen feet or
more deep and in the heights along with
lakeshore. The Swiss scenes are reproduced with a verisimilitude that is said to
defy detection even by old Swiss mountaineers, this work having, in fact, been
done under the direct supervision of men
familiar with the winter landscapes at S*.
Mortiz in the Swiss Egandine, where the
story is laid.
The studio sets involving some remarkable interiors representing London and
Geneva drawing rooms, ball rooms and reception halls, were created from drawings
and old prints secured direct from friends
in Switzerland by Director Worthington.
"The Silent Barrier" was scenarioized by
Charles T. Dazey. Mr. Dazey and Sir Louis
Tracy worked in perfect comradeship over
the transformation of literature into drama.
In the cast are Sheldon Lewis, Gladys
Huiette, Florence Dixon, Donald Cameron.
Mathilde Brundage, Fuller Mellish and
Corinne Barker.
Newman Contracts for Early
Showing of Hampton Picture
known
a well
FRANK
Kansas L.CityNEWMAN,
showman, and
his general
manager, Milton H. Feld, have booked
for immediate presentation at their Regent
Theatre, Benjamin B. Hampton's recordmaking Emerson Hough production, "The
Sagebrusher," the W. W. Hodkinson release.
Ben Blotcky, Hodkinson Kansas City
manager, also contracted for a late May
week's showing of "The Sagebrusher" with
G. L. Hooper, managing director of
Topeka's big first run house, the Isis. Other
big Kansas first run bookings on the production are the Electric, Emporia; the
Star, Newton ; the Empress, Fort Scott and
the Novelty, Winfield.
Recently the Hampton production opened
to
crowded
housesTheatres,
at Jacob
Lourie's
Modern
and Beacon
Boston,
Mr.
Lourie's exploitation staff stressing in the
campaign
on "The
the same
fact
that the picture
was Sagebrusher"
sponsored by the
producing genius who brought to the
screen "The Westerners" and "Desert
Gold,"
both of which scored tremendously
in
the Hub.
Japan a Heavy Buyer
Statistics concerning our foreign trade in
moving picture film have just been secured
from the Department of Commerce. During the motith of March 2,108,688 feet of
unexposed film, with a value of $65,783.

by Gibraltar

Release by Hodkinson
and 23,793,100 feet of exposed film, worth
$1,144,203, were exported.
Our most important market for unexposed film during the month was Japan,
which took nearly three-quarters of our
total exports of that item, the rest being
distributed among fourteen other countries.
Our largest shipments of exposed film
were made to England, France and Canada,
although exports were also made to some
forty other markets.
Swiss Director Signed by
Laemmle to Make Comedies

of sthein foremost motionVEST,
picture one
director
EuJOHN HOHEN
rope, has been engaged by Universal.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, personally signed him up to produce a series
of comedies featuring Lee Kohlmar, a celebrated stage comedian.
Hohenvest came to the United States recently to spend several months in the study
of American methods of photoplay direction. He was for several years the general
director for the Helvetia Cinema Company
of Zurich, Switzerland. One of the films
that bore his name was the well known
"Around the World in Thirty Days," one
of the most sumptuous of serials.
The new Universal comedy director formerly was a newspaperman and a writer
before he entered the film world. He also
is a landscape painter of note in his own
country, and is an amateur ski champion.
He has thirty-four medals, won in ski
jumping contests.
Walturdaw Has First National
Pictures for United Kingdom
As been
a result
of negotiations
whichmonths,
have
in progress
for several
the productions of the First National
Exhibitors Circuit will be distributed in
the United Kingdom by the Walturdaw
Company, Ltd.
A contract has been entered into between David P. Howells, Inc., foreign representatives ofFirst National and Walturdaw whereby First National Attractions for
two years go to the Walturdaw Company
for distribution
land and Wales. in England, Ireland, ScotNegotiations for the future First National
pictures for the United Kingdom were
openeddaw some
ago managing
when the director.
WalturCompanymonths
sent its
Colonel H. A. Browne to the United States.
Colonel Browne was in America for a period of two months, and when he left for
London some weeks ago an agreement had
been reached
which has just been consummated in London.
Colton to Write for Universal
John Colton has been engaged by Universal to write stories solely for Priscilla
Dean. He is now on his way to Los Angeles, where he will work side by side
with Miss Dean and her director in the
construction of suitable plots for the star.
One Colton story already has been
selected for Miss Dean. It is "The Cat
That Walked Alone." It is now being put
into continuity form. It is an original
screen story which is said to suit Miss
Dean even better than did her popular
Oriental role, "Sara" in "The Virgin of
Stamboul."
Bumps Adams Starts Work
Work on the first production of the
series of comedies in which Bumps Adams
will be featured by Screen Crafts, Inc., has
been started.
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Fogs

Tampa

Ideal for Film Producing
y" ing his vacation. As soon as he has rested
of "The
filmingMaria
THEon Anna
Key Isle
southofofDestin
Tampa,
up a bit he will start work on "The Charm
Fla., is proving so successful that the School,"
a story by Alice Duer Miller, it
Character Pictures Corporation is plan- is announced, and from all accounts this
ning to assemble another company of picture will be in a vein considerably different from his more recent pictures, many
players to complete other films in that
locality.
of
which dealt with automobiling and the
like.
Albert W. Plummer, vice president of the
company, states that the Florida sunlight
is the best that he has ever seen for moving pictures, inasmuch as scenes can be Report Shows 750 Simplexes
shot successfully as late as 6:30 p. m. in
summer, whereas in California work is
in Chicago Projection Rooms
stopped
at
5
o'clock.
to the Simplex
a report
There are no fogs in that climate and
DEDfromin the
INCLU
factory
general offices of the
few rainy days, and this fact, Mr. Plummer
rs' Supply Company in ChiExhibito
believes, will result in other companies gocago is found an item which indicates not
ing to Tampa. As an indication of weather
conditions, the St. Petersburg Independent, only the general popularity of the projector manufactured by the Precision Mathe afternoon paper of St. Petersburg,
chine Company, but the desire of the presacross the bay from Tampa, gives away its
ent managers to furnish their projection
edition to the public free of charge on
any day that the sun does not make its rooms with a better type of equipment.
appearance, and it is seldom that it is called
A survey of the projection rooms in Chicago was instituted some time ago by the
on to fulfill this agreement.
Exhibitors'
Company, andanalyzed
after theit
Paul Gilmore Star of Film.
figures had Supply
been thoroughly
showed that there are slightly over 750
Exteriors
of Destiny"
are Simplex projectors in use daily in the city
being
filmed for
at "The
Anna Isle
Maria
Key. Street
proper, while almost the same percentage
scenes will be filmed in Tampa. Consider- is
maintained in the suburbs and outlying
able photography will be done aboard
sections
of the city.
pleasure boats in carrying out the plot of
Many of the Chicago theatres recently
the picture, and for this purpose the excursion steamer Favorite has been selected. equipped with Simplexes have demanded
installations similar to those new theatres
The directors believe that it will be un- in
New York and on the West Coast, whose
neces ary to have artificial lighting; that
the sunshine can be reflected from the projection rooms have been spoken of in
trade and architectural journals as being
outside by the means of screens and mir- particularly
worthy of mention, so that the
rors in such a way as to furnish all the
in Chicago can truly be said to
light necessary. Plans of Paul Gilmore, projection
the screen results viewed in any part
owner of the property on which the pic- equal
ture is being taken, are progressing to- of the country.
wards the construction of a movie city.
A bridge will shortly be built connecting
the island with the main land. A deep Educational Picks Bronberg
water channel is also being built to facilifor Atlanta Representative
tate the handling of freight.
Semi- Weekly News Reels Wins
Popularity Among Exhibitors
EXHIBITORS everywhere are recognizing more and more the growing importance of the news reel and its
relations to the newspaper stories of the
day, it was pointed out recently by Harry
M. Berman, general manager of exchanges
for Universal, upon his return from a tour
of the Middle West for the purpose of
investigating the news reel situation.
"I found that the live wire exhibitors,"
said Mr. Berman, "are realizing more and
more the importance of having up-to-date
news reels in their houses. Exhibitor after
exhibitor told me that many patrons now
have the
asking, of'When
are you
going
to habit
show ofpictures
the Mexican
Revolution?' or 'Are you going to show pictures of that big train wreck in the East?'
and similar inquiries proving that they anticipate news pictures of the day's events.
"International News Service
the first news reel publishers to istakeonecog-of
nizance of this awakening interest in day
to day news reels. Instead of the old fashioned weekly release of news reels, the
International News Reel, released by Universal, now is semi-weekly. It will not be
long before news reels will be released
daily, just like a daily newspaper."

Wallace Reid Back in Hollywood
Wallace Reid, Paramount Artcraft star,
has returned to Hollywood, from the
northern part of California where he has
been playing on the speaking stage dur-

e sysexchang
new was
L'S States
lly
practica
tem in United
EDUCATIONA
completed last week with the announcement of arrangements for offices in
Atlanta and Dallas in which the south and
the southeastern territory will be handled.
Henry Ginsberg of the New York office
visited Atlanta and after consultation with
the exhibitor interests as to the best available man selected Arthur C. Bronberg, one
of the best known distributors in the South.
Mr. Bronberg organized the Southeastern
Pictures Corporation, which he left a short
time ago to establish the Arthur C. Bronberg Attractions. By his agreement with
Educational, Mr. Bronberg will become financially interested in the Atlanta exchange and devote his entire time to Educational's product in the states of Georgia,
Alabama,
Florida. North and South Carolina and
Arrangements for the Dallas exchange
were made at the time of the recent meeting of independent exhibitor interests in
that section with the representatives of
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. The
manager will be announced later.
Louis J. Gasnier in New York
Louis J. Gasnier, the producer, arrived in
New York City last week from Los Angeles. Soon after his arrival his wife was
taken ill and he hurried to Lakewood, N. J.,
to be with her. It is understood that Mr.
Gasnier is in New York City to complete
arrangements for the motion picture production of "Kismet," with Otis Skinner in
the role he played so successfully on the
stage.
Mr.
Gasnier is staying at the Hotel
Astor.

Richard Stanton
On right, who will have his own producing
company. Shown here with Captain
Deshiel of Submarine R-4.
Stanton Wants Exhibitors to
Collaborate with Producers

many
, director
STANTON
RICHA
, outlines
a newof deparsuccesses
FoxRD
ture in collaboration between the exhibitor and the motion picture producer.
exthat the
as I dodirector
He says:hibitor"Believi
and motionng picture
should
work hand and hand, thereby materially
aiding each other in the production of box
office successes, I take this means of sugfor theironcon-in
an idea conventi
gesting to exhibitor
sideration at the s annual
Cleveland.
"The exhibitor is first and last a showman, and as such is in a position to express the film likes and dislikes of his
patrons. Therefore, the exhibitor should
be an authority on the merits of stories
selected for motion picture production. On
the other hand, the director is an authority
on the work of making box office hits out
of the story skeleton.
"I believe a serious weakness is the
mediocre knowledge and perception of the
average scenario department. To overcome
this I earnestly suggest to exhibitors that
they put their valuable knowledge of what
constitutes a success to work in co-operation with the director. This may be done
by a committee of exhibitors appointed by
the convention to read and suggest for
the information of the producer, the names
of such books and plays as the exhibitors
deem worthy of screen presentation."
Warner Is Here in Overalls
in Jesse D. Hampton Picture
HENRY
B. WARNER,
tragic-lipped
Chesterfield
of the "the
screen,"
as one
critic called him, is a hero, though in
overalls, in "Uncharted Channels," the
Jesse D. Hampton production shortly to
be released by Robertson-Cole.
This picture is destined to draw strongly,
in the judgment of those who have seen
the pre-views, because of its timely nature, touching, as it does, a theme of the
hour. The production possesses not only
merit, but has in additon a star, a cast and
a story that are all worth while.
Mr. Warner, as the hero, is not called
upon to be tragic always. Although an
exciting story revolves around him and
he takes part in a realistic fight, he appears as lighthearted always and humorous often,
for "Uncharted
Channels"withis aa
picture
which,
although dealing
serious subject, is really light in tone.
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Madsen Managers Palads-Theatre
A letter thanking Moving Picture World
for its article of January 10, 1920, on the
Palads-Theatre, Copenhagen, Denmark, has
been received from Sophus Madsen, manager of the theatre. He points out that
while the article credited him with being
owner of the theatre, it did not name him
as the actual manager of it, and desires
that this be made clear.

to the Work oj Ten Well- Known
Writers
and Conway Tearle in the leadON y SELZNICK has purchased Zenaing Keefe
MYRrecentl
roles. George Archainbaud is directing.
the screen rights to stories
jAnother Selznick production now in the
of ten of the foremost playwrights,
novelists and short-story writers of the making, "Wilderness Fear," is from the pen
day, according to an announcement this of Michael J. Phillips, a well-known short
week. This does not include the con- story writer. Burton George is said to be
Stafford Returns from Cuba
filming the production in the far north.
's
under being
Kaufmanely
Herber
which picturi
tract are
zedt exclusiv
M. Selznick, it is further stated, has also
editorials
J. Benson Stafford has recently returned
by Selznick Pictures Corporation, it is acquired the screen rights to "Red Foam," from Cuba, where he went in quest of mastated. The list of the ten writers em- the William H. Hamby story that appeared
terial for "Pearl of the Antilles," a motion
braces the names of Frank L. Packard, recently in a popular weekly magazine;
picture story. Also he has completed a
George Barr McCutcheon, Edith Ellis, and "Love Among the Chickens," by Pel- morality screen play entitled "Ambition."
ham Greenville Wodehouse.
He is now working on a fairy story.
George V. Hobart, Pelham Grenville Wodehouse, Frances Marion, Lewis Allen
Browne, William H. Hamby, Michael J.
Phillips and Roy Horniman.
Carl Laemmle Sees New Popularity for
Roy Horniman is the author of "Jenny,"
Olive Thomas'
forthcoming
Selznick
production. Mr. Horniman, listed as one of
Costume and Period Pictures with Plot
England's
favorite
novelists,
is
credited
with some of our best authors in point of
which might have proved engrossing fifty
future years
the nearcostume
in demand
that will
opinion
THEmoving
popularity on this side of the water.
ago are only mildly interesting today.
patrons
I have always contended that a big story,
and period pictures just as much as
Miss Thomas' latest Selznick picture is
no
matter
where its scenes are laid, or in
many now turn away from them is the
"The Flapper," from the pen of Frances
Marion, the well-known writer of many
what
period,
will be a success. Certain
prediction
made
by
Carl
Laemmle,
presiscreen successes.
dent of Universal.
elemental emotions, such as love, hate,
From Frank L. Packard, of "Miracle
"It has come to my attention," said Mr. revenge, pride of race, struggle for power
Man" fame, Mr. Selznick is said to have Laemmle. "that many people have knocked and the like, are not changed by time or
obtained the film rights to "The Sin That 'The Virgin of Stamboul' and have declared place. A story containing these ingredients
Was
His," astarring
popular vehicle
novel, toforbe William
used as it could not succeed because it is, as they in the combination will fascinate."
a second
say, a costume picture. When I look at the
Faversham. Hobart Henley is directing.
reports concerning the spreading popularity
Edith Ellis, writer of many Broadway of this picture I have to laugh at the Young Buffalo Series Listed
stage successes, is the author of "The Point croakers who sought to run it down.
for Eariy Release by Pathe
of View," which Mr. Selznick has acquired
VirginIt ofis Stamboul'
as a starring vehicle for Elaine Hammernot"However,
a period 'The
picture.
not even 'Sa OWING to the demand of exhibitors for
two-reel western pictures, Pathe has
stein.
picture in the real sense of the
duction. Alan Crosland is directing the pro- costume
word, although characters wear strange
decided to list its series of "Young
garbs entirely at variance to European and Buffalo" productions, just completed, for
Eugene O'Brien in "A Fool and His American
standards
of
dress.
As
a
matter
early
release. Five pictures are included
Money," the
recently
with of fact. Miss Priscilla Dean and the other
scoring
biggestreleased,
successis ofcredited
his career.
in
the
list. "Tex of the Timberlands," first
George Barr McCutcheon, one of the most characters wear exactly the same clothes of the miniature
dramas which dramatically
and picturesquely depicts life in the great
successful of American novelists, is respon- that are being worn today in Constansible for the story.
tinople and Asia Minor, in which this pic- Northwest, has been listed for release on
In securing the screen rights to "Stop is laid.
Subsequent issues in this series will be
That Man," Mr. Selznick is said to have
For Present Period Costumes.
July
"His 11.Pal's Gal," on July 18; "The Law of
captured
production foroneOwen
of theMoore's
best offorthcoming
the many
Border," on July 25; "The Hobo of
"My will
ideanotof interest
a costume
comedies that have come from the pen of which
movingperiod
picturepicture
fans the
Pizen
City,"
on August
1 ; "The Hold-up
Man," on
August
3.
George V. Hobart. The picture is now of the present, is one dealing with some
being filmed at the Selznick west coast period at least fifty years removed from
studios under the direction of Frank G. the present generation and in which the
Five Pictures a "Serial."
Griffin.
While each two-reeler stands out as an
problems faced by the characters are relics
Lewis Allen Browne, who came into of the past and not comprehensible in the independent production, complete in story,
the character of Young Buffalo has been
prominence as a playwright a little over a present day.
"Certain conditions which might have so woven in each picture as to virtually
year ago when his farce, "Please Get been
considered a calamity a century ago
Married,"
achieved anis instantaneous
the fivealready
picturesreceived
a "serial."
Contracts
by the short
cess on Broadway,
credited with sucthe might be of trifling importance today. make
Social
as
well
as
moral
standards
change
subjects
department
of
Pathe on these picauthorship
of
"Marooned
Hearts,"
a
Selztures
insure
their
success.
nick special production, being made with with the diflEerent generations and things

Please Say That You'll Stay."
Now. Think How Much Dolly Loves You.her pleading
"Come, 'Sherry,' Don't Leave Usrelease,
must have made an Impression
Guessplay.
O'Malley.
withus Pat
Three "shots" taken from the new Pathe because
he"Sherry,"
la still with
at the
end of the
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Retained for Second Callaghan Feature
"created a sensation when it was first pubPROOF of the success of an important
lished in England a few years ago. Within
departuretained in in
productio
is conment nthat
themodern
announce
Ida a very short time the plot had plunged the
May Park and Joseph De Grasse, joint British reading public and literary press
into a discussion that extended for a period
directors of Bessie Love in "The Midlanders," have been retained by Andrew J. of several months.
Callaghan, head of the producing organizaMany Dramatic Situations.
tion of that name, for the second offering
of the star. Negotiations to this end vifere
"In
telling
her story, Mrs. Reynolds has
completed by wire from New York City evolved a series of situations not only
where Mr. Callaghan is engaged in the highly dramatic but which present probpurchase of future big vehicles for Miss
lems of unique interest. The author begins
Love. The second picture has not yet been her narrative by presenting a new angle
named.
to the question of whether a woman dare
In the adaptation to the screen of Charles risk her future happiness by marrying for
money. With this first thread of the tale
Tenney
Jackson's
novel,considerable
"The Midlanders,"
Mr .Callaghan
created
interest there is interwoven a second question.
by the announcement that Bessie Love was How great a sacrifice should a mother
to have the benefits of the combined direc- demand of her daughter in the name of
tion of a man and woman. There was filial piety? Despite the fact that these
much discussion as to the value of having problems supply the foundation of Mrs.
both the male and female points of view Reynolds' novel, she has erected a superstructure of fiction that is sheer entertainfor ultimate success in a well rounded production. The contract just closed by Mr.
ment, leaving the solution entirely with her
Callaghan with Miss Park and Mr. De
Grasse reflects the successful culmination
When the story was published in
readers." it is said to have precipitated alof this novel experiment.
America
mostcussion
immediately
repetition
of the
Bessie! Love Film Completed.
created on a the
other side
of disthe
Reports from the Bessie Love studios in Atlantic.
i
R. Cecil Smith is adapting the novel for
Los Angeles disclose the fact that "The
the screen and, according to Mr. Selznick,
Midlanders"
rapidly
Considerable istime
was nearing
spent completion.
in location the problems will be transferred to the
work in order to make the most of the screen solely as entertainment, leaving the
stirring dramatic action transpiring in the solution in the hands of the public.
Mississippi Valley. Following the advices
of the producers. Directors Park and De William Farnum Begins on
Grasse are taking all the necessary time
to make the interiors as distinctive as the
Third Production for Fox
outdoor scenes.
return to the Pacific
recent Farnum
Mr. Callaghan, who arrived in New York
SINCE
Coast, his
William
has completed
City last week, is closing negotiations for
for William Fox, and his
the rights to several big vehicles for Miss thirdtwois features
now
in
course
of production in
Love. He has definitely decided against Hollywood.
the use of original scenarios and will
"The Orphan," which was the first of the
maintain its high standard in story vehicles
as well as direction and production. He trio, is an adaptation of Clarence E. Mulford's
of the same name. This has
will remain in the metropolis until he has alreadynovel
been released.
acquired sufficient big plays and novels.
The second film of the trio, "The Joyous
Troublemakers," written by Jackson Gregory and adapted by Charles Kenyon, has
Theme of "Daughter Pays" Is
been completed and is now in process
Revealed by Myron Selznick
of titling and trimming. According to the
IN commenting on the value of the recent release schedule from Fox this will reach
purchase
"TheBaillie
Daughter
Pays,"asthea the first run theatres in June.
novel
by ofMrs.
Reynolds,
With the casting of the third feature
screen production, Myron Selznick en- "The Scuttlers," for this star William Fox
thused in his statement that he considers
has given Mr. Farnum a strong cast with
a new leading woman so far as Fox films
it one of the best purchases of the year.
are concerned.
"Mrs. Reynolds' story," said Mr. Selznick,

Jackie Saunders, who has a following of
her own, has been selected to play the
leading female role opposite.
Among the other principals chosen to
support the star are Herschel Mayall
Arthur Millet, Harry Spindler, Manuel
Ojeda,
Erico and
Ruiz,
Claire Delorez
Al "Kewpie"
Fremont. Morgan,
J. Gordon Edwards will direct the adaptation of this Clyde C. Westover novel.
The scenario of the play is the work of
Paul H. Sloane of the Fox staff in New
York.
New

Orleans School Shows Its

Pupils Educational Pictures
go —to
S kids
the tomovies
as tolike
as much
NEWschoolORLEAN
because the schools are rapidly becoming movie houses! The Samuel J.
Peters school is the first of the New Orleans schools to start the "Silver screen
and every day, beeducatiotweennal
11 :30 feature"
and 12, —the children assemble
in a big hall for the showing of travelogues,
weeklies and other educational features.
Quite a novel feature has been inaugurated for the payment of this feature,
which tional
is not
the educafund. yet
The provided
boys of for
the inschools
have
volunteered to salvage newspapers and
magazines to pay for the equipment and
running
expenses,
and the
first method.
week's effort assures
the success
of this
The principal of the school will give lectures with every showing of a picture, and
thus the features will be made as educational as possible. Schools all over the city
are making plans to follow the lead of the
Samuel J. Peters school.
Universal Comedians Do Five-Reeler
Edgar Franklin's hilarious story, "EveryBut the byTruth,"
been and
put into
screen thingform
EddiehasLyons
Lee
Moran, Universal's twin fun-makers and
will be released on May 3L It is a fivereel comedy. This will be the first appearance ofLyons and Moran on the screen
in any but the one reel comedies. In this
they are supported by Anne Cornwall,
Katherine Lewis, Willis Marks, Elizabeth
Witts, and Nelson McDowell.
New Rainbow Ready May 31.
Universal also is releasing a new Rainbow ComedyIt onis May
"An features
Artist's
Muddle."
in two31 called
reels and
Harry Mann and Lillian Byron.
The Universal serials for the week are
the seventeenth episode of "Elmo the
Fearless," featuring Elmo Lincoln, and the
sixth episode
of "The
turing Art Accord
and Moon
MildredRiders,"
Moore.fea-

Ain't She Fickle, Huh ? Ain't She? Leaves Her True Lover, Goes Into the Next Room, Where She Finishes the Episode.
Ethel Clayton seen here in Paramount's "A Lady In Love." You will undoubtedly say she has a different gown in scene 3. Well,
you know they have to suit their sweetheart's fancy.
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Capitol Books "Courage of Marge 0' Doone'';
Picture to Open the Pantages in Los Angeles
ings have twice tripled. Vitagraph anAlbert E. Smith, president of
WHEN
nounces, as the prints of the film have been
Vitagraph, arrived in New York
City late last week, he was greeted almost constantly running in Vitagraph's
exchanges across the country, and the
with the information that the James Oliver
have been made on a mammoth
Curwood story, "The Courage of Marge bookings
scale.
," made into a special production
O'Doone
David Smith, had been Demand for Press Sheet Exhausts Supply.
by his brother,
booked at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
Everywhere the conviction seems to be
for
30. a week's engagement commencing May growing that the production is destined
one of the greatest popular suc"The Courage of Marge O'Doone" has to become
cesses screened, and inquiries and requests
been
one
of
Mr.
Smith's
pet
productions.
Its story was selected by Mr. Smith as for advertising matter received at Vitahaving unusual picture possibilities, and
graph's executive offices indicate that elabpreparations are being made weeks
James Oliver Curwood, the author, a close before orate
the
film is scheduled to be shown.
personal friend of Mr. Smith classified it
A large, two-color combination press
as one of his "very best books." In select- sheet
and plan book put out by Vitagraph
Smith,intoto moving
take Curwood's
papes several weeks ago with the idea that there
and ing
turnDavidthem
film, Mr. Smiih
would be a large and special demand for
was guided by his brother's unusual suc- this special, will have to be re-run, and alcess
in
directing
pictures
which
wild
aniready a special re-run of lobby display
mals were shown in their native haunts.
has been ordered. That exhibitors have
To Open the Pantages Theatre.
intention ductionofis evidenced
"circusing"by this
the special
demand profor
The news of "The Courage of Marge the 4-sheets. Thousands of these stands
O'Doone"
booking
in
the
Capitol
crowned
were posted a number of weeks ago all
a series of announcements of big bookings
over the United States and Canada.
of this picture all over the United States
Exhibitors Using Color Plates.
and Canada. As Mr. Smith was half-way
across the continent on his return journey
Many representative exhibitors have
asked for and received electros of the
from Vitagraph's
West aCoast
Hollywood,
he received
wire studios,
from Johnat
plates
used inSome
Vitagraph's
tradethese
paM. Quinn, general manager of Vitagraph, color per
advertising.
are using
that the film was to open several new
plates
just
as
they
are,
to
print
special
picture theatres, one of which is the new
folders for circularizing their patrons,
two-million-dollar
Pantage's Theatre in others are using the pictorial part only,
Los
Angeles.
and are mortising in new type copy, which
From all corners of the United States in their opinion will hold a deeper and
and Canada, bookings on this Vitagraph
more specal appeal to the following outside
special have been coming in at a rate that
Many are planning co-operaconstituted a record in Vitagraph annals. the trade.
tive exploitation stunts with the book
In the early instances, they were the re- stores of their respective communities.
sult of information and descriptions of the
E.xhibitors in certain key centers which
spectacular production without screen ex- have newspapers circulating through a
amination— the result of the sensational
large drawing territory are planning a
record of the book from which the story newspaper review for their patrons before
was adapted and the exploitation put be- the picture is given a public showing in
hind the pictures by Vitagraph.
their theatres — a parallel, more or less, to
the advance shov^ings in the industry for
During the past ten days, however, book-

Christie Girls Lining Up for the Fashion Critics.
1920 Easter Fashion Revue presented at Venice. These were designed
View of the
studios and made a big
the Christie
by the costumehitdesigners
of onlookers.
with the ofthousands
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trade paper reviewers before a film is
booked by an exhibitor.
After having seen the film themselves,
they wager the success of their booking
on what they believe every newspaper
critic will say. They have expressed themselves as confident that this will mean
much favorable word-of-mouth advertising before the film is run, and that after
the picture is shown, business will take
care of itself.
An effort is under way to have this picture reviewed by the same critics who reviewed the book, and Vitagraph exchange
managers and representative exhibitors are
accordingly getting in touch with as many
of these reviewers as practicable.
One of the greatest volumes of early
bookings on the production is reported
to be coming from the Northwest territory
served
by Vitagraph's
and
its newly
established Seattle
branch exchange
office in
Portland, Ore. The pre-public showings in
this region have resulted in many glowing
reviews.
The Northwest reception of the film is
not regarded by Vitagraph as having any
sectional significance, however, for an exchange in an entirely different part of the
country — Dallas — is making a record on
this film, and within the four-day period
previous to last Monday its manager has
sent in contracts for eleven of the largest
cities in Texas— Dallas, Houston, Fort
Worth, -El Paso, San Antonio, Waco, Austin, Abilene, Temple, Wichita Falls and
Dennison.
Big Detroit Bookings.
Detroit, too, has been busy, and on last
Saturdayceived awire
Vitagraph's
general
manager
retelling of
bookings
in Flint,
Saginaw, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and
Lansing, in addition to Detroit itself. Within an hour and a half wires were received
telling of contracts closed in such widely
separated points as Providence, Sioux Falls,
Saginaw,
Butler, Pa.Holyoke, Springfield, Mass., and
Last Saturday's
showed Ind.the;
following
towns Chicago
closed: wire
Marion,
Rockford, 111.; Elgin, 111.; Galesburg, 111.;
Beloit, Wis.; Green Bay, Wis.; Pekin, 111.;
Blue Island, 111.; and Elgin, 111. During a
fifteen-minute period on Monday morning
(of this week) wires received announced
contracts for the Strand Theatre, in Fargo,
N. D.,Laughlin
the People's
Theatre,
the
Theatre,
LongSuperior,
Beach, Wis.;
Cal.,
and the Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Is Given Fifty-seven Day Booking.
The Los Angeles booking is only one instance of a booking of this film in a Pantages house; it has also been scheduled
for runs in Pantages theatres in Spokane
and Tacoma, Washington, and also the
Pantages Theatre in Salt Lake City, at
what is reported to be the highest price
ever paid for a special in that place.
Other circuits have indicated that here
is a film they will go the limit on, and it
has been already given a fifty-seven-day
booking in the Proctor Theatres in New
York City and state and adjacent territory
and for sixteen days in Poli theatres in
New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Waterbury and other cities.
Sets Vitagraph's Canadian Record.
W. F.
divisionthat
man-a
ager forBarrett,
Canada,Vitagraph's
has announced
record had already been set for a Vitagraph film in Canada. The story, it will
be
recalled, is scened in the Canadian
Northwest.
Vitagraph officials, up to this week, had
been looking for the picture to break all
Vitagraph
records.
Monday
communications
from their
branchmorning's
offices,
however, have brought forth the claim
that Vitagraph booking records are already broken.
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we can say
G cantkat
HIN
NOTin
adequately dewords
scribe tke magnificence of
Clara Kimtall Young m 'FOR
THE SOUL OF RAFAEL."
Among tKe weH informed, it is not the
custom to eulogize accomp
ments in Art.
True art is in itself an expression of
acliievement. Be it fine sculpture, superb painting or distinguished motion picture the hallmarks of the genius may be
easily seen.
Thus, in presenting Clara Kimball
I oung in "FOR THE SOUL OF
RAFAEL" Equity feels a justifiable
pride in giving to the world a production
in which the combined genius of Author,
Star and Director stand out strikingly as
an accomplishment in the advanced art of
the photoplay.
At Grauman's beautiful Rialto Theatre in Los
Angeles, where this production had its premiere, it
scored a brilliant success, precisely as it will wherever
shown throughout the world.
To enable exploitation in keeping with the high
character of the picture an unique campaign book has
been prepared. It should be in the hands of every
theatre in the land. If you do not receive a copy of
this brochure, a request on your own stationery will
bring one by return post, from the Equity Franchise
Holder nearest you.
Playing engagements now being arranged. An inquiry
directed to the Equity Franchise Holder^in your territory will bring you full information.
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Famous Players-Lasky Releases
"Sea Wolf" and "Dark Mirror"
asky CorporaTHE Famous
May 16 two distinctly
tion released onPlayers-L
dramatic and likewise unusual Paramount-Artcraft pictures, one being George
Sea Wolf,"
"The production,
productionH., Ince
speciala Thomas
Melford's
and the other
DalDorothy
starring
Mirror,"
Dark
"The
ton.
Mr. Melford's
of the issea
story
which
made Jackproduction
London famous
declared
by Famous Players-Lasky to be one of the
most sensational photoplays released in
many months. Will M. Rltchey wrote the
scenario of this, the first of the series to be
known as George Melford Productions. Paul
Perry was the cameraman.
The central figure In the story Is "Wolf
Larsen,
captainNoah
of "The
whaling brutal
schooner.
Beery Ghost,"
portraysa
"Wolf." Tom Forman plays the part of
Humphrey Van Weyden and Mabel Julienne
Scott Is the girl, Maud Brewster. Raymond
Hatton as Mugridge, the cook; Walter Long
as Black Harris, the mate; James Gordon as
"Death" Larsen, and Fred Huntley as Johnson, a sailor, give fine character delineations.
Eugenie Magnus Ingleton scenarized and
Charles
Darkunder
Mirror,"
In which Giblyn
Dorothydirected
Dalton "The
appears
the
Thomas H. Ince banner. The picture Is taken,
of
course,
JosephThe Vance's
popular
novel
of thefromsameLouisname.
story involves
New
York's
"upper
ten,"
and
also
the
worst
haunts of the underworld.
Newspaper

Co-operation Aid

"Bringing Up Father" Series
THE co-operation received by theatre
managers from newspapers using George
McManus' "Bringing Up Father" comics,
which are now being issued by Pathe In tworeel form, has resulted In their being booked
by many more Buffalo;
prominent
houses.MilwauShea's
Hippodrome,
the film
Butterfly,
kee; Mall and Alhambra theatres, Cleveland;
Sun, Omaha;
Los Angeles;
Lynn;
Rlalto,Miller's,
Lawrence,
and the Waldorf,
Family,
Davenport, are among the biggest theatres
which have just listed the "Bringing Up
Father" series among their coming comedy
attractions.
Other well-known theatres billing the
series, which features Johnny Ray as JIggs,
are RIalto, Fort Dodge; Tootle, St. Joseph,
Mo.; Royal, Atchinson; Luna, Kankakee; Empress, Wichita Falls; Crown, Mobile; Electric,
Joplln; Colonial, Stockton; Strand, Council
BluSs; Lona, Sedalia.
MoManns Cartoons Well Knotm.
Theatre expleltatlon managers have been
extremely successful In obtaining co-operation from newspapers that are using the
McManus cartoons. In a number of cities
this co-operation has extended to the point
where the newspapers directly link up their
cartoons with theatres exhibiting the life
portrayals of the celebrated Jiggs family by
carrying banners over the drawings calling
attention to the fact that the McManus creations can now be seen In films, and where
they can be seen.
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humorous two-reel subjects for subsequent
presentation
their control. In the remaining theatres under
Although no attempt has been made to release the pictures outside of Philadelphia as
yet, it is certain from the number of inquiries from exhibitors that all sales records
for these comedies will be shattered.
Bert Lytell's Brother Plays
Lead in New Metro Production
WILFRED
LTTELL,
brother
Of Bert Lytell,
has younger
been- engaged
by
Metro to play the Hon. Nigel ViUiers,
lieutenant In the Coldstream Guards, in the
all-star production of Cecil Raleigh's Drury
Lane melodrama, "The Marriages of Mayfair," adapted by Julia Burnham and produced under the person supervision of Maxwell Karger, director general.
Mr. Lytell, coming from an old theatrical
family, was brought up in the atmosphere of
the stage and made his first appearance m
his brother's stock company at Albany. On
the stageandhe Harris;
played with
in "Capt.
Kidd,Edeson
Jr.," forin
Cohan
Robert
"His Brother's Keeper" and with Barney
Bernard
"Business
Beforeleading
Pleasure."
the screenIn he
has played
roles Onin
"Our Mrs. McChesney," with Ethel Barrymore; "The Harvest Moon" and the serial,
"Trailed
Three." expects to be joined in
Wilfredby Lytell
New York shortly by his brother, Bert, who
is coming
on from where
Metro'she West
studios In Hollywood,
is justCoast
finishing
the production of his newest picture, "The
Price of Redemption." from I. A. R. Wylie's
novel, meeting
"The Temple
Dawn." inIt will
the
first
of theof brothers
more bethan
two years, Bert having been working steadily
in California and Wilfred having stayed all
the time in the East.
Broenin^ nt Chefitertown.
At a meeting which was held in the Chestertown, Md., Lyceum, through the courtesy
of the management, April 23, under the auspices of the Loyal Order of Moose, Mayor
William F. Broening, of Baltlmre, was one
of the principal speakers.

Jews Celebrating Liberation
of Palestine Shown in the
Latest Selznick News Reel
AUDIENCES
throughout
cially Jewish
people, the
willcountry,
be eagerespe-to
see the parade of 40,000 Jews marching
through New York City in honor of the liberationtainedof their
land, Palestine,
as conin the native
latest Selznick
news reel
No.
13-A, released through Select.
Selznick News also shows over 200 aged
persons taken by the American Red Cross to
the old folks' home of the Daughters of
Jacob; the
defender,
candidate for Resolute,
trials thattestwillcupselect
American
entrant for America's Cup race, scooping
over the waters at Bristol; troops In Frankfort marching into the German city to enforce the terms of the treaty, following the
disturbance caused by the attempted revolution; famous Uncle Joe Cannon, Congressman from Illinois, in his eighty-fourth anniversary, is shown as a guest at a luncheon.
There are many other interesting subjecta
on the reel.
"Honn« of Toys" Is Drama of Domestic Ufe>
One way a photoplay is judged good or
bad is by the story it tells and the manner
of the ducedtelling.
"The House
of Toys,"places
proby the American
Film Company,
graphically before the spectator in six acts
the
throbbing
scenes
whicheastareandenacted'
undervital,
every
third roof
to the
west
and the north and south of us — a drama of
the most intimate appeal because most of
us
are, or have been, in the throes of Its
unfolding.
It is the problem of the husband and wife
living within their small income and keeping mutual love and faith alive while trying?
to make both ends meet. Seena Owen, in
the role of Shirley Lord, a romantic and
thoughtless girl, interprets the feeling and
character of the wife who fails as a helpmeet. Helen Jerome Eddy is "the other
woman" in the case, whose good offices help
to bring forth the spark of genius in the
disappointed husband. Pell Trenton, the lead,
ing man. and George Hernandez, in an important character part, interpret their roles welL.

"WhiaperB" Scheduled for May 17.
"Whispers,"
a Selznick
picture,on starring
Elaine Hammerstein,
and released
May 17
by the Select Pictures Corporation, Is announced as containing a splendid array of
supporting talent, beautiful outdoor shots
and Impressive Interior sets. It Is also said
to give Miss Hammerstein ample opportunity to reveal her versatility. The story, by
Marcus V. Connolly, was picturlzed by George
Proctor and directed by William P. S. Earle.
Matt Moore plays the leading male role in
support of Miss Hammerstein. Other players
Include Phillips Tead. Charles Glrard, Templar Saxe, Ida Darling, . Warren Cook, Bernard Randall, Maude HIU, Dorothy Worth
and George Stevens.
Stnnlery Kxtenda BooklnK" on "EdtsarH."
With almost all of their first-run theatres
on Market street, Philadelphia, playing the
"Edgar"
of comedies
beingofIssued
by
Goldwyn, series
the Stanley
Company
America
contracted for thirty additional days on these
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Giving Much

Attention to

17"
in "Number
NightfourScenes
A. Beranger has
weeks George
FOR
been directing the William Fox screen
version of Louis Tracy's novel "Number
17" In which George Walsh is being starred.
For three of the four weeks Mr. Beranger
has been laboring day and night with his
star and supporting company, while with
his photographer, Charles Gilson, he has
been staging a series of night scenes.
The story is a dramatic one and deals
with many phases of human character. It
carries the star and principals through a
network of plausible adventures among the
lights and shadows of city life, and brings
them safely to a finale which cannot fail
to win favor with all screen lovers.
The locale of the picture contains shots
of Chinatown, with hundreds of yellow men
thronging the narrow, thoroughfares For
these scenes the Walsh company went into
the heart of the Chinese quarter in New York
and photographed the real people there.
The cast, engaged to support George
Walsh includes Mildred Reardon as leading
woman. Charles Mussette, Lillian Beck,
Louis R. Wolhelm, Harold Thomas, Charles
Slattery, Jack Newton, Spencer Charters and
Lillian Grlffln.
This is the second picture George
Beranger has made for Fox, and it is also
the second of the Louis Tracy stories to
reach the screen through this organization;
the first
being Farnum
"Wings was
of thefeatured.
Morning," in
which
William
Gives Title of Latest Kaafman Weekly.
Lewis J. Selznick announces that the
fourth Herbert Kaufman editorial now being
released
"Society
released onis May
30. Bad Men," and will be
Latest reports from the Selznick offices
indicate that exhibitors are eagerly booking Herbert Kaufman releases.
Florence Ck>art In Metro Plctare,
Florence Court,' who has been engaged to
play the role
de Mario
the plcturization
of of
the Lily
Drury
Lane In
melodrama,
"The Marriages of Mayfair," at Metro's New
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York studios in West Sixty-first street, is
known as "the most photographed girl in
the world."
That's
appearing in pictures,
she because,
has beenbesides
photographed
for advertisements of various sorts and her
face ismentsfamiliar
are shown. everywhere these advertise"The Marriages of Mayfair," by Cecil
Raleigh, is one of the great action plays that
made Drury Lane, London, famous as the
home of melodrama. It was adapted to the
screen by Julia Burnham and is directed by
George W. Terwilllger.
Complete Ptlming of "The Blue Moon."
The filming
of "The L.BlueCoxMoon"
the
direction
of George
has under
just been
completed at the Santa Barbara studios of
the American Film Company. Pell Trenton
takes the role of the Pearl Hunter; Elinor
Field is the Wild Rose; Harry S. Northrup
is the man with the fancy vest; James Gordon is the river boss; Margaret McWade is
the iron gray woman; Herbert Standing is
the wild man; Sidney Franklin is Louie Solomon— which completes the characters and
the cast.
<'Treat 'Em Kind" la Latest Capitol.
A new twist to an old idea in picture photography is responsible for an extremely humorous situation in the latest Capitol comedy, in which Neal Burns is starred. The
picture,
Kind," isexchanges.
being distributed "Treat
through the'EmGoldwyn
The
old trick is nothing more than a celling
walking stunt by the hero, who is pretending
to be a legitimate patient in the alcoholic
ward
of a small
town's hospital. Lucille
Rubey
Goldaineplays
is theopposite
director.Neal Bums and Mark
"Virgin" Film Is Opening Attraction.
New Yorkers living near Fordham Road
and Valentine avenue in the Bronx flocked
on the evening of Wednesday, May 12, to
the opening of a big new theatre at that
street intersection. The popularity which
this theatre received was ample confirmation
of the belief of its builders that a new and
modern theatre was needed in that vicinity.
The first picture shown at the new Valen"Thestarring
Virgin ofPriscilla
Stamboul"Dean.the orientaltine waspicture
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Pathe's "Bound and Gagged"
Is Acclaimed by Exhibitors
Pathe
serialGAGGED,"
which was
BOUND AND
the the
ten running
episode
mate of "The Black Secret" and inaugurated the two-at-a-time serial policy, is still
holding its
own completion
as one of Pathe's
best serial
sellers.
Upon
of the picture
at
the Star Theatre, Skamokawa, Wash.; Odeon
Theatre, Chandler, Okla., and the Lyric, Easley, S. C, the managers of those houses sent
letters to Pathe, in which the picture was
complimented as the most completely satisfactory serial they had run to date.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., manager of the Odeon
Theatre in Chandler, wrote that "Bound and
Gagged," in his opinion, "filled a long felt
want
on account
beingmanager
'different.'
C. S. King,
ownerof and
of "theWhile
Star
In
Skamokawa,
stated
that
"whenever
it
thrown on the screen the audience nearlyis
brings
the ofhouse
Phelps down
Sasseen,
the with
Lyric applause."
in Easley, And
reports that "it certainly was a great drawing
All for
three
managers Inform Pathe
card
me."ofB. these
t^at
George
Seitz and Marguerite Courtot,
the stars, have built up such popularity
among the patrons of their houses that the
next serial in which they appear Is assured
of bookings there.
Madge Kennedy Plays Dual
Role in Her Latest Goldwyn
FORwiththethefirst
time Madge
since her
connection
screen,
Kennedy
is to
be seen in dual roles in a photoplay.
With the aid of double exposure, the star
has portrayed two diverse parts In her latest
photoplay
Goldwyn,
Girl bywith
the
Jazz Heart."for taken
from "The
a story
Robert
Shannon and picturized under the direction
of Lawrence Windom.
Goldwyn officials regard the experiment
with Miss Kennedy as a marked success.
Mr. Windom has succeeded. It Is said, in presenting Miss Kennedy to herself. In bavlngr
her at a restaurant dining with herself, and
in other Ingenious situations, without straining the credulity ef the beholder. In one
part Miss Kennedy Is seen as a daughter of
the Mennonites, a stern-faced religious sect,
and In the other as a typical New York
"hello" girl. In this latter role the star dons
a blondecedent wig,
thus onsetting
another new prefor herself
the screen.
"Grab the Ghoat" Is Title of New Holla.
"Grab the Ghost" has been selected as an
appropriate title for the new Rolln comedy
which Pathe will release May 30. It portrays
the difricultles of a bride and bridegroom
when they try to take their honeymoon In
a "haunted" house. "Snub" Pollard Is the
featured comedian, and Marie Mosqulnl is the
bride. Eddie Boland appears as a jealous
suitor and "Sunshine Sambo" does his share
in the laugh line, helping to make It one of
the funniest one-reel comedies of the year.
Another Pathe Serial Neartng OompletlOB.
Rapid progress is reported from the studio
on the filming of the fifteen episode serial
In which Juanita Hansen Is to be starred by
Pathe. Scenes for the eleventh episode have
been filmed at Huntington, Long Island.
When
the company,
whichJuanita
IncludedHansen,
Director Bertram
Mlllhauser,
Warner Oland and other principals of the
cast, boarded the train for New York they
were cheered by local merchants.
Annonnces Release of Post Capitol OoBke41ea.
The Goldwyn
Distributing
announces the release
of the twoCorporation
latest Buddy
Post Capitol comedies for May SO and June
13, respectively. The earlier release Is called
"Oh,
Girls!" and
will beof followed
by "Mum's
the Word."
In both
these comedies
the
portly Buddy Post Is surrounded by hosts of
pretty girls, who keep him moving briskly
through two reels of comic situations.
"Little Cafe" Good Summer Show.
"The Little Cafe," scheduled for release by
Pathe on June 6, Is an Ideal production for
entertainment In the warm months. It Is one
of the livest, lightest comedies of the year,
full of the sparkling activity of the great
French comedian. Max Linder, and replete
with Paris summer scenes.
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Kinogram Shows How Farmers
Dealt Big Blow to Living Costs
OLDblowMANby H.theC. farmers
L. being ofdealt
a crushingSt. Ijouis,
who
establish a curb market where their
wares can be handled at figures within reason, is but one of the interesting news features contained in the latest Kinogram No.
39-A, released by Republic.
Other news items of importance include
winners of an essay contest setting forth
the advantages of military training receiving
awards In Washington; a riot of volunteer
anglers on the wharf at Boston assembled to
cut down the rising cost of fish; children of
Vallejo, Cal., trudging in a parade to induce
their parents to vote for funds to enlarge
schools; students at famous Pennsylvania
college, Bryn Mawr, putting on an elaborate
spring outdoor pageant; big dredges on the
Susquehanna River near Harrisburg dredging thousands of tons of waste coal from a
stream, and many other interesting items.
New "King Spruce" Bookings
Include Tom Moore's Strand
REPORTS from all Hodkinson branches
the past week further emphasize the
widespread exhibitor interest in "King
Spruce," the Dial Film Company's picturlzation of ests.
Holman
Day's the
novelWashington,
of the MaineD. forTom Moore,
C,
showman, has contracted for a week's preon of "King Spruce"
early inhasJune
and
the Signal sentatiAmusement
Company
booked
Mitchell Lewis'
new
starring
vehicle
for
immediate simultaneous showings at its first
run houses in Chattanooga and Knoxville.
On June 16 "King Spruce" opened a week's
engagement
at Rowland
Clark'sby Savoy
Theatre,
Pittsburg,
to be and
followed
three
and
four-day
engagements
at
houses in the Rowland and Clarkvarious
chain. other
Last
week the Hodkinson release equalled the
attendance mark for a four-day run at the
Virginia Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.
Further proof of its power is seen In the
array of stage and screen artists supporting
Mitchell Lewis, the roster including Mignon
Anderson, Melbourne MacDowell, Arthur
Mlllette, Betty Wales, Joe Ray, James
O'Neill and Frederic Herzog.
Hodkinson Names Pictures That
Will Go Big During Hot Months
THE W. W. Hodkinson organization will
stick with the exhibitor through the
summer season, supplying to him the
quality of pictures which will enable him
to defy the effects of the hot spells. "Sex"
will be one of the big assets in every exhibitor's summer campaign. The drawing powers of "Sex" have successfully defied the wet
and the cold and may be trusted to overcome the handicap of heat. Then there is
Benjamin B. Hampton's "Riders of the
Dawn,"
has created
quite ain bit
gossip onwhich
Broadway
by the manner
whichof
it sustained a high average of attendance
during its recent engagement at the Strand,
in spite of adverse weather conditions.
Another Ixiuise Olaum picture is In the
making, duction
called
Thissetpromeasures"Love
up toMadness."
the standard
by
starTheand Bosworth
producer Inpicture
"Sex." which is called
"Bucko Read,
McAllister"
and also
produced
by ofJ.
Parker
Jr., shows
Bosworth
in one
these character parts in the portrayal of
which be stands unrivaled in the screen
world.
Goldwyn Picture Has Unusual
and Strong Pictorial Effects
SUBTLE contrasts in character, delicate
changes in mood and the portrayal In pictorial form of tenuous ideas, which have
been thought could be conveyed only through
the medium of words handled with the utmost dexterity, are now gradually finding
expression on the motion picture screen.
Granting adequate directorial understanding,
the addltonal effects that can now be obtained are due to expert handling of the
camera
editing. and unusual finesse in cutting and
An effect achieved in the new Will Rogers
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picture,
"Jes' company,
Call Me may
Jim,"be produced
by
the Goldwyn
cited. Part
of the story pictorializes the struggle of a
temporarily mentally aberrated man to win
his way back to consciousness and a clear
understanding of his surroundings.
In photographing the scenes that tell this
part of the story, the young son of the sick
man is seen kneeling amid the trees of a
California redwood forest, praying for the
recovery of his father. His figure is clearly
lined, but the atmosphere above him enshrouds the thick tree trunks in a haze
through which the strong sunlight streams in
cylindrical columns. All these shafts of
dust-laden sunlight focus from above on the
kneeling figure of the little man of faith.
This setting is cut into the scene showing
the sick man in his struggles.
But instead of presenting a sharp picture,
a soft focus lens was used, and the tossing
of the man on his bed is seen as through a
screen.
this darkness
way, the toidealight
of the
man's
struggle Infrom
is shown
in a pictorial way. And, as his mind gradually clears, so does the picture. In the end,
he is presented in sharp outline, his brain
cleared of all fog.
Telepathy Is Theme of Cinemas Next.
"His Brother's Keeper," American Cinema
Corporation's newest production, filmed from
an original script by N. Brewster Morse under the direction of Wilfrid North, has the
vital, productive and timely theme of telepathy as its central motive.
It is, briefly, the conflict between good
and evil thought, told in dramatic and elaborate story fabric.
Bnlld Eskimo Settlement for Mayer Kllm.
The largest Eskimo settlement south of
the Arctic Circle was recently 'built by
the Louis B. Mayer Studio in Los Angeles,
for thewin filming
of "The picture
Trail's adapted
End," an from
EdCarewe-directed
theJoeJames
Oliver
Curwood
novel,
"Isobel."
Maleto, who has spent a quarter of a
century the other side of the Arctic Circle,
superintended the building of the village.
Mr. Carewe is nearing the end of the filming of this story of love and loneliness. The
cast is a notable one and contains House
Peters and Jane Novak, as well as Edwin J.
Pell and Tom Wilson.

Lynn House Showing Nazimova
Hangs Out S. R. Q. Sign Early
ANEW record
attendance
establishedforrecently
at the was
Olympla
Theatre in Lynn, Mass., when the
latest Nazimova production, "The Heart of a
Child," played to capacity houses on the
first day of its showing. Booked for a threeday run the picture drew record crowds om
the afternoon and evening of the opening
day, so that the S. R. O. sign had t* be hung
out to all late-comers.
Lynn is a manufacturing city of more tham
lOO.OOO population. The interest aroused by
the showing of the Nazimova picture was
remarkable, according to the following letter to the Metro home offices from Francis
P.
O'Neill, publicity director of the Olympia
Theatre.
"Just a line to give you an idea on how
your
great
'The Heart
of a Child,'
starring
thatpicture.
great actress,
Nazimova,
went
over in Lynn at the opening day, Monday.
As press agent of the Olympia Theatre, I
always study the feature pictures very closely. I think the acting of Nazimova in this
masterly picture was immense.
"As a result of the success of the picture at the afternoon's performance, the
theatre packed
in athasthea seating
evening'scapacperformance. The them
Olympia
ity of 3,200 and to fill them up, with the
S. R. O. sign hung out early, is certainly a
remarkable stunt. The picture was the talk
of the city Monday."
Preparing; Paper for Kosmik SeriaL
May Tohe, formerly Lady Francis Hope,
has written
"The inStory
of My Life,"
which
will bea novel,
published
conjunction
with
the
release
of
"The
Hope
Diamond
serial now being produced by KosmikMystery"
Films,
Inc. The connecting up with the book store
window angle will be readily perceived. Special stills of May Yohe for one sheets, three
sheets and six sheets and twenty sheet
blocks are being prepared. And then a
"double track" by the Hearst newspapers
throughout the country carrying the novelization of the Tohe story simultaneously with
the release of the serial. May Yohe has consented to make personal appearances at theatres with the presentation of the serial.
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July

Is Designated

a Paramount

with Special New
summer weather begins
torrid
WHEN
to exert a depressing influence upon
the show business, the New York
exchange of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will have a remedy ready, according to Manager H. H. Buxbaum, who has
proclaimed July to be Paramount month for
is that
his territory. Mr. Buxbaum's theory
the usual falling off of business at the theatres during the summer months can be
counteracted if exhibitors will make the
period a special occasion for showing the
best pictures which producers will have to
offer.
"The ofT
ideapoor
that films
summer
work
on isthea good
public,timewithto
indifferent patronage as the excuse, is entirely outworn. Our experience last year,
when live-wire exhibitors responded to
the appeal to play first-class pictures at this
time, and make a good profit during these
months
stated. in doing so, was convincing," he
During July, Famous Players' Lasky Corporation's New York
conduct an intensive
sales Exchange
campaign will
to bring
Paramount Artcraft pictures to every house
in New York City and the eastern and
Earnings
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Month

York Sales Campaign
southern part of the state covered by the
exchange as well as eastern New Jersey.
One of the prime objects will be to give
exhibitors a chance to make up for skipped bookings and to play specially big productions that they were obliged to pass up
earlier in the season because the pictures
had been previously booked by another
house.
Among some of the big specials which
will be available for exhibitors during Paramount month, Mr. Buxbaum declared, are
Cecil B. DeMille's "Male and Female,"
"Everywoman," "The Copperhead," George
Fitzmaurice's "On with the Dance," "Treasure Island," John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde," George Melford's "The Sea
Wolf" and Cecil B. DeMille's "Why Change
Your
"My Wife."
one suggestion to aggressive exhibMr. Buxbaum
said, "is toto keep
their
theatresitors,"clean
and wholesome,
have them
cooled with air fans, to serve refreshing
lemonade and to advertise these facts. It's
a lot more cheerful to sit in a cozy, comfortable theatre watching a good picture than
to stroll around the hot dusty streets in
the middle of the afternoon."

Company

for 1919

Show Increase of $4,274,2 19 Over 1918
of the raw and for quarterly dividends of 2^2 per cent,
INDICATIVE of the growth
stock and manufacturing end of the and extra dividends amounting to 30 per
motion picture industry, the earnings cent, on the common stock.
of the Eastman Kodak Company of New
Assets Reach $88,718,112.
Jersey and its subsidiary companies, inAssets of the company include the huge
cluding Kodak, Limited, of England, were
sum of $88,718,112.58. No value is placed
the greatest in the history of the concern
last year, according to a report compiled on the patents and good will of any of the
by the directors for the benefit of the companies, although it is recognized that
stockholders. The net earnings of the com- these are worth probably greatly in excess of the real property of the companies.
bined companies for 1919, after deducting
While the earnings of the company on
war excess profits and income taxes of $6,089,692.99, totaled $18,326,188.31, as compared various lines of goods are not disclosed,
with the net earnings of $14,051,969.17 in it has been known for years that by far
1918.
the greatest profits are made on motion
The balance sheet shows a surplus for picture film. With cameras and other acthe twelve months of $10,137,136.31 after
cessories for picture-making included, the
charging oflf liberal amounts for deprecia- profits of the company are said to be due
in a major way to the rapid expansion
tion and paying four quarterly dividends
of
per cent, on the preferred stock. of the motion picture industry.
Goldwyn

Founds

Sales

Promotion

to Meet Demand
of the smaller
managers
SE
BECAU
theatres have awakened to the fact
that the first and second year's Goldwyn product- is not too high class to be
appreciated by their audiences, there has
arisen a strong demand for the circulation of these pictures in communities not
heretofore visited. To meet this demand,
a sales promotion department has been
formed as a part of the sales organization.
The promotion department will devote its
energies to the marketing of the early
Goldwyn pictures and will prepare up-todate advertising and exploitation campaigns to back them. New prints will be
issued.
In some respects the first and second
year Goldwyn pictures have a greater box
office value today than at the time of their
issue. An instance of this is found in Will
Rogers' first picture, "Laughing Bill Hyde."
At the time of its release Rogers was practically unknown to film fans, whereas today he is recognized as one of the most
successful of screen comedians.
Although Mae Marsh has not been appearing on the screen lately, there can be
BO question about the loyalty of the fol-
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Branch

for Its Early Releases
lowing which she attracted during her
career with Goldwyn in productions such
as "Polly of The Circus," "Sunshine Alley,"
"The Cinderella Man" and "The Beloved
Traitor,"
numbet-ed
among istherepresented
first year
releases. allMabel
I^ormand
by "Dodging a Million," "The Floor Below," "Joan of Plattsburg," "The Venus
Model" and "Back to the Woods." Madge
Kennedy is starred in "Baby Mine," "Nearly
Married," "Our Little Wife," "The Danger
Game." "The Fair Pretender," "The Service
Star" and "Friend Husband."
Among special productions that will
stand comparison with pictures being
turned out today are Maxine Elliott in
"Fighting Odds," Jane Cowl in "The
Spreading Dawn," Rex Beach's "The Auction Block" and Mary Garden in "The
Splendid Sinner" and "Thais."
Stronger still are the second year's releases which include pictures starring Tom
Moore, Pauline Frederick and Geraldine
Farrar. There are three Rex Beach productions, "Too Fat to Fight." "The Brand"
and "The Crimson Gardenia," half a dozen
Mabel Normand pictures and the same

His Lonely Harem.
Harry Pollard
resting forin Pathe.
his "Trotting
Thru Turkey"
number in which Madge Kennedy is
starred.
Exhibitors who have been playing to
capacity with recent Mabel Normand productions, such as "Jinx" and "Pinto," will
recognize the value of the comedienne's
films, among them, "Sis Hopkins," "The
Pest," "When Doctors Disagree" and "Upstairs." Then
year releases
include some
of the
the second
most powerful
of the
Geraldine Farrar pictures, "The Turn of the
Wheel," "The Hell Cat," "Shadows" and
"The Stronger Vow."
Saturday Openings for Week
Stands Will Become Popular
Is Belief of Marshall Neilan
SATURDAY
openingsin for
the exhibitors
running pictures
week-stand
localities will become popular among exhibitors, according to Marshall Neilan, who
has discussed the matter with some of the
most prominent exhibitors. Such exhibitors
as the Saeng^r Amusement Company in the
South and Jensen-Von Herberg organization on the West Coast have adopted the
policy of opening their shows on Saturday
with notable financial results.
"I do not wish to be quoted on anything
that would indicate that I am telling exhibitors how to run their business," said Mr.
Neilan. "I am a producer and do not pretend to be able to give advice in connection
with the exhibiting branch of the business.
".^t the same time, I have often wondered
why the policy of opening week-stand motion picture shows on Sunday has remained
such a universal practice throughout the
country. In discussing this matter with a
number of prominent exhibitors I am convinced that the time is not far distant when
the Sunday opening will cease to be such
a fixed policy, especially in the larger
In discussing the matter of Saturday
openings, William .\. Gueringer, assistant
general manager of the Saenger Amusement
cities."
Company, said: "We have found it a good
stroke of business to open our week-stand
houses on Saturday. There is no doubt that
in many cases, a Saturday opening, similar
to ours, would be impossible. At the same
time, there is likewise no doubt that many
Sunday openings are the result of a practice which has become universal among
American exhibitors. There is no question in my mind that sooner or later many
exhibitors will experiment on the Saturday opening and find it results in bigger
business for the week."
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Here are extracts from available news
It is the aim to present one sentence that
papers are indicated as follows: Moving
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review
(T.

WORLD

Press

Reviews

printed in the five motion picture trade papers,
will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.).

the rest
of us
Jenny Be Good
most never
get. have to struggle for and al(Mary Miles Mintcr — Realart)
N.
—
Some
interesting
M. P. W. — The dramatic qualities of the Wallace Reid picture, moments in this frail
picture are weak — condensing of the story
T. R. — Rich in bright comedy, clean senInterest would have added punch to the drama
timent and amusing farcical situations.
and livened up the interest generally.
W. — Should get safely by with Wally's adN. — A pleasing picture with many good mirers.
points.
E. H. — Exhibitors ought to "cash in" on
T. R. —
narrative of a simple country
without any trouble.
maiden, told in sketchy fashion with no The Dancin' Fool
Simple Souls
crescendos.
(Blanche Sweet — Pathe)
W. — Very episodic and poorly subtitled
M. P. W. — Is a pleasant romance that will
production.
appeal of every one who has not tired of the
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes
happy ending and the honeymoon trail.
(Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick)
N. — Pleasing picture which should entertain. ?
M. P. W. — What it lacks in beautiful photography is made up by intense dramatic
T. R. — A delightful romance, delicately
action and appealing sentiment.
shaded with humor, is the essence of the
N. — Ought to prove a good average pro- picture.
gram picture.
W. — Unusually delightful picture; high
T. R. Fine dual character play.
class and distinctive.
W. — Good picture made from well handled
E. H. — Differs radically from other redual role story.
cent productions in which Blanche Sweet
has been starred and will be considered by
Mrs. Temple's Telegram
many her best work.
(Bryant Washbnm — Paramount-Artcraft)
The Fortune Teller
M. P. W. — For good clean wholesome com(Marjorie Rambeau — Robertson-Cole)
Telegram."
Temple's
"Mrs.
beat
can't
edy
you
N. — Bryant Washburn is fairly successful
M. P. W. — Should prove a fine entertainment anywhere.
in adapted farce.
T. R. — The picture is for laughing purposes
N. — Story of mother-love theme is nearly
with incident.
only and
crammedtitles.
with humorous situa- swamped
tions and isamusing
T. R. — Provides seven reels of excellent
W. — Good production and efforts of players melodramatic entertainment and can be listed
get this over in good style,
as a sterling program attraction.
B. H. — One of the best things Mr. WashW. — Unusual and generally well conburn has done in months and should equal If structed.
not surpass
In
popularity
his
famous
"SkinThe Family Honor
ner" series.
(King W. Vidor — First National)
M. P. W. — The production is a safe bet for
The Dancin' Fool
(Wallace Reid — Paramount-Artcraft)
the average theatre. Its appeal Is wholeM. P. W. — Serves its purpose to present a some.
N. — Conventional photoplay smacks of the
grood-natured and manly-looking star dancing along a path of roses to delightful results theatre.
litaMtMutuiit 1 II iiiiiiiuiiiHimiHiuiiiiJiuii iiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiliiiiilliluiliiiHiitiiniinmniiiiiuuiiiiiiiuimiintiuiiumiuiuwmiimiiiiiiimiiiiimitiiiiunui^
Comments
on Short Subjects
THIEVES' CLOTHES (Western), May 22. —
good comic swing and introduces just
A two-reel subject, written by Arthur Henry enough
nicely. plot to hold the situations together
Gooden and directed by Mack V. Wright,
Hoot Gibson has the role of a young ranchFATHER'S CLOSE SHAVE (Pathe). — A
man who sets fire to his trousers with a
two-rel comic, directed by Reggie Moroigarette. In the morning the hotel at- new ris,
featuring Johnny Ray. He plays the
tendant furnishes him with a pair borrowed
from a cattle rustler. A note In one of the Irish character, Jiggs, made famous in the
"Bringing Up Father" cartoons of George
pockets gets the hero into trouble, but he McManus.
This subject, like its predecessor,
clears himself and wins the girl of his choice.
This has a clever plot and contains humor shows great
settingsalong
and at
characterization. The care
actionin swings
a better
as well as entertaining melodrama.
comedy gait, and there are some strong
RANSOM (Western), May 16. — A two-reel humorous moments. The subject promises
subject, written by Harvey Gates and di- well for the series, although there is a little
rected by Mack V. Wright. Hoot Gibson and conscious posing at times. The Palm Beach
Virginia Faire play the leads. The story is scenes are decidedly attractive and these
good in action and unfolds a typical western alone will do much to carry the number. Marplot, Leonard Clapham heads what is known
garet Fitzroy is in the supporting cast.
as
"Black a Hound"
bandforofgovernor
desperadoes.
MERELY A MAID (RoUn-Pathe). — A oneTheythe abduct
candidate
and reel
comic subject, featuring Beatrice La
demand a heavy ransom for him, but the
hero and the girl lead a successful rescue Plante, who plays the role of maid to a
girl.andThea latter's
lover during
takes
party. There is the usual love story.
anaughty
liking tosociety
the maid
riot follows
THE GINGHAM GIRL (Paramount).— A a dance. After a free-for-all mlxup among
sprightly Mack Sennett creation, running the guests, the maid flees, or rather is carried
well up to his high average for two-reel away, by her admirer in an automobile. This
oomics. Louise Fazenda is cast as a country Is conventional in plot, but will appeal to
girl who is sent to visit her Aunt Maggie those who like knockabout situations and
in the city. She arrives, carrying a pet plenty of "jazzy" action.
duck, and breaks into a fashionable recepMY SALOMY LIONS (Century), May 26. —
tion. The duck takes a swim in the punchtwo-reel comic, directed by Fred C. Pishbowl and there is a general shattering of the Aback.
Billy Engel, Merta Sterling and others
rules of etiquette, with laughable results. appear. Merta is cast as "Patemma" in the
Aunt Maggie hates her niece until she learns harem scenes, a part well suited to her rothat the girl has Inherited a million dollars,
bust flgure. This pictures the adventures
when her hatred turns to love. This has a of a tourist and his wife, who are made prls-
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W. — Given a good presentation this wiU
make profound impression.
The Deep Purple
(Miriam Cooper — Realart)
M. P. W.appeal.
— Is well produced and has muck
general
N. — Fine adaptation of famous melodrama.
T. R. — In its stage form the play won instant success and the film version gives
every promise of duplicating the hit made
it.
by the "legitimate" attraction.
W. — Fan audiences especially should like
The Devil's Claim
(SesBue Hayakawa — Haworth)
M. P. W. — Features Sessue Hayakawa and
proves fairly entertaining.
N. — Sudden thrills and the mystic and supernatural element Injected may carry the
picture across.
T. R. — The love romance of Indora and
the flirtatious writer is prettily developed
and borders on tragedy, which, however, culminates in a "happy
ending."
W. — Maintains
interest
fairly well.
E. H. — Though the plot Is improbable it
has been given a plausible turn and includes
many dramatic incidents.
The Yellow Typhoon
(Anita Stewart— First National)
M. P. W. — A climactic melodrama, replete
with intrigue and quick action.
Anita Stewart's
forN. —theatrical
story. portrayal compensates
T. R. — Should prove an excellent drawing
card. It is straight
melodrama of the purely
sensational
type.
W. — Fair entertainment.
E. H. — Contains an excellent double characterization by the star, some fine locations
and sets finely photographed, a complex plot
and considerable action.
oners in Turkey. Loose lions furnish much
of the entertainment, and a bed full of babies
is another amusing feature. The subject as
a whole measures well up to the average and
has some new business that will appaal.
NOTHING BUT GIRLS (Fox).— A laughable Mutt and Jeff subject, in which Mutt
goes
girls'to gymnasium
see his himladyfair. to
Jeff,a not
be outdonefl todisguises
self as an old gentleman and follows. Som«
Interesting mix-ups occur.
PRIVATE DETECTIVES (Fox). — Mutt and
Jeff run strong in this animated subject.
They attend the Brainless & Ruthless school
of sleuths and learn some weird methods of
detecting criminals. Mutt becomes so efficient that he receives a bribe of $6,000 to
stay off a black hand case.
FRESH FROM THE CITY (ParamountSennett). — This is an amusing farce in which
the daughter of a restaurant keeper is wooed
by a city guy. The lifting of the mortgage
and the introduction of a cabaret places the
restaurant on a paying basis. Not satisfied
with what he has got, the old man gets up
a scheme to sell some land on the strength
of an seneoilInto deposit
pour turned
keroa pool.andTheproceeds
trick Istolater
on himself when the other party fakes a
gusher, and the old man buys back at a
price that ruins him. Some very funny side
play has been injected into this comedy.
SHOULD DUMMIES WED? (Sunshine). —
An entertaining slapstick comedy, containing a lot of funny by-play with dummies
and a coat of mail, safe robbing, the wanton
breaking
of goods
the pawnbroker's
and
the final
funny Instunt
In which the shop
hero
substitutes for a dummy and takes to tli«
trail when he sees a procession of bathing
girls.
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LATEST
REVIEWS
W
COMMENTS
CONDDCTED BT EDWARD WEITZEL. ASSOCIATEIEDITOR

drives into the snow-covered grounds of a
Sidelights and Reflections
country place and accidentally into a lake,
IN THIS ISSUE.
the car sinking out of sight through the
d a seat in
other aynight I occupie
THEa Broadw
ice. He swims ashore and finds his way Into
"Jio. 99" (Hodkinaon)
theatre and witnessed a
the house where a week-end party Is
<^orbldden Trails" (Fox)
stage play that is now in the second
gathered. Into the chamber of Cynthia
"Nothing Bnt Lies" (Metro)
year of its run. The theatre was filled with
Vivian he steals, a curtain wrapped about hll
"The Terror" (Fox).
an audience that gave every indication of
convict
suit and, when discovered by the
"A Trip To Mar»" (W. H. Prodnetloaa)
young lady, pleads for a chance to go free
being thoroughly entertained by the per"Tlie
One
Way
Trail"
(RepnbUc)
and
demonstrate
his innocence of the crime
formance. When first produced the piece
"The Sea Wolf" (Paramount)
for which he was unjustly convicted.
was slated by practically every newspaper
"The
Great
Shadow"
(Republic)
Her sympathies once alive, she assists him
critic in New York. According to their
"The Path She Cho«e (Vnlvemtl)
with an absent brother's clothes until he apverdict the sooner it was carted off to the
"A
Lady
In
Love"
(Paramount)
pears among the guests as young Valentine,
storehouse the better for the public and the
"Empty Arm»" (Photoplay Libraries)
an
eccentric
her man
brother's.
purse of the manager. But the public is In
the
guests
hechum
findsof the
who hadAmong
him
"The De«ert Scorpion" (Empire State)
framed and discovers a clue leading straight
the habit of doing its own thinking. Having
"Romance"
(United
ArtUts)
read the reviews over its coffee and rolls
to freedom. But the guests are thrown Into
graph)
"The
Courage of Marge O'Doone" (Vitaa state of excitement by the appearance of
the next morning after the opening, and
prison
guards, who have traced the car to
noted the name of the star and the unusual
"The Flappei" (Selznick)
the Vivian house. Penryn faces them boldly
nature of the plot, it concluded to take a
"FrlTolou* Wives" (Fidelity)
and
escapes
suspicion for the moment, only
chance on the show, and it has kept on
to be recognized by one of the guests later
taking a chance, six nights and two
iiiMiiIiilniiiitiitltiiiiiMr''':f iniiiiHiiiiiiiiimmiiiiitiniimmitinniiiiiniHiit turn iiiiiii'iiuinnii..; on.
matinees a week, straight through one
He has hardly found his way out of one
season and well into another.
peril before another threatens. The unex"No.
99"
The critics were right when they accused
pected appearance of the man he is ImHodkinson Present* J. Warren Kerrigan
personating makes it necessary for Penryn
the play of being a piece of tailor made
to kidnap the intoxicated youth and lock
in a Live Story of High Su«pcn«e.
fustian, in which the characters neither
him up in the garage, where he Is put to
speak nor act like human beings. It is
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
bed with the convict's suit at his side. Then
mostly bunk, with this saving qualificacomes Cynthia's brother, only to be steered
ly
how onintense
tion it: is entertaining bunk, made so by the NO interes
showsone clearly
99" ting
be
can
situati
good
away.
Together, Penryn and Cynthia work
cleverness of the men who put it together
in
harmony until evidence Is secured against
-picture
byof using
and the skill of the actors who put it over methodmade
s instead
the novel, or a real criminal, when they discover that
those of motion
the footlights.
their romantic adventures have brought
the stage play, unadjusted to meet screen about
a tender feeling whose end will be one
ions. The Hodkinson product ex- of lasting
happiness for both.
It is not difficult to account for the en- conditcites
e
curiosity
the
from
outcom
the
to
as
Program and Exploitation Catchllnes: His
tertaining qualities in the play itself: The
hout
throug
it
holds
and
g
picture
Number
Was
99 — He Escaped Prom
openin
subject matter is without offense, there are nearly all of the swiftly flying scenes.
Prison and the First Place of Shelter
many incidents that are intended to appeal There
no
and
only one line of action
Was at A Week-end House Party — He
to the finer feelings of an audience and deviationis from
it. All that is of importance
Claimed to the Hostess That He Was Inthere is a deal of comedy material scattered occurs
nocent— Was He? See J. Warren Kerd
occupie
time
the
and
place,
one
in
through the play. And there is no ques- is that of a week's end at a country house.
rigan in This Drama of Suspense.
See J. Warren Kerrigan in the Role of An
tion about the way the audiences enjoy the Live stuff! The situation, that of the conperformance. It was fashioned by two
Escaped Convict
— HeHisWas
"Framed"
vict and the lady, has been used before,
Immediately
After
Escape
From and
the
theatrical tailors, but they were journey- but this
time it is given zip by fine conPrison He Meets Up With the Man Who
men who knew their business. Only men
structive methods, every moment one of
"Framed"
Him
—
See
How
He
Is
Freed.
of the theatre who understood the particu- suspense until the leading characters begin
A Lively Story With An Abundance of Suslar portion of the public they were catering
pense—A New Role for J. Warren Kerthe end of a serious comto and knew how to construct a play that to smile toward
e
and
But
so.
doing
by
it
belittl
plication
rigan.
would meet the taste of said portion could for that smirking reassurance toward the
EbcploltatlOB AnKleat Bang away on Kerhave turned the trick. Nothing has been
rigan and then work on the story angle with
conclusion, "No. 99" would be a corker a statement
of the foundation of the story,
left to chance; not one twist or turn of straigh
t
h.
t
held
is
interes
is,
it
As
throug
plot or dialogue is in the nature of an ex- so tight for more than four reels that they stopping when you have gained Interest as
to
what
happens.
Tou can use a street man
periment. Just so long as the public conwith the seeming rapidity of two.
in convict dress with a large 99 painted
tinues to evince a healthful interest in pass
J.
Warren
Kerrigan
when
in
action,
not
front and back and you can get much out
this grade of theatrical merchandise, it
gazing soulfully at the camera, is a of the numbers used as teasers In the paper,
will be offered for sale. A man buys the hat while
very
capable
actor
of
the
manly
type.
His
chalked
on the sidewalk or other conspicuand the coat that suits his fancy, and he work is generally good, but the fine groupous places or with tags with simply the
cannot see why he should not buy his ennumber
on
tied to autoa and doorknobs.
of other splendid types, especially
tertainment inthe same way. Neither do Fritziing Brunette
as the lady and Emmett
the successful producers of this class of en- King,
R. D. McLean and Charles Arling,
'Torbidden Trails"
tertainment know any good reason why is largely
responsible for tense story interthey should not supply the demand.
Five-Reel Fox Release Features Back
est. The entire company works as a har- New
Jones In Exciting Western Melodrama.
monious unit, to the credit of their inIt is common knowledge that the same
Reviewed by Robert C. MoElravyand that of the directing spirit.
conditions exist in the moving picture in- With cleantelligenceand
clear
workmanship
in
all
dustry. Much of the adverse criticism that departments, the picture can be safely A CONSISTENT Western story of good
dramatic structure, punctuated at inis aimed against the product of the screen valued
as a fine entertainment.
tervals by big melodramatic incicomes no nearer to estimating correctly the
C*mt.
dents, is found in this new Fox release,
taste of the public. In the campaign for Arthur Penryn
J.
Warren
Kerrigan
"Forbidden Trails," which features Buck
better pictures that is steadily gaining head- Cynthia Vivian
Brunette Jones.
The offering if anything gives a
way it will be interesting to learn how Compton "Vivian Pritzl
Emmett
King
Cniarles Arllne better idea of Buck's readiness in the sadmuch weight the advocates of nothing but Joe Brandt
Kathleen Kerrigan
the intellectual drama will exert in the mat- Mrs. Vivian
dle or on hefoot
than did appeared.
"The Last HeStraw,"
in which
previously
is an
John SteppUng acquisition
ter. Pictures that receive either lukewarm Stephen Schuyler
to the band of Western heroes
Etherington
Lila Leslie to be reckoned
praise or downright condemnation from Renee
with.
Judge
Elllcott
R.
D.
McLean
all sorts of critics are continually and perA train robbery, always an interesting
Story by Wyndham Martin.
versely piling up large returns. Are the
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
event when well pictured, occurs early in
men and women who willingly pay in their
Length, Five Reels.
this story. It is staged in a novel way
money at the box office when these picThe Story.
and with more convincing realism than
tures are shown, to be rebuked for not
"Convict
99,"
Arthur
Penryn,
escapes
from
usual.
The band of train robbers has stapreferring pictures of a higher grade?
prison and flees In a stolen auto during a
tioned one man to each passenger coach
WEITZEL.
winter night until pursuit becomes close. He
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less than a super-brute, ruthless to those in
his power, and his tragic end is welcomed
with relief. The experience of a woman
and a real man cast accidentally into his
power teaches her the folly of her longing
for the attentions of a cave man.
Noahperb in his
Beery,
as "The
Sea Wolf,"
is subeastial
exhibitions
of physical
power as a dominating force. Well matched
are James
Gordon
"Death" Larsen,
mond Hatton
as asMugridge,
and allRaythe
other male characters aboard the "Hell
Ship." Tom Forman and Mabel Julienne
Scott act their parts with dignity and intelligence, but the greatest impress of the
play lies in scenic effects and direction of
the highest order. It is an impressive offering and, as presented at the Rivoli, it
will hold almost any audience spellbound
to the end.
Coat.
The Sea Wolf
Noah Beery
Maud Zreweter Mabel Julienne Scott
Humphrey Van Weyden
Tom Forman
Thomas Mugridge
Raymond Hatton
George lieach
Eddie Sutherland
Black HarriB
Walter Long
"Death" Lareen
James Gordon
Johnson
Fred Huntley
Scenario by W. M. RUchey.
Directed by George Melford.
Length, 6,797 Feet.
The Story.
"The
Sea
Wolf"
sailingwhen
tor ahesealing
cruise with a motlyis crew
picks
up young Van Weyden and his fiance, Maud
Brewster, from the sea. They implore him
to send them ashore, but he is short-handed
and impressed with the girl. He puts Van
,at .work as a cabin boy under a degenerate
copkti and the young fellow is degraded in
every way before a sweetheart who has professed an. admiration for men of great physical strength. She gets an example of it
in "The disposes
Sea Wolf."
single encounters
easily
of anIn antagonist,
and thathe
means nearly every member of his brutalized
crew. When they all mutiny and attempt
to kill him. He emerges from the mass of
would-be murderers, bloody and triumphant,
master of the situation by physical strength
and courage alone.
Even when thrown overboard, "The Sea
Wolf"
catchandtheVan
log isandpromoted
return,
but he manages
loses his tomate
as about the only man he can trust. Van
uses his new position to escape with Maud
and
one sailor in a small boat well provisioned.
After storm, privations and the tragic loss
of the member of the crew who accompanied them, the young people land on an
island and manage to exist until a wreck
drifts
in.
is thatandof blind.
the "Hell
Sea Wolf It
aboard
All Ship,"
alone the
he
has managed to survive, and he is to be
dreaded in spite of his affliction. When
death at last claims him, he makes one more
vindictive effort, then yields. The young
people sail on the wreck until they are
picked up by a cruiser, the girl thoroughly
cured of her false ideal, happy to be with a
real man, who can be counted on for her security and happiness.
Pro-am and Kxploitatlon Cntchllnesi Stand
Back — I'm
This Was
Ship His
— Might's
Right!
Stand Boss
Back! o' Wolf
Name
and He Was a Burly Brute of the Sea —
See
in "TheSea SeaStories.
Wolf." One of the
Most Him
Thrilling
"The Sea Wolf" — See the Big Liner Smash
Through the Crowded Ferry Boat — The
Mutiny on the "Ghost" and the .Mad Bat— ThePrizeDuel a inGirlthe— All
Shifi'sin
Cabintle of Sailors
with the
This Stirring Story of the Perils and
Passions at Sea.
His Was the Great Creed of Violence —
Theirs Was the Creed of Love — He Had
the Might and He Said Right Hell! Might
Is Right Here — Which Won in the End?
Exploitation
An;^Ies:
Don't the
permit
your
patrons
to confuse
this with
Bosworth
version of the story, made some years ago.
If the latter played your house or town be
careful to establish this. Play up Beery,
who has won his stellar spurs by good work,
and connect with London through bookstore
hook-ups and in your newspaper work, but
always use some such line as "The 1920
Version" and underline the date.
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Lines of "Romance."
Doris Keane seen here in "Romance,**
an United
Artists'
Director
Chetproduction,
Withey. with
"The Great Shadow"
Tyrone Power in a leasedLabor
Strike Story Reby Republic.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

is Bolshe
THEThisGREAT
g the vism.
picture SHADO
is one W"showin
conflict of capital and labor since the war
ended, as it has been fostered secretly by
alien Bolshevists.
There is a great lack of heart interest.
The love affair between a secret service
man and the daughter of a shipyard owner
is but a minor incident. As a solution of
labor troubles, a plan for an armistice beoffered. tween capital and labor for one year is
The picture is excellent as propaganda
against industrial unrest and the forces
of Bolshevism. It will please audiences
made up of those who depend for their
bread and butter on work. It lacks something in entertainment value, but the melodramatic climaxes and spectacular scenes
will make up for this.
The cast is high calibre. Tyrone Power
is starred. He is the honest labor leader,
always looking out for the good of his
men. Donald Hall is the capitalist who is
in sympathy with the reasonable demands
of his men, but who is opposed by other
members of the company. Dorothy Bernard is his daughter. All of the players
handle themselves in a way that is conspicuous.
Cast.
Jim McDonald
Tyrone Power
Donald Alexander
Donald Hall
Elsie Alexander
Dorothy Bernard
Bob Sherwood
John Rutherford
KlimofE
Louis Sterne
Greek Leader
B. Emerson
Frank Shea
E. Hornbostell
Directed by Harry Knowles.
Length TheaboutStory.
5,800 feet.
A great shipbuilding plant is striving to
ward off anarchistic propaganda, which is
being forced into the union by Klimoff, leader of a band of Russian Reds. Jim McDonald, foreman, is also the head of the union.
The Reds want to plunge the country into
a general strike.
Contrasted with the happiness In the home
of McDonald, who is a widower with a little
of the Bolshegathering government
daughter, is theto wreck
and
the
vists, planning
of organized
mind
the
poisoning
by
society,
labor. The steady growth of their propaMcprotestsIts ofresults
ganda
is called.
strike the
the away
Donald andsweeps
daughMcDonald's
apparent.
are terimmediately
is knocked down
and killed
by a team of
runaway horses, abandoned by their strik-
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low. ing driver. Incendiarism and sabotage folThe daughter of the shipbuilder, Alexander
is kidnapped by the Red plotters, but is
rescued by her sweetheart. Bob Sherwood,
a secret service agent, who helps to capture
the agitators. One of the Reds calls a meeting of the strikers, seizes the American flag
and threatens to trample it. McDonald
knocks him down, and sways the meeting
away from the Red. Finally public spirit is
so wrought up that an armistice between
capital and labor providing no strikes for
twelve months is arranged. The strikers see
they have been tools of the Bolshevists and
peace again reigns.
Program and Exploitation CatchUneat He
Was a Shadow Chaser. A Great Shadow
Hung
Over His Country and He Chased
It Away.
Ever Hear of a Shadow Chaser. There Are
a lot of Them in Tour Town.
He Shadowed the Great Shadow and
Helped to Remove It From the Nation.
What Will Eliminate Labor Troubles. "The
Great Shadow"
Provides
E^xpIoltation
Angles:
There theareAnswer.
two ways
to exploit this picture and make a success
of it. One is to make a mystery of it. Talk
about "The Great Shadow," but let them
guess what it is. Say as much as you can
about the story, but don't give it away. They
will find out when they see It that "The
Great Shadow" is a topic on everybody's
mind.
The other and better way Is to enlist
the cooperation of labor union leaders. The
picture surely will appeal to them as it presents to the public the inside facts about
what these leaders have to contend with
every
— the silent
Bolshevism
that aredaycreating
unrestforces
in theofranks
of the
uni^ ns.
"The Path She Chose"
Anne Cornwall Is Especially Attractive in
Story of the
Girl'sStraight
Successful
Path. Fight on
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

l Filmn Manufacturing
Universa
THECompany'
s adaptatio
of "The Path
M. Tara storyingby inIdacharacter,
Chose,"
She
bell, is not only entertain
but it is also morally correct. It is well
made and suited to any audience, child or
adult. The star, Anne Cornwall, has an
intelligent conception of the part she plays
and is exceptionally well cast in the role
of a young woman reared in a home of
unsound principles who struck out for herself, with faith in her own ability to make
her way in a respectable manner among
respectable people. There is a wealth of
its draand care
picture
the well
interest
human matic
situationsin are
of.
taken
There is a pleasing lack of the unclean
and a decided tendency toward the acclaim of wholesome sentiments and right
living. The picture has also its comedy
moments and is an all around good box
office attraction.
Cast.
Virginia
Anne Cornwall
Father
J. Farrell McDonald
Sister
Claire Anderson
Marie
Dagmar Godowsky
Tess
Kathleen
Parker
EdwardO'Connor
Coxen
Story
by
Ida
M.
Tarbell.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Direction by Philip Rosen.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
The
story
of
"The
She Chose"
has has
for
its heroine a young Pathe
girl whose
early life
been associated with criminals. One day
when her sister, also young and pretty, decides to leave home to tread the primrose
path, she resolves to go the other road.
Stealing away, she walks all day, and finally
seeks lodging in a respectable boarding
house. After several days she lands a Job
and through
and efflclency becomes managerherof sincerity
her department.
When her youthful employer has fallen in
love with her, and the romance is at its most
rapid
stage ofdiscovers
development,
her brother,
ne'er-do-well,
her through
her sis-a
ter, who she has found doing Auty un-ong
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THE

the scrubwomen, and of whom she has assumed the guardianship. The lies which he
tells her employer almost are a success, when
the brother reveals his real personality as
they are about to leave the building. He
is knocked down and soundly thrashed by
his
and once
the path
girl
findssister's
herself fiance,
on steady
groundagain
on the
of right living which she chose.
Progrrant
and
Exploitation Catohllncai
She Broke Away from the Criminal Haunts
and Was Making Good Headway When
Her lU-Tempered Brother Appeared and
Made Her an Undesirable In Her Employer's Eyes — But Her Good Name Was
Saved — See How in "The Path She
Chose."
Anne
Oomwell in an Appealing Story Which
Shows How a Girl Can Make a Good
Name for Herself and Keep It if She
Tries Hard Enough.
Story of an Honest Girl Who Won Success
After
sodes. Going Through Many Trying EpiExpIoltatioB Aii«Ic«i Play this up as a
human interest picture with a strong cast.
Hake your drive on all classes of patrons.
It should be possible to get some presswork
for Miss Tarbell, whose life of Lincoln and
history of the Standard Oil Company are
enduring literature. She is not so well
known as a fiction writer, but you can sell
her personality If you work it right.

summated that he has a wife and little child.
He disappears. She takes the wife and child
to her guardian and explains things. Even
if the first marriage was of doubtful legality, the child makes it of greater importance.
Guardian George Sedgwick advises immediate divorce proceedings. Barbara carelessly allows matters to stand until she
meets Brent, the man she wants, when he
enters her room in search of a burglar. She
conceals from him during the courtship that
she Is in a tangled situation and goes on a
second visit to her guardian, this time insisting on a divorce. He sends for his lawyer,
who turns out to be Brent. From that moment Barbara Is on tenterhooks to keep
Brent enslaved and at a distance until she
can get rid of her supposed husband.
The riddle is solved through a foolish
escapade of the guardian's wife. The latter
goes to keep an appointment with a scoundrel Inherehisto apartment,
but Barbara
is before
save the situation,
and does
so.
At the apartment, somewhat intoxicated, is
Burton, the man she married. Through his
carelessness she gets possession of evidence
showing that his marriage with the mother
of his child Is legal. Brent has followed her
without loss of faith. Indeed, he has suspected the complication and aids in solving
it at the end. Barbara is still a lady in love,
but this time it is with a man worth while,
and, atdure inlast,
she is free to make that love enmarriage.
Pro-am and Exploitation Catchllnc*: She
Was a Girl That Lost Her Heart When
She Was Under the Impression She Had
Found the Greatest Thing in the World
— But Then She Discovered the Man She
Had
Eloped
Was Love
AnotherStory
Woman's
Husband
— A with
Genuine
with
Ethel Clayton.
Her Girlish Infatuation Led Her Into Marriage with a Man Who Led a Double
Life — What Happened When She Made
the Might
Discovery?
— SeeTear,
"A But
LadyEthel
In Love."
This
Be Leap
Clayton
Leaped
Too
Quickly
—
Yes,
Much
Soon — She Was in Love with Love Too
and
Was In Such a Hurry That She Married
a Married Man — See "A Lady In Love."
Exploitation AnKletii Play up Miss Clayton and go on to tear things loose on the
story. Tell the girls the here is their chance
to takeing. a Tellpost
in lovegetmakthe graduate
men theycourse
can here
the
lowdown on how they were— or maye be —
caught.tem and bachelors
Invite married
to awarning.
post-morfor anmen
awful

"The Desert Scorpion"
Empire State Film Story of Cattlemen and
Sheepherdert in Conflict, Faatnring
Edmund F. Cobb.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

Gail Kane "Empty
Playi RoleArms"
of Woman Who
Tried to Avoid Duties of Motherhood
in Photoplay Libraries, Inc.,
Production.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ESSFUL selling campaign of
A SUCC
the motherhood film, "Empty Arms,"
which is being handled by the Photoplay Libraries, Inc., has been waged for
the past few months. From the excellent
results obtained by the salesmen of the
film, it is judged that it is one of the most
satisfactory of the state rights pictures.
Gail Kane plays the feminine lead and
does excellent work in a difficult role. The
production is of a sensational nature and
will appeal to a certain class of audience.
The picture is cleverly constructed and is
played by a competent cast, all of whom
are
wellto able
allotted
them.to portray the characters
Cast.
Diane Summers
Gail Kane
Bruce Gordon
Thurston Hall
Philip Darnton
J. Herbert Frank
Frances Klngsley
Irene Blackwell
Randolph Hayes
Warren Chandler
Gregory Summers
Howard Truesdell
Story by Wlllard King Bradley.
Direction by Frank Relcher.
A Park-Whiteside Production.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
The
story
of
"Empty
Arms"
for its
principal feminine character
DianehasSummers,
who hesitates to give her promise of marriage to her lover, Bruce Gordon, because she
is unwilling to become a mother. The reading of literature on the subject of mother-

the storyto ofbe-a
who isScorpion
driven "byisinjustice
THEman Desert
come a holdup expert of the plains.
In a general way it is along the familiar
lines of the old cowboy stories of the dimenovel type which appeared during the days^
of one-reel productions. There is much
riding of horsemen over dusty roads, a cattle stampede, the falsely accused hero, some
rescues and some burning shacks. The
star is not remarkable, and his support inadequate. There is little psychology, the
characters being moved about amid settings all-to-obviously put up with small regard for the illusion of reality. The story
itself is not a bad one — the handling and
typing is largely at fault. Only a fair stateright proposition.
Cast.
The Sheepherder Edmund F. Cobb
The Cattle King
Claire Hatton
The Daughter
Vida Johnson
The Sheriflr
Otis Thayer
Director, Otis Thayer.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
The Sheepherder has no intention of be"Deserton Scorpion"
whenby he
his
followerscoming asettle
land claimed
the and
cattlemen. They are warned to move on and, falling to do so, a feud Is started which results in the ruthless burning of the sheepherder's home. There is an honest sheriff,
and he knows all this is the work of the
cattlemen, but he Is prejudiced against the
sheepherder, who is falsely accused of ruining the sheritrs daughter. The sheepherder
has been In love with the cattle king's daughter, but, when she turns against him and dethe
"Easterner,"
a villainous
cides to marrydecides
sheepherder
to set his
face against
law and order and against cattlemen In particular. He robs the cattle king's bank of

"A Lady in Love"
Paramount Presents Ethel Clayton in a
Pleasing Light Comedy by Harriet Ford
and Caroline Duer.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
A LADY
a lady with She
whomis
love isIN a LOVE"
modern is obsession.
so powerfully influenced by it that
the man does not count particularly. The
main thing is to get a man for the sake of
love. On this account she takes the first
supposedly available one that comes along
and gets herself into all sorts of difficulties
through not looking up his standing in some
matrimonial Bradstreet or Dun. When
the right one comes along she is on pins
and needles to hold him, while keeping him
at
length and with
extricating
herself
fromarm's
entanglements
the first
one.
Such is the theme, and it is not only thoroughly feminine, but as thoroughly enjoyIt is a woman's
play destined
please able.women
and intelligent
men. Theto
cave man of masculine bluff and mush
might not like it because the hero is simply a plain common-sense fellow who does
not attempt to carry the lady ofif her feet.
Ethel Clayton is delightful as the lady
in love. This is especially true in scenes
where she keeps the man she wants perpetually guessing, attracting skilfully, with
due regard for the danger of arousing the
brute. She permits us to observe the practical
of an intelligent
paign forworkings
a husband.
She uses allgirl's
the camlittle
"ways"
employed
by
women
to
entrap
and
make fools of the men, whether for marriage or not. She is admirably supported
by a live cast. The scenario by Alice Eyton and direction by Walter Edwards are
without flaw. Taken altogether, "A Lady
in Love," as presented at the Rialto, is
a bang-up light comedy, suited to any audience not absolutelyCast.primitive.
Barbara
Ethel Clayton
Brent
Harrison Ford
Burton Sedgewick
Boyd Irwin
George Sedgewick
Ernest Joy
Clara Sedgewick
Elsa Lorlmer
Gilbert Rhodes
C. H. Geldart
Anna
Ernee Goodlelgh
Mrs. Sedgewick
Frances Raymond
Story by Harriet Ford and Caroline Duer.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Scenario by Alice Eyton.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
"A Lady in Love" is Barbara when she
elopes from a convent with Burton Sedgewick, degenerate brother of her guardian.
She discovers before the marriage is con-
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hood, and the fact that her mother and a
dear friend have both died under such circumstances, has imbedded a fear in her mind
which she is unable to overcome. Finally,
after much persuasion on the part of her
lover, she agrees to marry him on a basis
of friendship, the carrying out of which
agreement is the cause of unhapplness
After several months Gordon goes to his
ranch in the West, and while he is away his
wife is called to visit a friend who has lived
with
posed asThis
the woman
wife of has
Philip
Darn-a
ton, aandlibertine.
become
mother and has been cast oft by Darnton.
Later a visit to a mysterious room on the
upper fioor of her home by Diane, the key
of which has been given her by her husband
on his departure, reveals a fully equipped
nursery, which has been prepared by Gordon previous to their marriage. Under the
influence of what she has seen, both In the
humble home of the happy though unprotected mother and in the empty nursery In
her own home, she starts on a Journey to
her husband's ranch.
The train on which she is riding Is wrecked
and she is taken to the home of Philip Darnton, where the appearance of her husband
on the scene saves her from assault by
Darnton. The scene then shifts three or
four years hence to a scene in the nursery
where two children are being cared for by
Diane.
Prornun
aad
Exploitation Catelillncat
Sensational Story of a Woman Who Tried
to Avoid Motherhood.
Gail Kane In a Dramatic Production Dealing with Motherhood.
See "Empty Arms," with Gail Kane— An
Inspiring Story of Motherhood.
Exploitation Aasleat Play up Miss Kane
and advertise it frankly for what it is— a
propaganda for motherhood. Keep the ultrarighteous away and the rest of your patrons
win probably find the story to their liking.
Avoid sensational advertising and work
chiefly through newspapers or throwaways
and posters.
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eighteen thousand dollars to reimburse the
Sheepherders for their losses.
the villainous
cattle kingr's
daughtertheis sheepabout
toWhen
wed the
easterner,
herder holds up the express wagon carrying
her bridal bouquet. This he takes to the
BherilTs daughter, who has sought refuge
In his cabin. The unfortunate girl is about
to become a mother. The sheepherder rides
to
where istheabout
wedding
the cattle
king's
daughter
to takeof place
and holds
up
the assembled guests. He steals away the
bride and carries her oft to nurse the sick
girl. They are traced, and there and then
all Is revealed.
It is the villainous easterner who ruined
the girl. The sheepherder is cleared, even of
robbing the bank — it was just repayment for
homes burned and property restored. The
cattle king's anddaughter
now turns
to theto
sheepherder,
the minister
is recalled
perform a service between them.
Program and Exploitation CatcUlneai Oripping Story
the Conflict Between Cattlemen and of
Sheepherders.
The Sheepherders Settled on Land Claimed
by the Cattlemen — They Are Told to
Move and When They Refuse a Feud
Is Started — This Causes Many Outbreak.s
Which Furnishes Thrill After Thrill.
See the Spectacular Riding — The Cattle
Stampede — Many Thrilling Rescues and
the Burning of the Shacks in "The Desert Scorpion" — The Story of the Feud
Between
tlemen. the Sheepherders and the Catto beIt
no Kxploitatlon
good points ' AnKle«t
of contactThere
on thisseem
story.
will please the many who like this type, but
if overboomed it will disappoint. It is best
to go lightly.
"Romance"
One of the Mo«t Succettful and Inspiring;
Love Stories That Has Ever Been
Presented on the Screen.
ance,d"
COMPLETE
A which
the Unite
releaswed ofby "Rcwn
is being revie
Artists Corporation, and which stars
Doris Keane, will be found on page 1195 of
this issue. The story appears below.
Cast.
Rita Cavallini
Doris Keane
Tom Armstrong
Basil Sydney
Cornelias Van Tuyl
Norman Trevor
Susan Van Tuyl
Betty Ross Clarke
Miss Armstrong Amelia Summerville
Mr. Livingstone
A. J. Herbert
Vanned
Gilda Varesi
Beppo
.John Davidson
In Prologue.
Bishop Armstrong
Basil Sydney
Suzette Armstrong June Ellen Terry
Harry Armstrong
Arthur Rankin
Marion Ward
Vangie Valentine
Adapted from Play by Edward Sheldon.
Directed by Chet Withey.
Length, Seven Reels.
The Story.
In the l>eginning of the story a young man
of today, who has made up his mind to marry
an actress, comes to ask the consent of his
uncle, who is the Bishop of New York. When
the old man endeavors to dissuade him from
his purpose, the youth accuses him of having forgotten what it is to be young and
eagerly in love. Thereupon the Bishop leans
back in his armchair by the flre and tells
the story of his own love, over forty years before for the famous opera singer, Cavallini.
At the conclusion of this recital of the old
romance, the young man Insists that he is
more than ever determined to marry the
woman he has chosen; and the Bishop awakened to sympathy by his own pathetic recollection, finally consents and gives the youth
his blessings.
It is at a soiree in the lower Fifth avenue
mansion of a wealthy merchant that the
young lini.rector
lays with
eyes her
uponat LaonceCavalHe falls first
in love
and
she rallies him for his guilelessness; but during the course of a very short period that
follows she learns to love this Innocent young
man, with a love that she had never felt before. Therefore when he asks her to marry
him, she cannot help confessing to him that
her past life has been unchaste. He believes so deeply in her inherent purity that
he is willing to forgive the errors of youth;
and he is still urging her eagerly to be his
wife when he discovers that she has recently
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been the mistress of the wealthy merchant.
The merchant has been his best friend and
this blow breaks the heart of the young rector. Then, late at night, he goes to her
apartment
with the purpose of saving her
soul.
But, although he knows it not, her soul has
already risen high above his reach, on the
wings of the great love that he has taught
her. He exhorts her to repent and then,
amazed by the terrible and thrilling nearness of her, he breaks down and takes her
into his arms. He implores her to surrender
herself to his passion, but she loves him like
an angel mothering a child, and sends him
away from her forever.
Program and Exploitation Catchlinen; The
Most Beautiful Love Story Ever Told —
An Excellent Adaptation of Edward ShelFamousasStage
Play with Emotional
Doris don's
Keane
the Star.
What Is Love? What Do You Think Love
Really Is? — See Beautiful Doris Keane
in "Romance" and Get a Better Understanding of What Love Is.
No Matter How Old You Are, There Is Still
a Spark of Romance Burning in Your
Breast — Intense Love Drama with a Most
Appealing
Theme as— the
That's
with
Doris Keane
Star. "Romance"
Story of a Young Rector Who Falls Madly
in Love with Cavallnni An Opera Singer
—Around
His MadThisInfatuation
Spursof Him
Is Built One
the On-jMost
Beautiful Love Stories of All Time — See
Doris Keane as Cavallini, the Beautiful,
Dashing Singer.
Exploitation Angles;
Possibly there are
some who do not recall the success of the
stage play, but it was one of the outstanding hits of the written drama and you should
be able to hook up with past popularity, particularly as you can announce the original
star. There is a cast of favorites, who should
be mentioned in your advertising, and an
effort should be made to reach all who have
seen the
play. largely
Don't and
try with
circusdignity.
methods. Juststage
advertise
"TheCourage of MargeO'Doone"
Albert E. Smith Presents Vitagraph Production Telling Powerful
Northwest Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

the
story, located
BEAUTI
ad regions
of the ingreat
snow-clFUL
Northwest, which piles one real
thrill upon another, is found in "The CourThe subject
O'Doone
age of Marge
on of ."a story
by Jamesis
adaptati
a screen
Oliver Curwood and has been directed in
forcible style by David Smith. It makes
on the whole a worthy companion to "The
River's End," a story by the same author.
The snow settings give a fine atmosphere
to the narrative and quickly carry the spectator out of his everyday surroundings.
Dog teams and sledges are in evidence all
through the piece. One of the effective
points of the production is the manner in
which it makes use of animals, large and
small, as a consistent feature of the plot,
with the inevitable appeal to the spectator.
The heroine's full-grown, pet bear is something of a novelty, and there is altogether
a genuine wildness about the events occurring in the final reels. A weird and uncanny effect has been achieved, without
in any sense being depressing. Instead, the
action stirs the blood mightily at certain
big melodramatic moments. The bear
fight is a strong feature.
Pauline Starke does something quite unusual in her portrayal of Marge, conveying
a full sense of her mountain shyness, underlying which is a native fierceness and a
complete ability to look out for herself.
David Raine, as portrayed by Niles Welch,
is a sympathetic and likable hero. The
characters
Michaelhands
O'Doone
and are
his
wife
are in of
excellent
and there
two most hateable villains.
As a whole "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone" is an outdoor subject of first
rank, carrying an appealing story and
abundantly odramatic
supplied
moments. with suspenseful melA

Cast.
Marge Raine
O'Doone
Pauline
David
Niles Starke
Welch
Michael O'Doone
George
Stanley
Brokaw
Jack Curtis
Hauck
William Dyer
Tavish
Boris Karloft
Margaret
Billie Bennett
dog. O'Doone
Mukoki
James O'Neill
Tarra, the grizzly bear; Baree, the outlawStory by James Oliver Curwood.
Scenario by H. H. Bradbury.
Directed by David Smith.
Length,
Tlie 6,500
Story. Feet.
Michael O'Doone and his wife and daughter, Marge, live in a cabin in the great
Northwest. One day, when the earth Is
clothed in a heavy fall of snow, Michael Is
called to the home of a friendly Indian to
help care for a sick member of the tribe.
On the trip Michael meets with a bad slide
down time
the side
of a cliff and is laid up for
some
thereafter.
During the absence of her husband Mrs.
O'Doone and her infant daughter are carried
away by Buck Tavish, a trapper who has
long temporarily
admired Michael's
O'Doone
has
lost her wife.
reason Mrs.
In her
anxiety
over
her
husband's
prolonged
absence.
She recovers her mental forces after reaching Tavish's cabin and flees In search of
Michael, leaving the child behind. All three
become separated for a long period of years.
The hero, David Raine, finds a photograph
of a girl left on the train by a woman passenger. He is on his way into the Northwest. He takes the photograph and determines to find the girl, following an inscription on the back giving certain instructions.
She is some 1,600 miles further north. He
journeys part way in company with a man
known as Father Roland, an individual who
Is not a priest, but who spends his days in
helping others, owing to some great suffering of his own.
David eventually finds the girl, whose
name is Marge O'Doone. He brings her back
to Father Roland's
cabin, after
a series
extraordinary
adventures.
Father
Rolandof
turns
out
to
be
Michael
O'Doone,
the
girl's
father, and to complete the happy reunion
the mother appears at the cabin after her
long search.
Program
and
E^xploitatlon CatclUlnest
She Fled from One Man Into the Arms of
Another — Did He Take Her Back to the
Old Degrading Haunts and Make Her
Fight All Over Again for Her Freedom?
See
"The Compelling
Courage of
Marge
for This
Story
of theO'Doone"
North.
What Would You Think of Brutes That
Would Start Two Grizzly Bears Fighting in Order to Frighten a Young Girl
and Thereby Place Her in Their Power?
— Does the Girl Remain Under Their
Spell? This Is Answered in "The Courage of Marge O'Doone," from the Story
A Ferocious Dog and a Trained Bear Save
the Lives of a Youth and a Pair Maiden —
A Ferocious
Battleof oftheGrizzlies
— Beautiful Snow Scenes
Far North
and
Many Other Attractions in "The Courage of Marge O'Doone" — From the Gripping Story Angles:
by James Play
Oliverup Curwood.
Exploitation
the leads
and hook up with the other Curwood successes. This is your best bet. Supplementing the press book stunts, have cards printed
on one side "Sakewawin." using bold type.
On the other vertisgive
and days
an ad-In
ement for the theplay.definition
Used ten
advance, these will work very effectively.
"The Flapper"
Selznick Presents Olive Thomas in a
Bright Comedy of Romantic Girlhood.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

e in theme and
snowflak
as t,a "The
LIGHT
treatmen
Flapper" is exceptionally bright in character-revealing
subtitles which will bring quick laughter
among spectators blessed with the saving
grace of our people a sense of humor. "The
Flapper" is no old, creaking vehicle for a
star to ride in — it is a genuine screen comedy able to stand on its own merits. It
y of the kind ,that estabhumor islishesdelicatel
our common
humanity revealing
those little human weaknesses we sympa-
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thetically recognize as having been our less explorer for the South Pole reveals a
own once upon a time.
conflict between the strength and endurance of man and the forces of nature that
Able direction adds considerably to the
general charm, though there is apparently will appeal to the imagination of every
too much use of unnecessary scenes, but kind of audience. But the most dramatic
figure of all is the staunch ship in which
they contribute satisfactorily to the atmosthe explorers set out for the Antarctic Sea.
phere of reality and counterbalance some
extravagance of action. Miss Thomas
You see her sail proudly out of the harbor,
gives a highly intelligent interpretation of saluted by all the craft at anchor and looking fit to dify any fate. The views among
her appear
role asmature
a "flapper,"
a youngster In
trying
to
and experienced.
full the ice fields are all of astounding beauty,
appreciation of its meaning, she plays the and the life of the explorers after the ship
jjart as if she loved it. Her enthusiasm
is stopped by the ice pack is full of interest.
The first note of alarm is sounded when
•and pleasing personality are big factors.
Elaborate ensembles handsomely staged the boat's rudder is damaged by the presthe ice, and the drama begins to
complete the sum of values, until "The gathersure offorce
when the crew abandons the
Flapper"
must
be
ranked
very
high
as
an
ship. The efforts of the commander and
amusing entertainment.
his men to save their vessel is watched
Coat.
with deep interest, but the sympathy of the
Ginger King
pilve Thomas
Senator King
Warren Cook beholder is drawn in a greater degree to
Bill Forbes
Theo. Westman
doomed craft, when it is seen that
Hortense
Katherine Johnston the
there is no saving her from the grasp of
Tom Morgan
Arthur Houseman
her
relentless enemy. Slowly but surely
Story by Francis Marion.
an unseen power drags her down until,
J ^. Directed by Alan Crosland.
crushed and beaten, her masts and upper
i"'
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
rigging already a wreck, she disappears
beneath the ice field. The tragedy of the
"The Flapper" is Ginger King, small-town
•girl of sixteen, who detests Its narrow en- , "Endurance" is a marvelous spectacle.
vironment and rebels against the restricThe struggle for existence made by the
tions of a fashionable school. She longs for crew
over the ice and the courageous trip
romantic adventure and gets it on a runaway of
800 miles in an open boat undertaken
sleigh-ride with a boy she kows at a neigh- by Shackleton and a few of his men to the
boring military school. His horse bolts and
she Is tossed into a snowdrift. She is picked nearest settlement for help, while the rest
up later by Interesting Klchard Channing. of the sailors set up tents on the ice field,
To impress him that she is no mere chit, she is another of the thrilling incidents. This
makes a date to meet him at a country club thrill is repeated when the rescued men sail
dance. She keeps it in an Improvised toilet safely into the whaling station that marks
and by hiring a man to draw her there on the farthest south human habitation on the
a sled. She is discovered and brought back globe.
The picture is in two parts.
Ignomlniously, after an appetizing taste of
-life."
There is no holding Ginger after this exGoldwyn-Bray Pictograph
perience. During her vacation, on her way
Staged
Subjects Include
home, she encounters two crooks who have Attractively
■cleaned boarding school and other places of
"Springtime
in
Zooland
Nursery," "A
jewelry and fine raiment. They recognize
Friend in Need" and a Brief Sketch
Ginger in a moment of peril and decide to
of Work of Arthur Powell
pass the stolen goods over to her for safeDavis.
keeping until they can make a clean getReviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
away,
arranging
to
recover
the
stolen
property later on.
Once in possession of the mysterious suit- THEpresents
Goldvvyn-Bray
Pictograph
as its opening
subject B-7040
some
containing
curiosity
of the babies which the stork brought
is too cases
much
for the
her.loot,
She Ginger's
opens them
and
finds a great treasure, besides a package of to the Zoo this spring. Among them are
letters written by the male orook to the the baby buffalo, a four-weeks-old kangagirl. She has an idea. She addresses the
roo cradled in its mother's vest pocket, a
letters to herself to give an impression. This twelve-day-old
camel, a baby bear, one of
she follows up by appearing in the home the youngest members
of the deer family
town rigged as a vamp, openly declaring
that she is no longer an innocent girl, but and a baby chimpanzee.
A woman with a dark past. Only when her
One of the Traveler's Aid series shows
pretense is taken seriously and theandthieves
work of the "Big Sister" division, who
once the
to her senses
caught does she come
look
out 'for inexperienced girls entering
a the city
more return to her natural character,
from the outside.
cured
little ingenue, now completely
sweet
The third subject points to the engineerof her romanticism.
ing
skill
of Arthur Powell Davis, who is
and Exploitation Catchlines! now director-in-chief
Program
of the United States
of Romantic
rama
Sprightly Comedy-D
Girlhood, with Olive Thomas as the Star.to Reclamation Service and president of the
American Society of Civil Engineers. In
She Was Just a Flapper, but Wanted
and Act Experienced — his study he is seen planning one of the
AppearOliveMatured
Thomas In This Humorous greatest engineering feats ever attempted,
See
Drama — "The Flapper."
of subjugating the Snake River of
She Appeared in Her Home Town All that
Idaho and the Colorado River. Roosevelt
See What Dame
Vamp—Her
as a Reg'larBack
Dolled Up
in Arizona, Elephant Butte Dam in
Senses
to
Brings Olive Thomas
and Makes Her the Pretty Little Ingenue New Mexico and Arrowrock Dam in Idaho
She Was Before.
are shown in the picture, together with
Work hard for the reclaimed lands of the desert on which fine
-Exploitation Angles: through
appeal,
her
•star and sell the story
crops are being grown.
s to suggest the
quoting from the situation
The Jerry on the Job cartoon is called
she is afforded for theIn
ample opportunities
is at her best.
"The Mysterious Vamp" and is one of the
50rt of work in which she have
to define the most amusing of the series.
•30me sections you may
its meaning is pretty generally
■title, though
■known
now.
"Frivolous Wives"
Society Shams Treated in Familiar Style in
Picture Presented by Fidelity Company.
"The Bottom of the World" Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
Antarc
rful
Wonde
eton's
Shackl
Sir ErnestPicture Is Now Released in Two
tic
is not enough that is essentially
E
THER
le.
Parts by Robertson-Co
new or Wives"
vital in the story of "Frivoll.
ous
or in its treatment, to
Weitze
d
By Edwar
classify
the
picture
as extraordinary. The
ever
as
dram
s
elou
marv
most
onal one, unrelieved
ONEshowofn theon the screen is the Sir Ernest plot is a purely conventi
. But if for no other
by
original
touches
Bot- reason than because of its title the producShackleton travel picture. The fear
tom of the World." The search of the
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tion will attract attention. Such an expose
of human insincerity and superficiality is
always popular screen entertainment with
some fans, but which is brought about to
suit the selfish interests of outsiders, is the
culmination of a series of disconnected incidents.
The subject is treated in a dilatory and
sometimes ambiguous style, and the whole
suffers from incompetent directing. Attractive settings have been selected, and
among the out-of-door scenes, one on the
beach is particularly pleasing.
The cast is comprised of some of the lessknown players who, for the most part, accomplish good results with mediocre roles.
Vera Sisson and Kathleen Kirkham, as contrasting feminine types, are effective. Rodolpho tracts
di somewhat
Valentini's
from amateurishness
his performance deas
the scheming count.
The Glut.
Mary MacmlUan
Vera Slsaon
Mrs. Macmillan
Kathleen Kirkham
John Macmillan
Edward Jobeon
Douglas
Frank Newberg
Count Roberto dl San 'Fraccinl,
Rodolfo dl ValenUnI
Scenario by Hayden Talbot,
tength. Six reels.
The Story.
Mrs. John MacMlllan. unknown to her husband and step-daughter, Mary, Is engaged
in an absorbing flirtation with a nobleman,
several years her junior. Count Roberto dl
San Fraccinl. While Mary and her sweetheart Douglas, an ambitious young engineer,
are happily whiling away the time until
Douglas can have secured enough to warrant
them marrying. Mrs. Macmillan and the
Count contrive a selfish scheme.
The older woman has overheard an unknown man threaten her husband with exposure for his connection with a murder, unless he agrees to pay his blackmailer a hugf*
sum of money. She lets the Count In on the
secret and the Count derides to get the
money for himself. The most simple way
they decide is for him to make love to Mary,
marry her, and secure a large dowry.
He begins paying Mary marked attentions, but she does not love him. He finally
proposes, and explains that she will save her
father from life Imprisonment if she will
consent to the marriage. She forces herself to make the sacrifice for her father's
sake. Douglas is broken-hearted. Mary'«
and Roberto's
relationship
is that
of marriage in name only,
as neither
of them
Is In
love. Roberto continues his affair with Mrs.
Macmillan, and during a motor ride their
car meets with an accident, and she is killed.
Roberto leaves hurriedly as he is afraid of
consequences. Through Douglas' untiring
effort.s, Mary's father's name has been cleared
of
guilt and
marriage with Roberto Is
annulled
by theherchurch.
Program nnil Exploitation Catchlineai "Frivolous Wives"
See How Trickery
Unscrupulous
Flirtations
and— Feminine
Work
Havoc in Modern Society.
Her Father's Liberty Was at Stake. Should
She Save Him by Consenting to a Loveless Marriage? "Frivolous Wives" Reveals ThisWives"
Girl's Deals
Decision.with a Type of
"Frivolous
Woman Who Lived Without Love — She
Wanted to Be Amused — So She Ruined
Another Woman's
Exploitation
AngleH: Life
Sell— -Nearly.
this on the title,
making
your
appeal
to
frivolous
wives,would
the
husbands of the same and wives who
learn how to be frivolous. Make your advertising a series of Jazz readers and bear
down hard on the title In each.
PETTICOATS AND PANTS (Christie).—
This comedy, featuring Bobby Vernon, shows
a marked improvement in the quality of
Christie comedies. It is elaborately staged
and teems with clean fun. A young man
who has been sent to the country to cure
him of his frivolous ways meets a couple of
girls from the Follies, who are on a vacation. It happens that at the barn dance
where they meet he comes dressed as a rube.
The girls scheme to lure him to town and
give their companions a laugh. ■ When he
appears in turbance,
thewith city
createsaction
a general
dismuch he funny
and some
original stunts.
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Release

Dates

Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
May 2 — A Featherhead Physician.
The Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn) -L — May
9 — The Teeth of the Law.
4822 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-941.
May 16 — Lounge Lizards of the Jungle .
On With the Dance (Mae Murray — Super May
FOX FILM CORPORATION
23 — Stars of Stage and Screen.
Speclal)-L — 6488 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1526; Ex.
May 30 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
1960.
TheP-1688).
Amateur Wife (Irene Castle). Vol. 48;
SPECIALS.
Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton — L — 6,662
Ft.). Vol. 43; P-1627: C-R; Vol. 44; P-184.
Th« C-R-Vol.
Strongrest44; (AU-Star)—
Vol. 41; P-1S84; Huckleberry
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Finn (Stiper Special) — L-7,l&6
P-299.
P-4B6.
ft Vol. 48; P-1290; Ex. 886; C-R Vol. 44;
SQiould a HuRband Forffl7e7 Vol. 43; P'1191.
Whll* New York Sloepa (All-Star).
Young Mrs. WInthrop (Ethel CHayton) — L —
Jubllo (Will Rogers). Vol. 42; P-1007.
WILLIAM FARIVUH SBRIKS.
4,707 ft. Vol. 43; P-1688; C-R 2002.
Flame of the Desert (Geraldlne Farrar). Vol.
B«art StrlnKB (William Farnum — Six Parts).
Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1619.
42: P-246.
The Adventurer
(William
Pamum — Six
Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helena
Alarm Clock Andy (Chariea Ray)-L — 4988 Ft. The Chadwlck).
Vol. 48; P-1291.
Parts). Vol. 43; P-1650; C-R; Vol. 44;
Vol. 48; P-1298.
P-184.
AprUC-R,
FollyP-2172.
(Marion Davles). Vol. 43; P-1839;
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 43; P-840.
The Orphan (William Farnum — Six Reels),
Toby's Bow (Tom Moore). Vol. 42; P-1188.
His House In Order (Elsie Ferguson) -L-4948
44; P-858;
The Vol.
Trouble
Makers. C-R, P-1105.
The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
ft. Vol. 43; P-1838.
Vol. 44; P-460; Ex. 949.
Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4,707 ft.
TOM MIX SBRIES.
The
Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). VoL
Vol.
43;
P-1837;
C-R
455.
The S002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 48; P-lOOt; C-R
Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy Glsh).
43; P-1115, Ex. 885.
L-4704
Ft;
Vol.
43;
P-1680.
The Daredevil (Tom Mix). Vol. 4J; P-IOOB.
Excuse
(Wallace Reld — L-4330 Ft.;
The Blooniin^g Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
414. My43; Dust
Desert
Love. Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol.
P-2003; C-R-Vol. 44; P-299; Ex.
The Terror.
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). VoL
3 Gold Coins.
P-1290.
My Lady's
(Jarter
(Tourneur
Production)
— L The 43;
POX ENTERTAINMENTS.
—
4823
Ft.
Vol.
43:
P-1837;
C-R,
P-728.
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Pickford).
Vol. 43; P-1522.
Easy
to
Get
(Marguerite
Clark)
—
L
—
4,118
ft.
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43;
Vol. 43; P-1678; C-R 2002.
Duds (Tom Moore).
P-941; Ex. 1801.
APRIL,.
85.
The Last Straw (Buck Jones). Vol. 48; P-lllB.
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).
The P-1288
Hell Ship (Madlalne Traverse). Vol. 48; Treasure Island (Super-Special — Tourneur).
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-465; Hx.
1^5,143
ft;
Vol.
44;
P-560;
C-R,
P-867.
Faith (Peggy Hyland). Vol. 43; P-1681.
Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick). L-600S Partners of the Night. Vol. 43; P-1842; C-R.
ft. Vol. 44; P-459.
Vol. 44; P-723.
The 48;
Devil's
Riddle vGladys Brockwell). Vol.
P-1840.
The Cost (Violet Hemlng). L — 5,547 ft; Vol. Dangerous
Days (Rex Beach Production).
A Manhattan
Knight
(George
Walsh).
Vol.
44;
P-141;
C-R.
P-857.
43; P-2175.
43; P-2:73.
The False Road (Enid Bennett — Ince). Vol. The Vol.
Street
Called
Straight (Basil King — AU
MollyC-Rand465.I (Shirley Mason). Vol. 44; P-188:
44; Island
P-724. (Houdini), L-5, 813 Ft., Vol.44;
Terror
Star).
Vol.
43; P-1293;
C-R Vol.Frederick).
44; P-184.
The
Woman
in
Room
13 (Pauline
BlackP-142;
Shadows
(Peggy
Hyland).
Vol.
44;
P-861;
C-R,
P-1105.
C-R 465.
Vol. 44; P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.
The
Toll
Gate
(Super-Special
—
William
8.
P-723.
The Woman and the Puppet (Geraldlne FarLeave729.It to Me (William Russell). Vol. 44: PHart. L-5590 ft.; Val. 44; P-727; C-R,
857.
rar— Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R,
The P-303;
TattlersC-R,(Madlalne
Traverse).
Vol.
44Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde
(Super
Special).
Vol.
P-597.
The P-729:
StrangeC-R.
Boarder
44; P-239; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1086.
P-979. (Will Rogers). Vol. 44;
The Mother of His Children (Gladys BrockMay.
Out of the Storm (Barbara Castleton), Vol
well). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-867.
44; P-1107.
WouldP-724;
You C-R,
Forgive?
Why Change Your Wife? (Cecil B. DeP-979. (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44; Why Mille
Special)
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS.
1678: Ex.
828. -1^7,
1087. 175 Ft. Vol 43; PThe Dead Line (George Walsh), Vol. 44; P980; C-R, P-1105.
(One Reel.)
Mrs.
Temple's
Telegram
(Bryant
Washburn).
Wireless
Telephony.
L— 4,138 ft. Vol. 44; P-862.
Love's
Harvest
Forbidden
Trails(Shirley
(Buck Mason).
Jonoa).
Pheasants. Aristocrats of Birdlan4.
The
Sea
Wolf
(George
Melford
Speclal)-L
—
The Spirit Trails
of Good(Buck
(Madlalne
Professor
B.
Flat,Gateways.
A Musical Novelty.
6,797 Ft.
Forbidden
Jones). Trareraa).
GuardiansRobberies.
of Our
The ft.DarkVol.Mirror
(Dorothy Dalton) — L-6084 Famous
Love's
Harvest
(Shirley
Mason).
44;
P-983.
The Iron Heart (Madlalne Traverse).
Cost of Courting.
The Vol.
Dancin'
Fool (Wallace Reid) — L-4124 ft. Hieh
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell).
Taoa Indians and Other Bubjecta.
44; P-982.
The sell).
Twins of Suffering Creek (William RusA Lady in Love (Ethel Clayton).
PORJD EDUCATION AUk
Comedies.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich).
(One Reel.)
Extraordinary Special*.
April 4 — Gee Whiz (Sennett — Two Reels).
Jan. 4— Eventide.
Salome (Theda Bara).
April
18
—
The
Gingham
Girl
(Sennett
—
Two
Jan.
11
—
Bubble.
Roe
la).
The Honor System7All-Star).
Jan. 18 — Just Kids.
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette KellerApril 11 — ShipReels).
Ahoy! (Al St. John — Two
Jan. 26 — Taken with a Grain of Salt.
man).
Feb. 1 — The Flowing Road.
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
May 2 — Fresh from the City (Sennett).
Feb. 8 — De-LIght.
Les Mlserables (William Farnum).
May 9 — Spring (DeHaven).
Feb.
15 — In Higher Spheres.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
May 23 — Let 'er Go (Sennett).
Feb.
22 — Silverware.
Should Dummies Wed?
May 30 — Beating Cheaters (DeHaven).
Feb.
29
— Tlck-Toclc
Girls and Gunpowder.
Parajnonnt-Bnrton Bolm«s TraTel Pictures.
Monkey Business.
Mar.
7
Silence.
^
Mar.
14
— Broken
With Every
Meal.
(One Reel.)
Oh! What a Knight.
Mar. 21— Alligator Hunt.
Mar. 7 — Bustling Brussels.
Mary's
LittleSneeze.
Lobster.
His
Musical
Mar. 14 — Kingdom of the Yellow Robe.
MCTT AND JEFP.
Mar. 21 — Strassburg Redeemed.
The Toy Makers.
Mar. 284 —— Martyred
The Boys' Citloa.
Big Club.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
The Tango Dancers.
Apr.
One Round Jeff.
Apr. 11 — The Franco-British Rhln*.
A Trip to Mars.
Apr.
18
—
tJp-Country
in
Slam.
3 Ralsens and a Cake of Yeast.
Apr. 26 — In Lovely Lorraine.
Departed Spirits.
"FLYING A" SPECIAXa.
2 — In Happy Alsace.
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can. May
May
9 — An Oriental Sing Sing.
Six P-170S.
Feet Four (William Russell). VoL 41:
The Breakfast Food Industry.
May 16 — Artistic Antwerp.
May 23 — Musko and Musume of Nippon.
Bve P-864.
in Exile (Charlotte Walker). ToL *»:
May 30 — Battlefields of France.
The
Valley
of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Panunonnt
MasulBe^
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
(One Reel.)
Vol.
48; Bee
P-468.(Mme. Marguerite de Sylva) ;
The
Honey
Mar. 7 — Popping the Question.
Vol. 44; P-600.
Mar.
14
—
Reclaiming
the
Everglades.
Mar. 21 — Game Trails of the Southland.
The DanB-<»rou8 Talent (Margarita FUher).
Febrnarr.
Mar. 28 — The Song Factory.
P-2011;
C-R Vol.
44; P-184.
Slam Vol.
Bang43; Jim
(William
Russell).
Doable Speed (Wallace Reld)-L— 4144 Ft;
April
4
—
The
Zero
Hour
In
Art.
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver (Margarita
Vr.1 43- P-944: C-R. P-2172.
April
11
—
Tailoring
In
Metal.
All-of-a-Sudden Peggy (Marguerite Clark) - April 18 — Mental Acrobatics.
P-981. Jerome Eddy).
L— 4448 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-lil4.
The Fisher).
House of Vol.
Toys 44;(Helen
April 26 — The Nurse of the Tenements.
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Th& White Dove (H. B. Waraer)— VoL 44:
Harry Review
Pollard No.
One-Reel
Pathe
41. Com*4y.
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie BarriTopics News
of theNo.Day11, Ho.
Pathe
It. il,
scale). Vol. 44; P-119; C-R. P-897.
W. W. HODKINSON
The Brand of Lopes (Sesauo Hayakawa). VoL
UeleuiMW for Week of April 25.
P-IOI;
C-R; (Carlyle
P-466. Blackwell) — VoL
Rlo Seven
GrandeReels).
(Rosemary
Theby
— Allan
Sears
The 44;
Third
Woman
Vol.
44;
P-600;
C-R.
P-979.—
41;
P-J1T4;
C-R-VoL
44; P-IM.
No.
11
of
Daredevil
Jack
(Flames
of
Wrath).
BElfJAMTN
HAKPTON— «RKAT
Bright Skies (ZaSu PitU). VoL 44; P-tl».
No. 4 of Trailed by Three (The Prison bhlp). The
AUTHORSB. PlOrUIUCS.
Devil
s
Claim
(Sessue
Hayakawa). VoL
Harry
Pollard
Comedy
(One
Reel).
r (Hampton Production). Vol Pathe Review No. 411.
Sagebrushe
The 43;
44;
P-984.
The
Fortune
Teller
(Marjorle
Rambeau), VoL
P-297; C-R, P-K19.
Topics News
of theNos.
Day34 Mo.
Pathe
and £1.16 (April 26, May 1).
P-1107. Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriaoale),
ZANE GREY FIOTURKS. INC.
The 44;
Notorious
Ueleaaca (or Week of Hay 2.
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton), Dollar for Dollar (Prank Keenan). Vol. 44;
Vol. 44; P-1108.
Vol.Gold
44; P-980;
C-R, Production).
P-1105.
P-727; C-R, P-867.
9ai*rcme Consedlco.
Desert
(Hampton
MoUle's Uuoipa.
No. ace).
12 of Daredevil Jack (The Unseen MenHer
Novel
ONS.
PRODXJCm
4. PARKER READ, J*.,
No. 6 of Trailed by Three (Buried Alive).
Artistic
In Room T'ooiporament.
nx.
(Louise Qlanm— The
Reels).
Wolf's Daughter
Lone Parts).
The Seven
Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two
0>ine Into the Kltohoa.
Vol. 41; P-1010.
Take
Doctor's
A«Tloe.
Hearty
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
(Louise Qlaum — Seven Reels). Vol. 41; Drink
8ez P-tOll.
Pathe Review No. 49.
Oh, Tou Kl«! MAKnS JOHHSON.
Topics of the Day No. 53.
DEITRICH-BBCTK, Inc.
Lonely South PMia* Klasleas.
Pathe News
No. 36forandWeek
37 (May
Reeralting in tke Molomovs.
Releases
of Hay6 — May
S. 8).
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
The City of Broken 014 Men.
Six
—
The
Miracle
of
Money
(Margaret
Seddon
and
Kenyon
(Doris
Moon
Harvett
The
P-7Jt.
C-R,
Bess Gearheart Morrison), Vol. 44; P- Marooned In the South fieas.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-JO»;
AOTKvnnu acwrios.
DIAL FILM COMPANTf PBODUCTIONS.
&60;of C-R,
P-1105.Jack (Baiting the Trap).
No.
13
Daredevil
Lewis — Seven Reels). No. « of Trailed
February
— Cheep 0'X#«aveawerth.
Kins Spruce (Mitchell
Soos
of
SaloosklB.
by
Three
(Wanted
for
BurP-71I.
44;
P-2177; C-R. Vol.ONS.
Vol 48;ARTCO
glary).
Ghosts of Romanes.
PRODtJCn
Trotting
Through Turkey (Harry Pollard —
One
Reel).
Six
—
Balrd
(Leah
ute .
f-the-Mln
Cynthla-o
Pathe Review No. 60.
Par
ts)
Topics of the Day No. 64.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS,
Live P-777.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. it; Patbe16).News Nos. 38 and 39 (Shipped May 11,
for Week of May 16.
SSO.OOO (J. Warren Kerrigan).
Vol. 41; No. 14 Releases
and Warmer (May Allison). VoL 41;
of Daredevil Jack (Terrible Ven- Fair P-1191.
P-1186.
„
.
geance).
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan).
Best of Luck (Six ParU).
No. Harem).
7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pasha's The
Vol.
43;
P-2013;
C-R,
V»l.
44;
P-2J9.
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice LAke). VoL 41;
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan).
C-R. P-l»l».
No. 2Shave
of Bringing
Up Father (Father's Close The P-63;
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
— Two Reels).
Willow Tree (Vloa Daaa — Six Parts).
His Temporary Wife (Rubyo *e Remer). Vol. Pathe
Vol. 48: P-4«(; C-R. P-lll*. Bx. IIM.
Nearly Review
a Maid No.
(Harry
Pollard — One Reel).
51.
48; P-778; C-R 2002.
Right of
C-RWay
1002. (Bert Lvte'l). VoL 41;
Topics
of theNos.
Day 40No.and65. 41 (Shipped May 11 The P-1116;
PatheandNews
The Walk-OSS (May Allison — Six Parts). VoL
22).
41; P-*lt.
Releases for Week of Hay 2S.
Stronger
Than
Death (Nasimova — Severn
Parts). Vol 41; P-lll.
Simple
(Blanche
Six Reels).
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
No.
15 ofSouls
Daredevil
JackSweet
(The— Triple
Chase). Nothing
But
the
Truth
(Taylor Holmes — Six
No. Fire).
8 of Trailed by Three (The Brand of
P-773.
Parts). Salome
Vol. 48-(Hope
P-468.Hampton). VoL 41;
A Modern
No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Oland and
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned Dag- The Very Idea (Taylor Holsses — Six lUela).
ReleaMs (or Wc«k •( Mareli 98.
VoL 41; P-lilT: C-R «••!).
ger).
The Deadlier Sex (Blanche Sweet — Six R*«ls). All
Dressed
MarchP-301;
— Old C-R,
Lady P-Tll.
11 (Emma Duna) — VeL 44;
Pathe ReviewUp No.(Harry
62. Pollard — One Reel).
No. Vol.
14 41;
of P-2174.
The Adventures of Rnth (The Topics of the Day No. 66.
March
—
Shore
Acres
(Alice Lake — Six Reels).
Fighting CThance).
44; P-lt6; toC-R,
29). Nos. 42 and 43 (Shipped May 2( AprilVol.
No. 7 of Daredevil Jaek (A «low in the PatheandNews
—
Dangerous
Men P-711.
(Viola Dana). VoL
Dark).
Releases for Week of Hay 30.
44; P-698; C-R, P-979.
The
Dinner
Hour
(Harry
PoUartI
—
One
Reel).
April
—
Alias
Jimmy
Valentine
(Bert LyteU —
Sherry
(Pat
O'Malley
—
Seven
Reels).
Pathe Review No. 44.
Six The
Reels).
44; P-4»«;
No. venge).
9 of Trailed by Three (The Pasha's Re- April—
Topics
of theNos.
Day 26No.and48.27.
Hope Vol.
(SpeelsJ
Cast).C-R, P-WT.
Pathe News
No. Death).
2 of the Third Eye (The Pendulum of April— The Heart of a Child (NasImoT* —
R*4paa«a tor Wf^k of AortI 4.
Reels).Bedroom
VoL 44; and
P-461;Bath
C-R, (ViaU
P-II7.
Dana).
3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss AprilSeven
— Parlor,
Lifting Shadows (Emmy Wetalea — Six RmIs) No. Vaughn).
—Vol.
44;
P-1S9;
C-R-Vol.
44;
P-I»».
No. 15
of The Adventures of Ruth (The Key Grab
April — Fine Feathers (May Alllaoa).
Ghost No.(Harry
Pathe the
Review
53. Pollard— One Reel).
of Victory).
April — The fekylark (Bert LyteU).
Topics of the Day No. 67,
No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Gland and Patbe
— Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewtfl),
News No. 44 and 46 (Shipped June 2 and AprilVol.
44; P-n08.
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned DagReels).
June 6).
ger),
Vol.
44;
P-1108.
April—
Nothing
But Lies (Taylor HoIbm— Ms
Releases
for
Week
of
Jane
6.
8
of
Daredevil
Jaek
(Blinding
Hate).
Ke.
Ifo. 1 of Bringing Up Father Serlria (Jlggs in The Little Cafe (Max Llnder).
Reels).Horseraon (All-Star Ca«t — Blk
May
—
Four
No. ket).
10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave MarSociety — Two Reels).
Harry
Pollard No.
Comedy
ReeU).
May— TheCast
Marriages
of Mayfalr (AU-Star
— Six Reels).
Path).
Pathe Review
4B. (One Reel>.
No.
3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction's
Topics of the Day No. 4t.
May
—
The
Temple
of
Dawn
(Bert Lytell — Six
Pathe No. It and 19.
You're
Pinched No.
(Harry
Pathe Review
64. Pollard — One Reel).
May — A Lewis
Daughter
of
the
Rrle-aaea for Week of AprO 11.
— Six Reels). Snows (MltohsU
The Blood Barrier (Sylvia Breamer — Rohert Pathe
Topics
of12).
the Nos.
Day 46No.and68'. 47 (Shipped June 9
andNews
Gordon
—
Six
Reels).
Vol.
44;
P-800;
C-R,
P-728.
Ho. 9ery).
of Daredevil Jack (Phantoms «f TreachTRIANGLE
Jf*. town).
2 of Trailed By Three (Trapped In ChinaROBERTSON-COLE
Harry Review
Pollar* No.
Co«ae*y
—11Two
Reels).
— Only
a Farmer's Daaghtor (Soaaott
Pathe
4*. (One Reel)
Jan IS— Mabel's Speed Cop (MaM KorMa«
Topics of the Day No. CO.
The
truck
of
Oeraldlne
LAird
(Beasle
BarriaPathe News No. It and tl.
P-466. Vol. 41; P-lllI; C-R VoL 44; Feb. — Sennett — One Reel).
cale).
— A Gamble In Seals (Dorothy Daltoa).
Jan. 151—
Rcle— e« (vr Wc*k mt Aprfl U.
His Baby Doll (Oae Reel).
Seeing
It Through (ZaSiu Pitts). Vol. 41; Jan.
After Thirty No. I (The ■Uamtatlng Mrs.
P-69T.
Feb. 8— TheTwoDanolnr
Vol. 43; P-1611; Bx. 1T»».
Barton — Mr*. Srdn«r Dr«w — Two Reel*).
Reels). Master (Alico t^o—
Who's
Your
Servant?
Vol.
41;
P-1841;
C-R.
No. ■trnetlon).
10 of DaredevU JMk (Patha
of
D«IE
—
Tiger
Olrl
Olsh).
Feb. 16 — His Day of (Lillian
_
_ ^
Doom (One Reel).
The Flame of Hellgate (Beatrls Mlohelena). Feb. 11
Ko. t■oath
of Trailed
— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
Vol 41; P-l*07.
Seaa). by Three (The Tyrant of the
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BIO V OOMEOIKB.
No. 13 of Elmo the Fearless (The Hand on
(TiM>(Montgomery
Ceete)
the Latch).
Sanee
and
Senorltas
No. rauders).
2 of The Moon Riders (The Masked MaMaids and Muslin (Jimmy
Anbrof ).and Rock).
CO.
Throbs
and
TTirlUs
(Monteoraery
aad Ko«k).
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
Why Lee! (Lyons — Moran — One Reel).
Fists and Foder (Jimmy Aubrey).
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
TigerOneHand
Reel).(Major Allen's Animal Hunt —
O. HBNRY
A Restaurant
Riot (Lyn Cole — Celeste Zlm(Two FBATTRBi.
S«eU)
llck — Two Reels).
Rcleaaea f»r Week •! Harok M.
The
Passing
of
Black
Eagle (Jo* Ryaa).
Wolf Two
Tracks
(Hoot Olbson — Thelma Percey —
Reels).
The
Ransom
of
Mack
(All-6tar).
J«»«i>hln»
and
Mayo
(Frank
Burnt Wlns«
Thimble,
Thimble
(All-Star).
International News Nos. S3 and 24 (Shipped
An
Afternoon
Miracle.
4, 7).
A
Ruler
of
Men.
N«. ?»f ^IBlnio the Fearle«» (The Fatal Croea- New May
Screen Magazine No. 84.
Deeda).
No. 14 of The Hon Man (Deeperate— One
Releases for Week of May 10.
Reel).
ran
Butting in on Ba»y (Lyona-Mo(Prlscllla
Dean—
No. 14 of Elmo the Fearless (The Avalanche).
of Stamboul 44; P-140: Ei-S71;
The Virgin Reels..
FIRST NATL EXHIBIT0B8
No. Jealousy).
3 of The Moon Riders (The Red Rage of
Vol.
SeveS
P-1084; C-R, P-723.
Mon(Zip
and Leaking Plpea
Concrete Biscuits (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
LimbtberiHearts
and Virginia WarwUk — Two ReeU).—
Ransom
(Hoot News
Gibson Nos.
— Western
Two (Shipped
Reels).
In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart). VoL 41;
International
26 and— 26
rinrerTwe Prlnte
Reels). (Robert Reeres — Western
C-R, P-1619;
L-7649 ft,MacDonald.
Ex. 1041.
May
11
and
14).
The P-145;
Thunderbolt
(Katherlno
Hearst News No. II.
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
66.
L-4940; Vol. 43; P-453.
International News No. 18.
Releases for Week of JWay 17.
New Screen Maffaaine No. i9.
Heart o' 43;
the Hills (Mary Plckford). L-6S29;
UBlrersal Current Events No. It.
The Girl in No. 29 (Frank Mayo).
The Vol.
Beauty P-353.
Market (Katherlne MaeDonald).
No. Fuse).
15 of Elmo the Fearless (The Burning
Releaaee tor Week ef AprU B.
L-6018; Vol. 43; P-774.
Two
Weeks
(Constance Talmadge). L-6»»l;
The Road to Dlrorce (Mary MaoLareni). Vol. No. Hills).
4 of The Moon Riders (Vultures of the
Vol.
43"
P-939.
43;
P-l«4e.
.
,
Even
as
Eve
(Grace Darling). L-6237; VoL
No. Kni
> of Blmo the Fearless (The Assassin s Too Reel).
Many
Burglars
(Lyons-Moran — One
43; P-1681. of Two Worlds (Nornaa Talfe).
_^
A
Daughter
No. Fury)
IB of . The Lion Man (The Furnace of He Loved Like He Lied (William Irving and
madge). L-6078'; Vol. 43; P-463.
Henley — No.
Two 66.Reels).
The River's End (Marshall Nellan) — L — (tl4;
New Consuela
Screen Magazine
An Uprising (Lyons-Moran —, One
Downing
Reel).
^
International News No. 27 and 28 (Shipped
Vo^L 43;
43; P-1523;
P-1623; Ex.
Ex. 570.
570, C-R, VoL 44; PVol.
May 18 and 21).
MajorWelf
Allen's
— OneAnimal
Reel). Hunt (The Story of the
In
Search
of
a
Sinner
(Constance
Talmadge)Releases
for
Week
of
May
24.
—
L— 5458 Ft.; VoL 43; P-2005; C-R, VoL 44;
A Champion
The Path She Chose (Ann Cornwall).
Two Reels).Loeer (June Lore — Rainbow
Ko. Intrigue).
16 of Elmo the Fearless (The House of The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris ChapUn)When the Courar Called (Maffda Lane and
Frank Burns
Ex
949. Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2175; VoL 44,
L — 5695
KTo. 5 of The Moonriders (The Death Trap).
International
News— Western
No. It. — Two Reels).
Caught in the End (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
New Screen Magazine Ne. (6.
International News No. 1«.
The Two
Tale Reels).
of a Dog (Brownie-Century Dog —
The Donald).
^Famil^y^Honor (King W. Vldor). Vol.
Bought and Fought For (Mart Huson and The Notorious Miss Lisle (Katherlne MacR«IeM«« tor Week et AprO 12.
Magda
Lane
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
March
1 — The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
No. 1« of Blmo the Fearless (The Fatal New Screen Magazine No. 67.
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-979
Bullet).
International News No. 29 and 30 (Shipped March
22 — The Idol Dancer (David Wark
May 25 and 28).
No. 1< of The Lion Man (The Relentless
828.
Griffith).
Vol. 44; P-137; C-R, P-697; Ex.
Renegades).
„
BtopReel).
That Weddlnr (Lyons-Moran — One
March 29 — The Woman Who Gives (Norma
Talmadge). VoL 44; P-460; C-R, P-86T.
International News No. IT (SUpved April II).
April
4 —dredPolly
of the Storm Country (MilVITA6SAPH
Harris Chaplin).
Doc Reels).
Oone Cleyer (Century Wonder Dor — Two
April 11 — Don't Ever Marry (Marshall Nellan
IntemaUonal News No. IS (Shipped AprU 1*).
Production
Vol. 44; P-726: C-R, P-979.
New Bereen Marasime No. tl.
_
April 18 — The). Love Expert (Constance TalThe Texas Kid (Hoot Olbson-Weetem — Two
madge-John Emerson — Anita Loos ProSPBCIAL PRODUCnONS.
Reels)— C-Vol. 44; P-SOJ.
duction), Vol. 44; P-860; C-R, P-H06.
The P-1086.
Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
25 — Passion's Playground (Katherlne
R«IeuMa for W«ek ef AprU 19.
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R, P-597; Ex. AprilMacDonald)
— L-6968 Ft.; Vol. 44; P-981.
Her Five-Foot Hlffhnesi (Edith Robert*). Tel.
May 3 — The Yellow Typhoon (AnlU StewCaptain
Swift
.Earle
Williams).
Vol.
44;
P44;
P-IOJ;
C-R,
P-7J1.
art),
Vol.
44;
P-1106.
No. 17 of The Lion Man (In Cruel Cnutohes).
728; C-R, P-979.
May
David Wark
Griffith
Productloa.
and the Woman (Alice Joyce — Six June
No. 11 of Blmo the Fearless (The Temple of Dollars
1411 —— Marshall
Nellan
Production.
ReeU).
the DrajTon).
June 28 — Constance Talmadge Prodvetlea.
July 19 — Tes or No? (Norma TUaadgo).
Somebody LJed (Lyons Moras — One Reel).
The Curwood—
Courage ofSeven
Marge Reels).
O'Doone (James OllTer August
2 — Curtain (Katherlne MacDonald).
A Jasiy Janitor
(Zls Monberr-Vlrdnia WarAugust
1« — Jack
Knife Man (King Vldor).
wick— Two Reels).
STAR PRODITCnOIVS.
August
SO
— ((Tharles
Forty-nve
One He Man (Jack Perrln-Jesephlne Hill —
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
way
Ray). Minutes from BroadWestern—
Two
Reels).
VoL
44;
C-46S.
International Newa No. 1» (Shipped April SO). When43; a P-160.
Man Loves (Earle Williams). Vol.
International News No. 10 (Shipped AprU II).
New Screen Magaxln* No. <1.
43; P-634.
PegeenDarkest
(BessieHour
Love).(Harry
Vol. T.43; Morey).
P-464. Vol.
HALLMARK PICTURES COKP.
Releama tor Week of April 26.
The
43;
P-160.
Locked Lips (Tsurl Aoko). Vol. 44; P-Ml;
The
Midnight
Bride
(Gladys
Leslie).
Vol.
48;
P-944.
CR,
No. Time).
18 ofP-867.
The Lion Man (In the Nick of
Human Collateral (Corlnne GrifBth). Vol. Tb» Screaming Shadow (Ban WIU*» — Barlal).
C!halns of Evidence (xai-Star).
P-775.
No. Through).
IS of Blmo the Fearless (Crashing
The 43;
Birth
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol. HighP-728.
Speed VoL
(OUdys
Halott* and Wwmr*
Deadline
at
Eleven
(Cerlnne
Orlflltb).
VoL
Earle).
41; P-4«7.
No. 1 of The Moon Riders (Art Accord Serial
Carmen
of
the
North
(Anna
Bom). YoL 44;
43;
P-SOOS.
— Over the Precipice).
The More Elxoellent Way (Anita Stewart).
Pick Reel).
Out Tour Husband (Lyons-Moran — One
Veiled MarHago (Anna Lolir aa« Batyk
The P-984.
Garter Girl (Corlnne Griffith). Vol. 44; The P-219.
Kellard)— Vol. 41; P-1I4I; C-R-ToL if.
Lion Paws and Ladle Fingers (Century Lions
The Sea Raider (Harry T. Morey).
Two ReeU).
The
Evil Eye (Benny Leonard — It ^isod*
Clover's
Rebellion
Stewart).Dunean — It
The Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine
Serial). Vol.
The Kplaode
Silent
Avenger(Anita
(William
Hill — Western — Two Reels).
A
Dangerous
Affair.43; P-S174.
Serial).
International News No. 21 and 22 (Shipped
Wit Wins.
The Episode
InvisibleSerial).
Hand (Antonio Moreno— If Wits
vs. Wits.
April S7 and 30).
New Screen Magazine No. 63.
LARRT SmfON COMIBDIBS.
When a Woman SPECIALS.
Strikes.
ReleaMs for Week of May 8.
Life's
Greatest Problem.
The Oroeery (Tlerk (Twe Reels).
BuUet-Proof (Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-7JI;
The
Other
Man's
Wife.Special).
The
Fly
(Top
(Two
Reels).
Vel.
44;
C-4«S.
The Littlest (Junior
School Days.
C-R, P-867.
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reriews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicate*
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
PIONEER FILM 00BP0BAT10B.
The 140.
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44; P.
Sins ef the Cbildrea.
ujnxBD AmnsTt.
Bubbles (Mary Anderson).
MldBlrht Gambols (Marie Dore).
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRKE8
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. GrlSta —
The Plaee of Honeymoons (Bally Bteveu
Biz Reels).
and MoBtarue Love— Six Parts).
Dec. 3S — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas
The Jekyll
HIddea and
Cede Mr.(Grace
Fairbanks — Six Reels). Vol. 4J; P-298; Dr.
HydeDarldaen).
(Sheldon Lewis);
SELZNICK PICTURES.
C-R; P-l«l».
Distributed by Select BxchanKea.
Vol. 44; P-699.
IS— Pollyaona
(Mary
PlokferA — Mk Nobody's
Youthful Folly (Olive Thomas).
Vol. 44; Jan. Reels).
Child
(Jose
Collins
— a««<r«7
Tearle).
Vol. 48; P-6S6; Ex. 887.
P-465.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPAWT.
April 25 — Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett). The Married
Th« P-136;
Woman C-RGod Vol.
Sent44;(Special).
Virgin (Six Reels).
44; P-862; Ex. 573; P-1084-1087.
A Fool
and
His C-R.
MonevP-979.
(Eugene O'Brien). Vol. May Vol.
(Six Reels).
Reels).
23 — Romance
(Doris Keane — Seven Frivolous Wives
P-598;
GAUMONT COMPANY.
The 44;
Shadow
oi Rosalie
Byrnes (Blaine HamIn
the
Clutches
of
HIndee (Serial).
merstein). Vol. 44; P-868.
OATKTT CWUDIBB.
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin). Vel.
May 3 — The Man
Who Lost Himself (Wil- ▲re Floorwalkers
VIckleT
44; P. 142.
liam Faversham).
(Tarsed hr His C^eTemeas.
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION.
May 10 — The Flapper (Olive Thomas).
His Fatal Bite.
Billy We«t Comedleik
May 17 — Whispers (Elaine Hamraerstein).
(Tioo Reels.)
Kissed
in
a
Harem
(Billy
Bleteher
and
Vera
May 24 — The Valley of Doubt (Special).
Reynolds).
Mustered
Out.
June 14 — The
Servant
Question
(William
Col.
lier).
The Fatal Wallop (George Orey).
Strike Breaker.
the Boarder (Billy Bleteher and
June 7 — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore). Beaned
Happy Days.
Vera onReynolds).
Texas Galnan C«inedlea.
June 215 —— Stop
The That
Figurehead
(Eugene
O'Brien).
(Two Reels.)
July
Man (Owen
Moore).
CHRISTIB
riLM
OOlfPANT.
A
Moonshine
Feud.
July 12 — The
Point
of
View
(Elaine
Hammer(OiM Zml.)
stein).
The White Squaw.
Nearly
Newlyweds,
July 19^ — Jennie (Olive Thomas).
The
Rider.
Watoh Your Step-Mether.
The Night
Wild Cat.
August 2 —andMarooned
Mary's NIrhtniare.
Conway Hearts
Tearle). (Zeena Keefe The
Alice
Howell Comedies.
Captivating Captive. Vol. 44; C-72».
SELBCTT PICTURES.
(Two Reels.)
Are
Bride's
Happy?
Vol.Vol.44;44;C-729.
Cinderella
Cinders.
Distributed by Select Ezchanees.
Her
Perfect
Husband.
C-729.
Her
Lucky
Day.
She L/Oves & Lies (Norma Talmadse). Vol.
(Two B«»y.)
Her Bargain Day.
4S; P-4f*.
Her
Bridal and
Nightmare.
Prlzma
Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
Petticoats
Pants.
RlUy Franey
Comedlea.
(One Reel.)
NATIONAL. PICTURES.
EQUITY PICTURES.
The Dog Catcher.
Distributed by Select EzcbaiiKes.
The Paper Hanger.
911k
Husbands
and
Calico
Wives
(Hau«e
March979.— Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458; C-R. P- Peters). Vol. 48; P-1142.
The Water Plug.
Eyes of Youth ((Tiara Kimball Youar). Vol.
Morantl Comediea.
March— Blind Youth; Vol. 44; P-600.
42;
P-362:
Ex.
2122.
Jealousy. MUburn (Two
April — The REPUBLIC
InTlslble DItofm.
Reels.)
The Forbidden
Woman
(CAara Kimball
PICTURES.
Younr)— Vol. 41; P-llll; Bx. IMS; C-RSimp and Satan.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Vel.
44;
P-St*.
Wild.
Wild
West.
Klnograms (News Reel).
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Klmfcall
Napoleon (One
A Sally
February
Young). Vol. 44; P-983.
Reel.)Comedies.
ling). — The One Way Trail (Edythe SterOA PIT A L. WOM C«1CPANT.
The
Deserter.
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro(Tim SmU BMlt.)
Dreamy of Chinatown.
duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Perils
the Beach.
Trilby
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur Re- The
Escaped
Con-rlct.
Square
Gambler.
issue).
Gale Henry
Comedies.
(7'we Reels.)
DBMOCRACT
PHOTOPLAY
OOKPABT.
March — The Great Shadow.
Democracy.
Heirlooms.
Help!
An Adventuress
(Julian
Eltinge).
Vol.
44;
P-986.
The Movies.
SPBCIAL PKTTURBS OORPOKATION.
March — Man's Plaything.
(Comedyart — Two Reels Bach).
Burrnd (Snuet) Scealea.
March — Children Not Wanted (Edith Day).
(One Reel.)
Uneasy
Feet;
Vol.
48;
P-2176.
The 726.
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44; PThe
Mountain
That Was <3od.
The
Wind
Goddess.
April — The Gift Supreme. Vol. 44; P-727.
TYRAD PIOTURM. IWO,
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
Johnny
Deoley
(Two
MeaUk)
, ^ Bdacatlonal
72» Comedies
beventh
REALART PICTURM
Brinds
BveryBaeh
Week).
s (OneAveoae.
U.
I.
PHOTOPLAY
CORPOBATIOir.
ALBXANDBB FILM OOBPORATION.
Washlnrton. D. C.
DeterminationVTCTTOB
(All-SUrKRBMBB.
— Ten Parts).
March 16 — The Lone Hand (Roy Stewart). Vol.
Special Features.
43;
P-2013;
C-R,
Vol.
44;
P-718.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 43;
ReeU).
ARROW
FILM
CORPORATION.
Apr.
1
—
lUlssae
of
Work
((ThasUs — Two
P-774; Ex P-1085.
Tex, Elucidator
of Mysteries.(Series
Vol. 43;
P-1292.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). Blazed
Mar.
1
—
Reissue
of
Jitney
Blopemeat
(Cka»Trail
Productions
of
Twelve
42; P-454.
Rael).
Two-Part
North Woods Dramas).
The Vol.
Mystery
of the Yellow Room (Chautard
P-1526.
aUn
ue
— Oa«
(CTha
Sea
the
By
of
Reiss
—
1
May
Wolves
of
the
Street
(Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
— Six Parts).
339.
Star Ex.
Prodnctlons.
W. H. FRODuonoiri.
Broken
Bubbles
(Hank
Mann
—
Two
Reels).
vv—
.
s)
el
Re
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney). Vol.
lln— Two
The Superman
(Six Parts). Vol. 41; P-i(4.
Vol. 43; P-1526.
42' P-354
AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Reissue
of Seven Ollre Thomas TrlaavU Produotlons.
The Fear Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P- The FROHMAN
Invisible
Ray
(Ruth
Clifford
and
Jack
465; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Special cniaplln Reissue.
Sherrill — Serial).
a p. PRIOB A CO., INO,
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
Judy Vol.
of ROKue's
HarborC-R.(Mary
Miles Mlnter).
4»;
P-11J9:
JITJ.
The Lo» of
U-81. Vol. FILMS,
48; P-47«.INC.
$1,000,000
Reward
(Lillian
Walker
—
Serial).
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vel.
RADIOSOUL
43; P-1523.
4i; P. 2011; C-R Vol. 44; P. It4. Face Vol.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom).
to
Face
(Marguerite
Marsh).
Slaners
(Alice Brady).
VoL Mlnter).
41; P-217B.Vol. 44;
JACOBBroadway.
W1LB«
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.
147*
Nurse Marjorle
(Mary Miles
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J Dowllng).
1*
Alio*
Brady
Reissues.
P-1J6; C-R, P-723.
The
Confession
(Henry
Walthall).
Vol.
43;
P-1841.
10 Kobert Warwlek ReUsoM.
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production —
BOMAYNB
OO.
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983.
BALL BOOM BOYB OOMBDIBC.
CnlToraUPEB-FTUI
Ofty, OaL
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller ProMarch
21
—
Oh,
Baky!
Jan.
IS
—
Shot
In
the
Kitchen.
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
—
Six
Reels).
6— This Way Out.
JennyP-984.
Be Good (Mary Miles Mlnter). Vol 44; April
Feb. WI8T.\RI.\
1 — Underground
Romeo.
April
18 — Four of a Kind.
PRODUCTIONS,
IKO.
GRBIVBR
BDUOATIONAL8.
Neglected Wives (Anne Luther). Vol. 44; PRoyal Ease.
601.
Celloseus of Roads.
ture).
The Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
A^ Dresai
of Fair Women
(Two Reel Foa^P-775. MURRAY
W. GABSSON.
Precisely as Polly.
WARNER BROTHERS.
JAJTS PIOrUBJM, urcL
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen).
ToL iM;
AMBRICAN CINEMA CORPOBATIOBr.
Without Question
(Olive Tell- -Six
WILK AND WILK.
Women Men Forset (Mellle Klnr). VeL iS; Love Reels).
Vol.
44;
P-141;
C-R,
P-SS7.
Ashes
of
Desire.
P-S9M.
A Woman's Business (Olive Tell — Six Reels).
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The Prizes
FROM the few answers to the prize
question now in hand, we are inclined
to think a misapprehension exists as
to just what is wanted. For the benefit of
all and sundry we will reprint the questions.
From the various optical, electrical and
mechanical standpoints, what improvements do you consider as most essential for
the benefit of motion picture projection?
Ebcplain, in detail, exactly what benefit
would result from the adoption of the idea
you present.
What improvement in projection apparatus and projection methods do you believe
will be accomplished during the next five
years.
There, those are the questions, for the
best answers to which we are offering half
a thousand dollars, in three cash pri?es of
$350 first, $100 second and $50 third.
The board of award will be John Auerbach, the President of the American Projection Society or some other one designated by that body, and the editor. The
time limit has been set at noon, June first,
but this will possibly be somewhat extended, as it has been suggested that the
time is too short. If an extension is decided upon due notice will be given.
For particulars in greater detail see page
270, April 10 issue.
Proposed New York Law
Due to the untiring efforts of brother
Edgar Stewart, New York City, backed
by a committee from Local 306, the following bill was introduced in the last legislature, though too late we believe, for action
at that session.
We print the bill in full, from Assembly Bulletin No. 1865, to the end that New
York men may know what is planned, and
make constructive comment thereon if they
so desire. Any proposals for change, addition or subtraction from the bill, either by
unions or individuals, should be forwarded
to the editor, be placed in the hands of
brother Stewart.
The bill, as we understand it, applies
only to cities of the first class.
The Bill.
AN ACT
To amend the general city law, In relation to
licenses to operate moving picture apparatus.
The People of the State of New York, represented
in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :
Section 1. Section eighteen of chapter twenty-six
of the laws o£ nineteen hundred and nine, entitled
"An act In relation to cities, constituting chapter
twenty-onetwo ofhundred
the consolidated
laws,"of astheadded
chapter
and flfty-two
laws byof
nineteen hundred and eleven, and amended by chapter one hundred and eighty-four of the laws of nineteen follows
hundred and
read as
: sixteen, is hereby amended to
Sec. 18. License to operate moving picture projection apparatus. It shall not be lawful for any
person or persons, save as excepted In section
elghteen-a of this article, to operate any moving
picture projection apparatus and its connections
involving the use of a combustible film in or upon
the premises of any public or private
place of public assemblage. In a city ofbuilding
the flrst-or
The moving picture machine operator, or
projectionist, of today is the manager of tomorrozt/s moving picture theatre. Richardson's
Department in Moving Picture World is advising the projectionist how to become the best
moving picture showman.
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moving picture projecting apparatus. Each applicant shall give a practical demonstration of his
moving pictures, and if found com|iiiiiuiiiuiiiiHiiiiiiiuuiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiitniiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiHiHiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiing ability topetent asproject
to his ability to operate moving picture
projection apparatus and its connections shall receive within six days a license as herein provided.
j
Notice to AIL
|
Such license may be revoked or suspended at any
II f-j
RES&TJRE
on
our
columns
Is
such
1
time
by
the officer Issuing the same. Every license
f that published replies to questions § shall continue
in force for one year from the date
I
cannot be guaranteed under two or g of Issue unless sooner revoked or suspended. E>rery
I three weeks. If quick action is desired, i license, imless revoked or suspended as herein proremit carbon
four cents,
and we reply
will g1
vided, may at the end of one year from the date
gI send
copy stamps,
of department
issue thereof be renewed by the officer issuing
1 as soon as written.
g of
it in his discretion upon application and with or
g
specialforreplies,
by mall,cannot
on matfurther examination as he may direst.
I tersFor which,
any reason,
be gg without
Every application for renewal of license must be
i replied to through the department, re- g made
within
the thirty days previous to the expirai mit ane dollar.
g
tion of such license. With every license granted
there
shall
be
issued to every person obtaining such
I
QUESTION BOOKLETS. |
a certificate, certifying that the person
1 We have two paper covered booklets g license
therein is duly authorized to operate mov1 containing 160 questions designed as a g nameding picture
projection appratus and its connections.
gg guide
to
study.
They
indicate
what
g
Such
certificate
be displayed in a conspicuous
the projectionist should know.
g place in the roomshallwhere
the person to whom It Is
g Either booklet, pofstpald, twenty-flve g issued operates moving picture projection apparatus
§ cents; both, forty cents. United States g and its connections. No person shall be eligible
g stamps accepted; cannot use Canadtan g to procure a license unless he shall be of full age.
1 stamps.
g Each application for a license must be accom/panied
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
of a licensed moving picture pros
=I by the affidavit
jectionist tothe effect that the applicant has served
g Are Yon Working by "Gaeas," or Do g as an assistant to such licensed moving picture projectionist for a period of not less than six months
g
Yon Bmploy Vp-to-Date g
I
MetbodaT
| prior to the date of the application, except any person
who
has
had full charge of mowing picture prog Tou demand that your employer keep g
apparatus and its connecticms may present
B his equipment in good order and up to i his own jection
affidavit
stating that he has not less than
§ date. He owes It both to himself and g six
months' experience as a moving picture proto you to do so, but you owe It to him |
jectionist. The licensing authority may require
to keep abreast with the times In J that the affidavit
be corroborated. Any person
^ knowledge and In your methods. f twenty-one
years
age or more desiring to act as
S The lens charts (two in one, 11x17 | an assistant to theofholder
of a license shall register
B Inches, on heavy paper for framing) i his name, age, address and
place of employment
g are In successful use by hundreds of | as such assistant cm a form furnished
for the purg progressive projectionists. f
pose by
authority; the said licensing
g Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT. | authm-ity themaylicensing
such a per§ Price, afty cents, stamps.
|
assist a issue
licenseda permit
moving allowing
picture projectionist
i Address Moving Picture World, either | in ason tobooth
or
inclosure;
but
such
assistant
shall
1 51$ Fifth Avenue, New York City; j not himself
a moving picture projection
g Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or | apparatus andoperate
its connections, except under the
g Wright & Callender Building, Los An- | personal supervision of the holder of a license. The
g geles, Cal.
| permit shall be for the term of one year from the
date of issue thereof, unless sooner revoked or sus^iiiiiiiiiii imiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuuiiiiuiiiiiiiiilliiiuilliilllliuilllllllllllllllillilllllllllHii^
pended, but may be renewed by the licensing authority in his discretion.
It is further provided
class unless such person or persons so operating
that no license shall be granted to an applicant
such apparatus is duly licensed as hereinafter pro- unless he shall have served as an assistant to the
vided. Any person desiring to act as (such operaholder a license for not less than six months, or
tor] a motion picture projectionist shall make ap- instead ofthereof
shall have had not less than six
plication for a license to so act to the mayor or months' experience
as a moving picture projeclicensing authority designated by the mayor, unless
tionist
prior
to
the
of application for license.
the charter of said city so designates, which officer Any person offendingdate
against the provisions of this
shall furnish to each applicant blanli forms of section, as well as any
person who employs or
application which the applicant shall fill out. Such
a person not licensed as herein provided
officer shall appoint a board of examiners, of permits
to
operate
moving
picture
projection
and
not less than three examiners to determirw
its connections, shall be guilty of a apparatus
misdemeanor
the fitness of applicants for license. The and upon conviction
thereof
shall
be punished
board shall consist of one city employee, one movexceeding the sum of one hundred dol-by
ing picture projectionist who has had not less than a finelars,not
or imprisonment not exceeding three months,
five years' experience as such moving picture pro- or both. In the discretion of the court.
jectionist and one employer of moving picture proSec. 2. ThisNo.act1865.
shall take effect Immediately.
Assembly,
jectionists. The board of examiners shall certify
to the licensing authority the result of the examination of each applicant for liceyise. The moving picture projectionist and the employer of moving picDuluth Local a Live Wire
ture projectionists members of the board of examiners shall serve without compensation. Such
Some weeks ago we made note of the
officer shall in conjunction unth the board of ex- fact that Duluth local union 509 was taking
aminers as herein provided make rules and regulations governing the examination of applicants and on a course of study, and we started runof questions on optics, for the
the issuance of licenses and certificates. [A li- benefitning aseries
of their class in projection optics
cense shall not be granted to an applicant unless
he shall have served as an apprentice under a and for the benefit of such others as care to
licensed operator, for a period of not less than six
themselves of the opportunity for
months prior to the date of the application ; the avail
accumulating unto themselves additional
application must be made in writing, and contain knowledge
on that highly important branch
a verified statement to that effect ; it must be accompanied by the affidavit of the licensed operator of projection lore. Brother Kitzman, chairto the same effect ; before entering upon the period
man of the committee in charge of the optical class of the Duluth local now writes :
of apprenticeship the applicant must register his
name and address with the officer issuing such
Let me say, brother Richardson, that our
license]. Provided that each applicant for a license men appreciate your help; also we are well
shall be examined by the board of examiners as pleased to know that other locals will be
herein provided as to his practical knowledge of able to take up the study at the same time.
moving picture projection apparatus ; the electrical Inclosed find nine dollars, for which send
connections thereof; also the optical system and six lens charts and two copies of Motion Picthe various safety and fire prevention devices of a
ture Optics. Our men have all started In
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a bandthe right
eto. way by getting lens charts,
book,
I think brother Kitzman is in error as to
the title of the books required. What he
Projection,"
"OpticHenry
probably
wants is work
excellent
by Simon
and Henryan
Phelps Gage.
Yes, the Duluth men have started right.
It is an astounding thing that there are
still a large number of projectionists who
do not own one single thing in the way of
books bearing on their profession, or even
so much as a lens chart.
They read nothing, study nothing and
make no efiFort to advance in knowledge,
though they are right there when there is
a chance for more money. They want the
coin all ficient
right,
servicebut
in make
returnnoforeflort
it. to give ef-

Ronckle's little six by eight office, and his
desk piled high with a jumble of letters,
papers, checks, contracts and so forth. It
was the standing joke of Chicago exchanges
that when Van interviewed two customers
at once he hung the cuspidor out of the
window to make more room. And did he
do a business? I'll tell the wide world he
did. How he did in those cigar box quarters only Von Ronckle knows. It was the
joke and the wonder of the business at that
time. Wonder where Van Ronckle is now?
Unions Not to Blame.
You are in error in blaming the union
for the retention of the incompetent, because as a matter of fact there were nothing but incompetents (myself included)
then, and the union must forsooth take
them in. But we will cheerfully admit that
the Chicago local was pretty awful — so
much so that we refused point blank to
join it. We have been in labor unions ever
since 1884, and the old Chicago local was
the worst we ever knew of anywhere.
But of late years most unions have
tightened the lines somewhat, though it is
a very hard problem to handle. The union
proceeds on the theory that the non-union
projectionist is a menace, even though incompetent, but there is a perhaps equally
grave danger in taking him in, and there
youWe are.
think the unions, as a whole, are trying to do the best they can with this problem. Unions are now chiefly at fault in
not making some real effort to compel
their members to educate themselves in
their profession, and put themselves in
position to do credit to the organization
and justice to their employer, the public, the
exchange, the producer and the artists
whose art they must reproduce.
Your President is wise in understanding
that the man who wants the best must be
willing to pay a commensurate price. One
does NOT get a high grade shoe for the
price of a brogan. My compliments to Mr.
Titus.
If I ever get down to Florida again I
will try to visit your little city. Have been
there once, many years ago. Seems to me
I remember a street in Daytona where the
branches of great trees form a complete
arch, and from them depend long stringers
of moss.

Daytona, Florida
J. A. Rehkopf, projectionist New Daytona
Theatre, Daytona, Florida, sends the following letter, which is also signed by W. K.
Perkins, projectionist, Lyric Theatre, and
Harold M. Pellet, projectionist, Chrystal
Theatre, Daytona:
Prlend Richardson: Met you once in the
the office of the AmerIt was InChicago,
ago.
long ican
Pilm Service,
when that concern was quartered In the American Trust
Building of that city.
Some letter
considerable
ago, that
wasn't
This
la to let time
you know
we It?
of
this little Florida city are interested in your
efforts to improve projection nationally; alBO
I wanted to say hello.
Things have changed some in the projection
field the
sincesame
1908,trouble
haven't
but we men
still
have
withthey,
incomi>etent
in charge of projection. I believe the unions
were the cause of the keeping of incompetents
in the business in the beginning. That was
why I cut loose from the Chicago local some
years ago. It admitted any old "crank
twister,"
if he stopped
had the of
price,
that has been
late though
years. I guess
Record Breaking SeaaoB.
We have Just finished a record breaking
tourist season here, and now have a chance
to breathe easy for a while.
The New Daytona, where I work, closes
next week until next winter season. The
other two houses remain open the year round.
They are all operated by the Chrystal Amusement Company, and as we have no competition everything comes our way.
We have no Chief Projectionist. Each
niian is entirely responsible for his own
equipment, makes his own repairs, etc. We
are not restricted when It comes to purchasing repair parts.
Uae Altematlns' Cnrrent.
A C is the rule here, and we use Columbia
Special A C carbons. Have had some trouble with them recently, and have sent samples to the factory, but have not yet had
report as to the finding. Have never had
a projection critic visit us, but we believe
we know when things are as they should be
and do our best to keep them that way.
Mr. Titus, president of the company, wants
the best, and is willing to pay the price to
get It Our running time is two to five and
seven to eleven daily, except Sundays, which
we have free. Our salary is thirty-five dollars per, 80 take it up one side and down
the other we are perhaps a bit better oft
than most projectionists in larger cities.
If you need a wee bit rest next winter take
a run down to Florida and spend a little
time in Daytona, We'll do the honors, and
when you leave it will be with that "want to
go back" feeling.
How Memory Jumps,
And right in the very last line he says:
"As this letter is not for publication, you
may heave it into the waste basket and I'll
have something interesting later." Well,
dang
it's going
get itself
tioned you,
anyhow.
Chattyto letters
such publicaas this
ARE
interesting,
don't
make
any
mistake
about it either.
The American Film Exchange I Lord,
man, how memory jumped the chasm of
years, and we again looked upon Van
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Carbon Capacity
Manuel Nosti, Tampa, Florida, writes:
In April 17 issue. Question No. 3 of the optical questions asks what is the economical
limit of a projection carbon, and the answer
is given as about five amperes below the
point where needling or penciling begins.
My own answer to this would be as follows:
For A C 7/9 cored 80 amperes, ^ cored 70
amperes, % cored 60 amperes and 9/16 cored
EC amperes.
For D C % cored BB amperes, % cored 40 to
4B amperes, Inch cored 20 amperes and 9/16
cored 2B amperes.
For solid lower, D C, % fifty amperes, %
forty amperes, 9/16 forty to forty-five amperes and 7/16 twenty-five amperes.
I woud ask that you correct the foregoing
if you find It to be wrong at any point, as I
am not sure of it.
Those first ten questions seem simple, but
if one attempts to trace them out to their
finer points it will be necessary to do some
digging, and that Is precisely what I am
doing. Only wish you would continue to
ask ten questions every week, for it certainly will cause all men who have any real
ambition
to study, and that is what we all
need.
Impossible to Check.
It would be impossible to check up the
carbon capacity chart you present, because
I think it will be found that different
makes of carbon will vary considerably in
carrying capacity; also the point has been
raised recently that current from different
generators acts differently on carbons. It

29,to1920
will therefore, it seems to me,May
be up
theprojectionist to select the carbons he proposes
to
use,
and
then
ascertain
for
himself just what the amperage capacity of that
particular
carbon,
on proposition
that particular
rent is, based
on the
that curthe
economical limit is about five amperes below the needling or penciling point.
My regards to the Tampa men. And bye
the way, what ever happened to friend
Barnhill, of Miami, and his charming better half. I have recollections of strenuous, though very pleasant hours of enterin thoseMiami
two of
beautiful tainment
cities,
and Florida's
Tampa. most
My
best regards to all the very cordial, wholesouled folks whom I met in those two gera»
of the sunny Southland.
The Old Argument
Recently B. Ludesher, Alpena, Michigan,
wrote concerning wounded soldiers and
schools for projectionists. I commented
on same and sent him a carbon copy.
Brother Ludesher
is here again, with the
following
:
I did not mean that every soldier should
be taught projection, but only such as are
incapacitated for heavy manual labor. They;,
or qome
might well be taught the
trade
— if of
it Isthem,
a trade.
And now with regard to another matter.
You
"If Itand
is atrust
trade."
I wantwilltonote
writeI said
of that,
you Well,
will
be able to understand my meaning, even
though I do not make myself very clear.
Discharged.
After my discbarge from the army I made
quite a number of stops on my way home,
seeking a position In every city, little or big,
I came to. In one of them I introduced myself to a manager, who said he needed a
GOODworkman,was with
The
sevenemphasis
nights a on
weektheand"good."
three
matinees. On matinee days it would be two
to five and five to about eleven. He wanted
a man who would be an all-around man.
When I named thirty-five dollars a week he
nearly fell off the box he was sitting on.
can get
the
men"Why,
I wantman,"
to dosaid
the he,
same"I work
for all
twenty
dollars"!
To
prove
his
statement
he
took
me to one of his houses, and told me to go
up and see his projectionist, which I did.
A Good Picture.
Now, Rich, this chap was getting some
considerable picture. It was really all that
a man could expect. The projection room
was clean. The man sat at his machine all
the time I talked with him and kept a steady
light all through the show. After the show
I Invited him
to eat, heandreceived
during the
versationout
asked what
as conpay,
to Said
which hehe had
replied:
"Twenty
dollars
a
week."
learned projection while the
other projectionist was away in the army,
and that all the experience he had had was
one year.
To my
inquiry
as to whyhe hereplied
did notto demand decent
remuneration
the
effect that If he asked for more money he
would
managerpromptly
can get beall told
the to
mengethe out.
wants "The
for
twenty,"
was
his
summing
up
of
the sltu*tlon.
And there are many situations like that
all over the country. On my way to the
train next day the manager met me and
asked if T would consider his proposition. He
was promptly told there was nothing doing.
I could make more than that husking pumpkins or digging the lowly sewer.
ArgTunenta Rejected.
I laid before him several arguments, one
of which was that by employing a cheap
man at the end of a year he would lose
the difference
in wages in wear and tear on
machinery
alone.
He wanted to know how I could prove to
him that it would be a good Investment to
pay me fifteen dollars more than the prevailing wage, to which I replied by offering
to go to work, and unless I could convince
him I was worth the Increase he might keep
the entire
week's
but inhe a got
feet.
Said
he could
save pay,
enough
yearcold
by paying twenty to buy two new projectors, allow-
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ing for trading in the old ones, of course.
I hope I have made my meaning clear.
Why It Is So.
You have, friend Ludesher. I fully understand the situation. It is not a new one,
and projectionists are in goodly measure
themselves to blame that it exists. This,
by reason of the fact that they have, taken
as a whole, taken little pains to impress
upon managers something of the importance of their position.
For instance, the manager goes up to
the projection room and finds the projectionist ten feet away from his projectors,
rubbering out of a window, while the motor
and arc control run the show.
Does this tend to impress him with the
importance of the projectionist? Does it
not rather convey the idea that trimming
the lamp, oiling 'round and threading is
about all there is to projection — that the
rest of it is done by the arc control and
the motor?
Is the average projectionist able to impress the manager with the fact that he is
possessed of much knowledge. Can he talk
intelligently and convincingly on auditorsium
ults ? lighting as applied to projection reCan he tell the manager the actual keystone eflfect which will result from a given
condition ?
Can he name the relatively good and bad
points of the two leading projectors, and
do it intelligently?
Can he give the manager concrete reasons why a high grade condenser lens will
give better results?
Can he talk intelligently on objective diameters, three-lens condenser advantages
and disadvantages, three-lens objectives
and their advantages and disadvantages,
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Projection Experience
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOK
For MaDa^ers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
The recognized
sUndard
book on inatructlona
tha work ofon pro-all
jection. Complete and
deearlptionji
leading maohlnea
projectionandequipment.
Therethlalan'tcarefully
a projection
tha not
universe
which
compliedroombookIn will
aave lUIn
purchaae plroe each month.
Bay it today. $4.M the copy, postpaid.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
SI6 FIFTH
YORKIII. CITY
SehlllerAVENUE.
Building, MEW
Chicago,
Wright &. Callander Building, Loe Angde*. C*l.
To save time, order from nearest office.
or on any other one of the hundreds of
things vital to his profession.
A Trade or Profession.
Projection is a trade or a profession —
whichever the individual makes it. Most
of them make it a mere trade, and then
do not half learn the trade. Can you deny
it?Probably the incongruity of a twentydollar-a-week man reproducing, and to
some extent re-directing a hundred thousand dolla*" photoplay never entered the
mindingofsecured
the a "manager"
in question.
given production
he has Havdone
his full duty. How it is interpreted on the
screen matters not, so long as there is a
good light, which latter may be had at the
expense of as much as fifty per cent, unnecessary waste.
These matters are of little moment to
him because he knows nothing of them.
He has been trained to believe the projectionist isof slight importance, and the
projectionist is himself largely to blame.
*

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre Uftitinn. Smooth, steady current, ne Moher.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 3)
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
08HKOSH. Wise.

AcitomatlaaUy suppllea only such Toltaape •«
itrc ri-guim No waste of curreut in ballast.
HCKTNER ELBCTKIC CO.
Wni lUth StrMt Clercland, OU*
TBE NKW
PREMIER PATHESC(M»E
PUCUBLBU
'SAFETYPROJECTOB
STANBAKD"
MOTION PICTUKI
D»pt. M.W.
Tha Patkaacar* Ca. af Aaariea. tec
Aeolian HalJ
N«ir Tark

Bell and Howell Distributors
We are in receipt of the following letter
from the Precision Machine Company:
We notice 'that in answering an Inquiry
from Poland, New York, resiarding Bell and
Howell and Powers' Inductors you said, in
effect, that the Poland party would undoubtedly be better served by usins the Power
Inductor because of the fact that the factory
where they are made would be located nearby, which fact would make for better service
than could be given by the makers of the
Bell and Howell.
PreciHion Companjr DlHtributora.
We would call your attention to the fact
that this company is distributor for the Bell
and Howell Inductor, and that as such distributor we have office and service stations
in Albany, Buffalo and Auburn, New York.
We feel that we are able to serve any user
of the Bell and Howell or the Simplex products quite as efficiently from either of these
points, or through our own factories, as they
could possibly be served by any one else.
Please be assured that we call your attention to this matter only to the end that you
may becasionadvised
of ouranother,
facilities
shouldquery.
ocarise to answer
similar
All right, gentlemen. Never having been
advised, so far as I know, that you were
PERFBCTION IN PEOJBCTION
Gold

King Screen
16 Days'
No. 1 Grade,
$1; No.Trial
2 Grade, 75c
Stratckara ladadad
TBT BirOKE TOU BUT
Sal4 k7 all tH* leading supply
daaltrs tkraoshout tlu aountry.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

May 29, 1920
distributors for the B. & H. Inductor, I
answered Poland as seemed best from the
information at hand. I will bear in mind
the facts you have set forth and act accordingly in future. I am obliged to you
for the information.
Camera Plans Wanted
W. J. Neville, Cincinnati, Ohio, says he
is verytionanxious
to buildandan wants
up-to-date
mopicture camera
to know
where
he
can
get
plans
and
specifications
for same.
Don't know, friend. Neville. Late model,
up-to-date cameras are, we think, rather
well covered with pretty strong patents.
You
get office,
the "plans
and specifications"
in thecould
patent
I suppose,
but whether
one is permitted to make a patented article for his own use we are not sure. Anyhow that is about all the suggestion wo
could make in the matter.
Notching Pliers
The editor has had several inquiries for
the film notching pliers described on page
203 of the handbook. This is a really excellent tool, and one which should be in
every exchange. We would also commend
it to projectionists and theatre managers.
Why does not some one get hold of the
will shove
advertise
and push it. It's
aplier
goodwhothing,
it along.
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for Moving
Picture World. Nezvs men charge the IS cents
per copy price. Send $3 and get your paper
every week, by early mail, and miss no issues.
That will give you $4.80 for War Savings
Stamp investment.
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'^Location"
Equipment
When Motion Picture Companies leave
their studios to go on "location" they take
Westinghouse Motion Picture Equipment
with them.

«<>"■"■ ^ 1920.

Why — it is dependable.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sale* officet io all large American Cities.

LOS '
on/fir.'oroVohoV|»f;;o;^o,.r
1,08 A»e8l"'
vole

Yfjle*

o very "^^^
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Better
CONDUCTED

Equipment
BY

E.T.

KBYSER

finished herring-bone weave, which not
only is of durable material, but in which
the colors are fast and will not rnn.
Your Ventilating System and
The material is cold water shrunk beMake the Theatre Look Cool and Airy
fore being made, and therefore keeps its
shape in spite of repeated laundering.
cool,
clean
and
inviting
appearance
creus
upon
be
soon
will
er
The standard material now being furTHEwithhota weath
ates new patrons.
rush and it is none too early
nished by the Dwyer Company may be obCoven
Easily
Attached.
tained in plain tan bordered with a white
.
covers
seat
for
to place one's order point
s to recomtape, a tan and white wide stripe, each
The
covers
are
easily
put
on
either
veSeat covers have many
both
ion
of
neer or upholstered chair backs or bottoms
mend them to the considerat
stripe one-half inch wide, one-quarter inch
exhibitor and patron. Many houses that
e during the wmare cozy and comfortablstuff
y when warm
ter appear absolutely
weather arrives. This stuffiness may be
instantly removed by the application of
laundried chair
prope
. selected and newly
coversrly
cooler and
much
Every one knows how
pleasanter a living room appears with its
covered furniture wearor damask
plushing a summer
mask of denim or crash, and
the same cooling eflfect can be obtained in
a picture theatre by the same means.
of cleanis a distinct air coverings
Moreover, there laundried
seat
liness in newly
and
comfort
the
increase
to
far
that goes
happiness of the patrons.
Effects in Initials and Stripes.
A New Field for Decoration.
The left hand cover has initial and stripes in orange; the center one has center
A new field for decoration has recently
stripe ofdarlc
lightblueblue;
the but
rightthehand
coverwashas color
orangeblind.
initial on
stripe,
camera
Bros. & Combeen opened up by the Dwyer
theatre
B
D
the
of
pany, manufacturers
chair covers, which are being placed in
white stripes, and brown, tan and
whiteandstripe.
many of the larger houses in the United and do not require any special tools. They tan
States and are now being purchased by are made to special order only, cut and
such circuits as the Loew Enterprises, Row- tailored to the design of the chair back.
Special Fabrics Available.
Exact measurements are taken of the purland & Clark in Pittsburgh, Signal AmuseIn addition to these, the Dwyer Company
ment Co., Chattanooga, and many others of
chaser's actual seat backs and patterns are have purchased a quantity of Palm Beach
cut at the factory with extreme precision,
like size, who can readily see the economy
in white, cream and brown, and a
in these covers and also the artistic value so that they will conform to the individual material
satin-finished damask in cream or white
curves of chairs.
of same.
it is prepared to furnish for covering
They are made in four different styles : which
In the D B covers the highest ideals of
material.
comfort and beauty are realized. They are Style A being the cover covering the enA
very
pleasing and distinct effect may
tire chair back, both front and rear. Style
made from materials that have been seby a combination of house inlected from the finest and most durable B, covering the seat bottom. Style C, cov- be obtained
itials with plain or striped material, and
weaves that the textile industries have to
ering
the
entire
front
and
one-quarter
of
by the use of figured stuff. These speoffer and are manufactured in the D\yyer the rear of chair back. Style D, covering also cial
effects can best be appreciated by rethe entire front and one-half of the rear
Company's
own
factory
by
the
most
skilled
fer ing to the
photographs of actual covers
herewith.
workmen, pattern makers and designers.
chair back, as per the accompanying pho- illustrated
The colors and designs will harmonize tographs.
The
Dwyer
Company have published a
In material, a wide range of choice is
with any color scheme and will appeal to
on the subject of seat covers. It
the most discriminating persons, and their possible. The covering may be of a lemon folder
contains much valuable information and
should be in the hands of every progressive exhibitor and house manager. It will
be sent on request by the Dwyer Bros. &
Company, 520 Broadway, Cinci^ati, Ohio,
if the writing
Moving for
Picture
when
same. World is mentioned

Help

Out

Samples will also be cheerfully submitted
by the Dwyer Company to any theatre
owner who is desirous of equipping his
house with covers, no matter what size or
design his chairs may be.

Patterns of Dwyer Seat Covers.
view; style A, rear view, and style C, rear
A
Styles
rlKht:
to
Left
a^eii to rignL^oij^ ^^^^^and^ B, front
shown, covers half of seat back.

New House for RussellTille, K7.
A. Mitchell, proprietor of the Dixie Theatre of Russellville, Ky., has purchased the
Farnsworth building on East Second street
and will convert it into a 700-seat house, in
which 500 seats will be on the lower floor.
The house will be equipped with a large
stage so that road shows and vaudeville
acts may be given. The equipment of the
house will include two Simplex projecting
machines, a Monsoon ventilating system,
and a Rembush Gold Fibre screen.
After the new house has opened the
Dixie will be used for pictures exclusively.
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Christie Film
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an audience ever get to your boxBEFORE
office they look at your posters, which are
more important to you than a show-window
is
to a merchant.
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Roars

"XF you like pictures that
X action," says the N. Y.
Sea Wolf.' "
"It sets the heart atingle,"
"It's admirably picturized
More than worth seeing."

PICTURE

With

fairly roar with
News, "see 'The
says the Tribune.
in every detail.

WORLD

Action!

I^And the people of New York felt that way
too. So many of them wanted to see it that
after a tremendous week at the Rivoli it was
held over for another at the Rialto.
^ And it's aj|mightyj money-maker anywhere

JESSEIL. LASKY
presents

iGEORGE

"THE

MELFORD'S"
production

SEA
WOLF"
By JACK LONDON
Scenario by WILL M. RITCHEY

jdQaramounl^rkraftQidure
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J.PARKERREADJR.
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BOOKERS

BULL'S EYE
You hit the plumb center
of the money

target every

"SEX" It's
time you book
automatic.
infalUble, as
certain as the law of
gravitation.

THE

PUBLIC

VERDICT

Counts For more than reviews, forecasts
prophecies and opinions.
"SEX"
has passed the FIRE-TESTit has answered
the great question of the BOX OFFICE.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributinff ihroueh PfJHt Eixhanffc Incoroorated
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UNITED

APTI9T9

CODPOPATION
iMAPV PICI^rODD -CUARLIQ CUADLIN'
POUOLAS PAIRBANkCS • DAV GRIFPITH
-H ira m Abl'a in S • General Maw^cr

The

Greatest

Love

Story

Ever

Wins
"One of the most successful and inspiring
that has been presented on the screen ....
play is no less absorbing than the stage play
free from that enemy of the good drama

love stories
the screen
was and is
known as

Told

High

Trade

Praise

Critics

from

'padding.'" — Moving Picture World.

"'Romance' is a picture of remarkable charm. It
has been worth waiting for and unfolds on the screen a
succession of maddening love scenes which positively
thrill. It is the sort of thing to delight the discriminating
and appeal to the masses." — Exhibitors Trade Revierv.

"There is no doubt about the drawing power of
'Romance,' particularly in metropolitan quarters. It will
bring out people that seldom come to the picture houses.
The older ones, many of whom saw the original play
when presented something over six years ago, and those
who are familiar with the tragic yet beautiful character of
the romance presented, will turn out en masse to see the
picture. It is an unusual love story carrying a deep appeal
and should appeal especially to the better class of
audience.' — Wid's T)ail^

"The verdict is sure to be 'an artistic production'
. . . . The picture will certainly appeal to those in search
of romance or those who have lost it in the days when love
was young." — Motion Picture New;.

"'Romance' is a drama in every sense of the word — a
credit to the motion picture art. " — Harrison's Reports.

DORIS

KEANE

EDWARD inSHELDON'S
Celebrated T^la^
"ROMANCE"
Directed by

" 'Romance' is eminently fitted for the screen. It has
all the elements of appeal for screen fans."
— .New Yorii Morning Telegraph

"'Romance' is a romance in every sense of the word,
replete with pathos, comedy and tragedy, a story that
delicately points a moral." — A^en> Yorl( 'Dramatic Mirror.

CHET

WITHEY

United Artists Corporation
MARY PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D. W. GRIFFITH
Hiram Abrams. General Manager
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State
Right
Buyers

TOM

In

MOORE

El even

Ocreen

Wi inners

Two Reel Re-issues

Xke

biggest recommenclation

to make

for tKese pictures
tically the entire

sold, only

a very

Kave

is tkat prac-

country

few

we

has

territories

been
open.

TKe se are some of tlie buyers:
Peerless Pictures Inc., Boston
Circle Film Attractions, New
Wassman

York

City

^ Stephens, Atlanta

E/mpire Film V^orp., CK icago
Big Features, Louisville
Ludwig

Film Corp., Minneapolis and Milwaukee

Hxhibitors Film Corporation, Kansas City

CLARK

- CORNELIUS

117 ^^est 46tK Street

CORP.

Ne w York

City

THE
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State
Right
Buyers

WALLACE

A

Real

URN

Star

A

m
*

Hair-raising
Western

Series

of Seven

Two-Reel

J

Thrillers

Dramas
TKe Jaguar's Trail
TKq^ Desert Mysten
For|)idden Soil
He^t of a Man

Territory

already sold :

Alexander

Film Co., New

Artkur

S. Hyman

Tke Last SKot
York

Attractions, Detroit

WKile
The

Tending My

Man

Hoss

of Mystery

Big Feature RigKts Corp., Louisville
R. D. J_(ewis,

oma City

Sun Films, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Francisco

Clark -Cornelius Corp.
117 West 46tli St., New York City
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BOBBY^VEIINON

FaUh
KISS

tor itexi
ME

BOBBY

release

CAROLINE
vfemiON

Another

B

new

star!

E

Realart

B

announces

E

DANIELS
who has established her claim to stellar honors by unusual
work in great photoplay successes and whose featured
appearance in her own plays is eagerly awaited by the
millions who have seen her in the others.

Your

audiences have enjoyed the
artistry of Bebe Daniels in these screen
sensations :
"MALE and FEMALE"
"EVERYWOMAN"
"THE DANCIN' FOOL"
"WHY CHANGE YOUR

WIFE?"

Now they are going to have her "for
herself alone," in especially selected
vehicles, that show Miss Daniels
supreme in the unique role of the
"GOOD

i

LITTLE

BAD

GIRL"

'*A bit of the mystic Orient
slumbering within a lovely
New

World personality"

Daniels

Since we are bringing out not only a
new star but a new
kind of star, we

have

named
her — the
better to clinch her
manner

of star role —

The

Good

Little Bad

Girl"

BEBE

DANIELS

"THE GOOD LITTLE BAD GIRL''
Will make her star-bow to your patrons in powerful adaptations which fit her wondrous artistry
like a glove. These will be selected from the works of the most successful magazine, play and
book writers.

The first Miss Daniels' production is entitled

"YOU
NEVER
CAN
TELL"
This is adapted from two complete Saturday Evening Post stories — "You Never Can Tell" and
"Class", by Grace Lovell Bryan — two complete Post features done into one BEBE DANIELS
scenario. This indicates forcibly the attention
Realart is paying to the all-important story side.
See the nearest Realart exchange for full
particulars, TO-DAY.
REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

TMO* K •ROOK*. N. 1.
PR£99 or
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In

the

Heart

of

JOSEPH
MOTION
LLOYDS

IN

Film

MILES

ENTERPRISES

STORAGE
THEIR

126-132

District

R.
PICTURE

FILM

NOW

the

WEST

NEW

CORPORATION

NEW

QUARTERS

46th

YORK

PHONE— BRYANT

STREET

CITY
5600

The Rapid Growth of Our Business Had Made It Necessary for
Us to Extend Our Service and Increase Our Facilities for the
Accommodation of the Film Industry

^AT

YOUR

Twenty-four

Hours

SERVICE^
a Day

THREE UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
PROJECTION
THEATRES
Commodious and Comfortable
Long Throws — Best Projection Machines
TEN CUTTING
Completely Fitted
Plenty of Sunlight
Window Ventilation
Absolute Privacy
Telephone Connections

ROOMS

Except
FILM

Sunday
SERVICE

BUREAU

Everything
for Domestic and Export
Trade
Foreign Language Titles
Proper Packing and Shipping for Here
and Abroad
Everything for the Film Except Production
FILM

LIBRARY

VAULTS

A Complete Library of Unusual Scenes,
This.
Topical and Scenic — Ask Us About

ON PREMISES
12 Storage Vaults at Long Island City
Spacious Fireproof Vaults for the Storing of Film. Free Delivery Service Between Customers' Offices and Vaults.

USED FILM DEPARTMENT
We Buy and Sell Used Film in Good
Condition.

THREE

STORAGE

"All Under One Roof — and on the Same Floor."

Joseph

R.

Miles

LLOYDS

FILM

126-132 WEST

Motion
STORAGE

Picture

Enterprises

CORPORATION

46TH STREET, NEW
Phone— Bryant 5600

YORK

CITY

M

THJJES

PUNCTURED

Featuring
ROMANCE"
CHARLIE

CHAPUN

MARIE

DRBSSI.ER

MABEL

NORMAND

MACKSW^N
AND

CHESTER

A

CONKUK
WITH
NEW
AND

EFFECTIVE
EXPLOITATION
CAMPAIGN
TOWER
PILM
CORP
71 WE5T
23rd ST.
NEW YORK CITY
STATE
SOME

RIGHTS

TERRITORY

NOW
NOW

SELLING
AVAILABLE

lust
ThePdnce

A%

Hours

^^^^^

^xlm^
Exactl)f
390
to

minuter

Screen

ITOmilei

him
away

The
kind
keeps

oP

Scoop

that

all Competitori

TraiHn^f

!

^CAU^OUNIATHEATBE

,
INiriEiNAiniONAL
BELEASED
NIEWS

THBOUCH

lUINIiyiEli^SAIL

LOS ANGELES

A MODERN] COMEDY DRAMA
or TWE BETTER ^ORT
UKJ

I VER^/\L

SPECIAL
?TORy

ATTRACTIOKJ
EDGAR FRA>JKUN
BY

/ONS

and MORAN-LYONS

and MORAN-LYONSandMOR

AN

LYONSandMORAN

^NSATiON

Carl

Laemmlc

pr»r»iitr

PRi^CiLLA
IN THE $500000
DEAN
UNiV
LUXE
ON WEL
UCTIl-JE
PRODERSA

directed

by

Tod Broxyrtin^^

LEWIS
'

J.SELZNICK
PRESENTS

JBieA^LEY

Scenario

Im

H.

Cecil

Sitiitli
'

t
jb

oi
DIRECTEDD
BYBURION

Distil

GEORGE

t

^

''The

A

Valley

"
of Doubt
story as strong as the

rugged, snow ' covered
mountains where its red'
blooded characters live,
love, and hate.
Drunken fury against outraged decency in a struggle
to the death. The prizes
two in number — the love
of an heiress whose heart
knew no boundary of
caste and the honor of a
trusting wayward who
had been betrayed by a
human vulture.
A cast of established
screen favorites who have
won their way to country^
wide popularity through
sheer merit.

Di strr
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WILLIAM

COLLIER

ill Brmc^

Dollsirg
Office

to^u-i

Box-

m

*T

HE

Sexvant

Directed

hy Dell HendeTQon

Question''
One

of /America'?'

Favorite

and Best Kno-uon Comediar\s,
ma Role thai Sparkleg With.
Genmne

SELECT

H-umor.

CQRPORAnON
PICTURES
Lewis J. SGlznick. PrcsidGMt

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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Leon
Osborne
I'esenT
ts
P

DVTHE
STERLING
II
in

THE

ByAtviN

GIRL

J. Seitz

WHO
Dii'ected

DARED
by

Cliff

Smith

REPUBUC
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
LE^S J. SELZNICK Advisoru Director
BRITON N.DUSCH. President
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
72<J SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

THE
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A

PIONEER

PICTURE

PiPIONEER
130
WEST
46'-"

FILM
STREET,
NEW

CORP.
YORK
CITY

#)

Jl

MURRAY

WGARSSON.PRES.
CHAS F. SCHWERIN.GENL.SALES
130 WEST FORTY-SIXTH STREET, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE BRYANT 7498

MGR.
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MILBURN

MORANTI

CONSOUDATED
FILM AVENtTB
COMPANY
90 SAN
GOLDEN
GATE
FRANCISCO.
CAL.
CONSOLIDATED
FILM
COMPANY
738 SOUTH OLIVE STSEES
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
DOOLET
INC.
44S SOUTH EXCHANGE,
WAEREN STREBT
STRACUSE, N. T.
DOOLET
EXCHANGE.
INC.
338BUFFALO,
PEARL
STREET
N. T.
FIRST NATIONAL
FILM
COMPANY
928 MAIN CITY,
STREET
KANSAS
MO.
H. D. LEWIS FILM COMPANY
114OKLAHOMA
SOUTH HUDSON
STREET
CITY, OKLA.
E. 106D, SOUTH
LEWIS CROSS
FILM COMPANY
STREET
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
E. D. LEWIS FTLM COMPANY
1913V4DALLAS,
COMMERCE
TEXASSTREET
MAGNET
FILM COMPANY
418DAVENTORT,
HARRISON
STREET
IOWA
MAGNETOMAHA,
FTLM NEB.
COMPANY
E. D. MARSON
ATTRACTION.-*
26 PIEDMONT
STBEET COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.
REELCEAFT
CORPORATION
107 PICTURES
SECOND STREET
MILWAUKEB. WIS.
REESLCEAFT
PICTURES
CORPORATION
109 WEST
MAETlxAND
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
REELCEAFT
PICTURES BUILDING
CORPORATION
liOEB ARCADE
MINN'EAPOLl.S. \riNN.
BEI3<CEAFT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 NEW
SEVENTH
YORK A\'BNUE
CITY
EEELCRAFT207 SOUTH
PICTURESWABASH
CORPORATION
CHICAGO. ILL.
SEABOARD
916 G FILM
STREETCORPORATION
WASHINGTON.
D.N.W.C.
SEABOARD
FILM CORPORATION
BAl/TIMOEE.
MD.
S. & S. FILM
&
SUPPLY
414 PENN AVENUECOMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA
SUPEBME PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
1446DENVER,
WELTON COLO,
A^'ENUB
SUPEEMESEATTLE,
PHOTOPLAY
WASH.COMPANY
UNITED
FILM SERVICE
3628ST. OLIVE
LOUIS, STREET
MO.

REELCRAFT

WELL-KNOWN,

CLEVER

COMEDIAN,

EXTRACTING

LAUGHTER

FROM

MARRIED

LIFE, MOTHERS-IN-LAW,

BAD

MEN,

OF

THE

WEST,

THE

AND

THE

WILD

VICIOUS,
DEVIL
KICK

WOMEN

WOOLY

(HIMSELF)
OF

BREW
REEL

FORBIDDEN

IN

SPLENDID

FARCE

PRODUCTIONS,

HOME

Of
TWO-

COMEDY
WELL

PRE-

SENTED, DIRECTED BY EXPERTS. RELEASED EVERY
OTHER

WEEK

AT

LISTED

EXCHANGES

REEKRAFT

R. c. cropper,
CORPORATION,
PICTURES
YORK CITY
AVENUE, NEW
729 SEVENTH

President
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GOOD
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PAPER!
PICTURE!

GOOD

PROFITS!

GOOD

The real live wires are buying fast! Rifkin, Rosenfield, Lust, Golden and others have seen it, approved
and bought it. They know a big proposition when
they see it! It's yours for your territory if you work
fast — use the wires or come in personally. We offer
you

the

BIGGEST

SENSATION

At the moment

when

the market

IN

is flooded

YEARS

with poor

pictures, when the theatre-going public is tiring of
the same old story, when every live wire in the film
business is looking for a new
at that moment — NOW

idea, a big sensation —

WE'VE
GOT
IT AND
YOU
CAN GET IT BUT
GET
IT NOW!
PRICE
GOES
UP JUNE
5th

TRANSATLANTIC
FILM
CO.
HERBERT C. HOAGLAND, VICE-PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

CITY

STATE
NOW

RIGHTS
SELLING!

Here is a five-reel feature that has
already been booked for solid weeks'
runs — and in some of America's finest theatres!
INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES
are findinj^ "Love's Protege" a 100%
Entertainment-Satisfaction Picture
as well as a real Money Maker.
Buy Your
Territory Now

ROMAINE
FIELDING
A Star Who Is Well Known

"WOMAN'S

lNG
flELD
A subject that is ever popular
and a story more interestingly
told
before.in this picture than ever
FACTS
A five-reel feature that should
prove the biggest money-making
State Rights picture released this
MAN"

N'S

A
0 WOM

A

$tpi'ij tkat

Ai'izotta?s

MORE
FACTS
year
!
Already bought by several of the
best judges of Indepictures and
the mostpendentsuccessful
Independent
Excountry.
changemen in the

ti'ail$ across

cle$ci'lintoNcv

York
Sodcts
Cii'dc$With
a Notable Ca$t of Plagcrs

THE

BEST
ON

The

STATE
THE

fact that many

RIGHTS

PICTURE

MARKET!

of the leading exchangemen

have

bought "Woman's Man" after a screen examination — and
are booking it for weeks' run in many large cities — in the
best theatres, stamps "Woman's Man" as the best State
Rights picture on the market!
Distributed
— *
AiTOwFilm
Corporation
W.E.Shallenberden President/
220W

^asd

St.,Ticw York City
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In her initial feature release, "Peggy Wise,"
for the Frances Edmonde Productions.
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BOOKER

THE

Marshall

YEAR

!

Neilan's

"Don't

Ever
Marry"
Now booked in first-run houses in the largest
cities of the country. Rapidly spreading to
smaller cities and neighborhood houses —

Watch
Your

What

Nearest
New York
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas

It

Does

Key

at

City

Chicago
Des Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
From

Richmond
St. Louis
Salt Lake City

Omaha
Oklahoma

Seattle
Washington

the story by Edgar

City

Franklin

Adapted to the screen by Marion Fairfax

Photographed by Henry Cronjager and David Kesson
Lighting effects by Howard Ewing
Technical Director, Ben Carre
A

First National

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
New Orleans
Brooklyn

Attraction
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FAST

ACTION

WITH

Louis B. Mayer

presents

Anita

Stewart

"T

in e
h

Ye

ll

ow

Taken from Harold MacGrath's
n*'story,
osellers
o
hsix
which is y
one p
of the
best
of the day.
T
Directed

by Edward

Jose

Screen version by Monte M. Katterjohn
Anita Stewart as "The Yellow Typhoon,"
the woman who lived for excitement.

Keep

Your

Eye

on

the

Crowds

THE
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THRILLS

Critics

APLENTY!

in

East

Unanimous
and

Star

^

West

Praising

are
Both

Picture,

"Highly entertaining. More melodramatic
than the book." — Chicago Post.
"Anita Stewart's best opportunity for
months. Her undeniable charm and beauty

"A swiftly moving
York Sun and Herald.

and

in

"As 'The Yellow Typhoon,' Anita Stewart
is matchless." — Chicago Tribune:

have a subtle appeal." — New

1293

WORLD

York Globe.

melodrama." — New

"Miss York
StewartPost.
leaves nothing to be desired."
— New
"Anita Stewart is charming." — New
World.

York

"An excellent drawing card. Fast action
with thrills aplenty." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
"A good audience picture, portrayed in a
splendid way." — Wids.

"A star of glittering appearance — a veritable cataclysm of emotion." — New York Evening Sun.

"Replete with intrigue and quick actions."
— Moving Picture W orld.

"Most dramatic action. Miss Stewart never

"Anita Stewart in a striking role." — New
York Telegraph.

disappoints." — Chicago American.
"One of the best pictures shown at the New
York Strand for weeks." — New York Tribune.

"A tense drama punctured with action
throughout." — Motion Picture News.

"Exceptionally good, realistic and exciting."
— New York Telegram.

"A great star in a story of romance and
adventure." — Exhibitor's Herald.

A

BIG

First

National

Special

Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

that

Throng

First

Run

Houses!
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Get

First

National

FRANCHISE

NOW

It's the

greatest

business

Ask

the

Nearest

Exchange

a

guarantee

future

to

yet

for your

devised.

First
explain

Franchise

National
how.

awj/uto

Ohere'II

be

a

Franchise

MAC

K

everywhere

^

SENNE

TT

-

FIVE

REELS

-/

ASK

FIRST

L

^'^TIONA

m^

» » • .
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Convention

EVERY day is bringing additional evidence that the
idea of holding two conventions in Cleveland is
repugnant to a great many exhibitors. We are
referring, of course, to the gatherings representatives of
the Theatre Owners and of the recent sessions in Chicago.
Just at this writing word has come from Alfred S. Black,
president of the old League, in which he gives notice that
the convention originally slated for Chicago at the end of
the month will be held in Cleveland simultaneous with the
other or others. That definitely sets the stage for a real
get-together— that is, it completes the preliminaries necessary to bringing within reach of each other the several
organization factors.
One of the outstanding and upstanding bits of evidence
of the. determination of exhibitors to have peace even if
they have to fight for it is the telegram received from
President Stefifes of the United Theatrical Protective
League of the Northwest, in which it is declared that if
there are to be two meetings or a split of any kind the
thirty local delegates from that body will remain at home.

equally forceful "exhibit" is the telegram
ANOTH
fromER
Willard Patterson, the soft-spoken Southerner
who defied precedent and practically unaided called a
national convention, in which he declares that he favors one
convention at Cleveland. Mr. Patterson says that personally
he intends to bend every effort in the direction of one
gathering.
The inclusion on a registration committee of a representative of every exhibitor body in the country may have
influence in bringing all the exhibitors under the Winton's
roof June 8. "The decision at Chicago was that the delegates should attend 'the' Cleveland convention, not 'a'
Cleveland convention," said the Moving Picture World last
week. This declaration is being af!irmed now by men who
were present at the Patterson gathering.
"Let us go to the Winton and sit in with the bunch, meet
them fairly and squarely and give them a chance to do the
same by us," was the suggestion by one man prominent in
Chicago. "If there is an attempt to put over anything we
believe to be seriously wrong there is no string on us — we
can go elsewhere. But I believe we should start together
and at least give the other fellows credit for being business men."
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Possible

tion to just what it was at adjournment in Chicago April 27.
The coming
week may have important
intiuence on
exhibitor organization in the United States. It should be
a period of give and take, of conciliation, of good-will.
O
Capitol

Eliminates Opera
THE transformation of the Capitol Theatre into a
straight motion picture house and the appointment
of Mr. Rothapfel to direct the presentations at "the
world's largest theatre" is a vindication of unadulterated
screen entertainment. The mixture of musical comedy and
vaudeville and opera with motion pictures has not met with
enthusiastic public favor. The installation of the summer
policy will go further to popularize the big house with New
Yorkers and the throngs of strangers who congregate on
Broadway. The low price at matinees will be 30 cents and
the top price for the best chairs at night will be $1. With
a seating capacity of over five thousand Mr. Rothapfel will
have abundant opportunity of indulging in his favorite

pastime and "Go get 'em!"
The

World

Stands

on Its Record

ONE

of our contemporaries, in explaining at length its
version of a squabble with a former client, intimates that as other trade papers still are carrying
the advertising of the company in question they cannot be
printing honest reviews of its pictures and "perhaps they
will care to explain why."
Just to make the record clear so far as the Moving Picture World is concerned it may be said no reviews are being
omitted from its columns. As to the accuracy and honesty
of the writers of these reviews and as to the faithfulness
with which they interpret the viewpoint of the public the
subscribers of the World are quite well able to judge for
themselves.
New

York

Has

Deposits

Law

THE Committee of Seventeen appointed recently at
Chicago will meet in New York June 3 or 4. At that
time the question of a separate convention for the
Chicago contingent will be taken up and settled. If Mr.
Rembusch is right in calling an independent session his
action will be affirmed bv his associates. If there has been
a misunderstanding or if there may have been taken action
that unon examination under a brighter light proves to have
been ill-advised it is a simple matter to restore the situa-

exhibitors again have achieved what in
NEWotherYORK
states up to this time has proved to be the
impossible. Governor Smith of the Empire State
has signed the Cotillo bill, which provides that, beginning
immediately, all deposit moneys not only shall be segregated, but that they shall bear interest. An accompanying
measure nullifies any waiver of the provisions of the main
bill.
As was to have been expected, the legislation was combated by the distributing organizations. As was not to have
been expected the measure was ordered sent to the Governor for signature without a dissenting vote. All other
considerations aside, the result shows what may be accomplished byorganization — and work.

PubllflhPd wpGklv bv the Chalmers Publlshine Company. 516 Fifth Avenue,
New
York iTelenhone:
1610-1.'?).
P. Chalmers,
sr. : Vipe-Presi<'ent
and Murray
General Hill
Manager,
J. F. President.
Chalmers J.: Secretary
and
Treasurer,
E.
J.
Chalmers:
As'=lstant
General
Manager,
James
Editor, George Blalsdell : Advertising Manager, A, MacArthur, Jr. L. Hoft ;
Address all correspondence to the company.
The office of the company Is the address of the officers.

Chicaeo
Office: Suite
(Telephone:
Central1021-102.3
50901. Garrick Building, 64 West Randolph Street
Los Angeles
Office
:
610-611
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Sundry

Orleans, vice president; D. Chatkin, San
Cleveland Advertising Club
Francisco, secretary; Sam Grand, Boston,
Gets After Stock Syndicate
treasurer. These, together with A. G.
York ; Harry Charnas, of Cleveto curb illegal sales of White, land,New
A CAMPAIGN rns
Amsterdam, of Philadelphia,
promoted in Cleve- constituteand Ben
stock in conce
the
board of directors. Harry
land, was started May 15 by the better
chairman of the purchasing combusiness commission of the Cleveland Ad- Charnas ismittee.
The Federated Exchanges has
vertising Club, and the first victim was a
motion picture company. Frank W. Packer, been organized under the laws of Delaware.
of the convention will be pub51 years old, and Harriett E. Mills, 33, were A full report
lished next week.
taken into custody by city detectives aided
Among
those
who attended were J. I.
by officials of the club, charged with selling Friedman, Celebrated
Players, Chicago; D.
stock of the Fidelity Picture Play Syn- Chatkin and Marion Kohn,
San Francisco;
dicate, after their license to dispose of stock J. J. Allen, Toronto; Mr. Kyler,
ed by the state se- Photoplays, Denver; Sam Werner,Supreme
in Ohio had been revok
United
curities commissioner, April 22.
Film Service, St. Louis; Al Kahn, Crescent
The Fidelity Picture Play Syndicate maintained offices at 1834 Prospect avenue. The Film Company, Kansas City; Ralph Wettofficials swooped down on them and besides stein. Midwest Distributing Company, Milwaukee, and J. E. Pearce, Pearce Films,
taking accused, seized the books of the
concern, which showed that between 300 New Orleans.
and 400 Clevelanders, mostly of the poorer
classes, had bought stock at from $10 to Theatre Manager Courted Law
$14 per share.
James L. Lind, attorney for the better
Suit with False Advertising
business commission, announced that he
d for
ing publishe
personally would do all he can to have the NEWSP
APER in advertis
a theatre
Los Angeles
may result
accused convicted, and that other similar
in a law suit against the manageaction will be taken against companies in
ment of the house by Cecil B. DeMille. The
Cleveland selling stock. The unusual point
about the Fidelity Company is that it sold protested displays announced "Gloria Swanstock with hardly any advertising in the son, Cecil B. DeMille's Famous Star in
'You
Can't Believe Everything' " as an atcity.
traction.
The advertisement further stated that
Wants Harmony Between
the picture was "A New Triumph for
Showmen and Association
Gloria Swanson." "Positively the First
in LosThe
Angeles"
was theanother
GUIS J. SELZNICK addressed the Time
copy.
facts of
case, line
as setin
Chamber of Com- the
L Theatremerce at aOwners
forth
in
telegrams
from
Los
Angeles,
are
luncheon held at the Hotel these:
Astor, New York, on Tuesday, May 25.
The management of the theatre comAfter complimenting the exhibitors on the
plained of secured an old release featuring
brains and ability of the men chosen to
Gloria Swanson, titled "You Can't Believe
represent them at the Cleveland conven- Everything,"
and advertised Miss Swanson
tion, he said he hoped they would stand
as Cecil B. DeMille's star. At Mr. DeMille's
together and accomplish results.
request
Attorney
James, representing the
He ventured to say he could not see
how the different questions of the industry Famousened suit.Players-Lasky Corporation, threatcould be solved without the co-operation
Advertisements, signed by Mr. De Mille
of all branches and he could not understand
in all the Los Angeles newswhy the exhibitors and producers should were inserted
stating the facts. The result was
not work in harmony with the National As- that the papers
advertisement
was withdrawn.
sociation of the Motion Picture Industry
upon all questions eflfecting the whole industry. He said he would take a stand for
Argus Takes Swanson Company
such a policy and fight for it at the CleveOn June 1, 1920, the Swanson Theatre
land meeting of the National Association.
Equipment Company, with branches in Des
Moines, Iowa, Omaha, Nebraska and Salt
Federated Exchanges Hold Meet
Lake City, Utah, and the home office in
The Federated Film Exchanges of Denver, Colorado, will dispose of its entire
America, Inc., in convention assembled at interest in what is known as the Swanson
Hotel Astor, New York, week of May 24, "Theatre Equipment Company, a Colorado
corporation, to the Argus Enterprises, Inc.,
elected the following officers : J. L. Freidof Cleveland, Ohio.
man, Chicago, president; J. E. Pearce, New
iiitiiiiitiiiiMiiiiiiii tiDiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiitiiiiiiiimiiiriiiiit
Should Residential Neighborhoods Bar Theatres?
That Is Question Agitating Syracuse Officials
JUST what is the physical relation of a neighborhood picture house to the
physical aspects of a certain neighborhood is the question which is puzzling
certain legislators in Syracuse, N. Y. Whether a picture theatre can be considered as violating the residential sanctity of a residential section is also involved.
James Kernan, sealer of weights and measures for Syracuse, decided to build a
picture house in Seymour street. Inquiry at the bureau of buildings developed
that there appeared to be no reason why the house might not be built. After
a site for the house had been excavated, a sudden halt was called in the operations
when it was discovered that there was an ordinance reserving that particular
block for residential purposes.
It seems that in Syracuse, by city ordinance, many blocks in residential sections are closed to business enterprises. The ordinance for this particular block
in Seymour street was passed when a coal yard sought to invade the block. Now
it apparently bars the theatre, but Kernan is hopeful that the owners of property
in the block will take the attitude that his theatre will be an asset to the block
and will offer no hindrance to untangling the legal red tape.

Sources

Collection of Theatre Taxes
Shows Increase of $2,000,000

lars is shown
in the two
admission
dolmillion taxes
of nearly
increase
collected during March as compared with those of the same month in
1918, according to figures just made public
by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. Collections from this source during the month
aggregated $7,085,123.74, as compared with
$5,186,875.33 during March of last year.
With the March collections the total admissions taxes derived during the first
three-quarters of the present fiscal year
amount to $54,489,499.82, an increase of 50
per cent, over the collections for the corresponding period of the last fiscal year,
which totaled $35,026,947.99.
During the month of March, also, $21,906.49 was collected from the seating tax
and $565,854.47 from moving picture films
leased and licensed. Total collections from
all sources during March were reported
as $813,631,862.90, making the total for the
first three-quarters $3,933,495,754.27.
AN

Columbus Theatre Sale Has
Quarter Million Overturn

, Cincin, acting
attorney
INGSFELD
for the
HEID
IN
BENJAMnati
nati & Columbus Amusement Company, has closed a deal for the purchase of
the Colonial Theatre, Columbus, which at
present is being operated as a moving picture theatre. The corporation, it is under-,
stood, is controlled by Mr. Heidingsfeld
I. Libson, of the Libson Amusement Comburgh. pany, and the Harris interests, of PittsThe building is in the rear of the Deshler
Hotel, on Broad street, and has a seating
capacity of 2,000. Among the sellers were
Rud K. Hynicka and August Kirkert, of
Cincinnati, and Edward Hart, of Cincinnati
and New York City.
They acquired the property some years
ago from James Howell, who erected the
theatre. It is understood that the deal inlion volves
dollars. approximately a quarter of a milCalder Bill on Importations
Moving picture men who may inadvertently, in importing motion picture films
from foreign countries, undervalue them
would be materially benefited by the passage of the bill just introduced in Congress
by Senator Calder of New York. The
tariff act of 1913 imposes a penalty of 75
per cent, of the appraised value of an
article when such article is brought into
the United States under a declared value
that is below actual value. Except where
undervaluation is manifestly a clerical
error, the law provides such an entry shall
be held to be presumptively fraudulent.
The Calder bill would permit the importer in such cases to appeal to Secretary
of the Treasury, who, in turn, would have
authority to remit the penalty. It has the
indorsement of the Treasury Department
and the Tariff Commission. It has been
referred to the Senate Finance Committee.
American Photoplayer to Move
The American Photoplayer Company will
move shortly to its new quarters on the
tenth floor of the Mecca Building, 1600
Broadway,
executive
office and saleswhere
rooms itswilleastern
be located.
As has
been the firm's policy in the past, it will
also have a large show room in which will
be installed a number of photoplayers, as
well as Robert Morton Orchestrelle organ.
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Exhibitor

Crisis

Minneapolis Body
Visit Cleveland
Are

Won 't
Unless

Reached

ENTS in the controDEVELOPMversy
now agitating exhibitor
ranks regarding a national convention in Cleveland on June 8 to 11
have come thick and fast the past
week, and although the conflict seems
to be raging as hotly as before, some
men in the industry believe they detect
indications that an agreement, or at
least an armistice, may be in sight.
Here are the high Hghts of the past
week :
The United Theatrical Protective
League of the Northwest issues an ultimatum in which it is declared that
its delegation of thirty will not leave

Cohen

Names

PICTURE

Disagreement

Reaches

Agreements

MOVING

With

Over

Western

for Cleveland "if there are two meetings or a split
any kind."deplores the
Willard
C. of
Patterson
disagreement and asks for one convention, and his telegram seems to indicate that misunderstandings may
have caused the whole trouble. He
will make every effort to formulate
'one convention.
Sounding a call for a mass meeting
of the Independent Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America in Cleveland,
President Frank J. Rembusch says that
its single purpose will be to keep producers out of the exhibiting field and
that he hopes that "the two national
bodies now existing and the newly proposed organization may blend into one
association." He adds that he favors
separate conventions, with a get-together
on the final days.
At the request of the Cleveland con-

Arrangements
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Committee

Representing Film Shipping Sections
interesting development in the reserved a block of rooms 'for a convention
A MOST
preparations for the great national
of This
motioninformation
picture exhibitors.''
is direct from the hotel
exhibitors' convention at the Hotel management. Whatever Mr. Rembusch's obWinton, Cleveland, June 8 to 11, is the acject may be in thus ignoring our committee
tion taken by the Cleveland convention
will be hard for Mr. Rembusch to explain, in
committof ee in asking the temporary chair- view of his insistent demand for harmony
man the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
and "no politics" at theby Patterson
meeting at
Mr. Bullock.
of America, Sydney S. Cohen, to appoint Chicago,sentas areported
representative to that meeting,
a committee of exhibitors representing SamWe Bullock,
our executive secretary, with a
every film shipping zone to take charge of message to deliver.
We have evidence that
the arrangements for the convention and he
delivered that message on the floor on
the matter of registration.
Tuesday, April 27, by consent of Mr. PatterThe request to Chairman Cohen came
son, to whom it was addressed. Part of that
message follows:
about in this way. The Cleveland committee, consisting of Henry H. Lustig,
"May we be pardoned
for aInquiring
If It
to initiate
new national
chairman; W. J. Slimm, treasurer, and is your intention
organization or merely to get an
Samuel Bullock, secretary, regretted to read exhibitor
expression of sentiment from the assembled
that exception had been taken by the pro- exhibitors and prepare to crystallize that
moter of the second convention to the sentiment into action at a convention later?
If that is your intention we are with you
committee's treatment of the sub-committee of the Chicago conference, consisting
heart and soul. If, however, some overof Mr. Kress of Ohio, Mr. Farley of Ala- zealous exhibitors, smarting under present
and prospective abuses, should prematurely
bama and Mr. Van Praag of Kansas.
undertake to start a national organization
Statement of Committee.
with such little preparation, there could be
— failure, with producer inIt is a matter of history that these three only onefluence inresult
control. It has always been so In
men visited Cleveland and, in the language
the past and our tentative national organizaof the Cleveland committee, expressed abtion will have nothing to do with such a
solute satisfaction with the arrangements
Mr. Bullock gave further details and Inin hand and plans outlined. Not only Mr. proposition."
vited all present to come to Cleveland and
Van Praag, but also his associates on the
help a national theatre owner organization.
sub-committee, have duly and emphatically
registered their appreciation of the cour- A motion followed that an investigating comproducers'
attiteous treatment they received at the hands
tude;mitteesaidbe appointed
committee onto the
report
Its findings
of the Cleveland arrangement committee.
to the Cleveland convention on June 8, 9 and
In connection with this matter, the Cleve- 10. The meeting adjourned without any furland convention committee has issued a
ther authority being conferred upon anyone.
The committee of seventeen then met and
statement which completely covers the
of three, Mr. Kress of Ohio,
ground and which, no doubt, will be read aMr.sub-committee
Farley of Alabama and Mr. Van Praag
with interest by the exhibitors who are of
Kansas,
was
authorized
to wait upon our
interested in the coming convention at the Cleveland chairman to ascertain
certain deHotel Winton.
tails.
They
visited
Cleveland
and expressed
Here is the statement:
absolute satisfaction over the arrangements
Cleveland regrets the necessity
in hand and plans outlined, and all three
issuing
made reservations at the Winton Immethis statement, Inasmuch as we areforproceeddiately.
ing with the convention arrangements with
only one thought in mind — harmony, as exThat was real harmonious co-operation,
pres ed in the trade papers, Issue of May 22. but a discordant note appeared this week
Since then we regret to announce
under
date line of Cleveland, carrying the
we
been informed that F. J. Rembusch has have
information that "the Hotel Cleveland will
engaged the Cleveland Hotel assembly hall and be the headquarters of the 'Chicago conven-

Meetings
Ultimatum

Willard

C. Patterson

and

Sig Samuels Will Work for
One Exhibitor Convention
vention committee. Temporary Chairman Sydney S. Cohen, of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
appoints an arrangements committee
representing every film shipping zone.
President Alfred S. Black, of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America
announces his decision to call the convention of the old organization in
Cleveland instead of in Chicago, believing that "it is better to have a
thrashing out of many problems in one
Mr.at Cohen
protests trade paper statecity
one time."
ments that there is "a split in exhibitors' ranks."
tion' contingent for the session beginning
June
is a literalIf quotation.
Was 8."thisThis
necessary?
so, an intimation
by the sub-committee would have met with
instant response by our committee. Was it
authorized by the committee of seventeen or
by vote of the Patterson gathering prior to
adjournment? Mr. Bullock says he stayed
until that meeting broke up and every one
had subscribed $1 for the woman stenographer as they passed out.
In conclusion, we are ready at all times,
and are now, to engage halls or rooms for
any exhibitor or exhibitor organization, but
we never deemed it necessary to pre-empt
such places for ulterior motives, and though
we could Interfere
with Mr.atRembusch'a
rangements, if necessary,
this time, arwe
are satisfied to waive that prerogative, merely regretting the discourtesy tendered this
committee, whatever the motive, by Mr.
Rembusch.
none.
With a welcome to all and malice toward
Fraternally yours,
H. H. LUSTIG, Chairman.
W. H. SLIMM, Treasurer.
SAM BULLOCK, Secretary.
Convention Committee on
Arrangements.
Personnel of Committee.
In commenting on the action of the
Cleveland arrangements committee. Temporary Chairman Cohen said that he would
gladly comply with its request for the appointment ofa committee on arrangements
and registration. Mr. Cohen said he could
not sufficiently commend the spirit of the
position taken by the Cleveland arrangements committee. Pursuant to its request
a committee on arrangements and registration has been appointed covering practically every one of the film shipping zones
of the country. The names and addresses,
organizations
are as follows and
: offices of the appointees
COMMITTEEARRANGEMENTS
ON REGISTRAnON AND
Albany — George Roberts, president TrlCity Exhibitors' League.
Buffalo — Ira Mosher, president Buffalo
Managers' Association.
Philadelphia — A. C. Fisher, president Phlladelphia Exhibitors' League.
Pittsburg — J. E. Smith, president American
Exhibitors' Association of Pennsylvania.
Cleveland — Henry Lustig, president Cleveland Motion— Picture
Exhibitors'
Association.
Cincinnati
Dr. Alexander,
secretary
Miami
Valley Exhibitors' League.
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June initiative
the exhibitors whose unusual
interest in an exposition which, for some for
and
business
acumen
give
it
an
impelling
the
of
promoters
the
to
reason best known
It is a purpose beset with dangers
enterprise, has been advertised for the force.
and difficulties, surrounded by countless
days as the convention at the Hotel
same
Winton.
pitfalls, nitudebut
possibilities
if it with
succeeds
that it of
is such
worthymag-of
The temporary officials of the Motion
nt and
every
ounce
of
support,
encourageme
Picture Theatre Owners of America de- ct)unsel that can come to it from anywhere.
clare that exhibitors do not want any finanIt is doubtful if any group of independent
cial assistance such as has heretofore been
collected at every national convention in exhibitors, or any individual theatre
passively or intensively interested
the guise of money for space, booths, etc. owners,
in the outcome at Cleveland, realizes so
They say that the convention at the Hotel
Winton will be a business convention pure keenly what tests of mutual confidence, of
and simple, and that if the exhibitors wish steadfast resistance to insidious, destrucare certain to follow and
to do justice to only g the most urgent prob- attacktivetheinfluences,
ambitions of the national league
lems now confrontin them, they will have
no time left and certainly no inclination to be solidified at Cleveland as the exhibitors who, three years ago, joined hands in
to attend any so-called exposition.
national co-operative and defensive
A letter has been sent out by the tem- astructure
was and is fundamentally
porary officials to every producer and sup- identical towhich
the composite unit soon to be
plytion
firm,Picture
emphasizing
the
fact
that
the
MoTheatre Owners of America
erected.
have arranged no exposition and that any
Its Most Essential Features.
person who solicits space for such an exTheir theatre interests were threatened
position
on
the
pretense
of
acting
on
behalf of or for the benefit of the organized then with dangers equally as great as the
exhibitors, has no authority from them to independent exhibitor menaces upon which
do so.
the Cleveland assembly will unite and act.
The following is the text of the report So they got together and organized First
made to Chairman Rembusch of the Chi- National Exhibitors' Circuit. This is
cago conference called by W. C. Patterson neither a brief nor a plaudit for that cooperative body. Instead, I shall set forth
on April 26, 1920, made by the sub-committhe essential features which have made it
tee of three appointed on that occasion :
succeed as a national unit of exhibitors,
"That we heartily indorse and approve
the arrangements that have been made for knowing that in such a recital of facts
heretofore
unheralded there are practical
the convention
called by
Motionat Picture Theatre Owners
of the
America
the points of guidance for the exhibitors who
will gather in Oho for a purpose that is
Hotel Winton,
June 8,chairman,
9 and 10."Piqua, O.
similar in many respects.
H. W. KRESS,
H. C. FARLEY, Montgomery, Ala.
Endured Much Ridicule.
M. VAN PRAAG, Kansas City.
First, the exhibitors who merged their
respective desires for relief from oppressive
conditions began with a definite, well established plan. They confined themselves
and What?'*
"Union With Whom
to theing big,
important
phases of theandmenacconditions
they confronted,
they
Query of Sydney S, Cohen, New York
applied themselves strictly to determining
best and quickest means for eliminatEditor Moving Picture World:
by many exhibitors. These exhibitors rec- the ing
them.
importance of the Cleveland
When it became known that a number
IN justice to the organized exhibitors of conventionognized thecalled
by
the
Motion
Picture
those states which called their convenformed a co-operative ortion at Cleveland in advance of the Theatre Owners of America, by instruct- of exhibitorsganizationhad
the majority opinion throughout
their committee to make its report to
Chicago conference, we desire to protest that ingconvention.
the industry was one of scoffing and ridiagainst the report in your publication
cule. "It won't last." The members were
Now weeks after the original dates have
speaking of a "split in nexhibitors' ranks" been set, one man, with no authority other taunted individually. Professional tale
and giving the impressio that the exhib- than such as he may choose to confer on bearers lost no opportunity to relate, every
itors of the country are divided into fac- himself, calls a second meeting for the time they encountered a member alone,
tions.
of alleged questionable methods
and the same place, at a dif- stories
Exhibitors in almost every state in the same time
ulterior motives harbored by one or
ferent hotel. Does this justify printing and
Union, all of them having a record for
more of the other members.
achievements and feeling the need of a columns about "dissensions in exhibitors'
Does with
it justify
national body, conferred and corresponded ranks?"
Warns Against Malicious Gossip.
union? Union
whom editorials
and with urging
what?
for months with a view to holding a na- The
exhibitors
of
the
country
must not
Similar experiences will befall the extional convention and forming a perma- body.
hibitors selected to administer the affairs
nent national organization. The utmost stop short in their formation of a national
of a national league. The solution, for the
harmony prevailed in all conferences and
independent and fearless trade press future, as in the past, is the same. Pay no
discussions, no matter where held. Ex- hasAn nothing
to fear from a strong united attention whatever to gossip, rumor or
hibitors by the hundreds signified their in- exhibitor organization
on national lines. vague insinuations affecting the loyalty,
tention of joining a national organzation. We exhibitors like independence
not only integrity and sincerity of any league ofThough widely scattered over the biggest in our own ranks, but in other branches
ficial. Stick together and resent such taccountry in the world, there was a singular as well, and we will line up solidly with
tics as vehemently as you would attack
unanimity among these exhibitors.
every publication which is not entirely them if they affected an intimate personal
Hits at Rembusch.
friend.cious Be
dominated by its advertisers.
attacks.prepared for gossip and maliSYDNEY S. COHEN,
In the South, Willard C. Patterson, a
Care,
discretion
and mature consideration
prominent exhibitor of Atlanta, issued a
Temporary Chairman, Motion Picture
should precede the selection of executives
Theatre Owners of America.
call for a conference which was attended
for a national league. To them is intrusted the problem of leadership, direction
and progress. Once a majority vote has
delegated authority of this kind, the only
Cites First National As Proving That
practical and safe policy is for every member to cast his allegiance 100 per cent, to
Exhibitors Can and Will Hold Together
the elected officials, without regard to previous inclinations. First National members
By J. D. WILLIAMS, General Manager First National.
have never wavered for an instant in thorough and encouraging support of the exON to Cleveland! It is in every issue mold a national league of exhibitors, repecutives they have chosen. Every exhibof the trade journals. Exhibitors met
resentative of every section, free from
itor in that co-operative group has been
on a recent Southern trip were say- petty politics, nation broad in scope, and staunch and unshakable in personal alleits course of defense for ining it. Producers and distributors are determined
dividualininterests.
echoing it. Visiting theatre owners, in
giance.
On to Cleveland — but with individual exSimilar attempts in the past make it a
New York from many territories, talk enhibitor determination to hurdle all petty
thusiastically about the next big chance to big order to fill, and a great undertaking

St. Louis — Joseph Mogler, president Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of St. Louis.
Chicago — Joseph Hopp, president Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance.
Kansas City — M. Van Praag, secretary Kansas State Exhibitors' Association.
Oklahoma City — Ralph Talbot, president
Oklahoma
Omaha — Exhibitors'
J. E. Kirk,Association.
secretary Nebraska
Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association.
Denver — M. C. Gerhardt, secretary Colociation.rado Motion Picture Theatre Owners' AssoSouth Dakota — C. W. Gates, vice-president
United Theatrical Protective League.
Milwaukee — Paul Langheinrich, secretary
Motion
Wisconsin.Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Minneapolis — W. A. StefCes. president
United Theatrical Protective League.
Detroit — J. C. Ritter, president Michigan
Exhibitors' Association.
Seattle — Dr. H. S. Clemmer, Spokane, Wash.
Los Angeles — Glenn Harper, secretary The.
atre Owners' Association of Los Angeles.
Dallas hibitor
— E.Circuit.T. Peter, president Texas ExAtlanta — W. C. Patterson, president Southeastern Exhibitors' Association.
Charlotte, N. C. — H. B. Varner, secretary
North Carolina Exhibitors' Association.
New Jersey — J. T. Collins, Rutherford, N. J.
New York— S. I. Berman, secretary Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League, State of New
York.
Disclaim Interest in Exposition.
The committee will convene at the Hotel
Winton on June 7 for its first important
business meeting.
The turetemporary
officersof ofAmerica
the Motion
Theatre Owners
desirePic-to
make it very plain to the entire industry,
and particularly the producers and supply
men, that they have no connection with or

1920

June
differences, to allow nothing to halt action
on the big, basic clangers which can be
overcome only through organization, to
grant office to the most capable, and then
Patterson

Flouts
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to be loyal to them as the choice of the
majority — thus, every independent exhibitor will create, for himself and for his
fellows, an asset beyond value.
That

Chicago
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I "Bury the Hatchet" — Patterson |
I
Atlanta, Ga., May 26, 1920. |
1 George Blaisdell,
1
1
Moving Picture World :
|
I Committee of seventeen appointed at |
1 Chicago meeting was instructed to make |
1 report to original Cleveland convention. |
1 I do not doubt the sincerity of Rem- |
i busch, but think he is making a mistake j
1 in calling a second convention unless |
I he has positive information that the |
1 Chicago committe would not be recog- |
I nized on the flood. Independent exhib- |
1 itors need men of the executive ability |
1 of both Rembusch and Cohen. For the j
1 gether.
good of the cause they should get to- i|
I There are too many problems, both |
II bury
factions
agree,andto build
split now.
the will
hatchet
up oneLet's
big ||
1 organization along lines of honesty of |
1 purpose. Personally, I have no political |
1 ambitions, but will put forth every ef- |
I fort to bring all factions together and |
formulate
ways and
means to pro- ||
1I help
tect the
independent
exhibitor.
i Regards.
1
f
W. C. PATTERSON. |
^iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiillllliiliiiiiMlliiiiliiiiliilMiiinMllilltiiMMiiiniriiiiMiiiiliiiiiiniMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMliltillimir
essential
aid toconcern,
exhibitor
in mat-a
ters of state
but welfare
the moment
state league of sufficient size and strength
in membership to influence a national
league action through group or unit voting attempts to intrude itself as a unit,
there will be a measure of domination unavoidable with such a course, and the result will not be progressive. There are
countless problems of national significance
which only a national league can solve."

Postponement Was Diplomatic Strategy
Motion Picture Exhibitors of
RUMORS which have reached Willard Independent
C. Patterson, manager of Sig Sam- America who has any personal ambitions to
uel's Criterion Theatre at Atlanta, to gratify. There is no one seeking fame,
the effect that the plan which he sought glory
ence. or power through executive prefergo mass meetto consummate at his Chica
"What I want to see come out of the
ing for a concerted national opposition by
Cleveland meeting^ — and I am voicing the
independent exhibitors against producer wish
of the great majority of independent
operation of theatres, had fallen of its own
exhibitors who were 'in Chicago on April
nt of def- 26
that the postponeme
weight,initeand
and 27 — is a working body of theatre
action until the assembly in Cleveland on June 8 was a bit of diplomatic owners solidly pledged to combat, through
strategy to cover failure, are ridiculed by co-operation and collective action, the producer-exhibitor menace as the greatest
him in. an outline of the platform he will
danger confronting us as exhibitors, and
recommend as the basis on which independent theatre owners can be merged into a prepared in every way to function quickly
and efficiently on all other national condinational organization.
"An official evidence of sincerity and retions aff'ecting its members.
Declares for Individual Voting.
gard for the opinions of exhibitor absentees," Mr. Patterson declares, "manifest in
"In deciding the question which will be
the willingness of the theatre owners pres- brought before the exhibitors at Cleveent in Chicago to accept the assurances of
land, every theatre owner present should
various league executives and promoters
vote on an individual basis, and not through
of the Cleveland meeting that the exhibitor
unit expressions. Any form of organization
representation there would be more ade- which will permit state league control of
quate to the purpose, apparently have been a national league will not, in the long run,
perverted to serve ulterior motives from prove a practical defense body for indesome quarter or other.
pendent exhibitors. Membership in a national league should be strictly individual,
What Chicago Wanted.
entirely apart from state, city or territorial
"We were asked, in Chicago, to form the league affiliations.
convention into a permanent organization,
"Within their own boundaries state
with a committee of seventeen which would
leagues are a wonderfully valuable and
gather facts in New York, and reconvene
the new national unit, with its committee
report, in Cleveland, so that out of the
various exhibitor alliances which will at- Poetical Punch Given by Sam Bullock
tend there can be formed a substantial
country-wide organization to meet national
issues which concern the welfare of indeto ''Organization Pulmotor' Program
pendent exhibitors.
NASMUCH as the necessity for real ex- "first-runs" down to "commercials," will
alone render the exhibitor immune from
causing toward
all ex
further owners
proposedwhoin Chicago,
hibitors organization
to turn theiristhoughts
by"Itthewastheatre
respondedbothto J hibitor
most of these attacks and impositions.
my call for the meeting and by repre- Cleveland, it behooves every independent
The dominant question, therefore, is not
sentatives of the state leagues which will exhibitor to study well what practical plan merely
organization, but:
meet in Cleveland, that the Independent
of organization he will decide to support
First, "What plan of organization shall
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, with with his vote at the convention, for it will
the members pledged at the Hotel Con- be the first national gathering in many
"How shall it be financed?"
gress, would constitute an excellent begin- years where every bona-fide exhibitor will weSecond,
Third,
"How shall its finances be safeadopt?"
ning for a new national league.
be his own free agent and as such treated
guarded against grafters and organization
absolutely "on the level," regardless of the
Who Sponsored the Rumors?
These three essentials have never yet
size of his theatre or his (or her) investwreckers
?" out at any national exhibitor
been
worked
"I do not know who sponsored the ru- ment.
mors, but in comparison to facts they are
We have proved by bitter experience that convention heretofore held, but the Cleveridiculous. We are going into Cleveland
land convention offers the opportunity, and
the various forces, both within and without
the industry, have so far succeeded with the temper of those exhibitors who have
as an organization, with our accomplishments in Chicago as proof of our deter- their plans because of "class" distinction, expressed their intention to be present inmination to get somewhere as a national
self-asserted, within our own exhibitor
dicate that they will stand for no "monkey
exhibitor council. We have no politics to ranks, though the fact remains that a com
business" nor camouflaged propositions.
The writer, as chairman of resolutions
play. There is no individual supporting the pact organization of all "classes," from
£iiiiilriliiiiiiiiitiitiriiriiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiFiiiiriiritiiiiniiiiiiiiiiriiriitiiiiiMiHiriitiitiiiiiiiiliil(iiiiliiill tiiiitiriiiiitiiiiiiiiitiMtiiiiiriiiiiiriiiiii(iiiiiiiiilliiiitiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiir£ committee, was primarily responsible for
the adoption of the Delmonico resolution
when the Chicago Convention consented to
I Rembusch Sounds Clarion Call for Mass
| merge the Exhibitors' League with the producers— the N. A. M. P. I.— some years ago.
I
Meeting of Independents in Cleveland I
It waswe not
It was
a "submerger"
I Editor Moving Picture World:
| and
werea merger.
submerged.
However,
organization
pulmotors
have
been
working
steadI
'"r^HE
Independent
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors
of
America
was
organized
at
|
I
Chicago on April 27 into a permanent national exhibitor body for the single |
ily and Cleveland's Lake Erie ozone will
I
purpose of insisting that producers get out of the theatre business. We are | quickly restore those not altogether "don?
I calling a nation-wide meeting of all exhibitors in America to hear the report i for." Let us guard against being "DelI of our directors at a Cleveland mass meeting opening on June 8 under our 1 monicoed" again.
I auspices and with our officers in charge.
I
At Cleveland no select minority gatherI
The first order of business will be the report of the committee which had con- |
ing of so-called big exhibitors should be
I ferences with the producers, and we hope and request that every exhibitor in | permitted to flash a roll to finance an organization and then claim the paternal right
I America be present. We have selected the Hotel Cleveland for our meeting place |
I but will change the location if more suitable to all concerned.
| to control it. Such spectacular stunts are
I
Mr. B^ack may decide to call a meeting in Cleveland of the old National | "stale stuff" and embarrassing to the "80I League for the same week. The more conventions the better because it means | per-center'" when you must have with you
I more exhibitors at Cleveland. I hope that the two national bodies now existing | or fail.
Incidentally, the Cleveland convention
I and the newly proposed organization may blend into one association, but if this |
I is not possible, I wish we may agree to work together along the same lines. | committee is arranging for the biggest exhibitor gathering ever held and no one is
I
FRANK J. REMBUSCH. |
^IHIIIIiimiinimiiiMi tiiiii riiiiint riiiiiiiriilinitiiiititiiiiitiiriiiiMllilllilltiiiiiiltlllililillliillitiiiiiiiitlKlllltlllltlllMIIIIIMIIinilllllllllltinii iiniiiii i riiniiilillirilliililiiiiriiiiriiriiililillllliiriiiiiililiiiriiiiillitliniillli.'^ authorized to solicit or accept any financial
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assistance or advertising display of any
kind from any producer anywhere, but our
services are at their disposal freely to procure hotel reservations or assembly halls
at any hotel except the Hotel Winton,
which is reserved exclusively for bona-fide
independent exhibitors and the trade press.
The ering
"lighter
side" taken
of the care
convention
gathwill be well
of, of which
more anon, except that Ringling Brothers
are making a special detour to hit Cleveland on the lake front for the special
benefit of the "hicks" from Broadway and
the Chicago "Loop" district. And CarRembusch

Favors
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pentier, the French scrapper, goes on at
League Park on the night of June 7 as an
inducement to the "boys" to get here early.
The reservations are coming in
From all along the line,
From Alabam and the Golden Gate
The "boys" are marking time.
From the Texas plains to old Oshkosh
We can hear the rebels yell,
"The second week in June, b'gosh,
My show can guttahell!"
SAM BULLOCK,
Secretary Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association.

Separate

Conventions^

with a Get-Together on the Final Day
G various statements di- agree with the two others regarding organAXSWERIX
rected against myself, please publish
ization policies, therefore I have suggested
these facts. There are three national that each organization be given one day and
conventions of exhibitors called for Cleve- all go as one body to all three meetings,
land, June 8, 9, 10, and 11, to wit: Theatre and on the last day of convention eliminate
tion b^' Cohen, Independent the three and all join together into one big
Owners' Associaors
called together by Pat- permanent organization.
Picture Exhibit
Independents want one day to report on
terson and the old National League by Alfred Black. Cohen's organization does not their movement to force all producers out

''Get Together or We Stay Home"
Say Thirty Northwest Delegates

THESE two messages, one to the Moving Picture World
from the president of the United Theatrical Protective
League of the Northwest, and the reply of Sydney S.
Cohen, temporary chairman of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, to one of the same tenor, are selfexplanatory:
Minneapolis, May 25.
Editor Moving Picture World:
AT

a meeting of the United Theatrical Protective League
of the Northwest held this morning it was unanimously decided that our delegation of thirty from
this territoiy will not leave for Cleveland if there are two
meetings or a split of any kind. We realize that a national
meeting is very necessary at this time, but petty politics and
all other factiopal fights must be eliminated. If only one
meeting is held in Cleveland, we will be there thirtv strong.
W. A. STEFFES, President.

W. A. Steffes, President United Theatrical Protective League
of the Northwest, Minneapolis:
Convention at Hotel Winton in Cleveland, June 8 to 11,
was called in response to" decisions of men representing
thirty-two states, including your own. Sub-committee of
three appointed by chairman of Chicago conference which
you attended, consisting of Messrs. Kress, Farley and Van
Praag, has reported unanimously in favor of convention
at Hotel Winton. We must keep faith with our sister states.
Have designated you as member of committee on arrangements and registration, composed of representatives of
every organized exhibitors body in the United States.
SYDNEY S. COHEN,
Temporars^ Chairman Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
wiiiimiiifiiiiiiiiiniiii
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of theatre business. The old league after
ten years of service is entitled to consideration. These propositions have been wired
to Mr. Lustig,
chairmanfor ofa Cleveland
Exhibitors, with request
positive reply,
but hefore gives
only evasive
answers.
Therethe presumption
is they
are playing
politics.Chargres Advertising Scheme.
Lustig, Bullock, Van Praag and Cohen are
leaders of Theatre Owners and expect to
control all convention meetings in order to
put over their movement, which, as per
their contract, is a film advertising scheme
that allows them to censor all pictures and
control the industrial film business.
Last tional
year Convention
they bolted
the St.belittled
Louis Naand have
all
organization activities except their own
during the past year. I predict that they
will bolt this year again. Last year they
were voted down 200 to 7. They did not
submit to a majority last year. Will they
this year? They refused to meet the officers of the old organization at Utica for
a conciliation.
May Not Attend.
These are simple cold facts, and while
they have as much right to go into the
film business as anyone else, it is my belief
that we will never have a national organization worth while unless it is founded on
broad principles without any moneymaking
schemes. We have tried expositions, balls,
insurance schemes, running trade journals,
and this film advertising scheme will bring
us grief and disaster same as heretofore.
There are so many angles to this industry and so many wheels in wheels that the
right kind of national organization must
be entirely free from any moneymaking
schemes and supported entirely by cash
dues sufficient to function on a big scale.
I have been so ill with tonsilitis that
unless I improve rapidly I will not be able
to be at Cleveland. My hope is that every
exhibitor will go to Cleveland and fight
for the right kind of national organization,
because
you won't get it in any other way.
majority.
Stay
with the meeting and abide with the

V'an Praag's attack on me is not unbiased.
It ismail
impossible
of
coming toin.answer the great amount
Cleveland exhibitors will have to secure
hall
rate. large enough for thousands at this
FRANK REMBUSCH.

"Associated" Will Meet in
Cleveland During Convention
THErepresented
-Associatedin Exhibitors.
Inc., willconbe
Cleveland during
vention week by an almost 100 per
cent, representation of its exhibitor-members— a group of independent theatre men
in which is mirrored the ideals behind the
independent exhibitors of America.
That Associated intends to fight with and
for independent exhibitors is indicated in
the fact that it will hold not only a meeting of the board of directors, but also will
have convened other members and officers
from almost every point in the United
States.
Virtually every franchise holder in Associated already has given assurance of attendance. Advices received in New York
from F. C. Quimby, general manager of
Associated, who recently arrived in Los
Angeles, and who expects also to attend the
convention, are to the effecf that never before in the history of the industry have
exhibitors been so aroused over the situation as they are at present. The consensus
is that for any real progress to he made
politics must be wiped out; each individual
(Continued on page 1336)
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Massachusetts
Despite
Roll

Call

Vote of 20

Group
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Censorship

Adverse
to 15 Rejects
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Bill

Action

Recommendation

of

Lives

-

Committee

of Senate

Ways

and

Means

That Measure "Ought Not to Pass"— Expect Only One More
Contest — Bishop Lawrence and Judge Brackett Clash
sands of people for the censorship of the
Hardy, of Huntington, chairman of the
Boston, May 27, 1920.
newspapers as there is for regulation of
and
Means
Committee.
"This
bill
is
Censorship Bill passed to be engrossed by the Ways
to place a conservator over the the motion picture, and it seems to me
Senate by a vote of 23 to 13. The increase of designed
people; to create an office to be filled by that the latter is our job just now.
readthird
the
over
three votes for the bill
one man who will tell all the people of this
ing ivas caused by the shift of Senators
state what they shall see and hear and
Represents "Moral Sentiment."
Worof
Tarbell
and
Plymouth,
Churchill of
read and think. I protest against it as
who are here and those who are
cester, from the opposition, and by the af- an unwarranted centralization of authority on"Those
the list presented by Mr. Clark (Presfirmative vote of Senator Martin of Holyoke, which takes away from cities and towns
ton Clark handling the case of the prowho previously was absent before the final their right to govern themselves as they
ponents) represent the moral sentiment of
vote ivas taken. Senator Hardy of Huntingthe people. They are waking up to the
ton, moved that the bill be amended by progreat
influence
of the movies. People may
bill." said Senator Griswold, of
viding itshould become effective only in such see"This
fit."
argue that mothers and heads of families
Greenfield,
"provides
that
there
shall
be
a
cities and town as accept the act by a referen- censorship
board, but the bill is so drawn
who are most concerned with the effects of
dum. The motion was defeated, 22 to 14, after that the censor
may reject a film, although
the movies upon their children should
Senators Walsh, Carrick, Knox and McLane
characterized it an attempt to defeat the bill. it does not say he shall. This bill sets up complain to the local authorities, and the
a principle
opposed oftoFitchburg,
the bill of member
rights." of fact that they have not done so goes to
Senator Hardy,
prove
about. that there is nothing to complain
the
Ways
and
Means
Committee,
declared:
picture "I don't
moving
the
"kill"
to
RTS
EFFO
want any person to tell me or my
censorship bill in Massachusetts failed
"Well, let us take the case of a poor
what we may see in the moving
working woman in a big industrial city.
' in the Senate on Monday, May 24, family
pictures.
Censorship
resolves
into
a
matHer daughter is going perpetually to the
when that body by a roll call vote of 20 to
ter of difference of opinion. I hope we will movies and occasionally getting stained by
15 voted against rejecting the measure.
This action was taken despite the fact that not make any more laws that will take what she sees there. Now, it must be
power away from cities and towns. There
manifest that the mother is not going to
the Senate Ways and Means Committee
had recommended that the bill "ought not is altogether too much centralization legis- leave her work and go of? to see the
or chief of police. But if there is
lation standing
going around."
On the
vote on the question of mayor
toA pass."
bitter debate in the Senate preceded
in existence a well ordered, legal committhe voting. Senators charged that among
tee to duly consider these things for the
rejecting'
the roll
bill,call
the the
votevote
was was
14 Yes,
No. On the
IS Yes,18 public and talk these things out with the
the lobbyists for the bill is a member of 20
No.
the Department of Public Safety, the board
managers of the movies, then we will have
the result of steady improvement, with
to be vested with censorship powers. Senators pleaded that there are plenty of laws
the possibility of 100 per cent, of the people
covering the situation now; they urged
BISHOP
WILLIAM
LAWRENCE
of
the
going to the movies instead of 90 per
Episcopal diocese of Massachusetts
cent.
self-government for cities, and they warned
entered the battle in that state over
that in a few years true moral reformers
I do tonotbecause
go to Ithe
a
motion
picture
censorship bill by ap- as "Personally,
often as I want
am movies
afraid
will become tired of administering the censorship law and that it will then fall into Means pearing before the Senate Ways and
Committee at a public hearing in of
getting
caught
with
a
play
that
I
don't
want to be seen at, and I never know what
theDebate
hands was
of "grafters."
opened by Senator Curran, the State House, Boston, May 19. Arguing the play is going to be.
in favor of the measure, the Bishop scathof Boston, member of the Ways and Means
"The movie is very different from the
Committee, who said the proposed law is
ingly attacked the so-called "sex films."
regular theatre play in this, that you can
Judge J. Albert Brackett, who is hanunnecessary because laws are now on the
the latter from the advertising
dling the case for the opponents of the bill tell about the
statutes penalizing persons giving immoral
comments made about it duror objectionable entertainments. He told took up the challenge by introducing a and from
ing the course of its appearance, which
of forty pictures shown in Boston charac- letter written by the churchman in 1918 usually runs over a period of at least two
terized as immoral by the supporters of indorsing a "sex film" and a newspaper
or three weeks. In the case of the movies
the present legislation. These same forty interview in which Bishop Lawrence said a very excellent play may be advertised,
pictures, Senator Curran said, are on the there is value in showing sex problems in but then in between may be put something
screen in Pennsylvania, which has a cen- order
evil. to prevent the spread of the social that may spoil the whole performance, and
sorship law.
way of knowing anything
To Benjamin Green, then manager of the you
Senator George H. Carrick, of Cambridge,
about have
it in no
advance.
said that censorship is desired by the Chil- Strand Theatre, Chelsea, Bishop Lawrence
"There is danger of demoralization of
wrote
: "I Mahoney
saw the and
film others.
'DamagedI indorse
Goods'
the Cambridge
Neighborthe youth from this condition. It is not
with Dr.
hooddren's
Club,Mission,
the Methodist
Church,
Bishop
the picturing of open vice that does the
Lawrence, President Lowell of Harvard, the Dr. Mahoney's letter on the subject, al- damage,
for that simply disgusts people.
though Ishould be ready to put the age
Episcopal Church, the Women's Christian
The pictures which injures is not indecent,
Temperance
Union,
various
women's
clubs,
limit
at
sixteen
years."
it
is
not
obscene, it is not filthy, but it is
the suffrage clubs.
Dr. F. X. Mahoney, Health Commisput on in such a spectacular way that it
sioner of Boston at the time, had written
Senator Quinn, of Swampscott, opposed
the bill. He declared that an agent of the Mr. Green as follows : "After seeing the appeals to the imagination, and before
Department of Public Safety, to which the film 'Damaged Goods,' as shown in the they know it the boy Or girl has been
censorship would be given, was lobbying Department of the State Police, I will say caught up in the principles for which the
particular movie stands and their moral
against the bill in the Senate. "What kind that I saw nothing which, in my opinion,
sense blunted or a bit degraded. They do
of censorship could we expect from an or- should not allow the film to be displayed
not know it, but they have gone one step
ganization of that kind?" he asked.
the public." Goods,'" Judge Brackett said, down in their moral character. That boy
Any senator who would stand up and to "'Damaged
or girl cannot be protected today because
vote against the bill is "crazy," declared "is one of the films that the proponents
Senator John Jackson Walsh, of Boston. of the bill have cited in arguing that a they do not know what they are going to
He said that there are men in the picture
law is necessary."
business who would exhibit in public nude censorship
Let Mothers Guard Morals of Young.
first,tosaid:
women for a price. He argued there should hasBishop
been Lawrence,
a matter speaking
of surprise
me "It
to
be no protection in the law for the moral find the sentiment that I have found in
Representatives of the State Motion Picscavenger.
clubs
women's Bishop
various followed
favor of some sort of examination of moture Committee,
and the
State Grange
tion pictures for the protection not only Lawrence in favor of the bill.
"To listen to some of the arguments here
one would think that a representative form of the younger people but of adults as
The first speaker for the opponents was
of government had gone by," said Senator well. There is no such appeal from thouRepresentat
see." ive Frank B. Phinney, of Bos-
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ton, who declared that the bill is a danger
to democracy. "It is un-American and undemocratic," he said. "Onlj- two countries
— -Russia and Germany — have tried censorship. We do not want to follow in the
'footsteps
of eitherGeorge
of them."
Representative
W. Webster, one
of the members of the lower house who
voted against the measure, said that the
placing of a censorship in the hands of a
small group would give them an autocratic
and political power. He did not believe
that a majority of the women of the state
favored the bill and he himself was willing
that the women should guard the morals
of the children rather than have the power
vested in such a board.
Judge Brackett Sums Up.
"You can"t satisfy every one so long as
two people
individual
minds,"
clared Judge have
BracVett
in summing
up defor
the opponents. "If you pass this bill you
are going to throttle an industry."
Judge Brackett then told of the differences of opinion over Mary Pickford's
"Poor Little Rich Girl." "The exhibitor
must be protected by some sane law," he
continued.
has theand
rightshow.
to know
what he can"Hepurchase
The
courts can determine what is vicious, what
is moral, etc. Do not let a board of censorship usurp the power and the rights of
the courts. The reformers blame all childish folly on to the moving pictures. Why,
when I was ten years old I read a dime
novel and then started off for the West.
"I guess we all have played Indian. Yet
a woman came here from Maiden, claiming she was a social settlement worker,
and said she saw a child with a mask and
that the child got the idea from a motion
picture. You
crimes children
to the
pictures.
The can't
place trace
to regulate
is in the
homes.
get wrong
ideas
in the
dance Don't
halls children
on the streets
and
elsewhere? I don't think it is fair to attribute every wrong a child does to the
motion pictures."
Senators Nod Approval.
Senators who had been listening gravely
to Judge Brackett nodded their heads in
approval
as hethecontinued
: "Are you
going
to
entertain
great masses
of people
with travelogues? Do they want nambypambytry films?
Of you
course
don't.withIf
you
to do that
will they
interfere
attendance. There will be no more interest in the movies. People will become
bored and stop going.
"The Pennsylvania censorship law
which is held up here Jls an example cannot be compared to the law presented in
this state. But even in Pennsylvania they
even censor the topics of the day and the
pictures of current events, but the people
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see the same words and pictures in the
newspapers."
"The people want something and they
get
it; that's
the with
idea, aisn't
Senator
Harding,
smile.it?" broke in
"Why, certainly," said Judge Brackett.
"That's the whole story," replied the
Senator. "This bill would deprive people
of what Holds
they vi^ant."
Bill Unconstitutional.
Judge Brackett told of the situation in
Ohio> "There are two phases to this
question," he continued. "You can't settle
it by law because its ethical. What is being done in Massachusetts? Paid women
lobbyists have been at the heels of every
legislator since the session started. If
these people have so much reform in their
breasts,
dcpn't to
theystoptrytheby films
the they
laws
we
have why
at present
complaincause about?
I'll
tell
you
why:
beeven their attorneys know they
haven't a case to obtain a conviction.
That's
It seems
pitiful
thing
to say the
thattruth.
our laws
are anot
enforced.
Suppose some boys broke into the homes
of some
these Would
reformers.
Wouldn't
they
go
to theoflaw?
they stop
to argue?
Would
they say it is nobody's business?
No.
"Now, you've got to make some changes
in this bill if it's to become a law. There
is no redress in the courts for its violaBrackett
indicated that Heit
could nottion."beJudgeheld
to be constitutional.
told of the laws already on the statute
books — the license laws by which improper
films can be stopped. He declared there
was no necessity for the proposed censorship bill.
.^s Judge Brackett concluded the senaDeath

Ends

Career

of Hal

Reid, Active

Playwright, Player and Screen Writer
T his home in West New York, N. J., self to playwriting, after several seasons
as an actor, and from his pen fell several
/a Saturday night. May 22, James Hal
their
plays day.
that were conspicuous successes in
lock Reid, well known under his pro
fessional name, Hal Reid, died in his fiftyseventh year. He had been for a long time
Of these "Human Hearts" was a remarkable example. For years that plaj' toured
ill, but his condition did not become alarmthe country playing big towns and little
ing until a few days before his death.
His son, Wallace Reid, known to screen with unvarying success and when films began to absorb public attention and stage
fame as a Famous Player-Lasky star, two
other sons, a daughter and a widow survive dramas of the "thriller" type waned "Huthe deceased. Interment was held in the
man Hearts" was made into photoplay going on into even smaller places than it had
Old Stone Church Cemetery, Highlands, visited
as a stage offering.
X. J., morning of May 25.
Took Sensational Thaw Films.
Started as Stage Personality.
Hal Reid won his way on the legitimate
In February, most
1914, Mr.
Reid "broke Harry
into"
sensationally.
stage ished
in andthe
daysactors
when made
melodrama
flour- film-notoriety
verile
bold strokes
Thaw, the murderer who has gained what
in depicting heroic roles. He applied him- may well be termed "renown" by his ability
to dodge the executioner; had just escaped
from Mattewan, a New York State Hospital
for criminal insane. Thaw fled toward
Canada, but was apprehended in New
Hampshire.
found
way
to Thaw's
quibble legion
in courtofandlawyers
Hal Reid
was athere
with his camera when, in Concord, N. H., a
Federal Court Judge took under advisement the murderer's standing in law. The
Thaw
was "hot
and Reid'S
film wascaae
exploited
with news,"
an expediency
that
created a sensation in filmdom.

Referring
We're Being Trailed byto Those
PictureThree,"
Two. Says Stuart Holmes,
the mermaids In Pathe's serial,
time bywith
Warner Oland Is having a fine
Three."
•Trailed

"Come!
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torial committeemen nodded their heads
in approval.
Michael J. Lyden, ten years a motion picture exhibitor, with three theatres in
Greater Boston, told how the exhibitor is
always eager to cater to the public and
give it what it wants. He told of ridiculous cuts made by the Pennsylvania censors in "The Miracle Man."
A. ]. Casey,
Boston's city
wasWhile
registering
the disapproval
of censor,
Mayor
Peters of the bill he was asked by Senator
Harding if it wasn't true that "fellows at
fifty like to tell the youngster of twentyone what he ought to do and what he
Casey. not to do." "That's right," said Mr.
ought
The hearing was on the point of being
closed when the proponents again wanted
to give some more testimony. Miss Amy
Wood, secretary of the motion picture
committee, spoke briefly.
Then Miss Hilda A. Headstrome, of the
committee, began an attack on Mr. Leyden
for pointing to the war work of the industry. She said the proponents would be
glad to see the bill referred to a referendum of the people. When she spoke of
"paid lobbyists of the motion picture industry" Judge Brackett interrupted to
say: "You are always careless with facts;
we Next
have Judge
no paid lobbyists."
disputed
ment that the Brackett
dance hall
license herlawstatewas
put on the statutes without a precedent.
Further, he disagreed with her intimation
that he had misquoted the stenographic
report of a previous hearing. Judge Brackett declined to keep up correcting her
"misstatements" all night and the hearing
was closed.

Lately Produced "The Confession."
Later on Reid was connected with various film enterprises and concerns. His
last occupation was in writing and producing "Theculating
Confession,"
cirunder directiona feature
of the still
National
Film Corporation, of which Joe Brandt is
general manager. For a long time Reid
worked with Brandt in promoting and ex"The Confession" in territory
where it ploiting
played.
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Bunk

Breath

But
It Must
IN the years since I left the advertising
and press agency end of the show
business there has come about one
great change. The occupation is undoubtedly more respectable — and undoubtedly
less amusing and less imaginative.
In fact, it seems to me that many of the
boys are sitting in their nice offices behind
their big desks working so hard at figures
and routine they are really no longer press
agents at all. They have forgotten how
to burn incense to the natural god of all
showmen- — old Mr. Bunk.
Those of us who are on the level with
ourselves all know that Bunk is the soul
and germ of showmanship. In one generation he appears in the guise of Mr.
Phineas T. Barnum and in another generas "America's
greatestendproducer."
is not ationonly
the advertising
of the showIt
business to which a certain amount of bunk
is as the breath of life, but the whole show
business itself to the very core. There is,
for artists, the bunk of making the public
imagine you are an ingenue, or a villain, or
a wonderful hero; for the manager, the
bunk of persuading audiences they really
see what they expected to see (this is
where the press agent also comes in), and,
for the promoter, the bunk of being sure
of success. In the picture business there
also appears to be a new and fascinating
bunk, which grows in the district of high
finance.
Bunk Does Not Mean Cheating.
By bunk I do not refer to cheating. The
real art is to have the bunk and then be
able to back it up; the touch of boastful,
romantic something that was in the heart
of
D'Artagnan
should also
be in the
soul
of every
true showman.
A certain
amount
of faking (lying is such a harsh word) is
perfectly good form. Why, even the camera does it with all its fake exposures!
The fine art of story-telling for the advantage of the public which so dearly loves
to
be
"strungLetalong"
forgotten.
us notshould
forgetnotan beartentirely
which
newspapers did not hesitate to foster and
which so many good fellows helped to
create.
It seems to me the best "stunt" I ever
knew was that of the Hippodrome press
agent who took an elephant down to Coney
Island and then backed him into the water.
He sent for the newspaper men and, show'ing
them a the
elephant in
the water,
he was
Hippodrome
elephant
who said
had
come this far on his morning swim. Obviously, the elephant had swum over to
the Island, as otherwise his head would
be turned in the other direction.
It Was a Mighty Good Yarn, Anyway.
Now, it is not to be presumed that all
the newspaper men seriously believed that
story — said elephant having been taken to
Coney on the boat, of course — but it made
a mighty good yarn and the papers all
carried it. The simplicity of this has always appealed to me more than any of
my own endeavors in the days when I was
general press agent for the Shuberts; even
more than the famous Anna Held milk
baths or the time when they put tanbark
before what is now the Republic Theatre
so that the delicate Mrs. Pat Campbell
shouldn't
by
the
sound beof troubled
passing during
vehicles.rehearsals
The more
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Showmanship,

Adequately

Certain
Perfectly

Amount
Good

Bennett — Hit

of Faking
Form,

Them

Eye and Forget Ad
By WHITMAN

Says
in the

Borders

BENNETT

you know about Mrs. Campbell the more
this story will appeal to you.
Of course, you could no longer pressagent Trilby by having a hypnotized girl
wander around the country (this was actually done), and perhaps that real genius,
the late Willie Hamnierstein, would no
longer, if alive, be able to manufacture his
sensations first and put them on in vaudeville the week following. White paper is
scarce and the war, however much it helped
faking by cable, reduced local news to very
restricted limits. But the world is swingingvincebackme that
to normal,
andhasyoulostcan't
conthe public
its taste
for a good yarn and that editors will not
print ingenious inventions — especially if
- ■ii(iitiiiiiiiri<iiiiiiiiiiiiiMritiitiiiiiiiiijMriiiiiuiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiltiiiiiiiiiiiitii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiM-^
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At a recent weekly luncheon of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
Whitman Bennett talked of the press
agent and his problems.
As Mr. Bennett, before he became a
director of production and later an independent producer, had enjoyed a wide
experience as a publicizing showman, he
brought to his subject a knowledge and
a pcrspectic'e out of the ordinary. The
Moving Picture W orld felt the story
sent out by the association was too
skeletonized to do Mr. IVhitmam justice.
Accordingly it requested the producer to
outline it in writing for the benefit of
our subscribers. He complied, and here
it is, minus ez'en a trace of blue pencil.
IVe are sure all showmen will agree with
us it is well zvorth reading. ,

\
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\
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they like the inventors and are confident
there will be no bad comebacks afterward.
A truly ingeniously advertised film is so
rare
that that
it is whereas
a nine days'
may
be true
the wonder.
managers It have
millions for "magazines of national circulation" they have nothing in expense allowances; and it may be true that the head
press agent, instead of having his time to
think out good stunts, is wrapped up in
financial budgets concerning advertising
appropriations. If this is indeed the case,
then it is up to the press agents to fight
with their bosses until they see the light.
Get Flash and Forget Ad's Border.
Just let the advertising motion picture
manager — no matter how financial his upbringing— get one taste of the blood of
really good individualized feature advertising and he will need no further argument
to be completely converted. The matter
can even be argued in the language of the
budget expert — it is a case of less for general trade-mark advertising and more for
specific merchandising.
The first big press agent who will say
to himself each night as he creeps into his
trundle-bed, "How can I get a flash that
will hit them in the eye?" and forget all

Backed
Up
about the border of his next advertisement
for the XYZ Monthly Ladies' Boudoir, will
just be bound to niaKe a big hit.
Picture Theatres the Biggest Advertisers.
For the picture business — at the same
time that the technique of picture-making
is growing further and further from stage
producing— is growing to be more and
more of a show business. In most towns
the picture theatres today are not less important than the legitimate theatres, but
more important and bigger advertisers in
the newspapers. The old cry of the picture
press agent, that he has no theatre to work
from, is out of date.
It is true that much of the work must
be locally by the picture exhibitors, but,
then, that is only the problem of handing
him the right ammunition. I met an awfully big bunch of exhibitors in Chicago
recently, and, believe me, they are showmen to a greater extent than the New York
financiers who own the big companies.
Perhaps they used to be dubs — but no
more. Give them the right examples in
the trade papers and in the hints you
mail to them and in the character of the
lithography
and hum!
see how they'll turn to
and make things
Business Methods Menace to Ingenuity.
I don't want the press agents of today
to imagine that I am taking exception to
their work. I suppose if I were still in
the game I would be the worst offender
of the bunch. But, being out of that department of the work, I have a better
perspective; and it seems to me that the
creeping paralysis of too much business
methods, which is becoming such a menace
to the producing work, is also having its
effect on the advertising work. A bunch
of us are ready to fight Mr. Big Business
in producing. A bunch of press agents
should
same
argument.
It's
sure to take
be a onlot the
of fun
— and
without fun
the jolly face of Mr. Bunk fades out in a
soft-focus longshot.
I love the picture business and the show
business, and if they abolished pictures
and shows and the only thing left to do
was to run an old-time medicine show
I had rather do that than be a broker in
Wall Street.
Wilstach Showman of First Water.
Some of you will remember the late
Claxton Wilstach, than whom there was
no finer gentleman in the show business.
For many years Claxton was the manager
of
companies,
he Sothern
used to and
standMarlowe's
in the lobby
wearinganda
full managerial evening suit plus a high hat.
Also, he wore, I think, real gloves on opening nights. One evening, some years ago, I
was at, Coney Island and went into a diving Venus show. And there was Claxton
Wilstach, not as a spectator, but as the
presiding officer of the place. At the moment Ientered
was giving
the "lecture"
■— about
the sixhe most
beautiful
girls of
Coney Island, etc., and I think he had in a
neat allusion to Venus arising from the sea.
He was delivering this lecture in a good,
resounding voice, and obviously enjoyed
it. I took a seat in the front row. Mr.
Wilstach
gave me a funny look, but went
right on spieling.
Later I learned that the regular lecturer
was ill and Wilstach had decided to do
the job himself, because he happened to
have an interest in the show.
Instead of being ashamed, he was hav-
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ing the time of his life. THAT, gentlemen,
was a showman. I don't doubt but what
he would have been just as willing to
"bark" on the sidewalk. And, believe me,
it must have been a great relief from
Shakespeare.
wonderfulhold
gamefastto tokeep
our feet
onIt'sthea ground,
a sense
of
humor and have no respect for any kind
of business but honest, industrious, imaginative show business. The moment we try
to
play At
the our
financier's
gameif we
are the
losers.
own game,
we stick
to
it, nobody can touch us.
I've often wished that I could be the
press agent of the Winter Garden again
just for a week — but I suppose I should
botch the job if it came my way. It does
not betoken any lack of appreciation for
really artistic things — pictures or plays.
As
a matter ofhighbrow.
fact, I fear But,
I'm something
of
a production
highbrow or
lowbrow,
MR.
BUNK,let's
for never
the dearcompletely
public lovesforget
him
and Heaven knows we need him in our
business.
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Beware of Photoplay Slide Salesmen
' ARL M. FORSYTHE, of the Star Thea- believed the statement had not three of
tre, Canonsburg, Pa., writes the Mov- those who went into the scheme came to
E
ing Picture World that a salesman rep- me personally and made their complaint.
resenting himself as from the office of this
"I feel that it is due you to know that
paper has sold a number of Canonsburg your man is making such misleading statements and not only injuring your company
merchants a set of photoplay star cards
carrying a line of advertising for his house and himself but is working a game that is
in return for the Star Theatre showing for strictly against my principles as an exhibitor and am sure would not be countenthirty days a slide bearing the names of
the business men.
anced for a moment by any exhibitor. BetManager Forsythe Misinformed.
ter get after him at once."
Fraud and Misrepresentation.
"Within
the past
of theseto
same
merchants
haveweek
takenthree
the writer
Mr.
Forsythe
is assured that if any person
task for an alleged misrepresentation of rei)resented himself
as a seller of slides and
the scheme on the part of your representa- liaving any connection with this paper that
writes Mr. Forsythe.
is a fraud. In our issue of March
their tive,"
statements
that your "Itmanseems
toldfrom
the person
on page 2092, we exposed the work of
merchants that they were to have a sep- 27,
solicitors who had been operating in
arate slide thrown on our screen for a two
Cleveland. These persons presented cards
period of thirty days. I would hardly have bearing close typographical resemblance to
those carried by representatives of Moving
Picture World, except it was "Motion" inChristie Completes First Two Comedies
stead of Moving. The address of the "Motion" Picture
World Chicago.
was given as Suite 511
Hartford
Building,
To Be Released by Educational Company
Where in the first instance there was indicated an intention to play upon the busis were re- other well-known players and the Christie
ulation
ofduringcongrat
SCORES ceived
ness prestige of the Moving Picture World,
the past week by E. W. Follies Girls. "A Seaside Siren" is the secthe
occurrence
reported by Mr. Forsythe
ond production, this featuring Fay Tincher
Hammons, vice-president and general
manager of Educational Films Corporation, with an equally notable supporting cast cannot be characterized merely as misrepresentation. We have no direct evidence
on acquiring the distribution of Christie and introducing the Christie Bathing Girls
Comedies. Many of these inquired the in costumes suitable for the warm season. the offenders in the first instance are the
dates of the first release.
The settings of both of these pictures are same parties as are those complained of
Under the contract signed with Charles promised as unusually elaborate and a large by Mr. Forsythe, but there is strong circumstantial evidence that they are, not the
H. Christie, representing his company. Edu- footage was taken to insure the very pick
least of which is a blank presented to poscational isto distribute all of the two-reel of the product.
sible customers in Cleveland two lines of
Production at the Christie studios is so
Christie Comedies, but will handle none of
those already released. Work on the new far, advanced that there will be no trouble which read: "This is to certify that we
agree to run the above slide for a term
product was started at the time that the in providing one of these two-reel comedies
Educational and Christie companies came every two weeks. Vernon and Miss Tin- of 30 days" and signed at the bottom "Moto an agreement, with the result that two ches will be featured in a number of them,
Picture World."
ThetionMoving
Picture World has but one
of the comedies have been completed. The while still others will be presented by allwhole effort of the studios have been cen- star casts. Colleen Moore is yet to appear authorized traveling representative, Nat
Bregstein,
and
he is not concerned in
tered on these productions, made under the in two more of the Christie Comedies, havpersonal direction of Al E. Christie and
ing been devoting a portion of her time slides or any other business that is not
with the entire talent of the Christie forces. recently to feature roles in Marshall Neilan trade
directlypaper.
connected with the publishing of a
"Kiss Me, Caroline" will be the first of productions.
these. Bobby Vernon is the featured player
If any exhibitors are approached by or
"Kiss Me, Caroline," which is scheduled
while the cast includes Xeal Burns, Vera for release the week of July 4, will be the have knowledge of the operations of any
Stedman, Teddy Sampson, a number of initial offering through Educational.
persons in a way similar to that described
by Mr. Forsythe they will confer a favor on
this paper by notifying it immediately by

Still(etto) Picture of Bert Lytell as "The Barber Who Blighted Me Locks."
Alice Lake's gona faint, but she whispers: "Gotta hand it to 'em — beating
highcosta haircuts."
DanaMetro
is the
lass at the Viola
left. All
stars.unsophisticated

Cleveland Newspaper Contest
Keeps Fans Watching Screens
THEits Cleveland
Press hasdepartment
inaugurated anin
motion picture
idea that seems to be interesting Xo
its readers. The paper asked that the
photoplays be watched for errors of stars
and directors and report them. The first
batch printed were the following:
Eugene O'Brien picks up a canvass he has
been painting, puts it under his arm. and
walks
off with it in "The Broken Melody."
so
It's quickly.
a wonderful climate where paint di-ies
Bill Farnum recovers a box of rifles from
a wreck and floats it ashore in "Wings of
the Morning."
heavier
than that. I thought rifles were
Norma Talmadge pours tea for guests in
"She
and Lies" but she doesn't offer
them Loves
any sugar
or cream, and none of
her
guests
seemed
m the audience did.to notice it. But many
A fellow buys shoes, a suit and a straw
hat for $5 in "Checkers." I wonder where?
Wanda Hawley rides in Wallace Reid's
car in "Double Speed." She wears a little
hat when she climbs in the car. and an
automobile bonnet when she climbs o-U.
The idea is not new but is effective.
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Onerous

Reel

Heavily
Increases
Annual
the
annual
license
fees
for moving picture
Canada
of
ors
exhibit
pictured
NG receive
MOVIhave
with jubilation the theatres and exchanges and for the censoring of moving pictures for presentation
news from Ottawa, the Canadian
capital, that the reel tax has been abol- in Ontario. Traveling film shows, operators' license fees and other features of
angovern
federal
ished by the nouncement
ed ment.
was contain
annual
in theThe
the moving picture business are also affected, and it is interesting to note that
budget speech before the House of Com- the provincial
increases were announced
mons by Sir Henry Drayton, Federal Minister of Finance, when he presented the practically simultaneously with the news
national estimates and tariff amendments
that the federal government had abolished
the reel tax.
on Tuesday, May 18. Sir Henry announced
The new scale for theatre license is as
that the repeal of the reel tax would take
follows : On theatres in municipalities of
effect on the following day.
10,000 or more the new tax is 35 cents a
The exhibitors were apparently extremeseat a year, as compared with the former
ly fortunate in securing this concession
from the government, because a heavy ex- rate of 25 cents a seat. In municipalities
of
5,000 to 10,000 theatres will pay 25 cents
cise tax has been imposed on many artia seat instead of 20 cents. Municipalities
cles of merchandise, and all manufacturers,
jobbers and importers of manufactured ar- between 3,000 and 5,000 will pay 20 cents
ticles have been called upon to pay a 1 per a seat in place of the flat rate of $75 for the
cent, sales tax, which is not to be passed whole theatre; municipalities of 1,500 to
to retailers.
3,000, 15 cents a seat instead of the old flat
rate of $50. In municipalities of less than
Only One Other Tax Reduction.
1,500 the charge has been fixed at 10 cents
lieu of a fee that had been fixed by the
Practically the only other tax reduction in
Provincial Treasurer for individual cases.
arranged by the Minister of Finance consisted of the abolishment of a special war
Exchanges Hard Hit.
duty oflected7y'2
per
cent,
which
had
been
colon numerous commodities which are
The tariofilm
exchanges
doingexchange
business license
in Onare hard
hit in that
imported. Various so-called luxuries have fees and
censorship
charges
are
doubled.
been hard hit by taxes of from 10 to 20 The exchanges will now pay $400 a year
per cent, which are to be paid by consuminstead of $200, and they will pay $4 a reel
ers at time of purchase.
The abolishment of the reel tax of 15 for the censorship of pictures instead of
Licenses for traveling moving picture
cents a reel a day was due entirely to the $2.
shows are increased from $200 to $300.
request which was laid before Sir Henry
Vaudeville
acts will pay a fee of $1 whether
Drayton last fall by a deputation of movthey play
one night or fifty-two weeks
ing picture theatre men representing the within
Ontario.
exhibitor associations in Ontario, Manitoba
Moving
picture
operators will now pay
and Quebec. These officials gave facts and a fee of $15 for their
examinations, which
figures to show how the theatre business
an increase of $7, and $5 for the annual
in Canada is being taxed from all angles, is
and it was also shown that the reel tax renewal of the license in place of $3.
It is also announced that patriotic or
had proved to be an excessive burden for
charity entertainments of all kinds will
the small theatre owner.
now be required to pay regular fees. This
Amendment Clauses Confuse.
will cover moving picture shows in
churches and elsewhere, it is understood.
After a long conference. Sir Henry pracThe changes are due to come into effect
tically assured the delegation that the
tax would be repealed. That deputation
included J. C. Brady and Thomas Scott, of
Toronto, representing the Moving Picture
Exhibibitors' Protective Association of Ontario; George Graham, Winnipeg, president
of the Manitoba Exhibitors' Association;
W. M. Gladish, of Ottawa, and several
others.
Much confusion has arisen among the
business men of the Dominion regarding
of many of the amendthe interpretation
ment clauses presented by Sir Henry and
the exact extent of some of the tax features
has not been defined. It is understood,
however,
of moving
ture filmsthat
fromtheallimporters
other countries
willpicbe
called upon to pay the 1 per cent, sales
tax on these importations.
May Tax Distributers.
Intimation was made by the Minister of
Finance several months ago that the federar government would collect something
from the importers and distributers of
films to replace the reel tax that would be
abolished. The good news regarding the
abolishment of the reel tax was released
in time for the convention of Ontario exhibitors, which was scheduled to be held
in Toronto late in May.
License Fees Increased
Peter Smith, Provincial Treasurer of
Ontario, has announcd heavy increases in
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Tax;

License
Fees
when theatre licenses become renewable
for the year in June, the new scale being
made effective by order in council and not
by amendment of the theatres and cineture.
matographs' act by the provincial LegislaNo Increased Admission Prices.
Early comment by the exhibitors of Toronto indicated that the new -ov'incial
fees would not bring a raise in admission
prices at the theatres. Clarence Robson,
manager of the Regent and Strand theatres, announced that the fee increases
would likely not cause any material difference in prices of admission. It was also
pointed out that the heavy increase for
the exchanges would not affect the theatres to any great extent and no raising of
admission prices would result from this
cause.
Roden Resigns from Universal
Robert F. Roden, assistant to John C.
Brownell, Universal's scenario chief, has resigned to'devote his time to the writing of
original stories, continuities and reconstruction work. His resignation was reluctantly accepted.
Roden has been in the moving picture
field for several years. He has been with
Universal for the last ten months. Previously he was a newspaper special writer
and a bibliographer.
Rosalie Ashton Writing for Spitz
Rosalie Ashton, continuity writer and
playwright, is now engaged on a series of
special stories for Eugene Spitz, independent producer, with studios at 361 West
125th street and 219 East 124th street. AcSpitz'sa announcement,
Miss
Ashton cordingisto Mr.
writing
special production
which he will produce within the near
future and also preparing material for a
series of short productions.

"Ha! Ha! He Wanted to Charge Cast-Iron Rates on the Flapjacks!
George Beban gives the Minne-Ha.-Ha to this Prune Profiteer
In Sol Lesser's "One Man In a Million."
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Advertising Slides.
Rambles 'Round Filmtown
will never set "The World

"Concessions" are valuable
considerations at county fairs,
grange meetings and conventions. They are frequently a
source of large revenue for the
promoters of the main event.
The "theatre selling" privilege at the Cleveland Convention would be worth a lot-a
money.
Didya Notice the Stills?
The have
girls "Up
in Mary's
Attic"
will
sciattic
rheumatism
(if not furnished rheumatism)
should they stay undressed
through the cold, damp days of
a late spring.
o— 0
"I Wonder If — " the new Ince
photoplay will have its title
changed before circulation date
arrives?
o— o
"Another foremost American
exhibitor"
is the
waydecides
one ofa
the
film trade
papers
dead heat in the great race for
destinction.
o— o
Could
Bara
'Nother
This.
A shoe shop has Like
announced
that long narrow vamps will be
the raging style this season.
Evidently there is still a
chance for Flora Finch.
— W. W. P.
O— O
Everybody Gets an Advert
Save the New Coal Company,
The New York Times took notice that the building being
razed to make way for Robertson-Cole's process
new structure
weary of the
and grew
fell,
going on to say:
"Thepiedbuilding
formerly
occuby the Thomas Cochran
Cafe was being torn down by
the Wharton-Green Contracting
Company to • make room for a
sixteen-story building to be occupied by a coal company.'*
O— O
Quick Now, Mister Doob:
A cigar-coupon matinee for
"The Valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes."
o— o
After he had patched the film
and was proceeding with the
,first reel of a recent Eugene
O'Brien attraction, the operator
whistled down from the projection booth and said to the house
manager:
" 'A Fool and His Money' soon
parted, eh, wot'?"

Aflame."
If you go to bed early you'll
"BeYoua Little
Sport." in safety on
can speed
"The
Get Road
the Called
correct Straight."
time from
"Gynthia-of-the-Minute."
If you don't spend a cent it's
"Easy to Make Money."
Home runs follow "When a
Woman
Strikes."
Eve, with
an apple, was the
first "Brute Breaker."
— o photoplay is
Carpentier's ofirst
titled "The Wonder Man."
That's
what andtheyDempsey.
used to call
both
Willard
Now we wonder!
o— o
The Dogs of Schader!
An event
in dogdom's
highest
social
set occurred
at Freddie
Schader's Fiftieth Street "duplex" quite recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Policedog announced the arrival of nine additions to the force — 4 matrons
and 5 patrolmen.
Police Gommissioner Schader
still operates on Variety, with
his dogs as main source of
news-supply.
o Corpse.
PagiuK ao —Live
Whitman Bennett told the
Ampas that, in his opinion, "good
old
'Mr. pufflicity.
Bunk' should be revived"
in film
Mr. Bennett should read some
of the film-trade papers.
— o
The Whole oDamned
Family.
"Sins of the Father" (Authors).
"Sins of the Mother" (Vitagraph).
"Sins of the Parents" (Ivan).
"Sins of the Children" (Pioneer).
O— O
There is a World of difference between the magazine you
now hold in your hand and the
other film-tradepapers.
o— o
With jointed rod at "present
'fish" William Worthington was
waiting for his car.
"Casting today?" anxiously
queried an actor.
"No," said the director. "I'm
■going to angle o —with
O worms."
Preposterous proposition: Picking pickanninies for a Pickford
picture!
o— o
Endearing Film Charmers.
At the risk of coolness in the
home sector we make bold to rethusly:fer to some screen queens
Ida darling. Louise lovely.
Blanche sweet. Arline pretty.
Bessie love.
Leatrice, joy!
o— o
To satisfy curiosity we auk it:
If he were an aviator where
would Warner o —Oland?
o
«R. Ellis Wales a Film Director" is an assertion and not a
headline.
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"Who's Your Brother?"
Who wants to know?
o— o
"Vanconna Yillics" is the feature Thomas H. Ince is now preparing.
Yumping
yimmini and
what-a
title!
Yakima,
Ypsilanti
should
bookYakutat
it.
o— o
"Oil"? Well: Well! Well'
Take it from Irving C. Schwab,
who transmits it through this
method of space-killing. Guy
Empey declares: "The thrill's
theWherefore
thing."
"Over the Top"
caused "Hell on Earth' when
"The
Undercurrent"
produced
f'Oil."
O— O
Sedate Broadway is beoonilng
■around.
used to seeing Mark Larkin'
iniiniiiiiiiinmiimilniiiiiiinniKi
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Mitchell
Palmer's
Favorites.
"Red Foam"
(Selznick).
"Red Ace" (Universal).
"Red Potage" (Park).
"Red Gircle" (Pathe).
"Red Hot $'s" (F. P.-L.).
"Red Grossed" (Christie),
o— o
Genius Solves a Problem.
Walthill — You didn't fool
evei-ybody by printing th^t closing paragraph upside down. I
suppose
thought
wouldto
turn it.theyoubook
upsidefolksdown
read
I didn't for one.
I fooled
— I left
the on
magazine right you
where
it was
the
desk and turned the desk upside down. ' O — —O Ben Grimm.
tiderc dna drawkcab sibt daeR
.drawroF bsiwej eht ot

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
Harlan Tucker is playing the
Work on Louise Huff's Initial
leadingBennett
male role
the Ince,
new
Selznick
"Dangerous
Enid
picturein for
Paradise,"picture,
is progressing
under
direction of William P. S. Earle.
"I Wonder If — "
MyronNobleman,"
Selznick hasan purchased
Ralph Bushman, son of Francis
"The
original
X. Bushman, is playing a promistory,
written
by H. H. Van Loan.
Builders,"
"Empire
in
nent
part
Eugene
O'Brien will be starred
aduction.
Mary Roberts Rinehart proin
the picture.
Lucy Cotton plays the leading
Philip Rosen will direct Edith
feminine role opposite William
Roberts in her new Universal
Faversham in "The Sin That Was
Picture, "Out of a Clear Sky."
Director Henry King will very
Edythein two
Sterling
haspictures.
been
Bot"The Brass
soon tle,begin
starred
Republic
" a Jesse on
D. Hampton
producThe first was "The One Way
Trail" and the more recent retion.
lease, "The Girl Who Dared."
Larry Semon's newest comedy
for Vitagraph is entitled "The
"The Daughter Pays" has been
purchased by Myron Selznick as
His."
a starring
vehicle for Elaine
Stage
HazelHand."
Daly -will play opposite
Hammerstein.
Tom Moore in his new picture
In the third episode of a curfor Goldwyn, "Stop Thief."
serial, "The crashes
Whirlwind,"
Allan Forrest and Ernie Shields
CharlesrentHutchison
to the
ground
in
a
burning
tower, flies
"The
in
Williams
Purple
^ forty feet across a dizzy
Earle
support Hieroglyph."
canyon
on his motorcycle, walks down
Kathleen Kirkham plays the the side of a skyscraper, and
the
In
Stone
plunges eighteen feet from the
Lewis
lead opposite
edge of a window to the limb
Thomas H. Ince production,
"Beau Revel."
of Supporting
a tree.
Louise Huflt In %er
"Fighting Job," a new story by initial Selznick
picture, "The
H. H. Van Loan, has been acDangerous Paradise," are Ida
by Uni- Darling,
Carey
Harry
quired
for
Templar
Saxe,
Jack Rayversal.
mond and Harry Benham.
William D. Taylor will soon
Irving Cummings plays the
part of a suave villain in the
start production on the ParaFurnace,"
Anita Stewart picture, "Harriet
"TheMilton
mount picture,
with Agnes
Ayres,
Sills,
Theodore Roberts, Jerome Patand the Piper."
rick. Lucien Littlefleld and Helen
William DeMille's
next ParaDunbar among the principals.
mount-Artcraft
production
will
be
from
a
play
by
Cosmo
Hamilton.
Florence Vidor, star of the
King Vidor productions, has been
Eileen Sedgwick is to be
loaned to Thomas H. Ince for starred
by Universal In a aerial
"Beau Revel," a Louis Joseph
Vance story now in process of adapted from the novel, "Wits
filming.
and the Woman."
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Practically

in Balkan
States,
Says
E are practically no American
THER
By iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiil1iiiiiiiiiiiMriiiritliiiiii1tiiiiitriiiilllll1lllilllllllllIltllIIIIIIIII1ll
C. S. SEW ELL
films being exhibited in the Balkan llliriiiiiiitijiiiiiriiiDiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiii
States or Turkey, the only ones I saw picture standpoint is Roumania, with about
on an extended and thorough trip through 150 theatres, about 50 of which are located
this section of the world being a Sessue in Bucharest. Greece has about 35 and
Hayakawa picture in Constantinople, a Turkey the same, the majority being in
Constantinople. There are about a dozen
Fox feature in Bucharest, and 'Intolerance' in
Bulgaria, six being in Sofia, and the same
"
y
in
Athens,
says
Anthon
J.
Xydias,
who
d
a
has returne to Americ after a visit to condition exists in Serbia. Lack of coal
es
lly
these countri made especia
to study has proved to be a great handicap for the
film conditions.
exhibitors.
Most of the houses are of the store-front
"Afternence, asvisiting
all
the
theatres
of
promiwell as many of the smaller ones, type, but in the larger cities there are
I found that American films are almost un- large houses, usually converted opera
known. This was also practically true of houses, which, though first class in many
Italy at the time of my visit, during Sep- respects, would utterly fail to pass the fire
tember and October, as not a single theatre standards of American cities. All classes
in Milan, Rome, Venice or Naples was of patronage are attracted, and there are
showing an American picture, and my in- three classes of admissions — first, second
formation isto the effect that less than iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiliiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHil
two per cent, of the pictures shown in Italy
are of American make.
"In Greece, about twenty-five per cent, of
the films are French and seventy-five per
cent. Italian, and practically all of the pictures shown in Constantinople as well as
in Roumania and the remainder of the Balkans, as well as in Turkey in Asia, are of
Italian make. American stars are very little
known to the picture fans, a majority of
whom have never even heard of Charlie
Chaplin." Low Prices for Films.
Mr. Xydias' investigation leads him to
the conclusion that this is due to the very
low prices, based on American standards,
that are paid for pictures. Three or four
hundred dollars is all that can be obtained
for the rights to the average five-reel feature for one or two of these countries,
which is less than many first run houses
in the United States pay for a few days'
showing. And at the present time this condition ismade worse by the prevailing exchange rates.
Distribution methods, Mr. Xydias believes, are largely responsible for this situation, as film exchanges are practically unknown. Itis true that Gaumont and Pathe
have exchanges in Athens but a great maAnthony J. Xydias
jority of the distribution is handled on an
just returned
entirely different basis. A prominent the- Who. hehasstudied
conditionsfrom
in theEurope,
Balkanwhere
atre will buy a print outright, and after
States and Turkey.
showing will sublease it to the smaller ■iiiii'ii itiiiiiiiiiiriiMiririiiiiiiiitiitiliiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiit iiit>iiriiiiiitiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiiiitiiiitriiiiiiiiiiiiiliiin
houses, obtaining altogether probably from
and third. The cheapest seats, third class,
thirty
each. to sixty days' booking at $10 to $15 are nearest the screen, and are not upholstered; the second class seats are of
Week showings prevail even in the
smaller houses, as the large theatres run cane, while the first class seats are heavily
upholstered. The men in the audiences
■pictures for a week, and the little fellow keep
their hats on and smoke continually
has to hold on to the picture he has until
the big exhibitor has finished his run.
during the performances. T^he average
prices
range from 25 cents to $1 for
Rentals Based on Footage.
mission.
"Society stories appear to be the best
Employes Are Tip Hounds.
liked,
although there is a substantial deThe continental system of tipping premand for the kind of films that would probvails in all of these countries, and when
ably not pass the censors in America," says you enter
a theatre you must expect to
Mr. Xydias. "Features must not run over
five reels or comedies over one reel. As tip at least twenty-five per cent, of your
admission
price,
if not more. You tip to
the rental price is based on so much a
foot, the exhibitor does not want any ex- be shown to your seat, you tip for a program, and for various other things, and if
tra footage. He will not use a two-reel
comedy, but wants it confined to one reel
you
don't
are liable
to have
the
usher turntip,a you
flashlight
on you
so that
Neither
appeal todoes
him. a six or seven reel feature everyone can see you are a "cheap skate,"
says Mr. Xydias.
Nothwithstanding the prevailing method
From our standpoint the projection is
of distribution, Mr. Xydias believe
s that an bad,
but this is due largely to the absence
exchange supplying the Balkan states
with
of
importation of machines during the war.
American films could be made to pay He
All
of
the machines are of French or Gerconsiders Constantinople would be the best
location, as all of the principal cities of days. man manufacture and have seen better
this
routes.are readily accessible by rail or
watersection
Managers Read the World.
The best of the Balkan states from a
One thing that particularly impressed Mr.
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Unknown
A.
J. Xydias
Xydias was the fact that in practically
every one of the leading theatres in the
Italian cities as well as Constantinople,
Athens, Bucharest, Sofia, Belgrade and
other points, he found copies of the Movoffices.
ing Picture World in the theatre managers'
Mr. Xydias' wife accompanied him, and,
as noted in our issue of July 26, before he
sailed, he made this trip to visit his parents, now residing in Constantinople, and
also to make a study at first hand of film
conditions with a view of exporting picBalkan states. Although the
outlooktures to the
is not particularly encouraging^,
he has decided to try out this market, and
has established the Balkan-American Film
Exporting Company, with offices in Room
518 Candler Building, 220 West Forty-second street.and
New accessories.
York, and will handle films,
machines
Economic conditions, transportation,
hotels, etc., were in bad shape, but he found
many things of interest and is glad that
he made the trip. He reports that he did
not have the slightest trouble in visiting
any of the countries he desired, thanks to
his United States passport, which acted as
an open sesame, although it was sometimes
annoying to be awakened two or three
times in one night to have his passport
revised by some official.

Grainger Making Fast Trip
to Los Angeles and Return
WHAT
will
prove
a for
record
in thebetween
way probably
of "flying
trips"and
film
men
California
New
York in the itinerary of J. R. Grainger,
Eastern representative of Marshall Neilan
Productions, who left Grand Central Station
on the evening of Wednesday, May 19, to
spend a few hours in Los Angeles and take
the next train back to New York.
Mr. Grainger goes to the West Coast to
consult with Mr. Neilan and obtain his
signature to a contract which involves the
picturization of a famous story of international prominence. This is made necessary by the stipulations in an option on
this story held by the Neilan organization
and which expires May 29. Mr. Grainger
will spend seventeen hours in Los AnAlthough the title of the story is not
made public, it was stated at the New York
geles.
offices of the Neilan organization that the
subject is a popular novel of international
popularity which has had several elaborate stage presentations here and abroad
during the past twenty years. Mr. Neilan
plans to produce the story in the very
near future, taking scenes in several Eastern localities in the United States and then
staging the major part of the plot abroad
when he arrives there next August. Marion
Fairfax will prepare the script.
The story will be the first big film of this
kind ever attempted by Marshall Neilan,
and as soon as the details are finally settled full particulars are promised.
Archainbaud Back from Miami
George Archainbaud, who recently signed
a long-term contract to direct exclusively
for Selznick Pictures Corporation, has returned from a month's visit to Miami and
the Bahamas, where he directed the filming
of
exteriorZena
scenes
for and
"Marooned
featuring
Keefe
Conway Hearts,"
Tearle,
according to an announcement this week.
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Lillian

Gish

Leaves

David

to Star for Frohman
entire
IILLIAN GISH, who during her the
discreen career appeared under
rection of David W. Griffith, has severed her connections with the Griffith organization and signed a contract with the
Frohman Amusement Corporation to star
in productions to be made by that company
for a period of three years. This announcea tradition which was commerit has upset
monly accepted to be irrevocable, namely,
that Miss Gish would during the balance of
her screen career appear solely under the
Griffith management.
The severance of her business relationship with the Griffith organization was deafter numerous conferupon only
encestermined
between
Albert Gray, representing
both Mr. Griffith and Miss Gish, and William L. Sherill, president of the Frohman
Amusement Corporation. In face of the
liberal offer made by Mr. Sherrill and the
advantageous terms of the contract, Mr.
Griffith did not feel that he was justified
standing He
in the
way ability
of acquiring
ain fortune.
felt star's
that her
as one
of the greatest living dramatic ingenues
should be capitalized to her benefit and
this could best be done by haying her star
alone in extraordinary attractions.
Miss Gish's Biography.
Miss Gish was born at Springfield, Ohio,
in 1895, and inaugurated her stage career
in 1902. In 1912 she was engaged by Mr.
Griffith for the Biograph stock and went
with him to Reliance-Majestic and Fine
Arts. Hers was the featured part in every
big Griffith production and exhibitors and
the public associate her great ability and
marked services with "The Birth of a Nation," "Intolerance," "Hearts of the World,"
"The Great Love," "The Greatest Thing in
Life," "Romance of Happy Valley," "True
Heart Susie," "The Greatest Question" and
"Broken duction
Blossoms."
was all
thisestablished
last prothat once andIt for
Miss Gish as a star of the first magnitude.
The Frohman Amusement Corporation
will produce only special productions in
which Miss Gish is to be starred, and the
entire investiture will be in keeping with
the
reputation.
There
willthebe first
no
more star's
than five
productions
a year,
production to be commenced between
August 1 and August 15 of this year, after
the completion of Miss Gish's services in
"Way Down East," now nearing completion
under Mr. Griffith's direction.
William L. Sherrill, president of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation, waxed
enthusiastic concerning Miss Gish.
"I have
been considering
available
star
in motion
pictures and every
narrowed
the
selection
only one
three,"
he said,
Miss Gishdown
is theto first
of the
trio "and
with
whom I opened negotiations. I believe that
her wistfulness, her unique and inherent
dramatic ability, places her in a class entirely alone. Exhibitors and the public
may expect that we will be exceedingly
cautious in picking the vehicles in which
Miss Gish is to appear, having in mind the
pecessity of dramatic productions that will
permit the public to have the full benefit
of her talents.
the firsta
of "This
severalannouncement
that we hope istomerely
make within
very short time and each of them will be
in line with our announced policy of bigger
and better productions and a larger output.
aitiitimimiimtiniriiiimtrnimnniiiiiiitiiriiiiiiiJiriiMMiiiriiiiiiiii nriiiiiiiiiiiii niniiiiiittiiiirniiiiiiiiinriiiiii
Convention in Cleveland June 7-12
Will find Moving Picture World represented by the Editor and a special staff of
reporters.
This important news event will be covered in a comprehensive manner for the
benefit of our readers and subscribers.

W.

Griffith

Amusement
Company
We expect to have two producing units in
the East and two in the West, and whether
Miss Gish will start her first picture in
New York or Los Angeles depends upon
the story in which she is to appear."
Von Stroheim Back in Universal City
von Stroheim,
Universal
hasErich
returned
to Universal
City 'director,
after a
month passed in New York supervising the
final editing of his latest screen production, "The Devil's Pass Key." Immediately
upon arriving at the coast he began work
upon a new picture, the third under his contract with Universal.
Although he has not made public the details of the projected picture, it is known
that it will be laid in Europe just as "The
Devil's Pass Key" and his first picture,
"Blind Husbands." Von Stroheim says he
intends to confine himself to European atmospheric stories, because of his intimate
acquaintance with European life and customs.
Pathe

Receives

Lillian Gish
Just signed by the Frohman Amusement
Corporation as a star in her own right.

Congratulatory

on Its Features
THE surest evidence of the continued
increase isincontained
the quality
Pathe'sof
product
in the ofvolume
praise-bearing letters which daily reach
the home office. This favorable exhibitor
comment is general with the entire Pathe
output, including serials, comedies, the
Pathe News and features which Pathe is
now distributing.
As an example of the type of comment
being submitted on its attractions, Pathe
offers the following letter from K. Moreland, general manager of the Moreland Circuit in Nebraska and Iowa, regarding
"Other Men's Shoes," Edgar Lewis' first
big production for Pathe release :
"I want to call your attention to one of
the very best feature films it has ever been
my pleasure to see, much less show. This
picture
'Other
Men's Shoes.'
It will
shown inis all
our houses
again, and
I wantbe
to tell you now that this will be the only
picture we ever thought worthy of a repeat

Letters

y Serials and Comedies
edies, which International releases through
Pathe are enjoying unusual popularity. So
successful are the results attained with the
comedies by Harry Goldberg, manager of
the Sun Theatre, Omaha, that he dispatched the following wire to director of
exchanges, Elmer R. Pearson:
"First 'Bringing Up Father' just finished
a \\ce".<'s run at our Sun Theatre to a very
satisfactoryverybusiness.
Up Father'
cartoons
popular 'Bringing
in this locality
and
Johnny Ray makes an ideal Jiggs. Our
audiences immensely pleased."
Ora Carew Has Good Part in
New

Eugene O'Brien Vehicle

en'sehead
O'Bri
,"
ick
re, neof
Euge
of
pictu
"The
Figur
es the
, latest
includcast
name
Ora
Carew
who
THESelzn
.
plays an important role in the production
Miss Carew also appeared prominently in
,"
nal
d
res
re
"Blin
Youth
a
Natio
Pictu
Theat
showing."
production released in March.
Pays Tribute to "Haunted Spooks."
While known as a screen player who has
The
success
of
Harold
Lloyd's
two-reel
comedies in the larger cities has been the appeared in many successes, Miss Carew
criterion for their reception in the smaller began her stage career in vaudeville. Later
she played in dramatic stock companies,
communities, Pathe asserts. To bear out but
scored her notable successes playing
this contention, the following letter from
soubrette
roles at the famous Gaiety TheaA. C. King, of the Empress Theatre, Zumtre in San Francisco, prior to joining the
brota, Minn., is cited:
ranks of screen players.
" 'Haunted Spooks,' which I showed SatOther prominent members of the cast
urday and Sunday, is the best comedy I include
Anna Q. Nilsson, who plays the
have played, and it brought in more money
leading
feminine role in support of Mr.
than anything I have given on Saturday
O'Brien;
Edwinand Stevens,
Joseph Girard,
and Sunday, with one exception. That was
Frances Parks
Kate Price.
a $150 special. I raised my prices and I
"The
Figurehead"
is
from
the pen of
believe I had more satisfied patrons than
John Lynch, Selznick scenario editor, who
has many screen plays to his credit. R.
Reverting
ever
before." to serials, William F. Kuschke,
Cecil Smith adapted the story for the
manager of the Royal, in Caddo, Okla., as- screen. Robert Ellis directed.
serts he questioned the drawing ability of
Dempsey in "Daredevil Jack." But he
Jack
Kraus Heads Boston Branch
finally booked the serial, with the following result:
Al Lichtman, general manager of the de"I wish unsolicited to express my apprepartment of distribution of the Famous
ciation of your wonderful serial, 'Daredevil
Players-Lasky Corporation, has appointed
Jack.' I suppose I was a bit skeptical H.
I. Kraus as manager of the branch ofnewswhen booking this owing to adverse episode
fice in Boston. Mr. Kraus already has bepaper criticisms, but the opening
gun his new duties.
proved I was wrong. I broke all attendBefore going to Boston Mr. Kraus was
manager in the Famous Players-Lasky
records."News comes in regularly for sales
The ance
Pathe
office in Detroit, and previous to that was
its share of exhibitor apreciation.
a salesman in the Denver exchange.
The "Bringing Up Father" series of com-
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to

Free

Space

AttendancesAren't
at Ball for thethe
fact that Movies?
the Thomas H. Ince proNew York headquarters of Where Why
N the Newspapers
WHEIn
motion headquarters subscribe to hundreds
the Associated Motion Picture Adof daily and Sunday newspapers and, as
vertisers recently compiled figures Games Total 100, 000 Daily
good service has it, receives clippings and
the combined patrondefinitely proving that
age in 15,000 theatres devoted exclusively Picture Theatres Attract
page
layouts from a flock of well-conducted
press clipping bureaus. The inclination to
to cinema presentation reached the amazdoubting
compare space accorded sports and motion
ing 5,000,000 mark, a minoritye.ofWhen
the 1,737,000 Faithful Fans
pictures is irresistible. For instance, we
editors sat up and took notic
examined a certain respected and widely
A. M. P. A. further proved, following excirculated
metropolitan newspaper and
By
HUNT
STROMBERG
perthe
ch,
that
tensive study and resear
found that two entire pages were devoted
Director Publicity and Advertising
centage weight leaned on the feminine side
Thomas H. Ince Studios
exclusively to sports, with baseball comagaing proving that the treof the scale— purchasin
power of the fairer of
mendous
mandeering fourteen of the sixteen colthe species is solidly behind the silent ning in winter months only, unless some
umns. 'Way down at the bottom of column
er
ity
ten
were
two
paid advertisements, one
of
very small minor
drama — anoth
like Jack
Dempsey
decides
it'sa time
to measuring thirty-five agate lines on two and
skeptical editors, in turning the pages of guy
dethrone
a
Jess
Willard
and
pulls
boiling
their daily and Sunday editions and noting over bowl on a midsummer afternoon down
announcing "baseball today," etc.; the other
the amount of "free space" accorded sports Ohio way.
twenty lines
calmlyBoxing
and politely
informed that on
the one,
Crescent
Club was
in general and baseball in particular, sat up
Screen Is With Us Always.
erect and began to think I
Result :
Tennis, sweet and swift sport that it is, staging a whirlwind match between "Lefta longer season than other out- jab Kelly" and "Kid-the-Kayo."
Granting that baseball, the major Ameri- boasts doorofpastimes
Turningsection"
the pages,
we found
the "motion
because the tropical states, picture
can sport, and the chief competitor of the
cramped
up opposite
the
according
to their national advertising, at well-known
and
friend-in-need
"want-ad
movies,
so
far
as
recreational
"publicity"
is concerned, is altogether deserving of the least, shout the good word that the rackets
section," with six of the eight columns
tremendous volume of complimentary news- can swing and the balls can bounce while fairly fuming with paid advertisements of
paper space accorded it, the progressive, the other more or less "unfortunate" states seven exhibitors and (this is sad) one column devoted to current and coming cinema
alert editors of the country are awakening must slip and shiver in gobs of gloom — and
snow! Even Old Man Golf, the saving attractions, and the other column bearing a
to the full realization that in the systemgrace
of
hundreds
of
thousands
of
men
who
glowing account of a runaway couple at
atic and generous presentation of motion
picture news, features and pictorials, there seek to limber up the muscles and fool the the age of seventy-seven!
tides
of
time,
must
acknowledge
its
limitalies the foundation for reader-prestige and
What We Told the M. E.
tions in states other than the tropical ones.
circulation-stimulation that has "five milOn
the
other
hand,
motion
pictures
hold
lion and then some" active supporters as
The managing editor of one very big metforth in "rain or shine," as P. T. Barnum
ropolitan newspaper rejected a series of
the "reason why I"
would
beg
to
bark.
Seasofis
to
the
motion
Attendance Compared.
articles on Thomas H. Ince's methods of
picture man are as unknown as the tongue
production. He was perturbed that we
The publicity and exploitation department of the Sphinx. All of which is illuminating should even think of offering the series as
of the Thomas H. Ince Studios recently because it reiterates the pleasant fact that a news feature, rather than paid advertisconcluded a sweeping search for actual the silver sheet is uppermost in the minds
matter.
great
stuff,
and activities of millions of Americans for and ing
facts and figures to determine and make
we'll
be Wrote
glad tohe:
run "It's
it top
of page,
public the comparative daily patronage of no fewer than .365 days of the year.
This article would never have been writ- island
Wroteposition,
we : for 40 cents the line!"
baseball and motion pictures. Through the
ten were it not for the fact that in my inearnest co-operation of scores of sporting
"Why
do
you consider
this devote
feature a matetensive correspondence with managing edieditors, men prominent in sporting circles
rial as advertising
when you
page
tors and photoplay editors on representa- a day and a section on Sunday to illuminous
and officials of the major league ball clubs,
tive dailies throughout the country, it is features on the kings of the diamond, et al?
it was found that the average daily attendance of baseball games in the major cities intimated by a very few — ever so few — that Do more people attend baseball than picmotion
picture news and features at the
hit close to the 100,000 mark.
tures? Are more rnen, women and chil- ■ 4
The average daily motion picture attend- best are worthy of a "stick or two," or, in
dren
interested in reading about the Tanthe
case
of
the
larger
exhibitor-advertisers,
ance in the same major league cities, actrums of Ty than about the advice, hints
cording to authentic figures of executives "just enough space" to represent the size and production information of a recognized
and cost of the paid agate lineage of "card" leader in filmdom? Do baseball clubs adinsertion.
of
exhibitors'
is approximately
1,737,000.
These leagues,
figures, which,
by the way,
than motion
exhibit-to
Even this would be tolerable were it not
give baseball the benefit of every doubt, =<tiitiiiiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiii
ors?vertiseDoesmorebaseball
add picture
more value
as sporting and statistical experts will
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiirtiiiitiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiii
"
~ Screen
agree, reveal the interesting fact that the
9%
daily patronage extended to baseball is but
4%
These
Figures
Tell
the
Tale
5 per cent, of the numbers which slip the
following
the
gives
random
at
coins
to
the
picture
man's
girl
in
the
box
selected
newspapers
of
edition
RANDOM
A
office.
table, showing the comparative space accorded baseball news and motion
Baseball Here Six Months of Year.
picture news in twenty-one metropolitan newspapers. Note the column
score of exhibitor advertising. Baseball club advertising is strangely "among
1%
It will be noted that the eight major
league baseball cities are utilized as a basis
the missmg^ :
Sport
Screen
Advertls5%
News.
News.
img.
for comparison for the very logical reasons
Cols.
Cols.
that the key cities are representative of the
Los Paper.
Angeles Times
9
3
Co
ls1%.
Los Angeles Examiner
18%
2
American public's support of sports and
Portland Oregonian
7%
2
motion pictures and, in proportion to popu7
Seattle
Post-Intelligencer
7%
2
10%
1%
%
lation as compared with all other cities, reLouisville Courier-Journal
11
0
Kansas City Times
2
0
flect the percentage of actual admissions
13
2
3%
Philadelphia
Public Ledger
5
IM,
recorded by baseball and motion picture
3
Salt
Lake Tribune
12
1%
magnates.
1
St. Louis Globe Democrat
4
0
3%
Chicago
Tribune
6
0
1%
It also is emphasized — and here's an2
San
Francisco
Chronicle
6%
0
other radiant "retainer" for picture men
Denver Post
8
0
who love an argument — that baseball, like
Kansas City Star
7
B
5
Minneapolis Tribune
4
0
most all branches of the sporting fraterPittsburgh
Dispatch
8
0
nity, occupies the center of the stage for
New
York
Times
9
%
periods only. Excluding the spring trainBoston Transcript
5
%
Oklahoma City Times
3
%
ing season, special post-season exhibition
8
Omaha Bee
4
5
and benefit games, etc., baseball monopoIndianapolis News
7%
2%
lizes the spotlight for six months of the
2
Washington Post
5%
0
year. Football comes, sees and conquers
for but three months. Boxing has its in-
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municipal property value than the picture
theatre?"I hasten
— and tosome
more toarguments
which,
add, served
convince
this well-meaning, but narrow-visioned,
managing editor that intelligently prepared
and edited motion picture articles would
act and react to the triple advantage of the
newspaper, its clientele of readers who
have a right to a side menu of news and
views that affects their main diversion and
"indoor sport," and the studio that engages
high-priced writers to conceive and distribute sane news features on personages
that greet and delight millions of persons
daily through the infinite channels of the
screen.
A Commercial Message.
To veteran newspaper and advertising
men there is a deeper, more commercial
message behind the fact that 5,000,000 persons a day patronize the picture theatre.
No one will deny that the masses of persons supporting the movies exercise a
stronger, more consistent buying power
than the
which throng the grandstand andclasses
the bleachers.
Merchandising notables have proved time
and time again that the retail merchants —
the bulwark of a newspaper's advertising
columns — must look to the family as a
whole, and to the women in particular, for
their chief revenue. Many big newspapers
and magazines adopt and exploit slogans
reading: "The Paper That Goes Home!"
"The Paper lines
the Family
Reads!"
and home
other
advertising
designed
to drive
the fact that such and such a paper caters
to the high-class circulation which responds
quickly to merchant sales announcements.
Most Papers Feature Picture News.
Conceding that all progressive newspapers striveonfor paid
this "home"
and "family"
circulation
subscription,
rather
than a cheap "street" distribution, it is
quite conclusive that the adequate presentation of picture news and layouts, appealing as it does to all members of the family
from little Johnnie clear up to movie-loving
great grandmother, serve as a circulation
stimulus that cannot be questioned nor
underestimated. Many newspapers, in
fact,
a "sliding"
circulation,
have discovering
installed pictorial
supplements
and
motion picture pages as the safest, surest
and quickest way to increase circulation.
Thanks to the experience, broad knowl-
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edge of news requirements and modern
progressiveness of hundreds of capable
managing editors and photoplay critics, the
great majority of American newspapers are
featuring picture news to the limit of their
print-paper facilities. They are adding pep
and interest to their feature pages by giving the public what it wants and in the
quantities wanted.
Some newspapers and their editors, however, cling to the also time-worn and ancient theory
intimate
"close-ups"
on
anything
otherthatthan
horrible
murder, diEquity

Takes

Hotel

June 5, 1920
vorce scandals, elopements, society gossip
(most of this appealing to only a very few
exclusive elites), political eruptions, etc.,
must be tossed to the waste basket or inserted at "paid rates" despite the fact that
5,000,000 individuals attend the picture theatre each day, and the others, excluding the
newborn who haven't as yet peeped into a
movie-mad world, sit at home, relax in the
street cars or go to bed and— turn to the
movie page following a slant at page one
and presidential
its report on ring!
Bryan's familiar hat and
the

Astor

Ballroom

for

Premiere of "For the Soul of Rafael
have been used, and 200 Indians were secured for roles they portray every day.
AFTER ing awhich
waittimeof amany
durscore months,
of technical
"For the Soul of Rafael," in addition to
and production experts worked
night and day at the Los Angeles plant of boasting Clara Kimball Young in the important role of Marta Raquel Estavan, anthe Garson studios, Equity Pictures Cornounces as members of the supporting cast
poration announced last week the world
best known stage and screen
of
some
premiere of "For the Soul of Rafael" for players. the
J. Frank Glendon plays the part
3 p. m. Wednesday, May 26, in the grand
ballroom of the Hotel Astor.
of Keith Bryton. The remaining members
Much interest is attached to Marah El- of the cast are Bertram Grassby, Eugene
Juan de la Cruz, Ruth King,
lis Ryan's romance of early California life, Besserer,
Helene Sullivan, Paula Merritt, Maude
for the fact that since its first edition, pub- Emery
and Edward M. Kimball.
lished by A. C. McClurg & Co. in 1905, more
To Be Released About May 30.
than 2,000,000 copies of Mrs. Ryan's book
have been sold, and, according to the estiThe picture will be seen at a prominent
mates of the publishers, there is a copy in
Broadway theatre about May 30, when it
every fifth family in the United States.
opens in sixty-three cities for longer runs
In its screen form "For the Soul of Ra- than
is usually accorded a feature. It is
fael," according to critics who witnessed now being
converted into a grand opera,
the
premiere
of
the
picture
at
Grauman's
Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles, at least equals arrangements having been inaugurated
the original story in strength of appeal, with the first showing of the picture at
intensity of action and thrilling episodes. Grauman's Rialto Theatre, Los A igeles.
Harry Garson, president and general di- Madame Frances Alda, the famous grand
rector of the Garson studios, planned to opera singer, who has been visiting in Los
make this production as important to the Angeles for several weeks past, witnessed
screen industry as the novel was to Ameri- the taking of many scenes of the picture
can literature.
and said it afforded especially good operatic material. Marah Ellis Ryan is writOriginal Locales Filmed.
ing the libretto.
Every important mission, from Los Angeles in the south to Mount Shasta in
the north, was visited for the purpose of De Mille Back in Los Angeles;
securing apropos locales for the story, and
Starts Cutting Latest Picture
many of the scenes were taken in the exact
locations and buildings described in the
AngelesB. DE
from MILLE'S
New York,
to Los
returnfollowing
book. Many natives of the small settle- CECIL
ments in which the missions are located
the signing of his latest five-year
contract with the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, marked renewed activity on
the final work of whipping "Something to
Think About" into shape for release.
The latest Cecil B. De Mille special production was completed some weeks ago,
but the task of cutting and titling the picture has required weeks of hard work.
This work is always done under the personal supervision of Mr. De Mille and his
triphisEast
halted this work for the period
of
absence.
Jeanie Macpherson, author of the scenario, is responsible for the subtitles which
will go into the finished production and she
has continued
Mille's
absence.her activities during Mr. De"Something to Think About" is reported
to mark a complete departure in theme
from its immediate predecessors among
Cecil B. De Mille productions. The cast
includes a notable group of players headed
by Elliott Dexter, who returns to the
screen in this picture after an absence of
nearly a year; Gloria Swanson, Theodore
Roberts, Monte Blue and Claire McDowell
are
cast. the other featured members of the

"Ladies First," Says the Fat Boy to ZaSu Pitts.
A scene from
Twenty,"
a Robertson-Cole
Looks "The
as if Heart
he couldof put
several which
bowls ofis punch
away himself.production.

Character Special Is Completed
Ellis A. Wollf, sales manager of Character Pictures Corporation, announces the
completion of its special production, "The
Isle of Destiny," by Mack Arthur, featurPaul Gilmore, Hazel Hudson and
Fran'cingWilliams.
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Important

Southern

By EDWARD WEITZEL
in Louise
secretimposs
one finds
THERE
ible toHuff's
life thatis she
keep
hidden. So determined is it to betray
publicity dispenser Oliphant and myitself that every time the newest of the star, self
sat at lunch in the restaurant conSelznick stars opens her mouth to speak
nected with the studio. I am sorry to adthe secret pops out. She is a mighty-proudmit that Miss
not what
of-it daughter of Dixieland and her accent it should
haveHuff's
beencostume
for so was
informal
an
has that mellow drawl so pleasant to the occasion. The girl was there in every
ear and so proper, coming from a native sense of the word, but a lunch table is
of the state of Georgia who was born on scarcely the time or the place for the
the Peachtree street of her home town. elaborate
evening gown and resplendent
I have no definite information concerning
wrap she was wearing, although they were,
ant
logic
this last and most import
chrono
as one of her beaux from the South might
detail, but members of the best Georgia
have said, "Mighty becoming!" And, after
families, I am told, always pick out a town
reasonable interviewer would exthat boasts a Peachtree street and see to all, no
pect a star to change her frock in the midst
it that they first open their eyes inside one of making a scene just because he had
of the houses on this particular thorough- dropped in to lunch.
fare. And Miss Louise Huff is not a perOne of the first things I learned was that
son, Ifeel positive, who would neglect her Miss Louise Huff has a warm place in her
t
duty even at such an early momen in her heart for all of her Southern beaux, partly
existence.
because they all know how to make pretty
One of a large and carefully reared fam- speeches to a woman and have the art of
ily of HufTs, she was taught at a tender harmless flirtation on the tips of their
age to speak the truth, and continued to tongues.
speak it, assisted by her charming accent,
"Do all Southern girls flirt?" I asked.
until the day of her debut as a member
Miss Huff looked at me in surprise.
of a traveling dramatic company. That day
the wisdom of always stating things exactly as they are received a rude shock.
Seated at the dinner table in the leading
hotel of the small town where they were
to open that night and surrounded by members of the company, and the usual choice
collection of commercial drummers, the
excited and happy little actress took advantage of a lull in the conversation and spake
thoughtfully but not wisely, thus :
"I reckon we'll give a right good performance tonight, if we don't forget our
lines."
Why the Drummers Laughed.
The roar of laughter from the drummers
and the looks of horror on the faces of
the other members of the company told
M iss Louise Huff that her remark had not
been a brilliant success, in spite of its
strict adherence to veracity. Even the
charm of a simon pure Southern accent did
not mitigate the offense, as she learned
after a tearful and vigorous exchange of
speech between herself and the manager,
the owner of the company supplying the
vigor and the youngest member of the
troupe the tears.
"Don't you know better
to let on to
A Five O'clock Te— Picture.
those drummers that we than
are breaking in
Louise Huff, Selznick star, seen in a
the show tonight?" the manager demanded
when the commercial gentlemen left the
home "set."
table; "they'll spread the news all over
"Why,anything
yes," she
replied;
we boys.
don't
town."
mean
by it;
neither"but
do the
"But I should think that would make
They say pretty things to us and we enfolks want
to come to the performance.
courage the boys to keep on saying them,
I've read in the papers that opening nights but it is just a graceful custom that makes
are
always
it easier for a young fellow to say such
the culprit. crowded in New York," pleaded
things in earnest when the right girl comes
"In New York— yes! not in a one-night
stand! They've been stung too often by
"Isn't there something about flirting in
poor opening performances. I've a good along."
mmd to put you on the first train and send your first Selznick picture?"
"Yes. That's why it's called 'The Danyou home."
Paradise.' I play
the has
parta of
Ivis
The angry manager did not carry out his Vanastor,gerousa Northern
girl who
Southdreadful threat, but it caused Miss Huff to ern girl's love of flirting and who has
inake a vow, then and there,
only the married
to speak learned that in society
the truth again. Of course, never
the
only
woman
have any freedom. She is contime
she kept this vow was when she broke it •
stantly under the eye of a chaperon and
but ever since then her particular brand
makes up her mind to play the married
ot candor has been tempered with
conwomen's game even if she has to resort to
siderable well-chosen caution.
a pretended husband."
Why Southern Girls Flirt.
Ivis Vanastor's Dangerous Paradise.
My interview with Miss
"Is there anyone in particular she wants
place
*t the Selznick studio overHuffin took
Fort Lee
to flirt with?" was my next question.
and as I arrived during the noon hour
Again Miss Huff looked at me in surprise
ot the interview was obtained while most
the —but this time her glance conveyed some-

Girls
Flirts?
norance.thing more — gentle pity for my callow ig-

"Why, certainly!" she exclaimed; "there
always
is! her
Youaunt
see,"whoshe wants
went toon, marry
"Ivis
lives with
her off to some elderly old chap, but the
girl is infatuated with a handsome youth
who doesn't know his own heart and who
refuses to flirt when Ivis manages to find
a "That
chance chap
to encourage
must havehim."been born about
said
I.
thirteen miles south of the North Pole,"
"He surely wasn't born in Georgia," said
Miss Huff.
she continued,
an
heiress.
On "Ivis,"
her eighteenth
birthday"is she
goes to New York to see her lawyers and
learns that her aunt no longer has a;iy
power over her. So she hits upon a great
scheme. She hires a nice respectable old
fellow to pretend to be her husband, and
they set up housekeeping in a handsome
Newport cottage which is part of her inheritance. When the young chap believes
Ivis has marrie4 another he suddenly discovers that he is madly in love with her
"This is where the dangerous paradise
himself."
comes
"How in?"
do matters turn out?"
I am quite sure that Miss Huff would
have satisfied my curiosity, but Director
Earle had a prior engagement with
on
the floor above, and the lunch partyherwent
upstairs and that elaborate evening gown
and resplendent wrap were more stunning
than ever under the gleam
of the studio
lights.
Takes Entire Pathe Product
for Latin American Territory
vestigating the film inmarket
AFTER ;;Yes."
two months
New Francisco
York indi Domenico, senior partner of Domenico Hermanos & Cia. of Bogota, Colombia, S. A., has
for the Pathe
productions for contracted
several years to come
in
the territories of Colombia, Venezuela,
Central America, Panama, including the
Canal Zone, Jamaica, Guiana, the Lesser
Antilles and Hayti. The deal is one of the
most important ever negotiated in the
South American field and marks the beginning of a great expansion on the part of
the South American
firm.
Mr. di Domenico said that his organization is already in control of a chain of
theatres in Colombia and work would soon
be started on several new theatres. The
great theatre of the company in Barranquilla has a seating capacity of 6,600 and
It is the intention of the owners to increase
this capacity to 12,000, making the theatre
the largest of its kind in the world.
"The people of South America have the
greatest admiration for good films," Mr. di
Domenico said. "They are an old and
cultured people and are exceedingly particular about their entertainment, but it
must be said that American serials have
charmed them. The movie is the great
popular soentertai
nment
permanent
remain
ly. today, and it will
Rogers Joins Press Staflf of Ince
Bogard Rogers, widely known as a writer
of press copy, has been added to the
Thomas H. Ince publicity and advertising
headquarters in Culver City. He will contribute special stories for publication in
the trade journals and assist in the preparation of the new Ince magazine, "The Silversheet."
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Views of the New Eastern Studio Erected by William Fox.
Reading from left to right, beginning at the top: Office of William Fox, president of the Fox Film Corporation; temporary office of WInfleld
R. Sheehan,
department;
section
of main
secondfilmfloor;
one of the
dressinggeneral
rooms;manager;
auditing contract
department;
one of the
cutting
rooms;hall,safety
vaulttelephone
chambers department;
and special machine
shop."extra"
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Studio

Impressive

es, I'm sure that at least fifty per cent, of
ceremonscenes
GALA ies
marked and
the impres
formalsiveopening on those divorce proceedings never would
Monday, May 24, of the new William have been instituted."
Fox motion picture studio and administraPays Tribute to Fox.
tion building on West Fifty-fifth street.
Silverman paid a high tribute to
Men prominent in the official life of two theRabbi
career of William Fox and dwelt upon
states joined in making the afifair one of
relationship between the church and the
the most successful of its kind ever under- the
taken. Among the speakers, in addition to theatre. He praised enthusiastically the
by the motion picture and feliciMr. Fox, were Governor Edward I. Edwards, work done
tated Mr. Fox upon his work in helping
of New Jersey; Supreme Court Justice to place
the industry on its present high
Charles L. Guy, and the Rev. Joseph Silver- level, and in developing in so notable a
man, of the Temple Eman-u-El on Fifth degree the artistic element in screen proAvenue. Admission was by card.
duction.
Long before the dedicatory exercises
Mr. Fox, the last speaker of the day, was
started, long lines of invited guests were formally
presented with a set of engrossed
shown through the big picture producing
building. The doors of the new structure resolutions of congratulation from his employes. Chairman Rogers made the prewere thrown open shortly after 12.30 to
sentation speech.
those invited.
In responding, Mr. Fox told of the condiAfter visiting the many executive offices
tions surrounding the motion picture eighon the main floor the guests were directed
teen years ago, when he first entered the
to the large studio on the top floor, where
they were able to get an intimate glimpse business as a showman. "I seem to be bewildered today," heyears
said.ago"Ifthat
anyone
of the methods used in making screen pro- told me eighteen
todayhada
ductions. Several companies were working. clergyman, a Supreme
Court Justice and a
Governor of one of the greatest states in
Many Floral . Pieces Received.
To add to the brilliancy of the affair, the Union would be on the same platform
a full uniformed band played selection on praising the motion picture as it has been
the studio floor, keeping the crowd in good praised here, I would surely have thought
spirits until the opening exercises started. there was something radically wrong with
The various executive offices were filled
In closing his remarks Mr. Fox pledged
with floral displays — the private offices of
every picture made in this new buildWilliam Fox, president; Jack Leo, vice- that ing
clean, educational and able
president, and John C. Eisele, treasurer, to standwouldthebeacid
test of the most critical
him."
each resembling a fine florist's shop.
Employes Participate in Raising Colors.
It was 4.30 before the official opening exercises were begun, following the general
At preliminary exercises in the morning
inspection of the building. The eastern part a large American flag was unfurled atop
of the studio was converted into a hall, the new building, the employes of the varwith a large platform on which were seated
ious departments of Fox Film Corporation
the speakers. Saul S. Rogers, general coun- who were in the service during the war
sel of Fox Film Corporation, was chair- taking part. The colors were raised to
man. He introduced Governor Edwards as bugle call sounded by Bugler Billy Allen, of
the first speaker.
the First New York Field Artillery.
The Governor touched briefly upon the
J. H. Gleason, in command
career of Mr. Fox and extended his sincere of Rear-Adrniral
the Third Naval District, sent his regrets
wishes for continued success and prosperity. —he being in Washington for the meeting
He pointed to the motion picture industry for the Selection Board. He was repreas "the big educational feature of the pressented by his aide, Lieutenant-Commander
ent day," and also to the work done by Mr. Elmer de Loss Langworthy. Other officers
Fox during the war "as something worthy of the Navy present were Captain O. P.
Jackson, Captain P. Symington, Captain
ofJustice
the highest
Charlespraise."
L. Guy, introduced as an Norris, Captain Charles A. Adams, Com"ardent
movie fan,"
touched
uponwhich
the rise
mander W. S. Anderson, Lieutenant-Comof
the motion
picture
industry,
he
mander Van de Leer, Lieutenant Norris,
said had come to be an educational institu- Lieutenant Westod and Lieutenant McClure.
tion, the same as the daily newspaper— in
General Robert Lee Bullard, of Governfact, a "larger press." "As long as I have
or's Island, commanding the Department of
been on the Supreme Court bench," he the East, was represented by his chief of
staf?, Colonel William Weigel. Colonel
said,
"and
it's
a
long
time,
I
have
acted
on
thousands of divorce cases. If the motjon
Bootes and Lieutenant H. W. Miller, of the
picture had attained the popularity and in- Marines, also were present. Among the
fluence in former years that it now possess- observers and observed was Robert Brower,

Building
Exercises

j Film Transportation Bill

|

I
Awaits Wilson's Signature I
I AtAHE
House of Representatives |
I
I has
accepted
the Senate's |
I
amendments to the bill includ- i
1I ing
motionwhich
pic- ||
ture lewd
films and
in thelascivious
list of things
i it is unlawful to transport in inter- |
1 state commerce, and the bill has been i
I sent to the President for his signa- |
I ture.
I
I
The bill amends the penal code by |
I including obscene motion picture |
I films among the articles that, are not 1
II permitted
to be transported
state commerce,
and a penaltyin ofinternot ||
1 more than $5,000 fine or imprisonment |
I for not more than five years, or both, |
II tion
is provided
as punishment for viola- ||
of the prohibition.
I
There was no objection to the |
I measure as passed by the House when |
I it was brought before the Senate |
I committee on the judiciary, but the i
1 committee found that some words |
1 had inadvertently been omitted from |
I the bill and they were inserted. The |
I only important change was to include |
I a clause prohibiting the exportation |
I of objectionable films, as well as |
I their importation and transmission |
I in interstate commerce.
|
^iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiriiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiJIiiiiiiJiilillilltiiiiilinJIItiiiiliiiiitiiiiiiiiiliiiliiliiliilitiiiiJiilillillllllli^
veteran player and one of the earliest
screen
Edison artists.
Company.He was one of the original
The immense mass of floral offerings
was distributed at the close of the day
among the various hospitals of the city.
To Represent Read in the Orient
Robert Raphael, a prominent young Los
Angeles business man, has been delegated
by J. Parker Read, Jr., producer of the
Louise Glaum and Hobart Bosworth photoplay productions, to handle the organization's publicity in the Orient. Of late
the Nipponese
have movies
shown and
a marked
tendency toward the
the many
fan publications that have sprung up in
the last year or two rival even our own
in comparative circulation.
Mr. Raphael will visit all of the prominent Jananese newspapers, including
Monthly Kinema Review, Nippon Hashi,
Kinema Record and Hongo. The fan magazines also are to be supplied with a regular news service. He expects to be gone a

year.

Four Excellent Views Taken from the Kaufman Weeklies Released by Selznick.
there is someglad thf-t
We a are
Bad Man."
"The Society
4 show
3 andfrom
scenes1, and
villain.
Scenes 1 and 2 are
regular
man is
4 the society
of scene
looksfrom
the bits
number
girl Inwhile
poorPoor."
the the
pities"Pity
body thatfrom
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Start

Big

with May Yoke
associate
whoas istreasure
IC.with WHEELE
r ofd
George R,
Kleine
■^^ Kosmik Films, Inc., says that the
"
makingin of
"The ofHope
Diamond
on, is Mystery,
now
course
producti
only the
beginning of extensive and intensive picture operations for the organization. "Kosmik Films was organized for the production of serials and features," says Mr.
Wheeler.
"We have made arrangements to build
a large studio, the site has already been
decided on, and we will enter the picture
making field in a big way. We plan to turn
out films of the big feature class. Stories
are now being arranged for and plans are
going forward for an earlj' beginning on
the first picture.
George Kleine's Name An Asset.
"George Kleine is too well known to the
trade and to the exhibitors to need anything like an extended introduction. Mr.
Louis Baum
Kleine will bring all of his experience and
Who is Universal's Cincinnati manager.
the resources of his organization into the
liimtifiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiMiiii
work, and this should be a guarantee that
bur operations will be high-class all the
Universal Names Louis Baum
way through.
"We are making our bow to the public
Northwest Division Manager
with
'The George
Hope Diamond
the
first
serial
Kleine hasMystery,'
made since
Lou BAUM, manager of the Universal
branch exchange in Cincinnati, has 'Gloria's Romance.' We believe we have
been appointed division manager of a new idea in a serial in The Hope DiaChicago and the entire northwest division
mondstory,
Mystery';
we are
knowgoing
we tohavetry anto unfor Universal, it is announced by H. M.
usual
and we
set
Berman, general manager of exchanges.
a high standard in transferring it to the
This is the most important change in the
screen because we want to put it in the best
Universal sales force in many months.
houses, where a good serial rightfully belongs.
Mr. Baum's
the entire
most
important
film new
sales territory
section inis the
Serial to Be Finished, Then Sold.
United States, and includes the combined
territories of the following Universal
"We will not ask the exhibitor to take
our word that the serial is going to be
branch exchanges: Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Des Moines, Kansas City, superlative in every way, we are going to
Oklahoma City, St. Louis and Omaha. His prove it to him by the simple means of
waiting to release it until it is finished.
headquarters will be in Chicago.
Then we will allow the exhibitor to look
Promotion Well Deserved.
the whole fifteen episodes over before we
Mr. Baum's promotion, says Mr. Ber- ask him to book it.
man, is a result of his phenomenal man"We have arranged a campaign of adagement of the Cincinnati exchange durvertising, publicity and exploitation that
ing the last eighteen months. In that can not help but awaken great interest in
brief time he built up the exchange from
the minds of the public. The Hearst newsa losing proposition to a highly profitable
papers will carry a double-page fiction versubsidiary.
sion of the story simultaneously with the
release of the film.
•'May Yohe, who wrote the story for
Maigne Returns from Coast
Hope Diamond Mystery,' has written
Charles Maigne has returned to the East 'The
a novelwill
called
"The Storyabout
of My
after several months spent in directing which
be published
the Life,'
same
pictures for the Famoous Players-Lasky time the first episodes are shown, and as
Corporation on the Coast, whither he went Miss Yohe has put the story of her life
into the film, there will be a direct conupon
completion
of "The inCopperhead."
nection between the book and the serial.
is awaiting
the arrival
two weeks Heof
Miss Yohe to Appear in Person.
Thomas Meighan, who is finishing "Conrad
in William
Quest of DeMille
His Youth"
underwillthecome
direction
of
and who
East
"May Yohe not only is the author of the
she appears in the cast. Arrangeto work under Mr. Maigne's direction in serial; ments
are being made to have her make
"The
Frontier
of
the
Stars,"
by
Albert
personal
appearances at thfeatres running
Payson Terhune.
the serial.
Was a Very Busy Person.
"The story of the famous Hope diamond
While on the Coast Mr. Maigne directed is well known. The sinister influence that
is supposed to hover over the gem have
two Robert
productions,
"The Fighting
by
W. Chambers,
with aChance,"
special made it a subject for magazine and newspaper writers for years.
cast, and "A Cumberland Romance,"
"Countless stories have been written
adapted from John Fox, Jr.'s "The Moun- about
the Hope diamond and the part it
tain Europa,"
starring
Mary heMiles
for which
latter
production
was Minter,
loaned has played in the life of May Yohe, the
to Realart.
beautiful actress who came into possession of the stone through her marriage
with Lord Francis Hope. The serial will
Buys Rights to Farnum Features
presenttense human
document of the most inkind.
F. W. Thayer, of the Merit Film Corporation, of Minneapolis, has secured from
Story Is Known World-Wide.
the Canyon Pictures Corporation, the
"We feel that we have a rare find in Miss
rights for Minnesota, North and South Yohe. The story of the Hope diamond is
Dakota, for the two-reel western pictures, good enough for a serial just as it is, but
with the story written by the woman who
featuring Franklyn Farnum.
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Undertakings
"Hope
once owned Diamond"
it and wore it, and Serial
was a victime to its baleful influence, we know we
have something out of the ordinary.
"When Mr. Kleine, who is president of
Kosmik Films, Inc., and I decided to make
the serial, we talked it over and came to
the conclusion that if a serial -vas made
right, we would have to spend money and
time and thought on it.
"Many serials start off with a good story,
good cast, big sets, and after three or four
episodes half the cast is killed off, stock
sets are used, and the story is allowed to
sag down and only picked up in the final
Mystery'
Hope Diamond
In The
episodes.
else is sustained
everything
story and
the
to theout.last in the same mankept itup starts
and ner
that
"If anything, some of the sets in the
middle are more lavish than at any other
point of the story. The English episodes
showing the mansion of Lord Francis
Hope and the surroundings of May Yohe
when she was a member of the English
nobility, carry sets that will compare favorably with any big feature equipment of
the present time.
Will Have Unusual Settings.
"To
get
East lavish
Indiansets.
atmosphere
built severalthe very
There iswea
long street with hundreds of natives, a
magnificent
temple, and a number of East
Indian bazaars.
"We the
are serial
going atogood
give run
the for
exhibitor
that
books
his money.
We
expect
to
be
finished
with
the
picture
in a few weeks.
"The entire foreign rights to the serial
will be controlled by Beck, Van Siclen &
Company. We have received offers for the
English, Indian and French rights to the
picture already, but no contracts have been
closed as yet, and will not be until all of
the fifteen episodes are completed and we
can show the world just what we have."
Arthur Leslie at Hopatcong
With Mrs. Leslie and his giant dumbbells, Arthur Leslie has established himself on Raccoon Island, Lake Hopatcong,
for the summer. His associates of A. M.
P. A. are likely to see nothing of him
until Labor Day. Then he will get back
into the publicity game.
1 New York Governor Signs
I
Bill Affecting Deposits

of the
receivedPic-at
beenMotion
has just
WIREoffices
A the
I
ture
Exhibitors'
League
the
I State of New York to the effectof that
II 'Governor
Smith
has
signed
the
bill
which provides that all producing
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
1

companies exacting deposits or socalled advance payments from exhibitors, must hereafter segregate deposit
moneys andbearing
keep them
in separate accounts,
interest,
and
all interest accruing thereon must be
paid to the exhibitor.
Thein bill
establisheslegislation
a new departure
the business
of the
state. The act takes effect immediately. The bill, which had been inProduced by Senator Cotillo, was accompanied by a measure declaring
any waiver of its provisions null and
void. This last bill also passed 1 oth
houses of the legislature and has now
received the signature of the governor. There had been most active and
determined opposition to this legislation from the time it was proposed in
the legislature.
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time finding that baby. Sid Franklin, who
gladdened by a number
been this
WE ofhave
arrivals
week; saddened by Helen Was Such a Darling
is a stickler for realism, ordered the property man to get a child that loo<ed like
one or two departures and the
anin Her Bathing Suit
nouncement of several more; enlivened by
Miss Breamer, and insisted that it have
brown
hair. Hair of any kind or color is
the details of the annual bathing suit
That She Copped
parade at Venice, and bored by a reformer
scarce
among infants of that age. "And
crying from the hilltops in a loud voice,
babies with wigs do look so peculiar, don't
First Prize
"Tut,
tut on such
doings won
!" the honors in
Of course,
the movies
He Got the Baby— a Boy.
the bathing suit parade. Helen Darling
By GIEBLER
The
property
man ran himself ragged,
you heknow."
of Christie's carried away the first prize.
but
brought in a baby.
I would like to describe the prize-winning
Watched Her Double Work.
"It's not exactly the kind you want," he
outfit of the parade at length, but it is difThe people of England talk like the said, "but it's the best I could find. Take
ficult to write a piece about a one-piece
bathing suit, there is so little length to it. people of Boston. The Australian intonalooked
it They
or leave
it." the baby over; it resemIt starts so quick and ends so soon, one
tion, judging from a sample of Miss Brebled Miss Breamer, it had beautiful brown
really gets finished before one fairly gets
mer's syllables, is more fullflavored than
hair
—
it
even
cried with an Australian acstarted. It was blue, however, and of silk —
cent.
the English
article.
mean
there
is anything
of BowI don't
Bells in
it, butthatit
armless, limbless, backless — but Helen
"It's perfect," everybody told the propwore a beautiful and costly ermine cloak is softer, somehow, and more intriguing —
erty man. "What do you mean, not the
just as port wine is more full flavored, yet
with it. It was some "tout ensemble."
sweeter, and carries a bigger kick than vin kind of baby we want?"
Many Greet Petrova.
"Why, the durn thing's a boy," he said.
rouge, blanche, ordinaire, dago red, or
"Athalie" is going to be in the "classy
Olga Petrova is in our fair city, singing any of the other ordinary vins.
stuff" catalogue of films, and it is almost
I saw Miss Breamer at the Mayflower
"Pretty Polly" and "There, Little Girl,
finished,
in fact it will be in the cutting
Don't
Orpheum
Theatre,acting
just studios at Brunton, where she is taking room by the time this is in print.
like sheCry"
usedat tothebefore
she started
the leading part in the screen adaptation
Athalie Shown at Three Ages.
in Metro movies, and getting away with
it with the same eclat and sang froid, than of Robert W. Chambers' novel, "Athalie."
Conrad
Nagle plays the leading part opFranklin, who is directing "Athafor which no other player is more justly Sidneylie," was
posite Miss Breamer, and Rosemary Theby,
working on a scene surrounded
famous.
Edward
Martindale,
Sam De Grasse and a
on three sides by a rain storm with thunlot more are in the cast.
Many people of the colony are going
der and lightning effects.
The film follows the story by Chambers
down to the theatre and listening to Olga
Franklin Insists on Realism.
warble, and many are going around back
very closely. The scene that Sid Franklin
Miss Breamer was off to one side talk- was making when I was at the studio
stage and saying "Hello" to her, and flappers are standing in the lobby and aposingvisiting
to Chet Franklin,
Sid's and
brother,
who
showsshthertlydeath
mother,
at the studio,
watching
died
after oftheAthalie's
child was
born, who
and
trophising her portraits with "Why, oh, was
while
a
storm
was
raging.
her
double
work
in
the
scene.
To
keep
why did she ever quit the pictures?"
Athalie is shown at three periods of her
Epidemic of Wanderlust.
people from saying "Purty soft for them
life in the play, first as a baby, then at ten
queens,"
it
should
be
explained
that
—
this impersonation is taken by May
It seems as though every one has got the movie
the scene was one where Miss Bremer simply had to have a double. The other player
itch of foreign travel in their heels. Bill
Ginnachi — and later when she has grown
Duncan is getting ready to go to South
was impersonating her when she was only up when Sylvia assumes the part and works
out
America to make a serial written by Cap- three weeks old.
life. the strange and dramatic story of her
tain Smith and Cleveland Mofifat. Bill will
Miss Breamer said they had a terrible
beat it along about July 1. Bill Russell is
going to Calgary, Canada, to make a
mounted police story. Winifred Westover
has started for Stockholm, where she will
transfer Ibsen plays and large chunks of
Swedish atmosphere to the screen. (Note.
I have refrained from the "Doll's House,
Bring bethea good
Kiddies"
this
would
place gag,"
to pullalthough
it. At times
I regret that I am not a press agent.)
Ethel Clayton Off for Europe.
Ethel Clayton is also packing steamer
trunks. Ethel will step around over the
map of Europe, do a little Baedeker-ing
and a little Cook-ing, before she settles
down to making films in the new Famous
Players-Lasky studio in London. I wish
Ethel would go around and call on Mr.
and
Dave Morrissey.
and Mrs.
the Missus
would just I'll
lovebettoDave
see
somebody from Filmland. Dave is publicity director for William Fox Films in
London. Madlaine Traverse is going to
New York and from there step over to
Paris.
Harry Rapf and the Selznick players
are getting ready to go back to New York.
King yidor and Bill Parker have already
gone. Gloria Swanson was to go, but sornething happened to postpone the trip, and
she will console herself with a couple of
weeks at Coronado.
Sol Lesser is back from Chicago, where
Sylvia Breamer Shown Directing Her Director.
he went for the convention and took in
Sid Franklin is the dethroned individual, directing tor Mayflower. They are just takNew York as a side trip. Dave Bershon,
ing a rest between scenes during the filming of "Athalie." Sylvia's saying:
First National exchange manager, who
"Scene
49 callsandforbeyousuretoandflopland
overonthat
cliff.so Now
went with Sol, returned with him, likewise
it realistic
the 1,500-foot
bale of hay
as notmake
Ham Beall.
to be injured."
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Realarfs

New

Star

Is Bebe

"The
ORRIS Now
KOHN Named
announces another
well-known leading woman for a
tardom under the Realart banner,
•le it is Bebe Daniels, who has atnuch favorable comment lately in
■■i'. les for Cecil B. DeMille producm
with Wallace Reid in several of
ecent pictures. Miss Daniels is
pe of Castilian beauty. She has
"The Good Little Bad Girl," to
succinctly as possible, the new
t line of productions she is to
r the screen as a Realartist.
..cw star is the fifth in the Realart
The announcement that she has
,i signed comes within a few months of
deal by which Wanda Hawley was
.jed to the Realart list and just as the
company'sworthy andsale
force hadcampaign
concludedin a behalf
notesuccessful
of Miss Hawley's first picture.
Descendant of Spanish Royalty.
Bebe Daniels was born in Dallas, Tex.,
nineteen years ago. She is a descendant
Buys

from

First National

'Gamest Girl/' His Newest Feature
from more scenes and enlarge the film to a
GRIFFITHal has purchased
DW. First
Nation his production of super-feature, an elaboration that will require several months.
• "The Gamest Girl," scheduled to
In accepting, finally, the offer, J. D. Willhave been the third Griffith-First National
iams, manager of First National, said: "We
, and former
releaseprice
"Blacked Beach."
The
involvlyed called
is report
to be do this for several reasons : Because you
$400,000.
have offered us a fair profit; because "The
Under the contract by which Mr. Grif- Idol Dancer' has been a success and extremely profitable; because we admire
fith was to make three productions for
independent stand in the industry and
First National, "The Gamest Girl," as well your
to help you in every way we can;
as the two preceding pictures, "The Great- wish
because of our personal friendship and
est
Question"
and
"The
Idol
Dancer,"
were
our
admiration
for what you are doing
bought from the producer before any of
the pictures had been started. Griffith and our interest in having you make this
production as perfect as possible, even
took his players to the Bahama Islands
for the filming of the last two stories.
though we be denied the privilege of reThe plot developed with such strength
g it."
and individuality that it soon became apNew leasinYork
Showing in September.
parent to Mr. Griffith that it was beyond
.According
to announcement from the
the measure of an average program film —
in reality a feature production of large Griffith offices, "The Gamest Girl" will be
at a New York theatre in Septemproportions. Several tests were made in shownber, and
will be presented with the usual
public, showing under the title "Black
care and atmospheric surroundBeach," and these further convinced the Griffith
ings, with special music and other features.
producer of the picture's merit.
The Griffith production of "Way Down
Williams Commends Enterprise.
East" also will be presented about the
same time, and there is talk of another
When overtures were made to purchase
Griffith repertory season in New York,
the film First National rejected all offers.
with
surprises in store.
Then Mr. Griffith told of his plans to take
Bert

Lytellf June

Mathis,

Lois

Daniels,

Good Little Bad Girl"
of relatives of the Spanish Empress Josephine, and this royal blood flows in the
veins of the young actress who has
achieved stardom as the result of her talent, beauty and close application to her
work.
Miss Daniel's grandmother came from
Castile, the ancient and historic city of
Spain, and
is from this
line thatskin
she and
inherited herit beautiful
alabaster
hair
ebony hue.
Daniels'from
mother
pure ofSpanish
also, Miss
but came
Southis
America, while her father was Scotch. Her
maternal great grandfather was governor
of Columbia and her grandfather was the
.American consul at Buenos Aires for a
number of years.
.\t the age of four years she was doing
one-night stands with a repertoire company playing Shakespearean dramas. She
played with the Belasco Stock Company in
San Francisco at an early age, appearing in
child roles, and was starred in "The Prince
Chap." Her screen career began at the
age of eight years in child parts for Selig.
Later she played with Nymph, Vitagraph
and Rolin-Pathe.
Made Hit Under DeMille.
Cecil B. DeMille saw her in comedy roles
and selected her immediately for leading
parts in his special productions. Miss Daniels played the part of a court favorite in
his feature "Male and Female," based on
Sir James M. Barrie's "The Admirable
Crichton," and also had the part of "Vice"
in the Paramount production "EveryShe has a featured role in Cecil B. DeMille's picture,
"Why Change
which
is at present
scoringYoura Wife?"
success
woman."
throughout
the country. Almost simultaneously she is appearing as Wallace
Reid's leading woman in "The Dancin'
Fool." These two important roles, combined with her other recent work, have
served to attract popular attention and
approval.
Rouda Managing Milwaukee Merrill
Ascher Brothers have appointed H. M.
Rouda as manager of their Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, which Samuel L. Rothapfel
recently assisted in reopening as the Milwaukee outlet for Goldwyn films. Roy
Berneir will be assistant manager.

Zellner

Arrive in New York from California
will be made at the New York studios. His
WITH the arrival of Bert Lytell, star, brother,
Wilfred Lytell, who is playing the
and June Mathis and Lois Zellner,
role in Metro's production of Cecil
scenariofromwriters,
York studios
Hollywoatod,Metro's
the lastNewof leading
Raleigh's Drury Lane melodrama, "The
of Mayfair,"
Julia
the principa
in Metro's
Western
migra-at Marriages
Burnham, came
in from adapted
Stamford,by Conn.,
tion of two lsyears
ago are back
to work
the old stand.
where
bim. the company is on location, to meet
"It's like being home again," June Mathis
Miss Mathis got to work an hour after
cried, as she burst into the studios, and the
her arrival. Miss Mathis heads the scenMetro forces, from the doorboy to Maxario department. She has just completed
well Karger, director general, seemed to
think so, too. Everybody dropped work the scenario of "Hearts Are Trumps," the
latest of the Drury Lane melodramas.
to give the trio a welcome.
Zellner was met at the station by
Mr. Lytell, who has just completed his herLois
husband, Arthur.
work before the camera in "The Price of
Mrs. Zellner's last picture was "A Misfit
Redemption," adapted by Miss Mathis from
Wife," an
of Julie
Heme's
I. A. R. Wylie's novel "The Temple of drama.
Mrs. adaptation
Zellner expects
the first
picDawn,"
which
was
done
in
California
under
the direction of Dallas M. Fitzgerald, is to
ture she will scenarioize here will be "Polly
take a short rest before going to work on With
Past," the George Middleton-Guy
Bolton a drama.
the first of a series of four pictures which

Bert Lytell.
New picture of the Metro star, who !■
in the east.
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WILLIAM PARKER and C. A. Vidor,
representingKing York
Vidor from
Productions, arrivedthe
in New
the
Coast Thursday, Ma.y 20. to line up some new
stories for the King Vidor Productions. King
Vidor has purchased a new studio at Hollywood, where he will make the first of his
big features in June. Mr. Parker wrote the
continuity for "The * Virgin
* * of Stamboul."
Max Spiegel, of the Strand, New York, has
purchased a piece of property at George and
Church streets. New Haven, Conn., on which
he will erect a new theatre.
S. G. Sladdin resigned from Goldwyn to
take charge of exploitation for Famous
Players-Lasky in New England, with headquarters at Boston.
* * >^
H. J. Shephard, of the W.-H. Productions,
who has just passed through a four and a
half months' sickness, which was almost
fatal, is back at his desk again, with evidence of a severe operation on his nose.
While lacking none of his old-time ambition,
he is nevertheless very weak and it will
take some time before he is his old self
again. The W.-H. company has purchased
the photoplay novelty "A Trip to Mars," and
Mr. Shephard is in the midst of a big exploitation campaign* for• this
• picture.
Repass & Harries, owners of the Grand
Theatre, Hartford, Conn., have changed the
policy of the house from a burlesque wheel
house to pictures for
• •the* summer.
Terry Ramsey, of Kinograms, no longer
has his office at 71 West Twenty-third street.
He is now located at the Gaumont studios
at Flushing, L. I., where he will be nearer
his ranch at Good Grounds,
* • • L. I.
George Rabbott, owner of the Alcazar.
Naugatuck, Conn., is back at his work, having been discharged from the hospital fully
recovered.
« * •
Harry Buxbaum, general sales manager of
the Famous Players-Lasky, has purchased a
home at Lawrence, L. I., where the Buxbaum
family now reside. • • *
Ollle Sellers, director of "When Bearcat
Went Dry"
Gift bringing
Supreme," with
has just
arrived
fromandthe"TheCoast,
him
the sample print of "The Sowing of Alderson
Cree," his
production.
Sellersof
is making
his latest
headquarters
at theMr.offices
Richard Gradwell, 516 Fifth avenue. The
Republic Distributing Corporation will handle the territorial distribution and the InterOcean Film Corporation will handle the foreign markets.
• • •
D. J. Chatkin, of the Marion H. Kohn Productions, Inc., short subject producers, has
left the Coast for New York to attend a convention of film men. Releasing arrangements for the Kohn productions, which include two-reelers featuring Polly Moran and
"Smiling" Bill Jones, will be announced after
Mr. Chatkin's return• to• Los
• Angeles.
Mary Edith Butler, author of "The Rose
Behind
the Wall,"
a magazine
writer andis
correspondent,
recently
from overseas,
now with Pathe. She is doing special magazine and syndicate •articles.
• «
Nathan J. Cohn, well known in exchange
circles, has been appointed assistant to Fred
Mitchell, of the Loew Circuit. Mr. Cohn is
a brother of Jack and
Cohn.
* «Harry
•
Joe Plunkett, special representative to
England for Selznick. has returned to America with glowing accounts of Selznick and
other American films on the European continent. Mr. Plunkett was formerly manager
of the New York Strand.
« • •
Fred Herrington, of Pittsburgh, who was
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By SAM
SPED ON

in New York for the past week, returned
home Monday, May 24, to pack his grip for
the Cleveland convention. Mr. Herrington
is a radical on advance deposit, exhibitor
ownership of the screen and its advertising
privileges.
* * *
Henry Hectman, who was associated with
the foreign department of Fox and who went
to Germany in the fall of 1919 for that company, returned to America on the same boat
with Pearl White on Saturday. May 22.
* * *
Curtis Dunham, formerly of New York
American
Hearst's
Magazine, writing
is now forin
the
Pathe and
publicity
department,
the fan magazines.
* « *
Irving
McDonald,
manager
of Fox's toTheatre at Springfield, Mass.,
has resigned
take
the management of a circuit of theatres out
West.
* * ♦
W. E. office,
Scott,is branch
of Pathe's
Denver
in New manager
York week
of May
New England Film Men Hold
Their Second Annual Gambol
THEsecond
Jesters,
Boston,
their
court ofFriday.
May held
14. More
than six hundred film men. with
their families, attended. Big Jeff
Whalen, "The. Blimp," was master of
ceremonies, also "chief justice," with
associates Harry Asher, district manager for Famous Players-Lasky of
New England; Art Hollah. New England manager for Pathe; Harry Campbell, Fox New England manager; Joe
Doyle, manager of Codman Square
Theatre, Boston, and C. L. Vanney, of
Pathe, to
questions
were referred whom
and who all
imposed
on members
fines for bad behavior, said fines to
be collected for the benefit of the
Jesters' treasury. Needless to say, very
few behaved
themselves, in the judgment of the court.
Immediately after the court the
gambol started, in which all the prominent talent of the Jesters and professional talent appearing at local theatres participated. Among those who
contributed their services were William Courtney and -members of the
"Listen Lester" company. Following
the performance the. usual cabaret and
banquet was held, until the voice of
the milkman brought the festivities to
aday.close and a realization it was pay24 on the one-man weekly conference with
the home office. H. D. Graham, of the Pathe
Omaha branch office, will be in New York
week of May 31. * • «
George Klelne, of Chicago, was in New
York week of May 17, for nearly the whole
week looking over general film conditions
and
making arrangements for his future
activities.
♦ * *
William Danziger. who has been writing
fan magazine stories for Universal publicity
department, has gone to Cincinnati to be
near his mother, who is seriously ill. Mr.
Danziger is on an indefinite leave of absence.
• • »
Mrs. moved
James
Kelly Claridge,
was hurriedly
refrom theB. Hotel
New York,
to St. Elizabeth Hospital, on West Fiftyfirst street, for an operation
« « * for appendicitis.
The operation was successful and she is now
im the road to recovery. Mrs. Kelly is the
wife of our old friend "Smiling Jimmy." She
was a former "movie actress," her .stage
name being Gertrude de Wayne.
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Frank Tichner. of Simplex studios, goes
to the national Republican convention at
Chicago
week of June 8 as a delegate from
Rhode Island.
* * ♦
Sylvia Cushman. publicity representat
for Universal at Boston, is in New York
two or three weeks handling fan ma
publicity in the absence of Mr. Dani.
« * *
C. E. Wagner, formerly with Trade
view, handling
exploitation, w
write exploitation feature
material for Pathe serials
under the supervision of Victor Shapiro director of the Pathe * exploitation
department.
• *
Julius Moritzen, editor and president of
the Scandinavian Trade Outlook, who has
just returned to New York from San Francisco, where he attended the Foreign Trade
Convention, says: "The big feature of the
reception at the Palace Hotel was the industrial and scenic films of California. I am
looking into and keeping track of American
films, because the Scandinavians are
crazy
* « •
about them."
John C. Brownell, scenario editor for Universal, has purchased a thirty-two-foot sailing yawl, on which he spends his evenings
and
Sundays
the waters of Long
Island Sound. sailing
• • »
J. C. Davis, formerly with Famous PlayersLasky
and now with the Empire State Film
Corporation,
has just returned from Albany,
N.
Y.,
where
been exploiting "A
Woman's Man," heto has
have a week's run at
Fred
Elliot's
Clinton
Square
Theatre the
week of June 21.
* * •
C. E. Yeardsley has started his summer
week-end fishing tours and is reputed to be
some fly caster. Last week he hooked ten
elusive trout in the streams of the Catskills.
He might have got more if Doc Shallenberg hadn't been there
him.
• * before
•
D. A. Kohn is covering the Massachusetts
and Northern Connecticut territories for
Universal. Alex. Weissman is back in Connecticut for Hodkinson. Felix Goldtarb.
New York branch manager for RobertsonCole, the
■ wasNewin England
Connecticut
recently looking
over
territory.
• • •
The First National has increased its New
York office space by taking over two more
building.
floors in the 8 West Forty-eighth street
* • •
Frank Lawrence, editor-in-chief of Universal City, with his wife, motored to San
Francisco and spent a two weeks' vacation.
'Frisco."
He says: "Next to New York give me
« • *
Oren Woody, of Los Angeles, brother of
J. D. Woody, with his wife, was in New
York week of May 17 attending the Realart
convention at the Hotel Astor.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stearn, of Seattle, arrived in New York Tuesday, May 25, at the
Hotel Astor for a week. Mr. Stearn. who
is branch manager in Seattle of the Metro
Picture Corporation, is here to attend the
business convention of the corporation being
held in New York City week of May 24. Mr.
and Mrs. Stearn said that the trip from
Seattle was a very pleasant one and that
cool weather prevailed all the way and they
enjoyed it greatly. They will visit Atlantic
City before returning• «to their
home.
*
Henry Scully, formerly of Famous PlayersLasky, ischange now
of thelocated
Federated
Exof New head
England,
at New
Haven, Conn.
He Is in the market for independent features.
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Del

Ruth

Turns

Drawing

Rooms Into Emergency Workshop
trained animals and some twenty comeHAVING
just
finished
production
dians, appear in the feature, which has vet
of what is heralded asthebeing
among to receive
a name. .A contest was carried
the greatest spectacle-farces in the on among exhibitor
s throughout the United
history of motion pictures, Hampton Del States and Canada
and a title will be
Ruth, supervisor of all the Fox Sunshine chosen from among those
Comedies, reached New York from Los Del Ruth production will submitted. The
be released in
Angeles in time for the Fox convention.
early fall as a special attraction and a
The feature was shown to Fox managers the
unique campaign has been arranged to
and executives on Thursday night at a usher
it into prominence.
Music.
special performance in the Academy of
Mr. Del Ruth is making his headquarters
at the Hotel
and will remain in New
Mr. Del Ruth arranged for two drawing \ork exactly .Astor
six days,
which he will
rooms on the train, fully equipping them hurry back to Californiaafter
to get out a numwith rewinding and splicing machines to
ber
of
two-reel
comedy subjects, the shipenable him, with his assistants and cutters,
ment of which has been
deferred until
to put the finishing touches on the big after his return.
special so that it could be shown in completed form.
Mr. Del Ruth has been six months in the Howells and Kane Have Joined
Catherine Curtis Directors
making of this comedy and seven directors have worked on it under his supervision. The Fox Sunshine Widows, the To the directorate of the Catherine
Curtis Corporation was recently
Hampton Del Ruth.
famous Singer Midgets, with countless
added David P. Howells, foreign representative ofFirst National, and Arthur
S. Kane, president of the Arthur S. Kane
Picture Corporation. Wall Street financiers comprise
South Elorida Exhibitors' League
balance of the representation on the the
board.
Eormed at Largely Attended Meet
Miss Curtis incorporated her picture enterprise ayear ago, backed by Wall Street
A. H. Norman, Ben .'Mi, Dade City; G.
C. D. CoUey, of the Tampa
WITH
men as an experiment, ^150,000 being the
Strand and Victory theatres as C. Koons, Arcade, Sarasota; A. D. Boston, original
capitalization. Production was
president, the South Florida Exhibi- the Movie, Avon Park and Sebring; C. C. later begun,
but Miss Curtis soon discovRoyal, Tarpon Springs; H. Pitman,
tors' League was recently organized at Price,
ered that greater capitalization would
Lakeland, Fla. George Hoflfman, of the Au- Royal, Clearwater; E. C. Pihrews, Empire, mean better
results and, as a consequence,
ditorium Theatre, Lakeland, was elected Quincy; H. Stewart, Princess, DeLand;
H. D. Sample, Airdome, Fcwt Pierce; George she lately announced that $500,000 was the
secretary.
creased.
sum to which capitalization had been in-,
Auditorium, Lakeland.
The organization is pledged to the pro- Hoffman,
C. E. Kessinich, Metro; Scott Chestnut,
motion of a movement for better pictures,
; George Collins, Reto the fostering of social and business in- Famous public;Players-Lasky
Barham, Pathe, and C. Catlin, Charles Alden Seltzer Sees
tercourse between members and better re- Hodkinson M. T.Pictures.
lations with film e.xchanges. To the latter
Picturization of His Novel
end film exchange managers and producers
will be invited to attend the monthly meetCH.\nLES
ALDEiV stories
SELTZER,
authorbeenof
ings of the league and at least one will be
many western
which have
used in motion pictures, was a visitor
asked to address each meeting on some Schoenberg Heads Goldwyn's
subject of interest in the film world.
to tilt- Kox studio in Xew York a few days
Foreign Publicity Section
ago andon tor
first time saw one of his
C. E. Kessinich, of the Atlanta branch of IN view of the fact that the Goldwyn stories
the the
screen.
the Metro Pictures Company, was the prinDistributing Corporation has within the
Accompanied by Mrs. Seller, he came to
cipal speaker at the organization meeting,
year out-distanced all previous Xew Yorl< on a business trip, and having
discussing the distribution of films and salespast
several of his most popular stories to
records in its foreign sales depart- sold
transportation. Those present were:
ment, under Arthur Ziehm, it has been Fox Film Corporation, he expressed a desire
C. D. Cooley, Strand, Tampa; J. A.. Cole, found expedient of late to make additional to see one of them in picturized form. ForMajestic, Fort Meade; H. G. Griffin, Rex,
printby ofMr."Forbidden
Trails,"
tions for the purpose of main- which wastunately a new
written
Seltzer under
the
Arcadia; G. B. Reynolds, Arcade, Fort appropriataining
past
efficiency
in
handling
the
extitle
of
"The
Ranchman,"
was
in
one
of the
Myers; C. C. Jordan, Casino, Kissimmee;
and
ploitation publicity matter for its cus- Fox projection rooms.
J. T. Wien, Baby Grand, Winter Park; O.
tomers throughout the world.
After witnessing- the picture. In which
P. Herndon, Star, Sanford; F. E. WilliamAccordingly, a foreign publicity depart- Buck Jones is starred, Mr. Seltzer asserted
son, Grand, Winter Haven; G. E. White,
ment has been added. Edgar M. Schoenthat "nothing more could be desired" and
Idle Hour, Mulberry; J. F. Berry, Strand, berg has been appointed manager of the that Buck Jones was the character he had
in mind when he wa.? writing the story.
new
department.
and G. \\". T. Grogan, the .Ark, Orlando.

Don't Fear! These Scenes Are Perfectly Thirst Quenching. Where? All Taken in Paris.
Max Linder, French comedian, returns to the screen in "The Little Cafe." being released
to "dry" and consequently they were utilized. by Pathe. These "wet" stills were the first
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by Censorship

Body so as to Govern Posters and Banners
AL to make critics as well as theat re in which the advertised feature is
PROPOS
A
censors of the new Chicago Motion being exhibited.
Here the Rev. Frederick Siedenburg asPicture Department was made Friserted that an objectionable poster is the
day, May 21, at a meeting of the Chicago
on
by the Rev. W. S. same, whether it is on a theatre front or
Censorship Commissi
somewhere
on Lake Shore Drive. It should
on
,
met with
Flenjing but this suggesti
be prohibited anywhere. His opinion won
s
.
proposal
Fleming'
Mr.
disfavor
general
directly followed a move made by Mrs. out. The ordinance now reads so as to
Irvin McDowell to the effect that the govern posters and banners wherever disMotion Picture Department should be
empowered to classify each film exhibited played.
Out of the eighteen members comprising
in Chicago under the head of geographical, the commission, only eight were present at
historical, educational, scenic, classical, this meeting. It was then adjourned with
propagandic or melodramatic. Her motion a motion to appoint a sub-committee of
was carried.
five, to meet Monday, May 24, for the purpose of revising the report which Mr. Hur"Why each
not authorize
department
criticize
picture andthestamp
it as good,to
ley
had compiled
twenty months'
investigation,
and during
which his
he intends
to have
bad,
etc?" Mr.objected,
Flemingat asked.
Mrs.indifferent,
Hannah Solomon
once, published for nationwide circulation. This
saying: "It would be a very serious, con- report is comprised of sixty-eight pages.
sequential matter to assume this office of
labeling films in this way. That is for the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance
newspapers and not for us to do."
"Our intention is to be of assistance to
Indorses Cleveland Convention
the exhibitor as well as to be solicitious
A MEETING
the Illinois
Exhibitors
for the welfare of the public," Chairman
Alliance wasof held
at Fraternity
Hall
Hurleyas reminded
them.
films
geographical,
etc.,"By
we classifying
can be of
Thursday, May 13. The meeting indorsed the Cleveland convention, called by
real help."
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
Showmen to Fight Bill.
the State of New York, of which Sydney S.
Cohen is the president.
The especial purpose of this meeting was
In order to give an opportunity to every
to discuss Section 4 of the ordinance which
Mr. Hurley had drawn up and which per- exhibitor who desires to attend the Clevetains to the establishment of the Motion
land convention as a delegate, it is requested that exhibitors communicate with JosPicture Department referred to above. Mr.
eph
Hopp, 1224 Century Building. Should
Hurley was asked why he fixed the salary
of the three members of the new depart- the number of delegates be greater than
expected, it was given out that additional
ment at $6,000 a year.
be made for their accom"I wanted to make it $10,000 at first," he reservationsmodation atwill
the Hotel Winton, Cleveland,
answered. "But I thought it would stand Ohio.
more of a chance of passing the City CounThere were present at the meeting Joseph
cil if it were fixed at a lower figure. AH
of these members must be highly qualified. They must be capable of commanding the proposed salary. One of them,
according to the ordinance, must have had
experience as an educator, which would
probably mean that he or ^he had held the
position of principal in one of the public
schools, a position which brings a salary of
What does that amount to to-day?"
$3,500.
The Rev. James B. Haslam, who had consulted with some of the Chicago exhibitors about the proposed ordinance, then
said: "They are all going to fight this to
a finish. Some of them are willing to admit the necessity of a certain degree of
"
censorship,
"I've neverbut
found any who would admit
"They
that," interrupted Chairman toHurley.
be un-Amerall pronounce censorship
ican."
"Not all of them," the Rev. Mr. Haslam
insisted, "I found that a number of them
are as much opposed to exhibiting objectionable pictures as we are."
Amend Ordinance to Include Posters.
The question of censoring advertising
posters was then taken up. Chairman Hursome doubt as to the adley expressed
Mrs. Sydney Drew
visability of allowing the department to
Powdering
tor Miss
her vamping
in "The
pass on posters, which are displayed in
Emotional
Vaughn," role
a Pathe
release.
windows and on buildings, other than the

Hopp, president; John Frundt, vice-president; William E. Burford, financial secretary; Fred W. Hartmann, recording and
corresponding secretary, and Henry Von
Meeteren, treasurer.
The following members of the executive
committee were present : George D. Hopkinson, Vernon Langdon, M. O. Wells,
John Frundt, Fred W. Hartmann, Joseph
Hopp, cago;
Henry
Meeteren,Aurora;
all of ChiWilliamVon
E. Burford,
Dee
Robinson, Peoria; F. M. Rubens, Joliet;
Charles Lamb, Rockford; William Cadaret,
Kankakee; O. W. Fredericks, Pekin ;
Charles J. Law, Pana, and Hilliard Campbell, Brookfield.
The following members of the legislative committee were present: Chairman
W. W. "Watts, Springfield; J. J. Rubens,
Aurora; J. G. Gessell, Bloomington; William Bradley, Ottawa; G. M. Luttrell, Jacksonville; Thomas P. Ronan, Danville; Mrs.
A. J. Drum, Peru, and E. B. Rice, A. J. Hill,
D. Kemp, and W. H. Bell, of Chicago.
William J. Sweeney, organizer, was also
present during the proceedings.
GriflPith Would Cull Stars
from University of Chicago

ringthatto David
ER is indicati
the
bring toWark
endeavoon
Griffith
FURTH
screen not only talent and charm but
a finer degree of culture and intellectual
prestige is the fact that he is now looking
to the universities and colleges for young
talent. In a recent letter addresses to the
Daily Maroon, the official publication of
the University of Chicago, which is said
to be a copy of a form-letter sent to many
outn of
, heyoung
socountryed
the interest
collegeslicits through
the attentio
men students and states his requirements.
Two important excerpts from this Griffith letter are: "As the newest of the
great industries in the broad field of art,
motion pictures need the most alert and
trained and available; for pictures are the
greatestment andpower
in the world, for entertainpropaganda.
"To young men, the motion picture industry offers the utmost rewards for their
services, but in direct proportion to their
services. By what they give they will receive. Many young men, after a few
months' training, receive higher salaries
than important executives in other business, where training
is required."
Applicants
are requested
to write to J.
Lloyd,
Griffith
studios,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
and to enclose photographs.
Business Booming
"Pollyanna"

in Iowa;

Scores Heavily

man-o
sales
Chicag
UnitedN,Artists
assistainnt the
FRED R.ager ofMARTI
office, returned last week from an extensive trip through Iowa, where he found
conditions very good and business better
than it has been for years. "Iowa exhibitors
are now booking superproductions for
longer runs and charging higher admission
prices," said Mr. Martin. He found that
t high standard of producpresen
with the
have no trouble in getting
they
prices.
higher tions
Quite a number of new theatres are now
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being built, among them being a large modern house in Waterloo that will seat 1,500
persons. This theatre is being erected by
A. J. Diebolt, of Cedar Rapids, in which
city he owns the Strand and the Palace,
the Strand being one of the finest theatres
in the state.
The Garden Theatre in Waterloo, which
seats SCO persons and which had the repuof being Theatres
a "lemon" Company,
until J. L. Adams,
of the tationAdams
of Des
Moines, took possession, is now turning
patrons away. The house was only recently added to the chain of nineteen theatres
operated by the organization mentioned
and its success has been remarkable. "This
is
due," Mr.
state, and
"to the
advanced
methpds
of Martin
exploitation
presentation
employed in the management of all the
houses on the Adams circuit."
Mr. week
Adams
boo'ced
"Pollyanna"
for a
solid
at the
Garden,
notwithstanding
its small capacity as compared with several competing houses in Waterloo. He
spent $500 in exploitation alone and succeeded in centering general attraction on
the theatre and its big attraction. Mr.
Adams fixed his top price at 40 cents, with
20 cents for children.
Tom Brown, owner of the Strand, Iowa
City,
booked
"Pollyanna"
five days,
the
longest
run ever
given aforpicture
in that
beautiful university city. Mr. Brown will
charge 15 cents and 35 cents admission.
The
sons. Strand seats between 600 and 700 perHarper Now Being Rebuilt.
Max Goldberg, owner of the Harper Theatre Building, corner Fifty-third street and
Educationars

Short

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Harper avenue, has purchased the adjoining sixty feet north of the Harper Theatre
site and plans are already under way for
rebuilding and enlarging that house. When
completed the Harper will seat 4,000 persons, Mr. Goldberg states.
Jack Gardner to Appear in
Twelve Western Pictures
RICHARDS
& FLYNN,
of thea
First National,
have owners
just signed
contract with Jack Gardner to produce
twelve five-reel western pictures. These
pictures are to be made in Los Angeles,
and work will begin some time after August 16, at the termination of Mr. Gardner's present vaudeville contract.
The pictures are to be made from twelve
well known western stories. It has not
been decided as yet how they will be distributed, whether through a national exchange or by state rights.
N. J. Flynn, of Richards & Flynn, is leaving for California in the near future to
arrange for studios and other matters. Mr.
Gardner made five five-reel pictures for
Essanay about two years ago, which
proved very successful.
Mrs. Drew Seized by Appendicitis.
A sudden attack of appendicitis May 13
prevented Mrs. Sidney Drew from completing her series of five Pathe comedies
at the Essanay studios here. Mrs. Dre^v
left for New York Friday, May 14, to receive the care of her family physician at
her home.
Mrs. Drew's condition is not serious.

Subject

Exchanges

Will

Begin Operating Week of June 20
resident and of the most important exhibitor interests.
vice-p
ONS,
EW.generaHAMM
l manag
er of Educational Films Even greater stress is placed by Educational on the fact that since these men,
• Corporation, announces that release
representing leading theatres, will be vis
ional'
ive
gh
throu
Educat
own
exclus
short
tally concerned, the exchanges in which
subject exchanges will start with the week
of June 20. By that time it is expected that they arc interested handle the best product,
all of the branch offices will be in new quar- and also that their association represents
a careful study of the product to be ofifered
ters and able to supply exhibitors.
-Associated with Educational in these ex- and the soundness of Educational's plans.
.\ roster of the interests affiliated with
changes and participating in the ownership
of the individual territorial offices are some Educational in its various exchanges sup-

You Know the Great Old Stall— Buying Things from THE Shop and THE Girl.
Will Rogers seen here in the act of taking all the time possible in
hi.s Goldwyn, "Jes Call Me Jim."

June 5, 1920
plies a list of theatres that is hard to equal.
For instance, Robert Leiber, chief owner
of the Circle Theatre, is interested in the
Indianapolis exchange. In Detroit, J. H.
Kunsky, owner of one of the finest theatre systems in the country, is the partner
of Educational in the Michigan exchange.
Finkelstein & Ruben, who control the theatre situation in the Twin Cities, are concerned in the Minneapolis office.
Pittsburgh's
leading& theatres
represented by Rowland
Clark. InareChicago,
Balaban & Katz, who have in the past few
years built probably the finest group of
motion picture theatres in the world, are
participants in the exchange ownership,
and a great share of the releases will be
seen in the Riviera, Central Park and their
other fine houses. In Des Moines and
Omaha, A. H. Blank will be interested. In
Louisville, Col. Levy is part owner of the
exchange, while in Washington and Philadelphia, Harry O. Schwalbe is devoting a
considerable portion of his time toward
Educational's short reel system.
On the West Coast Sol Lesser will share
the exchange supplying Southern California and Arizona. Mr. Lesser now conducts the Kinema and Los Angeles theatres
and will direct the new $3,000,000 theatre to
be erected there. In San Francisco, Turner
& Dahnken shares in the ownership. The
northwest territory will have the participation of Jensen & Von Herberg. As a matter of fact, recital of the names of those
having interest in the various exchanges
continues
territory. to list leading names in each
While all of the signed contracts have
not yet reached the New York office, the
whole exchange system has been completed.
Negotiations are now in progress for Canada, and these will be closed within a short
time. In England. Educational is associated owner of Ideal Film Renting Company, Ltd., which has exchanges all through
the British Isles, while other companies
which Educational dominates assures its
distribution through the rest of the world.

Hammons Sails for England
in Interest of Educational
managervice-president
of Educational
EW. general
HAMMONS,
and
Films Corporation, sailed on Saturday, May 22, for England, where he will
spend a month arranging some plans which
promise to accelerate the already rapid
growth of the company. Mr. Hammons
will confer with officials of the Hudson's
Bay Company, which is financially associated with Educational, and inspect the
offices of the Ideal Film Renting Company,
Ltd., in which Educational is interested.
During
past,contracts
few wee'<s
mons hasthe
closed
hereMr.forHamfilm
product that involve a big sum and has
completed the exchange system which will
distribute these pictures. Plans of the
company for the immediate future are said
to involve still furthur progress, and these
announcements are likely to follow Mr.
Ham.mons' return, early in July.
Since becoming interested in Ideal, Educational has a perfect distribution system
in the British Isles. The former company
operates twelve fully equipped exchanges
in England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales. •
Fitzmaurice Company Returns
George Fitzmaurice and company have
returned from a month's trip to Florida,
where they obtained colorful shots with a
South Sea Island atmosphere for Ouida
Rergere's
original
story,and"Idols
Clay."
in
which Mae
Murray
Davidof Powell
will be featured by Paramount.
The company made their headquarters at
Miami, but took scenes thirty miles below
Miami, where, on a wide stretch of beach
they constructed several huts in the true
South Seas fashion.
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United Artists Productions
Are Booked by Sid Grauman
SID GRAUMAN, who operates both
Graitman's Theatre and Grauman's
Rialto, has contracted for the exhibition of United Artists productions to be
shown at the Rialto. D. W. Griffith,
Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks comprise the United Artists,
FairMollycoddle,"
and "The
first shown
will bethethenewest
banks production,
under the new contract, which will be
when "Below the Surface," the feature now
in its natessecond
its run. week at the Rialto, termiAfter "The Mollycoddle," Mary Pickford's new picture, "Suds," made from the
play, "Hoptraction.
o' My
be for
the the
atGraumanThumb,"
has also will
signed
entire output of Paramount-Artcraft special productions, which will be shown at
the large Grauman house.
Change of Managers at California.
Robert H. Poole, managing director of
the California Theatre since S. L. Rothapfel left for New York, has resigned to take
the management of Harold Bell Wright,
the author. Bert St. John, a showman of
many years' experience and recently manager ofcharge
Clune's
tive
of theAuditorium,
California. will take acSullivan Tries Again.
C. Gardner Sullivan, Ince scenarioist, left
Los Angeles on May 18 to again try his
luck in the matter of going across the Atlantic to visit several of the European
countries. He will remain in New York a
week before sailing.
Cameraman's Name on Screen.
The American Society of Cinematographers has entered into a national campaign
of education to prove to theatre owners
that the name of the cameraman is valuable to the screen.
Philip Rosen, president of the society, is
communicating with theatre owners of the
country and advancing the argument that
the name of the cinematographer on the
screen puts him under the obligation to do
■good
work. The isAmerican
Cinematographers
regarded Society
as one of
of
the most exclusive organizations in the
country and is composed of sixty-one ace
cameramen who were invited to membership following several pictures of unusual
photographic merit. Rosen, who is now a
director at Universal, was for many years
a cameraman and has been largely responsible for the privilege accorded producers
of using the crest of the society upon films
photographed by a member.
Holubar Starts Producing.
Allen Holubar, who has had all his legal
difficulties with Universal satisfactorily adjusted, has begun production on his first
Holubar-Phillips feature at the Hollywood
studios. Neither the title nor the theme
of the story has been announced. Harry
Bocquet, who was Holubar's assistant at
Universal City, has joined the new organization. Al Kaufman, formerly connected
with Famous Flayers-Lasky, is a business

partner in the Holubar-Phillips organization.
Selznick Going East.
According to a statement by Harry Rapf,
western production manager of the Selznick corporation, he will take his aggregation of film players and directors back
to New York some time in June, to occupy
the Paragon studios in New York, which
have been leased by the Selznick eastern
film forces. Two pictures will be made by
the western unit at the Brunton studios
before Mr. Rapf and his company leave.
To Arrange for Distribution.
Jack Retlaw, general manager of the
Gloria Joy Productions, Inc., the Unique
Films, Inc., and the Clayart Films, has
gone to New York to arrange for the distribution of the productions made by these
concerns.
Four Photoplaywrights Unite
to Produce Their Own Stories

beeng
ANNOUN
the leadin
four of has
that ENT
made CEM
photoplaywrights of the Los
Angeles film colony have combined
for the purpose of producing their
own stories for the screen The
members of the new organization are
C. Gardner Sullivan, who has just
started on a tour of Europe ; John G.
the Goldwyn scenHawks, head of
ario department; John Lynch and
Monte Katterjohn.
Active work on the productions to
be made by these scenarioists will
begin about September 1, when Mr.
Sullivan will have returned from his
trip
and will
Mr. have
Hawks'
Goldwyn
been contract
completed.with
Alec Lorimore Visits Los Angeles.
Alec Lorimore, managing director of the
Famous Players-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.,
and of the Haymarket Theatres, Ltd., of
Sydney, Australia, paid a visit to the Lasky
studio while in Los Angeles, on his way
back to the antipodes after an extended
tour of the United States. Mr. Lorimore
states that a great development in motion
pictures may be anticipated in Australia
now the war is ended and many restrictions have been removed.

Quimby Comes to Sign Stars.
F. C. Quimby, general manager of the
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has arrived in
Los Angeles armed with a portfolio full
of contracts awaiting the signatures of
some of the biggest stars of the film world.
New Companies at Brunton.
New companies that are shortly to produce at the Brunton studios are the Gibraltar Film Company, starring Leah Baird,
with William Worthington directing, and
the Dial Company, with Director Roy
Clements making "The Tiger's Coat." Ernest C. Warde is producing an all-star picBrunton.
ture, called "The Devil to Pay," for Robert
Selig Making Big Jungle Comedy.
Col. W. N. Selig is making a film version
of the famous English stage play, "In for
aandNight,"
at his plantmany
on Mission
Road,
is interpolating
jungle animal
scenes in the film that were not possible
in the stage play. Frederick Sullivan is
directing the farce, and a troupe of giant
chimpanzees, which Colonel Selig has been
training in secret for two years, will make
their first appearance in the film. The
leading players include Harry Depp, Earl
Rodney, Irene Wallace and Betty FranPotel Completing First Comedy.
Victor Potel, whose most recent picture
work was with Nazimova in "The Heart of
a Child,"
completing
first Homespun
independent pictureis for
the VictorhisPotel
Comedy Company, entitled "Slim Comes
Back." His supporting cast includes Ruby
Kendricks, Thelma Percy, George Cummings and Harry Rattenbury.
Laemmle's Nephew Returns.
Edward Laemmle, nephew of Carl
Laemmle, and William Adler, who headed
the Universal-Southern Academies Expedition to Borneo, New Guinea and other far
countries of the earth, has returned to
Universal City, after having been gone
more than a year ago. They brought back
some miles of film, as well as many valuable curios, relics and trophies for western
museums.
Mayor to Make Municipal Movie.
Mayor Snyder,
Los a Angeles,
announced that he ofand
certain has
theatre

Kosmik Purchases Studio Site.
The Kosmik Films, Inc., has purchased
a site near Los Angeles upon which to
erect a studio for the company, which will
soon begin the production of special features, according to an announcement by
L. C. Wheeler, treasurer of the company.

manager had joined hands with the "City
Mothers" to produce a film called "Mother
Love, ' which, it is hoped, will carry a mescity. sage into every home. The funds derived
from the picture will be devoted to the
day nurseries in various sections of the

New Plays for Vidor.
King Vidor, whose new studio on Santa
Monica Boulevard is near completion, is
negotiating for new stories to film in the
new plant. His latest feature, "The Jack
Knife Man," by Ellis Parker Butler, has
been finished, and an option has been secured on Clare Kummer's stage play, "A
Successful Calamity" and a Winchell Smith
play, "Turn to the Right."

The Coast Film Brokers.
C. O'D. Blanchfield, head of the Coast
Film Brokers, of Los Angeles, has opened
offices in the Superba Theatre Building and
is conducting a film brokerage, buying
films for states rights distribution and acting as agent for producers. Offices will
future.
be
established in New York in the near
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Expedition

Well Equipped to Bring Back Results
given the subject is brief, but elucidative.
AT equipped
the head photographic
of one of the exploring
most completelyparties It shows how the diseased tissue is placed
that has ever taken the field, T. Kim- in melted paraffin, which is afterward cooled
in ice water. It is then cut in very thin
wood Peters left New York early this month
and will proceed via the Hawaiian Islands slices and dipped in dye, a process which
to Japan. It is the purpose of the party, causes the tissue to be revealed in color^
against the almost transparent paraffin. In
which is known as the Peters' Photographic
Kxpedition, to penetrate every possible local- this way the progress of the disease can
ity where few, it any, photographers have be followed intelligently. Close-ups of Dr.
ever been before, and to record in motion and Flexner and his staff are also shown.
still photography every unusual scene and
"An Enchanted Garden" is a beautiful setting to a poem, in which the dogwood, the
phase of life to be found in these remote
poppy, the hyacinth, narcissus, and other
spots.
varieties
of flowers give active evidences of
Thus far no complete picturization has
been secured in our Pacific Island territory, lite. This is tinted, and is a beautiful boand beside the scenic beauties that abound
tanical study, treating the subject in a general rather than an analytical way. In the
there, the intricate conglomeration of life
and customs of native, half-breed and Asiatic picture the buds are seen bursting into bloom
An Out-of-the-Inkwell cartoon, one of the
peoples in Hawaii, wil be completely recorded
funniest yet, in which the clown sees a
by this expedition.
and exhibits genuine fear, closes the
Juichi Kanaya. a noted Japanese guide, spook
reel.
will
direct theExpedition
explorations
the Peters'
Photographic
in theof Land
of the
Rising Sun, and Nipponese officialdom has as- Seminole Indians Are Pictured
sured him of the fullest co-operation. Korea
in Ford Educational Weekly
and China will also be visited.
The party will go from China to Malaysia THE conventional idea of Indians In war
and the Phillipines; thence to the dangerous
paint and feathers and wearing brightlyislands of Papua and New Guinea, the Solocolored blankets is contradicted by picmons and the New Hebrides. Siam, Java,
tures of the Seminole Indians given in the
Sarawak, the Celebes Islands, New Zealand Ford Educational
Weekly, No. 202, distributed
and Australia and India, by way of Burmah,
Goldwyn.
Arabia, Egypt, the Near East and Europe by This
film
shows
a civilized tribe of Indians,
will be covered before the expedition returns with the squaws operating
hand-power sewto New York, four years hence.
ing machines and making gowns of modern
Many new and special devices will be
The popular song. "Everybody Works
among the equipment, including a camera, design.
Father,"
the does
life
self operating and controlled from a dis- But
of
this
tribe, is
for well
it isillustrated
the squaw inwho
tance, thus rendering the photography of
the work while the big chief lies around
dangerous and shy, wild animals easy and all
and smokes and eats and never bothers about
safe. A special telephoto apparatus, allow- the problems of earning a livelihood.
a magnification of as much as 400 times, is
At the close of the reel there are some
a part scopic
of the
equipment,
well as athegyrobeautiful scenes of the Everglades of Florida,
hand camera,
whichas obviates
use where
the camps of the Seminoles are located.
of a tripod in making motion pictures.
Many side trips will be made by the party,
such as that to the famous ruins of Amber.
"Musko and Musume of Nippon"
The scenic beauties of Norway will also be
Shows Life of Japanese Child
photographed. Commercial, industrial, economic and social conditions will be taken
the
NIPPON,"
OFBurton
MUSKO
title ofANDthe MUSUME
ParamountHolmes
into account by the Peters camera.
Travel Picture for May 23, may sound
complicated, but it has a very human theme
Pictograph Shows the Flexner
and refers to the boys and girls of Japan.
In his latest tour the noted traveler, author
Method of Studying Bacteria
and lecturer takes his audience into the
THE Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph for release every day life of Japanese children. The
the third week in May contains two un- drills of the boys are featured by a "Field
usually interesting subjects. One of Day," in which they excel at military manthese sh )ws the methods used by Dr. Simon
euvres, "goosestep" in approved Prussian
Flexner. head of the Rockefeller In.stitute,
stle and bind up supposed wounds in apin studying disease germs. The treatment
pr ived Red Cro.'js fashion. Their open air

camps are superbly located in the wonder
islands of Matoushina, where aenemic and
frail boys and girls are put through dally
physical exercises on the beach to restore
them to full blooded health and strength.
Life in these summer camps. Burton Holmes
shows, is not only curious and cute, but extremely amusing to American boys and girls,
who have different ideas as to what constitutes outdoor sport.
E. Alexander Powell Busy With
Camera in Borneo and Far East
A LETTER
just been
from E.
AlexanderhasPowell,
the received
famous traveler
and war correspondent and the author
of a number of important books, who started
last January on an extended tour of the Far
East to secure pictures for the GoldwynBray for
Pictograph,.
Mr. Powell's
itinerary
calls
visits in India,
China, Japan
and
Borneo.
The traveler's letter is dated March 9,
aboard
the coast
guardimaginations
cutter, "Negros."
For
those who
use their
and read
between the crisp, epigrammatic lines, it conjures up a world of color and romance and
danger, all of which Mr. Powell may be expected to bring before the eyes of thousands
of
motion picture audiences when his film
is released.
Goldwyn-Bary to Have Finley
Wild Bird and Animal Films
A RECENT visit to New York by William
L. Finley, nationally known as a naturalist, has resulted in the Goldwyn-Bray
organization acquiring 16,000 feet of Mr.
Finley's
motion
pictures represent
of wild the
bird work
and
animal life. The pictures
of Mr. Finley and his wife for the past three
years. It Is their custom to take to the field
every summer with a motion picture camera
and about 20,000 feet of film negative to
photograph wild birds and animals in their
native environment. The average result of
a summer's work is about 5,000 feet of good
film. On their trips, Mr. and Mrs. Finley live
in a tent and are accompanied by their two
young
sons. of Mr. Finley Is unique, as few
The work
lovers of wild life hunt with the camera.
Through
his painstaking
a careful
record has been
compiled on work,
the motion
picture
screen of the actual conditions under which
wild birds and animals live. The difficulty
in obtaining these pictures is due to the
fact that the subjects are always shy, not
only of man but of the camera. In order to
get close enough to the birds and animals
to photograph them, Mr. Finley has often
had to plant his camera the night before
and wait for the birds or animals to come
to their feeding or drinking place at day-

ViewsandTaken
the inParamount-Burton
Holmes inPicture,
"Musko
This reel showsThree
the bovs
girls from
of Japan
everv-dav life. Included
the picture
are and
field Musume
days and of
alsoNippon."
the camps where the
children help to build up their health.
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R. Hammond,
New Head of Arrow's Foreign
Force, Consummates Big South American Deal
Baltimore, and C. A. Taylor, of a few years ago are a small fracGUY R. HAMMOND, who has
Buffalo.
tion of the people who will see
taken charge of the foreign
the re-issue. The re-issue is
Milton Kaplan, of the Variety
department for Arrow Film
(Pictures in Washington, who are
new to ninety-nine per cent, of
Corporation, has just concluded
the movie fans. That is why a
what is said to be one of the
handling
the series
Pioneer'scomedies
"Facts
biggest South American deals in and
good re-issue is bound to be sucFollies"
cessful, and is the reason why
also made
the Pioneerof offices
his
the picture business. The subheadquarters while in New York.
jects include not only practically
'Captivating
Mary Carstairs" is
All these exchangemen report
all handled by the domestic de0—
being booked —readily."
partment of Arrow, but various
exceptional business
Sell Dooley Comedies.
subjects that Arrow is handling
The Peerless Film Service of
only
for distribution in foreign
Norma Talmadge Reissue
countries.
San Francisco has purchased the
rights on the two-part Johnny
This deal includes Argentina.
in Demand, Says Brandt
Dooley Comedies from Radin
Uruguay and Paraguay, and will
Brandt, director general
Pictures
for the states of Calienable the Arrow to dispose of ofJoe
National
Film
Corporation,
fornia, Nevada— and
Chile, Peru and Bolivia in the
o — Arizona.
re-issuing
the
Norma
Talmadge
very near future, leaving only
picture, "Captivating Mary CarBrazil, Venezuela, Colombia and
stairs," states that the re-publi- Warners Announce Sales
Guatemala open.
cation of this production is meeton "Lost City" Serial
Mr. Hammond formerly was
ing with favor everywhere.
The following territories have
with the foreign department of " 'Captivating
Mary
Carstairs'
the Universal Film Manufacturwas adapted from the novel of been recently disposed of on the
ing Company and is an experi"Lost City": Turner & Dahnken,
the same name by Henry Sydnor
enced exporter. He speaks seven
Harrison. The picture has an ■San Francisco, Northern Califorlanguages and knows countries
nia; First National Exh. Circuit,
exceptionally interesting plot.
Guy R. Hammond
and peoples.
Norma Talmadge as the star is a Los Angeles, Southern CaliforManager
of the export and
— o—
nia;
Quality
Pictures
Corp..
Denforeign
department of the
big box-office money-maker. If
ver, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Arrow Film Corporation.
the costumes in a re-issue are
Pioneer Exchangemen Visit
Southern Idaho and New Mexico.
not
out
of
date
(and
those
in
this
Home Office in New York
With the above territories dis- Mississippi. Reports still come in
Talmadge re-issue are modern)
tlien there is no reason why the
Last week saw the Pioneer
of, the only
remaining
unfrom exhibitors telling of the big
soldposedterritory
consists
of Oregon,
picture
should
not
prove
a
big
main office in New York crowded
business they are doing with
Washington,
Montana
and
Northwith managers from several of success," says Joe Brandt.
"The Lost City."
ern
Idaho
and
Louisiana
and
"The people who saw a picture
the out-of-town offices.
Among those who met each
other, some for the first time,
were Gus Metzger, president of
the Equity Distributing ComTower Feature "A Trip to Mars'* Capitalizes
pany, Portland, Ore.; Phil Hazza,
Widespread Interest in Neighboring Planet
of the Amalgamated
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Ltd., who is head
of the
the fact that a captain in the terfilms Company, instead of The
Canadian organization having
dist lity
army volunteered to be shot to Alexander Film Corporation as
exchanges in St. John, Montreal,
APROPOS of
possibi
the presen
cussion ofthe
previously reported.
the planet in a huge projectile.
and Toronto, and Ben Amsterdam,
of signaling the planet
— o—
Brandt states that a little terof the Equity Productions in Mars, which is occupying much
Philadelphia; Michael Lessy, of space in papers and magazines.
ritory is still open to negotiaMore Territories Sold
tions, but he expects to close on
Tower Film Corporation is reall
of it shortly.
leasing an unusually timely proCelebrated "Gumps"
Digest"
is a halfThereel"Illiterate
weekly
duction, entitled "A Trip to
J. on
L.ager Mintz,
Manmade up of epigrams on current
of the Territorial
Gump Cartoons,
topics
by
Will
Rogers,
the
gags
It is announced that this is an
has just returned from his secbeing interspersed with the comic
ond swing around the circle. He
intensely
Mars." human drama and that
antics which made him his repuannounced that the following tation.
it was produced under the guidterritories have been recently
ance of a group of prominent
— o—
scientists. The story deals with
closed: braska.
Iowa,GreaterKansas
and NeProductions
Co., A. Dresner in Charge of
a daring group which make the
trip in a specially constructed
Des Moines, Iowa; Kansas City,
airship and who meet with many
Hustling Film Exchange
Mo.; Crescent
Film Corp.,
Kanthrilling adventures.
sas City; Eastern
Missouri,
The Exhibitors' Film Exchange,
There is also a dramatic love
United Film Service, St. Louis,
located in suite 408-10-12 Mather
story running through the picBuilding, Washington, D. C, is
ture,
together
with
many
unMo.
usual scenes depicting life on
a thriving state right organization, catering to the needs of
New York Strand Shows
Mars. This is a distinct novelty
exhibitors in Maryland, Delaand Tower officials believe it will
ware, District of Columbia and
"The Illiterate Digest"
be a big success for exhibitors
and buyers and will provide
Virginia.
Dresner,
wide-is
at
awake A.
independent
film aman,
showin
e, g Los
the Theatr
G nia
theOWIN
Califor
FOLL
unique entertainment for picture
general manager.
theatregoers.
Angeles, Joe Brandt, general
As evidence of the widespread
representative of the Marion H.
This company is handling Caninterest in this subject Tower
Kohn Productions, reports that
yon Pictures
points to the speculation caused
ishing Trails"Corporation's
and seriesfilms;
of"Vantwothe booking of the "Illiterate Direel Franklyn
Farnum
also
by the receipt of signals by the
by Will Theatr
Rogerse.at This
the New
York gest"
Strand
was
Equity's "Silk Husbands and
Marconi wireless in London, emanating from an unknown
the first showing in New York
Calico Wives" and Fidelity Picsource, which some ascribed to and it is said to have met with
turealso
Corporation's
"Frivolous
favor
as
at
other
preWives,"
the Capital
twoMars, nent
to radio
the engineer
fact thatbelieves
a promi-it the samerelease
showings.
Pretty Babies!
reel
subjects;
and
is
now
negoNew York and Northern New
possible to build a sigtiating for other productions,
Eva Novak shown here in "Up In wouldnal bestation
gigantic enough to
territory have been sold
both features and ahort subMary's Attic,"
released by
Pine Arts.
establish communication, and to Jersey
to the N. Y. Independent Masjects.
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Matty Roubert
Playing Reelcraft
in a juvenile
Picturesseries for
Corporation.
liiimimiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiriimiiiiitiiiiriiiiiriiir
t mi
Morris Rose Back from
Trip to Middle West
Morris Rose, vice-president of
the Pioneer (Film Corporation,
returned from a trip through the
Middle West recently, during
which time he spent several days
at the Pioneer Exchanges in
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Buffalo, Baltimore and Washington.
Mr. Rose I says:
"Until Iabout
saw
conditions
was skeptical
the independent sentiment among
exchangemen and exhibitors. I
returned with a different opinion
and viewpoint. The majority of
theatre managers throughout the
Middle West are heart and soul
in the movement against the encroachment of the producer-exhibitor."
— o—
Excellent Accessories for
Latest Price Feature
C. B. Price Co., Inc., who are
marketing Billie Rhodes ip "His
Pajama Girl" on the state right
plan, announce that they are
preparing a strong line of exploitation matter for this production.
"We
are
preparing
a campaign
that will include
a wide
variety
of material," says Mr. Price.
"The lithographs will Include
everything from a one-sheet to
a twenty-four sheet. Gravure
photos for lobby display of the
11x14 and 22x28 type are prepared. Very comprehensive and
plan and publicity macomplete
terial is being prepared and presented in such a way that the exhibitor will find it all of a most
useful nature.
"The sale of territory is briskThose buyers
going forward.
wholy have
come to New York and
were enproduction
viewed thethusiastic over the picture.
"The Plumber" Is Title
of New Hank Mann Film
Arrow Film Corporation announces that the next two-reel
is titled "The
Mann
Hank
Plumber." comedy
The star is assisted
leading lady,
as
Kirby,
by Madge
Beauties."
the "HankthisMann
andFollowing
comedy.
Hank
Mann will appear In a burlesque
on "Dr. Jekyll Morris
and Mr.Schlanck
Hyde,"
and Producer
of the
predicts that It will be one
biggest comedy hits of the year.
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Reelcraft Producing a Series of Two-Reel
Boyhood Stories with Matty on
Roubert
Star
theters market,
isas
receiving
letfrom all over
the country,
FORReelcraft
the seventh
addition
to
"Booth
Tarkington's
"Edgar
StoPictures Corpocontaining suggestions for scenarios for the Gump cartoons.
ration's
rapidlysubjects
growing R.pro-C.
Matty
said torole.
be
gram of short
Avell
fittedRoubert
tor theisleading
One of these letters from a
Cropper, president of the comTie began his picture career at prominent Chicago attorney contained the idea of the latest
pany, announces a series of two- .the age of three with Vitagraph
reelers, with twelve-year-old
inries."
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." Later
Gump
picture,
Will
Matty Roubert in the star role,
he appeared in twenty singleHappen."
The "Accidents
writer
■and states this will be the bigfor the absolute
truth vouched
of the
reel boy pictures for Universal,
gest series of its kind ever atacted boy roles for Edistory,
was the
tempted in the independent field. and has
originalclaiming
victim.thatAthe first
he
son, Vitagraph. Pathe and Fa"These will be feature producfailed
to
appreciate
the
humor
mous
Players.
He
had
the
printions in every sense of the
of
the
situation,
but
later
he
cipal role inandHobart
Henley's
realized what a tangle It was and
"Parentage,"
is also
feaword,"
says Mr. Cropper,
the preparation
of the "from
story
tured in the Pathe production
how much real fun it possessed.
right on through cast, produc"Driftwood," which was written
This is the first of the new "Star
tion and all, including the adfor
him
by
Willard
Mack.
Plus story" Gump Cartoons.
vertising accessories. I wish to
William
L.
Roubert,
Matty's
dispel the idea that these will
father, will direct the series,
which will be produced in Fort Variety of Subjects in
be 'kid' pictures. The stories
will concern adventures of boys
Lee,
N. J. They will be released
New Christie Comedies
and girls — in other words, the at the rate of one a month, and
Reelcraft
announces there will
days pealofto audiences
youth — butof they
will
apThree
new Christie comedies,
all ages.
be a complete line of advertising
with leap year, matrimatter, accessories, photos, etc., dealing monial
In backing up its statement
adventures, spring house
that pictures of this kind have
together with a trade paper ad- cleaning and college fraternities,
a universal appeal, Reelcraft
re- present a variety of plots among
lease, justvertising
as iscampaign
givenon toeach
longer
points to the success of such prothe new offerings.
ductions as "Little Women,"
productions.
The
first
will
be
released
In
The nonfirst
Bobby Ver-in
"Tom Sawyer," "Huckleberry
with features
Vera Steadman
Finn," "Treasure
Island" and the autumn.
"Marry Me." It was directed by
Bill Beaudine.
"Neat, but Not Gaudy" is the
Arrow Preparing Big Exploitation
title of a one-reeler with Dorothy Devore and Jimmle HarriCampaign for Several New Subjects
"Eat-a-Bite-a-Pie" ushers Bobland, for Oregon, Washington,
son.
Idaho and Montana.
aby Vernon
college fraterTHE Arrow
ing a Corpor
tion is plannFilm
nity withInto
the a typical
mystic
big adFilm Specials also announce
vertising and exploitation
signs
of
such
life.
This comedy
the
sale
of
Utah,
Colorado,
Wying
ign
campa
on the follow
subwas written by Jack Jevne and
oming
and
New
Mexico
rights
on
d
jects now pendent
beingstate offere
Inde-:
directed by William Beaudln.
"Brown of Harvard" to Willis
right tobuyers
Kent, of Quality Film Corporaring Ro"Woman's Man,"
featu
tion,
Denver.
maine Fielding, one of the best
Year's Contract Signed
— 0—
five-reel pictures, according to
.W. E. Shallenberger, that the "Empty Arms" Goes Big
by Preacher-Comedian
Arrow has offered to IndependRev. George LeRoi Clarke, the
at Sydney Cohen Houses
s
buyers in some
ente,"
time;
"Love'
preacher - actor, has signed a
Proteg
featuring Ora Carew,
Photoplay Libraries, Inc., reyear'sgoncontract
with the Paraalso a five-reel story.
Pictures Corporation,
with
port that special pre-release
In addition, the campaign will showings
of the Park Whiteside
studios at Long Beach, Cal. The
Include the Muriel Ostrich twominister's
first
venture
In
motion
"Empty controlled
Arms" in the
reel comedies, which Arvid Gil- production
chain of theatres
by
strom is directing. Bide Dudley
nature. was of a "free lance"
has written several of the sto- Sydney Cohen, president of the pictures
On beraccount
of thereceived,
large numew York State Exhibitors'
ries. These are being offered
of inquiries
the
eague,McKinley
consisting
of the
Trefor release beginning about the mont,
Square,
Empire,
Paragon
concern
thought
It good
15th of June.
star and Bronx Strand,
policy to sign Rev. Clarke up for
Romaine Fielding, who stars North
proved to be unqualified suca year, with a three-year option
In "Woman'smembered asMan,"
will
be
recesses.
on his tures
services,
his picone of the best
According to a statement from
continue toprovided
be as good
as
known stars in pictures several
the producers, Mr. Cohen reports
the first seven comedies, which
years ago. "Woman's Man" is that. Judging from the crowds
will
soon
be
released.
the first picture that he has ap- that attended the three-day
peared in since his discharge
showings. It would have been
from the army. Mr. Fielding en- possible to run the picture for
tered the service as a lieutenant
one or two weeks and that he
and within less than two years expects to repeat "Empty Arms"
earned the rank of lieutenant
at the earliest opportunity.
colonel.
The picture
Velvet Beban assists Romaine
neously in fouropened
of thesimultaCohen
Fielding in this production.
theatres for three-day showings.
— o—
— o—
Travesty Five-Reel
Aywon Making
FQm Specials Makes
Sales on Many Films
Nathan Hlrsh, president of AyFilm Specials, Inc., report the
sale of rights on a series of one won Film Corporation, announces the Joy Comedy comand two reel Jolly comedies and
to completing a
on one-reel Horsley comedies to series panyofIn addition
two-reelers in Florida,
Company, BaltiMorart more,Film
for Maryland, Delaware, is also working on a five-reel
travesty on a well-known film
District of Columbia and Vir- drama.
The original will be burDistribMid-West
to
ginia,
and
lesqued scene for scene, and will
Milwaukee,
uting Corporation,
for Wisconsin, Minnesota, North prove a great laugh maker. "A
competent director and excellent
and South Dakota.
Sales are also reported by this cast has been —engaged,"
says Mr.
o—
Hlrsh.
company on series of two-reel
Dalton westerns to MorEmmet
art Film Company for Maryland. Lawyer Furnished Idea
District of Columbia and DelaHyman Atto Arthur
ware, and tractions,
for New "Gump" Cartoon
Detroit, for Michigan;
Sidney Smith, creator of the
Romaine Fielding
also, to Peerless Film Service, Gumps,
whose antics on the
for Califorscreen have made them popular
Francisco,
SanArizona
Inc., nia,
and to In
and Nevada,
starring
"Woman's
Man" fop
Arrow InFilm
Corporation.
the short time they have been
Oregon Film Exchange, Port-
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Arts Fun- Feature "Up in Mary's Attic"
Arouses Big Interest Among
Picture Showmen
Vernon, Vera Steadman, CharANY
COMP
ferring
with
Jack
Cohn
regardFILM
S
ROBBIN
lotte Merriam, Neal Burns and
of Utica, which purchased
ing future subjects.
Teddy Sampson.— o —
These producers also announce
the rights for upper New
York State on the Fine Arts Picthat the first of "Screen Snapshots" will have its premiere in Merit Film Announces
tures, Inc., production "Up in a Broadway
theatre soon.
Mary's Attic," a six-reel comedy,
Changes in Its Force
— o—
ory
itors
territ
that
in
exhib
"say
st
ng
are showi a lively intere in tArrow Announces Sales
Merit Film Corporation has
this picture.
increased
its sales forces in its
on Three Feature Films
brandies at New York, Buffalo
"Every day I receive 'phone
The Arrow Film Corporation
calls, personal calls and wires,"
and Albany. George W. Schaesays Mr.
Robbins,asking
"from when
promi- I .reports several new sales of fer, who for five years was mannent exhibitors
ager of the New York offices of
"Love's Protege," the Ora Carew
the World Film has taken over
can give them a date on this
feature, as well as the New Engcomedy. Seldom have I seen
the
general
management of the
land territory. New York, Westsuch interest in a production as
Merit Film Corporation. Mr.
ern
Pennsylvania
and
West
VirSchaefer has appointed Norman
is
manifested In this sixginia territory Romaine
on "Woman's
reelbeing
comedy.
Moray to the managership of
Man," featuring
Field"I feel that with this comedy
the New York office. F. J. WilJack Hoxie
ing. Arrow also reports sales on
I am giving exhibitors what they
lis, formerly of the New York
Who will appear
feature
pro"Daughter of the Don" tor the
ductions to be in
made
by the
want, a comedy that goes beyond
office
will
take
charge
of
the
New England States, the Pacific
National
Film
Corporation.
Coast
and
Northwestern
States.
distribution
of
this
.
recently-acslapstick.a human
'Up in touch,
Mary's advenAttic'
contains
quired Brady-made drama, with
— o —Directing.
ture, romance, punch and appeal
headquarters at Bulfalo and
Al Christie
tinged with bright humor.
Al Christie is completing the branch offices at Albany. N. I. Howard Hall Scenarizing
"An excellent line of paper is direction of a new two-reel
Filkins will continue the manStoll's "Determination"
agership of the Buffalo office as
Christie comedy, which has been
being prepared for this producHall has been engaged
will Frank
WykofC of the one lo- to Howard
jtion, including four one-sheets,
titled "Kiss
Me,
Caroline."
Feaadapt
the scenario of Captain
cated
in
Albany.
tured in the picture are Bobby
'two
six-sheets
and
a
twentyfour sheet. There are also colF. F. the
Stoll's
which
United"Determination,"
States Photoored 11 by 14 lobby display
play Corporation is to produce
photos, 40 by 60 and 30 by 40 Pioneer Announces Four Feature Films
at
its
studio
in
Grantwood,
N. J.
hand-painted, framed lobby disMr. Hall has had a number of
plays, a press book containing
for Release During the Summer Months
stage
successes.
He
was
the
valuable and practical suggesgeneral stage director and play
Pioneer announced that dur- meet the demands of the entertions for showman's aid, such as
criticiser
for
the
late
Henry
B.
ing the summer months there will
prising exhibitor," official.
says a Pioneer
photos, press
stories andmatter.
illusFilm Corporation
trations of advertising
Harris.
be
no
cutting
either
in
its
numMr. Hall has met with success
There are also cutouts, blotters,
ber of releases or in the quality
IVew Barry-Darling F^lm.
in the writing of scenarios.
of the productions to be offered
circulars, folders, programs with
— o—
to
the
exhibitor.
Allen
Watt
is
directing
a
comlocal tie-ups, stickers and other
Kathleen Clifford is leading
edy at the Christie studio called
accessories.
June will see Louise Huff in
Bigamist."
The pic"What the
Women
out "A Bashful
"I feel that 'Up in Mary's Atof thedirector
Hills,"
ture introduces
Eddie Barry
and woman
under
PioneerWant"
bannerputwhile
opposite inJ. "Shadow
P. McGowan,
tic' will make a record wherever
Helen
Darling.
and
star
of
the
production.
July,
August
and
September
will
shown," said Mr. Robbins In be the release months of Jose
closing the interview.
Collins in "Nobody's Child,"
Grace Davison in the "Hidden
Brandt Leaves for Coast to Confer
Sales Reported on Two
Code" and Emily Stevens and
Montague
Love
in
the
"Place
of
With Kohn and National Officials
of Aywon's Offerings
Honeymoons."
Pioneer believes that it owes
Radin Pictures report a strong
National serial, it is stated, will
OE
BRANDT,
director general
■aemand for its series of Real a certain duty to the exhibitors
of the National Film Corporbe the biggest item. The direcStar Dramas and Zip Comedies.
to give them as good if not bettor, Harry Revier, is awaiting
ation and eastern representater pictures during the slow
The "Real Stars" are two-reelMr.
Brandt before starting on
tive of the Marion H. Kohn Prothe prologue.
ers, featuring Grace Cunard,
months
as
it
does
during
the
wind
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
,
i
s
now
on
his
way
to
ter season.
Francis Ford, Ruth Clifford,
David P. Howells is interested
the Pacific Coast, for conferences
"Last Summer we released
Mary Fuller and Ruth Stonewith his company officials.
in "The Son of Tarzan" and
house, while Chris Rub and some of its biggest productions
Harry M. Rubey, president of NaThe National Film Corpora•Florence Turner are featured in with no falling off of the estition is about to inaugurate a new
mated receipts. Usually during
tional is planningBeforeextensive
exthe comedies, released one a
leaving Mr.
month.
the hot spell there is a dearth of production schedule including a Brandt statedploitation.
National
is
going
Merit Film Exchange, Chicago,
big pictures and we believe our series of Hoxie five-reelers.
to surprise the industry with
Son of Tarzan," the New
has bought the Illinois and In- summer offerings will help to imiiiii"The
iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiillHliimiiiliiiiitiliiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiii mil this Edgar Rice Burroughs sediana rights for the Real Star
rial, and that it is going to surDramas, and
Exhibitors'has Film
Exchange
of Pittsburgh
the
passfield.
anythingHeinwill
the remain
chapter-at
picture
"Zip" comedies for Western
the coast indefinitely.
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
— o—
Madlaine Traverse,
who haa
— o—
""
formed her own company to proJ
■ True Film Purchases
duce
films,
will
leave
shortly
for
Al St. John Comedies
Paris to purchase her wardrobe
True T. Thompson, of the True
for her first Independent production.
Film Company, Dallas, Texas, has
— o—
closed for Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas; Richards & Flyn, of
Jack
Conway
is directing "The
Kansas City, for Western MisMoneychangers,"
Upton Betty
Sinsouri, and the First National Exclair production,thewith
hibitors' Circuit of Denver, for
Brice,
Roy
Stewart,
Clalro
Colorado,
South-on
Adams, Gertrude Claire, Eddie
ern IdahoUtah,
and Wyoming,
New Mexico,
Piel, Harvey Clarke and George
the Al St. John Comedies, hanWebb In the cast.
dled by Warner Brothers.
With the above territories
Mitchell Lewis will begin soon
disposed of, there remains very
on the third of the Jack London
little territory open.
— o—
stories,
His Fathers,"
in which"Thehe God
Is toof star.
More Lavish Production
— o— •
for Hall Room Comedies
Bryant Washburn's
Paramount-Artcraft
feature next
following
Jack and Harry Cohn an"Burglar-Proof"
will be "Wanted
nounce that the production of
— A Blemish," to be directed by
the two-reel Hall Room Boys
Major Maurice Campbell.
comedies will be on a more lavThe
Bedroom
Glide
—
Danced
Between
9
and
12
P.
M.
Nightly.
ish scale than heretofore. Harry
— o —is leading man
Albert Roscoe
Dancers
should
take
note
that
a
novelty
can
be
Introduced
In
the
Cohn and Harry Williams, who
way of pillow encounters and other rough tactics. This
for Blanche Sweet In her current
is directing these productions,
Jesse D. Hampton production,
scene was
"Up InIn five
Mary's
Finetaken
Arts from
comedy
reels.Attic," a
are at present In the East con"Port O' Caprice."
Fine
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Getting a Line on Manager of
Standard Exchange in Detroit
ONE of the rare instances of permanency
of connection in the film world is Jesse
C. Fishman, Detroit manager for Standard
Company.to That's
one reason Film
why itService
is a pleasure
tell about
this
executive. For, in the cases of most men in
the film business, when you start to mention
their affiliations one must list at least one
different concern per year.
But not with Jesse Fishman. A Toledo
boy who was graduated from the Universit.v
of Michigan in the class of 1912, Fishman
joined a book concern in Cleveland as sales
manager. While in this business he became acquainted with Harry Charnas, active
then in the film world. This acquaintance
blossomed into the organization of Standard
Film Service Company in 1915, Fishman joining the Charnas organization as manager of
the exchange opened in Cleveland.
His ability as an executive speedily made
itself manifest and when it was decided to
extend the activities of Standard Film to
Cincinnati, Fishman went to that city to open
Standard's exchange. After a time as manager in Cincinnati, where he put the exchangeecutives
on a decided
paying
basis, Michigan
the Standard
to invade
and, ex-of
course, it was Fishman who was sent to Detroit in the latter part of 1916 to open the exchange over which he has presided since.
Fi.shman a ^'Family >Ian."
That Standard Film judged well is attested
by the success of the exchange no less than
the permanence
aby permanence,
by theof Fishman's
way, which connection
reflects the—
whole atmosphere of Standard Film Service
Company as compared with the many independent exchanges which have come and
gone
in the years since Standard first opened
its doors.
Fishman's permanence is made the more
prominent by another fact in striking contest to the usual film man's situation — Fishman owns a handsome home in Detroit, presided over by the sister of Standard's chief,
Mrs. Fishman having been Jean Charnas before she married Mr. Fishman in Findlay.
Ohio,
in 1917.are And
than all
film— there
two— more
teeth important
showing between
the parted lips of Gertrude Chirley Fishman.
born last October.
San Francisco
Charles Mnehlman Leaves Fox.
Charles Muehlman, for years manager of
the San Frnacisco branch of the Fox Film
Corporation,
has enterprise.
resigned to Sixty
join an
Eastern amusement
members
of the local trade gathered at a luncheon In
his honor prior to his departure for New
York, with Jack Brehaney, of the Equity
Pictures Corporation, acting as toastmaster.
The retiring film man was presented with a
handsome gold watch by his many friends
in the trade. Howard Sheehan, Western
representative for Fox, is in charge pending
the
man. selection of a successor to Mr. Muehl-
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Northern California. J. P. Cotter, also formerly of Oregon, and a newspaper man as
well as an exhibitor, has been placed in
charge of the publicity department.
Harry L. Knnpiien Home Again.
Harry L. Knappen. manager of Select, has
returned from the Selznick convention and is
now located at 104 Golden Gate avenue,
where quarters are shared with the Republic
Distributing Corporation.
Personal Mention.
Ben Westland, publicity director for the
Universal at San Francisco, is visiting the
studio at Los Angeles.
C. E. Shurtleff, who controls the rights to
Jack London and Peter B. Kyne stories, was
a recent visitor at San Francisco.
W. T. Wall, formerly of the Rocky Mountain territory, is now representing the Hodkinson interests, covering both Los Angeles
and San Francisco territory.
Pittsburgh
Xew HodkinKon Manager.
Joe Bloom, manager of the Pittsburgh Hodkinson exchange, has been appoined Hodkinson district manager for this section.
Ohio Taking to "Mickey."
Harry F. Grelle, of the Supreme Exchange,
Pittsburgh, has been spending some time in
Ohio
lookingis after
"Mickey"
bookings.by This
production
still in
great demand
exhibitors of the Buckeye State.
Supply Business Bought Out.
Exhibitors'
& Supply
hasThetaken
over theSign
entire
stock ofExchange
photos,
slides and paper formerly handled by the
Photo Exchange & Supply Co., Pittsburgh.
Select and Republic Combining.
Leo Levison, manager of the Pittsburg Select office, has been appointed to act in a
supervisory capacity in directing the destiny
of the local Republic exchange. Mr. Levison
has named Edward J. McGurty, who has
represented Republic here for some time, as
acting manager of the exchange.
Crawford Selling for Standard.
The Standard Film E.xchange. Pittsburgh,
has added another man to its force handling
"The
Spoilers." isCharles
Crawford,
an oltttime showman,
handlingK. play
dates and
ruports big business at all engagements.

\'ew Manager for Son.
Charles Rosenthal, Jr., formerly of the M.
& R. Feature Film Exchange, San Francisco,
is now in charge of the local exchange of
Sun Film, Inc.
See Robertson-Cole's G. M.
E. S. Kirkpatrick. vice-president and general manager of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp., recently paid the San Francisco
exchange a visit and spent some time in conference with manager W. A. Crank. He announced the purchase of a site adjoining the
Brunton Studios at Los Angeles and stated
that the various producing units would soon
be housed there. H. L. Percy, formerly an
exhibitor at Medford, Ore., has been added
to the selling staff of the local R.-C. office
and has completed his initial trip through
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Jetse C. Fishman.
Detroit Manager of the Standard Film
Service.

"Jerry" Safron Is Chosen as
Felix Goldfarb's Successor
JEROME
has York
been Robertsonappointed
manager SAFRON
of the New
Cole exchange, succeeding Felix Goldfarb. who will act as special representative
for the New York territory. The announcement is made by A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-presiilent and general manager of the distributincT corporation.
Mr. Safron comes to New York from the
Detroit branch of Robertson-Cole, where he
was In full charge for the past five months.
The rapid growth of the Detroit exchange
proved his worth and when a change was
determined upon in the home office territory
>rr. Kirkpatrick turned to the man who had
already made good.
Mr. Safron assumed his new duties last
week.
as his and
host says
of friends
call
liim. is "Jerry,"
a New Yorker,
he is glad
to be back
at
"the
old
stand."
He
was
transferred from the Philadelphia office to Albany
some time ago and was appointed manager.
After working
wc^nders
at the Albany exchange he was sent
to Detroit.
Washington
Smeltzer Joins Pathe Forces.
past
the office
who for the
B. SMELTZER
ROBERT
four years
has been ,managing
here first known as the World Film Corporation and the Republic, is now sales manager in this territory with Pathe In Its feature
department. Mr. Smeltzer joined the World
Film Company
when Ricord Gradewell became president, having formerly been with
the Oliver Typewriter Company. His territory will now comprise the District of ColumMarylandVirginia.
and Virginia and seven countiesbia^in West
McCormick Succeeds Smeltser.
Mr. Smeltzer is suceeded by Jim McCormick, who is transferred from the Select office
and he in turn is suceeded by W. A. V. Mack,
sent here
from the
Republic's
Philadelphia
office,
of which
he was
the manager.
Mr.
McCormick Is well known here because of his
connection with Select, but Mr. Mack is a
newcomer in the field. He was manager of
the New York office of Exhibitors-Mutual and
of the Los Angeles office of Select. He returned to the East as manager of the Republic's Philadelphia branch.
Sidney Lust Is Fire Hero.
Sidney B.tractions,Lust,
head into
of Super
Films class
AtInc., jumped
the hero
last
week a when
he put on
a fireman's and
helmet,
grabbed
couple-a-fire
extinguishers
put
out a perfectly good blaze in the elevator
shaft of the Mather (Film) Building.
While dictating letters in his office on the
ninth floor of the building he noticed the
presence of smoke and found that a janitor
who had been cleaning the mechanism of one
of the elevators had dropped a bucket of
gasoline (31c. a gallon) and it had ignited
when it hit a live wire. The blaze was asproportions
when Ben,
Sid and
arrived onsuming
the unpleasant
job, assisted
by brother
before an alarm of flre was turned in, he
whistled "all out."
St. Louis
For a Xew
Film Building.
Seventeen film exchanges will occupy a
four-story fireproof building to be known as
the Film Exchange Building, which will be
erected on Olive street, from Theresa avenue
to West End place. This location is nearby
the present film offices.
Samuel Lowenstein is promoting the proposition. He stated an option has been obtained from the lessee of the property which
is now occupied by a group of flat buildings.
The new structure Is planned to be ready
for occupancy next January. It will have a
floor space of 7,500 feet, including four projection rooms, fireproof storage vaults, branch
express
officeof and
an assembly room for the
Film Board
Trade.
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Exploitation

Used

for Nazimova
Production
the usual exploita- whether they had no kiddies or too darned
away from
GETTINGtion methods,
Harry Goldberg, of the many. They all wanted to see the baby
who was going to find a home.
Sun theatre, Omaha, pulled something
That was easy. All they had to do was
really new when he oflFered a child for
to go to the Sun any afternoon between
adoption as a promotion scheme for Nazimova in "The
and room
five to
"Sunny" playing in
the sun
of find
the theatre.
He had
a newHeart
idea ofanda Child."
he worked it all two
the way
from "AHe toknew
&c." heHehaddid something
not overiiiiiiiriiriiiiriiliiililllliiiliililllt!:
look a stunt.
good, so he took the trouble to do it just
Let's Get It RIGHT
right, and it went over with a rush. And
like most of the good ideas it can be worked I In the last issue of the Motion Pic- |
by a house of any size. It does not even I ture News, dated May 29, there is |
have to be confined to the Nazimova pic- I shown a photograph of the pennant |
ture, though it needs to be worked with I stunt as used for "Excuse My Dust," |
some similar title.
I captioned "How California Theatre |
First Get the Orphan.
II PutThe Overidentical
'Excuse My
Dust I " was ||
photograph
First of all he went out to the orphan I shown in The Moving Picture World i
asylum and picked out the best looking
in the issue dated April 24 — -FIVE i
boy he could find; a little chap between II WEEKS
— properly credited to 1
four and five. He told the authorities the I George E.before
Carpenter, of the Para- 1
scheme and convinced them that the child 1 mount-Empress,
Salt Lake City. I
would be properly placed.
If you want it FIRST and RIGHT, \
Then he started a series of teasers; a iI look
for it in The Moving Picture 1
black bordered heart with the lettering
I
World.
I
"Win the heart of a child." This was
accepted as an advertisement of the title, ^iiiiiiitiiiiiiitiitiiiiniiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiitiHitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitdiri^
but when he came out with the scheme,
The stage was all set. Sunny had been
the announcement had a kick like a raisin- tricked
out in the prettiest velvet suit that
ladened home brew.
the Omaha stores afforded. A department
Hooking up with "Win the Heart of a store had supplied him with toys in abundChild,"
the run
ance, and from
two o'clock
until five
of the he
playannounced
he would that
offerduring
for adoption
the women
crowded
into each
the
the prettiest orphan boy Omaha ever saw. afternoon
sun parlor and raved over his beauty.
That Got Them.
Had a Bodyguard.
That got the women; young and old,
Sunny stood a good chance of being
married, single and divorced. It got them kissed to death, but Mr. Goldberg had pro-
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vided abody guard in the shape of a nurse,
who
herd answered
on Sunny. all questions and rode close
She was needed, for the questions were
numerous and the osculatory attacks almost
continuous, but thanks to her care Sunny
came through the week without coldsores.
And the best part of it is that Sunny did
not have to go back to the asylum at the
end of of
hisapplications
week's engagement.
number
a committee From
pickeda
out the most promising, and Sunny has a
real home now where there are no prune
strikes, and glories in a new set of parents.
Goldberg did something.
How

Australia Uses Paper
to Build Up Big Business
OUTSIDE
of theat fact
the stand
of
bills shown
the that
bottom
of this
page is in New South Wales, this
boarding does not differ much from the
showings of some of the theatres here. It
is the main showing of the Paramount
theatre, Leichart, N. S. W., and is changed
duty.
at a cost of $18.36, which includes the
original cost of the paper and the import
Lorimore, and
who isis managing
"down under"
for
theAlecParamount,
director
of Feature Films, Ltd., is conducting an
aggressive campaign to educate Australian
managers in the use of paper, and this
stand forms one of the features of a film
sent out under the title of "Where Shall
Ordinarily the stand runs for a split
We
week,GobutTonight?"
the photograph shows the entire
space taken for a three day showing, using
two 24-sheets and a three for the current
show and four ones for coming attractions.

THEATRE

^HOUDINI
THE GRIM 6AHE-

SHOWING

-

MOI^.

WE

"It Pays to Advertise," Says America. "I'll Say So," Agrees Australia.
This might be Leichart.
a stand on
New where
York, mutton
but it isn't.
It's abutpairtheyof slap
24-sheets.
a threetax and
ones on that
the Broadway of
NewBroadway,
South Wales,
is cheap,
an Import
on four
lithographs
would make you laugh at a little thing like the income tax and little things like that.
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^ Works
Raffles
All Plainfield

Asked

for

Ouija

''Alias

What

Jimmy

Was

To Be Discovered at ''The River s End*'
SOMETIMES a chance remark will lead not always. The trick is to tell when eacli
to a . better exploitation that the most will work the best. The Proctor manager
carefully planned campaign. Over at must have put the question up to Ouija
himself, for he had the right answer.
Plainfield, N. J., one of the many New York
hedroom towns, one of the employees of
Proctor's theatre asked another what was
End." The other one laugh- Sugar Shortage Is a Help
"The River's
ingly suggested that he ask Ouija.
He was overheard and very shortly
in Exploiting "Willow Tree"
thereafter appeared cards with a picture
orphaned calf means cheaper
of a Ouija board and the legend "Ask EVERY
beef and every bereaved cow conOuija nothing
what is atmore
'The onRiver's
End.'"butThere
tributes to the visible supply of chops
was
the card
the
cutlets. Even a sugar shortage has its
union label and the very general distribu- and
uses,
for
right
away restaurants ration
tion of the cards had the town guessing.
Just as soon as the MinneA lot of people take Ouija seriously and their supply.
apolis restaurateurs had a halfway good
tliey probably put the question.
excuse for cutting down the sugar, the New
Garrick up.had several thousand envelopes
Breaking the News.
printed
Giving that a little time to sink in, the
theatre next arranged for displays in the
CO— ^—
book store, with copies of the book, and
a white crepe paper, trimming suggestive
of a snow effect. A six sheet was used for
a backing. The local ten cent store VIOLA
DANA
featured the plugger song. Both tied up
—
in —^—i
with theof showing
display
the cardsattoProctor's
hook thisandin, had
too. a
The day of the showing an express
The
Willow
Tree
wagon with an "A" board was put out, top
lettered "Ouija has answered the mysterious question."
There
followed the anNew Garrick, commencing May 9
nouncement of the
showing.
Each evening this perambulator was
The envelopes are cheap and may be
escorted around town by the fife and drum
cheaply printed up. The New Garrick uses
corps of twenty pieces.
a whitelopes stock,
manila
"pay"want
enve-to
Helped All.
will servebutas the
well.
If you
be
exceptionally
swagger,
or
make
your
apDealers handling Ouija boards came in
peal to a fashionable establishment, ask
on the scheme and reported additional
envelopesink opensales, the book store disposed of a lot of for glassine confectioners'
Printed in colored
they
copies and the theatre got sell outs nightly, are ingtheon thelastend.
word,
but
generally
the cheap
and all because a couple of stage hands
manila
will
be
welcomed.
We
may
have
indulged in a little joking and happened to do without all the sugar we need, but thinkto
be overheard.
what itup.means to the exploitation men — and
The stunt got over better than many
cheer
carefully planned campaigns because it
was timely and a bit mysterious. Sometimes inspiration beats deep thought, but
Come in with Your Stunt.

Valentine''

Too Sensational Stunts May
React Against the Theatre

GOOD
stunt
advertisingng which
good. ngAnis advertisi
staysadvertisi
which may cause a sensation for the
time being may possess a back kick such
as home brew never dreamed of.
Just the other day an enterprising theatre tailed onto a flying circus with an
extra plane carrying a dummy, which at
a convenient point was dropped overboard.
It fell, and as chance would have it, was
impaled on an iron fence. No one was
killed by the dummy nor did anyone drop
dead of shock, but it is probable that more
than one woman in the crowd determined
she would never visit the theatre pulling
the stunt. She could never feel safe in
such a place; never be assured that her
comfort and safety were placed ahead of
the brainstorms of a mentally redheaded
press
agent.
It was
a great advertisement, but not of
the right sort. Hundreds of people were
lost to the house. Few friends were made.
Raffles Stunt Will Work

as

Well for "Alias J. Valentine"
tried good
and bewhiskered,
going over
TH.\T
old "Raffles"is stunt,
time
the jumps for "Alias Jimmy Valentine" justmerable
as otherit plays.
did for "Raffles" and innuThe stunt got a strong spread in Los
.'\ngeles lately where the Kintma worked
it in connection with the Record. The
greeting phrase, which had to be given
absolutely correctly, was forty-four words
long,theandweek
it isout.no wonder that the stunt
ran
The usual hook-up was made with stores
and these declared in on the idea, and the
Record started it of? with a front page
story with a cross-page head.
The Raffles idea has probably been used
more often than any single stunt of major
size, and it always seems to clean up. The
Kinema worked it for about all that can
be gotten out of the scheme.
Cleveland Put Overalls on
"The Idol Dancer" Prologue
GENERALLY
two good
reasons for a there
fashionare show;
to build
up on the costume idea— or the lack
of
it. Working
sectionhooked
two. inLoew's
Stillman
Theatre, under
Cleveland,
with :^
the golden jubilee of the leading depart- '
nient store on the showing of "The Idol
The department store was out to bust the
boiler,
and such a little thing as the use of
Dancer."
an 85-piece Symphony Orchestra was just
an incidental. Jack Kunn, Loew district
manager, and Fred Klein, the resident
manager, felt they could use some of that
they offered to hook up witli
apublicity,
fashion soshow.

Ouija Told 'Em They Would Not Be Bored.
So most of the people in Plainfield went to Proctor's to see what was at
"The River's End," and no one damned It."

Overalls and UnderalU.
The store supplied eight girls, engav
a local coach to whip them into shape, :iiui
the house supplied the setting and the mn-^
-ic. The display of costumes ran all the
way from a saucy little overalls girl to an
equally saucy little underalls girl person,
and the house drew a lot of newspaper and
window space costing nothing, and had a
good prologue attraction at small cost.
This supplemented an unusually heavy
billboard showing, extra stands being used
to get over the Griffith production.
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Here
Is a Fine
Idea
for
/iiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

New
Equipment
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

Battle Creek Invents Good
Prologue On "The Copperhead"
UES are not always within the
PROLOG
reach of the small town man, but the
Post Theatre, Battle Creek, Mich., has
d"
inventedis well
a prologue
for reach
"The Copperhea
which
within the
of any small
house or can be made to fit the big time.
Using a straight wood drop, this was
built up with a couple of stacks of guns, a
tent, a campfire and a cannon into the semblance of a military camp.
In this set the Battle Creek Fife and
Drum Corps, composed entirely of veterans of the Civil War, played the old time
airs and the shrilling of the fifes and the
rattle of the drums stirred the blood and
left the spectators ready for the play. They
also played on the street in the early evening.
Where a fife and drum corps is not available, singers can be used in a medley of
old time war airs with almost equally good
effect, and this can be worked even where
there is no stage or setting. Try it if you
have not yet played the story.
Orowitz Takes an Encore
on Navy Tie-up for Hart
we have told how Eli M.
ALREADY
Orowitz, the Paramount exploitation
man in Detroit, got free a stand he
had already offered $500 for by tying up
with the Navy recruiting posters.
But Orowitz did not figure that he was
through when he worked this stunt once.
It was a "just once" stunt, but he figured
thatdid.perhaps he could beat the flag— and
he
The very next week red, white and blue
one sheets told the town
You Will Never Be Held Up at
THE TOLL
GATE
if you
Join
the
ARMY
and
Learn to Earn.
Pin a medal on Orowitz. He surely deserves one for taking an encore on a once
only stunt.
Made Machines and Stills
Announce House Reopening
Sackett, of the Samp
P. Yan,
N. Penn
WHEN son,
N. Y., began his
preparations for reopening the
house under the new management, he did
■not content himself with announcing that
he was going to have new machines. He
figured that comparatively few persons
liad ever seen a projection apparatus, so
he arranged to have his two Simplexes ^
shipped early, and he put them in one of
the leading stores in town. With a nice attention to detail, he had them pointing in
opposite directions, so that both sides of
tlie machine would show. Down in the ■
front are descriptions of how the machine
is run. The machines form the attractors
for a display of stills showing the stars
hooked, and it gives not only the theatre,
but the store a corking good advertisement.
It is in little points such as this the live
wire manager proves his value. No amount
of advertising could have one-tenth of the
value of this
practical showing. It substitutes the fact for the word and is of
greater value just as the pictured educational sinks in deeper than does the text
book.

''Shore

Acres" a Cleanup
Helped by Unusual

RUNNING on its long-established popularity, plus a clever newspaper camAcres" got over
so
strongly atpaign,
the"ShoreMetropolitan
Theatre,
Washington, that after Wednesday Ithe
special advertising was stopped and the
attraction coasted the remainder of the
week on the usual forty lines, single.
For the opening Sunday, Nelson B. Bell,
the Crandall publicity man, went out of
his way in the shape of a four-column
space, against his usual two or three. The
foundation cut was a reproduction of part
of the 24-sheet, taken from the press book,
and retouched by the local engraver, a circle head of Alice Lake being added.
^iiiiiiilillilltllllllMirilitlllllillllllllllltilliililliiiiriiiiiiiiMilMIIIIilliiiiiiiriiihiiiiiiiiiiiiriiriiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiMiMtiiiiiiiL
How

About It?

in Washington
Newspaper Campaign
so the spreads were cut out and the regular house space resorted to.
Mr. Bell knew that if he once got the
play over, the old time popularity of the
play,excellence
plus theof word-of-mouth
report
the
the new production
wouldof
do the work, so he devoted his energy to
the Sunday smash, following this up only
long enough
driven
home. to be certain that the title was
Try the Scheme.
This is well to remember . when you
come to play this attraction, if you have
it booked. For years the play has been
a favorite above the average, classing with
"The Old Homestead" and plays of similar
type. The chief requirement is to get
the title over in connection with your
house, and once this is done, the big spaces
can be campaign
dropped. it In
planning
Acres"
is good
policya to"Shore
plan
to spend two-thirds of the advertising appropriation before the opening, since less
than usual will be needed for the latter
days of the run.

expression ||
appreciat
WE of will
opinion
as toe thean helpfulness
g
of prologues, or rather as to |
I the value to the exhibitor of photo- |
1 graphs showing how such prologues |
i are put on.
|
I
It is our belief that in the present |
I paper shortage, the limited space at |
our disposal is more helpful if given | Here's the Latest Way to
to promotion stunts which may be |
more generally copied. We believe 1
Use the "No Bull" Exploit
that exploitation schemes are more |
generally helpful, even though they j
a pictur
waye
downed Broad
led print
cow being
of
ago we
may not make as pretty pictures. | SOME a weeks
Which do you want?
|
ment that "This
no
is
with the state
et advertising Locklear.
illlllMIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIirillMllllirilltllllllHIIIIIIIIIil iiiiiiiiiiillltHllllllllllliil IIIIIIIJ iriciil irijriirii bull" on a blank
sYoung
in
used
lately
was
idea
same
The
town, Ohio, where a cow on a truck tailed
This touched up cut is a stunt Mr. Bell
a circus parade. The calliope music soured
has worked out to the limit, often working
otherwise they got good reher milk, but
on the negative instead of art copy. The
sults. Because of the crowd, it was deemed
use of the illustration from the big sheet
e the animal and a truck
ient
elevat
to
exped
hooked the paper stands to the newspaper
was procured which, appropriately bore the
display, and gained that advantage.
."
where
any
anyth
legend,lay"We
s lot
A Five Day Week.
until
circu
theing,
outside
just haul
This
e
bejust
in
tailed
and
off
came
parad
the
There was an all-type announcement on
hind the steam piano and. stuck there over
Saturday, across two columns, and a. simthe route. It got a lot of business from
ilar space was taken Monday, Tuesday
the crowd and for once the dreaded circus
and Wednesday, but by that time it was
day showed better results than any day of
clear that the play was good for the week, the run except the Sunday opening.
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Are

Devise

by Grauman for New Ince Film
contest, and similar diversions,
an'ss holding
ates,Graum
last
OPENIN
re, Sunda
Bosworth acting as the judge of the events.
RialtoGTheat
Los yAngel
Thoma
H. Ince's new Bosworth production, Of course this brought out a large entry,
for the prize was $500, and the papers car"Below the Surface," has been industriously
ried spread stories.
exploited and some me.of the means used were
novel in the extre
Mailing campaigns, posters and generous
Perhaps the most unusual idea was a newspaper advertising are also being used,
hook-up between the theatre, studio and and for next week, to start off the second
period of the run with proper jazz, new
the Record, which lately ran a campaign
against the fake schools of photoplay act- stunts will be sprung.
ing. This took the form of a free camera
The picture deals with deep-sea diving,
test.
and offers an almost virgin field for the
All who desired to participate were to stunt man.
drop their names and addresses in a box at
the Rialto and were to be notified when
to present themselves at the studio for a New York Uptown Manager
"collective test."
Gets Many Window Displays
Got Headlines.
This carried a cross-page line on the front
most neighb
WITH
g that houses
it is notin
claiminorhood
the cities
and a four-column drop with a turn to another page. The applicants for a test were
possible to pull window stunts beadvised to see the picture, though this was
cause the town is too big, FranV A. Gornot required. Most of them did. The test
man, of the Yorkville Casino, New York,
was a group picture, and those who showed
got fourteen window displays for a Hodup well were promised consideration for kinson Week, which covered "Desert Gold,"
parts in a forthcoming production.
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" and "His TemLarge daily stories were carried and phosay
tographs of the groups and winners were
out and
went not
big. He does
too Gorman
townWile."is Mr.
that the porary
made friends with the merchants and when
used following the test.
As an offset, the Herald used a series of he wants an exploitation drive he can get
articles by Ince on production; a series about what he wants. It's merely a question of nerve and hustle, and a lot of small
of signed stories which aroused much interest. This ran for the full first week of houses in the big towns would change
the showing.
hands less frequently if their conductors
Two divers in full equipment were sent possessed these two essentials of showaround town on a platform street car.
" y indoes
If you are
a large
ate "buried
not
Banners on either side told of the showing,
localit
town yourmanship. immedi
and the sight of deep-sea divers taking a differ a particle from the entire town. You
street car ride gave point to the title.
merely work your section of it, and to
Even more effective was a contest held argue that it cannot be done is merely an
excuse for laziness.
at Venice, a beach resort, for divers, breath-
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Windows

Post Card Teaser Helped
Tell Omaha About Jimmy
WARNING
recipients
keep Valentheir
safes locked
because toJimmy
tine was abroad in the land formed
the major half of a postcard teaser campaign for the Sun theatre, Omaha; part of
the
"Light
circuit" houses.
of which The
the Moon
and
Star are sister
card was
printed
read : up in imitation of handwriting and
Dear Sir — Lock your safe. The
world's most notorious crook. Alias
Jimmy Valentine, will be in Omaha
next week.
Committee of Safety.
P. S. — You will receive another communication to-morrow.
The second card announced the showing
at the Sun and found the prospects interested in that fact. Such a card should be
sent only to a selected list of business
men. For more general use it should advise householders to see to it that their
lower
silver windows
put away.are securely locked and the
Backing this up, Mr. Goldberg borrowed
a safe which he planted on the sidewalk
with fifty silver dollars inside and the iron
men were to go to anyone who could Valentine the safe; professionals barred and
"soup" strictly forbidden.
And when Mr. Goldberg put the fifty
back in the bank he had a lot more to go
with them — a whole lot.
Boston After Another Record
HAVING
a record
of twenty
weeks made
at close
to capacity
with
"Daddy Long Legs," the Tremont
Temple, Boston, is out to beat this for
"The River's End," and if the hot weather
does not cut in too badly, a report may be
e.xpected about Thanksgiving. The Temple is not primarily a picture house, and
the Pickford run was stopped by a contract for the house held by an evangelist.
Don't imagine that because the stunt you
read about was for "Slugged in the Subway" and you have not that title booked,
jrou cannot use the idea. Change it over to
work
for
be done. "Butchered in a Balloon." It can
Hearst Papers Press Agents
for a Person Named "Jiggs"
WORKING
the local
theatresof
showing inthewithcartoon
pictures
"Bringing Up Father," the Hearst
newspapers give a running line to the local
appearances, as shown by this strip from
the Los Angeles Examiner and the theatre,
to come back, takes an extra bill board
the drama.
space
to put over the title, splitting with

It's All Right If It's on the Left.
For the left hand side of a stand i.s the right side to be on, and when Johnn.v Ray
saw how he was topping the bill he went right out and struck for a
raise in salary, Los Angeles is no place to pull publicity
for the stars. It puts bad notions into their heads.

The Los Angeles Examiner Hook-up.
Six sheets are built up by means of block
letters to make a large stand, and the cartoon is given the position of honor, largely
because it is the better advertised elsewhere. Even those papers which merely
use the syndicated strip come in heavily,
but the Hearst string go the limit, which
is nice for the exhibitor.
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Albright
Discovers
Sixteen
Distinct
Sexes
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliliiliiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nil mill nil I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiliiliiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin hiiiiidiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii
Worked Eight Good Stunts
for Late Janis Production
EORGE J. SCHADE, of Sandusky,
--■ working with Eddie Carrier, a Selz■* nick first aid man, put over eight
stunts for Elsie Janis in "A Regular Girl,"
and packed them in. He found it necessary
to hold overflow meetings in the Plaza, a
sister house, in order to take care of them
all.
He put a banner across the street reading,
"Join the American Red Cross with Elsie
Janis in 'A Regular Girl.' " The Red Cross
hook-up made the stringing of the banner
easy.
A boys'
worked
days in the
advance andband
during
the for
run,twoparading
streets, and prizes were given the school
children selling the greatest number of
seats.
A parade of girl and boy Scouts, the
American Legion and some cadets, strung
out over four blocks^ and the whole town
turned out to see, and the Sandus'<y Register got ou a special edition of which
more than 2,000 were sold, the profits going
to a fund for flowers for the soldier dead
in France. Soap box orators who sold
tickets and gave each purchaser a booster
button of the American Legion and a liberal paper display, brought the number of
special stunts up and filled both houses.
Fifteen per cent, of the gross was contributed to the American Legion, which
stunt formed the foundation for all the
others.
Capitalized Local Talent
Knowing that local appearances are always ticket sellers, C. C. Deardouff, Goldwyn publicity man in Cleveland, persuaded
P. G. Theophelus, of the Lorain Opera
House to put on a local production arranged by Mrs. McCoy, a dramatic coach.
Two numbers were put on, each employing ten young women of Lorain, and of
course all of the friends of the amateurs
helped to crowd the house. Extensive use
of lithographs and window cards helped,
but the local angle proved to be the big
winner.

This Lighthouse on a Lake Guided Them In.
Part of the scheme of the Moon Theatre, Omaha, for getting the crowds to see Alice Lake
in "ShorethisAcres."
other part Look
was aat big
the roof. Sure
is a lakeThelighthouse.
the searchlight
base of the onstructure.
" " ''''i'<i''i'ii'ii<i'iiiiriiMii(i[iiiiiiiiitiiiTititiiiiiiriiilltlltlfiilliriiiiiiiiiliiMiMiiliiltiiiititiiriiiiiiliitiiiritii
Funny! A Lighthouse Was
Reason for Heavy Houses
BUILDING
a lighthouse
atop the
a painting
showing the
waves gave
Moon
Theatre, Omaha, an appropriate and
striking attractor for the Metro production
of "Shore Acres." The idea was carried
further by the establishment on the roof of
the theatre of a powerful searchlight which
threw its beam far and wide. The marquis does not appear to have been provided with illumination, but this is where
Phil Gersdorf's idea of an electric fan
flasher might have been worked to advantage with the alternate swings of the fan
throwing in red and white lights. Even

the still model helped to increase the business, or rather to call attention to the attraction which is popular enough to sell itself. With "Shore Acres" the chief thing
is to telldothem
should
the that
rest. you have it. The title
Calls for Eyes of Age for
Eyes of Youth Prize Offer

seapicture
summer
off the
STARTIsonNG
, New
at Keith's
Cincinnati
Theatre,
Youth"
of
"Eyes
with
opened
Hastings
and offered a prize of $25 to the oldest
resident of Cincinnati who can read without the aid of glasses.
All contestants over seventy years of age
who qualify are given free admissions. At
the close of the contest the most ancient
of these
will be given
thetalk.
$25. It's simple,
but
it is making
a lot of
It Is the Title Which Sells
So Tell Them All the Title
CHERISHING
title will sellthebestideathethat
best when
adver-a
tising is to sell the title, H. A. Albright, of the American, Butte, manages
to repeat the title sixteen times in his
lobbyargues
showing
Glaumdo inmost
"Sex."of
He
that fortheLouise
title will
the selling, even above the name of the
star, so he played it up and adds that business was good. It will be noted that the
style of lettering is the same in all of the
examples, and the color scheme was similarly uniform; black on orange. This
three-letter title offered exceptional advantages, but the hint is helpful for other
titles and is about the best thing Mr. Albright has done since he invented the "lady"
sign painter.

There Used to. Be Only Two Sexes: Male and Female.
But Cecil De Mllle took out a patent or copyright or something and now
H. A. Albright offers sixteen. Some offer.

There are three classes of managers. One
man does something and tells the rest. Another does are
something,
but doesn't
third kind
dead from
the heelstell.
up. The
What's your number?
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Auction

CJtica Got Treadmill to
Offset Ball Opening Day
BECAUSE the opening of the local ball
league season promised to blanket the
opening of "In Old Kentucky," Barney
Lumberg called in the aid of Lt. J. P. Anderson, of the First National Exchange,
Buffalo. Then things began to spin. Contracts were made for 450 inches of newspaper space for advance advertising, and
the treadmill effect was sent for, the advertising hammering home the fact that a
really and truly race was to be run.
To give emphasis to this fact, the police
were asked to interfere on the grounds
that the race scene was contrary to. the
city ordinance permitting the showing of
pictures on Sunday. It was playing with
fire, but the stunt went over and got the
first page in all the local papers.
Local Singer "Plugged" Song*.
A local singer was employed to sing the
plugger song and it was announced that she
would stirred
ride "Queen
in the because
race scene.
This
a lot ofBess"
interest,
the
wearer of the silks was well known in
town.
Between the two stunts the picture went
over big, and kept going. It was a pretty
example of intensive campaigning, for Anderson was not called in until three days
before the opening, and he and Lumberg
had to work quickly.
Try Ticker Tape to Tell of
Coming of "The Silver Horde"
Goldwyn exploitaHARRY tionR.man GUEST,
at Detroit, got out something new for the Washington, Bay,
" He
City,printed
Mich., upforcards
"Theabout
Silver
Horde.Above
had
3 by
a blank space was "Learn to read the ticker
tape." Below was the legend: "The grasping fingers of Wall Street greed — the courage and might of strong men fighting for
fortune and a woman's love." In between
was wound about 22 inches of ticker tape,
printed in all capitals, with the message:
"Don'tgestpass
up 'The
Silver ent
Horde'of— the
the year
bigment investm
entertain

of

Souls
Isiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiniiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiii:iii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiin^
Still Selling
iiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitniii

— a drama of fiery hearts and frozen trails
— Rex Beach wrote it— Goldwyn made it—
the Washington is playing it five days, commencingthe
Sunday."
three
times around
card,This
one was
end wound
being pasted
on, so that it might not become lost. It
will work on any financial story.
Apparently it was set several times (in
all capitals, the same as the telegraph
printer), and then cut into strips. Four
thousand were put out and excellent results are reported.
Lost One Fashion Show But
Put on a Second Edition
a fashion
hit with
suchthea other
NG that
MAKI
show
theatres complained to the hook-up store and
forced a withdrawal, Harry Watts, of the
Strand, Omaha, put on another show at a
few hours'
than
ever. notice and made more of a hit
He had booked in "Why Change Your
Wife?"
run, and
with one for
of atheten-day
local stores
for aarranged
fashion
show in connection with the picture. There
were fashion shows for mixed audiences in
the evening,
with and
ladies'thematinees
play of undies,
mayor for
anda disthe
police and fire chiefs all raised a kick about
the way the sidewalk was blocked.
The success of the show caused pressure
to be brought by the other houses, and
the store backed down after ten days,
though the run had been extended to the
full two weeks. Watts got notice in the
morning and by matinee time he had
hooked up with another store and some
more models and advertised a second edition
tronswhich
back. brought a lot of the first paWorked a Side Stunt.
As a side stunt he had a competition
based on the title with eight prizes ranging from $25 to tickets for the best essays
against the divorce habit, limited to married people who could talk inside of 200
words — and a lot of husbands were surprised to find that their wives could keep
inside that limit if the reward was large
enough.

Spry's New Idea in Passes
Advertises Current Program
NOVELTY
in passes
usually
the form ideas
of checks,
but Tom
Spry,takeof
the Tremont Temple, Boston, gets
something really new when he offers printed passes showing a cut for the current attraction. That reproduced was used when
lie
had
Marshall
production of
"The River's End," Neilan's
and is illustrated with
a single column press-book cut for the
production.

Tom Spry'* Novelty Past.
The passes are 5^2 by 4 inches, rather
large, but worth the more ample stock in
the advertising it returns. Most managers
w ould argue that there is no use advertising to the pass fiends, but there is undoubted advertising value to the idea in
that the possessors will show them around,
and
each showing is virtually a personal
solicitation.
The Paper Bags Work Again
Once more vertisement
the havepaper
film adworkedbagsas with
they ahave
for
the past ten years. The Empire Theatre,
Buffalo,late
wasin playing
"Auction
of Souls"to
rather
the season
and wanted
reach the women. Supplying local grocers
with No. 3 bags suitably printed, put the
advertising directly into the hands of more
women than perhaps any other form of
advertising. Ninety per cent, of the shopping is done by women, and it was they
who getgot
read thetheatres
bags. And
that and
for resort
the addon't
on forthe
peanut bag is a powerful worker. It goes
well on circus days, too, advertising a coming or current attraction.
Tableau Wagon

With Pirate

Load for "Treasure Island"
BECAUSE
a tableau
had not for
beena
seen in the
streetsfloat
of Seattle
year or so, Wyland H. Taylor, explaitation man for Paramount, got up a pretentious display for the Strand when it
offered "Treasure Island." Although a very
pretentious effect was gained, the building
was not as difficult as the> cut suggests;
The wagon was kept out from two until
six o'clock daily, and the bright colors of
the costumes did much to get the attention. Small houses cannot well afford
heavy building, but the float suggests that
afamous
wagon fifteeil
load of men
pirates
roaring
would
helpabout
and the
be *
within the means even of the small town
house. Three more pirates were used for
•irolague and they sang the Stein Song!
We don't
float
was a think
good so
idea.much of that, but the
Humanover.nature is just about the same the
world
A "stunt" that gets the money in one
town will repeat in another.
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Cliff Carroll, Now in Rome,
Probably Does as Romans Do
CLIFF A. CARROLL has moved to the
Carroll Theatre, Rome, N. Y., but
does not explain whether or not the
house is named in his honor. He gets more
space than he did before and he makes
better use of it; but he is up against a comIJOsitor who does not sleep well nights unless he can fill up advertisements with a
lot of Gothic all-caps. Light and heavy
Gothic faces have led more than one good
printer astray, but there is no excuse for
its use for everything below a twelve point.
It is better to use a body Roman than to
muss the spaces all up with eight inch lines
of all caps.

momnctHT siii of smuR finums i
NORMA
'A DAUGHTER

MOVING

OF TWO WORLDS;^
MANY
WAI.KK.K UNO.S.I OTHER
FEATURES

A Four Sixes with Too Many Small Cap
Lines.
The objection to the Gothic in quantities
is that there is no contrast. There are no
ascenders or descenders, but the letters are
all the same height and present to the eye.
no points of contrast. Most persons are
sight readers. They do not spell out c-a^t,
but they know the word by sight and the
combination looks, rather than spelling the.
word. But the eye is trained to , read;
Roman type and when it encounters ' the
less-familiar Gothic the letters must be'
'
spelled into words.
~
n
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ing to climb up a glacier. There is nothing
to hold on to; no breaks in the monotony
on which the eye can catch for landmarks.
You may not realize it, but the stems of the
Roman
typeshifts
help along
you tothe"keep
as the eye
line. your place"
In all capitals there is no such aid to easy
reading. In this display Mr. Carroll plays
the star above the title, which is the safest
policy, but since the title has a novel origin
it is worth a better display than it is given
here on the chance of appealing to some
who do not know the star and do know
the book. A better display is found in the
three eights for William Farnum, and here
the printer has found an upper and lower
case line which works better than the
Gothic.
In this instance the tall and narrow form
seems to work better than the wider display, but this is largely due to the cut and
its placement. Apparently the proportions
of the cut determines the sizing of the
space. Generally he dispenses with the cut
after the first splash and uses a smaller
space. He is writing better copy and he
has more room, but he needs to have a very
serious talk with the compositor before he
gets all he is paying for.
—P. T. A.—
Sheet Programs Save the Cost
of Two or More Handlings
s for
program
INGon the
PRINT
houses
a single
sheet
savesthree
the
Joseph Stern Enterprises, of Newark,
the cost of handling two of the three jobs.
The programs for the three houses are
printed on a sheet 12'^ by 17 inches,
worked on both sides. The programs are
than ingcut
apart
The s printis one
of for'
the distribut
costly ion.
operation
and,
where a large edition is to be run off,
money can be saved by duplicating the
In cases where the cost of additional
composition
will exceed the cost of pressplates. ■
work a saving may be effected by printing

HERE! m
I HE'S
CRf Ar CASTER PROOMNI ■
OF SUP^R-EXTR/t- FEATURES,
TONlGHT-.TUE.iWED • r |
' William" i:
PARNUMf

The Adventurer I
Would You Fighl Ihe World For love of
SPECIAL MUSICAL SCORE ABRANCED BY PROF BOEHNLBIN,
Two
f
THE WORLD I OTHER
No.ch TopAct. VAUDEVILLE I
Tlir,.PCTform.incc^
Diily-2
S.mr Sm.iUMatm^cs
Prict!.if Posjtblf
Boy Ofrirc
Open^ Mat,
I V,, 11,Eve7 Jnilfl (.i3. AlUnd
COM THURSDAY- ALL AMEHICAO BILL will, ■ SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE
A Three Eights Which Gives a Better
Display.
This applies with slightly less force to all
capital lines, but Gothic is worse than the
others because it is not a shaded letter and
there is not even this distinction. To try
and read an eight inch line such as those
below the title in the four sixes is like try-

A Sheet of Three Programs.
the programs for two weeks at once and
cutting them apart. With printing costs
increasing so rapidly, anything which
serves to cut 4own expense is worthy of

_

Three,

~
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study. Even the general stunt of printing
both sides of the sheet at once, running
half the number of sheets through, and
reversing for the second feed will cut down
the presswork charges, and where the press
is large enough this should always be done.
—P. T. A.—
Pat Dowling Smiles When He
Looks at This Photograph
HERE
one Dowling
of the reasons
for the
smile isPat
of the Christie
Films habitually wears. It shows the
front of the Rosemary Theatre, Ocean
Park, Cal., with a Christie comedy sharing
the
space "Petticoats
with "Why Change
Your and
Wife?"
Between
and Pants"
the
dress hooking up in the DeMille subject
we think the manager lost a chance in not
advertising it as "Dress Up Week," but he
made a pretty lobby showing largely be-

An Unusually Neat House Front.
cause he gives the natural prettiness of
the house a chance. Too much lithographic work around a house front is always fatal. Meantime, Pat smiles because
he has to sell the Christie comedies instead
of throwing them in with a dramatic feature, and he likes to have these proofs of
the fact that he can sell them.
—p. T. A.—
Did It Up Brown for New
House Warming Invitation
the
color scheme
the Ohio,
N was
BROW
Rialto,
Akron,
for its ofhouse
es
g.
warmin
The envelop were brown,matching the four-page slip, printed in
brown, with a one-point rule panel in blue.
The cover merely announced "The Motion
Picture Event of Akron." Inside the
second page carried "This will admit yourself and friend," while the third page was
given ofto a brief announcement of the opening the new house.
It was all done in excellent taste and
got the house
off count
to a good
start. and
Firstmore
impressions always
for much,
could nob well have been done, short of
engraved plates, and it is a question
whether engraving would have been better
than straight printing. It is probable that
a large percentage of patrons were more
favorably impressed by this arrangement.
—P. T. A.—
Gersdorf Used Them, Too
Phil Gersdorf was another to use jjennants for "Excuse My Dust." He had his
printed on cloth-backed paper, red ink on
white stock, with the corners turned under
to give a firm grip to brass gromniets. This
made the best pennant we have seen yet
for use of this title. Nothing but the title
appeared on the sheet, which was 8 by 36
inches, so there was a big demand for the
markers, and Gersdorf was overrun with
requests for an a4ditional supply. He had
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Kansas City Kullings

Attractions
Xew YorkMay
City. 23-29
Criterion:
(fifth
week). "Why Change Tour Wife?"
Rivoli: "Nurse Marjorle."
Rialto: "The Sea Wolf."
Strand: "Jes" Call Me Jim."
Broadway: "The Silver Horde."
Capitol: "Old Lady
31."
Chicago.

Richards & Flynn Will Produce.
Nathe First
RICHARDStional &Film FLYNN,
Co., have ofbought
a large
quantity
of
short
reel
and
feature
productions. Their list includes single reel
Snakeville comedies, two-reel dramas, Tayweek).
Randolph: "The Love Expert" (second
lor Holmes features, and the "Return of
Eve" with Eugene O'Brien. They have also
Castle:
"Dollars and Sense."
made a contract with Jack Gardner to proBarbee's: "The Harvest Moon."
duce a series of twelve pictures. The Jack
Playhouse: "Simple Souls."
Gardner studio is being arranged for in CaliCasino: "The Girl in No. 29."
fornia.
Ziegfeld: "Polly of the Storm Country."
Riviera: "The Woman Gives."
Goldiryn Man Gives Dinner.
State-Lake: "Sherry."
Felix Mendelssohn, home office representaEuclid: "Huckleberry Finn."
tive for Goldwyn, spent last week in KanMetropolitan-Strand: "The Yellow Tysas City. While here, Mr. Mendelssohn was
the host at a dinner given at the Hotel
Stillman: "Old Lady 31."
Muehlebach in honor of W. E. Truog, who
Alhambra-Mall: "The Dancin' PooL"
is the new manager of the K. C. branch, and
Orpheum:
"The Curse of Eve."
phoon."
P. A. Block, who has been changed to the
Cleveland office.
Liberty: "Nothing
But Lies."
Philadelphia.
Installs Xew Branch Managrer.
week).
Stanley: "Why Change Your Wife" (third
E. C. Jensen, division manager for the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, spent the
Victoria:
"The Strongest."
week in Kansas City for the purpose of asMetropolitan:"Ireland
"Down aon the
Farm." (second
sisting W. E. Truqg-to assume his duties as week).
Forrest:
Nation"
the local branch -manager. Cecil Mayberry,
manager
Goldw^jni's
Garrick: "On with the Dance."
in Kansas ufCity
recently.St. Louis branch, was
Arcadia: "Nurse Marjorie."
Metro's Coming to K. C.
Palace: "Virgin of Stamboul."
Allegheny: "The Lone Wolf's Daughter."
"Shore Acres," Metro's new feature production, is coming to the Royal for a sevenStrand: "The Dancin' Fool."
Rivoli: "The Confession."
day run the week of May 23. "Should a
Capitol: "The Sagebrusher."
Woman
featuring
Lake of
willMaybe
attractionTell?"
at the
Regent Alice
the week
Regent: "A Modern
Salome."
Washington.
23. Metro's new release, "The Heart of a
Child,"
starringTheatre
Nazimova,
will be
shown 6. at
Metropolitan: "The Heart of a Child."
the Newman
the week
of June
Loew's Palace: "The Dark Mirror."
Loew's Columbia: "The Shadow of Rosalie
Republic Exchange Improving.
Jack Weil, manager of Republic Pictures
Moore's Rialto: "Passions Playground."
Corporation, will take a trip out into the
Moore's Garden: "Treasure Island."
territory for a few days to see the exhibitors
Byrne."
Moore's Strand: "King S'pruce."
and close contracts for their big features.
Cincinnati.
New Simplex machines are soon to be instal ed in the projection room of Republic for
Gifts: "Duds."
the accommodation of the exhibitors.
Lyric: "Sins of the Children."
Pathe Moves K. C. Exchange.
Grand: "The Sagebrusher."
Boulevard: "Some One Must Pay."
The Pathe Exchange has moved to the
B.
F. Keith's: "The Eyes of Youth."
Film Exchange Building, where they occupy
Walnut:
"Alarm Clock Andy."
the entire fourth floor. The offices are a
Strand: "Footlights and Shadows."
work of art. The projection room, where
Palace:
"The
Blood Barrier."
pictures will be screened for exhibitors will
Detroit.
be arranged in form of a miniature theatre
and will contain every desired comfort.
Adams:
"The Dancin' Fool."
. Madison:
"Yellow Typhoon."
Republic Salesmen Acrttve.
Broadway-Strand: "The Toll Gate."
Charles Gregory, salesman for Republic
Pictures Corporation, has just returned from
Majestic: "Sex."
Washington:
"The Forbidden Woman."
aRepublic
two-weeks'
trip secured
through the
Kansas
territory.
Colonial: "The Deadlier Sex."
has also
services
of R.
Miles:
"Dangerous
to Men."
W. Brashear as a salesman, whose special
Regent: "Heart of a Child."
work is serials and short reel productions.
Orpheum: "Pardners of the Night."
K. C. Film PersonaLs.
Boston.
The United Artists Corporation has moved
Park: "The Sea Wolf."
to the seventh floor of the new Film Ex"The River's End."
Temple:
Tremont
change Bldg.
Green."
"Paris Olympia:
Beacon:Square
Modern andScollay
J. W. Brill has built a theatre at Sedalia,
(Jordon's
"In
Mo., called the lona. The house is ;i model Search of a Sinner."
of elegance and beauty on the order of the
Boston: "The Terror."
Liberty Theatre, this city, but in some ways
Los Angeles.
much nicer.
California:
"Jes Call Me Jim."
William Parsons, former salesman in the
Grauman's: "Miss Hobbs."
Oklahoma territory, has taken over the Ideal
Rialto: "Below the Surface" (third week).
Theatre in Joplin, Mo., and is having a big
Kinema: "The Double Standard."
success.
Clune's Broadway: "Footlights and
"The Courage of Marge D'Doone" will open Shadows. "
a two weeks' engagement June
6 at the
Superba: "The
"The Stolen
Girl InKiss."
Number 29."
Miller's:
Doric. Inquiries on the picture from all over
the territory promise many bookings.
Palace: "Thou Art the Man."
Victory: "That Something" (third week).
the Empress, TheaA. A. Molder, ownerandof Arma,
Kans., visited
tre, Sapulpa, Okla.,
Garrick: "The Idol Dancer."
City.
Kansas
in
the Realart Exchange while
Tally's: "The Woman Gives."

Pittsburgh Pointers
Attractions Hay 23-29.
Nixon: "The Confession."
Liberty and Grand: "Don't Ever Marry."
Cameraphone: "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Loew's Lyceum: "April Folly."
Blackstone: "The Silver Horde."
Savoy: "Shore Acres."
Olympic: "Down on the Farm."
Minerva:
"Dude."
New Kenyon:
"The Forbidden Woman."
Columbia: "BuUot Proof."
Lichtenstein Does Donble Duty.
THE Olympic
Theatre,
Pittsburgh,
has secured J. Howard
Lichtenstcln
as director
of publicity. Mr. Lichtenstein will look
after
the Olympic's
publicityto and
advertising
in addition
his newspaper
prologue
presentations at the Cameraphone.
Legitimate Houses Play Films.
Three legitimate theatres of Pittsburgh are
playing motion pictures during June. They
are the Alvin, Pitt and Nixon. The attraction
at the Alvin is "U. S. Army Battle History";
at
Pitt, "A Mormon Maid"; at the Nixon,
"ThetheConfession."
Rldgeway Theatre Changes.
R. D. DeSeve is now owner of the New
Orpheum,
Ridgeway,the Pa.,
succeeding
Jepson, who bought
house
from Mrs.Mr. Stout
only recently. Mr. DeSeve is an experienced
showman, having had houses In different
parts of the State. The theatre was closed
for a week at which time It was given a complete overhauling.
Death of Popular Showman.
Charles J. "Chick" Phillips, of the Chickquitty Theatre, North East. Pa., passed away
suddenly at his homo on May 1 from an attack of heart failure. Mr. Phillips was A
gentleman whose kindliness and good fellowship made him a favorite among all picture salesmen. He always had a word of
greeting for the tired salesman and was
leavesat
aknown
widow asandthetwosalesman's
children, friend.
Dorothy. Heliving
home, and Phil, who has returned from
Florida to take over his father's interests.
The Chickquitty Theatre is continuing under
the management of A. H. McQuitty, who was
associated with the deceased since the opening of the theafre^in 1915.
Opens House of Novel Construction.
E. L. Brand & Bro. have built a moving
picture theatre and dance hall combined in
Sutton, W. Va., which is quite a novelty in
Its way. The house Is built on the bleachT
style, with a space 20x60 feet between the
seats and screen for dancing. The seatin).:
capacity is 400 and a stage has also been
installed for road shows, which will also be
used as a bandstand when dances are being
held. The house was opened to the public
ness. week and has been doing a good busilast
Charleston Rialto RenKidcIlng.
Manager Weir, of the Rialto. Charleston.
W. Va., Is doing considerable romodeling.
The stage is being redecorated and a $15,000
organ is being installed. The decorations are
being carried out in buff and old rose.
Correcting Wrong Intprewtion.
In our Cincinnati correspoMdeiice it was
recently stated that McMahan & Jackson are
running the Lyrlck Theatre in that city. C.
C. Hite Attractions Co.. through John J.
Weiss, president and general manager, now
advises us that we should correct the error unintentionally made. Mr. Weiss states
that his company ha.s a lease from the Heuck
Opera House Company to operate the Lyric
Theatre, Cincinnati, until September, 1920.

By day it was
waiter!
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bring me

a cup

By night it was "Sir, this breast of guinea
the service
respectfully.

to

your

liking?"

spoken

of coffee!"

hen

to and

and he was the

is very fine," and
not

by him,

and

"Is
very

Waiter by day and millionaire high-flyer by night; can't you imagine
what the one and only Max Linder can do in a story like that?
Max

Linder

is back, in a fresh, original and

of feature length.

highly amusing

comedy
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of rum,

disgrace to the town,'' any nice
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that
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can
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make
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comedies
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without
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using slapstick
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methods.
Competent
managers

critics

of high-class houses

it a treat; everyone
apparent
See them

declare

in every

her

who

work

a

revelation;

say their audiences

likes the wholesome

find

tang that is

one of her comedies.

for yourself, at the nearest
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exchange.
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Walter Long in New Neilan Picture
Walter Long, one of the most talented
character actor on the screen, makes his
debut in the third Marshall Neilan productions. Mr. Long, according to the Neilan
offices, has a most unusual character in this
picture. The story is understood to be a big
mystery drama and its success is said to
depend largely upon the haracterization
by Mr. Long.
The title and all details concerning this
production have not been made public.
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Commission

Management

at Home

Office of Universal; Lederman Resigns
Laemmle.tivities of a film company," explained Mr.
al activUnivers
of be
MANAGEME
hereafter will
by a
directed
ities NT
commission of three high officials of
"For years I had difficulty at Universal
that organization, it is announced by Carl City. Manager after manager had to give
Laemmle, president of the corporation. it up. The absolute rule of the vast studio
The commission form of management, in- plant was too much for one man. When I
augurated recently at Universal City, has established a commission of three there
this spring, I must confess that I was
proved such a success that Mr. Laemmle
decided to install a similar body in the skeptical. The three commissioners, IsaRobert Bruce Sails to Film
Universal home office.
dore Bernstein, Sam Von Ronkle and Louis
newly formed committee consists Loeb, assisted by my personal representaBeauties of Lands Overseas ^f The
tive, Irving Thalberg, have accomplished
Abe Stern, treasurer; E. H. Goldstein,
secretary to the president, and H. M. Ber- wonders, however. Today Universal City
C. BRUCE, creator of "Scenics man,
ROBERT
is a regular Utopia. Production is at high
general manager of exchanges. Their
Beautiful,"
are released
by
n, sailed
al which
Education
Films Corporatio
word will be final in most of the general tide and what is more important, everyone
is
contented and enthusiastic.
on May 18 for England, where he will make
affairs of the film concern. By the formaa new series of pictures. He expects to be
tion of this commission, Mr. Laemmle hopes
abroad for practically a year and to visit to unburden himself and his chief aid, R. H.
Biggest Step in Reorganization.
various parts of the British Isles and sev- Cochrane, vice-president, of much of the
"Naturally
such a state of affairs caused
eral of the Continental countries.
routine details of the business. Hereafme to consider the same plan for the UniThis is the first time Mr. Bruce has left
ter these two officials will confine themversal executive offices. There are too
selves to important questions of policy and many matters of more or less importance
North America for the purpose of seeking
material, except for a recent brief trip to picture betterment.
coming up continually for one man to
Cuba and Jamaica. Practically all of his
pass upon effectively. That is why I have
Lederman Resigned.
work has been done in the United States,
created
this new triumvirate for Univerthe remainder in Canada. His work has
The formation of this commission was
sal. It is the biggest step I have taken
been released by Educational since the possible by reason of several important
so far in the reorganization of the comday that company was formed.
pany. It is another milestone in my plan
just
announced
in
Universal's
ex-In his visits to England, Scotland and changes
ecutive staff. Daniel B. Lederman, for- to make Universal the most powerful film
Wales, Mr. Bruce will avoid the big cities
merly assistant to the president, has re- company in the country.
and do the main portion of his work in the signed.
quaint villages and countryside. His efforts
E. H. Goldstein has just been appointed
Have Acquired Powers' Interest.
will be to bring to the screen new matter to a newly created executive position, sec"I have taken many steps toward that
and to avoid the usual "travel stuff." Mr.
retary to Mr. Laemmle. Among other ac- goal
the last few months. The first, of
Bruce holds that the scenery of a country
tivities, he will assume the duties formerly course,in was
the acquisition by R. H. Cochis as typical as the people themselves and shouldered by Lederman.
rane and myself of the Universal stock held
he expects to interpret the spirit of each of
Goldstein
has
been
general
sales
manthe lands he visits in his visualizations.
ager of the company for two years. His by P. A. Powers, my former associate.
That
gave_ into
me effect.
power to put my plans for
present promotion is the reward of many
Universal
years of efficient and valuable service to
Holmes Sails for Europe
"The second important step was the reUniversal, with which concern he started
Burton Holmes, author, lecturer and cre- as salesman when the company was ororganization of the management of Universal City and the placing of the studios
ator of the Paramount Travel pictures
ganized. Previous to his appointment as on an efficient
and harmonious basis. The
bearing his name, sailed on Wednesday,
general sales manager, he was manager of
May 19, for Cherbourg as the initial step the Big "U" (New York) exchange for sev- third step was the building up of the scenario department and the assurance that
of another film expedition. Except for Mr.
eral years.
Universal will put out the best possible
Holmes and the friends who came to the
Sedran
Made
Purchasing
Agent.
pier to bid him farewell, Mr. Holmes was
stories by the best writers. The establishment of the commission in the home office
practically a stranger among the crowds
Another important change is the ap- it.
pointment of Samuel Sedran as purchasing is the fourth great step. The next step will
on the boat as he is making the present
tour alone except for his cameraman, who agent. Sedran also is the head of the Uni- be — well, it will be announced when I take
will join him from Spain.
versal supply department. The new appointment consolidates the co-functions of
Mr. Holmes' first destination is JeruLaemmle Going to Europe.
salem, where he will film scenes of the the two positions, and is expected to be a
"Mr.
Cochrane
has just gone away for a
Holy Land as well as developments in the far-reaching step toward maximum efsix weeks' vacation and rest. In a few
Zionist movement and agrarian and colonficiency.
Sedran's
appointment
follows
the
weeks I will do likewise. I am going to
izing undertakings which have flourished recent resignation of the former Purchasin Palestine.
Europe for a few months. When I get
ing Agent Albert Tuchman.
Mr. Holmes will return to America the
back the film world will begin to appre"Trial of the commission form of governend of August and the pictures taken durment for Universal City has convinced me
ciate what I mean when I say that Univering his trip will be released later as Parain less than a month that it is the ideal
sal has the greatest future of any film conmount-Burton Holmes Travel series.
method for handling the many phased ac-

cern."

From left to right:

Group of Executives Who Keep Things Moving for Universal.
Harry
M. Berman,
generaltreasurer,
managerandof B.exchanges;
R. secretary
H. Cochrane,
vice-president; Carl Laemmle,
president;
Abe Stern,
H. Goldstein,
to president.
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of Irish

Here with "In
AX WHITTEK, of GeneralNORM
Film Supply Cinematograph Specialists, of Dublin, Ireland, is stopping at
the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York. He
brought to this country a six-reel feature
entitled "In the Days of St. Patrick," with
Gaelic and English titles and depicted entirely by Irish players, the actual characters selected from among the Irish gentry,
with the collorateur of the real Irish scenery and atmosphere.
This feature will be the General Film's
first offering for the approval of the American public. In addition to special features,
the General Film is making a weekly entitled "Irish Events." The National Board
of Review has seen "In the Days of St.
Patrick," and has given it seven "excellents."
Mr. Whitten
says the
has already
established
an General
exchangeFilmin
New York.
Mr. Whitten also says that the Irish
people prefer American pictures and 80
per cent, shown are from this country. In
Old Castle, a town of only 250 inhabitants,
there is a modern cingma theatre, with
Power's plant.
projection machines and its own
electric
Mr. Whitten runs a film exchange in
connection with the General Film and says
towns like Sligo, Galloway, Ennis, Cahair
and Bundoran have established theatres
and no longer are troubled by the traveling cinema outfit.
Most theatres in Ireland compare favorably with any of the 600 and 1,000-seat
houses here, and make four changes of
program weekly. Mr. Whitten will be glad
to show his production and co-operate with
American exhibitors and producers in the
exchange of interests here and in Ireland.
The demand for pictures in Ireland is such
that it is impossible to secure dates for
their pictures less than eighteen months
in advance ; pictures selling now may not
get a showing for two years. Mr. Whitten
will remain at the Pennsylvania until
June 15.
Faversham Feature First Film
Offering at Hartman Theatre
" starLost Himself,
Who Faversha
THE Man
m in his
ring William
first
Selznick production, will be the
opening attraction on June 6 at the first
motion picture show that has ever been
seen in the Hartman Theatre of Columbus, Ohio. This theatre, one of the finest
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by H. DeVere Stackpoole. It was directed
by George E. Baker. Mr. Faversham, ably
Producers Is
if supported by a strong cast, is said to reveal an impressive dual characterization.
He portrays Victor Jones, an American
the Days of St. Patrick
agent who finds himself strandin Columbus, will run nothing but super- commercal
ed in London owing to his inability to get
productions at advanced prices throughout
certain
contracts
for his firm, and the Earl
the summer. The choosing of "The Man of Rochester, known
as one of the worst
Who Lost Himself" by the management
is considered another tribute to the popu- bounders in London.
larity of Mr. Faversham as a Selznick star.
Hedda Hopper plays the leading feminine role as "Teresa, Countess of Roches"The Man Who Lost Himself" is an
adaptation of the novel of the same name

Best of Luck"

Now

Scheduled

as First

Release of Metro'sseeksDrury
to possess Lane
not only theDramas
lost treasure
releasits
of
ement
but
Leslie
herself.
rearrang
UNDER inga schedule
ter."
its
to
Metro returns
The play was scenarioized by Albert
original intention of issuing "The
Le Vino, of the Metro scenario
Best of Luck" as the first of its five all- Shelby
star picturizations of Drury Lane melo- staff on the West Coast. It was directed
dramas. "The Best of Luck" was the first by Ray C. Smallwood. Harold Wenstrom
of this quintet to be put in production, but was the cameraman and the special art
suffered a slight delay in the making by settings were designed by Edward J.
reason of the extra time required in shoot- Shulter.
ing a series of submarine scenes.
These scenes under water, photographed
Big Character Talent Seen
with the aid of a diving bell, sub-surface
lights and other elaborate paraphernalia,
have been finished to the entire satisfaction of Metro officials, who, after viewing
rd's
Pickfo
in Mary
duction forcharacters
the
United
I.N' casting
the
for Artists,
her "Suds'
next Mary
pro-"
the picture at a private projection, deI'ickford
has
gathered
an
exceptional
arclared it in every respect worthy of the
ray of character talent. Every member of
distinction of being the first of Drury Lane
iho cast is well cast, to say the least, and
each member has done exceptionally clever
plays to reach the public.
parts on prior occasions.
Kathryn Adams, Jack Holt, Lilie Leslie cliaracter
Prominent in her support is Mme. Rose
and Fred Malatesta are featured at the
Dione,
for
a long time one of the leading
head of the all-star cast. Miss Adams was
Sarahsince
Bernhardt's
company
selected for the role of Leslie Macleod, an members
Paris, andof who
the outbreak
of thein
intrepid Scottish girl, because of her will- war has appeared in French dramas at the
ingness and ability to undertake a number
French Theatre in New York, and more recently came to California to appear in the
of thrilling stunts.
silent art.
For instance, in the course of unfoldThe principal lead, the possessor of the
ment of the plot. Miss Adams makes sev- shirt upon which this story is founded, is
Albert Austin, an English comedian of note,
eral airplane flights; she rides a high-powered motorcj'cle at night at high Speed, who for the past four years has been prominent in allwasof Charlie
Chaplin's
productions
winding up by dashing madly across a nar- and who
loaned by
the world
famous
row suspension bridge that spans a chasm;
to Miss Pickford for this producshe submerges in an undersea craft and comedian
tion.
engages in a physical conflict with Fred
Harold Goodwin, who scored such a sucMalatesta in one of the big scenes of the
melodrama.
cess in support of Miss Pickford in "The
Heart
ofductionthe
Hills," isPillsbury
also seenJones,
in themaster
proThe action of the melodrama revolves
as Benjamin
of
transportation
for
the
laundry,
his
occuabout a chest of jewels, once the property
pation being to drive the dilapidated old nag.
of a Spanish queen, which lies at the botNaUyne Montgomery, the clever Englislv
tom of the sea in a wrecked galleon. Les- character
actress, who has played in a numlie Macleod, a daring and beautiful Scotber of eastern productions, but who more
tish girl, is pitted against General Lan- recently has appeared at the Little Theatre
zana, rich and unscrupulous Spaniard, who in Los Angeles, has a splendid part.

Scenes from "Below the Surface," a Tense Drama, with Hobart Bosworth, and Released by Paramount.
1 — Wishing them a happy wedded life. 2 — There goes the submarine "Below the Surface." 3 — The boss looking at the seaman's
adornment that is below the chin. This player must have heard of the barbers' strike in the East.
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Unintentionally

Help ''Sex*' Break Records in Lawrence
members of the its editorial section to commending Mr.
three women,
USE
BECA
e
Lawenc Betterment League, found Cobe's sportsmanship.
Needless
to say,
broke
fault with J. Parker Read, Jr.'s Louise
dance records
at the"Sex"
Rialto
and all
onlyattenthe
ion, "Sex," Andrew
Glaum
product
J. Cobe,
e, previous booking of one of the big specials
proprietor
of the Rialto
Theatre, Lawrenc
Mass., abandoned a specially devised ex- prevented Mr. Cobe from continuing the
ploitation campaign on the powerful W. W. "Sex" engagement for another week. The
Rialto management is now arranging with
Hodkinson release and allowed first-page W.
H. Dunbar, Hodkinson Boston manager,
newspaper publicity and a two-column editorial to pack his house.
for a return week's engagement in July.
The controversy had its inception when
the three league members cornered Mr.
Cobe after the opening performance of Prepare Elaborate Press Book
"Sex"
Monday aafternoon
demandedin that
he eliminate
number ofandincidents
the
for "Old Wives for New"
picture which they deemed objectionable.
exHis prompt refusal brought Marshal THE progressploitationmade
press book
of motionin pictures
during
the last three years is evidenced by
Thomas
O'Brien,
who
is
delegated
by
the
Town Council to pass on all amusements in the press book issued by the publicity and
Lawrence, to the theatre within an hour. advertising department of the Famous
Reporters also made their appearance.
The protesting parties remained to view Players-Lasky Corporation for Cecil B. Dethe picture with the official censor and the Miile's Paramount picture, "Old Wives for
which is to be released June 6. This
nevyspapermen. At its conclusion the com- New,"
Mr. De
plainants waxed indignant when "Sex" was is a revised
1918. pro16, Mille's
releasedof June
duction firstedition
given a clean bill of health by the marshal
The
demand
for
a
new
and
improved
verand the reporters. That evening both the
of "Old Wives for New" was so heavy
Sun and the Telegram printed half-column that sionFamous
decided to
stories on the first page, closing with a present it in a Players-Lasky
new form with new accesstatement from Mr. Cobe that "if there is
sories. The prints were revised, new and
a demand from my audiences tonight that beautiful titles arranged and the picture itthe Louise Glaum picture be stopped, its
self carefully edited. When the original
engagement will end at once.
picture was released a press book, 8 by 11
inches, was prepared, and this amply
Filled 1^00 Capacity House.
its purposes for that period.
The Rialto with a seating capacity of 1,300 served
But picture exploitation methods change
was packed to the doors at both evening almost daily, and to keep up with the march
performances, and the audiences, knowing
improvement, the revised version of the
they were there as tribunals as well as of
required a new press book. It is
spectators, rendered their decisions with picture
a magazine of twelve pages, 11 by 16 inches
applause at the conclusion of each showing.
size, printed on heavy super-paper, while
The following day the Sun devoted half of in
cover is India tinted and printed in soft
"""""" ' nilrinmriilirarii i i , iiiiiipriiriiiiiiiiiir nir i i the
brown and green.
The second page presents a series of
cuts printed in blue, while on
Pseudo Wesley Barry Runs
I production
the third page are brief editorial paraInto Real Wesley Barry's I
graphs presenting in concise form all facts
Grandma — And Runs Away I needful to exhibitors for the proper exploitation of the photoplay. On page 4 there
ONEONTA
provincial, but I is a special feature story on the producits citizensmayarebe not
tion and a half page of publicity stories.
so easy as i
many might surmise," says a i
All Details Are Complete.
newspaper published in that town in I
New York State in describing how 1
On page 5 are found the cast and story,
Manager Rose, of the Strand Thea- 1 press reviews, one of them in rhyme, and
tre, put one over on one Alfred Scott, 1 a price list of accessories on the picture.
who had promised to have Wesley i On the following page are found the mail
Barry, the Marshall Neilan boy star, 1 campaign and musical synopsis. On page 7
on hand for a personal appearance. | are a dozen of well written publicity stories.
"That isn't Barry," said Manager 1 On pages 8 and 9 are shown the half-page,
Rose when the boy and his "man1 three, two and one column advertising cuts
with admirably phased advertising matager" stepped off the train.
1
ter, while on page 10 are excerpts from
Scott insisted that it was.
i
Manager Barry escorted them to i New York newspaper reviews. On page
the Oneonta Hotel, where the rea.1 1 11 is a lobby display of eight scenes with
card, and on the back cover
Barry's grandmother, Mrs. Laura 1 presentation
Barry, of Brooklyn, was stopping. 1 is found the reproduction of posters.
When the grandmother took the boy I
by the shoulders and looked him 1
Buys "Determination" for Europe
squarely in the face, she said: "You 1
The United States Photoplay Corporaare not Wesley Barry; I know him 1
tion has recently contracted for the entire
too well to permit such an imposi- 1
tion."
i European rights for the super-feature production "Determination" with the StoU
Scott broke down and admitted \
that the boy was his son, Sidney 1 Film Company of London.
Scott. Then he signed a statement 1
Howard Hall, a well-known author, dramatic writer, screen star and actor, has
exonerating
Manager
Rose
and I been added
to the scenario staff. He has
agreed to reimburse him for the ex- 1
pense and damage sustained. Manager \ been placed in charge of the continuity.
Rose in turn informed the public that | This production will be first released in
Wesley Barry would not appear, as 1 New York City and then follow into London. Arrangements are being made to
advertised, and now he is in stronger 1
with his clientele than ever before. I show it in one of the largest houses in the
The next time Scott wishes his son 1 the Stoll chain in Drury Lane.
"We have been in our studio at Grantto pose as Wesley Barry he should i
try New York City, not Oneonta. 1 wood, N. J., since May 1 and are working
day andStates
night,"
said anCorporation.
official of the
I..4IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIII iiiiuiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiuiiiiic United
Photoplay

Harry Rapf
Who is WestforCoast
studio manager
Selznick.
"Human Dynamo" Keeps
Selznick's Plant Buzzing
es, nis
productio
manager RAPF,
of Selznick
Enterpris
western
HARRY
often referred to as the human dynamo. Thinking that exhibitors in general
are interested in the man who has a hand
in preparing and producing the motion
pictures which they show in their theatres
and that they would be exceptionally interested in a man of the human dynamo
variety, the Selznick organization has reunderCoast
Mr. Rapf's
guidthe that
ancevealed
West
studios capable
are buzzing
along like the proverbial bee.
Many West Coast Activities.
At the Selznick plant on the West Coast,
which is located at Hollywood, many of
the productions of Selznick Enterprises
are
It is here ofthatNational
"Just a Picture
Wife,"
the made.
first production
Theatres, Inc., was produced. Being in
personal charge of the production work of
this picture at the West Coast plant, Mr.
Rapf looked after the building of the sets,
selecting of the cast and the making of
the titles.
"Blind Youth,"
second Inc.,
picture of National
Picture the
Theatres,
was also made there, as well as the third
production,
At
the present "The
time Invisible
the fourthDivorce."
subject for
National Picture Theatres, Inc., is being
made
recting.there under the title of "The Palace
of Darkened Windows," Henry Kolker diMyron Selznick, who is in charge of production work of Selznick Enterprises, frequently sends a Selznick company to the
West Coast to make a subject. At the
present time Owen Moore is there and
has been there for some weeks.
All in all, the position of western promanager oftask,
the and
Selznick
organiza-a
tion is duction
no small
it requires
human dynamo such as Harry Rapf to
carry outcessful
thecompletion.
plans of Mr. Selznick to sucKelly Heads National in Pittsburgh
James B. Kelly, formerly manager of the
Triangle Distributing Corporation, Boston,
t of the Nahas assumed the managemen
tional Picture Theatres at Pittsburgh. Mr.
m the
Kelly, having formerly operated friends
Pennsylvania territory, has many
thereabouts who are glad to welcome his
return to his old stamping ground.
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E. Smith Names "Trumpet Island,'*
by Morris, as Next Big Vitagraph Special
This special production will introduce
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of Vita- Marguerite
De La Motte in the most imgraph, announces that "Trumpet
portant part she has had, one that she fits
Island" will be the next special of
that company. The first of this series, admirably and a role that is certain to
James Oliver Curwood's "The Courage of establish her, despite her youth, as a leading star.
,"
New York's
Marge
Final
next atweek.
Theatre isforbooked
Capitol O'Doone
scenes, requiring the Hudson River as a
background for airplane scenes, will be Cohan Hails Picturization of
taken in New York, and Director Tom
His Popular Comedy-Drama
Terriss and several members of his company will shortly leave for the East.
laythe e actor-p
Cohan,extrem
M. expressed
This is believed to be the first picture GEORGE wright,
gratification over the picturization of his
ever made in which airplanes supplanted
trains and automobiles in transporting comedy-drama, "Forty-five Minutes from
players and technical staflE from the studio Broadway," in a letter to Charles Ray,
to locations. This air commutation service who is now engaged in Los Angeles adapting the stage piece to the screen.
was maintained between the Vitagraph
Mr. Cohan not only assured the screen
studios in Hollywood and Catalina Island,
Long Beach and Palm Springs during the star that in his opinion the play was inimitably suited to film adaptation but excourse of the production and while these
pressed his satisfaction that such an actor
locations were being used.
Charles Ray was to give to the country
The use of the 'planes in this service was as
not designed merely to be spectacular. Six a high-class picturization of a George M.
Cohan success, and one which, because of
were used almost constantly in the pic- theatrical
was particularly
lure, so the double duty of transporting dear to the associations,
playwright.
peopleern idea.to locations was a logical and mod"It is with the greatest pleasure," wrote
The theme of the story is ultra-romantic. Mr. Cohan to the First National star, "that
A young .\merican, seeking a lonely place I learn you are now working on the picto forget his confused past and to regain
ture version of my play, "Forty-five Minhis self-respect, has a bride drop to him
utes from Broadway.' As one of the most
popular
of my dramatic pieces to reach the
from out of the sky, victim of an airplane
wreck in a heavy storm. True settings, so screen, I am gratified to find the play in
beautiful as to appear almost fantastic, such capable hands, with every prospect
have been obtained for the exteriors. Yet of reachmg the public in a form which
the story is not allegorical and run^ from does credit to the traditions of the piece
beginning
end in logical sequence with- and to the favor it has enjoyed.
out weird to
imagery.
"I have no doubt that your final results
New York and the Hudson River are will give to the public one of those disbackgrounds for a large portion of the
tinctly different
acterizationsand
which do high-class
so much tofilm
raisecharthe
scenes, making a romantic contrast with
plane
of
the
cinema
art
in
the
estimation
the semi-tropical
scenes
obtained
in
Southern California.
of intelligent people."

Albert
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Selznick Leases Solax Studio
The steady growth of Selznick Pictures
was cited in concrete form this week when
the Selznick
organization
tookatactive
session of the
Solax studio
Fort posLee
under a long term lease. With the completion of extensive alterations and the instal ation ofa new lighting system Selznick
began its tenancy.
Equippedphernalia
with
up-to-date
paraessentialallto the
a first
class studio,^
the first scenes taken were for "The Dangerous her
Paradise,"
starring
Huff,
who makes
initial
bow asLouise
a Selznick
star
in
this
production.
William
P.
S.
Earle
is directing.
Selznick now has three studios in the
East and one on the West Coast.
"The Invisible Divorce" Is
Hailed as Great Attraction
WITHcast a and
strong
of both
story,combination
"The Invisible
Divorce," the third and current release of National Picture Theatres, Inc., is
announced as surpassing in box office
value the first and second National Theatres pictures "Just a Wife" and "Blind
Youth."tionalLewis
J. Selznick is head of NaPicture Theatres.
Heading the cast are Walter McGrail, a
screen actor with many successes to his
credit, who plays the role of J. B. Ryder,
and Leatrice Joy, an actress of ability, portraying Pidgie Ryder. Other prominent
members include Grace Darmond, known
for her characteristics as a leading woman;
Walter Miller and Tom Bates.
Invisible
produced
the"The
Selznick
WestDivorce"
Coast was
studios
and wasat
directed by Thomas R. Mills. The story,
written by Leila Burton Wells, was adapted for the screen by Katherine Reed.
Lloyd Ready to Embark on
Second Series of Comedies
HAROLD
LLOYD of has
embarked
on for
his
second series
multiple
reelers
distribution by Pathe, according to
an announcement made by the Rolin Film
Company, makers of the Lloyd Comedies.
"High and Dry" is the title of the Lloyd
production that will inaugurate the second
series of mirth makers. While the books
for the second Lloyd series have virtually
just been opened, many prominent exhibitors are placing bookings on the series,
among them being Jack Eaton, of the
Strand; Bowes, of the Capitol; Clemmer,
of Seattle; Shea, of Buffalo; Harris, of
Pittsburgh; Gustanovic of Cleveland; Moss,
of
of New
New York
York.; Talbot, of Denver, and Keith,
This list is growing daily. The thousands of exhibitors who played the first
series of Lloyds, which marked among
their number such impressive comedies as
"Bumping Into Broadway," "Haunted
Spooks," "Captain Kidd's Kids," "His Royal
Slyness," "From Hand to Mouth" and "An
Easternthousands.
Westerner" will be augmented by
other

Bringing Him Aboard the Ship of Good Cheer in Sunshine Harbor.
Mary Miles Minter must be very hungry by the way she is coaxing her father.
A pretty scene from "Peggy Rebels," an American production.

Lichtman Announces Promotions
In line with his policy of promoting
capable men in his department to more important positions, Al Lichtman, general
manager of the department of distribution
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, this week announced changes in the
personnel of two exchanges.
To fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of G. W. Erdman, Herbert E. Elder,
formerly branch manager at Pittsburgh,
has been made branch manager at Cleveland. E. M. Strube, who has been sales
manager in the Pittsburgh exchange, has
been made manager of that oflicc.
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Goldwyp Closes Foreign Deal
Arthur Ziehm, foreign sales manager for
Goldwyn, has closed a contract at a high
figure for the marketing of Goldwyn's third
year product in Chile, Bolivia and Peru.
The deal negotiated brings the largest return to Goldwyn ever realized in these
South American countries.
The success of the first and second year
Goldwyn pictures in South America is said
to have established firmly this brand of
productions in the theatres in Chile, Bolivia
and Peru, where the film business is being
conducted along far more systematic lines
than in the past, according to advices received from the Goldwyn representative
touring the South American countries.
Hampton's "A Broadway
Cowboy" Distributed by Pathe
featuring
," just
COWBOY
A BROAD
, has
WilliamWAY
Desmond
been
taken over for distribution by
Pathe Exchange, Inc. The production was
made by Jesse D. Hampton from the story
"The
from Make
written
by
Byron Man
Morgan.
It is a Believe,"
comedy that
jumps
from Broadway to the Golden West, and
while making the transcontinental trip offers wholesome amusement. George Plympton, who made the screen adaptation,
proved himself a master of continuity, for
the story is related without a hitch or a
single instance of the slowing up of action.
Desmond is supported by a strong supporting cast. His leading woman is Betty
Francisco, who for some time charmed
New York audiences at the "Follies."
Thomas Delmar, J. P. Lockney, Paddy McGuire, Clark Comstock and Evelyn Selbie
are others who help in furnishing the
amusement.
of the picture's
probably will Date
be announced
within arelease
week
or two.
Employes to Present Selznick
With Testimonial of Loyalty
upon the testimonial of
ACTUAL work
friendship and loyalty to Lewis J.
Selznick, president of Selznick Pictures, from his employes, began recently
when sheets of indestructible parchment
were sent out to the various branch offices
and to the home departments of the Selznick Enterprises. These will be signed by
the various men and women of the organization as an expression of their appreciation of their chief.
This is following out a plan adopted at
the recent convention of the branch managers in New York, when it was decided
that instead of a gift to Mr. Selznick to
show that they were with him to a man,
the employes should prepare a testimonial
— something lasting.
The sheets of parchment are all of uniform size and handsomely illuminated. All
persons connected with the organization
will be given an opportunity of signing
these sheets. The address to Mr. Selznick,
which was read at the convention banquet,
will be engrossed upon similar sheets, and
when the signatures are completed all
these sheets will be assembled and joined
together in a permanent binding.
Sylvia Breamer Is 111
Sylvia Bremer, who played the title role
in "Athalie," is suffering from a nervous
collapse, according to word received from
Los Angeles by the New York office of
Mayflower. Ten weeks of constant work in
the difficult role of a psychic, resulting in
an overstrain of the nerves, is given as the
reason for the star's breakdown.
As soon as she is able to travel, the
little actress will be taken to the mountains for a rest of six weeks, after which
it is expected she will return to New York
for a short time.
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to Have

Geraldine Farrars
beste
of nthepictur
LOVE
U stars
TAG
known
of, theonemotio
MON
firmament, has just been engaged by
Edward Jose to play an important part in
Geraldine Farrar's first Associated Exhibion, buted Riddle : Woman
,"
product
which itors
willwith
be distri"The
by Pathe. Coincident this announcement. Associated
Exhibitors reports that Miss Farrar has
returned from her southern operatic tour
and that preparations have been completed
for her to begin work on the picture on
Wednesday, May 26. The production is to
be filmed under direction of Mr. Jose in
the Thanhouser studio at New Rochelle.
The signing of Montagu Love, following
the engagement of Adele Blood for the role
of Kristine, is evidence to the Associated
Exhibitors' statement that the cast will be
a great one. Montagu Love for several
years was a star in his own right, being
featured in pictures produced by William
A. Brady. One of the most vigorous actors
on stage or screen, he has given the motion picture some great character delineations. He was starred in "Rasputin, the
Black Monk," which had a sensational
career just about the time of the Russian
collapse. Mr. Jose did not state which part
would be intrusted to him. Two characterizations are under consideration.
Mr. Love also is internationally known
for his work as an artist. It was a strange
happening of chance that started him on his
way to theatrical honors. He originally was
an artist, and during the Russian-Japanese
war, he was at Port Arthur sketching for
London newspapers. He remained there
after the war and then went to China,
where he became interested in a travelling
stock company playing Hong Kong. When
one of the players was taken ill, Mr. Love
stepped into the role. He immediately
showed that -he had remar'-ab'e talent.
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Important

in

"The Riddle: Woman*'
A real stage career in London followed,
and finally Cyril Maude brought him to
America
with of"Grumpy."
Love then
felt the lure
the motionMr.picture,
and
from the time he stepped into a studio he
headed for the top rung, which he soon
attained. His screen career in America is
familiar to showmen and fans.
Stanton Gets Offer to Be
Director of Floating Studio

ers"ON,and the
fice
box-ofdirecothernoted
STANT
tor of "Check
RICHARD
successes, has received an offer from
the largest Italian film organization, which
calls for a series of film features to be
produced
. by him under most unusual conditions
The company in question has constructed
a floating motion picture studio. A large
ocean-going steamship has been converted
into a veritable production palace. Two
decks are devoted to the stages and an
elaborate array of dressing rooms, laboratory equipment and living quarters for the
studio personnel have taken the place of
the former staterooms of the ship.
Mr. Stanton's offer involves a weekly
salary well up in the four figures, to be
paid him as director general of the floating
Theunits
shipand
willwill
house
entirestudio.
producing
spendthree
a year
in cruising among the beauty spots of
Europe. bilizing
Thedeviceperfection
a unique stapermits theof photographing
of pictures as efficiently while the ship is
in motion as when taken in a stationary
studio.
Mr. Stanton at the present time is engaged in production for William Fox, and
at the completion of this picture in June
will announce the full details of his European project.

DirectedL

H

Part

DAVID

By

SMITH
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Id
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Vitagraph's Eastern Units Not to be Moved
to the Coast; Map Out 1920 Production Plan
president of Vita- have now discovered that a thousand words
T E.
ALBER
returned to New York of description can be duplicated in a few
hasSMITH,
graph,
seconds on the screen ; also that characters
in Hollywoo
stay with
a ten weeks'a rest
on must be doing something all the while in
work d,
he combined
where after
front of these beautiful backgrounds. A
on plans
company'
his also
the producti
com-s
Smith
Mr. for
studios.
western
description of the heroine's eyes and hair
may
up a considerable section of a
" ad new
serial,wellin piece take
Dangers,
pleted
tion"Hiddenwith
of printed fiction, but on the screen
Moffett,
Clevelan
collabora
known fiction writer, who went west at the the spectators will know in one second
same time. This serial is now being pro- whether she is beautiful or not."
duced with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige in the
Mr. Smith has written nearly a score
leading roles.
of serials and numerous other works for
the screen and has had as collaborators
Smith's plans
for Vitagraph
include
theMr.production
of specials
from books
by some of the best fiction writers. And he
well known authors for release at regular thinks that the new attitude of standard
writers is the best step forward in motion
intervals. "The Courage of Marge pictures
of the past year.
O'Doone,"
by
James
Oliver
Curwood,
has
just been completed by Director David
To Produce in the East.
Smith, who is now preparing another Curwood story for the screen.
Although Vitagraph has considerably enlarged its facilities at the western studios,
Another special adapted from "Trumpet
space is required by the companies at
Island," byat Gouverneur
Morris,
being the
present working there and the eastern
completed
the Hollywood
studiosis under
the direction of Tom Terriss, with an all- Vitagraph units will continue to produce
star cast. Earle Williams will continue to at the Brooklyn studios. This corrects a
make his features in Los Angeles, Mr. report current recently that Vitagraph
Smith announces, under the direction of planned to concentrate all its production
Chester Bennett.
in Hollywood. The companies headed by
Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith and Harry T.
Speaks on Story Problem.
will stay in the East. The rumor
In interviews granted to newspapers on Morey
resulted when Vitagraph purchased ten
the coast before leaving for New York, Mr. more
acres of ground in Los Angeles, but
Smith spoke chiefly of the problem of ob- this was needed by the ten units alreidy
taining stories for the screen — something
operating in the West.
that has not yet become a serious obstacle
Work Out Production Schedule.
to Vitagraph because of its large purchases
of rights to standard fiction classics and
With
W. S. Smith, manager of western
plays. He says that the altered attitude Vitagraph,
Mr. Smith worked out a proand growing interest shown by famous auduction schedule for 1920 which in addition
thors toward motion pictures offers a promto
specials
will keep three serials in the
ising future to the industry.
course of production. A. E. Smith and
"They are learning to write action, not Cleveland Moffet supervised the editing
merely words," said Mr. Smith.
of the final episodes of "The Silent Avenger," William Duncan's current serial,
"Authors of the greatest art and skill
iiiiiniliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiin

4,000

New

Tongues

Have

I!

—And that since my January issue! My February number,
carrying the world-wide news of the amusement field to LatinAmerica, spoke with 11,500 tongues.
My June issue, now on the press, will speak with 15,500 tongues.
4,000 new salesmen, advertising and selling your product in every
corner where Spanish or Portuguese is spoken, have been added to
our lists and to yours.
These 15,500 salesmen, promoting products advertised in my
pages, speak to a buying public of 80,000. Here is a sales force you
can command for an entire month for $100. And a contract signed
now will mean thousands of additional selling agents before the
expiration of your contract period.
Let me give you more particulars. You know me. I am :

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
^uininifluiniiMiiRininumininiiiiiiiiniiiiM
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while in the west, and also started work
on "The Veiled Mystery," for another
month before returning east to continue
writing
Mr. Smith
at the Bay.
latter's summer with
headquarters
in Oyster
Larry Semon will continue to produce
his special comedies at the western studios.
An unlimited production cost has been
awarded him by Mr. Smith.
United War Veterans Outline
Plans of Their Organization
zation of pioneer
the world
war, organihaving
are the
veteran
been organized on November 12,
1918," says a statement of the aims and
activities of the United American War Veterans, which was incorporated in New York
State on December 23, 1918, and which now
has its headquarters at 417 Lexington avenue. New York City. The headquarters
will soon move to Washington, D. C. The
organization's Congressional charter was
applied for, presented to Congress and referred to the judiciary committee on January 23, 1919.
It is organized along military lines. Divisions are composed of five or more states,
departments are composed of a certain
number of posts in a state and posts are
composed of twenty-five comrades. The
rules and regulations and rituals are compiled from those of the G. A. R., the Spanish-American War Veterans and the Veterans of Foreign Wars. The organization
is governed by a board of trustees of seven
comrades. It makes no distinctions in
race, color or creed, but bars conscientious objectors and draft dodgers. Men and
women who served in the army, navy, marine corps or auxiliary branches and were
honorably discharged are eligible to membership. Annual dues are $3 a year.
The first announced aim is to "weld into
one compact,
nationwideandfederation
all vet-of
erans of the military
naval service
the United
States veterans,
of all wars."
Aid forrelief
disabled or sick
including
funds and homes, is promised, and the organization will seek legislation now and
in the future that will assure justice to veterans.
WE

Monarche Theatre Is Improved
Erected in 1916 by Mrs. Edith H. Williams at a cost of $30,000, the Monarche
Theatre of Porterville, Cal., has been recently remodeled by its present owners, A.
R. Moore, Everett and C. C. Howell, and
is now considered one of the finest in the
San Joaquin valley. Its auditorium seats
596, with a depth of only twenty rows of
seats, and has a balcony seating 220. All
equipment is modern and the house is as
near to being fireproof as it is possible to
be. Features are a large organ, enlarged
last year at a cost of $3,000, and the ventilation system. Its operating booth is
lined with metal and equipped with autoclosing shutters. Only quality picturesmaticare shown.
Clawson Heads Walsh Cameramen
Del Clawson, one of the best known
cameramen in the profession, has arrived
in New York from the Pacific Coast to assume the post of head cameraman for the
the R. A. Walsh organization. Clawson
will supervise the photographing of the
director's forthcoming independent production to be presented by the Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation through First National. Preparatory to beginning actual
work manonis atthethe
Walsh
production,
cameraParagon
Studio,theFort
Lee,
experimenting with new lighting devices
which he will use in the forthcoming sub-
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New York OfiFice for London Interests
H. Winik, in association with a number
of well known screen interests of London
and New York, has bought from the Hilda
Holding Corporation the twelve-story office building at 141-143 West 45th street, on
a plot 68 by 100 feet. The property shows
an annual rental of $130,000 and the asking
price was $1,250,000. The same interests
recently bought the entire block front
known as the Aero properties, at West■chester avenue and Simpson street, the
Bronx, a $1,000,000 transaction.
Director Jack Dillon Is in
New York and Likes the City

DILLON
JACK tor,
was in ,NewMary
week
last direcCity d's
YorkPickfor
on a vacation, having completed "Suds,"
proUnitedin Artists
Little Mary's
and around
two weeks
duction. Aftersecond
the metropolis Mr. Dillon will speed west
to direct Douglas Fairbanks in that star's
"Big Four"is producti
fourth
The director
anotheron.one of these
men who announce themselves as "easterners by birth
westerners
choice."
It is five
years butsince
he has by
visited
his
friends in the East, and he admits very
candidly for a Californian that "New York
is the greatest spot on earth for a vacaJack Dillon is credited with having put
tion."
over something out of the ordinary in arseems
that G. ranging
P.the settings
Huntley,forthe"Suds."
noted ItEnglish
comedian, gave him the once-over and exclaimed at the faithful reproduction of
London streets and characters. He recognized one of the Westminster arches.
Knight'stures, Bridge
and otherpaidlandscape
feaand Mrs. Huntley
Little Mary
the
of saying:
"We used
have compliment
a scullery maid
in our London
hometo
who looked very much like you do in the
pictures. Miss Pickford."
Denver's Picture Exposition
Is Now Scheduled for July 1
A REGULAR studio set complete, where
/A scenes will be taken, and a model theatre, equipped up to the minute and
showing pictures, are only two of the features promised
for Denver's
moving picture
exposition
conventionannual
and grand
ball that has been set for July 1 and 2. The
original dates were June 18 and 19. The
postponement was decided upon when the
directors
strikingly
original ideas conceived
and asked some
for two
more weeks
in which to develop them.
A Big Time for All.
should bein a theglorious
"get-together"
forIt everybody
film business
in that
territory, and for a great many others in
all parts of the country. The governor of
Colorado, the mayor of Denver and city
and state officials are co-operating with
the Rocky Mountain Screen Club to make
this a gala occasion. Distributing companies in New York City are lending their
assistance, and many screen stars are already telling "Marie" and "Suzette" to see
•what there is in the wardrobe to fit the oc.casion.
All the exchanges, supply houses and
producing companies will have special exhibits. Every article used in and around
a picture house will be on exhibition. At
the morning sessions of the convention
the exhibitors will have their say. Matters
of vital importance will be considered.
There is a general invitation extended all
members of the industry and the public as well. "We expect to have a great
gathering
and a great time," say the committee.
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Representatives

Establish

Production

the erection
INGand plans
CARRY
ment ofof ana
studio
the for
establish
exchange system throughout the Far
East, Frank Meyer, assistant secretary
of the Famous-Lasky Corporation, and
Tarkington Baker have sailed for Bombay
as the first step in the plans which Adolph
Zukor has made for the production of
Paramount pictures in India.
Their departure follows the announce
ment recently made by Mr. Zukor of the
formation of the Indian Empire Famous
Players-Lasky Film Company, Ltd., a $3,000,000 corporation organized by the American company acting in conjunction with
prominent London and Indian bankers.
As soon as they arrive in Bombay Mr.
Meyer and Mr. Baker will begin at once
the erection of a large studio equipped with
all the most modern appliances that characterize Famous Players studios in this
country. American methods will prevail
throughout and the equipment will be installed by a stafif of American technical experts working under the supervision of
Mr. Meyer.
Films of Geographical Interest.
As soon as the studio is ready, it is the
plan of Mr. Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president, in charge of production, to send a stock company of American players to India where well known
stories with Indian backgrounds will be
filmed in their native settings. This is in
line with Mr. Zukor's policy of producing
pictures that are accurate in all their historical and geographical details.
In view of the fact that 400,000,000 people,
or one-fifth of the entire population of the
world, live in India, Mr. Zukor felt that
pictures truthfully reflecting the lives and
ideals of this great nation should be placed
on the screen, and the only way such pictures can be done well is to make them on
the spot. The pictures will be distributed
in this country as well as in India. Thus,
American exhibitors will benefit immeasurably by getting a new and distinctive note
in the productions they show. The first of

Sail to
Studios

in India

these pictures is expected to be available
for distribution by Christmas.
Mr. Meyer, who has been in charge of
the construction and real estate division
of the corporation, will lay the plans and
supervise the erection of the studio, and
will arrange production details. Mr. Baker
will remain as the general representative
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in India. Plans call for a distribution system that will have exchanges in the principal cities of India, Straits Settlements
and other parts of the Far East.
New Theatre for Danville, Va.
The Southern Amusement Company
plans a new $150,000 picture theatre for
Danville, Va. It now operates the Bijou,
Broadway and Majestic theatres in that
places. A site costing $60,000 and having a
frontage on Main street of sixty-four feet
and a depth of 195 feet has been purchased.
Plans are being prepared. The proposed
theatre will seat 1,400 on the ground floor.
Two galleries will bring the total seating
capacity to 2,000. The stage will be large
enough to stage road shows. Two stores
will be included in the structure and the
rest of the front will be devoted to the
lobby and foyer. The cost of the building will be about $150,000.
To Film Stories in Texas Oil Fields
The Superior Pictures Productions has
been formed to make a series of "Liquid
Gold Stories" in the Texas oil fields. The
headquarters will be at Eastland in that
state. The direction will be under the
personal supervision of Marion A. Kent
and the prints will be made by Rothacker,
The company will spend this summer on
location in the oil fields. It will have winter studios either at Los Angeles or San
Antonio, Texas. The names of the stars
are withheld for the present, but an allstar cast will be used throughout the ensix pictures of six reels each.
ket. tire series of will
Distribution
be through the open mar-

"Shoe! Shoe! You're Always Knocking.
Get Off My Heel!'
Chesterwrite
Conklin
evidently
has taken
a liking
to
Miss
Shoemaker.
Please don't
in
askinghow
long
it
takes
her
to
tie
the
lace
orby how
costs to remodel it.theYoulatest
can Fox
get this
information
seeingmuch it
comedy.
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Formation

Unit Known as Ida
ANDREW J. CALLAGHAN, head of the
Los Angeles producing company
which is starring Bessie Love, has announced plans for the formation of the
Ida Maj' Park Productions. Miss Park has
already been engaged, together with
Joseph de Grasse, to direct the second film
offering of Bessie Love. The projected
formation of an Ida May Park Productions unit is in recognition of the work
accomplished by Miss Park in the adaptation of "The Midlanders" to the screen as
the first Bessie Love film for Andrew J.
Callaghan Productions, Inc.
"Theis pleased
Andrew toJ. announce
Callaghan the
Productions.
Inc.,
projected
creation of a new unit to be known as the
Ida May Park Productions which is now
in process of formation," said Mr. Callaghan.
"Officialsof ofthethisdistinctive
company quality
have long
been
aware
of Miss
Park's directorial work, and now with the
definite results of 'The Midlanders' which
is rapidly nearing completion to confirm
our highest faith in Miss Park, we are
able to take this step as a means of recognition and announce the plans for the
organization of her own producing unit.
"Miss Park, in co-operation with Mr.
Joseph de Grasse, has vindicated our belief in the screen possibilities of Bessie
Love. Their photoplay adaptation of 'The
Midlanders'
brings
out actress
the charm
dramatic
ability
of the
in a and
big
way. It was our intention to place this
star before the industry in surroundings
such as she has never had, and to this end
we secured well-known novels and popular
plays, the first of these vehicles being 'The
Midlanders.'
"The Productions
projected formation
the Ida May
Park
will not ofinterfere
with
the existing arrangements whereby Miss

^
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of New

May Park Productions
Park will again act as co-director with
Joseph de Grasse in the production of
Bessie Love's second
photoplay,
the vehicle for which Callaghan
is now under
consideration from several well-known copyrighted novels and stage successes."
Famous Players to Open
New Exchange in Albany
PLANS
by Al
Lichtman, ofgeneral
managermadeof the
department
distribution of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, call for the opening of the
new Famous Players exchange at Albany
by June 7.
The new exchange, which will be a
model of exchange housing and facilities,
will be at 33 Orange street. Joseph H.
.Seidleman, who has been appointed exchange manager, has been busy for the
last month whipping things into shape preparatory to the opening. He states that
when the doors are thrown open exhibitors of the Albany district will find one
of the most completely equipped and efficiently laid out branch offices that they
have ever done business with. Mr. Seidleman is planning a reception at which the
exhibitors of his territory will be given an
opportunity
*o make an inspection of the
offices.
In the establishment of the Albany exchange exhibitors whose theatres are in
the territory between New York City and
Buffalo will be able to get quicker and
better service than heretofore has been
possible. In the appointments of the new
exchange exhibitors will find, it is said,
unusual facilities for making their transacting business in comfort.
Manager Seidleman has practically com-
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pleted the engagement of his office staff.
In this and in arranging for the opening
of the office he has had the assistance of
Alarvin W. Kemptner, who has been appointed sales manager.
Hodkinson

Pamphlet Is Called

"An Appeal to Common Sense"
distributi
publisheda
hasexhibitors
SONon to
HODKIN
WW.for free
• pamphlet which he calls "An Appamphlet
Sense."
with
manner
lucid The
a brief and
deals pealinto Common
present conditions in the industry. Mr.
the
many ofarise
is that owners
contentio
Hodkinson
beset n theatre
evils which's now
from the fact that the same financial interests control producing and distribution.
Mr. Hodkinson says that under the system now followed by producer-distributors
all the picture failures are charged as a
debit against the exhibitor, thereby saddling on him the cost of unfortunate experiments. An independent distributing
agency forcing the producer to bear the
cost of failures on his own shoulders is
kinson.
one
of the remedies proposed by Mr. Hod"The booklet," he said, "embodies the
observations and experienc
e of many years,
together with the sincere desire to help the
exhibitor out of his present difficulties. In
our organization I have created a selective machinery automatically rejecting pictures of low commercial value. We are
offering to the exhibitor a complete and
thoroughly effective mechanism by the use
of which he may safeguard his investmen
and be sure of a steady supply of hight

quality pictures."
Elks Fete Eric Von Stroheim
as Judge in Beauty Contest
ERIC VON STROHEIM, one of Uni^ versal's
foremost
directors
and noted
screen actor,
arrived
in Chicago
Friday, May 21, to act as chief judge in the
beauty contest which was instituted about
two months
ago by are
the toElks'
Club, and
in
which
the winners
be starred
in at
least one Universal production.
On Saturday a luncheon was given iit
honor of Mr. von Stroheim by the Elks'
Club at its headquarters, 170 Washington
street. About one hundred guests were
present, including many members of the
club and representatives from the Universal and other film exchanges in Chicago.
William
Sinek, exalted
ruler of theAtElks"^
lodge in J.Chicago,
was toastmaster.
the
close of the luncheon Mr. Sinek stated he
had a surprise announcement to make,
namely, that Mr. von Stroheim was about
to be married, and he thereupon introduced the prospective bride. Miss Valerie
Germonprez.
Mr. von Stroheim, in an entertaining talk,
thanked Mr. Sinek and the Elks Club for
their hospitality and acknowledge a debt
of gratitude to Carl Laemmle.
He was easily recognized as the Hunvillain of several well-known war pictures,including "Hearts of the World," "The
Heart Husbands."
of Humanity," "For France" and
"Blind
About seventyfive of the girl contestants
gatheredurdayinafternoon.
Chicago's
office were
SatMay Universal
22. Six judges
present
to
decide
which
ones
will
make
the
best camera types.
Signs Josephson on Long Contract
Julien cessful
Josephson,
one in
of the
the profession,
most sucscenario writers
has just been engaged under a long-term
contract to write original stories and the
continuities therefor for Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Mr. Josephson will
have his headquarters at the West Coast
studio of the organization.
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Selznick Squelches O'Brien Report
Myron Selznick, president of Selznick
Famous Star Theatre Leased
Pictures Corporation, this week squelched
by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
the report
Eugene O'Brien
was to conclude his that
association
with Selznick,
and
ACCORDING to reliable information, Nowell, the baby whom New York critics announced that Mr. O'Brien's contract has
the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- named "the infant Douglas Fairbanks," has had its termination date extended to April
tion has invaded the Buffalo exhibit- just been completed under the direction 27, 1924.
"Mr. O'Brien will continue under the
ing field in closing a deal for the taking of William S. Campbell at the Chester Studios near Lincoln Park. These comedies
Selznick
banner for four more years," said
over of the Star Theatre, Buffalo's his- are being
released through the Educational
Mr. Selznick. It has been common knowltoric house, where it is expected'
the comFilms
Corporation,
which
is
also
taking
edge
that
various producers have been bidatures.
pany will show its super-fe
While
care of the distribution of Chester Outings
no information is available as to the prob- and
ding
for
th^
servicesfrom
of Mr.
sincea
his
recent
return
the O'Brien
coast. As
Screenics.
able date of the reopening of the Star, it
Mr. Chester is at present negotiating for matter of fact, at no time did he consider
is learned that Famous Players will spend
sale and distribution of another well appearing on the screen other than a Selzquite a large sum on the redecoration and the
renovation of the house, the plans also known series of comedies.
calling for the erection of a marquee in
nick star."
front of the theatre and the changing of
the entrance to the Pearl street corner.
Blackton Reaches High Point of Production
According to Harold B. Franklin, managing director of Shea's Hippodrome, a
representative of the Famous Playerswith "Passers By," a Pathe June Release
Lasky Corporation approached the Shea
'XHIBITOR^ following the progress of transformed into a section of London durAmusement Company on a proposition to
ing theininefilming
"Passers By."
The femJ. Stuarthave
Blackton's
releases through
co-operate with the latter company in opinterest isof maintained
by Leila
Valbeen impressed
by the
erating the Star, under which it was pro- steadyPathe
entine. Ellen Cassity and Pauline Coffyn.
increase in the box office value of
posed
to
present
the
"super-features"
in
■while considerable appeal is won by little
the Star and the remainder of the F. P.-L. each new Blackton attraction. "The Blood
Barrier," last of the series to be released, Charles Stuart Blackton, son of the proproduct
in
Shea's
Hippodrome.
Mr.
ducer-director, who portrays the role of
Franklin informed the representative that has developed into the biggest winner of
the plan was impossible, with the result the list. Each succeeding picture has Little Peter. Leila Valentine is cast as
Margaret Summers; Ellen Cassity as BeaHurley.
that arrangements were made for the tak- shown marked improvement in technical
trice Dainton, and Pauline Coffyn as Lady
ing over of the Star, for which it is de- and story value, as well, and in "Passers
clared the papers have been signed.
By" reaches
the
same
high
point
of
producHerbert Rawlinson, as Peter Waverton,
tion in his career under the Pathe banner.
House a Theatrical Landmark.
is admirably assisted by Tom Lewis, Dick
"Passers
By"
stars
Herbert
Rawlinson,
Allan S. Moritz, Buffalo manager for and was adapted from the stage success by Lee, and W. J. Ferguson, three capable
Famous Players-Lasky, when asked about C. Haddon Chambers. Effects new to the character actors, whose work stands out
the proposition, declared that he knew motion picture have been introduced by as a conspicuous tribute to their art.
Mr. Blackton. Most of the action is laid
nothing whatever about it. The company's
Strand Books Faversham Picture
current feature, "Why Change Your in London and in the time of the year when
Wife?" is scheduled for a three-week and fogs are densest. He obtained remarkable
During the week of May 30, the Strand
possibly four-week presentation in. the
from his "fog" photography, which Theatre of New York will show William
Family Theatre. It is possible that follow- results
lends to the production an atmosphere as Faversham in his first Selznick picture,
ing super-productions may be presented in true as could have been obtained in Lon- "The Man Who Lost Himself," written by
the Star.
don itself.
the well-known author H. DeVere StackRumors of the coming of the Famous
The Blackton studio in Brooklyn was poole, and directed by George E. Baker.
Players-Lasky Company into the Buffalo
exhibiting game have been frequent during the past several months and the taking
over
osition.of the Star is the climax of the propA. A. Fennyvessy, of Rochester, is one
of
the largest
-in Star.
fact, the
stockholders
in —the
The principalhouse has
been playing popular vaudeville and pictures. Last fall the Famous Players Company and the Shea Company co-operated
in putting on "The Miracle Man" in the
Star, but the presentation was not a howling success.
Buffalo's

Henry Lehrman Begins Work
on Two-Reel Comedy Series
S are booming again at the
THING
Henry Lehrman studios at Culver
City, where Mr. Lehrman is beginning work on a series of two-reel comedies under the business management of
C. L. Chester, producer of Chester Comedies, Chester Outings and Screenics. The
company has taken over a contract with
s' to tosupply
the First
Exhibitor
twelve
of National
the Lehrman
Comedies
this
organization during the coming year.
Operations began last week on the first
picture of the farce-comedy series, which
has received the temporary title of "SpringAlbert Ray, ainjuvenile
worked
with Mr.time."Lehrman
SunshinewhoComedies,
and Charlotte Dawn, a 17-year-old ingenue,
are
Besidesstories
"Springtime"
Mr. being
Lehrmanfeatured.
has obtained
for two
other comedies which will keep him busy
for some weeks. A. B. W. Hodges, vicepresident of Henry Lehrman Comedies, Inc.,
is in active charge of the business end,
while Allan Dudley is treasurer.
A third Chester Comedy featuring Alexander, the trained chimpanzee, and Arthur
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Great Britain Distributor
Long Associated with Edwin S. Porter
Company. Mr. Brockliss then took over
Edwin nS. the foreign rights of the Lubin product,
1910, when
year esident
NG thevice-pr
DURI
of Precisio
Porter,
Machine Company, together with which at that time was at the height of its
others whose names are associated with the popularity.
In 1912, Mr. Porter delegated Mr. Brockearlier and generally exciting days, were
liss as his personal representative to neproducing pictures under the Rex banner,
gotiate with Mme. Sarah Bernhardt for
J. Frank Brockliss was already a well-established film distributor, with general of- the
picturization
of "Queen Elizabeth," a
fices in London and branches in Paris, Ber- play in which she was touring Europe at
lin, Vienna. Moscow, Petrograd, Barcelona that time.
and Milan.
Engaged Sarah Bernhardt,
At that time Mr. Brockliss had the forThat these early satisfactory associations
rights to films,
the "Imp,"
and were remembered, probably accounts for
other eign
American
as well "Powers"
as the George
fact that J. Frank Brockliss, Ltd., has
Melies and Le Lion films of Paris and the the
been the exclusive distributor for Great
the Simplex Projector, manufacAquila
of Italy.
was upon
first visit
to the It
United
StatesMr.thatBrockliss'
he met Britain turedofby the
Precision Machine Company
since
1918.
Edwin
Porterof and
associates
in
the S.affairs
the the
Rexlatter's
Company.
The
The general headquarters are located at
meeting resulted in the foreign rights to 167-169
Wardour street, London, which inthe Rex pictures going to Mr. Brockliss,
afive-story building, situated in the
who continued to successfully market them heart ofcludes the
greatest film district in Europe.
until the formation of the Universal Film In the basement
J. Frank Brockliss.
are two theatres for reviewing and trade showing purposes. Both
have well-equipped projection rooins, each
Von Claud Jensen Celebrates His first
of which contains a complete and up-todate equipment of two Simplex projectors.
Buyers thus have an opportunity of viewBirthday with Notable Kiddie Show
ing the Simplex projectors in operation.
The entire street floor houses the general
happened
that
they
could
have
toy
balhaving
youngster
year-old
a
IMAGINE
loons and horns and auto rides and movies offices, which occupy the greater portion of
700 children at his birthday party and
all in one glorious morning.
this area, while the front portion of the
borrowing
one
of
his
daddy's
theatres
first floor is devoted to the showing of all
to hold it in, while half a score municipal
The
chief
feature
was
Chaplin
in
".\
ns
organizatio jump in to help along with Dog's Life," and the small guests were late models of the Simplex. In the large
provided with stick candy and ajnimal show-windows facing Wardour street are
the arrangements and the Drama League
as they left the house.
placed various exhibition models of the
puts on a special playlet ! That's how Von crackers
The autos took the longest way home, to Simplex with special lighting effects and
Claud Jensen, son of C. S. Jensen, of Jensen & Von Herberg, put in the morning of day.
prolong the fun, and the kiddies are look- announcements.
his first anniversary.
many connections
ing forward to Von Claud's second" birth- the"With
Unitedits Kingdom,
the companythroughout
has been
His proud daddy decided that the best
unusually
successful
in the distribution of
way to celebrate the passing of the first
Among Those Present.
milestone was to make other kiddies happy,
More than one hundred women from the the Simplex. The efficient sales organization is supported by a high grade repair
and he planned
special show children
at the Co-of socially elect were hostesses and more than
lumbia for the a institutional
and service department in charge of an
150
business
men
dropped
in
to
see
the
fun
Portland, Ore.
and stayed until they had to be chased out expert electrical mechanic, under whose
The children of every public institution that
repairs of all kinds of theatthe house might be prepared for the supervision
rical equipment are readily effected.
were invited, but an epidemic of measles
regular
matinee.
All
told
it
was
a
wonwas responsible for regrets from several
derful aflfair.
Fire Destroys Green Bay House
homes. About seven hundred children acMr.
Jensen
was so pleased with the encepted.
Film
momentarily retarded in passing
joyment
of
the
children
that
he
plans
to
As soon as the affair was announced the
the projection machine caught fire
a morning matinee with a six-cent through
Portland Ad Club interested itself and en- give
and as a result the Royal Theatre, Green
admission each Saturday.
listed one hundred cars ; the Knights of
Bay, Wis., was recently destroyed, causColumbus arranged to transport the chilInvite Neilan to Speak at Columbia
ing a 1-ss approximating $20,000. An audidren in the Catholic homes, and the Rotary
ence estimated at 300 people filed out of
Marshall Neilan has just received an in- the exits
Club also declared in.
without panic.
vitation
from
Miss
M.
S.
Ayers
in
behalf
Drama League, Too.
of the Cinema Composers of the Columbia
The Drama League, which has lately
to address this body some evengone on record against the motion pictures, University
ing during his visit here in August when
agreed to help, and staged a bright little he sails from New York to London. It is
playlet, "Quite
by Ourselves,"
which a the desire of the students to have Mr,
number
of juvenile
amateursin appeared.
Neilan given "a heart to heart talk" about
matters involving the treatment of scenThe play
with a children's
ment for dealt
the delectation
of theirentertainmother, arios.
in which, as usual, poor mother did most
of the work.
Read to Have Agents in Key Cities
The performance was announced for 10
Pursuant to the J. Parker Read, Jr., coo'clock Saturday morning, but the guests
operative exploitation policy, the producer
began to arrive as early as half-past eight. will dispatch personal representatives in
The house was open for their reception, each key section of the country, whose
and eachsented child,
upon entering,
was a preduty it will be to get in personal touch
with a whistle
balloon and
tin with
the exhibitor and the distributer in
horn.
the key centers. Mr. Read believes that
Henry Murtgh, the organist, was at his the
exhibitor and producer can come to a
console and entertained the early comers
better understanding by the personal touch
with organ solos and delighted them with rather
than by means of correspondence.
animal imitations on the huge organ. Then
representatives of the Portland Community
Jack Eaton Leaves Strand
Service, headed by Walter Jenkins, taught
Jack Eaton, managing director of the
them new songs until the hour for the
Mark Strand Theatre, New York, has tenformal entertainment arrived.
his resignation'
to the
H.
The Host in Pictures.
Mark dered
Realty
Corporation
to Mitchel
take effect
In addition to the drama there were 600 on June 14. Mr. Eaton will enter the profeet of pictures of the tiny host showing
C. S. Jensen with His Son.
ducing field, in which he had been engaged
how he conceived the idea, and for the prior to his appointment as managing diMr.National
Jensen franchise
and Von holders
Herbergfor are
First
Seattle.
rector of the Strand.
first time the kiddies realized just how it
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Admission

Tax

Federal

Victor Kremer.
Says 80 Per Cent, of Capacity
of Picture Houses Controlled
by the Independent Showmen
ent of Victor
VICTOR r KREMER, presid
Kreme Film Features, Inc., in discussing the question of the effect of
the producer-exhibitor upon the industry,
takes the position that the exhibitor has
ugh the
ernothin
fear,at "Altho
nd produc
al
exhibigtorto has
his comma
financi
means to buy and build theatres and enough
productions backed by national advertising
for his programs, yet on the other hand the
independent exhibitor owns and. controls
eighty per cent, of the seating capacity of
moving picture houses," says Mr. Kremer.
exhibitor
alsohisprefers
to "The
be hisindependent
own boss and
although
class
is not at present presenting a united front
it will eventually do so, and will then have
more resources than the producer-exhibitor.
Further, new capital is organizing, waiting
only for united action at Cleveland, to
take its place among the independent producers who will make better productions
and still better productions."
Edward J. Shalvey Dies
Edward J. Shalvey, president of the V.
B. K. Film Corporation, producers of Paramount-Drew comedies, died on the evening
of Wednesday, May 19, at the Post-Grad'"uate vey
Hospital
in New
City. Mr.from
Shal-a
was on the
road York
to recovery
serious operation and suffered a reaction
which resulted in his death. He passed
away in a coma.
In the amusement business Mr. Shalvey
was actively identified with Amedee J. Van
Beuren. In addition to his executive position with the V. B. K. Corporation, Mr.
Shalvey was treasurer of the AyVeeBee
Corporation, producers of Ernest Truex
two-reel comedies; secretary of the Notlek Amusement Company and secretary of
the Van-Kelton Amusement Corporation.
The deceased was a director in all of
these corporations.
Add Three to Hutchison Serial
Robert Brunton, supervising the serial
in which Charles Hutchison is to star for
Pathe, has selected three well known players to make up the supporting company
for the first episode — Jack Mathers for a
heavy role; Natalie Warfield for the role
of the vamp; and William Brown, also for
a character part.

Frauds
Agents

quiet invesmonths
several
tigation, agents
of the ofTreasury
Department have come to the conclusion that the government is being defrauded out of many thousands of dollars
in admission taxes each month, and the
Bureau of Internal Revenue has inaugurated a nation-wide campaign to collect
these delinquent taxes, together with the
full penalties provided by law.
The first step in this campaign was taken
several weeks ago, when eight ticket brokers were arrested in Chicago. Evidence
in these cases secured by government
agents showed conclusively that the agents
were not accounting for the admission and
speculators'
taxessold
which
they were collecting on tickets
by them.
A further investigation of the situation
developed the belief that not only were
ticket brokers failing to make proper returns of taxes collected, but there was an
effort on the part of moving picture and
other theatres to defraud the government
of the full admission taxes due. It is estimated by officials of the Bureau of Internal Revenue that many hundreds of
thousands of dollars will be collected in
delinquent
' taxes and penalties as a resulf
of
its campaign.
AFTER
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Stir Government;
Now

Trailing

Suspects

The "The
two other
"Yesterday's
Wife"
and
Fib," stories,
were written
by Evelyn
Campbell
and George H. Hodenpyl respectively.
New Jersey State Association
Called to Newark Convention

EVERY
New Jersey
that theexhibitor
time hasin come
that in knows
order
to protect his investment he must become a part of the state organization.
Today the producers are becoming your
competitors. They are buying and building theatres to compete with you, who have
provided the funds that have made them
successful in operating their producing concerns, and perhaps have provided them with
so much profit that they feel now that
the time has arrived when they will produce, distribute and exhibit their product.
If for no other reason than this you are
called to the state convention at the Hotel
Robert Treat. Newark, June 2, 1920, at 10
a. m., to perfect an organization which will
be representative of the great interest of
the motion picture theatre owners of the
state.
Do not fail to attend. You are wanted —
your voice and your vote. It is for you
to
decide your own questions, not for any
To Make "Sample" Prosecutions.
selected committee, self-appointed, as has
The exhibitor who is caught by the often been the case heretofore. The biggest
bureau attempting to defraud the govern- thing that you can do to insure your busiment of any part of the admission taxes
ness against attacks from within and withcollected, or who is failing to collect the
out the industry, is to be on time and ready
tax in ever}' instance, will be in a sorry to form a state organization on June 2.
JOHN T. COLLINS,
plight indeed, for the government is now
looking for a few theatre men of whom it
Temporary Chairman.
can make examples
l"'""'"" 'nniil.'iiiPiiiiiiiiiiimi i i i i i m, :„ „„„„„, ,„„|,|,
Information furnished the Bureau of Internal Revenue by the Washington bureau j German Film Firms Merge
of Moving Picture Wor'd has assisted
government officials in planning raids upon I
to Fight for World Trade
the crooked theatres. Basing its figures
Commerce tofrom
commercialof
REPORTS
the the
Department
upon facts furnished by the bureau, the
Internal Revenue Bureau some time ago I
attache at the Hague report
came to the conclusion that there was a I great activity in the German film ingreat discrepancy between what should be I dustry and the merger of several of
collected and what was actually being re- I the important producers.
ceived.
I It is reported that the Decia and
I Bioscop films companies, which have
This
was
first
evidenced
in
New
Y'ork,_
it
considering consolidation for
is said, where the collections for that dis- II been
some time, have merged. The capital
trict were only about a tenth of what they
should be. Investigation of this case, how- I of the new concern will be 50,000,000
ever, developed the fact that the full
The two film concerns, Muenchener
I marks.
amount was being collected, but that, in I
making up his reports, the collector for I Lichtspielkunst and Robert Reinerts
have also
the district had entered most of the col- I Monumentalfilmwerke,
I joined forces in forming a Bavarian
lection under another item.
1
film
enterprise
with
a
capital
sevIn checking up the New York office, how- I eral million marks, financed of
by the
ever, men were sent to other large cities
for investigations along similar lines, and I leading large Bavarian banks. Anit was then that the failure of some of the 1 other large South German undertaktheatres fully to account for admission I ing is the Cinoscop-Company-Comtaxes was first uncovered. Since then the I mandite, in which principally foreign
investigation has been proceeding quietly, j capital is invested. Other firms are
as the government's agents set about their I also being extended,
big task of checking up on the theatres.
j In German Austria the Sascha-Film
i A. G. is raising its capital from S,I 000,000 to 20,000,000 marks and has enSelznick Buys More Stories
I tered into negotiations with AmerFollowing the announcement last week I ican interests with the idea of placthat Selznick had purchased the screen I ing its film production on a broader
rights to the much sought for story, "The
The most important event in the
Daughter Pays," it was announced this I
basis.
film world is to be the soweek that "The Fib" and "Yesterday's II German
called
internationalization of the Ufa
Wife," two additional magazine stories
which have enjoyed wide popularity in two I concern. A director of the company
;iationally known periodicals, have been I recently paid visits to Rome and Copurchased by Myron Selznick, president of 1 penhagen, and it is said that an
Selznick Pictures Corporation.
I agreement for community of interI ests has been closed with the Unione
"The Reynolds,
Daughter is
Pays,"
Baillie
said written
to have bysetMrs.
all I Cinematografica Italiana and the
England talking about its unusual plot, and I Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
which, since publication, has attracted
JiiiitiitiiriNiiiiiiliiitlillliiJiiiiiiiiiiiiitilllltllliliniiriiilriiiiriitiiiriiiiiililiiiiiliilriiiilllilllKtllilllliliiillliillMnillMA'
widespread attention in America.
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from

Trip Through Many European Countries
England and France new plants for the
WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN, general
production of Fox films in those countries.
manager of Fox Film Corporation,
These two branch plants will enable the
has returned from his European
trip and is back at his desk in the new
European offices of this firm to supply
William Fox building on West Fifty-fifth prints on a far bigger scale than hitherto.
street. New York.
Also they will supply for America Fox
Films made in France with French comAs a result of his trip, which covered Fox
branch offices in England, France, Gerpanies.
In London, which registers the pulse of
many, Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, Italy and
the motion picture fans of Great Britain
Belgium, and also brought him in close
and Ireland, Mr. Sheehan found that the
touch with Spain and Algiers, Mr. Sheehan
brought back with him most enthusiastic
English exhibitors are anxiously awaiting
the arrival of the Fox Sunshine Special
reports of Fox Films status abroad. During his visits to the countries named, he Comedy which soon will be released. This
big five-reel Sunshine has a market ready
made a systematic study of conditions surand waiting for it in Europe, judging from
rounding the motion picture trade generally, and the outlook in particular for Fox.
the enthusiasm evinced by the theatre men
Mr. Sheehan reports that throughout
who use the regular two-reel Sunshines as
those territories which have recently been
fast as they can obtain them. To date this
brand of film fun is apparently as popular
opened to films following a long period
abroad as it is at home.
under war conditions, the exhibitors are
looking forward with eager interest to Fox
No announcement is yet forthcoming
films. This, he says, is the feeling generalfrom
Fox of
office
next orseason's
plans,
or thethenames
newof stars
plays which
ly in the foreign markets, and all European branches of the organization have
may have arrived with General Manager
Winfield R. Sheehan,
made great strides in contracting with
Sheehan. It is expected, however, that General manager of Fox Film Corporation,
such an announcement will soon be issued.
who has just returned from Europe.
exhibitors for pictures now listed for release.
London Offices Opened.
Rothapfel to Direct Shows at Capitol;
Sheehan's
stay in street
London were
the
newDuring
Fox Mr.
offices
at 13 Berners
Lower Scale of Prices for the Summer
officially opened with ceremonies at which
aging Director Bowes announces the inauJustin Huntly McCarthy, author of the
managing
BOWES,Theatre,
D Capitol
EDWAR
guration of a summer policy. The theatre
York,
Newdirector
of the
famous
story, "If
I Were a King,"
announces the appointment of S. L. will be closed after next Tuesday's perMany notables
attended
luncheonpresided.
in the
formance and will not reopen until the
Rothapfel, who will assume charge of the
directors' room of the Fox building — which,
Friday night following, when the type of
by the way, served during the war, as heads
ions.
asRothapfel'
Mr.
presentat
future
quarters of the Canadian Expeditionary
that Mr. Rothapfel devised for
sumption of office in "the world's largest program
Forces in London. It is a beautiful strucad- motion picture presentation and which has
the and
step inment
significantentertain
theatre" is vancaement of pictorial
ture, and required but little remodeling
brought him world-wide fame through its
universal adoption will be ushered in.
will mean much to theatre patrons of New
to adapt it to the service of the Fox branch
York.
organization.
During the two days of intermission there
General Manager Sheehan opened in
will be extensive physical embellishment
With the advent of Mr. Rothapfel, Manof the interior of the theatre, with particular reference to the stage, and rehearsals for the inaugural program will be
actively carried on.
There will also be a radical reduction in
prices with the opening Friday, June 4,
under the summer policy. The top price
will be $1 for the choicest seats, with the
scale down to 40 cents. Matinee prices
will be on an even more popular scale — 30
and 40 cents. It is Mr. Rothapfel's idea
that every effort should be made to minimize the price of amusements, and that the
$1 mark is the logical top expenditure that
will allow ample return for the theatre,
and economic outlay for the patron.
It was Mr. Rothapfel who inaugurated
the amusement policy of the Strand Theatre in April, 1914, and it was he who subse<
quently
stepped
at the
of the Rialto Theatre
and inmade
his birth
own interesting
type
of
program
the
most
talked-of
on Broadway. The Rivoli Theatre thing
was
successes.to Mr. Rothapfel's list of theanext treadded
To Make Ralph Connor Stories
Winnipeg, May 26.
The Board of Trade and leading citizens
of Winnipeg signed contracts today with
Ernest Shipman, president of Dominion
Films, controlling screen rights to Ralph
Connor stories. Unlimited backing was
pledged
making ofMayor
"The Foreigner,"
a story for
of the
Winnipeg.
Grey, hero
of the big strike, will assist Ralph Connor
in story construction. It was voted to
grant Calgary the right to film two of the
Ralphbe Connor
stories.
"TheleftSkyfor Pilot"
will
reserved.
Shipman
New
York to organize the producing company.
The pictures will be released through First
National.
f
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To Produce "Old Homestead" in East
Although it was originally announced
that "The Old Homestead," Denman
Thompson's
play, was
to be made
by
George
H. Melford
for Paramount
at the
Lasky studio in Hollywood, Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, in charge of production, announced this week that the picture
would be made in the East.
Mr. Lasky explained that the switch in
plans was caused by the fact that a large
number of the scenes require New England settings, which cannot be duplicated
outside of New England.
New

$50,000 Nebraska House
Has Clientele of Only 2,000
THE new Pastime Theatre owned by
Albert Gehrke and Gus Holub of Ravenna, Nebraska, cost $50,000 — just
exactly $25 for every man, woman and
child in Ravenna. There are 2,000 people
in the busy little city.
Messrs. Gehrke and Holub started the
theatre twelve years ago, occasionally enlarging it,but in the summer of 1919 the
crowds became too large. Despite the cost
of building material, additonal space was
bought, the frame buildings were torn
down and the big, new $50,000 structure
was built. It seats 650 on the main coor
and 150 in the gallery. Every evening the
show runs, winter and summer, rain or
shine, booking some of the best pictures
obtainable.
The ticket office is in the inside lobby.
The house is well heated in winter and
well ventilated in summer, and the interior
decoration is a pride of the owners. A
neatly furnished rest room is provided for
women. Th projection room is modern in
€very way, with two machines. The theatre has its own electric power plant and
is free from the occasional failure of the
local plant.
"It took a little nerve to spend $50,000
on a SO by 120-foot building in a town this
size, to be used exclusively for pictures, but
the crowds we entertain every night, often
crowding our house to capacity, proves that
it is necessary to have something in order
to
it," manager,
is the waylooks
Gus atHolub,
who is
the sell
active
it.
Mr. Holub has $25,000 invested and his
partner, Mr. Gehrke, also has $25,000 in
the business. Mr. Holub does the booking
and looks after the operating end of the
theatre.
Neilan's "River's End" Has Big
Opening at the Tremont Temple
MARSHALL NEILAN'S initial independent production, "The River's
End," received its premier for the
New England territory at the Tremont
Temple recently. After an auspicious
opening, Tom Spry, manager of Tremont
Temple, sent the following wire to the
Neilan company: "'River's End' opened
Monday night to one of the most enthusiastic audiences ever gathered together in
Tremont Temple for any picture. No
question but that we have the biggest hit
year." is scheduled for an indefinite
the picture
of The
run and an extensive advertising campaign
is being used to exploit it. Quarter page
advertisements and special publicity displays in the newspapers are proving unusually effective.
In addition to the newspaper publicity
a billboard campaign covering Boston and
all the surrounding towns is being used.
An elaborate tie-up campaign between the
theatre, the publishers of the book, the local book stores and stores handling "The
River's
End" song is another feature of
the
campaign.
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Series

Will

Consist

of Forty-eight Specials by Six Stars
players have summoned all their eight
UNIVERSAL
is
well
the years
of screen comedy experience to aid
production of its Starlaunched
Series, into
the new
schedule of feature releases for the them sioninof laughs.
making this new picture a succes1920-1921 season. This series contemplates
forty-eight five-reel specials, turned out
Harry Carey is working on "Fightin'
by six popular stars. Each star is to pro- Job,"
an original screen story by H. H.
duce eight high-class photoplays. The Van Loan, the author of "The Virgin of
series was planned so that any exhibitor
Stamboul" and other highly successful
can select a series of eight pictures by the photoplays.
Carmel
Myers, atUniversal's
Universal stars most popular among his newest
star, has
just arrived
th^ West
Coast, after giving up musical comedy work
patrons.
The stars are Harry Carey, Edith Roberts, ■ in New York, and is beginning work on a
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, working to- new story by Katherine Leiser Robbins,
gether, and Frank Mayo, Carmel Myers
and Anne Cornwall. Two of the new "In Folly's Trail," directed by Rollin Sturseries already have been completed. They
Two more of the Star Series soon will
are "The Girl in the Rain," featuring Anne be
geon.
begun. They are "Sundown Slim," an
Cornwall, and "The Red Lane," with Frank
Mayo. The former is an adaptation of original story for Harry Carey by H. H.
Ivnibbs, the author of "Marked Men,"
Varick Vanardy's novel, "The Girl by the Carey's
success, and "Out of a Clear
Roadside." It was put into continuity Sky," a recent
story by
J. U. will
Giesy,stara
form by Doris Schroeder and directed by magazinehumorous
writer. Edith
Roberts
Rollin Sturgeon. The latter is a picturizain "Out of a Clear Sky," directed by Philip
tion of Holman Day's novel of that name.
Rosen. It is a story of a dainty circus
It is an action story of the Canadian bor- parachute
jumper who lands in a young
der. Lynn Reynolds was the director.
clergyman's
and of
complications garden
that result
fromthehisrollicking
attempt
Edith Roberts Makes "Marama."
Three other Star Series pictures are to keep her hidden from his parishioners.
The first of the Star Series to be reunder way. Edith Roberts is doing
"Marama," a South Sea story by Ralph
leased will be "The Girl in the Rain," which
Stock. Every indication points to an un- is scheduled for July 12. "The Red Lane"
usual picture. Universal heads debated for will be released on July 19 and "Fightin'
some time whether this picture should be Job" on July 26.
"Marama," "La La Lucille" and "In
released as a Jewel production or placed in
the Star Series. The decision to release it Folly's Trail" will be released August 9,
in the latter class is an evidence of the 16 and 26, respectively. After September
determination to make the Star Series a 1 the Star Series pictures will be released
combination of high-class pictures. Nor- one a week. Universal announces that the
series will be started in the middle of the
man Dawn is directing it.
instead of the fall so as to give
Lyons and Moran are producing "La La summer
exhibitors strong drawing cards for the
Lucille,"
a
film
version
of
Fred
Jackson's
musical farce success of last season. The slack summer months.
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Pathe DlTlaion Heada Chanse.
W. S. Wesling, formerly stationed In St.
Louis as southern division manager for
Pathe, has been transferred to San Franto assume
coast division managershipcisco while
Williamthe Toder
has succeeded him
as southern division manager with headquarters In Dallas, Tex.

That "Mollycoddle' Suits Fairbanks
for the direction of "The Mollycoddle falls
THAT
"Douglas
Fairbanks
has iscome
through with another winner"
the to Victor Fleming, who for a long " period
consensus of opinion ot those West was the head of the photgraphic
department
Coast experts who were giveii the opportu- of the Fairbanks organization.
Mr. Fleming made his initial bow as a Empire of Portland Extends
nity of seeing the first print of "The Mollydirector when the second "Big Four" procoddles." Messages telling of t)ie value from
Bookings on New Neilan Film
box office and patron standpoints of the picduction, "When
Clouds Roll By," was
filmed. Tom
ture have been received by Iliram Abrams,
Reedtheassisted
in the direction THE statement first started at the New
of the United Artists Corporation.
of the picture and the photography was
York Strand in connection with MarMr. Abrams has set June 13 as the release by William McCann and Harry Thorpe. done
shall Neilan's Initial independent proproduction management was in charge Theof
date
for
this
production,
the
tliird
"Doug"
duction, "The River's End," that this picture
has made for the Big Four. Expressions of Robert P. Fairbanks.
proved
"the
biggest attraction in the history
opinion have come from Allan Dwan, the diof
this Empire
theatre,"Theatre,
has again
been Me.duplicated
Claims Half Million Inveated.
rector; Anita Loos, the scenarist; Charles
by
the
Portland,
Chaplin and others who were the guests at
In a telegram just received at the MarAmong those who figure prominently in .■^hall
a private viewing of the working print.
offices in New York Manager
the cast are Betty Bouton, Adele Farring- BoucherNeilan
states that the film proved a most
Gets Teleg^m of Praise.
ton, Charles Stevens, Lewis Hippe, Morris
week's run of any picture In the
Hughes, George Steward and "Bull" Mon- successful
The message received by Mr. Abrams
history of his house. The production was
tana and Albert MacQuarrie. "The Molly- booked
through
Tom Spry, of the Boston
states: "Just finished cutting working print
most expensive production First National exchange
for the usual run
■Mollycoddle';
length approximately
six clever
thou- ever madecoddle" isbytheFairbanks.
sand feet. Chaplin
says brilliant,
of
three
days.
It
then extended another
The
picture
required
more
than
ten
weeks
and a wonderful characterization — the best to make and three weeks for preparation day. The business wasof the
day was sopicture he ever saw Douglas in. Dwan says purposes, with an asserted expenditure of Kreat that Manager Boucherfourth
again extended
the
booking
two
more
days.
best
picture
'Doug*
ever
made
In
his
entire
$500,000.
The
scenario
is
by
Tom
Geraghty.
career. Anita Loos unqualifiedly agrees with
Dwan. Mary Pickford very enthusiastic. We
all think it a knockout."
Indications point to the premise that
"Doug" has
another
pro- Henry B, Walthall Heads Big Star Cast in
duction thatcome
will through
add morewith
laurels
to those
already won by his "Big Four" pictures. "The
Mollycoddle"
anything
has yet been isseenunlike
in, with
a new Fairbanks
idea and
Hazard,* A tained
Mayflower
a story which finds him in an agreeable ONE*'Aof Splendid
everlasting fame in theFeature
role of "Rip
theHazard."
noteworthy
features
ofthird
"A Van Winkle."
character.
The former is recognized as
Splendid
Allan
Dwan's
independent production presented by one of the most skillful character actors on
Fairbanks has made a departure from the
usual type of picture with which he has the Mayfiower Photoplay Corporation through stage and in pictures and has a score of
been identified. He has done away with the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, is the successes to his credit. Others in the cast
appearance of a five-star cast. Headed by ot the Dwan production are Phllo McCulmuch of planted
hisby a"stunting,"
has been
love story,which
affording
himsupan Henry B. Walthall, it consists of seven Ibugh and Jiquel Lanoe.
opportunity to place himself in a subdued
prominent players, five of whom have been
"A Splendid Hazard" is scheduled for release during the early part of June. Acstarred individually.
character of a sympathetic nature.
cording to a statement from Mayflower, reIn the role of Karl Breitman, "the man
Spectacular "Fight" a Feature.
ports
received from First National franchise
who
took
the
greatest
sporting
chance,"
Walholders throughout the country indicate that
There is a fight participated in by the
thall gives one
of theevermostcontributed
brilliant characexhibitor
Interest has been keyed to a high
t
e
r
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
s
h
e
has
to
the
star and Wallace Beery, who shoulders the
by the box office potentialities of the
screen. The feminine lead is played by Rose- pitch
"heavy" usual.work,
which
is
declared
to
be
unDwan production.
For full ten minutes the two batter
mary
whose
maticTheby
features
has work
broughtin serials
her to and
the drafore
each other in a spectacular manner that
heightens the realism.
as a screen star. The young American news- "Girl Who Dared" Is Strong Western Drama.
correspondent who figures prominently
Among other outstanding features of "The in the paper
For sheer western atmosphere running riot
story which was written by Harold
Mollycoddle"
scenesreservation
which werein
taken at theareHopitheIndian
MacGrath and published originally as a with fascinating outdoor shots and daring
Arizona. Twenty-five hundred Indians per- book is essayed by Norman Kerry, one of horsemanship, Edythe Sterling in "The Girt
Who Dared,"
by Reform their Initial engagement in motion pic- filmdom's best known leading men.
public toward scheduled
the close offorMay,release
is calculated
tures.
to delight those audiences who flock to
It was only after considerable debating
Joseph Don-ling Heads Support.
that Fairbanks was given permission by
Others in the five-star cast are Joseph western melodrama, according to general
the chiefs to photograph the members of Dowling, whose performance as "The Mir- manager Sam E. Morris of Select Pictures
and Republic Distributing Corporation, who
the tribe. Wlien the redskins finally did get
acletional
Man" success
in George
of that Loane
name, Tucker's
created a sensafuror speaks for Republic.
in action they proved to be an impressive
asset.
Girl Who Dared" was written by Aland who is also featured in "The Kentucky vin"The
J. Seltz and directed by Cliff Smith. It
Colonel,"
and of
AnnWestern
Forrest, subjects
who hasproduced
starred is said
Rath Renick Is New "Lead."
to tell the story of a plucky western
in
a number
girl who, In order to win the favor of the
Considerable attention will also be drawn
by Universal.
to Ruth Renick, the new leading woman,
The supporting company Includes Thomas voters, captures a wild pinto horse roaming
who is a newcomer to the screen. The credit Jefferson, son of Joseph Jefferson, who at- the plains.

The Secret Is "The Silent Barrier." What'« It All About? Gue»8 It Mu»t Be Hidden Up in the Alpi.
that will bring her to a halt Three good
there's a barrier
but perhaps
mountains,
up themade
on her wavrelease,
the heroineHodkinson
shows
3
Scene
scene
by the Louis
Tracy Productions,
with Florence Dixon and Gladys Hulette.
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Make Scenes in San Francisco
Chinatown for Vitagraph Film
CHESTER BENNETT will take his company, headed by Earle Williams, from
Hollywood to San Francisco to spend two
weeks and
in inobtainingcolorful incidents
Chinatownin
Bcenes
filming submarine
the
bay.
The
story
is
"The
Purple
Cipher,"
announced by Albert E. Smith as the
next
Williams release. It is taken from a popular
magazine novel, and happily combines its
plot with a locale on the Pacific coast which
enables the Vitagraph players to perform in
the actual settings of the story all within
a few hundred miles of the studio.
The story links China and the United
6(tates In a melodramatic plot of action and
a surprise finish. The unseen hand of a Chinese tong affects and threatens the lives of
a group of young Americans, men and
women.
Vitagraph'a
streetredone
set wasintoen-a
larged to twicepermanent
Its size and
Chinese atmosphere for Chinatown scenes requiring special lighting effects. These scenes
were taken at night. The rest of the like
scenes will be taken in San Francisco's
Chinatown amid the actual setting pictured
in the original story.
U. S. Navy submarines will play a part In
the final climax, where the international
iMind which signs its threats with "The Purple Cipher"
is revealed.
A surprise
finish,
totally
unexpected,
gives the
plot an unique
angle. It is said, and far out of the ordinary.
Vola Vale, who appeared with Mr. Williams
In
"A Master
Stroke."
most story.
recent Henry
feature,A.
again
is opposite
him his
in this
Barrow. Allen Forest and Ernest Shields
hare important parts.
Morris Reports Big Exhibitor
Returns on Six Republic Films
FROM coast to coast, east and west, north
and south, in practically every town
and hamlet boasting a motion picture
theatre, six Republic productions have been
creating big box office returns for exhibitors,
according to Sam E. Morris, general mantion. ager of the Republic Distributing CorporaThe six productions are "Trilby," starring Clara Kimball Young, "Twelve Ten,"
with Marie Doro, "The Gift Supreme," with
B«rnard Durning, "The One Way Trail," starring Edythe Sterling, "The Blue Pearl" and
"Romany,
star
casts. Where Dove Runs Wild," with all
"These box office returns reported to us by
our
managers," ofsaidtheMr.productions
Morris, "areas
the branch
surest guarantees
worth while attractions. If they have created bigger patronage with its attendant returns for exhibitors, then other exhibitors
who have not booked the pictures should
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fall in line and profit in a similar manner.
"Our notices to exhibitors are made as
persistently and intensely as the advertising,
campaign books and exploitation we carry
on. With the combined efforts of our organization always available for exhibitors,
the productions we offer must of necessity be
out of the beaten track and sure-fire winners." Valley of Doubt" to Be
"The
Released by Selznick May 24
CONTAINING
all made
the power
and Mack,
dramatic
force that has
Willard
the
famous playwright, known as a writer
of
dramas,for "The
ValleyPictures
of Doubt,"
his virile
screenstage
creation
Selznick
released on May 24, is said to reveal in the
trend of Its unfolding the master stroke of
Director Burton George.
Director George, In his handling of the
story and the cast of well known screen
players, is credited with effectively throwing to the foreground the dynamic flow and
stirring scenes of the Willard Mack drama.
Thurston Hall, who plays the leading male
role in the production, is ably supported
by Arline Pretty, Anna Lehr, Jack Costello,
Bobby ented
Agnew,
John Ardizoni and other talscreen players.
Exhibitor aids in the form of an interesting press book are offered by Selznick to help
push the production over the top.
"Dangerous Paradise" First
Louise Huff -Selznick Picture
LOUISE HUFF, In her torthcoming Selznick production, "The Dangerous Paradise," In which she makes her initial bow
as a Selznick star, is supported by a stellar
array of talent, according to an announcement this week.
Included in the cast are Ida Darling,
Templar Saxe, Jack Raymond and Harry Benham.
Work on the production is said to be well
under way, and expectations point to a production that in Its entirety will embody the
composite artistic endeavors of both the
stars.
Ing.The story was written by Edmund Gould"Ooninum Clny^' StUI Going Strong.
Probably no other picture in the long list
of Pathe release has enjoyed the longevity
of "Common Clay," Pathe's cinema version
of the stage play in which Fannie Ward had
the leading role. At this time "Common
Clay"
is in theevenperiod
most pictures,
those ofof its
the career
higher when
type,
are resting comfortably on shelves, yet Is being booked weekly in scores of theatres.
This fact is attributed to the unusually high
class presentation given the stage drama.
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Mary Miles Minter Pictures
Are Praised by Exhibitors
THE
recent
quotations
on the
stock of a sensational
popular make
of automobil*
offer a dull comparison to the sharp upMary Miles
made asward abreakbox-office
asset Minter's
with hername
last has
two
Realart pictures, "Nurse Marjorie" antl
"Jenny Be Good," according to reports r«ceived from well-known exhibitors.
Dan Michalove, director of theatres for
Southern Enterprises, Inc., declares that when
these two productions have concluded their
run
overto that
Miss Minter
be
second
nonecircuit.
in drawing
power "will
In our
territory." He has proved his faith In this
by scheduling the pictures for the maximum
play dates for the circuit.
M. D. Finkelstein, of FInkelstein & Ruben,
managers of the Twin City Amusement Trust
Estate, personally viewed the two pictures
and considered them the best Mary Miles
Minter had ever made. FInkelstein & Ruben
recently staged a record exploitation campaign for "Anne of Green Gables," Miss Minter's first Realart picture, and are planning
to
follow
through with the star's latter pictures.
The Olympia Theatre, in Lynn, Mass.,
showed "Nurse Marjorie" for a week and,
according
an official
25,000 personsto witnessed
the statement,
picture and "fully
were
loud in their praise of her work."
As a result of reports of this nature that
have had a wide circulation among exhibitors, maximum play dates have been reserved on circuits holding the contract for
the Realart star series and extra days hav*
been engaged by a number of exhibitors.
"Close-Up" of Tail Spin Shown
for First Time in Pathe News
PATHE NEWS, No. 40, presents for the
firsta time
motion
pictures
a "close-up"
of
war inplane
looping
the loop,
taking
a tail spin, and the views of the revolving
earthing itsand
sky as theThe"stunt"
plane was
makevolutions.
cameraman
was actually grinding while he was upside down. The
remarkable "shots" were secured at Boiling
Field, first
D. C,
"birdmen"
hold
their
Air where
Meet toarmy
maintain
their wartime prowess.
To obtain daring
the desired
considerable
on the"close-up"
part of therequired
Pathe
cameraman, as it was necessary that his
plane should follow the army plane as closely
as safety would permit. Several attempts
were made before the coveted shot was secured, and even then it looked as though
the planes were going to crash until the
safety.
army flyer skillfully swerved his machine to

"Bab'« Candidate" for Her Hand Is About to Ask Dad's Permission When She Halts Him.
Even though the rods are prominent in Scene 1 this is no "fish" story. Corinne Griffith on a burglar hunt at the right. We're not up
on fashions, but would suggest that her new style garment be called a "negligent gown."
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Plea jor Films

Holding Particular Appeal for Kiddies
would welcome active co-operation with
attention of producers should be every
THEcalled
representative theatre in lowering
to the shortage of suitable
pictures for children, not of the the ban on admission to children for special matinees, providing the trade could
slapstick comedy type, but picturizations
of nursery rhymes and fairy tales so well guarantee pictures for the kiddies.
known to the little folks, said Bruce Fow"This problem rests solely with the proler, manager of the Elmwood Theatre, one
concluded,
"and if these
they
will
lay ducer,"theMr. Fowler
foundation
for making
hoodby theatres,
of Buffalo's
which
caterslargest
to theneighbor
children
staging pictures they will not only be cementing
a closer friendship with the family circle
weekly "matinees for kiddies."
"No doubt it is quite true that in the past but will be doing a real service for the
those producers who have given us pro- citizens of a coming day."
ductions with a special appeal for children
have lost money on the project, owing to
the limited number of houses that can use
Leading First Run Exhibitors
subjects of this character and also owing
to the short runs, often for matiness only.
Booking "Riders of the Dawn"
However, theatres situated in a community
THE DAWN,"
Zane
productiontheofBenjaHampton
such as the Elmwood are always in the
RIDERSmin B.OF
Wheat,"
Desertticof exhibitor
"The
novel,
Grey's the
market for children's stories," said Mr. is receiving
enthusias
same
Fowler
to the Moving Picture World representative.
Mr. Hampton'
accordedd pictures,
was upervise
approval that
judg-s
author-s
previous
"The have
great nomajority
released
today
appeal ofto pictures
the little
folks,
ing from
n
HodkinsoreW. W. business
theweek's
many offirst
portedafrombanner
and they crave entertainment as well as
ion
s.
exchange
Corporat
the grown-ups," Mr. Fowler continued.
Moore, of Washington, D. C. ; James
"Mothers are careful in the selection of Q.Tom
of Seattle, and James Beatty,
amusement for their children, and if pic- withClemmer,
big first run houses in Fresno and San
tures are produced to appeal to the young
Jose, are the leaders among the larger
mind, then the older folks will become
houses of the country that booked and
interested in the picture plays; thus new
gave immediate play dates during the past
patrons are created.
week to the Zane Grey production. Word
"Almighty Dollar" Not Only Goal.
of its successful premiere at the Mark
Strand, New York, prompted Mr. Moore to
"Undoubtedly
producers
will
not
net
big
profits on pictures of this class, neither
shelve another picture and open his
will the theatres, but the almighty dollar "Riders of the Dawn" presentation at his
should not be the only goal at this time. Strand Theatre on May 30 instead of June
The kiddies of today are our citizens of 6, as originally planned.
tomorrow, and the moving picture industry
Mr. Beatty's Liberty theatres at Fresno
has a big responsibility on its shoulders
and San Jose will give "Riders of the
in catering to our future citizens.
Dawn" a week's day and date engagement
that will be inaugurated with a powerful
"I am confident that every municipality

Dir-ecVedL By :
DAVID
SMITH

Lyitagr«^h
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promotion campaign. Mr. Clemmer promises acampaign that will equal in power his
promotion of Benjamin B. Hampton's "The
Westerners," the Seattle showman already
planning a sixteen-column newspaper advertising spread such as he used on the
previous Hodkinson release.
Goldwyn to Distribute New
Series of Two-Reel Comedies
comedies,
by the National
ANEW
seriesproduced
of twenty-six
two-reel
Film Corporation of America, will
be released through Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation, according to an announcement received from Goldwyn. The exact
nature of these comedies is not revealed
but it is said that they are modeled along
unusual lines and feature players who are
vvell known to both stage patrons and motion picture audiences.
Captain Harry M. Rubey, president of the
National corporation, is authority for the
statement that these will be the most
costly two-reel photoplays ever made at
the company's studios in Hollywood. The
first four
"The Road to Ruin,"
"His
Wife'sreleases,
Husband," "In and Out" and
"Knocking 'Em Cold" have been completed
and prints soon will be in the hands of
Goldwyn exchange managers.
Criterion Books "Humoresque"
for an Indefinite Engagement
of mother love,
doneHurst's
in motion
HUMORESQUE,"
Fannie
story
pictures by Cosmopolitan Productions, will be shown for the first time at
the Crite rion Theatre, beginning Sunday,
run.
May 30, where it opens for an indefinite

"As a portrait of a fascinating part of
New York's— and therefore America's —
life, as a portrait of the spirit of the ghetto,
It surpasses any cinema description of that
field that I have ever seen," said Hugo
Riesenfeld, managing director of the Criterion, in announcing the booking of the
production.
"The sympathetic drawing of the Jewish
character, with its strength, its meekness,
its idealism and its proverbial love of all
that is of the family, is interpreted by the
actors with a skill that makes me believe
theythat
haverace.lived and breathed in the spirit
of
sat and Iwatched
on"AstheI screen
felt thatMiss
I wasHurst's
seeingeffort
my
own youth revealed — the never-ending
struggle for an education, in my case musical, as in the case of the hero of this
picture; the recurrent sacrifice of the Jewish mother that her child may have the
place denied to her, and the crusty old
father who protests against these sacrifices
and labors even more than she to see that
the sacrifices are made possible.
"As I saw myself in the photoplay, so
will thousands of others see themselves.
The picture is great because it reflects
reality."
Selznick Buys Van Loan Stoiy
Myron Selznick, president of Selznick
Pictures, has purchased from H. H. Van
Loan, a well-known motion picture writer,
an original story which will be put into
prodflction in the near future, according to
present plans. The title of the story is
"The Nobleman," in which the writer has
embodied a plot and counterplot which is
declared to be of decidedly unique interest.
Mr. Selznick has engaged Mary Murillo
to prepare the story for the screen. Production isexpected to begin as soon as all
necessary preparations have been completed.
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Educational Opens Buffalo Branch
Educational Films Corporation, announces
the opening early in June of an additional
exchange in Buffalo, which will handle a
considerable share of the bookings for
New York State. The office will be located
at 327 Main street, Buffalo, and will be
under the management of D. J. Savage.
Exhibitors will be able to see a number of
Educational pictures at the Buffalo exchange in advance of their release dates.
Alice Brady Quits Stage to
Star for Year with Realart
has decided to disconALICE BRADY
tinue temporarily her work on the
speaking stage and to devote her entire time and energies to the making of
pictures for Realart. The decision comes
after two seasons as the star in Owen
ful play, "Forever After."
Davis'
Miss success
Brady is now
in Chicago, w,here, in
addition to playing at the Princess Theatre in "Forever After," she is working on
her third Realart picture, "A Dark Lantern,"ertson.underAs soon
the direction
of John
S. Robas her stage
engagement
is finished and the final scenes for "A Dark
Lantern" taken Miss Brady will return to
New York City and will take a rest before
starting work
on her next season's productions for Realart.
Played Both Films and Stage.
For several seasons Miss Brady has devoted almost her entire time to the stage.
Her return to the screen, therefore, for a
year at least, during which time she will
appear solely in Realart pictures, will be
of considerable interest to exhibitors who
in past years have built up large Brady
followings.
It has not been definitely decided
whether Miss Brady will produce her pictures on the West Coast or in New York
City, but it is believed that the latter will
be the choice. This will enable the star
to have and
the to
range
of the her
country's
fashionas
center
maintain
reputation
among the best and most stylishly dressed
women of the screen.
Gasnier and Skinner Ready

to Start Work on "Kismet"
FOR the first time since organizing his
own company, Louis J. Gasnier, head
of Gasnier Productions, will take up
the megaphone and assume personal direction of the coming production of "Kismet,"
with Otis Skinner in the leading role. Announcement of Mr. Gasnier as director for
"Kismet" is made by Robertson-Cole,
which company will distribute the picture.
Mr. Gasnier has been in New York in
conference with Mr. Skinner, who appeared for he
threehadsolidtheyears
in "Kismet,"
in which
central
role of
Hadji. All arrangements have been made
and the director and the star will soon begin work.
New Fanny Ward Picture
J. A. Ferrand, New York representative
for the DeLac & Vandal Company of
France, announces that Fanny Ward will
appear in the stellar role of "She Played
and
Paid,"
the newest
DeLac instead
& Vandalof
picture
to reach
the market,
"Storm-Swept,"
announced
last ofweek.
The story is a as
screen
adaptation
Henri
Bernstein's masterpiece, "La Rafale," and
the title
"Storm-Swept"
was production
originally
given
thisof picture
during its
period in Paris. Upon bringing the picture
to the American market, however, the producers changed the title to "She Played
and Paid," which they consider a more
j»:T)pos and fitting title.
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Insured

for Premiere

ever given
ovations
of the greatest
ONEa motion
picture star
is predicted for
Georges Carpentier, war hero and
boxer, when his first screen production,
"The Wonder Man," presented by Robertson-Cole, isshown in the grand ballroom
of the Hotel Astor, New York, for one
week, beginning Saturday evening, May 29.
The showings are under the auspices of
the American Legion of New York County.
Carpentier is extremely popular with the
Legion,
because three
of histimes
war record— he not
was only
decorated
and
wounded twice — but for other reasons.
One week before the initial showing every
seat was sold and the advance sale of seats
for the other performances was progressing satisfactorily. Much enthusiasm was
worked up and the way paved for a heavy
advance sale at prices ranging from $1
to $2.
Ex-Soldiers Much Interested.
It is estimated that 4,000,000 ex-soldiers
and their friends and families, aggregating
several more millions, all will want to see
Carpentier. This is one of the strongest
angles of
the the
exhibitor exploitation
can dwell. Hereon iswhich
the way
Robertson-Cole home office in New York
put over the premier showing of "The
When the
Man."New York County Committee
Wonder
of the Legion decided to hold the showings
under its auspices. President Henry Buxton appointed a committee of representative business men to work in co-operation
with Robertson-Cole. Tickets were put
on sale with all of the branch agencies of
a prominent amusement ticket seller. The
committee also placed women members of
the Legion in the lobbies of the big hotels
as voluntary workers in selling tickets.

Big

Crowds

of Carpentier Production
Advertising accessories were distributed
by the county organization to the various
local posts, and Legion and post members
saw to it that the advertising was displayed in their sections. Oil paintings of
Carpentier were placed in store windows.
A specially mapped out campaign was followed in newspaper and trade paper advertising. The newspaper campaign began
the Sunday before the showings and extended throughout the week.
The paper, consisting of twenty-four
sheet stands, six, three and one sheets, was
distributed liberally throughout the city,
and one sheets were posted in subway and
elevated stations. The management of the
Hotel Astor decorated the grand ballroom
with the French and American colors,
placed advertising matter in its lobby and
permitted the display of electric signs.
Governor Smith of New York and Governor Edwards of New Jersey accepted
invitations to attend the opening performance, as did Admiral Glennon, commandant
of the Third Naval District, comprising
New York, and Lieutenant General Bullard. Arrangements were made for distributing handsome Carpentier souvenirs
to women attending the opening performance.
Private View of "Restless Sex"
A special private showing of Marion Davies' latest starring feature, "The Restless
Sex," a Cosmopolitan production released
by Paramount-Artcraft, will be held
Wednesday, June 2, at 8:30 p. m., in the
grand ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
"The Restless Sex," which is by Robert
W. Chambers and hailed by critics as one
of the best things he has ever written, appeared in Cosmopolitan Magazine.
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Press

Beok on Carpentiers Special Production
The second section is for use by sporting
ROBERTSON-COIvE has published as an editors
exclusively and contains news and
aid to the exhibitor in showing "The special stories
to meet all the needs of the
Wonder Man," starring Georges Car- exhibitors showing
the picture in a city of
pentier, the most pretentious of the many
elaborate press books which it recently has any
Accompanyin
size.
g this is a complete
Issued. The book has been forwarded to the line of cuts.
twenty-five Robertson-Cole branches.
The front cover is to be used as a lobby
display. It contains in the centre a large "Cynthia-of-the-Minute" Has
smiling likeness of Carpentier with the popuHardly Any Interior Scenes
lar Frenchman at each corner, smaller, in
different garbs.
- MINUTE,"
Leah Baird, -theTHEGibraltar
picture starring
version
Just inside the book is tipped in a beauti- CTNTHIA-OF
ful picture of Carpentier for the same sort
of
Louis
Joseph
Vance's
widely
of use. In this picture he is seen standing novel for \V. "W. Hodkinson distribution,readis
In evening dress before a background of one of the very few plays completed since
the French tricolor. Following this there li)14 to represent the great outdoors by land
is a sales talk, by A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice- teriors.sea practically to the exclusion of inpresident and general manager of the Robert- ,-ind
Bon-Cole Distributing Corporation.
The scandal,
story 'hasalthough
little tothere
do with
drawingof
room
is plenty
Contains Regular News Stories.
intrigue and spirited action develops alA complete set of display advertisements
from the beginning. The attempt of a
of various sorts appealing both to the sport- band most
brigands to scuttle a ship in
ing element and to women who form the which ofthesea heroine
has become interested
greater
bulk
of
picture
audiences
are
inthrough her association with the titled womcluded.
an
owning
it,
and
her
of the plan
Another page contains the press com- through her knowledgethwarting
of wireless telegments which were made on Carpentier upon
suggest something of the sort of play
his arrival in this country, including ex- this is, raphy,
but it is impossible to convey except
cerpts from editorials, special stories and by witnessing
the picture a correct notion
regular news stories. A page is also devoted
to a sketch of the life of Carpentier with all of the dramatic interest maintained throughIts romance.
out the six Burr
parts Mcintosh
of "CynthiaBesides
and of-the-Minute."
Hugh ThompOn the following page is shown pictures
son, the cast assembled by Arthur F. Beck to
of the cast supporting him which includes support
Miss
Baird
includes
.Alexander
Gaden,
Faire Binney. Robert Barrat, Downing
Brundage,andJohn
Webb Welch.
Dillon, WalClarke, Francois Descamps, Florence Billings, Mathilde
lace
Widdecombe
William
P. C. Hartigan and Charles Craig. Lobby
displays including reproductions of the various still photographs available and an elaborate list of excessories occupy more space.
Hammerstein's Supporting Cast
El^tat Pai^ea on Exploitation.
Given for "The Point of View"
The exploitation section takes up fully
announcement of the cast supporteight pages of the book. It contains teaser FIRST ing
Elaine Hammerstein in her forthads. co-operative advertising, commercial
coming Selznick production, "The Point
tie-ups, stunts, booklet and novelty, stickers of View," was
made this week by Myron
and heralds, mailing list, contests, lobby dis- Selznick, supervisor of productions for Selzplay, prologue. Included also Is a detailed
nick Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Selznick stated that the picture, now
program for the exhibitor to follow, chronologically arranged.
in the course of production, will be a revelaFollowing this are pages devoted to comtion in picture making, in that it will conplete program copy, to more scenes from the
tain striking and elaborate interior sets.
production, to the posters provided, and a The story is said to offer unusual opportupage to the career of Director John G. Adolfi.
for the display
Missa Hammersteln's
In addition to this there is a twelve-page acting nitiesability,
affordingof her
role distinctly
newspaper publicity insert divided into two different from anything she has ever esparts. The first six pages are designed for
sayed
under
the
Selznick
banner.
use by dramatic editors and news editors.
In the cast are included the names of sev-

All That I Can Wish You Is "The Best of Luck."
Close-up scene from a production on the Metro chart. Jack Holt Is the
sober-looking person that is being "wished."
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eral prominent screen players. Arthur Housn.an, the well
portrayer of heavy
roles, Is scheduledknown
to play the heavy.
players are Warren Cook and Cornish Other
Beck,
both of whom
appeared creditably In
several Selznickhave
productions, RockllfTe
Fellowes, who appeared with Ethel Barrymor
on the stage and who among other produc-e
tions is equally well known to screen fans
for his appearance in the SelKnick picture,
"The Easiest Way," Helen Lindroth, also a
prominent figure
In screen circles, and Hugh
Huntley, known to both stage
circles, and Hugh Hutley, knownand toscreen
both
St ge and screen as a talented actor.
"The Point of View" is a screen adaptaEdithCrosland
Ellis' stage
play of the same
name. tion ofAlan
is directing.

Work

Progressing Rapidly on
Viola Dana's Next Metro Film
studios
Hollywood
on
WORKwest Iscoast
now well
underIn way
at Metro's
Viola Dana's next starring vehicle,
which
has been
"The Chorus Girl's
Romance."
It Is retltled
a picturizatlon
of
Scott
Fitzgerald's Saturday Evening PostF. story,
"Head and Shoulders" and follows Miss
Dana's gerouscharacterization
of Eliza, in '"Danto Men,"
by H. V. Esmond.adapted from the stage play
Miss Dana now has the role of a cherus
girl whose specialty is shimmy dancing.
F. Scott Fitzgerald's story was adapted to
by Percy Heath and William C.
the screen
is directing.
Dowlan
Miss Dana's leading man, Gareth Hughes,
has the part of Horace Tarbox, the studious
college boy who falls In love with the little
dancer. Phil AInsworth has been cast for
an Important part
cabaret performer. as Steve Reynolds, *
Others in the exceptional cast are William
Quinn, Jerre Sundin, Sidney De Grey. Lawrence Grant,Best.
Tom Gallery, Edward Jobson
and Martyn
John Arnold Is photographing the production, and the special art settings are by
A. E. Freuderman.

Many Goldwyn Productions Are
in the Course of Completion
HAVING
finished
In "Cupid,Gates
the
Cowpunche
r," a his
storywork Eleanor
produced by Goldwyn atby the
Culver City
Studios, Will Rogers Is waiting for the completlon of the continuit of "Old Hutch"
Garret Smith's story that y ran
In The
day Evening Post. In
new picture, Saturas In
his previous successes,theRogers
will be directed by Clarence Badger.
The production of Mary Roberts Rineharfs
Empire Builders." a story ef "prep" school
life. Is progressing
under the direction of B.
Mason Hopper, who at present
has an army of
500 colored people
an Island north •t
Santa Monica where on
scenes representing life
among
filmed. South Sea Island savages are being
"Just Out of College." George Ade's play,
has been selected
as the next starring vehicle for Jack Plckford.
who, directed by
Green, is nearing the final episodes of "TheAl
Man Who Had Everything." "Just Out of
College" Is one of the finest comedies ever
written
premiere humorist and
provides bya America'
central scharacte
r In every way
suited
the personality of Goldwyn's youth,
ful maleto star.
By the latter part of this week, Tom Moore
will be engaged on the production of the
mystery
farce, "Stop
Thief."
withBeaumont
Hazel DalyIs
as
his leading
woman.
Harry
directing. Wallace Worsley has Just finished
editing Gouverneur
Morris' Picture.
"The Penalty," a
Goldwyn
Eminent Authors
'■Honey Be«" Goes BIk «t the Casino.
Manager W. Z. Boyd, of the Casino, Chester, Pa., had a big two-day run when he put
over "The Honey Bee." "One of the best
film plays seen in Chester in many months"
was the comment. "The scenes in the play
were gripping and the attention of the audience was intense as the picture unfolded a
thrilling story of romance" is the word
which reached the producers of this "Flying
A"
first run. "Unusual"
the Special
way Mr.afterBoydIts advertised
this picture.Is
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Goldwyn-Bray Comics Well Received.
Throughout the world of motion pictures
the new Goldwyn-Bray Comics, which are
made in co-operation with the International
Film Service, have won an assured place on
the comedy end of programs. Such characters as Judge Rumhausor and Happy Hooligan are as well known to picture patrons
as some of the best advertised screen stars.
In their new animated form, these grotesque
characters of the daily newspapers are winning new converts to their style of funmaking.
Picturization of His Novel
Gratifies Sir Louis Tracy
SIR LOUIS TRACT, author of "The Silent
Barrier,"
witnessed
a private
showing byof
the feature
production
Just finished
Gibraltar Pictures for W. W. Hodkinson release, before his departure from New York,
a few days ago, and expressed himself as delighted with the pictorial results achieved by
Director William Worthington.
After viewing the picture as presented in
Its incomplete stage by Louis Tracy Productions, Inc., the producing organization headed by C. C. Burr, Sir Louia remarked on the
success with which Swiss Alpine scenes has
been reproduced. These scenes, which were
made at Lake Placid, with sixty people in
the company and such well known artists as
Sheldon Lewis. Gladys Hulette, Corinne Barker and Donald Cameron, took eight weeks
of hard work in the very depth of winter.
have Engadine,
spent some where
time these
at St. scenes
Moritz areIn
the"I Swiss
laid," said
Sir Louis,
"butmetheinto
snowbelieving
scenes
would
positively
deceive
that they were made in Switzerland if I
didn't happen to know just where they were
enacted."
Allan Dwan Takes Scenes at
Camp in California Sierras
RUGGED mountain scenery, weird and
colorful effects, innovations in photographic arts, will form Important settings in the new Allan Dwan production for
Mayflower. Scenes are being taken at Camp
Keen, at an elevation of 5,000 feet in the
Southern California Sierras, where Director
Dwan and company went a week ago.
Cameraman Antonio Gaudio turned the
crank almost constantly from sunrise to sunset. Advantage was taken of the photosraphic morning light and the mountain sunseta.
The than
"shooting"
schedule
out more
two weeks
before was
the worked
picture
was started. Victer Dwan and his assistant,
James Hogan, spent several days at Camp
Keen, writing the continuity to fit the actual
scenes which they planned to film.
"This method of fitting the continuity to
the scenes on location rather than seeking
locations that fit the continuity," declared
Allan Dwan, "has proved a great success.
We have been able to make the scenes In
about half the time, thereby allowing more
details."
artisticWelch
the Niles
perfect and
chance
Mary toThurman
play the
leading roles. Joseph Dowling and Prank
Campeau play "heavies"; Eugenie Besserer,
an emotional mother role, and George Hackapart. Stana sympathetic
thornton appears
Williams isInalso
in the cast.
Be^n Work on Storyart Scenic*.
Work on the filming of the first of the
Storyart Scenlcs, which Charles Clemens
Is producing, has been started and
Husted
It Is said that the initial release will be in
readiness for a private showing within a
short time.
Mr. Husted has as his cameraman Barl W.
Rossman, formerly one of the experts with
tke Prizma organization and a man who
theroughly understands the technique of
photography and laboratory work.
A specially engaged cast of players has
keen used in the first of the Storyart Scenlcs,
which are not only to depict unusual nature
stories, but be enhanced by the appearance
of models to properly Illustrate some of the
poetic incidents ef the stories.
Mr. Husted expects to go ahead rapidly
with the work of production now that he
has started and will complete at least four of
hie Storyart Scenlcs before making any release, although private showings will be
Kiven as each one fs completed.
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Director

Reports

Completion

of Anne Cornwall's
in theof most
Rain'
portrayals''Girl
in the productions
of the
ROLLIN
director,at more
prominent film concerns; Betty Schade,
has justSTURGEON,
announced Universal
the completion
Universal City for a new picture star- who has appeared In "Happiness a la Mode," a
Selznick picture, and other screen plays;
ring Anne Cornwall, Universal's most recent
stellar find. The picture, "The Girl in the Colin Kenny, who played a part in the National Picture Theatres production, "Blind
Rain," is an adaptation of Varick Vanardy's
Youth"; Andrew Arbuckle, well known as a
popular
by the Roadside."
It
will benovel,
one of"The
the Girl
first releases
under the portrayer of western roles; Margaret Monewly established Star Series plan of Uni- Quade and Mrs. George Hernandez.
versal bookings.
"Jenny" is in the course of production at
the Selznick West Coast studios. This story,
"The Girl in the Rain" is Miss Cornwall's
third picture for Universal. Her first was written by the noted British author, Roy
is said to have caused consider"Everything but the Truth," in which she Horniman,
able comment in the literary circles of both
played a supporting role to Lyons and
America and London.
Moran. She then was starred in a picturizaLaurence Trimble, who guided Zena Keefe,
tion of Ida M. Evans' magazine story, "Virginia," which was released as a picture ufider the Selznick 1920 star, in "The Woman God
the title of "The Path She Chose."
Sent," is directing the production.
"The Girl in the Rain" is a story of a
pretty girl who is marooned by a tempest
Working Day and Night
in a deserted shack with a socially prominent young man. The two fall in love, but
the girl is the innocent associate of a pair
on S-L Special Production
of lawbreakers. The complications that re- TRYING to catch up to the schedule
sult from her attempts to break from the
originally mapped out for the S-L specrooks and to keep her story from her new
cial production of "Love, Honor and
found love, form a spirited plot full of action
Obey,"
the photoplay adapted by Eugene
and mystery.
Walter
from
Charles Neville Buck's novel,
Supporting Miss Cornwall are James Liddy,
"The Tyranny of Weakness." Director LeanLloyd Bacon, Jossalyn Von Trump, James
der de Cordova has started a week of dayFarley, George Runkel and NeaJ Hardin.
and-night work that will leave the company
Both Miss Cornwall and Liddy, who plays sleep.
with no time to themselves for anything but
opposite her, are newcomers in the Aims.
Both are former musical comedy favorites.
The original schedule laid out by Maxwell Karger, director general, was upset by
Miss Cornwall formerly was one of the prettiest chorus girla who played in the series the illness of Wilda Bennett, who plays the
of intimate musical shows presented at the heroine, Constance Williams. Miss Bennett
Princess Theatre, New York. Her prin- was new to the screen and the bright lights
cipal screen portrayal before Joining Uni- of the studio caused a case of Klieg eyes
versal, was that of the ingenue role in "The and temporary blindness.
Claire Whitney, who plays Marion HolCopperhead," with Lionel Barrymore.
the New York society woman, found
Liddy
a star
football
half-back
before bury,
he went was
on the
stage.
He was
a University
her schedule interrupted by rehearsals for
of Arizona
favorite
and
made
the
All-West"An
Innocent
Idea." the stage play in which
ern team.
she was preparing to appear with Robert
"The Girl in the Rain" will be released Emmet Keane. Now playing "An Innocent
July 12.
Idea"motion
at night,
will be only.
available for
the
pictureshein daytime
Then the New York Maytime weather
Olive Thomas Is Supported
stepped
in andscenes
forbade
uled exterior
to bea number
made. of schedby Eight Prominent Artists
Marion Davles Starts on New Play.
OLIVE THOMAS n,in her forthcoming Selznicksupportin
productio
"Jenny,"
an array
Marion Davies, who recently completed
g talent
of
that has
includes
the "The
Restless Sex" for Cosmopolitan Pronames of eight prominent screen players, acductions, has started work on "Buried Treascording to an announcement this week.
ure,"
the story of the same name by
The names of the well kown film folk em- F. Austen fromBritten.
brace Barney Sherry, well known for his
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ion ..
Exploitat
Explains rrmw
Robertson- Cole.».»..
« ^
WW

t^^.LlT."
^\"r?/ {.?o.^ln.%^^
on his returm
°' a cordial reception
^'°<'«''

of
SOMK
unusual Posstbtltttes
exploitation angles have
been mapped out by Robertson-Cole on
"The Heart of Twenty," the Brentwood
picture, soon to be released, featuring ZaSu
Pitts,
distinctive little actress of quaintly
human theparts.
The exploitation section of the campaign
book on this picture shows a dozen ways of
increasing box ofRce receipts, with a minimum of expense. An ingenious plan outlined
takes advantage of the electioneering campaigns that are now going on in every section of the country. Although "The Heart
of Twenty" is a comedy-drama of youthful
aspiration, there is an electioneering angle
that is peculiarly timely.
In a general way, the plan is to work up
an interest in two mysterious candidates for
mayor in the particular city where the exhibitor is located. It is suggested that as far
ahead of the presentation of the picture as
possible, the exhibitor plasters his town with
electioneering one-sheets, giving the impression that two men, Higginbotham and Wiseman, are rival candidates for the mayoralty.
Even though the regular mayoralty campaign is many months away, these one-sheets
are calculated to arouse the curiosity. Of
couse it is necessary for the exhibitor to
keep in the background. If a Higginbotham
or
Wiseman
live in totheissue
exhibitor's
town,to
theya might
be induced
statements
the newspapers denying they are candidates
for office.
The connection with the theatre comes
about through the insertion of an advertisement, separate and distinct from the regular advertising on the picture, announcing
that a joint debate will be held by the
two candidates at the theatre. A postscript
on the ad states that the debate ■will not
Interfere with the regular showings of "The
Heart
Twenty"Theandsecret
the debate
is a part
of the ofpicture.
is out after
the
first showing and a good follow-up stunt Is
suggested.

'■^:ir.^r.t''ot^^^'^'
Leona
rd Company to

De Cordoba in Cast of Second
Faversham-Selznick Picture
INCLUDED in the prominent cast supporting William Faversham in his second Selznick production,
in addition
to Lucy "The
CottonSinIsThat
PedroWasde His,"
Cordoba, well known to both exhibitors and
screen fans as a player of no mean ability,
who plays an important role In the picture.
Mr. and
Cordoba's
is linkedOnwith
stage
screen name
productions.
the many
stage
he appeared with Sothern and Marlowe for
two seasons in "If I Were King," with Leonore
in "Tiger
and amongplay.others
In theUlric
famous
MauriceRose,"
Maeterlinck
His
screen productions have brought him considerable fame, and It is expected that his
engagement in support of Mr. Faversham in

"The
Heart
ofwillTwenty
"The Sinusually
That
reveal
an uneffectiveWasand His"
impressive
characterization
that
will
surpass
anything
ho
has
ever
done on the screen.
Sin That
His"name
is anby adaptation
of "The
the novel
of theWassame
Frank L.
Packard,
author
of
"The
Miracle
Man." Hobart Henley is directing.
Schaefer Doln^ Hnch Editing and THlln«.
Fred Schaefer, formerly of General Film,
has been turning his versatility to good account since giving up the publicity directorship of that company. He has been some
months with the Vitagraph Company of
America editing and titling releases and doing continuity.
He has adapted four pictures for Harry
Morey and one for Earle Williams, several
of which are in production. The current release from his pen is "The Sea Rider" from
a synopsis
by H. L. Dittmar, of whieh Schaestory.fer has made a strikingly colorful marine
Schaefer has also written the lines for the
Alice Joyce feature, "Dollars and the Woman," is titling a Duncan serial and a Joe
Ryan serial, and Is editing a number of
forthcoming pictures.
"Hatrlet and tfce Piper" Neerln^ Completion.
Anita Stewart's latest Mayer-made First
National
production,
"Harriet
and Los
the Angeles
Piper,"
is fast nearing
completion
in the
studios of Louis B. Mayer. Only a few of
the scenes remain to be photographed and
cutting will begin by the end of the week.
The cast Includes Irving Cummings, Ward
Crane, Charles Richman, Myrtle Stedman,
Barbara La Mar Deely, Byron Munson and
Margaret Landis.
The pieture is being directed by Bertram
Bracken, and Monte M. Katterjohn arranged
the screen version from the story of the
same name by Kathleen Norris.
CoIemaB I* Lead In Neir Tahnadse Film.
Vincent Coleman, who is now appearing
opposite
Josephine
the
Bltinge
TheatreVictor
in NewIn "Martinique"
York, has beenat
engaged for the leading male role in Constance Talmadge's next feature. Mr. Coleman has appeared in several films during the
past year, but this new feature marks his
first attempt at working before the camera
and on the stage at the same time.
Exhibitors Await Max Llmder Releaae.
America has not forgotten Max Linder, the
popular French comedian. This statement
is based upon reports received from Pathe,
on
the In
earlywhich
bookings
Cafe,"
Linderaccorded
again "The
makesLittle
his
American appearance as a star. Pathe on
June 6 is to release the screen comedy which
was adapted from the great Klaw & Er-

-

Come East;
"Evil Compl
Eye"eted
Is About
WORDepisodes
comesof from
Coast that
last
the the
Hallmark
serial,the "The
Evil Eye," by Roy L. McCardell, starring Benny Leonard,
champion
the world, are now lightweight
nearing completion andof
that
the
company,
which Includes supervising
Director Wally Van.
Director J. Gordon
Cooper, Stuart Holmes, Ruth Dwyer,
Marstini and others will soon return to Mme.
New
York.
As
the
story
of
"The
Evil
Eye"
parallels
tke
great Wall Street bond mystery and deals
most extensively with the elusive "mastermind," it was necessary to make the first
three episodes in
New York. The company
after finishing the Wall Street
scenes. In
which the Consolidated Stock Exchange figures conspicuously, left for the Coast the
latter part of February, where they have
been working ever since, with the exception
of a week spent In Tijuana, Mexico, where
the big race track scenes in the ninth and
tenth episodes were made Just before the
overthrow of the Caranza Government.
Metro Prepartn^; to Ptcturlze "Big Game."
With the completion of the scenario of
"Big Game,"
a virile story
of the Northwest,
casting
will commence
immediately,
the plan
being to make this play into a Metro allstar screen production.
The play was produced during the present
season in New York and met with consuccess. wrote
'Willard
Robertsondrama,
and
Kilbourne spicuous
Gordon
the original
Elliott Clawson of the scenario department
at
Metro's west
studios In Hollywood
translating
It to coast
the screen.
Lacy Cotton in Leading R >Ie.
Playing the leading feminine role In the
Hobart Henley production, "The Sin That
Was His," In which William Faversham will
make his second appearance as a Selznick
star, is Lucy Cotton, known throughout stage
and film circles as an actress who can Imbue her portrayals with sheer realism.
Miss Cotton has appeared in leading roles
for some of the more prominent film coiicerns. Her last appearance in a Selznick picture was In "The Broken Melody," starring
Eugene O'Brien.
Mayer Pnttlngr "Old Dad" In Film.
"Old Dad," the Eleanor Hallowell Abbott
serial which was published recently In a
popular monthly magazine, is soon to be
given to the picture public in motion picture
form. The story was purchased by Leuia B.
Mayer for Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Gearge Stewart, brother of Anita, appears
opposite the star and the cast Includes
Myrtle Stedman, Irving Cummings, John
Salnpolls and Hazel Howell.
The picture is now In the course of proham.
duction and Is being directed by Lloyd Ingra"You're Pinched" la New Rolin Comedy.
"You're Pinched," showing the trials of a
motor-cycle cop Is the latest Rolin Comedy
which
will release
Junelittle
6. "Snub"
Pollard Pathe
Is featured
with the
Italian
beauty, Marie Mosquini, as his leading woman. inEddie
and "Sunshine
Sambo"opens
assist
the Boland
funmaking.
The comedy
with a burst of speed and maintains this
tempo throughout, showing that a full-fledged
force of motor-cycle cops can prduce an entirely new brand of humor.
Matt Moore In Cosmopolitan Picture.
Matt Moore has been engaged for the lead:ng
part In "The
Passionate
the
Cosmopolitan
Production
to bePilgrim,"
made from
Samuel Merwin's novel of the same name,
which appeared In Cosmopolitan Magazine.
Robert Vlgnola will direct.
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Making Big Scenes for Drury
Lane Drama in Connecticut
THEreinforced
cast of by
"Themore
Marriages
Mayfair,"
than 200of extra
persons, has started work on location at
Stamford, Conn., and at country estates in
that vicinity on the Sound. They will be
occupied there for several weeks.
"The Marriages
by Lane
Cecil
Raleigh,
is the latestofof Mayfair,"
the five Drury
melodramas selected for production by Metro.
The screening of most of the interior scenes
has already been made at Metro's New York
studios in West Sixty-first street.
The first scenes taken at Stamford represent an exclusive clubhouse on the Thames
at the time of the Henley Regatta.
The scenesDeerminster
to be takenHall,
at Laddln's
Rock
represent
the English
estate of the Earl of Deerminster. Here the
tenantry turn out to greet the new earl and
a rustic festival is held. Scenes taken there
will also show the rocky precipice over which
Jim Callender is hurled in his final struggle
for life. This precipice in the picture is on
the Swiss-Italian border overlooking a lake.
Other scenes to be filmed in the Connecticut
lacation show the exterior of the monastery
of St. Bernard. The big monastery scenes,
which take place in the interior, have already been filmed in the New York studio
in a set designed by M. P. Staulcup, art director. The exterior scenes are all night
scenes. A building of monastic design has
been found and in the night one enormous
window will be lighted by flares from inside
with a huge cross against the window. These
scenes will all show the monastery in the
distance.
Other Iscations representing less important
scenes will be taken while the company is on
the Connecticut location. The company will
then return to New York, where the big
scenes about the Tower of London will be
taken on a site to be developed by M. P.
Staulcup on the Bast River.
"The Dancin' Fool," Starring
Reid, Scheduled for May 23
SCHEDULED for relese May 23 Is the
Paramount production, "The Dancin'
Fool," starring Wallace Reid. The Btory
which Clara G. Kennedy scenarized was written by Henry Payson Dowst and was printed
originally in the Saturday Evening Post.
Sam Wood was the director.
"The Dancin' Fool" has been aptly d»scribed as the story of a jovial Jay who
jazzed the jug business by day and the Jig
business by night. In the early part of the
picture Mr. Reid, with his leading woman,
Bebe Daniels, as his dancing partner, does
three sets of what might be called interpretive dancing. The cave man period shows
them in skin costumes in a bower of primitive beauty. Then the Apache dance is executed with much skill and abandon, while
later the modern steps are performed with
exceeding grace.
In the supporting cast Raymond Hatton is
said to have a fine character role, while others
who are prominent are William Marks,
George B. Williams, Sylvia Ashton, Carlos
San Martin, W. H. Brown, Tully Marshall,
Brnest Joy and Ruth Ashby.

Start Work on Ince's "Bean ReveL"
Under the personal supervision of Thomas
H. Ince, and the direction of John Griffith
"Wray, the new Thomas H. Ince-Louls Joseph
Vance Special, "Beau Revel," he entered productlen.
Kathleen Klrkham has been engaged to
appear with I^wls Stone, Lloyd Hughes and
other film lights In the new superspeclaL
Night life along the Gay White Way, when
the sky was the limit, are reproduced with
all their attendant luxurlousnesa. The
theme Is a highly Interesting and unusual
one, and the settings of metropolitan splendor form a fitting background.
tS* Day Oontlnaona booking on UnlTeraala.
Universal has voted a 100 per cent, service
flag to Bd Dolan, owner and operator of the
Dream Theatre, Aberdeen, Wash. Dolan is
running a 50 day continuous booking of
Universal pictures.
Beginning with a three day run of "The
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Virgin of Stamboul" May 17, he is following
it with several other Universal-Jewel productions, adozen or more Universal feature
productions short stuff, and Century and Star
comedies, lasting until July 7.
V. M. branch,
Shubach,
Universal's
Seattle
says manager
he wouldofhave
booked
Dolan up for many more days if the Universal sales schedule had gone any further
into the future.
All of thepictures
Dream are
Theatre's
Universal
for twobookings
or threeof
days.
Will Retain Name

of Novel

for "Flying A" Production
A"
s of theof new
producer
THE
dehave the
Toys,""Flying
special,
version
for the screen
retain House
cided to "The
title given the novel by its author, Henry
Russell Miller, a practicing lawyer in PittsThe drama presented by the Ameriis anything but on the
can Filmburgh.Company
juvenile order, and there was some thought
that the name might mislead the public into
g some
drama
story.
expectinhow
e andThesuffering
experienc
throughchild's
shows
ned
the lovers' house of ntoys was strengthe
with sound foundatio and framework.
Seena Owen is the star in this six-act
drama. A large and strong supporting cast
is headed by Pell Trenton. Helen Jerome
Eddy and George Hernandez have important
roles. In which they display histrionic ability
of a high order. Other members of the cast
are Henry Barrows, Marian Skinner, Lillian
Leighton and Perry Banks.
Metro's Eastern Companies on Location.
Metro's New York studios in West Sixtyfirst street, which have recently been the
scene of continuous activity with three productions going on at once, have quieted down
to the comparative calm of one photoplay.
Taking advantage of the sunshine and fine
weather. Director General Maxwell Karger
has
sent two of the production units out on
location.
The S-L production, "Love, Honor and
Obey," Eugene Walter's adaptation of
Charles Neville Buck's novel, "The Tyranny
of Weakness,"
having Initstherural
scenesof
screened
on Longis Island,
vicinity
Glen Cove.
Cecil Raleigh's Drury Lane melodrama,
"The Marriages of Mayfair," adapted by Julia
Burnham, is having some of Us outdoor
scenes screened at Stamford, Conn., and on
country estates nearby.
Only "Clothes," the Avery Hopwood-Channing
Pollock atdrama,
adapted
Arthur Zellner, remains
the New
York bystudio.
NaTlgation Company Books Paramounts.
W. H. Sellender, general passenger agent,
Matson Navigation Company, signed a contract to use Paramount pictures exclusively
on the four ships of his company between
San Francisco and the Hawaiian Islands.
Paramount
picturesvoyage.
are shown every evening of the 5V4-day
TUCKER

BROS.
NOW

TWO
ONE
ONE
ONE

NEW
NEW
NEW

Elsa Forster
Cannot keep off the screen. She is
planning to return to her favorite
field.
"Dead Line" Offers Showmen
Big Values for Exploitation
OF all the subjects
IssuedCorporation
from the laboratories of Fox Film
this
season, the recently released picture,
"The Dead Line," in which George Walsh is
starred, hits the nail on the head for adaptability to the
exhibitor's lobby display. Dell
Henderson
directed.
For those showmen who make it a point to
play ing
up their
the lobbies,
atmosphere
a picture
this offilm
strikesIn dressa big
chord in the picturesque quality of Its scenic
effects, and also makes a universal appeal
because of the general theme of the play —
which isshine"staged
the own
heart South.
of the "mooncountry ofIn our
Progressive exhibitors who have booked
the production for good runs are planning
various effective displays centering around
the quaint old illicit stills which figure in
the story. For this purpose many devices
will be utilized, ranging from the old family
copper kettle to the battered remains of soma
of the original stills still to be found In the
mountain
territory where the picture was
staged.
Among those who contributed essentially
to the success of the picture, and who are
listed In the support of the star are Irene
Doyle, Joseph Hanaway, Al Hart, Henry Pemberton, James Milady, Gus Weinberg, G. A.
Stryker, Virginia, Valll, James BIrdsong, John
Hopkins and little Frances McGuInness.

FILM

ROAD

SHOWS

USING

FEATURES

EACH

WEEK

TWO-REEL

WESTERN

ONE-REEL

COMEDY

EPISODE

OF

NEW

SERIAL

PRODUCHERS AND STATE RIGHT DISTRIBUTORS
WIRE OR WRITE
Tucker
Bras. Amusement
Company
310 West Main Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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Somebody Is Always Taking
the Joy Out of Everything
THE city council of Lincoln, Neb.,
felt called upon recently to pass
a city ordinance making it illegal to hug and kiss in darkened motion picture theatres.
The law does not apply to actors on
the screen.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Four Companies Now at Work
at Ince's Culver City Studio
FOLLOWING a temporary lull In activities, the Thomas H. Ince studios in CulTer City once more hum with the rush
of production, as four companies are at work
on forthcoming Thomas H. Ince productions
to be released through Famous PlayersLasky exchanges.
Knid Bennett's current vehicle, "I Wonder
Ifthe— ,"supervision
which marlcs
last ofpicture
and her
banner
ThomasunderH.
Ince, is progressing under the direction of
Fred Niblo. The story is by Frank Dazey.
Scenario by Agnes Christine Johnston. Donald MacDonald appears opposite Mi.s3 Bennett in the leading masculine role. Other
favorite players are included in the cast.
The new
special, "Beau
Revel,"
under
the Ince-Vance
personal supervision
of Thomas
H. Ince and the direction of John Griffith
Wray, is in its first week of filming, while
tke Douglas MacLean company, under the
direction of Jack Nelson, is on location tor
exterior scenes. Florence Vidor has been
selected for the principal feminine role.
Another company, to film an Ince superfeature, is being assembled by Casting Director
performersFreddie
and theFralick.
director The
will principal
be announced
In the near future.
HeAes Jerome Eddy with the "Flying A."
A akarming little actress who was not long
In winning the hearts of the picture patrons
la Helen Jerome Eddy, who carries an impor-
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tant role In "The House of Toys," a 'Tlyins
A" release. In this drama Miss Eddy is "the
other
woman,"
does not
Includebutherin asthisa case
vamp theor triangle
even a
coquette. She is the high point of the apex,
while through several scenes the husband
and wife form a rather commonplace base
which gives a unique slant to this problem
of three. The role fits Miss Eddy, her personality and her character.
Tapestry Art Titles for "Peggy Rebels."
The "Flying A" art titles for "Peggy Rebels" in quaint
designs
are derived
treated from
like
tapestry,
the effect
being
straight line technique which appears to
follow the weave of the fabric by parallel
lines. The decorative treatment of the subjects atmosphere
Introduced toto emphasize
give suitable
the actionorremind
one
of the days when our grandmothers were
working samplers. They are artistic to the
last degree, with fade-in lettering on a soft,
harmonious background.
Mary Miles Minter is Peggy. George
Periolat puts over a strong Captain Ward,
a seaman of the old school. Alan Forrest, as
leading man, heads the supporting cast,
which includes Jack Connolly, in the role
of the Judge, and Adele Farrington, the
mother of the boy who lost his heart to
Peggy.
Henry
Kingwritten
directedby the
tion
of this
drama,
HenrypicturlzaAlbert
Phillips.
Give Permanent Title to Melford's Picture.
George Melford's production for Panamount of Sir Gilbert Parker's novel, "The
Translation
a Savage."
nearing completion at theof Lasky
studio,nowHollywood,
has
just been given the new screen title, "Behold
Mabel Juliene Scott plays the leading femIne
Wife!"of the Indian girl and is said to give
My role
a most remarkable characterization, depicting the change in the girl from a state of
savagery to a beautiful, cultured woman and
English social leader. Milton Sills portrays
the young Englishman and many other well
knownliottplayers
are inHall,
the Maude
cast, including
ElDexter, Winter
Wayne, Ann
Forrest and Helen Dunbar. Frank Condon
adapted the story of the screen.
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"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" a
Metro Special Nearly Finished
METRO'Slor, all-star
"ParBedrom andplcturizatlon
Bath," the ofboudoir
comedy by C. W. Bell and Mark Swan
that enjoyed such an unusual Broadway success, promises to develop far more laughs
than did the original stage production, according toHollywood,
reports fromwhere
Metro's
Coast
Studios
the West
production
is being Inmade.
Eugene Pallette, the model husband of
"Fair and Warmer," starring May Allison,
declares he has found more real spine ticklers
in the present picture than in any previous
film or stage production in which he has
appeared.
Much more time than had been expected
has
been consumed
fllmization
the farce
because ofintheMetro's
care that
has beenof
taken in the planning of every detail of the
dainty sets that serve as a background for
the story. Director Edward Dillon, aided
by a special staff of technical men and
artists, has worked out a decorative scheme
for the three rooms that figure in the title
of the picture that will bring joy to tke
hearts of any honeymooners.
Ruth Stonehouse is the adroit dealer In
society
scandal who entangles Reggie, tks
model husband.
The opportunities for dainty costumes
have not been overlooked by either Mies
Stonehouse or any other feminine member
of the all-star cast. As the scandal-sheet
reporter who breaks Into society she makes
use of more than a dozen costumes ranging
from the most colorful of sport suits to a
pair of black net pajamas.
Finishing touches are being added to tke
picture. It was prepared for the screen by
Miss Mathis and A. P. Younger. W. U.
Edmond is the cameraman and Sidney UUman designed and executed the special art
interiors.
ElxUhltor AccIalnM Amerlcam FVm.
"The Dangerous Talent," an American Tllm
Company production, made a hit in Lincoln.
111., when Manager Steve Bennis ran it at tke
Lincoln Theatre. Report comes In to tks
producers
that itand
was strongest
heralded role
"far Margarita
and away
the finest story
Fisher has had in a year." One of the local
newspaper critics
described interest,
it as "anin adventure-romance ofabsorbing
whieta
the strange talent possessed by a youas
businessmissalgirl
leads
to
her
dismissal;
her
disto her despair; her despair to a bold
piece of daring; her daring into real danger;
and that danger, straight as a dart. Into the
arms of a man who becomes her best be«KBlcht for a Nlarht" Almoat Flalsked.
Work has been practically completed at
loved."
the Cliffslde studios. Fort Lee, on "A Knight
for
a Night,"
the second
of theFilms,
"Torchy"
comedies,
produced
by Master
Inc.,
and to be released through Educational Films
Corporation. Johnny Hines, the star, is said
to surpass his work in the first of the series.
Immediately on the completion of this picture work will start on the third, so that
there will be no question about the release
schedule being met even in case of some
accident.
Onemonth.
two-reel picture is to be released each
Marlu Skinner tn "HooM of Toys."
Marian Skinner, a versatile lnt,erpreter ef
the silver sheet, conrolescarriesfor
character vincingly
the role of Mrs. Blalsdell
In "The House of Toys," the new American
Seenaman.Owen, with Pell Trem.
starring
Special
ton
as the
leading
Miss Skinner made her debut on the stage
in ingenue and lead parts at the age of
In "The
playedIn Salome
twenty,foranda later
City"
season.
1S13 she
made Holy
her
motion picture debut with the old Essanay
enher
devoted
has
since
ever
and
Company,
tire time to work in filmland.
Howard Long in "A Winter City Faywrtte."
Howard Long, who plays the medium in
"The Ouija Board" at the Bijou Theatre, has
been chosen by Harley Knoles for an Insportant
In "A Winter City Favorite," Dormount.role
othy Dalton'B forthcoming picture for Para-
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Here «re extracts from aTailable news
It is the aim to present one »entence that
papers are indicated as follows: Moving
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review
(T.
The Sea Wolf
(Noah Beery — Parain»unt-Artcraft)
M. P. W. — It is an Impressive offering and
It will hold almost any audience spellbound
t* the end.
N. — Good action, melodrama typical of
Jack London.
T. R. — Corking good picture.
9. H. — A very well made second version
*t Jack London.
The Silver Horde
(Special Cast — Goldwyn)
If. P. W. — Is easily in the same class with
other "best sellers" written by Rex Beach.
N. — Interesting, but rather short on drama
and action.
T. R. — Should give universal satisfaction
wherever it is shown.
W. — Interesting environment given to
theme tional
thatIdeas. holds well despite few convenThe Path She Chose
(Anne Cornwall — Universal)
It P. W. — It is well made and suited to
any audience, child or adult.
N. — Interesting despite slight story.
T. R. — There are too many sordid details
in the development of this slum melodrama
to allow of its classification as pleasing entertainment.
W. —one.Old-time plot handicaps new star's
first
Leave It to Me
(William Russell— Fox)
M. P. W. — It may be safely estimated as
genuinely good entertainment.
N.
Average farce-comedy starring Willlam —Russell.
^■lUiiiwuiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiittiiiitiiiiiiinimiiiirnwiiitiriiiiiiiiitiiiiriiiiiniiriiiititiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiBnwnni
Comments

on

AN ARTIST'S MUDDLE (Rainbow), June
2. — A two-reel comic, with Harry Mann and
Lillian Byron in the cast. The opening
scenes occur in a studio and the hero becomes involved with a model whose husband
Is a husky sailor. The latter appears and
there are numerous chase scenes. This number will bring numerous smiles, though It
la built along conventional lines and does
not contain very much business that Is new.
It is of about average strength.
SHOULD WAITERS MARRY? (Rainbow).
— A two-reel comic, by Thomas Buckingham,
with George Ovey in the lead. This subject
Is full of chuckles, being particularly strong
in amusing small business. It leads off with
restaurant scenes and then moves down to
the beach, where some pretty bathing girls
appear. The hero gets into a rivalry with
a life guard over a girl and they have some
mixups of a typical knockabout sort. The
humor in this is good throughout.
A BRONCTHO KID (Western), June 5. —
A two-reel subject, by Arthur Henry Gooden,
with Hoot Gibson and Yvette Mitchell in the
leads. Hoot plays the part of a young
rancher who rides away on a half-broken
broncho. He is suspected of horse stealing
and
pursued,
but retrieves
good'recovering
name by
saving
a kidnapped
girlhisand
stolen express funds. This number contains
some fine riding scenes and carries the Interest well despite Its conventional plot. It
makes a subject well up to the average of
its kind.
UNDER SENTENCE (Western), June 12. —
An original and wholly unusual type of story,
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Reviews

printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H-).
""""**"""" miM^Mim....... "•irinriinfrniiiiininiiMiiiiiiiiiiinii i 1,111111111110
■■■MHnifimwwmiinHiNiinimniimiMiniiuiwiiiiiiiiuiimiiuiimiiiiuiHNttiiinwiiiBiitiiwimiiM^
N. — Is well up to standard and should
T. R. — A very good comedy, with a number
of really humorous situations that give the please any audience, no matter where it Is
star ample opportunity to show his ability
T. R. — This picture offers very amuelng
as a comedian.
played.
entertainm
ent and may be listed as a proW. — Sad attempt to make a farce from
gram attraction of sure drawing power.
totally Inadequate material.
E. H. — Rather pleasing diversion will be
The False Road
found in the adaptation.
(Enid Bennett — Paramount)
M. P. W. — A crook story minus the many
Why Change Your Wife?
breath-taking
and melodramatic
climaxes usual in turns
such tales
is the Paramount
(Thomas Meighan
and Gloria Swatasom —
Paramount)
picture.
N. — Crook story is too tame and the action
M. P. W. — Is about as near a 100 per cent,
is mild.
picture as it is possible to make one.
W. — Crook picture that peters out after perfect
You
can boost It without the slightest fear
very promising start.
of disappointment.
E. H. — It is carefully directed and moves
N. — Will be a huge money-maker for exalong smoothly to the usual happy ending.
hibitors everywhere, for it will appeal to
Down on the Farm
both men and women of all classes and wUl
arouse
favorable
comment wherever shown.
(United Artists)
T. R. — A picture with a combination of
M. P. W. — Is good entertainment.
theme and title that should prove one of the
T. fireR.hit— from
This all
picture
angles.promises to be a sure- greatest box office attractions of the season.
W. — Will reach a vast public and doubtE. H. — A distinct novelty and the producless will make striking appeal.
tion has almost unprecedented exploitation
and presentation possibilities.
The Inferior Sex
Everything But the Truth
(Mildred Harris-Chaplin — First National)
(Lyons and Moran — Universal)
M. P. W. — Carries a good, light plot, with
M. P. W. — There are sufficient comedy and
numerous laughing moments strung along dramatic
moments in it to insure satisfacthrough the action.
tion with most screen audiences.
N. — Bedroom farce, only mildly amusing.
N.
—
Fairly
interesting domestic drama,
T. R. — Is just an average program subject. with Mildred Harris.
W. — Is better than average and ahould
T. R. — Has been elaborately done and is
please all audiences.
pleasing throughout.
W. — Considering title and star, this should
The Thirtieth Piece of SUver
be
a big winner.
(Margarita Fisher — King Baggot-American)
E. H. — A well-made, attractive screen
M. P. W. — It is a comedy above the average
product which should succeed universally.
and should please every one.
utiuuiiuiitimiuiiiiaiiiiiituuiiiiiiuiiiiiMiiiuiiiiiKiiuiauuiiiuiiiir iuiuiiiiniiitiiniu;iiiiiiiriiiiiii)iiiiiniiiu(itiiiitmifiiiiiiitiiiititiitiriiiiii ititiit ,1,11111 ii.niiititiiiiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiitiDiuituiinui
the bad boy is brought before them and sentenced to be tarred and feathered. When the
Short Subjects
tar is applied, and likewise the feathers, It
found to the consternation of the boys
written by George Hively. The story opens is
that they are there to stay, and so the bad
boy
wanders all night in his unhappy condiwith
two
men
in
jail
watching
theerection
of a scaffold on which they are to be hung.
is taken for a ghost. Finally h«
Next morning, as preparations are being arrivestion andhome,
vowing never to be a bad boy
made for the hanging and the nooses are
in place, the mother of the younger man ar- again.
rives on the stage. With true Western hosBOUGHT AND FOUGHT FOR (Western),
pitality the hanging is postponed so that June 19. — A two-reel subject, adapted by
the young man may have a visit with his Harvey Gates from a story by Alma Hearn.
mother. Later his partner dies, leaving a Magda Lane, Alfred Regnier and Clarene*
written confession in which he clears the Hodge are in the cast. The plot has a good
younger man. This gets a firm grip on the dramatic kick toward the close, though thl«
interest and holds it to the end. The roles is
not fully taken advantage of. The scenes
of the two men and the mother are very were
hurried too much at a critical point.
capably acted.
But the story runs well above the average of
Its kind. Magda Lane is quite promising,
THE WRESTLERS (Pox). — Mutt and Jeff though her instinct for drama has not been
break Into a wrestling tournament in this fully developed. The scenic features of this
number are pleasing throughout.
diverting ishmentsubject.
Muttof suffers
severe punat the hands
a professional,
but
Jeff comes to the rescue. This animated is
PATHS REVIEW, No. 47.— This opens wltk
one of the most amusing of its kind.
attractive tinted views taken In the city of
Cld, Burgos, Spain. Many forms of ancient
SHOULD DUMMIES WED? (Sunshine). — A architecture are shown. Gathering galax
two-reel comic, with Ethel Tearle, Dave leaves for the use of florists In making bouMorris, Kewpie Morgan and others In the
quets is an interesting feature; also the interpretation of a South American cabaret
cast. Knockabout scenes prevail all through
this, many of which will get a laugh. There dance by Eva Barrows Fontaine. The "slow"
camera
feature
pictures a field of horses in
is some new small business of an entertain- action on the race
track.
ing sort. The chase scenes are not as elaborate as in many productions by this company, but are lively and full of interest.
THE LAST NIP (Universal), June 21. — A
one-reel comic, dealing with the prohibition
Lee Kohlmar appears as a popuMOTHER'S ANGEL (Comedyart). — A com- question.
lar gentleman with one last case of booze.
boy, his ill-doings and his punishment. In He has
many
visitors and finally gets down
he is is"mother's
that that
of theat fact
spite
he stops
nothing
naughty,angel,"
until to the last bottle. This he manages to carry
edy in which the plot revolves about a bad away tents
forof the
his bottle
own personal
the conturns outuse,to but
be cold
tea.
finally the boys of the neighborhood call a
meeting, at which all wear white maaks, and The final scenes are highly amuslBg.
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LATEST
REVIEWS
and COMMENTS
GONDUCTOD BTHJWARD WEiTZEL. AS5t)<3ATEIEOITOR,

Sidelights and Reflections
assortsaw ea well
of onMayof 15featur
THE week
ed collecti
pictures in
Times Square. Two of the five picture
houses headed their programs with screen
versions of famous stage successes, the
Strand showing Edward Sheldon's "Ro-l
DorisItalia
Keane
in her
origina
. At
n opera
character mance,"ofwiththe
singer
A. Hearne's "Shore
the Capitol James pal
Acres" was the princi
screen attraction.
The Rivoli and the Broadway ran pictur,
ized best seller novels the former theatre
having Jack London's "The Sea Wolf," and
," by Rex
the
. After"The
Beachlatter
beingSilver
shownHorde
for a week
at
the Strand the Beach picture went to the
Broadway and, at this writing, is finishing
' run.
up a engag
threeement
weeksthe
its
Rivoli
LondonFollo
storywing
is now
on the Rialto bill.
Both stage plays and novels have one
feature in common — they are all stories of
serious purpose. "Shore Acres," first produced about twenty-five years ago, owes its
success mainly to one character, an uneducated old man whose unselfish devotion
to
his
brother
andthethatstrong
brother's
like a breath of
pure family
air thatis
blows in from the Atlantic on whose coast
line the farm of the Berry family is situated.
duction of"Romance,"
the socialwith
life its
of realistic
New Yorkreprojust
after the close of the Civil War, presents
a love story that is well outside the modern
trend of tales of this nature. "The Silver
Horde" is best described by that over worked term-red blooded. But "The Sea Wolf"
goester the
on thisBeach
score. story several points betWith this in mind I watched the Jack
London tale at the Rivoli one evening,
more to note its effect on the spectators
than for any other reason. There was no
doubt but that they liked the picture. The
scenes of bruality that are distributed with
a liberal hand through it surprised me by
the way they were received. A portion of
the spectators found them grimly humorous
and seemed inclined to applaud "Wolf"
Larsen when he attacked, single-handed, his
entire crew and beat man after man into
submission. The strength and courage displayed by the master of the ship made a
stronger impression on the screen patrons
than did the sufferings of the unjustly
pounded
and fighting
kicked victims
of Larsen'squietly
rage.
The actual
was watched
enough, but there were sounds of amused
interest from the spectators the moment
Larsen intimated he was ready and eager
to accommodate his crew when ever they
wanted to give him battle. The old primitive instinct to cheer a lively scrap at the
bottom of this feeling was not confined to
the male persons present. The shrill, nervous laughter of several of the gentler sex
near me could be heard when a fight was
brewing. If any man or woman in the
audience was shocked at the scene which
followed neither he nor she gave any indication ofit. This information shows that
no man can foretell the precise nature of
the "shock" different persons will receive
from the same cause when looking at a
moving picture.
WEITZEL.
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"Love's Harvest"
Shirley Mason Wins in Five-Reel Screen
Version of Novel by Pearl Dole Bell.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
al enter-in
of exception
AY value has
A PHOTOPLtainment
been developed
this five-reel Fox subject, "Love's Harvest," based on a novel by Pearl Dole Bell
and directed by Howard M. Mitchell. Shirley Mason is at her very best in this production, her portrayal of the heroine, Jane
Day, being one that sets a new pace for
this type of characterization. She makes
that step from childhood to young womanhood, so often attempted in plays and pictures, in the prettiest possible way.
The story is one of the simple, elemental
sort, calculated to touch the common heart.
The presentation reaches such a fine degree of artistry that the subject should
prove successful in all classes of theatres.
The settings and lighting effects are unusually good, and the supporting cast is
strong. Edwin Booth Tilton gives a remarkably sympathetic portrayal of the
theatrical manager. Incidentally it is pleasant to get a new view of this much-maligned individual, who is so generally pictured as a cold-hearted, predatory creature.
Raymond McKee plays the hero role, and
Lillie Leslie has an interesting minor part.
The dog, Buddie, grows in the affections of
the spectator as the story progresses.
The production as a whole is one of
cheerful, happy sentiment, mingling smiles
with tears, and never lapses into the insipid. The plot makes no bid for special
originality, but combines agreeably many
situations of recognized universal appeal.
Cast.
Jane Day
Shirley Mason
Jim Atherton
Raymond McKee
Allen Hamilton
Edwin Booth Tilton
Eleanor Hamilton
Lllie Leslie
Buddie
The Dog
Story by Pearl Doles Bell.
Scenario by Isabel Johnston.
Directed by Howard M. Mitchell.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
Jane Day, In Love's Harvest," is willed by
her stepfather to one of his distant relatives, Jim Atherton, a young man who has
accumulated riches in Wall Street. The girl
has grown up in her home on the seashore,
her chief friends being the housekeeper, a
dog named Buddie, and a rose bush.
Jim Atherton calls in due time to see Jane,
bringing with him the girl he expects to
marry. Jane disllKes the intrusion and
forms heart
a particular
hatredpicks
for the
Jim's
because the latter
few sweetroses
on her bush. The guests depart after a
stormy interview.
The heroine, fearing Jim will return, runs
away with her dog to the city. Here she ap
plies to a theatrical manager, Allen Hamil-

ton, for a position in the chorus, which Is
denied her. But she meets Hamilton later.
He rescues her from some teasing boys in a
park, and takes her to his home. Hamilton
and his sister, Eleanor, become fond of Jane,
and, discovering that she has a good natural
voice, send her to Paris for musical training.
In Paris Jane unexpectedly meets Jim, who
has been searching constantly for her. A
love affair follows. Hamilton appears later
and wishes to wed Jane, but when he learns
that her heart has been given to Jim, he
plays the good sport and withdraws his suit.
Progrnun and Exploitation Catchlines: Shirley Mason in An Unusually Appealing
Characterization — The Story of a Pretty
Young Girl Who Is Willed by Her Stepfather to a Rich Relative.
Adaptation of Pearl Doles Bell Story with
Shirley Mason in Sympathetic Role.
Story of Humor and Pathos with Shirley
Mason in An Unusually Pleasing Role.
Exploitation Angles — Offer this as one of
Miss Mason's
best, the
hooking
up with
the
stills
which show
two stages
of the
character. Make a generous use of stills, for
they will help to create interest.
"Polly of
StormAre Country"
Excitement
and the
a Sermon
in This First
National Feature Starring Mildred
Harris Chaplin.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
INCLUDING
almost every
type of character and depicting
a corresponding
variety of human emotions, shifting
from scenes of material splendor to those
of humble privation, and preaching
throughout a lesson of universal love,
"Polly of the Storm Country" has that
"sornething" that will put it over anywhere.
A time-nurtured feud between squatters
and land-owners is the mainspring of the
plot. Mutual bitterness and prejudice is
shared by all but three— Polly, her saintly
grandmother, and her hero from the hilltop. Everything, it seems, that class-hatred
can accomplish, threatens to separate the
young lovers.
The photography is superb. Spectacular
light-and-shade effects, shimmering fadeouts and finely-expressive close-ups are to
be seen. There are significant details in
the way of scenic equipment. Magnificence and squalor are set forth, there is a
vivid storm scene and there are flashes of
fire in the war zone, and frequent vistas
of natural beauty spots, all of which bespeak infinite care and good taste.
Some of the melodramatic situations are
overdrawn for the sake of arousing sympathy for the weaker, and the heroine possibly has more than her legitimate amount
of trouble — and optimism. But granting
this to be so, these scenes, nevertheless,
have been
cleverly directed, and will, no
doubt,
appeal.
The cast is a pleasing, although not an
especially gifted one. Mildred Harris Chaplin makes the role of "PoUyop" attractive,
but her onous.
impassivity
Micky Mooreis issomewhat
a winsomemonotwee
actor, who gets his share of admiration.
The role of the benign grandmother is delicately handled by Ruby Lafayette, and that
of Polly's wealthy young suitor by Emory
Johnson.
The Cast.
Chaplin
Harris Johnson
Mildred Emory
Polly Hopkins
Robert
Robertson
son Charlotte Burton
Robert
Evelyn
Marcus MacKenzle Harry Northrop
Jeremiah Hopkins Maurice Valentine
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Qranny Hope
Ruby Lafayette
Oscar Bennett
Charles West
Wee Jerry
Micky Moore
Story by Grace Miller White.
Scenario by Arthur H. Rosson.
Direction by Arthur H. Rosson.
Length, Six Reels.
The Story.
The Hopkins are a family of squatters who
are struggling against the selfish and dishonest machinations of the "hill-toppers" or
land-owners who are framing plots to get
rij of these lowly villagers. Polly Hopkins' brother
Jerry
is arrested
his wife
and baby
die as
a result
of the and
shock.
This
serves to aggravate the hatred already existing between the two classes. Then one
day Robertson, one of the hill-toppers,
chances to ride by the Hopkins hut and attracted by a curious sign which Polly had
exhlted in front, stops and gets acquainted
with her. They Immediately like each other.
Later Polly delivers a secret message from
Evelyn,
Bob's sister,Oscar
to Oscar
of the squatters.
asks Bennett,
Polly to one
go
away with him, but she refuses. Unknown
to her, Evelyn is married to Oscar, but is
hiding the fact from her parents. Oscar
threatens to expose her unless she can influence Polly to become his wife. This Polly
refuses, as she is in love with Bob. But
when she learns that her father has been
The Man at the Helm
arrested by MacKenzie, one of her bitter eneIs Harry T. Morey in his latest Vitagraph,
"The Sea Rider."
and a suitor
of Evelyn's,
marry miesOscar
if Evelyn
will freesheheragrees
father.to
Before she carries out her promise, Oscar mTnnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllllllllllillllllilllliillllllllillllllltllllilllilliiiiiiillllllII1iiiliiii>'<''<)iiilliiMiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiri Hint
la struck by lightning during a terrific storm. the treatment and characterization. The
She is bending over him, trying to resusci- theme is the gradual emancipation of a
tate him, when Bob enters and mistaking her homely man through natural love and the
devotion, sorrowfully leaves.
refining influence of a bright and brave
MacKenzie is not yet satisfied with inflict- woman. It is a fine old motive handled
ing suffering upon the squatters. His agents with new skill, a solid foundation to build
arrive and seize Polly's small brother and on.
disappear with him. Polly and her brother
As might be expected, the subtitles help
decide to get their revenge, but before they
accomplish this Polly's memory of her dead tremendously. They are exceptionally good
of themselves, then they breathe the spirit
grandmother's
in love
as theher.
greatest
remedy
for all faith
troubles
prevents
Her
Rogers in their quaint humor. Humor
nobility has set Evelyn an example, and she of
pathos of thought and of situation
promises to set things right again for the and
Hopkins. Evedyn and Bob then come to a abound. Whether or not these existed in
happy understanding.
the novel, "Seven Oaks," from which "Jes
Progxnm and Exploitation CatchUnes: "Polly Call Me Jim" was adapted, they have been
of the Storm Country" — a Story of a exquisitely brought out in the screen verVicious Feud Between Land-Owners and
sion, are some exteriors chosen with rare
Squatters,
Notable among these is one where a
nulled by and
Love.Showing How It Was An- taste.
small
boy is praying amid forest giants,
He Tipped His Hat to Her — She Fell in when powerful
rays of sunlight come slantLove with Him, This Little Squatter Girl
ing down on his bared head like a response
in Gingham Who Longed to Be a Lady.
They Took Her Big Brother, Her Father from above.
and Then Her Baby Brother Away. Then
The personality of Rogers is not wholly
Learned What Hate Was — But Love demanded on for strong effect. He is modProved Stronger and Brought Ultimate
est enough, decent enough, not to continuPeace.
ally thrust himself into the spot light to
"If Tour Heart Is Kind Come In. If Not the detriment
of other characterizations.
Scoot Oft" — She Hung This Sign on Her
Door. He Read It — and Went In.
In this way he adds to the variety, naturalness and story interest of the prodExploitation Angriest Mildred Harris Chaplin is still new enough, as a star, to be exuct. His support deserves this consideration.
Almost without exception it is comploited
as
the
famous
comedian's
wife.
She
will attract more attention in that way than
posed of men and women whose personal
by reference to her ability. The moral of apearance
represents what the part calls
the story
is a good one
worthy ofto special consideration.
Send and
invitations
the for. This careful typing adds another
clergy and win their support, a? the picture value to the general sum. Then, as if there
emphasizes the power of brotherly love. could be more required, the presentation
Back up the lesson it teaches by using the at the Strand completed a most delightful
entertainment by suitable accompanying
title of Henry Drummond's famous book,
"The Greatest Thing in the World" and ex- music, humorously introducing "Jes Call
re- Me Jim" with "The Year of Jubilo," and
Country"
of the Storm
plain
vealsthatwhat"Polly
this greatest
thing in
the world
sending him on his way with the same
is.
melody for a windup. A successful, if not
a notable production.
"Jes Call Me Jim"
Fenton
Will Rogers
Cast.
Goldwyn Presents Will Rogers in a De- Jim
Miss Butterworth
Irene Rich
lightful High Comedy of Human Nature.
Belcher
Lionel Belmore
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Paul Benedict
Raymond Hatton
Harry Benedict
Jimmie Rogers
ONE of the finest high comedies shown
Buffum
Bert Sprotee
disJim,"
Me
Call
"Jes
on the screen,
Nick Cogley
regards the outworn idea of having Mike Conlln
Sam
Yates
Sydney
De Grey
one eye on the stage. It is not a representaDirector,
Clarence
Badger.
tion of "roles" but of human beings. This
Length, Five Reels.
does not mean it is without strong imaginaThe Story,
tive feeling for the dramatic. The people
Jim Fenton, a good-natured trapper and
in it are vividly, as well as really, those we
hunter,
living
some
twenty or more miles
le and trustworthy in comregard as credib
from Seven Oaks, is thoroughly informal,
mon existence. Without being the story of "Jes
Call MeHeJim"
he insists
the spectators who follow it closely, it has his name.
is alone
in thewhen
world,aslted
but, for
on
the closest possible connection with what
his visits to Seven Oaks he pretends to
e
gh.
becaus
is
This
they have lived throu
milliner there that he is buyof a veritable genius for detail pervading Ireneing ahatspretty
for his mother. He buys more than
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a half dozen in a couple of months. She does
not give him more than kindly attention.
She has taken up the cause of an inventor
named Benedict, who is confined In an insane
dict'sasylum,
little boy.meanwhile looking after Bene\ At a meeting of the townspeople, Irene
urges
an investigation
of Benedict's
case, but
her appeal
is discredited
by BufCum,
the
town's
richest
man.
She
afterwards
bravely confronts him at his house and accuses
him of having made his vast fortune from
Benedict's inventions. Buffum shows her a
bill of sale signed by Benedict, alleging that
the latter sold his inventions for the sum of
five thousand dollars. She is in despair, when
"Jim" tells her not to be worried about the
boy, norto ifthe anything
should
happen
Inventor. "sudden-like"
Jim breaks into
the
asylum and spirits the enfeebled inventor
away from the hell in which he has been
confined. The town Is aroused next day by
the supposed escape of the alleged maniac,
and a reward is offered for his capture dead
or alive.
The search
reaches
Jim's cabin,
but
he succeeds
in hiding
bothto Benedict
and
his
son
until
the
posse
has
gone.
Benedict's
worst enemy is his feeble health. Jim believes the inventor is dying. He sends for
Irene and induces the little boy to pray for
the life of his father. The latter recovers,
but Jimfum.goes
to claimBuffum
the reward
froma BufHe induces
to visit
spot
where Jim claims the inventor is buried.
That night, in a storm, Bufifum is badly
frightened by an apparition of Benedict,
especially when his pistol, from which Jim
has withdrawn the bullets, fails him.
A suit is brought against Buffum for a
large
sum, this
in the
Benedict's
son. Buffum
carries
most name
of hisofpoints
until
Benedict appears. Then it Is shown that the
inventor could not have signed away his
rights. His hand was disabled at the date
of the bill of sale. The Jury finds a verdict
for the
rest of plaintiff,
Buffum. and the court orders the ar• After the trial, self-sacrificing Jim makes
ready to have Irene marry Benedict, much
to their astonishment. His own is greater
when
learns
that She
he, knows
just "Jim,"
is the
choice he
of her
heart.
him through
and through, even to his little lies, but she
loves him in spite of all.
Program and Exploitation CatchUnes: Delightful Comedy Drama with Will Rogers.
Interesting Drama of Great Human Appeal— A Story of the Forests.
Pleasing Story of a Good Natured Trapper
Who Loves a Milliner — She Pays Little
Attention to Him — See How He Wins Her
Affection In This Drama of Heart Interest.
Exploitation Angles: The title in a Rogers
only to show that it is a
is useful
picture
new
offering.
The star is the big point and
the idea is to tell that he is there. Do it
work and do it liberally.
with.paper and press title
a town catchphrase
Work to make the
for a week. Put it on cards and snipes, or
ing.
lack printing facilpaint or chalk it, if you
ities. Do this ahead of the formal advertis"The Broadway Cowboy"
Five-Reel Pathe Western Subject Develops
a Good Comedy Wallop at Close.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
reelingPathe
fivefound in this
dy e,is
comereleas
-runn
light
JOYOUS
A "The
Cowboy," produced
Broadway
by Jesse D. Hampton and capably directed
by Joseph Franz. It is one of those dartions,
out on a highing concoc
agant whichandstart
by the
goodamusi
make
ly extrav
d and
ng
a complicate
force of plane
sheer
plot. It is the same type of subject in
which Douglas Fairbanks has so often
found success. William Desmond, who is
cast as the hero in this production, is
scarcely to be classed as a comedian, but
he wins out none the less because of his
pleasing personality and .general readiness
in the face of difficulties He takes a fall,
with
thriller.his horse, down a cliff that is a real
The story concerns a Broadway actor
who has won success in Western melodrama. The opening scenes picture a stage
play, in which the heroine saves him from
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bei: g lynched. Later in the screen story
he is saved in this identical manner, an
effective return to the original situation
that should delight an audience. There
is also a complicated love affair, in which
the hero finds himself the rival of a sheriff
for the hand of Betty Jordan. The sheriff,
acting on the theory that "all's fair in love
and war," has the hero arrested for horse
stealing, but the latter escapes and survives aseries of misadventures which give
him all he wants of the real West.
One of the pleasant features of the
production is the attractive portrayal of
the heroine by Betty Francisco. Thomas
Delmar plays the hero's rival.
Cast.
Burke Randolph
William Desmond
Betty Jordan
Betty Francisco
Sheriff Pat McCann
Thomas Delmar
Colonel Jordan
J. P. Lockney
A Prisoner-at-large
Paddy Comstock
McGuire
Sheriff
Sims
Clark
Miss Howell
Evelyn Selbie
Story by Byron Morgan.
Scenario by George A. Plympton.
Directed by Joseph Franz.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Burke Randolph, in "A Broadway Cowboy," is playing
a Western
Broadway.
In onein of
the scenesmelodrama
he is savedon
from hanging by the heroine, who cuts the
rope and allows him to ride away. Betty
Jordan, sitting in the audience, is a Montana
girl, who speedily finds herself in love with
Randolph.
meet him
laterin and
Betty pretends she hasTheyknown
Montana.
The
two tell some thrilling stories of a highly fictitious character to Betty's chaperone, of
how they shot Indians together in the West.
Betty returns to Montana and in due time
Randolph's
is billed
to appear who
in a nearby town. play
Sheriff
Pat McCann,
loves
Betty also, finds a picture of Randolph. He
sends it to his neighbor. Sheriff Sims, directing him to lock up Randolph for horse
stealing.
Sims does this, but Randolph
escapes by a clever trick. He comes to see
Betty, but falls in with some yeggs, who
have just robbed a bank. The yeggs quarrel and two of them are fatally shot. Randolph claims the glory of this mighty deed,
the
and later really succeeds in capturing this,
despite
other two robbers. Randolph,
is about to be lynched, when Betty saves
him, just as the girl did in his play. Sheriff
by his duplicity, gives
Pat, when confrontedsuccessful
rival.
up the field to his
Catelilincai WestProgram ernand
ComedyExploitation
Drama with Plenty of Punch.
He was An Actor Who Played in Western
Melodramas in the Kast — Then He Goes
■West — And Finds He Has the Sheriff Heas
His Rival for the Hand of the Girl
Loves — Daring Deeds and Long Laughs
in This Comedy-Drama.
On the Stage the Hero of the Piece Was
Heroine — Then
the Daring
by Company
Saved the
of Players Went to
When
Like Manner
a
in
the West He Is Saved
But by a Pretty Girl of the Plains in an
See This Zippy ComActual Happening—
edy Drama of the Wild West.Desmond If
Play up
Anglen:
Exploitation
but put
he has a drag with your patrons,which
is a
most of your work in on the story,
stuff.
western
straight
the
from
departure
was only a Broad-on
point that hecould
Make your but
make good
that he
way star,
painted Rockies.
the
as
well
as
plains
the real
"The Valley of Ten Thousand
Scientific Fact* Gathered
Smokes"by Expedition to
Mount Katmai Demonitrated by Educational Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
sights that
ONE of the most remarkable ted
in the
the screen has yet presen
way of scientific truths, was seen at
the Criterion Theatre this week, in the
scenes photographed by the National Geographic Society's expedition to investigate
the region of Mount Katmais,, in southwestern Alaska. These picture which are being distributed by the Educational Films
Corporation of America, take the spectator
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Harry Morey as Stephen Hardy,
a burly
fisherman, earnest in his friendships, but
clumsy in his lovemaking, is all that could
be desired — in fact he has never done better work than in this picture. Van Dyke
Brooke as the old fisherman, and Alice Calhoun as his daughter are attractive figures
in the early scenes. Louiszita Valentine as
a despondent character, and Webster
Campbell
as Stephen's
brother,
do
as difficult
work as anyweakling
in the east,
and
do
it
well.
Frank
Norcross
is
also
an outrole.
standing figure in a small but effective
Cast.
Step en Hardy
Harry Morey
Tom Hardy
Webster Campbell
Captain Halcomb
Van Dyke Brooke
Bess Calcomb
Alice Calhoun
The Girl
Louiszita Valentine
Squire Toler
Frank NorcroM
Story
by by
Harry
Dittmar.
Scenario
FredL. Schaefer.
Direction by Edwin L. Hollywood.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.

"Does Thi» Case Suit You?"
AskaPathe
Pat production
O'Malley of released
his sweetie
underIn athenew
title of "Sherry."
over a silent trail to the crater of the great
Mount Katmai.
This mountain lies in an uninhabited portion of Alaska, and of previous years has
belched forth its anger without harm to
any living thing, unless it might be the
wild animals of the vicinity. At least there
were no humans to witness these terrific
eruptions. The latest eruption in 1912 is
believed to be the greatest disturbance of
its kind known to history.
The "Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes"
was created by this eruption, and still supplies undiminished evidences of the great
upheaval, through the presence of hundreds
of smoking fissures or funeroles, and a thick
layer of finely powdered lava still remains
on the snow slopes and glaciers. In addition to the splendid panoramic views of the
valley and its steaming fissures, there is a
thrilling scene in which one of the party
descendes one of the coolest of the fumeroles for the purpose of taking its temperature. Itis a remarkable fact that the
heat of the steam which issues from the
fissures is hot enough in some instances to
melt a bar of lead. An instance of this is
given in the picture. The frying of bacon
is accomplished with ease, providing the
handle on the skillet is long to prevent
your hand
rific heat. from being burned by the terThis is the first time that Katmai has
been photographed. The sight which the
screen presents is not one of inspiration,
but rather one to invoke fear. The smouldering ruins of its latest eruption are not
reassuring, and in pondering the scene one
cannot help wondering how soon the volcano will repeat its fury. The picture provides a fine box office attraction.
"The Sea Rider"
Thrilling Vitagraph Drama Features Harry
Morey and Is Finely Acted by Entire
Cast. I. MacDonald.
Reviewed by Margaret
ONE of the best of the Harry T. Morey
aph is "The
tions aforpartVitagr
produc
of the action of
Sea Rider,"
which takes place in a New England fishing
village. The story is well woven, and the
characterization interesting. Although the
situation in which a man's trust is betrayed
by his brother is not a new one, the manner in which the plot is worked out is interesting. The atmosphere of the picture
appears to be genuine, and the ease with
their respective
which the players handle
roles carries conviction.

The scene of "The Sea Rider" Is set In a
small fishing village on the New England
coast. The principal characters in tl.e story
are
Hardy,Toma sturdy
flsherman;Stephen
his brother
Hardy, young
a weakling;
Bess
Calhoun,young
Stephen's
despondent
woman,sweetheart,
who has andbeena
cheated in love by Tom Hardy.
Stephen Hardy has loved Bess Halcomb
since she was a child, and when her father
dies he feels It his duty to look after Captain Halcomb's family. He finally plucks
up courage to ask Bess to marry him. When
the cottage which he builds for her is nearly
finished and the day for the wedding about
to be away
set, Stephen's
who sees
has
been
on a longbrother
cruise,Tom,
returns,
Bess, falls in love with her, and lures her
affections away from his brother.
Feigning Indisposition Tom allows Stephen
to flu his place on the ship, and when Stephen returns after a long voyage, he finds
that Tom has taken advantage of his absence, and also that his intentions toward
Bess are not of the best. In spite of protests, Stephen calls a minister and forces
Tom to marry Bess. Then he buys a ship
and sails away. On entering New York harbormithe suicide
sees aby young
woman about to comdrowning.
This young woman whom he cares for
until he is ready to set sail, and who Is
persistent In her efforts to stick to Stephen and the ship. Is afterwards discovered
to be a cast-off
sweetheart
In aa
desperate
fight between
Tom ofandTom's.
Stephen
lamp Is overturned, and the ship set on fire.
After a thrilling attempt to get all oft the
boat before the fire reaches the cargo of
gunpowder, an explosion occurs and the
vessel sinks. Tom has previously jumped
In the water and has drowned. The »lrl is
rescued
life
boat. by Stephen and hurried away in a
ProKram and Exploitation CatcliUneai Story
Sweetheart.
of
a Young Man Who Stole His Brother's
Harry
Sea. T. Morey In a Gripping Tale of the
Interesting Story of a Seaman Who Befriended a Penniless Outcast — Through
the Cabin of the Burning Vessel He
Searched for This Pretty Little Waif —
Just Harry
Part ofT. aMorey.
Spectacular Sea Picture
with
E^loltatlom Ansleai Pin this on Morey
and then help him by telling what a good
story It Is. Bear down on the local of the
story and the correctness of the atmosphere.
Just now you can capitalize the vacation
urge
advertising
on Capeby Cod
with Harry"Spend
Moreyyour
and vacation
a lot of
interesting folk."
"Sherry"
Pathe Releases Seven-Reel Edgar L«wU
Production, Based on Story by Georg*
Barr McCutcheon.
Reviewed by Robert C. McBlravy.
release
eel Pathe
THIS
res and
iimisadvedeals
the adventu
with seven-r
Sherinamed
fellow
young
a
of
tures
dan Redpath, who has just run through
half a million dollars. When first seen he
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is
the throes
of a hefinal
"celebration,"
theinclose
of which
hands
the friendlyat
barkeep his last dime and starts for the
Compton woods, there to reflect upon his
past sins and begin a new life. Pat
O'Malley
in the roleof oftheherospectator
catches and
the
instant sympathy
maintains it through the entire story. He
plays the part easily and shows considerable versatility as the story progresses.
There are many light humorous situations
strung along through this subject, which
maintains a comedy pace most of the time,
with occasional dramatic moments thrown
in. There is a touch of mystery and some
brief but satisfactory love scenes. A story
of this type carries the interest along in
an entertaining way, though without any
great degree of suspense. The events
might have been compressed into a less
number of reels, but the continuity is very
good and the leisurely development has
some points in its favor. The scenes are
all laid in pleasant, attractive localities.
Lillian Hall is pretty and vivacious as
the heroine, and takes an exceptional closeup. Alfred Fisher plays admirably the role
of the eccentric old millionaire.
She'» "The Girl Who Dared."
Cast.
pony "Silver" in
and her release.
Edythe Sterling
Sheridan Redpath
Pat O'Malley
this Republic
Morna O'Brien
Lillian Hall
Jimmy Burton
Harry Spingler
Mrs. Compton Maggie Halloway Fisher
"Dollars and Sense"
Barney Doyle
Richard Cummings
Andrew Oilman
Alfred Fisher Delightful Mixture of Romance and ComMrs. Oilman
Will Jeffries
mercialism in Goldwyn's Version of •
His Pal
Scott McKee
Octavus Roy Cohen's Story, StarStory by George Barr McCutcheon.
ring Madfe Kennedy.
Scenario by Frances Ouihan.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
Directed
"by
Edgar
Lewis.
Length, Seven Reels.
and
ars ism,
human
The Story.
" with
LY its
optim
youthisful"Doll
SenseING
APPEAL
its fine pathos, its quick humor. It is
Sheridan
Redpath,
hero
of
"Sherry,"
Is
the
last member of a wealthy family. He has a story of everyday people and of every
been living a high life and as the story opens day experience, but it is not commonplace.
is just finishing up the job of spending half As interpreted for the screen, the story
a million dollars. Sherry is well liked by the furnishes most attractive entertainment. It
barkeepers and a policeman named Barney is light without being frivolous, sentimental
Doyle is his particular friend. When he is without being maudlin. The director has
entirely out of funds, Sherry bids his friends shown the same power that the author has
good-bye and goes to the Compton woods,
where he expects to sober up and give nature in keeping an even artistic balance and in
a chance to straighten him out.
aining that rare quality of conmaint
sistency.
He meets a young girl, named Morna
The romance between a poor baker and
O'Brien,
who Mrs.
is running
her
grandmother,
Compton.away
Sherryfrom
carries
an ex-show girl, her attempts at building
h r grips for her and they are caught in a up his business and their miserable failure
rain storm. He induces the girl to return because of being two philanthropic by nato
her home and thus wins the grandmother's
ture, are depicted in charming style. The
gratitude.
period before the happy solution of their
After this adventure he procures work worries
is one of real suspense, and its
with Andrew Oilman, a wealthy old man who
has not spoken to his wife for twelve years. tor.
treatment brings fresh honors to the direcSome burglars come to rob the house, one
Madge Kennedy never misses a point.
of them
SherryThey
effects the being
cautureOilman's
of both stepson.
these fellows.
Her
faculties for portraying delicate emoescape later and he assists the police in
tion and piquant humor are a source of conrounding them up again. The stepson accitinuous admiration. Some of her best,
dentally shoots his mother and then commost characteristic work is during the
mits suicide. Prior to this Sherry also saves champagne
scene, and at the crisis when
Mr. Oilman from committing a crime while her sweetheart
falls in a faint. Her cossleep walking.
tumes
are
adorable but appropriately
The hero again meets Morna and wins
her away from his rival, Jimmy Burton, who simple. Kenneth Harlan, playing opposite
had tried to break down his resolution to shows a like sympathy with his role, and
stop drinking. Morna makes him a leap Willard Louis manages a rather difficult
year proposal. Later he is taken into part- part with shrewdness. The settings are of
nership with Oilman.
that lend authenticity to the story
Program and Exploitation Catcbllnesi Story aandsortexcellent
photographic results have
of the Adventures of a Toung Man Who
been
attained.
Has Run Through Half a Million Dollars
The Cast.
— See How He Changes His Habits and
Madge Kennedy
Haunts and Is Made a Hero in the Byes Hazel Farron
David Rogers
Kenneth Harlan
of the Girl He Loves.
Geoffrey
Stanhope
Willard Louis
Heart Interest Story of a Fellow Who Car- Daisy
Florence Deshon
ries the Orips for a Pretty Girl Who Is
Richard Tucker
Running Away — It Is He That Persuades Geo. Garrison
Her to Return Home — This Is the Start
Story by Octavus Roy Cohen.
of a New Life for This Fellow Who Had
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Been Hitting the High Spots.
Length, Five Reels.
Exploitation Angriest Your best selling anThe Story.
is thewith
use some
of McCutcheon's
him gleup
of his best name,
known linking
books.
One of the chorus girls from an unsuccessful Broadway show is Hazel Farron. On
For Jazz you have the title for these dry
times, and the situation of the young man
one of her last nights before the footlights
wealthy broker, Geoffrey Stanhope, becomes
■\ ho ran through half a million dollars. You ainterested
in her and takes her to a midnight
can get a good competition on "What would
He is disappointed in her when she
you
halfsavings
a milllnbank
dollars."
can meal.
refuses to drink, but promises himself that
also dotie with
up the
on thisYouangle,
and you can go it pretty strong If the bank he will see her again and persuade her to
has any live wires.
adopt his view of life.

Several days later when she is reduced to
her last two cents, she passes a tempting
bakery window and under the pretext of
buying food for a hungry little dog, asks
for two cents worth of stale buns. One of
her pennies falls into a crack in the floor
and the baker notes her confusion and suspects the cause. She recalls her first orde?
andWhile
asks biting
for only
intooneone cent's
of theworth.
buns, in th»
park, her teeth come in contact with something hard, and she discovers a silver dollar
in each of the buns. She rushes back and
returns the money to Rogers, the attractive
young man in the bake-shop. A conversation
ensues and results in her being hired as manager of the establishment whereupon she
decides to save Rogers from ruining himself
by giving so much of his goods away to the
poor. They only get deeper and deeper into
debt and
finally that
Rogershe becomes
down
in health
is obligedso tobrokengo to
the hospital to recuperate.
Stanhope sistance.
thenHazel refuses
shows upat and
asfirst offers
but is his
forced
to go to him later when Rogers is threatened
with complete ruin. Stanhope offers to save
the bakery for Rogers, if Hazel will "do her
part." For
sweetheart's
she at
con-a
sents. Sheher
is told
to meet sake
Stanhope
hotel on the very night when Rogers is released from the hospital. She visits Rogers,
bids him good-bye and keeps her appointment with Stanhope. But Stanhope has a
surprise for both of them. All three meet
in a suite at the hotel where Stanhope has
arranged a bridal supper and has summoned
a minister. Rogers and Hazel then understand.
Program
and Sense"
Elxploltatlon
CatehUnes: "Dol-lars and
— A Heart-Touching
Romance Between a Baker and a Show-Girl.
They were Philanthropic But They Weren't
Practical — They Were Lacking in "Dollars and Sense"
— ButHappened
Not in Kindnessand Love.
See What
to Them.
Two Buns for a Cent, Her Last Cent!
She Bit Into Them and Found Two Silver
Dollars. Back to the Bakery She Went,
and Found — Romance.
"Dollars and Sense" — The Story of Two'
Young Poverty-stricken Philanthropists
and How Their Generosity Nearly Bankrupted Them.
Elxploitatlon Angles: Play up the author
but go to some pains to explain that this
is not one of the negro stories for which he
is famous, but the romance of a stranded
show girl and a philanthropic baker. Play
up Miss Kennedy as well, but the chief interest should lie in this story. You should
be able to hook up with bakers, but try for
as many displays of stills as possible to show
that this story is "white."
"Modern Centaurs"
Educational Films Corporation Has Thrilfing PicturesHorsemanship.
of Portuguese Military
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ONEthat ofhasthebeen
mostexhibited
remarkable
in thispictures
country on expert horsemanship is "Modern Centaurs," which is being handled by
the Educational Film Corporation of
America, and was exhibited at the Strand
Theatre during the week of May 23. The
scenes of the film demonstrate the skill
of Portuguese cavalry in riding over rough
country. Opening with horses and riders
descending a broad stairway from the
splendid housing quarters of the equines, a
cross-country ride is indulged in, followed
by hair-raisHg stunts, such as leaping
from one h.gh embankment to another in
the course of a breakneck chase, or into
midstream, urged by their riders at a relentless pace. Not infrequently horse and
man turn a somersault, which it is hard
to believe will not end fatally; and still
they rally and go at it again, nor do they
falter at obstacles to follow.
This demonstration of equestrian skill,
scaling the deepest slopes, reducing to simplicity feats at whijh the ordinary rider
would shudder, pressing fearlessly onward
to the conquest of apparently impossible
situations, is a sight well worth seeing.
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Film

Release

Dates

Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
The Six Best CeUars (Bryant WaBhbum)-L — May
May 29—— AThePeatherhead
Teeth of thePhysician.
Law.
4&2J Ft.; VoL 43; P-941.
May
16
—
Lounge
Lizards of the Jungle
On
With
the
Dance
(Mae
Murray
—
Super
FOX FILM CORPORATION
May
23
—
Stars
of
Stage
and
Bcreen.
Special)
-L — 6481 Ft. VoL 43; P-ltIS; Sa.
1S60.
May 30 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
TheP-16SS).
Amateur Wife (Irene Castle). VoL 41;
43;
SPECIALS.
Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton — L — S.tCl
Ft.). VoL 43; P-1527; C-R; VoL 44; P-114.
Tbe Strongest (Ar.-Star) — Vol. 42; P-12S4; Huckleberry
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Finn (S^per Special) — ^L-7,1S(
C-R-Vol. 44; P-lii.
P-1191.
ft. Vol 43; P-1290; Ex. SSC; C-R VoL 44;
P-455.
Should a Husband Forsive? Vol.
Wtile New York Sleeps All-Star).
Tonng Mrs. Wlntlirop (Etkel caayton) — L —
WILLIAM FARXrM SERIES.
Jubllo
(Will
VoL 42; P-1M7.
4.787 ft. Vol 42: P-1I8S: C-R 2««2.
Flame of
the Rogers).
Desert ((^raldine
Farrar). VaL
HeartVol.String^s
(William
Farnum
—
Six
Parts)
43; P-29S; C-R, P-161S.
42;
P-24C.
Cvp of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Hcleoe
The .Adventurer
(William Famnm — Sii Alarm CHock Andy (Cbarles IUy)-L — (9St Ft. The Crhadwick).
VoL 41; P-1291.
Parts).
Vol 41; P-1291.
P-134. Vol 43; P-1650; C-R; VoL 44:
FollyP-J17J.
(Marion Darlee). VoL 42; P-18M;
Pinto (Mabel Normand). VoL 41; P-140.
The Orphan t William Farnnm — Six Re«ls). .\prllC-R,
Toby's Bow (Tom Moore). VoL 42; P-llll.
44; P-S55;
His House in Order (Slsie Ferguson) -Lr-4t4S
The VoL
Trouble
Makers.C-R. P-1105.
The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
ft. Vol 43: P-llS!.
44; P-460; Ex. 94S.
TOM MIX SEIRIES.
Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4,707 ft. The VoL
Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Yti.
43; Comes
P-1S37;to C-R
The Feud (Tom Hue). VoL 43; P-1008: C-B MarvVolEllen
41; P-1115. Ex. t<5.
Tovn455.(Dorotky 61ah).
L-4704 Ft: Vol 43; P-1«I0.
The Daredevil (Tom Mix). VoL 43: P-2005.
The Bloonain^g Angel (Madge Kennedy). VoL
Excuse
(Wallace
Desert Lcve. VoL 44; P-599.
414. My41; Dust
Vol
P-2«03;
C-R-VoLRold44;— Lr-41t(
P-299; Ft.;
Bx.
The Terror. VoL 44; P-1235.
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). VoL
3 Gold Coins.
41; P-1290.
FOX EXTERTArXME?nrS.
My —Lady's
(Jarter
(Toumeur
Produotlon)—
Li
The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom 0>me (Jaak
4S23
Ft.
Vol
43;
P-1827
;
C-R.
P-Tll.
The Square Shooter iBuck Jones).
Plckford). Vol 41; P-1522.
Easv to Get (Marguerite dark) — L — t.ll» ft.
Vol
43;
P-1S7S:
C-R
2002.
Duds (Torn Moors).
Her ?-.-<:
E'.ephan:
Man : (Shirlev Mason. VoL 43:
: :^x.
Water. Water. Everywhere (Will Rocsra).
APRIL.
The Last Stri:\- .Buck Jones). VoL 43; P-1115.
VoL
The He'.: S-:p . Madlaine Traverse). VoL 43; Treasure Island (Super-Special — Tonraev).
S5. 43; P-1113; C-R, ToL 44; P-458:
L
—
5.143
ft;
Vol
44;
P-o«0;
C-R,
P-II7.
Partners
the Klght. ToL 41; P-lt42: C-B.
FaithDevH
.Pessr^Hr".ar.dV
43; P-1681. VoL
Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick). L-5001
Vol 44;of P-711.
The
s Riddle
(GladysVoLBrockweU).
ft. VoL 44; P-4»9.
43; P-1S40.
Dangerous Days (Rex Beach PredasUea).
The Cost (Violet Hemlng). L— «.647 ft; VoL
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh). ToL
VoL 43; P-2175.
44: P-141: C-R. P-S57.
43; P-2173.
The
False
Road
(Enid
Bennett
—
Ince).
ToL
The
Street Called Straight (Basil Klaa — All
MollvC-Rand455.I (Shirley Mason). VoL 44; P-1S8:
Star>. Vol 41; P-129t; C-B VoL 44T>-U4.
44; Island
P-724. (Hondini). L-5, 813 Ft, VoL 44;
The
Woman in Room It (Pauline Fredertak).
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
VoL 44: Terror
P-561: C-P„ P-1105.
P-142: C-R 455.
VoL 44; P-118; C-R, P-597; Ex. 141.
The Hart.
ToU Gate
(Super-Special
—
William
B.
Leave
It
to
Me
(William
Russell).
VoL
44;
PThe
Woman
P-721. and the Puppet (Geraldla* FarL-5590 ft.; VaL 44; P-727; OB,
T39.
S57.
rar— Seven Keels). VoL 44; P-141: O-WL.
The Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse). VoL 44; Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde (Super Special). ToL
P-303; C-R. P-597.
The
Strange
Boarder (Will Rogers). V*L 44;
44;
P-239;
C-R.
P-7;3;
El.
1086.
The Mother of His Children (Gladvs BrockP-72S; C-R, P-979.
3Iay.
weU). VoL 44; P-45S; C-R. P-857.
Out of the Storm (Barbara C^tleton). VoL
Would Ton Forgive? (Vivian Rich). VoL 44;
44; P-1107.
Whv Why Change Tour Wife? (Cecil
P-724: C-R. P-9T9.
BRAY PlCrOGRAFHS.
Tbe Dead Line (George Walsh). VoL 44; PM:!!- -j^- -• -1 — 7. 175 ~
Vol B.41;De-P9S0: C-R, P-H05.
(One ReeL)
Mrs. T
n (Bryant Washburn).
Forbidden
Trails
(Buck
Jones).
VoL
44;
Wireless
Telephony.
P-1234.
Vc;
P-1233; L-4138 Ft.
Pheasants.
Aristocrats
of BlrdlaniL
line
The Ses. V.C: .j = ;r£:e Melford Special). L- Professor B. Flat. A Musical
The
of G
Novelty:ason).Traverse).
Love 5r'.-"-"s Harvest
Ft.;
VoL
44;
P-1236.
Guardians
of
Our
Gatewaya
Traverse),
The Iron Heart
rell).
Famous Robberies.
The Vol.
Dancin'
Reid). L-4124 Ft.;
^hite Lies "Gladys Erccki
44: Fool
P-9S2;(Wallace
C-P>. P-1233.
High (Tost
of Courting.
A Ladv in Love (Ethel Clayton). VoL 44: P- Taos
The sell).
Twins of Suffering Creek (William RusIndians
and Other Subjects.
1238.
ReeL)
FORD 'One
EIDrCinOXALS.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich).
Comedlem.
ExtraordlKary
Spedala.
Salome (The<3a
Barai.
Jan. 4 — Eventide.
April 4— Gee Whli cSennett — Two Reels).
The Honor System (.All-Star).
Jan.
Bubble.Kida.
April 18 — TheReels).
Gingham Girl (Bennett — Two
Jan. 1116 —— Just
A Da-?r.ter of the Gods (Annette KellerJan.
25—
Taken with a Grain of SalL
man
'
.
e
AprU
11
—
Ship
Ahoy:
(Al
St.
John
—
Two
Cleopatra fTheda Bara).
Reels).l
Feb. 1 — The Flowing Road.
Lee Mlserahles (William Farnnm).
Feb. S— De-Light.
May 1— Fresh from the City (Bennett).
Feb. 13 — In Higher Spheres.
SrXSHIVE COMEDIES.
May 9— Spring i DeHaven).
Feb. 22 — Silverware.
Shoald Dummies Wed?
May
23
— Let
"er GoCheaters
iSennett).
Feb.
May
10—
Beating
vl^eHaven).
Girls and Gunpowder.
Mar. 297—— -nck-Tock.
Broken Silence.
Monkey Baslness.
Mar.
14 — With Every MeaL
Oh: What a Knight.
rsis— ■! Hill Kill(One
HolBca
Mar. 21 — Alligator Hunt.
ReeL) Tn-rel Plervrca.
Marys Little Lobster.
His Musical Sneexe.
Mar. 7 — Bustling Bmssels,
Mar. 14 — Kingdom of the Tellow Robe.
MrTT A3m JEFF.
Mar. 21 — Strassburg Redeemed.
The
Toy
Makers.
The Taneo Dancers.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Mar. 284—— Martyred
The Boys" Cities.
Big Club.
One Round Jeff.
Apr.
Apr. 11 — The Franco-Britlrti Rblna
A3 Raisens
Trip to and
Mars.a Cake of Teaat.
Apr. IS — Up-Country In Slam.
Departed Spirits.
Apr. 25 — In Lovely Lorraine.
-FLTIirG A" SPECIALS,
The Myscerv of the Galvanized Iron Amh Can. May 2 — in Happy Alsace.
Six Feet Four (William Rnssell). TaL U;
The Breakfast Food Industry.
May 9— An Oriental Sing Sing.
May IS — Artistic Antwerp.
Bve P-184.
m Exile (CharlotU Walker). TaL U;
Mav 23 — Musko and Musume of Nippon.
May 10 — Battlefields of France.
T*e
Valley
of Tomorrow (William RasssU),
FAMOUS PLATERS-LASKY
VoL
P-461.(Mme. Marguerite de Sylra);
(One ReeL)
The Vol
Honey41;
Bee
Mar. 7 — Popping the» Question.
44; P-600.
Mar. 14 — Reclaiming the Ererglades.
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher)Mar. Jl — (Jame Trails of the Southland.
Fekraary.
Mar. ti — The Song FactoryVoL
P-2C11;
C-R VoL
44; P-114.
Slam
Bang41: Jtan
(WllUam
Russell).
April 4— The Zero Hour In Art.
DmMcVoL Speed
(Wallace
Reld)-L — 4144 Ft.;
The Thirtieth Piece of SUver (Margu^ta
41 P-944:
C-R- P-2172.
J^prll 11 — Tailoring In MetaL
P-981.Jerome Bddy).
All-of-a-Sudden Pegffv (Marguerite Clark)- .April 1? — Mental .Acrobatica
The FUheDHouse of VoL
Toys 44;(Helen
L — 4448 Pt.; VoL 41: P-m4.
April 25 — The Kurse of the Tenement*.
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Comments, and "R'' to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramasP-301.
are five reels in length.
The White Dove (H. B. Warner) — ^VoL 44:
Releases for Week of May 2.
Dollar for Dollar (Prank Keenan). Vol. 44; A Woman Who Understood (Bessie BarrlP-727; C-R, P-857.
scale). Vol. 44: P-I39; C-R. P-597.
W. W. HODKINSON
No. ace).
12 of Daredevil Jack (The Unseen MenThe Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
C-R; (Carlyle
P-455. Blackwell) — Vol.
No. Reels).
5 of Trailed by Three (Burled Alive).
The 44;
ThirdP-302;
Woman
The Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two
43; P-2174; C-R-Vol. 44; P-299.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GHBAT
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859.
AUTHORS PICTURES, Inc.
Drink Review
Hearty No.
(Harry
49. Pollard — One Reel).
The Devil's Claim (Se.ssue Hayakawa). Vol.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol. Pathe
P-984. Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). Vol.
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
53.
43; P-297; C-R, P-1619.
The 44;
Fortune
Pathe News No. 36 and 37 (May 5 — May 8).
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
44;
P-1107. Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barrlscale).
Releajtew for Week of May 9.
The Notorious
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton), The Miracle
of Money (Margaret Seddon and
Vol. 44; P-1108.
Vol.
44;
P-980;
C-R,
P-1105.
Bess Gearheart Morrison), Vol. 44; PSupreme Comedies.
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
Mollie's Mumps.
P-1105.Jack (Baiting the Trap).
No. 13860;of C-R,
Daredevil
J. PARKER READ, JR.. PRODUCmOlf 9.
Her Novel Idea.
6 of Trailed by Three (Wanted for Bur- Artistic Temperament.
The Lone Wolfs Daughter (Louise Glaum — No. glary).
In Room 202.
Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Trotting
Through Turkey (Harry Pollard — Come Into the Kitchen.
One
Reel).
Sex P-201I.
(Louise Glaum — Seven Reels). Vol. 4>; Pathe Review
Take Doctor's Advice.
No. 50.
Oh, You Kid! MARTIN JOHNSON.
Topics
of the Day No. 54.
15).News
DEITRICH-BECK, Inc.
Pathe
Noa.
38
and
39
(Shipped
May
18,
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Tb» Bandbox (Six Parts — Dorla Kenyon).
Recruiting in the Solomons.
Relea*ea for Week of Hay Id.
The Harvest Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Six
The City ofin Broken
Men.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-301; C-R, P-723.
No. 14 of Daredevil Jack (Terrible VenMarooned
the SouthOld Seas.
I>IAI< FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
geance).
7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pasha'B February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
King; Spruce (Mitchell Lewis — Seven Reell). No. Harem).
Sons of Salooskin.
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R. Vol. 44; P-72S.
No. Shave
2 of Bringing
Up Bother (Father's Cloao Ghosts of Romance.
ARTCO PRODWeriONS.
— Two Reels).
a Maid No.
(Harry
Cynthia-of-the-Mlnute
(Leah
Balrd — Six Nearly
Parts).
Pathe Review
61. Pollard — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 65.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
22). Nos. 40 and 41 (Shipped May It
Live P-777.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 4S; PatheandNews
lUlw— lev We«k of May 23.
P-H91.
180,000
Vol. 4t;
Fair and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 43:
P-1286.(J. Warren Kerrigan).
Simple Souls (Blanche Sweet — Six Reels).
44; P-989; C-R, P-1233.
The Dream CTheater (J. Warren Kerrigan). No. Vol.
15 of Daredevil Jack (The Triple (Thase). The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, V«l. 44; P-299.
8 of Trailed by Three (The Brand of Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 43:
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1284. No. Fire).
P-63; C-R, P-1619.
JOSEPH LEVERING PUODUOTIONS.
Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts).
1 of The Third Bye (Warner Oland and The Vol.
His Temporary Wife (Rubyt» de Remer). Vol. No. Eileen
43; P-465; C-R, P-1619; Ex. 1223.
Percy
—
Serial
—
The
Poisoned
Dag43; P-778; C-R 2002.
The
Right
P-1116; of
C-R Way
2002. (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43:
ger).
All
Dressed
Up
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
Pathe Review No. 52.
The Walk-Offs (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
Topics of the Day No. 66.
43; P-938.
PatheandNews
Than
Death
(Nazlmova — Seven
29). Nos. 42 and 43 (Shipped May 26 Stronger
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
Nothing
But the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six
Release* for Week of May SO.
P-773.
Parts). Vol. 43; P-468.
Sherry
(Pat O'Malley — Seven Reels).
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 48:
Releanea for Week of April 4.
venge).
No.
9
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Pasha's
ReLifting Shadows (Bmmy Wehlea — Six Reels)
Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
No. Death).
2 of the Third Eye (The Pendulum of The Vol.
—Vol. 44; P-189; C-R-Vol. 44; P-J»».
43; P-1527; C-R 2002.
No. of15 Victory).
of The Adventures of Ruth (The Key
— Old C-R,
LadyP-723.
31 (Emma Dunn) — Vol. 44:
No. Vaughn).
3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss MarchP-301;
No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Gland and
March — Shore Acres (Alice Lake — Six Reels).
Grab the
Ghost
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned Dag- Pathe
Vol. 44; P-135; C-R, P-723.
Review No. 53.
ger), Vol. 44; P-1108.
April — Dangerous ot Men (Viola Dana). VoU
Topics of the Day No. 57.
No. 8 of Daredevil Jack (BUndlni^ Hate).
44; P-598; C-R, P-979.
News5).No. 44 and 45 (Shipped June 2 and
No. 1 of Bringing Up Father Serine (Jlggs In PatheJune
April — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell —
Society — Two Reels).
Six
Reels).
44; P-456;
Harry
Pollard
Comedy
(One
Reel>.
Release*
for
Week
of
June
0.
April — The
Hope Vol.
(Special
Cast). C-R, P-857.
Pathe Review No. 45.
The Little Cafe (Max Llnder).
April
—
The
Heart
of
a
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
49.
ket).
Seven Reels). Vol. 44;Child
P-459; (Nazlmova
C-R, P-857.—
No. 10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave MarPathe No. 28 and 29.
AprilDana).
— Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Viola
Path).
Release* for Week of April 11.
— Pine Feathers (May Allison).
The Blood Barrier (Sylvia Brearaer — Rokert No. 3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction's April
.\pril — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
Gordon
You're Review
Pinched No.
(Harry
P-728. — Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-30e; C-R, Pathe
54. Pollard — One Reel).
April—
Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
Vol.Burning
44; P-1108.
No. 9ery).
of Daredevil Jack (Phantoms of TreachTopics News
of theNos.
Day 46No.and58'. 47 (Shipped June 9 Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
Pathe
and
12).
Vol.
No. town).
2 of Trailed By Three (Trapped in ChinaReels).44; P-1235.
Releases for Week of June 13.
May — Four Horsemen (All-Star Cast — Six
No. Urap).
11 of Trailed by Three (The Torture
Harry
Pollard
Comedy
(One
Reel)
Pathe Review No. 48.
May Cast
— The— SixMarriages
Reels). of Mayfair (All-Star
No. 4 of the Third Eve (Daggers of Death).
Topics
of theNo.Day30 and
No. 31.
60.
Reels).
Pathe News
Start the Show (LaPlant — One Reel).
May — The Temple of Dawn (Bert Lytell — SIX
High and
Dry No.
(Harold
Releases for Week of April 18.
Review
55. Lloyd — Two Reels).
May—Lewis
A Daughter
of the Snows (Mitchell
— Six Reels).
After Thirty No. 2 (The Stimulating Mrs. Pathe
Topics of the Day No. 59.
Barton
(Mrs.
Sydney
Drew
—
Two
Reels).
Pathe
News
No.
48
and
49
(Shipped
June
16
and
19).
No. struction).
10 of Daredevil Jack (Paths of DeNo. 8South
of Trailed
Seas). by Three (The Tyrant of the
Harry
Pollard No.
One -Reel
Pathe Review
47. Comedy.
ROBERTSON-COLE
Topics of the Day No. 51.
Reels).
Jan. — 11Two
— Only
a Farmer's Daughter (Sennett
Pathe News No. 32, S3.
Release* for Week of April 2S.
The
Luck
of
Geraldlne
Laird
(Bessie
Barrls— Mabel's
Speed Cop (Mabel Normanfl
— One-Reel).
Rio Grande (Rosemarv Theby — Allan Sears —
P-466.
cale). Vol. 43; P-1118; C-R Vol. 44; Jan. —ISSennett
Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-fiOO; C-R. P-979.
25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton).
No. 11 of Daredevil Jack (Flames of Wrath). Seeing It Through (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 48; Jan.
Feb.
1
—
His
Baby
Doll (One Reel).
P-597.
No.
4 ofPollard
TrailedComedy
by Three(One(TheReel).
Prison Ship).
Vol. 43; P-1523; Ex. 1799.
Reels).Dancing Master (Alice Lake — •
Feb. Two8 — The
Harry
Who's
Your
Servant?
Vol.
43;
P-1841;
C-R,
Pathe Review No. 48.
Feb. 15— Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish).
Topics of the Day No. 62.
Flame of Hellgate (Beatrix Ulchelena).
Feb. 15 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Pathe News Nos. 34 and 36 (April 25, May 1) The Vol.
Feb. 22— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
48; P-2807.
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O. HENRY PEATURJES.
Releases for Week of May 17.
(Two Reels).
The Girl In No. 2» (Frank Mayo).
The
Passing
of Black Eagle (Joe K.yMi>.
No. Fuse).
IS of Elmo the Fearless (The Bnrnlng
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star).
Thimble,
Thimble
(All-Star).
No. Hills).
4 of The Moon Riders (Vultures of the An
Afternoon
Miracle.
A
Ruler
of
Men.
TooReel).
Many Burglars (Lyons-Moran — One
Releaaea for Week of April 6.
The Road to Divorce (Mary Macl-aren). Vol. He Loved Like He Lied (William Irving and
Consuela
Henley — No.
Two St.Reels).
43; P-1840.
Screen Magazine
No. Knife).
9 of Elmo the Fearless (The Assaasln'a New
FIRST NATL EXHIBITORS
International News No. 27 and 28 (Shipped
May 18 and 21).
Ko. 15 of The Lion Man (The Furnace of
Fury).
Releases for Week of May 24.
Downing
Reel). An Uprising (Lyons-Moran — One
Kentueky (AniU &!t«wart). ToL «•(
The Pathe She Chose (Anne Cornwall). Vol. I> OM
P-14S; C-R. P-1«1S; L-7e4» ft.. Be lOa.
MajorWolfAllen's
Animal
Hunt
(The
Story
of
the
44;
P-12S7.
— One Reel).
The
Thunderbolt
(Katherlne MmDooaM.
Ho. Intrigue).
16 of Klmo the Fearless (The Ho»ae of
A Champion
L-4J40; Vol. 43; P-4i3.
Two Reels).looser (June Love— Rainbow —
Ko. i of The Moonriders (The Death Trap).
Heart o' the Hills (Mary Plckf»rd). L-MM;
WhenFrank
the Cougar
Called (Mag-da
Lane and Caught
Vol. 4«; P-aS3.
in the End (Lyons-Moran — One Re^).
Burns — Western
— Two Reels).
The Beauty Market (Katherlae MaoDMMkU^.
The Two
Tale Reels).
of a Dog (Brownie-Centtiry
Dog —
„
Jnternational News No. 15.
L-6018; Vol. 43; P-774.
New Screen Magazine No. 60.
Huson aad
For —(Mart
international News No. 16.
Fought
andLane
Two Weeks (Constance Talmadge). L-Mtl;
Bought
Reels).
Two
Western
—
Magda
Releases for Week of April 12.
Vol. 43; P-»l».
New Screen Magazine No. 67. _
JJo. Bullet).
10 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal
Even as Eve (Grace Darling). L-SIIT; Vol.
International News No. 2t and 30 (Shipped
May
25
and
28).
43;
P-1681.
No. 16 of The Lion Man (The Relentlees
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma 1WRenegades).
Releasees for Week of May 31madge). L-6078; Vol. 41; P-461.
jStop Reel).
That Wedding
(Lyons-Moran — One
But the Truth (Lyons-Morao — The River's End (Marshall Nellaa) — L — (534:
Everythi
Five ngReels).
International News No. 17 (Shipped April IS). No
Vol. 41; P-li2S: Ex. S70, C-R, ToL 44; P721.
17
of
Elmo
the
Fearless
(The
Trap).
JDog Reels).
Gone Clever (Century Wonder Dog — Two
of MysVol. 43; P-1523; Ex. 670.
tery). ^ XI
1\
the Moonriders (The Caves
P-134. of a Sinner (Constance Talmadfa)International News No. 18 (Shipped April 16). No. 6 of
In Search
New Screen Magazine No. 61.
an — One Reel).
(Lyons-Mor
Tip
Friend's
His
1^5468 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2006; C-R. ToL 44;
Lillian
and
Mann
(Harry
Muddle
An Artist's
The Texas Kid (Hoot Gibson-Western — Two
Byron — Two Reels).
Reels)— C-Vol. 44; P-803.
Sex (Mildred Harris CbapMn)and Fought For (Mart Huson and The LInferior
Bought
Releases for Week of April 19.
— 5695 Ft.; Vol. 4S; P-2176; VoL 44.
Magda Lane — Western — Two Reels).
Ex.
949.
Hre Five-Foot Highness (Edith Roberts).
New
Screen MagazineNos.
No. 3168'.and 32 (Shipped
International
The Family Honor (King W. Vldor). VoL
C-R. (In
P-723.
June 1 and News
4).
No Vol.
17 of 44;
The P-302;
Lion Man
Cruel Clutches).
44;
P-859. Miss Lisle (Kathsrtne MaoDonald).
The
Notorious
No! 11 of Elmo the Fearless (The Temple of
the Dragon).
„ ,^
March 1 — The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
Somebodv Lied (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R. P-979.
(Zip Monberg-Virginia WarA Jazzy janitor
VITAGRAPH
March
Dancer (David Wark
wick— Two Reels).
828. 22 — TheVol.Idol
Griffith).
44; P-137; C-R, P-617; Be
Hill —
Perrln-Josephine
(Jack Reels).
He Man— Two
One Western
Vol. 44; C-462.
March 29 — The Woman Who Gives (Noma
International News No. 19 (Shipped April 20).
Talmadge). Vol. 44; P-460; C-R, P-M7.
International News No. 20 (Shipped April 23).
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
April 4 —dredPolly
of the Storm Conntry (MilNew Screen Magazine No. 62.
Harris Chaplin).
Joyce—Seven
(Alice.
Duchess
Sporting10
ReleaaeN for Week of April 211.
The PApril
11
—
Don't
Ever
(Marshall
Nellan
Ex.
P-697;
86
C-R,
_
Reels) vol. 43; P-1840;
Production). Vol. Marry
44; P-726;
C-R, P-979.
(Tsurl Aoko). Vol. 44; P-«01;
Lips
Txjcked
April
18
—
The
Love
Expert
(Constaace
TalCR,
P-857.
,
P44;
Swift .Earle Williams). Vol.
No. 18 of The Lion Man (In the Nick of Captain
madge-John Emerson — Anita Loos ProP-979.
728; C-R.
Time).
duction),
Vol.
44;
P-860;
C-B^
P-ll»6.
Six
—
Joyce
(Alice
Woman
Dollars and the
12 of Elmo the Fearless (Crashing
No. Through).
April 25 — Passion'sL-5968
Playground
Ft.; Vol. (Katharine
44; P-981.
(Silver May MacDonald)—
O'DooneVol.(James
Marge Reels).
ge of Seven
The^o*u?i
No. —1 Over
of The theMoonPrecipice).
Riders (Art Accord Serial
3
—
The
Yellow
Typhoon
(Anita Stewart).
P-12J8.
44;
CTurwood—
Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1238.
May
David Wark
GrtlBth
ProduetleB.
Out Tour Husband (Lyons-Moran — One
Pick Reel).
STAR FRODUCnONS.
June
1431 —— Marshall
Nellan
Produetloa.
28 — Constance Talmadge Prodaetloa.
Lion Paws and Ladle Fingers (Century Lions
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol. June
July 19 — Tee or No? (Norana TalBBadjre).
Two Reels).
, ^
2 — Curtain (Katherine MacDonald).
The Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine
Wherf'a^Man
43 ■ P- 63 4. Loves (Barle WHllams). Vol. August
August 16— Jaek Knife Man (King Vldor).
Hill — Western — Two Reels).
August
30
— (CTharles
Forty-five
International News No. 21 and 22 (Shipped
P-464. Vol.
Vol. T.4S; Morey).
Love).(Harry
(BessieHour
Pegeeii
way
Ray). Minutes from BroadDarkest
ThI
April 27 and 30).
New Screen Magazine No. 63.
Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie). VoL 48;
The P-944.
Releases for Week of May S.
Collateral (Corinne Grifllth). Vol.
Human
P-7JI;
43" P-77B
(Harry Carey). Vol. 44;
Bunet-Proof
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
C-R. P-857.
_ .
No. 13 of Elmo the Fearless (The Hand on
Morey). Vol.
(Harry T. Griffith).
a Soul (Corinne
The Birth atof'Eleven
Vol.
Deadline
the Latch).
P-200S.
Masked Ma- The 43;
No. 2 of The Moon Riders (The
Way (Anita Stewart).
More ExceUent
rauders). „
Shadow
(Ben Wilson — Berlal).
Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol. 44; The
Garter
The
P-984.
ChainsScreaming
of Evidence
(^i.ll-Star).
Reel).
One
Why Lee! (Lyons — Moran —
High
Speed
(Gladys
Hnlette
and Mward
P-726.
HuntThe
Sea
Rider
(Harry
T.
Morey).
Animal
Allen's
(Major
TigerOneHand
).
Reel
„ , „ , ^ ZlmBarle).of theVol.North
43; P-4$7.
...
Clover's Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
Carmen
(Anna Bosa). VoL 44;
Celeste
—
Cole
(Lyn
Riot
A Restaurant
15
—
Duncan
(William
Avenger
Silent Serial).
.
The Episode
llck — Two Reels). , „
P-2SJ.
Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and R^lph
Percey —
(Hoot Glfcson
Tracks
•WolfTwo
Hand (Antonio Moreno — 15 The Kellard)—
InvisibleSerial).
).— Thelma
Vol. 43; P-1I4I; C-R-VoL f*i
Reels
.
, . The Episode
(Shipped
24
and
2S
Nos.
News
l
Internationa
I.ARRY SEMOX COMEDIES.
The Evil Eye (Benny Leonard — 16 Bplsede
May 4, 7).
The
Grocery
Clerk
(Two
Reels).
Serial). Vol.
New Screen Magazine No. 64.
Affair.43; P-2174.
Cop (Two Reels). Vol. 44; C-46Z. AWitDangerous
The Flybays.
Wins.
School
Releases for Week of May 19.
Wits
vs.
Wits.
Avalanche).
the Fearless (The Red
No. 14 of Elmo Moon
BIG V COMEDIES.
Rage of
Riders (The
3 of The
No. Jealousy).
SPECIALS.
^ n l^
(Two Reels.)
When a Woman Strikes.
Reel).
(Montgomery and Rook). Life's
oran— One Reels).
Sauce and Senoritas (Jimmy
Biscuits (Lyons-M
Concrete (Hoot
Greatest Pro4>leaL
Aubrey).
Two (Shipped
Western—
Muslin
and
GIbeon—
Maids
Ransom
and Rock). The
(Montgomery
onal News Nos. 26 and 2«
Other Man's
Thrills (Jimmy
Internati
Throbs andand Foder
The Littlest
(JuniorWife.
Special).
Aubrey).
May 11 and 14).
Fists
New Screen Magazine No. 6E.
Aubrey).
(Jimmy
Pugs
Pals and
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GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPOaATBD.
Dec. 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglae
$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial).
Fairbanks
— Six Reels). Vol. 43; P-298;
C-R; P-1619.
Vol.
43; P-1523.
to Face
(Marguerite
Marsh).
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPHISES
Jan. 18 — PoUyanna (Mary Plckford — Six Pace NATIONAL
FILM CORPORATION.
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. &87.
The
Kentucky
Colonel
(Joseph
J DowUng:).
April 25 — Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett). The P-1841,
Confessloa (Henry Walthall). Tol. 4t:
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. B37; P-1084-1087.
SE}L,ZNICK PICTTTTRBS.
May 23 — Romance (Doris Keane — Seven
HALL ROOM BOYS COKBDDU.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-1239.
Distributed by Select EzchanKoa.
March 23 — Oh, Baby!
EQUITY PICrrURBS.
Youthful Folly (Olive Thomas).
Vol. 44;
April
( — This Way Out.
The Forbidden Woman
(CHara Kimball
P-136; C-R Vol. 44; P-466.
April GREIVIER
II — Four of a Kind.
Young)—
Vol.
43;
P-1291;
Ex.
IS'OO;
C-RA Fool
His C-R.
MoneyP-979.
(Eugene O'Brien). Vol.
Vol. 44; P-299.
CSoUoaaus of Roads. EDUCATIONAIA
44; and
P-59g:
For
the
Soul
of
Rafael
(CTlara
KimbaU
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes (Elaine HamThe gpirit of the Birch.
Suda
Young).
Vol. 44;
merstein). Vol. 44; P-868; C-R, P-12»S.
CAPITAL
FILMP-983.
OOMPATTT.
PrMtsely as Polly.
May 3 — The Man
Who
Lost
Himself
(Wil(Two
Reelt
Each)
liam Faversham).
JANS PICrrURES. INCL
Convict.
May 10 — The Flapper (Olive Thomas). Vol. Escaped
Love Without Question
(Olive T*U— Mx
The Square Gambler.
44; P-1239.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-697.
DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY OOMPAJTT.
May 17 — Whispers (Elaine Hammersteln).
Democracy.
A
Woman's
Business
(Olive
Tell — 8ix Reels).
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
May 24 — The Valley of Doubt (Special).
SPECIAL PICrrURES CORPORATION.
June 14 — The
31ns
of
the
Children.
Her).Servant Question (William Col.
(Comedyart — Two Reels Each).
Bubbles (Mary Anderson).
June 7 — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore). Uneasy Feet; Vo. 43; P-2176.
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens and
June 21 — The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien).
July 5 — Stop That Man (Owen Moore).
Montagu Love — Six Parts).
July 12 — The
Point of View (Elaine HammerThe
Hidden Code (Grace Davidson).
steln).
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).
July 19 — Jennie (Olive Thomas).
Vol.
44; P-599.
August 2 —andMarooned
Conway Hearts
Tearle). (Zeena Keefe
Nobody's
CThild
(Jose
Collins — Godfrex
Chenter
Oomedtea.
nDEU^ITY PltTTURBS COMPANY.
NATIONAL picrrciucs.
(Two
Reels).
The
Married
Virgin
(Six
Reels).
Distributed by Select BzchangeB.
Foor Times Foiled.
Frivolous Wives (Vera SIsson). Vol. 44; PC%ii9tle OoBMtAlaa.
March—
1240.
979 Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-468; C-R. P(Two
Reels).
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Kiss Me CTaroline (Bobby Vernon).
March— Blind Youth; Vol. 44; P-SOO.
In
the
Clutches of Hindoo ((Serial).
April — The Invisible Divorce.
A Seaside Siren (Fay TIncher).
Husbands
and
Wives (Vivian Martin). VaL
Torchy Ooni««ie«.
REPCBIjIO fiotures.
44; PIOTURES
P. 142.
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
REEUXm.AFT
CORPORATIOfT.
Distriliuted Through Republic Exchanges.
A Knight for MermAld
a Night (Johnny
Hlnes).
BlUy Weat Comedies.
Klnograms (News Reel).
Comedies.
(Two
ReeU.)
Olrl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- A Fresh Start (Marvel Rea).
Strike Breaker.
duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).
Trilkyissue).
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur ReHappy Days.
SpeciaU.
Texas Gulnan Comedies.
The Why of a Volcano.
An P-986.
Adventuress (Julian Eltlnge). Vol. 44; The
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokea.
The
White
Squaw.(Two Reels.)
A Day with Carranza.
The
Night
Rider.
The 726.
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44; P- Modern
Centaurs.
The Wild (3at.
Robert C. Brace Sceulea.
Alice Hovrell Comedies.
April
—
Thp
Gift
Supreme.
Vol.
44:
P-727.
The
Chilkat
Cubs.
The One Way Trail (Edythe Sterling). Vol. The Wanderlust.
Her Lucky Day. (Two Reels.)
44; P-1236.
Her Bargain Day.
The Log of the La Viajera,
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.
The Song of the Paddle.
Billy Franey
Comedies.
(One Reel.)
Chester OutlnK Scenlos.
(One Reel).
The Paper Hanger.
Adam
and
Eve
in
the
Andes.
The Water Plug.
REALART PICTURES
Wanted. An Elevator.
MUburn Morantl Comedlea.
Pigs
Kava. True.
(Ti»o Reels.)
Dreamsand Come
Simp
and
Satan.
Screenica,
Wild, Wild West.
Special Feature*.
(Split
Napoleon & Sally Comedies.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan). Vol. 43; Troubadours
of the
Sky.Reel.)
(One Reel.)
Infant Icebergs.
P-774; Ex P-1085.
Dreamy
Chinatown.
Forbidden Fanes.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts).
Perils of theGale
Beach.
Barks and Skippers.
Henry Comedies.
Vol. 42; P-454.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard
(Two Reels.)
Help!
Heirlooms.
— Six Parts). Ex. 339.
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production —
The Movies.
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-R, P-1233.
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller ProBurmd (Sunset) Scenles.
duction— Six Reels).
The Mountain That(OneWasReel.)God.
St«r Production*.
The Wind Goddess.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney). Vol.
RADIN PICTURES, INC.
Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries. Vol. 43; P-1292.
42; P-864.
729 Seventh Avenue.
The Fear Market (Alice Brady).
Vol. 43; Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
Two-Part
North
Woods
Dramas).
P-465; C-R. Vol. 44; P-134.
Johnny
Dooley
Comedies (Two Each Month).
P-1526.
Wolves
of
the
Street
(Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
Brind's Educationals (One Every Week).
Judy Vol
of Rogue's
Harbor
43; P-1120;
C-R, (Mary
2172. Miles Minter). The Chamber Mystery.
U.
S.
PHOTOPLAY
Washington, CORPORATION.
D. C.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol. C1rcum.=itantial Evidence.
43; P. 2011; C-R Vol. 44; P. 184.
Determination
(All-Star — Ten Parts).
Unseen Witness.
W.
H.
PRODUCTIONS.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2176.
Trail of the Cigarette.
Nurse Marjorie (Marv Miles Minter). Vol. 44; The
Reissue
of Seven Olive Thomas Triangle Productions.
Bromley Case.
P-185; C-R, P-723.
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44; Woman's Man (Romaine Fielding).
Special Chaplin
Reissue.
RADIOSOUL
FILMS, INC.
Love's Protege (Ora. Carew).
P-984; C-R, P— 1233.
Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week).
A
Man
There
Was
Seastrom).
Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week)
ROMAYNE (Victor
SUPER-FILM
CO.
Ciilver City, Cal.
Lone Star Bryce
Westerns
(Every Other Week).
Lightning
(Serial).
Jan.
15
—
Shot
in
the
Kitchen.
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
The Lurking Peril (Serial).
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
The Fatal Sign (Serial).
WISTARIA
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Neglected
Wives (Anne Luther). Vol. 44: PAMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
("The Gumps" Comedies).
601.
Dancing Lesson.
ture). MURRAY W. GARSSON.
Flat Hunting.
Women
Men Forget (MoUie King). Vol. 48- Andy's
P-2000.
A Dream
P-776. of Fair Women (Two Reel FeaVisits His Mamma-in-Law.
The 140.
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44; P- Andy
WARNER BROTHERS.
Andy Spends
a Quiet Day at Home.
Andy
Plays Golf.
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen).
Vol. it;
UNITED ARTISTS.
Andy on a Diet.
Andy's Wash Day.
WILK
AND
WILK.
Oct. Six20 Reels).
— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Orlfflth —
Andy's Night Out.
Ashes of Desire.
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A Half Thousand Dollars
WHAT is the matter with you chaps,
anyhow? We have half a thousand
dollars here in the office which
three men will carry away with them before long.
We have some contestants, yes, but there
should be hundreds. Of course, there may
be hundreds, or even thousands, but, to
date, those seeking a slice of that prize
money are comparatively few.
What are you scared of, anyhow? Gird
up your mental loins and get into the
game.
Are all you Pacific Coast men asleep?
Not a peep from you yet. Don't try to
tell us that you don't want the money, for
youWhere
can't are
get your
away ideas?
with it.Wake up!
Additions to Projectors
From a New York City projectionist
comes the following letter. The good
brother has paid for a reply by mail, but
the matter is of such general interest that,
witholding his name and address, we think
the matter may well be placed in the department. He says :
I have a device attached to each of my
two Simplex projectors which illuminates the
aperture in such manner that a clear image
of the film photo in the aperture is seen. It
Is not necessary to light the lamp, or to
have a flash light. The device is safe and
so simple that it could be made for about
fifteen cents — perhaps less. Will the Simplex people oppose the use of these devices
on their projectors, other than the ones I
have charge of?
The liawT
Is It against the law to sell an article for
a Simplex projector? On the projector is a
plate on which is something about using
parts of another
machine, but I cannot understand it.
Would it be better to sell the Idea to the
Precision Machine Company, and would I
have to obtain a patent before I could do
so?
Of course my idea could be used on other
projectors, but It would require extra parts,
although it would be quite simple to add
them.
As to Patents.
In the first place the editor knows of no
more colossal bluf! than the United States
patent
office.
Personally
regard
patent as of
not one
earthly we
bit of
real avalue,
unless it be what is known as a "basic"
patent, and even then its value is slight
unless backed by a bank roll of plump dimensions.
Witness the fact that, although the Edison company had a basic patent on the
Latham loop, it cost them tens of thousands of dollars and a long drawn out legal
battle to defend the patent and make it
finally valid.
Yes, to sell your invention to a projector
manufacturer would be not only best, but
the only way. If you cannot dispose of it
that way we doubt if you can get anything
out of it.
A Great Game.
And incidentally the patents matter is a
great game. Years ago we ran across a
German wave bath which struck us as a
really splendid thing. We found we could
get the exclusive handling of the device in
this country, but that because the German
companyvented had
U. S. patent, which
preus froma manufacturing
the device

J E
CTION
F.H. RICHARDS ONT

using machine parts other than those made
by the Precision Machine Company, makers of the Simplex. It is designed to prevent the use of ill made parts which may
cause
the whole mechanism to work badly,
I
Notice to All.
|
in which case the machine itself and not
I Tj RESSXTRB
on our
columns
Is such ij the spurious part would probably be
1
that published
replies
to questions
i
cannot be guaranteed under two or g blamed. It does not refer to such an ati three weeks. If quick action is desired, g
tachment as yours seems to be, the addition of which could not in any way aflfect
I remit four cents, stamps, and we will 1
I send carbon copy of department reply g the performance of the mechanism or op1 as soon as written.
s
tical train. We therefore cannot see any
1 For special replies, by mall, on mat- 1 reason why the Simplex folks should or
1 ters which, for any reason, cannot be 1 could object to its use. Certainly it would
gi replied
through the department, re- gg not be against the law.
mlt one todollar.
I
i We QUESTION
have two paperBOOKLETS.
covered booklets |
S
M containing 160 questions deslgrned as a 1
B guide to study. They Indicate what 1
g the projectionist should know. g
g Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-flve 1
g cents; both, forty cents. United States 1
B stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian g
g stamps.
g
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
|
J Are Yon Wortdng: by "Gneaa," or Do 1
I
Yon Employ Vp-to-Date S
i
MethodaT
|
■ You demand that your employer keep g
8 his equipment In good order and up to 1
I date. He owes It both to himself and g
S to you to do so, but you owe It to him g
I to keep abreast with the times In |
m knowledge and In your methods. =
g
The lens
charts paper
(two in
11x17 i|
S Inches,
on heavy
for one,
framing)
1 are In successful use by hundreds of i
M progressive projectionists. |
Don't fifty
"guess."
your work RIGHT. ||
gg Price,
cents,Do stamps.
s Address Moving Picture World, either §
g 616 Fifth Avenue, New York City; 1
g Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or |
g Wright & Callender Building, Ix>s An- i
B geles, Cal.
=
iiimninniiimniiiniMiiniiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiii^^^^^
here without its consent, for which later
it wanted the modest sum of a quarter of
a million dollars, we must import the device. The U. S. customs then stepped in
and said: "We will charge you more than
the original cost of the device in Germany
to
import it. And if we
that don't
isn't aknow
you-hold'em-while-I-skin-'em
what
is.
But to get at the really important matter: The wording on the plate, which you
cannot understand, is a warning against
HALF
THOUSAND

A
DOLLARS

IN PRIZES
Are You In On It?
See April 10 Issue for Particulars
NOTICE
The closing time on the prize contest has been extended to noon of
July 1.

Long Focus Condensers
I. H. Garland, Manager Des Moines Film
and Supply Company, says:
We note in issue of March sixth a lens
chart for high amperage. Will you advise as
to where we can get lenses of the focal
length specified In the chart? We especially
want 13% bl-convex.
And while we are writing we will set
forth a trouble we have, as follows:
Our distance of projection Is 141 feet, with
a twenty-foot picture. Use two Gundlach
objectives
having
lenses are six
and two-Inch
a half Inchapertures.
E P, and These
work
at five and three-sixteenths inches.
We use 85 amperes, which gives a 9/16-Inch
crater. We have the optical systems lined
up according to your lens charts for sixty
amperes and get fair results, though a long
way from perfect.
We do not get an absolutely sharp picture and the light Is not all that It should be.
Use a 6.5 meniscus and a 9.6 biconvex, seveneighths cored carbon above, and half-Inch
Holdark
ture 17.6 below.
inches. Distance condenser to aperWe get a fairly clear field, but are usualljr
bothered by a brown spot. The light will be
white and perfect, then suddenly this brown
spot will appear in the center of the picture,
whereupon ensues a battle of adjustments,
until we get It worked out at the top or
sides.
We do not know if the trouble lies In our
carbons, or elsewhere. What we want you
to do is help us Improve our light, If you can.
We have taken the matter up with the
Gundlach and Bausch and Lomb people, who
inform us that no specially ground lenses
would help us at all.
We need your aid In the spot matter and
in the matter of focus. Screen Is Minusa
and
there ofis screen.
a nineteen-foot drop from lens
to center
The Brown Spot.
First let us consider the spot, which is
due, we think, to two causes, viz : the fact
that the center of the floor of your crater
is too nearly in exact focus at your film
plain — the aperture. When this is the case
and the floor of the crater is damaged by
the carbon core burning in beyond the
crater floor, thus causing a dark spot in
the center of the light source, the dark
spot will show on the screen because that
part of the source is in focus at the film
and the film is in focus at the screen.
The remedy is to get your condenser a
bit further back, say probably an inch, or
to alter the focal length of your condenser
combination so as to accomplish the same
end. When you have done this I think the
brown spot ghost will have been backed
off the boards. Under your present condition your light would be perfect as long as
the crater floor was perfect.
As to the lack of sharpness of definition,
I shall refer the case to Brother Griffith.
It is possibly due to wrong condenser distance for your amperage. In fact I think
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"ABRAHAM
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PICTURE

LINCOLN"
PICTURES

William Harris, Jr, who controls the
producing rights for the United States
and Canada of John Drinkwater's "Abraham Lincoln," now at the Cort Theatre
(N. Y. C), has won a sweeping victory
in a federal action brought by him in
Chicago to protect the title, "Abraham
Lincoln," as applied to a play, motionpicture or dramatic composition. He has
won a permanent injunction restraining
Ralph T. Kettering, who was defendant
in the suit, from using this title.
The order entered by Judge Kenesaw
M. Landis in the District Court of the
United States (in and for the Northern
District of Illinois, Eastern Division
thereof. May 13, 1920) is as follows:
"Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the
defendant, his agents, attorneys, employes, assistants and licensees are, and
each of them is ordered, commanded and
enjoined to desist and refrain from using
the title 'Abraham Lincoln' as the name.
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TITLE

AND

PROTECTED

FOR

title or designation of any play, drama,
spectacle, film, picture, motion-picture or
other dramatic composition, and from
announcing, advertising, producing, presenting, exhibiting, releasing, licensing or
selling any film, photoplay, play or dramatic composition under the title, name,
designation or subtitle 'Abraham Lincoln,'
and the defendant is further
"Ordered, commanded and enjoined
from allowing, permitting for licensing
any producers, exhibitors or vendors of
plays, films, photoplay or dramatic compositions, either directly or indirectly,
personally or through others, to present,
offer, advertise, exhibit, release, sell, or
produce that certain play of the defendant (or any modification thereof) which
said defendant has variously designated
by the titles, 'Abraham Lincoln,' 'The
Commoner,' 'The Greater American,'
under the title, name, designation, or subtitle 'Abraham Lincoln,' or in any way

PLAYS

whatsoever that will lead the public into
the belief that it is the play, 'Abraham
Lincoln,' written by John Drinkwater."
"The suit was brought to protect William Harris, Jr.'s, rights in John Drinkwater's great play of that name, the manager claiming that his play was definitely
established and any other play with that
title would be confusing to the public
mind. It has been the custom of the
courts to deny injunctions in such cases,
but the wisdom of Judge Landis in protecting the public cannot be doubted.
Such a play as Drinkwater's should have
full protection. It has made a great
name and any others with the same title
would only confuse the public, but would
also trade upon the reputation of the
original. The decision is unusual but
(From The Evening Post [N. Y.
Monday, May 24, 1920.)
sound."

C.]The
Country
Magnificent

Knolls,

Home on
the Edge

Mount

of the City

Vernon,
N. Y.

Property of the late James A. Bailey
For Sale in Order to Close the Estate's Holdings
ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCES IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Elevator from Basement to Top Floor
THE GROUNDS WOULD AFFORD AN IDEAL SETTING FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES
comprising as they do, 35 acres superbly landscaped with over 1200 large selected transplanted trees, a lake, conservatories, formal gardens, apple, pear and plum orchards, extra large stable and garage, gardener's dwelling,
double barn, hennery, etc. The property will be found to be of exceptional interest to discriminating persons.
For particulars apply

527 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE: MURRAY HILL 6526
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likely it is, because the trouble exists the
tame in both projectors. The drop in projection would hardly cause serious trouble
inasmuch as the lower rays would travel
but little more than two feet further than

Fig. 1.
the upper ones, which should not prevent a
fairly sharp picture all over the screen.
More Optical Controversy
Recently the editor of this department
journeyed to Harrison, New Jersey, to attend a meeting of the Committee on Optics
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Dr. Story, of the Research Laboratories
of the G. E. at Schenectady, New York,
was present, and the old argument of the
"diverging
brought
up by that
the
Doctor
from ray"
a newwasangle,
he claiming
if any attempt were made to use the light
outside a cone formed by a line from the
upper edge of the condenser opening which
just misses the upper edge of the aperture
and continues on until it meets a similar
line from the lower edge of the condenser
opening, which just misses the lower edge
of the aperture, unevenness of illumination
would result.
We were skeptical, having ourselves seen
hundreds of apparently evenly illuminated
screens where much light outside such a
cone was used. We, therefore, asked the
doctor to put his views on paper, that we
might study them and pass them along to
Mr. Griffith. This Dr. Story very kindly
consented to do, and here is what he
submits :
If AB Is an objective. TZ an aperture and
LiM a condenser of such size tliat the lines
AZ and BY pass through its extremities KL,
then the limiting lines ATL and BZM may be
drawn as shown in the diagram. The point
A of the objective will be illuminated, assuming a proper source, through the entire
film, by the part MN of the condenser. Slmllarly the point B of the objective will be Illuminated by the region LO, and every point
of the objective between A and B will be
Illuminated by a corresponding point (Think
the doctor must have intended to write
"part" instead
"point."
— Ed.)
denser throughof the
entire
film.of the
This,con-of
course, means uniform illumination.
If we now assume that AB be increased
to a diameter CD, the line CZ will no longer
be a possible path of light, since It does not
intersect the condenser. In fact the point C
of the condenser (objective Is evidently
meant. — Ed.) will add nothing to the brightness of the portion XZ of the picture, but
will add only to XT. The point D of the
objective will add nothing to the brightness
of the portion YW, but will add to WZ.
This means that the ring added to the ob-
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jective light gives us more additional light
over the region XW than it does over the
region XZ and YW.
Assuming a source of sufBcient size, an increase in the size of the objective beyond
the size to fill the cone LQM adds more
light in the center of the film than at its
corners. This condition continues until the
size of the objective has increased to the
point at which X and W have risen to the
center of the film.
For objectives larger than this the edge
of the film alone will be given additional
light, and so this excessive size will counteract the unevenness of illumination produced by a small increase. Lenses of this
extreme size are, however, impractical from
the standpoint of deflnition, hence need not
be considered in projection.
All of which is, it seems to us, quite correctly set forth, but will nevertheless be
just so much Greek to the average projectionist, because Dr. Story talks in the
language of the laboratory and not in the
language of the projection room.
We submitted the foregoing to brother
Griffith, who has the following to say:
Theory and Practice Claak.
Dr.
Story's
description
cause
of
uneven illumination
due to of
the the
use of
an objective larger than will suffice to cover the
cone
as described
is verywelucid,
my
opinion,
correct. When
applyandhisin' diagram to a practical problem, however, it only
shows the absurdity of attempting to limit
the light cone within such narrow restrictions.
I have laid out a diagram which may be
said to represent working conditions when
using a three-eighths crater, which shows
that the objective would have to be reduced
to .25 of an inch diameter for a working distance of six inches In order to produce even
illumination, which is, of course, entirely out
of the question.
As Dr. Story has shown, point Q moves
along the axis toward the aperture as the
condenser diameter is increased, and we apparently again would get uniform illumination when point Q reached the aperture plain
— that is to say we would if the aperture
were round, but inasmuch aa it Is rectangular in shape we would have three Q points
instead of one; one for the height of the
aperture, one for its width and one for the
diagonal.
Profesaor Gase Emten.
Professor Gage very aptly describes the
effect of moving point Q toward the condenser, page 591 to 597, Optic Projection,
but does not assign any reason therefore.
In substance he says that a very striking effect Is produced on the screen by opening
a diaphram in the objective. Tou may, howread it for yourself
(can'tpacked
be done.
My
Optic ever,
Projection
is all nicely
up for
moving. — Ed.)
Referring back to the three point Qs, or
points of Q, we have three circles of light
closing into the center of the screen, instead
of one; thus the first circle starts spreading
out again while the last one is closing in,
so that the screen illumination does not become very uniform while Q Is at or near the
aperture,
henceis necessary.
a further Increase
tive diameter
Dr. StoryInIsobjecquite
correct is saying that this further Increase
only adds light to (seems to me "from"
would be more descriptive than "to," unless
you
substitute
"screen"
"film."turn
Whyaround
back
up when
you can
Just for
as well
and go ahead. You will probably arrive
sooner by going forward. — Ed.) the edges
of the film, but when Q has passed the aperture the center of the film Is already receiving its full quota of light.

June 5, 1920
Tke Wby of E^ven niwinliiatloiL.
The reason we get even illumination when
point Q Is near the aperture is because each
point of the objective between A and B Ls
receiving a full film picture, which has a reetangular section of the condenser behind it.
Unevenness of illumination begins when any
part of the aforesaid rectangle falls outside
the condenser area.
The reason we get even illumination when
point Q Is near the condenser Is because th*

Fig. 3.
objective is receiving a rectangular picture
of the film within its area from every point
of the condenser. When point Q is moved
away from the condenser these rectangular
areas received by the objective begin to fall
outside the objective aperture, hence we begin to get uneven Illumination at the screen.
With point Q near the aperture we reqnlr*
a large objective to get even illumination,
and with point Q near the objective we require an absurdly small objective in order
to
even illumination, and that is all there
Is get
to that.
The Editor Talks.
All of which is very good, but if we
rightly understand this, the whole thing
might be set forth very much more simply
and understandably.
Here is my idea of the matter, as I »inderstand it, illustrated in the third diagram, in which we have two cones of light,
or rays eminating from the outer margin
of the condenser, and the light emanating
from condenser area GH, all of which latter reaches the objective under the condishown. tion of condenser-to-aperture distance
Now as I understand the matter, all of
both
Dr. Story's
and is
Griffith's
complicated
argument
to showsomewhat
that so
long as the light does, not all enter the objective there will be uneven ilumination,
which is so obviously true tliat argument
seems hardly necessary.
We Take Issue.
However, we take issue with the idea
that the picking up of the light represented by rays IJ must be accomplished by
means of a larger diameter objective, or
that ness
itsof screen
pickingillumination.
up will increase unevenOn the contrary the picking up of additional light by means of a large diameter
objective is objectionable on the score of
loss of definition, plus the further fact that
large diameter objectives set up additional
shutter difficulties.
The additional light gain must, therefore,
be accomplished by bringing the objective
nearer the aperture when a point of objective
diameter, yet
be definitely
decided,
but which
we tobelieve
should not
exceed 225 inches, has been reached.
We also contend that picking up addi-
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"THE
COSMOGRAPH"
Semi-Professional Portable Projector
MAKES
KEEPS
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Quality

Raw

1371

FRIENDS
THEM

ON

ITS QUALITY

ON ITS PERFORMANCE
The GOSMOGRAPH
represents an ideal
successfully
achieved. That ideal
has been to produce
a portable projector
compact, and light in
weight, simple and
economical to operate, of sturdy conance.
struction, and surpassing in perform-

Stock

Right Photographically.
Maximum Service in the
Projector.

Made by
THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.
Versna, New Jersey

THE
DWYER
BROADWAY FILM BUILDING
CINCINNATI, OHIO

TRACTIVE PRflPOSITlON TO DEALERS

If Eastman
as good
Gundl
Projection

ach

BROS.
& CO.
729 SEVENTH AVENUK
NEW YORK CITY

Film

was not

as it is, Kodak

Park, where it is manufactured, would not be as

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition,
flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination, and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality. That's the reason they
are used in nearly every theatre in the
United States and Canada.

large as it is — and Kodak
Park is the largest photographic manufacturing
plant in the world.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,
Gimdlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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tional marginal light will not increase unevenness of illumination, but on the contrary, will make for increased illumination. That is a proposition which seems to
us to be very evident. Maybe we have
misunderstood Dr. Story and Griffith, but
this is what we get out of it.
In a Class by Itself
Recently a machine manufacturer received aletter, which, it seems to us, should
occupy a place all by itself as the prize
of all squarehead propositions ever put up
by an alleged projectionist. We have had
some pretty raw things put up to us during the past ten years or so, but none, we
think, which could quite equal the following :
We have two machines, latest model, with
your new lamphouses for same, and I contend that the lamphouses should be kept
clean.
My me
operator
("Operator"
RIGHT. as
—
Ed.) tells
thy should
not be iscleaned,
IT PRESERVES THE LAMPHOUSES TO
LEAVE THEM DIRTY! I wish you would
write and tell me your view regarding this
matter.
I contend that if it takes that dirt to pre-

4 K. W. Electric Generadng Set
60 or 119 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smootli, steady current, no flleker.
Portable type with cooling r>dUtw all
self-contained.
Send far Balletin Na. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, Wise.
For U
Color S
Hoods
Effects E
Colors Are
Beautiful, Brilliant
and Permanent
Hoods Slip Over the Balb
Way Ahead of Dip
and Less Costly
Reynolds Electric Co.
Lamut 426 S. Talman Ave., Chicago, III.
PERFECTION IN PHOJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10
No. 1 Grade, Days'
$1; No.Trial
2 Grade, 75c
Stretchers iadaded
TKY BBFORE YOU BUT
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throashoat the eountry.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVEK 12, 090 IN USE
Write for Sample and Qaotations
H. C. CENTER & CO.
NEWBLTIGH. N. Y.
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Projection Experience
MOTION PICTimE
HANDBOOK
For Manaffers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
The recDKDlz«d
vtuidArd
book on IniLnictlfHU
Uio work ofonpro-all
jection. Complete and
descriptionj
leading machines
projectionandeqmimieQL
There lan't a projection
which
compUedroombookIn wlUthe nottmlTern
sare \taIn
purchasethisplroecarefully
each month.
Bay it today. $4.00 the copy, postpaid.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
ei6 FIFTH AVENUE.
NEW YORKIII. CITY
Wright &Schiller
CalleDderBuilding.
Building,Chicago.
Los AngdM, Cal.
To save time, order from neareat office.
serve the lamphouse you would put It on.
I have daily,
"operated"
and itI was
cleaned
houses
believing
good my
for lampthem,
as they do not retain the heat when clean
that they do when dirty, and it is the heat
that wears the lamphouse.
Can you beat it! And the letter head
reads
"highA class
photoplays."
Can you.
you
beat it!
handbook!
Out upon
What does that genius want with books I
"Naw, Nuttin' doin'. I been op'ratin' fer
'leven years. That gink Richersun is th'
cheese," we can almost hear him say.
Well, anyhow
it isplace.
a classic, as we remarked in the first
Edison Home Kinetoscope
Peter J. Prinz, Jamaica, New York, asks :
"Will of
youthekindly
as to what
became
Edisonadvise
Homeme Kinetoscope.
patent numbers 578,185 and 586,953? Would
I be able to still obtain films, or is there
any film on the market which the projecnamed aswillwetake?"
Sotorfar
know the Edison Home
Kinetoscope is about as defunct as is the
renowned Queen Cleopatra. She is a matter of historic memory, and so is the Edison Home projector. We do not believe
there is any film made which could . be
run on that machine. If any one has any
for sale will they kindly communicate that
fact to Peter J. Prinz, 44 Canal street,
Jamaica, New York.
Impractical Side Throw
Reverend O. I. Merthe, Crookston, Minnesota, orders a handbook and asks:
Am planning the installation of a projector in our school, but the auditorium is
so constructed that the projection room
cannot be placed square with the screen.
Must place it somewhere on the side. It
will be in a different room and we will
break the ports through the dividing side
wall.
The hall from rear to screen measures
sixty feet, and the projection room must
be about the center of the side wall. Would
you kindly advise as to whether or no this
is a feasible thing, or altogether impossible. The projector would also be about
fifteen feet above the stage level.
Your wording is such that I am not altogether sure I am right in understanding
"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representatire Weekly Journal of
the British Film Indastry
01 ••«<ai latm la all «*<• bs; or mII Film.
0FFICB8:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L
BpeelBco onv tree «■ nqiMt.
«i*vtiitl«a: One fanad tn iklllliia (Oold).
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that the lens would be fifteen
stage level (which would probably be six
to eight feet above center of screen), and
that the projector would be only thirty
feet from the screen and on the side at
that. If that is right, then I would pronounce the thing entirely impractical.
Depends on Picture Size.
Much depends on size of picture, but presumably you would not care to have less
than a ten-foot picture, and you could not
get even a half way decent result on anymore than a six-foot picture under
such athingcondition.
With a ten-foot picture you would have
to have a lense of a little less than two
inches E F, and such lenses seldom or never
give good screen results. You would have
a terrific side keystone effect (see page 154
of handbook), with accompanying distortion of the picture. Your keystone would
be such that the picture would have a very
odd shape, because it would be both up and
down.
We would by all means advise you NOT
to attempt
projection under such impossible circumstances.
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We take moTinc pictures anywhere.
ANDLAUER & SIMES
625 GLOYD BLDG., KANSAS CTTY, MO.
RELIABLE CAMERAJVDEN
Let
your camera
work us take
in care
the ofMiddle
West.
Your Nesalive Investment Is Protected When
Yon Place Your Printing with the
Standard Motion Picture Co.
THE RELIABLE HOUSE
Excellent work at muoaable priess.
Address 1007 Mailers Bide
Chica«a
Cameramen Jurniahed for all occaaiom.

Automatically supplies only such voltage a*
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
Weat lUth Street Clereland. OhU
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That describes the D. C. arc when

the

holds the arc to the tip? Any old carbon will do for any old screen, but if
you want to put on the best show in
town go to your dealer and say
SPEER
HOLD-ARKS
SPEER
for D. C. Projection

SPEER
"Alterno" White Combination
for A. C. Projection
SPEER

Carbons

CARBON
COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

"NEWMAN''
Frame
sSONSABOUT
READ WHAT Brass
JOSIAH PEARCE
&SAYS
and OUR
Rafls
GOODS
Gentlemen:
Now
that
you
have
completed
equipment
In our
new
theatres
htre
In
New
Orleans,
and
Houston,
Texas,
want to take this means of expressing to you our appreciationwe
ofas tothethemanner
In which wegoods.
have done
businesswithout
with exception,
you. also
You
filled our character
orders justof asyourpromptly
as wehave,
could ever expect
and
probably qulclter than we had anticipated, and the fact of yotir
having mentsupplied
us
with
braes
frames
and
various
other
equipIn our fifteen theatres is evidence that we are pleased
with practical
your goods, for
they are
the found.
most attractive, duraUe
and
as yet
We wish you that
good weluckhaveIn the
prosecution
of your work.
Yours
very truly,
JOSIAH PEAKCB & SONS,
E. Pearce.
New Orleans.
WeJ. manufacture
the frames
various flnlshea
which doLa.not
require Inpollshlno.
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
ESTABLISHED 1882
'Write for ourSTREET.
Latest Catalogue.
717-19 SYCAMORE
CINCINNATI, O.
68 W. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Canadian Distributors
—
Perkins
Electric
Co.,
Toronto.
MontrealCal.and Winnipeg.
PaclflcGrlllet,
Coast — Ralls,
G. A. Signs,
Metcalfe.
San Francisco.
Frame*, Euels,
Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Bar*

AMERICA'S

WORLD
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"CASH

Speer "Hold-Ark" Carbon is used as a
lower. Did you ever notice how it

"Direct©" Carbons

PICTURE

SAVERS"
On all standard taking and projectlns
Motion Pictare Apparatus. Volome purchases and volume sales enable as to
make immediate delivery at money-saying prices on all good machines. Below
are listed a few of them:
^
BASS BARGAINS
400 ft Do Fr&nne nald and Studio Model, reffolar
and
trickoncrank,
forward
and reT«r««filmu^e-up.
direct
focusing
film, dUaolve.
footage Indicator,
jmncii.
automatlo
diaphragm
A
wonderful
oatflt
at
tbe
apedftl
pricePranne,
of
$236.00
200
ft.
De
all
aluminum
covered,
regular
and
trick crank, outaide reflecting focualn* devioe. footage
indicator. 60-M.M Tewar F:3.5
$110.09
200 ft.lar Capacity
a remarkable
outfit, reguWUllamion WlUianuon,
Claw Movement,
finely coyered
irtth
black
leather,
fitted
with
60-M.M.
F:3.6
TeMar
In
focuaing
mount
$93.60
400
ft.
Capacity
Lateit
Model,
Brand
New
De
Brie,
an outfit of absolute perfection, mecbanlam equal to
that
of focusing
a hlgb grade
watch, regular
and can
trick focua
crank, while
forwardactually
and rererae
take-up.
direct
tube
through
which you
taking
picture,
60
M.M.
KrauM
Zeiu
Teasar
focualng
mount
in
Bayonet
Joint,
complete
with
B. B.
Tripod, two cases and 6 magazines
$1,600.00
USED SPECIALS
400
ft. Urban
Profeasional.
regularF:3.6and In trick
crank,moimt,
absolutly perfect mechanical
condition,
fitted
with
Goerz
focusing
$166.00
200 ft. mechanical
Universal, condition,
r^ular Hypar
model,
F:3.6 Teasar
In focusingguaranteed
mount, used, $286.00
but In
perfect
guaranteed
A GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
NewanyBELL
and Lift,
TUUdktZSO.OO.
Top Trtpod,
with last
niMlal headi
fit
camera,& EOWI^
complete withPanortm
fine caae.
While they
$180.00to
DlaaolTea:
Tbe
Standard
Ooerz
Round
Vignette,
complete
with
extanalon
tube,
maik
box and aUdlng block
J67.8*
Send
Baaa Motion
Catalog:
everything
neee*aary forfor tliethe making
of MotionPlctore
Picture*,
from Utta
camaraa
to projeotora.
BASS

CAMERA
COMPANY
CHARLES BASS. President
107 N. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

YESTERDAY
is ancient history — so is the questionable concern with the alluring
and impossible promises. Both are passed to the discard. Oar
guarantee and reputation is behind every business transaction, fortified by thirteen years of successful operations.

ATLANTA-GEORGIA.
[I^TmERJCA'S greatest independent moving picture mall order supply HOUSE")
\j^Mm^<^m^
[ DISTRIBUTORS ^^TBADtWK PATt>

PROJECTORS

FINEST

LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECLALTY
H. J. STRETCELHANS, Hanaftnc Director
FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Horiemere «21-«22

Gold

Fibre

Screens

Wise Exhibitors demand perfect projection. Minusa
screens produce it. Twelve years ahead of the experimental stage proves it.
Distributors from coast to coast.
Samples and literature upon request.

PALISADE

SCREEN CO.
ST.
'
NUSA U.ciS.neA.
MILOUIS,
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Better
CONDUCTED

Equipment
BY

E.T.

KEYSER

as separate units. However, in thit particular case the Typhoon engineering department found it advisable to drive them
New Knoxville Theatre Will Play
in tandem, and operate the three units by
one motor.
Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating System
Obs Housiag for Entire Plant.
tion of the air current. Each unit, as will
es
theatr
larger
the
of
latest
the
of
ONE
be
noted,
takes
care
of
its
particular
part
One
large pent house, or covering, emMaris
south
the
d
in
recently opene ille
of the house.
closes the complete outfit, the pent house
cus Loew's Knoxv
Theatre, Knoxbeing
raised
four feet above the roof level,
The
accompanying
illustrations
show
the
e
ville, Tenn., which adds one more theatr
now being opto the already large string sts
throughout
erated by the Loew intere
the country.
Marcus Loew's success as a shownian has
been due in great part to his far-sightedness, and many of his competitors of years
ago say that his ability to look after the
needs of his people is the principal reason
for his success today.
Knoxville TheIn the equipment of the overlooke
d that
atre, nothing has been
would in any way add to the convenience
and comfort of patrons, and much time
and attention has been given to the question of cooling and ventilation.
In the South, where the summers are extremely hot, something more than an ordinary system of cooling and ventilation is
required, and as a result the Typhoon Fan
Company have installed in this theatre a
complete cooling and ventilating outfit.
360,000 Cubic Fe*t Capacity.
Loew's Knoxville Theatre has a capacity
of 360,000 cubic feet, seating about 1,800
people. In addition to the orchestra there
are a first and second balcony and also a
gallery, each of which will be thoroughly
cooled and ventilated by the installation of
three No. 28 Typhoon twin outfits which
Sketch No. 1.— Roof Plan of Typhoon Inatallation.
have been installed in the attic space above
It will be noted that the entire battery of tans ia operated by one motor and alao
the theatre, as will be noted by referring
that the equipment Is housed under one covering.
to the accompanying sketches.
Sketch No. 1 shows the arrangement of grilles in the ceiling through which the air thus avoiding the hot layer of air cloic
the Typhoons on the roof. Sketch No. 2, or passes from the Typhoons directly into the to the roof.
the longitudinal section, shows in addition auditorium. The usual method of installaThis equipment will deliver over 21,500,000
to the location of the Typhoons, the direction is to operate the Typhoon twin outfits cubic feet of air into the theatre every hour.
The Typhoon
tilation is based system
upon of
the cooling
simple and
lawsven-of
nature, having been demonstrated years
ago by Ernst Glantzberg, patentee of the
Typhoon system, that it was possible to
maintain absolute comfort in theatres under the most adverse weather conditions
throughout the warmer sections of the
United States, providing air is supplied into
these theatres at sufficient velocity.
This principle is carried out by the Typhoon cooling system, which delivers air
to the audience with an air motion of sufficient velocity to break up the aerial envelope surrounding the human body, thus
allowing a natural dissipation of the excess bodily heat generated.
Installed on the Roof.
Whenever the structure of the theatre
permits, the Typhoon cooling and ventilating apparatus is installed on the roof, and
by this means is enabled to draw quantities of pure fresh air from high above the
dirt and dust of the street, and blow it
down through openings in the roof and
through grilles in the ceiling directly into
the theatre,
it passes
over the audience in the where
orchestra
and balconies
with
sufficient velocity to maintain a steady
breeze without draughts, the air finally
Sketch No. 2.— Longitudinal Section Typhoon Installation.
passing out at the rear of the theatre
Showing both the positions of the Typhoons and the direction of the currents
through the opening doors or other exits.
forced down from samethewhen
the
fans
are
blowing
fresh
air
into
So completely does the Typhoon system
house In summer.
Loew's
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Silveray
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Letter

Sign

CHAPLIN

AS.

EVELYN

NESBST

THAW

Attracts — Holds — and
Fascinates
People
The beautiful Federal Changeable Letter Silveray Sign carries an irresistible appeal to your
patrons. It invites them to your theatre from blocks around. It dispels gloom and emphasizes
brightness and prosperity. It suggests live — warm — thrilling pictures. A Federal Sign goes a loog
■way toward filling theatres. You are paying for an electric sign right now in lost business and
empty seats — Let us suggest the right sign for you.
You

Have

9

Months

to

Pay

The first payment brings you the sign. You have 9 months to make the remaining payments —
months in which this sign works for you, ceaselessly — glistening in the day and sparkling at night.
A few cents a day for electricity runs it. Fill your theatre as others are doing. Mail coupon for
full information today. No obligation.
FEDERAL

ELECTRIC
COMPANY
Representing
Federal Sign System (Electric), 8700 S. State St, Chicago, Dl.
Please send me fuU information on the Changeable Letter
Silveray Sign for my theatre and your 9 months-to-pay plan.
Sig« to project over sidewalk?
Width of sidewalk
Letters on one side or both sides
of sign
Sign to be erected flat against building?
Sign to be attached to Marquise or
Canopy?
Name
City
Street and No
State
Name of My Theatre
(M.P.W.-«)
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City; Capitol Theatre, Pelcin, 111.; Star
Theatre, Rockingham, N. C; Columbia City
Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
Argus Enterprises Take
Over the Calmy Business

View Rear of Loew's Knoxville Theatre
Showing orchestra, first and second balconies: also the gallery. The grills in the
ceiling admit fresh air from the Typhoon fans.
renovate the air in theatres that it requires but one minute to completely change
the entire atmosphere.
Owing to the variation in the construction of theatres, it is necessary to plan and
design different sized etjuipments for individual requirements.
Operation Reversed in Winter.
During the winter months perfect ventilation may also be maintained by simply
reversing the operations of the summer
time. In other words, the Typhoon equipment is reversible, so that instead of blowing air in during the winter months, it is
reversed and run at a lower speed, thus
drawing out the foul air.
In addition to cooling and ventilating, the
apparatus may be used also for heating
purposes, the process being quite simple.
The air, before passing to the theatre, is
forced through a heating chamber, so that
when it reaches the audience it is sufficiently warm to immediately make all

parts of the theatre comfortable. So popular has become the Typhoon method of
cooling, ventilating and heating that hundreds of theatres throughout the country
are adopting this system. It is not only
economical in its operation, but is absolutely reliable, very little attention being
needed to keep the apparatus in perfect
running order.
President Glantzberg^ on Western Trip.
Ernst Glantzberg, president of the Typhoon Fan Company, has left New York on
atime
two heor will
threevisit
weeks'
trip, ofduring
several
the which
larger
western cities to inspect several theatres
now in the course of construction.
The Typhoon Fan Company has contracted during the last week to equip the
following houses with the Typhoon cooling system :
Winter Garden Theatre, Eighty-sixth
street. New York City; Strand Theatre,
Monroe, N. C. ; Minerva Theatre, Jersey

View of Front of Hoot*.
This illustration ingsgives
a
particularly
the grrilles scheme.
in walls and ceilthat play an importantgoodpartshowing
in the ofventilating

taken Enterprises,
over the supply
THEhaveArgus
of Cleveland,
business
of Calmy Brothers, 752-784 Olive
street, Los Angeles, and will operate under
the name of the Calmy Brothers Division
of the Argus Enterprises, in the future.
A new building is being erected on a 60x
155 fot lot at 842-46 South Olive street,
which will house the new organization.
This building, devoted entirely t» the marketing of Simplex Projectors and
products, will be finished in a glazedArgus
tile
front and will contain many striking examples of Argus progressiveness.
A Theatre Is Planned.
A theatre is planned for this building in
which will be demonstrated the many theatre accessories carried by thij concern. A
novelty in projection room demonstration
will be found in the glass booth with which
this theatre will be equipped, that will give
the observer an opportunity of viewing a
practical work-out of all mechanical and
electrical apliances in the projection room
without the necessity of entering same.
Another feature will be the repair department maintained at this branch, which will
be equipped with duplicate factory tools,
jigs, and dies, under the supervision of a
former Simplex factory expert. The watchword of the Argus Enterprises, which is —
SERVICE— will be fully carried out in Los
Angeles as it is in other sections of the
country where Argus offices are located,
thus assuring the trade in the Los Angeles
times.
territory of absolute satisfaction at all
The Godfrey Building
Houses Many Simplexes
THESeventh
Godfrey
Building,
729
avenue,
at 49thlocated
street.atNew
York City, houses so many prominent
inotion picture organizations and celebrities, resulting in astonishing activities,
that it has been truly named "The Beehive
of the Industry." One may stand in its
lobby at any time during the day and be
certain of seeing among the hurried groups
that are continually entering or leaving,
familiar faces of film magnates, editors,
stars and directors.
The activities of the hundreds of groups
within this eighteen-story building, being
truly representative of the industry, it is
interesting to note that out of the number
of organizations located here, there are
seventeen that are equipped for the showing of motion pictures, using a total of
thirty-two projectors.
Simplex Is Popular.
That the Simplex Projector is regarded
by the industry as being a popular one is
being evidenced by the fact that out of the
thirty-two projectors in use in the Godfrey
Building, thirty of them are Simplexes.
These thirty Simplexes are installed in
the projection rooms of the following companies, with the number of machines used
as indicated : Famous Players-Lasky C«.,
2; Selznick & Select Pictures Corp., 2; J.
Frank Brockliss, 2; United Artists Corporation, 2; Hi Silverman's Public Projection
Rooms, 6; Reginald Warde, 2; Educational
Films Corporation, 2; Republican Laboratories, 2;International Cinema Center, 4;
David P. Howells, 2; Trans-Atlantic Film
Co., 1; L. Harsten Exchange, 1; Empire
State Film Corporation, 2.
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SEND FOR CATALOG "M"
Typhoon
Fan
Company
ERNST QLANTZBERG, President
1M4 CAMP STREET
NEW OSLEAN3, LA.

345 West 39th Street, New
I6S N*. IMfc I
PHUdUHUJPBIA. PA.

York, N. Y.
<4 W. RANDOLPH STREET
CmCAOO, ILL.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special TicJiet,
any
numbered:colors,
erery accurately
roll guaranteedCoupon
for tS.OO.
Prize
Dranlngs:Tickets5.000.
PrompttheBlUpmentj.
Cashthe
wlti
order. (Set
ausplea.SeatSend
ReMrred
Coupondlaeram
Tickets,forserial
or dated.to Government
All tlcitets must
oonfonn
regulation
■ad bear MtabUibed price of admission and tax
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
FiTe Thousand
$1.60
Ten Thousand
3.00
Fifty
Thonaand
9.00
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
Twenty-five Thousand
6.00
One Hundred Thousand 13.00
National Ticket Co. shamoicin. Pa.
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Quitting Sea, Holmstrom
Hangs on to the Breeze
THErecognized
accompanying
photographwhowillhave
be
by exhibitors
purchased Monsoon cooling systems.
But for the benefit of those who are not
acquainted with Monsoon and its personnel, we take pleasure in introducing Gustave Holmstrom, the highly efficient superintendent ofMonsoon installations.

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
arn'35i>100aW(^
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big
NOW.
QullfTepportonltlel
for tbiM faadnating
profsaalon.
mantbi'
ooone coren Tbne
all branches:
MoUn Plotira-CommenlalPortraltura
Cam«rat and Materialt fumiihed free.
PraoUoal wayInatrmotlon;
modem
Day Supolorlty.
or ereDlii«
olaMea:
tanna. ni«
SchoolaQulpnuait
of Beoognlzed
Call or write for complete catalog No. 25.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. Seth St, N. Y. SOS Stata St, Brooklyn, N. Y.
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND BWPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALO*
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. IMO.
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
FUCKERLESS
'SAFETYPROJECTOR
STANDARD"
MOTION PICTURE
Dept. M.W.
The Pathescop* Co. of America, Inc.
Aeolian Hall
New York
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Uanafactonn
ot Eeotrlo
lfa<<ii»ea for Uorlna
PtcUireorTicket
Theatre*Isaalas
and
Beataarajitj.
Sold dinct
tiut>a«h
your
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET ISIIREGISTER
COMPANY
St LMtla,NortkHo.,Broadway
U. S. A.

PICTURE
THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yoan.
District of Columbia
ZENK & SPARKLIN, Inc.
943 Manser Bide.,
WasiiliictoB. D. C
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Kreere Bide, Detroit. Mich.
C. HOWARD CRAI^
IM Griswold Bid*.. Detroit. Mich.
Missouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
KIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.
Coaaaltanti
other plana
arcblteola.
Advlaora to owners toresardlng
and
tpedtlaatlonj of oontemidated

ON™ Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
r
FOR
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:
Writ*$7.50
far r«ld«T
•r
Aali Tour DmUct
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
859-3(3 Eaat 155th Street New Yorli City

June 5, 1920

Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 Sooth 17tb St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Gustay Holmitrom
Who prefers the Monsoon to the Nor'easter.
After a long period spent in the service
of his country
the high out
seas, and
Mr. isHolmstrom has beenon mustered
now
turning his attention to the installation of
Monsoon cooling systems in theatres — to
which installations his expert work adds
the final touch of perfection.
He has spent so many hours in the rigging of ships that it will seem quite homelike to him to fox-trot in the dizzy heights
while
looking after a Monsoon roof installation.
We join in voicing a hearty welcome to
the returned sailor.
Ne'w Powers Distributor.
The Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 916 G
street, N. W., Washington, D. C, has recently been appointed exclusive distributors
Power's byCameragraph
for the
territoryfor the
comprised
Delaware, District
of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia.
The supply business will be handled under the name of the Washington Theatre
Supply Company, which will shortly occupy new quarters.
A. Dresner, general manager of both the
exchange and the supply divisions, reports
business as being particularly good.
GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING nCTURE THEATRES
Every State — total 25.300: by Statea. M.N.
Per M.
1,057 eim exchanrea
$7.60
313 manafaeturera and atudios
4.00
.lAR machine and supply dealers
4.N
Further Partlcvlara:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 161 W. Adams St., dneago

W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
101 PARK AVENUE, N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK
No Charce for Preliminary Beryicaa
Write for our up-to-date price U$t.
Amusement Supply Co.
We are the Oldest Supply Bouae in the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd floor Congninerg Bldg.,
220 Sonth SUte Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dealen In
Motlograpb
Msftilnasfor
NaUonal
Carbons,
Ttflnnsa Morlns
Screens Picture
and ersiythiac
tbe Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
15,012 Motion Picture Theatres
the MTTloe
United and
Statea—
no mote.50%Usetna .
orIBAlaolilt
sare
UsU of Sute
BUhU3* toBayers.
Baigly Daalais
aDd Producer*.
Motion Picture Directory Co.,
244 W. 42nd St.. New York, N. T.
Phone Bryant 8138

ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Anion* the Beat Two-Reelera on the Marks!
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
MODERN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
By Edward B. Kinsila
Will solve your problems and help
you make money. $3.00 to
CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Fifth Avenae New York City
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Street

-intDwnatidoDuntij
There

is a uniformi^of

popular

demand

bestmusical
to motion

for the

acoompaniment
pictuies and on

the basis of sei-vicerendeied

X

ROBE

RT -MORTON

has earned

an enviable

record

in the hi^ and little

houses

for short relief tothe

orchestra

or hourly toil

throug^hout
Standard

the pro-am
perfonnaiKE

underavarietj^of

conditions

^ives assuranceof
for the

long^ life

Robert-Morton

at maximum
efficiency^
Wr/^e usj^ovrmusicproUems
OurexpQiisarewillin^ioserve

%e
Amebican
Photo
CHICyAGO
, ILL.
NEV/VORK CITY
s>y/:sr 4-5' s-r/?esr

Playek
Co.
SAN FRANCISCO CAL
/09 ffOAoefy OATf A\/f
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

3c Per word for situations wanted and lielp wanted. Minimum
Sc Per word for all commercial advertisements.
Minimum
SITUATIONS WANTED.
AT LIBERTY — High class piano leader-conductor.
Thoroughly competent ; large library ; special musical settings for pictures. Address "Musical Director." Box 644, Kansas City, Mo.
PROJECTIONIST,
years'onlyexperience,
desiresis
permanent
position ; ten
theatre
where ability
appreciated. Projectionist, Box 123, Mayfield, Ky.
OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT— A photographer of
wide experience ; knowledge of physics, chemistry,
natural sciences, agriculture, landscape art ; exIperlenced
in management
laboratory ; application
of still ofandmanufacturing
motion photography
to research problems, educational subjects, travel,
Jecturlng, writing ; outdoors man, familiar with
woods and togrwater
; expert for
in methods
color work,
phoaphy, the microscope
still or ofmotion
makingjects,oflantern
negative
and
positive
film,
outdoor
subslides, plain or colored. Educational,
care M. P. World, New York City.
ORGANIST AT LIBERTY for immediate engagement in first-class
; trained
musician of
exceptional ability andtheatre
reputation
; experienced,
expert
picture player ; splendid library. Pipe organ and
good salary essential. Arthur Edward Jones, Hotel
Dagmar, Hagerstown, Md.
CAMERAMAN desires position with opportunity
for travel ; reference given ; reference required of
private teriors,
parties.
with toning.
interiors,Salary
exdeveloping, Experience
printing, tinting,
and ble,
expenses
;
salary
to
apply
on
equipment.
Capawilling to work. Address Box 114, M. P. World,
New York City.
FIRST-CLASS
MAN, slides.
camera Box
experience, printing,LABORATORY
developing, lantern
113, care M. P. World, New York ICty.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
BE
A
K. H.Job J.is That's
Man Who
His Job.M. IfW.your
making a money
fromKnows
your
theatre,
"Motion
Picture
Electricity,"
by
H.
Hallberg, will make you a wizard at gettingJ.high
electrical efBciency from your equipment at low
cost. $2,150, postpaid. The Chalmers Publishing
Co., 516 Fifth Ave., New York City.

W.A.NTED — To lease or manage theatre in town
of 5,000
25.000like; four
years' with
experience
ences ;or towould
to connect
chain of; refertheatres ; can deliver the goods and am ready to report
for work. Box 404. Washington, Ind.
CAMERAS. ETC., FOR SALE.
FROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton. China.
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalogue and
service for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, supplies, etc., etc., all at sensational moneysaving prices. Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E
catalogue today. David Stem Company, "Value,
service, satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, 111.
BEHIND treatise
THE MOTION
a ■complet
on makingPICTURE
and takingSCREEN."
the picture,PANY,
price Chicago,
$3.65,111.postpaid. BASS CAMERA COMC-2 DE VRY, perfect condition, ready for use,
$100 ; C-90 De Vry, perfect condition, guaranteed.
^l.">0.
for new COMPANY.
and used portable
pro-,
jectors.Headquarters
BASS CAMERA
109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
NOW READY — The New Miner Ultrastigmat
F :1.9 lens for motion picture cameras ; price in
barrel. $75. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request.
Send your
ordersBass,
in now.
ERA COMPANY.
Charles
Pres.,BASS
109 CAMNorth
Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
DEBRIE CAMERA FOR SALE.— Will sell at bargain brand new Debrie camera, Krauss Tessar lens
and all attachments ; Debrie tripod ; 8 magazines.
3 carrying cases, etc. Box 106, M. P. World, New
York City.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
OPERAchines CHAIRS
from war camps,
booths,
maand entire equipments
furnished
at half
original cost Write your requirements. J. P.
Redington, Scranton, Pa.
SPECTRO LIGHTS — Any size, any quantity,
portablecount formodel
$100.Everything
Studio model
$135.00.motion
Disquantity.
for making
pictures.
See
our
display
advertisement.
Bass
Camera Company, 109 North Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

THIS
Of

All

Undercrowding
is easy to remedy with this
book full of crowd-pulling advertising ideas, all tested, all
practical.
Picture Theatre
Advertising
300 pages
$2.00 Postpaid

Your

WAY

Theatre

Troubles

Projection Worries
cant live in the same booth with
an operator who owns this book
full of sound advice and practical
information on every projection
point. Motion Picture
Handbook
700 pages
$4.00 Postpaid

ONE POWER S 6A moving picture machine, first
class
6A road equlpntent, condition,
large lamp$110.
house,OnefirstPower's
class condition,
$100.
Webster Electric Co.. 719 Ninth St. N. W., Washgton, D. C. — One lO-hotw engine. 5 kw. generFOR inSALE
ator,
switchboard, etc.Crescent
; all inTheatre
good condition
; can
be demonstrated.
Co., Sowex,
N. J.
FILMS WANTED.
WILL BUY new or used feature films and
comedies which have complet* titles, full set advertlsing.
sensational
mmsider trades. Prefer
Robinson
W&lkargnbjeets,
Compaay,willAroM*
Building, Seattle, Washington.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE— "Million-Dollar Mystary," 4« reel* ;
"Girl from Frisco," 50 reels; "S«^aJ Pirates," W
reels ; "Cleopatra," 8 reels ; "Redemption," 6 raeta ;
"The Peddler," featuring Joe Welch, 6 reels ; "The
Scarlet
6 reels
; "House
Oarda,"
wOk
CatherineTrail,"
Calvert,
5 reels
; also of
series
at tUXtm
Mary
Plckford
single
reel
specials,
and
large
aalsetion miscellaneous features and comedlsn. dramas,
in fineCo..
condition, with advertising. Guarajity Plotures
York
City. 130 West 46th Street. 11th Floor, New
NEGATIVE.
FIVE-REELDavenport,
DRAMA. World'sby
Rights,
featuring
Herbert
Brenton. Dorathae
Bargain to quick directed
purchaser.
A. T.. care M. P. World. New York City.
NEW; California
PRINTS— Rodeo,
"Life three,
of Jesse
four;
reels
four orJames."
five reels
Sontag & Evans, the California Outlaws, state rights,
five reels
: Great
Round-Up,matter
two reels.
All
sizes
posters
and Western
other advertising
on aboTe
attractions. Independent Film Exchange. 120 Golden
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
THEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR :LEASE
Picture1st,theatres
In Penaaoola,
Florida
ready —August
and fully
eq«li9ed ;
over 900 chairs. C. H. Stewart, 602 National Olty
Bldg.,
Cleveland,
Ohio,
or
Leroy
V.
Holsberry,
Pensacola, Florida.

OUT
Wherever

Current Troubles
disappear with the help of the
practical advice that fills this book
on everj'
phase and
of electrical
theatre equipment
maintenance.
Motion Picture
Electricity
280 pages

$0.50
$1.00

$2.50 Postpaid

Located
Growing Pains
cease to bother you when you plan
to remodel or build and spread
your business if this book guides
you and your architect.
Modem Theatre
Construction
266 pages
$3.00 Postpaid

MOTION PICTUKE
ELECTRICITY

'<:ti;f .=_=-.
p i C T U R_E [
THEATRE!
*
ADVERTISING i'

Order from your nearest Supply House, or from
CHALMERS
WRIGHT-CALLENDER BLDG.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PUBLISHING
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK

COMPANY

64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE
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COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all it* brajacbes, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has tbe QUALITY and PUNCH wbicb SELL prints.
RELEASE
Specially
Uniform
EXPERTS

WORK
equipped for QUANTITY production.
SUPERIOR QUALITY sucb as only
with scientific supervision can produce.

The ^utomaticketSystem Stops
Box OrrtcE Leaks & Losses

SPECLVLTIES
If you bave work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
linowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.

^SK

THE

1

FOUNDATION

OF

PRESENT-DAY

PICTURES
□
PRECISION
STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
EQUIPMENT
PRINTERS
SUM»LIES
SPUCER
for
MotionStudio*,
PictureTheatres
LahoACCESSORIES
ratorlest
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losangeles
I80MI Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
,
FIDELITY FAMOUS
MOVING PICTURE MOTOR
This is the 1/10 H.P. Variable Speed Motor
you have heard about. Thousands in use on
machines successfully. Price, $22. Send us your
order for careful attention and mention your
kind of current.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.
LANCASTKR, PA.

The Utmost in Screen Brilliancy
LA VITA aNEMATOGRAFICA
The Laadinc, Independent Orvan of ItaBan Film Trade
SUBOORIPTION FOR
SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
FOREItN COWMTRIBB
A<ivertUement$ : Tttriff on ofpUeation.
Editarial OCTices: TURIN (Ualy)— GaHcria Nacionalc
PUTS

It

MOTION

"MARTIN >> ROTARY
CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyn. Ave., OiImo.
1010 Brakaw BIdo., Nm Yort

F.

^BOUT

Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Co.
BROADWAV
N E W YO R »!C

Empire
City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St.. New York City
Bryant 5437
Bet. Eirhth and Ninth Area.

B.

Us

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

MORE

LIGHT

ON

BROADWAY

B. F. PORTER installs LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION of "WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE" is
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.
B. F. PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE, at 49th STREET, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE

WE

\Jt\\JjyiJ
-^
^^->^LV/^

,
^

CINE

WEST 42^iP STREET
/>je:w YORK

220

JUNE

ISSUE

Vl^^^
. GEti.MGR

OF

MUNDIAL
15,800 PAID CIRCULATION

ADVERTISING
CHALMERS

BRYANT 5576,

DISAPPOINT^'

NEVER

PUBLISHING

RATES

ON

CO.,

516

APPLICATION
Fifth

Ave.,

New

York

City
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
JMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE
ARGUS THEATRE SUPPLY DIVISION
of the
NORTHERN
ARGUS LAMP * APPLIANCE CO. OHIO
815-23 Prospect Are.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
□
BOSTON MOTION PIC- MASSACHUSETTS
TURE SUPPLY CO.
RHODE ISLAND
CONNECTICUT
54 Broadwar
BOSTON. MASS.
B R E C K PHOTOPLAY NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
SUPPLY CO.
WESTERN NEVADA
98 Golden Gate Are.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. □- OREGON
ARGUS ENTERPRISES, SOUTHERN
Inc.
and CALIFORNIA
Calmr Broe. DiTision
842-4C South OHto St. ARIZONA
LOS ANGELES, CAL. □DWYER BROS. & CO. SOUTHERN OHIO
520 Broadway
and
KENTUCKY
CINCINNATL OHIO
EASTERN
MISSOURI
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL
NORTHEASTERN
ARKANSAS
CO.
•OS OllT. St. MadUon
I Conntlca
ST. LOUIS. MO.
St. Clair J>■IlllnoU
In
Monroe
ILLINOIS
EXHIBITORSSUPPLYCO.
845 Sooth Wabash Are. (Except Madlaon, St.
Clair
and Monro*
CHICAGO. ILL.
Coantiaa)
EXHIBITOR8SUPPLYCO.
167 North IlUnois St. INDIANA
INDIANAPOLia. IND.
□
SOUTHERN aad
EASTERN OBXHIBITORSSUPPLYCO.
204 Manhattan Baildin* D«a Meiaea
MILWAUKKB, WIS. Jacka*B
Henry
CmmUm
LMiaa
Mascatln*
BOLLU-aOTH-MORTON WEST
and YIBGDOA
COMPANY
12*1 Liberty At*.
WESTERN
PITTSBURGH. PA. QPENNSYLVANIA
LELAND THEATRE SUP- MAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMP8HISB
97 SUt« St.
UONTPELIER. VT □- VERMONT
Carolina Alabama
LUCAS PLY
THEATRE
CO. SUP- S.N. Carolina
Loaisiana
Geor^a
168 Marietta St. ID- Florida Tennessee
Soathern
ATLANTA, GA.
MisaUsippi Virdnla
MICHIGAN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY CO.
<3 East Elisabeth St. MICHIGAN
DETROIT, MICH. CDLUCAS THEATRE
PLY CO. SUP- TEXAS
1816 Main 8L
SOUTHERN
DALLAS, TEX.
ARKANSAS

ALBANY PLY
THEATRE
CO. SUP. EASTERN
4 Clinton Are.
NEW YORK
York aty)
Selling AsmtB
^ ALBANY.
N. T. □- (Except Greater Nir
AUBURN THEATRICAL CENTRAL
SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK
AUBURN, N. Y.
Sellint: Acents
STATE
BECKER PLY
THEATRE
SOTCO.
WESTERN
184 Franklin St.
NEW YORK
BUFFALO, N. Y.
aSTATE
Selline Agents
GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Datchess
Pntnam
B. F. PORTER
Orance
Conntie*
729 Seventh Ave.
NewState
York
NEW YORK. N. Y. Q- SutFolk
Sallivan
Rockland
8EATTLE STAGE LIGHT- WASHINGTON
21 Madison
Block CD- and
ING CO.WASH.
SEATTLE,
OREGON
DELAWARE
EASTERN
LEWIS M. SWAAB
PENNSYLVANIA
1J27 Vine St.
SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
EASTERN
MARYLAND
SW ANSON THEATBB
NEBRASKA
EQUIPMENT CO.
423 Soath 16th St. o- and
WESTERN IOWA
OMAHA. NEB.
SW ANSON THEATRE
BQUIPMENT CO.
818 Loenst St.
DEB MOINES, lA. □SW ANSON THEATRE
"^ EQUIPMENT
1614 WeltoB St.
CO.
DENVER. COLO. CDSW ANSON THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.
132 East 2nd Soath BL
SALT LAKE aTY. UTAH□TECO PRODUCTS MFC.
CO.
246 Loeb Arcade CDMINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CENTRAL a>d
SOUTHERN IOWA
WYOMING
COLORADO
MONTANA
NEW MEXICO

UTAH
IDAHO
EASTERN NEVADA
Minnesota, Booth and
Northern andDakota,
EasternNorthIowa
and Northern
and
Western Wisconsin.
WEBSTER ELECTRIC WASHINGTON, D. C.
COMPANY
WESTERN
719 9th St., N.W.
MARYLAND
WASHINGTON, D. C. NORTHERN
VIRGINIA
YALE PLY
THEATRE
SOTWESTERN
CO.
Film Boildinc
KANSAS MISSOURI
OKLAHOBfA
17th and Main SU.
KANSAS aTY, MO.
NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS
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WITH,

PROJECTORS
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TmPiiicisioNMACHmKp.Isc.
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HORSLEY'b

LABORAlUKlES

POWER'S
Wm

HORSLEV

PROJECTORS

prop
Wm.

UbE

ARTHUR T. HORSLEY. BUS. MANAGER

Wm. C. HORSLEY. LAB. SUPT

Horsley
DEVELOPING AND

Film
Laboratories
PRINTINC3 IN ALL. ITS BRANCHES
HOLLYWOOD 3693
6060 SUNSET BOULEVARD
Hollywood. California
J'ebraary

Xlioholaa

Power

#90 Gold

23. 1920.

Co.,

St.,

New York,

'
RS
AN
YEE
CE
11
EXPERI

W.Y.

Gentlemen:

It may interest
past eleven
picture
moving

years

we nave

which

laboratories,

we have

projector

picture

At the present
every

day three

examination

by itself.

Powers

except

conducting

been

used

that during

every

make

the

moving

of

one.

time we nave

6B machines

in constant

use

for use in screen

of our product.

For
is required,

you to know

all round
we consider

service

where

the Powers

hard

machine

constant

work

in a class

ICX

FOUNDED

BY

J.P. CHALMERS

NOW

IN 1907,

HEADY

Emm
starrm.

ALLISON

^ ^

A play ofriitkLess motives
ayicC tita^iic conflicts..
7ounied on HENRY AETHUIl
-^TONES' mcmcrjihLe Lnierncitio^v
'Kxl sU^e
c success JUDAH
Adaj^ted By LOIS ZELLNEIt
Vxvtdid Jby HENRY OTTO

METRO

i^^wcLL l\a.f'^ei^ ^ Director (Jenei^cd..

'Published

by

Chalmers
^Publuhing
, 516
S¥ewl/ork
A Weekly. Subscription
Price: United States and Company
its PoMcssions, Mexico and
Cuba, fS a D^ifth
year; Canada, o^venue
$3.58 a year; Foreign, Countries
(postpaid),
a year. Entered as second class Cepyrlglit.
matter June1930.
17, 1908,
at
th*
Post
Office
at
New
York,
N.
Y.,
under
the
Act
of
March
3, 1879.
by th* Chalmers PublUblns Company.
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Foolish

has

loss

saving,

of the

the

exhibitor

incidentally
saving

with

is on

which

he

to do.

RITCHEY
thize with him

to make

may

fellow

the

of the

WORLD

great

LITHO.
CORP.
whole heartedly.

posters — not

cheap

can sympaOur aim is
ones,

for

our

organization consists of the greatest poster artists and poster printers in the world. If posters
were

ordered

poster

would

RITCHEY

having
To

the

definite,
posters

31st STREET,

be

the

specified,

should

that

he

should

all the

for

the

merit

receipts,
insist

a

upon

uses.
to the

insist

point, and

upon

having

time!

LITHO.
NEW

RITCHEY

box-office

concise,

he

the

unquestioned

exhibitor

poster

RITCHEY
406 WEST

has

his demands

RITCHEY

merit

maximum

in every

positively
li

the

that

make

on

of necessity

poster

of yielding
quality

solely

YORK

CORP.

PHONE, CHELSEA

8388

Adolph

Zukor

presents

—

— ■

JOHN

BARRYMORE

in
Drjekyll
You're

not

taking

andMr,Hyde
any

chances

when

you

book John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde." It started out by breaking all records
everywhere, and it's still going the same
all over the country.

clip

sjeorge Carpenter, Paramount Empress Theatre,
( Salt Lake City, has just wired:
"Just completed week of splendid business on
John
Barrymore
in this
'Dr. was
Jekyll
and Mr.character
Hyde."
My patrons
said that
the greatest
acting ever screened. Thanks for work of exploitation department. Congratulations."
Remember

that it's JOHN BARRYMORE
the people want to see.

Tell them

it's BARRYMORE

you've got!
By Robert Louis Stevenson Directed by John S. Robertson
Scenario by Clara S. Beranger

^

C/>araniounl4rtcraftQ>icture
fammoiuM ] FAMOUS
AOOLPM ZUKOR PrttPLAYERS-LASKY
jESSt L LASKY *'<c«-A*i CECILCORPORATION
B D( MILLE O^efo' Control
CANADIAN DISTRJBUTORS fAMCXlS -LASKV t
itAOQUARIERS TORONTO
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GEORGE
MELFORDS
PRODUCTION

THE

SEA

VOLF

BY JacK
London
M. RITCHEY
WILL
by
Adapted
THE
SEA WOLF" has gone
over with a mighty wallop!
The power and thrill of it have
brought the public storming to see it.

A MARVELOUS picturization of
iV a world-famous book, a triumph
of realistic production, it is already a
proven box-office success.

Let your townspeople see it at your theatre !
ZUXOR PLAYERS
f'n JUSK LLAIKT-LASKY
IVr Prw CEOLCORPORATION
B OK MULE D-te^i
^. AJtOLPU
FAMOUS
'

June 12, 1920
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CORPORATION

nnounces

SUNSET-BURRUD-SCENIC-SERIAL
50% Scenic Splendor = 100% Entertainment
50% Story
Special Pictures Corporation offers you 700 feet of entertainment
each week. A scenic serial of the sports and dangers encountered
by two unchaperoned American ^irls touring the wildest, grandest
part of the earth — The Rocky Mountains from Mexico to Alaska.
Directed by a master — Dick Burrud— (he's packed over every inch
of this country) with the co-operation of Scenic Specialists of Sunset
Mag,azine (500,000 readers) and the U. S. Department of Interior,
National Park Service. Tinted and toned, the "Sunset-Burrud-ScenicSerial" will ease the nervous strain of your tired city dwellers — and
vour box-office will profit as a natural result.
First release July 4th — Each week thereafter

H. W.

SPECIAL
HELLMAN

PICTURES
CORPORATION
BUILDING
LOS ANGELES

nnuniiiiinninniiuniiuiniinniiiniiiiinii
MM
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"Th

e

Greatest

Love

Triumphs
New

At

York

Story

Ever

Its Initial
Presentation

" ' Romance' is one of the finest examples of screen entertainment seen
in New York in many months. Doris Keane gave a performance which

d"

Tol

might well serve as an object lesson for most of our ' movie ' st;irs. The
reality of her 'Rita Cavallini' has seldom been seen on the screen."
—New York World.

"Miss Doris Keane charmed a large audience yesterday by her impersonation ofMme. Cavallini .... She is at her best in this picture and
her work is as effective on the screen as it was on the stage. The unfolding
of the story kept the audience at a high pitch throuiihout. "
— New York Evening Telegram.

"Miss Keane's acting on the screen has lost none of its charm."
- -New York Eoening Post.

"'Romance' is uncommonly interesting." — New York Times.

"Miss Keane makes a lovely Marguerita Cavallini, just as she did on the
stage and as the love story unwound itself, one could easily understand why
the stage production had been so great a success." — New York Tribune.

"The screen version shows that Miss Keane has indeed gained in power
to stir the emotions .... Her work is beautifully shaded."
— New York Sun-Herald.

"Doris Keane in the role that she played over a thousand times in
England and m;iny times in this country, in Edward Sheldon's 'Romance')repeated on the screen at the Strand yesterday, the triumph that she achieved
in this charming play on the legitimate stage." — New York Evening Sun.

DORIS

MARY PICKFORI)

in "ROMANCE"
KEANE
Edward Sheldon's Celebrated Play
Directed h CHETWITHEY
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Hiram Abrams, General Manager

D. W. GRIFFITH

|SELECT(g|)PiCTURES|

All tKe grandeur and splendor of
tKe old and new worlds are today
fleeted in Prizma master color
creations. TKej) are the supreme
9 achievement in color photography.
There is an element of distinction
associated \Oith the house that plays
Prizma Pictures. For the large or
— small theatre Prizma is the kej)
to the dooi' of greater patronage.

r5gCECT(M>))PICTUREg

The
and

Bubbles

of Your

AirCastles

areClothed

Fancy

ofYourDreams

in Nature's
in

Colors

PHIZMA
pTPsontcd by
Lewis J. Sdznick

Select

Exchanges

are Anxious
Prizma
They

Everywhere

to Show ^bu

Rocont

Roloasos.

are

Prcferrod

Any Theatre, Whether

Attractions

for

Largie orSmall
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WILLIAM

FLYNN

ANNOUNCES

THE
A
TO

FORMATION

PRODUCING
MAKE

OF

COMPANY
A

SERIES

OF

WESTERN

PLAYS
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FEATURING

JACK

GARDNER

RELEASING
TO

BE

PLANS

ANNOUNCED

LATER

RICHARDS
^

PRODUCING
KANSAS

&

FLYNN

COMPANY
CITY
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STAR
REISSUES

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
IN

"THE

AMERICANO"

Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit,
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Salt Lake City

NORMA

TALMADGE
m

"FIFTY-FIFTY"
Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Los
Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Salt Lake City

BRAND

NEW
AND

NOW

PRINTS

PAPER

BOOKING
IN

HALLMARK

EXCHANGES
AS LISTED ABOVE

LOUISE

NOW
AT ALL

NEW

BIG

GLAUM

in

SPECIAL

HALLMARK
EXCHANGES

GRACE

HALLMARK

DARLING

in

PICTUR
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REISSUES

WILLIAM

S.

HART

IN

"HELL'S

HINGES"

Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit,
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Salt Lake City

CHARLES

RAY

IN

"THE

PINCH

HITTER"

Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, New
York, New Haven, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington
BRAND

NEW
AND

NOW

PRINTS

PAPER

BOOKING
IN

I
HALLMARK

EXCHANGES
AS LISTED ABOVE

"LOVE

or

NOW

JUSTICE"
NEW

BIG

SPECIAL

AT ALL
HALLMARK
EXCHANGES

"THE

ES

DISCARDED

WOMAN"

CORPORATION
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ANNOUNCING

REALART'S

BEBE
IN GRACE

"YOU

LOVELL

STAR

NEWEST

DANIELS
BRYAN'S

NEVEK

AMAZING

CAN

STORY

TELL!"

Heres

Our

Prediction:

BEBE

DANIELS

will place her past successes
"also ran"
"YOU

in the

class as a star in

NEVER

CAN

TELL"

This is the first photoplay
she ever has appeared
in, which was chosen
with her sparkling,
vivacious and colorful
type of
mind.

acting only in

Miss

Daniels

"MALE

attained success in

and FEMALE"

-EVERYWOMAN"

"
IN' FOOL
"THE
•WHY DANC
CHANGE
YOUR

But you will like her even better in
'You

Never

Can

Tell

because it isWIFE?"
1 00 percent. Bebe
Daniels, accentuating her own
delicious, inimitable style.

'■YOU

NEVER
CAN
TELL"
By GRACE LOVELL BRYAN
is an amalgamation of two great recent SATURDAY
EVENING POST story successes — "You Never Can
Tell" and "Class."
In line with Realart's policy of thoroughness we had to
buy the two for one
BEBE

DANIELS

production. In all that goes to make a fine picture, Realart
can safely say to exhibitors:
"MORE

than })our Money's Worth! "

THE
FIRST

DANIELS

SUBJECT
gives this "bit of the mystic Orient
slumbering within a lovely New
J World personality" — as Miss
Daniels has been described —
at her creative best, in a part that
will win legions of new

admirers.

She's
the Good

Little Bad

Qirl

and she'll be wicked and saintly and
horrid n everything for your audiences,
in her own

Bebe

Daniels

PRODUCTIONS

Don't you want a
good little had girl?
WAITING
Realart

AT

OUR

Pictures

469 FIFTH AVENUE

EXCHANGES
Corporation
NEW

YORK CITY

RAMBLES ROUND FILMTOWN
WITH WALTER K. HILL
ADVERTISING SLIDES

RUBBERNECKING IN FILMLAND
By GIEBLER
*** Bennie Ziedman has got something big
up his sleeve in the production line that he
won't tell about. Mahlon Hamilton is raising a set of whiskers, and Eddie O'Hara,
Micky Neilan's
who neglected to take publicity
his coursedopester,
of sulphur
and
molasses this spring, has got a fierce boil
on bis neck.

To beat the profiteers wear "Other Men's
Shoes."
Commit your suicide with "Paris Green."
Gasoline gags "The City Sparrow."
Stocking-clocks keep time on "Mary's
Ankle."
"THE LOST BATTALION" (McManus)
David
W'ark Griffith, among the Florida
Keys.
Allan Dwan, among the snows of the
Rockies.
Herbert Brenon, among the peaks of the
Alps.
It's a fact that nobody can start an "exclusive" and get away with it.

Falstaff
Shakespeare's
Merry Wit
Greets Brothers

FRUITINA OF FILMLAND
(Opening Reel)
Peaches on the beaches.
Lemons on the screens,
Melons cut by fmancicrs,
Pears — and some has-beans.

*** I did a little stepping around this week —
stopped in at the Hollywood studios, Jack
Casper's community movie foundry, and saw
Wesley Barry trying out the automatic buckboard that Micky Neilan gave him as a present for having arrived at his thirteenth
birthday with all his freckles intact.
*** I did not say much about my visit to
Lasky's last week, in spite of the fact that
they assaulted me with the remains of a
kitchen
esteem. set. I still hold them in high

in the
Wag

The "bosses"
read Rambles
do the old
"boys."
colyum Johnnie
Walker and
— twoso years
and
going strong enough for forty.
17

Lodge

'Thecomplimetit
best Westto Coast
page in thefrom
business."
"Rubbernecking"
12,500 — A
of our 12,500 readers.

Reading Power
Selling Power

Rambles" and "Rubbernecking" are two of the many features that make each reader of MOVING PICTURE
WORLD, on renewing subscription, write, "Don't let me miss an issue." The World is the paper that is READ.

"The Traf'" Paper of Features"

Founded by J. P. Chalmers in 1907

For

Summer

T^e.

Success

WILLIAM

FARNUM
for instancCf

in a brand
save

new

triumph

that most

for the big autumn

season

takes care of the exhibitor

and

distributors
but

would

William

his patrons

Fox

all the

year through.

Book

WILLIAM

FARNUM
in

THE

JOYOUS

TROUBLEMAKER
From the Novel by

Scenario by

Jackson Gregory

Charles Kenyon

Direction
J. Gordon

and

make

FOX

profits

Edwards

absolutely

sure.

ENTERTAINMENTS

For

Big

Summer

Season

Attractions

Success

Like

IN
3

GOLD

COINS

From the Story by
H. H. Van Loan

The

Exquisite
Miss

SHIRLEY
in

MASON

LOVE'S
HARVEST
story by
Direction
Pearl Doles Bell
Howard M. Mitchell
The

Screen

Meteor

WILLIAM

IN

RUSSELL

TWINS
SUFFERING
From the Novel by
Ridgwell CuUum
Direction
Scott Dunlap

A II Wonderful —

A II Powerful —

for

you

if you

FOX

OF
CREEK
Scenario by
Julius G. Furthman

A II Certain

book

Successes

now

ENTERTAINMENTS

For

Summer

Then

there
IN

THE

s

Success

GEORGE
NEW2BIG

WALSH

HIT
NUMBER

17

From the Novel by
Louis Tracy

and

the

new

brilliant

Direction by
George A. Beranger

star

EILEEN

HER

PERCY

HONOR

THE

From the Stage Success
By Arline Van Ness Hines
Direction
Paul Cazeneuve

and

the

Western

JONES

SQUARE

SHOOTER

story and Scenario by
Denison Clift

All

for

you

and

your

pocketbook

FOX

Scenario by
Denison Clift

Sensation

BUCK

THE

MAYOR

if you

Direction
Paul Cazeneuve

book

early!

ENTERTAINMENTS

For

Summer

The

Success

Laughter

that

world

echoes

provided

WILLIAM

SUNSHINE
Supervision

'round

the

by

FOX

COMEDIES

HAMPTON

DEL

RUTH

and

MUTT

Captam

AND

JEFF

Bud
Fisher's
unapproachable
cartoon
favorites

while

"

FOX

continues
vigor,

Book

now

and

he

FOX

to

NEWS

ecUpse

interest

safe

and

all

all

competitors

attraction

Summer

!
in

values

with

ENTERTAINMENTS
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23rd

INC.

Street,

to the Trade

TITLE

New

Its Unrivalled
for

DEVELOPING

York

Facilities

NEGATIVES
MAKING
and

COMMERCIAL

PRINTING

up to a capacity of

A

MILLION

FEET

A

Our Film Laboratory,

of the City, means

24-HOUR

SERVICE— if you require it.

TOP
IN

in the Heart

Action, Quickest

But alvs^ays — Quality
Right!

19

WEEK

Speediest

SITUATED
OF
THE

Shipments.

First, and

ABOVE
THE

OF

at Prices

THE

DUST

MASONIC

HEART

OF

PHONE— GRAMERCY

that are

LINE

BUILDING

NEW

960— TODAY

YORK
^

Truly,

a Remarkable
Feature

Novelty

an

star

all

5,000

Cast

Actors,

50 Gorgeous

Settings,

$100,000

worth

of Mechanical

Devices

You

can

Itjeservations

Tower
71

Film

West

now

malce

for Territorial

Ei^ltts

Corporation
St-New

Yorli

City

Carpentier

Man"

Wonder
by John G. Adolfi

The
Directed

Scores

CKITICISM
The

New

Evening
Has

Smashing

Premier

in

New

York

at

$2.00

Admissions.

Ballroom

The

Hotel

Astor

was

packed

S. R. O.

May

of

people
to capacity.

Business

days

of

the

first

the

run

in-

dicates 'Turn Away"
Business
for the entire
week.

This
in

the

exodus

that
in

face

Holiday

day
an

Triumph

was

the

York.

to

30, 1920

A BIG SURPRISE
"The Carpentier picture was one of the bigbest
season.surprises Broadway has had in many a
"We are wise to the ways of capitalizing celebrities— hundred-thousand-dollar name — ten-twentjand thirty scenario acting, scenery and support.
It always makes us feel as if some one had sold
us a toy balloon and then stuck a pin in it.
"Robertson-Cole have not so imposed upon a
hero-worshipping public. They have made it possible for us to see one of the most popular
athletes of the day in action. This much we
expected, but what we did not expect was to find
in Carpentier a real actor, an artist with the
finish of a French gentleman and the finesse of
an habitual stage star."
THE

four

Telegram

by JANE NIXON
"Last evening, in the grand ballroom of the
Astor Hotel, Georges appeared for cinema
championship of the world. Beyond preadventure
of doubt his is no one-track talent."

Grand

2000

York

City

The

seating

FROM

was
of

scored
a

caused

that
the

three

country,

unprecedented

history

of

New

WONDER

MAN

"Such is the name under which Robertson-Cole,
promoters of the film, have chosen to introduce
their boxing star to an already sceptical screen
world.
"M. Carpentier not only lived up to the title.
He did more. He topped it. Three frozen-faced
critics who are wont to use these twilight picture
hours for malevolent meditation, were seen to
rouse from their stupor and blink their eyes unvingly at"The
Whenfor our
hero caused beliethe
villainWonder
to kiss Man."
the canvas
the
fatal ten, one of these three ravens actually
committed the critical faux pas of clapping his
hands in approval just like an ordinary ticketbuyer. The mistake was overlooked on the part
of his fellows owing to the heavy barrage of applause being laid down by a wondering and wellpleased audience."
"MILLION DOLLAR SMILE"
The Carpentier smile is bound to cause the
hearts of several million matinee maids to skip
a beat every time it lights up his frankly winning
face. His is a personality so accentuated as to
overcome the silence of the screen, to reach out
and make friends among those who have merely
meant to pose in the role of onlookers.
The story? Why tell? Suffice to say it is good,
substantial, thrilling, sustained, and that it has to
do with the French and the United States Secret
Service.

Knockout

Sensational

Moe

Mark

and
Moe

Walter
on

Hays

Screen

To

"If the

the

Astor

THE
STRAND—
week June 6th.
THE
STKAND—
week June 13th.

Few

York

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

Criticisms:

have

them

No

Actor

IT —

Unusually

"Ask

the

on
Has

the

LIGITY

that

given

to

Stage
ever

tremens

has

been

GEOKGES

Carpentier— AND
HE
IS STILL
RECEIV'
ING
FIRST
PAGE
SPACE.

ROBERTSON^COLE

or

me.

dousVOLUMEofPUB'

Surprised his audience at the Hotel Astor by demonstrating
real acting ability. The producers have supplied "The Idol of
France" with an excellent story and aNew
competent
supportingMail.
cast.
York Evening

this

wire

Screen —

received

His (Carpentier's) suppleness is a delight, New
and heYork
can News.
act, too.

of

of the year-

City,

It is a splendid picture, aside from Carpentier's part in it and
■ he, is almost as good a screen actor as he isNew
a figjiter.
York Herald.

print

"THE

showing:—

New

Newspaper

about

PICTURES

Man"

The men like his serious scenes, especially when he is pitting
his slenderness in scientific combat against a heavier opponent,
but the women like the nice boyish smile that so attractively
lights up his face.
New York Morning Telegraph.
The most striking feature of the entertainment was the revelation of Carpentier as an actor. He has many opportunities for
distinctive action, opportunities of which he takes full advantage.
New York Tribune.

Every

have

WONDER
MAN"
being
one of the KEAL
BIG

or
A

exhibitors

doubts

any

BOOKED

Wonder

follow

says:—

Examination

PERSONALLY

The

Mark

Big

Exchange

Special —

Exhibitor

that

has

a

SCREEN

plays

it."
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Photoplay

Corp'n

presents

An

Allan

"A

Dwan

Production

Splendid
Directed by Allan
Taken

An

all

from

star

Walthall,
ruthless,

in

the novel

cast
the

man

longest

sporting

the

story

lovingly
so
How

but

gamely
your

and

but

adventure,
across

manthe

life on

the

taken — and
gave

her

man

forlorn

thrill to this
of

ghosts,
and

B.

to

to this

seas

First National

his

a

a

game

who

on

will

Henry

of

ever

hopelessly

embarks

a chase

A

risked

a woman

MacGrath

by

dead

chance

patrons

of thrilling

headed

who

of

by Harold

character

wicked,

end — a

Hazard"
Dwan

all

who
hope.
story

intrigue

continents
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everywhere
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Here's
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almost

OUT!

hot

off

the

wire:

D Pittsburg, Pa., 9.32 A. M., May 26, 1920.
J. D. Williams, Associated First Nat'l Pictures, Inc.
6 and 8 West 48th Street, New York
Will have over pro rata one thousand
Cleveland convention.

It's

no

trouble

exhibitors
Franchise

why

at

franchises opening
JOS. SKIRBOLL.

all

to

show

a

First

National

is a good

thing

for

them
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There
Will Be
One
Exhibitors'
Convention
RITING on the afternoon of June 3 it may be said there will be drama — and there will be large opportunity
for constructive work.
with every outward indication of veracity that there
The summer is here, your show can run along by itself
will be but one exhibitors' convention in Cleveland for a week, you will return to your patrons with new ideas
on June 8. That such now seems to be the fact is a matThere's no exby contactat with
acquired
ter for congratulation on the part of every one who earnestcuse for remaining
home,your
therefellows.
are many reasons why
ly desires to see in this country a militant national exhibitor
you should go to Cleveland. AndOit is said the water's fine.
organization. It is what the Moving Picture World has
contended for, and in this it has been associated with all
Will the Screen Again Be Blamed?
whose actions were not dictated by motives of fear or
AT the beaches in California — at least on some of them
indifference or personal or business antagonism. It was
— and within the corporate limits of New York City
not to be expected that the animosities of a dozen years
the police authorities have decreed that the women
could be entirely eliminated without a thrashing out of bathers must wear stockings. So far as we are aware there
has been no great public demand for this insistence on the
issues — without indulging in a few epithets and other unaddition to the garb of those females to whom nature has
kind words.
been kind or who at least are satisfied in their own minds
In pleading for one convention the World has received
that such is the case. Surely the campaign is not in the
little or no support from its contemporaries, from those
interest of the war against the high cost of stockings —
silk ones, always of course. It must be fathered by the
in New York in any event.
multiplying clans of reformers.
The committee of seventeen, according to schedule, met
We have not yet seen the charge made, but it is fair to
in New York on the morning of June 3. It is said that the
assume
it will be made, that the popularity of the screen's
situation was clarified in a comparatively few minutes.
bare-legged bathing girls is behind the suddenly developed
Rembusch of Indiana and Van Praag of Kansas, who in the antagonism against their imitators in the flesh. If instead
of trying to ban all sockless bathers the crusaders rather
past fortnight have differed somewhat strenuously, walked
will seek to admit to the privilege of so appearing only
out of the committee room after the opening session arm
those whose lines will contribute to the artistry of the land
in arm. Their action was significant, for in large degree
and sea scape, who shall say they will not be doing a public
it answered a serious question, one that for several weeks
service? Restricting it, for instance, to such as readily
has been concerning all exhibitors interested in a harmoniwould be accepted in the bathingOgirls' "chorus"?
ous or at least an undivided convention.
Enter the Federated Exchanges
Also it is said that at the opening session of the committee of seventeen there was no suggestion of a convention
ENTER the Federated Exchanges of America, Inc., the
other than that called for the Hotel Winton.
latest contender for distributing honors. It is a
husky organization these state rights men have put
All reports indicate that the number of motion picture
men in the big Ohio city next week will be the largest together, a corporation the individual members of which
already have been through the exchange mill. The
and the most representative ever gathered within the bounFederated is fortunate in its leadership. Joseph L. Frieddaries of one municipality. The producers and distributors
tnan, the president, is a fine type of business man, one who
is capable of doing big things in a big way. There is every
will be well represented. There is to be an annual convenreason to believe that in widening the sphere of his influence
tion of the National Association of the Motion Picture Infrom the Chicago territory to that of the United States
dustry, and they will be present to attend it. It is likely
and Canada he will increase the circle of his friends in
they would have been present in any event, for the oppordirect ratio.
Surrounding Mr. Friedman is a capable and experienced
tunity to exchange opinions with several hundred — and
board of officers and committeemen. Thev are men who
the enthusiasts say several thousand — exhibitors is one
will do much to stabilize and extend the independent
not lightly to be ignored.
division of the motion picture industry. The state rights
Altogether it is going to be a big week in Cleveland. There
men have survived many hard seasons, have thrived in spite
will be fireworks, of course, for what would be an exof handicaps. The career of Federated will be closely
Avatched, and the best wishes of the trade will go with it.
hibitors' gathering without them. There will be comedy and
PubllAed weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company. 516 Fifth Avenue,
New York (Telephone; Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J, P. Chalmers,
Sr. ; Vice-President and General Manager, J. F. Chalmers ; Secretary and
Treasurer, E. J. Chalmers; Assistant General Manager, James L. Hoff;
Editor, George Blalsdell ; Advertising Manager, A. MacArthur, Jr.
Address all correspondence to the company.
The office of cbe company Is the address of the offlcers.

Chicago
Offlce: Suite
(Telephone:
Central1021-1023
5009). Garrlck Building, 64 West Randolph Street
Los Angeles
Offlce:
610-611
Wright & Callender Building (Telephone: Broadway 4649).
CIne-Mundlal. the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture W^'M. Is
published at 516 Fifth Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Compo'iy. It
reaches thescription. South
Americanratesand onSpanish-speaking
market. Yearly sub$2. Advertising
application.
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Snappy

News

Screen Advertisers of World
Meet in Indianapolis in June
men from all parts of
picture
ONUnited
MOTIthe
States are expected to be
apolis
in Indian
during the second
week in June to attend the convention of
sers'
the Screen Adverti
Association of the
World, which will be held in connection
with the general gconvention of the Associated Advertisin Clubs of the World.
Harry Levey, manager of the industrial
department of the Universal Film Company, and who is president of the screen
association, will be the principal speaker.
The sessions will be held Monday and
Tuesday afternoons, June 7 and 8, at the
Claypool Hotel.
Mr. Levey will speak on "A Dream
Realized." This will be followed by a discussion and an address by Tim Thrift, advertising manager of the American Multigraph Sales Company and chairman of the
motion picture committee of the Association of National Advertisers. His subject
will be "What I Have Learned About the
Motion Picture Medium."
"The True Mission of the Motion Picture" is the subject
of anLeitch,
addressauthor
that will
be delivered
by John
of
"Man to Man."
The Tuesday session of the convention
will be opened with an address by President
Levey on "Guaranteed Circulation with the
Motion Picture Medium." An "experience
meeting" will follow, in which advertising
managers will relate their experiences with
the motion picture as a medium of advertising.
Industrial
be shown. and educational pictures will

Secured

from

Sundry

land, and following the announcement by
Mr. Shay that he did not seek re-election,
the delegates voted him a purse of $10,000.
The election resulted as follows : James
Lemke, of Troy, N. Y., president; William
Canavan, St. Louis ; Richard R. Green, Chicago ;Fred G. Dempsey, Boston ; W. P.
Covert, Toronto, and H. C. HoUinger, Los
Angeles, vice-presidents; F. G. Lemaster,
general secretary and treasurer.
One of the decisions of the meeting was
a resolution approving the establishment
of an Irish republic.
Ralph Ruff ner Signs with the
Jensen & Von Herberg Houses
that
made from
been called
ANNOUN
RalphCEMENT
Rufifner, whohas was
New York recently on account of the
death of Mrs. RufTner's brother. Will Darling, had accepted a position with the Jensen & Von Herberg chain of theatres,
owners of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit franchise for the Seattle territory.
Mr. Ruffner had been in the publicity department of the First National home office
while in New York.
His affiliations with the Jensen & Von
Herberg interests will be in the position
of director of exploitations for the Peoples,
Star and Majestic Theatres of Portland.
Mr. Ruffner had been connected with the
Jensen & Von Herberg houses before his
work in the First National home office.
He has successfully managed theatres in
Portland, Butte, Spokane and San Francisco.

Saunders Is Made Controller
Richard W. Saunders has been appointed
controller of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. As controller he will have
I. A. T. S. E. Gives C. C. Shay,
full charge of all the accounting and auditRetiring President, $10,000
ing, including the control of purchases and
THE annual meeting of the Interna- expenditures, in all departments of the
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage Famous Players and its subsidiary comEmployes, whose membership is made
up of motion picture machine operators in panies.
Mr. Saunders resigned as cashier of the
the majority, saw the retirement of Charles National Bank of Commerce to accept this
C. Shay, who has been president for ten
with Famous Players-Lasky Coryears. The convention was held in Cleve- position
poration.
piiiiiiiiiHiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^ ^
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Barthelmess Becomes a Star;
Others to Head Own Companies

player
soon
will beyoung
a starGriffith
in his own
rightwhois
HER
ANOT
Richard Barthelmess, whom everybodysoms"enjoyed
"Broken fast
Blos-as
and whoimmense
has ly
beenin coming
a character actor through hi^ work in
t Days," "The. Idol Dancer" and
"ScarleGriffith
other
pictures
Mr. Barthelmess is not leaving David
W. Griffith. His pictures will be made at
the Griffith studio in Mamaroneck and are
expected to begin immediately following
the completion
East," the
Griffith
feature of
in "Way
which Down
Mr. Barthelmess
will be seen as David Bartlett.
Other Griffith players who soon are to
head their own companies are Robert Harron and Lillian Gish. Practically all the
pictures will be made at the Griffith studio,
and
W." will
the
best the
friendoneanyandof only
these "D.
players
could behave.
Require Duplicate of Express Receipts
On and after July 1 the American Railway will keep a duplicate copy of every
receipt it issues when receiving business
from shippers. Shippers accustomed to
prepare their own receipts, or who have
their own forms, have been asked to supply duplicates of such receipts to the express driver or receiving clerk who signs
them.
The regular receipt forms of the express
carrier will be revised to permit their use
in duplicate form. In cases where prepaid
receipts are now being issued in duplicate,
the extra copy being used as a record of
charges paid, a third copy will be required
under the new system, and in such instances prepaid receipts will be issued in
triplicate.
Prominent Exhibitors Unite
to Build Big Hollywood House

seating caon
pacity
withbea erected
palacewill
E of 2.500
A PICTURod
Boulevard at Ivar street
Hollywo
as a result of a local film merger. Three
prominent Hollywood exhibitors this week
consolidated their interests with Gore
brothers and Sol Lesser to immediately
form a half million dollar corporation that
will control the new theatre as well as
the three smaller Hollywood playhouses
I Colored Searchlights on Grauman 's New Theatre j now
in operation.
I to Flash Starting of Shows; Can be Seen for Miles j The theatre owners who joined Gore and
Lesser in the big enterprise are J. L.
1 ^ ID GRAUMAN, proprietor of two high -tlass motion picture theatres in | Swope,
owner of the Hollywood Theatre;
I ^ Los Angeles, and a third. The Metropolitan, now in course of construction, |
i
is about ready to begin construction work on his new theatre in Hollywood 1 John Young, of the Apollo Theatre, and
1 to cost in the neighborhood of $650,000 and to have a seating capacity of approxi- i Frank Grant, of the Windsor Theatre.
I imately 2,200.
|
William S. Hart for Sheriff
I
The building itself, which will have a frontage of 105 feet, will have a sug- |
I gestion of the oriental type of architecture, and will be set in a picturesque, g
The popularity of William S. Hart among
I garden-like enclosure, with electric fountains and statuary as ornamental fea- | film patrons was given evidence last week
1 tures.
. •
• I when the democrats of Hood River County,
Said Mr. Grauman, in speaking of his plans for the new theatre : The mterior j Oregon, nominated him for sheriff. Five
1
| Democrats wrote in the name of the Parbuilding
the
of
plan
In a sense the general
I will be elaborately decorated.
amount star on their ballots and late reI .will assume the characteristics we have projected for the new Metropolitan. j|
turns indicate that Hart had received the
I One of the most striking arrangements will be that in the tower of the theatre.
g
They
colors.
different
of
nomination,
as no other Democrat was
shafts
out
sending
searchlights
French
I We will import
1 will be used to announce the start of the performance.
| voted on.
Mr. Hart said: "I will gladly accept the
"For instance, a green light will indicate that the next entertainment will be- |
I
I gin in, say, fifteen minutes, and then a red light will make apparent the actual g namination of sheriff of Hood River County, Oregon, if my constituents in that counI starting of the show. I am informed that these colored searchlights will carry |
will allow me to reside in Los Angeles
1 a distance of thirty-five miles.
» • ., ■ and ty fulfill
my duties up there by periodical
|
similar
A
probability.
all
in
orchestra
"The theatre will have a thirty-five piece
i
special | visits. I am deeply* appreciative of the
Theatre will be given— prologue, popular
I program to that at the Million-dollar
g great honor that has been thrust upon me,
i stage acts, short films and orchestral numbers. I also intend to have
my locations would for the most part
1 Sunday morning concerts. The bill will be changed twice weekly, and we will | but
Southwest instead of the North1 specialize in pre-release pictures."
| be in the
west. Hence my deputies would have to
fuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
do most of the work."
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Only

Brooklyn ; W. C. Paterson, At- proposed exposition in Cleveland
committee of seventeen, ap- heimer,lanta A.
; F. Brentlinger, Fort Wayne,
warns against "money-making
pointed at the Independent Ex; H. M. E. Pasmezoglu, St. Louis ; and
schemes." He urges that after the
hibitors' Convention held at Chi- Ind.
C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore ; Frank
first day's sessions the conventions
l 26 and 27, met in confer■cago, enceApri
Rembusch, Indianapolis; E. T. Peter, unite
at the Hotel Astor on Wednesday
as one. He suggests the formation of a committee of twelve for each
Dallas, and William Brandt, of New
morning, June 3, to discuss several York.
distributing zone.
matters to be considered at the NationAnother cheering announcement is
Generally
speaking,
the
situation
apd
8-11.
June
elan
on
enti
Clev
at
Conv
al
pears decidedly clarified and there is that Vice-President C. W. Gates, of
They were unanimously in favor of one
the United Protective Theatrical
good reason to hope that the convenunited convention and opposed to two
tion, or conventions, if there are more
League of the Northwest, will serve
that
at
g
held
ings
bein
separate meet
than one the first day, will result in a on the committee of arrangements,
time. Those present were:
H. C. Farley, Montgomery, Ala. ; M. strong, united national exhibitor or- and that the delegation of thirty from
this group will visit Cleveland. Last
Van Praag, Kansas City, Kan. ; D. W. ganization.
week the organization voted to stay at
As his contribution to the week's
•Chamberlain, MinneapoHs, Minn. ;
Rembusch disowns any in- home if there were more than one conLouis F. Blumenthal, New York ; L. T. news Mr.
terest in or connection
with the
vention or a split of any kind.
Lester, Columbia, S. C. ; John ManTME

Sydney

S. Cohen

and

Sees

Storm

Subsiding

failed completely. The man who has put
his money, his time and his ability into
building up a clientele for his picture
house is in no mood to see that investment swept aside.
Exhibitors from all parts of the country
realize that the convention at the Hotel
Winton has been brought about by men
who have practically dedicated their life
work to bring their fellow exhibitors into
a powerful body which cannot be stopped
by thezation— or
few the
wholack
haveof been
using
organiit — for
their
own
selfish interests.
The screen of the country more and
more today is being looked upon by our
government as a safeguard icjr the great
institutions under which we are living, and
we feel that every patriotic American exhibitor who can possibly get to Cleveland
will be there to swell the ranks, in order
that he may be an individual part of building the foundation of a permanent national
exhibitors' organization, officered by independent motion picture theatre owners,
backed by independent motion picture theatre owners and financed by independent
motion picture theatre owners."

Enthusiasm and Unanimity Growing
ary chair- hope of bringing about a great national
, n tempor
SYDNEYman ofS.theCOHEN
Picture Theatre organiza'tion will be given ample opporMotio
tunity to lend his help and assistance
Owners of America, has issued the
toward creating an organization which will
following statement:
his investments in this industry.
"Coming events cast their shadows be- protect
It is hoped that the interests which have
fore." Applying this old saying to the been
successful for some years in split■Cleveland convention, it will be the greatting the growing sentiment for genuine
•est event in the history of filmdom. The
shadow of it is even now seen in every organization and keeping exhibitors unorganized and open to attacks from within
part of the country.
without will at least be present to see
Getting down to concrete things, one of and
for themselves the sentiment which they
the signs of the coming tidal wave of en- cannot
stop
thusiasm and unanimity is the line of remanent body. organized into a great persponses that are coming into the office of
Six months of preparation, with all the
the temporary chairman, Sydney S. Cohen,
from many of the representatiye exhibit- work this kind of effort entails by the
ors whom, in accordance with the request leaders of the various exhibitors' organizations, should be brought to a climax
of the Cleveland arrangements committee,
more successfully even than the most arhe has recently appointed on a committee
dent organized exhibitor ever hoped. Some
on arrangements and registration for the
convention at the Hotel Winton, June 8. recent eflforts to create in the minds of
exhibiting branch of the industry that
Almost a 100 per cent, acceptance has been the
exhibitors can never get together, has
received.
Among those who are expected at Cleveland, although no formal and definite ac•ceptance has been received, is Henry B.
I Northwest Delegates Will Attend;
Varner, secretary of the North Carolina
Exhibitors'
Association.
Mr.
Varner
represents one of the strongest, most active
Gates on Arrangements Committee
and most
tions in thesuccessful
country. exhibitors' organizaCW.
GATES, vice-president of the United Theatrical Protective
League of the Northwest, has accepted a place on the committee
Reservations Committee Busy.
I
*
of
arrangements and registration for the convention of exhibitors
The convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America will be called I to be held at the Hotel Winton, Cleveland. Sydney S. Cohen, temporary
I chairman of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, oflfered the
to order June
at 11 8,o'clock
the Winton,
morning andof
Tuesday,
at the on
Hotel
I appointment to President W. A. Stefifes, of the northwestern organization,
should bring together the most representa- I as an evidence of good faith, and he evidently has delegated his vice-presitive gathering of motion picture exhibitors j dent to act for him.
ever held in this country.
The acceptance means that the exhibitor organization will attend the
Delegates are coming from all parts of I
the country in great numbers and the I Cleveland sessions. It had previously wired Moving Picture World that
Cleveland committee in charge of reservations reports that everything will be done I its thirty delegates would not attend "if there are two meetings or a split
"to see that the individual exhibitor re- I of any kind."
ceives proper accommodations and that his
Minneapolis, June 1.
stay in Cleveland will be as pleasant as I
it is hoped it will be productive of results. j Sydney S. Cohen, 708 Times Building, New York.
The committee on registration and ar- I
I accept appointment as per wire. Special train of northrangements, which represents every important film center in the country, com- I western exhibitors leaves Minneapolis for Cleveland the
prising officers of the exhibitor organiza- I fifth to put a stop for all time to come to the aggression of
tions representing these zones, will meet I organized minorities.
Monday, June 7, at the Hotel Winton to
C. W. GATES.
•complete detailed arrangements. Every I
•exhibitor who comes to Cleveland with' the ^iiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiriiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

|
|
1
|
|
|
f
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
I
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Warns Against All Money- Making Schemes
tivities must be national in scope. At the
THIS Rembusch
week's urges
statement
of Frank ex-J. same time
we must not interfere with local
a consolidated
hibitor defense against business ag- organizations, which can be done by congres ion. Itreads as follows :
fining the national activities to big, broad
Three national organizations will meet questions such as the producer-exhibitor
at Cleveland on June 8, 9, 10 and 11, and menace, unfair methods of trade, censorship and the insidious attacks against us
we hope all will join in one. May I suggest to exhibitors what should be done?
from within and without, but especially to
make our business greater and better.
The old order of things is past. The moWe have the most powerful weapon, the
tion picture has grown so great and important that we must put our national ac- screen, allied with the press, which we can
tivities on a very high scale. The bicker- use for our protection and betterment.
We must not allow any kind of moneyings
of
the us
pastbuild
have onno right
place principles.
in today's making
schemes to support our national
work. Let
Exhibitors must be the head hereafter and organization. These have brought us grief
not the tail as heretofore. We have moved
for the last ten years. There are so many
forward individually; let us gather our- angles to this industry that we are sure
selves together nationally for a still to injure some one. All the expositions,
balls and various schemes have availed us
greater and better motion picture.
We have fine local organizations, but re- nothing. Pay your cash money like you
main helpless because every practice and would to a chamber of commerce.
We must keep away from efforts to inproblem in our industry is national and
fluence the picture market, but demand
must be handled nationally, and our ac|iniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii:iiiiiuiiii{iiiiiiiiiiHi;iiiiiiiiii:iiiiiii:iii!iiu^

I

"For

the

First

Time

I Believe

the

I

Exhibitor to Be Earnest"— Selznick
GOD helps those who help themselves.' Just recall to the exhibitors
who go to Cleveland that old saying and ask them to bear it well
J
in mind."
I
Lewis J. Selznick was in his office in the Godfrey Building talking
I to a representative of Moving Picture World. His son David was
I perched in one of the big windows that overlook Broadway toward
I Columbus Circle.
I
David seems to have absorbed a lot of "politics" of filmdom. He was
I able to help the senior Selznick with a name here or a reference there
I to some move that had been made in the swift whirl of "Self-determinaI tion" that has been "rocking the industry" of recent months.
I
\
"Here's a chance," said the
World writer to Mr. Selznick,
"for you to saj' something to
exhibitors who meet in Cleveland."
" 'God helps those who help
themselves,' " he repeated the
"old saw."
"There's too much petty politics and personal ambition preceding\vent
the convention,"
Mr. Selz^nick
on to say.
\

"In Chicago I met a lot of exhibitors. They all have brains
and they all seemed sincere in
their desire to form a protective
alliance.
"If they'll use the brains they
have and everybody pull together there is still this great,
big chance in Cleveland. If they
don't they might as well give
=
up.
I
Lewis J. Selznick.
u-pj^^ exhibitors made
me.
I They have the same chance to make themselves.
I
"This is the first time I ever believed the exhibitors were really in
I earnest. If they use the brains they have they will prove they arc
I sincere.
I
"All the 'opposition' wants is to keep the exhibitor pulling apart.
I keep them away from organization and agitate this petty politics and
I personal ambition. It will always be easy for 'opposition' if the exhibitor
I keeps on as he has done in the past."
iflliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

|

Rembusch Disowns Exposition
To all trade journals :
Beg to advise that the insinuation
that I am connected with the exposition being put on at Cleveland is an
untruth, just as are many more from
the same source.
I have been against all of these
money-making schemes to carry on a
national organization.
F. J. REMBUSCH.
that fair methods of trade be given us.
Co-operative booking and collective bargaining have come and taken a place in
the industry, but they must never influence the national organization because all
picture markets are uncertain and biased.
Each distributing zone could hav>e a
committee of, say, twelve, with a chairman. We should have a budget of $100,000
to keep our activities going. We should
have a big man like a Charlie Schwab, a
McAdoo, a Franklin Lane at our head to
keep us out of trouble.
With this arrangement all our troubles
will be little ones and our business will
increase one hundred fold because of a
great team work throughout the nation of
all exhibitors.
FRANK REMBUSCH.

Jerseyites Form State Body
\
and Will Attend Convention
|
| SCORES
met
on June of2 New
at theJersey
Robertexhibitors
Treat Hotel,
Newark, and formed the New Jersey
y
of the prin| Exhibitors'
cipal actions.■Association.
of the new One
organization
was
fl
to vote to send a big delegation to the exJ Cleveland. hibitors' convention at the Hotel Winton,
John T. Collins, of Rutherford, was
; elected president; G. J. Hennessy, of New3
ark, vice-president; S. E. Samuelson. of
executive secretary, and H. P. Nel= Newton,
son, of Elizabeth, treasurer.
|
|
| Wheat Belt Showmen Merge
Leagues and Elect Steffes
|
|
and the Theatrical
Pro-'
I WITHProtective
the Exhibitors
merging
thetective
leagues, theofexhibitors
of the
|
have joined in one organiza| Northwest
tion, known as the United Theatrical ProI
tective League. The amalgamation of the
| two bodies took place after long sessions
| byW.the A.directors.
Steffes, Minneapolis exhibitor,
|| who has been in the fore of many a fight
by Twin City exhibitors, was unanimously
of the rejuvenated or| elected president
ganization. Charles W. Gates, .A,berdeen,
|
S.
D..
who
served
as
president of the Ex|
hibitors' Protective
League
the aside
date
| of its inception,
voluntarily from
stepped
| to permit Mr. Steffes to accept the posi| tion. Steffes a Unanimous Choice.
|
With the notice of the merger, Mr.
| Steffes
announced that a campaign will be
| begun immediately
to obtain a 100 per cent,
| membership among the exhibitors of the
Northwest,
that
unanimity
in all matters
I
affecting the rights of motion picture
house owners and managers may be taken.
|
| .A
letter, as the beginning of the campaigTi,
will be sent every Northwest exhibitor,
| urging
immediate affiliation with the
| league. This
step will be followed by other
| methods designed to bring the new org
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n to the attention of every ex|
hibitor in the territory.
|
The territory to be included in the membership of the United Theatrical Protec|
tive League is Minnesota, North and South
| Dakota. Iowa, Wisconsin and
the northern

THE
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peninsula of Michigan. Headquarters for
the league will be maintained at 324
Kasota Block, Minneapolis, the former
quarters of the Theatrical Protective
League.
Separate Funds for the Twin Cities.
John Collins, Perry. Iowa, and J. P. Gruewell, Grand
Wis.,committee
who were ofmembers of the Rapids,
executive
the
Exhibitors'
Protective
League,
have
been
made directors of the new organization.
Large

Gathering

MOVING

PICTURE

One of the features of the new alliance will
be the maintenance of two funds for use
by Twin City and country exhibitors.
This was necessary, it was decided by
the directors, because of the many activities engaged in by the city members in
which the country exhibitors had little or
no interest. Each group will maintain its
own funds and use them as it may decide,
although the general activities and interests will be mutual and the members will
act as a body.

of Prominent

Persons
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Premiere of ''Wonder Man" at Hotel Astor
WITH the Hotel Astor as its scene and a minute later "The Marsallaise" closed
its concert, and the program proper was
the support of the American Le- under
way. The overture and incidental
gion, the premiere of "The Wonder
Man," starring Georges Carpentier, which, music was played by an orchestra of twentook place on the evening of Saturday
ty-five pieces, especially engaged for the
May 29, was a big event in motion picture Astor showing and following a special mucircles.
sical setting put out by the RobertsonThe premiere showing of the production, Cole music service.
Above a specially installed screen were
which is now released for general distributhe American and French colors intertion by Robertson-Cole, followed a dinner
twined, and below, on each side of the
in the Rose Room of the Hotel Astor, at
screen, was an American and French flag.
which the releasing company entertained
The orchestra was hidden by palms and
one hundred leading newspaper reviewers,
trade paper writers, sporting editors, car- flowers. After the showing of the Roberttoonists and journalistic figures. The
son-Cole scenic, "The Wonder Man" was
event broke all precedents of Broadway in shown to the public for the first time.
that it opened at a hotel.
Display in Hotel Lobby.
The picture was viewed by one of the
One feature of the showing, which was
most notable assemblies ever gathered,
met with applause, was the exhibition on
from a standpoint of diversity and promthe screen of a telegram from Georges
inence. Among them were the French
Carpentier, thanking the .American Legion
High Commission, the International Sportfor its support of the picture and praising
ing Club, representatives of the United
the .'American soldier, as he personally had
States Navy, of the United States Army,
known him in the world war.
Lieutenant-General Robert L. Bullard, head
The showing at the Astor continued all
of the Department of the East; the United during
the week, with several matinees.
States Marine Corps, the party of John
For
the first time in its history, the Astor
G. Adolfi, who directed the picture; Frank
gave space in its lobby to advertise a proHall, Chic Sale, the comedian and party;
duction.
supporting actors of the production, and
For the first time outside of patriotic
the American Legion Committee, reprepurposes advertising was allowed over the
senting the organization under whose ausmain marquise on the Broadway side of the
pices the picture was presented.
hotel. There was placed a large advertising banner heralding the Carpentier picture
Dinner Opens Premiere.
above Broadway.
The premiere opened with the dinner.
After this was finished the guests were
Woodrow Wilson His Own Showman
escorted into a section which had been
The President of the United States is a
reserved for them near the middle of the
first floor of the ball room.
movie fan. He owns his own projection
machine, probably rents his films and, jn the
By 8.30 the grand ball room was filled
East Room of the White House, gives his
and a moment later a bugle sounded from
own shows. These facts are, set forth in a
the upper balcony, calling attention of the
crowded floors to the Marine Band of special telegram from Washington to the
New York World.
thirty pieces which came from Ft. Totten
Detective films like detective stories form
for the event. The band played "The Star
Spangled Banner" as the crowd stood and Mr. Wilson's chief divers'on. It is claimed

that hardly a day has passed since he has
recovered sufficiently to leave his bed but
what the President and whoever may be in
the White House at the time "takes in the
Glifograph Screen Makes Hit
movies."
The IvOi)crstson-Cole Company selected
the new Glifograph Screen for the initial
presentation of their Georges Carpentier
picture,
Man," in the grand
ballroom "The
of theWonder
Hotel Astor.
The picture was shown for the benefit
of the American Legion, and its presentation at the Astor was the first opportunity
given other producers and the public to
see it.
The officials of the Robertson-Cole Company expressed themselves as exceedingly
well pleased with the Glifograph, not only
because of the depth it gave the scenes, but
because of the excellent lighting and the
removal of eye strain and distortion, no
matter from what angle the picture was
viewed.
Neilan En Route to New York
Through his New York office, Marshall
Neilan has refuted the rumor that he was
to
of the "Big
Six" by announcing
his drop
recentout election
as vice-president
of the
Associated Producers. He is now en route
to New York from California for a conference withregarding
First National
Exhibitors' Circuit
officials
new productions
to be
released through that body in accordance
with his exhibiting arrangement.
Mr. Neilan
a wee':future
important promises
announcements within
concerning
productions. His third prodiiction for
First National has been just completed. The
title and other details will be made public
on his arrival. The lead is played by
Agnes .A.yres, who thus ma es her first appearance under the Neilan banner.
With Mr. Neilan on the train is Oscar
Price, president of the Associated P.oducers ; Fred Warren, general manager
of distribution; Alfred Wrighi, attorney
for George Loane Tucker; Maurice Tourneiir and
R. Grainger,
eastern representative forJ.Mr.
Neilan.
Universal SIsns "Brownie" AkhIh.
"Brownie," the famous wonder-dog of the
screen, itwill
continue tobystar
in CenturySo L'lmiedies.
is announced
Universal.
popular have the unique two-reelers become
that the Century Company has signed up
the canine comedian for another year.
"Brownie's" comedies have proved one of the
most plea.sing- novelties of the screen, a
welcome variety in short-subject production.

Scenes taken from the Vitagraph Special, "The Courage of Marge O'Doone" — A Story of the North.
Scene 2 shows Marge getting up some of the well-known courage. Perhaps she dashea in on "set" 3 and saves the family from
harm. This production was adapted from the story by James Oliver Curwood.
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Stock
But

A. MacArthur, Jr.
Who is resigning his position as advertising manager of the Moving Picture
World to enter the producing field.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
A, MacArthur, Jr., Resigns
as Advertising Manager of
the World to Enter Business
the Moving Pica service
AFTER ture
World of onpractically thirteen
years, having come to the paper a few
months after its first issue was printed, A.
MacArthur, Jr., has resigned to enter the
production end of the motion picture industry. During the entire period of Mr.
r's
MacArthu
associationwith
withthethe
paper
he has been connected
advertising department, nearly all of the time as
advertising manager.
Mr. MacArthur is a director of Invincible Photoplays Corporation, which will
feature Mae Murray as the initial player
of a series of stars to be engaged by the
company. Miss Murray will begin work
July
15 in "The
In a large
company
Mr. Net."
MacArthur
will production
be more
closely associated as business manager.
The details of the latter affiliation will be
announced later.
Best Wishes of Friends.
The advertising manager of the Moving
Picture World will take with him when he
departs on June 12 the best wishes of
the publishers and all of the men and
women with whom for so long he has been
associated. Mr. MacArthur's successor
will be Wendell P. Milligan, who for the
three years, 1915-18, was an assistant to
Mr. MacArthur and who a few months ago
again entered the advertising department.
"During the thirteen years I have been on
the World I have made many friends,"
said Mr. MacArthur, "some of whom have
been 'picturing'
long as
I have,
greater
number ofas whom
entered
the but
busi-a
ne.ss after I did. With few exceptions almost all of those with whom I have come in
contact have shown an earnest desire to
co-operate with me, with the result that
the World always has been staunchly supported by the business men of the industry.
'Triendships are rare and invaluable,
and I am most desirous of maintaining
those I have acquired. Not having the opportunity to visit personally and say goodbye to all, I just want to say I hope soon
to see you again. If you visit the coast,
look me up.
"My successor. Wen Milligan, needs no
introduction. As most of you I '^ow, he is
a regular fellow, and I bespeak for him
ao good a break as you all have given me."

WORLD
Effective

Trade

director
of Paris, has
JULIAN
very
Howells Company,
of DavidM.P.THOMAS,
thoughtfully written to Moving Picture
World an explicit statement of the facts
in the "raw stock" case which so directly
efifects an American film manufacturing
company — the Eastman corporation, of
Rochester — and other makes of raw stock,
both in this country and abroad. Mr.
Thomas writes thus in detail:
Law Created Sensation.
"A sensation was caused in Paris recently by the announcement in the Journal
Ofificie! that the importation of film had
been prohibited. Rumor ran riot and reports of all sorts were heard.
"It was even claimed that the importation
of all films had been prohibited by the
French Government in an effort to restrict
the importation of luxuries, which was part
of the program against the unfortunate
exchange difficulty. This law was published in the Journal Officiel of April 28,
1920, and included among articles classed
as 'uxuries, the importation of rolls or
bands, sensitized for moving pictures.
Direct Blow to Eastman Importers.
"This is a hard blow to the importers
of tlie Eastman stock, which is by far the
most popular in Europe and means that
French houses who insist upon having their
prints made on the Eastman stock will have
to have their prints made in America by
some other country outside of France.
Much of the printing in France is done on
Eastman stock for the reason that it is
claimed the Eastman stock is much more
satisfactoiy than the stock manufactured
in France.
"Small countries, such as Belgium, Switzerland,two
Hollandprints,
and' Tcheco-Slovaquie,
which take
desire that their
films consist of stock which will stand
the greatest possible wear, and heretofore
have been insisting on prints made on the
Eastman raw stock. This means that if
these countries still insist on this stock
France will have to send the negatives of
French pictures to another country to have
their prints made.
Satisfied to Pay High Price.
"Of course, the kodak stock is higher
priced than the French stock, but most of
the renting houses are willing to pay the
advanced prices, which they claim is compensated for by the additional life of the
film. Where the negatives are in America,
this law means that the prints will be made
in America.
"This, no doubt, will be welcomed by the
American exporters, as printing done in
France has often proved very unsatisfactory, owing to the fact that in most cases
the negative is cut in small length, and
often a part of the negative is lost, sometimes dupes being substituted therefor.
Exporting houses often send a negative to
France with the intention of sending it
from France to England.
"In France the English titles are cut out
and occasionally lost. There is not in
France at this time what would be termed
in America an up to date printing house
where high priced and valuable negatives
may be placed with absolute confidence in
the results attained.
French Depend on Outside Film.
"From the standpoint of the French
dealer this law at first appeared harsh, in
fact almost destructive. It was claimed that
the essential element, the raw stock, the
base of the moving picture industry, was
suddenly knocked in the head and French
productions of films was suddenly stopped.

in France,

Is Adjusting Difficulties
"French houses were dependent for their
raw stock on the Eastman in America,
Brifco many,
fromPathe England
L'Agfa
fromsource
Gerin France,andwith
another
to open shortly, that of Gevaert of Belgium. It was claimed that the output of
the Pathe Company was entirely insufficient, and that practically 80 per cent, of
the raw stock was imported.
Would Foster Anti-Americanism.
"There is no doubt that there has been
a strong and well organized movement in
France to boycott American films. This is
admitted by certain well informed members
of the French trade. An effort has been
made to have the law of April 28 changed,
so as to prohibit the importation of prints
and admit raw stock and negatives.
"It has been admitted by some that the
Government had been approached with a
view to carrying out of this purpose prior
to the enactment of the law of April 28,
1920, and that the actual law came as a
great surprise to the very persons who
had been 'lobbying' for the purpose of prohibiting the importation of prints. However, as time is passing, it appears that
the French trade is taking a less fearful
view of the law and it is thought now that
it will not affect seriously the film industry
■ of
France, although
it iswillstill
the
enforcement
of this law
be hoped
somewhat
relaxed.
"It was at first thought Pathe would not
be able to supply the demands of the French
industry,
but it 12.2
appears
that feet
as this
cern furnishes
million
of conraw
stock a month, it is possible to divert 75
per cent, of this production (which is now
being exported to the Pathe branches in
America) to the French market."
Censorship Defeated by
Organization Says Senator
, leader
Senate,of
New York
minority
the OR
JAMESof WALKER
SENAT
talked for an hour on June 1 to a large
gathering of exhibitors at the Hotel Astor. The meeting had been called by Sidney S. Cohen, president of the State League
of Exhibitors, to explain the Deposit and
s bills re.
recently passed by the New
Children'
Legislatu
York
The suggestion was made that in the
theatres of the state a section be set aside
for children after school hours and that
for their supervision a specially engaged
matron be employed.
Senator Walker spoke of the faith that
the legislators of both parties in New York
State have in the organized exhibitors of
New York. "It is only because of the strong
organization
these
"thata
the censorshipof bill
had men,"
failed heto said,
become
law inVote
the Empire
Thanks State."
to Campaigners.
William Brandt, president of the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce, moved
that a vote of thanks be extended to Mr.
Cohen as president and to Messrs. Berman
and
O'Reilly,
the successfu^
campaign
they his
had aids,
waged forat Albany
during
the past session. Also it was voted that
an expression of thanks and appreciation
be extended to Senator Walker for his
activitieshibitoron
s of thebehalf
state. of the organize^ exOnetor Walker
of thewas
strong
madeYork
by Senathat points
the New
State
exhibitors represented the motion picture
going public of the state of New York and
that, in his opinion, any state similarly organized may accomplish results such as
those achieved by New York.
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Censorship

Bill

Coolidge
of Governor
Hands
of amusement can be given within
THE fate of the Massachusetts motion Association of Women Lawyers; Mrs. J. form
picture censorship bill is in the hands Wentworth Brackett, representing the Bos- the borders of the commonwealth except
ton
Film
Club;
Senator
George
F.
Curran
by license of local authorities. Provision,
of Governor Calvin Coolidge. Without opposition, the measure went through of Roxbury, and Judge Albert Brackett, he said, is made for fines and imprisonment
counsel
for
the
theatrical
managers.
for any person concerned in exhibition of
tive
ent
the final legisla
stage of enactm
in
any immoral or indecent show or film.
the senate on Tuesday, June 1. There was
Points to Laws Now in Force.
'The governor listened attentively and
no debate, and the official report of the
Judge
Brackett
presented
the
arguments.
the delegation for calling on him.
senate's proceedings said that the bill was He urged the governor to remember that thanked
delegation organized by Miss Hilda A.
unanimously passed to be enacted. How- when Pennsylvania and Ohio passed their AHedstrom
and headed by Bishop William
ever, spectators heard one senatorial voice censorship laws there was not in either Lawrence of
the Massachusetts Episcopal
in protest, but its identity is not known.
law regulating films. In Massa- diocese visited the governor and asked
The governor has five days in which to state any chusetts,
he said, there is already law
to sign the bill. A. Preston Clark, Miss
act. He can sign the bill, veto it or ig- enough on the statute books to cover the him
Amy Woods and other members of the
nore it. If he vetoes it, a two-thirds vote situation.
state
committee on motion pictures were
of the legislature will be necessary to
He pointed out to the governor that no in the party.
override the veto. If he fails to sign the
bill, it automatically becomes a law.
Last ditch stands by opponents of the
censorship bill were made in the State Sydney Cohen's Letter to Gov. Coolidge
House in the closing hours of the long
Argues Impressively Against Censorship
legislative battle over the measure.
The tivecensorship
bill
rode
all
the
legislaLOGICAL
and convincing
why political patronage. The agitation for cenhurdles in both House and Senate.
Massachusetts
should not reasons
have a censorship of motion pictures has been persistent, unscrupulous and well financed.
sorship
of
motion
pictures
are
set
The
final
stage
was
"enactment,"
ordinarily
merely a matter of routine. But when the forth clearly in a letter mailed Governor
Only Four States Have Censors.
bill was called up for enactment in the Calvin Coolidge on June 1 by Sydney S.
"If,
in spite of these facts, there are only
House an unexpected eleventh hour fight Cohen, temporary chairman of the Motion four states
out of forty-eight which have
Picture Theatre Owners of America. The
to stop it developed.
adopted censorship, the conclusion is irreThe Rev. Roland D. Sawyer of Ware, letter urges the governor, who is now
sistible
that
there is no popular demand
Congregational clergyman-legislator, rose called upon to approve or veto the radical
an introduction of this system, which
and moved to strike out the enacting clause. bill passed by the legislature and senate, for
is so utterly alien to the genius of our
Representative Sawyer contended that the to keep it off the state's statute books, and institutions.
measure was made needless by the action so sound are Mr. Cohen's arguments that
"Time and space are too limited for an
of President Wilson in signing the bill his letter offers something more than a
extensive consideration of this very imto prohibit interstate transportation of "forlorn hope" that the bill will be killed.
portant subject in any of its essential asindecent films.
The letter follows :
pects. Aside from the features which are
"In order to make a small correction,"
Text of the Letter.
so thoroughly repugnant to the genius of
he argued,
"you principle
would throw
aside You
the
our political institutions, we would like to
great
American
of liberty.
"The
motion
picture
theatre
owners
of
attention to the fact that the mowould start on the German principle of the country are about to meet in a big call your
picture screen in a greater degree than
restriction. Our fathers insisted on lib- national gathering at Cleveland on June 8, any tion
other
medium of expression carries
erty and we ought to adhere to that policy. 9 and 10.
with
it
the
power
to convey ideas — in other
The censorship bill ought to be rejected."
"They have for many years been inter- words, to teach and enlighten.
ested
in
the
question
of
censoring
motion
Wilson's Action Obviates Necessity.
Dr. Claxton Opposes It.
Representative Abbott of Haverhill en- pictures, and some of them — that is to say,
"The Commissioner of Federal Educadorsed the views of Representative Sawyer the exhibitors in four states, Kansas, Marytion, Dr. Claxton, has gone on record as
and Pennsylvania — have gone
that President Wilson's action has made throughland,aOhiopainfully
practical experience in being emphatically opposed to motion picstate censorship unnecessary.
censorship.
ture censorship. In the recent Federal
"This bill is a direct blow at the Amercensorship
bill, which was defeated in Con"The
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
of
ican principle
of George
liberty,"
gres , itwas proposed to have Dr. Claxton
resentative
Pearl declared
Webster,Rep-of America, who are in close daily touch
Haverhill, old Progressive party leader. with the millions of patrons and who thor- act as chief censor. Dr. Claxton not only
oughly understand public sentiment, be- utterly disclaimed any connection with the
"The censors under the bill would be a
lieve that the great American public is bill, but indicated in the strongest possible
political body, subject to all the whims and
that he would not take such an
prejudices and pressure that could be ex- opposed to censorship of motion pictures, terms
officebeliefs.
because it was not compatible with
just as it is opposed to censorship of other his
erted
upon
them."
Representative Keniston of Boston said media of expression which, under the
"We respectfully urge you not to place
that censorship will cost the moving pic- federal constitution and each state conthis measure on the statute books of Masture industry only $60,000 and that if the
stitution, are guaranteed constitutional sachusetts.
producers cannot pay that amount they liberties subject to proper liability for the
"Respectfully yours,
ought to fail. The upshot of the debate abuses thereof.
"MOTION
PICTURE THEATRE OWNwasreject
that the
Representative
motion
ERS OF AMERICA.
to
bill was lost Sawyer's
by 12 votes,
the
"No Sound Popular Demand."
vote of the House being 103 to 91. Then
"By Sydney S. Cohen,
"We respectfully submit that there is no
the bill was sent to the Senate for enact- sound
popular
demand
for
censoring
mo"Temporary Chairman."
ment.
tion pictures. For the last fifteen years
Governor Hears Both Sides.
the motion picture has been the most popuKenf on Exchange Tour *
lar and the most largely attended form of
S. R. Kent, sales manager, Famous PlayMeanwhile Governor Calvin Coolidge was
amusement
ever
known.
The
motion
picers-Lasky
Corporation, was a recent visgiving hearings in the executive chamber
ture and the men who show the motion
itor at the Lasky studio in Hollywood. Mr.
to delegates representing both sides. The
Kent is on a tour of the various exchanges
delegation that presented arguments to picture are under the constant daily supervision of their patrons on whom they de- of the company throughout the country,
the governor why he should not sign the
pend
for
their
livelihood.
This
patronage
laying plans for the forthcoming season,
bill was made up of Robert G. Larson,
exercises the only kind of a control which
opens the first of September. Mr.
president of the Theatrical Managers' As- our institutions recognize as lawful: the which
Kent anticipates unprecedented business
sociation of Boston; Nathan Gordon, pro- control of public opinion.
and as a consequence was deeply interested
ducer and exhibitor; George A. Giles of
the production work under way at the
"If there were any sound, popular de- in
Cambridge, president of the Exhibitors'
studio. He met and discussed plans with
mand
for
censorship
of
motion
pictures,
League of Greater Boston; Fred Murphy,
Cecil B. DeMille, William DeMille, Charles
such censorship would now be established
president
the Holmes,
Film Dealers'
Association;
Miss Sybilof H.
representing
the in every state; whereas, as a matter of Eyton, studio general manager, and others,
the acquaintance
of a number
Professional
Women's Club;
Miss Edith M. fact, only four states have adopted censor- •also
of themaking
stars and
leading players.
Haynes,
representing
the Massachusetts
ship, and in each case it was done to create
Is
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Page 1187, Moving Picture
World dated May 29, bearing
an article signed by Harry T.
Brundidge, was an utter and
hopeless waste of space.
But if pufflicists would read,
digest and profit by its findings
it would be a golden horde
dumped into the lap of craftsmen.
l^avorite Expressions:
Douglas Fairbanks : "I should
smile."
Douglas MacLean : "I should
smile."
o— o
More of Those Sinful FUnu.
"Sin" (Fox).
"Sinners" (Realart).
"Sin.s of Men" (Fox).
"The Sin
That Was His"
(Selznick
).
Stanilfiiur Keveml re-ral«ea to
draw for a royal flush is "A
Splendid Hazard."
o— o
lioadlnu: n Key-Chain With
Key-HouMeM of Key Cities.
"Key-cities,
to the
heart
of those so
who dear
mimeograph
for trade-papers, may be multiplied on a receding- scale," says
the frog who sells key-rings on
the northeast corner of Broadway and Fifth Avenue.
"First there's the key-citiea of
the nation." sez he.
"Then there's the key-cities of
the exchange territories.
"Figure in the key-wards of
the key-cities of the exchange
territories.
"Add the key-blocks in the
key-wards of the key-cities."
"Thus," sez the key-ring merchant, "the 'final analysis' gets
the keys down to the key-theatre
of
the
key-wards of the keycities.
"And in the end there's the
key t<» the key-house of the key
wards of the key-cities.
"Who owns that key?"
o— o
"She tJves and L.les" vena the
way a printer acclaimed the
Norma Talmadge film in a Boston newspaper.
o— o
When the "Ghost Walks."
marked g;"Pridoors knockin
He enters
he
vate" without
busts in on the holies of holies,
igwhen theythe are in conference; the
nores O-Boys, disturbs
sleeping stenographers and halts
pufflicists in their mad rush.
•K's the paymaster.
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For .In .\-M-P-.\ Week.
"Months"
so Special
successful
aroundhave
the proven
Pathe
exchanges why not have an
"Ampa Week" for a drive in the
publicity
department. x-'or instance:
A P. Allan Parsons Monday.
A Randy Lewis Tuesday.
A J. Patric k Reddy Wednesday.
A Tom Kennedy Thursday.
A Ben Grimm Friday and
A Joe Brady Saturday.
Sunday would be needed to
measure up the stuff in the scrapbooks.
o— o
Ray thefilms
Hoyt's
"'AWhen
BunchCharley
of Keys"
prospects
are good for showing in a bunch
of key cities.
—o
Our idea of on4»thin{!f
to correct
is the correction made by a tradepaper in effect that it had been
stated 4 million dollars was the
takings of a film in Canada
when the figure should have
been $400,000.
So used have the tradepapers
become to slinging millions into
print that any unreasonable sum
gets past the proofreader nowadays.
The Condition*. — Brooklyn airdome advertises:
"Will Open June 15 If Weather
I'm.Prevailing."
Is
Being a sign of promise, sez
Vacations
Hurry
The
filiums Needn't
hold su(;h
charm
For city folks a-having fun
"Down on" Mack Sennett's
"Farm."
o— o
it has come to pass in flimdom
that screen-queens decline to be
starred in two-reel subjects.
They
nothing.will be six-cylindars or
o— o
"The
Allan
for
Scenes
Scoffer" were made Dwan's
in the same
Los Angeles court-room where
Watson, the multiple-reel wife
dispenser, was tried and
sentenced to life imprisonment.
We presume "The Scoffer" is
onl}'
film. the working title of the
Among the permanent titles
suggested may be "The American Bluebeard."
Explaining: a Noble Art.
Judge and Mrs. Lindsey,
famous Denverites, working in
movies,
the first
time.put on "make-up" for
"How
do
you after
get itit off?"
queried the Judge,
was on.
"Just let it wear off?" replied
his wife.
And stlli his whiskers grew,
o— o
Here's the old, old question of
"the hen or the egg" — which was
first?
"Stamboul, Playground of Passion."— Universal advertisement.
"Passion's
National
title. Playground. — First

WORLD

How Good 'I'hey -%re <;etting!
"French Ban Against Raw
Film only"
a tradepaper
line that isrecalls
several headraw
films that were exported from
France and displayed to carecountry.fully selected audiences in this
o— o
Reading Titles Clear.
comedy
:
In reviewing
Universal's new
But World.
the Truth."
— "Everything
Moving Picture
"Everything
Trade
Review. But Lies." —
licity.
Both of which read like puff-
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Swiping

the Film Rights
to "H. M. S. Pinafore."
,(With the usual
royalties
bert & John
I*) to GilWhen I was a lad I spent my day
In writing up the virtues of the
photoplay.
I praised the story and I hymned
the star
'way
'bove par.
And edly
raised the boss' filiums to
I praised those filiums so lavishly
ThatPublicity.
now I am Diwrecktor of
I beat my Underwood so wickThat
now I am Diwrecker of
Pufflicity.
— Thesaurus.

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre PrograMS
William De Mille is making
preparations to film "His Friend
and
ton. His Wife," by Cosmo HamilWork MacDonald
has begun on production.
the Katherine
"Cutain," under Director James
Young, with Charles Richman.
Lloyd Whitlock, Wilton Taylor
and Florence Deshon in the cast.
"Drums of Jeopardy," a new
Harold McGrath story, has been
purchased for Anita Stewart.
The cast of "The Devil to Pay,"
a comingrected byBrunton
production
diErnest Wards,
include
Fritzi Brunette. Roy Stewart.
t'lsher.
Joseph J. Dowling and George
Viola Dana's next picture for
Metro's following, "The Chorus
Girl's Romance," will be from the
crook
by
Luciamelodrama,
Chamberlain."Blackmail."
Carmel Myers will begin filming "In Folly's Trail," soon at
Universal
CitySturgeon.
under the direction of Rollin
Leota Lorraine, film actress,
was married in Pasadena last
week to Bobby McLaine, of Kansas City. Leota will remain in
the pictures.
Douglas Dawson, tor several
years assistant director with
Vitagraph, has been appointed
casting director for the western
Vitagraph studio.
Elinor Fair, leading lady for
Lew
"The Mischief
Man,"In
will Cody
play in
opposite
him again
Tiis next picture.
Sada Cowan, author of several
of the Cecil B. De Mille plays,
has written the story for the
next Clara Kimball Toung picture following "Mid Channel."
Louise Lovely will appear in a
few more Fox productions, then
will organize her own company
to produce Louise Lovely Prductions.

Gloria Swanson will play the
leading feminine role in the next
Bryant Washburn picture,
"Wanted: A Blemish."
"The Five Dollar Baby," the
first of the Irvln S. Cobb stories
to be produced by Metro, is being
put into continuity form by
Sarah Y. Mason.
"The Jucklins," the Opie Read
story to be produced by George
Melford Blue,
at Lasky's,
Monte
Charles will
Ogle have
and
Mabel Julienne Scott in the leading roles.
Donad Crisp will direct the
first independent Monroe Salisbury
production,
"The
Barbar-In
ian." Crisp
directed
Salisbury
"Ramona"
and
"Eyes
of the
Hedda Nova celebrated her
birthday recently with a marine
World." at Laguna Beach, Cal.,
party
where "Byrd
the Dawn,"
Miss
Nova's
currentof picture
is being
filmed.
George Stewart, Irving Cummings, Myrtle Stedman, John
Salnpolis and Hazel Howell are
supporting Mildred Harris Chaplin in "Old Dad," her new Louis
B. Mayer feature.
JilltorWoodward,
wife of ofDirecWilliam A. Selter.
the
National Film Corporation, will
be assistant director to her husband in his next production for
National,
Margery Wilson, leading
woman In a number of recent
film productions, is about to organize heras own
will direct
well company,
as star in and
the
Margery Wilson Productions.
Tom Ozanne,"
Forman will
"Rosanne
the direct
next Ethel
Clayton
picture
for
Paramount.
The cast Includes Jack Holt,
Mabel Van Buren, Grace Morse,
Clarence Geldart and Fred Malatesta.
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of

America

in Market
Productions
Best
Buy
Will
"The New York convention, which has
R a full week of sessions lasting
AFTE
all of each day and well into the All Stock Has Been Sub- been in session this week, was called primnight the officers and members of the
thescribed and Paid For by first meeting
the organization.
arily to complete
Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,
25 per
cent, of the At
capital
separated for their homes satisfied they
stock was deposited in the treasury. The
had performed a mass of constructive
constitution and by-laws have been adoptMembers — Buying Commited, the capital stock has been subscribed
work. Joseph I. Friedman, of the Celetee
Already
Hard
at
Work
in full and paid for, and the corporation is
brated Players Film Corporation of Chinow
ready to do business. As a matter
cago, the president of the new organizaof fact, the buying committee already is in
tion, in a talk at the end of the week declared the Federated had reached the stage Amsterdam, Chatkin, and R. D. Lewis, Okla- action, having contracted with the Warner
homa City, and Harry Lande, Pittsburgh. Brothers for a series of two-reel comwhere it was actively seeking a general
manager, one of proved capacity for Associated with these, of course, will be
The best evidence of the scope of the
the
general
manager. Other committees
ement
ng
achiev
and one whose standi
in
will be membership, zoning, grievance and production which the new organization is
the trade would be a complete demonstrafinance.
seeking and of the standing of the general
tion of the far-reaching purposes of the
manager desired perhaps is best expressed
"One of the principal reasons behind
new body. The headquarters of the comone of the Federated members, who depany will be New York.
the organization of the Federated," said byedies."
All the meetings were marked by an Mr. Friedman, "was the realization on the
clared :"The bigger they come the better
part
of
the
independent
exchangemen
that
absence of dissension in spite of the many
we will like them." He added that as to
the
latter
of the two salary would be no
they
could
not
go
into
the
open
market
and
widely divergent interests represented by
the membership, by the varying tastes of compete with the big distributing com- object.
panies. They knew that if they were; to
Franchise Holders and Territory,
the clienteles catered to by the franchise
holders. In fact, President Friedman said continue in business it would be necesThe
following are the franchise holders
for them to have a sure source of and their
respective territory: Arthur B.
the harmony and good feeling that pre- supply,sary that
if they were to coinpete with Whyte, Empire
vailed were notable and an evidence of the
State Film Company, New
the
big
distributors
it
would
be
necessary
belief of the members in the solidity of the
York,
New
York
City and Northern New
to
secure
their
subjects
practically
in
the
new institution.
Jersey; Sam Grand, Federal Feature Film
same
manner
their
competitors
did.
The annual meeting was set for San
Corporation, of Boston, the New England
"\ tenddifficult3'
with which
had to conFrancisco next February 8. It was decided
states; B. Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film
in the formation
of theweFederated
was
that at the conclusion of the sessions the
Philadelphia, Eastern Pennthe elimination of competing franchise Attractions,
franchise holders would journey to Los
sylvania and Southern New Jersey I H.
seekers.
In
some
cases
three
or
four
men
Lande, Quality Film Service, Pittsburgh,
Angeles, thereby giving many of the memor groups of men sought the same fran- Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia;
bers their first opportunity to visit the chise.
studios.
H. Charnas, Standard Film Service ComBylaws Are Unique.
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, Michigan and KenReleases to Be Simultaneous.
tucky; R. M. Savini, R. M. Savini Films,
"When we organized temporarily recently in Chicago instructions were given Inc., Atlanta, North Carolina, South CarOne of the points decided during the
to the president to make the necessary arolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tenweek is that all releases will be simultanrangements for drafting charter and byeous. This is a departure in state rights
nessee;
Abe Dresner,
Film Exlaws.
This
was
done,
with
the
result
that
change,
Washington,Exhibitors'
D. C. Delaware,
procedure, as heretofore productions have our attorneys and their confreres in DelVirginia and District of Colbeen issued in each territory at the conumbia.
aware advise us that these instruments in Maryland,
venience of the buyer. Also arrangements
their
opinion
are
the
most
novel
and
unique
J.
E.
Pearce,
Pearce Films, New Orleans,
were initiated looking to national adver- of any that ever had been issued in the
Louisiana and Mississippi; R. D. Lewis Film
tising of each subject to be exploited. One
Their chief claim to atten- Company, Oklahoma City, Texas. Oklaof the details connected with this part of Unitedtion is States.
the manner in which the interests
homa and Arkansas; F. W. Thayer, Merit
the company's
activities
will
be
the
assumpof the minority have been protected. On Film Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
tion by the home office of the distribution
of all accessories connected with the sell- all important issues there must be a three- North and South Dakota ; R. Wettstein,
quarters vote on the territory represented,
ing of the pictures.
Midwest Distributing Company, of Milwaukee, the state of Wisconsin ; S. Werner,
and in every instance there must be re"You say that as we are all exchangeUnited
Film Service, St. Louis, Eastern
corded amajority of stockholders irrespecmen
we
had
ought
to
get
along,"
said
tive
of
the
territory
represented.
Missouri;
A. Kahn, Crescent Film Service,
President Friedman in response to a reKansas City, Kansas and Western Mis"The nentlyevent
that
stood
out
most
promimark by a World man. "That is an exact
souri; H. E. Kyler, Supreme Photoplays,
at the Chicago convention was that
fact. You have pointed out one of the big
Denver, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
when it became time for the zoning comfactors in this organization. All the memmittee to apportion territory .each one of Utah and Southern Idaho; J. J. Allen. Allen
bers are experienced exchangemen, and as
such we believe we will avoid many mis- the franchise holders was requested by Brothers, Toronto, the Dominion of Canada; M. J. Frisch, A. H. Blank Enterprises,
takes that beset the paths of new distribut- the chairman to set down what he honestly believed was the most in the way of of Des Moines, Iowa and Nebraska; D. J.
ing companies.
Chatkin,
Marion Kohn Productions, San
his territory could stand. When
"There's here.
anotherYou element
may the
be percentage
the count was taken it was found that the Francisco, California, Nevada and Arizona,
mentioned
know it that
has been
practice to give the state rights men a figures summed up
cent. That dem- and J. L. Friedman, Celebrated Players Film
onstrates the spirit of fair play that marked
chance at a production after the big fellows
Corporation,
of Chicago, Indiana and Illinois.
have looked it over and decided they didn't all the negotiations.
want it. And as a rule the state rights
men paid several times in purchase price
what the aforesaid big fellows declined
to pay. It is our intention to go into the
market and compete with the t)iggest buyers and to meet them on their own ground.
We want the best and we are going to buy
it— and we have got the money to pay for
Associated with Mr. Friedman on the
it." of officers are J. E. Pearce, New
board
Orleans, vice-president; Sam Grand, Boston, treasurer; David J. Chatkin, San Francisco, secretary. These four, with H. L.
Charnas, Cleveland; Arthur G. Whyte, New
York and Ben Amsterdam, Philadelphia,
constitute the board of directors.
Before and After the Landslide in "The Mollycoddle."
This production stars Douglas Fairbanks, who is at the extreme left. The boulder
The buying committee is composed of Mr.
at the top of picture This
2 is isthea one
whichArtists
struckrelease.
the star and injured him.
United
Charnas, chairman ; Messrs. Grand, Whyte,
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JF. REILLT, Robertson-Cole director of
, publicity, and his assistant, J. F.
Loughborough, are deserving of much
credit for the manner in which they carried
out the arrangements for the dinner and
the the
opening
of "The
Man"
*t
Hotel showing
Astor, New
York, Wonder
on Saturday
eventng. May 2&. All earmarks of publicity
•were lacking
and everybody
was madeway welcome and happy
by the informal
-in
which the affair was conducted. There were
no speeches and no introductions, just an
evening
good-fellowship and a gathering
of
kindredof souls.
Among those who attended the dinner were
Rube Goldberg and Burns Mantle, of the
New York Evening Mail; Joe Vila, Evening
Sun; Vincent Treanor, Evening World; B. B.
Fox. New York Tribune; Robert Gilbert
Welsh. Evening Telegram: Bob Berkley, Sunday Acerican; Tom Thorpe, Evening Journal; Miss L. A. Duffy, Moving Picture News;
Louella Parsons, Morning Telegraph; Frank
Pope. Journal of Commerce; Henry Harmony,
Evening World; Jane Dixon. Evening Telegram; Arthur Pollock, Brooklyn Eagle; Nathaniel Fleisher, Evening Telegram; Louis
Reeves Harrison and Sam Spedon, the Moving Picture
Peter Milne,
Wid's; World;
George
B. Fife
and Word;
John Cuttin,
the Evening
Louis Sirkey, New York Tribune; Patrick
O'Shaughnessy,
New Mail;
York theWorld;
Benjamin
Holtzman,
Evening
city and
sporting editors of the Courier des Etat Unis;
W. S. Farnsworth, New York American;
Henry R. Illsley, Evening Post; Andrew Ford
and John Donlon. Evening Telegram; Charles
E. Hastings. Exhibitor's Trade Review; J.
Grainger.P. Albertanti,
Exhibitors' Variety.
Herald; Harold and
Francis
« • •
Jack Sherrill, of the Frohman Amusement
Company, is vacationing at Asbury Park,
N. J., after his long siege in the direction
and portrayal of the lead in a new serial
produced at Jacksonville,
• • • Fla.
Jeff Davis, "the hobo," the man who opened
the "Hotel
De Gink,"
venturetheInto
the
movies
as soon
as he is
canto secure
proper
medium, written from
• •his• own life.
Frank Duffy, formerly of Pathe and recently with Selznick, in the sales promotion
department, has resigned from Selznick. He
has made no announcement of his future
affiliations.
• • •
C. B. Price Company, Inc., has taken new
offices at 1446 Broadway, New York, a door
or two south of Forty-first
♦
• • • street.
Dave Cohen, owner of the Strand, Armory,
Star and Symphony of Binghamton, N. Y.,
was in New York during the week of May
24. Mr. Cohen was accompanied by his associate manager of the• Strand,
• • Fred Gillam.
Ben Apple, one of the leading exhibitors
of Troy, N. Y., who owns the King Theatre,
recently opened in Troy the American Theatre, seating 850. Mr. Apple is a strong advocate of open booking.
• • •
P. G. Gentile, recently of Buffalo, is manager of the Famous Pictur© Sales Company
of Albany, N. Y. • • •
Max Roth, general manager for Sol Lesser,
left Los Angeles on May 25 for New York.
He will stop in several cities en route, and
his mission here is to make preliminary ar.'^angements
for afollow
big Kellerman
opening.
Mr.
Lesser will
him in about
two
weeks.
• • •
Bill Stormer, casting director for Selznick
Enterprises, will be located in offices In the
Hooven Building, 117 West Forty-sixth
street, New York, after
7.
• • June
•
E. H. Silcocks, special representative of
the Special Pictures Corporation, is now in
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New York adding to the list of 5.000 exhibitors who are now showing the "Comedyart"
releases.
• • •
D. D. Kempner has been engaged as road
manthebyNew
Famous
to travel out
of
HavenPlayers-Lasky
•branch
• • office.
William G. Smith, president of the Fidelity
Pictures Company, will shortly release
"Love's Flame." Immediately following that
he will issue "The Mystery of Lambert
Square,"
featuring
little thrill
Dorothy
a melodrama
of intense
and Chapelle,
interest.
"Love s Flame" will be exploited in a big
campaign by Southard Brown, of the Pioneer.
• • •
Moe Marks, of the Strand, Buffalo, N. T.,
was in New York City the week of May 31
to confer with the new manager of the New
York Strand. Joe Plunkett.
• • •
Felix Goldfarb has resigned his position
as salesman with Robertson-Cole to affiliate
with the Climax Film
• •Corporation.
•
Female employes of the Universal have
organized themselves into a club known as
"The Universal Club." with their own club
and rest room nicely furnished with piano,
Victrola and library. The officers are: President, Florence Wallach, secretary to Carl
Laemmle; Ethel Black, secretary of the Universal purchasing department, is secretary;
Sadie Klein, secretary to Publicity Director
Mayer, is treasurer. The employes will hold
their annual outing at Eastern Boulevard
Park, Westchester County, New York, on
Saturday, for
Junethe19.
'Buses will leave 1600
Broadway
park
• • at• 9 a. m.
Jack Keegan, of the Selznick publicity department, resigned to enter the publicity
department of the First
• • National.
•
H. J. Roberts, of the Special Pictures Corporation, is planning an early trip over the
eastern territory.
• • •
Hortense Saunders, fan writer for Selinick. has been transferred to the Fort Lee
studios. In charge of
• studio
• • publicity.
O. P. Cairo, of the American Film Company, will sail for Argentina, where he has
a brother interested In one of the first houses
there. Mr. Cairo will sail in August with
a copy of a biblical picture, "Joseph the Hebrew," produced by the American Film Com• • •
pany.
M. Lowell Cash, formerly of the Selznick
publicity department, will, starting June 1,
be publicity director of the Arrow Film Corporation.
• • •
Lee Langdon, in charge of the Gardner
Syndicate office at Albany, N. Y., is one of
the busiest men In the industry cleaning up
his order-laden desk.• • •
Roderick Ross, the well-known printer of
Chicago, spent the recent holidays at the
John
Rock estate at Knollsville, at Crotonon-the-Hudson.
• • •
Arthur T. Smith, who for several years
was connected with the General Film. Triangle and Mutual as sales representative, is
now selling
stock in the Mason Tire and
Rubber
Company.
• * •
H. H. Van Loan will probably return to
the West Coast about June 15 with Mrs. Van
Loan and their daughter Gertrude, who are
now In New York from their home in Los
Angeles.
• • •
J. Williamson, of Williamson Brothers,
with J. Rescher, his cameraman, arrived in
New York from Havana and Nassau, Bahamas, on Thursday, May 27, with prelimi-
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nary scenes of a big underseas feature which
they are producing •for• fall
• issue.
E. M. Asher, personal representative of
Mack Sennett, with wife and daughter, Betty
Ix)U, are here in New York from Los Angeles and will make their home at the Hotel
Astor for the next •two • months.
•
Rutgers Neilson. director of advertising
and publicity for the Literary Digest "Topics
of thedistributed
Day." produced
by Timely
Films, Inc.,
and
by Pathe.
is attending
the
annual convention of the National Editorial
ton.
Association
at the Copley Plaza Hotel. Bos• • •
J. Hogan,
manager
of Proctor's
at J.Albany,
N. Y..
has this
old house Leeland
jazzed
up in first run shape. The seating capacity
has been increased from 1,200 to 1,700 and
furnished with the latest up-to-date equipment
• • •
C. C. Charles, manager of the Albany
(N. Y.) Theatre Supply Company, has resigned the active management of this concern to accept a salesmanship with Robertson-Cole's Albany branch
• • • office.
B. M. Moran, branch manager for Pathe
at Albany, N. Y., is hitting the trail on all
six cylinders and bringing
• • • home the bacon.
J. N. Flynn, of Philadelphia, is now branch
• • • at Albany, N. T.
manager for Robertson-Cole
Edmund M. De Barry has been transferred
from the Albany office of National Distribterritory.
uting Corporation to Northern New Jersey
• • •
P. J. Dana, Doc Shallenberger and 8.
Rubenstein, of the Arrow Film Corporation,
win attend the Cleveland
• • « convention.
Watterson R. Rothackcr, of Chicago, is in
New York this week visiting the eastern
division of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, in the Candler Building. He
willChicago.
stop off at Cleveland on his return trip
to
« • •
Francis G. Conklln, formerly In the sales
promotion department of the Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford and the American Cash Register Company, is now connected with the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company in •the• New
• York division.
Harry Leonhardt who has been in New
York for several days, will return to Los
Angeles by way of Cleveland to attend the
convention on Sunday, June 6. Mr. Leonhardt's mission east was entirely satisfactory and he returns west with the documents
relating
the producing enterprises In
which
he isto interested.
• • •
Benny Zledman, vest pocket exploitation
and publicity expert, is gamboling over the
familiar pastures of fllmdom in New York.
He arrived in Gotham
• • on• Thursday, May 27.
A. G. "Whyte,
Empire
Corporation,
madeof a the
flying
trip toState
the Film
Buffalo office of that company last week. He
took ahimsample
print ofseveral
"Screenfirst
Snapshots"
with
and signed
run accounts, stopping at Rochester, Syracuse and
other points en route. He reports exhibitors
enthusiastic over this new release and states
that in every instance where it was screened
a contract was forthcoming.
"Bmi Revel" In Prodnetlon Work*.
"Beau Revel." the big Ince-Vance Special,
is now well under way at the Thomas H.
Ince Studios In Culver City. Lewis Stone and
Lloyd Hughes have been working steadily
making is .their
Vidor
featured.individual scenes. Florence
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Six

one of the foremost
WARN
HB.stars
of ER,
the American stage and
• screen, both from ability and box
office point of view, is to appear in a series
of big productions for Pathe distribution.
This fact, rumored throughout the industry for some time, has just been disclosed
by Paul Brunet, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
The announcement of the signing of
Warner follows a visit to New York of
Jesse D. Hampton, under whose management Wagner has been starring in picturs
for more than a year. The final details of
tjje Warner contract were concluded at a
conference between Mr. Brunet and Mr.
Hampton, following which the latter returned to Los Angeles to begin preparations for the filming of the new Wagner
series.
Under the terms of the contract with
Pathe, Warner will produce up to six pictures a year. The number will be limited
to six, for it is the intention of Mr. Brunet
and Mr. Hampton that the star shall have
only the biggest productions, regardless
of the time that shall be devoted to them.
Gives Pathe Three Hampton Stars.
The signing of Warner, which means
that three Jesse D. Hampton stars will
appear under the Pathe banner, is another
step in the Pathe policy of enlarging the
scope and quality of its feature department
to meet the demands of the most fastidious
exhibitors.
The plays in which Warner will be
starred will be from the pens of some of
the most brilliant authors of two continents. Mr. Hampton is now searching the
American and European literary markets
for material that will make the best pictures for the stars under his direction.
Already he has purchased several exceptionally high class stories, and among the
past and present authors on both sides of
the Atlantic whose works will be filmed by
Mr. Hampton are William J. Locke, John
Galsworthy, Jerome K. Jerome, F. Hopkinson Smith, F. Anstey, Robert Hichens,
John Hastings Turner, Kenneth B. Clarke,
Bret Harte, Frank H. Spearman and
Marah Ellis Ryan.
Producer Buys Literary Material.
Howard E. Morton, New York representative of Jesse D. Hampton, will go to
Europe this summer to confer with authors
^under contract and to arrange for addi-
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Hampton

Films

tional material for the Hampton stars and
special productions.
Further details of the plans of Warner,
under the new distribution arrangement
with Pathe, will be announced later. The
story of the first Warner-Pathe production
has already been selected and placed in
work. It is considered the most appealing
story yet allotted Warner and, according
to Mr. Hampton, should develop into one
of the greatest pictures Warner has ever
made.
While his conference with Mr. Brunet
was the principal reason that brousjht Mr.
Hampton east, the producer spent some of
his time purchasing new literary material
for his stars. He also had several conferences with Howard E. Morton, in charge
of the Hampton offices in the Longacre
Building. Mr. Hampton expressed satisfaction over the emphatic success of the
recent productions from his studios and
registered his belief that his forthcoming
releases will eclipse their predecessors in
popularity and box office results. Apropos
of Mr.mentHampton's
trip, asays:
statefrom his New eastern
York office
Studios in Full Swing.
new studios
Hollywood equipped
are now
in "Our
full swing
and arein completely
with every modern facility for the production this summer and fall of a notable
series of high class pictures which we feel
confident will win ever-growing favor with
the public and increasing profit to the exhibitor.
"The rapidly increasing demand for
Blanche Sweet pictures more than justifies our faith in the abilitv of this star to

Goldwyn-Bray
Pictures

Features;

to Release
of Wild

HE Bray Pictures Corporation announces that it has com;>leted arT
rangements with William L. Finley,
the nationally known naturalist, whereby
it will acquire
Mr. Finley's
motion
pictures 16.000
of birdfeet
and ofanimal
life for
distribution through the Goldwyn exchanges. These pictures are said to be of
an exceedingly rare quality and represent
the work of Mr. Finley and his wife for
the past three years.

All Working Under Pathe's Banner.
features will be released by Pathe;
H. B. Warner, andwhosegeneral
right: vice-president
left toBrunet,
From Paul
manager, and Jesse U.
Hampton, who will continue to produce plays for Pathe.

Each

Year

surpass all her previous screen achievements. Her latest Pathe release, 'Simple
Souls,' a picturization of John Hastings
Turner's
undoubtedly
greatestIt
success ofnovel,
her isscreen
career the
to date.
is an intensely human story, wonderfully
interpreted by the star. Director Robert
Thornhy and a strong cast, and is hailed
by exhibitors and critics as a real winner.
Other Important Features.
"The drawing power of H. B. Warner
is likewise a proof of the approval with
which fortsthe
efof thispublic
notedreceives
star of the
the screen
stage and
silversheet.
Warner'slater.
first It
Pathe
lease will be Mr.
announced
will rebe
a picture of exceptional strength and inappeal, filmed under the direction of
Henry tense
King.
"Another of our releases through Pathe
will be William Desmond in 'A Broadway
Cowboy,' from a story by Byron Morgan.
This picture is full of rapid-fire action and
provides a vehicle especially adapted to the
attractive personality of this popular star.
It was directed by Joe Franz.
King and Thornby Pictures.
"Another important feature of our plans
is a series of Henry King and Robert
Thornby productions. These big special
productions will combine with recognized
directorial ability the literary genius of
celebrated authors and will be interpreted
by all-star casts. The first of these, 'Half
a Chance,' from the successful novel by
Frederic'< Isham, is now being filmed in
Los Angeles and San Francisco under the
direction of Robert Thornby."
fV, L, Finleys
Bird

and

Animal

Life

Mr. Finley's
intimate
knowledge
of Duo
wild toanimal
life, he has
been able
to get
intimate pictures of the life of his wary
friends of a most unusual type. They are
of great value, not only as an entertainment feature for the theatre-going public
but for educational purposes in the preparatory schools and universities.
The arrangements entered into with Mr.
Finley are of particular interest, inasmuch
as the films to be shown were obtained
with great difficulty and can never be duplicated. The negatives will be deposited
in the archives of either the National Association of the Audubon Society or the
Natural History Museum.
It is the custom of Mr. and Mrs. Finley
to
ta' e to
the field
everyandsummer
motion
picture
camera
about with
20,000a
feet of film negative to stalk wild birds
and animals in their native environment.
The
resultof ofgood
a summer's
aboutaverage
5,000 feet
film. Onworktheiris
trips Mr. and Mrs. Finley are accompanied
by their structive
twoand active
children,
who enjoy an invacation.
Mr. Finley is the author of two books
on American birds and was associated with
the Oregon Fish and Game Commission
for about eight and a half years. He has
writtenzinesondevoted
thistosubject
all as
the well
maga-as
outdoorforlife,
for the Century, the Atlantic Monthly and
other magazines of similar standing.
Mr. Finley also is well known as a lecturer.
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Frisco Exchange Board Makes
C. A. Nathan Vice-President
CAROL A. NATHAN, manager of Universal's San Francisco branch exchange, recently was elected as vicepresident of the San Francisco Film Exchange Board, succeeding Charles Rosenmous. thal, who resigned. His election was unaniMr. Nathan assumed the management of
the Universal branch in that city less than
two months ago. Previously he had been
assistant manager, having accepted that
position last fall. His advent into West
Coast circles was as much a surprise to
him as to San Francisco film men. He was
a Jewel salesman in the New York Universal exchange a year ago. Then he was
sent west to stimulate interest throughout
that part of the country in the Stage Women's War Relief series of pictures.
Founds

New

PICTURE
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Unique,

Department

Demand for One
IN accord with its policy of supplying
exhibitors with motion pictures of the
highest quality in short lengths as well
as feature productions and super-specials,
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has founded a short subject department whose province will be the promotion of the one and
two reel films that now are being distributed under the Goldwyn trade-mark. The
department is a direct outgrowth of the
increased demand
educationad
comedy for
filmsGoldwyn's
that havetopical,
come
to occupy a prominent place on the programs of many theatres.
During the past year Goldwyn has made
great progress in building up this important branch of motion picture production,
recognizing that up-to-date exhibitors
have ceased to regard one and two reel
subjects merely as fillers. The first noteworthy step in this direction was the contract with Bray Pictures Corporation for
the distribution rights to the product of
the Bray studios.
With the success of the Bray releases
thoroughly established, Goldwyn planned
a further development of the product and
to that end secured a controlling interest
in the company. The first outcome of the
new arrangement was the launching of
the Goldwyn-Bray Comic, which bids fair
to become as popular as the Pictograph.
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Ends "Jitney''
WITHMoines
the loses
passingitsof last
the Unique,
Des
nickel show
and the first movie of any size in
the city and state. The house has been
sold by Elbert & Getchell to A. H. Blank,
who will remodel it at once and convert it
into a big time, first run house. It has one
of the finest locations in Des Moines, directly across the street from Blank's Garden.
The house has been playing at five-cent
prices for twelve years, and for three
years before that, the old Nickeldom held
forth in the same building. In twelve years
12.000,000 tickets have been sold by the
house
used. and 4,000 miles of films have been
The Unique was really unique in more
ways than one. For instance, it once had
a cigar checking machine at the front door.
So many patrons walked away insulted
when told they must throw their cheroots
away, that "Kip" Elbert decided he must
do something to keep their good will. He
devised a rack with little notches, each
notch numbered, and when a man came to
the door with a new stogie in his mouth the
liveried ticket taker said to him:
The Original Check Hound.
"Check your cigar, sir? Just place it
there and remember your number."
The Unique was the first theatre in the
country chines.
tha't Therefore,
boasted
two the
projecting
mait was
first to save
the time and agony of its spectators when
a film must be changed just as the desperate cowboy was about to save the queen
of
the hamlet from being captured by Indians.
It had the first electric sign on Locust
'Street,
one of
city's of
busiest
fares ; now
the first
pipetheorgan
any thoromovie
house in the city, and the first to relieve
the pitch black darkness with an indirect
lighting system.
The theatre has been closed exactly
nineteen days in twelve years, eighteen

C. A. Nathon.

Goldwyn
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and Two-Reel Subjects
Booth Tarkington's two-reel "Edgar
Comedies" marked an innovation in Goldproduction
These
studies
boy lifewyn's
have
been policy.
welcomed
as one
of theof
year's
most
important
contributions
to
the
screen. After the reception accorded the
first of the releases many exhibitors con"Edgar"
stories
warrantedcluded that
thethesametwo-reel
advertising
prominence
as longer features.
The Capitol Comedies, produced by National Film Corporation and distributed by
Goldwyn, have a strong popular appeal,
whereas the Ford Weekly, presenting subjects that are instructive as well as entertaining, has built up a loyal following. It
will be the function of the short subject
department to co-operate with exhibitors
in supplying the films most suitable to their
needs and to see that they are backed by
adequate exploitation.
Dillon to Direct Billie Burke
Edward Dillon, who has just returned
from California, will direct Billie Burke in
her new Paramount production, "The Frisky
Mrs. Johnson." Mr. Dillon's last picture
for Famous Players-Lasky was "The Amateur Wife," in which Irene Castle was
starred. Miss Burke's new picture is adaptname.ed from Clyde Fitch's play of the same

to Its Name,

Career of Fifteen Years
days during the flu epidemic and one day
during the coal strike. Work of remodeling the Unique will start forthwith and
the house will be re4dy for use in the
fall.
Burr Says Exhibitors Should
Exploit the Short Productions
EXHIBITORS
all over
the country
are
passing up big
opportunities
by not
properly exploiting their short subjects. Quality should govern the exploitation of the picture rather than its footage,
according to C. C. Burr, president of Master Films, featuring
Inc., producers
the "Torchy"
Comedies,
Johnnyof Hines.
A short subject, if it is properly exploited, will outdraw the average feature
This is the belief of Mr. Burr, who has
made a duction
close
study of short subject proand distribution.
"A few live exhibitors who have sensed
the value of meritorious two-reelers and
one-reelers have not been backward in exploiting them, with the result that they
have more than made good at the box
office,"
said Mr.theBurr.
"Hugo Bottom
Riesenfeldof
has featured
Shackelton
the World pictures, first at his Rivoli and
Rialto theatres for two weeks and now at
the Criterion, with splendid results.
"Many of the New York dailies gave
more views
space
pictures
in their
rethan totothethese
features,
backing
up the
judgment and showmanship of Mr. Riesenfeld, who featured the Shackelton pictures
in his advertising from the start above the
feature. The Burton Holmes Travel Pictures and Harold Lloyd comedies are
other good examples."
Nelson and Poland Under Contract
Rewarding the results of diligent effort,
Thomas H. Ince announces the permanent
engagement of two young men who have
achieved signal success in the directorial
and scenario divisions of motion picturess.
Jack Nelson, who joined the Thomas H.
Ince forces several months go as director
of the Douglas MacLean company, has
been
placed
a long-term
contract
to
continue
the under
direction
of MacLean
in his
new role of a star in his own right.
Joseph Franklin Poland, for the past
six months a member of the Ince scenario
department, also has affixed his signature
to a contract which calls for his exclusive services for a long period of time.
Brown Sails for Bermuda
Louis Francis Brown, general manager
for Burton Holmes, sailed May 29 for Bermuda on the S.S. Fort Hamilton where he
will remain several weeks to complete at
least two travel pictures which will appear
on the future Paramount-Burton Holmes
release schedule. The decision to film
the scenic wonders of tourist-ridden Bermuda has resulted from the insistent demand made upon Mr. Holmes to produce
travel pictures of the island.
Mr. Brown has an estate in Bermuda
which has been occupied for several years
by a wealthy merchant. Mr. Brown will
be accompanied by his wife, Renee Brown,
who lectures on travel subjects.
Ince Signs Two More Writers
Louis Stevens, formerly scenario editor
and special writer for a large film corporation ofEngland, has joined the Thomas
H. Ince scenario department in Culver City.
Stevens will write continuties for the Ince
forces, and will also oflfer a series of
original stories.
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Features
60
y special feature
M of sixt
IMUons
MINacti
A attr
from fifteen independent
s will be re. producing organization
leased to exhibitor owners of sub-franchises by Associated First National Picbetures, Inc., during the 1920-1921 season,
and termiginning August 30 of this year
emen
nating about May 15, 1921. This stat t,
ion releaprod
anat
with
ther
toge tion source
ses,uc-is
re of of
natu
s andan theexpl
contained in an announcement made this
official listing of
week, preliminary to an
h,
the titles of the entire schedule, whicion
said,. will be available for publicat
is
it
next week
The new schedule carries an increase ot
in the
approximately twenty-five per cent,
total number of attractions to be distributed by Associated First National for the
e schedule
coming season over the aggregataccording
to
for the season just ended, and,
exhibitor officials of the co-operative orof a onyear's
the result
ganization,toconstitutes
afproducti
establish
intensive eff^ort
filiations which, in reputation, box office
value, ability and the degree of quality
essential to the standards of the first run
theatres of the country, will be more than
sufficient to meet all requirements.
Features on Summer List.
Ni
The summer schedule of releases, which
begins on June 7, with an Allan Dwan production, "A Splendid Hazard," presented
by Mayflower, was announced two weeks
ago. This has since been supplemented
with two additional attractions, giving a
total of nine releases instead of seven.
Following the initial Allan Dwan production through Associated First National will
be "Married Life," first of the series of
Mack Sennett specials, to be released on
June 14. "Yes or No," starring Norma Talmadge, will be given its first run presentations the week of June 28, and will be succeeded on July 12 by the third Marshall
Neilan production, which has not yet been
officially announced under jts releasing
title. Constance Talmadge will star in
"The
Perfect
Woman"the asweek
the of
production
for first
run houses
July 19,
to be followed on August 2 by the fifth
Katherine MacDonald attraction for the
Circuit, entitled "The Notorious Miss Lisle."
King Vidor's special feature, "The Jack
Knife Man," from the famous story of the
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of 1 920-21
Season
During
individual source between August of this
same second
title byrelease
Ellis Par'.cer
be year and May, 1921.
the
for theButler,
month,willwith
Charles Chaplin has a total of four proAugust 16 as the date, and the final atductions to deliver to First National untraction, concluding the summer season,
der the terms of his contract. It is unwill be "The Scoffer," the second Allan
derstood that he has at least one of these
Dwan production to be released through
First National by Mayflower.
almost completed now, and that it will be
available
for release early in the fall season.
Ray Film Starts Fall Season.
Marshall Neilan will provide three speThe fall
for itF"irst
National's beexhibitorseason
members will,
is announced,
cial attractions after August 30, not including the third of his releases through the
gin on August 30 with "Forty-Five Minutes
Circuit, which is scheduled on the summer
from
Broadway,"
the
first
of
Charles
Ray's
season
list for July 12.
personally produced attractions, and
Norma Talmadge
in lour proadapted
from
George
Cohan's
greatest
ductions, including will
one star
exceptionally
big
■stage success. The star is reported to have
taken three months of constant work at special, and Constance Talmadge will have
the studios to complete this production, an equal number of new attractions for
which is now being cut and edited, and is release between the dates established as
complete with the exception of about a the start and finish of the new season.
thousand feet of important exteriors which,
Curwood to Supervise Two Subjects.
it is expected, will be photographed in New
York City within the next thirty days.
James Oliver Curwood has been given a
contract for two personally supervised proFifteen independent producing organizaductions, adapted from his own stories. The
tions now have contracts for the exhibition of their attractions by exhibitor memfirst- will
be now
"Nomads
the North,"
which
he
is
at workof with
a companyon
numtotal
of First National. The
of theatres
that will be protected with in the north woods of Canada. This will
ber bers
be another distinct novelty, it is said, with
these guaranteed production sources
more than a score of wild animal characters
through franchises is announced this week
to exceed 1,100, with sanguine predictions given even greater prominence in the action than has been the case in previous
from the executive committee for AssoCurwood productions.
ciated First National that the original maximum of 6,500 will be awarded memberships
Charles Ray will provide five productions.
well in advance of the beginning of the Katherine MacDonald is the only other star
fall releasing schedule.
in the total of fifteen who will have a
maximum of five productions, one of which
Each Star to Averag-e Three Pictures.
is scheduled for release before August.
The summary of production sources
On Rest of Schedule.
which will provide the majority of the releases on the 1920-1921 schedule of more
The
remainder
of the schedule will be
than sixty special feature attractions shows
that each star, director or producer will made up of three pictures starring Anita
confine his or her individual efforts to the Stewart, three in which Mildred Harris
making of not more than three pictures as Chaplin will be starred, one production to be
an individual average during the eight 'directed by Sydney Franklin and released
his name as the producer, four remonths'
period
theattractions
schedule. under leases
in which Lionel Barrymore will star
In instances
wherecovered
four andin five
under
his
contract with Whitman Bennett,
are contracted for from the various indethree personally produced pictures from
pendent producing organizations, it is Allan
Dwan, three from Allan Holubar, one
pointed out by First National officials that
special feature from Mack Sennett, and
the number of productions tiow completed
and ready for final editing, or available for three R. A. Walsh productions, a special release with Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
screen examination by the advertising and
publicity department, brings the average in the stellar roles, and a minimum of
down to three attractions for each artists twelve independently made specials of high
as the maximum output planned from any calibre.

(1) "The Deep Purple" Made (2) "Jenny Be Good" and Keep Within (3) "The Law of the Yukon" at All Times.
Three excellent views of the latest Realart productions. Notice thai the love interest is centered in each of the pictures. Climatio
conditions prevent us fromand revealingthe loving
Miriam Cooper
seen cabin
in scene
Mary Miles Minter in scene 2,
June Elvidge
is the words.
player preparing
to leaveis the
at the1; right.
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Mary

and Doug Breeze Into New
York and
the Hotel Elevator Man
Works Overtime
By SUMNER

SMITH
star's life is to make "The Three MuskeDouglas
MARY
, Mr.
teers" in Alexander Dumas' native France.
Mrs.
and Fairpardonand
— beg ORD
ban'cs PICKF
Fairbanks — breezed into New York Prominent Frenchmen have already invited
to make the picture on French
City all smiles last wee ; for a three weeks' soil. In himFrance
he is known as Douglas
visit. It was "much" ed,business that brought
such things as a D'Artagnan. He estimates that the producthem, they explain
tion work would take from six to eight
possibleof
the cloud
and the
meeting
United
nt, but
of a preside
election Artists'
months, and he is all eagerness — a typical
routine work hanging over them and the Fairbanks sort of eagerness, which is the
number of photographs they were called superlative kind — to be up and at it.
Might Attend Cleveland Conventions.
aph infecti
didn't
the first
autogrtheir
upon
asm
ous day,
enthusi
seem toto affect
"There's all kind of action in the story,"
a bit. They are a very happy couple.
said aDoug,
"and picture
althoughit itwould
would make
have toa
After a short automobile trip about the be
costume
city, during which they had to acknowledge many salutations, Mary and Doug
Then the newspapermen started talking
held court in the rose and white suite of
about the Cleveland convention — or, to be
the Ritz-Carlton. But it was a most demo- more
exact, conventions — and it developed
cratic court. While Mary leaned comfort- that
corker."
the star's
knowledge
ably bac'< in a chair and chatted about not
limited
to the
producingof the
end. industry is
business
and
domesticity,
Doug
walked
"I think that scraps are good for any
"Love Me — Love My Shirt!"
bac'c and forth within his circle of news- industry;
So says Mary Pickford in her latest United
they keep it from getting stagArtists
feature,
called
"Suds."
The
papermen
and
talked
baseball
'n
movies
'n
nant," said Doug. "We've had them right
shirt just came out of them.
optimism
'n everything.
the timeas along and we're still going ahead. I'd like
the
elevator
man sweatedAndandall swore
to find the time to visit Cleveland and
each
new
load
of
newspapermen
said meet the exhibitors. I'd like to tell them
"Tomorrow" Is on the Way
"third floor." It's a hard life, this being to get together and pull together. Perhaps
One of the most important productions
an elevator man, when Mary and Doug I can get out there, but it looks very
of recent years, which is certain to send a drop
in at a hotel.
thrill through even the experienced critics
About this
Doug
Wants Foreigrn Locales and Idea*.
doubtful
now."time Mary was talking about
is
the prophetic
which
is about tosuperfeature
be released "Tomorrow,"
at the ComThe chief load on the minds of the two dancing. She explained that Doug didn't
munity Productions, Inc. Ashley Miller is stars was the possibility of ma'<ing an early liVe it and that "I think it is rather silly
director.
I like to dance with Doug and I
start for an extensive combination honey- myself.
like to dance with my brother Jack, but
The story, by C. S. Clancy, is one of the
moon-business
trip
abroad.
Doug
put
it
this dancing with every stranger who
most engrossing of all themes.
this
way: that
"I want
the new can
locales
new ideas
the Continent
give and
me, comes along seems rather silly. A lot of
Marcus to Draw for Rivoli
foolish flirtations are apt to start. I supeven if my director ma' es me jump off the
pose Douglas is somewhat jealous; most
Alps. It would be a great thing for me
Edwin Marcus, famous as Marcus, carare. As for me, I am a blonde."
toonist of the New York Times, has joined
to begin producing over there soon. I brunettes
"These
celebrated New York successes
one time when I was in Berlin
Hugo Criterion
Riesenfeld"stheatres
stafif atand
the will
Rivoli,draw
Rialtoa remember
aren't
known
and
to most people," she said.
hearing the name of Al Woods mixed in
weekly cartoon which will be run at the with a flood of German. Al Woods had "Why
a bigofname
money
lot of
pay isa no
it?
valuefor back
story
there
if
been
over
there
and
the
Germans
knew
three houses. It will not be of the type
authors no longer consider the
him. If I get over in Europe, all those When
now popular in the picture houses of the
stop
and
considerati
secondary
a
screen
people will know me and you know what writing for the magazines andonstage first,
country but will instead stick to timely
topics of interest and importance, just as
that's worth. Then, above all else, I want then we will get some real material. Just
his work does now in the great metropolitan
to ma' e pictures with foreign backgrounds now it is difficult to pick good material out
daily. The process of the drawing will be for my own countrymen."
heavily
all the
One of the ambitions of the athletic of Both
shown and then the finished product.
Doug
and advertised
Mary had junk."
a lot to say
about
their
home
at Los Angeles. They
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
are going to select furnishings for it in
New York. Doug told about the variety
of guests he entertained, and he laughingly
I Associated Producers Announces Plans; Ratifies j complained that after he had
his own room
fitted out, Charlie Chaplin began "camping
j
Price Election and Makes Neilan Vice Presideftt | out"
room. in it and he had to sleep in the guest
I y^OMPLETE preliminary announcement of plans and production release dates 1
1 \^ of the Associated Producers, Inc., was made in Los Angeles this week by I
Kellennan Film Scores Success
g
F. B. Warren, general manager of the new organization comprising Thomas 1
g H. Ince, Mack Sennett, Allan Dwan, Marshall Neilan, Maurice Tourneur, George 1
Ham Beall, general press representative
g Loane Tucker and J. Parker Read. Jr. All the producers named are mem- | of the Sol Lesser Enterprises, wired Movg hers of the board of directors of the Associated Producers, Inc., and at their 1
ing Picture World from Los Angdes on
g first meeting ratified the selection of Oscar A. Price as president and Fred B. 1 June 1 as follows:
g Warren as general manager. Marshall Neilan was elected vice-president and 1
"Annette Kellerman's first modern comg Tt^omas H. Ince chairman of the board of directors; Mac:< Sennett was elected 1
edy drama was given its premier
g treasurer, and J. Parker Read, Jr., secretary.
1 at Santa Anna, Cal., tonight to showing
packed
g
Messrs. Price and Warren will attend the convention in Cleveland, where first g houses. E. D. Yost, owner of the Temple
i announcement of the sales policy of the Associated Producers, Inc., will be made. g Theatre, says it is the greatest
attraction
1 Assurance is given by Mr. Warren that the Associated Producers, Inc., will g that ever played his house. The underwater stuflf took the audience by storm. A
1 produce a minimum of thirty big productions for the releasing year beginning in =
1 September. The first release will be made September 12. at which time eight g number of foreign buyers were present.
I to ten productions will have been delivered to the distributing organization. | The film colony made a pilgrimage to see
Contracts already have been signed for the productions of the Associated Pro- s the picture. The unanimous opinion is that
1
1 ducers. Inc., with groups of the largest exhibitor factors on the Pacific coast. | it is the best thing Kellerman ever did."
1 Exhibitors from as far east as Cleveland have made special trips to Los Angeles |
g to sign contracts there.
g
Reveal Author of "Wonder Man"
Mes'^^rs. Price and Warren state that they are closing leases for the Asso- |
Not until the picture was projected on
I
the screen in the grand ballroom of the
I dated Producers, Inc. New York offices on Broadway in the heart of the the- | Hotel
Astor Saturday evening. May 29, did
will open its own twentv ev-hanges August 1 |
atrical
I and
1
its district.
complete The
rosterorganization
of branch managers will begin work July 1.
, . , . . | it become known that the author of Georges
|
aid
chief
his
as
Lovelace
P.
Hunter
of
appointment
the
Mr Warren announces
1
first American starring veannounce.^ his g Carpentier's
hicle, "The Wonder Man," was written
I and business manager at the home oflice, effective June 7, and also
|
zone.
Chicago
Ihe
of
charge
in
by Dr.
I first territorial appointment of Sidney J. Goldman
ist andDaniel
scenarioCarson
writer.Goodman, the noveliiiimiiiiiiinaiiiiis
imii
m
iiiiiiiiiiniii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
inmiiiiiiiiniii
iiiiiniiiiiniiiimiiniiiiiiiiniiii
liiiiiiiiiuiiii nil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Severed

great national exthe eve of the
hibitors' convention to be held from
June 8 to June 11 at the Hot-1 Winton, Cleveland, the whole industry seems
to have focused its attention on the big
questions which will absorb the attention
of the assembled exhibitors. There is a
widespread discussion among exhibitors
and various remedies for the many undoubted evils are going to be offered.
The convention has attracted the attention of men in every branch of the industry, and one of these men is W. W. Hodkinson, president of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. Mr. Hod inson has always
been considered one of the master builders
in the motion picture field. He is a man
who has given deep thought to the fundamentals of the industry and whose success
is unquestioned. He has always been
known for a sympathetic understanding of
the exhibitors' troubles.
Speaks for Organization.
"For somesiderable
timeconfusion
pastinI have
noticed ranks,
conexhibiting
ON

amounting to an almost panic'<y feeling,"
said Mr. Hod inson. "I confess that in
spite of my intimate experience with all
sorts of conditions in our industry, the
exhibitor has always been a problem to
me. His power to keep the producer out
of the exhibiting field is clear. Indeed,
the strength of his position is not doubted
by anybody, but he seems more or less
incapable of concerted action. The buying
power of the industry is in his hands, and
if he only knew how to exert it he could
do the industry a lot of good and at the
same time effectively and permanently
protect his own investment.
"It seems to be a foregone conclusion
that unless the e.xhibitor pools his interests with other exhibitors and makes intelligent use of his combined buying power
he will in the very near future be crowded
to the wall and forced to go out of business.
the lastup three
years I havefounded
succeeded
in "In
building
an organization
on
a conception of justice both to the producer and to the exhibitor. As you know,

from
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Interests

Must

Those

Distributors

of

Be

chine. Under its workings the consensus
the Hodkinson organization owns no theatres and has no intention of going into the of exhibitors' reports on the commercial
exhibition field. We do not produce any value of pictures is taken as the basis of
judging the standing of the producer.
pictures.
Recalls General Film Fight.
Producer Has "Preposterous Load."
"A producer whose pictures in point of
"Many of the evils which the exhibitor
is compelled to fight today at a cost both quality do not show up favorably in the
to his purse and to his peace of mind arise light of an exhibitors' consensus of opinion
from the fact that so many producers are ,is eliminated. On the other hand, under
distributing their own product. This means
this system every inducement is given to
all sorts of machine-made pictures, gen- an ambitious and capable producer to put
erally of an inferior quality, are forced forth his best efforts and excel in point
upon the exhibitor and upon the public. of quality. Such a producer will earn his
I have always believed that the interest proper reward under our system.
of the producer must be severed from the
"Let us take a look at history, which
interest of the distributer.
repeats itself in the motion picture field
as
it does in life generally.
"The relations between producer and exhibitor, which ought to be based on prin"You no doubt remember how I fought
ciples of equity and fair dealing, at present the General Film Company, because it was
remind one of a dog-eat-dog policy. The a distributing organization under the abproducer has taken a preposterous load
of the the
producer.
reon his shoulders. The elements of this
sult ofsolute
thiscontrol
condition
interest Asof aboth
load consist of waste, incompetence, overdistributor
and
exhibitor
were
subordicapitalization and poor judgment. He is
nated to the condition of the producer.
unable even with the heaviest rentals to That is why the General Film Company
get enough money from the exhibitor to has passed out of existence. I instituted
enable him to carry this load. This is the a new basis for the sale of film from proreason he is now reaching out for the
ducer to exchange. I put a premium on
profits of the exhibitor by trying to take
quality by regulating the compensation of
his investment away from him.
the producer in strict accordance with the
merits of his picture. This established an
How He Judges Standing of Producer.
incentive to make better pictures which
"I invite exhibitors to look into the was
lacking under the methods
mechanism I have built up for them to of thealtogether
General Film Company.
use, if they see fit. Its object, among other
"As I look about to survey conditions in
things, is to secure a dependable supply
industry today, everything seems to be
of high quality pictures and absolutely to this
keep the exhibitor free from producer in a state of flux, not to say chaos. Our
organization, I firmly believe, is built for
domination. Backed by the buying power
of any considerable group of exhibitors, tomorrow and for the day after."
this mechanism means many benefits to
Selznick Week at the Strand
the exhibitors. It secures their absolute
independence. It will enable them to get
It was a Selznick week at the New York
the very best pictures in the market on Strand Theatre during the week of May
favorable terms ahead of any competition. 30. As the leading feature the Strand man"I may liken the system under which I
agement exhibited William Faversham in
am operating and which accounted for the
his first
"ThepartManof
initial success of Paramount pictures to a Who
LostSelznick
Himself.production,
The topical
process of winnowing, separating the chaff the program was Selznick News, and the
from the wheat. My plan operates as im- novel screen presentation of the latest Herpartially and as automatically as a mabert Kaufman Weekly, "Society Bad Men."
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Humoresque" Opens for Extended Stay
as Second of the Criterion Specials
y thrown from the left. It would aid the
BACKED gnby an extraordinary publicit
campai
in the Hearst newspapers, picture were the lights kept wholly green
and the make-ups planned to meet this
and well exploited in less sympathetic condition.
With the straight green lights
journals, the Cosmopolitan production oi the facial make-ups do not show to ad"
esque,
s
"Humor
perhap the most widely
vantage; aminor detail, yet none the less
read of the many Fannie Hurst stories,
important.
sucvery
a
be
to
es
promis
what
opened
As evidence of the intentness with which
cessful run at the Criterion Theatre, Sunfollowed, it might be menday, May 30. It stood up even under that the airtionedwas
that at a false climax, shortly before
all tests, a Tuesday after the ending,
most trying of day
the
gentiles in the audience
a Saturday-Mon
holiday, when three
out into applause, which was promptdays of pleasuring are supposed to have brokely hissed
down by those who knew the
depleted both purse and energy. And this
on about the first really hot day of the hymn.
Then the Feature.
season.
An effort has been made to build a conThis was followed inmicdiately hy the
sistent program past the feature, the mu- title of the feature and the effect matesical opening, naturally enough, being
rially aided the photodrama in that the
Dvorak's piano composition from which audience was keyed to the right pitch.
the story takes title and which is better
The play itself has already been treated
in almost any other form than as the piano in full in these columns. It is necessary
solo originally was.
only to record that its reception justifies
the pleasant things already written. CriA String Sextette.
terion audiences do not applaud, but the
Here it takes the form of a string sex- intense quiet and the faces of those vistette with Victor Wagner as first violin,
the slight illumination from the
the instrumentation being two violins, screenible intell
the story.
viola,
'cello, bass
harp. effect, which
In keeping with the spirit of the story,
Discarding
the and
silhouette
gained much comment when the house was Mme. Lubowska gave a "Gavotte Grotesque" in a fanciful setting of yellow and
opened, the players were seated on a dais
To many in the audience its brevat the rear of the stage, the velvet draped black.
ity
was
not
the least of its charms, though
stage being lighted with red and blue
excellent example of interpretafloods, red in the front and blue in the it wastive an
dancing.
curtained alcove in which the players sat.
And Charlie Murray.
They formed an effective tableau, but the
heavy hangings deaden the tone somewhat.
And then, coming almost as an antiThe second number was "Scenes in the
climax, Charlie Alurray and a Mack Bennett cast romped a farcical comedy. It was
Holy belief
Land of
evidently
selected life
in
the
thatToday,"
this story
of Jewish
good of its kind, but a light comedy would
would draw most largely a Jewish clien- have been more in keeping with the rest
tele. In theory the selection was good, of the program. A comedy of the old
but the technical work on the picture is Drew type would give much greater satispoor and it suffered from comparison with faction.
the the
"JustrealBeautiful
which offering.
was one
well into
of
charms Things"
of the earlier
the"Humoresque"
hot weather.should
It is run
not until
a sensational
Song Production Scores.
type of story, but it is one of the best
There followed Emanuel List and a examples of true heart interest yet presented and it appeals to a wide clientele.
chorus
in "Through
the beautifully
Ages," a noble
air
EPES W. SARGENT.
sonorously
sung and
staged.
List has so deep a bass that the tenors and
female voices in the chorus come almost
Press Book on All Comedies
as a relief to the impressive majesty of the
solo parts.
A press book will be supplied to exhibThe curtain rises on a stage dark save
itors on every comedy distributed by Educational Films Corporation, according to
for a single blue-white light thrown upon
a rocky descent at the right, down which an announcement by that company. These
the costumed singers make their way. will cover the Chester, Christie, Mermaid
They form a group about the patriarchal and Torchy series and any other two-reel
soloist, the lights changing to green floods comedies that are added to the release list.
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Fidelity Company Heads
|
Held on Serious Charges |
Fidelity
Syndicate,
of the
ER, president
P.A.CKPhotoplays
FW.
• Cleveland, and Miss Harriet E.
Mills, secretary, were arraigned before the United States Commissioner
on charges of defrauding Clevelanders
out of $60,000 and each was held for
the federal grand jury on $3,000 bail.
When arrested, the city authorities
charged them with selling the stock
in their concern after being ordered
to stop by the state stock license
commissioner.
However,
federal
agents immediately probed the case
and brought a charge against them
of using the mails to defraud.
It is charged that several clergymen were victimized by the pair.
They induced these men to indorse
the project, which was to produce a
religious film, and in this way sold
the stock quietly and without advertising, it is said. Postoffice Inspector Cochrane said that of the
$60,000 less than $2,000 remains -and
that no steps were taken to start the
picture.

1I
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
f.
|
1
|
1
|
|
|
|
1
|
|
1
|
|
|

The first of the press books are now being
sent to the exchanges.
These press books will contain the usual
newspaper stories and reproduction of
advertising aids, being prepared with the
especial purpose of enabling exhibitors to
exploit the comedies in connection with
the feature pictures. Two kinds of lithoone sheet and
two comedy.
three-sheets
are beinggraphedprovided
on each
Carr & Schad, Inc., Reading,
Elects H. J. Schad President

a successor
to the latecalled
Claudeto
of directors
a meeting
AT elect
L. Schad, the position of president
and general manager of that Reading, Pa.,
corporation was voted to H. J. Schad who,
with his late partner, has been a picture
showman in Reading for sixteen years.
Carr & Schad, Inc., now operate the
Scuylkill Avenue, Colonial, Princess, .ArReading.cadia, San Toy and Strand theatres in
John H. Cook, who has been with the
firm twelve years, will continue as Philadelphia representative, booking pictures for
all the houses and co-operating in their
management, Paul E, Glease becomes permanently associated with the firm as publicity director and advertising manager.

She Jumped and "Landed" in Her Lover's Arms. To Prove She Really Did It We Get a Close-Up in Picture No. 2.
We always knew that Bessie Love landers,"
could dance,
not quite production,
as well as inwiththe Bessie
scene at
an A. but
J, Callaghan
as the
the right.
star. These views are from "The Mid-
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Metro's
Hears
New

Field
of

MOVING

Force

Plans

Stars

was theionkeynce convent
BOUNDLES
of theconfide
of
annual
note S
Metro's field force, held last Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, May 26-28, at
the Hotel Astor. Reports of the most
glowing character and forecasts of unparalleled expansion by Metro in every direction in the year to come characterized
all of the sessions, held twice daily by the
district and branch managers of the Metro
distributing organization under the leaderes. reaching plans
ship of Metro's executiv
Announcements
of far
were voiced by Richard A. Rowland, president, and William E. Atkinson, general
manager,
of visiting
the corporation.
"TheyMetro
revealed to the
salesmen what
recently has done by way of preparation
for enlarged activities.
^ilirilllil'lliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiijiniiiiiitii iiiiii ir i rii in iiiiiiiiini iiiiutiiiiiii

Richard A. Rowland.
President of Metro Pictures Corporation.
«nHtllllllllllllHllliiritiltllllllllililtiriiriiiiritiitiiiiiiii(tinilllllllllil iiriiiiiiriiitiiiiiiliiiiiMiiniii idijiiimiiiiiiiiii
News also was given out of the acquisition of two new stars, Robert Harron,
the youthful Grififith pro'tege, who will
make four pictures a year at the head of
his own organization for release through
Metro, and Doraldina, the amazing young
dancer, who has already done notable work
for the films and who will be starred in
a series of spectacular productions tliat
will enable her to display to their fullest
advantage her extrordinary terpsichorean
skill and beauty.
Metro's production policy for 1920-21, becoming
fall, itwillhasbebeen
almost ginning
doublewithintheextent
of what
•during the current year. In other words,
the managers were informed that Metro
will release between fifty and sixty special
productions, including a few made by independent producing units for Metro distribution. This will mean that the "fewer
and
last fall,
will bebetter"
adheredidea,
to soinaugurated
far as the quality
of
the picture is concerned, notwithstanding
that numerically there will be more releases the coming year than the past.
"Fewer and better" pictures, although
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Convention

Coming

Seven

Year;

Two

Authors
Signed
Griffith,
has
done
some
as a director
more of them, will be possible, it was ex- that compares with thatwork
his illustrious
plained, by the greatly increased studio mentor. The new Harron of pictures
are to
facilities now available to Metro. There
will be no let down in the high production be made at Mamaroneck, it is understood.
standards already established; but the June Walker, now appearing in the curgreater number of productions will come
rent stage success, "My Lady Friends,"
from three studios instead of one, as was with Clifton Crawford, has been chosen as
the case until very recently.
Mr. Harron's leading woman in the first of
Metro now has its big West Coast stu- hisTheproductions.
first of the Robert Harron Producdios in Hollywood working to capacity,
tions, Mr. Rowland announced, will be
with eight and nine productions simultaneously under way; its New York studios in a picture bearing the tenative title of "Coincidence." Itis a picturized version of the
West Sixty-first street, under the personal short story by
Morton Macy that appeared
supervision of Maxwell Karger, director in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine a few years
general, are busy at present with three ago. The story of the
picture is a light
productions and can take care of more, and charming one, carrying
a delightful
while a new producing plant, situated on
Long Island and to cost more than $2,000,- love interest, and full of startling sup000, will shortly be under construction. By
not later than next spring it is expected
that these new studios will be humming
with production activity.
In connection with the forthcoming new
releases, General Manager Atkinson informed the visiting managers that beginning with the early fall, Metro will be so
far ahead in its production schedule that
prints of each new release will be in the
exchange offices as much as four to six
weeks ahead in advance of the release
date. In addition the exchanges will have
all the various advertising and publicity
accessories in their offices, so that exhibitors may give unhurried and careful consideration to the selection of Metro productions and arrange in ample time for
proper exploitation, with the aid of the
suggestions and accessories provided.
Stand Pat on Booking Question.
At the various sessions of the convention Metro's recent statement of policy
concerning percentage booking was considered from every angle, and the company
decided to stand pat on its earlier declaration. This was to the effect that percentage
bookinp'tors.will
not take
be forced
Thev can
it or upon
leave the
it, asexhibithey
Hesire. Metro, it was stated by President
W. E. Atkinson.
Rowland, will continue its system of flat
General Manager of Metro Pictures
Corporation.
rental prices unless the individual exhibi- lirniiititiiiitllliriltltlilllllllilllllliririllMlllllliiiiriiiiiitiiitiiiliiiriiiiiiiiiliiiiiiliriirliiillimilllllllillllllliiiMiiiilllllllMMi
tor feels that percentage would be more
it.
profitable to him. In that case he can have
prises. Preparations
for production
under later.
way.of "CoThe
General Manager Atkinson outlined to release date incidence"
willare already
be announced
the visiting district and branch managers
Doraldina, whose dancing on the stage
the particulars of a bonus system that will first won her fame and who followed these
be in force for the coming year, and was successes with a starring appearance on
also the case last year. It will be in the
Naulahka," will go imshape of a substantial money reward to the screen in to"The
the Pacific Coast to start
the exchange turning in the 1)est records work at themediately Metro
studios in Hollywood
for bookings for the period. The details on the production of her first stellar vehicle under the Metro banner. It will be a
are. of course, confidential among the members of the Metro field force.
Enthusiastic approval greeted President story with a Hawaiian locale, entitled "The
Passion Fruit," by Carey Wilson. It is
Rowland's announcement of the addition of planned
to have Doraldina make the jourRobert Harron to the roster of Metro story.ney to Hawaii
during the making of the
stars. "Bobby," who almost from his very picture to obtain exteriors faithful to the
debut in motion pictures has been identified
with the big productions of David Wark
Roster of the New Authors Signed.
Griffith, will head his own company under
the arrangement with Metro. The new
The seven distinguished authors under
Robert Harron Productions, of which there contract with Metro that gives the comwill he four a year, according to present
pany use of some of their most successful
stories and plays as well as first call on
plan?,
will organization.
be released through Metro's their
future work, are Irvin S. Cobb, George
distributing
Mr. Harron will be directed in his forth- Kibbe Turner, Eugene Presbrey, Arthur
coming new productions by Chester Snmers Roche. Hulbert Footner, Henry C.
("Chet") Withey, who as a disciple of Mr. Rowland and Donn Bj'rne.
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Here They Are. Row Upon Row of Many Metro Boosters with Their President, Richard A. Rowland,
in the Front, Center.
iiitiiniiiniiiiiiii Seated
niinnnmnnininnnnnnninninnnninnnnnnininnnniniininninniiliilini
rniiiiiiiiiiriiriiiiriiiirrniiiiiir [iiititriltiiiiiiiiliiiitiiiiriiiiitiiiiliiiiriiiiiiiiiiiltllilll iiiiliiiriilllinitiiilllililliiiuiliill i Inn iiiiillHlir i i iiniiiitiiriMiMiiiiriiriiitiiniii in
will, during the ensuing year, write from Thomas Edgelow, as published in Breezy Standing, and by Ed. Schiller, of Atlanta,
four to seven original stories each for Stories; "Tommy Carteret," a novel by another exhibitor-friend. The toastmaster
Metro production. The plans for these Justus Miles Form Foreman, who, it will for the occasion was Robert J. Rubin,
writers include their presence in person be recalled, was among those lost in the Metro attorney. After Mr. Loew had
at the Metro studios while pictures are sinking of the Titanic; "The Passion spoken the toastmaster introduced W. E.
being made from their literary eflforts.
Fruit," by Carey Wilson, for Doraldina; Atkinson, who spoke a few words on the
Eugene Presbrey is already at work at "Body and Soul," a play by William Hurl- results achieved during the year by the
the Coast studios. Irvin S. Cobb, George burt; "The Five Dollar Baby," by Irvin exchanges; Maxwell Karger, Metro director general, who discussed the work of
Kibbe Turner, Hulbert Footner and Arthur S. Cobb; "The Offshore Pirate," a story
Somers Roche will shortly leave for Cali- by F. Scott Fitzgerald that appeared in production; E. M. Saunders, general sales
fornia. The authors will establish them- the Saturday Evening Post; "The Turing manager, whose topic was film salesmanselves in offices there and write, as it were, of the Worm," a story by Hanna Hinsdale
ship; Charles Werner, branch manager at
Louis, and the oldest Metro manager in
"on thethestudios
ground,"
within
sight areandactually
sound that was published in Munsey's, and "The St.
of
where
pictures
point
of service ; C. H. Townsend of DeUnder Side," a novel by Lucia Chamberlain.
troit, the youngest and newest branch
being made.
Du-ing the three days of the convention
entertainment of divers character was pre- manager, and E. A. Golden, owner of the
Bayard Veillers at Work.
pared for the visiting Metro district and Boston franchise.
branch managers.
Those Who Were There.
Bayard
Veiller's
initial
agreement
with
Metro was to contribute four original
Loew
Congratulates
Metro
Officials.
Those
who attended the conventoin were
stories a year. He announced that the first
Marcus Loew delivered a brief address S. A. Shirley, district manager, Chicago;
wouldcentbearrival
forin Bert
his re- at the banquet in response to general de- W. C. Bachmeyer, district manager, CinNew Lytell.
York heSince
has decided
H. Hustig, district manager, Los
that another of the stories he will do for
mand.
Inc., end
ex- Angelea; cinnati;
and branch managers C. E. KessplainedThehow president
he entered oftheLoew's,
producing
Metro will be sequel, or continuation of
Atlanta, Ga. ; E. A. Golden and S. S.
motion the
pictures
"self defense,"
and nich,
"Within the Law." Just at what point this of
Curtis, Boston; Charles Stern, Bangor, Me.;
expressed
greatin pleasure
he derived
will take up the narrative of the play which
W. Kahn, Buffalo, N. Y. ; J. S. Grauman,
earned Mr. Veiller his first recognition is from his recent trip to the Pacific Coast, H.
Chicago? C. E. Almy, Cleveland; W. W.
where he inspected the Metro studios.
not known,
as
he
has
made
no
announceRowland,
Cincinnati; L. Bickel, Dallas;
Mr. Loew congratulated the Metro ofment further than to declare his intention.
ficials on the progress the company has Fred P. Brown, Denver; C. H. Townsend,
Acquisition of the seven authors named
made from its beginning. He said he had Detroit; S. L. Haldeman, Kansas City;
expands Metro's writing staflf to large pro- carefully followed Metro's steady growth
B. F. Rosenberg, Los Angeles; A. Fischer,
portions.
and decided upon the business affiliation of Minneapolis; William Scully, New Haven;
"Metro has always stressed the imporJ. Connors, New York; C. J. Briant, New
tance of a strong, well constructed story in his organization and Metro for mutual W.
after he had become con- Orleans; S. Maclntyre, Omaha; Robert
•the production of a successful picture," strengthening
vinced of the soundness of Metro policy Lynch, Philadelphia; J. E. Davis, Pittssaid
the Metro
"We areauthors
proud
and methods.
burgh; Q. L. Cloward, Salt Lake City; Fred
to point
to the president.
array of popular
Mr. Loew was accompanied to the ban- W. Voight. San Francisco; C. Werner, St.
who have been responsible for the screen
quet by Aaron Jones, prominent Chicago
material used in our,new series of special
Steam,
Seattle;
J. O'Loghlin,
Toronto,Q. and
G. W.
Fuller,P. Washington.
exhibitor and a personal friend of long Louis;
productions, starting with the pictures we
began making early last fall. Authors represented in Metro pictures are famed the
world over.
Jesse L, Lasky Sails for England to
No Bricks Without Straw.
Open Studio and Confer on Film Plays
"Just a asproducer
one cannot
straw,
cannot make
hope bricks
to turn with
out
great pictures without great authors. We
ent of of becoming a motion picture director.
first vice-presid
L. LASKY,Players-L
JESSE
have been fortunate in the forehandedness
asky Corporathe Famous
"As for writers. Sir James M. Barrie, all
tion, has sailed for London to put in
whose plays, including 'Peter Pan,'
thatobtain
has marked
company's
to
the verythis
finest
literary endeavor
material, operation the new studio which the cor- of
Every Woman Knows' and 'The
poration has erected in Islington for the 'What
both of the stage and from the ranks of
Little
Minister,' are to be made by us into
celebrated fiction writers.
production of Paramount Pictures by Brit- motion pictures, is now writing a story
especially for Paramoun Pictures. Henry
ish actors in British settings.
"The addition of seven more writers to
.Arthur Jones also is writmg a play for us
Mr. Lasky declined to discuss rumors
our 'iterary personnel, we believe, will in- that
which first will be made into a picture and
the
corporation
is
negotiating
for
the
sure to this company a wealth of noteworthy screen material for more reasons acquisition of legitimate playhouses in Lon- then produced on the stage. Other authors
don, as it has in New York.
have expressed a desire to learn the techthan one. For instance, each of the authors
nique of the motion picture.
"I cannot talk about that now," he said.
for whose services we have just contracted isknown for the strongly objective "My chief reason in going to London is to
Screen Gives Story New "Readers."
quality of his fiction work; that is to say, inspect our new studio, which is all ready
"For well-known authors and dramatist*
these authors seem instinctively to write for the production of several well-known
stage
plays
and
novels
for
the
screen.
to
write directly for the screen is only a
material admirably adapted to the screen
because of the vigor of its action and the These plays will be enacted by British logical step in the motion picture's tremendous development. Look at the facts.
and will be exhibited in this counclear cut definition of its characterization." players
try as well as in Great Britain and Europe. It is an unusual book that reaches a cirList of New Stories Purchased.
I expect also to confer with a number of
culation of 50,000. The greatest play canIn addition to his announcement conwell-known British authors and artists for
not attract more than 8,000 people a week
cerning the acquisition of authors, Mr. the purpose of having them work for the to a theatre. Yet the same book and same
Rowland gave out a list of stories just screen.
play, written for the screen, will reach
purchased. They are "The Prisoner of
"I signed a contract yesterday with Pen- 2,000,000 people every week in all parts
Zenda," by Anthony Hope, as a starring rhyn Stanlaws, the noted artist, who will of the world. Therefore, it is apparent
give up his art right at the height of his that our great authors must choose
vehicle for Bert Lytell; "The Double
fame to study the motion picture in our whether they want to write for the screen
Curi," a play by Edgar Sel\yyn ; "The Bondage of Merwin Stansbury," a story by studios for about a year, with the idea or write for a few."
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sub-franchise applications
WITHgrante1,122
d, and over 2,000 recommendations for additional awards before the executive committee of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., the first
thirty-day period in
the extension of exhibitor membership privileges ended last
week with an approximate total of 3,000
theatres on record, or seeking to be recorded, as part of the circuit's co-operative
marketns. for independently produced attractio
This result, it is said, exceeds the quota
fixed by Associated First National officials
at the Chicago convention of members and
exchange managers, by more than 100 per
cent. The executive committee, composed
of N. H. Gordon of Boston, Moe Mark of
New York and H. O. Schwalbe, secretarytreasurer of Associated First National Pictures, is expected to pass finally on all
pending application for sub-franchise
grants before the middle of June.
Delayed by Dallas Trip.
Delay in official action by this committee resulted from the determination of
company
to make
a ten-days'
to Dallas, officials
in response
to requests
fromtripa
committee representing independent exhibitors inTexas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
that some plan be formulated whereby the
sub-franchise plan could be made immediately available in that territory as a
proposition separate from the previous
First National affiliation there. This trip
delayed the work of the executive committee in deciding on applications from all
territories.
Important first-run theatres in every
territory have filed requests for subfranchises and the great majority of these
have been granted and issued. The total
number of sub-franchises authorized to
date includes a membership extension, on
the new plan, to every theatre owned and
operated by the original members of First
National who signed the agreements for
the Associated First National proposition
in Atlantic City last January.
Awards to Theatres Not Yet Built.
An interesting feature of the awarding
has been the group applications from several territories where First National exchange managers called conventions of independent exhibitors to discuss the plan
in all its details, immediately after the Chicago meeting.
A resume of the records to date shows
that sub-franchise awards have been made
^hy the executive committee to forty-three
theatres now under construction, and
planned for openings in September, October and November. In every instance of
this kind the exhibitor applicant has requested the franchise for the new theatres
because of the increased seating capacity
and greater facilities for presentation
which they will have in comparison to the
logical franchise houses now in operation.
In more than 100 localities, it is announced, the franchise already granted
will not become operative until early in
the fall because of theatres closed for repairs, general alterations and enlarged
capacities.
The "One-Man-Town" Situation.
A peculiar and unexpected phase of the
sub-franchise plan in relation to the socalled "one-man-town" situations, wherein
one exhibitor owns the only theatre, is that
First National branch managers, in many
such instances, have received applications
from independent exhiljitors in nearby
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Period

Ends

Negotiating
Theatres
3,000
City, Iowa; H. R. Bisby, Liberty Theatre.
cities and towns for franchise grants in the Caney,
G. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre.
"one-man-towns" should the exhibitors Grand Kan.;
Island, Neb.; Clarksburgh Theatre
controlling the situation fail, for any rea- Company, Robinson Grand Theatre, Clarksson, to seek a membership. In every such
burg, W. Va.; Melvin Brothers, Lyceum Theatre, Bradford, Pa.; Liberty Theatre Comcase investigation at the behest of the exLiberty Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.;
ecutive committee has shown that the ap- H. A. pany,
Victor, Victor Theatre, McKeesport,
plicants are independent exhibitors with an
ambition to extend their present theatre W. Va. ; J. H. Wiseman, Iris Theatre, Vandergrift, W. Va. ; O. A. Kihchel, Eagle Theatre,
holdings by acquiring new properties, Jeanette,
W. Va.; Meadville Theatre Corporathrough construction, in places which are
tion, Lyceum Theatre, Meadville, Pa.; Bella
classified
as "onlycommittee
one theatre"
localities. Amusement Company, Verdi & Rialto TheThe executive
has authorized
Belle Vernon,
Pa. Theatre, Brookville,
J. E.atre,Brown,
Columbia
the publication of the following list of theatres from which applications have been Pa.; Stahl Amusement Company, Lyric Thereceived, and on which official action has
atre, Oil City, Pa.; Stahl Amusement ComColonial Theatre, Farrell, Pa.; J. P.
been taken as the first group of requests : Smith, pany,
Grand Theatre, Barnesboro, Pa.; J. J.
The Theatres Applying.
McFadden, Rialto Theatre, Renova, Pa.; A. B.
H. G. Ramsey, Royal Theatre, Eldorado, Hyman, Orpheum & Lyric Theatres, HuntingKan.; Midland Theatre & Realty Company,
ton, W. Va.; Strand Theatre Corporation,
Midland Theatre. Hutchinson, Kan.; Midland
and Liberty theatres, Sharon, Pa.; CoTheatre & Realty Company, Columbia The- Strand lonial
Amusement Company, Rowland Theatre, Junction City. Kan.; S. A. Davidson,
atre,
Wilkinsburg, Pa.; J. L. Blackford, GamPrincess Theatre, Neodesha, Kan; H. L. &
ble Theatre, Huntington, Pa.; William FairF. S. Davidson, Royal Theatre, Cherryvale,
graves, Wilkay Theatre, Erie, Pa.; James B.
Kan.; J. H. Cooper, Wichita Theatre, Wichita,
Clark,
Strand Theatre, Erie, Pa.; Steve KalKan.; J. R. Burford. Rex Theatre, Arkansas
man, O'Fallon
St. Louis,
Mo.; Fred
City, Kan.; Grubel Brothers, Electric Theatre,
Warner,
North Theatre,
Grand Theatre,
St. Louis,
Mo.
Kansas City, Kan.; Midland Theatre & Realty
J.
S.
Camp,
Pestalozzi
Theatre,
Louis,
Company, Palace Theatre, Salina, Kan.; Cen- Mo.; Frank Root. Broadway Family St.Theatre,
tral Amusement Company, Central Garden
St. Louis, Mo.; Frank Root, Peerless Theatre,
Theatre,
Kansas Theatre,
City, Kan.;
R. G.
St. Louis. Mo.; Grubel Brothers, Electric TheGene M. Gautier
Kansas
City,Lig^gett,
Kan.;
atre, Joplin, Mo.; Grubel Brothers, Electric
T. M. Henneberry, Empress Theatre, Pt. Scott, Theatre,
Springfield, Mo.; Truitt Theatre
Kan.; Wagner Amusement Enterprise, Bel- Company, Grand Theatre, Moberly, Mo.;
dorf Theatre, Independence, Kan.
Truitt
Theatre
Company, Sedalia, Mo.; PohlLotta & Youngclaus. Lyric Theatre, Harlan,
mann & Kohloff, Newstead Theatre, St. Louis,
Iowa; L. W. Heal, Sterling Theatre, Superior,
Mo.; Mrs. Palma Farr, Elite Theatre, St.
Neb.; H. E. Swan, Empress Theatre, Kearney,
Louis. Mo.; Peyton Campbree, Rialto Theatre,
Neb.; W. H. Ostenberg, Orpheum Theatre,
Mexico. Mo.; Bankers & Merchants Theatre
ScottsblufC, Neb.; Sun Theatre Company, Sun
Company, Orpheum Theatre, Fort Wayne,
Ond.; Terre Haute Theatre Company, Liberty
Theatre. York, Neb.; James W. Pace, ChadTheatre, Terre Haute, Ind.; Peoples Theatre
ron. Neb.; K. Mooreland Amusement Company, Majestic Theatre, Missouri Valley. Company, Murrette Theatre, Richmond, Ind.
Iowa; K. Mooreland Amusement Company,
Bicknell Theatre Company, Colonial TheLiberty Theatre, Nebraska City, Neb.; K.
atre,Company,
Bicknell, Gaiety
Ind.; Ft.Theatre,
Wayne Bluffton,
Gaiety Theatre
Ind.;
Mooreland Amusement Company, Rex TheA. A. Richards, Turlock Theatre, Turlock,
atre, Auburn, Neb.; K. Mooreland Amusement
Company, Lyric Theatre, Osceola, Iowa; K. Cal.; Nixon Estate Company, Majestic Theatre, Reno, Nev. ; Strand Theatre Company,
Mooreland Amusement Company, Mooreland
Inc., Dixie and Princess theatres, Mayfield,
Th.eatre, Plattsmouth, Neb.; E. A. Bloomquist,
Ky.; Leo Keller, Arcade and Star theatres,
Wisner Theatre, Eldora, Iowa.
Paducah, Ky. ; Strand Theatre Company, Inc.,
C. W. Bartlett, Majestic Theatre, Fairbury,
Savoy Theatre, Princeton, Ky.
Neb.; A. C. Dunkel, Pastime Theatre, Iowa

Readin' the Pussenal Column Are These Gold Hunters of the North.
Taken from Robert
"The Law
the Yukon,''
produced
by Realart,
and based on the
Serviceof poem.
It is being
presented
by Mayflower.
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Famous;

Mille to Further Develop Her Gifts
as to the future screen was filmed chiefly amid the beautiful scenUL.\
SPEC
ery of Catalina Island, Palm Beach and
iesTIOX
activit
of Gloria Swanson was ended
Palm Springs, all noted Southern California
last week when Jesse L. Lasky, first tourist
centers.
vice-president of the Famous Players-Much of the action of the picture is acof producration, in chargeSwans
Lasky Corpo
complished in the air and several planes
on has
tion, announced that Miss
renewed her contract with Famous Players from the many fields around Los Angeles
were
used
in
the production. An airplane
for a period of five years.
Miss Swanson, whose work in the Cecil crash against a cliff at Catalina Island afB. DeMille productions, "Male and Fe- duction.fords one of the biggest thrills in the promale," "Why Change Your Wife?" and
The picture has been cast true to the
"Something to Think About," stamped
her
Marguerite De La Motte takes the
as one of the foremost artists of the sea- parts.
principal role in the all-star cast. The
son, will be featured only in big produc- male
lead
is Wallace MacDonald. Joseph
tions of the same high standard as those
in which she recently has been appearing. Swickard, Arthur Hoyt, Marcelle Daly,
Cooley, Percy Challenger and nuThese pictures will be from stories writ- Hailam merous
other widely known players make
ten by leading authors and dramatists, and up the supporting
cast.
will lie produced on an elaborate scale.
An indication of the nature of the picwhich will
Miss Swanson's
vehiThree Weeks' Run at Grauman's
clestures
is given
in a bestatement
by Mr. Lasky
that Cecil B. DeMille, who discovered Miss
Record of "Below the Surface"
Swanson and was the first to give her op- THE production Thomas H. Ince made
portunity for the developments of her talfor Paramount, under the title of "Beents, will select her stories and will perthe Surface," with Hobart Bossonally supervise all her productions. Mr. worth the lowstar,
ran three weeks at GrauDeMille
will Miss
see to Swanson
it that thein public's
deman's Rialto, Los Angeles, exceeding in
sire to see
wonderful
business "Everywoman" and "Huckleberry
gowns and in lavish settings will be en- Finn,"
according to Famous Players-Lasky
tirely satisfied in all future Gloria Swansources
of information. This was a preson productions.
release, the regular schedule calling for
Just before sailing for London, where
of "Below
the story
Surface"
he will confer with Sir James M. Barrie distribution
Luther Reed
wrote the
and June
Irving6.
and other noted British novelists and Willat,
under
Ince
supervision,
directed.
dramatists, Mr. Lasky stated that one of
Hughes, Grace Darniond, Gladys
the most prominent British playwrights is Lloyd
George and George Webb furnish support
now v/orking on his first screen plays, to Mr. Bosworth, the star.
which will serve as a vehicle for Miss
Swanson. The play is being written espeSessue Hayakawa Leaves for
cially for Miss Swanson, Mr. Lasky said,
as the author was so impressed with her
Coast with His New Contract
work
and Female"
that Miss
Swansonin is"Male
his favorite
screen artist.
in New
fortnight the
a lively
D bySessue
INSPIRE
York City,
Hayakawa,
star
-Cole
of
many
Robertson
releases,
has
Tom Terriss on His Way East
gone back to California with his new conwhich
tract,
calls
for
the
production
of
a
to Finish Vitagraph Special
series of bigger and better pictures than
Hayakawa ever has made.
AFTER three months on the West
Coast, where he had been directing
"While the pictures which are now being
the Vitagraph special production, released are excellent attractions," said Mr.
"Trumpet
on this
his Hayakawa, "and represent a maximum of
way East Island,"
to makeTom
finalTerriss
scenes isfor
entertainment for the time and money invested, the ones just ahead will be better,
picture in New York City and along the
for the natural reason that I will have both
Hudson River. Mr. Terriss was accomgreater
time and means to put into them.
panied East by his staff and several supAlready we have chosen our first picture,
porting players, as there are still a goodly
number of scenes to be filmed.
and I will start wo^k on it immediately upThis production, which was adapted from
on my arrival on the Coast.
a well-known story by Gouverneur Morris,
"This picture, and the others of the new

June 12. 1920
series, will have strong dramatic stories,
and the most colorful artistic atmospheres
obtainable. Beyond tiiese elements we will
stress another factor, which is the spiritual.
By this I don't mean anything heavy, or
psychological, but an all pervading spiritual
tone, which goes home to the brain as well
as the emotions."
New York Is Interested in
Tarzan Despite Hot Weather

, Newat York,
ay
Broadw
Moss'
B. S.
TARZA
OF Theatre
RETUR
THEis
d to N,"
lyN destine
duplicate the
evident
performance of "Tarzan of the Apes,"
which enjoyed a seven weeks' engagement
at that theatre three years ago. "The Re" opened last Sunday and
of Tarzan
heat and an unusually
sweltering
in faceturn of
poor theatrical day played to almost capacity business throughout the entire two
days of its opening.
When one considers that more than 2,000,000 people left the city for the threeday holiday, the manifestation at the
Broadway Theatre was noteworthy and
shows the potency of Tarzan subjects as
a whole.
Goldwyn offered this unusual adventure
picture every possible opportunity to attract. .\ big advertising campaign fostered by an unusual publicity stunt, and
including suburban display and poster
work, was accomplished preceding the
opening. Hundreds of book and drug store
windows were used in which the Tarzan
boo' s were exploited and attention called
to the engagement at the Broadway Theatre. Lion cubs in pairs were displayed in
windows on the most prominent corners
and displays of books and posters shown
at the same time.
Ten thousand snipe pieces and 10,000 tack
cards were sniped all over the greater city.
Five hundred block stands were posted and
followed two days after the opening by a
quarter showing on selected locations of
highly
stands. sensational twenty-four sheet
Single column advertisements fourteen
inches deep and elaborating upon one of
the sensational episodes in the film, were
alternated in the New York dailies and
desk cards were placed in every hotel and
railroad station in town. The New York
Evening World began the publication of
the latest Burrough's story, "Tarzan the
Title of MacLi«an IMefure Chnnirrd.
Untamed."
Douglas MacLean's recently completed
Thomas H. Ince production, announced previously under the working; title of "Shakespeare Clancy." has been changed to "The
.Jailbird."
It will be released through Paramoiint-.Artcraft.

Do You Know What the "Passers By" Are? Look at These Pictures and You Will See Several of Them at Once.
In Scene 1 it looks as though the fellow sitting at the table is a regular Passer-By
Herbert Rawlin.son is the featured player in
this Pathe release, and may be seen in the center picture. He doesn't seem to want to let her pass by.
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Spyros Skouras, Whose Little Acorn Has Grown
motion picture indiistry has
By BEN SMITH
THEbrought
i;i\iiiiMiiiitjMiiiiiiriiiriiiiMlliiiriiiiiijiiNitiltiiii[ii!iiiiiiiiiMijiMiiirlitiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiri
out and developed many big,
successful men. In St. Louis, where
the fight for picture theatre supremacy is San Antonio, where he was graduated
shortly before the armistice was signed.
waging hotly, a cool, reserved and energetic young man, broad in vision, with g He has the distinction of being the only
foreign-born citizen to pass the examinadynamic personality and action, is creating
tion for the United States Air Service.
an enviable record. His name is Spyros
If you compliment him upon his other
P. Skouras, the leading factor in the
achievements you will note a lack of enSkouras chain of theatres, which recently
thusiasm and interest, receiving in reply
added the New Grand Central Theatre, one
the
suggestion that any one can do the
of the best equipped picture houses; the
Central Theatre, together with the first same thing; but if you refer to his air
service record an interesting conversation
National franchise for the St. Louis terrifollow, for he is very proud of this
tory, which Mr. Skouras states were pur- will
singular distinction.
chased to protect his holdings.
Mr. Skouras was discharged from the
Mr. Skouras was born twenty-six years
flying service in February, 1919, returning
ago in the small village of Skourahorion,
Greece, founded by his grandfather and to his business with plans for acquiring
other theatres to protect his interests.
situated near historic Athens. He was educated in the state schools and later en- Therefore the Lyric Theatre, in the busiest
part of the downtown section and catering
tered an export office in one of the Mediprincipally to the transient population, was
terranean ports of Greece, where he served
acquired
and an option taken and later
as an interpreter and learned the rudiexercised on the West End Lyric Theatre
ments of the export business, meanwhile
and Lyric Skydome, catering to the elite
becoming acquainted with the wonderful
of the city and conceded to be the best
possibilities in the United States.
theatre proposition in the city.
His First Theatre the Lafayette.
Competition was keen in the buying of
At the age of 19 years he came to this pictures, so he decided to purchase the
Shaw
Theatre, in the southern section,
country, determined to go into business.
which gave him buying power for all parts
He met his elder brother, Charles, now 31 of
the town.
years old, who was at that time in St.
Louis, and they decided to take advantage
Justly Proud of Service to Public.
of the first opportunity, which presented
Mr. Skouras has always insisted his
itself in the form of purchasing the Lafayette Theatre at an advantageous price. theatres should run the best pictures and
have the best music obtainable. No exThis house was sold later and the purchase
price paid down on the Olympic Theatre,
pense has been spared in any of these departments, including the subject of service
situated in the downtown section of town,
to patrons, which is unexcelled and one of
close to the City Hall.
the
foremost
features in the Skouras theaThis theatre proved to be a losing proptres. Mr. Skouras has assembled about
osition
until
Spyros
adopted
energetic
tactics and turned the house into a winner
him a capable body of lieutenants, from
ushers and footmen to house managers
by playing the best pictures obtainable.
and managing director. All employes meet
George, the younger brother, now 24 years
once a week, with Mr. Skouras presiding,
old, was sent for to assist Charles in the
management of the Olympic, while the and discuss improvements and make sharp
Pageant Theatre, seating 1,400 persons, in criticism wherever occasion demands.
Spyros Skouras has a genial disposition,
the West End, the finest section of the city,
became the basis for the next transaction.
a likable and radiant personality and
seemingly unlimited will power, which
After many discouraging months it became
greatly accounts for his success. A sharp,
one of the best paying theatrical properinquisitive eye shows you that he sees
ties in the city.
In the early part of 1917, when it was
deeper than the surface. He is a most convincing talker and a keen observer. Also
apparent war with Germany was not far
he is a hard worker, being at his office
remote, Spyros dismissed business from
his mind and joined the training school
every morning between 8 and 8:30 o'clock
for aviators at Fort Sam Houston, near
and continuing until long after the thea-

Today
to Be "Some Oak"
tres are closed at night, training his men
to give the ultimate in service and courtesy
to the public, who always are conceded to
be
exist.right regardless of what conditions may
Mr. Skouras' holdings now comprise the
best theatre properties in St. Louis and
run on a high class basis, and he is seldom known to give up any time for pleasure, preferring to devote all accessible time
to his business, enjoying his work to the
utmost and therefore receiving sufficient
pleasure from his duties to counteract any
desire for outside recreation. His ideal is
to give the public the best in motion picture entertainment, to make his theatres
more comfortable and more beautiful from
time to time.
Latitude Must Be Allowed
in Filming Novels, Says Author

canTCHE
of many
bestON,sellersau-,
McCU
BARR Ameri
RGEthor
GEOgave
a new insight into the attitude
of novelists whose works have been picturized for the screen, when viewing Edn of his "Sherry," which
Lewis'
versio
uting.
distrib
Pathegar is
"I am sure," said Mr. McCutcheon, "that
many authors are shocked extremely when
they have allowed their works to be
screened and then see the finished product.
They do not realize that a director knows
what the public demands of a good picture.
"I think I have experienced as many surprises as any v/riter vyhose works hav!
been adapted for the screen. When viewing 'Sherry' I tried to imagine myself an
interested spectator who had not read the
book, but who merely dropped in to enjoy
the picture. I found it a very difficult thing
to do. There were places where the plot
had been changed and characters developed differently than I had intended, but
after thinking it over I decided that it was
the only thing to be done. While it is disap ointing to a Icertain
degree
see one's
plot changed,
can see
it isto absolutely
necessary to give coherence to the picture.
"It is a trifle hard on writers to see our
work tampered with, but when it is done
artistically we should not complain. Much
latitude must be allowed in screening
novels to bring out the different incidents
in fast sequence to hold the interest of the
spectator."

The Trio Are Destined to Remain on This Island Until the Vessel They Are Viewing in Scene 3 Catches Their Sigrnal.
Scenes from "The Isle of Destiny," released by Character Pictures Corporation Players, starring Paul Gilmore, seem to have
enough "sand," and the only way to determine if they win out is to see the picture.
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Feature

To Prove and Demonstrate Its Feasibility
pletely and practically solved the problem
a famous Parisian
GAUMONT, of ers,
LEON
has come to of cmematography in colors. Films used
firm of ciiK matograph
for
view
taking and projecting purposes
New York for the purpose of exploiting a three-color process his corporation are the very films regularly supplied by
has been working on since pre-war days. Eastman and on which we have done all
In a letter to Moving Picture World, writ- possible trials.
ten from the Gaumont offices in West
"We are using the same width and the
Forty-second street, Mr. Gaumont goes same perforation The formulas and pro- <
into interestint; details concerning color cesses of panchromatising pertain to the
process for screen use. His letter, in large domain of the laboratory. There is no
sorcery in it once you know the nature of
part, is here given :
Before the war we presented in New the products and the proportion of the
York the first results of our trichrome mixtures of panchromatising products. The
process. Since then we have completed various developing operations, toning,
<letails so that it is possible now to as- printing, are the same as those for ordinary
sure from the distance and at any time films with the exception, however, of the
development of the negative in an almost
the perfect superposition of the three pic- absolute
darkness.
tures by means of a very simple apparatus.
We are now fortunate enough to bring to
"Do
not
forget that the colors appear on
our American friends, for their appreciation the screen only thanks to and on account of
•of the practical end of our process, a most the use of filters placed before the objectives of the camera and also before those
important historical document, 'The Vic- of the projecting
machine. The apparatus
tory Parade."
Eileen— The V(W)ineyard Girl.
differs in a very small proportion from
"Fr.im
the start
resolutely directed
our
efforts,
in ourwe researches,
to the those used daily by all the operators, and Pretty picture of Eileen Percy, now playing
trichrome process, being convinced that it the use of same is neither difficult nor
leadsthe infirst
Foxwrist
productions.
watch ever She's
made got
IS materially impossible to reproduce with complicated.
from the looks of things.
two colors all the shades and all the tints
iiiiiruiltiliiiKiiiiiililiiitMHIIililtiiuiliiiuinilliiiiiiiiiMiiriiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirniMiiiliiMII»l1iiriii)iiii*iiiiiiiiiiii
"The only criticism that could be made
which please our eyes. The complete so- regarding our process, if this can be called 000,000 Greater New York Non-Sectarian
lution of the problem was to be studied, a criticism, is the fact that by projecting
administered by the Joint Disand superimposing simultaneously three Fund, to betribution
•or nothing at all.
Committee for War Sufferers
pictures a special projecting machine is an abroad.
Advances Tri-Color Claims.
absolute necessity; also a metallized screen
The
names
of
the committee, who will
making the projection more luminous,
direct the activities in the motion picture
"This is how we abandoned the bi-color avoiding
thus
the
diffusion
at
the
rear
sides
process, even though it presented the pos- of the room of part of the projected light. industry were made public by Mr. Selzsibility of using the film in any of the
nick today. This committee, whose activusual cameras. We maintain that the
"We would advise the American proities will begin immediately, will endeavor
ducer who will undoubtedly engage him- to secure
trichrome process alone furnishes the comthe contributions of men and
self in color pictures, to give up from the women in the
plete solution of the problem.
scenario-writing, acting, prostart
the
thought
of
producing
big
fea"D-jring our stay in New York we are
ducing and distributing branches.
tures, dramas or comedies. He should
ready to _give. at our expense, any exhibi-Associated with Mr. Selznick on the comthat he must be satistion desired for comparison purposes. Her€ realizefied immediately
mittee are : Hiram Abrams, Bert Adler, Wm.
with a collection of scenic films or
is a clear and fair proposition : Where are
Brady,
Geo. Blaisdell, Harry Herman, David
documentary films which will also form
the competitors?
Bernstein, Harry Buxbaum, Louis Blumenthe
exploitation
of
the
process.
Big
events
thal, Colvin W. Brown, Briton N. Busch,
"The isfuture
of cinematography
in natural
colors
incommensurable.
If we will
think alone can constitute sufficient exploitation
Emile Chautard, Dorothy Dalton, Joseph
for a moment we will immediately realize
Dannenberg, Fred H. Elliott, Flora Finch,
how illogical it is to present on the screen
elements."
William Fox, Arthur S. Friend, Paul Gulick,
the numerous manifestations of life uniTom Hamlin, Rupert Hughes, David P.
Stage and Screen Folk Aid
formly in black and white I
Howells, Gabriel L. Hess, Edward Jose, J.
KIp.in, Carl Laemmie, Sophie Irene Loeb,
"Inwesome
nearertheperhaps
Selznick in Fund for Needy
than
expect,future
color time,
will master
screen
Al Lichtman, Marcus Loew, Albert Lowe,
and we will wonder how we could be
A. BRADY,
Dorothy
Dal- W. D. McGuire, Wilson Mizner, P. E. Meyton, William
Fox, Rupert
Hughes,
satisfied with the present monochrome pic- WILLIAM
ers, E. M. Porter, C. C. Pettijohn, M. J. Quigtures. The need of colors is so much felt
Carl Laemmie, Marcus Loew, Hugo
ley, H. Riesenfeld, S. J. Rollo, Richard Rowthat the public is asking for colored scenics
Riesenfeld, Joseph M. Schenck, Adolph
land, W. A. Ryan, J. V. Richey, W. R. Sheeand for want of something better this pub- Zucker and other leaders of the screen and
han, Wetzel Swartz, Edgar Seldon, W. E.
lic is satisfied with any other solution.
stage will be associated with Lewis J. SelzShallenberger,
Joseph M. Schenck, S. E. V.
nick in an effort to raise the quota aspi^ned
Taylor, Rose E. Tapley, .Xdolph Zukor
"Following
is some information
that comwill
confirm
our statement
that we have
and Samuel Zierler.
to the motion picture industry for the $10.-

Scenes from the Latest Cosmopolitan Production. "The Restless Sex," Starring Marion Davies.
Marion is seen in the centre, but does not appear
be very from
much theconcerned
the restless
The picture wasto adapted
novel of over
the same
name. crowd in scene 3.
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Clara

Beranger

Duties

of Wife,
different in Los Anbe go,
THINGS gelesmay
and Chica
but in New York
the best grade scenario writers do
not live in Greenwich Village, cook all
meals in a chafing dish, bob their locks
any and every phase of the doand scorn
mestic life. I am speaking, of course, of
the Eves and the Janes of the profession,
and I know whereof I speak, having
crossed the threshold of more than one
well-appointed home belonging to a leading
screen dramatists, after standlightingamong
for fifteen minutes on the doorstep or
in the
ed lobby
name. trying to recall the lady's
marri
Going up in the elevator to Clara Beranger's apartment near Riverside Drive, a
pretty little girl gave me a pleasant smile.
She had heard me inquire for her mother
of the elevator man, and she rang the
bell for us both when we stood in front
secBeranger's
Mrs. the
of the Beranger
room into
us, and
retary admitteddoor.
which I was shown told me that it represented what the novelist is pleased to term
a well-ordered household. Before the interview was over a dozen little happenings confirmed the fact that the mistress
of the Beranger establishment had solved
the problem of how to combine the duties of wife, mother and scenario expert
with perfect success.
Asked how she managed to find time for
the duties of all three positions, the author
of the "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" scenario
madeber answer,
alwaysbeing,
tryingandto avoiding
rememthat I am "By
a human
anything approaching a pose."
A moment's reflection and I realized that
Clara Beranger's screen work bore out her
answer.
Makingr a Screen Adaptation.
Referring to the changes that she had
been forced to make in adapting the Stevenson story to the screen, the scenario
writer said :
"There are a few facts about adaptations
which I should like to call to the attention
of certain clever and wittv critics, and to
those people who are interested in seeing
the best literature translated to the screen.
"Adapting
of literary
tion meant toa beform
either
read or representaacted with
spoken work, into a representation of action without words is not so easy a task
as the unthinking picture observer or the
mere thinking but less considerate critic
may imagine. The very nature of the motion picture art
as 'the to
silent
drama' line
makes
it necessary
to reduce
a simple
of
action whatever material you start with.
If it be a novel, the chances are it will
suffer from diffuseness of plot unless some
heavy eliminating is done. In a novel, the
author can write and write and fill pages
with description and psychology to serve
a background and a justification for his
characters. He can predicate every action
with paragraphs of motives and explanations. He knows that if his reader gets
tired after the fifth or sixth chapter, he
can lay down the book and pick it up
again when his will dictates. In short,
the author of a novel is bound by practically no considerations of time or space
and by no technical details of presentation
beyond the presupposed power to write."
"Scenario writers have no such freedom
from rules, I take it?"
"By no means! Our task is to condense
into action and short crisp titles all that
the heroes and heroines of fiction think,
feel and do, and to do this we have exactly one hour and fifteen minutes' play —
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How

to

Combine

Mother
and
Scenario
Expert
ture worV. Clara Beranger has the true
By EDWARD WRITZEL
IIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIMIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIit lllliillllliilliiLiilillii dramatic instinct and is a screen playwright
both in theory and in practice.
the actual running time of 5,000 feet of
film or a five-reel picture.
Jans Pictures Will Show
"If the adaptation be from a play, we
have to transpose words into action, to
"Madonnas and Men" June 13
rearrange facts so that there is a clear
conception of the characters before they ON Forty-fourth
Sunday evening,
13. at New
the
StreetJune
Theatre,
begin to act — a clear motivation that will
York, will be held the first showing
make the plot itself seem real and logical.
In a play the characters talk about what
of Jans Pictures, Inc., special feature, "Mawhich is claimed by the
has gone before and explain the motives producersdonnas andtoMen,"
be one of the greatest box
that have led up to their state of mind at office attractions
produced
recent years.
the time the play starts. In a picture, in It is to be in the nature ofin an
order to give a straight continuity and not affair, but the producers requestinvitation
that if
retard the action with fade backs, it is
often necessary to invent episodes of ac- anyone connected with the industry is overlooked
that
they
notify
them
and
seats
will
tion which as definitely motivate the pho- be "furnished.
toplay characters as the opening dialogue
This picture is based on an original
does the play characters."
theme by Carey Wilson, to which was added
The Beranger Method.
suggestions by Edmund Goulding and by
"How far can you follow the main idea Violet Clark, who prepared the continuity
in conjunction with the author. Work on
of a play?" I asked.
"You mean, how much material will it the production was commenced four months
be necessary to eliminate — how much to ago under the direction of B. A. Rolfe.
NiiiMiri nnimir i ii iiiiiiiiiitiiiiHiniiiiittiiiti iiliiiiiiiti riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii* There were several weeks of preparation
necessitated by the nature of the story; the
actual production time was about ten weeks.
Strong Cast Tells Story.
The story is interpreted by a carefully
selected cast, and the director was fortunate in securing the services of many
of the players whom the author had in
mind in preparing the story. The principals include Edmond Lowe, now appearing in the "Sun-Daughter" at the Belasco
Theatre, New York; Miss Evan-Burrows
Fontaine, a dancer and interpretive artist
from the Zeigfeld Midnight Frolic, who
appears in an unusual role ; Anders Randolf, the
heavy in
D. W. Von
Griffith's
two
latest
productions
; Gustave
Seffertitz,
a Will known character actor of wide experience on both the stage and films; Ray
Deane, formerly an ingenue in "Friendly
Enemies" and new to the screen, and Faire
Binney, the talented sister of Constance
Binney, the Realart star.
The producers announce that the nature
and size of the settings required will cause
surprise, as they run from the coliseum at
Rome in the days of the early Christians
to the dance floor of a modern midnight
Clara Beranger.
revue, while the smaller sets include a
Paramount scenario writer now on a
visit in the East.
lions'
of the cabin
Ritz Carlton
Hotel, den,
downtheto lobby
a desolate
on the
ilMriiiliiitlillllltlltllllliilllllllllliitlllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIHIIIiiiniiiiiillilllllllllliliiliiitliillllllilllM r rllrlllMllllli Western
prairies.
build up?
These are
questions
which story
conCovers Period of 2,000 Years.
front the scenario
writer
with every
All varieties of vehicles are used from
he
or
she,
as
the
case
may
be,
is
given
to
adapt.
Roman chariots to modern high powered
"My own method of work has been to automobiles. As the story covers a period
follow as closely as is compatible with of 2,000 years weeks of research were necscreen technique the main idea from which
essary in order to insure historical accurthe plot has developed and the general
acy. T secure space for the huge amphitone and spirit of the story. If, to avoid
theatre it was necessary to clear several
confusion of action that cannot be ex- acres of rough ground and spread over it
plained av/ay by lengthy dialogue or de- several hundred dollars' worth of screened
scription, Ifind it necessary to add epi- sand. In- one scene 2,000 costumed extras
sodes or even perhaps new characters, I are said to have been used.
do so without any apology to the author
Eiarhty-four thousand feet of film were
or any feeling of lese majeste! But al- "shot" and have been cut down to eight
reels bv Director Rolfe and Ernest Stern.
ways do I try to keep the spirit, the atmosphere and the setting of the original manuJans officials believe that this picture represents an entirely new type of picture.
Aside from the screen successes for
They
describe
as a*picture
"heart
which
Clara
Beranger
has
written
the
scescript."
and mind," andit believe
that itwith
will a provide
narios, she is part author of a stage drama
both entertainment and food for thought
now running at a theatre in New York. for theatre goers of all classes.
"His Chinese Wife" is the name of the
The story will be published in book form
play and there is the same admirable draw- for
handling through regular channels
ing of types and clear-headed handling of while a cheaper edition will be prepared
the theme that is found in her moving pic- for publicity purposes.
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There are approximately 15,000,000 newcomers in the United States, and of this
Libraries and Theatres Can Co-operate
number about 6,000,000 do not read or
speak English. The association is urging
in Making Children Screen Enthusiasts
that books which tell of American ideals,
traditions and aims be translated into forBy T. S. DA PONTE
eign languages and published for the use of
Some producers already have adopted these prospective citizens so they may bethere were 1,363,649
past inyear
the born
INbabies
the United States. These the plan. They have entered into arrangecome acquainted with the standards of
ments with libraries in their districts freedom, opportunity and programs for
figures mean a great deal to the moving
which
America stands.
whereby
the
librarians
agree
to
bring
to
.
picture industry For the new arrivals are
The use of technical and special books
the notice of the public, as much as possiall prospective "mov;ie fans."
also is being urged, as is the installation of
There is a ma.xim that "as the twig is
the books
havecontain
been "picturized"
and ble,also
bookswhich
which
data con- libraries of such books in industrial, merbent,
so
is
the
tree
inclined."
This
saying
chandising and manufacturing plants, so
cerning the times and customs of any era
also is of more than ordinary interest to
that the workers may read, and through
everybody engaged in promoting the mo- in which the plots of the "movies" are laid. the
of books become n)ore efficient.
tion picture industry; for it says to the pro- In return the motion picture theatres dis- Largeruseproduction
is one of the great needs
play signs telling their patrons to procure
moters: "Get the children interested in
at present, and greater effiphotoplays and you make them life-time at the public libraries the books which tell of America
ciency can increase it tremendously.
about the pictures that are being shown.
devotees."
Movies are doing much to promote readMany ways of interesting the children
Securing
Wide Distribution of Books.
ing and education, but there is still a vast
have been tried, with varying degrees of
The association embarked on the great
success. But there is still a comparatively
deal to be accomplished in putting before
unused method of bringing them into the the people of this country the advantages work of its enlarged program as a followup of its war work. It distributed more
fold. It is through the use of books and which are here for them, and the American
reading.
Library Association, in laboring for a far than 7,000,000 volumes to the men in service
at home and abroad and on board ships
wider use of books, is doing a great work
Tie-ups with Libraries.
during the war and is continuing a book
along these lines.
service to many of the discharged service
It is remarkable that this means has not
Six
Million
"Newcomers"
Are
Illiterate.
men. It also is serving lighthouse stations,
been used more extensively to interest both
The association has adopted an enlarged coast guards, patients in the Public Health
children and their elders in the silversheet.
and is doing much to inprogram, which includes among other .Service creasehospitals
Those producers who have put it in practhe literature available for the blind
laudable features encouragement of the
tice have found it profitable.
in
the
standard
Braille type. For these
People always are desirious of seeing the county library system, which is designed
films of the stories which they have read to put books and reading matter easily purposes and for the needs of the enlarged
in books. And, on the other hand, they accessible to thiose living in out of the way program it is now raising $2,000,000. Howalso want to read the books whose plots communities. Also it is bending its eflforts
no intensive
campaign
or this
"drive"
to in
procuring
fund,is
to promote book reading in the thickly being ever,resorted
they have seen unfolded upon the screen.
Therefore, libraries and moving picture populated areas, and this work, of course,
but it is being obtained through the personal appeal of library trustees, librarians
houses can co-operate with mutual benefit. is of deep interest to picture producers. •
iiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiitiitiiiiirfiiiiiitiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir: and friends of libraries.
jiiiiliiiiiiiililliiiMtiliiiiiiiiliiiiitiiiniiiii
What Roosevelt Said.
Theodore Roosevelt wrote : ".After the
church and the school the free public library is the most effective influence for
good in America. The moral, mental and
material benefits to be derived from a careGood
Book
fully selected collection of good books, for
the use of all the people, cannot be overestimated. No community can afford to be
Make
without
a library."
Need any
more be said?
Good

Ciiize

AMERICAN
LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION
' BOOKS '« EVERYBODY
FUND

^iiiiiiiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiriiii

"

ASK. YOUR L
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiMiiiMriiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitriiiitiiriiMiiiiiiiiiimiMiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliMirMiHiriiriimiiiriiiiiiiiiniiriiiiiti lllllirillllllllllllimillllliiiilltlitiiriilliliiiirilili tliiiilliirillilitli'

Urban Laboratories Are
Now Open for Trade Work
of the finest film
facilities of one printing
THKlaboratori
plantsbeen-n
the heart esof and
New York have
opened to the trade by the decision of
Charles Urban, whose Masonic Building
laboratories at Sixth avenue and Twentythird street are now accepting public work
up
week.to the capacity of one million feet a
The Kineto Company of America, Inc.,
of which Mr. Urban is president, possesses
up-to-date equipment and skilled technicians
in all departments of title making, negative
developing, commercial printing, etc. This
is the plant that turns out the Urban Movie
Chats and Kineto Reviews, the high quality
of which is noted. Many of the films,
which representee" America abroad during
the world- crisis, were made here, including
the official War Review, Kinograms, etc.
.The tinting and toning processes are especially successful, and the well-known expert, S. H. Hollebonc, supervises all details.
Not only is film printing done here but
directors and editors are provided with
cutting
material rooms
ready. where they can get their
Among Mr. Urban's lieutenants in the
Urban motion picture enterprises, of which
the Kineto Company of .America, Inc.,
forms
a part,andareHenry
Carl Horton
Pierce.AnyNor-of
ris Wilcox
MacMahon.
these film men may be reached by phone,
Gramercy %0, during the business week,
and any of them will be glad to take orders
or to furnish estimates on laboratorv work.
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RUBBERNECKING

itself
casedmarked
just been
that has
THEinto wi"e'<
e has
the erstwhil
by the busting of considerable news,
two of Bill Hart's ribs and a shoulder belonging to Jimmy Aubrey.
Bill was out near Owensmouth, a San
Fernando Valley town, making location
stufl, and the horse he was riding skidded
off the road into the brush. Bill was
scraped off the horse by the limb of a
tree like David's son Absalon, but not having long hair like Ab, he struck the ground
with such force that two of his ribs were
cracked by the fall. Bill was around the
studio the next day, however, a little bit
stifif in the midriff, but otherwise as good
as new.
got his dislocated shoulJimmy
making a Vitagraph comedy.
der whileAubrey
Jimmy and Babe Hardy, the heavy of the
piece, were sitting on the limb of a tree
twelve feet from the ground when the
limb broke. Jimmy got to the ground
on top
and "lit"was
alongshoulder
Babethecame
and and
firsthim,
the
busted
of
resultant consequence thereof.
In Truth an All-Star Cast.
All Filmland and the denizens of our
Fair City as well, are wrought up, on the
qui vive, and otherwise agitated with
pleasurable anticipations over the prospect
of the "by word of mouth" presentation of
"Arizona" with a cast of prominent picture
people
to beforgiven
Clune's Auditorium
a benefit
the atAmerican
Legion nextas
week.
Talk about all-star casts — lend your eye
to this one! Clara Kimball Young will
play Estella; Lew Cody will be Captain
Hodgman ; Sylvia Ashton will be Mrs.
Canby; Dustin Farnum, Lieut. Denton;
Lewis S. Stone, Col. Benham; Theodore
Roberts, Henry Canby; Bill Desmond,
Tony Mascano; Bessie Barriscale, Bonita ;
Roscoe Arbuckle, the doctor; Sessue Hayakawa. Sam the Chinaman; Gloria Swanson,
the
Schoolma'am;
Hawley,
Lena;
Bryant
Washburn, aWanda
lieutenant,
and Clarke
Irvine is taking care of the exploitation
and publicity.
Mis* Minter Sues American.
If that isn't a noble and a notable bunch,
I don't know
Rehearsals arewhere
now you
goingwould
on, find
and it.every
player in the cast is doing his and her
"durndest"
to outshinewilleveryone
else.three
The performance
run for
nights, prices ranging from $1 to $5 will
be charged, and from advance indications
the house is not going to be big enough
to hold the crowds on any night of the
three.
Mary Miles Minter is suing the American Film Company for $5,000 for breach of
contract in Judge Trippet's court, and the
American is fighting the various allegations with various other allegations, among
which it is alleged that Mary was not very
"work brittle" at times and did not come
down to the studio as early as she should.
To which allegation Mary answered with
the statement that artistic productions
were not made by the time clock method,
and besides, she had the toothache something fierce on two or three of the times
when she was tardy.
Dougr and Mary Honeymooning.
At one point in the trial, where it was
claimed that Mary spoiled some raw stock
by laughing at the wrong time, the judge

IN

Mason Hopper Tastefully
Decorates Filmland
With

Skulls and

Soup

Bones

By GIEBLER
said
in the
lookis at
it."
Which: "Bring
they did,
and film,
whichwe'll
I say
pretty
soft for the judge to be able to relieve
the monotony of a trial by treating himself
and the jury to a free movie show that
way.
Mary and Doug started away on their
wedding tour on Wednesday, and a big
bunch of players and two or three hundred of the hoi polloi went down to the
Santa Fe depot to see them ofif. Mary and
Doug are not going to have much quiet on
the first horn of their honeymoon — they
were accompanied by a party of twentyone friends and relations.
Hopis See "Mollycoddle."
The party will go to Holbrook, Ariz., and
from there one hundred miles to the Hopi
Indian reservation. Doug's last picture,
"The Mollycoddle," was made in the Hopi
country,
going inback
give ofthea
Indians aand
big he's
potlatch
the toshape
three days' house party, and incidentally
to try out "The Moljycoddle" on them.
Doug says that if the Hopis like the film,
everybody will like it.
In addition to Doug and Mary, the party
consisted of Mary's Ma, Sister Lottie and
Lottie's little girl, who is a bright kid and
can
speak a lot of French words; Doug's
brother
John and his wife, Mr. and Mrs
Winchell Smith, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Spalding, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morse, Frederick
Bechtold, Roger Lewis Charles Warring-

They're Idle Now.
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ton, William McCann, Leeds Baxter, Lee
Ettleson, Eleanor Barnes, H. W. Tucker,
Carlyle Robinson and Kenneth McGaffey.
After the Hopi house party Doug and
Mary will go on to New York by themselves, and the rest of the crowd will come
back home.
A South Sea Location.
I took a trip to one of the South Sea
Islands this week, or — that is, a most complete and comprehensive imitation of a
South Sea island. The set was made for a
comedy drama that E. Mason Hopper is
directing for Goldwyn from Mary Roberts
Rinehart's
book, was
"The onEmpire
Builders."
The location
the beach
about
thnee miles beyond the canyon that turns
off to Inceville. The spot was ideal. There
was a long stretch of sandy beach and a
little lagoon leading out toward a canyon.
There was a flock of canoes on this water
and one war boat long enough to hold a
hundred savages. Nearby, in a grove of
palm and banana trees, was the village,
each of its huts tastefully decorated with
skulls and shinbones of the enemies of the
tribe that owned the village, and in the
center of the huts was the big pot where
the stews had been made.
Birds Refused to Be Gulled.
The whole was a work of art and the
whole thing was artificial. Even the palm
and the banana trees were made in the
studio workshops and carted to the location and planted in the soil. Art Director
Julian Garnsey, under whose supervision
the village was made, told me that he and
his crew spent four weeks on the work,
and the only thing that was disappointing
was that they could not get sea gulls in
the picture. The property department
placed five big cans of nice juicy garbage
so that the gulls would have to fly over
the location to get to it,
but the birds
could not be gulled into working in the
The human atmosphere was also very
picture.

Just Waiting for the Music to Begin.— From "Empire Builders."
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Plans

During

attendofn a infullCleveland
WITH the
ance at assurance
its conventio
next week. Associated Exhibitors,
inc., is making preparations for the busiest
period in its history. Important matters
have transpired in the organization with
such smoothness and dispatch as to justify
's meetthe belief that before Associated
ings are ended the association will make
announcements of vital interest and importance to independent exhibitors.
Chief of these announcements, it is believed, may be plan.
one concerning
sub-franchise
This planAssociated's
is said to
have been in the process of development
for almost a year, and it is claimed that,
under its arrangements, every point has
been covered to the extent where the
holder, be he the biggest showman in a
big city or the little fellow on a side
street in a small town, is assured equitable
dealing and profitable co-operation.
It is understood that final details of the
sub-franchise plan will be gone over and
polished
at the meeting
of isAssociated's
board of directors,
which also
to be held

Busiest

Convention at Cleveland
in Cleveland during the conventions, and
that as a result of the meeting independent exhibitors who seek to ally themselves
with other independents against producerexhibitors will be given an opportunity to
do so through Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
It is expected that F. C. Quimby, general manager of Associated, who has been
on the West Coast for several weeks, will
bring to Cleveland news of deep interest
to independent showmen and to. the industry at large.
Activity within the organization also is
seen in the fact Geraldine Farrar's initialproduction for Associated, "The Riddle:
Woman," already is well under production
at the Thanhouser studios in New Rochelle. Director Edward Jose began
"shooting" early last week, and fron*
present indications it is safe to predict
that "ThecellentRiddle
attraction. : Woman" will be an exLouis Stearns, one of the best known
character actors in the cinema world, has
been engaged to play the part of Meyer
in support of Geraldine Farrar.

The King and His Chef
Looking for the best recipe in "Empire
Builders."
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji]<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiitiimiiimiiiiiiiiiin
colorful — it all came from Central avenue,
the darktown of our Fair City. There
were three hundred Afro-Americans of all Jesse Lasky Appoints Walter Wagner to
ages, sizes and shades, and all were dressed
up — or dressed down would be a better
Position of F. P.-L. Production Head
expression — as cannibals.
been assistant production editor, will have
ONE
of
the
last
thingsforJesse
L. Lasky
Settling Down with a Dozen Wive*.
did before sailing
London,
May charge of the editing of all productionsmade
in the East.
29, was to complete the reorganizaThe cernsstory
of the
"Empire
tion of the production department of Faa young
college
boy Builders"
who wantscon-to
Before going to the Fifty-sixth street stuPlayers-Lasky. He has appointed
dio, Mr. Dague came to New York front
get married. His chum tells him that get- Walter mous
production manager, and the Oakland (Cal.) Tribune, and became
ting married and settling down is old stuff. the new Wagner
man is now fully installed in that
assistant city editor of the New York
"Followyoume,"
says,a dozen
"and I'll
lead Follow
you to position, having charge of all production
Tribune, under Mr. MacAIarney. When
where
can hehave
wives.
activities
during
the
absence
of
Mr.
Lasky
MacMarney gave up newspaper work to
me to the South Sea Islands. We'll each in Europe.
become scenario editor of Famous Playerspick
out
a
nice
island
and
be
its
king."
Lasky,
Mr. Dague went with him. During
Mr.
Wagner
joined
the
Famous
PlayersCullen Landis plays the young chap who
wants to get married. Clara Horton is the Lasky organization two months ago as the war he was a lieutenant of artillery.
special representative of the production
girl. Ralph Bushman, son of Francis department.
In his new position he will
Xavier Bushman, is the chum. Otto Hoff- have
complete direction of production af- Educational Makes Change in
man is a professor in the college attended
fairs,
under
Mr.
Lasky.
by the boys.
Short Subject Release Plans
After the plan is all hatched out, Cullen
More Honors for MacAlamey.
gets to thinking of the prospect. He has
anFilms rCorporat
Another interesting statement was made
THE Educatio
a vision — he sees himself surrounded by a
that hereafte
pursueit willion
nouncesnal
a policy of issuing one and two reef
lot of dusky brides, and longs for Clara. by Mr. Lasky. Robert E. MacAIarney,
"specials" in scenic, topical and scientific
Knowing his chum's habit of hogging scenario editor, has been given enlarged subjects
without reference to series. This
things, he visualizes himself as a van- powers and greater duties, which will ne- plan
has been determined upon as the result
cessitate the enlargement of the scenario
quished king, and his chum the victor over
his village, and himself a prisoner being department. Since his appointment as scen- of the great number of inquiries received
for "Modern Centaurs" and "The Valley of
led to the pot to furnish a feast. He sees
ario editor, two years ago, Mr. MacAIarney
Thousand Smokes" in advance of their
Otto Hoffman, still the college professor, has scientifically developed the scenario de- Ten
release.
partment.
but
wearing
an
enormous
cook's
cap,
a
pen
as a nose ornament and ink bottles as
By means of a system of reading manu"We believe that the five years' success
scripts, the department has available the
ear-bobs, poring over the rof al cook-book,
Educational," says a statement, "hasdoping out the best way to reduce him to synopsis of practically every book, play and of
fully proved the place that the short subject deserves on the program. We feel that
story that could possibly be made into a
a pot roast.
Most of the action described above was motion picture. With each synopsis is the we have convinced the exhibitor that the
made while I was on the set. Mason Hop- opinion of a trained editor as to the story's question of length should not be the chief
one considered, but quality, and we feel
per is a fast worker, and his assistant, availability for motion pictures.
very sure that when they are furnishe<f
Billy Wellman, is a whizzer on wheels.
Victor
Smith,
Studio
Manager.
They shotted and hollered at their dusky
with exceptional product in short subjects they will give these the attention
Maude Miller, who has been connected
actors until they were as hoarse as frogs,
and when I left they were putting a bunch with the department for some time, has that they deserve.
of fifty dancing girls through the mazes
"At the Criterion Theatre 'The Valley of
been appointed
Mr. been
MacAlarney's
Victor
Smith has
appointedassistant.
studio Ten Thousand Smokes' was featured in the
and wriggles of a siva-siva dance.
manager to succeed J. N. Naulty. Mr. Smith, electric signs and in the newspaper adwho formerly occupied a similar position
vertising, where it was called 'Alaska's
Irvine Resigns from Goldwyn
with Vitagraph, has already taken up his eighth wonder
of the world.' The slogan
Clarke Irvine, who for a year has been new work. He will have charge of the was fully justified
by these remarkable pictures made by the expeditions sent to the
writing publicity and directing exploita- company's Eastern studios, and among his
Mount
Katmai
region
by the National Geofirst
big
tasks
will
be
the
removal
of
studio
films at Goldwyn's
West plans
Coast are
studios,
has tion
resigned.
His future
well activities and organization from the Fiftygraphic
Society.
'Modern
Centaurs'
strongly
billed
by
the
Strand
during was
its
under way but are not definitely arranged
sixth street studio, Manhattan, and other
yet. In the meantime, Irvine is handling studios in New York and New Jersey, to showing and the applause with which it was
greeted was a tribute to its entertainment
publicity on the American Legion produc- the big new studio in Long Island City.
value.
tion of "Arizona,"
to
be
given
at
PhilRoswell
Dague
Is
Promoted.
harmonic Auditorium on June 3, 4 and 5.
"We intend to make a real specialty of
specials. We will not attempt a
After this he intends taking a vacation, the
Mr. MacAIarney also announces the ap- these
regular
because we will offer
first since navy days, the same being a
pointment of Roswell Dague as production one only schedule
when there is something really
editor of the Eastern studios, succeeding
five-day
perspiring
furlough
in
a
Texas
city.
Gardner Hunting.
Mr. Dague, who has
special to offer."
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Exchange

Head

Visit; Held View of
general manager of
BURM
HM.excha
ngesAN,
for Universal, ended a
• week's visit in Chicago, Tuesday,
May 25, When he returned to New York.
While here he was engaged in looking
after the injunction proceedings brought
against J. L. Kessner, owner of the Consumers Building, to restrain him from inss byfrom
with Univer
busine
attment
empting to oust
tterfering
the sal's
film depar
ng
that buildi while the lease of the premises has still over a year to run.
The case was tried before Judge Landis,
in the federal court, Friday, May 21, and
he recommended the counsel on both sides
to have it tried in equity before United
States Judge Carpenter. The case came
up in the latter court Saturday, May 29.
Mr. Burman brought along with him to
Chicago the first sample copy of "The
Devil's
Passbefore
Key," a and
a private
was given
select
few in showing
Universal's private projecting room. In the judg. ment of those present, Mr. Burman says,
this superfeature was pronounced a masterpiece in point of production and a notable picture in the matter of story, photography and detail.
"The
Devil's
Pass Key"
was be
directed
by
Eric Von Stroheim
and will
released
early in the fall.
Burman Pleased with Beauties.
Mr. Burman expressed himself as being
highly pleased with the six selected beauties of Chicago, who have been chosen, in
the Elks
contest,
to go to inUniversal City"beauty"
and compete
for stardom
the
studios there. He complimented the judges
of the contest on their happy selections
and stated that the winning beauties give
fine promise of success before the camera.
It may be stated here that the young
women were not selected for their beauty
alone, as Director Stroheim, who came on
from Los Angeles specially for the purpose, tested them in real acting scenes before the camera, in which their faces registered varied emotions. Mr. Stroheim was
greatly pleased with the results and within
a few weeks the Chicago beauties will be
full-fledged citizens of Universal City.

"For the Soul of Rafael" Has
Big Premiere at Auditorium
IF there is one fault that has been attributed to the elaborate opera-movie
entertainment which Andreas Dippel
has innovated at the Auditorium it is that
the programs are too long. For that reason the seven-reel feature, "For the Soul
of Rafael," which stars Clara Kimball
Young, and which was originally scheduled for a four-weeks'
beginning May
23, was shown for the run,
opening week only.
Unfortunately this cancellation precludes
from many picture fans the privilege of
seeing motion pictures shown in truly
classic style.
"For the Soul of Rafael" as
presented
by Andreas
Dippel, dignifies and
glorifies the art of cinema. He has shown
an understanding of the outside forces that
make or mar a screen production.
A symphony orchestra of forty, con-
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"The Devil's Pass Key
ducted by Milan Roder, revealed anew
what music means to pictures. The accompaniment was exquisite. The size of
the orchestra, naturally, rendered possible
a greater variety of ef?ects than is usual,
and consequently a greater sympathy with
the moods of the picture. But there are
times when no matter how great are the
facilities for noise at the disposal of the
conductor, the pianissimo notes of a single instrument will be by far the most
efifective for a certain scene, and this.
Musical Director Roder realized.
Big Screen Used.
Owing to the size of the auditorium,
which seats 3,600, an immense screen is
used. It measures 28 by 28, and is the
largest in Chicago. The screen was superbly lighted and the picture was correctly timed. Mr. Dippel acknowledges
that the operator, whose services he has
secured, is an artist.
Between the acts of the operetta, "Gypsy
Love,"
a most
befitting
especially
for Mr.
Dippel scenic
by thearranged
Kineto
Company, was shown. Views of Roumania and of the nomads and their customs, are revealed in this film.
Manager Dippel reports a degree
financial success compatible with the new-of
ness of the project. He believes that the
establishment of this type of entertainment will take some little time, but that
It will prove popular. It is his intention
from now on to book shorter features, exthe opera
than three'acts
long.cept when that
case isa less
full-lengt
h feature
will be Inexhibited.

Aschers Buy Half Interest
in New Auditorium, Dayton
THEAuditorium,
Ascher Brothers
New
Dayton, added
Ohio, the
to their
chain of theatres, May 22, when they
bought one-half interest in the house from
the Rauh Brothers, who built it a few
years
ago. It is a thoroughly modern
structure
and seats 1,500.
June 12 has been set for the opening,
under the new management. S. L. Rothapfel, Goldwyn's national director of presentations, will arrange and have charge of
the opening program. An orchestra of
twentytwo
pieces will be used henceforth
in this theatre.
Bert Gottlieb, formerly manager of
Ascher Brothers' Lane Court Theatre, Chicago, has been appointed manager of the
New Auditorium, being specially chosen
because
of his success at the Chicago
house.
The New Auditorium is the thirty-fifth
house on the Ascher Brothers' circuit,
twenty-five of these
being in Chicago. Max
and
Harry
Ascher
spendanda also
week' thein
Dayton
before
the will
opening
week following, to establish the house
on the new basis.

"Marge O'Doone" Breaking Records.
Manager F. C. Aiken, of Vitagraph's
Chicago oflfice, announces that "The Cour-

R

age of Marge O'Doone" will open a week's
exclusive run at Barbee's Loop Theatre,.
June 13. The following week it will be
shown at the Ziegfeld, exclusively, and
afterward will be released throughout the
city generally. Every theatre of importance in the city has applied for a booking.
Eckels Is General Manager
of New Independent Body
THEorganization
Independentsimilar
Films to
Association,
an
the old Independent Sales Company of years
ago, was recently formed and Eddy Eckels
appointed general manager, with headquartersBuilding.
on the sixth floor of the Consumers
The members of the Independent Films
Association are all independent producers
in Los Angeles, where the plan of organization was formed. At the present time
six of these producers have contracted to
clear their output through this organization. This number, most pro1)ably, will
be increased to ten or more producing
units, in order to meet the requirements
of ten reels a week.
These ten reels will be constantly diversified, but will always include one five-reel
production, two two-reel and one single
reel subject. The diversification referred
to means that a one-reel subject may be
a comedy this week, a news reel next week
and so on; also that the two-reel features
may
western
next be
anda so
on. one week, a comedy the
Neal Hart and Roy Stewart in Pinnacle
productions are on the list of stars who
will appear in five-reel productions handled
by the Independent Films Association.

"Lost City" Meets with Approval.
"The Lost City" proving popular at the
Karlov Theatre, is4048
Armitage avenue.
This jungle serial produced by Warner
Brothers and distributed in the Middle
West by Celebrated Players, Inc., is shown
every Monday at this theatre. The sight
of the many animals, wild and tame, as
well as the exciting adventures of the Princess Elyata, awaken the keen interest of
the children and bring enthusiastic applause from them.

Lakeside Changes Ownership.
The Lakeside Theatre and the building
in which it is located, at 4726 Sheridan
Road, were sold recently for $200,000
by
the owners, Nathan Ascher and James F.
Green. The Ascher Brothers ran this house
successfully before the Pantheon was
erected nearby, and then leased it to LubIiner & Trinz, the Pantheon owners, for
four years. This
more years to run. lease has about two
Motographers of America Meet.
The members of the Motographers of
America, in the Chicago division, held a
special meeting at the Castle studios, 2332
North Carolina avenue, Thursday evening. May 27. A special program, including studio demonstrations, had been carefully arranged for the benefit of motographers and their guests. The meeting
was well attended.
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Conducted by Margaret I. MacDonald

"Frozen Trails of the North"
in Recent Paramount Magazine
ONE of the first released of an expedition
sent to the frozen Arctic for the special purpose of taking motion pictures
is featured in the Paramount Magazine of
June 6. titled "A Yarn of the Yukon." The
broad expanse of snow covered lands unravels a new vista of thought for lovers
of the great outdoors. The scenes shown
are typical of the Arctic regions.
A shade of burlesque tinges the second
part of this release, which shows a baseball
game between the staffs of the Jester and
the Spectator. Columbia University's rival
publications.
America'stakes
populaibaiting the umpire
new pastime
semblanceof
when the official for this contest marches on
the field surrounded
interested students. by a bodyguard of disEarl Hurd has drawn the cartoon for this
number of the magazine, introducing his well
known characters of Bobby Bumps and his
dog.
Latest Ford-Goldwyn Weekly
Shows Making of Playthings
ALTHOUGH it will be of interest to theatre-goers of all ages. "Playthings of
Childhood." t)ie Ford Educational
Weekly No. 203 will carry a particular appeal for children and may be featured by
exhibitors to the best advantage at matinee
performances. As may be gathered from
the title, the film deals with the toys dear
to the hearts of children.
The manufacture of a miniature piano is
shown from the cutting of the wood to the
placing of the keys and the completion of
the instrument. Equally interesting are the
scenes depicting the making of a doll, starting with the fashioning of the various parts,
the weaving of the wigs, the cutting of
clothes and finally the assembling process.
When the doll is completed, a house is built
for her to live in.
For the benefit of the boys in an audience,
this picture presents the manufacture of a
Humpty-Dumpty circus, with elephants,
clowns and all the other elements that go
into the making of a modern ring show.
Pathe Review Has Making of
Fine China and Mica Industry
A STRIKINGLY original feature of Pathe
Review No. 55, released June 13 Is "The
Assyrian Sword Dance," of the Julian
Ollendorff series, "The Spirit of the Dance"
and interpreted by Evan-Burrows Fontaine,
She has been featured in several Broadway
musical revues and is appearing at the pres-

ent time inmarked
"Ed. Wynn's
enjoying
success.Carnival,"
When thewhich
swordis
meant life or death, the significance of its
relation to everyday existence was symbolized by the ancients in their dances and Miss
Montaine has interpreted the spirit with a
graceful mastery.
The pride of every housewife is Limoges
china and the Pathe color offering. "The
Land ofpieces,Finest
Chinas," shows
these masterand the museums
of Limoges.
France,
where the choicest creations are carefully
preserved. A glimpse of North Carolina's
mica industry is picturlzed in "The Rock
That
showing
many of
skilled
workersTalks."
transform
rock how
to sheets
the
necessary sizes for phonographic records.
"The Tearing
Clutch"
an intimate
introduction into the
art ofis the
strong man.
presented by Novagraph in slow'-motion. It
has been supposed that there existed a certain amount of trickery in most stunts of
this kind, but the Ultra-Rapid camera, slowing the action down to ten times less than
normal speed, shows the husky performer
tearing a solid pack of playing cards Into
three pieces with his bare hands. "The Zoo
and Zoo," is an animal study presented by Dr.
Ditmars of
.showing
thatthetheNewpolarY'ork
bearZoological
must havePark,
his
Saturday night bath, no matter what the
temperature.
Serious and Comedy Subjects
Divide Interest in Pictograph
BREAKINGparing forupnew.
old Isfoundations
the subjectandof prethe
first section of the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph 7042 that carries for Its opening title,
■'Making the Dirt Fly." A giant steam shovel
is shown in action as It scoops up great
masses of dirt and stone. Then, through
the stop motion process of photography, some
comedy scenes are realized with the excited workmen apparently running for their
lives as the shovel threatens to Include them
in its load.
Maurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian poet,
philosopher and dramatist, is the subject In
the "People You'd
Know"visited
series.
M.
Maeterlinck
and hisLike
wifetowere
by the
Pictograph cameraman during their stay in
California.
of the interestingscenes in thisA filmnumber
were photographed
at the
Goldwyn studio, which the poet frequently
visited while studying the technique of motion picture production preparatory to writing original stories for Goldwyn.
For a comedy wind-up to this Issue, Max
Fleischer presents one of his inimitable "Out
of the
Inkwell" house,
cartoons.
In
a haunted
whereThethescene
clownis laid
and
the artist have varied experiences with
spooks and spirits and a ouija board.

News

Films for Church and School
Use Indorsed at Des Moines
THE Church
Generalclosed
Conference
of the Methodist
Its quadrennial
session
at Des Moines this week without
changing the traditional attitude of the
church on the theatre, dancing and cardplaying.
Progressives in the church urged a modification of the famous law, but the final vote
was 3 to 1 to retain paragraph 280.
The church indorsed moving pictures, however, and asked that arrangements be made
to circulate films from general headquarters
of the church and from special supply houses
to be established in different parts of the
country.
Edna Moody Howard, field director for the
Society for Visual Education, Is In Des
Moines to outline methods of using "movie
textbooks" in the local schools.
A special showing of two sample subjects
was given members of the Des Moines School
Board at Films
A. H. were
Blank's
Garden
Tuesday
morning.
shown
dealing
with
geography and history.
"The advancement of the motion picture
has made possible the extensive use of education through a hitherto comparatively unused sense — that of sight," Dr. Howard
stated. "The possibility of this new medium
of education for evil influence has been considerably dwelt upon. This is the first organized and practical attempt to make a
constructive use of the same in outlineil
classroom courses."
Burton Holmes Photographs

Belgium's "Beautiful Bruges"
ONEthe ofBelgian
the oldest
and quaintest
cities ofin
monarchy
Is picturized
the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel
picture for June 6 release, entitled "In Beautiful Bruges." The tourist enters through
the ancient gateway, once a part
of a fortifying wall, hastens to take a glimpse of the
unique belfry and market, landmarks of a
former age, and reaches the guildhall just
in time to join In the "Kormesse" or festival in the Grande Place- — the ceremony having been initiated by the citizens to commemorate their regained freedom.
The streets are entwined by a network of
beautiful canals. Evidences of the war are
still visible on all sides, the damage perGerman bombing "Taube,"
formed by the garages
the bomb-proof
and
ruined and
shattered dwellings.
Burton theHolmes
is a
master at the art of picking out the Interestexpecto
up
lives
he
and
city
a
of
ing points
tations In his tour of this quaint Belgian
municipality, known as "The Venice of the
North."

Three Scene* from "Beautiful Bruges," the Ne w Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures.
No, I— View of the Bruges' City Hall, showing the attractive architectural design; No. 2 — Quietude on the Bruges Canal,
with the contrast of sunlight and shadows; No. 3 — Picture of one of the more thickly inhabited centres.
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"Mountain Madness," the First
Clermont Picture, Is Finished
ESS," the first feaMOUNTAIN
by Lloyd Carletoii Proture madeAIADN
ductions for Clermont Photoplays
Corporation, was finished on time, despite
men's
oned robber
by the
the delays
y, switch
the
one of
a train
whenoccasi
strike,
big punches in the picture, was about to
be staged; the serious illness of an actress; a change of studios in the middle of
the picture; several cases of Klieg eyes
and other incidents and accidents to
players and producer.
Hannibal N. Clermont, president of Clermont Photoplays Corporation, announces
the purchase of Bradley King's story, "Bebe the
secondyondofthe Cross
the sixRoads,"
featureswhich
LloydwillCarleton
Productions have contracted to produce
for Selznick release. A popular Saturday
Evening Post story will be the third offering, and options have been secured upon
well-known books for the remaining three.
The swift success of the Clermont organization has encouraged them to adopt
a policy of expansion and other producing
units are to be added at once. The company's
studiowhich
capacity
willtheaccommodate present
three units,
will be
limit
of the expansion until a new studio can be
built.
Chinese Merchants Organize
Film Company in California
THE James B. Leong Productions, Inc.,
is one of the newest film organizations to enter the film production
field on the West Coast. The company has
been incorporated under the laws of California, with James B. Leong as president
and general manager: D. Siu Yee Chong,
secretary; Low Song Kai, treasurer; Chew
Kim and T. A. Russell, directors. Most of
the capital has been subscribed by prominent Chinese merchants of Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
The object of the company is to produce
clean nictures of the higher Chinese life.
"The Porcelain
storyfirst
by
James
B. Leong.Bell."
will an
be original
one of the
productions to be made by the Chinese
company, and later a popular Orientar star
will be featured in a series of two-reel
comedies depicting the humorous side of
Chinese life.
James B. Leone assisted in the technical
directing of D. W. Griffith's "Broken BIos•soms. Metro's "The Red Lantern," Jesse
D. Hampton's "The Pagan God," Lasky's
"AU
in a Chinese
Night," atmosphere.
and other productions
renuiring
The new company is negotiating for
snace in one of the local community studios.
Fox Officials Coining West.
Comes the word from the Western Fox
studio that William Fox. head of the Fox
Film Corporation, and Winfield Sheehan,
general manager of the same organization,
are soon to bend for the West Coast, arriving here about the middle of June, with
plpns of expansion and progression which
will be put into effect at the Fox studio
in Hollywood.
Program pictures will be discontinued.

according to report, and only large and
spectacular plays, with all-star casts, will
be produced. J. Gordon Edwards, now
director of the William Farnum features,
is planning to make a super-production of
"The Queen of Sheba" some time .this sum'
mer. ■
Peacocke Working on New Sea Story.
Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke, author of the
story
"Neptune's
made into
a film of
a year
ago, has Daughter,"
begun the production
of a companion story which is not named
as yet, but has the working title of "Sea
Story" atwhere
the Bernstein
on filmed.
Boyle
Heights,
the featurestudio
is being
Capt. Peacocke has secured several beautiful and perfectly formed girls to play the
leading parts in the sea scenes, and for
some of the other action in the story, as
many as seven hundred players will be
needed. Harry Jones is assembling the
cast and M. Mohler is doing the camera
work.
Lesser & Gore Form New Exchange.
Articles of incorporation have been filed
for a new distributing organization to be
known as the Educational Film Exchange
of Southern California. Gore Brothers
and Sol Lesser are interested in the enterprise, and Dave Bershon, general manager
of the First National Exchange, will have
supervision over the new exchange. The
company will handle for Southern California and Arizona, the Christie comedies, the
Chester Outing pictures, the Chester
Screenics, the Educational Films, and a
number of other short comedies, travelogues and scenics.
Special Buys Burrud Scenics.
The Special Pictures Corporation, producers of the Comedyart Films, the novelty
subjects that contain a comedy, a scenic
and a novelty sketch on each release, announce that they have secui-ed the Burrud
scenic pictures, which are being made in
out-of-the-way places in this country and
others, to be incorporated in the Comedyart releases. An expedition in charge of
Cameraman Dick Burrud is to be sent to
the frozen north, leaving Seattle about
June 10. The party will be joined there by
Steward Edward White and Wallace Irwin,
two noted authors seeking new fields of
adventure.
Preview of "Suds" at Pasadena.
Mary
picture,
"Suds,"
which hasPickford's
just beennewest
finished,
was given
a
pre-release showing at the Strand Theatre
in Pasadena recently. The patrons of the
house registered their hearty approval of
the picture by vociferous applause and a
lliiiiitiimiiiiitiii,i,itiiiii„ii„i,„„|„„„„„„„ ,„ iiiiniiiiiriiiiiiiiMriiiiiriiiiiiiriiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitHMiiiMii
Attractions Week of May 30
Grauman's: "Sick-a-Bed."
California: "Deep Purple."
Kinema:
"Passion's Playground."
Clune's Broadway:
"The Dark Mirror."
Tally's Broadway: "The Gift Supreme."
Superba: "The Path She Chose."
Symphony: "In the Days of Daring."
Rialto: "Below the Surface (4th week).
Palace:
of the Redwoods."
Alhambra: "Romance
Silk Husbands
and Calico
Wives."
Victory:
Garrlck:

"That Something" (5th week)'.
"The Dancln' Fool."

demand that Miss Pickford, who was a
spectator,
make Mary
a speech
— which
she did. Little
is saidto tothem
reach
even
greater heights in "Suds" than she reached
as the little slavey in "Stella Maris."
Settled Out of Court.
The suit of Paul Pelich against Douglas
Fairbanks for $25,000 damages has been
settled out of court. Pelich was told to
exercise a bronco, and in attempting to
mount the animal was thrown and painfully injured.
Fairbanks'
claimnotwasto that
the man
had been
instructed
attempt to mount the bronco and that the
injury resulted from disobeying orders.
New Theatre for Long Beach.
A $125,000 theatre and office building is
soon to be erected on the east side of
American avenue, between Ocean boulevard and First street, in Long Beach.
To Write for Intercollegiate.
Ida May Park, noted woman director,
has been cational
askedGuidance
by Association
the Intercollegiate
to write Voan
article on her profession as a vocation for
women, to be distributed among the colleges of the country as an aid to women
undergraduates who are planning to enter
some occupation.
Contract Let for Film Laboratory.
H. J. Aldous, treasurer of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, arrived
from the East on May 17 to attend to the
letting of the contract for the construction
of the new Rothacker laboratory that is
soon to be built in Hollywood. Positive
film prints for the Western theatres and
for Oriental trade will be made in Lor
Angeles before a negative is shipped East.
The
Circuit is
amongFirst
the National
Rothacker Exhibitors'
clients.
"Hope Diamond Mystery" Completed.
Stuart Paton has completed the final epi"The Hone
Diamond
serialsodeforofKosmik
Films,
Inc., andAfystery"
the finishing touches are being given the production, which stars Grace Darmond. in the
life story written by May Yohe, formerly
Lady Francis Hope. L. C. Wheeler, treasurer of Kosmik, plans to leave for New
York within the next ten days with a sample print of the serial.
New Sennett Comedy Completed.
"Married Life," Mack Sennett's newest
comedy, with Ben Turpin. Phyllis Haver.
Charlie Murray. Ford Sterling, Jimmy Finlayson, Kala Pasha, Eddie Gribbon and
Louise Fazenda in the cast, has been comnleted and the negative rushed off to New
York for the making of the ninety prints
required byofthetheFirst
National Exhibitors'
exchanges
country.
Elsie Ferguson Goes to Japan
Elsie Ferguson, star in Paramount Pictures, has left New York for Japan. She
will sail from San Francisco, June 3. on
the
Yokahoma and will be gone three
months.
Upon her return to America, she will
stop at Los Angeles and make a production
at the Las'-y studios before returning to
New York where she expects to open in another dramatic play early in the season.
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This. Alice. Is the Typical Exhibitor of Mars. Has a Large Family, Food Fit for a Congressional Junket, Clothes Unlike Any Filluni Man, and No Worries About ProducerExhibitors.
99

the
Spare
Tire,
AliceBounding
I suppose the Grab
, Alice,
WELLRock
Gazette has kept you posted
on all the rumpus which is congregating around the planet Mars these days.
Of course, if I was as jealous as a lot of
This
"A
Trip
to
tmg a their
free long
look distance
at Mars
the looking
world's series
By WILLIAM Is
J. REILLY
through
apparathese other publicity men in the film busi- (iiiiMimiiitiiriiiiiMiiiniHimiiumiiiiiiiiiiiHirmiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuinitiiiiiiiMitiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiii
tus.
Neither
did
any
of
the
old-timers
y
ous
I'd
publicit
the
all
of
suspici
be
ness,
main
hotel
and
discourse
to
the
rocking
this Mars is collecting.
I might even go as far as to insinuate chair brigade on the front porch about
orbits, ellipses, light years, and all that
that the president of the Mars Film Corp. spiritualistic
distance stuff.
had unleashed his pet typewriter masseur,
slipped him down here with a load of
Light Exercise, Alice,
foolscap and told him to go ahead on a
Of course, Alice, by light years you
big teaser campaign on his forthcoming
don't
want to understand that it means
masterpiece, "See Mars First." A hook-up
with the real e.=tate men right off the bat. light years for spinach, rhubarb, buttermilk
or any of those Missouri crops. "Light
More Popular Than Weejee.
years" omers
is awhenterm
by these
astronthey dug
foundup that
the ordinary
But I'm not like a lotta these publicity
men
that
way,
Alice,
I
don't
even
have
to
twelve-cylinder
adding
'inachine
couldn't
use any adjectives unless I want to. Which
take the load of computing the distance
is something few press agents can say and Mars or any of those sky resorts is from
us.
So they just figure how far light travels
also a great load off the letters "h-u-g-e"
on my Corona-Corona. All I can say is in a year (which is some few miles and
this Mars is putting it all over the movies
kilometers, Alice) and multiply that add
in grabbin free space in the papers.
incompletum,
as the classic students like
to
say.
I don't suppose
anything
caused Rock
more
excitement
out there
in has
Bounding
So you see, Alice, when you put on the
since Wack Meadows fell into the milk spare
tire and fill the thermos bottle for
vat over at the creamery. Even this presia
trip
Marsof the
mileage clock's liable
to tuckerto out
figures.
dent of the
Operator's
Marconi,
has Wireless
worked himself
into aUnion,
heat
But what disheartens a mileage clock
over the idea of holding communication
doesn't
throw any machine,
wrench insothewhen
sprockets
over the back fence with Mars.
of a projection
these
film folks started to picturize an excursion
But
he
hasn't
a
thing
on
Bud
Spatlin
who runs the Bounding Rock Amusement
to Mars they knew they could ptit it over.
I had faith in the long distance powers
Park. Bud's installed a "Trip to Mars"
in place of the old merry-go-round and of the motion picture industry the minute
they out
say last
he's week
makinandso bought
much money
"A Trip, to
went
himself hea I laid eyes on W.thisH. picture,
Productions is rethoroughbred Guernsey heifer. And I Mars," which
leasing. Alice, as your mother used to
reckon there isn't a summer resort in the
say after we'd take her to see a picture
country
isn't hirin
some suite
gastronomy
professor that
to occupy
the bridal
at the at the Happy Hour, "There's a story to it
and everything."
AH Data-ed Up.
There's a storv to this picture and a
few kegs of statistics. Statistics at best
ain't very
I won'tthese
entertain cheerful,
you with allAlice,
the so
statistics
"See Mars and Die."
observatory fellows have corraled about
the number of camphor balls per square That's the slogan. Alice, of the Mars Realty
inch Mars raises and how many shoes per
Corp. And no wonder. See "A Trip
to Mars" and be satisfied.
year the mules use that travel along the
admit
they
tow-paths by the well-known canals.
seen the fight.had bet on Jess Willard and
Th's
picture,
"A
Trip
to
Mars."
discards
But they show this hero fellow how they
all talk about data Der cubic inch and gets
had long since quit fighting, meat eating,
immediately to the idea that when it comes
to real down-right civilization. Mars has commuting, reading Robert W. Chamber-it over our earth like the Bounding Rock lain and such like barbarities.
courthouse
has it over the one at Painter's
But don't get the idea they don't eat
Hollow.
up there, Alice. I used to be strong for
It's funny, hut this picture shows that your Ma's strav;berry shortcake, but these
Mars, whi<-h is named after the god of war Mars people have a food that's a combination of honey dew mellon, baked Virginia
(not Bill Hunzollern), is the most law-abiding place this side of the Sleep Island ham, home made bread, Boston cream pie.
hoosegow. When our hero lands on M?rs fruit salad and cafe noir. Alice, with food
from hiscoversbrave
airshin,
"Excelsior,"
dis- like that it's no wonder they hate war.
well dressed
folks
in flowing herobes
Who
wouldn'tgoodhatebye?to kiss that culinary
combination
and a horror of war.
"We've been watching your planet," they whe.i
Well.it Alice,
wishBounding
you'd seeRock
this and
picture
Yep, Mars Has Small Bojrs, Too.
comes I to
see
This happens to be a kid here on our Earth say to him. speakin in the universal lan- if you can figure out the recipe for that
getting a free look at the Mars world
guaa^e of the soul, "and we're grevious
series, and incidentally a pupil
in
about your wars and barbarisms." Of food I've told you about. It might come
full of beauty.
BILL.
course, they didn't say a word about get- handy some day.
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to

Sell

the United
States, the paper will have an
"For
the
RaByof
EPES Rafael"
IV. SARGENT
to
Advantage
Soul ofSoul
G "For the
CAMPAIGNIN
iiiiiiiiMitirMiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiitiitiiiiiiitiiMiiiiiiiltiitiiiiiiimitiliKilltiillllllllHlllllllHiiiimiiiiiHiiiiiiiiimiimnt undeniable pull. Gamble once and you'll
es from
offersnalsome
departur
fael"
style of exploitation
the sensatio
probably
prove it three
yourself,
exto be followed for other Clara Kimball
pect a lonesome
or abutsixdon't
to pull
several of these. Mount them on corruYoung pictures, and the exhibitor would
gated pasteboard, stiffening with lath several hundred dollars. If you make only
100 per cent, on your investment in paper
nailed to the back; cut out and stand them
do well to avoid the semi-lottery suggesyou are showing a profit.
tions contained in the plan book. Where
in
show
windows,
on
the
street
and
wherthese are not in confliction with the local
ever you can get them.
For a Contest.
law they can be worked for sensational
You can get a splendid effect making
If
your
patrons
like contests and you
one
of
these
the
center
of
a
display
of
the
subjects to some advantage, but "For the
want to jazz them up, try a contest for
Soul of Rafael" should be handled along most up-to-date gowns your local stores errors.
Write a press story of not more
lines in keeping with the beauty of the set- can
like: show. Letter a card with something
than 250 words. Set this in a panel in
tings and the dignity of the story.
your display and announce prizes for the
For this same reason the higher class
this isYoung.
discovery
of the greatest number of erClara Yes,
Kimball
houses will do well to avoid the striking
rors.
You know what gorgeous gowns
picture of Miss Young which serves as the
Make
some
obvious errors, such as misshe has worn in most of her plays.
cover for the plan book and is reproduced
.spelled words and transpositions, but have
See her in the style of dress of
in some of the advertising displays. It
a ^ozen elimination errors to make it
1850, when California was young
will give an erroneous impression of the
easier to judge the results. Your local
and the styles were different. See
play. It will attract many who are lookher in
paper can help you to prepare a tricky
ing for physical exposure and who will
and yet absolutely honest test through the
resent the fact that they do not get it.
"For
the
Soul
of
Rafael,"
use of wrong font letters and dropped esOn the other hand, it may repel many who
sential punctuation, such as the use of a
and you'll seecharming
a new and equally
will be made Young converts through the
comma for a colon or the omission of a
artistry of this picture.
Clara Kimball Young.
period from the end of a sentence. Do
Start With Prcsswork.
not judge on commas, since the use of the
Build Up the Paper.
comma is open to question. Your printer
The most advantageous campaign should
Build up with other paper, being partic- can suggest a number of tricky errors
begin early with sound press stories. Try
ularly careful to plan for the use of sev- which a majority will pass unnoticed.
for a paragraph every few days rather than
eral of the vivid six sheets. Paper will
one big story. Tell that this story is someTell It's a Test.
sell,
and
pay to vary your display
thing of a novelty for the star. Hook up by using itas will
Head this box: "We want to see how
many
different
sorts
as
poswith the book.
sible. There is a certain moral value in observant our readers are. We will pay
This is not a star vehicle. With intelli- the number of different bills you can show.
(name prize) for the greatest number of
gent unselfishness Miss Young has taken
Don't overlook this aid.
errors found in this article. Mark all eronly her logical place in the story and
If you cannot afford much paper, use
rors and not merely misspelled words. See
gives opportunity to several others. Pick
the cutout three and the sixes, but try to
how
many
you canhavefind."
up this fact for mention.
You
will never
a piece of copy read
use at least one 24-sheet in the most prominent position you can obtain. A show as carefully by so many persons. Use it
Study the story. Pick up some shorts
from the longer press stories in the plan
with a 24-sheet will seem to be a bigger for an advance story and announce that
attraction
will be shown and the winbook. Get them interested through a se- and
sixes. than one boasting only threes the corrections
ners announced in the middle of the week.
ries of brief stories rather than through
Lithographs are not easy to key. You This will get every advertisement read.
a single longer mention.
If you want to make a hook-up page, let
can't lesstellyourjust
much from
they all
sell,others
but, un-in
Try a Trade-Mark Campaign.
townhowdiffers
the merchants offer prizes, but provide for
In the press book you will find a series
of teasers and on another page a set of
four cuts from a pen-and-ink sketch in
one, two, three and four column widths.
Hook these up.
Start off well in advance with the teasers. Use only one piece of copy a day, but
try and use this in more than one position.
One teaser will not work well. Try smaller
spaces and more of them. Do not use more
than one to the page and get them on as
many pages as possible.
them to
up make
with that
"F. T.mysterious,
S. O. R."
IfHook
you want
it more
try the Masonic punctuation of a triangle
by using three periods and reversing the
center one, as .•. or use a colon and a
period, : . if the printer will not take the
trouble work the other. Either will give
an oddity of effect which will greatly help.
The fourth or fifth day take extra space
and cap each of the teasers with the single
column pen-and-inc s etch. In a couple
of days come to your first big splash.
Drop the teaser copy and use a two to
four column cut of the same design, with
the initials in large type, filling in with
small eight point letters, as
Cutouts Will Sell.
Then go up to larger type for the title,
but always keep the capitals large. Use
one of these cuts in every space you take
and, if you can, take the plan book over
to your photographer and let him make
"Why Change Your Wife?" May Be a Reasonable Question
an enlargement for the lobby.
But if your wife acted like this just because you dropped into her room for a little
chat, how long do you suppose it would be before you saw your name in the
One of the three sheets shows Miss
papers? At that
can'tlacked
blamea muzzle
Marta Raquel
Bstevan-Artega.
Young in the costume of the play. Get
Rafaelwe only
and chain.
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duplicate prizes in the event of a tie, to
comply with the postoffice regulations.
Make the prizes such 'that this can be
done.
Dressing the Lobby.
If you dress your lobby, you have a
choice of a Spanish or a Mission setting.
The latter will be the better if you can
work it. The top of the lobby can be
masked in with a frame cut for a bell
tower similar to that in the scene in Los
Angeles in the front of the plan book.
Hang a real or dummy bell in the opening
and work a chime or a single piece of
brass tubing from the bell. This should
be struck with a wooden mallet. If you
can get a peal, so much the better, but a
single bell will suffice. If you have a
clever artist you can add a couple of imitation stained glass windows (done in
transparent colors on tracing paper, with
strong lights behind), using the same penand-ink sketch suggested for your newspaper work.
For a Spanish Effect.
For the Spanish effect use palms and
flowers, with a stone bench or two. You
can hire the palms from some city decorator if you cannot get them locally. For
an interior effect, any old-fashioned furniture spread with bright colored drapes
and backed with pictures, particularly the
Kraus oil paintings, will work well and be
comparatively inexpensive.
You can get Spanish selections on the
phonograph, or perhaps you can dig up
a mandolin orchestra for lobby work, also
using them for a prologue attraction. But
don'tmandolins
use ukuleles.
They ordon't
Get
and guitars
turn belong.
to the
phonograph.
If you use the phonogiaph, make the
local dealer hook up his window with
other Spanish selections and list the rec-

ords you are using, either in the program
or on a slide.
If the dealer is a live wire you can probably persuade him to take newspaper
space on his own account to tell that he
has the records you are using, listing them
with number and price.
If by any happy chance you have two
mandolin orchestras, stage a contest. Let
the audience decide and give a suitable
prize. The extra tickets will more than
pay the cost.
The Book Hook-Up.
Of course, the book hook-up will be
used. Try and make it extra heavy. Pick
from the stills the most typical scenes and
get these into the window. Because of
technical difficulties of lighting, the cuts
do not offer many of the best scenes, but
you'll be able to tell about them. Tell that
this play brings to spectator the atmosphere of the Mission days as strongly as
does Ramona. Don't say that it is "as
good as" or "better than" the other story.
Just
story. tell them that it is the same sort of a
The One Best Bet.
If you have never tried the benefit performance suggested in the press book, try
it now. You'll give it a permanent place
in your bag of exploitation tricks. It
works best in towns under 20,000, but it
can be worked even in the large houses
of the cities — even the key cities. Nothing
will bring better results and you can make
the film work at times when otherwise the
house would be dead.
There are numerous other good stunts
in the plan book, many of which will probably appeal to you, but if you overlook
this idea you are losing the best possible
means of personal promotion.
ADVERTISEMENT.

Charles

Rothacker

Ray

Signs

Prints

with

for

on Initial First National

just completed arCHARLES RAYrangementshas
in Los Angeles for the
services of Rothacker prints in his
forthcoming First National series. Mr.
Ray in signing with the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company of Chicago, issued
a statement to the film concern asserting
his satisfaction that his First National productions were to be Rothacker printed,
and declared that the importance of this
detail could not be under-estimated.
first inof the
Mr. Rothacker
Ray's productions
beThe
printed
laboratoriesto
will be his picturization of "Forty-five Minutes From Broadway," the well known
George M. Cohan comedy-drama. As the
initial First National attraction to be pre-

Film

sented by Arthur S. Kane, in which Mr.
Ray makes his bow as an independent
star, every detail of production is being
carefully considered and the selection of
the Rothacker concern for printing reflects
the faith which the star and his sponsors
have in the firm's standard of work.
In a statement to the Rothacker company
Mr. Ray makes plain his estimate of the
important place which film printing should
occupy in the process of photoplay production. According to the First National
star, it has frequently been the misfortune
of stars and directors to see particularly
effective work into which they had put time
and money eradicated in the final showing by mediocre print work.

These Figures Total Six! What? Oh, Yes! Seveo! Forgot to Count Middle One.
An attractive array These
of Mackcomedies
Bennett'sarebathing
makes a refreshing picture.
releasedbeauties
>^y Paramount.
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Selznick Has Campaign Book
on Meaty Kaufman Weeklies
dramas, from
miniature Kaufman
THEthe first
one
of Herbert
pen ten
of the best known editorial writers
in the country, released by the Selznick
Pictures Corporation, have been absorbingn book
written in an exhibitors' campaig
to the compact, wholethatly is a tribute
some and meaty editorials.
These little messages in one-reel form,
known as Herbert Kaufman Weekly and
released one each week, embody the most
beautiful and forceful editorials that Mr.
Kaufman has written, and their popularity
already established is due not only to the
the fame of the author, but also because
they are a novelty in photoplay production.
Throughout the campaign book, exhibitor aidstorialsand
newsy in
shorts
of thelucid
ten ediare written
a terse,
and
interesting manner, that in addition to the
striking front cover, are good to look upon.
Other aids such as one-sheet lithographs
and musical synopsis of the editorials are
also
itor. placed at the disposal of the exhibGoldwyn Product Sold for
New Zealand and Australia

man-r
has closed
Goldwy,n, foreig
n salesanothe
ARTHURager for ZIEHM
big deal for Goldwyn's third year
t. and New
Ausis for
time dtheandsale
This Zealan
productralia
s Booth
include
s
es."
ngton'ct two-re
Comedi
"Tarkicontra
highest
be at the
is saidelto"Edgar
The
figure ever received for these countries.
Reports
received from
Newin Zealand
indicate asubstantial
increase
the number
of theatres. New houses are either in process of construction or planned, and film
men, in preparing for the coming season,
are counting on a great expansion of the
business.
Rivalry among the controlling factors
in the Australian theatre world is said
to be keener than ever, and the natural
tendency is an advance in prices for the
product of American studios with a reputation for issuing high class pictures.
Those familiar with the foreign situation
figure that Australia will continue to be
dependent upon America for the greater
part of its film supply for a long time to
come. Will Rogers will be a new figure on
the screens of Australia, but it is expected
that his humor will have a strong appeal.
Percival Wilde's "The Hunch"
Will Be Picturized by Metro

METRO announces the purchase of a
"The Hunch."
story, Althoug
photopl
new
h it is
l ayWilde.
by Perciva
Mr. Wilde's initial effort for the silent
drama after having written copiously for
(he stage, Metro officials state that the
freshness of his style and deft construction stamp him as an author with a "moandthisthey
sense,"
t on picture
field fora
him in
new predict
future for
sreat
his talents.
.'Mthough he is still less than 35 years
old, Mr. Wilde is the author of fifty-six
plays, fifty-two of which have had production. His long plays include "The Woman in RoomPrice."
13," "First
and "To^forrow's
writen is inLast"
collaboration,
and "The Penalty."
Hisadventures
story, "Theof Hunch,"
the rapid-a
fire
Preston tells
Humphrey,
nice young fellow with a habit of making
up
his mind
like that." ofA themurder
mystery
is in "just
the background
plot.
It has not yet been decided what star will
appear in the story.
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Hoosier Happenings
Indianapolis Attractions.
Circle. — "Passion's Playground."
Englisli's. — "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Colonial. — "The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes."
Ohio. — "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives."
Alhambra. — "The Dark Mirror,"
Isis. — "Mrs. Temple's Telegram."
Smith's. — "The Great Air Robbery."
Regent.— "Overland Red."
Crystal. — "The Bandbox."
Montgomery's New Theatre.
THE new motion picture theatre that has
been erected at Montgomery for George
Daily, ware
onestoreof there,
the proprietors
a large tohardhas been ofopened
the
public. The theatre is one of the best
equipped in the state for a town the size of
Montgomery.
Suit on the "Color Line."
Alleging that they were refused admission
to the Jefferson Theatre, Port Wayne, because of the fact that they are of African
descent, Mary Boone, Eliza Samuels and
Richard Tllford. all negroes, have instituted
three separate suits against W. C. Qulmby,
owner of the theatre. They demand damages to the extent of $100, which is designated as the statutory penalty, and the costs
of the action.
Women Managers Sell House.
Bert Cooley, of West Lebanon, Ind., has
bought the Riley Theatre, a motion picture
house at Greenfield, from Mrs. Maude Gates
and will take possession next week. Mrs.
Gates and her daughter, Agnes, have been
operating the Riley since last October, and
it Is understood they are contemplating buying a theatre in another city. Cooley, the
new proprietor, is an experienced motion
picture man.
Lengthen Show and Charge More.
The Brazil Theatres Company, Brazil, has
announced a change of policy at the Arc
Theatre in that city. For some time the
Saturday shows have consisted of two reels
of pictures, for which an admission of six
cents was charged, but beginning next week
the program will consist of four reels and
the admission will be raised to ten cents.
Film Bnrns In Mystery Fire.
Nine reels of moving picture film were destroyed last Saturday afternoon in a fire in
the operating booth at the North Star Theatre, in the residence district of Indianapolis,
causing a loss of several hundred dollars.
A. C. Zaring, proprietor of the theatre, said
he was unable to determine how the fire
started. Firemen arrived on the scene a
few minutes after the blaze was discovered
and succeeded in confining the flames to the
booth. The operator escaped uninjured. The
fire
occurred
6 o'clock
in the
evening
a time
when about
only about
thirty
persons
were—
in the theatre.
Looting Picture Theatres.
• Burglars broke into the Royal Theatre,
Indianapolis, a few nights ago and carried
away six electric fans and the heads from
two projection machines. Charles R. Terry,
one of the proprietors of the theatre, told
the poliC3 the stolen articles were valued at
approximately $500. The same burglars are
believed by the authorities to have been the
ones who broke into the Best Theatre on
the same night and stole two lenses, a motor
and two cases of moving picture film. C. H.
Cook is the proprietor of the Best. Several
theatres in the north side residence districts
of Indianapolis were looted in a similar
manner a few weeks ago. Detectives have
been working on the robberies, but to date
apparently have not made much headway
with their investigation.
Theatre Chain Lengthens.
The United Exhibitors' Productions Company, a corporation which has been acquiring
several Indiana theatres and making plans
for the erection of others, has added another
(the Slpe Theatre, Kokomo) to its list. The
purchase price, according to current rumors,
was more than $60,000.
The new owners are planning to remodel
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the building to conform with their standards
for an up-to-date moving picture theatre.
An entirely new interior will be constructed,
new seats and a different lighting system
will be installed as a part of the scheme
to transform it from a legitimate and vaudeville house to that of a moving picture
theatre.
Merrill Moore, until about a year ago the
proprietor of the Paramount Theatre at
Kokomo, will have charge of the transformation and establishment of the corporation's productions. He has been connected
with the Universal business staff in Los Angeles for several months and recently was
transferred to the Indiana territory, with
headquarters in Indianapolis.

Golden Gate Gleanings

Portola Theatre to Be Rebuilt.
PLANS
completed
by Herman
Wobberhave
and been
Herbert
L. Rothchild,
of the
California, Portola and Imperial theatres, for
the wrecking
of thelarger
Portola
the same
construction of a much
houseandon the
site. The new theatre will have a seating
capacity of about 2,000 and will be typically
Californian in style. This theatre is of special interest locally, since its success resulted in the building of the California, almost next door. Since its opening it has
been conducted under the direction of Eugene H. Roth, and many men who are now
in charge of large houses received their
St. Louis Sidelights
theatrical schooling here.
Granada Theatre Under Way.
Wreckers are at work on the Brager
Attractions Fuding June 5.
Building, on Market street, the site of the
King's. — "Treasure Island."
Granada Theatre, and the erection of steel
Royal. — "Dangerous Hours."
will
soon be under way. Contracts to the
Pershing. — "Dangerous to Men."
ing. of $400,000 have already been awarded
value
Mozart.' — "Dangerous to Men."
and
others
amounting to $800,000 are pendGlen Fastman a Bachelor fro Tern.
Site for Junior Orpheum.
ST. LOUIS
exhibThe Orpheum Theatre has purchased a site
itor lastalmost
week, lost
whena very
Glen good
Eastmann,
at Taylor street and Golden Gate avenue,
manager of the Pershing Theatre, was
forced to think twice before remaining here. covering an area 137 by 192 feet, for the
erection of the Junior Orpheum, a combinaGlen's wife, a leading lyric soprano, accepted
tion moving picture and vaudeville house.
a concert engagement in Denver and "left The site
is directly across the street from
him flat." Glen started to follow, but decided he could stand the separation for a that chosen for Loew's Metropolitan Theatre
and
within
stone's throw
of the
entrance
few weeks.
to the new a Granada
Theatre,
permanently
Film Personalities.
fixing tricttheon upper
center Market
of the new
amusement
disstreet.
A race will
John C. Flinn, of the Famous Playerssoon
be
under
way
to
see
which
of
these
Lasky Corporation, returned to the city after three houses can be completed first.
a flying trip to New York.
Cameraman Meets Untimely Death.
John Loveridge has been named director
While engaged In photographing big
of the Kings Theatre. Mr. Loveridge forwaves four miles north of Moss Beach. San
merly was district manager for the Famous
Mateo County, Charles A. Gilchrist, a moving
Playe^-s-Missouri Corporation. He promises
to show a lot of class with his new house.
picture cameraman of Oakland, Cal., lost
Bill Goldman, director of three large thea- his footing and plunged into the surf, drowntres here, has been ordered to play golf at
ing in spite of heroic efforts made to save
him. The accident occurred on May 20.
least once, a day. From the present outlook
the only things that are going to be reduced
To Visit Yosemite.
are the doctor's orders. Bill passes the
The California Camera Club, with which
buck!
several San Francisco cameramen are aflllHarry Hoplar,
of the
ganization, returned
fromFamous
Chicago,Players
where or-he iated, will hold its annual outing in the
Yosemite
Valley, leaving this city by spewas starting some freight cars on their way
cial train on June 12. Its headquarters in
to St. Louis. It is rumored Harry smarted the Valley
will be at Yosemite Lodge.
a lot of other things, too.
Protest Auditorium Rental.
And Such Is Film Lite.
Exhibitors and theatre men In general met
Charley Werner, Metro manager, plans on recently at Oakland, Cal., to protest against
the rental of the Municipal Auditorium to
a great vention
summer,
starting
with thethings
conin New York
and offfinishing
theatrical companies. Among those who athere with a new Dodge.
tended the meeting were H. L. Beach, presiIt's a 10-to-l shot that Charley Raymond,
dent of the sociation;
Alameda
County of
Exhibitors'
AsOliver Kehrlein,
the Kinema
exploitation manager for Famous Players,
Franklin theatres; Harry E. Cornell, of
has
girl inweek.
Jefferson City. He "makes" the and
town a every
the Orpheum; E. L. Perry, of the T. & D. ;
A new film ejfchange has been opened to Rex Midgley, of the American, and T. J.
Myers, of Pantages.
handle Comedyart subjects.
R€^tnms to the Franklin Theatre.
Some Snappy Stull Segregated.
August
B. Krueger, who left the Franklin
John Weaver, manager of the GrandOakland, In 1917 to enlist In the
Florissant Theatre, had a great time with Theatre,
has returned to his former position
his "ankle contest," held in connection with army,
as manager of this house, which is now
conducted
under the Kehrlein banner. Since
the
engagement
of
"Mary's
Ankle."
There
may have been method in his madness.
his discharge from the army he has been
Fred McClellan, new general director of T.
& D. house manager at the Berkeley
the Paramount houses, covers more territory assistant
than any man in St. Louis. He runs fifteen
Lodges to Erect Theatres.
theatres Jhat are located in a radius of fifThe 1. O. O. F. of Stockton, Cal., is having
teen miles. Fred "makes" them all and is
plans prepared by Architect Ralph P. Morrapidly losing weight.
rell, of that city, for a three-story moving
"Stuffy" McManus, Famous Players booker,
has ordered a Ford Sedan. He should get it picture theatre and lodge building.
The Chico (Cal.) Lodge, Woodmen of the
by the timeparts.
Baby Marie Osborne is playing World,
character
has purchased a site in that city for
a
combined
moving picture theatre and lodge'
Airdome Season Opens.
building. Chester Cole, Chico, is the architect.
The Mozart Airdome was the first openThe Native Sons order at Lincoln, Cal., is
air theatre to open here. It was a trifle cool erecting
a moving picture theatre.
the first week, but the weather is ideal now.
Studio Concern Formed.
The Mozart plays first runs day and date
with the Pershing.
The Golden Gate Cinema Studios Corporation has been incorporated at San Francisco
Film Plays Seven Houses Simultaneously.
with a capital stock of $1,000,000, the directors being M. Sherman, P. Gerson, L. C.
"Dr.
Jekyll
and
Mr.
Hyde."
with
John
Barrymore, was shown in seven theatres Crichton, A. E. Herring, L. W. Christie, T. A.
simultaneously last week. The same book- Allan and A. H. Rlcketts. A. W. Scott, Jr.,
ings alsi were arranged for William S. is heading
ment of a the
largemovement
studio. for the establishHart's "The Toll Gate."
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Baltimore Briefs
Attractions Knding' June 5.
Garden. — "The Courage of Marge O'Doone."
Blue Mouse. — "Youthful Polly."
Picture Garden. — "The Third Woman."
New Theatre. — "The Fortune Teller."
Parkway. — "Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come."
Hippodrome. — "The Notorious Mrs. Sands."
Strand. — "The Walk-Offs."
New Wizard. — "The Sea Wolf."
Ford's. — "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Schanberger on Commission.
P REDERICK C. SCHANBERGER, manager
of the Maryland- Theatre, has been appointed the Democratic member of the Maryland State Athletic Commission by Governor
Ritchie. He will serve four years. Two
other members were appointed and all will
serve without pay. The commission took
ofRce on June 1, and was created under the
Burns bill passed at the last session of the
Legislature. Licensing and regulating boxing and wrestling contests throughout the
state will be the duty of the commission.
Benefit at Garden Tlieatre.
To raise funds for the support of the hospital which has just been opened by the
Volunteers of America on West Lexington
street, a benefit performance was given at
the Garden Theatre night of May 30. Moving pictures were shown and music was furnished by St. Mary's Industrial School Band.
Ballinser in Conrt.
W. F. Ballinger, Baltimore representative
of Select Pictures Corporation, was arraigned before Justice Rohleder in the
Northeastern Police Court May 25 on a
charge against him by Marie W. Presstman,
a member of the Maryland State Board of
Motion Picture Censors. Mr. Ballinger was
charged with releasing a film to a theatre
from which parts condemned by the censors
had not been eliminated. Mr. Ballinger did
not plead
guilty,
and fined
exp'ained
should
not, but
he was
$25 and why
costs. ho
Depkin Stion-ing Specials.
Bernard Depkin, Jr., who manages the
New Wizard, Strand and four other moving
picture theatres in Baltimore, is handling
the
of feature
at shown
Ford's
Operapresentation
House, where
films arefilms
to be
during its
the regular
next fewseason
weeks.
Ford'sshows
has just
closed
for road
and
on May 31 the first of the feature plays to
be offered the public was Priscilla Dean, in
"The Virgin25 of
Stamboul."
Matinees,
cents;
evenings,The25, prices
50 andare:75
cents.
Patterson Tlieatre Sold.
The Patterson Theatre, which has been
operated by Julius Goodman for some time,
has been sold to M. Rodman. The price of
the property was $11,600 and the price of
the equipment was $1,400. The seating capacity of the Patterson is 320. Mr. Rodman
is also interested in the Commodore Film
Company.
Baltimore Film Personals.
Ira H. Cohn. assistant feature sales manager of the Pathe New York office, spent
May 21 in Baltimore and was entertained
by Jack Whittle and Simon Feldstein, of the
Baltimore Pathe office.
Benjamin Cluster, proprietor of the Cluster
and Liberty theatres, on South Broadway,
has been laid up with a fracture ankle,
which he sustained when he fell from a ladder at his Forest Park home. He is now on
the road to recovery.
*opened
The Colonial
Theatre, which
was recently
by J. McLaughlin,
is being
booked
by R. Levy, manager of the New Gem.
Ziegfeld & Tate, motion picture producers
of Baltimore, are now completing the "Safety
First"
film for the Automobile Commission
of Maryland.
"Toothpicks will now be served In the
ballroom" was a title which a member of the
Maryland Censor Board ordered Jack Whittle, of the Baltimore Pathe office, to cut out
of one of his pictures.
George C. Eichelberger, who operates the
Ideal Theatre In Union Bridge, Md., recently
visited the Baltimore Film Exchauee.

Among Busy Exchangemen
(Continued from Page 1455.)
tures Corporation, Limited. A few days previously Vancouver was visited by L. E.
Ouimet, of Montreal, president and general
manager of the Specialty Film Import, Limited, Canadian distributers of Pathe and
British Mastercraft productions.
The ited,.Amalgamated
Exhibitors' Circuit,
Liman exhibitor organization,
with offices
in Montreal, Toronto and St. John, has secured the booking rights for "Screaming
Shadow," the fifteen-episode serial.
Rogers Gets Pine Position.
George A. Rogers. Toronto manager of the
Perkins Electric Company, of Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg, has been appointed assistant general maager of the company, with
future headquarters at the main office in
Montreal. J. A. Kerrin has been appointed
manager of the Toronto branch to succeed
Mr. Rogers, while R. C. Buckley, who is
widely known in Canadian film circles, will
be assistant Toronto manager.
Jack Allan a Benedict.
Jack Allan, manager of the Montreal
branch of the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange, was married on May 20 to Miss Kavanaugh, of Cardinal, the marriage taking
place at Prescott.
Canadian Now In BnfTalo.
James E. Finch, formerly with the Canadian Universal Film Company and well
known in Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg and
other cities, Is now located in Buffalo, N. Y.,
where he Is egaged In the film exchange
business.
Trro Film Men Promoted.
J. R. Kaufman has been appointed sales
manager for Eastern Canada of the Select
Pictures Corporation, Limited, with headquarters at Toronto.
Ambrose Theurer, previously head booker
at the Toronto office, has been appointed to
the position of assistant manager of the Toronto branch cf the Select Pictures Corporation, Limited.

Detroit Doings
Attractions Ending June 5.
Madison. — "Courage of Marge O'Doone."
.\dams. — "Polly of the Storm Country."
Broadway-Strand. — "Paris Green."
Majestic.
— "Sinners."
Babylon
Falls at 30 to 1.50.
THEMichigan
FALL by OFthe BABYLON,"
for
Minter-United owned
Company,
opened at the Orchestra Hall May 23
to very big business, prices ranging from
50 cents to $1.50. The engagement, now in
its second
week, campaign.
was backed by a tremendous advertising
A Millionaire and a Half at 2«l.
A. J. Kleist, Jr., will have two more houses
in Pontiac, Mich., each seating over 1,200
people. One has already started and another
is to start before fall. It will give Mr. Kleist
seven houses in Pontiac — in fact, absolute
control of the Pontiac theatrical situation.
Mr. Kleist is still a young man — around
twenty-six
years when
old — and
investment in theatres
the his
new total
houses
are
built will be around $1,500,000. George H.
Wilbur is managing director of the Kleist
theatres and looks after the bookings and
house managements.
For Rlalto's Sister, RIvoll.
J. C. Ritter, of the Rialto Theatre, Detroit,
is having plans prepared for another theatre,
to be known as the Rivola, at the corner of
Cadillac and Warren. It will seat 1,200 and
be exclusively for motion pictures.
Going Where Films Come From.
George Harrison, owner of the Jefferson
Theatre, Detroit, who has sold it, will leave
early in June for Los Angeles, where he
plans to embark in another line of business.
Florida Flora

Cleveland
First National BlaneH Trail.
The First National Exchange, Cleveland,
blazed
waynew"uptown"
1, when
moved the
to Its
quartersJune
at 3648
Euclidit
avenue. This Is near the new film building
which is going up at Payne avenue and East
Twenty-second street.
The First National's new location is In an
old mansion where a Cleveland millionaire
used to live. It Is only temporary, however,
until the new film building is completed.
Erdmann Witli Selznlck Group.
George Erdmann, who resigned recently
as manager of the Cleveland branch of Famous Players-Lasky, entered upon his new
duties June 1 as manager of the combined
Selznick-Select, National-Republic exchange
in the Belmont Building. At the same time
H. E. Elder succeeded him at the Famous
Players headquarters. Mr. Erdmann was
manager of the Famous Players for several
years and his change was quite a surprise
to the exhibitors. Mr. Elder formerly was
local Pathe manager, but more recently he
was located in Pittsburgh.
Bar the Leaping Dominoes.
The Universal salesmen have organized a
ball team in Cleveland and have issued a
challenge to any other exchange in the city.
M. J. Glick Is the manager. The challenge
also Invites side bets from sprocket holes
to canceled contracts, and states that the
jumping
there is aIvories
game. should be left at home when
Detroit
J. O. Brooks Elams Promotion.
J. O. Brooks, former features salesman at
the Detroit Pathe exchange, has been promoted to feature sales manager at the local
exchange and will spend most of his time
directing affairs from the office.
Hallmark's Xew ^Innager.
George W. Thompson, recently of New
York City, has been appointed manager of
the Hallmark exchange in Detroit. He succeeds Harlan Starr. Another appointment Is
tiiatwas
of Frank
He
former Howard
booker. to assistant manager.

For Bathing Girl Two-HeeierM,
WD. operators
M'ADOO ofandSt.associates,
Petersburg,wealthy
have
formed a company for the manufacture of one and two-reel comedies, largely
of the bathing girl variety, and are building
a new bathing pavilion and studio. They plan
to enlarge the proposition rapidly.
Key West to Hqve Key Theatre.
Key West is soon to have a modern moving picture theatre which will cost $35,000.
It is being erected by Karl Thompson, a leading citizen, who will operate it. The plans
agreed upon call for a beautiful structure.
Since the storm, something over a year ago.
there have been no large movie theatres in
Key West, as they were destroyed. Work
is already
undereighty
way and
plete It within
days.it is hoped to comFlorida Film Exploits Piracy.
The next picture to be produced by the
Character Pictures Company will be. typically Floridian in nature, and the script has
been especially prepared by a Florida author, Mrs. Roy Johnston, of the staff of the
Tampa Daily Times. The plot Is founded on
the daring exploits of Jose Gasparilla, a
bloodthirsty pirate who roamed the Florida
coasts about 100 years ago and who was a
friend leansof pirate.
Jean Lafitte, the famous New OrThe splendid scenery at Anna Maria Key.
where the picture will be taken, will make
a fine background for this picture, in which
Paul Gilmore will be starred. A number of
actors are arriving from New York to take
part
the production,
advertisements
have inbeen
for aandlarge
number of
"extra"
men inserted
and women.
''Isle of Destiny" All Ready.
"The Isle of Destiny," the first picture to
be made by the Character Pictures Company, has been completed and sent to New
York. The film was finished in three weeks,
as against
the usual
six or seven
weeks for
required In other
localities.
The reason
the quickness in completion was th6 splendid weather, which permitted work until
7 p. m. nearly every day. Director Tamar
Lane is high In bis praise of Florida.
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Radin Sells "Through Eyes of
The Specialty
Company
Men."Film
of Dallas, Texas,
has purchased
the rights on the five-part dramatic feature, "Through Byes of
Men,"
whichTexas,
Frank Oklahoma
Mayo is
starred,in for
and Arkansas; also the series of
"Real Star Dramas" tor the same
territory.
— o—
Lesser and the Gores
Open a New Exchange
The Educational Film Exchange of Southern California is
the title of a new distributing
organization formed recently by
Sol Lesser and the Gore brothers
to distribute for Southern California and Arizona the output of
the Educational
ration of America.Pictures CorpoThe exchange will be under the
supervision of Dave Bershon,
general manager of the Los Angeles First National Exchange.
All Chester releases, Christie
comedies, and other educational
short reels, as well as other one
and two reel subjects, will be
handled by the new corporation.
— o—
Foreign Rights Sold on
Jans "Madonnas and Men"
Foreign rights to the Jans
Pictures special production
"Madonnas and Men" have been
secured by the Export and Import Film Company. Ben Blumenthal, president of the company, recently sailed for Europe,
at which time he will make arrangements for handling this
production, along with previous
Jans pictures and other subjects
which his company controls.
Mr. Blumenthal expressed himself as being pleased with the
possibilities of this production,
says an official of Jans Pictures,
who adds that it is his belief
that it will prove a big box office attraction In Europe as well
as In this country.
— o—
Pioneer Will Release
Feature Every Month
Pioneer Film Corporation announces the final working out of
a policy by which it will be in
a position to offer to exhibitors
one feature production each
month. This company now has
on hand, being prepared for release, eight big productions, featuring such stars as Emily Stevens, Marie Doro, Montagu Love,
Mary Anderson, Louise Huff,
Alma Rubens and Jose Collins,
which will be released during
the coming autumn and winter.
In addition, Pioneer is planning several special productions
which will be announced later.
— o—
New Department Offered
in Kremer Exchange
Ira H. Simmons, manager of
the local Victor Kremer exchange. New York Independent
Masterfilms, Inc., announces
that a special department has
been opened to take care of exand exhibitor
that, in
addition tohibitors'
thepublicity,
regular
service provided on all productions, during the hours of 10 and
12 each morning the entire publicity and exploitation department will belong to the exhibitor exclusively.
Thiseralcompany
reportssubjects,
that sev-as
additional short
well as a sensational six-reel
feature, have been recently purchased and are now being cut
and titled. Further details will
be announced later.
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Picture in "Tex*' Series Completed
Arrow Reports Nearly All Territory Sold
Two of the stories for Matty
similar- to a series of mystery
Roubert have already been comfromn
mentratio
stateCorpo
novels.
WITHArrowthe Film
Glen White has the role of Vamp," and
pleted. Onedeals
is titled
that William Steiner is
with "She's
the lovea
completing the seventh of the ,"Tex." Others in the cast whose
affair of a newsboy. The second
names
are
familiar
to
followers
ctions, it is (of the screen are Joseph M. L. story deals with the greatest joy
series nced
of "Tex"
annou
that produ
the rights have
in the lives of all youngsters.
Striker, who has the juvenile
been disposed of in practically
"Circus Days."
Reelcraft considers the addi. Terri- roles; Leo Delaney, the heavy;
every torial
partbuyersof and
the exhib
worlditors
who Alexander F. Frank, well-known
tion of Mr. Warner to the Matty
have witnessed a screening of stage character, and David Wall,
Roubert producing staff as a
for many years a familiar figure
valuable
acquisition, assuring
the
first
of
the
"Tex"
series
have
commended the splendid work of In silent drama.
stories of boyhood adventures
the casts and the director, says
"The demand for just this type
which
will
be particularly suited
Arrow, and the mystery element
of productions in series was evito the talents of the young star.
denced in the rapid sale of the
In each is played up dramatically
in each production and each one American territorial rights. A
has its singular attractiveness.
remarkable part of the sales recWing Is Author of New
ord of this series is the foreign
The first three, "CircumstanFranklyn Farnum Film
Within a period covertial Evidence," "The Wall Street demand.
ing less than three months the
Canyon Pictures Corporation
Mystery" and "The Unseen Witsales
rights
to
practically
the
announc
es that the first of the
have beenand,
released
in sev-to entire world have been disposed
eralness,"territories
according
Frankly Farnum feaof
series
the statement from Arrow, have
of, says an Arrow official.
tures which will nbe made under
proven exceptional box office
its supervision at the Selig
studios in Hollywood will be
values. The interest in the se- W. H. Warner Writing
ries has been aroused to a great
based on an original story by
Stories for Reelcraft
extent because of the mystery
William F. Wing, who is responWilliam Henry Warner has
element in each production. This
sible for a number of Farnum's
element gives each of the proprevious
been riesengaged
to write
the stosuccesses. Mr. Wing is
in which Matty
Roubert,
the also
ductions a distinctive drawing
preparin
g the
for the
power. Exhibitors have declared
second of the series,story
twelve-year-old
"Leading
Man,"
other
that the patrons have in a large is to be starred on the Reelauthors are gettingwhile
the
later
subjects ready.
number of cases made special In- craft Pictures Corporation exshort subject program.
quiry into the schedule of the . elusive
Mr.
Farnum
will not stop beMr. Warner is the author of
release of the productions and
tween pictures, but will
continue
have expressed a desire to see "Mothers of Men," "The Bridge
until the entire series is comthe entire series. Especial emof
Time"
and
several
short
stopleted. Mr. Farnum's previous
phasis has been made on the fact
ries, plays and articles on travel.
pictures, which are also released
that so many of the older pa- His latest book, "The Bridge of by
series of
include
Canyon,
trons of the theatres find in the Time," is now being published
two-reel Westerns
, ona which
the
in both New York and London.
"Tex" productions entertainment
territory has been entirely
sold,
togetheron with
ng Trails"
serial,
which"Vanishi
territory
is sellFine Arts Company Names Territory
ing rapidly.
A complete line of accessories,
including an attractive press
book, for the new series is now
"Up
of isfor
Disposed
eight in
page Mary's
press book Attic"
is nearing
POSITIVE
assurance
given
completion. A feature will be being prepared.
by Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.,
— o—
the pictorial pages, which will
that the six-reel comedy
made in such a way that they
"Up in Mary's
Attic"
be re-a be
Benche & Weiss Purchase
can be used for special lobby
leased on state
rightwillbasis,
display. There will also be other
current rumor to the contrary
Interests of C C. Hite
novelties and illustrations and
notwithstanding. In substanC.
C.
Hite,
of Cincinnati, who
descriptions
of
stunts
which
tiation, reference is made to the
have actually been ti;ied out.
has been handling the Pioneer
fact that two territories have alproduct in Southern Ohio, was a
recent visitor in New York, and
tion. ready been sold on this producRelease Date Set for
announced
he had sold his interRights to the northern part of
for First Moranti Comedy
est in the C. C. Hite Attractions
New York have been purchased
The
Reelcraft
Pictures
Corpoto Benche & Weiss, who will
by Nat Robbins, of Robblns Film
ration announces June 20 as first
Corporation, Utica, while Willis
release date for the series of carry on the exchange founded
Kent, of Quality Pictures, Denby Mr. Hite.
two-reel farce comedies in which
Mr. Hite, who has long been
ver,rado,has Idaho,
bought
to ColoMilbiirn Moranti is featured.
Utah rights
and Wyoming.
connected with motion picture
Moranti
is
surrounded
by
an
Charles F. Schwerin and L. L. excellent cast of screen players
activities in his territory, has
Hiller, in charge of territorial
made no statement as to his fuand has Glover Jones and Lem
sales, announce they have never
ture plans.
Moranti directing. In this series
considered releasing this picture
Moranti has found expression for
in any other manner, and they
his style of comedy in clever Price Official Starts
consider the Independent market
farces composed
sitthe best channel for its distribuon Western Sales Trip
uations, withoutof alaughable
scene that
tion. The reason why this picC. A. Meade, sales manager of
might
be
objectionable
to
any
ture has not been shown to buythe C. B. Price Company, Inc..
one.Reelcraft has held back the has
ers generally is because it was
left for a trip through the
being cut and titled. Attractive
releasing
of
this
series
until
Middle
West, stopping at Chiart titles have not been added.
there were sufficient releases on
The two exchanges that have seCleveland', InMilwauhand to assure an uninterrupted
keecago,andDetroit,
Pittsburgh.
these
cured territory report a strong
various centers he will screen
program to be released every
demand cations
forthat bookings
and
indithe five-reel comedy drama
The
advertising
acit will prove a big other week.
cessories have also been prepared
which this company is marketbox-office attraction.
several releases in advance.
This picture is said to possess
ing,
Billie Mr.
Rhodes
"His Pa-to
jama
Girl,"
Meadein expects
— o—
■many unusual angles for exploiBradley
Guest
of
Honor.
be
away
from
New
York
sevtation which can be taken aderal weeks and upon hisforreturn
vantage of by exhibitors at small
Willard King Bradley, the aumay
plan
a
second
trip
through
cost. Working along this line,
of "Empty inArms,"
whichandis another section of the country.
being thorhandled
New York
plans are being consummated
northern New Jersey by Pioneer,
•with certain manufacturers who
was the guest of honor at the Special Opens New Exchange.
distribute nationally for tie-ups
first showing of his photoplay
',and
window
withtalcum
local
dealers.
This displays
will cover
Three new exchanges are beat the Grand Opera House in
powder, cigars, bathing suits,
ing added to the organization of
New
the Special Pictures Corporation,
lingerie, etc.
Mr. York.
Bradley is an old resident
according
announcement made
of "Greenwich Village," and In this week to
An "Up in Mary's Attic" ballad
by H. J. Roberts, sales
and one-step is being prepared,
his party were several well
manager.
They
will be located
and this will also be reproduced
known artists and authors In the and
at Salt
Lake City, Milwaukee
Albany.
on phonographs and playerartistic
activities
of
the
"Vilpianos. In addition, a twenty-
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Incorporations

Register for
IF the number and financial size of incorporations may be accepted as a criterion, conditions in the building line
hold no terrors for those who would build
theatres and studios, and the picture market must look good to capital in general.
Here follows a list of incorporations, assembled from several states, that run into
many millions, face value.
Delaware incorporations head the list in
number of entries and size of purses; but
in the race ♦o "get into the game" several
other
states i-oll
up bigoffigures.
Hereof isthea
list,, selected
because
the size
capital stock — those carrying minor sums
are not included :
ST. LOUIS. MO. — Famous Players Corporation, which was recently organized with
$2,000,000 capital, has taken over ownership
and operation of fifteen theatres in this city.
Planned to expend about $400,000 in making
Improvements to the various houses and
introducing new features.
FRIEND, NEB. — J. H. Hungerford will
convert
Filmore Building into moving picture theatre.
CAMDEN, N. J. — East Side Amusement
Company, of Camden, N. J., 540 Federal
street, has been incorporated with $100,000
capital to conduct amusement enterprises.
JERSEY CITY, N. J. — Continental Amusement Corporation, 123 Poplar street, has
been duct
organized
$125,000 capital to conamusement with
enterprises.
JERSEY CITY, N. J. — Fulton Theatre Company, 142 Danforth avenue, has been Incorporated with $175,000 capital.
TOMS RIVER, N. J. — Traco Theatre Company, Veeder Building, has been incorporated
with $125,000 capital to operate theatres, etc.
CLEVELAND, O. — New York Amusement
Company has been incorporated with $10,000
capital by M. Friedman, S. C. Garber and
others.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Delaware ;Motion
Pictures Company has been incorporated with
$250,000 capital to conduct places of amusement.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Weiland Theatres,
Inc., has been organized with $3,600,000 capital to conduct places of amusement.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Clyde Corporation
has been organized with $2,200,000 capital
by T. L. Croteau, M. A. Bruce and others to
produce moving pictures.
DOVER, DEL. — Slevin Picture Play Corporation has been organized with $800,000
capital to produce and sell motion picture
films.
MILFORD, DEL. — Modern Photoplays, Inc.,
has been organized with $2,500,000 capital
to produce photoplays.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Catholic Art Association, Inc., has been organized with $300,000 capital to manufacture machinery for
moving picture films.
WILMINGTON,
DEL. — Monumental Pic-

Many Picture Projects
tures Corporation has been organized with
$500,000 capital to conduct places of amusement.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Tompkins-Ginns
Theatre Company has been incorporated with
$1,000,000 capital to conduct places of amusement.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Associated First
National Pictures of New York, Inc., has
been organized with $870,000 capital to produce motion pictures.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Associated First National Pictures of Missouri, Inc., has been
organized with $195,000 capital to produce
motion pictures.
DOVER, DEL — Pacific Coast Film Laboratories, Inc., has been organized with $150,000
capital
tures. to produce and exhibit moving picWILMINGTON, DEL. — Southwestern Theatre Company has been incorporated with
$275,000
business. capital to engage in general theatre
WILMINGTON, DEL.— Hudson Amusement
Company has been incorporated to conduct
places of amusement.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Associated First
National Pictures of Virginia, Inc., has been
organized with $195,000 capital to exhibit
and produce moving pictures.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Standard Picture
Producing Company has been incorporated
with $500,000 capital to produce moving
pictures.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Associated First National Pictures of Indiana, Inc., has been organized with $187,500 capital to conduct a
general
business. moving picture and film exchange
WILMINGTON, DEL — Associated First National Pictures of New Jersey, Inc., has been
organized with $217,500 capital to produce
and exhibit moving pictures.
WILMINGTON. DEL. — Associated First National Pictures of Michigan, Inc., has been
organized with $255,000 capital to conduct
places of amusement.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Ward & Glynn, Inc.,
has been organized with $520,000 by J. H.
Ward to conduct theatrical and moving picture business.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The W. & V. Realty
Corporation has been organized with $250,000
capital by F. S. Anderson, 1451 Broadway,
to engage in realty, theatres, vaudeville,
moving pictures, etc.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Brunswick Film Corporation has been organized with $100,000
capital by J. Carrie, Jr., 120 Broadway, to
conduct moving picture business.
CATTARAUGUS, N. Y. — Setter Amusement
Company, Inc., has been organized by J. G.
Nichols with $100,000 capital to conduct
theatricals, moving pictures, hotels and restaurants.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The Civic Theatres,
Inc.. has been organized with $100,000 capital
by F. Lipnick to conduct theatres, etc.
NEW YORK, N. V. — Olympia Cinema Cor-
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poration has been organized by S. Black with
$100,000 capital to engage In moving picture
business.
•NEW YORK, N. Y. — Sheridan Theatre
Company has been incorporated by Max
Spiegel and Sol Brill with $230,000 capital
to engage in all branches of theatrical and
moving picture business.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Eagles Nest Film Corporation has been organized with $125,000
capital by Robert K. Thistle, A. Roy Myers
and others to produce motion pictures.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Quality Pictures Corporation has been organized with $2,000,000
capital by Charles C. Nobles, Robert Du Reel
Elllss and others.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Kinephotolog Corporation has been organized with $1,000,000
capital by A. Epstein, 132 South Ninth street,
Brooklyn, to manufacture talking moving
pictures.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— Schine Theatrical Company, Inc., has been organized with $150,000
capital by J. Myer Schine to do general real
estate agency, brokerage, theatrical and
moving picture business.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Deltrelch-Dudley, Inc^
has been organized with $5,000 capital by
T. C. Deitreich, W. B. Dudley and others to
engage in moving picture business.
NYACK. N. Y. — New York Exchange for
Educational Films, Inc., has been organized
with $100,000 capital by E. W. Hammons,
New York, to engage in moving picture business.
NEW YORK. N. Y. — NIkko Films, Inc.. has
been organized by A. Mayer, 523 West 136th
street, with $100,000 capital, to produce moving pictures. CAL — Imperial Theatre ComIMPERIAL,
pany has been incorporated with $500,000
capital.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Imperial Motion
Picture Company has been incorporated with
$500,000 by Isadore M. Golden, V. D. Clement
and others.
LEXINGTON, KY. — Great Southern Film
Corporation has been organized with $100,000
capitalture andbydeal
Henry
Clay Anderson to manufacIn films.
MAYNARD, MASS. — People's Theatre Company has been incorporated with $40,000 capitalertsby andJames
James A.J. Coughlan,
Ledgard. Hector W. RobKather Ralston In "Mutiny of the BUInore."
Esther Ralston has been added to the
cast
of "TheInc..
Mutiny
of the Elsinore,"
a C. by
E.
Shurtleff.
production
for release
Metro, to play the part of Blanche, a young
woman of the dance halls who causes the
hero of the story to neglect his fiancee. Miss
Ralston recently appeared with Conway
Tearle In "Michael and His Lost Angel" and
in "Huckleberry Finn." Mitchell Lewis is
featured In the all-star cast.
"Jenny" I» Well Under Way.
Latest reports emanating from the Selznlck West Coast studios state that the production of Olive Thomas' forthcoming picture, "Jenny," is well under way and that
thus far the star has had ample opportunity
and versatility that
to display all the charm
has endowed her to a host of ailnilrers.

Lines to May Written in June: "I Stamp You the Champ Vamp of This Play," Says Fortunette, Alias John Brown.
Three views of Metro's new Must
feature
"Theold-fashioned
Cheater." Thebrewstaralsocan tobebeseen
pastiming
at thea right
In the good old-fashioned way.
be called
the good
available
at such
late date.
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Production

Policy

to

Provide
Striking
Special
Attractions
of Hugh Ford, the veteran direc- Read.
Laterknown
he will
Faith Vaughan
Healer,"
NOT content to begin the new season rection
the
widely
playdo by"The
William
tor, will introduce a new phase into Amerion September 1 with twenty-five piccan
screen
products,
as
all
the
pictures
to
Moody,
and
"The
Old
Homestead,"
Denman
ted
already
tures
comple
and in the exchanges, the production department of the be made in London — and they are all to be Thompson's classic of the American stage.
William DeMille, who is completing "Conspecial productions — will be enacted by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, under
casts in British settings. The new
rad in Quest of His Youth," with Thomas
the direction of Jesse L. Lasky, first vice- British
studio
in
Bombay,
India,
to
establish
which
president, has laid plans for production next
Meighan, from Leonard Merrick's famous
Frank
Meyer
and
Tarkington
Baker
are
season which will carry on even further
novel, will probably next do "His Friend
and His
Wife," Hamilton.
from a recently
the high standard of motion picture art now on their way to India, is expected to novel
by Cosmo
Williampublished
S. Hart
turn
out
its
first
production
by
Christmas.
ced
which was eviden
in such highly sucIn the making of special pictures Cecil will make four pictures this year for Paracessful pictures as Cecil B. DeMille's "Male B. DeMille, William DeMille, George Fitzmount release. He is now nearing the comand Female," George Loane Tucker's "The
pletion of "Theproduction
Cradle offor
Courage,"
his
Miracle Man," George Fitzmaurice's "On
third special
Paramount
with the Dance" and other big pictures
under
his
new
contract.
which this season set new high-water marks
as box-office successes.
Six Arbuckle Pictures.
The plans for production laid out by Mr.
Roscoe
Arbuckle,
who recently signed a
Lasky for next season call for the making
long-term contract to star in feature picof specials in a ratio of two to every four
tures for Paramount, will be seen next
Paramount pictures released. As an earnest
season in six big productions of this type.
example of this policy Mr. Lasky points to
Mr. Arbuckle, who recently completed "The
the specials already set for release — George
Round-Up" under the .direction of George
Fitzmaurice's "The Right to Love," Roscoe
H. Melford, is now at work on "The Life
Arbuckle in George Melford's production of
of theday Party,"
from story
the well-known
"The Round-Up," William S. Hart in "The
Evening Post
by Irvin S. SaturCobb.
Cradle of Courage" and Cecil B. DeMille's
His next picture, it is expected, will be
new
"Something
About,"
all ofpicture,
which have
already tobeenThink
completed.
"The Traveling Salesman," James Forbes'
great play, in which Maclyn Arbuckle
Striking' Production Opportunities.
starred on the spoken stage for a number
of years.
It is Mr. Lasky's intention to devote a
large part of the energies of his world-wide
John Barrymore, whose remarkable picorganization to the production of specials,
ture, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," is provas in the year now closing these were found
ing a photoplay sensation of the year, will
to be most profitable .for exhibitors and
be starred in two pictures next year. "Amos
immensely popular with the public.
Judd," a well-known novel written by John
With increased studio facilities in HollyAmes
Mitchell,
the late
"Life,"
wood, Long Island City, London and in
has been
purchased
as a editor
vehicleof for
Mr.
Barrymore, and upon completion of that he
India, the production department finds itwill be starred in another famous play
self in a unique position for the production
which will be announced later.
of any type of picture. The new $2,000,000
Adolph Zukor.
Upon her return from Japan, whither she
President of the Famous Players-Lasky
studio in Long Island City is rapidly nearhas gone on a three-month vacation, Elsie
ing completion. Accommodating eight com- iiiriiiiiiiliiliiiriiitijiniiiitiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiti
Corporation.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniii
Ferguson will begin work in Hollywood on
panies on its huge stages, this studio, during the coming year, will house all of the maurice and George H. Melford are expect- the first of four pictures in which she will
ed to take a leading part. Cecil B. DeMille be starred next year. Several plays and
eastern production activities of the corporawill probably make four big pictures, as will stories have been purchased as vehicles for
tion. It isdirectors
Mr. Lasky's
plan Long
to exchange
stars and
between
Island George Fitzmaurice. William DeMille is Miss Ferguson. One of her pictures next
City and Hollywood.
scheduled
for five specials and George Mel- year will be "Sacred and Profane Love,"
ford for six.
.\rnold
Bennett's
in whichstage.
she starred
In London and Bombay.
this spring
on theplayspeaking
Four DeMille Pictures.
The London studio, now ready to begin
Under her contract which she just reCecil B. DeMille, director general of the ii(IIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIilli1iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiii:;iiili1iliiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiii<iliiiiiirMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiililiiriiluiminB
on the first special production, under the dicorporation, who recently signed a five-year
contract to remain with Famous Players,
will probably make four big pictures during
the coming season. Mr. DeMille, whose
"Male and Female" and "Why Change Your
Wife?" set high-water attendance marks all
over the country this season, already has
completed
to Think About,"
the
first of his"Something
special productions
for next

Jesse L. Lasky
FirstLasky
vice-president
tlie also
Famous
PlayorsCorporationof and
in charge
ot production.

Upon the signing of his new contract Mr.
year.
DeMille returned to Los Angeles and went
immediately to work on his next big production, to follow "Something to Think
About."duled forOne
the DeMille
schenextof season
is fromspecials
an original
story by Hector Turnbull.
George Fitzmaurice, who has completed
"The Right to Love" and is now working
on "Idols of Clay" as his third Paramount
special, will produce as his fourth a big
special from an original story by Ouida Bergere, who wrote the scripts for "On witli
the Dance," "The Right to Love" and "Idols
of Clay."George Melford Productions.
George Melford, who has just finished
"Behold My Wife," from Sir Gilbert Parker's famous novel, "The Translation of a
Savage,"
do "The Jucklins,"
picturization will
of next
the well-known
book by a Opie

Al Lichtman
Who is general manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky Department
of Distribution.
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miHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiH
I Adolph

Zukor

Makes

His

Announcement

I
of Early Season Paramount Schedule
fi tT has always been my custom at this time of the year to make a statement
g I regarding the plans and policy of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for
g
the season to some. I have endeavored to place before exhibitors facts upon
= which they could base a fair estimate as to what our organization had to offer
1 them, and I have striven to make clear to them the reasons why they could deg pend upon Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as a dependable source of supply
1 of qualit}' pictures in quantity.
i
My statement for this year is as follows:
g
Paramount pictures for September: Geo. Fitzmaurice production, "The Right
1 to Love," with Mae Murray and David Powell; as fine as "On with the Dance;"
1 Elsie Ferguson in Mrs. Humphrey Ward's "Lady Rose's Daughter"; Charles Ray
1 in "The Village Sleuth," supervised by Thomas H. Ince ; Thomas Meighan in the
1 famous story, "Civilian Clothes"; Dorothy Dalton in Sir James M. Barrie's story,
g "Half an Hour"; "Humoresque," Cosmopolitan's production of Fannie Hurst's
g story; Dorothy Gish in "Little Miss Rebellion"; Wallace Reid in "What's Your
1 Hurry."
1
Paramount pictures for October: "The Restless Sex," an elaborate Cosmopolitan
i production of Robert W. Chamber's story; Fatty Arbuckle in "The Round-Up,"
B his first big feature picture; Douglas McLean in "The Jailbird," a Thomas H.
1 Ince production ; William S. Hart in "The Cradle of Courage," third of his own
i productions; Cecil B. DeMille's. "Something to Think About"; "Full House," the
i femous farce, with Bryant Washburn; "Deep Waters," Maurice Tourneur's proof F. Hopkinson Smith's story; "Caleb West, Master Diver"; Charles Ray
I duction
1
in "An Old Fashioned Young Man," a Thomas H. Ince production; Ethel Clay"The City Sparrow"; "Held by the Enemy," from William Gillette's famous
I ton
stagein play.
Paramount pictures for November: Geo. Melford's finest work, "Behold My
I
I Wife," Sir Gilbert Parker's story; George Fitzmaurice's production, "Idols of
1 Clay," with Mae Murray and David Powell ; Ethel Clayton in "Rozanne Ozanne";
I Wallace Reid in "The Charm School," from a Saturday Evening Post story by
I Alice Duer Miller; Dorothy Dalton in "The Winter City Fivorite," a story of
I city gaiety; Enid Bennett in "Her Husband's Friend," a Thomas H. Ince produc1 tion ; "Burglar Proof," a comedy featuring Bryant Washburn; Billie Burke in
I
Clyde Fitch's play, "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson."
I
ADOLPH ZUKOR.
newed for five years with Mr. Lasky, Gloria
Swanson will be starred in a number of productions. These pictures will be of the same
high grade in which Miss Swanson has appeared in the past. Last year she made a
great hit by her work in "Male and Female"
andDeMille
"Why Change
Your and
Wife?"
B.
productions,
underboth
the Cecil
new
arrangement she will work under the personal supervision of Mr. DeMille, who will
select her stories and supervise all details
of production. Another feature of the new
season will be George Loane Tucker's picture, "Ladies Must Live," a Mayflower production.
Well-known Vehicle for Billie Burke.
Billie Burke will be starred in four pictures next year, according to the terms of
her new long-term contract. The first of
these, "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," an adap-

Left to right:
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tation of Clyde Fitch's play, is already in
production and will be released late in November. Itis announced by Mr. Lasky that
the new plays for Miss Burke will be of a
somewhat more serious nature than those
in which she has appeared in the past. All
will be from well-known books of plays,
and will afford this charming comedienne
great opportunity for the display of her
versatility.
Thomas Meighan, whose work in Cecil B.
DeMille's "Alale and Female" and in George
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man" won
him stardom, will be starred in six pictures
next season. Mr. Meighan. who will be
seen in the leading role in "Civilian Clothes"
and
"Conrad
Quest work
of Hisin New
Youth,"
on hisin way
east toin begin
Yorkis
on "The Frontier of the Stars," Albert Payson Terhune's book, under the direction of
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Charles Maigne, who staged "The CopperFive pictures starring Dorothy Dalton are
scheduled for release. Miss Dalton, who is
now completing
Winter Belmont
City Favorite,"
from
a story by"ACharles
Davis,
brother of the- late Richard Harding Davis,
head."
will
next doby "Jeanne
of the
Marshes," from
the novel
E. Phillips
Oppenheim.
Miss Dalton to Star in Five.
Wallace Reid, who is making "The Charm
School,"
a lively
comedy
the in
novel
by
Alice Duer
Miller,
will from
be seen
seven
pictures during the coming season. Ethel
Clayton, who is completing "A City Sparrow," by Kate
Jordan, Douglas
also will beMacLean,
starred
in seven
pictures.
Thomas H. Ince star, is expected further
to increase his popularity through the six
pictures which will be released under the
Paramount brand next season. MacLean
already has completed "Lucid Intervals" and
"The Jailbird" and is now at work on "Yancona Yillies," from the Saturday Evening
Post story by Herschel S. Hall.
Six from Enid Bennett.
Six pictures starring Enid Bennett,
Thomas H. Ince star, will be released, according to present schedule. These include
"The Incubus," "I Wonder If" and "Her
Husband's Friends," which already have
been completed or are in work. Dorothy
Gish will be seen in four new productions,
the first
of which,in "Little
Miss Rebellion,"
will
be released
September.
"The Princess of New York," one of Cosmo Hamilton's most popular stories, probably will be the first picture to be made
next season by Violet Heming, who sprang
into screen stardom by her work in the title
role of "Everywoman." Maurice Tourneur
will make two productions for release next
season by Famous Players-Lasky. The first
of these, "Caleb West," from the widely
read story by F. Hopkinson Smith, will be
released in November.
Twelve Cosmopolitan Features.
With "Humoresque," featuring Alma Rubens, and "The Restless Sex," with Marion
Davies, already completed and fixed for release. Cosmopolitan Productions has shown
what may
expected
from the
pictures whichbe will
be released
by twelve
Paramount
next season.
Four pictures featuring Bryant Washburn
will be released next season. "Burglar
Proof" and "A Full House" already have
beennowcompleted,
and "Wanted, A Blemish"
is
nearing completion.
Two pictures starring Charles Ray as a
Thomas H. Ince star will be released during

Cecil B. De Mille, George Fitzmaurice. George H. Meltord and William De Mllle.
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the coming year. "The Village Sleuth" and
"An Old-Fashioned Boy" are considered
among the best that Ray ever did under the
direction of Mr. Ince, and are of that type
of wholesome, good-humored comedydrama that made Ray one of the foremost
stars of the screen.
Popular Supporting Players.
Sydney Chaplin has completed the first of
the big five-reel comedies under his contract with Famous Players-Lasky. This is
"One Hundred Million." He is about to
begin on his second production, which also
will be released next season.
Two special Lois Weber productions also
will be released as Paramount pictures.
Miss Weber has practically completed the
first, details of which will be announced in
the near future.
Not only will Paramount pictures carry
the work and personality of these famous
stars and directors, but they also will continue to be enriched by the artistry of a
number of well-known supporting players,
whose names have come to stand for the
best in motion picture art. In the supporting casts of Paramount pictures next year
will be seen such sterling artists as Elliott
Dexter, Theodore Roberts, who probably
will play the leading role in "The Old
Homestead"; Jack Holt, Conrad Nagel, Lila
Lee, Margaret Loomis, Viola Daniels, Conrad Nagel, Monte Blue, Walter Hiers, Jack
Mulhall, Clyde Fillmore, Jack Holt, Mabel
Julienne Scott, Lois Wilson, Harrison Ford,
David Powell and Theodore Koslofl.
All of Barrie's Works.
Not only, however, has the production department already produced a number of
plays scheduled for next fall, but it also
has a great reservoir of photoplay material which includes some of the world's best
best known books and plays.
Included in this material are all of the
works of Sir James M. Barrie, including
such favorites as "Peter Pan," "What Every
Woman Knows" and "The Little Minister."
"Petercess,Pan,"
Adams' ingreatest
originallyMaude
was played
London sucby
Pauline Chase and is revived in England
every Christmas. Last year Georgette
Cohan, the talented daughter of George M.
Cohan, appeared as "the boy who never
grewtheup."
Miss Adams
on
American
stage also
thatmade
otherpopular
great
Barrie play, "The Little Minister."- "What
Every the
Woman
also and
is stamperf
with
Adams Knows"
reputation
artistry.
Among the other properties owned and
scheduled
for
production
by
Famous
Players are :
"The Secret Orchard," Channing Pol-

lock's dramatization of the novel by Agnes
and Edgerton Castle, a production of which
was made several years ago under the direction of William DeMille, with Blanche
Sweet in the leading role.
■ "Brewster's Millions," George Barr Mc"Cutcheon's novel, which was a pronounced
!fetage success with Edward Abeles in the
Reading role and which will be filmed with
Roscoe Arbuckle as the harried millionaire.
"Thea Witching
play,
story of theHour,"
occult,Augustus
which asThomas'
a play
with John Mason in the leading role enjoyed one of the most successful runs of
any drama from the pen of that playwright.
"The Conquest of Canaan," one of Booth
Tarkington's
earliest and most successful
novels.
"Free Air," a Saturday Evening Post
story by Sinclair Lewis.
"The Husbands of Edith," a story by
George Barr McCutcheon.
Du Maurier's "Peter Ibbetson."
"Peter
Ibbetson,"
novel,
which in its
dramatic Du
formMaurier's
was one of
the
most successful pieces in which John and
Lionel Barrymore have appeared, and
which has been one of the successes of
the London season with Constance Collier
in the same part she played in the New
York production.
"The Great Day," a Drury Lane melodrama by George R. Sims and Louis
Napoleon Parker, the latter the author of
"Pomander Walk," "Disraeli"- and "Joseph
and His Brethren."
"Toujours de L'Audace," a Saturday
Evening Post story by Ben Ames Williams.
"The Quarry," a novel by John A. Moroso.
"Easy Street," a short story by Blair
Hall, originally published in Snappy
Stories.
"The Night Hawk," the dramatization of
Edgar produced
Jepson's innovel
Norrall
Merivale.
1912 by
at the
Globe and
Theatre,
London.

"Camille," Dumas' perennial favorite,
which has served as a starring vehicle
for
the
world's
greatest
actresses
more
often
than any other play.
"Old Chester" Story.
"Good for the Soul," a story by Margaret Deland appearing in "Old Chester
"Her Own Money," a comedy by Mark
Swan, which was produced by Withrop
Tales." owner of the Little Theatre.
Ames,
"Is Matrimony a Failure," the adaptation
of a German comedy
by Leo Ditrichste
which had a long run when producedin,in
New York by David Belasco.
"The Mythical Millionaire," by Max
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Marcin, author of "The House of Glass"
and "Cheating Cheaters."
"The New York Idea," Longdon Mitchell's
satire, which was one of the greatest successes of Minnie Maddern Fiske and her
Manhattan company.
"Thenovel.
Sixty-first Second," Owen John^son's
"The Curse of Wealth," a story by Cosmo
Hamilton, and an original story by Hector
Turnbull
to be produced by Cecil B. DeMille.
In addition to these works of famous
novelists and dramatists, Mr. Lasky also
has assembled a staff of writers and artists
who will work directly for the screen.
Penrhyn Stanlaws Engaged.
Notable among these is Penrhyn Stanlaws, one of the best known illustrators
and painters
America,
who,up ithiswasbrush
announced this in
week,
will give
forever to study the motion picture under
Mr.Among
Lasky's
the direction.
novelists and dramatisL^ wn-,
are writing for Paramount Pictures are
HectorandTurnbull,
"The Weiman,
Cheat,"
critic
magazineauthor
writer;of Rita
author of "The Acquittal," a successful
Broadway play of this season; Julien Josephson, who wrote many of the successful
Charles Ray pictures; Cosmo Hamilton,
author of "Scandal," "The Blindness of Virtue" and numerous other novels and plays;
Nina Wilcox Putnam, whose stories in the
Saturday Evening Post and other publications have made her one of the most widely read short story writers in America ; Roi
Cooper Megrue,
author of other
"It Pays
to Advertise" and numerous
successful
plays; Max Marcin, the well liiown playwright; Mann Page and Izola Forrester,
well known writers for the screen ; Byron
Morgan, Frank Condon, Will Ritchie, Ouida
Bergere, Clara Beranger, Jeanne MacPherson, Beulah Marie Dix, Olga Printzlau, and
others who have proved themselves to be
the leaders in writing directly for the
screen.
Charles Ray's October Release
Charles Ray in "An Old Fashioned Young
Man" — story and scenario by Agnes Christine Johnston — will be one of the October
releases. In this Thomas H. Ince production Ray plays the role of a youth who
has the old-fashioned ideas of love, marriage and home. This picture is replete
with the wholesome, genuine small-town
atmosphere for which Ray pictures have
come to be so distinctive and popular. Jerome Storm directed and the production has
the unique distinction of having been filmed
without an iris, or "fade-out."

Two Excellent Views of Mae Murray's Special Paramount Production to Be Released in September.
„^
^ „f u la "The Right to Love," and Mae appears to be exercising- her right In scene 2 and defending her rleht
The name °f
'|ne 1 With her in scene 1 is H. B. Herbert. The picture was made by George Fitzmaurice,
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WITHIN the past year the Famous
Players-Lasky department of distribution, under the direction of Al
Lichtman, its general manager, has opened
three new branch exchanges, the better to
handle the rapidly increasing volume of busand quicker
give even
unt better
the
than in serexhibitors
viceinessto andParamo
past. These new exchanges are located at
Charlotte, N. C, Oklahoma City, Okla., and
Albany, N. Y. Another is in immediate contemplation atIndianapolis, Ind., and it will
be opened for business just as soon as a
suitable location in that city can be obtained.
This will make a total of thirty branch
offices in the United States, splendidly
manned and thoroughly equipped for the
rapid and efficient distribution of Paramount pictures and the accessories which
are the usual stock in trade of the film
exchange.
In addition to these new offices in this
country there was organized during the
year in Canada a new Canadian distribution organization known as Famous Lasky
Film Service, Ltd., with George W. Weeks
as general manager, and W. A. Bach as assistant general manager. The headquarters
of this organization, which is directly connected with the Famous Players-Lasky
distribution and is under the jurisdiction of
Mr. Lichtman, are in Toronto, with branch
offices in Montreal, St. John, N. B., Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
The territory served by the new Oklahoma City exchange embraces all of the
State of Oklahoma except ten counties in
the southeastern part; the northwestern
portion of the state of Arkansas and the
Panhandle of Texas. A large number of
thriving cities are included in this territory,
which has a total white population of nearly two millions.
Seidleman Heads Albany Branch.
The Charlotte territory contains a white
population of 1,750,000 and embraces all the
state of North Carolina, a big share of
South Carolina and the northeastern section of Tennessee. Both of these exchanges
are in the southern district, the executive
offices of which are in Atlanta. Leslie
Wilkes is manager of the Oklahoma City
branch, and David Prince is in charge at
Charlotte.
The Albany ofTice, just recently opened,
is located at 33 Orange street in the Capi-
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Make

Centers

Total

for

tol City and serves a large section of eastern, central and northern New York which
was formerly taken care of by the New
York and Buffalo exchanges. The manager
is Joseph Seidleman, who was connected
for a long time with the New York exchange.
Details as to the new Indianapolis exchange will be forthcoming as the plans
change will be forthcoming as soon as the
plans are completed.
Creates General Service Branch.
The big organization over which General
Manager Lichtman presides is as near perfect in its operation as human ingenuity
William

S. Hart

Will

Thirty

Paramounts
can make it. Under Sales Manager Sidney R. Kent, the sales force has increased
the volume of business tremendously. The
idea that the duty of the personnel is not
to produce revenue for the organization but
also to render real service to exhibitors has
been kept constantly in the foreground.
To this end the office of general service
manager has been created and Frank V.
Chamberlin has been appointed to the position. Mr. Chamberlin has been connected
with the department for several years in
various positions of responsibility and with
him in charge Paramount exhibitors have
already learned that Paramount service now
has a larger meaning than ever before.

Make

Nine

Great

Western

Photodramas for Paramount
leading woman, Eva Novak, sister of Jane
THEproductions
first of William
S. Hart'sspecial
personal
for Paramount
re- Novak, appears
in the the
fourth
fifth productions made under
new and
schedule.
"The Toll
already
It is interesting to note that several of
established inlease,the
mindsGate,"
of thehas
public
and
the exhibitors the high quality of the pic- the coming pictures are from original stortures the western star and producer has
ies by William S. Hart and Lambert Hillplanned
for
his
output.
"Sand,"
the
second
yer,
who collaborated on "The Toll Gate"
so
successfully.
of the nine great photodramas of western
life, which Mr. Hart will make for Famous
"There is little to add to what I have frequently said in regard to my associations
Players-Lasky, is a worthy successor to
"The Toll Gate," and the third of the list, with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and
my
own
work in the production of pho"The Cradle of Courage," though differing
in theme considerably, is declared to be one
todramas," said Mr. Hart. "The best evidence of my feelings toward the organizaof
the most powerful screen plays ever enacted.
tion is that when I signed the contract to
A fourth picture is completed but not yet make nine special pictures for Paramount
titled, and the fifth is now in production. I was besieged with offers and had money
This leaves four more to be made, accord- alone been the object of my endeavors I
ing to present plans.
might have made even more profitable connections. But, happily, there is more in life
Around his production activities William
S. Hart has built up an organization of ex- to me than dollars and cents. The feeling
ceptional strength. The roster is as fol- that I might, figuratively speaking, wash
lows: E. H. Allen, manager; Lambert Hill- my hands of the details of the business end
yer, director, who also collaborates with of the matter and devote my entire time
Mr. Hart in many of the stories filmed; Joe to acting, writing and producing, was one
.August, A. S. C, head cameraman; Dwight which decided me largely in my choice.
Warren, second cameraman; Cal HoflEner,
"As for my forthcoming productions, all
I can say is that I shall strive to the utmost
technical director; LeRoy Stone, film edi- to
make each one better than the last. I
tor; Bennett Musson, screen editor; Paul
Conlon, press representative, and William may not always succeed, but if not, it will
Curran, assistant director.
not be for lack of effort. I may say, conMr. Hart chooses his casts from among
fidently, however, that my next two pictures, which have not yet been named, to
the pick of screen players, and has been
singularly successful in selecting types thar my mind are among the finest I have ever
were perfectly fitted to the roles. A new

done."

A Batch of Filmdom's Leading Player* Who Will Continue to Make Plays for Paramount.
Left to right, they are: Violet Hemlng, William S. Hart- Roscoe "Patty" Arbuckle, Wallace Rcld and Ethel Clayton.
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A Quintette of Popular Stars Who Will Be Seen in Forthcoming Paramount Productions.
Left to right: Billie Burke, Bryant Washburn, Dorothy Dalton, Thomas Meighan
■IIIIIIIIW'"and Elsie Ferguson. iiiiiiiiiiMiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiii iiiiiiinn
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Show

All

Paramount

_^ 511"'
Films
Long

in Advance
of Their
Release
Dates
which
Harley
Knoles
has
been her director.
Players-Lasky CorporaBy AL LICHTMAN
THE Famous
tion will release in the season of 1920Rosina
Henley
was
the
scenarist of "A
General
Manager
of
the
Distribution
1921 at least 104 feature productions,
Department of Famous Players-Lasky
Winter
City Favorite."
Miss Dalton
plays a girl from her teens
at the rate of two each week, beginning
to her early twenties and gets over the
on September 5.
that Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, psychological and physical changes with
Forty per cent, of these negatives are
thorough
understanding.
through the exhibitor, has so well served in
now completed. Before July 1 more than
the past.
Miss Dalton is given a fine chance to put
twenty-five per cent, of these productions
will be on their way to the exchanges so
all her exuberant spirits into the characterization of the yoUng girl. In the
that exhibitors can review them.
New Orleans and New York
scenes with the dancing pupils of her
The plan for booking these productions
father she is especially attractive, both in
will be so elastic that they will be available
Night Life Blend in Films
her classical costume and in her efferto every exhibitor who wants a steady supvescence. The opportunities for intense
ply of big pictures for his patrons.
which practically
wholeevents
the L
world inis interested
and at- dramatic action, in which Miss Dalton has
A large amount of capital is tied up in ACTUA
locale
mospheric that never fails to proven herself to be superior, are manithese Paramount pictures, but the Famous
fold in the latter part of the production.
Players-Lasky Corporation is ready to fore- charm are two important factors in the Not only
does the star display her ability
go immediate returns and in order that it Paramount production of "A Winter City
as a dancer, but also she does some fine
swimming.
Favorite," written by Charles Belmont
may establish a policy of giving every ex- Davis,
brother of the late Richard Harding
hibitor an opportunity to see a picture before he books it and to allow him sufficient Davis, which will be released in November,
The cast of the production is par excelwith Dorothy Dalton as the fascinating
time to prepare an exploitation campaign
lence. Miss Dalton's
leading
heroine.
Charles
Meredith,
both well
known man
on theis
and a supporting program based upon perstage
and
screen.
Augusta
Anderson,
Ivo
This is the third production the star has
sonal knowledge of features he is going to
Dawson, Howard Lang, Robert Schable,
made since she signed her new contract
give his public.
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- John Ardizoni and Lewis Broughton have
Will Show Pictures Long Before Release. with the
tion. It is also the third production in important roles.
AH productions throughout the year will
be shown to exhibitors several months before release date.
Theme and Strong Cast
Success can come to exhibitor, distribu- Entirely New
tor and producer only through a consistent
supply of good pictures, intelligently presented and properly exploited, and one of
Feature De Mille's Next Super-Special
the greatest necessities is plenty of time A VIVID, virile story with a theme than upheld by record-breaking attendances
for the preparation of everything that goes
standing out in striking contrast to have another opportunity, it is said, to reinto the making of a successful showing.
upon the unusual treatment of "Some"Why Change Your Wife?," "Male story. alize
Our producing department is taking all the and Female,"
thing to Think
About."
The idea
HusYour
Change
"Don't
thinking
furnishes
the basic
idea offorright
the
time needed for making perfect pictures
and any of his previous successes
band"
and now, under the new plan, we are giving marks "Something to Think About," the
the exhibitor, in turn, the advance informa- first Cecil B. DeMille super special for
Mr. DeMille's
an Supporting
unusually fascinating
storydirection
is a cast and
of
Paramount during the coming season, is to extraordinary
tionturesnecessary
him attention
to present that
theseis picmerit, marked especially by
with the for
careful
due be released in October.
return of Elliott Dexter in the leading
them.
For the first time in recent years Mr. De- the
Mille has left out the society background male role. Gloria Swanson, who had the
The producing organization that has in
the past given the exhibitor of Paramount for a plot and turned his attention to a leading feminine role opposite Elliott Dexpictures the dominating position in his com- human, gripping story of the country. The
ter in "For Better, for Worse," has a simimunity is the same organization that has delicate touches of married life which
lar
capacityRoberts
in "Something
to the
ThinkmostAbout."
has one of
diffialready completed pictures that are as fine, formed the groundwork of the DeMille do- Theodore
cult
parts
of
his
long
career
in
the part of
perhaps even finer, than the best that have
mestic
dramas
and
the
lavish
sumptuousever been delivered to exhibitors from our ness which made "Male and Female" the Luke Anderson.
Others in the cast are Monte Blue. Claire
studios.
most talked of picture of the past few years
We shall ask exhibitors to judge com- have both been supplanted by a new facet McDowell, Mickey Moore, Julia Faye, James
Mason, Theodore Kosloff and Togo Yampleted productions, not promised produc- of the DeMille genius.
Exhibitors who have found the advance mamato. "Something to Think About" is
tions, and shall rise or fall by their judgment and by that of the great public notices of previous DeMille pictures more an original story by Jeanie Macpherson.
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nt pictures is uniof Paramou
THE name versally
known. For six years it has
tly
before the public,
been constan
spread across the length and breadth of
the United States in a most ingenious, a
most carefully planned, a most widespread
and a most successful campaign.
When the policy of nationally advertising
Paramount pictures was first inaugurated
many pronounced it a foolish waste of money. Hundreds of thousands of dollars were
expendedducers the
first two years.
and distributors
declaredRival
that prothe
plan never would succeed because it carried no direct appeal to the exhibitors. But
Famous Players-Lasky has kept on, each
year increasing its appropriation and increasing its space in the national magazines,
building up from week to week, month to
month and year to year, an ever-multiplying clientele for the motion picture and selling, coincidentally. Paramount pictures to
that clientele.
A Most Successful Plan.
That this policy has been most successful
needs no further proof, Famous PlayersLasky officials hold, than that furnished by
the fact that American exhibitors are now
taking in an annual gross revenue, according to Government statistics, of approximately eight hundred million dollars and
that tressomething
eleven
theain the UnitedlikeStates
are thousand
now numbered
among Famous Players-Lasky customers.
Aside from the straight human appeal of
the copj', which is prepared by some of the
most expert copy writers in the country,
there are two big elements which have
made the Famous Players-Lasky national
advertising a decisive factor in bringing
about the results cited in the paragraph
above. One is the fact that the campaign
has been continuous from the time of its
inauguration. The other is the slogan, always implied if not directly stated: "Look
for the Paramount or Artcraft trademark.'
"Keeping everlastingly at it brings success" is the motto which has guided the
Famous Players-Lasky policy. Intermittent
advertising never sold a constant product.
On every sheet of poster advertising, on
every lobby display, on every newspaper
mat or cut advertising Paramount pictures
the identifying word "Paramount" is conspicuous, thus linking every theatre playing Paramount pictures with the national
advertising campaign.
The recognition of the value of the Paramount name and its enhancement through
the Paramount national advertising is rapidly becoming universal among exhibitors.

PICTURE

Advertising

Players

Concrete evidence of this recognition is constantly being brought by letter to the attention of Famous Players-Lasky executives.
Within the past thirty days attesting letters have come, unsolicited, to the home
office.
Unsolicited Praise.
For example, Elwyn M. Simons, of the
New Family Theatre, Adrian, Michigan,
wrote as follows :
"I liked your advertisement, 'The Luxury
of
Certain,'
so welladvertisements
that I could you
not
helpBeing
writing
that these
people tisingareare bringing
printing mein lots
your ofnational
money. adverWhen
your first ads began to appear I saw the advantage Iwould hold over any future competitors ifmy theatre were known in Adrian as 'The Paramount-Artcraft Picture
House.' Consequently I started in five years
ago to use that trademark in all my ads.
To tell you the story of the results obtained
by
'A Paramount
Artcraft
wouldusing
be relating
my success
in the Picture'
motion
picture business here. ... So continue
the splendid work. I think so much of your
advertising and tying up my advertising
with yours that from now on to the end
of the year I am planning to book only
your pictures as fast as they are released.
.rent
. .because
I don't I worry
any own
morehome
aboutandthea
own my
summer bungalow and an automobile and
am financially interested in many undertakings. Iam the same business man today tiiat I was when I didn't have a nickel,
only wiser and better off. That tie-up with
your national advertising made for me all
the money I have today."
Ed C. Paull, head of the Gus Sun Amusewrote ment
: Company's string of theatres in Ohio,
"The Paramount-Artcraft pictures trademark is absolutely necessary in promoting
good pictures. In fact, it is the trademark
that stands Paramount."
J. L. Johnston, of the Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis, writes that in booking up his theatre's advertising for "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" with the Saturday Evening Post advertising of the same production he added
athebigLyric
assetadvertising
to his theatre's
All
carriedpublicity.
a small box
statement as follows:
"This is the photoplay you have seen advertised in the Saturday Evening Post and
other national
Showmenmagazines."
Get Big Benefits.
C. F. McElravy, general manager of Memphis Enterprises, Inc., who has general supervision over the affairs of seven of the
leading theatres in Memphis, Tenn., wrote:

Three Stars That Will Shine in Forthcoming Paramount Releases.
Left to right: Charles Ray, Enid Bennett and Douglas McLean.
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Corporation
"As the advertising end of our particular
business is in all possibility one of the most
essential today, I wish to take this opportunity of saying a word in reference to the
extensive national advertising done by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. There
is little doubt in my mind that it is one
great thing by which every live wire exhibitor may receive great benefits if he takes
advantage of the opportunities afforded by
this national advertising. For instance, we
know that the large number of magazines
in which the Famous Players-Lasky are
running advertisements are read by millions
of people. The writer feels that a certain
percentage of these millions are in Memphis, and that by using the name 'Famou.<!
Players-Lasky'
or 'Paramount
Pictures'
local
advertisements
there are more
or lessin
benefits derived from it, for the simple reason that practically every man, woman and
child has heard or read of the name 'Paramount.' Ido not hesitate to say that every
exhibitor doing as we have done and are
doing will find it of material benefit to his
And Phil Gleichman, manager of the
business."
Broadway Strand, Detroit, wrote in part to
President Adolph Zukor as follows:
"At the beginning of the season I made a
contract with your sales department for
fifty-two weeks of Paramount-Artcraft pictures at higher rentals than we have ever
before paid for pictures, and although the
great majority of these pictures have been
away above par I firmly believe that the
consistent use of your trademark and the
statement that 'This is a Paramount-Artcraft picture' has done more to put the pic
tures over than anything else, and with th
result that the poorest week this season has
been several hundred dollars better than
the best week heretofore.
"I firmly believe from the success we have
had this season that we could advertise
'now showing a Paramount-Artcraft picture' without mentioning star or title and
do a very satisfactory business."
Estimate 50,000,000 Readers.
An approximate circulation of 12,000,000,
with readers conservatively estimated at
50,000,000, has been reached at regular intervals through the past year by the Famous
Players-Lasky national advertising. Including the Saturday Evening Post, Ladies'
Home Journal, Country Gentleman, Pictorial Review, Woman's Home Companion,
Collier's, Christian Herald, American Magazine, Red Book, Motion Picture Classic,
Photoplay, Picture-Play, Motion Picture
Magazine, Film Fun, Photoplay World,
Photo Play Journal. Theatre, Vanity Fair,
Shadowland, Boys' Magazine, St. Nicholas,
Boys'listLife,
American Boyis aandtruly
Loneimposing
Scout,
the
of publications
one. All advertising in these magazines is
of full-page dimensions.
Supplementing this space special full-page
advertisements of individual pictures have
been run in those magazines in which the
stories originally appeared, as for instance,
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me," by Hall
Caine. in Hearst's; "The Miracle Man," by
Frank L. Packard, in Munsey's ; "The Dark
Star," by Robert W. Chambers, in Cosmopolitan and "The Dark Mirror," in McCalls.
Moreover, at various times, specialized circulation has been gained for individual productions through the utilization of so-called
class publications. For instance, every educational magazine of importance was used
in the special advertising of "The Copper-
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of Famous

Players

to Prove
Value
of Sound
Organization
ductions will be made, with English casts,
state
a
reached
By JESSE L. LASKY
THE motion picture has
in English settings. This will bring a new
that demands organization — the big, First Vice-President in Charge of Production
and utterly distinctive note to the screens
intricate, highly specialized organization, which alone is capable of producing
of America. But the most far reaching studio development of the coming season will
the pub- Man"; Cecil B. DeMille's wonderful proof photopla
the lictype
l atthattheplease
and are
box office.
successfuys
be the production of pictures in our new
ductions, "Male and Female" and "\Vhy studio
in Bombay, affording as it does the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has Change Your Wife"; George Melford's
"Everywoman," "The Sea Wolf," George production of photoplays in a picturesque
this
Famous
has itorganization.
because the men
at thePlayers-Lasky
head of this Fitzmaurice's "On with the Dance," "The land that is virgin territory to the motion
corporation long ago had the vision to see
and that remarkable photo- picture director.
that the day was coming when the public Copperhead"
This is what I mean by production organplay, "Dr.season
Jekyll 1920-21
and Mr.is Hyde."
ization. This is what I mean when I say
In
the
is our intention
would demand that producers produce photoplays and not merely manufacture movies. to develop this policy of big special pro- that successful photoplays cannot be made
ductions. Specials will be produced in the on promises and publicity. The Famous
The production department of the corporation did not spring into being over night; ratio of two to every four Paramount pic- Players-Lasky Corporation's production orit is the fruition of years of patient toil,
tures made. And the making of these speganization, like its distributing system, is
cials will be in the hands of such masters world-wide. It has the resources and the
eternal vigilance, alertness to the constant
as
Cecil
B.
DeMille,
George
Fitzmaurice,
growth of the motion picture art, and the
to bring to the screens of Americombined efforts of a corps of men and George H. Melford, William D. Taylor, who facilities
can exhibitors the very best photoplays
women who have blended the best talent made "Huckleberry Finn," William DeMille that can be produced anywhere in the
other prominent directors, whose names world, and in the season of 1920-21 it is our
and genius of the new art with a fine loy- and
will be announced later.
alty to an ideal.
intention to use this vast production organization to the utmost of its powers, to the
Only such an organization, backed by re"A Vast Invisible Force."
sources which place every possible facility
Back of every one of our directors, back end that exhibitors will be able to promise
and aid in the hands of directors and stars,
the very best in -motion picart.
is capable of producing the newer and finer of every one of our stars, is a vast invisible their turepatrons
type of pictures which the season now clos- force of writers, artists, technicians. Experience cannot
has shown
that even
diing has so conclusively shown to be what
rectors
do their
best the
workbestwhile
the public wants.
burdened with the cares and innumerable Washburn's "Burglar Proof"
Is Full of Excellent Comedy
duties of business. Their task is to make
Twenty-fiTe Four Months in Advance.
Only such an organization could have pictures, and they cannot produce the best
staat thewould
' tion
was that
waitin
for town
the train
ready — in exchanges waiting to be shown pictures unless the multiplicity of details EVER
Y g in
YBOD
to exhibitors — the really notable list of pho- are removed and placed in the hands of an
take
them
all
on
their
annual
excurstoplays we now have on hand for the com- organization. Thus the organization we
ion to Crystal Springs. That is, everybuilt up assures the exhibitors the very
ing season. It is by means of this organi- have
's d best
body was there,
there but
Johnny. allJohnny
zation that we have been able to produce best work of the artists assembled for the girl was
of course,
dresse
up.
But the train came in and no Johnny.
twenty-five pictures four months in ad- production of Paramount pictures.
Moreover, the photoplay material which Then, a minute before the train pulled out,
ber 1. vance of the opening of the season, Septem- we place in the hands of our directors and Johnny came sprinting up to the station
The best promise which the production stars is not the output of hack writers. We and explained that he couldn't take Jenny
department of the Famous Players-Lasky have a big reservoir of novels, short stories after all: he was broke.
Corporation can make for the next year is and stage plays, the work of recognized
And that's how Bryant Washburn loses
the twenty-five pictures which have already writers, which enables us to choose only his girl at the very star of his November
been made. These pictures include such the very best material for our artists.
Paramount
picture,
Proof."girlJenny
(Grace Morse)
is a "Burglar
good looking
and
Great Producing Activities.
sterling photoplays as George Fitzmaurice's
another
swain
comes
along
to whom five
Our studio facilities have been enlarged dollars is no object. So Jenny
special production, "The Right to Love";
goes and
the Elsie Ferguson picture, "Lady Rose's to such an extent in the last year to sur- Johnny gets left.
Daughter"; Thomas Meighan in "Civilian
pass even the imagination of the men who
Special interest attaches to this producClothes"; Roscoe Arbuckle in "The Round- started this art. The new season will see
tion because it is the first motion picture
Up"; a wonderful new William S. Hart pic- us producing pictures in Hollywood,- in the directed by Major Maurice Campbell, well
ture, "The Cradle of Courage," and "Some- new $2,000,000 studio in Long Island City, in known stage director. Major Campbell
our new studio in London and in our new spent si.x months at the Lasky studios
AlDout,"
which,
is one thingofto Think
the best
pictures
CecilI amB. assured,
DeMille studio about to be built in Bombay, India. studying
the technique of the films under
ever made.
of these studios is of such mag- such directors as William DeMille before
Just as the public has now come to dis- Every one
nitude and is so well equipped as to aflford he undertook "Burglar Proof." The result
criminate between good and mediocre phois one of the best Washburn comedies yet
greatest
toplays— and discriminate by reading mo- the ors
and artists.possible resources for direct- made.
tion picture advertising — so the motion picThe new eastern studio in Long Island
Lois Wilson, one of the most charming
ture has grown to a point that demands in- City, for instance, will allow eight companof leading women, plays opposite Washfinitely more than a director, a camera and
burn. Tom Geraghty did the scenario from
ies to work on its stages at the same time.
a star. And the new season beginning on
September 1 marks the crossroads where In the London studio only big special pro- William Slavens McNutt's story.
exhibitors and producers must elect whether
they want to climb the road to tetter pictures or make the easy descent along the
other road to mediocrity, oblivion and
bankruptcy.
Public Wants Big Specials.
The
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation's
production department
will continue
on the
high road. It is our plan to make 104 pictures during the coming year — and every
one of these productions will be given all
the care and skill and thought that long
experience and the best of production genius can supply.
That the public wants the big, special production was established this year, not only
to our satisfaction, but also to the satisfaction and profit of the thousands of exhibitors who were foresighted enough to
A Trio of Stars to Produce for Paramount.
book such splendid Paramount productions
Left to right: Sydney Chaplin, Gloria Swanson and John Barrymore.
as George Loane Tucker's "The Miracle
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Degree

Famous
Players
Production
Facilities
use
ot
executives
of the corporation and
tem
for
lighting
the
studio
stage,
designed
Corpora
y
s-Lask
THE Famous
tion, aleader Player
in production since the to supply 10,000 amperes to the main studio for special showings of featured pictures;
earliest days of motion pictures, to- at present, which later will be increased to the seating capacity is about fifty on the
day stands at the beginning of a new era 15,000 amperes. In this feeder system alone orchestra floor and a balcony has been
in film production. With the opening of 20,000 pounds of copper are used.
provided for any overflow or for an orits new ^,000,000 studio in Long Island City,
This system will feed ten overhead re- chestra.
mote switchboards, each of which can be
the completion of its elaborate studio in
Office* on Mezzanine Floor.
London, the development of large studios controlled by the cameraman or director
On the mezzanine floor of the building
and laboratories in Bombay, India, and from any point on the studio floor by means
the constant improvement of its West of a special portable control station which are the offices of Mr. Zukor, Mr. Lasky, a
board
private offices for directors,
od,
tion
Coast plant in Hollywo
the corpora
on a man's belt. Remote con- cutting,room,
assembling and projection rooms.
finds itself in possession of facilities for may betrol, ofhung
this sort, will eliminate the con- The
still department, which is equipped
fusion which accompanies the signals for
producing photoplays of a high quality
with the most up-to-date apparatus for
and a wide diversity of appeal.
"lights"
and
delays
the
work
of
a
director
turning out 10,000 still photographs a day,
Unique among structures of its kind, the and his players.
new Famous Players plant in Long Island
The main studio floor in the new build- occupies the entire rear floor.
On the second floor is the scenario deing measures 120 by 228 feet. Above it rises
City, which will be in operation next seapartment and library, and elaborate suites
son, represents the best eflforts of special- a dome roof which does away with the necessity of supports, leaving the entire space for stars, including reception room, secists and experts in motion picture production working in combination with leading clear for the construction of sets. Grouped
retary's room, dressing room, bath room and
engineers in the fields of construction, about this floor are the departments actu- several large closets. Smaller dressing
ally concerned in the making of the picture. rooms for extras and separate rooms with
lighting, heating and ventilation. In it, the
baths for those playing prominent roles are
eastern production activities of the organArt anA Decoration Department.
also on this floor. The wardrobe departization, now scattered through four stument, too, will occupy a large space on
Here is located the art and decoration the second
dios, will be housed under one roof, therefloor as will the purchasing
by bringing all departments into close department, whose work in the designing
touch, and consequently making for a and construction of exterior sets and the department.
readier maintenance of the high produc- adaptation of innumerable styles of archiF. E. Meyer Built Laboratory.
tecture and decoration has done much to
tion standard which the corporation has
of the studio, which opens on a
set for itself.
establish the standard of Paramount Pic- lotTheuponrearwhich
exterior sets will be built,
tures.
In
connection
with
this
department
Architecturally Interesting.
is equipped with ramps, leading from each
there
is
maintained
a
large
reference
liside
street
to
a
loading
platform accessible
Architectually the new studio is one of
brary which is being constantly increased.
the main and lower stages.
the most interesting buildings in the metroAdjacent to this department is the car- toInboth
another large building occupying the
politan area, its exterior suggesting a railpenter shop and the assembling room, sep- street front across from the city block
way terminal rather than the home of a
arated from the stage by huge sliding doors which
the studio proper fills, is the new
business concern. An imposing entrance, of such size as to permit the moving in and
flanked by four great columns, carries out out of completed sets. These doors are laboratory, designed by and equipped under the personal supervision of Frank E.
the impression. Turning away from the designed to prevent the noise attendant on
secretary of the corporafamiliar type of studio with its glass roof the construction of sets from reaching the Meyer, tion.assistant
building will be housed the
and sides, the huge building is well lighted stage and interrupting the work of the work of In this
four laboratories, two in New
by many windows and a row of glazed stars and the directors.
and two in New Jersey, in which the
openings in the story close to the roof. Its
.Across from the carpenter shop is the York
and printing of all Paramount
principal lighting, especially for production scene dock for the painting of scenery developing
pictures made in the East is now being
work, will be by an elaborate electric plant, and backgrounds and here, too, are the done.
so complete and involving the use of so cameramen's lockers. Other offices and
In addition to office space and a complete
great a current that the installation of a dressing
rooms surround the four sides of research
laboratory, the building will consub-station, which will allow 7,600 volts of the main stage.
tain two separate and distinct laboratories.
alternating current to be received from the
Below the main stage is another stage On the
first floor six developing machines
central station, has been necessary.
of the same size, about which are grouped
the latest type, with a capacity of 30,000
Seventy-six hundred-volt synchronous the lighting, heating and ventilation plants, of
feet
of
film an hour, have been
motor-generator sets will apply the direct the restaurant and the property and paint installedfinished
under the supervision of the
current for the studio lighting. The gen- rooms. On this stage, which is broken by
Spoor-Thompson Company. The printed
eral lighting and power will be obtained the supports of the main stage set forty film
inserted at one end of the machine
feet apart, will be constructed the smaller and is
from a step-down transformer connected to sets.
comes out at the opposite end thorthe 7,600 volt primaries.
oughly developed, washed, dried, polished,
Miniature Theatre on Main Studio Floor. tinted and ready for shipment.
New Lightingf Control System.
London
Plant Most Efficient.
Another departure from convention is to
On the main studio floor there is a magnificent miniature theatre, designed for the
be found in the direct current feeder sysA remarkable air-conditioning plant has
been installed in the building which will
make it possible to keep the temperature
at any point desired. By this method it is
expected to keep the output of prints constantly up to 100 per cent, efficiency so that
.3,000,000 feet of film a week can be turned
out regularly. A complete renovating plant
will also be installed so that all films mav
b constantly kept in perfect shape.
The London studio of the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., in which
Paramount Pictures with British casts will
be made, has been hailed by experts as one
of the most complete and best equipped
studios in the world. It compares favorably
with the largest American studios, sufficient room having been provided on two
stages tionsfor
filming of five large producat onethetime.
Every modern convenience for the comfort of the large staflF of workers has been
installed. The office of the casting director is near the main entrance and the office of General Manager Milton E. HoflFman and his staflf are also located
here.
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Beyond these offices are the quarters of
the costume department, the paint shop and
the stage, 110 feet by sixty-five feet.
The Bombay Studio.
Twenty-two dressing rooms, each with
a private bath, a model projection room,
and other features have been provided.
The studio will use more electric power
than the entire tram service of Islington,
the district in which it is located.
The recent announcement that the corporation, in conjunction with a syndicate
of British and Indian bankers, would soon
begin the production of motion pictures in
Bombay, India, for distribution throughout the Indian Empire and other countries
of the Far East, marks one of the most
important and far-reaching developments
in the history of the motion picture. The
name of this newest subsidiary of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is the

Famous

MOVING

PICTURE

Indian Empire Famous Players-Lasky Film
Company, Ltd., and it begins its operations with a paid-in capital of $3,000,000.
Arrangements are being made for the
erection of a mammoth studio and laboratory in Bombay, the principal city of the
Indian Empire, where the most approved
American methods of picture production
will be introduced by American experts.
Not only will Paramount pictures be produced in a Paramount studio in India, but
they will also be distributed through a
system of Paramount exchanges modeled
after the efficient exchange system in this
country.
The Old and the New.
Frank Meyer, who has been in charge
of the construction and real estate division of the corporation, and Tarkington
Baker have already sailed to begin work on
the Indian project. Mr. Meyer will erect

Players-Lasky

Noteworthy
THE year 1919-20 has been the biggest
in Famous Players-Lasky history in
manystandingways,
probably
' the out-of
feature hasbutbeen
the number
big productions released and the sensational box-office successes scored by them
wherever they have been shown. In fact,
so successful has this policy of "big pictures" proved that it has been decided to
concentrate
more and more
on the production and distribution
of features
of this
character.
The month of September furnished an indication of what exhibitors might expect
as the result of the adoption of the big pictures policy. The first two releases were
"The Witness for the Defense" and "The
Valley of the Giants." Then came George
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man."
October offered among other big attractions Maurice Tourneur's "The Life Line"
and the Houdini feature, "The Grim Game."
Then, in November, came Cecil B. DeMille's
"Male and Female." In passing mention
should be made of "Twenty-three and a Half
Hours Leave," which introduced Thomas H.
Ince's
May. co-stars, Douglas MacLean and Doris
December brought the Ince Special, "Behind the Door," starring Hobart Bosworth.
Then came George Melford's "Everywoman,"
with
wonderful
all-star Roberts
cast headed
by Violet itsHoming,
Theodore
and
Wanda Hawley.
The outstanding feature of January was
"The
Copperhead,"
Lionel Barrymore in
the elaboratestarring
screen version
of Au'gustus Thomas' great play. In February
came George Fitzmaurice's "On with the
Dance," and William D. Taylor's production of Mark Twain's immortal "Huckleberry Finn."
"Treasure Island" Arrives.
Following Elsie Ferguson in "His House
in Order," released among others in March,
April brought the Robert Louis Stevenson
masterpieces, "Treasure Island" and "Dr.
JekyllriceandTourneur
Mr. production
Hyde," the and
formerthea latter
Maufurnishing John Barrymore the vehicle for
his greatest dramatic triumph on either
stage or screen. The same month saw
the release of "The Toll Gate," a William
S. Hart's first independent production as
a Famous Players-Lasky star.
Cecil B. DeMille's "Why Change Your
Wife?" and George Melford's "The Sea
Wolf,"
have just
started
on theirreleased
careers inandMay,
if present
indications
are borne out box office records are going
to take a lot of beating before these films
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the studio and Mr. Baker will remain in
India as the general Indian representative.
Five wood
years
Lasky studio
Hollyoccupiedagothethebuilding
which, atrecently^
was too small for the properties of the
present studio. Today the Lasky studio
has four stages covering a floor space of
47,000 square feet. The studio lots cover
ten acres and the plant also includes a
ranch of 1,200 acres where exteriors are
taken,
laboratories,
mills and manufacturiesgreat
of all
kinds.
With all of its studios and their equipment as near perfection as modern ingenuity and research has been able to
make them, and with a force of directors
and players, each of whom has made a
name in his or her individual field, the
^Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is looking confidently forward to setting still
higher standards for Paramount pictures
than it has attained in the past.

Several

Achievements
have run their courses in the theatres.
The above productions are cited as already proved box office successes which
have
justified
pictures"
policy.
For
the remaining the
three"bigmonths
of the
current
year Paramount exhibitors are promised
"more of the same," among others being
the Thomas H. Ince special, "Below the Sur-

of Past
Year
face," liam
featuring
Hobart
Bosworth,
and WilS. Hart in his second independent
production, "Sand," scheduled for June; the
big Cosmopolitan production, "The World
and His Wife," in July, and "The Fighting
Chance," William DeMille's "The Prince
Chap," with Thomas Meighan, and Maurice
Tourneur's "The Devil to Pay," in August.

Coming

Greatest

Season

Will

Exports,

Says

Be

in Film

Foreign Department Head
offices in London, Liverpool, Manchester,
improveme
THEratesgradual
s nts
nations Dublin.
that intheexchange
and indication
Birmingham, Cardiff, Leeds, Newcastle and
of the world are succeeding in bringThe Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., dising about a satisfactory readjustment of
tributors for Canada, with offices at Torbusiness conditions on a peace basis give
onto, Montreal, St. John, Winnipeg, Calpromise of a record-breaking increase in
the film export business during the coming
gary and Vancouver.
Feature Films, Ltd., distributors for Ausyear, in the opinion of E. E. Shauer, assisttralasia, with offices at Sydney, Adelaide,
ant treasurer and in charge of the foregoing
Perth, Melbourne, Brisbane, in Australia;
department of the Famous Players-Lasky Wellington
in New Zealand and Hobart in
Corporation.
Tasmania.
World Trade Increasing.
Societe des Establissements Gaumont, distributors for France, Belgium, Holland,
"Despite the unsettled business conditions Switzerland, French colonies and portectorexisting in the world the foreign business ates, Egypt and Asia Minor, with offices at
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Paris, Lyons, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Marhas shown a big increase in the last year,
seilles, Lille, Nante, Nancy, Strassbourgm,
in France;and Brussels,
Belgium; Geneva,
and we expect a continuation of this re- all
Switzerland,
Cairo, Egypt.
cord-breaking growth in the coming year,"
said Mr. Shauer, in discussing export conFamous Players-Lasky Corporation, distributors for Denmark, Sweden, Norway
ditions. "The international appeal of Paramount-Artcraft is indicated by the fact that and Finland, with offices at Copenhagen,
it is becoming necessary to increase and Denmark; Stockholm, Sweden and Chrisimprove our distributing facilities in all tiania, Norway.
sections of the world to meet this demand.
South American Distribution.
Much time and attention will be given to
the improving
of
the
~
distributing
organiSociedad General Cinematografica, diszation. The coming year undoubtedly will
tributors for Spain, Argentina, Uruguay
witness an important addition to the chain and Paraguay,
with offices at Barcelona,
of foreign offices and allied organizations
Spain;
Buenos
Aires,
Argentina and Montevideo,
Uruguay.
now supplying the world-wide demand for
Paramount-Artcraft pictures.
Peliculas D'Luxo Da America Do Sul, disOffices and distributing arrangements for
tributors for Brazil, with offices at Rio de
Paramount-Artcraft are maintained in Janeiro and Sao Paulo.
thirty foreign countries. This does not inSouth Pacific Company, distributors for
Chile. Bolivia and Peru, with offices at
clude the numerous agencies which are dis- Santiago,
Chile.
tributing these productions in other portions of the world. The coming year, it is
Caribbean Film Company, distributors
expected, will witness an important growth for Cuba, West Indians, Venezuela, Costa
in the chain
of distributing offices now en- Rica, Nicaragua, Guatemale, San Salvador
circling the globe.
and Honduras, with offices at Havana, Cuba
The foreign offices allied organizations and San Juan, Porto Rica.
Continental Film Company, distributors
for the distribution of Paramount-Artcraft
for Mexico, with offices at Mexico City.
pictures are as follows :
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., distriNippon Katsudo-Shasin Kaisha, distributors for Japan, with offices at Tokyo.
buting for Great Britain and Ireland, with
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event of international importance
and one which will add greatly to
the prestige of Paramount Pictures
abroad is the completion of the large studios of the Famous Players-Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., in London. Production
work already has been begun under the
direction of Milton E. Hoffman, general
manager of the Islington studio, and the
coming year will witness the completion
of a number of notable Paramount pictures
in this new Paramount studio.
This is the first American studio to be
built abroad and is the forerunner of other
similar developments of vast significance
to the world film industry. Announcement
has already been made of the plan to build
a large studio in Bombay, India, for the
Indian Empire Famous Players-Lasky
Film Company, Ltd., and other announcements of a similar nature may be expected
during the coming year. During his recent
visit to Europe President Adolph Zukor
completed arrangements for the formation
of producing companies in France, Belgium, Spain, Scandinavia, Czecho-Slovakia
and Poland. These various corporations,
with an aggregate capital of approximately
$15,000,000, will begin the erection of studios
and the work of production as soon as
conditions are found to be ripe. This time,
5t is believed, will soon come, as Europe is
giving its serious attention to the work of
readjusting itself to peace conditions.
To Use Americiin Methods.
Modern .American methods of filming
productions will be utilized in these foreign producing units, which will some day
completely encircle the earth, according to
present expectations. British artists and
technical experts will be employed largely
in the London studio, the director, artists,
cameramen and others being given a period
of training under American experts. The
works of the foremost British writers will
be produced in the locations actually selected by tiie author or described in his
story, the studio being the hub of producAN
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and
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ing activities which will include all of
Great Britain and possible frequent excusions to France and other nearby countries
for e.xtcrior scenes.
The first production to be filmed in Londone
be which
"The Great
Day,"international
the Drury
Lane will
success
attracted
attention in stage circles some years ago.
A cast of famous British players will be
used in filming this production, which will
be staged on a lavish scale. The release
of this picture in America some time during the coming year will do much to bring
about a better relationship between the
film industries of Great Britain and America, in the opinion of officials of the corporation.
Lasky Plans London Program.
The fact that Hugh Ford is to direct this
first American-British production is evidence of the care and attention which will
be given to the making of this ambitious
Paramount picture. Mr. Ford had much
experience as a director and producer on
the English stage before coming to America
some years ago.
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president, has
sailed to London to inspect the new studio
and to assist in launching production work.
It is expected that Mr. Lasky will map
out the
year's
new studio, which
is toprogram
be underforhisthecharge.
During the last few months arrangements
have been completed for the filming of the
works of a number of notable British
writers, and additions are expected to this
list on Mr. Lasky's return to the United
States. All of Sir James M. Barrie's successes, including "Peter Pan," "What Every
Woman Knows" and "The Little Minister,"
have been obtained for filming as Paramount Artcraft pictures. Henry Arthur
Jones'
new play also is to be filmed by
Paramount.
Three Great Producing Plants.
The British studio in which some of these
stories will be filmed is one of the most
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modern and complete producing plants in
the entire world and compares most favorably with the Lasky studio at Hollywood
and the mammoth new Famous Players
studio
now nearing completion in Long
Island City.
While it is too early to announce definite
plans for the immense new studio to be
erected at India, it is known that it is
to be a producing plant which will compare most favorably with the London and
American studios of the corporation.
Frank Meyer, assistant secretary of the
company, whorangementshas
chargeof ofthetheNew
arfor the had
building
York City studio, has sailed for Bombay
to begin the work of organizing this new
producing unit, which will be under the
general supervision of Mr. Lasky. The
studio and laboratory will be in charge
of American experts. Tarkington Baker,
well known in film circles, will act as general Indian representative and will be in
direct charge of the producing and distributing organizations which will be provided in India. These pictures will be released throughout the entire world and
will be of the character having an international appeal. It is expected that the first
will be released by Christmas.
"Grade of Courage" Shows
William Hart in Varied Role

WileFamou
under
liam S. Hart's
GE,"
COURA
LE
ctthird
s
THEhis CRAD
the
withpictur
contraOF
new
s-Lasky Corporation, offers him one
Player
of the most varied roles of his career as
well as one of the most unusual parts he
has ever played. At different times in the
action he appears as a soldier, a policeman,
and, later, as the peaceful citizen of a seaThroughout
the picture there are many
port town.
incidents filled with stirring action. The
scenes in the trenches, on board the army
transport, the fight in the backroom of
the water-front saloon, and the safe robbery, all lend themselves to the sort of acting in which Hart does his best work.
Ann Little is the leading woman in- the
new picture, playing a part which is as
varied as the star's and which, at one
apoint,
bov. requires her to appear disguised as

Here They Are — Every One Seems to Have a Mate But the Poor Fellow in the Scene at the Right.
Elsie Ferguson in "Lady Roses Daughter" (September) ; Dorothy Dalton
•f^fi to rieht- "Burglar Proof," with Bryant Washburn (November);
in 'Harf an Hou?- (September), and "The Jailbird." with Douglass McLean, to be released in October. All Paramount productions.
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of Paramount Exhibitors
ously successful in some branch or other of
to pick out the most distincIF one were
tive features of the year 1919-20 in mo- the so-called show business. For instance,
tion pictures it undoubtedly would be John P. Goring has been a theatrical prothe development of exploitation, or, to
ducer, has managed road and stock companies and for the past six years has been
speak definitively, the application of expert
showmanship to the exhibition of pictures. engaged solely in the picture business as
In this development Famous Players-Lasky manager and as special exploiter of big feahas done a great deal.
ture productions.
The Famous Players-Lasky field exploiWhelan
Publicized Noted Singer.
tation force was organized last summer by
Leslie F. Whelan for six years was enClaud Saunders, exploitation manager, who
gaged in special publicity work for highas theatrical manager and expert showman class Lyceum
attractions and for several
with many years of experience is known
practically in every city or town of 5,000 or noted operatic and concert singers, including John McCormack.
more in the United States. At the outset
H. Wayne Pierson was for a long time
Mr. Saunders placed twelve men in the field advance
agent for Cohan & Harris and
and so pronounced was the success of these
that the number was increased after the other prominent theatrical firms and then
beginning of the present calendar year, so exploited D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" and L."Intolerance."
that now there is an exploitation man workCharles
Winston, experienced at every
ing out of every Famous Players-Lasky desk
in the editorial room of a big Boston
branch exchange.
daily, had also managed Keith theatres in
What the Force Does.
Boston and other New York cities and had
Stated in a few words, the duty of the ex- done a large amount of special picture exploitation field force is to enable exhibitors,
through the employment of every conceiva- ploitation.
Al G. Birch, with an early experience in
of carnival and road
ble, legitimate means, to increase their re- the management
ceipts from the showing of Paramount pic- shows, came to Famous Players-Lasky
tures. These men, trained in showmanship, from the editorship of a Denver paper.
bend their energies especially to the utiliEntire Exploitation Personnel.
zation of natural resources in publicity and
These are but few, cited to illustrate the
exploitation, which exhibitors, for the most
part, have neglected in the past. Their line calibre of the men who constitute the field
of duty embraces the task of increasing the force. The entire personnel, with the present assignments, follows: A. G. Birch, Deninterest of local newspapers in motion pictures in general and especially in Paramount
ver; E. O. Child, Portland, Ore.; Frank A.
pictures; interesting other lines of business Cassidy, Chicago; Norwan M. Dixon, Des
in seasonable and mutually advantageous Moines; Oscar A. Doob, Cincinnati; John
tie-ups; and not only giving the exhibitors P. Goring, Kansas City; John D. Howard,
the benefit of his ideas and experience, but San Francisco; Benjamin Laskin, Charassisting him in carrying out and applying
lotte; Walter Lindlar, Minneapolis; Elmer
his own, all with the purpose of enabling E. Rutter, Pittsburg; John C. McConville,
him to make more money and to dominate Buffalo; Albert A. Nathan, New York; Paul
L, Morgan, New Haven; Hal Oliver, OmahisIn theatre's
choosing territory.
the men for these important
ha; Eli M. Orowitz, Detroit; N. K. Parkposts the greatest care has been exercised. hurst, Salt Lake City; Norman Peel, Oklahoma City; Herman Phillips, Washington;
Practically every man has been conspicu-

H. Wayne Pierson, Atlanta; Monte Rice,
Los Angeles; Charles Raymond, St. Louis;
Daniel Roche, Chicago; Wayland H. TaySeattle; FredDallas;
Walters,
Cleveland;
Leslielor,
F. Whelan,
Spencer
G. Sladdin,
Boston; Charles L. Winston, Philadelphia.
Exploitation has come to stay and, as in
the present year, it will continue to be one
of the biggest factors in keeping Paramount
exhibitors in the van in the year 1920-21.
Dorothy Gish Plays Herself
in F. P.-L's "Miss Rebellion"

ed ininSepte
ion,"
e Miss
as
releas
Rebell
"Littl
has,
GISH
Y Param
OTHfirst
DORher
ount
rember
the
of
pictu
coming season, a role exactly suited to her
ications. "Little Miss Rebellion" will
qualifnt
ly tunit
uncon-y
in anher entire
prese Miss
an oppor
affording
ventional role, Gish
y
r
to appea
s. in a wide variet of comedy situation
Not the least of these comedy complications is a session with a stubborn mule, a
fight in a den of Bolsheviks, a charge of
Royal Cavalry, a baseball game with United
States dough boys, a jazz ball, a restaurant
scene and a raid on a pawn shop. The
climax is a thoroughly amusing and typically Gish finish.
The story
of "Little
was
written
by Harry
Carr, Miss
war Rebellion"
correspondent,
magazine writer, city editor of the Los
Angeles Times and at present editor of the
scenario department of the D. W. Griffith
studios. The scenario is by Well Hastings,
who furnished Dorothy Gish with the story,
"Turning the Tables." Mr. Hastings also
wrote
the scenario
"Romance" in
which Doris
Keane isfor
appearing.
George Fawcett, for thirty years one of
the finest character actors on the American stage, directed Miss Gish in this
latest Paramount comedy. In her supporting company appear Ralph Graves, last
seen in "Scarlet Days;" George Siegmann,
remembered as Von Strohm, the villain in
"Hearts of the World;" William Riley
Hatch, Marie Burke, who has been with
Miss Gish in several of her best films, and
other players.

Pretty Grouping of a Trio of New Paramount Plays- -A Variety of Action in PIay« of Varied Themes.
production
special
De Millewith
a Cecil B.
About^"
to Think
right: "Something
left to(October);
fromDexter
Top and bottom
Mae Murray,
production
Fitzmaurlce
a George
"Idols of Clay,"
and Elliot
Swanson reading
Gloria pictures,
beptember.
for
with
scheduled
picture
Cosmopolitan
a
"Humoresque,"
and
to have fall release,
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Cecil B. DeMille's Plans Call
for Bigger Productions
Than His Past Successes
latest fiveof histhe
signing with
WITHyear thecontract
Famous
Players - Lasky Corporation Cecil
B. DeMille and his productions become an
assured part of the Paramount pictures for
the forthcoming half-decade.
During the past two years Mr. DeMille
has given to the screen some of the most
powerful photodramas ever presented to
the public. Such successes as "Old Wives
for New," "For Better, for Worse," "Male
and Female," and "Why Change Your
Wife?"
have greatest
been universally
recognized asof
among the
screen achievemnts
that period.
Successful as his past efforts have been,
Mr.
plans for the At
future
even DeMille's
greater achievements.
the promise
head of
the list of these is his forthcoming produc"Something
ed bytion,
those
who to
haveThink
seen About,"
it in theheraldmaking as the greatest of his long list of great
photodramas.
Although it is impossible to name the future productions of the producer, Mr. DeMille has secured a number of stories for
scenarization. The stories in question are
from the pens of some of the best known
American writers, including Salisbury
Field, author of "Twin Beds" and "Wedding
Bells";
MacPherson
and Hector
others. Turnbull,
He is alsoJeanie
negotiating
for
the work of a famous British author
whose name cannot be divulged, but whose
works are known and appreciated by millions of English speaking readers.
Wide variety of tl-.eme is promised in all
of these productions. Mr. DeMille has definitely abandoned the "series" plan of which
"Old Wives for New," "Don't Change Your
Husband,"
and "Why InChange
Your heWife?"
form an illustration.
the future
plans
to alternate,
using
stories
of
striking
contrast in succession.
Approximately four special productions a
year will be made, following the established
Cecil B. DeMille schedule in this respect.
This number is variable, it is understood.
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but the director-general does not expect
to exceed that number.
Ethel Clayton as an Apache Dancer
Ethel Clayton appears in the novel role
of an Apache dancer in her Paramount
picture, "AThisCity
Sparrow,"
October.
marks
a distinctreleased
departurein
for Miss Clayton, who has been appearing
recently in stories of married life, notably,
"The Thirteenth Commandment" and
"Young
Mrs. Miss
Winthrop."
Although
Clayton is unmarried in
this picture, the theme of marriage plays
a vital part in the production.
Sam Wood's direction is at its best in this
story by Kate Jordon. Clara G. Kennedy
did the scenario. Walter Hiers and Lillian
Leighton bring a vein of comedy which is
in effective contrast to the serous theme.
Billie Burke Has Strong Role
In "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," her next
Paramount picture, adapted for the screen
from the play by Clyde Fitch, Billie Burke
finds a role with a far greater emotional
appeal than any part she has yet played
on the screen. The superficially frivolous
Nell Johnson is at heart a very real woman,
willing to make the great sacrifice — the
loss of her good name — to save from disgrace the sister whom she love devotedly.
Taking place in Paris during the carnival
season, "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson" offers
splendid opportunity for the reproduction
of the atmospheric detail for which Clyde
Fitch was famous.
Edward Dillon directs Miss Burke in this
picture.
Reid in Rapid-Fire Drama
Real romance in the form of a bulky motor truck lumbering along the highway at
a 20 per crawl disproves the "nothing new
beneath the sun" theory and provides a
genuine
thrill
in "What's
the picture
starring
WallaceYour
Reid,Hurry?"
which
will be released in September.
In the role of Dusty Rhoades, daredevil
speeder, to whom a motor truck means
nothing, Wallace Reid finds a part which
for thrills and exciting drama is worthy of
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his work in "Excuse My Dust," "Double
Speed" and "The Roarin' Road" all Paramount pictures which are still fresh in exhibitors' memories for their box-office success. The new picture, however, is in no
way a sequel to any of these.
The story was written by Byron Morgan
and originally appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post under the title of "The Hippopotamuscast
Parade."includes
In addition
Wallace Reid the
Lois toWilson,
Charles Ogle, Clarence Burton and Ernest
Butterworth.
directed by Sam"What's
Wood. Your Hurry" was
Ray in "The Village Sleuth"
"A typical Ray picture," aptly describes
Charles Ray's new picture, "The Village
Sleuth," tember
fromreleasetheis Ince
Sepfrom studios.
the pen This
of Agnes
Christine Johnston and was directed by
Jerome Storm. There is said to be more
than the usual amount of comedy in this
picture, the story hinging upon the consuming desire to be a detective which
burns in the breast of William Wells, a
farmer's son. Winifred Westover has the
leading feminine role.
MacLean in "The Jailbird"
Douglas
MacLean,
Thomas
popular young
star, will
be seenH. forInce's
the
first time in a Julien Josephson story
when
released
October.
Under "The
the Jailbird"
directionis of
Loyd inIngraham,
who handled the production of "What's
Your picture
Husband
Doing?"to find
Mr. aMacLean
this
is certain
still morein
secure place in the hearts of motion picture fans.
"Deep Waters" a November Release
Notable among the November Paramount
releases will be "Deep Waters," Maurice
Tourneur's production of F. Hopkinson
Smith's best seller, "Caleb West, Master
Driver." Jack Gilbert has written the
scenario and a typical all-star Tourneur
cast will be seen. The locale of the story
is the New England Coast and the story
deals with the building of a lighthouse.

Be Seen Here.
Here They Are— Telling Glimpses of Three New Paramount Releases— The Locales Are Varied As May
Roscoe "Fattv" Arbuckle in "The Round Up," supported by Eddie Sutherland and
right
to
left
bottom
and
Tod
withbe William
TOP ^''d^bouom^^im ^oji^l<^i^^ "The Cradle of Courage," to
early fall. and "Behold My Wife!"
the (October)
releasedS InHart
a George Melford production
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Now Is the Time to Prepare! — These Are Just a Few Pre-Release Stills of Coming Paramount Pictures.
Left to right: "Held by the Enemy"; "The Restless Sex," with Marion Davies; "A City Sparrow," with Ethel Clayton
(October); "Civilian Clothes,"
Thomas
Meighan
(September);
Charles
Ray in "The Village Sleuth,"
and with
"A Full
House,"
with Bryant
Washburn
(October).
luiimiHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuiuuiuiiuiniiuiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiininniMiiniMininiiiiiiiiiiMinirMniiMiMihaHuiiitiitiiiiiriiMiiiuiiMiinriMiiniinoiMiiniMnin iiiiiiiiiitiriii
"Held by the Enemy" Becomes
Screen Attraction This Fall
ENEMY," the ParaTHE
HELD BY mount
production of William Gillette's war drama, will be released
in October. For stirring scenes and excitment this stage play was famous and its
screen version should be equally gripping.
In the memory of the men and women
of North and South alike the story of
the great struggle will never grow dim.
"Heldmemories
by the Enemy"
to athestrongly
screen
the
of those brings
years in
dramatic plot.
from the pen of William GilComing
lette, who has written and appeared in

numerous stage successes, "Held by the
Enemy" has every favorable auspice to
augur success. "Secret Service" and "Too
Much Johnson" have given an indication
of what the Gillette authorship can accomplish under Paramount production. In
Gillette's
also, Mr.
present
the
play blossoms instance,
into production
with the aid
of a competent cast and under the guidance
^.of Donald Crisp, who has to his credit such
productions as "Why Smith Left Home,"
""Too Much Johnson" and "The Six Best
Cellars."
Agnes Ayres, the original "O. Henry"
girl ofin the screen" depicts a Southern beauty the leading feminine role. Supporting her is Wanda Hawley, whose elevation to stardom has recently been announced. Jack Holt, versatile leading man,
who won favorable comment in "The Life
JLine"
role. and "Victory," has the chief male
Robert Cain plays the heavy, while Walter Hiers as a newspaper reporter of the
Civil War period will provide the comedy
touch. Others in the cast are Josephine
Crowell, Lillian Leighton, Lewis Stone,
Robert Brower and C. H. Geldart.

Big Laughs in "Charm School"
The perplexing complications of a debonair young man of town who suddenly
finds that he has fallen heir to a young
women's seminary furnish the laughs for

"The Charm School" Wallace Reid's Paramoiant starring vehicle released in November. A breezy comedy plot with acting to match bring Wallace Reid to the
screen again in the kind of picture he has
made his own, the kind that audiences all
over the country clamor for.
"The Charm School" is a story that has
gained universal recognition within a short
period. Published first as a serial in the
Saturday Evening Post by Alice Duer Miller, it was shortly afterward turned into
a play and is now on tour preparatory to
its appearance on Broadway. It also has
been published as a book. Within six
months of the first appearance of the story
the motion picture rigFits had also been
bought and production work started.
Dorothy Dalton Will Open on
Long Contra rt in September
a
has signed
Y DALTON,
DOROTH
long-term
contractwl.owith
Famous
Players-Lasky, will make her debut
as a Paramount star in Sir J. M. Barrie's
"Half an Hour," which will be released in
September. This play was first produced
on the American stage in 1913 at the Lyceum Theatre with Grace George in the
role of Lady Lillian, which is enacted on
the screen by Miss Dalton. For a long
time afterward Blanche Bates played the
role in a vaudeville presentation.
Harley Knoles. who directed "The Cost"
with Violet Heming and "Little Women,"
staged "Half an Hour." Adaptation was
made by Clara Beranger, whose play "His
Chinese Wife," on which she collaborated
with
Forest Halsey, is now running on
the stage.
"Half an Hour" also serves to return
to the screen Charles Richman, who plays
the role of Richard Garson. Albert Barrett played lead with Robeil Manlell.
Frank Losee plays Dr. Brodie.
H. Cooper Clifife, the original "Nobody"
in "Everywoman," was recently seen on
the stage in "One Night in Rome." Hazel
Turney
playing
the only other woman's
part in the
picture.

Gay Havana Carnival Forms
Background for Meighan Film
HAVANA
and the the
gayracing
throngsandwhich
visit it during
carnival season form the background for
many
of the scenes
"Civilianof Clothes,"
the Paramount
screenin version
Thompson Buchman's play, which was one of the
season's successes at the Morosco Theatre,
New York, and which enjoyed runs in the
larger cities of the country as well as a
successful road tour. With Thomas
Meighan as the star, Hugh Ford as the
director, and Clara Beranger as the scenarist, the photoplay offers a combination
of talent that is not often found in one
picture.
The story of a returned soldier who has
married an attractive Salvation Army girl
in France, "Civilian Clothes" is in no sense
a Bar [.ictuie. Comedy of (lie liveli i kind
is Lo itoffound
iii its theme; th' surjS.-.ie and
shock
the cultured
girl on the discovery
that her husband, the gallant captain of
the Argonne, becomes her father's butler
on his discharge from the army.
Gripping Battle Scenes.
In addition to the delightful scenes made
in Havana, gripping battle scenes were
staged at Camp Meade, Maryland, with
the co-operation of the Department of the
East. All the real paraphernalia of battle,
together with several regiments of seasoned soldiers, make the episode complete
in its realism.
"Civilian Clothes" was the last production directed by Hugh Ford before he sailed
for England to become director general of
the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., and it is another triumph in
the
long
list of successes produced under
ii s uii
eilion
Supporting Air. Meighan is an .j.cellent
cast which includes Martha Mansfield,
Marie Shotwell, Frank Losee, Maude
Turner Gordon, Alfred Hickman, Warren
Cooke, Albert Gran, Isabelle Garrison, Halbert Brown and Kathryn Hildreth.
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**Humoresque" Released in
September as Paramount Film
theby Cosmopoli
SQUE,"
HUMORE
n directed
BorFrank tan
Productio
zage, and featuring Alma Rubens in an
all star cast, will be released in September
as a Paramount picture.
Acknowledged by critics as the logical
successor to George Loane Tucker's "The
Miracle
Man,"perhaps
it is athestory
sublime
mother love,
mostofappealing
motion picture seen on the screen in a long
time. It is a story of rare emotions, of
superb characterizations, of a great love
and a great sacrifice.
"Humoresque"
the creation
of Fannie
Hurst.
Frances isMarion
made the
screen
adaptation. Alma Rubens is featured. The
others in the all-star cast are Vera Gordon,
who plays the difficult role of the mother;
Dora Davidson, who plays the role of the
father; Gaston Glass, who plays the role
of the son; Miriam Battista, Bobby Connolly, Louis Stearns, Sidney Carlyle and
others.
Fitzmaurice's Second Special
to Be "The Right to Love"
SETTINGS and effects of far greater
beauty than he has ever achieved in
any of his former productions mark
the work of George Fitzmaurice in "The
producspecial
second for
RighttiontowhichLove,"
Paramount,
he hasthedirected
which will be released in September, adapted by Ouida Bergere from Claude Farrere's
famous French novel, "L'Homme Qui Aslaid in Turkey
scenes are
sassina,"theitsmoonlit
Mr.
giving and
Bosphorus,
along
Fitzmaurice every opportunity to indulge
his talent for bringing to the screen the
exotic amosphere of the East.
The story is one of intense dramatic
quality — a strong, virile conflict of human
emotions. As a play, dramatized from the
novel by Pierre Frondaie, who also adapted
Pierre
the stage,
was a Louy's
dramatic"Aphrodite"
success inforParis.
Later,it
translated into English by Gilbert Cannan
and Francis Keyser as "The Right to Kill,"
it was produced
in London,
at His
Theatre,
with great
successs.
The Majesty's
scenario
for the Paramount version of the story
was written by Ouida Bergere.
Mae Murray and David Powell, who
scored so heavily in Mr. Fitzmaurice's first
Paramount special, "On with the Dance,"
again play leading roles under his direction. Others in the cast are Holmes E.
Herbert, Alma Tell, Frank Losee and Lawrence Johnson.
Picturesque Settings in
George Fitzmaurice Special
ALL the languorous charm of the South
Seas, the beauty and calm of Grecian
skies, and the glitter and intrigue of
London's fast set go toward making "Idols
of Clay," the new Geort^e Fitzmaurice special, a picture of unusual pictorial and romantic interest. Coming as it does on the
heels of such notable triumphs as "On with
the Dance" and "The Right to Love," Mr.
Fitzmaurice's latest contribution to the
silversheet, which will be released in November, is sure to elicit comment as a
worthy successor, both dramatically and
artistically.
Ouida Bergere mapped out the continuity from an original story of her own — the
first original story she has done for Famous
Players-Lasky on her new contract. It affords excellent opportunities for Mr. Fitzmaurice to display the genius for designing the exquisite pictorial efifects which
have won for him a place in the front rank
£»f present day directors.
Mr. Fitzmaurice has surrounded Mae
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Murray and David Powell, who play the
roles of Faith and Dion, with an exceptionafly fine cast. Dorothy Cummings, George
Fawcett, Leslie King and Richard Wangerman have important parts.
Elsie Ferguson Depicts Roles
in Fashions of Three Periods
1890
1860,shown
periods—
THREE
and thedifferent
present decade
— are
"
in "Lady Rose's Daughter, a picturizationreleased
of Mrs.in Humphrey
which,
September,Ward's
will benovel
the
first Paramount of the new season starring Elsie Ferguson. Miss Ferguson, in
gowns of the reigning fashion of each period, promises another treat for film patrons who go in for fashions.
Supporting Miss Ferguson is a cast, including David Powell, Holmes E. Herbert,
Ida Waterman, Warren Cook and Frank
Losee. In her task of interpreting the
characters of three different periods Miss
Ferguson has one of the most difficult
parts of her screen career.
The picture was directed by Hugh Ford.
Unusual interest attaches to "Lady Rose's
Daughter"
as it Humphrey
is one of the
the
novels
of Mrs.
Wardfirstto ofreach
the screen.
Edmund

Day Play Revived in

Roscoe Arbuckle's "Round-up"
OE his("FATT
feain long LE
star ARBUCK
bow asY")
makes
ROSC
tures in George Melford's production
of "The Round-Up" for Paramount. In this
he has a role which offers him every opportunity for the expression of his individual type of humor.
"The Round-Up," written by Edmund
Day, was first produced by Klaw & Erlanger in August 1907. After a long season in
New York it was sent on the road where
it continued in popularity for a number of
A dramatic story of Indians and rough
years.
and ready plainsmen, the big scene of the
stage play was a battle in a narrow Arizona
canyon. In the screen version, this scene,
staged in natural surroundings gains in
melodramatic appeal.
George Melford, whose recent production
of Jack London's "The Sea Wolf" showed
his ability for directing large scale pictures, particularly those with their scenes
laid in the open, has concentrated his efforts inporting
directing
"The isRound-Up.
" SupMr. Arbuckle
a cast which
includes Tom Forman, who also wrote the
scenario lienneforScott,"The
JuIrvingRound-Up,"
Cummings,Mabel
Wallace
Beery, Jean Acker, Edward Sutherland,
Guy Oliver, Lucien Littlefield, and Jane
Wolf.
"Restless Sex" Is Listed as
a Paramount October Release

Davies'
Marion
RESTLESS
THEnewest
starringSEX,"
feature
for Cosmopolitan Productions, which will be
released in October as a Paramount Picture, is announced as a spectacular drama
of modern society life, a massive productive with magnificent settings and scenic
investitures, and a cast of more than six
hundred players.
"The Restless Sex" is Robert W. Chambers' greatest novel.
First appearing
the Cosmopolitan
Magazine,
it has had ina
wide circulation.
transferring
"TheRobert
Restless
Sex" to
theIn screen.
Director
Z. Leonard
has retained all of its fine flavor and its
rare qualities.
In support of the star are Ralph Kellard, Carlyle Blackwell, Charles Lane, Robert Vivian, Etna Ross, Stephen Carr, Vivian
Osborne, and Corrine Barker.
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Unusual Plot, Strong Cast Are
Features of New Medf ord Film

them all together — a startling
PUT
story adapted
from Sir
Gilbert Parker's
us cast
most
famous novel,
a meritorio
headed by Elliott Dexter and Mabel Juliene Scott, surpassing outdoor scenery in
the heart of the great West and the direction of George Melford — and the answer is
the Paramount special production, "Behold
My Wife 1," to be released early in November.The idea of taking a delicate, unsophisticated Indian girl and thrusting her upon
the staid conventions of an English home
and family, which gives the motive to "Behold My Wife!,"
offers something unique
in motion
picture plots.
The story has been adapted to the screen
from Sir Gilbert Parker's "The Translationingofstory
a Savage,"
easily
from the
pentheofmost
this fascinatEnglish
novelist.
In the film version Mr. Melford has maintained realism in outdoor settings, and
some of the early scenes are gorgeous
camera shots of the giant forests and mammoth mountains of the great West. The
company
spentin several
on location
the
Sierras
order weeks
to obtain
new andin
realistic photography for this production.
Milton Sills as Frank Armour, the husband, gives a difficult
portrayal inofa amasterman's
disintegration
and regeneration
ly manner. Others in the cast are Winter
Hall, Helen Dunbar, Ann Forrest, Maude
Wayne, Fred Huntley, F. R. Butler, F.
Templer-Powell and Mark Felton.
Frank Condon, recognized as a leading
scenario writer, who has been selected to
prepare
for Paramount's
version ofthe
"Thescript
Old Homestead,"
wrote new
the
scenario for "Behold My Wife 1," from Sir
Gilbert Parker's work.
"Full House" Translated to
Screen from Stage Forms

first as
as musical
thenstage
farce
forms, comedy,
in two
D and
TRIE
House,"
play, "A
Jackson
unt
d in 'sOctober
Paramo
as aFull
release
will beFred
with Bryant Washburn in the leading role.
This player will have opportunities for
the type of fun making which he has already contributed in "Why Smith Left
Home" and "Too Much Johnson."
Originally
produced engagement,
as "A Full House"
in
1914,
for a Broadway
and later
used by stock companies, it was adapted to
music by Victor Herbert and Henry Blossom, in collaboration with Fred Jackson
and was produced at the New Amsterdam
Theatre in 1918 under the title. -"The VelFred
Jackson is also the author of "The
vet Lady."
Naughty
Wife,"
the play
in which
Violet
Heming,
Paramount
screen
star, carried
the leading role. This play was later
filmed as a Paramount picture under the
name
as the "Let's
star. Elope," with Marguerite Clark
Supporting Mr. Washburn will be Lois
Wilson, Guy Milhan, a recent recruit to
the screen; Hazel Howell, Vera Lewis, and
Catherine Wallace. Lottie Williams will
be seen as Susie, the maid, a role played
by May Vokes in the farce version and
Georgia ofO'Ramey
edition
the story.in the musical comedy
The scenario was written by Alice Eyton
and James Cruze is the director.
Ethel Clayton as "Rozanne Ozanne"
In November Famous Players-Lasky
will offer Ethel Clayton as star in a screen
version
"Rozanne
Ozanne,"
a Kaffir with
legand
that ofdeals
in mystery
and romance
South
Africanby locale.
Ozanne"
was written
Cynthia "Rozanne
Stockley and
first
appeared in print as a two-part Cosmopolitan Magazine feature.
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Pa the Inaugurates

Literary

Department

to Supply Demand for Syndicate Stuff
while some managers complain is readable and acceptable to the general
EVEN
that their local newspapers will not public and not merely to the hardened
fans. Every story will help the Pathe
conduct a motion picture department,
handled pictures, but nothing will look
the Pathe Exchange has found it expedient to establish a Literary Bureau to like press work.
Most of the theatre press work is too
supply a growing demand for material
about the pictures, and the first fruits are frankly such to find acceptance at the
orders for 180,000 words of material for hands of the editors. Some editors who
might be willing to grant space will not
syndicate use.
Perhaps there is a moral here for the wade through sheets of superlatives and
repetitions of the house and play title,
complaining managers. They cannot obyet the houses continue to turn in stuff
tain publication of their paragraphs.
which fairly screams for the three stars
Newspaper syndicates find that editors —
possibly the same editors — will pay the
syndicate
rates for stuf? about motion pic- or the "Adv't." Get a Writer.
tures.
Even the hard-boiled editors will fall for
Two Star Writers.
well-written stufif, and taking this they will
feel themselves under some obligation to
The answer is that Pathe is employing
two trained newspaper writers instead of the house and use a minimum of the frank
press agents. Mary Edith Butler has a press work. They will do this where they
will not take press junk alone.
wide experience as a special writer. She
And the solution of the problem seems
has done promotion work for some big
to be to hire a good writer and ofifer the
things, including the first aviation show,
but primarily she is a writer and not a proper sort of stufif. It can be made to
press agent and she writes real newspaper
stufif instead of press bunk.
pay.
Curtis Dunham is known to newspaper
Old Time Prospectors Told
men all over the country as a special
•writer who signs much of his newspaper
How to Paint Alaskan Set
stufT. He is also an author and playwright, having half a dozen to his credit.
DIGGING
up an oldofprospector
passa
on the accuracy
the settingto for
Both of these writers will shape their
work to please the public. The Pathe
prologue
to
"The
River's
End"
worked as a real press stunt for Frank
exchange will profit through frequent menCostello, of the Tivoli, San Francisco.
tion, but the first efifort will be to get out
He is strong for prologues, and wanted
readable material. As the newspaper colurnn runs around a thousand words, the one for this First National production.
initial order means almost 180 columns of Someone suggested that there was a lot of
newspaper work in a large number of old-time gold diggers hanging around
waiting for the first boat to Nome, and that
newspapers. It will be ofYered as news
perhaps they could offer some suggestions.
and read and accepted as news.
He was told to go out and dig for a
It will get into the papers where much
press work is barred simply because it couple. He brought in a hundred or so.

Their criticisms were frank, but valuable,
and the artist changed his sketch to conform to their suggestions, with the result
that the scene was decidedly realistic. One
critic contributed a real sledge.
Then the old-timers were all invited to
the press pre-review of the picture, and
they attended to the last man. They even
brought some friends with them. Their
attendance was told in the stories of the
first showing and their commendation of
the atmosphere of the picture helped not
a little with the newspaper criticisms.
Makes His Electric Sign
Tell 'Em Going and Coming
two
who made
man where
the grow
TALK
bladesabout
of grass
one grew
before! W. F. Mason, of the Grand,
Pittsburgh, makes his electric sign do
double duty and lures them in and lures
them back again.
Mr. Mason put up a huge electric sign
across the front. Then he hid the back.
This spring he did the lobby over and,
pulling down the mask, he noted that the
sign was visible for its full depth. Instead
of hiding it again, he put in a translucent
surface which could be lettered, and now
when you come out of the Grand you can
look up and be reminded of the coming
attraction.
It does more than that. For "The Idol
Dancer"
tric sign :Mr. Mason lettered the big elecAll Next Week
D. W. Griffith presents
"THE IDOL DANCER"
A Love Story of the South Sea Isles
A First National Attraction
After he had looked at it a couple of
days he liked it so well that he copied it
ofif, marked in cuts of Miss Seymour and
Mr. Barthelmess and sent it to the newspapers. Itseemed to him to tell all of the
story, so he did not try to improve upon it.

How a Sandusky Exhibitor Put Elsie Janis in the Schade.
Last week we told how George Schade hooked up with the American Legion and sold so many tickets for Rlsie Janis in "A Regular
Girl that he was forced to open his overflow house and use that, too. He hooked in the Red Cross, which explains the
huge banner, and about the only possible hook-up he overlooked was with the 1. W. W. and he didn't want
that or he would have had It, too. Turn back to page 1331 of the last issue and go on with
the story. The cuts oame in too late to illustrate the preceding story.
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One
National
Advertiser
Likes
Window
Shows
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Put Blonde Jennies on the
Made Mechanical Piano a Real Star
Free List for Press Work
in an Ingenious Musical Interlude
atre, twisted ofan Loew's
old idea
for Mary
TheDayton
GATES,
STANLEY CHAMBERS, of the Papace, playing alone. The value of the stunt lay MARK
Miles Minter
in "Jenny
Bethat
Good"
Wichita, who is best known to our in the alterations, which led to speculation
fully
and
twisted
it
so
success
he
ing.
readers through his expert handling as to how it was done.
wrung
out
several
columns
of
pure
readThe
favorite
solutions
were
that
the
of open spaced advertising, sends in a
stunt which will be found available by piano was played electrically from the orAll he did was to advertise that every
gan console or that it was worked by blonde girl whose given name was Jenny
most exhibitors who can get the loan of
some one concealed on the stage.
a mechanical piano. As Mr. Chambers
could walk rig-ht past the doorkeeper for
the opening matinee and make a face at
worked
the stunt, the idea was a producSimple, but Intricate.
tion.
him instead of handing out a ticket.
The explanation is simple, yet it calls
Then he lined the Jennys up for a strip
The curtain rose upon a black stage, from
for a very careful planning. The piano photograph, and the newspapers ran that,
which sounded the opening bars of RaclimaninofT's "Prelude in G. Minor." Pres- was played from the rolls, but these had too.
They were turning down one or two
ently a tinted piano lamp came up, dis- been fixed up by Mr. Flath. Where the
closing the piano apparently playing itself. piano was to be silent during a passage, pages of paid advertising every issue, but
Soon the organ, played by P. Hans Flath, these perforations were cut away and .-c- this was good local news, and it went
took up the strain, accompanying the placed by blank paper the same width and through to the extent of eleven stories.
That is, it went through after Mr. Gates
length. Longer lengths of paper between
piano, and carried the air while the piano
invaded the editorial offices and sold them
stopped. This was done several times at the selections determined the interval's.
The trick lay in the nicety of timing the the idea, but it took some selling in these
appropriate points in the score, the two
length of the blanks, for the roil had to days when the white paper situation makes
instruments uniting in the final strains.
everyone around the shop sour on the
be synchronized so that the piano came in world.
Took an Encore.
at precisely the right note. This calls for
Of course the advertising manager has
lliere was a brief wait and the piano a nicety of adjustment which only musical
skill can give.
to be kept sweet with a generous use of
started again, this time on "Where the
Where there is a really clever leader, space, but Mr. Gates knows that it is the
River Shannon
Flows."
pianountil
accompanied a vocalist
ofT The
stage
the organist the idea can be worked into a good idea which sells in the editorial
chorus, when the organ again came in. In genuine novelty, and Mr. Chambers will room, and he pays for most of his space
the meantime the piano was the center of be glad to supply the details to any house in idea. The idea does not have to be
but it must sound new to the local
a green spot, which disclosed a basket of manager or leader who will inclose a re- new,
turn cover, though the above gives the man.
•flowers on the top of the piano, hitherto
unseen. It was a mere detail, yet it proved essentials. The exact timing may be arrived at only through experiment.
an eflPective surprise.
Pictures Materially Aid
The
third
number
was
"Dardanella,"
with piano and organ alternating or in
Georges Carpentier Film
You can't pay a thousand dollars a week
combination.
for press agents, but if you paid that much
It was this alternation which made the you could not get as much help as these
oil showing
paintings ofwere
used to aputhundred
over the
the
act important. Most persons are familiar
pages offer. Make them youi- publicity NEARLY
with self-playing pianos and could not be staff and get the value of thousands of dolRobertson-Cole
production,
♦'The
lars
worth
of
thought.
mystified at the mere spectacle of a piano
Wonder Man" with Georges Carpentier.
These paintings were nicely framed and
found their way into many windows where
the ordinary window card would not be
tolerated. The paintings were regarded
as having a news interest and as such
drew the attention of the crowds to the
window and all of its contents, and not
merely to the painting.
The subjects ranged from straight portraits of the French fistic star to large
showings of the ringside scene.
The smaller towns took as kindly to
them, some twenty being placed in Newark, where the film opened the day following the New York premier, and Buflfalo,
Cleveland and other points report that
all of the available frames were advanplaced. Mens'
and
hat stores tageously
ran close
secondsfurnishings
to the sporting goods stores in their bids for the pictures, and more could have been placed at
practically all points.
These Razor Window Shows
Are All Good for Cleanups

Japanese Ladies Do Not Shave Their Armpits
But than
Tsuri the
Aokionewason willing
to certify
that let
she her
had situsedin and
use no oth'ir
the display,
so they
the would
show window
in therazor
San Francisco store and tell the world about Universal's "Locked Lips."

has tasted
which- agency
a tiger
I IKE
the San
Francisco
of ablood,
certain safety razor is out after the advertising tobe gained from a hook-up with
the pictures on local view. Only a couple
of weeks ago we showed the window
hooked up with a Paramount and now the
Universal has contributed a cutout and
the store bought wistaria and Japanese
cushions to help put over Tsuri Aoki in
"Locked Lips."
If your local merchants do not see the
light, tell them about San Francisco.
What is good enough for one of the largest national advertisers should be good
enough for the local department store.
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Should
Break . ^ '.mHook-up
Record
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is made. There is not much use in getting
a window unless your own display is large
enough to stand up, and the stills, prefer"Soup'' Specialists Fail to Impress
ably mounted upon lettered cards, should
Ad,
His
in
Them
Puts
He
Carpentier;
bring in the crowd.
scheme after the nominations are made.
to the thedown
came
E someyoubrigh
SUPPOSatre
Now It's Street Car Teasers
g morning and TryAs it.Mr. Carpenter worked it he had seven
t sprin
found all the shiny paint scratched
cigar
stores,
two
cafes,
the
Stock
Exose your
" the
Theatre
Allen idea
"TheNGIdolup Dancer,
from,
off the front of your safe. Supp
danced"
the "She
change and the newspapers all in with
PICKI
those two words
Winnipeg, ofputalljust
watchman told you he had been bound him, increasing the interest and broadenred
cars,
street
the
front
the
on
ar
and gagged by a tall and a short burgl
ing the idea considerably.
letters on a white ground.
and locked in a steel locker. What would
And after everyone in the Peg had been
do? for the police?
youSend
worked into a frenzy, the newspapers came
"Up in Mary's Attic" Windows
out with the lowdown, and told that both
Wrong! The foot of the class for yours!
Offer a Variety of Tie-Ups
folClarine waiian
Seymour
of aat HaYou will never make a press agent
troupe wouldanddo the
the star
dancing
the
lowing aii^ such obvious course asof this.
idea
hook-up
window
the
NG
Allen.
Street
car
teasers
are
something
a
WORKI
the
,
to the full of its possibilities is goPattern aftCi George E. Carpenter
City.
little
away
from
the
ordinary.
Lake
to
in
aids
real
the
of
Salt
one
be
ing
Paramount-Eu press,
The Reuorteirs First.
the This Time the Show Cleaned
Attic,"much
in Mary'sAlready
"Up comedy.
putting
six-reel
Artsover
all nt scr . ;or the reporters. Fine
r
in
done
been
has
line
this
along
work
Then he sent for the police, and while the
York as an example to exhibitors.
in Spite of Good Weather
Hawkshaws were looking all around for New
The cut shows a display of lingerie in the
finger prints and talking learnedly about
of the Cosmopolitan Ladies' Shop,
of the
LY sixmost
over
were bigputstunts
months
the past
job because the ex- window
APPAinRENT
its being an amateur work,
at Forty-first street.
Carpenter was on OnBroadway
plosive had failed to
in the face of blizzards, for the presseither side of the window are wall
ment for the after- cases, usually given over to the display work almost invariably concluded with "In
busy with
noon papers.an advertise
nt Hudson
etc. something
weather,"with
incleme
Now ofcomes
Earl
He knew that the reporters would look of wares, which carry the stills, while the spite
out for the story, and they did. They gave window itself is filled with "reproducnew.
"In
Old
Kentucky"
got
over at the
tions" of the lingerie worn by the many
him front page, first column, section two, pretty girls
who help Mary jazz her attic Colonial, Atlantic City, in spite of the first
and a second burglary, in which the thieves
good weather
of theand
season.
It took a hundred three sheets
two thousand
tack
stole $450 from an auto house, ran a bad up.
The Girls Help.
second column and a shorter story.
cards to lure them from the board walk,
The auto company had never treated the
The girls help jazz the windows as well but it worked, though dressing the house
reporters to any free rides, but they knew
as the attic, for live merchants know that front to sugge'st the paddock helped some.
where they could get theatre tickets when
nothing will attract more attention than They were saving the First National atthey had a night off— and a girl. They
traction for the regular season at the
pictures
gave Carpenter the best of it both as to these
girlsofare pretty
pretty. girls- — and we'll say shore, and they played to 47,747 on the
location and space.
But lingeries is only one of the angles. week, which is 147 more than the house
could hold on 28 shows with a capacity
And the Ad.
The story makes an equally germane hookof 1,700.
And in the same section there ran a
up, with baby clothes, talcum powder,
of which is a good argument in favor
bathing suits — especially — cigars and soap, of All
double
fours
with
the
two
top'
lines
in
the theory that a picture is new until it
nice black type, but not as large nor as to say nothing of the piugger song.
is
shown.
This means that drug and department
black as the star and title. The text ran:
stores as well as special shops can be
Sell yourself on a story before you try to
brought into line with displays of cards
MESSRS. TALL-SHORT YEGGMEN:
sell others. Read up and know what you
and stills, and the window campaign should
COME ON AND GET THE SAFE
have convincingly.
to offer. Then you can talk knowingly
prove one of the strongest exploitation
and
You spoiled a perfectly good safe yester- angles,
provided that a liberal use of stills
day morning, treated the night watchman
shamefully
up thefashion
manager's
office
in a and
most mussed
scandalous
— and
got nothing! You are not gentlemen!
Quite different to
"BIG BILL" HART
who is now playing in the biggest picture
of his career —
"THE TOLL GATE"
He is also a bold, bad bandit, but always
a perfect gentleman !
And it gave business a boom. The burglary had nothing whatever to do with the
play, but the crowd was augmented just
the same, as Carpenter knew it would be.
Took a Straw Vote.
Another recent stunt was a straw vote
for presidential nominees. This was a
small slip given each patron on entering.
It listed the leading eight prospects of
each party, with a blank line for an added
starter, and another blank line for a suggested candidate for governor.
Of course the result was announced daily
in the papers as a matter of local interest.
So far the efforts of the Congressional
Committee have failed to show that any
portion of the millions of dollars so lavishly spent on behalf of a certain candidate was diverted to the purchase of
tickets — and ballots — for the ParamountEmpress, but the houses were extra large.
This is the first theatre straw ballot we
have recorded, yet the idea has immense
possibilitie.':. You can at least adapt the

Fill in the Blanks to Suit Yourself.
If you lack imagination turn to the stills on either side of the display for assistance.
One of several New York windows planted by Fine Arts for "Up in Mary's Attic.
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// Your
Patrons
Kiss,
Turn
Off the Lights
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and do not disfigure the trucks. The example shown is on the side of a recently
established bus line, but delivery and other
trucks are also employed and Mr. Hanson
has the use of a number of perambulators
and a careful tabulation shows that it increased business about one-fifth on Pickford, the first to be so advertised. The
second week, with Anita Stewart, showed
better results, but this is figured as being
due to Miss Stewart's great popularity.
Kisses as Lagniappe to

Simple House Front for
"Idol Dancer" Attractive
WHILE this simple painted front for
less expensive
Dancer'' islobby
Idol elaborate
"The
employed
than the
in Minneapolis for the same play, it served
almost as well in getting the attention.
It was planned by A. G. Stolte, of the Des
Moines Theatre.
This is merely a four-page painting, and
where an artist is not available it can be
done with a rough straw thatch over a
stretcher. This would be more simple
and probably even more effective, the straw
being
on with
a sailmaker's needle
on to sewn
any rough
fabric.
Most of Mr. Stolte's work was done inside. The house is curiously built, with the
stage running down either side of the
house, beyond the orchestra pit and the
first six rows of seats. Both sides were
framed in with special scenery, a backing,
and profile stuff in front. On one side the
Hawaiian troupe sang native songs and
then slipped over to the other where a
woman did the idol dance. The effect was
heightened by the clever handling of the
lights.
For the rest heavy newspaper advertising
was trusted to get in the crowds, the First
National plan sheet being followed, and
the business not only held up the full
week, but Saturday; the closing date was
better than the opening Sunday.

Chicken Netting Did Not
Suggest Chicken Chasing
ALTHOUGH the putting of Jack Pickford behind chicken-proof netting
might be regarded by the facetious,
no such inference was intended by Ralph
Hanson, of the Willard Theatre, Creston,
Iowa, one of the chain of the Adams Theatre Co. The netting is used no matter
who is the star, and merely serves to keep
the poster flat without pasting.
_ It seems that Creston has no street car
lines, and Mr. Hanson, mindful of the

value of street car advertising, set his wits
to work for a substitute. He found it in
frames to hold one sheet attached to commercial trucks.
He terspersuaded
the owners
thattrucks
the poswould call attention
to the
and
make their own announcements more conspicuous, and when the drivers bring their
trucks around for a change of posters they
are given a couple of passes for their
trouble. With the wire scheme it takes
but a moment to change the posters.
The frames are neat and solidly built

Showing of "LfOve Expert"
in the
newaudience
G somethi
n got nga big
wayTISIN
of a sensatio
ADVER
for N. A. Benson, of the Stadium
Theatre, Pittsburgh, when he played Constance Talmadge in "The Love Expert."
He told that he was going to have something really new, but he gave no hint as
to what it would be.
The curious flocked to the opening performance, and there was no sign of a prologue or any of the usual stunts, but when
the feature ran out, a slide flashed reading:
All sweethearts are entitled to ONE
kiss directly after this slide and while
the house is dark.
Are there any love experts in the
audience ?
Apparently there were, for as soon as
all
house
went for
out the
tra the
could
not lights
be heard
the orchestsmacks.
It was a regular film-censored kiss, for
the lights stayed down only five seconds,
and then flashed on full.
Some of the love experts were not quite
quick enough and some tried to steal two
kisses, with the result that the quick return of the lights presented many interesting tableaux.
It was a cleanup for the four days the
picture ran, and according to reports some
of the boys brought a different girl every
night. Not all houses can work this to
advantage, but where the patronage is not
too select it is a knockout.

Is This to Keep Jack from the Chickens, or the Chickens from Jack?
You lose no matter how you guess. The safety screen is chicken netting to keep
the one
sheets uses
smooth.
Creston,
la., has no car
lines, so the Willard
Theatre
bus First
lines
and commercial
National
features.trucks to put over
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Booking
Game
that a white calf was doing the haunting
and the birds did the leaf rustling.
Some nearby towns sought his help in
putting the same stunt over, but he has
his practice to look after and points out
that there are a lot of the old Four Minute
Men who could be coached in the act at
a pinch when graveyard sleepers are scary
or scarce.

May N0Xt Engage Exchange Managers
Not every picture can be put over in this
E Newton got himself beaned
BECAUS
by an apple, the law of gravitation fashion, and if the picture itself lent itself
.
to
the purpose the chances are that the
was discovered Other people merely
novelty would soon be lost, but it is not
rubbed the bump, cussed a little and wonunlikely that in time film agencies will
dered why fruits — especially cocoanuts —
have to add an attraction booker to their
were not provided with parachutes.
Made Most of "Other Men's
staffs to provide these special entertainers
Perhaps in the same way the WhangShoes" to Win His Patrons
to
accompany
isolated
films.
doodle bands used to boom "In Old KenMAKING
his cut,Grand
Stan Brown,
tucky" will eventually force exchange manHow About This?
of the the
Mettitle
Theatre,
Forks,
agers toductions
become
booking
N. D., worked several angles on
And getting back to the lobby decoration,
as well as
film. agents for prowhy should it not be possible to offer simple shoes from a display of odd and curious
During the run of this Anita Stewart
in his lobby to hookups with shoe
decorative material, such as thatch and simi- shoes
feature many of the First National exing:
For the latter he used cards readlar material, printed on sheets of coarse paper stores.
changes organized and booked negro bands
of varying sizes to help put over the film. to be cut and pasted to suit, similar to the
sheets they used to sell to amateurs for
Remembering this, Harry Scott, manager
If you know
admirethey
other men's
shoes
of the First National Exchange, Detroit, prosceniums and scenery? It could be worked,
You'll
Firm namewere
herebought at
started in to find out just what managers
it would seem; for example, an underwater effect for plays such as Houdini and
thought of a Hawaiian troupe to go with
ButHeart-interest
if you admire story
a real
Bosworth have been seen in lately, ice and
Griffith's "The Idol Dancer."
snow sheets for Alaskan pictures, and the like.
Planned It Intelligently.
See "Other Men's Shoes" at the Met.
He queried them as to prices, style and
One store arranged a display from the
time, and the replies led him to offer solid Worked the Graveyard Gag
smallest baby's shoes to a pair of overbookings for three months to the Royal
shoes size 14— about the size of the Chaplin
with Ingenious Variation
footwear.
Hawaiian Trio, with the Princess Kawaa.
By virtue of the extended engagement the
The lobby display included Japanese,
Greatest
C. Brown,is Hindu, Russian and snow shoes. They
for BenQuestion"
shelves,
the "The
still off
TLY
price could be shaved to reasonable pro- EVIDEN
were shown in a case and attracted much
of Viroqua, Wis., worked a variation
portions.
But that was just a starter. Mr. Scott on it recently. His advertisement for some
attention.
sent to all who booked the act and film one to sleep in a graveyard was regarded
suggestions as to house decoration and the as a mild pleasantry, and no one wanted
presentation of a prologue. He had a good $10 badly enough to come up and take a Desert Lobby Sold Tickets
basis for this in the press book, but he chance on getting stung.
built up on this to reach all purses.
for "Flame of the Desert"
Thereupon Mr. Brown decided to proPerhaps the most popular stunt was
vide a victim, persuading Dr. W. C. Butt
oil disbeaver board sections painted in imitation to take a chance.
chancesof inthetheGoldwyn
Jean Darnell,
TAKING trict,awful
of thatch, which could be used to build up
Dallas office, planned a desert lobby
Butt rolled into his home about half-past
the lobby and house front.
four in the morning with a story of a for'the Tivoli Theatre, Beaumont, Texas,
ghostly hand clutching at his throat, a which is in the oil belt. There was danger
Working It Up.
It would probably be found feasible to white shape which seemed to pervade the that some one would rig a derrick as soon
as they saw the sand, but no one did, and
rent such sections along with the rest of place, and tree rustlings.
He told it all to the local paper — or at the only gusher struck was the gush of
the
production,
but
Mr.
Scott's
experiment
least
enough
to
arouse
curiosity,
adding
has not yet progressed this far as yet, and that he would tell the rest at the theatre. coin into the box office. A few strips
of awning cloth, some cutouts and a load
he contents himself with ofTering the sugAs a result the Star was crowded with of sand were all that were required to get
gestion anl leaving each house to make its
people who wanted to hear all about it, and the effect, but the result was all out of
own sections.
proportion to the outlay. Several desert
At the Majestic Gardens, Kalamazoo, for Dr. Butt related his experiences with much
lobbies have been sent Goldwyn on this
instance, the front of the house and a dramatic skill, but he stilled the shudders
he went on to explain that the ghost- picture, but this is one of the simplest and
long narrow lobby were masked in with whenly hand
was the forked limb of a tree. at the same time most effective.
boards, and with profile palm trees protruding, much as was done in Minneapolis, though on a less elaborate and artistic
a scale.
The Prologue.
For the prologue W. Griffith Mitchell,
the manager, used an ordinary wood set,
adding a few palrns and a thatched hut for
local color. The screen was not flied, but
remained set, being surrounded by thatch.
Building up on the original idea, Mr.
Mitchell took advantage of the fact that a
mandolin factory was located in the town
to add a mandolin orchestra with first and
second mandolins, mandola, mandola-cello,
mando-bass, harp, guitar and piano.
With the trio on the stage, the orchestra
was silent until after the dancer, then they
came in with the final instrumental selection as the lights faded and carried the
air after the performers left the stage and
the picture was under way. The same
eflfect can be worked with a regular orchestra, but the stringed instruments are
more effective where these are available.
The picture went over so well that other
managers heard of the cleanup and now
Mr_._ Scott has more demands for his HaThis Is Taking an Awful Chance in Texas.
waiians than he can fill. Perhaps when
They built a tent around the box ofBce and put sand on the lobby tiles, then they had
the next picture comes along which sugto hire an armed guard to keep some one from building a derrick and startgests special featuring, he will engage two
ing to drill for oil, for this Is the Tivoli, Beaumont, dressed up for
or three troupes.
Farrar In "The Flame of the Desert."
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Sari Moves McCormick to
Promise Poems and Prologue
, S. Barret McCorWAXING mick poetic
painted pictures with his typewriter for "The V^irgin of Stamboul." He kept up the campaign after the
opening -"ay and some of his follow spaces
are mor interesting than the SntiirdivSunday aiinouiicciiicnia. lliis »ix nines is
one of the prettiest of the set. The right

A Six Nines from S. Barret McCormick.
hand bank tells that "As wild as an Arab
steed, as beautiful as a desert sunset, as
mysterious as the portals of the mosque,
as fascinating as the secrets behind the
shuttered harem windows is Sari, the beggirl,' the tounveiled
virgin ofcents
Stamboul."
That garought
get thirty-five
of any
man's money. To help along he put on an
Oriental prelude, with twenty-five people.
It gave him just the
—P. chance
T. A.— he likes.
Makes Double Use of Ads
Henrietta Starkey of the Star, Le Seur,
Minn sa f.s composition cost« by usinfr 'he
same
^pe f"i As''Pia npusp;)
ft dispU'is
throwaways.
sample she
sends m therid
Easter half-page, which is pretty enough to
be reproduced were it not printed on pink
paper.
—P. T. A.—
Sivitz Sends a Better Ad
and Discusses Type Mortise
SAMUEL SIVITZ, of the ,Rowland and
Clark theatres, Pittsburgh sends in a
late display and remarks that he is
sorry the last showing went in. He did not
send that in himself, and for the reason
that it was not as good as usual; which is
precisely the reason why we picked it out
of the Pittsburgh paper and ran it. We had

MOVING
Works

PICTURE
His

WORLD
Plan

run a number of his good displays and
wanted to show the difference.
Another point in favor of this new reproduction isthat it is made from the engraver's
proof
not lifted
from Pittsburgh
the paper
as was the and
horrible
example.
papers do not get good presswork as a rule,
and the ink seems greasy, which is one
of the reasons why wt have sought to enrfiiiiage Mt Si.ilz ii the use of mortise
and type inserts. Mr. Sivitz writes that he
does not believe that the ad. would balance
as well. He instructs his artist to come
as close to type as the pen will permit
way.
and thinks he gets better results that
Some day we are going to shoot Mr.
Sivitz a bunch of samples, but in the meantime, if he will turn to the issue dated
May 22, he will find an advertisement for
Mr. Smith's theatre, in Indianapolis, which
gives a clever combination of type and line,
and in a smaller space than Mr. Sivitz uses.
If he wants a fancy letter for titles, there
is no reason why he should not, for example, keep the title and the Griffith name
in the space below, letting the rest run in
type. We think that Mr. Savitz would be
pleased with the result, if he tried it.
The western houses, which as a group are
more enterprising than those of the east,
have almost wholly done away with hand
lettered banks. They have found that a
clear type letter is the better. Some day
we hope that Mr. Savitz will have to switch
one section of the display after the drawing is made, and notch and set in type. If
he ever does we do not believe that he will
return to hand lettering. Meantime this is
a very good example of Mr. Savitz's present
style; much better than th" last we reproduced.
P. T. A.
Advertising "The Sea Wolf"
Gi auiuiii a, Lo3 Aiiieles, was the first to
get "The
Wolf"thein matter
its newest
production, and Sea
it meets
squarely
by
starting
oflf its
with "First
time shown
in announcement
the entire universe.
This
is the third time that the beloved Jack
masterpiece
has been made
into
aLondon's
cinema drama.
This production
has never
been shown before, and so far surpasses
any previous film version of 'The Sea Wolf
as Getting
to makeat it
comparisons
futile." makes it
in this fashion
clear that this is something new and not
a revival of the previous productions. When
you play the picture be flatly definite, then
there will be no confusion with previous
productions and those who might stay away

nRowland & Qaih Theaties "E
GENT
^
Y?
RT
LIBE

S e. -y m o i_i r ^
^ i c hT a. r dL g
'Sarthelmess m
THE IDOL
DANCEg
/!J. SC.t/Otin ;.n Ais

^ORPHAN"
.
Snub ADiland coinedii'jYnsiicniY-IMhcK^^wl
"
M
U
FARN
A Six Fir«t from Samuel Sivilz, WLi.h
Repreteult About iLe 3eit Which Can Be
Done with Hand Lettered Displays.
<SSL:<InitaSttuu'it""^fi<iKtini}5<itA<f<w«
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because they had seen it before will come
to see the new version if only for purposes of comparison.
P. T. A.
Plays the Musical Setting
Even Above the Production

desiralways setting
the ismusical
the music
PLAYINGable, butupplaying
above the star is something new. Joseph Goldberg, of the Strand, Louisville,
sends in a number of good displays for
various attractions, but included in the
lot is a three seven and a halfs for "The
the more
which
Eyes of
cue
to the genis given
space
of the in
erous halfYouth"
on the
comment
three-line
a
with
sheet,
excellence of the music.
CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

tONWAY THRLE
fj "The Forbidden
tv,,nmji.a to pl.iV To ofcrfluw t-nrtlQ^M
THE STRAND
,-■ >•> t< u.-i of Lhedcliffhtful featum incident to Uie.pnMnutlon
■ THIi FORBIDDENERNESTO
WOMAN"
the muiical
" Mcompi "
NATIEIXO.
Wuman
G>fiductor e( tbc Strand
SrnpbMX OnhwU*.

"TTie Ri»€t'»
Lut Timet
Tod»r.
Fridty STRAND
Not Wrak
uid Sftturdar
A Three Seven and a Half* in Which the
Greater Space I* Given the Cue Sheet.
This is a Thursday display, and possibly
Mr. Goldberg felt that a fresh angle was
to be preferred to a repeat, but we do not
believe that the cue sheet is ever worth
six column inches. He did much better
with ".A.rms of Young in the Arms
Ext." of
Tearle" as a paraphrase for "Eyes of
P. T. A.
Used Press Book Material
Young."
Trimmed Up to Fit Needs

BELL,
gton,of D.the
SON s, B.
Washin
C.. Cranda
sends llin
NELtheatre
a couple of interesting examples of
recent work, in which he uses press book
material made over according to his own
requirements. Instead of declaring the
plan books to be bunk and slamming the
press agents. Mr. Bell takes what he can
get and does what he can with it. If he
can do nothing, he pays for his own art
work and gets what he wants, but he
doesn't believe in running up bills for art
work merely to prove to the boss that his
stunts.
ideas are better than the other fellows'
for "The
material
his own Duchess"
with Sporting
as it stood,
ran display
heOne
top and bottom, but he had the cut for
"The Woman in Room 13" mortised to
let in his own copy and the house slug.
elab-is
ratherof more
was given
The other
the cut
The a basis
orate treatment.
that sent out by the producers, but a new
scene cut has been set into the fan, made
from a still, and a straight portrait of the
star was set into the oval. This was all
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Cutouts
Duck
done with negative and not with art work,
and the result is precisely the same as
though Mr. Bell had run up a tall bill in
the
drawn.art department getting the thing reWe are glad to note that Mr. Bell seems
to be coming to our idea as to the comparative value of hand lettering and
straight type. Turn back to some of his
earlier work and you can see for yourself
[MEfROPOLITAHl

[metropolitan I ff^ ^
PAW FREDERICK

''Down

Help

it pays to advertise why not
advertise right? Get a
THEATRE

ADVERTISING

press agents on your staff.
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiii
will be noted that the display advertises
an underwater picture, and it is but natural
that the title should be submarined for this
one occasion.
P. T. A.
Kinema Used Teasers with
Its Regular Advertising
HOOKING
teaser toLos
its house
space,
gave theitsKinema,
Angeles,
an
KLinuiniunKi

Two Displays from Nelson B. Bell, One 170
and the Other 190 Lines, Both Threes.
Both Are Fixed Up Plan Book Cuts.
that this is a very decided improvement.
Mr. Bell has never sent in better work, and
yet there are only four lines of hand lettering in the Farrar display and none in
the other — which is not saying that Mr.
Bell is not going to use hand lettering any
time he can get his title in to better advantage that way.
Mr. Bell knows what he wants and how
to get it, and if the man who writes the
press book catches the spirit of the picture he does not feel called upon to have
another drawing made just to show he can
do it, too.
P. T. A.
Some Say It Cannot Be Done,
Yet Grauman Does It Weekly
that type cannot reSOME people
lettering and that the
place handsay
placement of type in a drawn design
will throw it out of balance, yet Graumans, Los Angeles, does it every week,
and twice in the same place — once for the
Rialto and once for the house which bears
the name. This five-eights differs from
the majority in that the title is sunk into
the drawing, but there is a reason, for it

Combination Display.

at a
cost of edge
two on
one "Alias
and aJimmy
halfs. Valentine"
No effort was
made to link with the theatre, but the
house display and the teaser ran together
in order to connect when the underline
AVE YOU LOCKED YOUR 7AFE?

r-^*- tS our AND ON HIS WAY ^
LAST THREE DAYS

The Kinema

House

Farm''
The
venient than the old and they get a better
displayed page. It just goes to show that
there is a silver lining to very cloud,
though some clouds are mighty poorly
! i 1

On

IF

PICTURE
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and have a hundred

uTunninv mu

Grauman

PICTURE

A CHEAT DIVA'S GREATEST TRISMPH

IHEW0lll«IINR00MI3i

Another

MOVING

Ad. an. Teaser,

broke. The idea is a good one. There is
ho connection between the two spaces,
but the man who sees the Kinema advertisement is certain to see the Valentine
space, and is the more apt to be sold when
the title is taken over to the house space
than if it had the run of the paper and
was not so well hooked up. Teasers are
supposed to be good for the run of the
paper, and they are good when so used if
they are sufficiently plentiful to dominate
all of the pages, but where a single space
is
used, it is better to keep it close to
home.
P. T. A.
Paper Shortage Brings Reform
While the paper shortage has put the
moth on a lot of things, it has helped in
one direction. The Fenray Theatre, Martin's doing
Ferry, Ohio,
cut down
and in
thishadhasto gone
back its
to size
the
column rules instead of the badly cut dot
leader it has been using for so many
months. And the new size is more con-

Wanted
— Front Page Heralds
[ In'
!1
Why is it that practically 99 per cent, of
the heralds have a place for the house imprint on the back? Since the house pays
for the material, it would seem only fair
that it should get the proper display, and
the best display is, of course, the front
page, yet of a dozen heralds on our desk
as we write, not one gives space to the
house on its front and most of them
are far from generous with the back page
box. A concerted kick would probably
result in a better management of this matter. It is a small thing, perhaps, yet the
exhibitor is surely entitled to the best of
it on his house matter; particularly since
the producer does not profit materially
through his hogging of the best space.
P. T. A.
Why They All Want Jobs
Perhaps one reason for the desire to get
into pictures is found in an advertisement
for the Strand Theatre, Seattle, which advertises "Treasure Island" as produced with
"Real ships,
real rum."
No
wonder
the real
Los pirates
Angeles andcasting
directors
are besieged for jobs.
Duck

Doorknobs

Interested

in Doings "Down on the Farm"
REVIVING
the doorknob
idea lately,
which
seems to have
been forgotten
though it is as good as ever, George
Hyrros, of the Virginian, Charleston, W.
Va., used a duck cutout for a door hanger,
printed on both sides with a change of
copy. The string hole was punched just
above the eye and these pink poultry products were found on every front door in

The
in
"Down
Goose
High
Honks
Booming
Virginia
on the

Farm."
Charleston to tell the people of the merits
of "Down on the Farm." We do not know
where Mr. Hyrros picked up the duck cutout, but often your printer can tell you
where he can locate some special form, if
you want one, and a novelty is always better than a straight square or diamond.
In addition to the front doors, the autos,
carriages and most projections in the
downtown section were similarly hung.
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Company

Pay

Special Attention to Casting of Players
"Homespun Folks" is an original story by
AMONG
the
forthcoming
specials
will appear on the screen
withwhich
the Julien Josephson, directed by John Griffith
Wray under
"Flying A" guarantee of quality are Thomas
H. Ince.the personal supervision of
"The House of Toys," picturized from the
novel by Henry Russell Miller; "The Blue
Moon," by David Anderson, and "Whispering
Smith," by Frank H. Spearman. For super- Jacques Jaccard Commissioned
specials
of the "Flying
type and
eachthey
of these
dramas required
all-starA"casts
have
to Direct a Five-Reel Picture
been selectedcriminawith
the
American's
usual
distion and good Judgment.
JACQUES
who North
is directing
series of JACCARD,
two-reel Royal
Westerna
For super-specials such as the American
Mounted Police pictures for Universal,
has beeninsonputting
out
President
S.
S.
Hutchbelieves that not only a beautiful has proved himself so adept at handling the
heroine and good acting are imperative but atmosphere and drama of the great Northwest
that the personality of all the players must woods, that Carl Laemmle, president of Unibe as nearly as possible in accord with the
versal, has authorized him to produce a fivefeature, using the same characters and
author'ssuingown
conceptR. ofR.hisNehls,
characters.
Pur- reel
this course,
the general
following the same lines as the shorter
stories.
manager, has been at the Coast studios with
the directors making an exhaustive study
Jaccard is an honorary member of the Canof the personal equation in each case.
adian Constabulary and is thoroughly famiMarguerita Sylva a Good Example.
liar with their work and exploits. He already has completed two of the shorter
For instance, the choice of Mme. Marguerita Sylva for the heroine of Samuel Mer- stories, "The Scarlet Rider" and "The Son of
Adore Me — Idolize My Dog.
the North." Leonard Clapham and Virginia
win's novel, "The Honey Bee," is a good Faire
Just a little different from the old saying. illustration
play the featured roles.
of this point. A woman of maOlive Thomas, Selznicli star, whose latest
It has been decided to call the projected
tured thinking and strong personality put
is "The Flapper."
the idea across in a forceful way, whereas five reeler "Under Northern Skys." Jaccard
the prettiest little flapper would have made has written the story. It is being put Into
continuity form by Kay Harrison, and soon
Oli-re Thomas Essays Role of Irish Lass.
this powerful heart drama simply the ordi- will
be in production. The following playnary type of love story.
Olive Thomas, for the first time in her
ers have been selected for the cast: LeonSo in "The House of Toys" Seena Owen
screen career, will play the role of an Irish seems
born
for
the
role
she
carries
—
a
roard
Clapham, Virginia Faire, Wilmer Paproduction.
lass in her forthcoming; .Selznick
mantic, selfish girl in love with love and quette, William Buckley, Herbert Bethew,
"Jenny," written by Roy Horniman, the noted
Charles
Ben Corbet, Frank Staples
with no sense of the obligation she was in- and OletaBrinley,
author,
Britishment this
Otis.
curring in marriage with a poor young
week. according to an announceIn addition to the prominent cast which architect; while Helen Jerome Eddy, as "the
other woman," carries her role with the
embraces the names of Betty Schade, Colin winsome
Mrs. Drew Completes Fourth Release.
simplicity of the true woman, which
George HernanSherry, Mrs.
Kenny, Barney
Mrs. Sidney Drew has completed the fourth
Walt Whitman and is her chief personal charm, and which, in
dez, Margaret McQuade,
story,
the
of
two-reelers
for atPathe
disAndrew Arbuckle, the author
drama,regarding
gives ample
reason offorthethestenogwife's of her series
tribution in theof Essanay
studio
Chicago.
anxiety
the power
known figure in the
Roy Horniman, is a well his
rapher or female assistant her husband meets "The Unconventional Maida Greenwood" Is
writings have in business.
and
British literary circles
distribution. Lawrence
had world-wide
the title of the successor to "The Emotional
Trimble
is directing.
Miss
Trenton Has Strong Part.
Pathe Vaughn,"
on May 30.which is to be released by
In
"The
Blue
Moon,"
directed
by
George
John
Cumberland, who is starred in the
Eileen Percy Picks Her Next Play.
Cox, another all-star cast includes Pell series, will
close his theatrical season in
Word has reached the executive officesthatof L.
Trenton
and
Elinor
Field
in
the
leading
Chicago within a short time and will then
Fox Film Corporation in New York
roles.
As
the
Pearl
Hunter,
the
man
of
few
return
to
New
to begin the production
has
who
woman
Eileen Percy, the leading
mixed with the roughest char- of the fifth of York
the Julian Street stories.
been made a full-fledged star by William words who
acters
of
the
river
scum
on
the
Indiana
Fox, is about to start work upon her second flats, was one of them, yet apart, a man
picture under that banner.
did not know his own name, yet through
have al- who
"Younar Baltalo" Series Booking HeaTlIy.
Several short stories and novels
the characteristics of a fine family
for whom
ready been purchased by the producer
The "Young Buffalo" two-reel series of
strain
shone
—
this
is
Pell
Trenton's
part.
to
first
the
of
selection
the
Miss Percy, and
And little Elinor Field is the Wild Rose adventure,
western pictures featuring Philip
her- whom he loves.
go into work was put up to the star"Myra
Yale Drew, is being eagerly booked in the
F. Scott Fitzgerald's
Charles Clary and Irene Rich, who carry best houses in the country, according to rechose
She
self.
Meets His Family." This story was pub- the leading roles in "Whispering Smith," are
ports from all Pathe branches.
lished in the Saturday Evening Post.
with the American by special arrangement
The stories were written by William Ad■NNUIIIIIHIIIIIItlllilllllltlllltllllll
during the production of this one drama.
dison Lathrop and the direction is by George
Kathleen
O'Connor
and
Billy
Elmer
are
also
Rldgewell.
"Tex of the Timberlands" will
in this all-star cast.
be released July 11; "His Pal's Gal," July
18; "The Law of the Border," July 26; "The
City," 8.August 1, and "The
Pizen August
Hobo of Man,"
Hold-Up
Wide Exploitation Campaign
Planned for Big Ince Play
Big Cast In Norma Talmadge Picture.
"The Branded Woman," adapted from
A PRIVATE
showing
of Thomas"Homespun
H. Ince's
latest special
production,
"BrandBailey's well-known
Folks," delighted several prominent ex- Olivered,"D.the story
NormaplayTalmadge
hibitors who were the guests of Mr. Ince re- is now at workonandwhich
which
Albert
Parker
cently. Among those present were Sid Graudirecting, will have a strong cast. The
man. Otto Lyttle and Roscoe DelRose, all of is
three
principal
supporting
characters
will
whom ventured the opinion that in "Homebe played by Vincent Serrano, Percy Marspun
Folks,"
Thomas
H.
Ince
has
struck
anand George Fawcett. Grace Studdlother sure-fire winner for the exhibitors and mont Sydney
Herbert and Edward Durant
their playgoers. Sid Grauman stepped out ford,
are other members of the cast.
and Graumanesquely announced that the picture should "go over" as "one of the big hits
"Simple Souls" Booking Past.
of Simultaneously
the season." with the private exhibition
Philadelphia, Chicago and New York are
of the special, the Thomas H. Ince publicity
Pathe'sJesse
booking
race on Blanche
and exploitation forces revealed plans for a leading
Sweet's innewest
D. Hampton
release,
coming national exploitation campaign "Simple
Souls,"
which
was
adapted
from the
which will embody many new and original novel by John Hastings Turner.
tie-ups between exhibitors, the daily newsThe principal circuits in the metropolian
papers and local retail merchants. In the area
have booked
The most
important
theatres"Simple
In the Souls."
Loew, Moss
and
July
number
of
"The
Silversheet,"
Thomas
■OT E. SMITH
H. Ince's new direct-to-the-trade magazine,
Fox chains of theatres have been granted
exhibition dates on the production.
theresidewill
appear
a
"double-truck"
broadheralding the salient selling angles beRevCYfiliSTinWSeiiO^BRADY'S Tis^rfu/ Shn/ c
"The Deadlier Sex," Miss Sweet's previous
hind the attraction and the many businessrelease, met with such great success in Chigetting opportunities for effective lobby discago that it was a foregone conclusion her
next attraction would go over big. This
VITAGK.'VPH
•THCISlAND'a'MGENEWiTION"
plays,
tation andnewspaper
generaladvertising,
publicity. "stunt" exploi- expectancy has been more than fulfilled.
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Become

Gives

Up
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to

Future Famous Players Director
GH at the height of his fame announcement by Robertson-Cole, which is
ALTHOU
as a painter and illustrator, Penrhyn distributing the production, for a week in
New York house, immediately following
Stanlaws, creator of the famous Pen- the
rhyn Stanlaws girls for magazine covers the close of the Astor Hotel engagement,
and author of several successful plays, has and in the Brooklyn house for the week
given up painting and in the future will following this.
devote himself entirely to motion pictures,
Twenty-Two Days in New York.
it is announced by Jesse L. Lasky.
These bookings will not be started until
Mr. Stanlaws, who has signed a longterm contract to devote all his time to the end of the Hotel Astor engagement. ToParamount Pictures, will spend the next
gether with the Astor Hotel showing of
twelve months in the Famous Players- eight days, which began Saturday evening.
Lasky Eastern studio studying the motion May 29, the Strand showing will give "The
picture art to become a writer and direc- Wonder Man" fifteen days on Broadway.
tor of Paramount pictures. In directing Considering that Brooklyn is part of New
pictures
it is Mr. Stanlaws'
to ap- York City, and easily accessible, this gives
ply his knowledge
of dramapurpose
and artistic
picture a total run in leadeffects to the taking of photoplays that the Carpentier
houses of the Greater City of twentywill combine dramatic story with artistic two ing
days.
charm.
The bookings at the two Strand Theatres
are pointed to by Robertson-Cole to supEngages British Authors.
port its contention that the production is
The engagement of Mr. Stanlaws, Mr.
A Tug of Wa — Love.
of the year's great attractions and that
Poor
Vernon
Lasky said, was in line with his policy of one
he Bobbie
likes best
so hecan't
laysdecide
down which
on theone
Carpentier's
popularity
makes
him
a
great
obtaining the services of noted writers drawing
card.
and artists to work directly for Para- iriMMrirniiriiiiriiriHitiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiriiiirimiiiriiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiMifliiiriiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHininiiiiiiiii job in Christie comedy, "Marry Me."
mount Pictures. Mr. Lasky sailed Saturday for London, where he will confer with Europe FJolds Great Opportunities for
Sir James M. Barrie, Henry Arthur Jones
and other British authors.
Active Producers, Says Marshall Neilan
Mr. Stanlaws' decision to abandon painting in favor of motion pictures is said to
be due to his belief that the production
"Contrary to the general supposition, I
THATpublic theis ready
American
motion picture
for productions
with expect to produce my pictures at a cost
of beautiful motion pictures is more worth
European backgroundi and that the that at a maximum will not exceed the cost
while
heads. than the painting of pretty girls' next year will witness heavy importations of production in this country, this includof foreign-made subjects are two intering all traveling expenses, etc. This matAffords Greater Opportunities.
esting opinions of Marshall Neilan.
ter has been given much study and planAs
recently
announced
Mr.
Neilan
will
by my associates and myself and we
"The motion picture, because it is a pic- make an extended trip abroad within the have ning
evolved a plan which will make a trip
ture of moving things," said Mr. Stanlaws, next few months. He will be accompanied
such
as
we are arranging for, a financial
"gives tunity
an thanartist
vastlycolor
greater
opporoil or a water
or pen
and by an entire producing organization in- possibility.
cluding several internationally known
ink drawings. With the immense worldProfiting by Mistakes of Others.
wide audience which the motion picture screen celebrities. In France, England,
"In talking with foreigners regarding
affords, I do not think an artist or a writer Spain, Ireland and Belgium arrangements
can aflford to ignore this great artistic are now being made by Mr. Neilan's for- unsatisfactory results obtained by some
force. I have always been a student of
of various American proeign representative, Harry Ham, for the representatives
ducers who have returned from abroad, I
the drama and therefore am intensely in- picturization of some of the most noted understand
that,
as a rule, the very manner
historical landmarks of the globe. These
terested in this new great dramatic mewill be embodied in the different stories of approach of these Americans have
dium."
Although Mr. Stanlaws is best known
failure. Foreigners are difwhich the director-producer will stage dur- spelled ferenttheir
and do business differently than we
for his portraits of beautiful girls, which
ing his six months abroad.
do. There are big possibilities abroad for
have adorned magazine covers for years,
Foreign Pictures Generally Good.
the American producer if he can only get
he also has considerable of a reputation
as a dramatist.
the proper entree.
In discussing the matter of foreign-made
pictures,
Mr.
Neilan
said:
"During
the lllitiliiiiiilililiiiiiiilliiiniiiiiiiiMmiiri iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirllriitilllllllll
past
four
months
I
have
been
conducting
Cassard and McGuire Return
study of the foreign situaS. S. Cassard, sales manager, and P. A. an exhaustive
tion as affecting the American motion picMcGuire, advertising manager, of the
ture
public.
I
feel free to predict that
Nicholas Power Company, have just re- within the next year
there will be a heavy
turned from the L A. T. S. E. & M. P.
influx of foreign-made productions in this
M. O. Convention of Clevelana. A. Birk- country.
holm, traveling representative of the Nich"I have seen some of the forerunners of
olas Power Company, was also in CleveEuropean product and I am frank to
land during the convention week and these this
admit that they compare most favorably
three members of the Power's staff were
with the best we have to offer. The only
busy explaining the merits of the type "E" criticism that can be offered is the fact
lamphouse to visiting delegates. The operator of today takes a deep interest in his coin
that athese
'foreigny,'
to
word, pictures
chiefly inare
the too
portrayals
by the
machine and is glad to see all improve- actors.
Stages
from
an
American
angle,
ments that come on the market. The Nichfilms
olas Power Company realizes that every theselar ever
here.will immediately become popueffort should be made to supply the operator with a machine which meets his rePatrons Want New Backgrounds.
quirements. Mr. Cassard, therefore, has
"The
American public is more than ready
made it a particular point to secure direct for pictures
that do not smack of Califorinformation from the operators regarding
nia. For five years, more or less, patrons
projectors.
in this country have been denied the scenery and artistic backgrounds of the EuroNew York and Brooklyn Strands
pean type. Pictures staged abroad will
thus offer to our people something differBook the Carpentier Special
ent. In fact, the new appliances now in
swr-e, SMITH
THE Strand Theatre, New York City, vogue facilitating the production of picand the Strand Theatre, in the Bortures in places where heretofore such work
ijD BRADVS'S**/ SbQi of Hit SxtiStu
was impossible, will result in bringing to
ough of Brooklyn, have booked "The
*THCISlAliP?(lKCNCftATION
the American public backgrounds and efWonder ture. Man,"
the
Georges
Carpentier
picVIT AGRA P H
fects that will be absolutely new.
It will be shown, according to an
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of Realart

of Esteem From Managers
may be certain that this feeling is reciprocated. It is this sort of team-work that
will carry Realart to the preeminent position it is destined to occupy."
"Brothers and Pals" Says Woody.
Mr. Simpson then turned to General
Manager Woody.- He spoke of the intimate and pleasant relations the men in
the field had had during the year with him.
"I have tried to make you all feel that
we are not only men engaged in a common enterprise, but brothers and pals," Mr.
Woody said. "But the way you boys have
come back at me and raised my ante has
fairly taken my breath away. You have
made a wonderful record this year and I
am proud of every one of you. Working under all sorts of handicaps because
of
late start
the best
season,
you've
youra own
againstin the
in the
field held
and
ta^en no one's dust. And I'm confident
that you are going out to set a new pace
next
year. me
We've
the isspirit
here that
convinces
the gotfight
already
half

THEtor,managers'
dinner, the
at therecent
Hotel New
Aswhich ended
York convention of Realart field man,
was marked by a heartwarming incident.
Morris Kohn, "Skipper of the good ship
Eealart,"
presented
a massive
gold
desk was
set, and
General with
Manager
John
S. Woody with a valuable platinum and
diamond watch and pearl-lin <ed, platinum
chain.
These gifts were presented as a manifest
and visible evidence of what the home office and field man thin'< of them as friends
and of their abilities as organizers.
Ben F. Simpson, Realart's San Francisco
manager and dean of the field men, spoke
briefly in presenting the gifts on behalf of
the managers and home office associates.
Addressing Mr. Kohn, Mr. Simpson referred to the qualities of leadership which
had endeared him not only to his home
associates, but to the men in the field with
whom he was more remotely in touch, but
who had nevertheless felt the influence
of his personality.
Kohn Expresses His Appreciation.
Mr. Kohn in a voice which betrayed his
strong emotion expressed his appreciation
not only for the gift, but for the spirit of
fraternity that had prompted it. He said
in part:
"I beautiful
want to gift
thankand you,
for
this
for gentlemen,
the sentiments
from you all that Mr. Simpson has expres ed. Ispend, as I think you all know,
a good portion of my time each day at my
desk. This gift will be a constant reminder of each one of you, individually,
after you have scattered to your posts all
over the United States.
"It hasfactionbeen
greathere
pleasure
satisto meet a you
and toandbecome
personally acquainted with you. I am
sure we will profit immeasurably by this
opportunity and I am glad that I have had
this chance to get an insight into your
problems and of those of our clients whom
you represent. It is most inspiring to feel
that I have the whole-hearted support and
co-operation of the men in the field. You

Pathes
won."

Feature

Business

June 12, 1920
Kaufman Weeklies Going Strong
Herbert Kaufman Weeklies are blazing a
trail as miniature dramas of the screen,
according to Sam E. Morris, general manager of Republic and vice-president of Select Pictures.
Mr. Morris declared that the editorials
of Herbert Kaufman, within a short space
of time, have created a demand from exhibitors that has shattered all precedents
for bookings.
"And
is evidenced
the
fact
that that
the they
StrandliveTheatres
of bothinNew
York and Brooklyn have contracted for the
showing of the entire series of Herbert
Kaufman releases. Hundreds of other
theatres have signed for these screen
stories. To mention but a few of the theatres who have signed for the one reel
editorials : California Theatre, Los Angeles ;
Piccadilly, Regent and Gordon theatres,
Rochester; Temple Theatre, Toledo; Stillman and Euclid theatres, Cleveland, and
Palace Theatre, Springfield.
Klafifliee Heads Laboratory
Ray H. Klaflkee has been appointed head
of the Metro studio photographic and laboratory departments. Mr. KlafTkee was
formerly with Universal and Fox.
Reaches

Peak

in

»

May; 33^/3 Per Cent. Over "Brunet Month
organization, which in numbers and abilVHE
peakhasof been
Pathe's
featuresteadily
business,
which
growing
for
ity, is outranked by none at this time.
r
Second, to the ever increasing merit of
the last year, was attained during
the
Pathe feature product, which, during
May, according to an announcement just
issued by the distributing organization.
May, was augmented by two big proBookings for May showed an increase of
ductions— Edgar Lewis' "Sherry" and "Sim.33 1-3 per cent, over March, "Brunet
ple Souls," starring Blanche Sweet.
Month," which upset all previous busiThe
big
showing
madeproduction,
by "Rio
ness in the annals of Pathe Exchange, Inc. Grande," the
Edwin being
Carew*
During March the thirty-two Pathe branch which, during the first month following its
offices averaged a gross increase in all issue, was booked by 2,000 exhibitors, and,
business over November, December and also, was a factor in the increased bookJanuary, of 45 per cent.
ings for May. "The Blood Barrier," "DolElmer R. Pearson, director of exchanges,
lar for Dollar," and "The Miracle of
in making his report for May to Vice- Money" likewise were heavily booked durPresident and General Manager, Paul Bruing the month, while there was no diminnet, attributed the great growth of the feaishing in the booking records being estabture business to two things:
lished by "Other Men's Shoes" and "The
First, the upbuilding of a feature sales
"Rio Grande"
Deadlier
Sex." is well on its way to making a new record for Pathe feature business. During its first week, in New York
alone, "Rio Grande" was booked in ISO
theatres, while, in every other territory
where the picture has been released, it has
made records in similar proportions. In
the West, the picture is a sensation, while
in the East it is meeting with as great sucas "Other
Shoes" the conspicuouscess Pathe
winnerMen's
to date.

"Give 'Em(er)TwoviewBells,
Hector. in this
There's
a Big The
Holestar
in This
The starboard
is hidden
picture.
is on River!"
deck and the
boarder down below. Mary Miles Minter seen steering her way through
Adventure Channel In American's "Peggy Rebels."

Community Holds Unique Show
The first exhibition of its kind ever held
was put on recently by the employes of
the Community Motion Picture Bureau.
It was of the arts and crafts of the employes of that organization. There are on
exhibition 122 pieces of work. Each one
was done by an employe of the New York
office of the company. The range was
from Italian landscapes to — er — nightgowns. One of the noteworthy exhibitions
was paintings by William H. Day, one of
the operators.
Warren Dunham Foster, president of the
bureau, was represented by a book en"Heroines in
of Modern
Progress"
that
he hadtitled
written
his younger
and more
confident days. Edith Dunham Foster,
chief editor, had on display two paintings
and seven examples of china painting.
The exhibition was a serious attempt to
show ture
theworkers.
artistic aspirations of motion pic-
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Scott Says Denver Outlook Is Bright
With several new theatres planned in the
Denver territory, the outlook for the coming year is bright, according to Ward E.
Scott, Pathe Manager of the Denver office,
who is now in New York. Preparations are
under way for accommodating thousands
of tourists who are expected in the country
this summer, he said.
"Harold Lloyd is the sensation of the
year in my territory," Manager Scott said.
"Other Pathe releases are also going oyer
good. The feature business has been increasing by leaps and bounds.
"Many new theatres have been planned
and Broughton & Melton, owners of the
Colonial, have had plans drawn for a new
theatre on Curtis street."
Walsh in New Offices
In line with the extention of his producing activities, R. A. Walsh has leased a
suite of offices in the Capitol Theatre Building on Broadway. The newly acquired
quarters will house the producer's executive staff consisting of Harold Home, production manager; J. Y. O'Donohoe, head of
the play-reading and research departments; and Ralph Mahan, office manager
and private secretary to Mr. Walsh.
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Outlines

Its Releases

Exact

Nature

Starting

two-reel
ONEprovided
for comedy
in the every
initial week
releaseis
schedule of Educational Films Corporation through its own exchanges, starting with the week of June 20. There will
also be a Chester-Outing every week, with
a Bruce Scenic Beautiful and a Screenic
alternating. There will also be other special releases weekly, including two single
reels among the first block.
Prints and supplies of material are now
being shipped to the various exchanges
in preparation
It not
is possible that some forof the
the opening.
offices will
be
ready for business at the time set, but the
mechanical arrangements are being pushed
and wires received, at the New York offices indicate that those jointly interested
in the various exchanges are seeking to
overcome every difficulty.
Four Shows Pre-Released.
Four of the releases for the first week
have already been given pre-release showings in New York theatres and Educational
points out that the opinions of the critics

Week

of
of June

20

makes them a known quantity for the theatre. The comedy offering is a Chester,
"Four Times Foiled," which was given its
original showing at the Rivoli and then
placed on the bill at the Rialto for another week, and afterwards billed for a
record run over the entire Loew metropolitan circuit. It received eighty-four
days, or twelve
solidimmediate
weeks' showing,
Broadway
or in its
vicinity. on
First Comedies About June 27.
"The Hope of Adventure," a Robert C.
Bruce Scenic made on his recent trip to
Alaska, had an important position on the
Rialto bill this month. The Strand last
week played two of the pictures that are
numbered among the initial releases. One
of
these taken
was "Pigs
Kava," Islands,
a ChesterOuting
on theandSamoan
and
the
other,
"Modern
Centaurs,"
was
given
a share of the billing at the Strand. This
picture portrays some remarkable riding
by a troop of Portuguese cavalrymen and
it is said to have commanded the highest
price
York. ever paid for a similar reel in New
The first of the Mermaid Comedies wHl
be seen the week of June 27. This is "A
Fresh Start," directed by Jack White of
Sennett comedy and Sunshine fame, and
featuring Marvel Rea. "Kiss Me, Caroline," the first of the Christie Comedies
to be released by Educational under the
new contract, will be shown in leading theatres for the first time during the week of
July 4. Bobby Vernon is the featured
player in this, the cast including Teddy
Sampson, Neal Burns, Vera Stedman and
the Follies
Girls. Films,
The initial
produced by Master
with "Torchy"
Johnny Hines
as the red-headed office boy, will get its
first general showing during the week of

Every Inch of Vitagraph's "Sea Rider'
Was Made In and Around New
York City
Yorker
is
a
stranger.
The
is played
VITAGRAPH is putting out a picture by Harry Morey. Alice lead
Calhoun and
this month — Harry Morey in "The Louizita Valentine share honors.
Sea Rider" — every inch of which was
made within ten miles of Manhattan IslMartindel Has Big Role
and's Battery. And yet it is likely that
many spectators steeped in all the craft
Edward Martindel, one of the best
of the trade will hardly realize that out-ofknown comic opera stars in the country,
town location trips were not necessary for has been engaged for an important role in
the filming of this sea-going snow pic- the screen version of "Athalie," which SidThe
opens fishing
at Scallop
Haven,
ney A. Franklin is making for the Maya little ture."
New story
England
village,
and
-According
to Educational's announceflower Photoplay Corporation to be dis- July
11.ment this is only
closes in New York.
a temporary schedule and
tributed by First National. "Athalie" is the number of both comedy and scenic
New York Harbor supplied most of the
based
on
Robert
W.
Chambers'
widely
read
releases
will
be
increased
shortly. Several
background
for "The
Rider"
the novel of the same name.
other exteriors
were Sea
taken
at and
selected
Mr. Martindel has sung the principal contracts which have not yet been announced have been signed and the schedule
spots along the Long Island shore. The male role in a number of famous Broadwill shortlyproduct.
be enlarged to care for the
story is pervaded with the salt spray of
additional
way light operas including "Naughty Marithe bay, with short ice, tar, rope, sails, nets,
etta,"
"The
Fire
Fly"
and
"She
Gun."
the tackle of sailing vessels and the looming masts and spars of shipping. It rem
veals modern New York as a gold mine
of unconventional pictorial beauty. While
it is agreed that New York has been done
to death as a locale, it is the bright-light
New York, the super-hotel New York, and
the New York requiring the palatial interiors, but not the New York of "The Sea
Rider."
Dittmar and Schaefer l!le«pon«ibIe.
The pioneering in this strike in an overlooked field was by Harry L. Dittmar, author of "The Sea Rider," and Fred Schaefer, adapter and scenario writer. Both happen to know their New York, and they
discarded the usual scene plot calling for
warm climate fishing villages and harbors
andwinter
lookedaround
for "the
in the dead
of
Newlocations"
York.
The star in "The Sea Rider" had sea
and wind and ice to buffet instead of indoor tanks, Carribean zephyrs and sunbeams. The director of "The Sea Rider,"
Edwin L. Hollywood, the assistant director, Frank Heath, the technical men and
the cameramen made the wave-beaten
wharves of New York their playground,
when other productions calling mostly for
exteriors were being made in the South.
"The Sea Rider" deals altogether of seafaring folk. The story, with its first scenes
in a fishing village, shows native types and
The Barrier! The Barrier! I Wonder Why It Is So S
surroundings, the latter part showing
Florence
Dixon,
the right,
is seen
in a quiet banner.
moment Next
in "The
Barrier,"
maritime scenes rich in composition and
which is beingat released
under
the Hodkinson
time bii
we iil
ll try
to
color, and, to which the average New
get a picture of the barrier, providing it has the fourth dimension.
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Enterprises

All Its Productions

interest
of unusual
mentsignifica
AN andannounce
nce has been
of great
made by Myron Selznick to the effect that beginning July 1 all motion picture productions of the Lewis J. Selznick
Enterprises will be made at the organization's eastern studios in the Bronx and
Fort Lee, N. J. This decision is declared
to be the result of carefully worked out
plans by Selznick executives whereby a
still further degree of efficiency and coordination can be incorporated in the routine of motion picture production.
Heretofore it has been customary to
make productions for Selznick, Select, National Pictures, Inc., and Republic Distributing Corporation in both the eastern
and western studios, necessitating the
transfer of whole companies from one
coast to the other at frequent intervals.
Solax Added Necessary Space.
Although Mr. Selznick had studios both
Marvel Rea.
in the Bronx and Fort Lee, they were not
of sufficient size to accommodate the vaStar Comedy
in "A Fresh
first Mermaid
releasedStart."
by Educational
rious producing units. However, with the
Films Corporation.
iiMuHiiiiHiMiiiniuiiHiiiiminiiiiHiimuiiiiHiiHimiiiimiiiiiiMHiimiiiiiiiiitiiuiminiiiiiiiuiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuininiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiitHiia
Equity

Announces

Completion

of Fourth

Clara Kimball Young Film, "Mid- Channel
T with the metropolitan the usual magnificence of Miss Young's
COINCIDEN
premiere at the Astor Hotel, May 26, productions.
"Mid-Channel" is a story of matrimonial
of Equity's third Clara Kimball difficulties,
and Pinero likens the British
Ra- Channel — midway
Young production. "Forded the Soul of
between Folkstone and
fael," which was accor
an enthusiastic Boulogne, where there
is an unexpected
reception by the public and press. Equity
Pictures announces the completion at the and ominous ridge — Mid-Channel, to the
Garson Studios, Los Angeles, of their stormy sea of matrimony. He tells how
Channel is pretty rough all the way
fourth Clara Kimball Young output, "Mid- the
the roughest part coming in the
Channel." Under the direction of Harry over,
middle,
and how boats that pass this
Garson, cutting and titling of pictures is
now under Eastway, and prints will be for- rough water in safety are sure of making
warded within two weeks.
port. So in marriage, after the first
comes a stormy and treacher"Mid-Channel," a screen adaptation of brightous years,
period, which, if not staunchly weathSir
Arthur
Wing
Pinero's
drama
of
the
ered, leads to darkness and disaster.
same name which created a furore with
Ethel Barryniore in the leading role several seasons ago has been given a typical
Garson production and in addition to the Vitagraph to Spend $200,000
elements and passions of the story, there
is added a scenic investiture that outrivals
Enlarging Hollywood Studios
■nniluiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirriiiiiiHliiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiirHliliriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiilil
AN extensive proximating
building
ap$200,000 in campaign
cost has been
inaugurated at Vitagraph's western
by W. S. Smith, general manager,
r f f.,. studios
in keeping with plans outlined during the
recent visit to Hollywood of President
.Albert E. Smith. Work will begin shortly
on a construction schedule to occupy the
summer months and which is designed to
give Vitagraph one of the most modern
plants in the industry by early autumn.
The additional structures have been neces itated byincreased production by Vitagraph in Los Angeles and the further increases anticipated for the future. Vitagraph will continue to maintain its Brooklyn studios, but more elaborate production by companies now maintained in the
West has demanded extra facilities. Further, the improvements indicate a business
precaution
the
future. against the developments of
Vitagraph's administration offices will
be entirely renewed. A separate modern
building
will be erectedThis
for stars'
rooms exclusively.
will dressing
contain
every
convenience,
including
individual
i»-T- e. SMITH
shower baths. More stages will be put up,
including one large glass enclosed structure designed for the large sets of the
feature companies. The studio will then
VITAGKAPH
have a full dozen separate and distinct
stages. It should be ready in September.

to Make
in Eastern

Studios

securing of the Solax studio, taken over
last week, and with the rearrangement of
the producing schedule, it is predicted that
not alone will the space be sufficient to
care for all of the producing companies,
but that through the closer alliance of
these units much better work will be executed. The great advantage of having all
companies together is also pointed out.
At the present time there are two companies at work on Selznick pictures at the
western studios, where Harry Rapf is
studio manager. These are the Owen
Moore company and the Olive Thomas
company,ductionthe
"Jenny."
Prowork onlatter
thesefilming
pictures
is expected
to be completed by July 1, when Mr. Selznick will move all his people and belongings from the West to the East. The
fourth production, following "The Invisible Divorce," for National Picture Theatres, Inc., "The Palace of Darkened Windows," is also being produced at the West
Coast.
As recently announced, the stock company to appear in support of Selznick
stars is now being assembled by Myron
Selznick at Fort Lee. The latest to be
engaged under a long term contract is
Warren Cook. Mr. Cook has appeared in
support of practically every screen star of
note and before he began his photoplay
career was on the stage under the management of Charles Frohman, Henry W. Savage, William A. Brady and others.
Ohio Pastor Describes Ray's
Popularity Among Soldiers
as na
n and meant
meanstheof motion
recreatiopicture
inspiratio
WHAT
to the soldiers during the war is
described in a letter written by a former Y. M. C. A. worker to Charles Ray,
thanking the First National star for his
clean, wholesome plays that were a source
of real service during the troubled times.
The writer, J. Franklin Candy, pastor of
the Congregational Church of Geneva,
Ohio, says the apeal of Charlie Ray was
such that he could always count on a
full house when a Ray film was showing.
Mr. Candy served as a worker in the
Y. M. C. A. service during the war, and a
long experience
ment and welfareinforarranging
Americanentertainsoldiers
gave the pastor an insight into their likes
and dislikes. That his observations in
"Y" hut picture performances should point
to the personality of Charles Ray as a
foremost film attraction, reflects the wide
appeal of the star under a variety of conditions and confirms the assertion of his
sponsors that Ray has built up for himself
a great following during recent years which
will manifest itself most strongly when
his First National pictures, the first of
which is "Forty-five Minutes from Broadready way,"
for presented
release.by Arthur S. Kane, are
Change Date for Private View
The special private showing of Marion
Davies' latest starring feature, "The Restless Sex," a Cosmopolitan Production,
which was announced for Wednesday evening,
June 2, at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, has
been changed
to t\ie following Wednesday,
or
9, at the same time and at th«
sameJune
place.
"The Restless Sex" is a feminist novel by
Robert W. Chamber
s. It was published in
Cosmopolitan Magazine. Marion Davies
is the star. She is supported by Ralph
Kellard, Carlyle Blackwell, Corrine
Charles Lane, Robert Vivian, EtnaBarker,
Ross,
Stephen Carr and Vivian Osborne.
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in Mexico

and Brings Out Pictures of Revolution
for violating orders distributing rights, exclusive of the United
death
DEFYING
that no motion pictures of the over- States and Canada, to the "Hall Room
throw of the Carranza government
This is the gist of an anwere to be made in Mexico City, O. A. Boys" Comedies.
nouncement made this week by Gus SchlesAultman, Pathe News cameraman brought
inger,
manager
of
the department of forto the United States what is reputed to be
eign film sales of Inter-Ocean Film Corporthe first and only motion pictures of the
ation, and serves to definitely set at rest
now historic event. Hunted by agents of rumors regarding the foreign distribution
the Obregon forces, who followed him out of these mirth-provoking two-reel feaof Mexico City, Aultman escaped pursuit tures.
and reached El Paso, Texas, in time to forPlans formulated by Jack and Harry
ward the films to New York to be made a
producers
of the for
"HalltheRoom
Boys'
feature of Pathe News No. 42, released on Cohn,
Comedies,
will provide
production
Wednesday, May 26.
of twenty-six releases a year, retroactive
Threw Away Equipment.
to January 1, 1920. Under the terms of the
contract, Inter-Ocean acquires the forBecause of the closeness of his race with
eign distributing rights to these comedies
the Obregon agents, Aultman was comfor
a period of three years.
pelled to throw away his entire equipment
It is announced by Inter-Ocean that an
with the exception of the tiny can which
extensive and far-reaching advertising
held the precious negative of the revolu- campaign
will be inaugurated in foreign
tionary scenes in Mexico City and its suburbs. Most of his trip from Mexico City territories in behalf of the comedies. The
Bring on the Law-Breakers !
campaign
will
be under the direction of A.
was made in his own machine, but nearis being feaLeonard Clapham, ofof Universal,
ing the border, the car broke down and L. Feinman.
dramas dealing with
tured in series
the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police.
Aultman had to continue his journey to
El Paso on a horse lent him by an American prospector.
All of the principal events of the or- Bert Lytell's "Price of Redemption"
derly downfall of Carranza are recorded
in the Pathe News. The entrance of the
Shows a Gorgeous Picture of India
Obregon troops into Mexico is shown folon the second floor of the Putof production,
Redemption,"Bert
his forthlowing pictures of the hasty exit of the IN "The Price
coming Metro
Lytell with offices
nam Building, 1493 Broadway, to act as
Carranzista forces. General Obregon is
will make a distinct departure from his
general
sales
agents to the trade.
pictured with his staff, who probably will customary roles, widely varied as they
The sale of United States, state and forsee to it that he is named the next presi- have always been. At the opening of the
eign rights on both film, also the sale of
dent of the Republic of Mexico.
picture he will portray a British soldier; scenarios
and stories, the booking of prothen
he
appears,
in
turn,
a
London
gentlePhotogt-aphed Carranza.
ductions on percentage, exploitation, pubman,
a
dope
fiend
and,
finally
a
regenerated
licity, advertising, financing, promotion,
Carranza himself was photographed just man.
before he was assassinated at Tlaxcalanorganization, systems installed and proThe
picture
calls
for
many
scenes
in
duction of advertising and industrial films.
tongo, State of Pueblo.
native East Indian towns. In order to obMr. Bamberger for the past ten years
"shooting"
scenes attending
tain unassailable atmosphere for the set- has been in the employ of Lewis J. SelztheWhile
entrance
of the the
revolutionary
forces
tings, A. W. Alley, the technical director, nick, William Fox, J. A. Berst and Walter
into Mexico City, the Pathe News cameraman was hunted from place to place by called to his assistance Dr. H. R. M. Mad- W. Irwin.
dock, a retired officer of the Indian British
Mr. Levy has been a special representathe police authorities, until finally he was
tive of United, Triangle, Metro and World.
army. The realistic sets finally conceived
warned
that
he
would
be
shot
if
he
perHe
came into the film business five years
sisted.
and constructed are excellent reproductions of the original places in Akbar, India. ago after
nine
years' Company.
service with the NaStill defying the authorities, Aultman
tional Cash
Register
A throne room, used in the last episode
succeeded in getting some remarkable pictures of the Obregon army. Finally his of the picture, is said to be in exact similiAll the Latest Happenings in the
tude to the Diwan-i-Am, or Hall of Public
situation became so perilous he was compelled to leave the city.
Audience, in the palace of Udaipur, RajMoving Picture World —
putana. In this room are iinportant scenes
Trade Paper of Features
between Mr. Lytell and Edward Cecil, who
Next Priscilla Dean Film
enacts the Rajah and villain of the photoplay. Mr. Cecil's court costume is a copy
Will Be "Outside the Law'^
of that worn by the Rajah of Bhawalpur
being
are
ons
at
the
coronation durbar at Delphi in 1912.
preparati
ATE
ELABOR
made at Universal City for the next
Cleo Madison plays the part of the
Priscilla Dean feature, "Outside the Rajah's English mistress, a girl who
Law," which will be started within the through an embittered heart loses for a
next two weeks. Tod Browning, who di- time her perspective of life's true values.
The gorgeous jeweled costume she wears
rected Miss Dean in "The Virgin of Stamthis picture, but was cleverly worked out from suggestions
not onlyof direct
boul,"
the story.
the author
is also will
furnished by Mrs. Maddock, who with her
The continuity is now being prepared by husband was a frequent guest at the vaLucien Hubbard.
rious native courts, where she had acess
to the privacy of the Zenanas, a privilege
"Outside the Law" is a crook drama
without crooked police or dishonest city extended to very few European women.
The East Indian dance of legend, the
officials. The "Punch Role" is a Chinese
philosopher who preaches the doctrine of "nautch," is rarely seen in its best light
Confucius. The filming of the story will by the average European. East Indians
explain this on the grounds that for public
include a three weeks' stay in San Francisco and a week's tour in an ocean liner. display the nautch is danced by women
who are no longer young, and in order to
"The Cat That Walked Alone" will follow
hide such vanishing charms as they once
"Outside
the Law," as a Priscilla Dean special.
possessed they find it necessary to swathe
thernselves in voluminous skirts and
bodices.
Get "Hall Room Boys"
Bamberger and Levy Form
for Foreign Distribution
Partnership as Sales Agents
A CONTRACT has been signed by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation and Jack
LEON
BAMBERGER
and under
Joe Levy
KLNEeA
have J.formed
a partnership
the
— AHGtfU
V I T ApR./'
H TION
and Harry Cohn, producers, convey• *'rTHFISl
ifliV-i^WMhfaaaa
ing to the former organization the worldfirm name of Bamberger and Levy,
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Representative

Bessie

Harry Rapf
Who is West Coast studio manager for
Lewis J. Selznick.

WORLD
Rushes

First

Love

Picture to New York City
with the principal intention of buying
IMMEDIATELY
followingproduction
the assem-of City
rights
famous plays and novbling of the completed
els fortohisadditional
star.
"The Midlanders," Bessie Love's first
week Mr. Callaghan announced to
photoplay for Andrew J. Callaghan Pro- hisThis
associates that he had practically comductions. Al Rogell, a special representapleted all arrangements for sailing for
tive of the Los Angeles company, left the
western producing center for the East with England, where he will personally supervise
the
preliminaries to the production
the first print. Mr. Rogell is expected to
arrive in New York City within a few there of Charles Dickens' "Old Curiosity
produce
which Miss Love will
days, thus giving Andrew J. Callaghan, Shop,"
shortly to
cross
the seas.
head of the Callaghan producing company,
It is not yet decided when Miss Love
an opportunity
see the
sion of his initialtoBessie
Lovecompleted
film priorver-to will leave for England to commence work
sailing for Europe in the interests of his on the Dickens classic. Mr. Callaghan will
precede his star to make all necessary arconcern.
and following his return to
Mr. Callaghan left his Los .A.ngeles this country herangements,expects
to send a company
studios several weeks ago, when work on abroad to make this quaint,
"The Midlanders" was well under way. photoplay in the colorful localepicturesque
in which
After viewing the rushes of the complete
production, the film executive was satisfied the original novel transpires.
to trust the assembling and titling of the
film in the
Miss and
Love's
two directors,hands
Ida May ofPark
Joseph
De "Flying A" Sales Force
Grasse, while he came on to New York
Expanded for Summer

"Something Different in
First Photoplay Starring Bebe Daniels
positions in hotels and other public places
BEBE
Hi NIEI.S"
production
Rcalart
star will fust
be "You
Never asCana where there is a possiltility of attracting a
wealthy
husband.
Tell,"Lovell
an adaption
shortpublished
stories,
by Grace
Bryan, ofthattwowere
Declare* Miss Daniels "the Type."
recently in the Saturday Evening Post.
"Some win out — others lose, but such
According to J. S. Woody, general mansituations
oftentimes hold the very
ager of Realart, the selection of this material will give exhibitors an accurate line strongest dramatic possibilities. For several years this sort of story has been
on the manner in which the company in- growing
popularity in the magazines, in
tends to satisfy the public's taste for novels andin on
the stage.
"something different."
"The
exact
type
of actress to portray
The story will deal with the adventures
roles accurately and adequately is not
of a cigar counter girl in a New York City such
Miss Daniels is considered
hotel. Miss Daniels will have the role easy to find.
fitted to portray such roles and
of Rowena Jones, daughter in a family of adequately
we all fee} confident that she will enjoy
six, who decides that her living conditions
are unbearable and that it is up to her to a record of success with Realart."
become a martyr by marrying a rich man.
All she needs to do is to find him.
Selznick Cautions Against
Mr. Woody, in commenting on the story
says: "There are in real life thousands
"Swat the Camel Companies"
of just such girls all over the country —
IN his endeavors to wage a successful
girls whose ambition leads them to take
battle for exhibitors against interests
aligned for the purpose of usurping
choice locations for motion picture theatres, Lewis J. Selznick, in another interesting insert in the trade journals, cautions exhibitors with the advice "don't let
them
into your
Mr. nose
Selznick
callsfield."
the objects of his
attack "Swat
the
camel
companies."
member what happened to
the tailor "Rewho
didn't hit soon enough," says Mr. Selznick to exhibitors. "Get a club and the
best club in this case is a clubbing of exhibitor interests. Combine to keep the
producer in his place or you'll find him in
yours.
"If I thought that you'd continue showing my pictures while I slowly bought up
competitive locations I might try to get
away with it, too. But because my dollar
sense is common sense — and because common sense history and the bankruptcy
courts swear that nobody ever successfully
played both ends against the middle — I'll
take theyour
advice
of 'Fair and
Square'extend
and
defend
opportunities
to better
Mr. Selznick then reveals the fact that
czars, kaisers, and sultans never took much
stock
mine."in the live and let live doctrine, and
through them he feels assured that the
VITAGK.^PH ,. ;
•THEBlAHTTrfeEGENEfiATION'
"grab-all game isn't what it's cracked up to

To themaintain
high force
pointsduring
made the
by
"Flying the
A" sales
S. Hutchinson
and toS.insure
against any "Tribute
possible Month,"
summer
slump in business, the American sales organization has been increased very materially. President Hutchinson is laying
plans on the basis of not only normal, but
progressive activity, and backing it up by
a strong appeal to the public taste through
carefully chosen new productions.
The summer campaign includes several
specials of high grade, among them "The
House
Toys," Owen
by Henry
Miller,
starringof Seena
andRussell
directed
by
George L. Cox; "Peggy Rebels," adapted
from
the Sally
Ann," withof
Mary "The
Miles Mate
Minterof under
the direction
Henry King; "The Week End," a screen
adaptation of the novel by Cosmo Hamilton.
There has been a steady growth in the
organization since the advent of the "Flying A" specials, beginning with "Six Feet
Four," "Eve in Exile," "The Valley of Tomorrow." "The Dangerous Talent," etc.
E. P. Pickler and Ed Mordue have joined
the Chicago force; W. P. Bernfield and
C. W. DeLong have started in the St. Louis
territory and T. Hayden in Denver, and
George W. Hinton and G. W. Gavin are
keeping things moving in Kansas City, as
are A. B. Carpenter in Dallas, J. E. Armgardt
Lake. in Buffalo and J. R. Keitz in Salt
Miss Young Heads Cast in
"Arizona" at Clune's Theatre

in the history
first time
the pictures
FORmotion
of
drama of
a theatrical
the speaking stage will be presented
with an all-star cast of motion picture
stars at Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles,
on the nights of June 3, 4 and 5, at which
time a super-production of Augustus
Thomas' drama ".\rizona" will be given.
Thebe dramatic
"Arizona"
will
given for production
the benefit ofof the
American Legion. Clara Kimball Young will
head the cast playing the leading feminine
role. ance
It in will
be Misson Young's
first appeara drama
the speaking
stage
since entering motion pictures nine years
ago.
Playing opposite her in the leading male
role will be Hobart Bosworth. The cast
will include Dustin Farnum, Gloria Swanson, Theodore Roberts, William Desmond,
Sessue
Hayakawa, Bessie Barriscale and
Milton Sills.
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He

was

Boredom;

so simple in soul as to forget

the companionship

his honeymoon;

prefer

of a sweet little shopgirl to the gloomy

Bugs

to

grandeur

of a ducal palace;

She was

so simple in soul as to accept his generosity

when

her own

parents and her minister accused her of improper relationship with "a swell ; "
as to think that she could fit into the social life of which he was a part.
A picture that is rich in story, production

and cast.
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SUCCESSFUL
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REEL

COMEDIES

INTERNATIONAL

FILM

SERVICE

~. Presents

FATHERS

CIPSE
ADAPTED

SHAVE

FROM GEO.M^ NANUS

FAMOUS

BRINGING
E

AT

H

SERIES

UP
E

D

\A/ I -r M

JOHNNY

RAY
PRODUCED

The

BY THE

remarkable

CHRISTIE

newspaper

FILM

tie-up has

given to these comedies a unique and
tremendous drawing power. There's a
newspaper in practically every section of
the country that features the inimitable
comics. That means great publicity and
ready-made audiences. Those who have
shown the first have found it so. Ask
the nearest Pathe exchange to show you
this comedy.

i)Pafhe'(f)

CO.

RIO

GRANDE
0 om the Aimons plav .b\'

'Splendid . . . Powerfully developed presentation
. . . Perhaps the strongest of the many screen stories of the border . . . One of the most important
of the new releases."— Moving Picture World.

THOMAS

"Should give satisfaction wherever shown , . . Proper
atmosphere showing the rare wild beauty and grandeur of the border country . . . Many thrilling ad-

Personally directed by

ventures. Miss Theby gives splendid performance. "
— Motion Picture News.

AUGUSTUS

MR.

CARE

WE

"Out of the ordinary . . . Actionful melodrama . . .
Very good direction . . . Splendid atmosphere . . .
Will pull the crowds in greater number than average
feature."— Wid's
**A thriller . . . Lavishly produced."— Trade Review.

^
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Featuring

Director R, A, Walsh and Miriam Cooper
branches in all parts of the country preA MOST extensivd e publicity drive has
been launche by the Mayflower
dicting greater success than ever in the
Photoplay Corporation in conjunc- coming months. He was particularly
pleased with the position of Pathe in the
tion with the Newspaper Enterprise Assoserial field in the United States and with
ciation. As a result of this, R. A. Walsh,
the
great strides in the distribution of
whose productions are presented by Maysubjects and comedies.
flower, and Miriam Cooper, who is ap- short
During his stay in the United States Mr.
s
in
pearing
the
director'
subjects,
are
being featured on the front page of 300 of Madieu is expected to visit several of the
most important centers of Pathe productheThecountry'
tion and distribution.
mediums leading
through newspape
which rs.
Walsh and
Miss Cooper are becoming one of the
country's
exploited
personalWork on "Four Horsemen" Script
ities is a most
beautywidely
contest
which offers
an
opportunity for screen fame to the naJunewho
Mathis,
head arrived
of Metro's
staff,
recently
in Newscenario
York
most beautiful
salesgirl.between
The contest tion's
is open
to all salesgirls
the from Hollywood, already is deep in the
ages of seventeen and twenty-five. The task of casting into motion picture form
rewardproduction
is an engagement
in R. at
A. aWalsh's
Blasco Ibanez's novel, "The Four
new
for four weeks
salary Vicente
Horsemen of
the Apocalypse."
Metro's
of $100 a week. It is further stipulated Sixty-first
street
studios it was Atintimated
that the winner will become the protege of that production of this story would start
Rex Ingrain
Miriam Cooper, who will initiate her into about July 1. No mention was made of the
under the
MetroArebanner.
Whoforis release
now directing
"Hearts
Trumps""
the art of motion picture acting and de- probable members of the cast.
velop to the fullest extent the girl's latent
histrionic
possibilities."
In the event
that two girls are adjudged
Bert Lytell Reads Many Manuscripts on
winners, both will be given the full award.
The contest opened May 20 and closes on
July 30.
Arrival in New York; One Play Selected
According to a statement from Mayflower, a concrete manifestation of the
New England before returning,
of manua mass
through
was the first
WADING scripts
came companied by Mrs. Levin.
task that
contest's success is the impetus which has
He is acthe hand of Bert Lytell when
been given to bookings on "The Deep Pur- the youngto Metro
Realart
Managers
Exchange
Posts
York
New
in
arrived
star
ple,"
R. A.presented
Walsh's
first independent
last Saturday from the Pacific Coast, where
tion,
by Mayflower,
and inproducwhich
Harry
E,
Lotz,
Realart
manager
at
Pittshe had spent nearly two years at the Metro
Miriam Cooper plays the leading feminine
burg, and Henry E. Wilkinson, Buffalo,
studios in Hollywood. Mr. Lytell has re- have exchanged posts, according to an anrole. Appreciating the value of the pubturned to the metropolis to make a series
licity accruing to Walsh and Miss Cooper
nouncement byJ. S. Woody, general manas a result of the contest, exhibitors
ions at Metro's Sixtyspecial
of
ager offectiveRealart.
on
May
31.The change became efthroughout the country have entered into first street product
studios under the personal suspirited competition to secure the R. A.
pervision of Maxwell Karger, director genMr. Wilkinson has been in charge of the
eral.
Walsh production.
Buffalo office since it was organized last
At least four pictures will be done in fall. He joined Realart immediately after
The contest is now in full swing and
has aroused widespread interest. The 300 the East by Mr. Lytell, according to presbeing released from the Naval Reserve,
ent arrangements, and as only one play in which he served for the duration of the
newspapers representing every state in the
war
as an aviator.
Union are backing the contest with an as yet has been definitely decided upon for
Mr. Lotz has also been with Realart
unprecedented volume of publicity, featur- the star, he is reading a great number of
ing it on the front pages. Thousands of vehicles with a view to picking out the since the Pittsburg office was established
salesgrirls have entered the competition, other three. Metro officials have found
last fall. He has had a long experience in
and, according to the present rate with
Mr. Lytell's judgment in the selection of the motion picture business, and is well
plays
to
be
excellent,
and
upon
his
arrival
which applications are reaching the newsknown throughout the country and in the
papers, it is estimated that over 200,000
Buffalo territory, to which he has now been
turned over to him an. ac- assigned.
entries will have been received before the in the East they
cumulation of literary material designed
close of the contest.
for a made star of his qualifications.
Signed articles by Director Walsh and
"A Message from Mars," Charles HawMiss Cooper pertaining to screen acting trey's
successful
written decided
by Richard
Ganthoney,
is the play,
one already
upon
are daily features of the newspapers conducting the contest. Large displays are for Mr. Lytell's early use. This whimsical
also being devoted to photographs and hu- comedy-drama is well known to many of
man interest stories of the contestants.
the present generation of theatre-goers.
The committee of judges consists of Charles Hawtrey starred in it almost continuously for six years in England and the
FTorenz Ziegfeld, James Quirk, editor of
United States. The play has had well over
Photoplay Magazine; Neysa McMein, one
performances, including several late
of thefredcountry's
foremost
illustrators;
Al- 1,000
revivals, and ranks among the first of the
Cheney Johnston,
noted
Fifth avenue
great successes in theatrical history.
photographer, and Director R. A. Walsh.
Before leaving the West Coast Mr. Lytell completed his work in "The Price of
Madieu of Pathe's Paris Office
Redemption," one of the most spectacular
productions, it is said, that has ever been
Here; Is Pleased with Business
made by Metro. The picture is based on
the
of
n
chairma
,
LEON MADIEU s
powerful novel of East India, "The
board of director of Pathe Cinema, the
Temple
of Dawn,"
I. A.by R.June
Wylie.
adapted
to the by
screen
MathisIt
Paris, and treasurer of Pathe Ex- was
change, Inc., of the United States, arrived
and directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald. The
in this country on Friday, May 28, on the special settings and effects were by A. W.
American liner St. Paul. He was met by Alley and G. M. Carpenter and the photographer was Sol Polito.
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., and during his stay here he will confer with Mr.
' " ALBEOT E. SMITH
Levin on Motor Trip.
Brunet on the affairs of Pathe Exchange
and the plans for the coming year.
Samuel I. Levin, general manager of
Mr. Madieu was impressed with the Jones, Linick & Schaefer, and one of the
R««CYeust*rmStNO BRADvis'ftUnQ;; 5»cy o/i* Jcw/Airw
growth in the Pathe feature business in busiest men in the trade, is off on a motor
the past year and enthusiastically re- trip that will last several weeks. He in^THEISLANiJ^GEGENEUATION
•
VIT AGk.\PII
ceived the reports received from Pathe
tends touring Pannsylvania, New York and
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Goldwyn

Buys

Maximilian

The Trap;'' Plan
ase antant
THE latest nouncedimpor
wyn purch
by Gold
Pictures is
Maximilian Foster's successful story,
which
Trap,"
"The zine
ber ranto inMayMcClu
from Decem
read,
was Magaandre's
it is conservatively estimated, by not less
than five million people. In novel form,
this tale of love, mystery and intrigue will
be published by D. Appleton & Co. some
time in July, and the book will be exploited
in connection with the picture.
To Change Title.
Executives of Goldwyn Pictures and Appleton & Co. have decided to change the
title from "The Trap" to "To the Highest
Bidder" and the author has approved the
alteration. When the book appears it will
carry the new title.
The co-operative exploitation campaign,
to be shared in by Goldwyn and the publishers, is being prepared far in advance
to include every possible angle for advertising tie-ups.
To Have Campaign.
The campaign to accompany the publishing of "To the Highest Bidder" will incorporate the fact that Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is issuing a screen version, so
that readers of the novel will be prepared
to look for the picture when it is shown
at a local theatre. Window cards, suitable
for display space, will be distributed
through Goldwyn exchanges to book dealers in all parts of the country. The cards
will be used at the time the first big
splurge is made on the book, which the
publishers expect to boost for a best seller
in the early fall season.
Next Metro-Jack London Picture
"The God of His Fathers" is the next
Jack London story to be picturized by C. E.
ShurtlefY, Inc., for release by Metro Pictures Corporation.
Published
as a short
story when
in McClure's
Magazine during
the days
London
was classified as "a comer," "The God of
His Fathers" stamped the author as a
genius and vies with his later and longer
works in popular favor.
Mitchell Lewis, featured in the two

^^'^^'~~*^NtSER"r E. SMITH
Rev ORUS^SmwIiJBRADYS AwWirf Sivy oFHh S(xlltStu ^
V I T A G R .V F »
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Novel

Tie-up with Publishers
novels by the great author already put mto
and "The
"Burning Daylight"
picture form,
againrolebeenof
Mutiny ofandthewillElsinore,"
leading
play the has
retained
Indian.
Baptiste the Red, half French, half
Production will begin immediately after the
Elsinore"in
of the Studios
"The atMutiny
completion
the Metro
filmed
being of
now
Hollywood. It is being scenarioized by
Albert Shelby Le Vino and will be directed
by Edward Sloman.
"Married Life" Released June 15
Following
at E.
Pasadena, advicesprivate
from Solscreenings
Lesser and
M.
Asher, who claim that "Married Life,"
Mack Sennett's
initial special
attraction to be distributed
by Firstfeature
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit
is
one
of
the
greatest
comedy knockouts ever produced. First
National this week authorizes the statementtional
that release
Juneday.
15 has been set as a na-

Louis

Glaum

A Study in Black and White.
Lucille Carlysle, appearing with Larry
Semon in Vitagraph comedies.

in "Sex'' Is Booked

for Two

Weeks' Run in Cleveland by Marcus Loew
the stars and directors now working for
man, general
JOSEPHager of M.
es the company on the Western Coast, has
the SCHENCK
Marcus Loew
Enterpris
and the Hodkinson organization have made it necessary to complete the combefore July first, when the change
just approved a contract, whereby J. Par- will bepanyinaugurated.
ker Read, Jr.'s, Louise Glaum production,
Mr. Cook has appeared in support of
"Sex," will be given two weeks' presenta- many
screen stars and before he began
tion at Loew's Euclid Theatre, Cleveland, his photoplay
career appeared on the stage
beginning June 20. Arrangements for the for Charles Frohman,
Henry W. Savage,
booking were concluded by Jack Kuhn,
EdwardBelasco.
E. Rice, William A. Brady and
Loew Cleveland manager, and H. J. Ochs, David
the local Hodkinson representative. An
exploitation campaign greater than any
Mr. Cook's first appearance in a Selznick
previously devised for a Loew attraction production was in support of Zena Keefe
in Cleveland is promised by Mr. Kuhn.
in "The Woman God Sent." Following this
Among other big first run bookings re- he appeared in Miss Olive Thomas' company in "The Flapper," and in support of
ported are the Empire, Mobile, Ala.; the
Regent, Kansas City, Mo.; the Strand, William Faversham in "The Man Who
Lost contract
Himself." Under the terms of his
Montgomery, Ala.; the Brandeis, Omaha, new
he is working in the company
Neb.; the Circle, Ottumwa, la.; the Elec- supporting Miss Elaine Hammerstein
in
tric, St. Joseph, Mo.; the Rialto, Brockton, "The Point of View,"
after which he will
Mass.; the Fox, Aurora, III.; the Electric,
"Wilderness Fear," a Selznick
Joplin, Mo.; the Strand, Haverhill, Mass.; appear
George. inproduction
special
directed by Burton
the Landus, Springfield, Mo.; the Opera
House, Burlington, Pa.
Last week at the Tudor Theatre, Atlanta,
Rotogravure Posters on "Passers By"
Ga., "Sex," aided by Manager James JackBelieving the new J. Stuart Blackton proson's campaign, set a new attendance recduction, "Passers By," to be one of the bigord for amusements in the Georgia megest pictures of the
the Pathe pubtropolis, and this despite a two-day rain
licity and advertisingyear,
nts have
and lukewarm support in the local dailies. combined forces to givedepartme
it
most efDetailing his success with the production tective send-ofT possible. Intheaddition
in a letter to the Hodkinson home office, the usual advertising material a specialto
sheet has been issued, a rotogravure
Mr. Jackson concluded with "Sex" can be press
sheets. t poster
and two special three
put over without newspaper co-operation." one-shee
Another
exhibitor
for
whom
"Sex"
furnished abox office festival is Harris LumChase Temporarily in Buffalo
berg, owner of the Lumberg Theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y. So great was his openM. A. Chase, \yho has been the acting
ing day crowds that Mr. Lumberg shifted
from his three-p.-day policy to continuous ot the Universal sales department,
is
temdistrict
northw
t"?"
f
est Buffal
^"^^
" Univer
porarily ,n charge
performances for the balance of the week's
branch
exchan
sal's
ge. of
o
engagement.
the Buffalo exchange, had to give up his
Warren Cook Engaged for
thr'p
manager of
IS in the Adirondack Mountains.
Selznick Stock Company
-A^nnounces
Title
T RoUn P"«"t
TlXext
Comedy. he
^X
Zl
ANOTHERpany of screen
additionplayers
to the that
stockMyron
com"Start the Show is the title selected for
Selznick is assembling for the support of Selznick stars, was effected when
b> Pathe
Warren Cook was engaged under a long ri^
It should
comeRol'n her
°^ 13"^"
^ °fstamp
l June
term contract.
hv P^ff^^T^ Beatrice La Planet, releaaedm
The decision to hereafter make a:l productions for the Lewis J. Selznick Enter- on
melodrama.
linll
f//^^ comedienne ot original methods
prises in the East, bringing to New York t n^! ^^L <'«P^'-'"'-e '--om feature producon T^^^ "'^
hilarious sat"re
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Calls for Franklin

Films Yearly for Kaufman
Franklin will have a complete unit for his
has just closed
KAUFMAN
T A.with
ALBER
which own organization, which will be an individSidney Franklin
a deal
involves a long term arrangement
producing body
in itself.
Theual affiliation
between
Mr. Franklin and
between the producer and the direcMr. Kaufman is considered an ideal parttor, calling for four super-special productions to be staged yearly. These pictures
nership by the friends of both gentlemen
are to be known as Sidney Franklin Pro- among the Hollywood motion picture colony.
As
a production expert, Mr. Kaufman
ductions and will be produced on an elabois one of the foremost men in this field, his
rate plan.
Mr. Franklin will start on his initial pro- early experience dating back to the first
duction for Mr. Kaufman on June 2. Al- years of the industry when he managed
the eastern producing activities of the
though the title of this film is not made
public, it is stated that the story is one of Famous Players company, handling most
particular interest to the motion picture of the present-day stars, including Mary
Pickford, Marguerite Clark and Pauline
public not only of this country but of Frederick.
Europe as well.
Sidney Franklin is one of the newest
The distribution plans for Sidney Franklin Productions, as well as the title and de- directors to reach the front ranks of this
tails concerning the initial release, are branch of the industry. His career has
promised within the next few weeks. The been eventful and he has been compelled
first production will be staged at the large to overcome many obstacles, but his originality and his distinctive creative powers
studio occupied by Mr. Kaufman in conjunction with Marshall Neilan, as per the have won him a place in his field, which,
Sidney Franklin.
although prominent already, is generally
recent producing alliance formed between
Who will produce four big productions
Messrs. Kaufman and Neilan. Here Mr. thought
things. to be only the beginning of greater
yearly.
nmiimmimt«i«raiiiinmiimmiiiiitniiiMiiuiiniitiilmllMIIIMilii>MUiuinriiniiiiMmitiultiiniiMiii,iiiiiMiMtiirniiMiirtMiltli(iltlMit^
Canada

Fights
with

High

Loss

Cut Prices,
E is little, if any, talk among
THER
Canadian exhibitors of prospective
price advances to become effective
with the so-called season reopenings late
in August. At the same time, a number
of theatres in various centers have been
closed for the summer. These include at
least two large houses, the St. Denis of
Montreal and the Dominion Theatre of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, the latter closing its
doors on Monday, May 24, until August.
On the other hand, there is a tendency
to place special film attractions in large
dramatic or vaudeville theatres for indefinite summer engagements. It has been
announced that "The Confession" will be
shown
Shea's Theatre,
Toronto,
such anat arrangement,
while
it hasunder
also
been
stated
that
"The
Great
Air
Robbery
will have a special summer run at the '
Grand, Toronto.
"Hot Weather Prices."
Still another interesting feature of the
current situation in Canadian film circles
is that Louis Rosenfeld, of Toronto, general manager of the Famous Players Film
Sevice, Ltd., which is distinct from the
Famous Players' Canadian Corporation, has
announced "hot weather prices" for a number of special releases because of the apparent difficulty that many exhibitors have
in maintaining patronage during the hot
weeks of the year.
These specials include "Eyes of Youth,"
"Hearts of the World," "The Unpardonable
Sin," "Stolen Orders," "Sahara," "The
Westerners," "The Sagebrushers," "The
Valley of the Giants," "Mr. Wu," "The
Superman," "Beware," "Virtuous Men" and
"Comradeship."
No Early Price Increase.
When announcement was made that the
Ontario government had raised the annual
theatre license fees and had doubled the
annual exchange license fees as well as the
charge for censoring pictures, the opinion
was expressed by several leading picture
theatre managers of Toronto that these
increases would not make any material difference inthe admission prices
the local
theatres. This was taken as anof indication
that Toronto exhibitors, generally, would
not increase admission prices for some
time yet— if at all.
In a number of Canadian theatres the

Four

of Sweltering

Long Runs and Serials
patronage started to dwindle during the
third week in May when the first hot wave
spread over the country — and the exhibitors knew that summer was at hand. This
led one theatre manager, at least, to make
a brave eflfort to hold the interest of the
"fans" by announcing a special summer
opening for the week of May
31.
This manager was Harry Pomeroy, of
the Strand Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario. Mr.
Pomeroy booked "Pollyanna" for the whole
of the week of May 31, opened the roof
of the theatre so that patrons would sit
practically under the open sky, shoved in a
special orchestral organization, decorated
the theatre interior with breezy chintzes
and added a special thrill in the shape of
"The Strand Cascades," consisting of two
scenic waterfalls in close proximity to the
screen. Still another new piece of equipment consisted of cloth drapings to hide
the screen when not in use.
Mr. Pomeroy also booked a serial, "One
Million Dollars Reward," and the official
series of pictures of the Prince of Wales'
tour across Canada, the latter coming
ten instalments. A comparatively largein
number of Canadian exhibitors have
booked serial photoplays to run through
the
summer months to fight the high loss
of sweltering.

"Doc" Hall Awaits Ford Plant
Nat Bregstein, subscription seeker and
exhibitor handshaker for Moving Picture
World, gave "Doc" Hall, owner of the
Beekman. Park Grand, Trojan and Keith
theatres in Troy, N. Y., a chance to get a
word in edgewise the other day, and here
IS what the exhibitor said:
not gain
populasstionhasduring
the"Troy
past did
year.
Whilein busine
good, we have been rather up againsbeen
because of our small matinee crowds. tTheit
majority of the residents are working people who cannot attend the matinees. Of
course, we turn them away at night,
but
show me the exhibitor who is satisfied with
night business only.
"Like all other exhibit
I have a
in my bonnet regarding ors,
a new theatre bee
but
It hinges on one thing. Henry Ford , may
come to town with a plant that would increase our population about 35,000. If
does, yours truly will be on the job with hea
3,SO0-seat theatre."

Kahn to Write for Universal
Universal has enjaged the services of another popular writer in its campaign to assure Universal patrons of good stories for
Universal pictures. The latest acquisition
is Don Kahn, a recognized writer of humorous literature.
Kahn formerly was on the staff of Puck
and Judge. He also has contributed many
humorous stories to various other magazines. From now on he will write comedies for Universal.
His first story for Universal, "Twin Lizzies," is now in production, under the diDavis. rection of Joseph McDonough and Horace
Variety Films Organized
The Variety Films Company of Salt Lake
City has been organized to make a series
of one-reel scenic comedies. Clyde Tracy
is the director general. He will be assisted
by Burton West. Ira M. Croff is president.
The company expects to be ready for distribution early in July, at which time it
trade.
will make a formal announcement to the
tiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiKiiuiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiituiitiitiiMiiiiiin
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Booked

by Broadway s Picture Palaces
THE spring season is marking a record sults.
the Kronprinz Wilhelm, is one of the refor Goldwyn Pictures at tiie Capitol,
But once production had been started on
Strand and Broadway tlieatres. New these
lines the sea stuff had to be carried
York. After occupying the Capitol for a
out
to its logical conclusion, and there was
week. Rex Beach's "The Silver Horde" was
permission to un-anchor the German fleet
movedthattowas
the terminated
Broadway byforthea engagement
two weeks' no
run
and go to sea with it. so Miss Baird and
her
company repaired to Florida, where a
of Edgar Rice Burroughs' Jungle story, "The
big tramp mission.
steamer
just scene,
going into
comReturndled byofGoldwyn,
Tarzan," which
a Numastarted
production
The otherwasfight
in which
May 30hanfor
an indefinite run.
Hugh Thompson, Alexander Gaden, Burr Mcand other well-known actors were
Will Rogers, in "Jes" Cal Me Jim," was featured,intoshtook
place on the rolling deck of
received
as
one
of
the
season's
strongest
attractions at Strand during the week of the tramp, and it is about as spectacular a
bit of camera work as has been seen in
May 23.
many a day.
Other GoldTryn Pictures.
Other Goldwyn pictures scheduled for an
early showing on Broadway are Gertrude
Atherton's "The Tower of Ivory," renamed Ten Screen Celebrities on
"Out of the Storm," and Rupert Hughes'
comedy,
"Scratch
Both ofAuthors
these
Pathe's Serial Star Program
productions
are My
in Back."
the Eminent
immense
which built
the
series. One of the big features of the film is THE Pathe
serial proportions
program hasto been
a shipwreck scene surpassing in realistic
since
the
days
of
"The
Perils
of
Paudetail anything ever shown on the screen.
finds a striking illustration in the
"Scratch
My Back"Authors.
is the first
re- serial line"
star roster for this year. Ten celebleased by Eminent
It iscomedy
a highly
rities appear — -Ruth Roland, Juanita Hansen,
humorous version of one of the best comedy Marguerite
Courtot, Eileen Percy, Frankie
stories Mr. Hughes ever wrote.
Mann, George B. Seitz, Warner Oland,
Charles Hutchison, Jack Dempsey, Stuart
Holmes,leasesfour
each. of them appearing In two reBig Fights on Shipboard in
Ruth
Roland,
whose
was running when
1920 "Adventures
was ushered ofin,Ruth"
will
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute"
FROLliICKING,
romantic drama of the be seen again in "Ruth of the Rockies."
George
B.
Seitz
and
Marguerite
Courtot
sea. full of pirates and the atmosphere of the South Seas, with two big
fights staged on the deck of a ship under are listed for "Pirate Gold" and "Velvet
Warner Oland, starred with Eileen Percy
steamW.— "Cynthia-of-the-Minute,"
Gibraltar's
new
W. Hodkinson release, starring
Leah Fingers."
"The Third Eye," is now playing in "The
Baird, offers something new in picture in
Phantom
Foe,"bowin aswhich
Juanita
drama.
to
make her
a Pathe
star. Hansen is
A play
in
which
four
of
the
six
reels
conThe
working
title
of
the
Charles
Hutchisist in action actually filmed aboard ship
serial is "The Double Adventure," and
and at sea is something of a novelty at any Jack sonDempsey
is appearing in "Daredevil
time, but "Cynthia-of-the-Minute," from Jack." Stuart Holmes and Frankie Mann
Louis Joseph Vance's story, is one of the are co stars in the Beck production of
first feature pictures to be made on ship- Charles Turner Dazey's story "Trailed by
board since war was declared against Germany and the use of ships for picture purposes was put out of the question by the
governmental demand for tonnage.
Three."
When the war ended and the principal Republic Serial Fulfilling
ships
of Germany's
merchant
wereassent
tied
Briton Busch Expectations
up in the
Hudson River
as war fleet
prizes,
was given by the United States Shipping STILL sweeping onward toward an unusual booking record created by the
Board to the use of the Kronprinz Wilhelm,
the Imperator and the Leviathan for picture
initial release of the fifteen-episode Repurposes, and the big fight in which Burr
serial, "TheBriton
Whirlwind,"
Charles public
Hutchison,
N. Busch,starring
presiMcintosh, as "The
Big Red
Man," overcomes
dent of the Republic Distributing Corporasingle-handed
a horde
of mutinous
sailors
in a terrific melee on the grand stain rise of
tion, of which Lewis J. Selznick is advisory
director, has announced that the serial is
more than fulfilling his highest expectations.
"I do not hesitate to state," said Mr. Busch,
"that 'The Whirlwind' has established an
unprecedented booking record and has exceeded my fondest expectations. Exhibitors
have been keen for this serial after viewing
our 300-foot trailer.
"For the benefit of those exhibitors who
have not
bookedupon
'Thethem
Whirlwind'
want weto
again
impress
the factI that
have a 300-foot trailer crammed with all the
exciting and stirring incidents contained In
the entire fifteen episodes."

T^ IT AGK .VP H
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Metro's "Shore Acres" Scores
in California and Missouri
FROM the
Westareandreaching
the Mississippi
Valley reports
Metro telling
of the pulling power of "Shore Acres,"
the
picturization
of JamesAs A.twoHeme's
drama,In
featuring
Alice Lake.
Instances
point, Metro officials are stressing advices
just received from St. Louis, Mo., and San
Bernardina, Cal.
"Shore Acres" played seven days at the
Kings Theatre. St. Louis, and C. Werner,
branch manager, states "hundreds were
turned away, unable to obtain admittance."
The picture later was booked for three-day
runs
the Lindeel,
Grand-Florissant,
^!henandoahat and
Juanita theatres
in St. Louis.
In San Beraardlno, at the Temple Theatre,
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Her Dreams Were Dashed
and Her Elbow Punctured

sible the
for
be respon
moviesR mayway
in which
ANOTHE
astray
leading young women
ltzer
please note) was
(Mr. Oberho
discovered in Philadelphia on May
25 when a man calling himself Craig
W. Brunson of New York was arrested on complaint of Anna McIlroy of Ambler, a suburb of SecDaniels' woman
city.
favorite answered
The retary
young
a
newspaper advertisement for women
for roles in the movies and called
upon Brunson. He claimed to represent a New York film company.
When Miss Ilroy declined to go to
New York with him, he stabbed her
in the elbow with a sharp instrument, she said.
The police believe Brunson adver•tised merely to make the acquaintance of young women and are holding
him in $1,500 bail on a charge of assault and battery while they investigate him.
J. G. Knapp wired to B. F. Rosenberg, Metro
manager in Los Angeles:
" 'Shore Acres' great; went over with a
bang. Everybody delighted and nothiner but
words ofandpraise
matinee
night.from a jam-up houae, both
Illness of Madge Kennedy
Causes Delay to Her Picture
WITHleft,only
a day's
production
Goldwyn
has been
forced to work
suspend work on Its eastern production
of "The Girl with the Jazz Heart," from the
story by Robert Shannon. The delay waa
necessitated by the Illness of Madge Kennedy, and it is expected that several days
will
resumeelapse
work.before the star will be able to
Miss Kennedy has two roles In the production. She has worked continuously every
day for the past month, the story being aucb
that the presence of one of the two characters was always necessary. The result haa
been that she has broken down.
Her Illness is not serious and after taking
the prescribed rest she will resume her labors. Some exteriors remain to be taken.
Joe nedy,King
playing
Miss Kenand theIsrest
of theopposite
cast Includes
Leon
Pierre Gendron, William Walcott, Helen de
Bols, Robert Vaughn, Emile Hoch, Lillian
Worth, Robert
and Dorothy Halght.
Lawrence
WlndomTansey
Is directing.
Exhibitors Praise Blackton Film
First reports from Pathe exchange managers and from exhibltora In several territories throughout the country where "Passers By," the latest J. Stuart Blackton production, has been given private advance
showings indicate that the picture will meet
with
all
success forpredicted
it was firsttheaccepted
Pathe. for It when
The combination of a popular novel made
Into a stage success and now adapted for
motion pictures, with Herbert Rawlinson
leading r strong cast. Is the subject of many
commendatory messages of congratulation
received by Commodore Blackton. The picture will be released on June 20. The story
is by C. Haddon Chambers.
Release Linder Film on June 6
As a delightful caricature of Parisian life
which will appeal strongly to the 3,000,000
Americans who have been in France during
the last few years, and likewise to their
relatives and friends who have not, "The
Little Cafe," with Max Linder in the stellar
role, Is expected by exhibitors to be one of
the strongest box offlce attractions of the
coming month. It will be released by Pathe
June 6. The story, as a play, was one of the
greatest stage successes and companies playcoast.
ing it toured the country from coast to
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M\ Wellesley Buys Stock
j
in New Community Theatre |
pictures |
COMM
be tried out by |
goingY to moving
areUNIT
Wellesley, Mass., home of Wei- f
lesley College. The project is being |
financed by citizens and collegiate |
faculty. Pictures are to be shown at
pre-war prices.
"Community movies like ours have
never been launched before," says
William E. Stanwood of the organizing
"Other
hereaboutscommittee.
are watching
our towns
experiment.
While our object is to give the best
pictures on the market at the cheapest price, we are holding out financial inducements to our stockholders.
Operating on a careful basis we hope
to declare dividends. Every one in
town is interested. Shares are selling fast at $10 apiece. We are not
after travelogues nor educational
series; we want the best thrillers on
the market."
I
uuimiuiiiiuiiiiiiyiruiitiiii)iiiiiiiiiHiiriiiiiiiiiuiiratiiiHinuiiiiHiuiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiHiuiiiiuiuiriuiDiiiiin(i.5
Faversham Film Press Book
Is Available for Exhibitors
IN keeping with the reputation of William
Faversham, Selznlck Pictures, in issuing
the exhibitors' campaign book on "The
Man Who Lost Himself," his first Selznlck
picture, have made it replete with live wire
aids that are sure to compel attention.
Throughout the book there is said to run
a vein of dignity for those exhibitors who
cater to the so-called elite, and a dash of
color for those showmen whose forte is making big splashes of productions. Coupled
with the fact that William Faversham is
one of America's greatest actors, and that
the
picture,
Lost Stackpole,
Himself,"
Is from
the "The
book Man
iby H.Who
DeVere
a well-known British author, telling a fascinating, romantic comedy with an engrossing
mystery and a touch of drama, exhibitors
win do well to consider this Selznlck produstion. It is declared.
From the campaign book, it Is stated, exhibitors can glean bright bits of the personal history of Mr. Faversham, the complete cast and program material of the story
as advance notices, unbiased reviews, dignified and effective scenes and layouts that
will brighten exhibitors' newspaper announcements, model letters for a mall camdisplays
calculatedpaign,
to do advertising
the work
of a that
dozen aresalesmen
and the aid of a wide-awake exploitation
expert who will help to push the production
over the top.
Pathe Pleased With Work of Mlllluinaer.
Although the first production has not been
entirely completed, Bertram Millhauser, for
many years connected with Pathe and the
author of several plays produced by that
company, has firmly established himself as
a director of serials by his work in the com"The Phantom
the
picture pleted
in episodes
which ofJuanita
Hansen isFoe,"
to star
and which is now in production at the Seitz
studios in New York.
The finished episodes have been projected
at
the Pathe
and MlUhauser's
direction
has home
found office,
such high
favor with
Paul Brunei, vice-president and general
manager, and the departmental heads of
Pathe, that there seems little doubt ha will
be put in charge of the direction of another
serial when "The Phantom Foe" is completed.
"Vlr^rtn" E*llm Goes B% on the Coast.
"The Virgin of Stamboul" took San Francisco by storm, recent reports from the West
Coast metropolis to the Universal home
office indicate. Opening in the Strand Theatre, It packed the house for the entlra week
of its run, and was Immediately booked by
the Frolic Theatre, directly across the street
from the Strand, for a second run three
weeks later.
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First Faversham

Feature

Booked Heavily by First-run Houses
closed a week of good business, booked
WILLIAM FAVERSHAM, in the Selznlck
"Riders of the Dawn" for early June, and
picture, "The Man Who Lost Himself,"
Grand, Denver, has also booked it
is creating a wave of popularity, ac- Tabor's
for
a week in mid-June.
cording to Sam E. Morris, vice-president of
Select Pictures.
Harper & Brothers, publishers of the Zane
"Practically every first run house has Grey novel, have inaugurated a bookshop
broken a long standing precedent to play link-up campaign with booksellers throughout the country. This not only covers win'The Man Who Lost Himself,' " declared Mr.
dow displays but a link-up with the exhibMorris. "Grauman's Rialto Theatre, in Los
itor in newspaper advertising as well.
Angeles, has booked the picture for an inThrough
arrangement with the New York
run. Roth's
Theatre,forSanan Francisco,
Strand the Hodkinson organization obtained
has also definite
booked
the picture
indefinire
run. Several circuits have contracted for for use by exhibitors the music score arranged by Carl Edouarde.
the the
picture,
including
and Poll's,
also
Stillman
Theatre,Loew's
of Cleveland,
and
scores of others.
Selznick News Rapidly Going
"If the biggest showmen in the country
throw to the discard productions previously
Ahead, Says C. R. Rogers
booked,
is conclusive
that 'The
Man
Who itLost
Himself isevidence
an attraction
that
DESPITE
the exhibitors
youth of thewhoSelznick
News
reel, many
pride themcannot
ignored." in this production porWilliambe Faversham
selves on maintaining a balanced protrays dual characterization; as Victor Jones,
have been strong for the issues of
an American commercial agent stranded in Selznickgram News,
and not a week goes by but
London, and as the Earl of Rochester, known
that
scores
exhibitors throughout
as a spendthrift and bounder. These two the country offallother
in line for the live wire
roles, it is declared, afford Mr. Faversham
news items, according to Charles R. Rogers,
wide scope for his histrionic ability.
director of sales for both Select and Re"The tationMan
Who
Lost
Himself"
is
an
adapof the novel of the same name by H.
"Our bookings show," declared Mr. Rogers,
DeVere Stackpole, a prominent British au- public.
"that exhibitors are keen judges of the value
thor. George Baker directed the production.
of
news items. They want their programs
The Strand Theatre, of New York, is now
to be so balanced, so unified in entertainment value, that audiences will leave with
showinggether"The
Man WhoKaufman
Lost Himself,"
with a Herbert
Weekly. to- a feeling
of .satisfaction.
"From every section of this country week
in
and
week
out commendations on the value
Louise Huff First Selznick
of Selznick News are becoming common. We
heartily welcome these frank testimonials
Star Working at Solax Studio
of exhibitor approval. Today more than
of the
reel exhibon of the Solax ever initorsthe
WITHstudiotheby acquisiti
demandhistory
the best
and news
last minute
live
CorPictures
Selznick
the
poration and the announcement of its wire news items for their patrons."
opening, Louise Huff, the latest star added
to the Selznlck constellation. Is the first
screen artist to work at the studio. Miss "SInm Bang Jim" Booking for the Fourth.
"Slam Bang Jim" is booking for the Fourth
Huff Is now working on her Initial Selznick
of July feature in some of the largest thea,
writParadise,"
Dangerous
"The
production
tres. "It is just the type of picture for a
ten by Edmund Goulding and being directed
celebration," said one exhibitor, "and is sure
by William P. S. Earle.
In the cast supporting Miss Huff are Ida to play to crowded houses. Bill Russell has
Darling, Jack Raymond, Templar Saxe and just the right amount of pep for a Fourth
Harry Benham.
the received
extended
the days
proEdmund Gouldings, well known as a writer of Among
July show."
duction
duringbookings
the paston few
of both fiction and screen plays, has been
are the Gaiety Theatre of Cleveland, Folly
responsible for not only "The Dangerous
Theatre of Oklahoma City, the Lubin of CinParadise," but also many other screen succinnati, the Royal
Frankcesses. Lewis Browne, author of "Marooned
lin 01 Oakland,
Cal. of; theSioux
Idle City,
Hour theof Kansas
Hearts," featuring Zena Keefe and Conway
Theatre Md.,
of Springfield,
the Wil-of
Tearle, the popular Selznick 1920 star, play- City, sonFox's
of Baltimore,
and the Casino
ing the leading feminine role, wrote the con- Davenport,
la.
tinuity for the Initial Huff picture.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber
in Serial for Selznick Release
and genesident
vice-pr
, of
MORRIS
SAM E. eral
manager
Pictures, anSelect
d Four," a
Brande
nounced that "The
serial picture co-starring Ben Wilson and
Neva Gerber, is In the course of production
and will be released soon. This will be the
second serial distributed by Selznlck Enterprises.
" 'The Branded Four,' " said Mr. Morris,
"will contain several novelties. This serial
prove a bonanza for exhibitors. It will
will
be entirely different and in a sphere by
itself.
"Backed by Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber,
whose names are known throughout the
country, it is my firm belief that they will
gain fresh honors in 'The Branded Four.' "
Publishers Arrange Tie-Up
for Latest Zane Grey Film
exnson ting
in Hodki
heldnced
TRADE showi
as indica
are annou
changesngs
that first run exhibitors feel toward
"Riders of the Dawn" as did Moe Mark, of
the New York Strand, and Tom Moore, of
the Zane
Washington, both of whom gavetation
.
Grey production immediate presen
Ray A. Grombacher, of the Liberty ^TheaHodtre, Spokane, where another current
kinson success, Louise Glaum In "Sex," Just
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Cosmopolitan

Big Cabaret Set Constructed
for Viola Dana Production
DOWLAX. diiector of "The
M C. Girl's
WILLIA
Chorus
Romance, " Viola
ng interior
Dana's
forthcomi
Metro production, decided to build the
of the
cabaret, as called for the 'script, up one of
the stages . atHeMetro's
Coastobtained
studios anin
Hollywood
is saidWest
to have
ion
exact reproduct
of one of Ne'w York's
famed
cafes.
"The Chorus Girl's Romance" is from the
Saturday Evening Post short story "Head
and
by F. ofScott
Fitzgerald.
tells Shoulders,"
of the winning
a studious
collegeIt
boy's heart by a visiting chorus girl and
"shimmy" expert, their subsequent marriage,
triais and and
tribulations,
happiness
congeniality.and final complete'
Percy
Heath
scenarioized
Mr. Fitzgerald's
story. The special
art settings
were designed
by
E.
A.
Freudermaii,
and John Arnold is the cameraman.
ThomnK Jeft'e-rMOn In '^Hearts .%re I'nimiM.'*
Thomas Jefferson, who played the part of
the old bookkeeper in support of Bert Lytell
in
"Lombardi.
has beenthecast
for thein
Important
roleLtd.,"
of Dyson,
lawyer,
"Hearts
Are
Trumps,"
the
third
Drury
melodrama to be filmed by Metro withLanean
all-star cast.
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Big Productions

Others To Be Put Into Works
Gouverneur Morris; 'Uneasy Street," by Ar
thur Somers Roche; "Zal," by Rupert
tions'
an Produc
d from
e plans
the Hughes;
be gleane
can polit
of Cosmo
idea
AN pictur
"Yellow Magic," by F. Britten Ausfact that this company now has five
ten, and "Superman," by Fannie Hurst.
comor dnearly week
tions completed,starte
new produc
this
pleted, two more to be
into work withto be
and in severa
s —put
the nextl others
every one of them Big Bookings Reported on
few month
taken from a world famous story or play.
Joseph Levering Feature
"Humoresque," which is turning crowds
TheaCriterion
York's
New
at
FOLLOWING
a week's Washington,
engra^ement atD.TomC
Moore's
Strand,
away tre,nightly
where it is now playing a pre-release
"His Temporary Wife," Joseph Leverengagement, is the latest Cosmopolitan Productions' release.
ing's production, has been booked by many
Jacob
Lourleand hasBeaoon
con"The Restless Sex," 'Marion Davies' latest prominenttracted forexhibitors.
a week at his
Modern
starring vehicle, is another Cosmopolitan
production that has been completed and theatres, Boston, and C. E. Stilwell, of Sposcheduled for early release. This is the
Casino.
The kane,
Pollfor the
chain
In Neiir Engrland has booked
screen
of Robert
of the version
same name,
which W.ranChambers'
serially innovel
the this picture for Bridgeport, Waterbury and
New
Haven
theatres,
the management
Cosmopolitan
and was later pub- is seeking to arrange aandpersonal
lished in book Magazine
form.
appearance
of Rubye De Remer, one of the stars. The
Vignola C«mpl«rte« Big Plctore.
new Hodkinson release was adapted by JoRobert Vignola has just completed the
seph Levering
Ames asBennet's
direction of the Cosmopolitan production magazine
story from
as bis Robert
first venture
a pro"The World and His Wife," a picturlzatlon ducer, and the cast Includes Bdmund Breese,
of the popular play by Charles Frederick
Mary Boland, Eugene Strong and W. T.
Nirdlinger, taken from the dramatic verse Carleton. A powerful story, and mountings
of Jose Eckegaray. Alma Rubens is the to equal those of the biggest pictures Is
featured player in this picture, while the promised for this production, which Is said
other leading members of the cast include to
as timely as it is entertaining — simply
Montagu Love, Pedro de Cordova, Charles "a be
startling leap year romance," as one exGerard, Gaston Glass and Margaret Dale.
"His drama
Temporary
Wife" Is
society
with elements
"A Whiff of Heliotrope," from the dramatic describedhibitorastermeda it.
of melodramatic action, novel in thara*.
story of the same name by Richard Washburn Childs, which appeared a short while
ago in Hearst's Magazine, has recently been
completed by Director George D. Baker and Borzage Talks to Associated
will be
released
by Cosmopolitan Productions in the
near future.
Motion Picture Advertisers
A screen version of Winston Churchill's
novel
"The Inside
of the
is now
nearON Thursday,
27, at theMotion
weekly Picture
meeting of the May
Associated
ing completion
under
the Cup"
direction
of Albert
Advertisers, the guest of honor was
Capellani for Cosmopolitan Productions.
This is the story which created so much
Frank Borzage,
director of
Brllant introduced
Mr. "Humoresquei''
Borzage, who
discussion a few years ago when it appeared Arthur
stated that it was his intention to give a few
in book form.
personal and intimate revelatlonB In regard to picture making.
Alarlon Dn'riea Starts on "Buried Treairare."
Marion Davies has started work on a new
Mr. Borzage said he firmly belleTed In makinging,every
picture
characterevery
like apart
human
picture,by entitled
"Buried
Treasure,"
the
and in
hLs opinion
on bethe
story
F. Britten
Austen,
which from
appeared
screen
should
be
played
in
a
perfectly
natural
manner.
recently
in
Hearst's
Magazine.
George
D.
Baker is directing.
Director Robert Vignola has started work
"It is not easy for a director to ffraap th*
on
"Thesame
Passionate
the which
novel commercial end of the motion picture busiof the
name byPilgrim,"
Samuel from
Merwin,
ness," he said, "and for that reason he must
ran serially in the Cosmopolitan Magazine, necessarily be guided by those in ckarge of
while Director Frank Borzage begins "Just the exploitation and sales department. For
Around
the Corner,"
by Fannie
instance,be Itermed
wanted antounhappy
give "Humoreeque'
ending, but wkat
had
a Cosmopolitan
Magazine
story. Hurst, also would
Among other big features scheduled for to bow to the decision of Mr. Zukor and Mr.
Hearst,
who
were
very
emphatio
in
their
early production are "The Young Diana," by opinion that the public demands a happy
Marie Corelli; "The Ninth Commandment," ending. To my mind this Is artificial and
by Fannie Hurst; "The Wild Goose," by non-artistic. But after all we of the screen
are the servants of the public and must give
the public what it wants."
"I thinkIf that
its
length.
the every
story picture
calls forshould
seren,runeight
or nine reels, that be the length of the pleFinished;

A Beautiful Reflection
Of Wanda Hawley. who is starring in
"Miss Hobbs" for Realart.

Has
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Several

Ouija! Ouija! Tell Me True! Do«s He LoTe Me as I Love You?
And the temperamental
oulJa who
replies,
da ya gitNeilan
that way?"
to Marjorie Da^
and Agnes Ayres,
play"How
in Marshall
productions.

Vitagraph's "Hidden Dangers"
to Be Released During July
ture."
ON last
his week,
return Albert
from the
late
E. West
Tmlth, Coast
president
of
Vltagraph,
announced
that
"Hidden
Dangers," the Vltagraph serial In which Joe
Ryan
.-.nd Jean
PaigeMore
are than
co-starred,
be released
in July.
half of will
the
fifteen episodes have already been completed
by Director William Bertram.
The story
of "Hidden
was
written
by Mr.
Smith andDangers,"
Clevelandwhich
MoSett,
has received much praise from exhibitors
who have seen the first episodes screened
and who have booked It on the strength of
this early action. Director Bertram, however, In a wire to Mr. Smith last week,
claimed that the big "walloping" thrills, as
he styled them, are yet to oome.
"If they like those first two episodes," he
said, "Just wait until they see episodes etsht
and nine and the thrills that you worked
out here with Mr. Moffett. The Jekyll-Hyde
idea of the serial rets stronger and stronser
as the story unfolds."
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Features,

Sunshine

Jeff Cartoons Are
DRAMATIC offerings predominate In the
schedule of releases listed by Fox Film
Corporation for the month of rosM.
Along with the regular quota of Sunshine
Comedy films and Mutt and Jeff Animated
Cartoons, William Fox, president of the company, has arranged to present five of his
popular stars in as many promising features
during June.
Notable among these features is a new
William Farnum picture, "The Joyous Trouoriginal
story ofGregory.
which
comes from blemakers,"
the the pen
of Jackson
The story was adapted to films by Charles
Kenyon, who has contributed In this respect tward several Farnum successes, and
John Boyle, the Farnum photographer, again
has developed some new angles. J. Gordon
Edwards directed.
Prominent among the principals in this
offering are Louise Lovely, Henry J. Hebert,
Harry Devere, G. Raymond Nye, Clarence
Morgan, George Nichols, Sedley Brown, John
Underbill, Harry Archer, Al Fremont, Earl
Grain, Chiek Leyva, Pedro DeLeon, Claire
Dubrey and Molly Bishop.
MU In "3 Gold Coins."
The Tom Mix number on the Fox schedule
is the first of the original stories written for
this cowboy star by H. H. Van Loan. "3 Gold
Coins" is the title.
A tale of love, romance and stunts, "t Gold
Coins" is a novel Western story and shows
this cow-puncher star in a still wilder and
more thrilling series of hair-raising stunts
than ever before. The film was directed by
Cliff Smith, and photographed by Frank
Good.
The cast supporting Tom Mix ranks with
those found in all Mix pictures and includes
Margaret Loomis as leading woman, Frank
Whltson, Bert Hadley, Dick Rush, Margaret
Cullington, Sylvia Jooelyn, Bonnie Hill, Sid
Jordan, Walt Robins and Frank Weed. The
adaptation is the work of Alvi J. Neltz.
In "White
thetheGladys
Brookwell
vehicle
which Lies,"
comes to
first run
houses
in June, this star has a role in which she Is
called upon to demonstrate her histrionic
ability as she has in no other Fox production for some time. The play is based on
the novel by Charles Reade, and In it are
many intensely heavy scenes between Miss
Brockwell and her leading man, William
Scott. These scenes are graphic pages from
the life of a man and woman whose happines is threatened by cruel and jealous intrigue.
The picture was directed by Edward J.
LeSaint from the scenario by Charles Wilson. In addition to the leading man. William Scott, Mr. Fox has given his emotional
star able support consisting of Josephine
Crowell, Evans Kirk, Violet Schram, Charles
K.
ton. French, Howard Scott and Lule WarrenThe June release starring William Russell
is a screen version of Ridgwell CuUum's
story, "Twins of Suffering Creek," one of
Hie
successful
of thisareauthor's
works.
In themost
picture
with Russell
Louise Lovely,
leading woman; E. A. Warren, Bill Ryno,
Henry J. Hebert and Joe Ray. The direction was by Scott Dunlap and the photography by Clyde DeVlnna. There are many
touching scenes in the story centering around
the tiny child actors, Helen Stone and Malcolm Cripe, who are cast as the twins. Florence Deshon, a character actress of sterling
ability. Is entrusted with the role of their
mother, and the work of the entire cast, including the Juvenile players, has made "Twins
of Suffering
Creek,"
what Is declared to be
another
Russell
success.
The second production of Vivian Rich as a
Pox star
titled "Aare World
Folly," both
story
and isscenario
by Janeof Grogan.
An
unusual feature about this picture Is the
fact that the cast includes but four persons
In addition to Vivian Rich, the star. These
four are Aaron Bidwards as lead; Augusta
Phillips, long known to theatregoers and followers of stock in various parts of the country; p. M. MoCullough and Daisy Robinson.
Frank Beal Is responsible for the direction.
Short Snbjeota Sehedoled.
Among the short subjects scheduled Fox
offers four rapld-flra Sunshine Comediaa —
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Listed by Fox for June
"Monkey Business," "Oh, What a Knight!",
Mary's Little Lobster," and "His Musical
Sneeze." These are exploited as fully up
to the high standard of two-reel funmakers
released under the Sunshine mark, and each
discloses a wealth of novel tricks and clean,
clever humor.
The Bud Fisher contributions for the
month. In Animated Cartoons co-starring
the funny fellows. Mutt and Jeff, Include four
breezy black-and-whitee. They are "The
Toy Makers," "The Tango Dancers," "One
Round Jeff" and "A Trip to Mara."
"The Restless Sex" Deals
with Question of Feminism
THE Restless
Marlon
newest starring Sex,"
feature
for Davies'
Cosmopolitan
Productions, which will be pre-released
in New York shortly. Is announced as a spectacular drama of modern society life, a massive production with magnificent settings and
scenic investitures, and a cast of more than
six hundred. Unquestionably the best thing
that Marion Davies has ever done, "The Restless Sex," reveals a new histrionic trait In
the star.
Done in Robert W. Chambers' best style,
"The Restless
appeared
in Cos-of
mopolitanSex,"
Magazine, which
deals with
the theme
feminism, the restlessness of the awakened
woman who has tasted of Independence and
craves for the topmost rung on the ladder.
Under the guise of romance and love is a
thought that hits every moman in the civilized world and should Interest every man
also. Perhaps no question Is of greater interest to-day than the question of feminism.
Distinct from the question of suffrage, which
is purely political, the question of feminism
as it occurs in "The Restless Sex," concerns
woman's desire to be something more than
ariseman's
It treats
of herchattel
striving
abovewife.
the status
of mere
goodsto
and become a factor in civilization.
In transferring the production to the
screen, Director Robert Z. Leonard has retained all of Its fine flavor and Its rare qualities. Sumptuously and lavishly invested, no
expense was spared in making this production as spectacular and as gorgeous as anything yet seen on the screen.

SomeRock,
One Vitagraph
Said: "Thecomedian,
Worm Turin."
Joe
doing a
supporting "turn" with his leading
woman.
Patsy
De
Forrest
aiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiniiitiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiriiiiiiiiuiHmimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHlllir
the youthful blonde actress was discovered
by Rex Ingram when he began the selection
of
the cast for
"Hearts
Are Trumps,"
forthcoming
Metro
production
of the the
big
Drury Lane melodrama.
"The part of Dora Woodberry fits Miss
Terry
like director
a beautifully
tailored suit,"
said
the Metro
after watching
the young
woman before the camera in a series of tests
from which she emerged triumphantly.
As a result the important role was given
to
She is
at InMetro's
West
Coasther.with
studios
in working
Hollywood
the all-star
cast
Francella
Billington,
Frank
Brownlee, Winter Hall, Norman Kennedy,
Edward Connelly, Brlnsley Shaw, Thomas
Jefferson, Joseph Kilgour and Howard
Crampton.
"Hearts Are Trumps" Is the fourth of six
Drury Lane melodramas to be filmed by
Metro. Cecil Raleigh is the author and
June Mathis adapted it for the screen. This
will
tion. be Rex Ingram's second Metro produc-

Zena Keefe In Leading Feminine Role.
First scenes for the widely read story,
Alice Terry Gets Big Role in
"Red Foam," written by William H. Hamby,
popular writer of fiction stories, have been
Metro's "Hearts Are Trumps"
shot by RalphnouncementInce,
according
an anthis week.
This to
production
ALICE TERRY,
eighteen years old,a high
hailingschool
fromgirlcentral
the Ince-Selznick picture, "Out of
Illinois, enjoys the rare distinction of follows
the Snows,"
recently 1920
completed
with Zena
Keefe,
the Selznick
star, playing
the
blossoming from obscurity Into the ranks
of featured players almost over night.
leading feminine role.
Edward Montagne, member of the SelZf
With considerably
less thanmost
a year's
experience before the camera,
of which
screen. staff, has adapted "Red Foam"
was consumed in the playing of small parts. tonickthescenario
TUCKER

BROS.
NOW

TWO

NEW

ONE

NEW

ONE
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Company
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HawleyWUm;

Has 3,500 Bookings Before Its Release
cluding old Japanese ruins and the religious
booking-sin ceremonies
3,500 houses
showed tive
that
list
a
WITH in the most representa
of the Buddhist worshippers.
The picture is based on Gwendolyn Lothe United States, "Miss Hobbs," the
gan's story "Sayonara," which concerns a
Initial production in which Realart's reunwillingly
becently launched star, Wanda Hawley, ap- young Japanese
by her unclemaiden
to a man
in whom she
pears, was given an enthusiastic send-off at takes notrothedinterest.
lar
theatre in Los
Grauman's million-dol
Sid
Angeles.
Supporting Miss Aoki are Jack Livingston,
Arthur Jasmine, Peggy Pearce and many
Sid Grauman wired J. S. Woody. Realart's other
capable players.
general manager, that "Miss Hobbs" is a
"perfect production and superior to anythingtional
of a premier
similar
and that "its
todaytheme"
was gratifying
In nathe Fonr Kpisodes of Roland Serial Completed.
extreme."
More
than
one
hundred
The first four episodes of "Ruth of the
of the picture will be worked solidly prints
tor a Rockies,"
in which Ruth
month after the date of release to establish will make the
her serial
next appearance
as a Roland
Pathe
a playing record.
star, were shipped in complete form to New
The production is a mid-June release. Its York from the Astra studios recently for
run In theexception,
exchangebefore
centersthe"will
played,of the purpose of an initial screening for the
without
lastbeweek
Pathe officials in the home office. Miss Rothe month — in fact, it will play the majority
company are now doing outdoor
of the key centers of the country within the scenesland andatherBalboa
Beach for the ninth epifirst week of release. It will play practisode
of
the
scenarioized by Frances
cally every city of 10,000 population in the Guihan from story,
romance by Johnstone McUnited States within thirty days after Its Culley, which the
was
published
under the title
When Director Meets Comedian.
release.
of
"Broadway
Bab."
The serial ofis Gllson
being
Ruth Roland. Pathe star, introducing Max
Another unusual feature is that more than
produced
under
the
supervision
3,600 bookings for this picture were obtained
Linder,
who plays
in "The
Cafe,"
to George
Marshall,
her Little
director.
one month in advance of the release date WiUets.
solely
on
the
strength
of
Realart's
promise
of a notable production.
Sid Grauman's telegram was as follows:
"In my opinion, Wanda Hawley In 'Miss Eddie Polo in ''The Vanishing Dagger ^
Hobbs' Is a perfect production and superior
to anything of a similar theme. The re"New Policy" Universal Serial, Ready
sponse from the public at its national premier today was gratifying in the extreme.
"Rio Grande,"
held theandPathe
recannounced
mak- releaseord forofnumber
The genuine appreciation manifested by the UNIVERSAL'S
ing
serials
that
are highpolicy
classofadvenof bookings
average
audiences more than verifies my faith in
ture and travel pictures, in place of tor- price per day, "Sherry" has more than the
this and other Realart productions and I
ture chambers and crashing trains, will have average amount of human interest. It Is
look to see business Increase daily during
typical of the work of Edgar Lewis, who
its try-out soon with Eddie Polo's InternatheA engagement."
greater opportunities for spectacular
few days before his booking date Mr.
Polo tional,
and"The Vanishing
his party Dagger."
crossed the Atlantic found
outdoorMen's
production
last summer in order to film scenes in "Other
Grauman
saw
the
"Miss
Hobbs"
picture
at
Shoes." in "Sherry" than la
a private showing. In a personal letter to Europe. Three months were passed abroad.
J. S. Woody, general manager of Realart,
In line with this policy in the realm of
Mr. Grauman said he could state, in all sin- books. Universal heads believe that when a
Fallon Story for George Walak.
cerity, that he has seldom been so favorably screen hero dashes from country to country
Decision has been reached by William Fox,
impressed with a picture.
or fromtuallyhemisphei*e
to
hemisphere,
he
is
acpresident of Fox Film Corporation, regardshown doing so.
"The dominant note of this screen play,"
ing thelowing
nextcompletion
story offortheGeorge
wrote Mr. Grauman, "is its humanness, its
Educational
Value
In
Policy.
screen Walsh,
version fol-of
idyllic scenes of drifting loveliness, its tenLouis Mr.
Tracy's
novel
"Number
der love theme and its quiet, repressed type
The educational value of this policy is con- which
is now engaged 17,"
under upon
the
of humor all conducting toward that result.
sidered of Importance and it also is expected direction ofWalsh
George
A.
Beranger.
to
eliminate
much
criticism
on
the
part
of
1 predict a splendid future for Wanda Hawley and can never remember any screen star foreign patrons who usually are amused at
Since the success scored by "The Shark,"
being given so strong a vehicle at the outset screen attempts to scenes with which they a story of land and sea. In which Walsh
gives atious,
striking
performance
of a conscienof his or her starring career. I think des- are familiar.
clean-living
young roustabout,
Mr.
tiny holds great things in store for the
Supporting Polo are Thelma Percy and Fox has given
much
consideration
to the
beautiful Miss Hawley and for Realart
Peggy
O'Dare.
Others
in
the
cast
are
Ray
of equipping his young star with
Ripley, Ruth Royce, Thomas Llngham, C. apossibility
products."
created by the same writer, Thomas
Norman Hammond, Laura Oakley, Arthur F. role
Fallon.
This resulted in the development
Jervis and Karl DeSylva.
of an idea which Mr. Fallon had cherished
Polo
and
Edward
KuU.
directed
the
chapfor
some
time
In regard to a Walsh play
"Point of View" Progressing
tered screen story. It was written by Jacques and Mr. Fox has
accepted it as his next
Jaccard, Milton Moore and Hope Loring. Miss vehicle.
Rapidly at Selznick Studios
Loring put it into scenario form.
UNDER the direction of Alan Crosiand,
"The
Plunger"
is
the name of the story.
The first episode opens at a house-party
an original by Mr. Fallon, and the auElaine Hammerstein's forthcoming
on the estate of an English nobleman, and It is thor
also
executed
the
scenario from whick
starring vehicle,
Point to
of View,"
quickly shifts to other parts of the British Dell Henderson will direct
is progressing
rapidly, "The
according
Myron
the production.
Isles.
The
action
later
takes
the
characters
Selznick, and Indications point to a produchalf way around the world to Western
tion that will be as distinct as the star's America,
jumps to other parts of the ''lynck Inn" Second of Mermaid Oomedlea.
current Selznick
picture,
but American then
continent and finally back to
containing
an original
vein "Whispers,"
for the complete
Europe.
"Duck ofInn"
announcedComedies
as the title
the
revelation of a characterization that has
second
the isMermaid
whichof will
Replete with Stnntfi.
heretofore never been played by Miss Hambe
released
by
Educational
Films
Corporamerstein. The story is an adaptation of the
It is said to be full of thrills and daretion through its own system of exchanges.
devil stunts by Polo. Included among these "A Fresh
Broadway stage success written by Edith
Start" is the initial release of the
Ellis.
are a dive of 125 feet from a cliff into a series.
Director Crosiand is said to have injected heavy surf, a leap from the deck of an oceanHamilton
the Marvel
star inRea,
"Duck
Inn"
some very effective and novel touches. In liner in mid-ocean, a bare handed struggle andLloyd
opposite
him isIsseen
of Mack
the supporting cast are found the names of with a wild leopard and similar stunts.
Sennett comedy fame. There Is a large cast,
Many beautiful scenes were obtained in the greater portion of the picture being exArthur Houseman, the well-known heavy,
whose last appearance in a Selznick picture the British Isles. In these scenes is set ac- in this picture.
teriors. Some new fun effects are promised
tion, which is expected to be more apprewas in "A Fool and His Money," starring
ciated
by
screen
patrons
when
they
realize
Eugene
Warren
Huntley, HelenO'Brien,
Lindroth,
CornishCook,
BeckHugh
and others
they are looking at the actual settings.
Revised Cast for Enid Bennett Drama.
equally known to screen fans.
Edward Montague adapted the picture for
Joan
Standing, Geoffrey Webb, Donald MacBig
Theatres
Booking
"Sherry."
the screen.
Vern Winters. Harold Holland, BonEdgar Lewis' second Pathe production, Donald,
Hill and Willie M. Carson will support
"Sherry," is being received with favor by Enid nieBennett
In her latest Thomas H. Ince
exhibitors throughout the country. The
Universal Schedules "Toklo Siren."
production,
"I the
Wonder
If ,"Coast
now Studios.
under
Universal announces as a special attrac- screen version of George Barr McCutcheon's
production
at
Ince West
"best seller" was not scheduled for release The new drama is one
tion
the
release
of
"The
Toklo
Siren,"
with
of
the
liveliest
of
the
Tsuru Aoki (Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa), June by Pathe until May 30, but advance screenBennett series and is replete with original
14. Norman Dawn directed this production,
ings of it were held In each of the thirty-two
and
colorful
situations.
Fred
Niblo
is
di"Which is a comedy-drama of modern times branch oflices of Pathe.
recting, with George Burns at the camera.
Like "Other Men's Shoes," which, until the
■with a touch of picturesque antiquity, in-
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Trade

Here are extracts from aTaikd>le news
It is the aim to present one sentence that
papers are indicated as follows: Moving
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review (T.
Sherry
(Pat O'Malley— Pathe)
M. P. W. — Maintains a comedy pace most
of the ments
time,
occasional
dramatic along
mothrown with
In. Carries
the interest
in an entertaining way, though without any
great degree of suspense.
N. — Has interesting moments, but rather
long drawn out.
T. R.- — Conventional drama made from a
George Barr McCutcheon story.
W. — Worn theme and story faults handicap this one.
Love's Harvest
(Shirley Mason — Fox)
U. P. W. — The production as a whole is
one of cheerful, happy sentiment, mingling
smiles with tears, and never lapses into the
Insipid.
N. — Dainty star in comedy-drama of high
order.
T. R. — There is nothing unusual about
story or production; it is just an ordinary
program feature.
W. — Personality of star puts this over.
Jes Call Me Jim
(Will Rogers— Goldwyn)
M. P. W. — One of the finest high comedies
shown on the screen.
N. — Rogers has rich character study in
Btory of homespun quality.
T. R. — This picture should prove a big
winning card from the box office standpoint.
W. — If you want a good one here it is.
The Gift Supreme
(Bernard Dnmlngr, Seena Owen — RepnbUe)
M.
P.
W.
—
The production promises well
for the box office.
N. — For downright amusement, the kind
that will interest, stimulate and thrill, this
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Reviews

printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
■will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.).

film should be a "gift supreme" to the exhibitor.
T. R. — Strong acting and fine characterization. The reformation ot the crooks through
the great faith of the hero and heroine makes
a powerfully touching climax.
The Flapper
(Olive Thomas — Selznick)
M. P. W. — It is a genuine screen comedy,
able to stand on its own merits.
N. — The director, author and star are the
trinity that have made this interesting little
photoplay, which provides good entertainment even if it does not attempt to be a
world-beater.
T. R. — This picture provides amusing entertainment and should prove a good box
office asset.
E. H. — Should find favor in a majority of
playhouses.For the Soul of Rafael
(Clara Kimball Young — Equity)
M. P. W.— The film is destined to enjoy a
long and profitable popularity.
T. R. — Artistic production efforts offer
compromise for feeble story.
E. H. — Is an exceptionally well knit and
interesting romance of the Mexican border
country of seventy years ago.
Pegeen
(Bessie Love — Vitagrraph)
M. P. W. — Bessie Love is happy-hearted
waif In well-handled Vltagraph picture.
N. — Saccharine story on a "PoUyanna"
theme.
T. R. — "Pegeen" is one of the most charming pictures that ever graced the screen.
Passion's Playgrround
(Katherine MacDonald — First National)
M. P. W . — The picture Is very dramatic and

unusually interesting.
T. R. — It Is thought by the reviewer to b«
the best picture Katherine MacDonald has
appeared In to date.
E. H. — The story is highly dramatic and
absorbing.
Mothers of Men
(Claire Whitney — Selznick)
M. P. W. — A high-tension story of exceptional merit,
"Mothers
of Men"
powerfully
contrasts
brutal
passions
with the
innate
purity of true womanhood.
N.
—
Has
many
interesting
moments
which
should satisfy.
W. — It's more or less of a war picture, but
its merits should override prejudices.
The Midnight Bride
(Gladys Leslie — Vitagraph)
M. P. W. — A picture that is clean, unconventional in type and morally well balanced.
T. R. — Offers a mild entertainment due
else.
more to one novel situation than anything
W. — Ordinary production given to very
convenient melodrama.
Haunting Shadows
(H. B. Warner— Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. — H. B. Warner scores big in
story.
Hampton
adaptation of Meredith Nicholson
N." — H. B. Warner has a winner here.
T. R. — Proves a fine starring vehicle for
H. B. Warner.
The Honey Bee
(Margaerita Sylva — American)
M. P. W. — A good entertainment.
N.. — Good entertainment from picturizod
novel.
T. R. — Drama of speedy action.

other portrayal of Jimmie Wickett. the middle-aged husband who is constantly falling
Comments
on Short Subjects
in love with some one beside his wife and
then
falling
out again when things begin
close-ups
of
General
Grant
and
General
THE FIGHTIN' TERROR (Western-Uniserious. Mrs. Drew herself depicts
versal)— Ed. (Hoot) Gibson is both producer Sherman — two big trees so named in Sequoia getting
the
particular
object of his affections this
and principal actor in this clever two-reel Park. Cleaning silverware makes a brief
yarn. Hoot has proved himself a comer in subject of Interest. The slow-camera study time, an actress named Miss Vaughn. Jimmie remembers her as a flame of his youth
several of these two-reel Westerns, and this of javelin-throwing, putting the shot and
subject goes a step further than anything other athletics Is unusually good. Other fea- and tries to bring back the old romance.
tures are included.
he has appeared in previously. The humor
Vaughn,
a friend
of Jimmie's
falls
THE EMOTIONAL MISS VAUGHN (Pathe). Miss
in with
the idea
and proposes
an wife,
elopement
is veryturegood
indeed;
hero's
efforts to Mark
capto some distant Isle. Jimmie Ijeats a humorbutterflies
are the
highly
laughable.
—two-reel
Another comedies,
of Mrs. Sidney
Drew's
high
class
The humor.
number Is full of fine feelbased on the stories of
Fenton plays the old professor, who has emingousandretreat.
.delicate
Julian Street. John Cumberland gives an""bezzledchell, athe daughter.
thousand dollars,
and
Yvette
MitThe dramatic values are
not as strong as the humor, but this alone
Insures the success of this number.
A HERO 'N EVERYTHING (Star ComedyUniversal). — A one-reel rural comedy, produced by Allan Curtis, with Mavis Montell
and Monte Banks in the leads. The hero is a
country boob, in love with a pretty country
girl. The girl meets a city man and goes
away with him. The country lad follows and
rounds up the pair after some amusing adventures, only to ffnd that they have been
married. This Is conventional in treatment,
but gives a funny turn to an old situation.
It strikes a good average.
MOONSHINES AND JAILBIRDS (RainbowUniversal). — A rollicking two-reel comic,
with Billy Engel, George Dlckerson and
others in the cast. The settings are new and
some of the business very clever. The events
take place along the boundary line between
the United States and Mexico, but have
nothing to do with war. Prohibition Is the
miMlitHWffiitallJIlffl _
source of most of the fun, and live turtles
are employed to smuggle bottles of booze
Two
Views
Taken
from "Madonnas and Men," Made by Jans Pictures, Inc.
across the line. This Is diverting and difEvan-Burrows Fontaine sure can put over the vamp stuff In this new production.
ferent.
She's posing for
an artist
scenein 2,thebutpicture.
there wasn't room
PATHE
REVIEW,
No. 48.— Opens with
enough
to getin him
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Sidelights and Reflections
of the history of many lands
is part
ITthat
certain members of the female sex
in each of these countries, having been
■seized by officers of the law while engaged
in a lively battle with one of their own
kind, have loudly proclaimed their right
and title to the consideration due a lady.
It is also part of the history of many
lands that real ladies are never forced
to set up a hue and cry in order to call
attention to the self-evident fact that they
are ladies.
Trnde paper reviewers of moving pictures
are equally independent of self indorsement
or the necessity of a certificate of good
character from the editor of the publication in which they appear. There is no
question about the honesty of the intent at
the foundation of all reviews. They are
like religion, dress patterns, woolen fabrics for men's wear and the make of your
neighbor's automobile — the honest expression of one individual's taste, guided by a
greater or lesser amount of practical experience, keen insight and — in the case of
the reviews — knowledge of showmanship.
Several months ago the editor of the
moving picture review department of an
amusement publication that lays considerable stress upon its claim that as none of
the screen producers advertise their pictures in its pages the paper contains the
only unbiased reviews being printed, called
attention to two reviews that appeared in
the .<^ame issue of a trade paper that has
been devoting considerable space of late
to indorsing its own honesty. Each review
was the work of a different reviewer, and
they failed utterly to agree on any one
point of criticism. This difference of opinion was rebuked by being characterized
by the ample"independent"
of tergiversation.editor as a good exA few weeks back one of those little
ironies of fate descended upon the head
of our friend, the non-revenue receiving
editor, and he walked into the tergiversation trap himself. His department, having
printed a most flattering review of a certain picture, said review having been written by the associate editor of the department, the chief of the department caught
the picture on Times Square a week or so
later and the next issue of the publication
contained his review of the release. It
pleased him not at all and, snapping his
fingers in the face of tergiversation, he expressed his dislike of the picture with the
fearless honesty of which he so often
boasts.
This interesting bit of journalistic backfire has its amusing side, but the important
feature of the matter is that all four reviews set down their honest opinion of the
picture.
Now for an honest opinion from the public. Pausing to look at the display of stills
in front of a Broadway theatre, which was
showing this same picture, I overheard the
following :
First Girl — "I've been told this picture is
perfectly lovely!"
Second Girl — "I know it is 1 I saw it last
1"
night
No tergiversation
about thoseWEITZEL.
remarks.
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IN THIS ISSUE.
"The Man Wko Lo«t Hlmaeli" (RcpnbUc).
"DoUara and tike Woman" (Vitaerapii).
"The Irea Heart" (Fax).
"The Wvnder Man" <Robertaon-CoIc).
"Tke Bromley Caae" (Axrow).
"Tke HOBse of Toys" (American).
"Tke TraU of the Cigarette" (Arrow).
"Under Crimson SUea" (UalTcnal).
"Wits vs. Wits" (Hallmark).
"The Little Cafe" (Pathe).
"A Woman's Business" (Jaaa).
"The Man Who Lost Himself"
Selznick Present* William Faversham in a
High Comedy of Mistaken Identity.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
HOW
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two mensemblance, of
strongdifferent
physicalcharrebut widely
acter would meet a complicated situation is set forth with skill in "The Man
Who Lost Himself." While the dominant
element contributing to the composite of
successful production is that of Mr. Faversham's personality and fine interpretation,
there are others of importance. The structure of the play deserves high commendation. Itenlists interest from the outset and
holds it through some very risque situations to a satisfactory and artistic conclusion. Then the mood is most carefully preserved and the characterization is delightfully consistent. High praise to the scenario department. The handling is another
piece of artistry bound to please. There is
beauty, dignity
and "atmosphere"
of a
satisfying
kind throughout.
The settings
are designed to be all that could be desired
without appearing over conventional. They
have achieved unobtrusiveness of good
taste.
On such a background of excellent workmanship, Mr. Faversham is bound to appear to advantage. He plays the role of a
man suddenly cast into new and unaccustomed environment with clear understanding of what is required. He becomes immediately busy in breaking down the
prejudices of century old social conditions
through a live and progressive spirit, this
without losing sight of the character's limitations. His performance is better than it
would seem to the uncritical eye. It is
that of a man striving in a difficult situation for fuller experience and more complete self expression. He is ably supported
by a well chosen cast, notably by seductive
Hedda Hooper. Her interpretation adds
very materially to the delightful spirit of
a product, which, as presented at the
Strand, has the qualities of a sure winner
in popularity.
Cast.
Victor Jones, of America, William
Earl of Rochester,
Faversham
Countess of Rochester Hedda Hopper
Lady Plinlimon
Violet Reed
Sir Patrick Spence
Radcllftf Steele
Prince Maniloft
Claude Payton
Rochester's mother Mathllde Brundage

EDn'OR

Rochester's aunt
Eimily Fltiroy
Rochester's Uncle
Downing: Clarke
Story by Brnest Stackpole.
Directed by George D. Baker.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
"The
Man anWhoAmerican
Lost Himself"
is not
Victor Jones,
who finds
himself
dead broke in London. His double, the dissipated Ban of Rochester, has estranged his
wife through dissolute conduct and entangled
his financial affairs to the point of committing suicide when he chances to see Jones.
He gets the American drunk and leaves him
at his London house without other Identification than the remarkable resemblance.
Jones is taken in by the servants and treated
as the Earl. Next morning Jones learns at
breakfast that a man identified as himself
has committed suicide. The real Earl is dead.
Jones also receives a letter written by the
Earl before committing suicide, begging him
to play the game. This he does so well that
he is accepted as Rochester, even by the
estranged wife. On her return to the house
the situation becomes critical. She Is Inclined to make up and becomes Intimately
affectionate. She gradually falls in love with
the supposedly reformed Rochester. Ho
straightens out complications with a coolness
and
that restores confidence
on alldetermination
sides.
A new complication rises when Rochester,
the pretended, attempts to tell the trutb. He
Is regarded as insane. He Is taken to a sanatorium. He escapee and becomes active In
eliminating some of the high crooks who
have preyed on the family. The wife finally
realizes that the Ideal she tried to And In
Rochester, she has discovered In the impecunious American. He cannot shame her
with desertion. He cannot stay, loving her
and despised by her. She solves the problem in a sweet and womanly way, by according him the love he has learned to highly
Progrram
and Exploitation Catehllneai Wilprize.Mistaken
liam Faversham
Identity.In a Comedy Drama of
Story of How Two Men of Great Physical
Resemblance But Different Character
Would Meet a Complicated Situation —
See William Faversham In the Leading
role.
See William Faversham In a Dual Role — He
Was An American Who Found Himself
Broke in London — And Then Suddenly
He Becomes the Earl of Rochester, by
Freak of Clrcumetaiice — See the F^in
That Is Started When the Countess Returns and Believes It to Be the Real Earl.
Exploitation Angrlesi Play up Faversham,
who should be known to your patrons. If he
is not, identify him as a leading player of the
speaking stage. Play up the chief situation
for all you can get out of It, and make It
clear that
every
angle. this Is a good production from
"Dollars and the Woman"
Vitagraph Presents Alice Joyce in AUtert
Payson Domestic
Terhune's Economy.
Timely Story of
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
THEa woman
cost of pays
financing
a husband,
in money,
healthwhich
and
happiness, is the theme of "Dollars
and the Woman." It will make its biggest
appeal to feminine fans, as the story was
conceived out of close sympathy for the
trials and sacrifices of devoted wives. This
point of view could have been exploited
more effectively, however, if there were
more cheerful scenes by way of contrast.
The atmosphere is gray, almost without relief, and to preserve the spirit of dolefulness, a number of incongruous situations
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have been arranged. More alert directing
could have remedied this fault as well as
a tendency toward effusiveness in the more
sentimental scenes.
Alice Joyce's role is that of a young wife
whose practice of stringent economy has
enabled her to save up a small sum, which
covers the expenses of an important busiof heris born
husband's.
gone, nesshertriy child
and sheWhile
is lefthein isa
state of helpless poverty. A friend comes
to her aid, unknown to her, and this brings
complications which result in a marital
misunderstanding.
Miss Joyce assumes the responsibility
of her unhappy role with becoming gravity. Her scenes of endurance and disappointment are very real. The ambitious,
somewhat thoughtless husband is played
with pep by Robert Gordon. Crauford
Kent is quietly successful in a heavier role.
The matter of settings has evidently been
given careful consideration and the results
are good. Photographically, too, the picture is pleasing.
Tke Cmmt.
Madge Hillyer
Alice Joyce
Dan Hillyer
Robert Gordon
Arthur
Cre-w
Crauford
Kent
Mrs. Sherman
Jessie Stevens
3tory by Albert Payson Terhune.
Stenario by Lucien Hubbard.
Direction by George Terwilliger.
Length, Six Reels.
Tfce Story.
The Hlllyere, a young married couple moyIng in society, are suddenly reduced to a low
•tats ot flnances, due to their reckless eitravag-anoe.
the the
husband,
tious inventor,Dan,
Imparts
news toanhieambiwife
and she cheerfully assures him that if he
will let her manage things, she will do her
beat to economize and assist him in saying.
They more into a small Inexpensive flat and
d- their shopping at cut-rate stores. His
wife's assistance as well as the fact that he
is soon to become a father, spurs Dan on to
perfect his invention and get it on the market.
To accomplish this he la obliged to make
a business trip to California. Madge, by depriving herself, has saved a small sum which
is Just sufTcient for this emergency. She
withdraws this amount from the bank, but
Is watched in so doing, and is robbed. Desperate for a way out of this dilemma, she
goes to Arthur Crew, a wealthy bachelor,
and asks his assistance. His manner at first
is Insulting, but he finally gives her the desired amount. $300 in cash. She does not
tell Dan of her accident in being robbed and
her visit to Crew.
ShortlyHerafter
Dan leaves,
Madge's
child byis
born.
hospital
expenses
are paid
Crew, unknown to Madge, who Is Informed
by the hospital authorities that there will
be no charges. Out west Dan has made good
and sends home $1,000. Madge pays off her
debt to Crew and looks forward to happier
times. But when her husband returns he
spends his money extravagantly and she
fears another crash. Misunderstandings and
unhapplness result and culminate in Dan's
discovery of Madge's record of having paid
$300 to Crew. He learns also about her hospital expenses and believing her to be untrue leaves her. Crew then appears and offers his name and protection to Madge. But
Dan has decided to reconsider and the existence of their small son serves to reunite
husband and wife.
n Catchlinesi "Dolandand Exploitatio
I>roKrani lars
the Woman" — A Story That
Strikes Home, Showing How a Woman
Wrestled with Dollars and Cents That
Her Husband Might Succeed — How Her
Sacrifices Brought About a Misunderstanding— And How the Proof of Her
Love and Loyalty Finally Convinced Her
Husband.
Woman
Woman" l— The
Dollars
Bark Safely
Matrimonia
Steeredandthe the
Past the Shoals ot Poverty.
Destitute, the Young Wife and Mother AcAid — Her
Financial
a Friend's od
— He had Profited
Husband ceptedMisundersto
Her —
Censured
He
and Nowof This Very Human
by
Outcome
the Act
See Her
Story.
Exploitation Anslea: The theme in its application to the problems of housewives of
today should be widely exploited. Work in
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"Is It Raining Out, Daar?"
Asks Barbara Castieton in Goldwyn's
"Out of the Storm."
collaboration with cut-rate stores in your
neighborhood. Get them to display pictures
of Alice Joyce as she is shown in certain
scenes doing her daily shopping. Appeal to
the economical instinct in women. Use the
title hard in a way such as this: "Dollars
and
Woman,"
the Dollars
Tour the
Home?
Who Who
SpendsSaves
Them?
See Whatin
Became of Them in One Home, etc.
"The Iron Heart"
Five-Reel Fox Subject Features Madlaine
Traverse in Story of Strong Appeal.
Reviewed by Robert C. McBlravy.
educaIT is something
a photoplay
a factor toinname
tional appeal as unusual
of special interest, yet a great deal of
g character of "The Iron
the engrossin
element. It is a drais du'- to this
Heart"
matic, or melodramatic, story, set in the
heart of a big iron works, and almost every
scene in the picture reveals some phase of
industrial life that is instructive and deeply
interesting. The whole production has
been given an intense realism.
Madlaine Traverse plays the role of an
iron master's daughter, a sturdy, "Tom
Grogan" sort of a woman, who falls heir to
her
property.
mills
have father's
often tried
to takeRival
over steel
the plant,
but owing to special conditions favorable
to the workingmen and their families, the
owner and founder of the plant had always
refused to sell out. Before his death he
charges the girl to continue with the work
he had begun. The story pictures the way
in which she carries out this wish; how
she copes with treachery and double-dealing, and finally emerges victor over her
enemies. George McDaniel plays the role
of the hero, who comes to her aid at a
crucial moment and helps defeat the men
who are conspiring against her.
The cast of characters is a strong one.
Melbourne McDowell makes a good type
for the part of Cyrus K. Moulton, leader
of the financial conspirators. Ben Deely
plays the villain acceptably.
The subject will undoubtedly prove one
of wide general interest.
Cast.
Esther Regan
Madlaine Traverse
Darwin McAllister George McDaniel
John Regan
Edwin Booth Tilton
Cyrus K. Moultno Melbourne McDowell
Dan Cullen
Ben Deely
Story, Scenario and Direction by Denison
Clift.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Esther of
Regan,
"The owner
Iron Heart,"
Is the
daughter
John InRegan,
ot the Regan
Iron Works. Her father has built up an immense industry, of which he is very prot
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He has looked carefully after the welfare
of his employes, and is greatly beloved by
them. Financial enemies have tried to gain
control of the property, but Regan has for
years refused to sell out. Shortly before his
death he requests his daughter to continue
with the iron works.
The girl accepts this great charge. Shortly
after
her father's
death she
receives a a visit
from Darwin
McAllister,
representing
big
Eastern corporation which desires to take
over the Regan plant. She refuses to sell,
as her father had done, and takes McAllister
on an inspection trip. The latter is so impressed with the cordial feeling between
Esther and the employes that he advises
her to continue with the plant. This means
great generosity on his part, as his future
advancement depended on gaining possession of the Regan plant.
McAllister resigns from the Eastern association, after a stormy interview with Its
president, Cyrus K. Moulton.
The latter
swears he will yet get the Regan plant and
McAllister determines to assist Esther in
fighting the trust. He does this, at great
personal risk, and after helping save the
plant he wins her love as well.
Progrram aad Bxploitatlon CatcUlnesi Realistic Production Telling a Melodramatic
Story Laid In the Iron Works.
Madlaine Traverse Starred in Realistic
Production of a Melodramatic Nature.
SheHerInherited
Father's
Iron the
Works
Rivals Her
Conspire
to Get
Plant—
Away from Her at Any Cost — Does She
Fight? You Bet She Does — See Madlaine Traverse In This Interesting Drama.
Exploitation An^lea: Play up the star and
her support, but above all play up the Industrial angle. A steel or Iron mill seems to
possess a greater fascination than other industries. Play it up big. If you have a local foundry, go the limit. Offer it as the
story of a woman who found a way out of
labor troubles.
"The Wonder Man"
Robertson-Cole Score a De-tided Success in
Presenting Georges Carpentier as a
ScrMn Star.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

abnormal
not an be,
an allas heis should
but MANMan"
THEone,Wonder
around athlete, strong in battling for
what he deems right or just, gentle and
considerate in his social relations, intelligent without permitting avarice to rule his
mental attitude. Such is the future man
of America and, for that matter, of all
countries. In our own, where ideals are
high, "The Wonder Man" concretely represents not only self aspiration, but a national hope for the generations to come.
He is a fixed type for those of us endowed
with vision, to be produced in the infinite
variety accorded by nature. Such is the
conscious, or unconscious, theme of the
Robertson-Cole super-feature. The motive
will stir immediate response in the hearts
of our people, a solid foundation to build
on.
Of necessity the story partakes of the
character of a vehicle, but it rises above
that class by virtue of skill in scenario
construction and incisive brilliancy of subtitle b}' Joseph W. Farnham. Furthermore
there are sketchy little character studies,
particularly of children, which are bound
to delight the spectator. There seems to
have been a harmonious cooperation of
scenario department and director John G.
Adolphi to create a delightful comedy
melodrama. That is the achievement of
skilled workmanship manifest also in gratetography.
ful settings and exceptionally fine phoWhile the cast is good, and generously so
in the superb ensembles, it is, as a matter
of course, dominated by the personality of
Georges Carpentier. It was a happy
thought to place him in contact with three
interesting children, his friends of the
gymnasium, in order to bring out the
sweeter side of what seems clearly to be
his natural character. He attracts all
[.hearts by his winning smile, that of a man
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of strong affections and kind disposition.
At moments he is sternly pugnacious, with
the "pug" left out. There is nothing of the
brute in his facial expression, but it occasionally reveals that he has sensed the
tragedy of beautiful France, that the suffering of his country people has left a scar
on his soul. In movement he has the unconscious grace of the trained athlete.
Highly developed muscles and nerves are
so completely at command of his mind that
he possesses an effortless poetry of motion. He is, in fact, an accomplished actor
from native inclination and from clear conception of the demands of his role, a star
performer by virtue of inherent merit.
The sum of values in this RobertsonCole super-product is so high that it will
prove a sure winner irrespective of the
star's drawing powers, a thoroughly pleasing and clean entertainment of itself. "The
Wonder
Man" is a for
wonder
general excellence
a longplayrunbooked
at homeby
and abroad.
Cast.
Henri
D'Alour
Carpentier
Dorothy StonerGeorgesFaire
Binney
Mrs. Stoner
Florence Billings
Mr. Stoner
Downing Clarke
Mr. Robbins
Cecil Owens
Alan Gardner
Robert Barrat
"Bubbles"
William
Halligan
Monroe
P. C. Hartigan
Butler
Wm. Noell
Henri's
of the
gymnasium,
Wm. friends
Noel, Gus
Wilson,
Jack Blumenfeld
His English friend
Charles Craig
Trainer
Francois Descamps
Directed by John G. Adolfl.
Story by David Carson Goodman.
Scenario by Joseph W. Farnham.
The Story.
"The Wonder Man" is one of mystery,
Henri
D'Alour, strong
social favorite,
though
of unconcealed
preference
for Dorothy,
pretty daughter of wealthy Mr. Stoner. Dorothy is, however, a pouting and exacting little spoiled child of good fortune. The mystery surrounding his mission in America
piques her curiosity, as well as that of other
girls, with an added sense of injury that he
will not confide in her. She becomes unhappy and distrustful when friends of her
father, especially Robbins and Gardner,
members of the Potomac Athletic Club,
arouse suspicion that D'Alour is the man
who broke into
safe importance.
to get internationalher
contractsfather's
of great
D'Alour's
conduct
is
calculated
to
arouse
distrust when he is seen in secret conference
with her father's butler.
He seems to be cowardly In not resenting
Gardner's
obnoxious
attentions
Dorothy,
and
she decides
that the
man sheto loves
is a
quitter. At a club tournament, there is no
one to oppose the club champion in the
ring. D'Alour,
by insult
and mocking
suspicion,
entersstung
against
the champion
and
puts up a losing fight for three rounds. At
the beginning of the fourth, he receives a
note from Dorothy begging him to win for
her sake. He does so with a determination
and ferocity that carries all before it. He
has proved his physical courage. That of
his mind is still to be tested. Under shrewd
accusation of the real crooks in high life, he
maintains his poise until the man higher up,
trusted
when D'Alour's
name is friend,
cleared, is
and caught,
happy Dorothy
finds in
the brave Frenchman the ideal she has secretly nourished, a gentle man, as honorable as he is courageous.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchllnesi See
Georges Carpentier, the Noted French
Heavyweight Boxing Champion, in "The
Wonder Man" — He Is the Man Who Is
An AU-Around Athlete^ — Doing What Is
Right
lations. and Considerate in His Social ReSee the Well-Known Heavyweight Boxer,
Georges Carpentier — As He Is in a Captivating Society Drama — They Spurned
Him and Thought He Was a Crook —
Even the Girl That Loved Him Began
Losing Heart- — But Then He Surprised
Them All By Jumping Into the RingCleaning Up the Club Champion — Clearing Up His Name and Winning the Girl
of His Heart.
Tou Will Get a Chance to See the Much
Talked of French Heavyweight Champion in Action In "The Wonder Man" —
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Little Miss Generosity
A Kaufman
scene fromweekly
"A Certain
sixth
releasedRichby Man,"
Selznick.
Stirring Society Drama That Gives the
Noted Athlete a Dashing Role.
Exploitation Angrles: Tou can work a
strong news angle on this, and run clear of
your regular allowance of press work. Get
the papers interested. If possible give a special showing before the regular opening and
get in the press and leading citizens. In a
small town offer to pay the expenses of the
critics to the larger town, where the picture
is earlier shown. Use all the pictures and
paper you can lay hands on. Mortgage your
spare tire for posters, and get them up early.
Let them talk for at least a week ahead.
"The Bromley Case"
Fifth ofries"Tex,
Elucidator Murder
of Mysteries"
Covers Absorbing
Mystery,Sein Which Circumstances Govern
Crime.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE fifth of the five-reel features of
the series known as "Tex, Elucidator
of Mysteries," is called "The Bromley
Case." The picture is a Steiner production,
distributed by Arrow, and is fully as absorbing in theme and detail as the previous numbers; and for those who like
murder mysteries it will be found satisfying. Like the others of the series it is
strong on suspense, and baffles the average person who would solve its secret before the last reel enters the game.
Cast.
Tex
Glenn White
Bruce Bromley
Joseph Striker
Hope Chester
Ethel Russell
John Bromley, Sr
Clarence Heritage
John Bromley, Jr
Wallace Ray
Frances Belmore
Mabel Bardine
Fred Jackson
Pierre Coudere
Bromley Butler
William Cavanaugh
The Housekeeper Augusta Perry
Harvey Knowles
Walter Lewis
Captain of Police
Lewis Hendricks
Detective Quigley
Alexander Frank
Story by David Wall.
Direction by David Wall.
Supervised by Tom Collins.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
of "The
involves
a The
rich story
man with
his Bromley
two sons,Case"
as well
as a
collection of villains, and a sweetheart who
believes in the innocence of her accused
lover.
One of John Bromley's sons, inclined to
gamble, finally gets Into debt so heavily
that he is forced by an old timer in the
business
get
moneyto tobreak
wipe into
out his
his father's
gamblingsafe,
debts.to
Entering the house at midnight, accompanied by Knowles, the grambler to whom
he owes the money, he Is about to make his
escape when his father enters the room. It
is noticed that Knowles holds a revolver
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in his hand, while he stands waiting in the
hall, and it is also noticed that John Bromley, Jr., is very much flustered when he
emerges from the room where the safe is. A
flight in the dark Is evident before young
Bromley appears, which naturally places
him in the line of suspects, when on the next
morning, his father is found lying on the
floor dead.
A woman who has tried to entangle Bromley, Sr., has also been noticed hanging about
the door of the Bromley home on the evening
of the ther.
crime,
complicating
the casecomes,
still furWhen the
final reckoning
Tex
the famous criminologist, helps to disclose
the fact that the housekeeper shot John
Bromley, Sr., while the butler, who was alBO
seeking funds to help out his finances, grappled In a death struggle with his employer.
The story closes on a happy reunion of the
lovers, Bruce Bromley and Hope Chester,
after Bruce, suspected of the murder because
a few days previous his father has turned
him from his home, has been released from
Program andsorbingKxploltation
AbMurder Mystery Catchllneai
Story.
prison.
Drama of Great Suspense in Which a
Sweetheart Tries to Prove the Innocence
of Her Lover — Is She Successful? See
"The White
Bromley
Case." Thrilling Mystery
Glenn
in Another
Story — See Him as "Tex, Elucidator of
Exploitation Angles: Line up with the
preceding
stories in your regular advertisMysteries."
ing. Advertise In the local classified columns
for private
sary, and senddetectives,
a card toexperience
all Inquirersunnecesto go
to work on the Bromley case. Try and get
a news story on the stunt. Tou can get it
if you can dig up some good replies, and
you can write these yourself If they do not
come In. Work through the advertising manager rather than through the editorial ofgivestory.
the classified department a
share fice,ofand the
"The House of Toys"
American Film Company, Pathe Exchange,
Presents Seena Owen in a Drama of
Moral Courage.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

moral coureffect on
of thefriendly
A STORY
age of kind
influence, "The
House
of
Toys,"
has
a
clean
live human interest. The idea is theme
carefullyof
guarded throughout, with no lapses of
mood, and gains power
through direct simplicity of treatment. It is a life story of
real human beings. No single personality
is spread over every scene and incident, to
ty and naturalthe blotting
plausibili
ness. Whileoutit isof not
made intense
enough
by the use of pathos, there are touches of
it and the undeniable charm of reality.
"The House of Toys" is not a vehicle for
Seena Owen. She is an important member
of a cast. Her role of a selfish young
woman is enacted with delicacy and skill,
but she is a contribution to an entirely successful performance of an intelligent company. Some of the types are peculiar, but
they are effective. Pell Trenton, as the man
whose courage was built up by outside influences, is the real centre of interest.
Helen Jerome Eddy is of a type new to the
screen, at first apparance a mistaken selection, but she gets there in the end, fully
justifying herself and the role. To George
Hernandez and Lillian Leighton are assigned difficult parts, but they are so well
interpretedmonious
that
entiretheblend
is a harwhole.the
Under
direction
of
George
L.
Cox,
"The
House
of
Toys"
has
winner.
been so capably handled as to prove a sure
Cast.
Shirley Lord
Seena Owen
David Quentin
Pell Trenton
Esther Summers Helen Jerome Eddy
Aunt Clara
Lilian Leighton
Jonathan Radbourne George Hernandes
Directed by George L. Cox.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
"The House of Toys" Is that In which David
Quentin, poor young architect, lives with
his wife, Shirley, long spoiled by an Indul-
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gent aunt. Shirley has been warned by her
aunt not to marry a poor man, and she misses
the luxury of her maiden life. She notes
that another architect always succeeds where
her husband fails. She disheartens him so
by her complaints that they agree to live
apart. He sells all he has, gives her the
money and starts at the bottom as a
draughtsman, while she returns to her aunt.
In his new environment, Quentin receives
kindly encouragement from his employer
and deep sympathetic interest on the part of
Esther Summers. To the latter he owes
the inspiration that leads him on to success. His vain wife, meanwhile, after trifling
with alleged admirers, gets to a tearful realization that the only true love possible In
her life is the one she has lost. She upralds
her aunt,
the latter Is at last convinced of heranderror.
Quentin is aflame with the news of his
first success as an architect, is in the midst
of a sympathetic circle, spurred on by lovesick Esther, when his wife arrives. The arrival of the selfish young wife is a blow to
Esther, but she is moved by the finest of
motives. She helps all she can to bring about
a happy reconciliation, finding reward In a
love of which she was wholly unaware.
Quentin's
she arrivedwife
justis incured
time oftohersaveselfishness,
the love but
she
thrust aside. Quentin is still aware that
she is the sole object of his affections, and
their future is one of assured happiness
through better understanding grown out of
bitter experience.
Frogrram and Elxplottatlon Catetaliraes: Seena
Owen in a Drama of Moral Courage.
Who
House Interest.
of Toys?" — See
ThisLives
Dramain "The
of Human
See Seena Owen as the Selfish Young
Woman sorbing
in "The
House
of Toys"
— An AbLove Story
of Great
Appeal.
Sexploitation Angles: Play on the star, but
ttll that this Is virtually an all star cast
and not a vehicle for a single player. Hook
up the title with displays of toys in windows of shops handling them and if you can,
borrow sufllcient to dress your own lobby.
If your lobby is shaped to permit it, you can
make a fine attractor by fencing in a portion
with a low railing and letting a couple of
children, too small to be self conscious, play
with an abundance of toys.
"The Trail of the Cigarette"
Fourth of the "Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries" Features Presented by William
Steiner and Distributed by Arrow
Proves Interesting.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
AS mystery stories go, the William
Steiner production, "The Trail of the
e," vewhich is the
Cigarett
fourth of
l detecti
ng the
five-ree
features, belongi
to
tor
es"
the
"Tex,
Elucida
of
Mysteri
series,
distributed by Arrows, will stand the strain
of criticism. It has an interesting plot, and
the construction of the picture is such as to
create suspense. The secret of the perpetration of the crime is carefully guarded, providing fine mental exercise for the_ ordinary observer. A complication of circumstances, carefully interwoven, is apt to
throw one off the track, and the close of the
picture reveals the fact that one of the
least obtrusive of the characters is the
criminal in the case.
Cast.
Tex
Glenn White
Police Commissioner Alexander F. Frank
Edward Clive
Eugene Acker
Henry Jevons
Stamley Walpole
Lane Bates
David Wall
Hortense Ames
Ethel Russell
Hamilton Ames
William Fredericks
Jessica Dale
Vera Grosse
The Coroner
Jack Sharkey
Story by Richard Goodall.
Revised by Alexander P. Frank.
Direction by Tom Collins.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
The story of "The Trail of the Cigarette"
covers the mystery of a jewel robbery. Jessica Dale, companion to Hortense Bates, who
has been the recipient of a beautiful pair of
earings from her father, Hamilton Bates, is
found dead at a mask ball given at the
Bates home.
There are found on the body no marks of
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"My Hero !"
Says Faire Binney to Georges Carpentier in
Robertson-Cole's "The Wonder Man."
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violence,
marksis on
the beside
girl's
face. A except
crushed blood
cigarette
found
her, which has the same aroma as one left
by a burglar in a previous robbery, on which
Tex, a famous criminologist, is busy, and
the fact that the same Icind of cigarettes
are smoked by Edward Clive, the fiance of
Hortense, complicates the situation. Finally
Tex
rounds and
up Henry
Jevons,
Clive's
secretary,
faces him
with Edward
a photograph
of the dead girl, which he has torn in pieces
and tried to conceal. It is also noticed by
Tex that Jevons is wearing a glove on his
left hand, which, when torn away, reveals
the marks for
of the
accounting
the girl's
blood teeth
found inon his
her hand,
face.
Jevons has been in the habit of helping himself to Clive's cigarettes, and thereby hangs
the mystery of the "gentleman burglar" and
the cigarette. The story also involves considerable romance as well as tragedy, and is
interesting in detail.
Program and Bxploltation Catchlines: Entertaining Mystery Drama with Glen
White.
A Story of Missing Jewels — Who Was the
Thief?
See "The Trail of the Cigarette"
and Determine.
Story
of
Romance
and Tragedy with Glenn
White.
Exploitation Angles: Hook in with the
previous pictures. Offer it as an interesting
and puzzling detective story and ask the
reader if he thinks he could unravel a murder mystery with only a partly smoked cigarette as a clue. Hook up with tobacco
stores
stills. for windows, using the appropriate
"Under Crimson Skies"
Six-Reel Universal-Jewel Subject Features
Elmo Lincoln in Elemental Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

a full-fle
andfeatures
seatwo
revolut
of dged
this
NY ionat are
MUTI
six-reel Universal-Jewel production,
written by J. G. Hawkes and directed by
Rex Ingram. It features Elmo Lincoln at
the head of a cast composed chiefly of stalwart men, all handy in a fight and equally
ready for one. Brute passions are frequently unloosed in this picture, yet there
is at the same time admirable restraint in
many scenes, giving additional force to
the melodramatic clashes when they come.
There is a love story of a sort, in which
the hero, Captain Barstow, first pities and
then adores the wife of one of the passengers on his sailing vessel. It develops that
the woman's husband is shipping a secret
consignment of munitions to assist a revolution. Captain Barstow holds his tongue
in order to save the woman and her child,
even accepting a term in prison rather than
break his silence. The motive may seem
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quixotic to some spectators, but it has a<
fine touch of the heroic about it.
The outstanding picturesque feature of
this entertaining number is not the attempted mutiny or the great storm, admirably as they are depicted, but the island
scenes picturing the political exiles. This
is a novel situation and the exiles, or beach
combers,
are constitutes
decidedly interesting.
island home
a sort of The
outdoor
"underworld." Noble Johnson is admirable
in the role of Baltimore Bucko.
Captain Tank Barstow
Lincoln'
Cast. HarryElmo
Vance Clayton
Van Meter
Helen, his wife
Mabel Ballin
Peg, their child
Nancy Caswell'
Dead Light Burke
Franii Brownlee
Plum Duff
Paul Weigel
Second Mate
Dick La Reno
Baltimore Bucko
Noble Johnson
Island Girl
Beatrice Dominguez;
Story by byJ. Rex
C. Hawkes.
Directed
Ingram, r \
Length, Six Reels. ...c-r.- i •'
Captain Yank The
Barstow,
in "Under Crim- '
Sto
son Skies"
headed ofwith
his ry.
sailing
vessel
for the
westis shore
Yucatan.
He has
on
board a set of tough sailors, requiring a
strong arm to hold them in check. On the
vessel also is a man named Vance Clayton,
with his wife and child. It develops that
Clayton is an exceedingly jealous man and he
resentsstow andthehisfriendship
Captain Barwife and between
baby.
The vessel is carrying a cargo of pianos
and in an entirely accidental way Captain.
Barstow discovers that the piano boxes arereally
loadedbeing
with shipped
contraband
guns are
by munitions.
Clayton to The"
the
leader of a revolutionary party. The crew
attempts
mutinyoneandof In
this"
Barstow shoots
the suppressing
crew, wounding
him slightly. He afterward is tried and'
sentenced, with his mate, to five years in'
prison
for would
this offense,
though him.
a simple
ex-planation
have cleared
He held
his
silence
to
save
Mrs.
Clayton
and
the
child.
Barstow and his mate escape prison and
reach the shore of an island inhabited by
beach combers and political exiles. He leads
these men in a dramatic manner against
the revolutionists, saving the American emis killed
and heart.
Captain Barstow bassy.
wins theClaytonwoman
of his
Progrram and Exploitation Catchlines: See
the Pretty Island Scenes — The Mutiny
at Sea and a FuU-Fledged Revolution —
All
in "Under Crimson Skies" with Elmo
Lincoln.
Thrilling Sea Story in Which Love Plays
An Important Part.
He Remained Silent and Took a Prison"
Term in Preference to Save a Woman and
Her Child — He Later Escapes Prison and'
Leads His Men Against the Revolutionists and Saves the American Embassy —
See Elmo Lincoln in This Thrilling Story
— "Under Crimson Skies."
Elxploitat-ion Angles: Make Elmo Lincoln
your selling point, telling enough of the story
to show the reader that he is not taking a
vacation just because this is not a serial.
is.
Back this up with talk on the novel ending
without more than hinting what the ending
Pictograph Subjects
Exterminating the Mosquito Timely Subject Dealt With in Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph in Which
Also
Have anSpring
Inning.Beauties
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

h includesPictograp
of itsBray
coming
releases
a subGoldwynTHEin one
es
to suburbanit
and those jectinof great
rural interest
districts.
It is called
"Amos Quito," and after describing the
two most common types of mosquito, relating their peculiarities and showing the
hatching of the young, a simple method of
putting theseonstrated.pests
out ofbybusiness
demThis is done
sprayingis pools
and any stagnant water with kerosene.
This prevents the youngsters wriggling
about in the water from getting air, and so
one after
another ces.
they are seen to succumb to circumstan
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Coupled with this, and in fact preceding
the mosquito picture, is a delightful series
of scenes illustrative of the coming of
spring, including glimpses of orchards in
blossom, dandelions bursting into bloom
and spring flowers of different kinds being born. The brooks let loose from the
grip of winter and other forms of nature
included in the pageant of spring are alluded to or effectively demonstrated.
This is an unusually interesting release
and particularly appropriate to this season
of the year.
"Let 'Er Go"
Louise Fazenda Is Center of Attraction
in Mack Sennett Comedy of Exceptional Quality.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
/^NE of the funniest of the Mack Sen1 I nett comedies since the memorable
"Kitchen Lady" is his latest, called
'Let 'Er Go." Louise Fazenda was never
more attractive than in this picture, in
which she combines personal charm with
farce-comedy makethe grotesqueness ofcomedy
is not of more
up. The plot of the
account than is usual in such cases, but
the business of the picture, without bemg
vulgar or in the last objectionable, is
screamingly funny.
The cast, in addition to Louise Fazenda,
has Bert Roach, Charlotte Mineau, John
Billie Bevan and Billie ArmHenry, Jr.,
strong, the Sennett dog and a cow. On
the usual thread of romance are hung a
series of amusing situations, and one of
the most original is where one of the
the
to keep
"fighting
by tying
milking still
cow he "is attempts
tail of thegentlemen
it to his suspenders. When the cow takes
fright and decides to make her getaway
it is easy to imagine what happens. This,
however, is only the outcome of another
funny incident in which the dog and a
couple of his grown-up playmates are engaged in a game of "blind man's buff" aridin
to be chosen "it" gets
he who happens
ned svving in moold-fashiointo
way
the
the midst of
tion.ofHe isan knocked
several hives of bees, and his mad rush to
of the insects sets sevescapeeralthe
other stings
comedy properties in motion.
An old automobile, a team of horses in a
runaway dash, driven by a tiny baby boy,
and otherand various persons on bicycles
wise propelled enter in the chase. Another
amusing and original incident is where
Louise Fazenda, in a perfectly modest
bathing suit, is fished from the stream by
the hook of a young man's fishing pole.
"The Return of Tarzan"
Numa Production Distributed by Goldwyn
Contains Thrilling Scenes of Daring in
Jungle.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THERE can be no question about the
drawing qualities of the Numa-Goldwyn whichproduction, "The d Return of Tar-zan,"
has been booke at the Broad
nite run. The pican indefi
way
ture hasTheatre
all offorthose
thrilling qualities that
the average audience likes, from a singlehanded "set to" with a blackmail gang, to
a genuine fight with the king of beasts in
n in society, or in the beTarza
the jungle. wildering
mazes of cabaret night life, is
as in the depths of
ating
y
fascin
as
equall
the tropical forest. His return to his eleapes, tigers, lions and other inhabof primitive forests of the tropics is
itantsphants,
stible atmosphere, fantasirresing.
set inticalanand alluri
Gene Pollar, splendidly adapted to the
role of Tarzan by reason of his fine physique and apparently superhuman strength,
is also an excellent actor. An excellent
c*st supports him, and the direction of
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the picture is skilfully done. The production will be classed as a spectacular melodrama, coupling adventure and romance.
Coat.
Tarzan
Gene Pollar
Count De Coude
George Romain
Clayton
Walter Miller
Rokoff
Ormand Cortez
D'Arnot
FranklinLouisB. Stearns
Coates
Paulvitch
Jane Porter
Karla Schram
Countess De Coude
Estelle Taylor
Story by Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Direction by Harry Revier.
Length, Seven Reels.
The Story.
The story of "The Return of Tarzan" shows
Tarzanmies,inwho society,
his enelure himbeing
to thewatched
wrong bystreet
and
number, in an attempt to blackmail him.
D'Arnot, a government official and a friend
of
him to But
trailbefore
Rokoffgoing
and
his Tarzan's,
gang to employs
South Africa.
Tarzan is again lured into danger, when he
hastens to the aid of the Countess de Coude,
in response to a fake telephone message. He
is discovered in the countess' boudoir by
her husband, who later seeks satisfaction in
a duel. The fighting of the duel finds only
De Coude using his weapon. The count is so
disturbedin bythe Tarzan's
unusual
bravery
face of death
that display
he shootsof
wild, and misses his aim.
On the trip to Africa, Tarzan sails under
the name of Caldwell, which, however, is not
sufficient to prevent Rokoff recognizing him.
At a moment when Tarzan is off his guard
he is thrown overboard, and finally lands on
the shores of a jungle. Here he lives as
of old, clother in the skins of wild beasts.
Again the apes become his companions, and
the elephants his friends. Here also he enters into the most thrilling combats with
lions, and actually overcomes them with his
bare hands.
Later a ship on which his sweetheart and
her father are sailing takes fire, and they,
too, are finally landed on the island. When
the girl is being attacked by one of the crew,
Tarzan suddenly appears on the scene and
overcomes her assailant, and the reunion of
the lovers takes place.
Program and Exploitation Catchllnes: Thrilling Melodrama of the Jungle — Tarzan
Is Back Again! — See Him Beat Up the
Blackmail Gang and Then Battle with
the Vicious Lion Bare Handed.
The Elephants and Apes Were His Friends
— A Powerful Master Was Tarzan — See
This Spectacular Melodrama of the Wild
Jungle.
Elxploltatlon Angles: If the earlier Tarzan pictures have played your town or
even your vicinity, start in with a big teaser
campaign
to tell
is coming back,"
ning this into
the "He
announcement
of the runnew
picture. Use a jungle lobby such as were
employed for the earlier pictures, and use
the circus tstyle
of pheasingto supplement
for your adverisements, not forgetting
this
with an ample pictorial display.
"The Little Cafe"
Pathe Presents Max Linder in Five-Reel
Version of Sparkling Musical Comedy.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
Linder onto
of Max
THEthe reappea
an screen
is certain
Americrance
awaken fond memories in the minds
of picture fans, for the time was when Max
led them all as a comedian. He will find
himself in rather warmer competition now,
but from the initial showing of this Pathe
on a ,for-it
basedBernard
Little byCafe,"
"Thesuccess
release,
Tristan
mer stage
looks as though Max will still give a good
account of himself.
His resources as a comedian are unusual;
he can play the roustabout of the Paris
streets or the man about town, the gentleman exquisite or the social bounder, the
knockabout comedian or the immaculate
lover. This subject alone proves his remarkable versatility. The plot is a cream
puff of comedy, and will bring many
laughs.
The cast and scenes are strictly Parisian,
except for Wanda Lyon, an American gfirl,
formerly appearing at the Winter Garder.
The subtitles also carry some American
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slang, in odd but amusing contrast to the
general atmosphere of the piece.
Cant.
Albert Loriflan
Max Linder
Yvonne
Wanda Lyon
Adapted from Musical
Bernard.Comedy by Tristan
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Albert
in "The
first
seenLoriflan,
operating
a pushLittle
cartCafe,"
on theis
streets of Paris, attired in rags. Failing to
make a living at this, he becomes a waiter In
a restaurant, where he meets Edwige, a
gypsy girl violinist. He loses this job also,
but again becomes a waiter in the Little
Cafe, operated by Monsieur Philbert and
hisIt pretty
Yvonne.
developsdaughter,
that Albert
is really the nephew
of thetial Marquis
de
Caspion.
from whose
palahome he fled. But he keeps
his identity
a secret until the former caretaker, Blgredon,
arrives and tells the proprietor. The Marquis has died and left Albert two million
francs. Before announcing this important
fact to Albert, Bigredon and the proprietor
conspire to put him under a twenty-year contract can
as waiter,
he nor Philbert
break which
withoutneither
the sacrifice
of a
large sum. Albert makes some amusing efforts to get himself discharged, but Is finally
released only through the aid of Yvonne.
Edwige reappears and there is also a brief
love affair with an actress, but in the end his
heart turns to Yvonne.
Progrram and Exploitation CatdiUncm Bright
Comedy Production with Max Linder —
See Him as Comedian — Gentleman — Social Bounder and Lover — He Runs Away
from His Uncle's Stately Home and
Roughs It in the Streets of Paris.
An Adaptation of the Noted Musical Comedy Drama — See Max Linder, the Well
Known
French
Comedian — When It
ComesturetoHim Fun
Riot — Out
Can That
You PicWhenHe'sHe a Finds
His
Uncle Has Died and Left Him Two Million Francs and He's Under a TwentyYear Walter's Contract.
The Return of the Well Known Max LinLaugh— -Adapted
Circles — He's
"The
Littleder to Cafe"^
from Back
the In
Musical
Comedy— How Often His Heart Changed
— All of the Scenes Were Made In France
with Many Parisian Views.
Exploitation .\ngle8: Start in early to tell
that Max Linder is back on the screen, and
add that you will, of course, have his pictures. Tell the new patrons who Max Linder
is — and was — and work up the excitement.
When the Intensive campaign starts you
should have Linder reestablished and be
ready to hammer on the fact that this Is
from a genuine stage success, making your
talking point the waiter who had to serve
twenty aire.years
whilethe he restaurants
was in fact and
a millionHook up
lunch
rooms
on
this
for
window
displays
and menu
mention. Play it up strong.
"Wits Vs. Wits"
Marguerite Marsh Plays Attractively in
Hallmark Production Based on Detective Story by Henry Grossman.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

n,
productio
k five-reel
THE
Marwhich features
vs. Wits,"
"Wits Hallmar
guerite Marsh, has many interesting
features in spite of the fact that the construction of the picture has a tendency to
confuse the spectator as to the intention
of the author. The opening of the story
gives a distinct impression that Helen
Marsley is a crook; and there is no attempt made to explain the situation. The
spectator gets the right idea by a careful
survey of incidents as they occur.
Marguerite Marsh is attractive as Helen
Marsley,
young woman
herself to bea numbered
with who
crooksallows
in order
to avenge
her father's
The atmosphere of the
picture death.
is convincing,
and
the weaving of the plot is skillful. A competent cast handles the characterization,
and altogether the production is an interesting one, carrying the usual amount of
suspense supplied by a detective story.
Caat.
Helen Marsley
Marguerite Marsh
Charles Shelby
Colt Anderson
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Prank Chevy
Charles Middleton
Bernard Randall
Bernard Randall
The Detective
Joseph Marba
Corlnne Adams
Leora Spellman
Anna Page
Carolina Lija
James Marsley
George Lessey
Story and Direction by Harry Grossman.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story
The young woman about whom the story
of "Wits
is Helen Marsley,
who
entersvs.theWits"
scene centers
as a pickpocket.
Charles
Shelby, whose pocket she attempts to pick,
threatens to arrest her, but on being told
that she is not a thief by profession, he
takes her to the luxurious home of a band
of crooks known as the Chevy Faux, where
she Is employed as stenographer. In this
position Helen, who is in reality working in
conjunction with the police to hunt down
the Chevy gang, by whom her father was
killed, arranges to have telegraph connections placed in her room, concealing the
telegraph Instrument under her typewriter,
operating
it by the space bar on her machine.
The discovery of a dictaphone hidden in
the mantel of her room leads finally to the
awakening of the gang to the fact that she
is double crossing them. But when they believe that they have her in their power, she
pulls a revolver and holds them at bay while
the police, who are stationed outside ready
to obey her signal to enter the house, take
them into custody.
Shelby, who has concealed himself in another room, commits suicide rather than face
trial, and Helen wins the plaudits of the public for her skillful handling of the situation.
Program and Expoltatlon Cntchlines; She
Associated with Crooks in Order to
Avenge Her Father's Death.
"Wits
vs. and
Wits"Won.
— She Matched Hers Against
Theirs
Marguerite Marsh in a Gripping Detective
Story — She Hid the Telegraph Instrument Under Her Typewriter and "Gets"
the Gang.
Exploitation Angles: Play on Miss Marsh
and then stress the mystery angle with "Was
She
a Crook?"
similar appeals.
Appeal
to all
lovers ofanddetective
stories and
tell
them that this is a good strong story of its
type.
"A Woman's Business"
Jans Pictures, Inc., Releases B. A. Rolfe
Production with Olive Tell in Lead.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
A STRONG and consistent production
is this Jans Picture's subject, adapted
from a novel by Charles Belmont Davis and directed by B. A. Rolfe. It contains a wealth of social glamor, an unfailing source of appeal to the masses. The
types are excellently chosen and the production moves with authority through many
complicated and difficult situations. It is
altogether a ranking number of its kind.
In addition to a splendid cast, headed by
Olive Tell, Edmond Lowe and Lucille Lee
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Stewart, the story has a theme of universal
interest. It raises the question of whether
a woman's chief business in life is to marry
for wealth and position. The heroine is an
ambitious and beautiful member of an old
Southern family. She and her mother are
reduced to running a boarding house, and
the girl determines to fight her way up
in the world. She plays her cards skilfully,
but with the goal finally in sight, turns back
to real love and happiness.
The subject has caught in pictures the
general lightness of treatment usually
given a story by this author. It has many
flashes of real humor, and while it probes
well below the surface of certain sordid
phases of high social life, it retains a pleasant and agreeable tone. The Fifth Avenue
scenes at the beginning and close are as
clever as they are amusing.
CaKt.
Barbara
Olive Tell
Johnny Lister
Edmond Lowe
Margaret Ellis
Lucille Lee Stuart
Her husband
Donald Hall
Davis
Stanley Walpole
From the novel of Charles Belmont Davis.
Directed by B. A. Rolfe.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Barbara Clyde and her mother, in "A
Woman's Business." are the last of a proud
Southern
the girl
necessity
running a family,
boardingreduced
house.to The
is beau-o*"
tiful and determined to get on in the world.
She decides that a woman's chief business in
life is making a marriage which brings with
it wealth and social position.
Acting upon this theory Barbara discards
her admirer, David Hallowell, in favor of a
young fellow with excellent prospects, named
Johnny Lister. The latter is employed by a
wealthy man named Ellis, whose wife, Margaret, is fond of Johnny herself. When
Johnny weds Barbara, Mrs. Ellis uses her
influence to have him discharged by her
husband.
With his job gone, Johnny goes to New
York, accompanied by Barbara. They make
a brave attempt to invade high society and
remain in it. Barbara is tempted by Ellis
himself to leave Johnny. She does so temporarily, but later, after some harrowing
experiences, goes back to him, cured of her
desire for high station.
Program and Exploitation CatohlineH: A
Woman's Business Is to Marry for Love.
A Striking Picturization of the Davis Novel.
Olive Tell in a Story of Wealth and
Wretchedness.
The Marriage Mart and the Garden of Love.
New York at Its Best — and Worst.
Elxploitation Angles: In addition to the
star work the title. Start off by teasing
with "What Is a Woman's Business?" Ring
the changes and then wind up with "What
is a Woman's
Oliveover.Tell." It's
criminal,
but itBusiness?
will help Let
it get
Read The Moving Pletore World
Trade Paper of Features.
~ 'JBIOgB;j)gDCPlpuiii'TTmin'inif^n^n"*"'n[iBWBflWW 1/^

Los Angeles Studio Shots
Two more players who will soon start their
own companies: Rosemary Theby and Gibson
Gowland.
Director Frank Lloyd is preparing to start
soon on "The Great Lover," an all-star production, for Goldwyn.
Douglas MacLean's recent Ince feature,
produced will
underbe the
title under
of "Shakespeare's
Clancy,"
released
the title of
"The Jailbird."
Shirley Mason will soon begin production
on "Merely May Ann," for Fox.
Edythe Chapman is recovering from a
broken ankle at her home in Glendale, Cal.
Louise Lorraine is leading support to Elmo
Lincoln in his new Universal serial, "The
Lightning's
Eye." a cousin of Guy Bates Post,
Harrison Post,
has been given an Important part in the
Monroe Salisbury picture, "The Barbarian."
leftMary
for O'Connor,
New York, film
to beeditor
gone ata Lasky's,
month or has
so.
Hampton Del Ruth has left for New York
with the completed film of his latest comedy
for Fox, a super-spectacle in the comedy line.
Bert Lytell has left for New York, where
he will appear in a stage play.
"Hoot" Gibson, Universal cowboy star. Is
nowtwo-reel
directingwesterns.
as well as starring in a series
of
Lewis S. Stone will leave within a few
weeks for New York, where he will be married to Florence Oakley, an actress.
"The Red Lane," starring Frank Mayo,
has been completed at Universal City.
Barbara Castleton has returned to Goldwyn
after a three weeks' shopping trip to New
York.
Owen Moore and his director Victor Herman will leave for New York in about ten
days to complete the current Owen Moore
picture for Selznick.
Sybil Sealey is leading woman for Buster
Keaton in his first comedy for Metro.
The Earle Williams Company, under Director Chester Bennett, are in San Francisco
On location for scenes in "The Purple HieroGilbert White, art director at Goldwyn, has
gone to New York to supervise the scenic
effects for a big new Goldwyn production to
be made at Goldwyn's eastern plants.
Kathleen Key, recently seen in a Douglas
glyph."
MacLean
picture, sailed for Australia the
last week in May to join the Snowy Baker
film enterprises as a featured player.
Kathleen Kirkham will leave for a three
weeks' trip to New York as soon as she finished her work in the Ince picture, "Beau
Mabel Normand is said to have severed her
Brummel."
connection with Goldwyn to star in a stage
production
under the management of A. H.
Woods.
Edward T. Lowe, scenario and continuity
expert, has been put in charge of the Garson Studio scenario department.

Sol Lesser.
Three New View. Showing Annette Kellerman Acting Under the Water in Her New Comedy Drama for appears
to be
2. Miss Kellerman
frame when she gets far enough In inherscene
Looks as If she would fall over the edge3— ofnotthesocks—
production.
new
wears
she
suit
the bathing
knitting in scene
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
June 13 — Portraits from Acid.
AprilC-R.
FollyP-2172.
(Marlon Davles). Vol 48; P-ISJS;
June 30 — A Forest Fantasy.
June
27 — Quizzing the Prophets.
His
House
in
Order
fElsie
Ferguson)
-L-4943
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Ft. Vol. 43; P-1333.
Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4707 Ft.
43; P-18'37;
455. (Dorothy GIsh).
MaryVol.Ellen
Comes toC-RTown
GOLDWYN PTSTRIBUTING
SPECIALS.
L-4707 Ft.; Vol. 43: P-1680.
Excuse My Dust (Wallace Reld) — L-4330 Ft;
The C-R-Vol.
Strongest 44;( All-Star)—
Vol.
43:
P-1234:
P-299.
Vol. 43; P-2003; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299; Ex.
Should a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
414.
While New York Sleeps (All-Star).
(Will Rogers). Vol. 42; P-1007
My
Lady's
4823 Ft.Garter
Vol. (Tourneur
43; P-1837; Production)
C-R, P-723. — L- Jubllo
WILLIAM
FARNUM SERIES.
the Desert 'Geraldine Farrar) Vol
EasyVol.
to Get
(Marguerite
Clark)
— L-4.110 Pt. Flame42; ofP-246.
Heart Strings (William Farnum — Six Parts)
43;
P-1678;
C-R
2002.
The
Cup
of FuryVol.(Rupert
Hughes — Helens
Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1G19.
Chadwick).
43; P-1291.
The
Adventurer
(William
Farnum — Six
April.
Pinto
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
43- P-940
Parts).
Vol.
43;
P-1650;
C-R;
Vol.
44;
Treasure Island (Super-Special-Toumeur).
P-134.
Toby's
Bow Horde
(Tom Moore).
Vol. 42:Production).
P-1139
L-5,143
The Silver
Ex.
1332.Ft. Vol. 44; P-560; C-R, P-867;
(Rex Beach
The Orphan fWilliam Farnum — Six Reels),
Vol.
44; P-460;
Ex.
949;
C-R,
P-1359
Vol.
44;
P-858;
C-R,
P-1105.
Thou
Art
the
Man
(Robert
Warwick)
—
L-5003
The
Palllser
Case (Pauline Frederick).
The Trouble Makers.
VoL
Ft. Vol. 44; P-459.
43;
P-115,
Ex.
835.
TOM MIX SERIES.
The Cost (Violet Heming) — L-5,547 Ft. Vol.
The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
44;
P-141;
C-R.
P-857.
The 2002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-1008; C-R
The False Road (Enid Bennett-Ince). Vol. The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). VoL
44: Island
P-724. (Houdini)- ^.,-5,813 Ft. Vol. 44;
The Daredevil (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-2006.
43
1 P-1290.
P-1 2&'6.
43;
Terror
Desert Love. Vol. 44; P-599.
The 86.
Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
P-8G1;
C-R, P-1105.
The
Terror.
Vol.
44;
P-1236.
Plckford).
Vol. 43; P-1522.
3 Gold Coins.
Duds
(Tom
Moore).
The Hart)—
Toll Gate
(Super-S'peclal
—
William
S.
L-5590
Ft.
Vol.
44;
P-727;
C-R,
POX ENTERTAUVMEKTTS.
Wat<»r.
Water,
Everywher
857.
e
Rogers).
Ex.
44; P-465;
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. (Will
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Special). Vol.
Mny. (Super
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43;
44; P-239; C-R. P-723;
Ex. 1086.
Partners
of
the
Night.
Vol.
43;
P-1342:
C-R.
P-941; Ex. 1801.
Vol. 44; P-723.
The Last Straw (Buck Jones). Vol. 43; P-1115.
Why Change Tour Wife? (Cecil B. DeMille Dangerous
The P-Hell
Vol. 43; Days
P-2175. (Rex Beach Production)
1288 Ship (Madlaine Traverse). Vol. 4JSpecial) — L-7.175 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex. The P-134.
Street Called Straight (Basil King— All
828, 1087, 1332; C-R, P-1359.
Faith (Peggy Hyland). Vol. 43; P-1681.
Star).
Vol. 4S; P-1293; C-R Vol. 44:
Mrs. Vol.
Temple's
Telegram
Washburn).
The 43;
Devil's
Riddle (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
44; P-862:
C-R, (Bryant
P-1233: L-4.138
Ft.
P-1840.
Woman In Room 13 (Pauline Frederick).
A Manhattan
Knight (George Walsh). Vol. The Sea Wolf (George Melford Special). L- The P-723.
Vol. 44; P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.
43' P-2173
6,797 Ft. Vol. 44; P-1236; C-R. P-1359.
and the Puppet (Geraldine FarMollyC-Rand455.I (Shirley Mason). Vol. 44; P-138: The Dancin' Fool (Wallace Reid) — L-4, 124 Pt. The Woman
rar— Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142; C-R.
Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland). Vol. 44; A Lady
In
Love
(Ethel
Clayton)
—
Vol.
44;
P1238.
The .Strange Boarder (Will Rogers). Vol. 44:
P-142; C-R 455.
P-729; C-R, P-979.
Jnme.
LioaveP-739.
It to Me (William Russell). Vo'. 44;
Out
of the Storm (Barbara Castleton), VoL
P-13«l.
L-56G3For Ft.New (DeMille Special Reissue)
44: P-1107.
The Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse). Vol. 44; Old —Wives
Jes' Call Me Jim (Will Rogers). VoL 44:
P-303; C-R, P-597.
Below
the
Surface
(Thomas
H.
Ince
Special)
TTie Mother of His Children (Gladys ProckDollars and Sense (Madge Kennedy). VoL
— L-5987 Ft. Vol. 44; Ex. 13S0.
well). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R. P-857.
44; P-1363.
Green (Charles Ray) — L-4267 Ft.
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44: Paris
Remodeling
Her Husband (Dorothy GIsh)
P-724; C-R, P-979.
L-4844
Ft.
BR.AY PICTTOGRAPHS.
The Dead Line (George Walsh). Vol. 44; P- The City of Masks (Robert Warwick) — t,(One Reel.)
980; C-R, P-1105.
4708 Ft.
Forbidden
Trails
(Buck
Jones).
Vol
44;
Wireless Telephony.
P-1234.
Sick Abed (Wallace Reid) — L-4S27 Ft
Pheasants, Aristocrats of Birdland.
Sand (William S. Hart) — L-4869 Ft.
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
Professor B.
Flat. Gateways.
A Musical NoTOlty.
ARTCRAFT.
Xiove's
Harvest (Shirley Mason).
Vol. 44;
Guardians
of Our
P-1360.
Famous
Robberies.
The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse).
Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm (Mary PickHigh Cost of Courting.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell).
ford Re-Issue) — L-6.S82 Ft.
Taoa Indians and Other Subjects.
The sell.
Twins of Suffering Creek (William RusCOMEDIES.
rORD EDUCATIONAIj8.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich).
May 2 — Fresh from the City (Sennett).
Extraordinary Spedala.
(One Reel.)
May
9
—
Spring
(DeH8'<'en).
Jan.
Salome (Theda Bara).
May SO
23 —— Let
'er GoCheaters
(Sennett) (DeHaven).
Jan. 114—— Eventide.
Bubble.
May
Beating
The Honor System (All-Star).
Jan. 18 — Just Kids.
June 6— By Golly (Sennett — Two Reels)
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette KellerJune Reels).
13 — A Model Husband (DeHaven — Two
man).
Jan. 25 — Take with a Grain of Salt.
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Feb.
Flowing Road.
Feb. 18—— The
De-Llght.
Reels).
June — 27Two
— Ton
Wouldn't Believe It (Sennett
Les Miserablee (William Farnum).
Feb.
1522 —— In
Higher Spheres.
SUIVSHIBTE OOMEDIE!:
Feb.
Silverware.
PARAMOUNT
BURTON HOLMCS TaAVBX
Should Dummies Wed?
Feb. 29 — Tick-Tock.
PIOrURES.
Girls and Gunpowder.
Mar. 7 — Broken Silence.
Monkey Business.
Mar.
14
EveryHunt.
Meal.
(One Reel.)
Oh! WTiat a Knight.
Mar.
21 —— With
Alligator
Apr. 18 — TJp-Country In Slam.
•Mary's
LittleSneeze.
Lobster.
His Musical
Apr. 25 — In Lovely Lorraine.
May 2 — In Happy Alsace.
MUTT AND JBFwr
May 9 — An Oriental Sing Sing.
The Toy Makers.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
May 16 — Artistic Antwerp.
The
Tango
Dancers.
May
23 — Musko and Musume of NlpDOB.
One Round JefE.
May
30
—
Battlefields
of
France.
A Trip to Mars.
June 6 — Beautiful Bruges.
3 Raisens and a Cake of Teaat.
June 13
The Lure
Departed Spirits.
June
—— The
Lake ofof thethe Loreley.
Sun and Uoon
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash (Tan. June 20
Six Fee^t^^Four (William Russell). VoL 41;
27
—
Battlefields
of France.
The Breakfast Food Industry.
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.
Eve^in^Exlle
(Charlotte Walker). VoL 42;
The
Valley
Tomorrow (William Russell).
Vol.
43; of
P-463.
(One Reel.)
Apr. 18 — Mental Acrobatics.
The Vol.
Honey44;BeeP-600.
(Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia)FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Apr. 25 — The Nurse of the Tenemental
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Plsher)
May 92—— The
A Featherhead
May
Teeth of thePhysician.
Law.
Vol. 43; P-2011: C-R, Vol. 44; P-ia4
Slam Bang Jim (William Russell).
March.
of the
Jungle.
May \i
23 —— Lounge
Stars of Lizards
Stage and
The Plsher).
Thirtieth Vol.Piece
Screen.
of Silver (Margarlte
Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray) — ^Li-49S8 Ft. May 30 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
44; P-981.
Vol. 43; P-12J3.
June 6— Long Live the Umpire and Other*.
The House of Toys (Helen Jerome Eddy).
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No. 5 of Trailed by Three (Burled Alive).
The Reels).
Kastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two
ROBERTSON-COLE
W. W. HODKINSON
Drink
Hearty
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
Pathe Review No. 49.
Topics of the Day No. 53.
Pathe News Nos. 36 and 37 (May 5 — May 8). The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barrtacale). Vol. 46; P-1118; C-R, Vol. 44BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GEAT
Releases for Week of May 9.
AUTHORS PICTURES, Inc.
Seeing
It Trough
(Za Su
Pitts). VoL 43-*
The
Miracle
of
Money
(Margaret
Seddon
and
P45
5.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
Bess Gearheart Morrison). Vol. 44; P43; P-297; C-R. P-1619.
860;C-R. P-1105.
P-1523; Ex.
1799.
Who^s^Your
Vol. 43; P-1841; O-R, '
No. 13 of Daredevil Jack (Baiting the Trap). ^e
ZANB GREY PICTURES, INC.
Flame ofServant?
Hellgate (Beatriz MIchelena).
6 of Trailed by Three (Wanted for
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton). No. Burglary).
Vol.
43;
P-2007.
The White Dove (H. B. Warner)— VoL 44:
Vol. Gold
44; (Hampton
P-980; C-R.Production).
P-llOB.
Trotting
Through Turkey (Harry Pollard —
Desert
One Reel).
(Bessie Barrl- ■
Understood
Who
Woman
A
Pathe
Review
No.
50.
1.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
30
Pscale).
Vol.
44;(Sessue
P-139;
C-R, P-597
Topics of the Day No. 54.
The
Brand
of
Lopez
Hayakawa).
Vol.
The Seven
Lone Parts).
Wolf's Daughter
(Louise Glaum — Pathe15).News Nos. 38 and 39 (Shipped May 12,
44; P-302; C-R, P-455.
Vol. 42; P-1010.
The
Third
Woman
(Carlyle
Blackwell)—
Vol.
8cx (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels). Vol. 43;
43; P-2174; C-R-Voi. 44; P-299.
P-2013; Ex. 1331.
Releases for Week of May 16.
Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859.
No. 14 of Daredevil Jack (Terrible VenThe Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol
DEITRICH-BECK, Inc.
geance).
44; P-984.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pasha's The Fortune Teller (Marjorie Rambeau). VoL
The Harvest
Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Six No. Harem).
P-H07. Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriacalel.
44;
Reels). Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.
Notorious
No. Shave
2 of Bringing
Up Father (Father's Close The Vol.
— Two Reels).
44; P-1108.
DIAL FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
Nearly a Maid (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Supreme Comedies.
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis — Seven Reels). Pathe Review No. 51.
MoUie's
Mumps.
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.
Her Novel Idea.
Topics of the Day No. 55.
PatheandNews
Temperament.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
22). Nos. 40 and 41 (shipped May 19 Artistic
In Room 202.
Cynthia-of-the-Mlnute
(Leah
Baird
—
Six
Come
Into
the Kitchen.
Parts).
Releases for Week of May 2S.
Take
Doctor's
Advice.
Simple Souls (Blanche Sweet — Six Reels).
Oh, You Kid! MARTIN JOHNSON.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
Vol.
44;
P-989;
C-R,
P-1233.
Xilve P-777.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43; No. 15 of Daredevil Jack (The Triple CJhase). Lonely South Pacific Missions.
in the Solomons.
No. Fire).
8' of Trailed by Three (The Brand of Recruiting
$30,000
City ofin Broken
Men.
P-1286.(J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43; No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Oland and The
Marooned
the SouthOld Seas.
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigian).
Eileen
Percy
—
Serial
—
The
Poisoned
Dag.
Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
Sons of Salooskln.
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-12S4. All Dressed Up (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Ghosts of Romance.
Pathe Review No. 52.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
ger. of the Day No. 56.
Topics
29). Nob. 42 and 43 (Shipped May 26
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol. PatheandNews
43; P-773; C-R 2002.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Releases for Week of May SO.
Sherry
(Pat O'Malley — Seven Reels). Vol.
44; P-1362.
No. venge.
9 of Trailed by Three (The Pasha's Re- Falr^an^d^ Warmer (May Allison). VoL 4S:
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Best of Luck (Six Parts).
No. Death).
2 of the Third Eye (The Pendulum of The
Should
Tell? (Alice Lake). VoL 4S:
P-63;a Woman
C-R, P-1619.
No. Vaughn).
3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts).
Releases for Week of April H.
Vol. 43; P-465; C-R, P-1619; Ex. 1223.
Ghost No.
(Harry
The P-1116;
Right of
The Blood Barrier (Sylvia Breamer — Robert Grab
Pathe the
Review
53. Pollard — One Reel).
C-R Way
2002. (Bert Lytell). VoL 4S:
Gordon
—
Six
Reels).
Vol.
44;
P-300;
C-R,
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
67.
P-723.
The
Walk-Offs
(May
Allison — Six Parts). VoL
June No.
5). 44 and 45 (Shipped June 2
No. 9ery).
of Daredevil Jack (Phantoms of Treach- PatheandNews
48; P-938.
Stronger
Than
Death
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631. (Nazlmova — Seven
No. 2town).
of Trailed by Three (Trapped In ChinaReleanes for Week of June 6.
Nothing
But the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six
P-773.
The Little Cafe (Max Linder).
Parts). Vol. 43; P-468.
Harry
No. ket).
10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Mar- A Modern
Pathe Pollard
Review Comedy
No. 46. (One Reel).
Salome (Hope Hampton). VoL 41:
Topics
of theNo.Day30 No.
Pathe News
and 50.
31.
Very43;Idea
(Taylor
No. Path).
3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction's The Vol.
P-1627;
C-R Holmes
2002. — Six Reels).
Releases for Week of April 18.
You're Review
Pinched No.
(Harry
Pollard — One Reel).
MarchP-SOl;
— Old C-R,
Lady P-723.
31 (Emma Dunn) — VoL 44:
Pathe
54.
After Thirty No. 2 (The Stimulating Mrs. Topics of the Day No. 58.
March
Six Reels).
(Mrs. SydneyJack
Drew(Paths
— Two of
Reels).
Vol. —44;Shore
P-135;Acres
C-R, (Alice
P-723; Lake
Ex. —1329.
No. Barton)
10 of Daredevil
De- PatheandNews
12). Nos. 46 and 47 (shipped June 9 April
struction).
— Dangerous ot Men (Viola Dana). VoL
44; P-598; C-R, P-979.
No. 8 of Trailed by Three (The Tyrant of the
Releases for Week of Jnne 13.
South Seas).
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell —
No. Trap).
11 of Trailed by Three (The Torture AprilEx.
Six 1328.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-456; C-R, P-867:
Harry
Pollard
One-Reel
Comedy.
Pathe Review No. 47.
April
— The Hope (Special Cast).
No.
4
of
the
Third
Eye
(Daggers
of
Death).
Topics of the Day No. 51.
Start the Show (LaPlant — One Reel).
Pathe News No. 32, 33.
April — The Heart of a Child (Nazlmova —
Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-469; C-R, P-867.
High
Dry No.
(Harold
Pathe and
Review
55. Lloyd — Two Reels). AprilDana).
— Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (VloU
Releases for Week of .\pril 25.
Topics of the Day No. 59.
Nos. 48 and 49 (Shipped June 16 April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
Rlo Grande (Rosemary Theby — Allan Sears — PatheandNews
19).
Seven Rpels). Vol. 44; P-600; C-R. P-979.
April — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
No. 11 of Daredevil Jack (Flames of Wrath).
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
Releases for Week of Jnne 20.
No.
4
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Prison
Ship).
Vol. 44; P-1108.
Harry Pollard Comedy (One Reel).
Nothing
But Lies (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
Passers-By
(Herbert
Rawlinson
—
Six
Reels).
Pathe Review No. 48.
Fuse).
Vol.
44; P-1235.
No.
12
of
Trailed
by
Three
(The
Burning
Reels).
Topics of the Day No. 52.
May
—
Four
Horsemen (All-Star Ca.»t — Six
Bag).
Pathe News Nos. 34 and 35 (April 25, May 1). No. 5 of The Third Eye (The Black Hand
May Cast
— The— SixMarriages
Releases for Week of May 2.
Reels). of Mayfalr (All-Star
a Day (Rolin
Reels).
PatheIn Review
No. 56. Comedy — One Reel).
Dollar for Dollar (Frank Keenan). Vol. 44; All
May
—
The
Temple
of Dawn (Bert Lytell — Sl«
P-727; C-R, P-367.
of the Day No. 60.
No. ace).
12 of Daredevil Jack (The Unseen Men- Topics
PatheandNews
A Daughter
of the Snows (Mitchell
36). No. 60 and 51 (Shipped June 23 May —Lewis
— Six Reels).
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No. HUls).
4 of The Moon Riders (Vultures of the
BIG V COMEDIES.
(Two Reels.)
Reel).
Too
Many
Burglars
(Lyons-Moran
—
One
Throbs
and Foder
Thrills (Jimmy
(Montgomery
TRIANGLE
Fists
and
Aubrey).and Rock).
He Loved Like He Lied (Wllltam Irving and
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
Conauela Henley — Two Reels).
A Parcel Post Husband (Earl Montgomery).
New Screen Magazine No. 66.
He Laughs O.Last
(JimmyPBATCRBS.
Aubrey).
HENRY
Jan. —11Two
— Only
a Farmer's Daughter (Sennett International
May 18 andNews
21). No. 27 aad 28 (Shipped
Reels).
(Two
Reels).
Releases for Week af May 24.
Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan).
Jan. —18Sennett
— Mabel's
Speed Cop (Mabel Normana
— One-Reel).
The Path She Chose (Anne Cornwell). Vol. The
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star)
Jan. 25 — A Gamble In Souls (Dorothy DaltOD).
44;
P-1237;
C-R,
P-13S9.
Thimble,
Thimble
(AU-Star).
do. Intrigue).
16 of Blmo the Fearless (The House of An Afternoon
Feb. 1 — His Baby Doll (One Reel).
Miracle.
A
Ruler
of
Men.
Feb. Two8 — The
Dancing
Master
(AUc*
Lak*
—
Reels)
No. S of The Moonrlders (The Death Trap).
Feb. IB— Tiger Girl (Lillian Giah).
Caught In the End (Lyons-Moran— One Reel).
Feb. IB — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
The
Tale Reels).
of a Dog (Browale-Century Dog —
Two
Feb. 22 — The Love Riot (Two Reels).
FIRST NAT'L EXHIBITORS
Bought and Fought For (Mart Huson and
— Western
New Magda
Screen Lane
Magazine
No. —67.Two Reels).
International News No. 29 and 30 (Shipped
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
In Old Kentucky (Aaita btawart). VoL M;
May 2g and 28).
P-14S; C-R. P-1619; L-7641 ft,. Bz. 1041.
Releasee for Week a( May SI.
The Thunderbolt
(Katharine MaaDonalC
Everything But the Truth (Lyons-Moran —
L-494t;
Vol 4t; P-461.
Releases for Week
April 12.
Five
Reels).
Vol.
44;
P-1106;
C-R,
P-13B9.
Heart o' 48;
the P-ISI.
Hill* (Mary Plakferd). L-MSt;
No. 10 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal
No. 17 of Elmo the Fearless (The Trap).
BuHet).
No. tery).
6 of the Moonrlders (The Cavas of Mys- The VoL
Baauty Vol.
Market
(Katharine MacDoaaM).
No. 16 of The Lion Man (The RelentlMS
L-6018;
43; P-774.
Reneeadea).
His
Friend's
Tip
(Lyons-Moran
—
One
Reel).
Two
Weeks
(Constance
Talmadge). L-tt»l:
Stop Reel).
That Wedding
(Lyons-Moran — One An Artist's Muddle (Harry Mann and Lillian
VoL 4J; P-»»».
Byron — Two Reels).
Bve
(Grace
Darllag).
L-6I87; Tal.
International News No. 17 (Shipped April IJ). Bought
and Fought For (Mart Huson and Even48 CM
; P- 1 68 1.
Dog Reels).
Gone Clever (Century Wonder Dog — Two
Magda Lane — Western — Two Reels).
A Daughter of Two World* (Nenaa 1Umadge). L-6078; VoL 48; P-4M.
Screen Magazine
No. 3168'. and 32 (Shipped
International News No. 18 (Shipped April 16). New
International
News Nos.
New Screen Magazine No. 61.
June 1 and 4).
The Vol.
River's
End (Marshall NalUa)- L— »H4;
Realense for Week of Jane 7.
The Texas Kid (Hoot Gibson-Western — Two
723, 43;
1328.P-1S23; Ex. S70. C-R, VoL 44; PReels)— C- Vol. 44; P-303.
No. ter).
18 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal LetVol. 43; P-1B23; Ex. 670.
Relenaea for Week of .4prll 10.
P-134. a Sinner (Constanae Talmad>a)No. Monster).
7 of The Moon Riders (The Menacing In Search
Hre Five-Foot Highness (Edith Roberts).
1^5458of Ft.;
Vol. 43; P-J»06; C-R. TaC M:
Vol.
44;
P-302;
C-R,
P-723.
No.
1
of
The
Vanishing
Dagger
(The
Scarlet
No. 17 of The Lion Man (In Cruel CTlutches).
The
Inferior
Sex
(Mildred Harris Chawlla)Confession).
No. 11 of Elmo the Fearless (The Temple of
949. Ft.; Vol. 43; P-217S; T»L 44.
Ex
L— 5696
the Dragon).
Reel).'N Everything (Monty Banks — One
A Hero
Somebody Lied (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
Family Honor (King W. VIdar). y»L
Moonshines and Jailbirds (Billy Engel and The 44;
A Jazzy Janitor (Zip Monberg-Virginla WarP-8B9.
Donald).
Ester Jackson — Two Reels).
wick— Two Reels).
The
Notorious
Miss Lisle (Katherlne MaoTwo Reels).
from Texas (J. Farrel McDonald — Two
One He Man (Jack Perrin-Josephlne Hill —
Western
—
Two
Reels).
Vol.
44;
C-462.
March
1—
The
Fighting
Shepherdess (Aaita
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
69.
International News No. 19 (Shipped April 20).
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-971
International
News
No. 33 and 34 (Shipped March
International
News
No.
20
(Shipped
April
23).
22
—
The
Idol
Dancer
June
8
and
11).
(David
New Screen Magazine No. 62.
Bk.
Griffith). Vol 44; P-1S7: C-R. P-8»T;Waak
Releanen for Week of April 2B.
March 29— The Woman Who Gives (N«ma
L«ek*d Lips (Tsurl Aoko). VoL 44; P-*«l;
Talmadge). Vol. 44; P-460; C-R, P-M7.
P-167.
VITAGRAPH
No. CR,
18 of
Tk» Lion Man (In the Nick of
April828,4 — 1328'.
Polly of The Storm Country (MilTine).
dred Harris Chaplin).
Vol. 44; P-1360.
N«. 12 ef Blmo the Fearless ((Trashing
April
11
—
Don't Ever Marry (Marshall Nallaa
TkroBgh).
C-R. P-9T0.
P-716;
44;
Vol.
Production)
.
N». 1 of The Moon Riders (Art Accord Serial
April 18 — The Love Expert (Constanae "WmlSPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
— Over the I»reclplce).
madge-Jobn Bmaraon — Anita Laos ProPl«k Re«l).
Out Tour Husband (Lyons-Moran — One The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce— Seven
duction). Vol. 44; P-860; C-R, P-llOC
P-1086. Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R. P-B97; Ex. April 2S — Passion's Playground (Kathaataa
Reels).
Uon Two
Paws Reels).
and Ladle Fingers (Century Lions
MacDonald)— L-B968 Ft.; Vol. 44; P-IH.
3 — The
(Anita Stewart).
Captain Swift .Earle Williams). Vol. 44; P- May Vol.
44; Yellow
P-1106; Typhoon
C-R, P-12SJ.
The Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine
728; C-R, P-979.
Hill — Western — Two Reels).
May
31—
David
Wark
9ri«th
Production.
Dollars
Intamatlenal News No. 21 and 22 (Shipped
Reels).and the Woman (Alice Joyce — Six June 14 — Marshall Nellan Production.
April 27 and 30).
June
28
—
Constance
Talmadge
Preductlan'.
Nrw Screen Magazine No. 63.
The Curwood
Courage —of Seven
Marge Reels).
O'DooneVol.(James
Oliver August
July 19—
or No?(Katherlne
(Norma Talma«8«).
44; P-1219.
Rele«aea for Week of Hay S.
2 — Yes
Curtain
MacDonald).
August 16—
Jack Knife
Man
(King
Vidor).
Bullet-Proof
(Harry
Carey).
VoL
44;
P-7JI;
STAR
PRODUCTTIONS.
August 30 way
— Forty-five
Minutes
from BroadC-R. P-JS7.
Vol.
(Charles Ray).
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey).
No. 13 of Elmo the Fearless (The Hand on
the Latch).
43;
P-150. Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 48;
The P-944.
Midnight
No. 2 of The Moon Riders (The Masked Marmvdars).
Human Collateral (Corinne Orilllth). Vol.
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
Wky Lee! (Lyons — Moran — One Reel).
43: P-77B.
TigerOneHand
Reel).(Major Allen's Animal Hunt —
The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
Deadline at Eleven (Corinne Griffith). VoL
A Restaurant Riot (Lyn Cole — Celeste Zlm43; P-2009.
Uok — Two Reels).
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson — Serial).
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
Chains of Evidence (.tvll-Star).
Wolf Two
Traeks
(Hoot
Glfcson
—
Thelnia
Percey
—
The P-984.
Garter Girl (Corinne Griffith). Vol. 44; High Speed (Gladys Hulatte and Edward
Seels),
P-726.
latersatloaal News Nos. 23 and 24 (Shipped
Earle). VoL 48; P-467.
May 4. 7).
of the North (Anna Bois). VoL 44:
The P-1362.
Sea Rider (Harry T. Morey)
Vol. 44- Carmen
New Screen Magazine No. 64.
P-t»9.
Release* for Week af May I*.
The
Veiled
Marriage (Anna Lahr and Ralab
CHover's
Rebellion
(Anita
Stewart).
No. 14 of Blmo the Faarlass cnie Avalanche).
Kellard)— Vol 48; P-184a; C-R-VoL 44:
May — A Master Stroke (Earle Williams).
No. 3 of The Moon Riders (The Red Raga of June
—
Bab's
Candidate
(Corinne
Griffith).
JaaUoosy).
July — Silent
The Gauntlet
T. Morey).
Evil Eye Vol.(Benny
Leaaard — IB Bplsoda
Serial).
Avenger (Harry
(William
Duncan — 15 The
Oaerete Bisavlts (Lyons-Maran — One Reel). The Episode
AWitDangerous
ACfalr.43; P-11T4.
Serial).
Ransom (Hoot Olbson — We«tarm — TwoRaala).
Wln«.
Wits
TS.
Wits.
The Episode
InvisibleSerial).
Hand (Antonio Moreno — IB
Intamatlonial News Nea. 2S amd 2< (Milppad
May 11 and 14).
SPBCIALS.
Naw VarasB Magmalaa Na. IS.
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES.
"hen a Woman Strthaa.
Releases far Week af May IT.
Life's
Greatest
FraWam.
The Girl In No. 2S (Frank Mayo).
The
Cop (Two Reels). Vol. 44; C-462. The Other Man's Wife.
SchoolFlyDays.
No. Fuse).
IB of Elmo the Fearless (The Buralag
Solid Concrete.
The Littlest (Junior Special).
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
PICTURB6 INCORA>IvAT«>.
Dec. 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Jl,GROSSMAN
000, 000 Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial).
Fairbanks
— Six Reels). Vol. 43; P-298;
C-R;
P-1619.
Vol.
43; P-1523.
to Face
(Marguerite
Marsh).
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Jan. 18 — PoUyanna (Mary Plckford — Six Face NATIONAL
FILM CORPORATION.
Reels).
Vol.
43;
P-636;
Ex.
S'87.
The
Kentucky
Colonel
(Joseph
J Dowllng).
April 25 — Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett). The P-1841.
Confession (Henry Walthall). Vol. 4t:
Vol. 44; P-862; Ex. 537; P-ie84-1087.
May 23 — Romance (Doris Keane — Seven
se:l,znick pictures.
HALL ROOM ROYS COHBDIB8.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-1239.
March 23 — Oh, Baby!
Distributed by Select KxcbaDgeB.
EQUITY
PICTURES.
Youthful Folly (Olive Thomas).
Vol. 44;
April
6 — This Way Out.
The Forbidden Woman
(Clara Kimball
April
13 — Four ofBDUCATIONALS.
a Kind.
P-136; C-R Vol. 44; P-4BB.
Young)44;— P-299.
Vol. 43; P-1291; Ex. liOO; C-RGRBIVSnt
Vol.
A Fool
and
His
Money
(Bugrene
O'Brien).
Vol.
CoUoesus
of Roads.
44; P-598; C-R. P-979.
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball
The Spirit of the Birch.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes (Elaine HanjYoung).
Vol. 44;
CAPITAL
PILMP-983.
COMPANY.
mersteln). Vol. 44; P-8B8; C-R, P-123S.
Preelsely as Polly.
(Tico
Reel*
Badi)
May S — The Man
WTio
Lost
Himself
(WilJANS PICTTURBS, INC.
Escaped Convict.
liam Faversham).
Leve Without Question
(Olive Tell — Six
Square Gambler.
May 10 — The Flapper (Olive Thomas). Vol. The DBWMOCRACY
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY.
Reels). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R. P-B97.
44; P-1239.
Democracy.
May 17 — Whispers (Blaine Hammerst«ln).
A
Woman's
Business
(Olive
Tell — Six Reels).
SPECIAL PICTURHS OORPORATION.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
May 24 — The Valley of Doubt (Special).
June 14 — The
Servant
Question
(William
Col.
(Comedyart
—
Two
Reels
Each).
Sins
of
the
Children.
Her).
Bubble* (Mary Anderson).
Uneasy Feet; Vo. 43; P-217S.
June 7 — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
Mldnicbt Gambols (Marie Doro).
The Place of Honeymoons (Bmlly Steven* m4
June
21
—
The
Figurehead
(Busene
O'Brien).
July 6 — Stop That Man (Owen Moore).
Montagu Love — Six Parts).
July 12 — The
Point of View (Elaine HammerThe Hidden Code (Grace Davidaon).
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
stein).
Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewla).
July 19 — Jennie (Olive Thomas).
Vol.
44; P-699.
August 2 —andMarooned
Tearle).
Nobody's
Child
(Joae
Collins — (3o4{r«r
Conway Hearts
Tearle). (Zeena Keefe
Caicster C»Bftedle«.
NATIONAL, PIOTURKS.
(Two Reels).
nDISLITY PICTURBS OVMPAJIT.
Four Times Foiled.
Tka Married Virgin (Wx Reela).
Distributed by Select Exchangres.
C%rlstie CoBctUaa.
FrlvoIoMS
March—
114*. Wives (Vera Siseon). Vol. 44; P979 Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458: C-R. P(Two
Reels).
Kiss Me Caroline (Bobby Vernon).
GAUMONT COMrANY.
March— Blind Youth; Vol. 44; P-600.
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tlncher).
Ib tke Clutefaes of Hiodea (Barlai).
April — The Invisible Divorce.
T«rcky
Onaedtea.
Husbaada
and
Wives (Virlaa Martin). VoL
REPUBLIC PICTURES.
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
44; P. 148.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
A
Knight
for
a
Night
(Johnny
Hlnes).
RBMIXTKAFT PICTTURBS OORPARATieir.
Mermaid Coa>e41ea.
Klnograms (News Reel).
BlUy Weat 0*m«I*«.
A Fresh Start (Marvel R©«).
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Production). Vol. 43; P-2173.
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).
Strike Breaker. (Tw BetU.)
TrilbyIssue).
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur ReSpeclala.
Why of a Volcano.
Tczaa Gulaan fjairdlra
An P-986.
Adventuress (Julian Eltlnge). Vol. 44; The
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Vol. H*99y Days.
44;
P-1362.
The
White
Squaw.(Ttco Reel*.)
Day with
Carranza.
The 726
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44; P- AModern
The
Night
Rider.
Centaurs.
The
WfU
Ot.
Robert C. Brace Seenlca.
Anril — The Oift Supremp. Vol. 44: P-727.
Allee Home 11 Come^ea.
The One Way Trail (Bdythe Sterling). Vol. The Chilkat Cubs.
Her Laclcy Day. (Two Reels.)
The Wanderlust.
44; P-123G.
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.
The Log of the La Vlajera.
Her Bargain Day.
The Song of the Paddle.
BUIr Praaey Comedlea.
Cheater Outlni; Seenlca.
The Paper Hanger.(One Retl.)
Adam and Eve in(One
the Reel).
Andes.
REALART PICTURES
The Water Plug.
Wanted. An Elevator.
MUbnrn Moraatl Comedlea.
Pigs
and Come
Kava. True.
Dreams
Sdmp
and
Satan. (.Two Kfl».)
Screenlca.
Special Feature*.
WHd,
Wild
West.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan). Vol. 48; Troubadours of the
(Split
Napoleon (On«
& Sally
Sky.Reel.)
Reel.)ComeUea.
P-774; Ex P-108B.
Infant
Icebergs.
Dreamy Chinatown.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). Forbidden Fanes.
Perils of the Beach.
42; P-454.
Gale Henry Comedies.
The Vol.
Mystery
of the Yellow Room (Chautard Barks and Skippers.
— Six Parts). Ex. 339.
Help!
Heirlooma.
(Tito Reels.)
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production —
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-R, P-1233.
The
Movies.
STATE
RIGHT
RELEASES
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller ProBurrad (One
(Sanaet)
duction— Six Reels).
Reel.) Seenlca.
Star Prodactlona.
The Mountain That Was God.
Erstwhile Sxisan (Constance Binney). Vol.
The Wind RADIN
Goddess. PICTURES. INa
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
Eluoldator of Mysteries. Vol. 43: P-1292.
The 42;
FearP-864.
Market (Alice Brady).
Vol. 43; Tex,
729 Seventh Avenue.
Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
P-465; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
P-152G.
Wolves
of
the
Street
(Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
Brind's
Educationals (One Every Week).
Judy Vol
of Rogue's
Harbor
43; P-1120;
C-R, (Mary
2172. Miles Mlnter).
U. S. PHOTOPLAY
Washington, CORPORATION.
D. C.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol. The Chamber Mystery.
Circumstantial
Evidence.
43; P. 2011; C-R Vol. 44; P. 184.
Determination
— Ten Parts).
W. H.(All-.Star
PRODUCTIONS.
Sinners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2176.
Unseen Witness.
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44; Trail of the Cigarette.
Reissue
of Seven Olive Thomas Trianrle Productions.
P-135; C-R, P-728.
The Bromley Case.
Jennv Be Good (Mary Miles Mlnter). Vol. 44; Woman's Man (Romaine Fielding).
Special Chaplin
Reissue.
RADIOSOUL
FILMS, INC.
P-984; C-R, P— 1288.
Love's Mann
ProtegeComedies
K)ra Carew).
Hank
(Every Other Week).
A Man ROMAYNE
There Was (Victor
Seastrom).
SUPER-FILM
OO.
Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week)
Culver Otty, Cal.
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).
Jan.
IB
—
Shot
in
the
Kitchen.
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
Lightning Bryce (Serial).
The Lurking Peril (Serial).
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
The Fatal Sign (Serial).
WISTARIA
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Celebrated Playera Film Corp.
601. Wives (Anne Luther). VoL 44; PNeglected
AMERICAN CINBMA OORPORATION.
("The Gumps" Comedies).
ture). MURRAY W. GAR8SOV.
Dancing Lesson.
Women
Men Forget (Mollle King). Vol. 41: Andy's
Flat Hunting.
P-2000.
A
Dream
of Fair Women (Two Reel FeaP-TTB.
Visits His Mamma-ln-Law.
The 140.
Inner Voice (B. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44: P- Andy
WARNER BROTHBRJ.
Andy Spends a Quiet Day at Home.
Andy
Plays
Golf.
The Lost City (Juanita Hansen).
Vol. 4t:
UNITED ARTISTS.
Andy on a Diet.
WELK AND WILK.
Andy's Wasii Day.
Oct. Six20 Re«U).
— Broken Blossons (D. W. arlfflth —
Aakaa
of
Dastra.
Andy's Night Out.
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'dy F.H.RICHARDSONWrong Procedure
FROM Carl Ellis, Harlem, Montana, came
a letter asking to which union he is
eligible. -Harlem is a small city and as
a glance over the map of Montana did
not reveal its location, we wrote asking
information on that point.
Friend Ellis now replies :
Inclosed find map of Montana, with Harlem
marked as you requested. I have written the
Great Falls union several times, but have
received no reply. It seems, from what I
have heard, they do not care to accept new
members.
Most emphatically I do not want a job In
Great Falls, but I do want to be a union man.
Would it be possible for me to join in Spokane, Missoula or some one of the other
unions close at hand? I believe I am under
the jurisdiction of Great Falls.
Right Is Right.
Now while we very well remember the
warm hospitality shown us on the occasion
of our visit to Great Falls, and most certainly do not wish to hurt the feelings of
the Great Falls men, still in the interest of
justice we are constrained to deal with this
matter a bit sharply.
Remember that we speak as a union man
whose membership dates back to 1883, and
who well knows the problems involved in
such matters as this and the objection to
admitting men from all over a somewhat
widely scattered jurisdiction.
But, gentlemen, there is an element of
plain justice and RIGHT involved, which
cannot be lightly set aside, and in any
event if a local receives letters from projectionists within its jurisdiction requesting admission to membership, the very
least it can do is to make proper reply
thereto.
This I think you will all admit. Whether
the Great Falls local did receive the letters written by friend Ellis is, of course,
not for me to say, but the presumption is
that it did.
A union is nothing in this wide world
but a business organization, and business
courtesy demands that reply be made to
business letters. Don't you agree with this,
Great Falls — and other places?
Jurisdiction and Duty,
The editor of this department firmly believes that a union which demands fair
dealing on the part of employers should
be not only willing, but anxious to accord
a square deal to the men of the profession
that it represents. That proposition is so
self evident that we feel it requires no
argument to establish its truth.
Admitting its truth, therefore, let us for
a moment examine into the matter from
the ingsmall
man's Ellis,
point ifof you
view,please,
takthe casetown
of friend
for example. Now we know nothing at
all about either Ellis' competency or his
character, but for the sake of the argument will assume them both to be satisfactory, as indeed they most likely are.
The situation then is just this: a certain
local union, through the laws of its international head, automatically and of necessity has jurisdiction over the little city of
Harlem. We will assume that local to be
the Great Falls union, as we in fact think
it is.
Cannot Join Elsewhere.
This means that by international law
friend Ellis is denied the right to make
application to or join any other union than
tht Great Falls local, and unless the Great

|iiiiiiiinimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiini!i)rairaiiiiiHiiiiinn^

Notice to All.
I
I r\ RESSURB on our columns U such
to questions
replies under
that published
1 \f cannot
i
be guaranteed
two or
1 three weeks. If quick action Is desired,
g1 remit
four cents,
and we reply
will
send carbon
copy stamps,
of department
i as soon as written.
S
specialforreplies,
by mall,cannot
on mat-be
1 tersForwhich,
any reason,
1 replied to through the department, reI mlt one dollar.
QUESTION BOOKLETS.
I
I
We have 160
two questions
paper covered
booklets
i containing
designed
as a
B guide to study. They indicate what
s the projectionist should know,
g Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-tlT«
g cents; both, forty cents. United States
S stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian
THE LENS CHARTS.
.
stampsTon
I Are
Working by <'6n«iB,'* or Do
Too Emyloy ITp-to-Date
MethodaT
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment In good order and up to
date. He owes It both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe It to him
to keep abreast with the tisaes la
knowledge and In your methods.
The lens charts (two in oae, 11x17
Inches, on heavy papsr for fraalag)
are In successful use by hundreds •(
progressive projectionists.
Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT.
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
616 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Los Aageles, Cal.
Falls local will admit him he is debarred
from becoming a union man except he
quits his job, breaks up his home, if he
has one, severs all social ties and removes
to the jurisdiction of another union, works
there six months, at the end of which time
he may be faced with precisely the same
proposition as now confronts him, because
the other local has precisely the same
legal right to refuse him admission as has
the Great Falls local.

HALF
THOUSAND

A
DOLLARS

IN PRIZES
Are You In On It?
See April 10 Issue for Particulars
NOTICE
The closing time on the prize contest has been extended to noon of
July 1.

Swap Places.
Now, boys, try and mentally swap places
with Friend Ellis for a moment. You are
competent. You are of good character.
You have studied and worked hard to master your profession. You want to become
a union man. How would YOU feel, under
these circumstances, if the union within
whose jurisdiction you were refused, or
failed to even answer letters you wrote in
perfect
good the
faith?non-union man decried,
You hear
yet you, who really want to do the right
thing, are denied even the courtesy of a
reply when you make application for memthat end. bership, or write to obtain information to
Oh yes, we well know that many small
town men try to join because they want
to remove to the city, where there is a
wider field, or so that they may "go on
the road," but we are nevertheless very
firmly convinced that no matter what its
legal right, no union has the moral right
to reject the application of any competent
projectionist of good character. It seems
to us that the small town man has the
right to graduate into city work if he so
desires, and that kis desire so to do is •
laudable ambition.
But be that as it may, certainly the very
least thing any union can in common decency do, is to religiously answer every
application or request for information intended to lead to an application, which
emanates from a projectionist within the
jurisdiction of the local.
If a local union by its very existence
automatically ties a certain territory, then
it is just plain justice and right that it
admit into its membership all eligible men
in that territory, whether it desires so to
do or not, the word eligible to stand for
those various things necessary to membership in the I. A.
Not Roasting.
Now please clearly understand that we
are neither roasting, condemning, or even
especially singling out for criticism the
Great Falls union. What it has done in
refusing
answer isfriend
it has sotorefused)
an allEllis'
too letter
common(if
practice. We receive many complaints
from small city and town men that they
can get no satisfaction whatsoever when
they apply for membership in the local
under whose jurisdiction they work. We
have simply taken this particular incident,
relying on the good nature of the Great
Falls local, as well as its sense of right
and justice, to set forth the small-town
man's side of the matter.
Failure to treat the small town men
within its jurisdiction with due courtesy
tends to make them not only the enemy of
the local, but of unionism as a general
that.
proposition, and certainly no one wants
Think it over, gentlemen and brothers.
Think it over carefully.
What Is Wrong?
A. G. Smith, Dresden, Tennessee, has
trouble scribeswith
out-of-focus,
which he deas follows
:
New Simplex. Sixty cycle, 110 volt current.
Mazda 900 Watt lamp. About a 71-foot distance of projection. Projector over balcony.
Some keystone effect.
Screen eleven feet eight inches, and I cover
it all. Picture Is good In Its center, but ont
of focus or something at the sides. Not
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Howell

Factory Man
with the Bell & Howell Co. for years.
Thoroughly experienced in the production
of Cameras, Lens Mounting, Punches,
Dies and all other machinery made by that
company.
on
East or WestDesires
Coast.permanent
Address connection
Box 116, care
of Moving Picture World, New York City.
much spherical aberration. Acts like film
cups over aperture. Objective 1.75 Inches
diameter — Hve inches E. F. Condensers 6.5
and 7.5 piano convex, latter toward film.
Should I have a 2% inch diameter objective?
Reply with a pencil will be appreciated.
In the first place, brother Smith, there
are several thousand projectionists who
read this department, to say nothing of
managers and exhibitors. If we were to
reply to each we would not be able to attend to our correspondence, to say nothing of other things that we have to do.
That is the reason for the dollar rule.
We feel that those who really want a mail
reply badly enough to pay a dollar for it
should be accommodated, so far as time
will permit, but to let down the bars
further
than your
that dollar,
is impractical.
isn"t
that
we want
but that weIt need
our time for other things.
As To Mazda.
In the second place we have not as yet
given the Mazda proposition sufficient
study to feel qualified to advise as to objective diameter requirements. The Mazda
and arc present two entirely separate
propositions in that respect.
Your out-of-focus might be due to either
one of several things, but we are inclined
to think it is that you have one or more
of the elements of your objective in wrong
side too. It is extremely unlikely that a
new projector would have anything wrong
with its aperture; also if that were the
case it is almost a cinch that the effect
would vary — not be the same all the time,
as we take it, from what you say, is the
case.
Probable Seat of Trouble.
We would suggest that you try out another objective, if you can get one. If
not, then take the objective apart and examine it, first looking at Fig. 40, page 110
of the handbook. The first lens (one next
aperture) will be found to have a heavier
convex on one side than the other, and
that side goes toward the screen. The second lens will be as shown in the cut,
except that the concave is not apt to be
BUY DIRECT
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so pronounced. The thick, double lens in
front goes as shown.
Before re-assembling the objective, wash
the lenses with a solution of half denatured or wood alcohol, and half water,
polishing them carefully with a clean old
handkerchief, and then be VERY careful
that you do not touch their surfaces with
your fingers ever so little. A faint, practically invisible finger mark will raise
hallelujah with definition.
We think you must mean chromatic
aberration. There is no spherical aberration in an objective, or at least it would
be so very slight as to be entirely
negligible.
Shea's Equipment
George
H.
Signor, New
projectionist.
Shea'sin
Hippodrome, Buffalo,
York, sends
the following description of the projection
equipment
of thatto classy
showdetails
house. of tho
I am writing
give you
equipment and line-up with which we get
the best results on the screen, remarking
also that we think our screen results some
better than the average.
We have two Simplex projectors, equipped
with Extra Lite shutters and a one-and-ahalf-to-one special shutter drive. The intermit ent is a one-to-flve. We project a
seventeen foot picture at 112 feet, to a
painted canvas screen, pulling seventy-flve
amperes with a flfty-flve volt arc.
Take current through rheostats connected
in multiple, using % cored upper carbons and
H/32d Silver tips below. Crater Is 4.75
inches from apex of rear condenser, with
15.25 inches from aperture to apex of front
lens. Use a 6.6 and 7.5 piano convex combination, spaced 1/16 of an inch apart.
Working distance (B. F.) is five inches, and
the objective aperture 1 11/16 inches, which,
according to Table No. 1, is too small. The
light ray at the working distance of the objective is 2%x2j4 inches (error. If width
is 2.75 height would be 2.06. — Ed.) Have
tried objective with 2.5 inch diameter but
there was loss of definition, which Is, of
course, undesirable.
Projection Room Renovated.
The projection room has Just undergone a
badly needed renovation, and must now be
seen in order to appreciate the neatness of
the installation and the work required to
accomplish it.
Our chief projectionist, John W. Sayer, is
a thoroughly practical and a very efflclent
man of long experience. Credit Is due him
for bringing about the conditions we are all
a bit proud of.
I hope you will again honor us and the
rest of the Buffalo men with a visit soon,
and that you will then see some of our beautiful neighborhood theatres, as well as the
excellent work of Buffalo men on the screen.
Maybe Perhaps.
We will of course be in Buffalo again.

FROM WHOLESALER

INCANDESCENT
ELECTRIC
LIGHT BULBS
NITROGEN LAMPS
TUNGSTEN LAMPS
10 Watt Lamp. Each
75 Watt Lamp. Each
$ .2614
.. .$ .53
.82^
15 Watt Lamp. Each
.26^
100 Watt Lamp. Each
25
Watt
Lamp.
Each
^6%
. , 1.24
150 Watt Lamp. Each
40 Watt Lamp. Each
.2614
. 1.65
200 Watt Lamp. Each
60 Watt Lamp. Each
.31
300 Watt Lamp.
100 Watt Lamp. Each
66
.. 2.44
2, 4, 8, 16 Ca,ndle Power Carbon Bulbs, 15c Each
Red, Bine, Green Frosted, 3c Extra
Every Lamp Standard Grade "A" Licensed Lamps
REPUBLIC ELECTRIC LAMP CO., 1125 13th Ave., Moline, III.

though just when it will be we cannot say.
In the past we have not found the Buflfalo
men, as represented by the local union,
overly enthusiastic, or even very cordial.
However, because the Buffalo projectionists have in the past passed up something
they should not have passed up is not conclusive evidence they will do so in the
future.
Your equipment listens real well, though
we are unaccustomed to locating the crater
with exact relation to the curved surface
of the arc lens. We are not even certain
that it is best to do so, though from the
purely optical viewpoint we would say it
is the correct method.
But the starting point of optical system
adjustment is, as you no doubt know, the
distance the crater can be located from
the lens without excessive lens breakage,
and as there is, though there should not
be considerable variation in the lenses of
given focal length, due to a lens of proper
curvative for given focal length being made
too thick for a 4.5 inch diameter.
This variation amounts, in extreme cases,
to as much as an eighth of an inch, and
while it is true an eighth of an inch more
or less of distance does not seem much,
still every particle of shortening of distance between lens and crater from that
provided in the charts is a reasonably serious matter, particularly if, as is too often
the case, the lamphouse ventilation is not
very good.
As To Objective Diameter.
As to your objective diameter, we would
suggest considerable possible gain, without
appreciable loss of definition, by using an
objective of 2.5 diameter, stopped down to
2.25
the aperture side, and a 6.5 — 9.5 M
Bi-C oncondenser.
Still better would be in your case, we
think, the three-combination lens put out
by the Independent Movie Supply Company, of New York City. We have arranged with that company to send you two
lenses on approval if you want them. If
this meets your approbation advise me,
sending exact E. F. of lenses you are now
using; also include exact size of picture
and distance lens to screen and we will
have the lenses sent. There will be no
obligation to keep the lenses unless your
folks think there is sufficient advantage in
the lenses to justify the expense of their
purchase. We are interested in knowing
whether or no they will deliver the goods
in your case. We think they will.
Their Name Is Legion
Fred R. Pierce, Susquehanna, Pa., says:
I have understood there is grave danger of
fire getting into the upper magazine, and that
to date there is no positive way of preventing this except by projectionist grabbing the
film, if he Is quick enough, with his bare
hand. I think I have found a way . . ."
And so the letter goes on at some length,
describing the method that he proposes to
use. For his information and the infortnation of those others who may have in mind
the invention of such a device, let me say
that during the past ten years I have examined at least fifty and I believe that the
correct number would be nearer one hundred inventions designed to accomplish th«
purpose named.
Some of them went very much further.
I well remember one elaborate device which
stopped the projector, put out the arc, cut
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both film loops, closed the magazine valves
almost air tight, dropped all the port shutfice. ters and rang a bell in the manager's ofThis particular invention really worked
perfectly, and did all these various things.
It could be installed on two projectors for
something less than a thousand dollars.
The only trouble was that the exhibitors
wouldn't
There isbuy.
now one really excellent device
on the market. I cannot at the moment
recall its name, but it is made in Brooklyn.
So don't waste time chasing that particular
will o' theverywisp,
already
wellfriend
chasedPierce.
indeed.It has been
As to Lenses
The editor of this department is receiving
quite a few inquiries for high grade projection lenses. A typical one comes from
the Lauve-Bodin Amusement Company,
Franklin, Louisiana. It reads:
We are desirous of getting the very best
projection objective made. Will you be good
enough to advise where such lenses may be
had.
Sorry, gentlemen, but you know the war
shot several things besides Germany all to
pieces, and among the lot was the lens
proposition.
We do not say there are no better objectives now to be had, but we know of
none better, at this writing, than the standard projection objectives put out by the
Gundlach-Manhattan and the Bausch and
Lomb Companies.
We would respectfully suggest that you
consult the lens charts for the diameter
lens you require, or that you get a large
diameter objective and stop it down to the
actual requirement, provided the diameter
is too large.
How to Do It.
To do this install the lens, focus the picture as sharply as possible on the screen
and then measure the exact distance from
film to nearest surface of the lens.
Remove the lens and hold a piece of writing paper exactly the same distance from
the film (without film in, of course) that
the surface of the lens was and draw an
outline of the rectangle of light which
falls thereon, disregarding the halo which
will surround it.
Cut a circle of thin metal to fit into the
rear end of the objective and lay snugly
against the lens, and in this metal cut a
rectangle exactly the size of the one marked
on the paper. Install the mask thus made
y^r Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:
•r r*ldar
Writ* $7.50
far
_____ _____j__„____„ Tour Dealer
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
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Frojecthxi Experience
MOTt»N PICTURE
HANDBOOK
For Mauaen aM4 Owntvn
By r. ■. RICHARDSON
Tbg rrnnftiTl —iiilii* kook ob th* irork of tnJectloB. Ommlxte danrlptkax tad umructloiu <a all
iMdins madiliiee Hid lauleuklon eduljvaeDt.
There imi l piojeoltan ma In the unlferae la wklck
tlOs
oami>Ued kookHl wlU aot MTe Ite parckue
price carefoUr
eecfa meaClL
Buy It Ittty
M tke Ct»y. fUvtl*
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIft* AvMwe. Mmi Yect at>
SabHIer Billdliia. OWoaae, III.
Wrtiirt & «allMi<<r Bldg.. Lee AatelM. Cal.
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and secure it in place by any convenient
means and the job is done.
Caution : Before doing this be sure the
center of the ray emerges from the center
of the front of the objective. If it does
not your system is out of line and the
hole in the mask will probably not come in
the right place.
The object is to eliminate all waste light,
since it injures the definition of the picture
on the screen. You may accomplish the
same thing, though not to such good purpose, by stopping down to the actual efthe aerial image O"- "^■■'>ray at wall.
jection fective
room
Accused of Being Unfair
C. Russ Van Vlist (guess that's right. The
signature is no cinch), Minneapolis, Minnesota, arises
It has
beento remark:
quite some time since I met
you personally, or have troubled you In the
department with my impossible questions.
But please don't imagine that I ever miss an
issue, citedforover the
I don't.
man, andI amoverso your
exactual Why.
contents,
efforts for the advancement of projection
that I overlooked the new head for several
weeks.
Finally, however, I once-overed it and was
sadly disappointed to find you adding to Simplex propaganda by incorporating therein
not only an intermittent sprocket, but a star
as well. Personally I don't find it attractive,
or
the least
also I don'tof think
it isin playing
fairartistic;
to manufacturers
other
projectors.
An Old Timer.
I
have
been
a reader of the have
"World" forIt
eight long
before
had Iyears,
known andof would
it. The otherread
seven
years (prior to that, I suppose you mean.
Ed.) I spent in the attempt to learn projection by experience alone. I certainly have
enjoyed the very real help and the increased
knowledge gained through the medium of
the department, but to find it headed by a
certain make of projector parts is not good
— that is for me, anyhow. I hope the next
issue will have a head which favors no one.
Man, man, man, I'll bite you and you'll
have head
hydrophobia
or while
sump'n.
planned
that
myself, and
the Igink
who
actually made it did not follow my plans,
which were a line of sprockets top and
bottom, with a star at one end and a cam
at the other, still we all thought the way it
was worked out did very well, and was
emirently appropriate.

June 12, 1920
Favors No One.
You say it favors the Simplex. Why?
The Simplex, Motiograph, Master Model,
Baird, as well as every home projector rn
the market, except one, uses the star and
cam movement — the regular geneva movement, which is some hundreds of years
older than the motion picture.
Of professional projectors, all but one
uses the star and cam, and all the older
models
of the
Powers'
it. Van Vlist,
You are
a fine
feller,used
brother
but in this particular thing you are splitting very fine hairs, and drawing copiously
on your imagination. As between the Simplex and Powers' (for those are the two
projectors you have in mind, unquestionably— more or less calmly ignoring all the
rest) we play absolutely NO favorites. We
had that heading made because it was appropriate for a projection department, the
geneva movement being the very heart of
the projector.
Powers'
movement,
whichHadis, the
by the
way, type
in ourof
opinion, an excellent movement, been the
form of the original geneva, used by all
except one projector, we would most certainly have used that instead.
We believe your criticism was well intended. We are sure you will, upon further consideration, withdraw your objection, as being builded upon a foundation
of very sandy sand.
Book on Cleaning Film?
D. J. Murray, Brooklyn, New York, asks:
Will you kindly advise me if there Is any
book dealing with film cleaningr. Am a projectionist and would like to get such a book
if one exists.
So far as we are aware there is no book
dealing with the renovation or cleaning
of film. The most information we know
of contained in one book, on that particular
subject, is contained in the Third Edition
of the Handbook, pages 206-7, and that deals
more with film cleaners than with the actual processes of cleaning.
Rcziezvs printed in Moving Picture World
are written with authority by experienced
craftsmen, who express an honest opinion in
just and fair judgment of what they see upon
the screen. That's why our reviews are
dependable.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS .\ND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to itajournal.
members are published ezclniiTely ia
this
YEARLirWEEaiLY.
RATE: $7.25.
POSTPAID.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON RBQUE8T.
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND,
LTD.

B. F. PUTS
MORE
LIGHT
ON
BROADWAY
B. F. PORTER installs LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MAIIVELOUS PROJECTION of "WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE" is
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.
B. Fa PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

EQUIPMENT,

729.7th AVEME, at 49th STREET, NEW YORK
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It Accomplishes

in Filming Realistic Lighting Effects
By HUNT STROMBERG
Director Publicity and Advertising, Thomas H. luce Studios
ONE of the most intricate and difficult the production of natural lights, such as
problems of the screen has been candle light, gaslight, firelight and so on,
end- has perplexed the minds and tried the paReve anHouck,
and chief byelectrici
ent solved
of the superint
Thomas H.
tience of studio electricians. The light itself was never strong enough to photoInce studios at Culver City, Cal. For years
graph successfully. For instance, the
picture would never show the actual
effect caused by the glow from a
match when a man lights a cigar. So
to reproduce the light as it really is
some artificial means had to be
devised.
For a time incandescent lights
were used, but these did not have
photographic value, so some form of
the arc light had to be used, and to
find and perfect just the right form
has been Mr. Houck's aim. First he
used hand-feed arcs, but that was a
very difficult and tedious process
when a great number of them were
required. He recalls a cafe scene
where he used forty table lamps, and
each one had to be individually
lighted and watched, for it is the
nature of an arc to go out when the
distance between the points of the
two carbons widens beyond a certain
percentage of an inch, and if a light
went out the scene had to be retaken.
Now that dangerous distance between the two carbon points is automatically controlled, and any number

of lights can be switched on and off, forming a main switch — thanks to Mr. Houck.
The Problem of Size.
But after that was accomplished, the
problem of size still confronted him. There
was no existing arc small enough to use
with perfect satisfaction for wall brackets
and general interior effects.
The lighting fixtures were very frequently out of proportion to the size of the room
and the furniture, so Mr. Houck set himself
the task of making a baby arc.
The first form he perfected was the can-

What the Baby Arc Accomplishes and the Man Who Invented It.
REVE HOUKE,
Above — The illumination from the ordinary
Above
—
Fireplace
Illumination
by
incandescent lamp wall bracket shows only
the ordinary coal fire which ia used means
in studioof
Superintendent and chief electrician of the a Below
white —spot
the Baby
motion picture film.
settings.
Whenon the
Arc light is
Below- — The same setting showing the Thomas H. Ince Studios, inventor of the Baby
within the tographic
bracket,
it produces a strongplaced
pholighting effect obtained by placing the Baby Arc.
light.
Arc light in the coals of the fire.
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"In

We

The

Hottest

Play

Weather

Capacity"
to
the exhibitor who wrote
for several seasons

this

been operating

had
his

theatre during the summer months
at a dead loss—but—now his summer
troubles are over.
stalled the

TYPHOON

Last

Cooling

year

he

in-

System

and during every hot day since his
business has continued to increase.
It's the same old story—people seeking
summer pleasures are going where
they can be cool and comfortable, and
if your theatre is one of the hot, stuffy
kind you are going to lose money.
TYPHOONS
installed A^OW^wiU
vent this loss.

pre-

SEND FOR CATALOG "M"
Typhoon
Fan
Company
ERNST OLA.NTZBERO, PresWeiK
1M4 CAMP STREET
NEW OBLEANS, LA.

345 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
25S No. nth STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•4 W. RANDOLPH STREET
CaQCAOO. ILL.
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FWe Thousand
$1-50
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3.00
Fifty
Thousand
900
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
Twenty-6Te
6.00
One Hundred Thousand
Thousand 13.00
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For
Color S
Effects E
Hoods
colors Are
Beautiful, Brilliant
and Permanent
Hoods Slip Over the Bulb
Way Ahead of Dip
and Less Costly
and 258 wor w: 426
Reynolds
S. Talman Electric
Ave., Chicago,Co.III.
Lampi
Writ! for Mjr litt of Guarantoed Rebuilt Machines
Amusement Supply Co.
We are the OI(t«6t Supply Heifse In the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd Floor Consumers Bldg.
220 South State Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
DeaJerBNational
In Motlograph
Carbons, MorLng
Mlnusa Picture
Screens Macblnes,
and
Everytliing for the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
AMERICAN
jfotoplaper
Registered)
The Musical(Trade-Marl£
Maryel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
«2 West 45th Street New York City
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The Baby Arc Match Substitute.
With the Baby Arc concealed in the
When one lights his cigarette with the
palm of his hand all the illumination
ordinary
neces-be
desiredtered byfor
the natural effect is regissary in match
order the
thatspot
thelights
eftectaremay
the camera.
brought out on the film.
die. In a certain scene the heroine had to the flashlight and the fireplace. Of these
go downstairs in the dead of night to find the match substitute is. of course, the
a burglar, or something equally exciting, tiniest, being but seven-eighths of an inch
and she carried a lighted candle. You can in diameter and four and one-half inches
imagine how important that candlelight in length. It can easily be concealed in
was, and strange as it may seem, there was the palm of an actor's hand, with the connecting wire extending up his coat sleeve
no known way of getting that light into
and thedown
his trouser leg, out of the focus
the picture. Mr. Houck tried out his baby of
camera.
arc and it worked beautifully. That was
about five years ago. Since then he has
To Eliminate Smokingbeen steadily at work improving and perfecting and creating new forms.
So the difficulty of size has been overcome and also the one of smoke. To elimiFive New Babies.
nate the smoking, the use of less current
A few weeks ago he went to Thomas H. was necessary, and in reducing the current
Ince and announced that he had perfected the actinic ray was subsequently reduced.
five different automatic baby arcs and was Therefore it was necessary to cut down the
ready for the supreme test. The experi- size of the carbon, and with a smaller
ment that followed found Mr. Ince and the amount of current it was found possible to
heads of the various departments in at- produce the actinic light capable of registendance, and proved beyond a doubt that smoke. tration on the film without showing the
the baby arc would eliminate many of the
lighting difficulties of the past.
To seem natural, we must become masIt is the smallest automatic arc ever used
ters of the artificial. Natural lights appear
in studio lighting and has 1,000 candle- today in pictures so very naturally that only
power. All the five types operate on the the initiated know and realize that it is all
same basis and give the same effect, but a hallucination produced by electricity. No
they are designed for different purposes — one who is familiar with the difficulties of
the watch, the table light, the wall bracket. studo lighting can realize what a task ft

YOUR LOBBY
IS YOUR SHOW WINDOW
MAKE THE BEST OP IT
Write Ua and W< Will Tall You How
Menger, Ring & Weinstein
SW West Ferty-Smod StrMt, New York City
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers
of EJ«-tric
Machines
for Movlns
PictureorTicket
TheetreaIseulns
and
B«etaurants.
Sold direct
ttirough
your
dealer.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET 1511REGISTER
COMPANY
Nortti Brvadway
St. Lwla. Mo., U. S. A.

Houck's Baby Show.
Various types of the Baby Arc already perfected and successfully tested by Reve HoucJt.
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Grabbing
Out

STEADY

You

can

Yes,

sir.

the

holds the arc to the tip? Any old carbon will do for any old screen, but if
you want to put on the best show in
town go to your dealer and say

it, too;

or just clip and mail us the
coupon
mation. below for full inforyou'll be glad you did it Today
MONSOON

COOLING

SYSTEM,

SPEER
HOLD-ARKS
SPEER

Inc.

Dept. 853-A, 70 W. 45th St.
New York
Branch Office: Finance Bldg^ Philadelphia

Monsoon

"Direct©" Carbons for D. C. Projection
SPEER
White Combination
for A. C. Projection

do

Air

And "Monsoon Dailey's" going to
be at Cleveland to tell you how —
Ask him.

Speer "Hold-Ark" Carbon is used as a
lower. Did you ever notice how it

"Altemo"

the

Right above your roof are millions
upon millions of cubic feet of air
that you could put to work making
money for you.

!

That describes the D. C. arc when

of

Money

Carbons

Cooling System, Inc.,
Dept. 853-A, 70 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
I am willing to be shown how I can "make money out
of air." Please send me your booklet, "A Better Summer Business."
Name
Theatre

SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

Address
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has been to obtain satisfactory results.
The man who sees the finished picture
may not be able to see a very great improvement when the arc takes the place of
the incandescent lamp, but to those engaged in providing the lighting effects this
automatic baby arc is of the utmost significance. Itspeeds the photography of a

The
4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Balletin No. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH. Wise.
GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total 25.300; by States. PerM.
»4.00.
1,057 film exchanges
)7.50
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Partlculara;
A.F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

ROMAYNE COMEDIES
Amonsr the Best Two-Reelers on the Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES

New

Century

June 12, 1920
scene at least fifty per cent., and in these
days when time seems to be more valuable
than anything else, that is of vast importance, to say nothing of its other advantage. But it has others. In speaking of
the invention,
Ince said, "I believe the baby Thomas
arc willH. revolutionize
the
studio lighting system."

of Baltimore

Will Have

Really Swell Monsoon Ventilating Lay-out
taken care of by the
of the new Century has been adequately
constr
THETheatre uction
as explained above. Only, inat Baltimore will be fol- same method
stead of warm air, cool, fresh air is taken
lowed with great interest by exhib- from high
above the street and blown by
itors all over the country, as the owner,
Monsoon
fans through grilled openings
C. E. Whitehurst, and the architects, Zink- into the theatre
down to the floor
Sparklin, Inc., have expressed the inten- line and in such— right
enormous volume as to
of making . it the most up-to-date create a steady breeze
tion
all through the
house in America
Everyone knows that moving air
They feel that they have exhausted house.
has
a
cooling
effect,
and
it
can be readily
every possible means to obtain this end, in understood how these enormous
Monsoon
the careful attention paid to appointments
among which one of the most carefully blowers will keep the Century's patrons in
considered items is the ventilation and a cool, refreshing atmosphere — even during
anyone
cooling system. This branch of the work Baltimore's
has everhottest
visitedweather.
BaltimoreAnd
in summer
has been turned over to the engineers of who
knows
that
it
is
indeed
HOT.
the Monsoon Cooling System, New York
Part of the equipment provided for heatCity, who have designed their system on
ing in winter is reversed and becomes an
the principle of introducing fresh air at
the ceiling line and exhausting it at the auxiliary to the cooling equipment proeconomy.vided. This constitutes a very welcome
floor line.
For heating and ventiating, fresh air is
pulled through heating coils and blown
directly down into the theatre. As the Alaskan Exhibitor Pays
foul, heavy air which hangs at the floor
$48 Per Ton for Coal
line is exhausted, it is replaced by the
fresh, warm air, providing an even warmth
all over the house. The excess of fresh, FROM
10,
of March
writes under
mick Candle,
S. DimRodney
Alaska,date
warm air not exhausted at the floor line
telling how he keeps his theatre, the
builds up a slight static pressure in the .Aurora, warm, and describes the film detheatre, thus preventing any inrush of cold mick says
livery :system utilized by him. Mr. Dimair with the opening of entrance doors.
This very efficient system, being simple in
I use a Coles hot blast heater for heating
purposes, a large size, No. 26, and use aoft
design, eliminates all expensive duct work
coal shipped from Seattle, cost landed here
and underground trenches.
last year was approximately $48.00 per ton.
Summer Method of Ventilation.
I have used since October 1, 1919, to date,
At this season of the year probably ex- one and one-half tons, making an expense
hibitors are more interested in the cool- of $72.00. The seating capacity of the Aurora
ing problem of the Century Theatre. This Theatre, of whicli I am the owner and man-

Tour NeeatiTe Inrestment Is Protected When
Ton Place Tour Printins with the
Standard Motion Picture Co.
THE RELIABLE HOUSE
ExcAllent work at reatooable price*.
Address 1007 Mailers Bids. Chieac*
Cameramen fumithed for all occasions.
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
PUCKEBLESS
'•SAFETYPROJECTOR
STANDARDMOTION PICTURE
Dept. M.W.
The Pathescop* Co. of America, Inc.
AeoUan Ball
New Tork

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street Cleveland, Ohio
15,012 Motion Picture Theatres
inor list
the serrice
Uaited and
St&teesave— no30 more.
our ftddresslns
to 50% Umin pofltaffa
Also
lists of St&te Rights Buyers. Supply Dealers
and Producers.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 West 42nd Street, New Tork, N. T.
Phone: Bryant 8138

Lobby of the New Century of Baltimore.
This house is Monsoon ventilated, cooled and heated.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3c Per word for situations wanted and iielp wanteds IMinimum $0.50
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.
IVIinimum $1.00
SITUATIONS WANTED.
AT LIBERTY — High class piano leader-conductor.
Thoroughly competent ; large library ; special musical settings for pictures. Address "Musical Director," Box 644, Kansas City, Mo.
PROJECTIONIST,
years'onlyexperience,
desiresis
permanent
position ; ten
theatre
where ability
appreciated. Projectionist, Box 123, May&eld, Ky.
WANTED — Position as manager of theatre.
Vaudeville, picture or combination. Experienced.
Box 115, care M. P. World, New York City.
ACCOUNTANT, Tanner-Gllman, graduate open for
position with theatre or amusement company. Four
years' experience in the theatrical business. "Accountant," care M. P. World, New York City.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
A M. IfW.your
K. H.job J.Is That's
Man Who
HisBE Job.
making a money
fromKnows
your
theatre,
"Motion
Picture
Electricity,"
by
H.
Hallberg, will make you a wizard at gettingJ.high
electrical efficiency from your equipment at low
cost. $2.50, postpaid. The Chalmers Publishing
Co., 616 Fifth Ave., New York City.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
PROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalogue and
service for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, supplies, etc., etc., all at sensational moneyhaving prices. Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E
catalogue today. David Stem Company, "Value,
service, satisfaction since 1886," Chicago, III.

THE MOTION
a "BEHIND
complete treatise
on makingPICTURE!
and takingSCREEN,"
the picture, price $3.65, postpaid. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Chicago, 111.
C-2 DE VRY, perfect condition, ready for use,
$100; C-90 De Vry, perfert oondltlon, guaranteed,
$150. Headquarters for new and used portable projectors. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
NOW READY— The New Miner Ultrastigmat
F :1.9 lens for motion picture cameras ; price In
barrel, $75. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request. Send your orders In now. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Charles Bass, Pres., 109 North
Dearborn St, Chicago, 111.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
OPERA CHAIRS from war camps, booths, machines and entire equipments furnished at half
original cost. Write your requirements. J. P.
Redington, Scranton, Pa.
SPEX3TR0 LIGHTS — Any size, any quantity,
portablecount formodel
$100.Everything
Studio model
$136.00.motion
Disquantity.
for making
pictures. See our display advertisement. Bass
Camera Company, 109 North Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
ONE POWER'S 6A moving picture machine, first
class
6A road eqvlpment, condition,
large lamp$110.
house,OnefirstPower's
class condition,
$100.
Webster Electric Co., 719 Ninth SL, N. W., Washington. D. C.
OPERA CHAIRS, 675, elegant condition, immediateformer,delivery,
great bargain
; alsoVt.projectors, transetc. Leiand,
Montpeller,

EQUIPMENT WANTED.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT of every description.
Machines, chairs, compensarcs, generators, fans.
Will buy for cash anything pertaining to motion
picture theatres In any quantity. Write or wire to
S. E. Shaffer, 207 So. Wabash, Chicago, 111.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE! — "Million-Dollar Mystery," 46 reels:
"Girl from FYlsco," 50 reels ; "Social Pirates," W
reels; "Cleopatra," 8 reels; "Rederaptloa," 6 re^;
"The Peddler," featuring Joe Wel^ • rmU; "QOm
Scarlet Trail,"
6 reels
; "House
Cards,"
wBk
Catherine
Calvert,
o reels
; also of
series
of flfteea
Mary
Plckford
single
reel
specials,
and
large
seleotlon miscellaneous features and comedies, dramas,
in fine oondltlon, with advertising. Ouaraaty Pietures City.
Co., 130 West 4eth Street, 11th Floor, New
York
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE — A series of fifteen (15) Ham and
Bud Comedies and fifteen (15) Sis Hopkins Comedies with posters ; also a print of "Ten Nights in
a Bar Room,"
in good
condition.
KleinBoston,
DisMass.
tributing all
Corporation,
53 Church
street,
FOR tives.
SALESuitable
— Live
topicalweeklies.
and educational
negafor film
Short subjects
only. Also cover special subjects by assignment.
Animated Events, 240 South Hill street, Los Angeles, CaL
I^^C

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

THIS
Of

All

Undercrowding
is easy to remedy with this
book full of crowd-pulling advertising ideas, all tested, all
practical.
Picture Theatre
Advertising
300 pages
$2.00 Postpaid

Your

WAY

Theatre

Troubles

Projection Worries
cant live In the same booth with
an operator who owns this book
full of sound advice and practical
information on every projection
point. Motion Picture
Handbook
700 pages
$4.00 Postpaid

PICTURE

WORLD

OUT
Wherever

Current Troubles
disappear with the help of the
practical advice that fills this book
on every
phase and
of electrical
theatre equipment
maintenance.
Motion Picture
Electricity
280 pages

$2.50 Postpaid

Located
Growing Pains
cease to bother you when you plan
to remodel or build and spread
your business If this book guides
you and your architect.
Modem Theatre
Construction
266 pages
$3.00 Postpaid

KOTION PICTUKE
ELECTRICITY

T 'I ;-:_AT_R E
.MSviiRjlsiN-g

Order from your nearest Supply House, or from
CHALMERS
WRIGHT-CALLENDER BLDG.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

PUBLISHING
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK

COMPANY
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

1520

THE

PICTURE
THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can desig^n a good
house. Let them plan yovn.
District of Columbia
ZINK & SPAKKLIN, Inc.
Ml MaiM*7 Bide WaiklBctM. •. C.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Krcaxe Bld|., Detroit, Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
IN Griawcid Bldg.. Detroit. Hlch.
Missouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
BIDGE BUILDING. KAN8A8 CITT, MO.
Cooioltkuti
oUier plana
arohltacti.
AdvlAon to owDen toregarding
and
•iwdllaaUoiu of oontamvlatcd tk«tna.
Nczi' York
EUGENE DE ROSA
11« West 40th Street, New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANT
il Booth 17th St.. Phlladalphla. Fa.
W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
101 PARK AVENUE, N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WORK
No Charra for Preliminary SerTleao
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10
No. 1 Grade, Days'
$1 ; No. Trial
2 Grade, 75c
Strechers Included
TRY BEFORE YOU BUT
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.
Factory: ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
' Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: 20 franc* p»r annum.
Editorial and Basiness Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

BIOSCOPE''
*THE
The Representative Weekly Journal of
the British Film Industry
Of apeclal intemt to all who buy or aell Fllmi.
OFFICES:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.L
Specimen
request.
Foreign Subecrtptlona: copy
One free
poundon ten
shillings (Gold).
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ager. operator, engineer and so forth is 100;
the admission charged is $1, and I pay the
tax; children, 25c., for any seat in the house.
I give two shows per week and get my film
from Code and Clark, of Nome, Alaska, during therivingsummer
or fall which
on the islasttheboats
in this section,
last ar-of
Septemberchange filmwhen
are lucky.
I also
exwith wea theatre
at Dime
Creek,
about 65 miles south of here. These are
brought back and forth by dog teams, which
take about two days to make the trip each
way. With a lead traveling light with only
the driver, the run is made by some teams in
one day. I have frequently made the trip in
less than twelve hours.
Gets Stove Red Hot.
I find the only system for heating my
place properly is to get the stove red hot
from floor to ceiling. Of course, not having
a fire in the building only twice a week, it
sometimes gets slightly chilled, inasmuch as
the weather ranges in the winter here from
10 below zero to 50 below. The latter does
not last very long at a time, but we have
many days that cold. It does not take more
than about three hours to heat up the building on show nights, and after it is once
heated it takes very little coal to keep It
warm, consequently any heating plant or
system used outside I doubt if it would be
of much use up here, as what we most need
is a quick hot fire.
I run six reels to a show, which lasts
about two hours. Once or twice during the
show I usually go to the engine room, which
is located in the back end of the building,
and oil the engine or dynamo. I use an arc
light on a Power's No. 6 machine, dynamo
make unknown; Fairbanks Morse gasoline
6 horse
have pictures
a 40-footupthrow.
We getpower
some engine,
of the best
here.
A few weeks ago I ran Dorothy Dalton In
"A Flame of the Yukon," which I saw advertised in your December 6 issue of the
World. Most of the film we get here now
are
very good;
have Fairbankstop innotchers
"Wild andin
Woolly,"
and most
other features
equallyof asthegood.
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The Boston Moving Picture

Supply Company Has Moved
Motion Picture Supply
Boston
THECompan
y, exclusiveusetts,
SimplexRhode
distributors for Massach
Island and Connecticut, has moved from its
former quarters, 54 Broadway, Boston, to
at the corner of Shawmut and
larger offices
Church
streets, formerly occupied by the
Select Pictures Corporation.
The new tenant has secured a long lease
aleraextensive
and made
the premises
of
tions.
The remodeled
building
houses an
attractive reviewing room, fully equipped,
where visiting exhibitors may inspect films
from the neighboring exchanges. This miniature theatre will comfortably seat twentyfive persons.
The sales room is on the Shawmut street
side and contains a display of the latest
model nected
Simplexes,
each electrically
conand a fully equipped
box office with
an automatic ticket seller all ready for
business.
Weill Arranged Quarters.
In the lower portion of the establishment
is located the used equipment section, the
carbon and date strip displays as well as
other theatre requirements.
The arrangement of the basement shipping room, under the management of Joseph Burke, obviates the handling of cases
in the main sales room.
On the second floor is a film-cleaning department where this operation will be performed by up-to-date scientific methods.
Large and comfortable quarters have alsO'
been provided
the use ofmay
visiting
exhibitors where for
appointments
be made
and business transacted. This feature will
add to the attractiveness of the new officer as a meeting place for the trade.
In addition to Simplex projectors, Automatic ticket sellers and National carbons,
t
Doesn'
That Will
The Light Fail
Go to India booths, screens, lobby display frames, ticket
choppers, tickets, stereopticons, announcement slides and poster strips are on dis218
tion,York,
CorporaNew
Arc street.
htighth
THEWestSun-Lig
Forty-e
play and for sale.
is rapidly branching out in foreign
The organization includes S. Y. Merfields. The latest agency has just been
chant, manager; Miss Rose Asher, chief of
established in India, the first sale and ship- purchasing division; James Berry, road
ment into the territory going to the Indian salesman; Joseph Cifre, road salesman, and
Empire, Famous Players-Lasky, Ltd., Bora- Dan Dalziell, who is in charge of the rebay, India, where that company will
pair department on the second floor, where
a
complete
equipment of precision tools
.
produce
The accompanying photograph shows the insures accurate
workmanship and satiscases containing two Sun-Light Arc units
lishment.factory results to the patrons of the estabcomplete, shipped on the "City of Chester"
on May 31, 1920. President J. Justice Harmer, of the Sun-Light Arc Company, states
Write for It Today
that Sun-Light Arc will soon be represented, and its present and new models
The Argus Enterprises, Inc., 815 Prosobtainable in every leading country in the
pect avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a
world.
booklet of sixteen pages and cover, entitled
"Making
Crystalis Gazing
The booklet
devoted a toReality."
a description
of the Argus Crystal Bead Screen, to a
partial list of installations, and to some
very convincing testimonials from houses
in which the screen has been installed.
This booklet will be mailed, on request,
to any exhibitor, and the exhibitor who
does not secure or read a copy of the booklet is going to miss something.

Part of the Sunlight Shipment.
President Harmer is watching the
truckman juggling a case.

Business Is Good Around Tampa
The Tampa Photo & Art Supply ComFla.',transverter,
have just 50installed
double pany,
arc Tampa,
Hertner
amperes, a
in the New Victory Theatre of Tampa, and
report doing good business with Minusa
Gold Fibre Screen, from the users of which
they have received many testimonials.
Among the recent installations of Motiograph De Luxe machines, made by the supply company, are the Orpheum, Bartow;
Sans
Tampa; Bay, Sarasota; and
Rex, ofSouci,
Arcadia.
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"THE
COSMOGRAPH"
Semi-Professional Portable Projector
MAKES
KEEPS

FRIENDS
THEM

ON

ITS QUALITY

ON ITS PERFORMANCE

The v4 utomaticketSystem Stops
Box Office Leaks 6e Losses i
^SK

The GOSMOGRAPH
represents an ideal
successfully
achieved. That ideal
has been to produce
a portable projector
compact, and light in
weight, simple and
economical to operate, of sturdy construction, and surance.
passing in perform-

THE
DWYER
BROADWAY FILM BUILDING
CINCINNATI, OHIO

BROS.
& CO.
729 SEVENTH AVBa«JB
NEW YORK CITY

TRACTIVE PROPOSITION TO DEALERS

ONE
PRICE
to all. the absence of misrepresentation, quick service and genuine
satisfaction with every business transaction.
MADE US FAMOUS
"rBiil
It will be to your financial interest to send us your orders.

ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
| -AMER1CA'3 CHEATEST IWDEFtNDEOT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE")
[ DISTRIBUTORS
■nmprfw'K F«T.'o —
L#pfeps<^5^^* PROJECTORS
In answering

advertisements,

please

^BOUT

It

Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash NEW
Register
YORKCo
I780 BROADWAY

Saturday Night
STOLEN
May 29, 1920
From the Main Stage, D. W. Griffith Studio
Mamaroneck, New York
Bell-Howell Camera, No. 366, Model B
EQUIPPED WITH THE FOLLOWING
11 400-fo(»t
Maya/ine.
Xo.
F:3.5 50-nim. Carl Zeiss 1442.
lens. No. 258.630.
1 F:3.5 75-mm. Carl Zeiss lens. No. 236,164.
(Note.) — The two above lenses are marked. In millimeter opealnjte instead o* reffol&r
stops.
1 AllF:4.5lenses
Specialabove32-mm.
angle Inlens.regular
No. 2,825.676.
are Bosch
mounted& Lomb
to thewidecamera
B«ll-HoweU o^croineUr
niouats.
Also
1
F:3.5
50-mm.
Bosch
&
Ix>mh
View
Finder
lens,
No.
2,735.047.
Veeder counter, new model, with stop-motion extension. No. 167.
6-inch thelensabove
mount, fitted with a 3^ -inch Verito leni. No. 2. In allp tube.
andAll tri|w»(I
cranks.was in a combination case with set of ray fllten and holder, eunera
The
aboveanyis offully
protected
a nationally
-known deteoUve afcncy.
In case
the insured
above ia and
located,
vrlre orby phone
the owner.
W.
GRIFFITH STUDIO.
PAUL H. ALLEN
MAMARONECK,
NEW YORK
Phone: Mamaroneck 1191
or the Chief of Police. Mamaroneck, N. T.

AMERICA'S
FINEST
LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STREYCKMANS, Managing: Director
PALISADE

FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morscmere 621-«22

mention
THE

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The LfMmm,
0*tMi of ItollM Ptlm Trade
SUBSeniPTIMI PttB
SIXDOLLARS A YEAR
F0ilE4M 0*«WTMn
Aduu mil tt: Tmrtg •« mpfMitmtion.

Us

The

Moving

FOUNDATION

Picture
OF

World

FRESENT-DAY

MOTION
PICTURES
□
STANDARDIZED
PRECISION
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
PRINTERS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
SPUCER
ACCESSORIES
For
MotionSlvdiot,
PictureTheaitu
Lahoralorles,
PIONEER DESGNERS AND MANUFAOTUSBRS STANDARD
CWHMACHIWERY
HEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losahmles
1801 -n Larcii«a«at Ave., CHICAGO
,
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IT

NOW

BUY THESE NEW LIGHTING FIXTURES
AND PLASTIC RELIEF ORNAMENTS

FILM

The

Quality

You'll be surprised at the
attractiveness which can be

Raw

added to your lobby or interior by the use of our
plastic relief ornaments and
fiberolitic lighting fixtures.

Stock

Right PhotographicaDy.
Maxiinam Service in the
Projector.

An old run down front can
be made to look like a new
one at small expense.

by

BEAUTIFY

your house

now. Don't wait until your
competitor beats you to it.
Write for our catalogue
THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.
Verona, New Jersey

today.

)

Wi^t iSational J^imit Eelief Co.
330 MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO

GUSHMAN
ENGINE

GENERATOR

SETS
If Eastman

are adapted for all amusement
houses and devices requiring
electric power or light,
from the smallest moving picture theatre to
the largest road show.
Our complete line
includes a wide variety
of sizes ranging
from 1 KW to 10
KW, thereby
making
it possible to secure
the
• EXACT size outfit which your individualdemand.
requirements
You have your choice
of 60 or 110 volt equipment, with resistance for cutting down the voltage at arc, or 32 volt equipment, which is
adapted for Mazda Projector Lamp.
The UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT and the CHINESE
GOVERNMENT use Cushman Engine Generator Sets for Motion
Picture Work. Could you ask for a better recommendation?
CUSHMAN
938 N. 21st St.

MOTOR

WORKS

Lincoln, Nebraska

Film was not

as good as it is, Kodak
Park, where it is manufactured, would not be as
large as it is — and Kodak
Park is the largest photographic manufacturing
plant in the world.

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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IDOLS
in

the

u

n

u

s

T

^

GEOI(GES

CAI^PENTIER^

ertsoii'-

Coles

Super Special
jfeature

[E WDNDEI^MAN
Shown

the

Weel^oPMayl^tii
at the Hotel AstOT
Ball l^om

AND

OF

COUl^E

IS CHOSEN

ThePrecision Machine (oJnc
317-29 East 34th: St - NewYoik

1
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PROJECTORS
LASKY

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

STUDIO

- LASKY

ILASMSr

CORPORATION

0iriUIDI[(D)

1520 VINE STREET
HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

2/10/20.
Nicholas Power
90 Goia St.,
New York, U,Y.
Gentlemen

J
At

It

is

Company,

the

a pleasure

Projeotion

to

have

machines

satisfaction,
tion

for

most

heartily

and

eighteen

of

your

recommend

Maohines,

We
Power's

request

In

as

two

of

recommend

Very

a

Power *s

plant,

giving

them
day

have
for

Power's

Cassard,

do.

present

are

hours

the

I herehy

our

which

Mr.

the

best

been
two

six

in

of
opera,

years.

I

Projectors.

truly,

Supt.
NICHOLAS POWER
NCOF=iPORATED COMPANY
EDWARD
EARl_. Presidem-t
NiNETY Gold St. New York.,N.\.

of

Lasky

Laboratories.

44

No. II

JUNE

Price 15 Cents

19. 1920

7/

MOVING

ICT

FOUNDED

BY

J. P. CHALMERS

IN 1907

presenting
Special^
HO

BART

in
BOSVORTH

Below
the

Surface
A love story as overwhelming asthe ocean,
will submerge your
theatre in profits ,
Directed by IrvinVilUt, Story by Luther Reed

jz/ Q>anamountji}rlcraft
^,FAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION fi
picture

CPuhlished
Chalmers
iPuhUMng
Company
,
A Weekly. Subscription Price: United States and its Possessions, Mexico and
$5 a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post
Copyright, 1920, by the Chalmers

hy

516 d^ifth oAvenue , U^ewyorh
Cuba, $3 a year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (postpaid),
OfTlce at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Publishing Company.
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Best

the

Getting

don't have to stay in bed to keep
men
SOME
words of wisdom
asleep, and a fool, when
ever

men

were

have

either

died

we

poster,

RITCHEY

the

as

turned

out by the greatest

artists

and

expect

them

intelligently
our

words.

organization

to look

posters

that

a

to

and count the receipts
realization should come
necessity

absolute

advertising

potent

Because
with

the

the

exhibitor
the

luck

of profit
them

chance.

with

posters

poster

have
he

of the demand

is

the

a

first step
for them.

To

be

The

have

left

requires

should

the

make

always

not

them

poster

value

them.

must

should

Getting

structive work. The
voicing

the

of

them

of advertising

always

Getting

in

bring

they

value.

maximum
should

and

having

RITCHEY

maximum

them!

for

their

study

they

that

time

Every

of

truth

the

to realize

critical, and

we
eyes

with

work

our

upon

of poster

world

the

in

be

only

can

posters

and

posters

say that

we

printers

poster

intelligent

of an

When

RITCHEY

the

of

sure

are at least
audience.

attentive
such

qualities

they

So, when

since.

lon^

or failed

of the

speak

we

exhibitors

picture

motion

If such

mute!

a deaf

like

reacts

spoken,

are

to

con-

be in the

intelligent

exhibitor should insist upon having them
because he is entitled to them ! AND
HE
WILL
GET

THEM!

RITCHEY
406 WEST 31st STREET,

LITHO.
CORP.
NEW YORK
PHONE, CHELSEA 8388

N the year to come, the Famous
Corporation

will continue

Players-Lasky

to produce and dis-

tribute the majority of the motion
a!

pictures that

bring profit to the exhibitors that show
The

producing

department,

Lasky, will deliver from
nia, in England

under

them.

the direction of Mr.

studios in New

York, in Califor-

and in India, a quality of product perhaps

even better than that which

has marked

ous year that exhibitors of Paramount
experienced.
We shall make

about one hundred

the most

prosper-

Pictures ever have

and twenty piaures

a year, and will release at least two pictures every week.
A great many of these new productions

are completed.

To say that they are as strong box-office attraaions

as the

best pictures of this year is to state a fact based upon actual
observation

of the finished product.

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation enters the new year
with more friends than ever before. It has made these friends
by delivering a consistent supply of the most popular motion pictures at a fair price. It will keep these friends by
continuing to supply the demand
uine quality.
These

new

Paramount

for productions

of gen-

Pictures will be booked

on any

plan that suits the convenience

of the exhibitor.

President

'^SEFTEMBER'^
Adolph Zukor Presents a
GEORGE

FITZMAURICE

PRODUCTION

"THE RIGHT
TO LOVE"
with Mae Murray and David Powell
Photoplay by OUIDA BERGERE
A

Adapted from the play by Pierre Frondaie and Qaude Farrare
Paramount Pidture

A picture as rich in setting and costuming, as strong in appeal, and as
tremendous in box-office value as Mr. Fitzmaurice's "On With the Dance"
Adolph Zukor Presents

ELSIE

in "LADY
FERGUSON
Direaed by HUGH

ROSE'S
FORD

By Mrs. Humphry Ward
A Paramount Picture

DAUGHTER"

Scenario by Burns Mantle

Mrs. Humphry Ward's famous novel provides the best vehicle that Miss
Ferguson has ever had. Like "His House in Order" it is another triumph of
Hugh Ford's directorship
Thomas H. Ince Presents
CHARLES

RAY in "A VILLAGE
SLEUTH"
By Agnes Christine Johnston
A Thomas H. Ince Production
Direaed by Jerome Storm Photographed by Chet Lyons
A Paramount

Picture

Charlie's the hired man in a sanitarium — and a correspondence school
deteaive! That makes a story head and shoulders over any of his past
stuff. Like "Greased Lightning" and "The Girl Dodger," but funnier
Jesse L. Lasky Presents
THOMAS

MEIGHAN
in "CIVILIAN
Direaed by HUGH FORD

From the play by Thompson Buchanan
A

Paramount

CLOTHES"
Scenario by Clara S. Beranger

Picture

Thomas Meighan has become famous for his work in "The Miracle Man,"
"Male and Female" and "Why Change Your Wife?" Now a star in his
own right, in a Broadway success of proven box-office appeal, he will be
one of the really big money-makers of the year

^1

'SJRELEASES's?
Adolph Zukor Presents
DOROTHY

It

DALTON

in

Sir James Barrie's Famous Play "HALF
Direaed by Harley Knoles
A

Paramount

AN HOUR"
Scenario by Clara S. Beranger

11

Picture

A luxurious and magnificent production of the great play

m

by the author of "Male and Female" and "Peter Pan"

1

Cosmopolitan Produaions
"HUMORESQUE"

Featuring ALMA

RUBENS

Story by Fannie Hurst
Scenario by Frances Marion
A

Paramount

Direaed by Frank Borzage

Picture

i
ia

A story of mother love — with all the comedy of "Potash and Perlmutter," all the pathos of "The Music Master" and
all the heart appeal of "Madame X"
The New Art Film Company Presents
DOROTHY

GISH

in "LITTLE

s
A
Here's something out
a Princess who in the
in a lunch
and

Paramount

m

REBELLION"

by Harry drr

Scenario by Wells Hastings

1

MISS

#1

Direaed by George Fawcett
Picture

of the ordinary for Dorothy Gish. Now she is
whirligig of revolution becomes a flapjack artist
room. There's excitement, comedy
romance in every minute of it

i

I
m

m
M

Jesse L. Lasky Presents
WALLACE

REID

in "WHAT'S

YOUR

by Byron Morgan

Direaed by Sam Wood
A

Paramount

HURRY?"
Scenario by Byron Morgan

Picture

Wallie Reid's best pictures were his automobile stories — "Double Speed" and
"Excuse My Dust." Now in "What's Your Hurry?" he drives a
motor truck. It has the same zip and pep, and it beats them
both in power and speed and box-office appeal
m
J
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It EAMOUS
CORPORATION
Jd>aim zukor PLAYERS-IASKY
Pns: JESSE LLASKY
Pru. CECIL
B.D£ MTIJ.F. DireaorGtmnt
3
*-tt^^ V^cv
YORIO
•
J

^ammount

pictures

'i^OCTOBER'g
Cosmopolitan Produaions

i

"THE RESTLESS
SEX"
by Robert W. Chambers
with MARION DAVIES
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard
A Paramount Pi&ure
A sure-fire box-oflSce title, a famous author and a wonderful
a genuinely great money-maker.
It is an ultra-luxurious
Chambers' story which ran in the Cosmopolitan and later
fascinating millions of readers

cast make this
production of
in book form,
^

Jesse L. Lasky Presents
GEORGE MELFORD'S PRODUCTION

in "THE
[FATTY] ARBUCKLE
ROSCOE
From the play by Edmund Day
y| PaTaMOUnt PtdtUfC

ROUND-UP"
Scenario by Tom Forman

Roscoe Arbuckle in a full length drama! That's all you need to get the crowds.
The play was a sensation on the stage, and on the screen, with Arbuckle
in his first straight comedy role, it combines every element of success
Thomas H. Ince Presents

DOUGLAS

in "THE JAILBIRD"
Maclean
A Thomas H. Ince Produaion
A Paramount

Picture

Douglas MacLean was unanimously pronounced the brightest star in the
i
W

film firmament last year. Exhibitors who cleaned up on "234 Hours' Leave,"
"What's Your Husband Doing?"
that thisandis "Mary's
a winner Ankle" don't have to be told
WILLIAM

S. HART
in "THE CRADLE
OF
A William S. Hart Produaion
Directed and Adapted by Lambert Hillyer
A Paramount Picture

COURAGE"

William S. Hart has been producing the best pictures of his career under
his own management. First "The Toll Gate" and then "Sand!" And this
one is on the same big scale, as human, as original, as thrilling as the others
i

Jesse L. Lasky Presents
CECIL

B. DeMILLE'S

PRODUCTION

"SOMETHING
TO THINK
by Jcanie Macpherson
A Paramount Picture

ABOUT"

Elliott Dexter, Gloria Swanson, Theodore Roberts and other DcMillc
favorites ir terprct the roles of this magnificent production, which is rich in
human itercst, and carries in every scene the artistry of the producer

-s^RELEASES^
Jesse L. Lasky Presents
"A FULL HOUSE"
mth BRYANT
Scenario by Alice Eyton
A Paramount Pidlure

WASHBURN
Directed by James Cruze

An adaptation of the popular comedy by Fred Jackson. Genuinely funny,
with a unique and extraordinarily entertaining plot

MAURICE
m

m

TOURNEUR'S

"DEEP

WATERS"

from F. Hopkinson Smith's "Caleb West, Master Diver"
A Paramount Picture
A thrilling story of hazard and courage, and of the struggles and triumphs of love.
A wonderful cast interprets the deeply human charaaers
Thomas H. Ince Presents

W
i

CHARLES
Direaed by Jerome Storm

M

in "AN

OLD-FASHIONED

by Agnes Christine Johnson
Photographed by Chester Lyons
A

II
ii

RAY

Paramount

BOY"

A Thomas H. Ince Produaion

Picture

The title alone tells the story. It is a typical Charles Ray subject, and in it
he has done what is considered as some of the best and most appealing
work in his remarkable screen career

i
Jesse L. Lasky Presents

i
ETHEL

CLAYTON

in "A CITY

SPARROW"

by Kate Jordan
Direaed by Sam Wood
Scenario by Clara Genevieve Kennedy
A Paramount Picture
One of the most human and appealing parts ever played by Miss Clayton
The story is one of splendid heart interest and is filled with humor
Jesse L. Lasky Presents
"HELD BY THE ENEMY"
with Jack Holt, Agnes Ayres, Wanda Hawley and Lewis Stone
From the play by William Gillette
A

Direaed by Donald Crisp
Paramount

Picture

Scenario by Tom Forman

g>aramount

Q>icbms^^^^^^m

it
"^NOVEMBER*?^
Jesse L. Lasky Presents a
GEORGE

MELFORD

"BEHOLD

M

MY

PRODUCTION
WIFE"

from the novel, "The Translation of a Savage"
by Sir Gilbert Parker. With Mabel Julienne Scott
A Paramount

Picture

The magnificent natural scenery of the Northwest, and the richness of modern
England form highly contrasted backgrounds for an engrossing story of a man's
sacrifice for love, and of an Indian woman's development. This produaion is as
rich in box-office possibilities as it is in power and beauty.
Jesse L. Lasky Presents
ETHEL

CLAYTON

ft,

it

in "ROZANNE
OZANNE"
(Working Title)
by Cynthia Stockley
A Paramount Picture

Greater than "Poppy" this tale marks the highest art of Cynthia Stockley and the
main character is perfectly fitted to Miss Clayton's talents. It is being produced
with a wealth of investiture worthy of so strong a story plot and every effort will
be made to make it the Ethel Clayton picture de luxe, the best thing she has ever done.
Adolph Zukor Presents a
GEORGE

PRODUCTION

"IDOLS OF CLAY"
with Mae Murray and David Powell
By Ouida Bergere
A Paramount Picture

i
ml

FITZMAURICE

A picture that extends over every phase of life — the glamour of the South Seas,
the gaiety of London's Bohemia, and the vice of the lurid Limchouse District.
More spectacular than "On With the Dance."

m

Jesse L. Lasky Presents
WALLACE
Directed by James Cruze

REID in "THE CHARM
by Alice Duer Miller
A Paramount

SCHOOL"
Scenario by Tom Geraghty

Picture

From the famous "Saturday Evening Post" story of the young man who inherited a girl's
boarding academy aud turned it into a "charm school." One of the most original and
entertaining plots ever devised and filled with humor. Wallace Reid is given a chance to play
the real lover again and the supporting cast will be virtually all-star.

■^RELEASES-s?
Adolph Zukor Presents
DOROTHY

DALTON

By Charles Belmont Davis

in "A WINTER
Scenario by Rosina Henley

A Paramount

CITY FAVORITE"
(Working Title)
Direaed by Harley Knoles

Picture

The winter city is, of course, New York and the favorite is a young woman of just such
charm as Dorothy Dalton possesses. The story allows for elaborate and thrilling scenes
and provides Miss Dalton with a characterization of beauty and gripping dramatic power.
The author, brother of Richard Harding Davis,is one of America's greatest short story writers.
Thomas H. Ince Presents
ENID BENNETT
in "HER HUSBAND'S
FRIENDS"
A Thomas H. Ince Produaion
Direaed by Fred Niblo
By Marjorie Benton Cooke
A Paramount Picture
A picture about marriage — the kind of picture that rings true, with that human
touch that made "Stepping Out" and "Hairpins" so popular. Enid Bennett gives
a wonderful portrayal of the wife.

Jesse L. Lasky Presents
1

'BURGLAR

m

PROOF"
with BRYANT
By William Slavens McNutt
Directed by Maurice Campbell
A

Paramount

WASHBURN

Picture

A little different sort of picture from every angle. A story that is filled with real
humor and heart interest and one of the best characterizations ever made by Mr.
Washburn, who is supported by a cast de luxe headed by Lois Wilson.

Adolph Zukor Presents
BILLIE

BURKE
in "the frisky mrs. johnson"
(By arrangement with F. Ziegfeld, Jr.)
Direaed by Edward Dillon
Scenario by Lawrence McCloskey
A

Paramount

Picture

The famous play by Clyde Fitch made into a captivating romance of humor,
especially suitea to Miss Burke's personality. The story of a lively young widow
who amuses herself with men, but who sacrifices her reputation and jeopardizes
her chances for happiness to save the sister she loves.

P JOWtPa
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKY CORPOSATION
ZUKORJVm.
JESSE UIJkSKYW«Pn«CEaLBDEMIU£/'f7T<«rO«»«r»t

FUTURE

BESIDES

PRODUCTIONS

the productions

Oaober

and November,

to be released
the following

in September,

will be among

the

year's releases:
ROSCOE
from

[FATTY]

ARBUCKLE

the Saturday Evening

Traveling

Salesman"

from

in "The

Life of the Party"

Post story by Irvin S. Cobb,
the famous

play by James

"The
Forbes

and "Brewster's Millions," George
novel and play.

Barr McCutcheon's

"ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS"
from
story by Ben Ames Williams.

the Saturday Evening

JOHN BARRYMORE
in "Amos
novel by John Ames Mitchell.

Judd"

ENID
BENNETT
in "I Wonder
Thomas H. Ince Productions.

from

If" and

famous

Post

the well-known

"The

Incubus,"

SIR JAMES BARRIE'S "Peter Pan," "What Every Woman
Knows" and "The Little Minister" in which Maude Adams has
starred for many years. These will be produced as big special
productions.
"CAMILLE,"

Dumas'

famous

novel which

has been a starring

vehicle for the world's greatest aaresses.
SYDNEY

CHAPLIN

"THE
novel.

CONQUEST

"THE

CURSE

WILLIAM

OF

in "One
OF

Hundred

CANAAN"

WEALTH"

DeMILLE'S

"Conrad

Million."

from

by Cosmo

Booth

Tarkington's

Hamilton.

In Quest of His Youth,"

Thomas Meighan; from Leonard Merrick's famous
"His Friend and His Wife" by Cosmo Hamilton.
DOROTHY
DALTON
E. Phillips Oppenheim.

in "Jeanne

of the

with

novel; and

Marshes"

by

ELSIE

FERGUSON

in "Sacred

Bennett's play, in which
the stage in New York.
"GOOD

FOR

THE

Miss

SOUL"

and

Ferguson

"HER

OWN

Lane

in "Lucid

York"

by Cosmo

Swann.

was adapted from the

Intervals"

and

"Yancona

H. Ince productions.

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
novel by Albert Payson
GEORGE

by George

from the successful play by Mark

MacLEAN

Yillies," Thomas

starring on

melodrama

"IS MATRIMONY
A FAILURE.?" which
Continental comedy by Leo Ditrichstein.
DOUGLAS

Arnold

Deland.

in "The Princess of New

MONEY"

Love,"

has been

by Margaret

"THE GREAT
DAY," the Drury
R. Sims and Lewis N. Parker.
VIOLET HEMING
Hamilton.

Profane

in "The Frontier of the Stars" from the
Terhune, directed by Charles Maigne.

MELFORD'S

productions,

"The

Jucklins"by

Reid; "The Faith Healer" by William Vaughan
"The Old Homestead," with Theodore Roberts.

Opie

Moody,

and

"THE NEW
YORK
IDEA" Langdon Mitchell's play in which
Mrs. Fiske attained her greatest success.

"THE NIGHT
HAWK"
by Edgar Jepson.

from

the novel

and successful play

"PETER
IBBETSON"
DuMaurier's novel, which in its
dramatic form was one of the most successful pieces in which
John
"THE

and Lionel

Barrymore

QUARRY"

from

"THE SIXTY-FIRST
Johnson.

have ever appeared.

the novel by John

SECOND"

GEORGE
LOANE
TUCKER'S
presented by Mayflower.
"THE
play.

WITCHING

HOUR"

from

the novel

production

Augustus

S. Moroso.
by Owen

"Ladies Must

Thomas'

most

Live"

popular

m
These Pictures can be booked

at the following exchanges

m
Boston, Ma.$s.
New Haven, Conn.
New York, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
AJbany, N.Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Washington, D. C.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Detroit, Mich.
Chicago, 111.

m

m,
m

Minncafx-jlis, Minn.
Kansas City, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Dcs Moines, la.
Omaha, Neb.
Atlanta, Ga.
New Orleans, La.
Dallas, Texas
Oklahoma City, Okla.
f^iarlotte, N. C.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, O.)lo.
San Francisco, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
Portland, Ore.
Toronto, Ont.
Montreal, Que.
St. John,
N. B.
Winnipeg

'j v

m

Calgary

m

Vancouver
Toronto, Ont.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp>oration
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Ojrporation
Famous PlayervLasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Cc^rporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Coqjoration
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Scjuthern Enterprises, Inc.
Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Playcrs-Li>jky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
Famous Lasky Film Service, Ltd.

8 Shawm ut Street
132 Meadow Street
729 Seventh Avenue
145 Franklin Street
33 Orange Street
1219 Vine Street
421 Tenth Street, N. W.
1018 Forbes Street
Pioneer & Broadway
811 Prospect Avenue
63 Eliiabeth Street
845 South Wabash Avenue
608 First Avenue, N.
2024 Broadway
3929 Olive Street
415 West 8th Street
204 South 13th Street
51 Luckie Street
814 Perdido Street
1S>02 Commerce Street
128 West 3rd Street
24 West 4th Street
133 East 2nd So. Street
1747 Welton Street
821 Market Street
112 West 9th Street
2017-19 Third Avenue
14 Nonh Ninth Street
206 Victoria Street
6 McGill Qjllege Avenue
8 Mill Street, White Building
221 McDermott Ave., Atkins Bldg.
310 8th Ave., Princess Theatre Block
61 Central Bldg., 553 Granville St.
208 Victoria Street

'M

i.

m
,'J„\. . J

J V.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
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SOME
knew
chauffeur.

in
By George Barr McCutcheon
Directed by Thomas Heffron
Scenario by Walter Woods

him as Tommy
Trotter,
Others bowed to him as

Lord Eric Temple. Which
which was the man?

and

1527

was

the mask,

It's a love story, one of the strangest
most fascinating ever screened. The

notable cast includes Lois Wilson,
dore Kosloff and J. M. Dumont.

Theo-
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Presents

Reid

'
d
be
j
aftQidure
ter
j^r
amo
ck
Qar
iunl
S

didn't want

to testify in

a big divorce scandal— so
he played sick.

And then when his nurse—
Bebe Daniels- came along, he
didn't want

WORLD

to get well! "What

a heart!" said the doctor when
she kissed him !
It's another

of those joyous
rollicking Wallie Reid comedies that the whole family
revels in. It was a big hit on
the stage, and on the stage
they couldn't

do half!

1
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You

Out

Other

The

Let's talk some English without chewing the words. What are
any of the various producer and distributor crowds giving you
when they sell you a franchise?
In addition to paying for hollow, valueless franchises you also pay
for the pictures they cover — many of them pictures you wouldn't
buy unless the franchise forced you to do so.
Associated Producers, Inc., isn't franchising or sub-franchising
anything or anyone.
Seven powerful producers — and
all the bridges that linked them
irrevocably together for a long
will enable any exhibitor who

there will be others —
to other organizations
term of years. Their
wishes to be free and

have burned
and banded
productions
independent

to hold his theatre and escape any organization's franchise yoke.
With our first release September 12th we guarantee a minimum
of thirty of the most powerful productions the industry has ever
known.
You do not have to be owned, controlled or throttled by us to get
our productions. We have always believed and still believe that
powerful pictures, independently and cleanly sold, guarantee the
success and independence of any theatre.
The chief value of a franchise is that it makes you "human collateral"
for the organization that sells you the franchise and that once
securely franchised you can be — have been — and will be sold out
by selfish individuals who measure you only from your dollar values
to themselves.

THOMAS
GEORGE

H. INCH
LOANE

MACK
TUCKER

SENNETT

MARSHALL

MAURICE

Associated
NEW

NEILAN

ALLAN

TOURNEUR

J. PARKER

Producers,

Inc.

YORK CITY

DWAN

READ, JR.

Oppoiiu

nines

for Inexpensive
^xpioifation
Ulan Anij Picture

of Hie

UNITED
AUTKTS
CQRPOUAnON
MABY
PICKFODD • CHABXIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLA5 FAIRBANKS I):^ GRIFFITH: ^
HIRAM ADKAMS , Goiei^l M^ua^-

Veer

},

fie G^rcate^t Xbt/e cftori/
Written
^ver

Ld touching
of coantle^/6
the

country

hearts

the

thoudandd
over

today

DORIS
KEANE
In Edward

Slieldons

Celebrated

Plax*

ROMANGE

DirectecL ,

L

aNITED AaXKTS
CORPORATION
MARY

PrCt^OTO

CHARLIE CHAPUM
DOUGLAS EATDMNKS
D.^GDIFFITU
HICAM ABRAM§, General Maiid^er
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STATE

RIGHTS

"VANI

SHING

15 EPISODES
of thrilling pictures produced
byT
the R
forenio.st
.serial
producers.
AI
L
S"
Territories Sold
New York State, North of Westchester
DOOLEY EXCHANGE
445 South Warren Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Georgia,
North and
SouthFlorida,
CarolinaAlabama,
and Tennessee
SOUTHEASTERN PICTURES CORP.
Atlanta, Ga.
Eastern Pennsylvania
METRO FILM EXCHANGE
Philadelphia, Pa.
Michigan
STRAND FEATURES. Inc.
Detroit, Mich.
Louisiana and Mississippi
SOUTHELASTERN PICTURES CORP.
New Orleans, La.
Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas
SPECIALTY FILM COMPANY
Dallas, Texas
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia
and Virginia
EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
Washington, D. C.
Foreign Rights
DONALD CAMPBELL
130 West 46th Street, New York City
C.\NYOiN PICTURES CORP.
1.30 WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

COL.

WILLIAM

N.

SELIG

in his studio where real serials come from. There are some good territories still open where wide awake exchangemen may cash in on
this .serial which features

FRANKLYN

FARNUM

AND

MARY
The

story written by WILLIAM
IS A KNOCKOUT

CANYON
130 WEST

ANDERSON

PICTURES

46th STREET

E. WING

CORP.
NEW

YORK

CITY
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N

SEOULDER

ALL THIS TALK-and proof-of the big
producing organizations buying up key theatres
and driving the small owner and non^monop'
oly producer to the wall there is one fact
that sticks out like a sore finger— you can
corner anything in this world except braitis.
Just so long as brains will continue

to make

better pictures than merely

you— be

you big owner

money,

or small owner — need not be

afraid that you can't pull the crowds and do
the business, if you have the best pictures in
town, people can't stay away from your
theatre— and all the advertising of the monopoly outfit can't alter the fact — it simply isn't
human nature.
Read Universal's latest announcement on the
following two pages. These forty-eight
pictures were made by a non-monopolizing
organization for any-and-every theatre in the
land — made

with

the brains and

the expe-

rience that mere money can't buy—made to
be your pictures with which successfully to
fight monopoly — made
in town.

to be the best pictures

mi

THE
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V

New

mvdi^^t^

CARL
LAEMMLE
Offers for the Season 1920-1921 a
NEW

STAR
SERIES
Comprising Forty-Eigiit Remarkable

UNIVERSAL

CAREY'S first,
HARRY
"BLUE STREAK McCOY,"
released July 2Gth, directed
by Reeves Eason, is exactly the kind of
picture in which this fine and vigorous
actor has made his greatest hits — full
of hard riding and fast fighting, picked
out with that genuinely human humor
which keeps CAREY in a class by himself. Seven more of the same kind to
follow — the country can't get enough of
HARRY CAREY.

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

success
of stage
A GRE
and ATthen,yearback
to the infinitely bigger audience of the
screen comes bewitching CARMEL
MYERS, where millions of admirers will
welcome her first on August 23rd in a
delightful heart-appeal feature called,
"IN FOLLY'S TRAIL," directed by Rollin Sturgeon from the story by Kathcrine Lieser Robbins.

first
Great theForty
relea
the day—
12thofis The
Y se
JUL
Eight, and the first of eight
FRANK MAYO productions, full of action and red-blooded romance. "THE
RED LANE," directed by Lynn Reynolds, who made one of your last-year's
biggest money-getters — "The Brute
Breaker," and who will give you another
just like it in this great Canadian border-smuggling story by the famous
author, Holman Day.
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WRmER

t

BROS

J5;esent
OF

LAVGH

PRODUCERS

UT
raERO-N
An „
Altitude record
breaker
in Comedy

Someifim^

Afeaz—a

Comedy

in the ///*.• Lau^hj*
pkiyed
am
Thri/h
one
a ftet another

w/thouta

/et-up.

EL

COMEDIES

A YEAR

A.H.BLANK ENTERPRISES DES,MOINES
IOWA - NEBRASKA - KANSAS
ALLSTAR FEATURES DIST S
SAN FRAKCISCO
NEVADA- HAWAII & NORTHERN CAL.
FIRST NAT. EXH.EXC.
NORTHERN OHIO

CLEVEUND

H.LIEBERCO.
INDIANA

INDIANAPOLIS

FIRST NAT EXH. EXC.
PITTSBURGH
W. PENNSYLVANIA & W.VIRGINIA

CRITERION FILM SERVICE
ATLANTA
GEORGIA- ALABAMA-FLORIDA- N.&S. CAROLINA

FIRST NAT EXH. EXC.
KENTUCKY &TENN.

LOUISVILLE

GRAND CENTRAL FILM CO.
EASTERN MISSOURI

FIRST NATEXH.EXC.
SOUTHERN OHIO

CINCINNATTl

FIRST NAT.EXH. EXC.
ARIZONA -SOUTHERN

LOS ANCELES
CAL.

FIRST NAT. EXH.EXC.
ILLINOIS

St LOUIS

ROBBINS FILM CO.
UTICA N.Y.
UPPER NEW YORK STATE

CHICAGO

FIRST NAT. EXH.EXC.
KANSAS
WESTERN MISSOURI

CITY

ELECTRICTHEATRE SUPPIY CO
PHILADEIPHIA
E.PENNSYLYAIIM-DIST.COL-MAR/LAND-DELAWARE-VIKINIA
TRUE FILM CO.
TEXAS-OKUHOMA

WARNER
220

W.42S
FOREIGN

BROS.

ST. - NEW YORK
CITY
RIGHTS AVAILABLE

ONCE
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f
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judgment

and

>^eai's
of Gxpen'ence
Lewis
cJ. Selznick
are

reflected

in

every
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cJhe
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FEATURE
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f[[|^j pictures)
C~1hG Relea^9e
Toi^e BeGnli) axtm^

rlle
C'ha
lin
aiap
in

^/BEH

IND

CHflPLIN

Heavilij Featured
at tke
CRITEI^ION

and

1^1 VOL

I

On ISewYork's Gaij White Waij

CLAQl^-COBNtUUX
CODPOPATION

BUTING
DISTRI
UBUC .ZrzZ
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F^SyJ?rh^^
or
DirectZ^
ory T^l
Advis
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LEVISSEVENJ.THSELZN
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NEW
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729
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BRITON

//

(REPUBLIC

PICTURES
7
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UUKHUiON
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in
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ALLCOOD
PICTURESCORR
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iwJOS. A.COLDEN
^tten andDirectfid-by
in
d"
The SeiiaL of Sixpcxiorilij
PIPTEEN TWO-REEL
EACM EPISODE A

EPISODES
FEATURE

REPUBLIC
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
LEVIS J. SELZNICK Advisory Director
DRTTON N. DUSCH.Dresictoit
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK
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A

GREAT

FRANCO-

WHEN

W

PIERRE
Is the

FRANCO

-

AME

REALIZED

COMBINED
A

Great

A

Splendid

An

I

SOCIETE

EFFORTS
American

Clever

A

First-class

A

Great
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French

French

Actress

French

American

A

Actor

American

Experienced
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Director

Cameraman
Cast

Dramatist
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FRANCO-AMERICAN

ARNOLD

JULIA
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STAFF
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MME.
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46,

RUE
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HALLMARK

THE

MOST

SENSATIONAL

OF

THE

s\m\
JTDANGE

AND

ATTRACTION

CURRENT

mom
FArCINATING

J UPCf

SEASON

^
.
,
Jefm

VITH ANALiyTARCArT
HEADED BY
CUlRfANDEPraN
and
HAPR/CAPTEP

0*^
I

0
0

MORE
15 SMASHING

THRILLS— DEEPER
MYSTERY— SWIFTER
ACTION
THAN ALL SERIALS COMBINED
EPISODES
15 WEEKS OF CROWDED HOUSES

NOW

READY

FOR

HALLMARK

IMMEDIATE
AT ALL

BOOKING
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H U L E T T E
PENNIMPORT
ANNOUNCES
that it will distribute the entire product of
Hallmark Pictures Corporation
FOR THE FOREIGN MARKET
IN PREPARATION
A

WESTERN
SERIAL
(15 EPISODES)
READY ABOUT
starring JULY 15TH
Jack Hoxie and Marin Sais
A

DETECTIVE

MYSTERY
SERIAL
starring
Billie Rhodes and Trueman Van Dyke
Ready for Immediate Distribution
EIGHT
(8) FEATURES
with such well-known stars as
Florence Billings, Marguerite Marsh,
Henry Walthall, Anna Lehr,
Grace Darling, Mary Alden
Get in touch with us for list of productions
and make your offer for your territory.
Penn Import and Export Company
DIVISION OF FILMS
128 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
Cable Address: PENNIMPORT— All Codet Telephone: Bryant 7498
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the press
THIS is whatrdin
g this
says rega
Edition:
RE-CREATED

of

and Delicacy

R'S
SKINNE
SUIT
DRESS-

" Millions read the story
in the Saturday Evening
Post, Tens of Millions
will see it on the Screen"

— "A
Starring

Bryant

Master-piece Lit by

Wit and Delicious Deli-

Washburn

cacy; 120% Success" —
— "A Gem, Sounds Out a
Peal that Will Be Heard
for Many a Long Day" —
— "Sparkling Performance,
Spontaneous Fun, Rarest

— "Certain
and Deserved Sucof Treats"—
cess, aReal Joy" —
—"Spirited Comedy Full of

PRODUCED

Bubbling Joy"—
— "Big, Lavish, Dazzlingly

BY ESSANAY

State Right

VICTOR

Scintillating"—
— "It Is Extravaganza

Distributor

KREMER

130 West 46th Street,

— "Triumph

Headlong

De

and

Luxe"—

New York
— "Rings Out

Right Mer-

Gay"—
— "Scintillating"—
rily"-
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WANT!

STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

Announcing

MURIEL

OSTRICHE

A

Clever

well-known

laughable

and

and
entertaining

capable

themes

star

IN

HIGH-CLASS

TWO

REEL

s

COMEDIE
Distributed
ARROW
W.

by

ARVID

GILLSTROM.

CORPORATION

E. SHALLENBERGER,

220 WEST

Directed

FILM

by

42ND

STREET,

Well-known
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comedy

director
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CHESTER

MERMAID

NAUON

COMEDIES

COMEDIES

We offer Four series of comedies which have met Educational quality standard :
Chester Comedies feature animals and remarkable child actors, combining mirth and amazing feats.
Rapid fire fun and pretty girls will always be found in Mermaids.
Johnny Hines is the star in the "Torchy" series, from Sewell Ford stories.
Each of these series will be released monthly.
Christie Comedies will be released semi'monthly, with Bobbie Verne n, Fay Tincher and the Follie Girls Featured.
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LAUGHS

COMEDIES

COMEDIES

Instead of addition of comedies lessening emphasis on our scenic, travel and educational subjects, releases of il es
have been considerably increased.
There will be a Robert C. Bruce Scenic every two'weeks, alternating with a Screenic.
Chester' Outings will be released weekly.
' Specials" will be provided frequently and additional series will be ready within a short time.
All product is released through Educational Exchanges in twcnty'four cities.
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ROBERTSON^COLE
SUPER

S

FECIAL

incessant demand
rpO supply the
for "something new" in motion
pictures requires continuous effort
and a thorough canvass of public
opinion.
GEORGES
CARPENTIER
IN

The Wonder

Man"

is the result of an unprecedented demand from both
the leading exhibitors of
America and the public.

DIRECTED
Inhn

A

MILLION

DOLLAR

BY

G. Adolfi

ATTRACTION

ROBE

RTSON-COLE

SUPER

ALBERT

—

CAPELLANI

^^THE

SPECiAL

Presents

Starring
FORTU
NE

TELLER^^

Marjorie
Rambeau
To build up a reputati t xhibitor who plays nothing but the ht>t iw
firsthand krii '
success of til

t i ; le kind ot pictures thepubhc demands. Thv
- drama on the stage — and the Picture surpjs-.

ROBERTSON
SUPER

—

- COLE

SPECIAL

mm"

Wf0

Newspaper crirics. tr.ide
iTiaya:ine critics, leading
exluhitors, and, most important ('fall, the public
■arc unaniiii. ■ i •> i . \r)
metulini; tii
cin.itini'

fin
W

GASNIER
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The

I 'i]''

LEW

CODY

"BUTTERFLY
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MAN"

NICOLE

OBERTSO
_=—
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SPECIAL

this master
More than 4000 bt America's leading exhibitors are playing every picture starring
e they
otherwis
office,
box
the
at
winner
t
consisten
a
proving
is
he
actor of the screen. And
such
only
portray
will
a
would n-.t Tronic each r.n<l every production. In the future H.yakaw
nibitorspecials— which meat.
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CLAIM
DEV1L»S
HE
for. From coast to coast
hoped
we
than
success
his latest masterpiece, has proved even a greater
and from border to border it has scored repeatedly.
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Eastern Pennsylvania
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and Southern New

EASTERN
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Street,
New

Philadelphia
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Church

Jersey

PICTURES

MICHAEL
Vine

Jersey

Gen'I Mgr.

SCREEN-ART

1331

New

as follows:
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M. H. HOFFMAN,
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York and Northern
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COMPANY

RIFKIN

Street,

Boston

First Class Distribution by Reputable and Experienced Distributors is being
Established Throughout the Country for

AMERICAN
Pictures
WATCH

CINEMA

that Satisfy Any

FOR

AMERICAN

411

Audience,

FURTHER

CINEMA

WALTER
FIFTH

PICTURES

NIEBUHR,
AVENUE,

Anywhere

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CORPORATION
President
NEW

YORK
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Franchise

Arthur S. Kane

in George M. Cohan's famous
45

Minutes

everywhere

presents

CHARLES

RAY
Broadway

from

success

Broadway

This is the first of a series of independently made pictures, every
one of which will be a tremendous box-office asset.
Charles Ray is himself a big drawing card, and with the money
being spent on stories and production, the pictures will be
irresistible:
They're

Money

If There

Ever

First National

^0^

Makers

Were

2
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Convention

One

WRITING in Cleveland in the morning hours of Thursday, June 10, and estimating what may be contained
in the coming day or two as judged by what has happened in Cleveland for the three preceding days, it is no large
statement to say that the exhibitors of the United States have
formed a genuine organization.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, while at
this moment of writing does not possess a constitution and
by-laws or a board of permanent officers, is a fact. The
hundreds of exhibitors gathered in Cleveland from every
quarter of the country settled the question of permanency
and singleness of purpose on the first day of the sessions.
As was remarked by Willard C. Patterson, one of the

Worthy

WORLD

of

the

Name

through the mutations of business or politics has been challenged, were unanimous in their praise of the courtesy and fairness with which they were met. And in every case the committee stretched a point and admitted the challenged to full
membership.

try it, and see how many he can get to go along with him."
The gathering has been remarkable for many reasons. One
of the upstanding factors is the number of picture showmen
in attendance. And that, too, in spite of the factional squabbles
that marked the pre-convention period. One of the men
prominent in the convention suggested that had it not been for
the ill-advised and unauthorized calling of a counter-convention at the Hotel Cleveland there would have been hundreds
more present.
Another factor was the determination of the exhibitors to
keep things moving along straight lines. There were stormy
moments, many of them, but it was any man's convention, any
minute and every minute. If there was a steam roller in
operation its guidance was in the hands of the more than half
a thousand men on the floor. The convention was its own
steam roller. Of politics there was a-plenty. There is no
question about that. But the men of the larger influence were
determined there should be a square deal. Naturally, toes
were stepped on, but it was always the majority that indulged
in the treading operation.
For once in the history of m.otion picture exhibitor conventions the men nominally in control were persons of vision.
They know that to build securely there must be a respect for
the principle of the Golden Rule. In no one way was this
fact better exemplified than in the proceeding for the committee of arrangements, known better as the Committee of
Twenty-seven. Here were men drawn from all quarters of
the country, few of whom had ever before met those with
whom they were associated.
Old-timers, whose eligibility

One of the notable incidents of the convention was the
admission of Marcus Loew to the floor with voice and vote.
The committee had decided Mr. Loew should be given the
privilege of sitting with the New York delegation. The convention accepted the suggestion of one member that surely
seven hundred exhibitors should not be afraid of one, and admitted Mr. Loew to membership. In another column will be
found some of the interesting things Mr. Loew said to the
exhibitors assembled.
Praise is due the men who through thick and thin have
plodded steadily ahead to make possible the result of the work.
Sydney S. Cohen and Sam Bullock are two of these. Yet,
during the proceedings they kept practically aloof from the
debates on the floor. Others deserving of praise for the
outcome were the men composing the committee of three sent
by the Patterson convention to Cleveland to make arrangements for co-operation with the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners- — Messrs. Kress, Farley and Van Pragg. To those
Patterson adherents, confused by the smoke of the preceding
works, they made clear the exact situation, told them of the
hearty co-operation of the Cleveland men.
The convention, too, was fortunate in its presiding officer.
Henry H. Lustig stands second to none in ability to any man
who has wielded a gavel over exhibitor gatherings. He is
clear headed and just — and he knows the ways of parliamentarians. Seconding Mr. Lustig was Ben Sawyer, veteran of
eleven years in the lower house of the Ohio legislature. The
convention was notable, too, in the calibre of the men who
attended.
There was an unusual number of able speakers, of men
who could think on their feet and who maintained their
temper in tense moments.
No convention of motion picture men ever listened to
happier speeches than those delivered on Wednesday afternoon by former Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane
and Senator James J. Walker. Both the men, orators in the
full and in the best sense of the abused word, could not help
feeling inspired by the character and size of the gathering
they were addressing. The effect of the infelicitous and
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figures of the convention, on the evening of the first day : "If
anybody thinks he can stage a bolt here, let him go out and
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embarrassing remarks uttered by Mr. Rembusch at the conclusion ofthe speech of Senator Walker was largely obliterated
by the tactful motion of Mr. Goldberg of Maryland.
The attendance of m;n prominent in the industry was
unusual. Not even the annual session of the National Association of the ]\Iotion Picture Industry could account for the
presence of so many producers, distributors, exchangemen and
salesmen. They came prepared to meet a crowd and were
Paul

Chalfin,

Noted

Architect,

Enters

WORLD
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not disappointed. The convention lias made motion picture
history. It is not necessary to wait i.ntil the completion of the
organization to say this with safety. If nothing more is
accomplished than what two days have brought forth, the
statement is true.
Greetings and salutations to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.
GEORGE BLAISDELL.
the

Production Department of Famous Players
IN accordance with its plans to fill the of i;30,000 against Gus Hill, Inc., before
ranks of its organization with leaders Supreme Court Justice McCook, for injuries that destroyed the sight of an eye.
in every phase of motion picture production the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- The accident occurred during a performporation announces that Paul Chalfin, one
ance of "Mutt and Jeflf" at Gallipolis, Ohio,
of the foremost authorities in this country in February, 1918, when there was a flareback from a weapon the plaintiff had to
in the field of architecture, interior dec- discharge.
oration and landscape gardening, will go
to California in about three weeks where
he will ciation
workwith Cecil
at the B.Lasky
studio in assoDeMille.
Negotiations with Mr. Chalfin were open- I Thousands Piled on Table
ed by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
When Money Is Solicited I
of Famous Players-Lasky, in charge of proI Cleveland, 3:25 p. M., June 10, 1920. |
duction,
some
time
before
the
latter's
departure for Europe, and the announcement
intense enthusiasm |
of his engagement was made by Adolph 5THE ever most
witnessed at an exhibitor f
Zukor just prior to his departure for Cleveland to attend the meeting of the National I gathering was seen here this morn- |
Association of the Motion Picture Industry. 1 ing when a call was sounded for the |
of a new organi- |
In addition to being a leading figure in I immediateMenfinancing
and women from all |
the field of art and architecture, Mr. Chal- I1 zation.
parts of the country crowded to the |
fin is an expert in determining the authenticity of antiques and often is called into I speaker's table and piled $15,000 in |
consultation by leading collectors and im- I cold cash before him. Contributions |
porters. He was graduated from Harvard 1 ranged from $5 to thousands — Marcus |
in the class of 1898, after which he studied i Loew, $2,000; Charles H. Miles, of 1
I Detroit, ^,000; John F. Kunsky, $500. |
at theat Art
in New
York I Oklahoma was first with $500. New |
and
the Students'
Ecole des League
Beaux .\rts
in Paris.
Later he painted portraits under the tutel- i York and Michigan followed with 1
age of James McNeil Whistler of his Lon- I $1,000, and Pennsylvania with $1,500. |
don studio and spent three years at the I The attack made earlier in the |
American Academy in Rome, where he won 1 session on a pamphlet circulated by |
I Alfred S. Black, charging personal |
the Lazarus scholarship in 1909.
I gain for Messrs. Cohen, Berman, f
Prominent in College Work.
Lustigreel
andplay,
Herrington
in ||
an advertising
was called
Returning to this country, he was instruc- II O'Reilly.
tor in architecture at Columbia University I .by Mr. Berman that "Last gasp of the |
in 1902 and 1903 and was curator of the I octupus." A resolution of confidence |
Oriental section at the Museum of Fine 1 in the men attacked was passed. |
Arts, Boston, from 1903 to 1906. His prin- I Enthusiasm is rife. No spirit like 1
cipal work in New York in recent years has I it was ever seen before. A real |
been the designing of the city decorations 1 national organization is already under |
I
for the welcome of troops returning from I way.
the great war; the decorations and general scheme of the great Heroland Bazaar
at the Grand Central Palace in the Winter of 1918, and the remodeling of MacPathe's Far East Agent Is
Dougall Alley for the Alley Fiesta held
in America to Investigate
there in May, 1917.
In commenting upon his entrance into
ntative
represe
foreign in
z, arrived
Schwarthas
LH;0
the motion picture field, Mr. Chalfin called
New York
jorN Pathe,
trom Java and the Fast East, where he
attention to the fact that the leading figures in literature and in other branches
has lived for the past twenty-two years.
of the fine arts are turning their attention
.
z's
to America
visit weeks
Mr. Schwart
This
He is will
remain forfirstthree
and
to the films. "The time has come," he said,
"when the work of men like Barrie and while here will look into theatrical conHenry Arthur Jones should have an attenditions, investigating the methods and
tion as serious and as highly considered as equipment of our theatres. On his return
has been their work in literature.
to Java, Mr. Schwartz will introduce many
of the ideas he will have absorbed while
"It is the time
architects
and on
artists
the here.
their work
to step forward tofor put
screen in suitable and proper settings.
In addition to representing Pathe in the
arn entering the motion picture field in aI Far East, Mr. Schwartz owns and conducts
spirit of co-operation, with
to be several theatres in Batavia, Soerabaya and
of assistance in establishinga desire
the motion
Samaraing, in the Dutch East Indies. He
picture as one of the permanent expres- has heard reports in his territories that
sions of artistic feeling."
American producing companies will invade
the theatrical field in the East Indies and
erect their own theatres there.
Dealy Awarded $30,000 Verdict
Up to the present time the theatres of the
James J. Dealy, 50 Cathedral Parkway, East have not been the most pretenticus
an assistant director at the New York stu- and substantial possible, but now motion
dios of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- pictures are so popular they are erecting
poration, has just been awarded a verdict more commodious buildings of concrete

material. Altogether there is a great boom
this year in the building line.
Far East Fans Demand the Best.
.American films are in great demand all
through the East, he says, and the people
demand the best pictures it is possible to
obtain. Mr. Schwartz while in this country
will negotiate the purchase of photoplays
for distribution in the Far East.
The people of the East are partial to
serials, westerns and pictures with plenty
of action. They are familiar with the
players and speak of them as intimately as
they do in America. They ask for their
favorite and demand them until they get
what they want.
More Criminal Prosecutions
for Fraudulent Tax Returns

the filing
courts
cured in the
seons foralready
convicti
two
WITH
nt income tax returns,
of fraudule
the Bureau of Internal Revenue has inaugurated aseries of investigations which,
it is believed, will lead to other criminal
prosecutions. In the cases already tried
fines of as high as $3,000 and imprisonment
for one year were imposed, and in one case
$32,000 in additional taxes was recovered.
"The policy of the bureau will be to pursue tax frauds
officials
the
bureau
declaredrelentlessly,"
in discussing
the ofcases.
"In the checking up of returns evidence
to show fraud will be followed by thorough investigation which will be continued
until the persons involved are brought to
justice. This, in fairness to the man who
honestly pays his share of the common
levy, is the only course possible.
Act Before Prosecution.
"Taxpayers who have not met the full
requirements of the income tax laws
should not wait until discovery is made by
a revenue officer. There is a great difference between the self-discovered tax
delinquent and the tax evader discovered
by the bureau. The time for oflfers of compromise is before discovery by a government official."
Alice Brady Not to Desert
Stage for Motion Pictures

anBradytheshestage
.Micedesert
from not
nounces she will
IN a statement
for one year to devote her time exclusively to the screen as previously reported, but after
a month's
and
the completion
of one
picture, vacation,
will reappear
on the stage in the autumn.
"I have no idea of devoting myself exclusively to either the screen or the stage,
but intend combining the two as I have
Miss from
Brady.
feelstage
that
Ibeen
havedoing,"
much says
to learn
both"I the
and the screen, and I believe in making the
most of my opportunities. Following the
close everofAfter"
my I season
in Chicago
shall devote
a month into"Forrest
and will then make one big picture before
resuming my theatrical work early next
season. I have one play by Harrj- Chapman Ford which has already been tried
out with satisfactory results, and in addition have several other plays in which I
may appear during the season."
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Victory

Picture Theatre

Owners

of America — Taft, Lane and Cohen Presidential Possibilities — Loew Seated —
Zukor Answers Charge — Lustig Made Chairman — Will Go Down in
as "The Patterson Movement"
five. Texas, New Jersey, South Dakota, Indiana, Arkansas,
and
scrappy.
Missouri
— all were there, each unit organized, informed
|
dent
Presi
d
Electe
Cohen
y
Sydne
I
The guns of the convention, turned since Tuesday upon
I
(By Wire to Moving Pirliire World.)
1
I
Cleveland, 4.23 P. M., June 10, 1920.
| all producers-exhibitors, all are still smoking.
Mr. Loew, given a seat with voice and vote among the
I ^T^HE following officers were unanimously elected | New York delegates, made a defence of his producing acI I
at the closing session today : president, Sydney |
tivities on Wednesday afternoon, saying: "It was the perI
S. Cohen of New York; first vice-president, |
centage bugaboo which drove me into producing pictures. I
I C. C. Grif?in of San Francisco; second vice-president, | called Richard Rowland of Metro on the telephone immediately after a certain producer had left my office, saying
I Joseph Hopp of Chicago ; third vice-president, Willard |
I C. Patterson of Atlanta ; fourth vice-president, Charles | that I would be obliged to play all his pictures on the perI W. Gates of Aberdeen, S. D. ; treasurer, E. T. Peter of |
centage basis next year."
I Dallas ; executive secretary, Sam Bullock of Cleveland; |
Zukor Replies to Charges.
I recording secretary, M. M. Van Praag of Kansas. |
I Executive Committee (one member for each supply |
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky, issued
I zone) : Buffalo, N. Y., A. C. Hayman ; Albany, N. Y., |
Tuesday night, June 8, saying that he was willI W. H. Linton ; Boston, Ernest H. Horstmann ; Newark, | a statement
ing at any time to confer with a committee representing
I N. J., Joseph Stern; Philadelphia, John S. Evans; | all exhibitors, and that he had been forced to enter the exI Pittsburgh, Henry Poke ; Washington, D. C, C. E. |
hibiting field because a large group of exhibitors had indiI Whitehurst; Cleveland, H. H. Lustig; Detroit. J. C. |
rectly gone into producing, and shut ofif their screens from
I Ritter ; Inndianapolis, Frank J. Rembusch ; Cincinnati, |
pictures.
I Dr. Alexander ; Charlotte, N. C, Roland Hill ; Atlanta, | hisMr.
Zukor and William Fox were the only producers who
I Jake Wells ; New Orleans, Mr. Bettercourt ; Chicago, | failed to meet the Committee of Seventeen appointed at
I W. D. Burford; Minneapolis, W. A. Steffes ; Mil- | the Chicago conference for the purpose of coming to New
I waukee, Fred Seegert ; Omaha, A. R. Pramer; New | York and ascertaining the intentions of every producer as
I Haven, H. Kanter ; Kansas City, Charles Burke ; Okla- | to owning or operating theatres.
I homa City, Ralph Talbot ; Dallas, A. W. Lilly ; Denver, |
The report of the Committee of Seventeen, delivered by
I M. C. Kellogg : Los Angeles, Glenn Harper ; San Fran- | its chairman, Frank J. Rembusch, to the convention on the
I cisco, Daniel S. Markowitz.
| afternoon of its opening, was in itself an indication of the
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
grip the exhibitors intended taking on "the producer-ex(By mire to Moving Picture World)
hibitor octopus." It contained not only the answers given
Cleveland, June 9, 1920.
by the producers in New York to the question : "Are you
going to get out of the exhibiting business?" but an outline
THE tablets of stone are smashed, the old traditions of of
the organization for a new national body.
transgressions of exhibitors' conventions are broken,
Included in this embryo platform was the plank that the
and by a machine of exhibitor making, their own conpresident of the new organization be an outsider to the film
vention steam roller. Out of the ruck of infernal parliaindustry and a "great American." Ex-President William
mentary machines, this new engine emerged and is even
now sweeping down the stretch to victory. Assembled at Howard Taft was mentioned, but Franklin K. Lane, former
the Hotel Winton, Cleveland, for the purpose of gaining secretary of the interior, loomed up big following his address to the convention Wednesday afternoon. Joe Hopp
theatre independence and eliminating the producer-exalso
suggested
Senator Walker for the position, following
hibitor from the field, 700 exhibitors, the greatest number
ever gathered in convention, are backing this steam roller the New Yorker's stirring address.
A soft spoken and modest appearing young Southerner,
thoroughbred of theirs to win.
Willard C. Patterson by name, must have felt that thrill
Already the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
which comes but once in a man's lifetime when he heard
is born out of the three bodies which came under separate
former Secretary Lane and State Senator James J. Walker
calls to Cleveland, and already it is evident, with the con- of New York talking to the 700 theatre owners whose
vention possibly two more days to go, that its organization
presence at the Winton was partly the outcome of his call
will efifect a change on the face of the industry.
to arms at Chicago in April.
Msufcus Loew Seated.
The movement for theatre independence was generally
The strength of delegations from all parts of the country referred to as "The Patterson movement," and as such will
was evidence of the national scope of the movement for no doubt go down in history.
Exhibitors who attended the Cleveland convention will
independence. California arrived with twelve delegates,
but the total climbed to seventeen. Ohio had 200 repre- carry away memories of many big moments, but none any
sentatives.
greater than the moments spent listening to the addresses
New York and Pennsylvania ran neck and neck with of Franklin K. Lane and Senator "Jimmy" Walker, men
about seventy-five each. Michigan was on hand with forty- who have been in close touch with the picture industry.
History

of Industry
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Practically every producing and distributing company in
They will remember also the dramatic attempt made by
Fred Herrington of Pittsburgh to deny Marcus Loew a seat the business had representatives of its sales forces at the
among the New York delegates aft-er the convention had convention. Famous Players had practically its entire field
passed a motion seating Mr. Loew with power of voice staff of field men there and several representatives from the
and vote.
home office. First National and Selznick also were well
They will remember, too, the cool floor generalship of representd.
Elxploitation Stunts Galore.
Charles L. O'Reilly, who straightened out many a crooked
tangle, and the "ringside" atmosphere injected into discusThe exploitation artists were busy. United Artists
sion by A. N. Jackson, the big man with the big voice,
who led sixteen Californians 3,000 miles to stiffen the of- staged showings of Mary Pickford's "Suds" and Doug Fairbanks' "The Mollycoddle" at Loew's Stillman. First Nafense against any filibuster or stampede.
tional swung a luncheon at the Statler on Wednesday showLustig Permanent Giairman.
Sennett's "Married Life" and Norma Talmadge's
Cleveland was honored when a native son, Henry H. "YesingorMackNo."
Maurie Meyers was busy keeping the exhibLustig, was elected permanent chairman of the convention,
itors' mail boxes filled with suspicuous looking flasks filled
succeeding Sydney S. Cohen, who had so ably commanded
with water and "Annette Kellergrams" and Sol Lesser's
during the interim since the Chicago conference.
"What Women Love." Cleveland has for a week been a
The convention's entertainment committee prepared a motion picture city. Besides the convention of the Motion
program whose features were a moonHght ride on Lake Picture Theatre Owners of America, the National AssoErie, a sightseeing tour for the women, a theatre party and
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry, Associated Exhibitors and the Ohio franchise holders in First National were
a monopoly on 2,000 seats at the baseball game between
in session.
the Cleveland Indians and Connie Mack's Athletics.
TUESDAY— MORNING SESSION.
California had come a delegation of twelve cabinet
not only but
as aas representative
of the
an ardent movie
fan Mayor's
as well.
session, as is customary, exhibitors, who represented 400 theatre
THEwas opening
"My vices are movies and English tulllargely taken up with formerly owners in their state.
introductory speeches and reports.
he said. the time when it was conThe task which faced the convention, he dogs,"
"I remember
Sydney Cohen, the temporary chairman, explained, was to create a permanent nasidered aheresy for children to play baseearly sounded the dominating note by
tional organization which would protect
But Cleveland has always
clearly stating that the exhibitors were the independent exhibitor from the so- takenball onanSunday.
advanced stand on the question
met to organize a permanent national body called producer-exhibitor who up till this of recreation.
I
have
under my supervision
which would protect them against the en- time had been able to maintain a position the recreation of 100,000 young men and
or
-exhibit
in
the
exhibiting
field
by
playing
on
the
into the
trance of the producer
women and I believe, that the rights of
field of independent theatre owners.
jealousies of rival factions in the ranks of
common people are paramount.
The meeting was conducted with reason- the independent theatre owners. The en- the"The
mayor of this city, who even now
trance of Wall street in the business meant
able harmony, a note of good fellowship
is being proposed for vice-president of the
being struck in a speech by Floyd Waite, inferior picture at higher prices, he said. United
States, has always stood for Sunday
An instance of what a united stand can
commissioner of parks in Cleveland, who
extended a welcome in the name of the accomplish, Mr. Cohen said, was the re- opening of motion picture theatres, and I
city.
cent deposit law passed by New York
Mr. Waite
said that not only are pictures
agree
with him."
Although called for 10:30 on Tuesday State. Given the same co-operation among the
one great recreation for tired working
morning, June 8, the first session of the
he predicted
'the people, but that the right kind of pictures
convention did not come to order until exhibitors
elimination elsewhere,
of the deposit
system altoare a positive inspiration. That being the
II :50. At that time Messrs. Sam Bullock,
he considered the exhibitor as being
The chairman commended the work of case,
Sydney S. Cohen, H. H. Lustig and Floyd gether.
the holder of a public trust, and he made
Waite, commissioner of parks in Cleveland, the F. I. L. M. clubs, and concluded by say- an
appeal
his audience that they should
that the convention had been called always keepto their
•ascended
the platform. Mr. Cohen pre- not ing
scale of prices within the
sided.
in a mood of defiance but for self- reach
of the common people.
The chairman addressed his opening re- protection.
In presenting the key to the city of
Mr. Waite, who followed, commenced by Cleveland
marks to an audience of over 500 exhibitors.
to the chairman, Mr. Waite said
_ Mr. Cohen commenced by calling atten- characterizing the motion picture industry that in case any members of the convention to the nationwide interests which the as "the greatest and most helpful in the
tion should in the exuberance of their
convention represented. For instance, he country." He welcomed the exhibitors to spirits transgress somewhat on the letter
pointed out that from the distant state of Cleveland and said that he was speaking
of
the city's
laws, hefrom
promised
them This
his
sfoinnmiiiiiiiitiiiiii
personal
immunity
arrest.
promise he backed with the thousands of
acres of parks under his supervision.
Mr. Waite was soundly applauded at the
Action of Exhibitors Themselves Forced
conclusion of his speech and was escorted
from the room by a committee composed
Famous Players to Acquire Theatre Chain
of Messrs. J. T. Collins, Glenn Harper and
J. C. Ritter. Joseph Hopp, of Illinois,
By ADOLPH ZUKOR
thanked Mr. Waite for his welcome, and
suggested that in the present situation ex(Bii vHre to Moving Picture World)
hibitors should show the same spirit of cothe war. operation which they did in helping to win
THEexhibiting
Fa mousfieldPlayers-Lasky Corporation had no idea of entering the
until two years ago, when a group of exhibitors decided to
go mto the producmg and distributing field and made offers to every star
At this point Thomas Goldberg of Baltiand every director employed by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
more, who previously had made several atThe main
tempts at speaking, was recognized by the
argument these exhibitors had to' offer our people was that these exhibitors
chairman.
He attempted to move that a
through their ownership of theatres, could offer the stars and directors better
new
temporary
chairman be appointed but
distribution of their product than could be had through a company that was in
was
declared
no way engaged in the exhibiting
out of order on the grounds
end of the business.
that
the
convention
had not yet taken up
In self-defense we were forced to take steps to provide an outlet for our
the disposal of business.
pictures in every section where the proper presentatio
The chairman then read a telegram of
of our product was
threatened by activities of exhibitors who were producingn and
distributing their
congrat
Ohio. s from Governor James M"
Cox, ofulation
own pictures. We were faced with a situation in whch we were
not
able
to
obtain proper representation in many important communities without becoming
In
present
ing the report of the National
interested in theatres— a situation forced upon Famous Players-Lasky CorporaCommittee on Arrang
ements, Charles L.
tion by exhibitors who are distributing their own product. We had no desire
OReilly said that although two-thi
to
enter
the
exhibiting
business.
We
have
no
desire
the
to extend our theatre
committee had never met beforerdstheyof
interests.
were able to give a unanim
report
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will be very glad at all times to confer
rhe report was then read ous
by the chairwith a committee representing all exhibitors
man,
and
on
the
motion
, including exhibitors
of
m Brandt
are
was accepted. It included Willia
producing and distributing pictures, for the purpose of bringing about who
a list of names
and understanding in all branches
of our industry for the mutual benefitharmony
of all
J he believed°" that
credentials. men^bers
"' '
inlniliiiliu oriiiiiiiliiiiiiniiiii niiniiii „ „„ IIIIIMlllllllltlllllllll. and
.J^"'said
f^^y^erg rose again some
at this point
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with exhibitor sentiments. Own no theatres now. Favor exhibitor independence.
Pathe— Indorse Patterson
movement.
Own no theatres. Hope exhibitors will
organize to insure fair business. Pathe
mostly concerned with distribution— handling American, Hodkinson, Associated Exhibitors and its own product.
"Universal— Laemmle and Cochran indorse Patterson movement. Have six theatres. Willing to dispose of these if exhibitors will organize.
Sentiment of All.
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Asked about Realart, Mr. Rembusch said,
"I take it that Realart and Famous PlayersLasky
one ofandthetheCommittee
same thing."
The are
report
of Seventeen on the response of the producers to
their question was prefaced by a skeleton
platform for a new national organization.
Main Points of Platform.
Seven main points constituted this platform. They were :
1. That the president of the new organization be a man not connected with
film business in any way. A man of the
the
of ex-president Taft was suggested
"United Artists— Hiram Abrams with the calibre
and
a salary as high as $100,000 a year
movement for exhibitor independence but mentioned
.
believes exhibitors will never get
togeth
er
2.
That
voting be on an individual basis.
Exhibitor injures industry by signing long- Each member
to have one vote, no matter
term non-cancellable contracts
many theatres he owned.
"Selznick— Lewis J. Selznick most en- how
3. That the majority rule.
thusiastic for Patterson idea. Want
4. That a budget system be established.
hibitor to dominate industry. Goods ex5.
exThat exhibitors do business only with
hibitor organiza
tor the producer. tion an insurance policy those not in the exhibiting field.
6. That the present three exhibitor or"Robertson-Cole— Heart and soul with
ganizations merge into one body.
movement. Own
no theatres. Want ex7. That the basis of representation at
hibitors tobe able to support good pictures convent
ions be that of the congressional
district, one delegate for each district.
game themprodu
of -Bac
outonal
ction
selves
"Need a Great American."
"First Nati
king
movement for
I'liiiiriiiiiiniiiriiiiitiiriiii
iiii'itJimiiiiiriiiiiiiiiJirritjriiriiiitiii
^ii'ir'iiiiiiiJitiiMriiiiiiiinriiiiii
i After delivering his report, Mr. Rembusch
enlarged upon its vital
An attempt
The World at the Convention
vvas made from the floorpoints.
to cut his remarks
short but his interrupters were
voted
down
J- OLLOWING
One Cahfornian insisted that his delegat
through its heavy
ion
conven"one
of
backin
£1 editorial
g
had
come
3,000
miles,
sixteen
strong
tion," Moving Picture World saw
hear
thatit.kind of stuff" and they intende"tod
that it was represented at the Cleveland
to hear
meeting as no other trade paper zuas
need a great
er' at the head
and probably as no other trade paper \ ot "We
our organization," 'outsid
said Mr. Rembusch
g was ever represented at an exhibitors' \ because we have always
lacked
leadership
and have been the most powerful
and at
II gathering.
George Blaisdell, editor, was at '
the the
samecountry
time. most helpless body of men
the \\ in
I Hotel Winton, accompanied by Edward i
I IVeitsel, associate editor, even before \
"We need a great American as our leader
I the convention started.
' \ because we have been commissioned to interpret the spirit of Americanism and
I
They were followed by D. J. Shea, I
I G. N. Gnaedinger, William J. Reillv I have been balked because a few reels weof
I and Paul C. Hin::, making a total of I pictures have been made for this purpose
I SIX representatives for "The Trade i and outrageous prices charged for them
. /^oure
II Paper
of Features."
more tothan selling toothpicks Youdoing
re catering
Attractive
posters greeted exhibitors \1
the mind
the
contmued Mr. Rembusch.and"You
1 1" the lobby and up on the convention I heart,
rnust
demand
fair
methods of trade If
1 floor. A Moving Picture World regis- 1
I ter carried off every "John Hancock" 1
I at the Winton.
' |
Stage Set for Big Business.
"' 'iiiiiiMin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMii iiiiiiiriiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiririiliitiiliiliililltllliiiiiiMiiitijIllliiIliIIil?
•'"^'""^
'"'LX"
crd
acc
On the
motio
n of John Manheimer of
independence since its inception. J. D. Wil- New
York it was moved that the report of
liams wants exhibitor to have such strength the Commi
ttee of Seventeen be received
as will force fair play and become dominant
and
made
the first and special order
factor
in the
exhibitors
have industry.
favored. First great issue business of next morning's session. In ac-of
cordance with amendments made by Hector
No "Marcus Loew Presents."
motionandcalled
"Metro — Marcus Loew wants a strong Mn
Mr Manhe
m'"^^"imer,
acceptfor
by
ed the
^'" ^"^the°thers
Was conscious of
exhibitor organization.
port
which
dealt
with
the
answer
s
a shut-off of pictures for his theatres and the produc
made by
ers
^..^ nf-^P"!.
°^
sectio
in the
re'"^,byand
nsmenda
recom
entered the producing field to guarantee
tions
thereo
made
thethe
commit
tee
product for his screens. The salvation of
A
discus
sion
ensue
d as to future times of
the exhibitor is to keep the small producer meetings of
the convention which through
producing. Agreed to take the line 'Marcus
misunderstandin
g
of
rules of order and
Loew
Presents' off Metro pictures because
exhibitor
s complained it gave Loew houses
until
it adjourned to reconvene
unfair advertising advantage.
at 10 6.30,
a. m. when
the follo
wing day.
"Goldwyn — Agreed not to enlarge its untn
?P'"'.
V
^
0" protracted the meeting
WEDNESDAY-MO
holdings or to compete against exhibitors
RNING SESSION.
except in cities where they could not place
their product otherwise.
"Looked! Into Their Eyes."
EVEN
Old Man
Point of
and Mr.in •
Personal
Privilege,
so Order
efficacious
"Fox—William Fox out of town. Com"I have looked into the whites of these
mittee didn't believe Fox was hostile to ex- stop the racers in
the business,
Cleveland could
hibitor interests, but could say nothing as cf„
men's eyes," said Mr. Rembusch, "and I to his intentions
field from
of
not
.
have endeavored to get not only their
rushi
ng
for
the
indep
answers to our proposition, but the spirit
enden
ce
sweep
and
morni
Wedne
r
stake
ng
sday
"Famous
s.
PlayersLasky—
Mr.
Zukor
out
lime and again some parliamentary quibin which they reacted to us. I am not of town. Could not be reached by commitble was booed down and a would-be point
tee, which called upon Mr. Lichtman and
givmg you their entire statements: they
were miles long and would require a told him Famous Players' invasion of ex- ot order maker shouted from the floor,
the convention had assembled to get down
hibiting field was the only really serious
months' convention to be read. I shall give
you the synopsis of each company's state- one. No satisfactory answer was given. to the report of the Committee of Seventeen, and It was relentless as the old mament and
Mr. Lichtman said: 'We can't deal with
they are: sentiment, one by one Here organiza
tions. We deal with individual ex- such be the order of busine
ss.
"Vitagraph— Bought one theatre in 1914
hibitors only.' Mr. Lichtman disclamed
An attemp
t was made beforeinsisting
to get a Broad
c^.^k'
tu""
thatn
the sessio
way showing. Sold that any knowledge of the whole independ
ent
opened to bar the press from the conven
when It was found not to be in harmony
movement."

on the committee were shareholders in producing companies. A motion for adjournment being in order, he was overruled and
the meeting adjourned at 12:37, to re-assemble at 4:00 p. m. when the committee on
credentials was to report.
TUESDAY— AFTERNOON SESSION.
G a report from the ComFOLLOWIN
mittee on Credentials, Henry H. Lustig, of Cleveland, was unanimously
elected permanent chairman. Frank Rembusch then reported for the committee of
seventeen. Most of his reading he confined
to the sections of the report which related
tee's negotiations with proto the commit
ducing companies as to their intentions in
the exhibiting field. According to the report, the Famous Players-Lasky company
was the only concern which absolutely refused any sort of compromise with the
tors' e demands that producers shall
exhibi
not compet with them in their own field.
The report included a suggested platform
for a new national organization of exhibitors. The platform called for the election
of some man of nationally known integrity,
such as William H. Taft, for president, for
a one-man one-vote basis, regardless of
the number of theatres owned by individual voters; for a budget system, and
provided that members are to transact
business only with such producers as refrain from entering the exhibiting field.
The report of the committee on credentials was the first business before the convention. Following its presentation, the
Californian, A. N. Jackson, took the floor to
nominate Henry H. Lustig, of Cleveland,
as the permanent chairman of the convention.
The "Lustig
over the
house.
Leader movement"
after leader swept
of delegations
from all parts of the country rose to indorse the name of Lustig, and his unanimous election was given with what in the
pun
language
be calledanda "Lusty"
cheer. Willard might
C. Patterson
Sam L
Berman were unanimously elected recording and reading secretaries, respectively.
Lustig Would Melt All Differences.
On taking the gavel from the hands of
Sydney Cohen Mr. Lustig sent a thrill
through the hall when, with a flourish of
oratorical trumpets, he called:
"Let's make this meeting a crucible in
which to melt all our differences, and let's
emerge from it bright and glowing like a
beacon light, guiding the industry. Are
with ofme?"
youA roar
approval was his answer.
It hushed as Frank Rembusch advanced
to delyer his report as chairman of the
Committee of Seventeen. Secrecy had been
the watchword of the guardians of the
report. Everyone knew that it was going
- to shove the pulse of the session up to
the danger mark, and it did.
The report of Mr. Rembusch's committee of seventeen independent exhibitors,
appointed at the Chicago conference to determine ifit were possible to keep producers out of the exhibiting field, was the
product of
weeks' labor and the result
of facing thesixproducers
in New York with
the direct question, "Are you going to get
out of the exhibiting game?"
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tion floor. But when the representatives of
the various trade journals assembled outside the assembly hall and insisted that
they be given a square deal— as they had
given the movement for independence —
they were admitted.
No sooner had Chairman Lustig begun to
read the list of his committees than interruptions and protests began. So insistent
were some of the parliamentarians on their
points that opposition to them reached the
stage where A. N. Jackson, the husky leader
of the California aggregation, led the convention in three "regular" cheers for Chairman Lustig.
Praise for Governor Coolidge.
At this juncture Mr. Lustig was called
from the convention by a message from his
home and turned the gavel over to his
Cleveland
Ben Sawyer.
On motionscolleague',
by Leo Bracher
of New York,
the two divisions of the report of the Committee of Seventeen, relating to the answers of the producers to the committee and
the outline of organization, were referred
to committees on business relations and
organization respectively.
The convention then listened to Ernest
H. Horstman of Massachusetts and on his
motion appointed a committee representing
five states to wire Governor Coolidge of
Massachusetts, in Chicago, the sincere
thanks of the exhibitors of America for his
veto on the drastic Massachusetts censorship bill.
It was following this motion that the real
storm of the morning broke— the storm
centering around the question of seating
Marcus Loew in the convention.
Liverly Fight Over Marcus Loew.
The clouds began to loom up when
Charles L. committee
O'Reilly as reported
chairman that
of the
credentials
his
committee recommended the seating of Mr.
Loew in the New York delegation without
voice or vote.
Mr. O'Reilly pointed out that this was
^iiiruiMiuitiNuiiriinriii;i:iM:nnnMiipiHiJiniiiMinnitiMnniiuiiiiiiiLiiiiiiitt[itiiMiitMiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiii^
I Joneses Were From Same Town,
i But They Couldn't Be Doubled j
JUST illustrating the kind of mes- |
sages that come to the director of i
I
reservations for a convention 1
I committee Sam Bullock told a World |
I man of the near shock administered f
I to him the week preceding the Cleve- |
I land convention.
1
I From a town in a certain state he |
I received a request to reserve for A. |
I Jones one single room with bath. |
I Before he had an opportunity to re- |
I ply to Mr. Jones, there came an ap- i
I plication from the same town and the 1
I same state from B. Jones asking for |
I the reservation of a single room and |
I bath.
1
1 Single rooms being scarce Mr. Bui- i
I lock took it for granted the Joneses, |
j living in the same town, possibly 1
I might be related or at least on terms f
I of amity. Accordingly he sent this \
I word to A. Jones:
|
I
"Can't
give
you
a
single
room
with
I bath, but have arranged to put you |i
I and B. Jones of your town in a double 1
I room with bath with twin beds. Hope I
I this
satisfactory."
j
The will
replybe was
prompt and likewise |[
1 somewhat disconcerting to the man |
I who is known sometimes for the pipe |
I he keeps. The message ran like this: |
I "Don't you do any such thing. It |
wife won't
II won't
stand be
for satisfactory.
it. EverybodyMy knows
that |1
I B. Jones is a most estimable person 1
I and also that she's one of the best |
I little women exhibitors in this state." |
riliNii)ltriiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirijiiiiriillMiiii[liiilinii1tiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii!ijiii)i<iiiii>i^
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sentiwas thewascommittee'
done because
ment that Mr.it Loew
first ofs all
an
exhibitor, and that he had entered the
producing
interests. field to protect his showman
The cry then came from A. N. Jackson
that Mr. Loew be given both voice and
vote. It was seconded by Maurice Coyinski
of Chicago and Mr. Vincent of New York.
"Mr. Loew is an exhibitor and a credit
to
Choyinski.
us the
have industry,"
him in heresaidandMr.have
the benefit"Letof
his experience, his executive training, his
skill in organization. Prejudices are not
get us anywhere."
going
"Hereto you are seven hundred strong,"
said Mr. Vincent. "Are you afraid of one
man? Bring
him in with
and let
exhibitor deliberate
us.himHeas an
knows
whether or not we as a body are strong
enough to grant him protection in case he
leaves the exhibiting field."
Herring'ton Attacks Loew.
Mr.
O'Reilly's
motion
give
Mr. Loew both voice
and amended
vote was to
passed,
was
rumble "Let's
theNapoleon
justa as
but
heard,
little
in the adjourn,"
form of Fred
Herrington of Pittsburgh, former national
president, stepped upon the platform to
unleash a string of war dogs all his own.
"We exhibitors of Pennsylvania," said
Mr. Herrington, "instituted a measure
which was passed by both assembly and
senate at Harrisburg, requiring producers
who demanded deposites from exhibitors
to put up like amounts as guarantees of
their own good faith.
"I was called to the convention in St.
Louis last year as this bill was going to
the governor. There I was denied a hearing on the floor. It was then that Mr. Loew
in a great speech said that if this insidious
deposit bill were passed in Pennsylvania
it would put 95 per cent, of the producers
out of business.
"In the name of God," cried Mr. Herrington, "if Pennsylvania alone could put
95 per cent, of the producers out of the
business, what could all the states do?
Asks Why Attitude Is Changed.
admit City
to ourthese
councils
our enemies?
In "Wfry
New York
men refused
to see
your committee. Last night they told a
body of exhibitors who waited on them
that they would do anything the independent exhibitors asked.
"Why are they willing to sacrifice everything now when a week ago they refused to
hear you? Because you've got them on the
run."
^
_
'
At this
juncture, He
"time"
called
on dramatic
Mr. Herrington.
left was
the
platform, but was waved back amid wild
cheering.
he said
: "You
recall the Continuing
eleventh hour
— the
eleventhall
month — 1918, when Germany after having
destroyed and desolated from Flanders to
Galicia, fell on its knees before the oncoming allied armies and cried : 'Don't destroy me.' That situation might well be recalled today. Now is the time to stick together and press
forward
to the end."
A motion
by Sidney
Samuelson
of New
Tersey to re-consider the motion seating
Mr. Loew was tabled, the hour being near
that when the speakers of the afternoon
were due to be received. The session adjourned until 2 o'clock.
WEDNESDAY— AFTERNOON SESSION.
THEtwo session
opened visitors
with speeches
by
distinguished
to the convention. Former Secretry of the Interior Franklin K. Lane and Senator James J.
Walker of New York, men who have done
much for the industry, the former in the
chambers of the national government, the
latter in the legislature of his state,
brought to the convention messages which
were the most inspiring of any it had heard.
It was fitting that speeches from two
such men should mark the day upon which
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a new and greater exhibitor organization
should receive its official name— Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Coming to order at 2:45, the session prepared itself to receive its distinguished
guests. In order to do this, a great number of exhibitors had been specially summoned from the witnessing of a special film
showing the luncheon arranged by First
National.
When the ex-secretary and senator arrived. Chairman Lustig proceeded immediately to introduce Mr. Lane.
Mr. Lane's Address
"I am very proud indeed to meet you,"
Mr. Lane commenced, "and what I have to
say is more along the lines of a business
talk than a formal address. I have been
meeting men in your industry, in your
branch and in other branches for several
months, and this meeting, which is much
larger than any other that I have seen and
which I am told is the largest meeting of
men in this industry that has ever been
held, is the culmination of an appeal that
I have made to the motion picture industry.
That appeal consists of a request that you
appreciate yourselves at your true value.
"You represent 18,000 exhibitors. You
represent every city and town in the United
States. You represent an art that has gone
into its early fruition within twenty years.
You represent an educational influence of
a kind that had not been dreamed of when
I was born. You represent a new method
of drawingsibilitiesout
young
mind the upon
posthat itofhastheand
of imposing
the old mind the thought and sentiment
and passion, hope and national ideas and
international ideas as well.
Use Your Imagination.
"We don't today listen to the pulpit as
we did, munity
we around
do the
not little
todayschool
have house.
our comYou
gentlemen are the possessors of that thing
around which our modern life turns.
"But unless you have the appreciation of
your community, you are not going to
last as an industry. In order to have their
appreciation you have to put into your
work the imagination that the dramatist
has put into his art, that the man of the
newspaper has put into his, or that the man
of the pulpit put into his art in times past.
"You have a wider field and a larger and
more expanding opportunity to reach far
more people. If your business, if you can
call it that, is merely to succeed, it must
succeed by treating the American people
with the greatest respect. And what do
we ask in the way of respect? We ask satisfaction for those qualities in us that we
regard as superior.
"We ask in every newspaper that there
shall be items of thought as well as of
news, that newspapers shall not be merely
purveyors of scandal, but that they shall
challenge our minds as well.
Stir the Finer Qualities.
"And you must be able to present pictures
that arouse the finer qualities in ourselves,
that make us feel that there are challenges which are noble in this country and
in all countries.
"There is no man in our western country
that has not in himself lived a moving
picture that could be put on the screen.
I like to see any kind of contest. Not
merely
the contest between two men for
ship.
a girl, but a contest between two men for
a piece of land, two men for the right of a
"'Take out of your life, take out of our
national life, any single item for challenge
and you will find in it the basis of a moving
picture.
"Is not this the land in which dreams come
true. Who are they in this country who
will show the possibilities of Americanism
and preach a philosophy that is not the
philosophy of despair but of confidence?
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Who is there in this country who can do
it? Will you do it? Then let me say that
you must co-operate with us.
The Americanism Work.
"I had been trying to get from Congress a few dollars that would be enough
to sustain an Americanization bureau, and
had failed. But when you came down to
me and asked if I would help in a movement of this kind, I took it up with the
education committee of Congress and they
passed a resolution asking the motion picture industry to do everything possible to
support the morale of the country.
"As a result we formed an Americanization committee. We had a representative
exhibitor, a representative producer, a representative distributor, a representative
municipality. We now have a representative of the loyal legion, and I am the
chairman of that committee.
"It is to be in no sense whatever a commercial proposition. We have an executive
secretary. We have passed a formal resthat nobutmanthatis to
ma'<e
money
out
of this olution
work,
it is
to be
the fine
self-supporting effort of a great industry.
His Faith in the Industry.
"If you gentlemen wish, you can appoint
a representative to supplement Mr. Crandall, who represents you on this committee,
and see that the words that I say to you
are true. If you wish you can go to him
and bring before us such suggestions as you
may have in your mind as to the way by
which these pictures can be most widely
distributed.
am newof tonoyour
people.interest
I say this
a "Imatter
financial
to meas
whatever, but of the deepest personal concern. I have taken at their word those
gentlemen whom I have met in this industry and when they have said to me: 'We
will give you fifty-two films,' I have said,
'Gentlemen, I expect you will.'
"We want to have America's record put
before the eyes of Americans, and I propose to help you to put graphically before
the eye of the American people those
things that appeal to us as the most noble
and most worthy in the life of this growing
thing which we call America."
Extend Field of Patriotic Work.
At 9 a. m., at the close of Mr. Lane's
speech, Harry Crandall proposed a resolution, which was unanimously adopted, that
a committee be appointed to further the
work of co-operation with the work of
Americanization. TJhe former secretary
was then formally thanked by the chairman and escorted from the convention by
a committee of three.
Senator James J. Walker of New York
who was largely responsible for the passing
in his state of a local option Sunday opening law, of a law permitting children to
attend picture performances with the consent of their parents, for the defeat of censorship and of the passing of a deposit
bill
which
requires
depositsof
be segregated
fromthattheexhibitors'
general funds
producers and distributors and that they
shall bear interest, spoke in the characteristic style which has made him famous
among New York State exhibitors. After
an appreciative reference to the previous
speaker he plunged into what turned out
to be one of the best speeches to which
exhibitors
have had the privilege of listening.
Senator Walker's Speech
"I congratulate you on this wonderful
convention," said the senator. "This is the
open season for the signs I see about me,"
he went on, referring to the large white
standards bearing the names of the states
that rose above the heads of his audience.
The senator indorsed the action of the
exhibitors in calling a convention and said
that in his "humble opinion" it was the only
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method for making progress in any field.
"That opinion is predicated upon eleven
years' appearance in the New York State
Legislature, from which I come to you today as the minority leader of the Senate,
not representing
myself,wasnotextended
because to
an me
invitation so flattering
for my personality, but rather because that
legislature has learned to look so favorably
upon the exhibitors of that state.
Accept Decision of Majority.
"In conference betweeen the most prominent men in our legislature, including the
govmajority leader, the speaker andto the
your inernor, Iwas asked to respond
vitation, and I only hope that if that representation be ever so feeble, you will not
hold it against my state. For they have
really good great big men out there.
"I like this organization, I like this convention. Ihave a persona! interest and a
selfish one. The attitude of the people
back home, the confidence of my legislature, makes me keenly sensitive to the
success and the conduct and the platform
and the tendency to uplift that has been
manifested by the exhibitors of my state.
We have confidence in them. There are
enough Celtic tendencies in me, enough
Celtic blood, to love a good fight, and there
is no convention worth while that does not
carry theirervation,fight
with the
them,fighting
with this
resthat when
is over
the majority rules and the minority accepts the will of the majority."
Need of United Front.
Senator Walker stressed the need of preserving a united front, regardless of dissension within
the while
ranks. in"You
with each
other
this may
halldiffer
and
while in your councils, but in order to get
anywhere or acquire any prestige, attention or respect you have to stand unified,
all for one and one for all, otherwise you
will be lost.
"Probably I am only repeating to you the
things that you have heard said so often. I
say that I know a little about your industry. Ido. In my ofificial capacity I
have to find out something about it. And
it is because of that knowledge that I speak
thus. I know it because I have met its
members officially, and I say to you that
you are public service individuals. You are
serving the people and the people in some
instance look to you.
"I mayI amsaycapable
to you that
withI am
all athemovie
truthfan.
of
which
I appreciate both angles of the situation, as far as my limited capacity to understand goes. I do not know screens
throughout the country, but I know them
in my own state.
Praises Cohen, O'Reilly and Berman.
"Three men had come that year representing the exhibitors of my state and of
the capitol of my state. They were Sidney
Cohen, Charles O'Reilly and Samuel Berman, and no delegation and no representatives ever came to an official body with
cleaner hands or a better brief. They had a
simple story and they told it truthfully.
"Let me say that it has not been the
custom of the legislature of my state to
stop in their serious deliberations to give
consideration to theatrical people. They all
like the theatre ; they all enjoy it. But
it is a medium of amusement, something to
enjoy, but not to be taken seriously.
"That is how they feel about it. But the
men got attention and all the opposition
to their efforts to open motion picture
houses on Sunday came first from the socalled goody-goody and reform societies
and most of the churches throughout the
state. No small political influence.
The theatre men got a hearing, but that
was not so important. The big thing to
them, what gives them an enviable position
in our community, is that when they had
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Meighan Rescues Pretty
at Cleveland
"Fire"
A Ones
SPECTACULAR
publicity
stunt
/A pulled off during the convention
in Cleveland — and probably the
one that caused the greatest discus'sion — was staged by Famous PlayersLasky with Thomas Meighan, star in
Paramount Pictures.
It was announced that from all the
good looking young women in Cleveland, Meighan would pick out the
ten
prettiest
at the inSoldiers'
and
Sailors' Monument,
the Public
Square, on Tuesday morning.
The result was that 10,000 people
stormed
monument star
at 10
o'clock
when thetheParamount
appeared.
The girls were selected to appear
with the star in a special convention
picture, and in the making of the
picture the entire department of the
city was called out in the middle of
the afternoon for an imaginary fire
in the heart of the downtown district.
A crowd of fully 20.000 people gathered at the scene of the fire and
watched Meighan rescue the girls
from a burning building.
received their first recognition and the picture houses were open throughout the
state, they stuck to their promises.
Against Censorship.
"When a fellow gets what he is looking
for you seldom hear from him again. It
is only when he does not get it that he
comes back. There never was a more
grateful organization. They accepted the
responsibility put upon them so that when
they returned the following year they
were welcome.
"I do not like censorship. I do not think
it is practical. I do not think it is feasible.
I do not think it is workable. It remains
for the exhibitors alone to stop it. In my
city, if a picture were wrong, what happens in the absence of censorship? The
exhibitor loses his license, but the manufacturer does not suffer. He goes on and
sells it elsewhere. But the exhibitor who
took the chance, and predicated upon a
contract wherein he agreed to take a certain number of pictures, had to show them
or go out of business.
"He receives the villification and the
criticism, and he takes the chances of losing his business, while the man in the
street believes that the screen belongs to
the manufacturer.
more. Idid once. I don't think so any"Scientific Legislation."
"When those three cavaliers came ta
Albany, they wrote the most scientific piece
of legislation that the oldest timer had
ever read. The bill compelled the segregation of deposits — some form of deposit
is used in every business on the face of the
earth— yet so skilfully that it did not
strike any other industry. And while it
even seemed unconstitutional to some of us,
confidence was so strongly reposed in the
representatives
of your organization that
we did not hesitate.
"We knew that they would fulfill the
obligation that had been placed upon them
and the state was willing to do whatever it
could to help them in their industry. It
only exacted one promise, that they be
honest with the state, and in so doing
rnake themselves public servitors and great
citizens
union. of one of the greatest states in the
"Remember the Little Fellow."
"May I just say this to those of you who
represent the big cities in your forward
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march in the industry. Do not forget the
fellow back in the woods, the lellow with
the little 300-seat theatre. He is just as much
a part of the show as any Broad\fay
undesirable censorhouse, and he gets ancould
not stand, so in
ship that Broadway
on the little
trample
not
do
rush
mad
your
fellow.
"I am absolutely fond of your busmess
because you have made good and are going
to do more good. That is my wish today
here to felicitate you on bein coming
half of the legislature of New York. I
thank you."
Following loud continued applause, a resolution proposed by Joseph Hopp gf Chithankcago was passed by the convention,
ing Senator Walker for the work which
he has performed for the industry and for
the conthe speech which had so stirred
vention. Votes of thanks were also delivered by Ben Sawyer and others. Although invited to remain on the platform
for the remainder of the meeting. Senator
Walker was unable to continue longer and
left, escorted by a committee of three.
Committee Reports.
A desire to get down to business having
been expressed by several members, the
chairman called on reports from committees.
A telegram to Governor Calvin Coolidge
of Massachusetts, commending him on his
veto of the radical censorship hill, was read
and approved by the convention.
The committee on rules and resolutions
made the following report : that the name
of
new into
exhibitors'
organization
which
had thecome
being during
the previous
day'stresessions
be
the
Motion
Picture
Owners of America, approved byTheathe
convention.
That the exhibitors renew their pledge
of co-operation with the government in the
work of education. Referred to the screen
committee.
That all members should agitate in their
legislatures for a deposit law similar to
that recently passed in New York State.
Referred to the committee on laws and
legislation.
That a communication be sent to the attorney general informing him that the unauthorized and self-delegated power of arbitration in industrial disputes manifested
hy organizations generally known as F. I.
L. M. clubs constitutes a case of presumed
jurisdiction. Referred to the committee on
laws and legislation.
Disapprove Percentage Booking.
That producers be enjoined from promising to certain interests the backing of the
screens of exhibitors. Referred to the
screen committee.
That percentage booking is entirely
against the interests of the exhibitor. Approved by the convention.
That a resolution of appreciation be tendered to the various trade publications for
their support of the exhibitors and that
they be urged to become entirely independent, either of advertising or any other interests.
A message congratulating Governor Alfred E. Smith of New York for his approval
of a bill permitting children to attend motion pictures with the consent of their
parents was read and approved by the convention.
Marcus Loew then came to the platform
and gave the first speech by a picture man
heard that afternoon.
Marcus Loew's Speech
"Mr. Chairman and fellow exhibitors,"
said Mr. toLoew,
I am overcome.
wanted
avoid"really
this appearance,
but II
wanted to speak on this resolution. (Cries
of
I will
speak that
louder
get "louder").
my breath.
I think
thiswhen
is anI
opportune time to express to you just exactly what I feel. The resolution could
not have been drawn any better to my
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liking had I drawn it myself for my own
particular interests.
"Ever since I became interested in this
industry I have always favored the independent producer. I want to say to you
gentlemen as I said to you last summer,
when I had no producing interests and
could not speak a great deal more freely
than I can now because I don't want to say
anything that could be misinterpreted.
"This time, no mater what I say to you,
no matter what you think of me, no matter
how little
let thatI am
influence or
you tohow
buy much,
films don't
with which
interested. On this independent project
from the time I was able I have always
favored the independent man. I have always favored the independent producer.
I went further than that encouragement
by lending money when it looked as if
the jig was up.
Clique Control Impossible.
"I
did
thismotives.
not fromI wanted
philanthropic
but
from selfish
producers
— the more the merrier — because without
the producers we might as well take the key
and lock up the theatres. I want to say
to you gentlemen that the most serious
thing that could happen in this industry
would be to have but a handful of producers. If such a thing were possible, if I
could control the producing business mya day.self, Iwould be sorry if I lived to see such
"No single individuals or clique or Wall
street money, as the phrase is, can control
this industry. I want to talk on this Wall
street money question, if you will pardon
me if I get away from the question.
"Did you
ever means?
stop to consider
whatof Wall
street
money
The fact
this
matter
is
it
is
your
friends'
money.
Wallif
street could not put over any project
your friends did not believe in you.
"Wall street is interested only when it
thinks your proposition is properly
financed. Did you ever stop to think how
many producers you would have today if
you didn't have that Wall street money?
Review's Industry's History.
"YouTriangle,
began with
World,
you followed
with
then thecame
Famous
Players,
then Goldwyn. I believe Fox came first.
It was not Wall street directly, the public
service commission of New Jersey. Then
came ourselves. I became interested
through a group of independent theatre
owners. I tried through some friends I
had that were brokers to finance these
people that were working on it, and that is
how I got into it.
"They wanted me to be the head of it
but I refused. For eight months I told
them no, that I had all the theatres I wanted, that all I sought to do was to make
enough money and do what I could to personally uplift the industry so we would not
be ashamed to be in it. Finally they told
me they would consider it a mark of respect to the industry if I became the head,
and when they told me that I, like any
other human being, felt flattered and then
I fell.
Must Encourage Production.
"I want to say that the most serious
mistake you can make is to ignore the independent producer. You must have production ;you must encourage it. Producing takes money. Nobody knows that better than I do now. (Laughter.) I am going
to tell you a secret. Since the time to which
I have just referred, they have got $5,000.000 of my money and the budget calls for
$4,000,000 more.
"Now
I should
not haveproducer
gone intohadproducing if the
independent
been
stronger. Unfortunately I have got too
many big theatres where I could not afford
to take chances. That is what forced me
into producing. To be frank with you, T
was pretty much worried. I was building
and had quite a few theatres. When you
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figured it up, it ran into the millions. To
think that some time I might be told
'We'll give you $60,000,000 for your theatres,
but we can't give you any film' was enough
to give me concern.
What Frightened Him.
"What really frightened me was when
one of the big producers came into my
office and said : 'It looks like next year we
won't sell any film unless on the percentbasis.'outWhen
heard thatAfter
I said
wouldage get
of theI business.
thatI
I called Dick Rowland of Metro, a man I
knew, and asked him to go to luncheon
with me. The result was a tentative agreement with him. I called him up because
he was important. I had done independent
business with him and that was the kind
of combination I wanted to make.
"I didn't want to take any chances. I
had to go into that combination. If it
had not been for that bugaboo of percentdon't
mindage Iwould
telling notyouhave
nowgone
thatintois it.
the I thing
that should scare you, or in about five
years from now you will be the jaintor of
your theatre. (Applause.)
Discusses Deposit System.
"In talking on this independent producer
about
talking about
am talking
think II am
proposition
am not.
myself, for, Idon't
the man who is struggling to give you
film. The independent producer is in a position similar to the independent exhibitor.
So far as being in the producing business
is concerned, I had rather be out of it. So
far as producing is concerned, all I want
needs." question
my deposit
protected
to beLoew
is Mr.
took for
up the
and told how when one producer started he
was advancing to him as much as $100,000 at
a time. He declared that he was not seeking to change the opinion of any exhibitor.
"I only want to urge caution," he declared. "It is true to say the producers
need a lot of money, but you would be
surprised how little the big producers need
deposits. But the independent producers
need them. If they cannot get them they
cannotductpossibly
get enough money to contheir business.
Large Production Necessary.
"You take the big directors starting in on
their own. Supposing you leave them in
the lurch, supposing something bent and
all these independent producers were driven
out and the only possible supply would be
from the Famous Players, Metro and Goldwyn, how would you like it if these were
the only three who were making films?
You haven't
calamitj'
wouldthebe. slightest idea what the
"Now as I said at the outset, this is simopinion.
Don't three
let it swerve
bit.plyImy have
attended
or four you
con-a
ventions, not because I was interested in
organization, but because I was interested
in exhibiting. At your first convention
somebody jumped up every two seconds on
a question of parliamentary law. That may
be all very fine, but I know a lot of
good
men that
don't know law.
the
first business
thing about
parliamentary
(Applause.)
Lauds Secretary Lane.
"There is not any organization that can
get along unless you have confidence in the
man at the head of it. The only way you
can succeed is to give your confidence to
your officers. Now you had a wonderful
man in here to-day. Secretary Lane. I
haven't the slightest doubt that he is one
of the most brilliant men in this country. I
haven't the slightest doubt that if you
asked him to be the head of your organization at a fair compensation, you might
land him, and if you did you would do
something to be proud of.
(Continued on page 1629)
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When

Massachusetts

Bases Act

on Opinion

of Attorney

Gov.

Coolidge

Censorship
General

That

Measure

Bill
Is Un-

constitutional Because It Would Regulate Interstate Commerce —
House of Representatives Concurs by Vote of 202 to 14
necessarily exclusive, nevertheless, in
in Massahip ts
films.' Section 2 of said bill provides : 'On not
censors
MOVING picture
my judgment, it would have been advisable
chuset s is dead.
Opponen
of the and
after January 1, 1921, it shall be unlawto add to the section some provision statbill calling for censorship scored a
ful for any person to sell, lease, loan or use
ing that it should not be construed to desmashing victory when Governor Calvin
for public exhibition or commercial purprive any person of the right to pursue any
poses any motion picture film unless the
Coolidge on Friday, June 4, vetoed the
other lawful remedy. If this section is
measure, which had passed both branches
said film has been submitted to and apconstitutional it would be so because
of the legislature.
proved by the commissioner.
of an interpretation of its meaning made
Governor Coolidge based his veto on an
"The
language
of
this
section
is
not
limby a court rather than by the clear wording
opinion from Attorney General J. Weston
ited to the inspection and approval of motion picture films to be used for public ex- of the section itself. In its present form
Allen. The attorney general said one sechibition within the Commonwealth, and, in the question of its constitutionality might
tion of the censorship bill was unconstithis respect, it goes farther than the motutional because it "is an attempt directly
tion picture censorship laws which were
Claims Favorable Informal Opinion.
to regulate
commerce."
upheld in Mutual Film Co. v. Industrial
other section interstate
he found loosely
drawn Anand
be raised."
capable of more than one interpretation. Commission of Ohio, 215 Fed. 138, affirmed
Seldom, if ever, has a governor's repudiation of a question of such wide impor236 U. S. 230, and Mutual Film Corp. v. Kan"Unconstitutional legislation," said Govtance been approved with such a unanimity
jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiniiiTiiiiiiiiiHliiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiititiiiriiiiiitiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'v
ernor Coolidge, "would be entirely useless
of
feeling
in either branch of the Massaand would not avail."
chusetts legislature as the sustaining vote
A short, sharp debate began in the House I Boston Post Tells Trade
I in the House
of Representatives. As is eviof Representatives when the veto mesdent from the figures, Republican and
sage and the attorney general's opinion was
I
to
"Clean
Up
the
Films"
|
Democratic members alike supported the
read. fairs
Explaining
for the
AfCommittee which
drew Mercantile
the final draft
governor's
attitude to make the vote 202 to
THE
industry's
victory
over
pro|
ponents
of
the
bill
was
genera!I
14.
of the bill. Representative Keniston, of
I
ly
commented
on
in
the
Boston
1
The
House
was speeding up on the next
Boston, said the committee had been in- I newspapers.
The Evening Record | to the last day of the session when the
formally
informed
by
the
attorney
general's
I and Evening American rejoiced at 1
office that the bill was constitutional.
veto message and the attorney general's
I1 script
the governor's
veto, while the Tran- || opinion arrived. Representative Young, of
Mellen Attacks Attorney General.
was non-commital.
Weston, asked that the opinion be read.
Speaker Warner, by use of his gavel, was
Under the editorial caption, "Clean | Clerk Kimball then read it at the direccalled upon to check a sensational attack I
tion of Speaker Warner.
I Up the Films," the Post urged |
on the attorney general by Representative
Representative Keniston, of Boston,
I "movie picture people to reform their |
Mellen, who charged the attorney general I films of their own motion, and not | arose to explain the position of his meruntil another legislature passes |
affairs committe ■. He said the bill
as being one who would "render anv opin- i1 wait
another censor bill which will stand 1 had beencantilesubmitted
informally to the ationshotwhich
was
desired
of
him."
The
upof the House proceedings was that 1 the test of constitutionality." 1
torney general's department. The commitby the overwhelming majority of 202 to 14 1 "That a considerable proportion of 1
tee, he said, was told that there was nothfilms need revision in the inter- |
the House
sustained
governor's
veto. II the
ing unconstitutional in the bill. "But I recest of public morality, and especially | added.
Action
by the
Senate thebeing
unnecessary,
ognize that counts for nothing now," he
I for the protection of young people of |
the bill was dead and opponents of censorI both sexes, is apparent to any care- |
shiplative
had won
a
long
and
hard
fought
legisbattle.
I ful observer," charged the editorial ||
Calls AttorneyMellen
Generalthen
a "Tool."
Representative
began his
Governor Coolidge's veto message fol- I writer.
attack
on
the
attorney
general.
Mellen
lows: "A bill entitled 'An Act Relative to
said there are plenty of men in the Senate
the Approval and Public Exhibition of Mowho are as competent to detion Picture Films', being House Bill No.
236 U. S. 248. It is my opifiion that and House
termine the constitutionality as the attor1540, is herewith returned without ap- sas,
this
section
is
so
broad
that
it
:<vould
approval. Hereto attached is the opinion
ney general.
ply to a sale, lease or loan in this Comof the Attorney General that the second
"Much pressure," he added, "has been
a motion picture film made in brought
section, which is the important section of this state andmonwealth ofon
to bear upon this matter and it is
its way into another state, to be presumed
that the attorney general
the bill, is unconstitutional, and that sec- and would also apply
to a film in the orig- has been found an efficient tool to suption four, which undertakes to provide for
package in which it might be shipped
a court review, is not in a form which ex- into inal
this state from another state or from
port a desired opinion."
pressly preserves the constitutional rights
a
foreign
country.
By nerpounding
gavel.utterances.
Speaker Warof trial by jury, although it is possible that
checked any the
further
Representative Mellen said he did not refer
Finds Section Four Weak.
it might be interpreted to give that right.
to the governor but to the attorney genpurposeof ofsection
the bill
fail"The
withentire
the failure
two,would
and that
"If clause
so, it isoftosection
that extent
in conflict
eral who "would render any opinion which
8 of Article
1 of with
the
the entire bill would fail if the court should
Constitution
of
the
United
States
which
was
desired
of him."
Speaker
Warner directed Mr. Mellen
to take
his seat.
determine that the right of trial by jury is
The
Boston
member
arose
again
at once
confer on with
Congress
power
'to
regulate
not provided for according to the Consti- commerce
foreign nations, and among
and said that he desired to debate the
tution. There is no need to point out that
veto. Speaker Warner said he must not
unconstitutional legislation would be en- the several states, and with the Indian
tribes.' Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 419; reflect on any state official. Mr. Mellen
tirely useless, would bring about expense
Letsy V. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100; Schollensaid he had no intention of reflecting upon
to the Commonwealth which would be with- berger
v. Pennsylvania, 171 U. S. 1. I am, the governor and if any one thought his
out avail and would cause the appointment
therefore,
of
opinion
that
said
section
2
of persons and the installing of machinery,
bore that construction he apoloall of which would be a total loss to the is an attempt directly to regulate inter- words gized.
Then he went on to uphold the acstate
commerce,
and
is,
accordingly,
uncontion of the legislature in passing the bill.
Commonwealth."
stitutional.
Text of Opinion.
Minister Asks Support of Governor.
"I would also call your attention to section 4,which provides for an appeal to the
Attorney General Allen, whose opirion
Representative Winn, of Worcester,
superior court sitting in equity. While
on the bill was requested by the governor,
moved the previous question. The Rev.
I feel that there is a strong probability
Roland D. Sawyer, representative from
said
in
his
letter
to
the
governor
:
"Your
that
the
constitutional
requirement
that
Excellency has requested my opinion upon
Ware, said he hoped the House would
the constitutionality of House Bill No. 1540, one shall have a right to trial by jury where
sustain the governor as the principle of
entitled 'An act relative to the approval the value in controversy exceeds $20 is comcensorship was abhorrent to
plied with, in that the remedy in equity is pre-publicity
and public exhibition of motion picture
any American, particularly at a time when
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so much impressive legislation had been imposed on the people.
Representative Monk, of Watertown, resented the attack on the attorney general
by Representative Mellen. A member, he
said, might impeach the knowledge of the
attorney general, but no one can impeach
his character. His written opinions, Mr.
Monk went on, show that the attorney general's and
opinion ofwasthebased
the laws of
the state
Unitedon States.
"It would violate the principle of real
democracy to allow any one man or group
of men to decide what the 4,000,000 people
of the state may or may not see," put in
Representative Sawyer, of Ware. Representative Thomas, of Gloucester, thought it
humiliating to all the legislature to have
this development at this final stage of the
game.
Full Confidence in Both Officials.
"With all the lawyers here it is rather
amazing that the unconstitutionality of this
bill now so evident to us all when it is
pointed out by the governor, did not strike
us
sooner," insaidtheMr.governor
Thomas. whom
"I haveI love
full
confidence
personally and whom I regard as the best
we have ever had and will, of course, vote
to sustain his veto of the bill. I also have
confidence in the opinion of the attorney
general."
Representative McDonnell, of Boston,
Democratic floor leader, announcing that
he would
vote time
to sustain
Governor's
veto,
said the
spent intheconsideration
of the bill had not been wasted if some of
the motion picture interests "sense the
situation accurately" and start to "put
their house in order."
On the roll call on the passage of the
bill over the Governor's veto there were
14 yeas and 202 nays. The yeas were Representative Gilman of Boston, Hamburger
of Boston, Keniston of Boston, Kingman
of Walpole, Lane of Boston, Larson of
Everett, Mellen of Boston, Niland of East
Boston, Penshorn of Boston, Rice of Newton, Tirrell of Weymouth, Brown of Brockton, Beardsley of Boston and Lombard of
Everett.
Newspaper Comment.
The censorship bill that passed both
branches of the Legislature and was vetoed by the Governor was the outgrowth
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of two censorship bills filed early in the
session. The final draft provided for censorship by the State Department of Public
Safety, for a censor board within the department and for a preview of all films
intended for commercial use.
Boston newspapers, especially the Boston Evening Record and Evening American, which waged a tireless, vigorous fight
against the censorship bill, were elated
over the victory. Said the American editorially: "The Governor's veto entitles him
to the appreciation and gratitude of everybody who believes in free speech and a
free press, and who believes that all men
should have their day in court and a fair
trial. Good for Governor Coolidge !"
The ernor
Evening
editorial
said : "GovCoolidge Record
has again
demonstrated
his
grasp of government and law by his veto
of the motion picture censorship bill. His
veto rests upon points of law. The bill
was bad legislation, futile, ill considered
and unconstitutional. Discussion of the
bill before the Legislature often wandered
far from the point. There was much said
in criticism of motion pictures and in their
defense. Yet the issue was far larger than
this, for establishment of a censorship
would be a departure from our system of
democratic government and an invitation
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the bill to provide censorship for moving
pictures ended a long controversy, but did
not discuss the general proposition of the
wisdom of censorship being based on the
opinion of the Attorney General that the
billUnder
as passed
was unconstitutional."
the editorial
caption "Clean Up
the Films" the Boston Post, with the largest morning newspaper circulation in the
country,
"Xowcensor
that the
has •
vetoed thesaid:
movie
bill Governor
and the veto
has been sanctioned by the House, it is
up to the movie picture people to reform
their films of their own motion, and not
wait until
legislature
passes
another censoranother
bill which
will stand
the test
of constitutionality.
"That a considerable proportion of the
films need revision in the interest of public morality, and especially for the protection of young people of both sexes, is apparent
any screen
careful forobserver.
fluence toof the
good or The
ill is inso
patent that no community can afford to
permit the continued protection of demoralizing films. The well-being of the
coming generation
the paramount
sideration, and any isvehicle
of publicity,con-be
it the moving picture, the legitimate stage
or the newspaper, that fails to keep itself
clean and decent will sooner or later be
forced to do so by statute. -Xnd this is as

to The
evil."Transcript remarked: "His veto of
New

Famous

Players

should be."
and Spirit

by "Vic ' Smith
lOMING to hisofnew"The
position Boys"
just prior Praised
machinery will be placed in readiness by
c to the opening of the new studio of the time the electrical equipment is cornthe Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- plete and there is no doubt that we will
tion at Long Island City, Arthur V. Smith, ht working with six or seven companies
recently appointed general manager of between July 15 and August 1. There is
eastern studios, will devote his time and sufficient space there for twenty cornpaattention first to the plans for the equip- nies, if necessary. Altogether I consider
ment of the Long Island studio and labora- the studio the last word in perfection for
tory. After carefully going over the work the production of motion pictures.
that has been done and is to be done, Mr.
Busy on Three in New York.
Smith said that he could make no criticism
"At the present time we are producing
nor could he find a single fault in the plan
or construction of the building.
three pictures at the Fifty-sixth and Forty"The layout is splendid in every way fourth street studios. George Fitzmaurice
at work on 'Idols of Clay' with Mae
and shows quality in every angle consid- is
ered," said Mr. Smith. "The lights and Murray and David Powell. Harley Knoles
is working on Dorothy Dalton's next picture, 'A Winter City Favorite,' and Edward
Dillon has begun 'The Frisky Mrs. Johnson' with Miss Burke. Charles Maigne
will commence shortly with Thomas
Meighan
'The Frontier
of the
Stars."to
John
S. in
Robertson
has been
loaned
Realart and is at this time completing 'A
Dark Lantern' at the Essenay studios in
Chicago
with Miss
Brady." of the studio
Considering
the personnel
Mr. Smith said: "I certainly have been
handed an efficient and well organized
staff. Mr. Naulty deserves the utmost
credit in his selection of men in which to
of his various deplace the responsibility
partments. My policy will be unlike the
usual one of a newcomer putting in his
own staff, but, better than that, I shall
adjust myself to the conditions existing,
for they could not be better, and in that
way
of all.I feel that I will obtain the confidence
"The Boys" Co-operate.
"I particularly like the way the boys
talk about their work. They come to me
with the spirit and attitude of co-operation
of 'I did this' and 'I did that'
and instead
they
use 'we' and that means a lot. Considering each department, the art and decoration, purchasing, still, casting, wardrobe, electrical, accounting and carpenter
shop, all are in charge of the best men
Be
Dressed Up You Needn't Scold Her.
You're
'Caused
Just
and
Good,
Is
Jenny
obtainable."
She can't afford to wear expensive gowns when the story calls for a gingham
"Vic"
known E.as Smith,
Arthuris V.a Smith,
Smith,
brotherbetter
of Albert
apron. Mary Miles Minter
here release.
in a scene from "Jenny,
president of Vitagraph.
Good," isa seen
Realart
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Against

Pleads

in Annual

Brady;

Censorship
Meeting

Against

Giving

Over

Films to Politicians and "Free" Advertising — Committee Will
Carry Fight Against Censorship to Legislatures in 1921
erick H. Elliott showed that three times
The first is for a great principle,
declarentd aandchange.
screen,g " preside
off the retirin
politics
KEEP
the fight for a principle should be an during last year the vigilance and activity
m A. Brady,
Willia
offensive
and
not
a
defensive
one.
We
of the National Association of the
of the national association had prevented
Motion Picture Industry, at the annual recommend there be submitted to each of the closing of the motion picture theatres
in session in 1921 a pro- of the country. He also recommended an
meeting of that body on June 8 at the head- the legislatures
posed amendment to the constitutions of affiliation of the national association with
quarters of the Old Colony Club in the
the several states to guarantee the screen similar film organizations of European
Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland.
"There are many persons who realize the the same freedom now guaranteed the countries, and a committee was appointed
and the spoken word in every con- by President Brady to see if such an affiliapower of the screen, who will be trying press
stitution.
tion could be brought about.
to use it for political purposes," he conReports were received from the Sunday
"In ma' ing this fight for the great printinued,
"but
it
should
be
made
emphatic
ciple of freedom of expression of ideas, we opening, the transportation and the film
that the screen of this country is not in
can demand and receive the support of theft committees on their activities. It was
politics. Neither should a man be asked men
and
women who will not otherwise
stated by the Sunday opening committee
to pay his money to go to the theatre and
interest themselves in opposing particular that more theatres are open now on Sunday
then be forced to sit through the presenta- consorship
legislation.
than
ever before. The film theft commitof a lot has
of advertising
tee reported that many dealers in stolen
Mr.tionBrady
announced pictures."
he will not be
Do Not Seek License.
films have been driven out of business.
a candidate for re-election.
screen
Committees Appointed.
Films for Young People.
we"Indo demanding
not ask for freedom
license. for
If antheindecent
Matters of importance not alone to the
motion picture industry, but also to the
motion picture patrons were discussed at
the meeting, which was attended by many
of the most prominent film men of the
country. One resolution pledged the association to the program of the production,
distribution and exhibition of selected pictures for young people.
An amendment to every state constitution so as to guarantee the motion picture screen the same freedom now guaranteed the press and spoken word by those
same constitutions was a recommendation
made by the censorship committee in its
annual report.
"While no state in 1920 has written upon
its statute books a censorship law," the
censorship
committee
"and while
no censorship
law has reported,
been enacted
since
our national association has been organized, censorship continues to be the overshadowing menace to our industry.
Well Intentioned But Deluded.
"Well intentioned men and women, firm
in their belief they are doing a public service, but as destructive as their prototypes
of the earlier days who burned the Bible
and destroyed the first printing press, are
^advocating censorship, virtually asking that
'civilization
a backward
that
the motion take
picture,
a mediumstep,
for and
thought
expression, be censored prior to exhibition
to enforce their varied opinions of moral
standards.
"The intolerance of these men and
women and the danger of their prapaganda
is illustrated in the attack recently made
by a religious denomination in convention
assembled. The same delegates who advocated acensorship of the motion picture
attacked the Associated Press, that great
international, unbiased medium for the collection and dissemination of news, urging
a censorship of the press as well as of
the motion picture. Such bigotry would
undo the great work of John Milton and
would prevent that free expression of
thought, if any people are to retain their
freedom.
To Take Offensive Action.
"Heretofor the censorship committee
for the freedom of the
has made itse fight
screen on the defensive, by opposing the
censorship bills introduced in the several
legislatures. The time has come to make

I Want States to Guarantee
|
Films Freedom of Press |

the
to convince
campaign
THE people
of the nation
that cenI
sorship of the screen is as radI ical and mistaken an idea as was the
I destruction of the printing press in
I days gone by, will be officially inI augurated when the different state
1 legislatures convene in 1921.
1 It will be an offensive, not a defen1 sive, campaign that will be waged.
I To each legislature will be submitted
I a suggested amendment to the state
I constitutions, guaranteeing the screen
I the same freedom now guaranteed
I the press and the spoken word in
I many constitutions. The intent is to
I have films classified along with books,
I magazines and the printed word.
I \n amendment to the penal code
I recently passed unanimously by both
I houses of Congress prohibits the
I transportation in the mails or in inI terstate commerce of indecent or imI moral films, removing the necessity
I for any censorship of motion pic1 tures.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
I

or immoral picture is produced or exhibited we ask. and should demand, that the
producer and exhibitor be punished, and
the punishment be so severe that it will
act as a deterrent to others who would degrade the screen.
"The principle of classifying the motion
picture film with books, magazines and the
printed word, which we seek to have recognized in the several states by constitutional
amendment, has already been recognized
by the federal government. The bill introduced by Congressman Joseph Walsh of
Massachusetts, at the request of the censorship committee of this association,
which passed both houses of Congress
without a dissenting vote and has been
signed by President Wilson, amends the
penal code by adding indecent and immoral
motion picture films to the indecent and
immoral books, magazines and photographs, the transportation of which in the
main or in interstate commerce is proThe report of Executive Secretary Fredhibited."

President
as a commit-of
tee to conferBrady
with appointed
a similar committee
the exhibitors, if the occasion should arise,
the following: Adolph Zukor, Samuel
Goldwyn, W. R. Rothacker, Fred J. Beecroft, Martin J. Quigley, Charles C. Pettijohn and Harry M. Berman.
Directors of the national association for
the ensuing year were elected as follows:
Producers' Division — .Adolph Zukor, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation ; J. Stuart
Blackton, J. Stuart Blackton Feature Pictures, Inc.; William A. Brady, William \.
Brady Picture Plays, Inc.; Paul Brunet,
Pathe Exchange, Inc.; William Fox, Fox
Film Corporation ; Samuel Goldwyn. Goldwyn Pictures Corporation; D. W. Grififith,
D. W. Grififith Enterprises; Carl Laemmie,
Universal Film Manufacturing Company ,Richard A. Rowland, Metro Pictures Corporation; Joseph M. Schenck, Norma Talmadge Pictures Corporation ; Myron Selznick. Select Pictures Corporation; Albert
E. Smith, Vitagraph Company of America.
Elect Officers in September.
Distributors' Division — Percy L. Waters,
Triangle Distributing Corporation; W. E.
Atkinson, Metro Pictures Corporation; B.
N. Busch, Republic Distributing Corporation; R. H. Cochrane, Universal Film
Manufacturing Corporation; Gabriel L.
Hess, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;
Lewis Innerarity, Pathe Exchange, Inc.;
Walter
Irwin; Corporation;
Charles C. Pet'tijohn,
Select W.
Pictures
William
Wright, Vitagraph, Inc.; W. R. Sheehan,
Fox Film Corporation; J. D. Williams,
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Supply and Equipment List.
Supply
and Equipment
Division— J. E.
Brulator, Eastman
Films; Harry
H. Allen,
Wyanoak Publishing Company; Willard
B. Cook, Pathescope Company of America;
Joseph F. Coufal, Standard Slide Company;
Walter J. Moore, H. C. M iner Lithographing Company; B. F. Porter; E. M. Porter,
Precision
Machine Company; Will C.
Smith, Nicholas Power Company; L. P.
Weber, Acme Lithographing Company.
General Division—John C. Flinn, George
Blaisdell, Fred J. Beecroft, Paul H. CromeIm, Paul Gulick, Lesley Mason, James R.
Quirk, Fred Rothenberg. Thomas G. Wiley.
The directors will hold a meeting in New
York in September for the election of officers andover.
in the interim the old officers
will hold
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JALENK, president, and
THEOD
Albert, secretary, of the Jalenk
PaulORE
Theatre Company, of Schenectady, N.
Y., who run the Albany Theatre in that
city, a house of 1,100 seats, with a fourteenpiece orchestra, will enlarge its seating
capacity to 1,500 to increase the profits of
their investment. Mr. Albert claims that
he has not been able to realize on his added
outlay of $3,600 owing to the high cost of
pictures, but with the splendid patronage of
the people of Schenectady and the enlargement of the theatre the company anticipates one of the best season of the year
this coming summer.
* * *
Maurice Brenon recently arrived in New
York from the Coast to supervise the advertising and publicity work of the Catherine Curtis Pictures Corporation. Miss
Lillian McCarthy has joined the Curtis
forces as secretary to Miss Curtis to succeed Miss Catherine Traynor, who has
sailed for Japan. * * *
Leon J. Bamberger, formerly connected
with the United Picture Theatres Corporation, has joined forces with Mr. Levy, under the firm of Bamberger and Levy at
1493 Broadway, New York, as specialists in
motion pictures and general agents to the
trade.
* » *
Harry Ward, managing director of the
Haywood Productions, of London, England, one of the most active film renters
of the United Kingdom, arrived in New
York on Saturday, June 5, on the S.S. Lapland, for an indefinite stay in America. He
was accompanied on his journey by Henry
Cundy, of the Cinema Sales Corporation
of Great Britain, and both are stopping at
the Hotel Astor, where they will maintain
their headquarters while here. This is Mr.
Ward's second visit to America within a
period of six months. His present trip is
primarily in the interest of his recently
perfected distributing organization, the
Cinema Sales Corporation. Mr. Ward announces that he is anxious to renew old
acquaintances and is prepared to negotiate
for the distribution of big American productions in the United Kingdom.
* * *
Vincent Coleman plays the leading male
role in the next Constance Talmadge,
"Good References." Mr. Coleman is playing opposite Josephine Victor in "Martinique," atthe Eltinge
New York.
* * Theatre,
*
Sam Farber, of Vitagraph, Realart and
Victor Kremer products, is now covering
his old territory in Connecticut for the Republic, New Haven, exchange, and he
knows it like a book.
* * *
Walter Diller, of the Penn Export Company, has moved from 15 Park Row to Leavitt Building, 126 West Forty-sixth street.
* * *
Elmer McGovern, for many years engaged in the manufacturing and editing of
films, has purchased a picture, which he
will issue on his own responsibility, after
he has edited and retitled it. He has been
responsible for many successes.
4: 4: *
Warren W. Lewis, editor of Selznick's
"Brain Exchange,"
at theforCleveland
convention editing a isdaily
the Selznick
Enterprises.
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PERSONAL

Francis Ford has just completed cutting
"The
Lincoln" New
at theYork.
Joe Miles
studio,Heart
Leavittof Building,
* * *
L. J. Selznick is attending the Cleveland
convention, while his sons, Myron and
Dave, left Saturday,
* *June* 5, for the Coast.
John Kraft, of the Universal advertising
department, has resigned to venture forth
on his own responsibility in the making of
E'IKMnillllltlKlllllllill
Japanese Film Men Come to
America for Studio Supplies
EDWARD
K. TANAKA,
supervis-of
ing director
and counsellor
the Shochiku Kinema Corporation of Tokio, Japan, and H. K. Kotani, director of the photographic
department of the same corporation,
who for six years was with the Paramount Artcraft Pictures Company
and also with Thomas Ince and Griffith as a technical director, are in New
York stopping at the Hotel Astor.
Mr. Kotani
has country
had ten and
years'will
experience in this
be
invaluable to the work projected by
the Shochiku Kinema Corporation in
its new studios soon to be established in Tokio.
Mr. Tanaka is in this country to
purchase equipment for the new plant.
He is also controller of most of the
larger theatres throughout Japan.
His company is about to start on an
extensive scale to make pictures by
Japanese players, of whom he has
four thousand in his employ.
In an interview with Mr. Tanaka,
he said: "The motion picture business in Japan is beginning to take on
proportions that surpass all expectations. At the present time the pictures mostly shown are of American
.'origin,
but thetoo.
Japanese
wantbuttheir
own pictures,
Nothing
the
legitimate drama has, up to the present, been popular in Japan, but the
demand for moving pictures had compelled us to take the matter seriously
and open studios.
"The Shochicu company is one of
the largest in Japan, but has not previously gone outside the drama. We
are not only planning for local consumption but will present our productions
to
the
western
well."
With Messrs.
Kotaniworld
and asTanaka
is C. Tamaki, treasurer of the company. They will sail for Japan, by
way of San Francisco, on July 2.
titles, in which he has proven himself a
competent and efficient
* * exponent.
*
Murray G. Garrson, president of Finearts
Picture Corporation, has moved the Finearts offices from Leavitt Building to the
Bro'caw Building, Forty-second street and
* * *
Broadway. New Yor'c.
Julius Stern, president of the L-K. O Productions, arrived in New York Saturday,
June 5, where he will remain for . few
weeks before going to Europe with his
brot!ier-in-law, Carl Laemmle.

TOUCH

Charles Sarver, producer of "The Gibson
Upright" for the Outlook Photoplays, Lie,
has just completed the editing of the production and it will soon be ready for release. The principals in the picture are
Catherine Calvert *and» Herbert
Rawlinson.
»
Robert W. Chambers, the novelist, and
Messmore Kendall, president of the Moredall Realty Company, which owns the Capitol Theatre, New York, have formed an
organization to produce, present and exmotion pictures
based will
on acquire
Chambers'
novels.ploitThis
new concern
an
Eastern studio in which to make their productions.
* * i
The Film Service Bureau, connected with
the Joe Miles studios, is cutting the Fannie
Ward duced
feature,
in Paris. "She Played and Paid," pro* * *
Albert Tuchian, formerly purchasing
agent for Universal, has resigned to actional.cept a similar position with the First Na* * *
Leopold Sutto, of 9 Place de la Bourse,
Paris, France, arrived in New York on
Monday, June 8, and will be located at the
Hotel Astor for several days. Mr. Sutto is
special representative of the Cinematographes Pictures Company.
♦ * *
.\. Milligon, manager of the Broadway
Theatre, Saratoga, N. Y., is campaigning
an extra exploitation on "The Wonder
Man," which is booked at the Broadway
for an early showing. The Palace at Saratoga, one of the prettiest in the state, is
putting in a new front, decorating and enhancing its attractiveness in general. All
the Saratoga theatres are preparing for a
big tourists season in July and August.
James A. Leary, W. A. Fullerton and William E. Benton, of the Congress Theatre,
say
July and August
months.
« *are their banner
Harry Chandlee and William B. Laub are
editing and titling two pictures of the
"Tex" O'Reilly stories, namely, "Free
Grass" and "Crossed
* *Trails."
*
Sydney Cohen, of the Lew Cody Productions; Hop Hadley, of Hallmark; Rupert Julian, Leopold Sutto, of France;
Tefft Johnson, Elmer McGovern, Guy Wonders, of the New Wilson, Baltimore; W. G.
Smith, of the Fidelity Pictures; Joseph A.
Oudin, consulting art director of Selznick
Enterprises; Dr. J. L. Valentin, of the Hartford Theatre, Baltimore and E. G. Blanke,
theatrical architect of Baltimore, were
frequenters of Hotel Astor lobby,
Cleveland convention week. The during
village
was not entirely deserted.
* ♦ *
Marie Collidge Rask, editor of the UniPress Book,"
resignedversal
her "Exhibitors'
position Feature
with Universal.
Mrs.
Rask is contemplating going to Norway
with her son, Frederick A. Rask, of the
United States Shipping Board, who is now
abroad. Mrs. Rask is the widow of Lieutenant Olaf H. Rask, of the United States
Marine Corps, who died in Philippine Islands in 1902. She was
years on
the magazine section offorthefourNew
World, Motion Picture Magazine andYork
the
Photoplay Magazine. She has been with
the Universal for eighteen
months
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Aliens

Big

Invade

Picture

whichly were origplans
NGformula
CULMINATI
ted short
inally
after the
return of J. J. Allen, of the firm of
and Jay J. Allen, with headquarters in
Jule to,
Toron
from London, last Fall, comes an
announcement that this concern has consum ated adeal which includes the purchase of one of the most costly parcels of
businesson property in London and nthe erection, this site, of two big motio picture
theatres. The transaction, according to
the Aliens, involves a total expenditure exceeding $4,000,000, half of which amount is
property cost, and calls for the razing of
two of the most historic buildings in the
British Metropolis, the far-famed Empire
Theatre and Queen's Hotel in Leicester
Square.
Starting in a small way in Brantford,
Ont., fourteen years ago, Bernard Allen,
together with his sons, Jule and Jay, formed the nucleus of what is now a powerful
theatrical organization. At that time — the
days
the "storewhat
room"waspicture
the
Aliensof opened
knownshowas— the
Theatorium, a cinema house of no small
pretentions for those pioneering days.
Through sheer perseverance and natural
ability, the brothers progressed until today
they own ©r control over fifty theatres in
Canada, representing an investment exceeding $20,000,000, and have under construction
big picture theatres in the leading cities
of the United States, including a theatre
in Cleveland and another in Detroit, both
of which houses are well under way.
Plans Now Advancing.
C. Howard Crane, in charge of the architectural department of the Allen Theatre
Enterprises, is leaving for London immediately, where he will consult with the
builders and submit sketches for approval,
after which plans will be started at once.
It was originally intended to construct one
large theatre on the London site, but on
account of the tendency of the picture business toward super attractions and long runs
it was deemed advisable to meet this condition and erect two houses on the property
just purchased.
The smaller of the two theatres will be
similar to the Allen Winnipeg Theatre.
Present plans call for a house to seat 4,000
persons, and the second one to have a capacity of about 2,000. The smaller theatre
vvill be given over to super film productions, which will enjoy long runs from one
^.to six months, while the larger house will
feature high class program, which will be
changed weekly. Fifty piece orchestras
and elaborate stage settings will be employed in the two theatres.
The fronts of both theatres will be constructed of glazed cotta and will be most
ornate. There will be a double ornamental
marquee extending to the curb running the
entire length of the houses. The floors and
walls of the lobbies will be of white and
green marble, and a large foyer will also
assure ample protection for crowds awaiting to purchase tickets against inclement
weather.
Innovations to be Introduced.
An unusual feature of the present plans
for the two houses are the plans calling
for an immense tea and soda grille. The
tea room will be located in the basement,
with entrances from the theatre foyers, and
will be readily accessible either from within
the houses or from the street. The soda
grille will be situated on the main floor
near the theatre entrances and will accommodate 1,500 patrons.
Flanking the en-
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to

Build

Two

Houses
Involving
Millions
Company, 220 West Forty-second street,
trances to both theatres will be individual
New Yor ;, has undertaken the selling
shops, while the front of the building will agency.
There are twelve of these one reel
be given over to offices.
When one enters either theatre, they comedies based on Flagg's familiar drawings
and
idealizing his types.
will be confronted with a scene of luxury
and quiet splendor. Scattered throughout
the lobbies, foyers and promenades will be
luxuriously upholstered divans and settees
Grauman Has "Lovers' Week"
and the walls will be adorned with the
for Wanda Hawley's Premier
paintings of masters.
Concealed lighting systems will be emRealdebut asata GrauS Hobbs"
art starHAWLEY'
in "Miss
WANDA
electricala engiman's Theatre in Los Angeles has
neersployedarein both
now houses,
at workandplanning
new
been
hailed
as
one
of
the
big
events
of
the
illumination project, which will make it
season by the critics of the local newspossible for a patron to read the program
in the theatre while the pictrue is being
Sid Grauman inade a special event of the
projected. This will do away with the in- American premier of the new star by
convenience of groping for seats and the papers.
attending difficulties of a poorly lighted designating the week of showing as "Lovers' Week" and conducting an unusually
theatre.
heavy billboard and newspaper advertisWhen toriumstheof thesystem
is
installed
the
audinew London houses will be
ing campaign. In his advertising he described Miss Hawley as "conceded to be
completely filled with a softly subdued light
that isdued restful
to the eye.
sub- the most beautiful girl of the screen" and
the illumination
will beAlthough
of sufficient
the play as "the story of a great, big, wonnature to insure reading without eye strain.
Other innovations in the contemplated
The derful
showing
was by
a prerelease
the reviews
the
love." bookingatandGrauman's
theatres include the most modern ventilatLos Angeles critics consequently give an
ing and heating system, plate glass inclosed
projection rooms equipped with a battery accurate line on the manner in which Realof six machines each and retiring or rest art has kept faith with exhibitors in making a worthy production for the new star.
apartments. Then there will be lengthy
promenades where patrons may stroll be- Every critic in the city greeted the picture
with
praise and appreciation.
tween rows of palms and hothouse plants
during intermissions. Dozens of other feaTransfers Eastern Activities
tures new to theatre-goers have been incorporated inthe plans. The new theatres
The Mayflower Photoplay Corporation
will feature British made pictures.
has transferred its eastern producing activities from the Paragon Studio, Fort Lee,
Kleine Revives Flagg Comedies
to the Biograph Studio, 177th street. New
George Kleine some time ago persuaded York, where space has been leased for the
to well known illustrator, James Mont- making of R. A. Walsh's second indepengomery Flagg, to make a series of motion
dent production to be presented by Mayflower through First National. Mr. Walsh
pictures
title with
"Girlsexhibitors
You Know."
The
seriesunder
was the
popular
and will occupy the main stage at the Biograph
the public and as there is a call for their plant and has already taken possession of
reissue or revival. Photo Products Export his new quarters.

"The Burden Rests on You to Prove That Woman Is Really a Riddle."
Edward Jose, director, talking things over with Geraldine Farrar, star; Adele
Blood Riddle:
and Montagu
Love,being
who produced
are working
on a new Exhibitors,
play called "The
Woman,"
by Associated
for release
through
Pathe.
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Direct Famous Players Canadian Chain
Exhibitors' Association when it
HM. THOMAS, who in the last six Nebraska
years has won for himself a repu- was organized. He has strongly advocated
• tation as an exhil)itor while manfighting censorship by showing clean picaging the Strand and the Rialto theatres
tures. His ability to write advertisements
in Omaha, has accepted the position of with punch in them is little short of marvelous, and his abundant use of newspaper
director of theatres for the Famous Playin fromOmaha
has startled many exhibers-Lasky Canadian Corporation, Ltd., and space itors
other cities.
will be the directing manager of about
forty theatres located in the leading cities
Within five minutes after newspapers appeared on the streets of Omaha the other
of Canada. Mr. Thomas has resigned as
manager of the Rialto in Omaha, effective day saying Mr. Thomas was going to leave
August 1. He will go to California for a he was called upon by an Irish policeman
and a Methodist preacher, both of them
month, then to Canada to take up his new
duties.
declaring they were sorry to see him leavA. H. Blank, owner of the Rialto Theaing. His ability to meet all kinds of people
tre, asked Mr. Thomas to name his own
on their own grounds has won for Mr.
successor. Charles Branham, former manThomas hundreds of friends of every walk
ager of the Majestic Theatre in Detroit, in life in Omaha, and the expressions of
the Strand of Minneapolis and a former
regret at his leaving have been numerous.
newspaper man, has accepted the managership of the Rialto.
Mr. Thomas will make his headquarters
East Meets West and West
in Toronto. One of his first activities will
Is Best When Metro Men
be to open eight new houses, which will
be opened early in the fall season.
Dash Madly Around Bases
Fourteen Years an Exhibitor.
For fourteen years Mr. Thomas has been
to paraphr
best,Metro
ge KipWEST was
ling, when
exchanase
men
an exhibitor. He came to Omaha from
mingled
in
what
began
ai
a
ballKansas City six years ago to manage the game but degenerated into a track meet
Strand. As the American legitimate thea- at the outing held last Thursday in connection with the annual convention of
tre this house had proved a sad failure, because it was off location. When it was
Metro district and branch managers. The
opened as a picture house under the direc- melee was staged at Glenwood-on-thetion of Mr. Thomas there was no other
yi'sa
picnic
groundsteam
of Saratson
house in Omaha like it. It was large, beau- Sound,
Hotel, onandthe the
western
won by
tifully decorated and boasted an orchestra.
score of 20 to 6 after four and a half
The city sat up and took notice. The innings of frenzied play.
Strand was different from the other houses,
T. J. exchange,
Connors, manager
of Metro's
New
which were still in the 5-cents-straight York
captained
the eastern
class, with electric pianos, poor projection, forces, while B. F. Rosenberg of Los Ancramped quarters and the other disadvangeles led the victorious westerners. The
tages of a few years ago. The Strand was
presence in the western line-up of Bert
a success from the start.
Lytell, Metro star who was a specially inMr. Thomas waged a "Do You Believe
vited guest at the outing, may have accounted for the easy win of the men from
in Me?" campaign through the billboards
and newspapers to convince the people the "wild and wooly." Bert made two
that when he said a picture was good it hits, one of them a triple, scored a brace
was going to be good. He established a of runs and, playing right field, speared a
reputation at the Strand and when the long fly with the skill of a Tyrus Cobb or
Rialto was opened two years ago he be- an Eddie Roush.
came the manager there. Since the Rialto
For three innings it resembled a ballwas opened it has steadily averaged a game. The East took the lead and at the
business of $10,000 a week.
end of the third the score was 6 to 4 in
Active in Civic Affairs.
favor
Connor's
But thein westerners
the fourth
and theof first
half oftribe.
the fifth
Mr. Thomas has taken an active interest
scored 16 runs and Umpire Neufeld stopped
in civic affairs. He was the first exhibitor
the game of general "charley horse."
in Omaha to speak before the Women's
Everybody's
— or tongues
— was
Club and similar bodies. He headed the
hanging
out, andtongue
as nothing
liquid rested

on third base there was
runEast.
any more.
Sanders
c
Lynch
p
Davis
ss
Connors
lb
Townsend
2b
Golden
3b
Briant
rt
Kessnich
cf
Cohen
If .
Score by innings:
East
West

June 19, 1920
no incentive to
West.
Scully
McA voy
Aaron, Haldeman
Meador
Nathanson
Cohen
Lytell
Bachmeyer
Bethell
01 21 42 110 X5 —— 206

Nebraska Exhibitors Like
Pathe's Open-Booking

System

that
assertedbranch
Omaha,
managerD. from
, Pathe's
GRAHAM
HARRY
ritory.
Pathe's system of open booking has
met with the highest approval in his ter"Big and small exhibitors," says Manager Graham, "appreciate the policy of
Pathe in not compelling them to bind themselves to ironclad contracts. Exhibitors
also seem to have confidence in our features and short subjects.
"Theatregoers in and around Omaha
seem to want a production depicting outdoor life. To this I lay the success which
'Rio Grande' and 'Other Men's Shoes' has
enjoyed. The Blanche Sweet Specials have
been doing remarkable business, and this
star is getting more popular with every
production.
"Harold Lloyd is a sensation, with Rolin
comedies
featuring
'Snub'
Pollard
him a close
second.
Serials
are running
getting
more popular with the new series Pathe
has been releasing, including "The Third
Eye,' 'Trailed by Three' and 'Daredevil
Jack.' George Seitz scored a tremendous
success
in 'Bound swear
and Gagged.'
Exhibitors
in our territory
by newspaper
and
tradepaper advertising," he stated.
Plunkett Succeeds Eaton
Moe Mark, president of the Mitchel H.
Mark Realty
Corporation,
owners in
and New
operators of the
Strand theatres
York, Brooklyn and other cities, announces
that the post of managing director of the
Strand Theatre, New York, which is to be
vacated on June 14 by Jack Eaton, will be
filled by Joseph L. Plunkett, who has just
returned from London, where he was European representative for an American film
before his decorporation. Mr. Plunkett
parture for Europe was managing director
of the Strand Theatre, having replaced
Harold Edel, who died in November, 1918-

Three Scenes from as Many Pictures to Be Released Under the Selznick Banner.
Left to right: "The Point of View." with Elaine Hammersteln; "The Palace of :)arkened Windows," by National Picture Theatres,.
Inc., and "The Flapper," starring Olive contracted
Thomas. Wea snakey
just don't
like at
the the
snake
in Scene 2, and from appearance Olive has
feeling
right.
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Addresses

99

Showmen
on
''Optics
the midst
of the aforesaid laboratories
of
Projectio
n and
By
F. H. RICHARDSON
THERE are times when one wishes most
darned near shook our hand off.
y one hadn't. In our case this
devoutl
Walkenshaw is one of the old, old timers.
is one of them. Being invited by the
Allentown exhibitors to address the just pointing out objectionable things He began as projectionist for Hyman Howe
Kiwanis, a business organization of that which tend to injure the results in other- many years ago. He has made almost fifty
wise really fine theatres.
trips to Europe on behalf of the Lyinan H.
city, on "The Moving Picture" we, feeling
Howe interests.
The Savoy is a dandy house, well maned to murreal strong
and
capable,
conclud
aged by Fred W. Herman. Jack Jones
der several birds with one stone and wrote
Said he ; "Gee, Rich, I wish you could
the Scranton, Wilkesbarre, Easton and is his able assistant. The Savoy picture stay awhile. You've just got to come down
several other locals that we would, if they is well lighted and of proper size.
and visit us. What a time we'll have talkwished it, visit their various bailiwicks and
Side lights and exit lights need attenTheing over
Lyman
Howe !" laboratories specialize
tion badly. Edward Parson is chief progive them an illustrated lecture on the
old times
jectionist and Joe Moser is his assistant. in fine printing. Said Walkenshaw: "We
ion."
"Optics
of
Project
The projection room is practically oppo- can take a negative from which they are
And then just when acceptances began
site the screen. The observation ports turning out poor prints by ordinary
to come in we fell off the running board
were very small — bad — and the walls of the processes and get a good sharp print."
of an automobile, whereupon the doctor
And we believe him, for Walkenshaw is
projection room were too light in color.
presented us with a nice pair of crutches
The entire Savoy balcony is given over a man who is not given to making stateand
"predicted"
everything
from
the
to loges filled with comfortable wicker
mumps to sure death if we put our right
up. The
year back
ago with
eightlaboratories
employes.
arm chairs. The house scats about 1,100, started mentsahe can't
foot on the ground for at least ten days.
and
has
a
fine
front
and
lobby.
They
are
employing
forty
now, but find,
Oh fudge! But rather than renig on our
The Bijou Dream is a curiosity. It is a as others of us have found, that the numpromises we draped ourselves on the
crutches, and a Lehigh Valley train grabbed
ber who appreciate high class work sufficiently well to pay an added price for it
our courage by the neck with both hands
is limited.
and fared forth into Pennsylvania.
Stanley Company of America,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Is Given Midnight Dinner.
Is Met by Union Members.
In the evening we were very agreeably
The Scranton local had not considered
Motion Picture World, June 1, 1920.
surprised. Due to the acts of a union secour offer as worth even a refusal — no re516 Fifth Avenne,
retary, who has fortunately been replaced,
New York City.
ply at all — so Wilkes-Barre came first. And
but
who seems, during his term of office
say we will remember that little city for
Gentlemen
:
Mr.
F.
H.
Richardson
to have done just about as he individually
quite some time. We were to arrive at 1 :23
of your Projection Department gave
pleased, instead of as the union pleased,
a. m., crippled and pretty well encumbered
us a lecture this morning which was
we had been given the impression that
with a suitcase and a bag containing a
attended
by
all
our
managers
and
as
the Wilkes-Barre men were non-progresstereopticon and some slides.
many operators as could be spared,
sive. This evidently is not true, for nonWc got there at 1 :30 and there on the
and
to
say
that
Brother
Richardson
progressives would not do things up shipplatform at that hour of the night were
told
us
something
worth
while
would
shape as they did that day.
Edward Seaman, secretary L. U. 325 O. A.,
be putting it mildly.
At midnight we were conducted to the
and Robert Fine and Edward Parsons, two
If
you
can
arrange
to
send
Mr.
restaurant
of the Hotel Redington, one of
of the members. They had a room reRichardson over here some time in
served and an automobile to take us to it.
the
best
in
the city, and there found waitthe fall, on a Sunday, we will give
ing, around a nicely arranged banquet
They will never know how narrow was
him a worth-while reception, and
table, practically every theatre manager
their escape from being kissed a la French
fashion.
and projectionist in the city. In fact, we
possibly five or six hundred operators and managers would be much
were told that the aforesaid union ex-secAnd now I have some nice things to say
about Wilkes-Barre, but I suppose you
benefited byYours
Mr. Richardson's
sentees. retary and his brother were the only abvery truly, lecture.
will all think its bull because they treated
THE STANLEY COMPANY
The boys had even arranged for the
us so well. Can't help that though I The
OF AMERICA,
truth is the truth and Wilkes-Barre is, to
mayor to be present, but that worthy offiFrank
W.
Buhler.
cial was detained through the arrival of
our way of thinking, one of the prettiest
some out-of-town official, and officials
little
cities
in
the
country
—
and
we've
seen
naturally come first with officials.
a few, too. Moreover, she is hustling,
Fred W. Herman, manager of the Savoy
250-seat storeroom theatre. It puts on a Theatre,
modern and thoroughly up-to-date.
was toastmaster. He welcomed
good picture and is making money. We the company
Discovers Some Wrong Things.
and spoke briefly of the good
met T. J. Riley, its manager, who is a live
On account of our bunged-up condition wire. Its projection room is, of course, derived from such get-together ineetings ;
we only visited a few of her theatres, opposite the screen, but the observation "the first" said he, "the managers and prowhich, while they have faults, are in the ports are absurdly small and it is flooded
jectionists ofWilkes-Barre ever had."
main well managed and modern. The with light from incandescents which the
Gets Handsome Souvenir.
Savoy, Strand, Alhambra, Bijou Dream, projectionist keeps burning.
He then sprung a genuine surprise by
Sterling Hazle and Majestic are owned and
Has Beautiful Arched Ceiling.
presenting to the guest of the evening, our
operated by the M. E. Commeford Amusement Company, which owns a total of fiftyThe Orpheum is a very fine house, owned more or less 'umble self, on behalf of the
seven theatres and has its executive of- by Jacob Theis and managed by A. C. members of local union 325, a really
fices in Scranton. They have little com- Cramps, with both of whom we had a long unique souvenir of Wilkes-Barre (center
petition in Wilkes-Barre, but that fact has talk. The house seats 870, all on one floor. of an enormously productive coal field) in
form of a carved and highly polished
apparently not operated in any way to Its auditorium is covered by an arched the
make them careless. Their theatres are ceiling — very handsome, but its lighting is ink well made of coal.
It is not a toy, but a real ink well, and
as well appointed and as snappy in their bad. We suggested remedies, and these
operation as any I have seen in other suggestions were well received and will certainly is as appropriate a token of their
cities of the same size.
be tried out. We were unequal to the task regard as the Wilkes-Barre men could possibly have selected. It will have a place
I did notice, however, that when there of examining the projection room.
among our treasures.
is a wrong thing (and a few things were
Wilkes-Barre
is
a
Power's
stronghold,
very wrong) it prevailed in pretty well all there being only two projectors of other
At one o'clock the decks were cleared
the houses. For instance in all of them manufacture in that city.
for action and until three ten we, assisted
we found little 4 by 6 inch, or thereabouts,
While in Wilkes-Barre we called up our by Brother Robert Fine at the stereopticon,
observation ports, which are about as old friend S. M. Walkenshaw, general talked projection optics to as attentive an
as one could wish to have.
wron'g
and insenseless
as anything
be. manager of the Lyman H. Howe labora- audience
We
found
two of them,
or was itcanthree,
Mnny remarks complimentary to the
tories,
which
specialize
in
high
grade
printpracrically all illumination of auditorium
ing and toning.
value of the lecture were overheard afterward, and a warm invitation to return to
to be by means of the objectionable side
Walkenshaw An Old Timer.
the city at a later date was extended by
lights; also there were objectionable exit
lights on the front wall.
Friend Walkenshaw promptly sent his both the managers and officials of the
gasoline battleship to the hotel, conveyed unions.
Now don't run away with the idea that us
(To be continued in next issue.)
in state to his sanctum sanctorum in
we are "roasting" for we are NOT, but
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of Roxey" Staged at Capitol
as Incident of New Ownership- Policy
the electric signs in front of the house
ned and in the newspaper advertising. Ben
re-ope
Capito
York
THEFridayNewevenin
g, June
having
4, lafter
."Vtwell continues as publicity director and
been closed three days while Samuel
L, Rothapfel was setting the stage for his John Wenger is still in charge of the settings and stage lightings.
return to the local field as a movie preSave for changes in the stage and orsentationist. The lights went up on a new
chestra arrangements the interior aspect
order of things generally; Goldwyn hav- of the tremendously
spacious interior is
comeof the
manage
the
voice in
active throug
into house
ing ment
h purchase of unchinged. The time of closure was devoted to preparing the stage to lift the
enough stock in the corporation to make
orch';stra out of the pit and provide more
themselves heard.
seats down in front.
W-'h the advent of "Roxey" a new boxHere's the New Program:
office and performance policy was inaugurated.
What
is
termed
a
"Summer
The
running
order of the opening show
Schedule" now calls for continuous performances starting early and running late called for this detail: Victor Herbert's
vith an afternoon scale of 30 and 40 cents "American Fantasie" as an overture, in
nd evening
prices by
40, the
."iS, 75
cents and $1, which singing, tableaux and motion pic\var
tax absorbed
management.
tures were effectively introduced. "WhisFlowers," a and
dancethenby came
the Albertieri
Change of Show and Prices.
dancers,pering
followed,
a Prizma
Edward Bowes remains managing direc- color picture "Hagopian, the Rug Maker."
Samuel Rothapfel
tor but Rothapfel will have charge of the Lawrence Hope's "Indian Love Lyrics" as
Who IS directing: the programs at New
to music by Amy Woodforde-Finden
presentations v.'ith his name featured in set
York's Capitol Theatre.
were given next with recitation, singing and
tableaux, accompanied by the orchestra.
"Scratch My Back" Applauded.
Films
ican
Amer
Technical Qualities of
"Scratch My Back," a Goldwyn feature,
with T. Roy Barnes and Helene Chadwick
Delight French Fans, Says Leon M adieu
the center of interest, followed the shorter
The
sole
reason
for
this
law
is
the
critical
are predominant m financial situation in our country. We numbers. Elsewhere will be found a
AMERICANure films
market of France. The have been obliged to restrict our purchases critical opinion of the production. If an
the pict
applauding sub-titles and laughFrench public seems to take pleasureof from other countries in all branches of audience
ing at practically everything gazed upon
in attributing to them technical qualities
commerce
and
industry,
and
the
attention
means
anything
in the life of a film,
the honor of of the government naturally was brought
the highest kind— all toAmer
ican picture
"Scratch
My
Back"
should become the
American directors and
to the importation of raw film.
Metheuselah of Goldwyn presentations.
artists, whose work often approaches close
"The French government, knowing the This is simply a report of how the audito perfection.
capacity of the Pathe Cinema plant, and
ence seemed to feel about it.
This is the keynote of a statement made that
Pathe Cinema could supply the
board
the
of
chairman
Madieu,
Leon
by
Stage
Settings and Light Effects.
French
market,
did
not
hesitate
to
take
of directors of Pathe Cinema, Paris, who this step. Pathe Cinema will most asWenger's
setting left nothing to
lately arrived on a visit to this country
suredly draw out a profit from this restric- be desired. stage
The old-time genius of Rothan exhausand immediately plunged into methods
tion,
but
it
has
done
nothing
and
could
do
apfel
and
Wenger
in combination evolved
of
American
tive inspection of
nothing to provoke it. Aside from this, a pre.^entation that brought satisfaction to
picture production.
it
is
sure
of
its
position
as
an
international
Mr. Madieu, who is also treasurer of factor in the industry and looks forward everybody within ear-shot of the reporter.
Pathe Exchange, Inc., of the United States, to
Another "answer" to the proposition:
when competiton, which is the
of which Paul Brunet is vice-president and lifetheof time
"Why enceRothapfel?"
foundas infaranasauditrade, will be resumed.
that filled thewashouse
the
manager, is personally conductgeneral
eye
could
reach
from
front
seats. When
"My
ideas
concerning
the
American
maring his researches into both the art and
ket
are
not
yet
quite
definite
enough
to
commercial sides of the film industry here.
the 'ast show "went in" there was a lobbyAfter a week of this sort of activity, Mr. allow me the pleasure of setting them full "standing out." It's only fair, in concensus of general opinion, to give credit for
Madieu replied to a few of the many questions put to him. He said:
these
propitious
his
style
of show.conditions to "Roxey" and
Myron
forth." Selznick Goes West
Stronger Scenarios Required.
to Arrange Transfer to East
Goldwyn Exchange Manager Is
"Asideservedfrom
the excellent
obin American
directionqualities
and acting
Selzofaccom, president
SELZNICK
Host to Western Exhibitors
MYRON
on,
Pictures
nick
Corporati
so highly esteemed in France, the mentality of the French masses in general
panied by his brother David, left recently on a flying trip to California in order MAURIC
resident manager
would require stronger and better conWOLFE, Distributi
E Goldwyn
ng Corof the
structed scenarios. It is my belief, more- to despatch the western production activiporation in Los Angeles, was host
es
ties of the Lewis J. Selznick Enterpris
over, that in the very near future the
to
some
twenty
theatre
owners
last
week.
American public itself will make the same to the East.
The big feature on the program was a
It will be recalled that Mr. Selznick an- visit to the Goldwyn studios in Culver
demands.
nounced recently that the Selznick produc- City, where vice-President Abraham Lehr
"In France, great efforts have been made
tion units would hereafter work exclusively presided
at a luncheon in their honor.
in the detailed production of artistic emotional photoplay. One of the latest works in the East, and had signed a long term
A Showman's "Who's Who.
that Pathe Exchange, Inc., has chosen, is lease for the Paragon and Solax studios ;
that the number of productions would
.^mong those present were L. A. Grant
the fascinating drama by Abel Grance en- also
be
increased.
and F. A. Smith, Windsor Theatre, Los
titled 'J'Accuse.' By this intensely realistic
film, Americans will be brought to a realiJ. Leslie Swope, Hollywood The"I am going west on a two weeks' trip," Angeles;
atre, Los .Angeles; W. G. Bailey, Lyceum
zation to what impressive progress in pic- Mr. Selznick stated just before his departures has been made by the French.
Theatre,
San Francisco; M. Blumenfield,
ture, "to insure the
our companies
now expeditious
working intransfer
our westof Empire Theatre, Napor ; C. C. Griffin, New
"I have been asked also how the Italian coast
studios. This transfer will be made Piedmont, Oakland; A. Markowitz, Strand
product is received in France. A considerable number of reels have crossed the without any hitch in our working schedule. Theatre, San Francisco; D. S. Markowitz,
frontier, but very few of them have met It will be during the intervals between pic- Crescent Theatres, Inc., San Francisco;
tures, and immediately upon the arrival of J. M. Young, Apollo Theatre, Hollywood;
with success. Italian acting seems too exuberant, in the gestures especially, and there the companies at Fort Lee they will find D. B. Vanderlip, Huntington Theatre; Sol
are many discrepancies in scenario.
everything in readiness for the starting of Lesser, Claremont Theatre, Oakland; T.
Karski, Royal Theatre, San Francisco; S.
Explains Film Embargo.
their
pictures."
Theatre; M. Klein, MaIt isnext
intimated
that in addition to super- Frankel,jesticHayward
Theatre. San Francisco; A. L. Salvising this transfer, Mr. Selznick will con"Theregreatly
is oneto question
especially motion
which
mon,
Polk
street,
San
Francisco, and Glenn
seems
interest American
sider the acquisition by his company of Harper,
Apollo Theatre, Los Angeles. A
picture producers — the decree prohibiting certain important stars and directors now general
good time resulted.
the importation of raw film into France. working on the western coast.
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Celebrates

Statement
s CorporaRealart
THIS week
d the Picture
tion celebrate
first anniversary
of the founding' of the concern. Congratulatory wires and messages were received from exhibitors in all parts of the
country
the year's
Actual onbusiness
was success.
started on June 11
last year when offices were opened at 112
West Forty-second street, New York.
Within a few months' time exchanges had
been opened in twenty-one important centers and in December, 1919, the first picture was available.
Thirteen pictures have been reelased by
the company to date and four more are
practically finished and will be put on the
market during July and August. They
will be included in this year's business and
round out the concern's activities for its
first year.
Important among the achievements of the
new concern during the year are the signing of two new stars in addition to the
original trio, the acquisition of the old
Morosco studios in Hollywood as a producing plant; and the establishment of a
Broadway record which shows every production to have played a week at one of
the big Rialto houses and with a return
engagement on the Loew circuit.
First Year's Accomplishments.
"From
small beginning
last June,"of
said Johna very
S. Woody,
general manager
Realart, in a brief resume of the year's
activities,
grown in
time with "Realart
incrediblehasswiftness
to aa year's
dominant position as a proucing organization.
Success has been ours in a measure far
beyond our highest hopes at the start and
for this we must thank our exhibitor partners who have made it possible.
"We opened with a small suite of offices
at 112 West Forty Second street. Arthur
S. Kane, our first president ; Ben F. Simpson, then field manager; John P. Fritts, director of publicity and advertising, and myself, were the original quartette who gathered at that place to make of Realart a
thing of substance out of our hopes and
ambitions.
"Wewhen
stayedour inquickly
those quarters
onlyactivities
a short
time
expanding
demanded
spaceWeandremained
we movedthereto'
729
Seventhlarger
avenue.
until November when our present home,
the entire fourth floor of the new and modern Winfield Building at 469 Fifth avenue,
had been completely remodeled to suit our
_jieeds.
"Earlywent
in the
myself
intosummer,
the fieldMr.to Simpson
establish and
our
branch offices. Mr. Simpson took the Eastern and Southern districts, while I hiked
across lots to the West. Within a few
short weeks we had engaged managers,
opened quarters and had things humming
in twenty-one recognized exchange centers. Idon't believe a more efficient sales
force was ever got together — and at a
speed which established a record.
Released First Picture in December.
"After several heart breaking production
incidents we finally released our first picture in December. We had planned to release Mary Miles Minter's first picture,
'Anne of Green Gables,' in September but
discovered that weather conditions had
spoiled the photographic work. Rather
than put out an inferior product we ordered most of the picture retaken.
"In December Mr. Kane resigned to head
his own concern and Morris Kohn, who
had been Realart's treasurer, became presi-
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Record
Relates
Progress
ducer and exhibitor. That is the principle
dent. Later in the year J. C. Ragland resigned as general sales manager and Jay upon which Realart was established. We
A. Gove was promoted from the post of have avoided making glowing announcements of our intentions, and have been conassociate director of publicity to that of
tent to spend our time and efforts in carryassistant general manager. Those were
ing them into practice.
the only changes in personnel of impor"Co-operation is the keynote of success
tance during the year.
any undertaking. This is more than
"In March, Mr. Kohn negotiated the pur- in
in the motion picture industry. Realchase of the old Morosco studios in Holly- true
art
takes the position that a man who
wood and they were renamed the Realart
studios, the former efficient studio staff shows Realart pictures has as great an interest in the company as though he were
headednewby management.
Fran'-; Garubtt The
remaining
the
studiosunder
are a stockholder. On this basis we are looking
forward to our second year with high
large and equipped with the most modern
facilities. The large dark and open stages hopes of success in our extended field of
are each capable of accommodation of three
productions at one time.
Now Have Five Stars.
activity."
Hoffman
Announces Pioneer's
Stand on Exhibitor Question
"We
started
the
year's
business
with
three stars, but soon discovered that the
market for quality pictures with the Realident general
Pioneer,
of the manager
vice-presN,
art trademark on them called for more than
MH.and HOFFMA
this trio could turn out. Within the last
who heads his firm's delegation to
three months we have added two new the Cleveland Convention, says : "I wish
to reiterate that my firm has always believed that the picture industry must be
kept free and offer equal opportunities for
all, if it is to continue to be the big factor
which it is now in the life of our country.
"We do not believe that the film industry
can ever be monopolized by big monied interests. Motion pictures are dependent entirely upon brains, training and originality and it is impossible for any man or
group of men to secure the corner on these
requrements.
"If the exhibitor will only realize the
importance of co-operation, the danger of
being forced out of business will never become an accomplished fact.
"The Pioneer believes in the 'open door'
policy of equal opportunity for all. Not
alone must the independent exhibitor be
protected, but the independent producer
must be given encouragement and the assurance of a square deal at all times."

J. S. Woody.
General manager of Realart Pictures
Corporation.
illllllllllIlltlllMIIIIIIIIIII]IIIIIIIIIUIIIII)llllllliJllllllllllllllllllIIIIIJII1[1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHtltllllJIIIIIII'IIIIIIIIIIII Il
names to our list, Wanda Hawley and Bebe
Daniels.
"The selling campaign on the first of
these,
Hawley
in biggest
'Miss Hobbs,'
stands Wanda
out as one
of the
events
of the year. More than 3,590 bookings
for this picture were obtained in a short
drive some time before the picture was
ready for release. No only this but playing
dates were obtained and the picture will
complete its runs in practically every key
city
in the date.
country within three weeks of
its release
"A short time ago we held our first convention and get-together at the Hotel
Astor. It was one of the most inspiring and
successful gatherings of its kind I have ever
attended. The members of this field force
met one another for the first time and exchanged ideas. Together we formulated
our policy for the coming year.
"Exhibitor Co-operation Biggest Thing."
thing
in our
record for
the"But
year,theto biggest
my mind,
is the
demonstration
we have given of co-operation between pro-

Scenario Writers Form Body
Katherine Hilliker announces the formation of an organization of expert scenario
writers
to beinclude
known besides
as the "Hillikerites,"
which will
herself Raymond S. Harris and H. H. Caldwell. All
three are well known in the industry, and
for the past year and a half have been
associated with Outing-Chester Pictures
organization which they recently left to
form the new association.
Mr. Caldwell left Hollywood on Sunday,
June 6, for New York, where he will close
pending deals for the organization. He is
making his headquarters at the D. H. Hilliker Studios, 125 West Fortieth street.
The organization will be represented in
Hollywood
Schley with offices in
the
Markhamby Edna
Building.
Maigne's Assistants Arrive
Faxon M. Dean and Bert Dorris, cameraman and assistant director, respectively,
have arrived from the Coast to work with
Director Charles Maigne at the New York
studios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation on "The
Frontier
Stars,"
with Thomas
Meigham.
Mr. ofDeanthe and
Mr.
Dorris were associated with Mr. Maigne on
the
productionafter
of its
"Thecompletion
Copperhead,"
immediately
went andto
the Coast with him to make "The Fighting
Chance" with a special cast and "A Cumberland Romance,"
Mary Miles
ter, for which
latterwith
production
they Minwere
loaned to Realart.
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Drawing Art Titles for Metro
C. AUcs Gilbert, i::u^:r2.:.: r ani poster
artiii whose beautiful womer. have rr.ade
his name known the world Mr.
over. 'j:.3er:
J-i; reenis
wen to motion pictures.
working out an entirely new style ci art
titles for the forthcomirg Metro production of "The
co-starring
H. Crane
and Saphead."
Euster Keit:r.
ir.d proWilliam
iucei
at Metro's west coast studios in HoUywooJ. under the personal sopenrision of
Winchell Smith.
Work on "The Saphead." which is an
adapTation of "The Xew Henrietta," revisei from Bronson Howard's "The Henrietta" by Winchell Smith and Victor
Mapes. is progressing rarid'y.
Wallace Worsley Coming East
to Direct Goldwyn Production
diLEY, Gz.i-yWORS
WALL.\CE rector,
who has
been •.v:r-;:r.a: at
the Culver City studios, := coming
east to make his next production at the
Goldwyn studios in Xew York. It will be
an elaborate picturization of ilaximilian
Foster's "The Trap." renamed "To the
est with
Highess
Bidder."
Mr. wyn
Worsley'
great
s.
succ
the Gold
produsction
erd
ord
Jack Pickf
in "The Little Sheph
of
Kingdom Come." Basil King's "The Street
Called Straight.'' and finally Gouvemeur
Morris' "The
Penalty," led to his being assigned to the Maximilian Foster work.
Metro Installs Eugene Presbrey
Eurrene Presbrey. author and playwright,
has occupied his offices in the administration building of the Metro studios in Hollywood. Mr. Presbrey will in the future devote his time and talents to preparing
plays and stories for the screen for Metro
productions.
M'. Presbrey is one of the best known
dramatists of todaj-. .Among his most popular plays, which liave been big successes
on the speaking stage are "Raffles." which
was founded on E. W. Hornung's stories
of the master cracksman; "The Right of
Wav." which was taken from Sir Gilbert
Parker's famous novel and recently done
for the screen by Bert Lytell : "The Barrier,"' from Rex Beach's novel of the same
name
others.; "The Virginia Courtship" and many
Gaumont Color Pictures on View
Gaumont natural color pictures will be
shown in the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel
Astor on Fridaj- and Saturday evenings of
this week, June 11 and 12. showing the Victory Parade in Paris, July 14, 1919.
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Representative

to Spread

Gospel of American Films Among Latins
every .An'.erican film which we are sending
C.\RL05
S.\L.\Z.\R.
of thestaff,
Inter-Ocean
Film Corporaiien sales
has been down to Central .America and the West Indies has been re-edited and retitled in the
selected by Gus Schlesinger. manager of the department of foreign film
sales, as the emissary who will spread the
tongue."
gospel of -Vmerican films and motion pic- Spanish
New Buildings Going Up at
ture accessory products for Inter-Ocear.
throughout Central .\merica and the We--:
Metro Studios in the West
Indies, according to an announcement •. :r
during
week from the Xew Y'ork ofr.ces
of
the the
company.
The decision to dispatch a representative into these undeveloped regions is the
culmination of intensive investigation and
research work, and is in line with InterOcean's
recentlyavenues
announced
policy of opening up wider
of distribution
for
the -American manufacturer who intrusts
his
product
with
the
Inter-Ocean
organization.
Left on Monday.
Mr. Salazar left Xew York on Monday,
June 7, for Costa Rica, where he plans to
spend one month visiting his parents. Mr.
Salazar's itinerary will take him into the
principal film centers of Central .America,
where he proposes to study local conditions asfilms
applied
to the marketing
of .American
and motion
picture accessories
in these territories. .After he has completed his work here he will then proceed
to the West Indies to perform a similar
task. The entire tour is expected to consume three m.onths, but if necessary the
trip will be prolonged indefinitely until
the work in question is completed.
In a statement issued to the press Mr.
Schlesinger said: "Mr. Salazar is eminently
fitted to the task before him. He is a native of Costa Rica and has traveled extensively throughout Xorth and South
-America. He brings to his new duties the
wisdom of sociation
manywith Inter-Ocean,
years" experience
aswith andwhich
company he has been affiliated in various
capacities.
Taking Along Frinti.
"Mr. Salazar takes with him a number
of prints of .American films and a large
variety
of accessoryproducts
of .American
manufacture
which he
will show
for the
first time in Central .America and the West
Indies. By having capitalized on a 'live'
mailingtorieslist
of prospects
in these
Mr. Salazar
has already
pavedterrithe
way for many exhibitions with local film
renters and buyers.
"It might be of interest to know that

le o:ingreat
sigr.s innumerab
THERE
buildingare activity
at present
and
around Metro's west coast studios in
Hollvwood. Studio construction operations undertaken a few months ago are
being rushed to completion. Work on the
new fireproof paint and assembling shops
has progressed so rapidly that the building
is e.xpected to be finished within a fortnight. It is entirely of brick and steel
con;truction.
Work is also well under way on the
three-story receiving, shipping and property
This willa separate
be a frameproperty
structure andbuilding.
will include
room for every company. Plans are now
being prepared for the new scenario
quarters and also for another enclosed
stage which is to be built wholly of glass
and steel — the largest stage on the Metro
lot. .Already the plant boasts of three
large dark stages.
Frances Edmonde Now Heads
Her Own Producing Company
of classic characters
earned
FR.AXCES tationsEDMOXDE.
whose interpreher the title of "The Classic Girl"
while she posed for noted artists and sculptors, has become a film producer, at the
head of her own company, and has already
nearly completed her first production.
Elsier La Maie. author and director of
the play, is responsible for the discovery
of Miss Edmonde and the launching of the
new
and "Pegg>Wise." the ofstory,
was company,
written around
the personality
the
star. Miss Edmonde is well known on the
vaudeville stage of both continents, and
on her recent trip to France and England
she made big hits with a repertory of songs
of her own composition.
The first Frances Edmonde production
is being filmed at the Garson studios, and
the all-star supporting cast includes George
Larkin as leading man, Harry Van Meter,
Katherine Lewis. Earl Shafer, Dick Johnson and Jeanne Roe. The camera work is
being done by Reggie Lyons.

Three Scene* Taken from "A Splendid Hazard," Which Is Being Released by First National.
Little would one think that Henry B. 'Walthall, the calm lover in picture 1, becomes Napoleon in picture 3. Norman Kerry and
Ann Forrest don't seem to mind the flourishing of swords very much in the play, which is called "A Splendid Hazard."
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Roxey, the "Finnigan"
of Hail
Filmdom!
His gyrations change the
story of the section boss to "in
agin, out agin" — and it's a great
thing for the movies that he's
"in again"
Main
Street. on Manhattan's
Why Shouldn't an Archer
Draw a Very Long Bow?
We inquired of Jolinnie Archer
the possibilities
of gettingpage
spread of scene
stills ina full
the
w. k. (well known, not W. K.)
World. In an unguarded moment we facetiously asked:
"How many men must we kill
to Thereupon
get the space?"
said Mr. Archer
momentarily forgot his editorial
decorum and indulged in a pun
to the effect that we'd "have to
jkill 130 Iron men to get the
page."
A pretty good "shot" even for
an Archer, wasn't it?
.\llan Dwan just hired an "extra" named Cash.
Now the question is will Cash
register?
— A. W. Sobler.
o— o
Low Cost of "Goffing."
Jack E. D. Meador, who has
still a third middle-moniker
entitledhe "Golf,"
when
breaks anever
brassieworries
in his
swipes at the sod.
"They're bound to be cheaper," sez he. "Think of all the
brass rails that
o — oare available."
When Randy Lewis screens
the romance of Hercules Hokum and Lotta Bunk we nominate as the male star that muscular hero of the giant dumbells, Arthur Leslie.
o— o
Colon Films for Colon Fans.
"Wanted : a Blemish" (Gloria
Swanson).
"The Farrar).
Riddle: Woman" (Geraldine
o— o
The electric sign at the Liberty Theatre, East Liberty, Pa.,
recently flashed forth the following suggestion during a
'week's run: "Don't Ever Marry"
"Down on the
Farm." H. Mayer,
— Elmer
o— o
We ask it:
What has become of those
old-fashioned Armistice Days?

C'oniiiMuiidi' d Photoplay ami iixploitation
Po«^««ibilities.
Because of the great succe.ss
attained by Whangdoodle Bands
with "In Old Kentucky" and
Hawaiian Dancers with "The
Idol Dancer," Chicot suggests
that:
Bearded ladies induce the
First National to film a play
with a bewhiskered heroine.
Tyroleon Yodlers may organize
to have a Swiss photoplay produced.
Fat women, living skeletons,
tattooed queens and other stars
of the "Ten-in-One"
carnivaltheir
attractions should organize
own billion dollar company for
picture playing.
The Kickapoo Indians might
negotiate a hook-up with some
indusfrial film concern and thus
get their medicine shows booked
into photoplay o —theatres.
o
This Week's Gem.
"There has been much polish•ing of golden harps and haloes
lately by certain groups of producers."— Carl Laemmle.
o Street,
Independent ofo —Wall
There's
Money
the Movies.
Take it from thein titles,
fillums
are full of money. Looket:
"$30,000" (Hodkinson).
"His Last $" (Paramount).
"$ for $" (Pathe).
"$s and the Woman" (Vitagraph).
"$s and the Law" (Vitagraph).
"$s and Sense"
o — o(Goldwyn).
Motor Dope by 'Phone.
Victor Shapiro rang Murray
Hill 1610 to suggest :
The Twin Sex:
"Restless" and "Inferior."
o— o
In electric lights on the Capitol Theatre appears the phrase:
"Rothapfel Type Bill."
This is a new type-face for
the printer's specimen book.
Rothapfel type will carry no
lower case.
It will be all CAPITOL letters.
o— o
The "Ayes" Have It!
"Eye for Eye" (Metro).
"Eyes of Youth" (Equity).
"Eyes of the World" (Arrow).
"Eyes of Truth" (Goldwyn).
o— o
Contentment. — A colored man
who drives a coal cart never
knows when his
o — oface is dirty,
"Below the Surface" should
make appropriate summer bookings for those New York City
theatres which play dramatic
attractions in season and are
linked in popular expression as
"the Subway Circuit."
o— o
Grover Cleveland died all too
soon.
How proud he would be to
have Filmdom hold its convention in a town named after him!

WORLD

Aliee in Kliinderland.
Realart's pufflicity staff made
Moving Picture World say, in its
:last issue, that .\lice Brady
would
for one play
year. exclusively in films
Kilbourne Gordon. pufflicist
for \\'illiain A., father of Alice,
makes Moving Picture World
say in this issue that Alice will
do no such thing.
At all times the lady may exercise her perfect right to change
her mind.
And at all times Moving Picture World, like the political
martyrs of Chicago and San
Francisco, is in the hands of its
friends.
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Finicky About Details.
Alan Dwan said to Niles
Welch as his first scene with
',Mary Thurman was about to
start
:
"We'll
begin with the love
scene in which you kiss her
"I beg your pardon," said
■,Mr.
Welch to the Mayflower
passionately."
director. "But before we start
I'd like to be introduced to Miss
o— o
"The
Curse
of Eve."
Thurman."
.Applejack.

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Programs
Eileen Percy is to be the star
Edward J. Le Saint will direct
Shirley Mason in her coming Fox
of theFamily,"
Fox picture,
Meetsby
His
to be "Myra
directed
feature, "Merely Mary Ann."
Howard M. Mitchell.
Pauline Starke is leading lady
Carmel Myers is supported in
for Tom Mix in his current Fox
her
newTrail,"
UniversalThomas
picture,Hold"In
Folly's
production, "The Untamed."
William byBainbridge
and
The cast selected to support Viola ing,
Lind.
Priscilla Dean in her new UniLaw,"
the
"Outside
versal
feature,
includes Lon Chaney, Wheeler
Tom Moore's new Goldwyn picOakman and E. F. Warren.
"Stop Thief,"
has Irene
been
started ture,with
Hazel Daly,
Charles Gordon will play the Rich, Raymond Hatton, Kate LestheMalone,
cast. and Otto Hoffter,man inMolly
"Bonnie May,"
masculine lead in Callaghan-Besof the
secondpictures.
the Love
sie
Helen Eddy plays one of the
leading parts in the American
Walter WhitCollier,
Buster
Price,
Kate
Heck,
Film Co. production that is beman, Stanton
ing made from the Robert BrownMartha Maddox and Joseph Dowing poem entitled "A Light
"Nothe castnewof Selzling arebody,"allOliveinThomas'
nick production.
Franklyn Farnum has signed
aWoman."
contract with Selig to make
Cleo Madison will play the
flve-reel westerns under the dia
Game,"
"Big
in
role
rection of Otto Lederer.
leading
coming Metro picture.
Dallas Fitzgerald will direct
Polo, for the past month
New York making scenes for Viola Dana in her new Metro
in Eddy
rehis new circus serial, hascompicture, "Blackmail."
turned to Universal City to
Will Rogers is preparing to beplete the production.
gin production Mary
on "Old
Hutch,"
for
Goldwyn.
Alden
will
Larry Semon, Vitagraph comtake the part of Mrs. Hutch.
"The
ed
complet
star, has
edyHand,"
Stage ville show. a satire on a vaudeWallace
andRalph
LauraLewis,
La Plante
will Beery
play
Dorothy Phillips will be supthe
principal
roles
in
"813"
to
be
filmed
at
the
Christie
Hollywood
-Holuported in her first Phillips
studios
for
Robertson-Cole.
KirkJames
by
ion
product
bar
Emily
r,
wood, Valerie de Chevalie
Chichester, Frances Parks and
Mahlon Hamilton will play opMargaret Mann.
posite Blancheher
Sweet
"ThatD
Girl
Montana,"
new inJesse
Hampton picture.
Maurice Tourneur has begun
Tiger
on "The
producti
. Lady,"
Hampton
Gloria Hope, Henry Miller, Jr.,
starring onHope
Emmett King, Arthur Hoyt,
be May Charles Arling, Neil Craig, VirWallace MacDonald will
Allison's leading man in her new
ginia Caldwell and Tom Ricketts
support Owen Moore in his latest
Metro picture, "Are All Men
Selznick picture, "The Desperate
The sixth Herbert Kaufman
William Desmond has been
Dictionary of SucWeekly
Alike?",cess,""The
Picissued throughtheSelect
fact that loaned to the Carter De Haven
tures, drives home
in "Twin
to take
companywhich
"delay is the servant of disaster Beds,"
will part
be made
for
First National Exhibitors.
and death. There can be no ef- theHero."
ficiency without promptness."
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A Full Page of First National Celebrities — Stars, Directors and Writers.
They are: 1 — Whitman Bennett, managing Lionel Harrymore; 2— Allan Dwan.
director; 3 — Marshall Neilan, director; 4 — Mack Sennett, producing feature comedies;—5 Mildred Harris Chaplin; G — Norma Talmadge; 7 — Anita Stewart; 8 — Constance Talmadge; 9 — Katherine MacDonald; 10 — Wesley Barry; 11 — Charles Ray;
12 — Lionel Barrymore; 13 — R. A. Walsh, director; 14 — Charles Chaplin; 15 — James
Oliver Curwood. whose stories will be filmed by First National; 16 — Sidney Franklin, director.
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Fifteen
for

Units
First

ndent production units
indepe
EEN contra
FIFT
cts for the exhibition of
having
their total minimum of sixty special
featui^ attractions for the 1920-1921 season
is the 6,000 independent theatres which, this
members of Asfall, will be Firstenfranchised
sociated National Pictures, Inc., this
nce
the list of titles of their
week annou
respective releases.
This information is augmented by a detailed schedule of release dates which exhibitor officials of Associated First National Pictures have established for the
sixty attractions. This schedule lists each
production, the star, producer or directorproducer, with its release date from August
30, 1920, the start of the new season, to
May 2, 1921, on which date the summer
season for that year will begin.
Apart from being the most pretentious
array of attractions for a single season
in the history of the co-operative efforts
of First National members, it is termed an
unprecedented grouping of independent
production interests, entirely separate and
distinct from the theatre branch of the
industry.
In its announcement First National emphasizes the fact that its production
sources are available only through contracts with independent stars, producers
and directors, and not through ownership,
stock interest or control of loan collateral
in anyiatedofwith the
it. studio operating units affilCharles Ray in Cohan Success.
The following release-date schedule with
the attraction that may be expected from
First National stars is tentative. In some
instances the course of production of several of the forthcoming attractions may require a period of from three to six weeks
longer than officials estimate at present.
Beginning August 30 the First National
schedule opens with "Forty-five Minutes
From
Broadway,"
on which
is working
at present.
The Charles
story is Ray
one
vehicle which largely contributed to the
stage success of George M. Cohan. Production has already started on "Good References," the forthcoming
madge production
that will Constance
be directedTalby
R. William Neill. The success of Constance

to
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Sixty

Features

Release

Talmadge's previous First National re"Goodproductions.
References" The
will
be oneleaseofindicates
her that
biggest
release date will be August 30. September
6an will
release of In
"ThestoryScoffer,"
Allanmark
Dwantheproduction.
value,
direction and cast it is said to be most
appealing.
Louis B. Mayer's production of "Harriet
and be
the starred,
Piper," isin announced
which Anita
will
for Stewart
release
on September 13. This story by Kathleen
Norris ran serially in the Pictorial Review and is now being published in book
form. Bertram Bracken will direct. Miss
Stewart will be supported by Ward Crane,
Irving Cummings, Byron Munson, Charles
Richman, Myrtle Stedman, Margaret Landis, Barbara LaMarr Deeley and Loyola
O'Connor.
Norma in "Smilin' Through."
Norma Talmadge in Jane Cowl's successful stageonplay,
"Smilin' 20.
Through,"
be
released
September
Choice will
of this
vehicle in which to star Miss Talmadge
has brought
considerable
ment from New
York Stateenthusiastic
exhibitors, comwho
themselves suggested to Joseph M. Schenck
that
Norma ofTalmadge
turization
this play. be starred in a picWhitman Bennett announces that the initial Lionel Barrymore feature to be distributed by Associated First National Pictures, release
entitled "The
will be
ready for
by Master
SeptemberMind,"
20. Sydney
Franklin, who scored a triumph in his diof "The
starring Mary
Pickfordrectionin
her Hoodlum,"
second production
from
her own studios for First National, is now
working
on his
intial This
independent
tion for the
circuit.
will be producentitled
"Athalie" and is adapted from the story
by Robert W. Chambers.
"The Woman," a special feature production which will be exploited in very much
the same fashion that characterized First
National's
handling
of "Auction
Souls
will be released
on October
4. Thisof produf
tion, based on the problems that have been
confronting man since the beginning of
the world, is said to be a great box-office
attraction.
Arthur S. Kane announces that "Peace-

in

a

Year

fultionValley,"
Charlesthrough
Ray's second
producfor release
First National,
will be ready on October 11. This production will faithfully follow the well-known
story
E. Kidder.as "Peaceful
Valley"bywillEdward
be remembered
the stage
play in which Sol Smith Russell scored a
great success. It has been played 5,207
times on the legitimate stage and still is
being used by stock companies.
The initial special production of R. A.
Walsh, and personally directed by Mr.
Walsh, toberwill
readyof fortherelease
on Oc18. Inbe view
fact that
his
working title will be changed several
weeks in advance of the official release
of the attraction, Mr. Walsh has asked
that no title be mentioned. His picture
deals with a problem of the ages relative
to the fine workings of the conscience of
good
and bad.
Carrying
the prediction of J:ames Oliver
Curwood that it will surpass in entertainment, thrills and box-office receipts the
record scored by "Back to God's Country,"
First National will issue "Nomads of the
North," from the pen of Mr. Curwood and
directed by David Hartford, on October 25.
Under the belief that it would require at
least eight months to produce this special
feature, Mr. Curwood and producing staflE
commenced work three months ago.
Mildred Harris Chaplin's Play.
"Old Dad," from the novel of the same
name by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott, and
which ran serially
in thein Woman's
Companion
and is now
book form,Home
will
be the attraction starring Mildred Harris
Chaplin. This picture will be released on
October 25. Lloyd Ingraham will direct
theNovember
presentation.
1 will mark the release of
Katherine MacDonald in "Curtain,"
adapted from Miss Rita Whitman's story,
which was originally published in the Saturday opEvening
The author
coerating in the Post.
preparation
of the isscript
and will remain in consultation with the
MacDonald
studio staff until the production is completed.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven will make
their debut as a First National starring
combination on November 8 with the re-

Four Leading Executive Officers of the Associated First National Pictures, Incorporated.
president
and member of Board of Directors; Robert Lieber,
Reading from left to right they are: J. B. Clark, vice-president
O. Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer, member ot
and ofH. Directors.
Williams, general
member of Board of Directors; J. D. Executive
Committeemanager,
and Board
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lease of "Twin Beds," screen rights for
which were purchased a month ago from
at presthe Selwyns. The De Havens are the
proent on the West Coast preparing
duction.
"The Heart of a Fool," an Allan Dwan
on Noproduction scheduled for release
vember 15, will represent the supreme accareer as a
Dwan's
complishment in Mr.This
director, it is said.
picture has been
completed.
"The Honorable Peter Sterling" will
probably be the title of the attraction in
make his secwhich Lionel Barrymore will National
star.
ond appearance as a First
This picture will be released on November
22 and, according to Whitman Bennett will
be a radical departure from the various
other screen and stage roles in which Mr.
Barrymore has appeared.
Wesley Barry a* "Penrod."
"The Girl of Gold" will be the Norma
Talmadge release for November 29. Selection of the cast for this picture is now
under way and the scenario and working
script have almost been completed.
Probably one of the most gratifying bits
of exhibitor interest yet mentioned is the
fact
that of"Penrod,"
Marshall
Neilan's
screen
version
the famous
character
created
by
Booth Tarkington on stage and in fiction,
is slated as a November 29 release. Wesley
Barry, the screen juvenile, will be featured
as Penrod.
On December 6 "The Woman in His
House,"
adapted
from M.
an Stahl.
originalstarring
story
and
directed
by John
Mildred Harris Chaplin, will be released.
R. A. Walsh's
personally
directed
production
will second
be released
on December
13.
"The Human Chess-Board" will be the
title ofhicle,Constance
Talmadge's
starring veto be published
on December
13.
This story will be supervised and adapted
for the screen by John Emerson and Anita
Loos, who declare it to be the most humorous of all their screen adaptations for
Constance Talmadge.
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Christmas Attraction Not Announced.
Tentative arrangements at the Charles
Ray studios call for the completion by
December 20 of an original story by Bob
Wanger, stafif writer for the Saturday
Evening
The Ray staff
is enthusiastic over Post.
this attraction.
Richard
Willis,
general manager of the Charles Ray studios; Albert A. Kidder, assistant manager,
and Jerome Storm, who has directed Ray
in his last picture, declare the advance
synopsis to be "a riot." The scenario will
be written by Isabelle Johnson and Chester A. Lyons will take care of the photography.
The release for December 27 — usually
termed the Christmas week picture — has
been reserved for a special attraction
which will not be announced until later.
A feature production written and supervised by James Oliver Curwood will follow
soon after the beginning of the year of
1921. Mr. Curwood has written the story
but is forced to await pending matters of
international and political signficance before making a definite announcement.
Allan Dwan's production of "Faith in
Humanity" will be released on January 17.
"Sowingand the
Wind,"
Anita
Stewart
adapted
from starring
the successful
stage play by Sidney Grundy, will be released on January 24. The picture will be
directed by John M. Stahl. This will be
followed a week later with the release of
"Jim,
Penman,"
a Lionel Barrymore
starringthevehicle,
the picturization
personally supei vised by Whitman Bennett.
Neilan Release in February.
A surprise release starring Norma Talmadge in a production that will probably
require her presence in Europe for a period
of weeks is slated for February 7.
Marshall Neilan announces a release for
February 7 or thereabouts. Other than to
the picture would be of the nature
say^^"The
of
River's End"
feature a cast
of prominent Americanandscreen
stars, Mr.
Neilan has decided to withhold announcement prior to the time his working script
is ready.
The release of Katherine MacDonald's
production of "The Notorious Miss Lisle"
IS set for February 14. Miss MacDonald
has announced that she is likely
to come
east for certain scenes for this production. Final assignment of cast roles has
not yet been made.
February 21 will mark the release of a
super-special which First National is not
inclined to announce at this time while
February 28 is the release date for "Ram.sey
and," from the latest book by
BoothMilholl
Tarking
ton and in which Charles
Kay will be starred. This book has already
enjoyed a sale of several hundred thousand copies and is apt to be produce
tlie stage previous to its picturizationd on
by
Charles
Ra
"Wedding
Bells," y.
adapted from the stage^
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play produced by the Selwyns, in which
Constance Talmadge will be starred, will
be released on February 28.
.A Mildred Harris Chaplin release on
March 7, an R. A. Walsh production to be
released on March 14, and a Katherine
MacDonald feature for release on March
28,
lead up towhich
the release
of "The Devil's
Garden,"
be
starredinand
whichLionel
will Barrymore
be released will
on
A Norma
Talmadge and a Charles Ray
April
11.
release on April 18, a Marshall Neilan picture on .-Xpril 25, and Constance Talmadge
starringleased oninMay"Mamma's
to beFirst
re2. carry theAfTair,"
Associated
National schedule almost a year in adRealart Promises Statement
of Policy for Coming Year

plan
1920-1921shortly
policy
will ofbe-its issued
ement
announc
AN and
from the ofiices of Realart Pictures
Corporation. The statement will be of a
most comprehensive nature, including not
only the production activities of the company for the next year, but a complete
booking plan which will embrace new and
novel features for both large and small
exhibitors.
The new policy announcement is the result of the strenuous conference held recently for a week between the Realart
field men and home office officials. It will
be the first detailed statement which the
company has made, inasmuch as its activities during the last season were limited to
six months of actual business.
"There will be some welcome news for
exhibitors all over the country," declared
General Manager
"in the
announcement we are toWoody,
make within
a short
time. Not only our old clients, but hundreds of other exhibitors who, I am confident, will join the Realart family this
year, will be interested in the proposition
we will have to offer."

Group of the Members of the Executive Committee and the Board of Directors of First National
1 — Moe Mark. Executive Committee and Board of Dlr ectors; 2 — N. H. Gordon. Executive Committee and Board of Directors;—3 A. H. Blank; 4 — J. H. Kunsky; 5 — Col. Fred Levy; 6 — J. J. Allen; 7 — E. B. Johnson, all members of the Board
of Directors.
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Educational
OpensExchange
System
terial.
We
have
given
all of this material
founders
had
many
plans
in
view,
but
they
A COMPLETE announcement of policy did not attempt to put them in operation
attention, though we have rejected the
for the 3'ear, starting with the week
of it. But this vast opporof June 20, covering all of its various until they believed that the time was ripe. greater tunityportion
of selection, we believe, has given
activities, is authorized by Educational
They realized that it was a radical deparus the very cream of the field. We believe
ture for a company to devote its whole
Films Corporation. The past six months
attention to short subjects, especially at a that we have achieved an unusual comedy
has seen many more radical developments
time when there was a general rush toward
combination -wihh the Christie, Chester,
with Educational than with any other moTorchy and Mermaid series. We expect
'features,'
but
they
were
confident
that
picture
tion
company,
and
its
officials
promto
add other comedies, for in this field, as
that
the
time
would
come
when
an
organization
ise the next few months will be
handling nothing but one and two reel with all other short subjects, we will be
marked by equally notable achievements.
neither tempted by a desire for quantity
Educational began operations a little scenics, travel, educational, scientific, carmore than five years ago with the idea of
toon and comedy pictures would be as im- nor will we deny distribution to product
that reaches our quality standard on these
portant and as powerful as any others. We
confining its attention to short subjects.
believe that this day is here.
From this purpose it has never departed
points we are resolved.
and the whole of its expansion continues in
Cover the World Scenically.
"For five years we devoted the greater
the one and two reel field. Although the portion of our time to developing the qual"In the Judge Brown Stories we have
industry as a whole regarded the company
ity of our product and to proving the necessity of these short subjects to the theatre. comedy dramas of proven appeal and we
as a bold experiment. Educational points
expect
the new productions to be of even
The
Bruce
Scenics,
the
Ditmars
Living
out that of all the companies producing
greater
comedy-drama
seand distributing pictures at the time it Book of Nature, George D. Wright's Mexries madevalue.
from Another
stories that
have been read
ico Today, the Photoplay Magazine Screen
began business only six remain in the field
by literally millions will be announced
today.
Supplement and various series of similar shortly.
character have been shown in thousands
With the week of June 20 Educational
of theatres and there has been created
starts business through its own exchanges
"Robert C. Bruce is now in Europe making a new series of his Scenics Beautiful.
in the principal distributing centres of the such a demand as to cause us to greatly
We have taken over the Chester-Outings
country, with its product more than tripled increase the volume of product.
and
the Scenics from the same producer.
and the claim that its product represents
Much Material Available.
We have purchased several stories from
the cream of the short subject field. The
independent cameramen, a source that have
"During this period we were compelled
next few weeks will see Educational exto distribute our product through the best been productive of much excellent material
changes operating in twenty-four cities —
medium available, though from the start after we have made the liberal cuts. We
New York, Buflfalo, Boston, Philadelphia,
control all of the pictures made by the
Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleve- we have felt that the only perfect distribu- American
Red Cross for theatrical release.
tion for our interests and those of the exland, Louisville, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dalwould be our own exchange system. We have cameramen with the two expedilas, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minneapolis, De- We havehibitorbelieved
tions
of
the
Interchurch World Movement
that it was impossible
troit, Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San for an organization devoting the greater and these pictures will soon be available
early release. We are about to release
Francisco and Seattle.
shareproper
of itsattention
attentionto toshort
'features'
to give for
the first picture made by an expedition of
the
subjects.
First Venture With Comedies.
the
National Geographic Society. We will
"So, when we felt that the time had come
distribute all of the pictures of the New
In each of these exchanges local inter- for us to establish our own exchange sys- York
State Conservation Commission. In
tem,- we let the fact be known among proests are represented financially, but Eduducers of short subjects whom we knew
fact, we have co-operative agreements with
cational maintains the majority stock of
several other such organizations, and the
desire better results. The result would
every branch, believing that this repre- to
recognition of the company by such bodies
have astounded any one who had not made
sents an ideal plan in insuring the ultimate
the study of the short subject field that is to our mind one of the best evidences
in co-operation in sales and exploitation
that Educational can claim unusual accomwe have given it for five years. We were
effort and at the same time maintains competitive exhibitor purchase opportunity.
literally overwhelmed with quantity of maOpening of this exchange system marks
plishments."
Educational's first venture into the comedy
field. It begins activities with five tworeelers available each month, with the indication of several others being added soon.
Christie Comedies will supply a two-reeler
every two weeks, while there will be a
monthly two-reel release of the Chester,
Mermaid and Torchy series; also the Judge
Brown Stories, with a monthly or possibly
semi-monthly release, and it is expected
^.that another two-reel series of unusual
heart interest will be announced in a short
time.
But with these extensive additions Educational has not cut down on the scenic,
travel, animal, scientific and educational
pictures that have been so intimately associated with its growth. In fact, there has
been marked expansion in this field. Chester-Outing Scenics have been taken over
and added to the Bruce Scenics. Chester
Screenics will be a bi-weekly release, while
a number of series of travel and scenics
have been acquired.
During the past few months the company
has made many additions to its organization in New York and its field forces, and
it is promised that exhibitors will be given
unusual service both through the various
exchanges and direct from the main office.
Review of Five Years' Growth.
"Educational Films Corporation," says
Grouping
from about
"Burning
Daylight,"
by Metro.
its statement, "has preferred to grow slowWonderPretty
if Mitchell
Lewis Taken
is talking
daylight
saving? Made
The little
boy is ques
ly along sound business lines. When this
tioning
what
is
to
be
done
with
it
after
it
is
saved.
"Burning
Daylight"
is
a
powerful
story
of
the
North.
company was formed, five years ago, its
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Hobart Henley
■Who is nowin directing
Selznick William
pictures. Faversham
niuu iiiiiiiiiui Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii •<
Henley Urges Closer Alliance
of Directors and Co-Workers
r with a long and vaa directo
BEING ried
experience, Hobart Henley, who
is confining his efforts to a series of
special productions for Selznick Enterprises, which include productions starring
William Faversham, recently expounded
on the human side of a director with its
attendant results.
"At the outset," said Mr. Henley, "let me
say that too often the tendency is to follow the method of least resistance, to
plunge blindly into the task without consideration and without calculation.
"But it vantage
is tocertainly
to thedeliberate
director's and
adtake a more
systematic manner in the filming of his
production. As a beginning let him take
into consideration the author and the continuity writer. But he must never lose
track of the exhibitor whose box office
must be kept continually in mind.
"Theanddirector
neglectsouthisof invaluable
aids
begins who
to direct
a vacant
mind may string together the requisite
number of scenes, but will surely not construct an effective and impressive production. The discussion of a story, before
production, has proved its value time and
again. The sum total of information thus
obtained is likely to exceed the amount
any dividual director may have."
Herbert Brenon Will Produce
One Americanization Picture
THE willingness of Herbert Brenon,
producer, to co-operate in all possible
ways with the plans of the Americanism Committee of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry are set
forth in a letter recently received by
Franklin K. Lane, former Secretary of the
Interior and chairman of the committee.
Mr. Brenon had previously cabled;
"Will be delighted to make one production
here in Europe for which Miss Marie Doro
hasTheconsented
to play
role."and is an
letter came
fromstar
Rome
enthusiastic endorsement of the plans of
the committee. The title of Mr. Brenon's
picture
may if bethis"Ancountry
American
urges that
is to Abroad."
maintain He
its
position as the mightiest nation in the
world it will
be "by modesty,
making friends
and and
not
enemies;
through
charity
those other virtues which build up human
or national existence."
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Be Devoted

to Each

Comedyart Release, Says Ward Lascalle
d to each motion pictures in that country is quite
be devote
will, accord
TWELVE
ing to Ward different from that of the western world.
release
Comedyartweeks
the audience gathers its knowlLascalle, director general of the Spe- In Japan
edge of the play from the declamation of
n. By that sched- the tale
ratio
Pictures
Corpo
cial
by
the professional reader engaged
ule the director, continuity writers, players, for the task.
Managers and public alike
film editor and sub-title writer will have are
the mercy of the reader for the
arize them- properat interpretation
famili
to
which
in
ample time
the play. This fact
selves with the story and get the best limits the size of theof auditorium
to one
possible results.
within the sound of the human voice.
Heartily indorsing the plan for quality Therefore, say the Japanese, theatres of
production. President Louis W. Thompson
the great size of the Capitol Theatre, New
and H. J. Roberts, general sales manager, York City, cannot be erected.
are arranging release schedules so that
Mr. Kinsila's friends will rejoice to learn
this innovation in comedy-making can be that
his health is greatly improved and
carried out to the fullest extent.
that he is having a most enjoyable time.
He says at present a panic is threatening
Four Companies at Work.
but that it has been temporFour companies are now making the the empire,
arily averted by the Bank of Japan making
loans
to
several
municipalities.
1,400-foot comedies used in Comedyart releases. Extensive remodeling of the Balboa studio at Long Beach, Col., has been
Farewell Party to Film Girls
effected in order to facilitate the making
Misses Ida Edie Schulhoff and Florence
of
the Special Pictures short-reel fun fea- Westheim, members of the Inter-Ocean
tures.
Milburn Moranti heads one producing Film Corporation, were tendered a farewell party by their many business associates and friends on Friday, June 4. Both
unit; Charles Diltz, a former Rolin director, a second unit; George Cooper, former- young women have been affiliated with the
ly with Taylor Holmes Productions and Inter-Ocean's varied activities almost since
Vitagraph comedies, the third, while the its inception and have booked passage on
fourth producing unit is being personally the good ship Matrimony and scheduled
directed by Director General Lascalle.
for lifelong journey on the sea of hapthe better known comedians beAmong
ing featured by Special Pictures are Joe piness.
Miss Schulhoff resigned her post as secBonner, former Vitagraph player and wellretary to the president of the Inter-Ocean
Max
comedian;
known English stage
to wed Dr. J. J. Schulhofer, well known in
-iXsher, former associate of Kolb and Dill metropolitan medical circles, and Miss
and other comedy stars; Sandy Roth, for- Westheim leaves the secretaryship to
merly with the Ziegfeld Follies and Gus Eugene H. Kaufman, accessory manager of
Edwards' Reviews on the Orpheum time, the company, to form a life's partnership
the "cowboy mirth- with D. D. Eichner. At the farewell party
Hewson,
and Tex Hazel
Powell, Alma Lucille and M iss Schulhoff was presented with a beaumaker."
are among the beauties
tiful lamp shade, and Miss Westheim was
PeggyactWeightman
as feminine foils.
who
the recipient of a magnificent cut-glass
pitcher set in a sterling silver frame.
Competent Assisting Staff.
Mr. Lascalle has reorganized his prodticApfel Becomes Producer
ing staff, to include George Larson, chief
The Oscar Apfel Productions, organized
cinematographer; Joe Moranti, technical
director; Charles Gorton, transportation
by and named after the former leading diMcrector of the old World Film Corporation,
and location superintendent; Lucillestudio
Gillette,
G.
and
is soon to come into being as an indepenGowan, modiste,
auditor.
dent producing organization. Mr. Apfel is
"Friends and Enemies" is the title of the now busily engaged in going over distriblatest Comedyart release.
uting arrangements with various prominent firms, and he promises a definite
Sales Manager Roberts and President
Thompson are planning an early trip to statement
his releasing agreements within a few of
weeks.
New York to arrange for new foreign exportions
scenic
new
peditions to furnish
iiiiiiiifniiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiii
of the Comedyart releases.

Keep Footgear Out of Exits,
E. B. Kinsila Tells Japanese
thes aleave
n denter
not
shoul
or shepatro
atre he movie
WHEN the
their footgear in the lobby or at the
base of the stairways but should deposit
it carefully in a recess at one side to keep
the exit clear in case of fire. This was one
bit of advice given the Japanese recently
by Edward B. Kinsila, a well known New
York City theatre architect and author of
"Modern Theatre Construction," published
by the Chalmers Publishing Company. Mr.
Kinsila spoke at a luncheon given in his
honor in Tokio. He was astonished to learn
that the Japanese government has not ofrecognized
archi-.
profe
ficially
d ssion
visit toof Japan
tecture. It was histhesecon
ry
He was in that count in 1890 while making
a trip around the world. Motion pictures
were unknown then. At this luncheon Mr.
Kinsila devoted most of his time to discussing the comparatively new art.
In a letter to Moving Picture World Mr.
Kinsila gives interesting facts regarding the
movies in Japan. The manner of showing

Hand, Fingers and Life of
Cartoonist Insured That
Backer May Not Loose

mentMAN,
his L.
invest
in the Gump
proFRIED
PHtectns
JOSE
Cartoo
has
insured theto right
hand of Sidney Smith, cartoonist of
the Chicago Tribune and creator of
"Andy" and "Min." The amount the
.
policy
calls for
Insurance
men isof$75,000
Chicago say that
the policy entered into is one of the
most peculiar ever issued. In case
of
complete
to Mr. Smith's
right
hand, disability
the full amount
of the
policy will be paid. Each finger is
separately insured in varying
amounts.
In addition to the hand insurance
a large life policy has been taken out
to cover any possibility of accident
to Mr. Smith which would mean the
slowing up of the production of the
Gump Cartoon.
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Haloes,

will the independent exhibitor
WHEN
wake up to the fact that the fiowery
phrases and promissory pap being fed
him by certain producers is bunk — and
nothing but bunk?" This question was
asked by Carl Laemmle. president of Universal, on the eve of his departure for
Cleveland and a few days before the big
show at Cleveland began.
"There has been much polishing — of
golden harps and haloes — lately by certain
groups of producers," he said. "Hymns of
happiness and producer-exhibitor harmony
have been directed at Cleveland from all
sides. Where does all this buncombe get
the exhibitor? How long is he going to
turn a delighted ear to gilded promises and
close his eyes to the chance of demanding
sane and substantial business agreements?
"The time is ripe for independent exhibitors to make the producers lay their cards
on the table. If the exhibitor takes this
opportunity of demanding a showdown, of
demanding facts and figures instead of
vague promises, I predict the most wholesome and progressive readjustment the
film industry has ever known.
Puts Universal on Record.
producersandhave
coming
out"Various
with voluminous
wordybeen
statements
in the last few weeks of what they have
done and of what they are doing for the
independent exhibitor. It is not what they
have done that counts so much, althougli
a great deal of their activities in the past
have been no more tangible or concrete
accomplishments in behalf of the exhibitor
than mere words.
"What really amounts to anything from
the exhibitor's point of view is: What will
they do in the future to help the independent exhibitor?
Whywhat
don'ttheytheywillcome
out flatfooted
and say
do
to help the exhibitor?
is not
it "Universal
has done for
the ashamed
exhibitor toin say
the what
past.
Neither am I afraid of putting myself on
record as to what Universal means to do
for the exhibitor in the future. I have
said it before and I will repeat it. Universal, among other things, stands ready
to give financial support to the independent
exhibitor in his fight to tear from his throat
the fingers of monopoly that seek to throttle him.
Statements Make Him Laugh.
"It makes me laugh to read some of the
statements in the trade papers — -statements
by so-called
in the
film pride
businessto
who
afTect to'pioneers'
point with
modest
how they espoused the cause of the exhibitor from the start. As a matter of fact,
every exhibitor knows that Universal was
organized solely to fight against monopoly
in the film business and to free the independents from the stranglehold of the Patents Company octopus.
"Where were all these 'friends' of the
exhibitor who are now beaming with philanthropic generalities, when the exhibitor
had to pay the trust-like combination $2
a week just for the privilege of running
picture machines, for instance?
"As I remember, Universal was the only
outspoken champion of the independent at
that time, just as it always has been. The
rights of the independent in the film business had inception by the formation of the
Universal organization — the banding together of certain independent producers
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Golden
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Opinion

of Carl
Laemmle
who took the initial step to help the ex- him. He can pick what he chooses and
hibitor free himself.
choose what he buys. It is with that idea
"The independent exhibitor today faces in mind that I have inaugurated a new
a struggle just as threatening as that which ."^eries of forty-eight pictures for the commenaced him ten years ago. If the film
ing year — eight pictures by each of six different stars. The exhibitor will have the
business is not to become eventually a
regulated, subsidized industry, bending its option of buying pictures made by the
knee at the beck and call of 'big inter- stars his patrons like the best.
ests,'ganizetheforindependent
What Universal Offers.
a long and exhibitor
desperate must
fight. or"And the exhibitor needs assistance. He
"Universal can supply the exhibitor with
needs friends. He needs allies. The time
high-class star picture every week, with
has come for him to turn a deaf ear to acomedies,
westerns, serials, news weeklies
honeyed words. What he must have is concrete help. He must know exactly where and special pictures of super-merit. 'The
he stands with respect to producing and Right to Happiness,' 'Blind Husbands,'
Men,' 'Overland Red' and many
distributing organizations, and nothing 'Marked
others will be remembered when present
short of exact and definite offers of moral screen
events
are history.
and material support will do him any good.
"As an earnest of what we will offer to
"That is why Universal is taking its pres- the exhibitors in the near future, Universal
ent stand — on both feet — beside the exhibis about to release four super-productions:
itor. It is no time for equivocation. When
I place myself in the ranks of the indepen- 'The Devil's Pass Key,' Erich von Strodents, Imean for it to be understood clearly heim's latest masterpiece; 'Under Crimson
Skies,' 'The Breath of the Gods,' which will
be a revelation in setting and artistic atmosphere, and 'Ambition,' an elaborate
Dorothy Phillips-Allen Holubar picture."
Famous Singer Gives Advice
John McCormack, famous Irish tenor
and grand opera singer, turned technical
director
for a studios,
day last when
week, he
at Goldwyn's
Culver City
conferred
with Director Frank Lloyd on the presentation of grand opera scenes for "The Great
Lover," Leo Ditrichstein's famous play that
is being picturized with an all-star cast.
^IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIItJ (Ulinilll 1111 HllllllllillLIIL I , I
HitlnHlng
1 Clerical Error Holds Up
f
1
Film Transportation Bill j
with a vetoby because
in making
R' ETURNED
President
Wilson
I
an amendment the new matter
1 jhad been inserted in the wrong place,
i it was necessary for Congress again
I to take up and pass the bill including
I bbjectionable motion picture films
Carl Laemmle.
I among articles not to be transported
I in interstate or foreign commerce.
I The change was made by both
that Universal will go to any extent to I houses without debate or delay and
lend confidence and material aid to the I the measure was returned to the
exhibitor.
White House
before approval
Congress being
ad1I journed,
Presidential
Would Sacrifice His Theatres.
I given to the measure in the message
I returning it for correction.
"Who else will come out whole-heartedly I The law now provides a fine of not
and unqualifiedly for the exhibitor? What
I more than $5,000 or imprisonment for
othercial
producer
an offer
assistance?will
Nowmakeis the
time offorfinanthe I not more than five years, or both, for
exhibitor to remove the blinders from his 1 the transportation or offering for
eyes and call for his true friends to stand I transportation of objectionable films,
by.
I "into the United States, or any place
I 'subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
"Universal
stands
ready
to
make
sacrifices in order to prove its good faith to I from any foreign country, or from
its allies, the independent exhibitors. I am I one state, territory, or district of the
States or place noncontiguous
willing, if it is thought necessary, to give I1 United
to but subject to the jurisdiction
up the control of the few houses that Uni- 1 thereof,
to any other state, territory
versal now holds in certain key cities. I
do not believe in running with the hare I or district of the United States, or
place noncontiguous to but subject
and riding with the hounds, and I ain hold- I
ing these houses because the self-same I to the jurisdiction thereof, or from
in orUnited
subjectStates,
to thethrough
juristheatre-owning producers who are now at I any place
of the
the throats of the independent exhibitors 1 adiction
foreign country, to any place in
tried to bar my pictures from the key cities. I
I or subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
"That is not all for which the exhibitor
or from any place in or subject to the
can count on Universal. Among other II jurisdiction
of the United States to
things, he can count on me for a just and
fair booking policy. He will not have I a foreign country."
blocks of mediocre pictures forced upon
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Settled;

g "Ladies Must Live"
Director Titlin
rich in opportunities for draof to be equally
dent
presi
ER.
PRAG
A.
IX
matic expression.
JAM
BEX
oraPhotoplay geCorpLoan
the Mayflower recei
e
ved Geor
tion, last week
itely and Broadwell Productions Plans
Tucker's signed contract, defin
satisfactorily closing the Tucker-Mayflower
Its First Two-Reel Feature
pending tor allitigation which has been
d
himesse
expr
er
Tuck
Mr.
.
a
year
most
dl Productions, Inc., have
Broadw
producthe first
casting
fied that an amicable settle- THEfinished
selfmentashasgrati
and
Series
NickforCarter
tion of the
been reached, a sentiment echoed
by the entire industry.
l
will produce as the first two-ree feature.
upon signing the new con- ••The $100,000 Kiss."
Immediatelv
Tom Carrigan, the popular actor, will
tract Mr Tucker resumed the cutting and
portray the part df Nick CarteV. with
his second
Live,"present
s Must
of "Ladie
titling ndent
by
ed
production to be
Colin Chase as Chick, the famous detecindepe
Mav flower. Actual filming of the Tucker
tive's These
assistant, and
Gaston in
role
ago
time
some
ted
of Patsy.
threeMae
characters
are theknown
production was comple
to the to two generations of readers. A capable
at the Brunton studios. According
terms of the contract, the producer of the supporting cast consists of Cecil Owen,
Irene Blackwell, Edwin Sturgis and others.
artistic film success, "The Miracle beMan,
preThe Broadway Productions, Inc., is a
four more supccials to
will make
sented by Mayflower.
Hoston corporation organized with a capitalization of $300,000 for the purpose of
Mayflower Official Comments.
Looking
Dangers."
A scene
from forthe "Hidden
new Vitaeraph
serial,
Mr.
ent,
producing
the NickandCarter
Series,
Newsettlem
the
In commenting upon
with Jean Paige and Joe Ryan as
England
historical
modern
features,
place
will
wer
Mayflo
the featured players.
Praeger stated that
and
also
country
life
short
subjects.
at the director's disposal the resourcespos-of
its organization and lend hiin all
ation. "It is Mayco-oper
and help
supportaim to
sible flower's
Mr. Tucker in every
way possible to achieve in his forthcoming Carpentier s "Wonder Man ' Plays to Big
Business at Its Hotel Astor Showings
productions the same high standard of arthan
morea great
he canMan'
believe'ThethatMiracle
Wethat made
film. tistry
us has been eighth annual meeting, and almost 2,000
and we will A TREMENDOUS impetes
duplicate this achievement
given to motion pictur of the bet- university and public school instructors
no stone unturned in our efforts to
leave
ter kind by the record-breaking dorsement.
gave the production their unqualified infoster his success.
"In characterizing :Mr. Tucker as one of showings for one week, in the Grand Ball
Astor, of "•The Wonder
mere- Room of the Hotel
Says Children Should See Picture.
the screen's master directors we are
Man," the Robertson-Cole superspecial in
ly reflecting the opinion of the industry, which
During the dinner .Assemblyman Martin
tier, French war
es
Carpen
Georg
the press and the public. We welcome Mr. hero and boxing champion, is the
The G. McCue, one of the speakers of the evenTucker's return to the studio, for he has showings, under the auspices of thestar.
ing, praised the picture and said it should
.Ameri- be shown
and will continue to contribute much to the
school child in the
can Legion of New York County, extended country as toan every
example of what a young
artistic development of the photoplay."
gh
throu a period of one week, from one
man can accomplish by living a clean life
Betty Compson Heads Cast.
g to the next, ay.
evenin
Saturday
sday
and Saturd with mati- and hitting straight from the shoulder
nees on Wedne
The cast of "Ladies Must Live" includes
when
necessary. Frank D. Wilsey, who
The attendance averaged 1.875 at each
many principal
of the feminine
screen's role
foremost
players.
at the dinner, said the picture was
The
is played
by performance, according to the official fig- presided
ures. The maximum seating capacity of refreshingly wholesome and exciting.
Betty Compson, who attained stardom the Grand
When the American Legion of New York
Room is 1,800. Crowds
overnight by virtue of her performance in were turned Ball
from the Grand Ball Room County decided to have the Grand Ball
'"The Miracle Man." As the painted gri- nightly, and all
of the seats were filled at Room showings under its auspices, showzette
of Newin York's
underworld
who found
men predicted that followers of motion
her soul
the crucible
of faith.
Miss the matinees.
Op. Thursday evening, June 3, the Hoi pictures could not be induced to attend
Compson drew the attention of the film
paid
exhibitions
in a big hotel.
an educational society which
world by the skill and artistry of her per- Scholastikoi,
But their judgment proved wrong. In
was formed in 1732. bought out the Grand
f
o
r
m
a
n
c
e
.
I
n
"Ladies
Must
Live"
the
talfirst place, when the Grand Ball Room
ented artist is entrusted with a role said Ball Room for its one hundred and eighty- the
showings were decided on a big campaign
of advertising and publicity was mapped
out by the New York County Legion
and Robertson-Cole. Twenty-four sheet
stands were put up all over the city, and
there was a profusion of ones, threes and
sixes. One-sheets were placed on the billboards of subway and elevated stations.
Oil paintings of Carpentier and scenes
from the production were displayed in the
windows of the large stores in the city,
and thousands of window cards were sent
out. Door hangers were distributed to the
various posts of the Legion in New York
and Legion members took care of these,
as well as the window cards.
Big Newspaper Advertising.
.Another big preliminary move was to
send engraved announcements to 3,000 of
the most prominent people in the city.
Decorated booths were installed in the
Waldorf-.Astoria. the Mc.Alpin, the Astor
and other big hotels, and w'omeii interested
in the Legion sold tickets there. Besides
the ticket-selling angle these booths had
big values as lobby displays in the big
hotels.
Next came a big newspaper advertising
campaign. Big ads were displayed in the
Head Executive and Director Who Will Produce for Mayflower
amusement
columns of all the Xew York
At the left is George Loane Tucker, who will prodiico a series of specials for the
dailies, beginning one week before the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, and Benjamin A. Prager, who Is
opening and running every day thereafter.
president of the organization.
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*'Boy,

a

little service

please!

'Isn't he cute!"

Proprietor of the Cafe; "I hope he chokes before he ruins me!"
The Girl aloud; **Get busy, you loafer!"
(Her unspoken thought); ''He's adorable!"
Presenting the only Linder in a story of chortles and roars; his role that of a
millionaire waiter who cannot quit his job, but
who endeavors to work by day and play by
night, with the inevitable complications.
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The second of Mr. McManus
laugh provokers to be brought to
the screen and even better than
the first.
From the Atlantic to the Pacific
and from the northern border to
the Gulf men, women and children
w^ho have roared at the newspaper comics have flocked to see
"Jiggs" and "Maggie" in real life.
Exhibitors report these comedies
to be marvelous business bringers.
They are playing the best houses
everywhere.
see
the reason. See them, you'll
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Carpentier

A
Cleanup
CALCULATED at line rates for reading
notices, it is probable that ten million
dollars would not cover the newspaper space given Georges Carpentier in
the papers of the United States during the
past five or six years. Some managements
are going to book him in the Robertsonon ofsurprise
and
Man" they
"The Wonder
producti
Cole
that unless
to their
discover
add a few of their own dollars to the sum
total he will not be the clean-up they anticipate.
Other, and wiser, managers will realize
that they must spend a little money to
make this national advertising their own,
and these will gain large returns upon
their investment.
It is the purpose of this story to give
emphasis
to the necessity for this investment.
Make Him Your Own.
No actor, pugilist or actor-pugilist has
ever gained a greater volume of space in
a given time than has Carpentier, particularly in the past year. He is as well known
as Pershing, or Foch, or Clemenceau, and
far better known than the present President of France.
Under such circumstances it would appear that all that was necessary would be
to advertise the fact that you have him as
an attraction at your house. This is very
true, but you must advertise him. You
must link all of this wide publicity to your
particular house for specified days. You
cannot do it with a couple of one sheets
and a slide. You must capitalize this wide
publicity and connect it to your house.
You must fill each individual in your town
with the desire to see this most talked-of
person.
Start Early; Work Late.
It is not sufficient that people know that
Carpentier will play your house. Your
position is not unlike that of the engineer
who sits in the cab of the locomotive ready
to take out the flyer. He has the steam
pressure; he has a locomotive which is
the refinement of mechanical art, and yet
unless he throws over the lever in the
quadrant he gets action only from the
pop valve. Advertising is your lever. Exploitation is your quadrant. A full head
of steam is provided, but you must manipulate it.
The press book supplied by the company
is complete. It lists an amplitude of cuts
and offers you about all of the press material your local papers will consume. This
material is in such form that you can cut
instead of copying. Your labor has been
reduced to a minimum, but you must do
some of the work if you want to collect.
Follow the Plan Book.
Turn first of all to page eleven of the
plan book. There you will find a chronological guide to exploitation. Here a practical press worker tells you just what to
do and the order in which things should
be Hone. All you have to do is to follow
the plan book, suiting the outlay to your
purse.
For example, two sets of teasers are
given. Five of these are merely the suggestions for type advertisements, which
can be made in any size and style from a
single inch to a double three or four. If
you cannot afford cuts and large spaces,
use these.
If you can spend more money, use the
cut teaser set. Perhaps you can afford the
cuts but cannot afford the newspaper
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Wonder

Man"

if He
Is Properly
Exploited
the man who most nearly approximates the
By EPES IV. SARGENT
measurements as an attraction for the run.
UIIUHinilllUIIIIIIIIHIIIIllUinillllllllllirillJIIJIIIIIIlltllHIIIIIIIIlllllllllllJllllllllllllMlllllJlllluilllllI'llllllllllMIIIIIIIIItll Let
him appear in dress suit and then
trunks during the showing of the
space. In this event put them on throw- fighting
aways and distribute them over the same picture and make the appearance a local
routes for five successive days, ending a event.
There are many twists to be given this
day or two before the showing. If you use idea,
them in the newspaper, start earlier, to interest.and all of them will arouse local
make room for a couple of strong flashes
And the Societies.
before the showing. If you cannot do one,
you can surely do the other.
You can surely work on the society
Book for a Run.
hook-ups, with the Legion, the French club
or class and the ministers. This is always
If you take the film for a day, you can- good for newspaper work as local news,
not afford to spend the money you can particularly if you get the names of the
allow for a three-day or a week run. Try crowd. A story with names is always
and get runs for the longer time, since worth more to an editor than a story which
by spending more mor _/ you can gain merely says that the American Legion or
greater revenue. If you lack the nerve to
French Students' Club will visit the
gamble, book for a couple of days with the
house. The latter is an item of news, but
an option of a return date in a few weeks, the
former is a circulation getter as well.
but it is better to clean up the first time You have something to sell the editor.
and perhaps you can then get a return Sell him names, if you can.
anyhow.
Try Limericks Too.
Hook-Ups Are Suggested.
The Limerick contfest is a good stunt.
The suggestion for a hook-up page is If you have a daily paper, try for that. If
good, though in many sections the shortage there is only a weekly, work your screen.
of white paper will prevent your obtaining Start t'^e stunt in the newspaper a couple
a double or even a single newspaper page. of weeks before the showing, and then anIf this is so, get out your own hook-up page ners.
nounce that the screen will show the winas a throwaway. Get the merchants to
come in with you on a combination sheet.
work, prize.
the contest
Then each merchant will display the sheet oneButstingy
Have right.
a grandDon't
prizeoffer
for
in his window and will be in line for other the best limerick
and a daily prize of
smaller
value
for
each
day
your
house
is
window
work in the way of stills and cutout displays.
open or the paper is issued. Keep the
interest up every day instead of having
Try the Measurements.
one big day at the end of the contest. Let
Page 17 gives you the measurements of the audience do the judging.
the star. During the run of the first KelThe Prologue.
lerman picture her measurements were
The plan book also suggests a prologue.
printed in black as a tape measure. It is
sufficient to get just the measurements, The suggestion is made that a creeper title
starting with the mark at 13 inches for the be used. As the company does not supply
forearm and running up to forty inches this title, and the footage will be considerable, it would be more practical to work
for the chest or 5 feet 11 inches for the
the tableau as suggested, but to have some
height.
Work the competition and try and secure one with a clear voice read or recite the
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text. In many instances the employment
of some local star will prove an advertising point of greater value than the film
will yield.
Don't
mistake This
of staging
a boxing boutmake
as atheprelude.
will murder
all chance of working on the society atmosphere. If you feel you must use the
local boxers, work them at some prior performance. Take the last show the Saturday before the opening and use that for
an athletic carnival, or work it away from
the house, at some athletic club or hall,
but
don'tandtryexpect
to mix
fights
society
picture
to get
full and
valuea for
the
society angle. Remember that nine-tenths
of
is basedlikeable
upon
the Carpentier's
fact that hepopularity
is a clean-cutyoung chap who can scrap and who is
willing to scrap when occasion offers or
necessity requires, but, like James J. Corbett, his social abilities win.
Get This and Remember.
Just write this on the tablets of your
memory. About half of the men and all
of the women are interested in Carpentier
because he is not like the typical pugilist.
That is why you can sell him to advantage.
That is why he is offered in an alleged
society drama instead of a ring story.
Don'tthe spill
beansaleby pugs
mixing
him you
up
with
localthemixed
unless
hate him enough to be willing to sacrifice
your profits to give him a black eye.
Cutout Stu£f.
If you are at all clever with the brush,
get two of the one sheets showing the fat
boy and the darkey scrapping. Paint out
the arms on one and mount the arms from
the other to get motion. Work, this for a
window display with a small motor. It
will be worth the trouble you take.
Several of -the poses of the star will
yield good action cutouts, but do not animate them. Leave the fighting to the kiddies for the reasons given above.
Get these cutauts all over town. If you
have a hook-up page with the local advertisers, try-and get a cutout into each window. If you have no hook-up, try and get
the hook-up anyhow. You can do a lot
with that three sheet showing Carpentier
holding Miss Binney in his arms. In her
right hand she can be made to hold a candy
box, a toilet preparation or a can of corn.
It can be worked for any store. If you
have any doubts, order a single three sheet
in advance of your paper order and sell
to the stores by sample, making up a cutout and showing each merchant how it
can work with his particular line.
And Presswork.
And to end with the beginning, do your
press work early, often and with enthusiasm. There are two smashing good cuts
in three column width. One is for the
main sheet and the other for the sporting
section. If you cannot sell one or both of
these to the local paper by offering the
cut free, you are a bit slow. The chances
are that your editor has already paid out
real money for syndicate or boiler plate
on the Frenchman, and he will appreciate
something he does not have to pay for.
Carpentier is — or should be — easy to
plant. You can plant him easier than you
can Mary Pickford or Chaplin or any of
the regular photoplay stars. He is live
news. He is going to keep on being live
news.
you'll
the
cut Tell
if he your
will editor
run it at
once,give
and him
he
can have it to use when Carpentier meets
his
hireand
the give
cut
and ring
offer engagements.
to loan it. BeDon't
a sport
it to the editor. If he uses it, the space is
worth more than what you have to pay for
theYoucut, may
isn't even
it? Look
at itstuff
in that
use this
to light.
get the
hard-boiled editor in the habit of taking
stuff for other plays as they come along.
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Boyhood

by Judge for Educational
Who Won Out," with Violet MacMillan;
MOTION ries bypictures
made Brown,
from theonestoJudge Willis
of "The Saint's Adventure," featuring Henry
the best known authorities of today B. Walthall, and "The Spirit of '17," in
on the American boy, are hereafter to be which J.ack Pickford appeared.
released by Educational Films CorporaBuilt "Boy City."
tion. The pictures will be in two reels and
there will be at least one and probably
But Judge Brown has won greater attentwo releases a month, the first being availtion by originating many important and
able at an early date. Twelve of the pic- unique methods of dealing with the juvetures are ready for laboratory work and
City" isathisCharlevoix,
idea, the
production on others will be started in a first nile
one problem.
being "Boy
established
short time.
Mich. Every one who reads the magazines
and newspapers knows the large amount
Judge Will Be Director.
of publicity that this attracted. He originated the first Parental Court in Gary,
Judge Brown, who personally produces
the pictures, has devoted the greater por- Ind., where he encouraged the youth to
tion of his life to work among the boys, and become better American citizens rather
embraces the rare qualities of knowing
than merely administered punishment. In
his subjects thoroughly, of being able to Salt Lake City he established a similar
write and having the motion picture tech- court. Much of his time has been devoted
nique that enables him to produce quality
films. As a matter fact, before he began to writing and to lecturing on these subproducing these two-reel pictures of boy
Firstwillofbetheknown,
"JudgewereBrown
as
subjects he was well known in the motion
they
made Stories,"
during the
picture field with his work on "The Girl jects.
latter daystivities.
ofWhileGeneral
acthey didFilmnot Company's
get the wide
^lliminii»iiiimiliiiiiiii(iiiillillilitlliiiitimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiii)iitiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiii)tiiiiiiiiiriiiiimiliiiitiimiitiiiiiiiL- circulation desired at that time, they attracted much attention.
I Professional Thieves
1
Series of a Dozen.
I
Now Become Actors to
|
I
Steal Studio Jewelry |
Undertional will
thecontrol
contract
all ofjustthe signed
Judge EducaBrown
HIGH-CLASS
thieves
ad- | pictures, and the ones that have been exvanced now to
where have
they add
hibited in some cities will be available to
I
professional acting to their ac- | those who have not yet shown them. At
I complishments and have been sue- 1 the same time there will be a sufficient
I cessful in their work among several | number of new productions to supply theaI motion picture studios around New 1
tres with
that have not been exI York. Costly garments and expen- |
hibitedpictures
before.
1 sive jewelry are no longer legendary |
I among the film players and offer as |
The new series includes "The Discoverer." "The Case of Bennie," "Kid PoliI tempting
inducements
to major 1
tics," "The Demand of Dugan," "Gumdrops
I crooks as do the homes of the 1
I wealthy.
| and Overalls," "Jim's Sister," "Dog vs. Dog,"
"Frank's Endorser," "The Boy-Built City,"
1
Investigations
show
"extra
men"
I who get their engagements through || "Shift-the-Gear Frank," "Danny Asks
I agencies are the innocent allies of | Why" and "The Love of Bob."
I the canny thieves. Through various |
1 systems of information they learn of |
I young men who are to work at a | Realart's Sixth Star Picked
I certain studio to which they wish to |
I gain entrance.
They approach the |
by Jury of Varied Interests
II young
men,
give
some
plausible
ex1
cuse for wanting the work and pay
s dfora
in trade
rt hadcircle
signe
thatnt Reala
ORTStimecurre
REPsome
I them more than the regular wages
week.
this
rmed
confi
were
star
sixth
I for the privilege.
was in
General Manager J. S. Woodyntion
I Two of these men presented them, but
Cleveland attending the conve
i selves for work at the D. W. Griffith
President Morris Kohn admitted that the
I studio, to appear with several hunsixth star had been selected. He would
I dred others in one of the big scenes
er, . that the contract had
not say,
ly signed
actualhowev
been
I in "Way Down East." The first night
I they stole a motion picture camera
Mr. Kohn stated that the new star had
I with extra lenses, valued at $2,800.
been selected for the company by a jury
I On the second night an expensive
of twelve well-known literary, artistic and
I sable coat was stolen. The alarm
inprofessional people in New York City,
I was sounded before any of the extra
and repreexhibitor
prominent
c
l
u
d
i
n
g
a
i people had left and their baggage
senting almost every walk in life. The
I was searched.
The cape was not
was empanelled rejury, itcentlyisandunderstood,
this week. gave the company its decision
iI there.
All the extra people then were
I taken to the set and the full battery
Officials of the company had been considering anumber of candidates for some
I of lights turned on. Mr. Griffith adI dressed the gathering as though he | time. By the process of elimination the
total
was
reduced until any of those re1 were explaining his plans for their |
I work the next day. The temperature |
maining would, in the eyes of the com1 rapidly ros^ under the lights. One | addition pany's
officials, have proved a desirable
I man began to perspire profusely. He | and talent.to the Realart galaxy of beauty
I was asked to excuse himself and the |
The choice, it was decided, should be
I fur was found under his coat. But |
put up to a jury of representative people
I while the high-priced fur was recov- | on
the theory that their verdict would
I ered, three neck furs valued at $2,100 |
I were taken.
| be based principally on the candidate's
a star personality. All the conI The losses from several studios | appeal asconsidered
by the jury had preI have become so great that a nation- | didates viously
been examined and approved as to
I ally known detective firm has been 1
their
present
and
probable
box-office value.
I retained for protection.
1
The jury, next
according
announced
week. to Mr. Kohn, will be
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has been a quiet week in Filmland, and Bumble Bees and Babies
ITfrom
all indications it is going to be
quieter for some folks. We are sufferBuzz and Bawl When
ing from a shortage of gas. The press
agents haven't walked out, or anything
Circuit Players
like that — I don't mean that kind of gas,
I mean the kind of gas you can step on.
Car owners of our Fair City are about
Swing the Ax
to be put on gasoline rations. If they
don't ,save, conserve, economize, pinch,
By GIEBLER
scrape and otherwise stop using such MiiiiiiHiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitliltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiriiiii
heavy feet when they drive their cars, the
essential oil will be refused to all except East to help Mrs. King beat up the rugs
and pack up the kitchen cabinet and the
for essential journeys, and unless somebody can figure out that a trip to Tia parlor furniture preparatory to their removal of our Fair City.
Juana thingis elseessential
to the
somebesides the
polkaupkeep
dottedofpebbles
Once here the Kings will select a Street
and the ponies at that popular resort, there Called Straight sc iiewhere in the City of
are going to be many sad hearts among us. Comrades called Filmland, and with a High
The Studio Publicists have elected a new
Heart and the hopes of becoming permapresident to replace Capt. Huntington, who
nent residents, set up their lares and peresigned. Ham Beall is the new executive. nates under their own vine and Wild Olive
I suppose a lot of folks would call him tree.
The news has sifted in that Hurry Home
Harry Hammond Beall because of this imVan Loan has dug up the return half of
portant
rise,
but
he's
still
the
same
old
Ham to me.
his ticket and is hurrying hitherwards
with a hatful of contracts for plays and
Music to the Ears.
an especially urgent order in the story line
to be executed for Hope Hampton.
Speaking of press agents — the movement
to elevate this ancient and honorable callRehearsals for the all-star and all-talk
ing by giving it a tony name seems to be performance of "Arizona," to be given for
still going on. Somebody called Clark the benefit of the American Legion, are
under full steam with TheoIrvine
a "publiciteur"
day.to dis- going doreahead
Roberts as stage director.
Outside
of the above the
thereother
is little
turb the even tenor of our way unless it
Wallace MacDonald and Doris May have
is the hot weather. Being a native son given romance a setback by denying the
rumor of their marriage.
now, I should explain that the hot weather
in ou-r Fair City is not like the hot weather
Miss Edmonde Seeks New Conquests.
in other towns.
Word comes out of Arizona to the efIt gets hot out here all right, but it's a
nice dry heat, you know — like our rains.
fect that the Doug Fairbanks-Mary PickRead any dope on temperature about any ford honeymoon excursion to the Hopi Intown touting for the summer tourist traffic
dian reservation was a complete social success. Doug and Mary made a hit with the
andEddie
you'll Sutherland,
get what I'mTony
tryingMoreno,
to put over.
Bill Hopis and were presented with enough
Duncan, Jack Gilbert and Wallace Mac- blankets and clay pottery to last them a
Donald have set up a tent village on the life time, and were made members of the
roof of the L. A. Athletic Club, where they tribe with an elaborate ceremony.
We have always regarded Doug and
will sleep during the summer, thus preventing the temperature from getting their Mary as "good Indians" and this proves
goats, and proving that an actor can get it. You can't fool the Hopis; they know
to the top sooner or later if he tries hard honest-to-God folks when they see 'em.
I had the pleasure of meeting Frances
enough — and there are any tall buildings in
town.
Edmonde, a new star that will soon be
twinkling in the milky way of the movies.
Rail Traffic Heavy.
Miss Edmonde is a young person of pleasThe colony has been enriched by the
ing manner, more than considerable good
arrival of Hugh Hoffman, who came out looks and a moving picture company all
from New York to write the continuity of of her own.
She has recently returned from Europe,
Eddie Polo's new serial, "Circus Life."
Hugh blew in Sunday night on the Sun- where she made quite a hit in a vaudeville
shine Limited, in company with Eddy Polo act featuring songs of her own composiand Mrs. Eddy, Louis J. Gasnier, Rosemary
tion. After winning plaudits in Paris and
Theby and Sessue Hayakawa.
' nockin' 'em dead in the music 'alls of London until it got to be old stuff. Miss EdM. C. Levee, vice-president and general
manager of the Brunton studios, has come
monde, like Alexander, looked around for
back with a lot of kind words about the new worlds to conquer, picked on the picEast. Eric Van Stroheim has returned
tures for her next venture, organized a
and will start the fire under a new pro- company and went to it.
to bestage
called
"Foolish where
Wives,"a
Movie Cowboys Strike.
which he ductionwill
at Catalina,
reproduction of Monte Carlo will be built
The first Frances Edmonde production,
with the island scenery and mountains as which is being filmed at the Garson Studio,
a background.
will written
be called
The isstory
Basil King, one of the most eminent of was
by "Peggy
Elsier LaWise."
Male, who
also
the many eminent authors at Goldwyn, directing the film, and George Larkin is
took a short vacation and the east-bound
playing the leading part opposite Miss Edcars this week. Just before seizing the jnonde.
rattler Mr. King paused long enough to
A number of our movie cowboys have
speak in enthusiastic tones anent the sunny struck for a raise of two and a half bucks
southland and to state the welcome news
per diem — they were already getting seventhat he would return to us ere long.
fifty. I suppose
work
straddling
a cayuse it's
and pretty
shootinghard
up movie
As a matter of fact, Mr. King has gone

sets all day long — it's probably worth ten
berries. I hope the punchers and the producers get together; western films without
cowboys would be sad things, and, on the
other hand, if the producers should decide
to do without the riders, it would be pretty
tough on the boys.
The movie lots are about the only place
where they can wear sheepskin pants, pack
guns and act bad. The movie cowboy
would be considerably out of place on the
modern ranch, where the lads that punch
the cows wear nifty mail-order suits and
make the fall round-up in Fords.
Lesser-Gore Theatre Under Way.
I didn't
up much production stuff
this week. pick
Wherever
I went I found them
either just getting ready to shoot a picture or just recovering from shooting one.
I did manage to edge in on an interesting
ceremony, however.
Sol Lesser and the Gore Brothers are
going to build a big theatre in Hollywood.
The site of the new theatre is at present
occupied by an orange grove. The cutting
down of the first tree to make ready for
the foundation of the new building was
made the occasion of impressive doings.
Since the Lesser-Gore combination controls the First National franchise in this
territory, and First National films will be
shown in the new theatre, it was very fitand
that First National
stars ting
assistappropriate
in the ceremonies.
An announcement that the oranges on
the trees would be picked and passed out
to the public and that a number of stars
would be present attracted a great crowd.
Another announcement,
that lunch would
be
setvedes,at the Hollywood Hotel after the
ceremoni
attracted me.
It was all most impressive. Jack Callicott, manager of the Kinema Theatre,
made a speech and pointed out the first
tree that was to be felled.
While the Tree Shook.
Mildred Harris Chaplin struck the first
blow, a resounding whack that shook the
tree and disturbed a bumble bee looking
for a late bloom. Anita Stewart
then assumed, the axe and administered a series
of sharp, lady-like licks. There was considerable to Miss Stewart's work,
but It had littledramaeffect
on the tree.
George Beban came forward, adjusted
his glasses, spit on his hands— Spang! The
tree shook to its topmos
branches I The
crowd cheered— a smallt baby
burst into
the
bambin
o
in
his arms
to comfor
t it
It^^u ed9?°''^*
droppe
axe and
tookI
d the
examin
the ^ tree—
there
were three distinct dents on the bole that bore
mute
testimony of the fierceness
the attack
made upon it by the sturdy ofstars.
They started distributing the oranges
and while this was going on George Beban,
got Carter De Haven to help him, and the
tree was actually cut down without allowing King Vidor, Jimmy Young
Katherine
MacDonald, who were all thereor and
longing for a chance, an opportunity of striking a single blow.
Poole Leaves the California
Robert H. Poole, managing director of
the California Theatre, Los Angeles, since
b. L. Rothapfel left for New York, has resigned to take the management of Harold
Bell Wrights works. Mr. Poole's distinctive presentations at the California
won him a splendid reputation in the have
motion picture world.
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Candidate
Barbara Marvin took an active interest in politics for just one
reason — she loved a man who wanted to be elected to something.
Did she help the man she loved to get elected ? She did not.
Bab selected the most absurd candidate imaginable, and
elected him in clever fashion. She conducted the campaign to
defeat her fiance because she believed politics was not his proper
career, and subsequent events proved she was right.
"Bab's Candidate"
By Forrest Criaaey
Direcled by Edoard Griffith
holds many amusing scenes, all centered in an unusual and

VOTE FOR,
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Advertising
By Epes

PICTURE

and
Exploitation
Winthrop Sargent
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Both

New

Stunts

and

Old

for Toledo Showing
there is nothing new under
WHILE
the sun and things are not much
better when the moon shines, working old ideas that are comparatively new
to your locality will help to clean up. Recently the Temple Theatre, Toledo, aided
and abetted by Ace Berry, of the May" in fine
flower, put over
"The kick
Deep came
Purplefrom
shape and
the only
the
box-office girl, who had to work overtime.
Hooking up with the Blade, a daily story
was run ; a detective story in the course
of which some hint was given as to the
location of a deep purple envelope containing cash or ticket prizes. The hint was
obscure, yet sufficiently plain to permit a
clever person to work it out.
They Eat It Up.
Most persons like detective stories and
most of them think themselves clever. It
was a fine chance to do a little sleuthing,
and they went to it almost to a man — and
woman. Several envelopes were planted
each day, and each day there was a rush
for the Blade and then a rush for the
spots supposed to be indicated by the
stories. Some false leads were given as
well as straight tips, so as not to make
it too easy.
Where it is desired to amplify this
scheme, it would be possible to work in
the local merchants for the prizes and induce them to advertise, too.
And it was a splendid circulation stunt
for the Blade. It may be recalled that
this was developed as a circulation scheme
by the English weekly papers before 1914,
and the craze reached such a height that
considerable property damage was done
before the authorities stopped the planting
on private property.
The Blade newsboys were invited to A
special morning showing of the film, and
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Brought

Coin

of "The Deep Purple'
some 600 sellers and carriers were provided with tags which served as their
tickets of admission. These were given
out early and the boys were all over town
advertising the show.
Later they were formed into a parade
and marched through the streets to the
theatre, but the most effective advertising
was done while the boys were on their
And with a circus in town the Tempie
jobs.
got a four-horse perambulator and tagged
in after the parade, later parking on the
circus lot and further advertising the attraction.
All of these stunts are old, though the
tag stunt shows some new ideas, but combined they drove business in. Of course
newspaper work and lithographs were used
to supplement the stunt stuff, for stunt
stuff alone seldom works to the limit, but
the stunts made the advertising read.
Intensive Memphis Campaign
Put Over DeMille Feature
THIRTY-FIVE
thousandfront
pieces
literature and a ten-day
pageof contest were a couple of things used by
G. E. Brown to put over "WViy Change
Your Wife?" at the Strand, Memphis. He
didn't just break the record. He played
to more money by a third than any picture house in Memphis ever took before.
Brown knows, because he is general press
man for the S. A. Lynch Memphis string,
controlling practically -all the larger
houses. It is estimated that one out of
every four white persons in Memphis saw
the picture.
He not only broke the record, but he
cleaned the Lynch houses in Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans, Dallas and other

itiMtriiiiiiiiiiiuiiimu
southern
on Man"
their records.
"Male and Female" andpoints
"Miracle
He used pretty nearly everything, including car and auto cards, window cards,
doorknobs, banners and heralds. He
hooked the Chamber of Commerce to a
local to run on the same program and
they carried this local subject on their
letter heads, 1,500 window cards, 2,000
street cards and 150 car cards.
And there was a letter contest on the
ideal husband or wife with $25 for the top
prize which brought in 1,100 letters. The
stuff ran as full as four columns on the
front page in a single day, and it ran
ten days. Outside of that and a few little
ideasthe onjob.the side, Mr. Brown just loafed
on
Comps on Birthday List
Help to Make Business
COLONEL
LEVYholds
is owner
of a
LouisvilleFRED
theatre,
the First
National franchise for that section,
and also owns a clothing, store, the latter specializing in juvenile wear.
The clothing clerks have instructions to
get data as to the birth date of all young
patrons, and a day or two before the young
man's next birthday he receives a letter
enclosing a pass for two and offering congratulations on the anniversary.
It seldom happens that the pass is used
without the purchase of additional tickets,
and frequently the receipt of the pass suggests atheatre party as the form of celetickets. bration, representing the sale of many
Colonel Levy owns his own store and
finds it easy to obtain the data, but it
should not be difficult to hook in with
outside stores by sending tickets ostensibly as the jointly.
gift of the store or the store
and theatre
It is one of those little stunts which can
be built into an institution.

It May Be Carrying Coals to Newcastle, But They Eat Up Northwest Stories in the Great Northwest.
How the Strand
Theatre,
Tacoma,
dressed upForIts the
lobby
for the
the doorman
showing isofdressed
"Back asto aGod's
Country"
and "The
both First
National
attractions.
latter
mounted
policeman
to helpRiver's End,"
add to the realism of the display. The heads on the stumps are cutouts from lithographs.
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Which
of These
Two
Divers
Do
You
Prefer?
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Closed Schools for Film
Pole
WHEN the Shackleton South
picture, "The Bottom of the
d," played Omaha, the manageof the Moon Theatre persuaded the
mentWorl
High School to close for the day that thel
pupils might see this really educationa
picture. This stunt was worked by Oscar
Doob for "The Copperhead" and "HuckleFinn," but this is about dthe first
have been close for an
time theberryschools
educational, though Robertson-Cole, who
have the release, have shown it in a number of the high schools of the New York
system.
Hooked

Navy Recruiters to

"Below the Surface" for Week
United States Navy
AUSE thethevalue
BECknows
of advertising, it
seems to have become the one best
bet with motion picture theatres, and
some unusual stunts have been pulled in
connection with the Army and Navy Recruiting services, but particularly with the
Navy.
Used Deep Sea Diver.
But a better-than-usual hook-up was effected in Los Angeles recently by the Grauman staff when the Bosworth production
of "Below the Surface" was getting its first
screenings at the Imperial. For a solid
week one of the Navy side cars patrolled
the streets with a deep sea diver, as comfortable as his dress would permit him to
be, in the car, and with a banner for the combine they are looking for opportunities.
house.
And here is a great lesson to theatre managers. Like the Navy, they should realize
Recruiters Saw the Point.
that their general line of advertising is
The Navy recruiting men are quick to see more or less familiar. Anything new will
the value of the tie-up. They know that command ten times the attention. Don't
anything different from the straight appeal be afraid to give the other fellow his share
is going to help them as well as the other of any hook-up. It will help the house as
fellow and instead of making it difficult to well.

False Teeth Bit Into Large
Chunks of Telling Publicity
PUTTING
picture
a lost else
and
found ad over
— justa one
— is with
something
again. It was worked by Manager
Brubeck, of the T. & D. Theatre, Stockton.
.■\fter the first showing of Chaplin in "A
Day's Pleasure" the theatre announced that
aawaited
pair ofan false
teeth had been found and
owner.
This was a plant for a news story which
ran to the effect that the teeth were found
on the floor by the cleaners and presumably had been laughed out of some careless person's mouth. It made a readable
story, and it got over, even though people
wondered who could be so careless as todrop a set of teeth without knowing it.
l ater the teeth were exhibited in the lobby
alongside the newspaper account.
Who Wouldn't Change His
Wife for This Sea-Vamp?
LOOKING
for something
differentP. for
"Why Change
Your Wife?"
E.
Read, of Ye Liberty Playhouse, Oakland, Cal., got the snappiest bathing suit
lie could find and stuffed it with an attractive girl. He intended her for the prologue, but she looked so good he put her
in a sedan all dressed up with banners
and sent her out to the aviation field, where
the Salvation Army was holding a f.eld
day. No one got a stiff neck looking at the
flying
'buses25,000
whilepeople
the bather
around
and about
got a was
straight
tip
on
the
show.
Later
in
the
week
she
was
more.
used around town and cleaned up some

It All Depends on the Sort of Wife You Have.
We could name a lot of exhibitors who would be willing to swap their other
halves — at least temporarily — for this young woman who
broke up a Salvation Army rally in Oakland.

"Got There" with Ease.
She also served to help along the window
displays with the Swanson creation featured, but her strong point was as a street
attraction and she got there with both
feet — clear to the knees and beyond.
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// You
Cant
Get
Coin,
Go
After
miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiniiiiiiii>iiiiii>>i"i"i"i<ii<iiiii<ii"^ iiiiiiiiiiii i iimi in:
Cootie Fliver Caught the
Christie Comedy Chasers
fliv"cootie dy,
nal tie
origiChris
BORROWING
come
ver" used inthethe
s
"Petticoat and Pants," gave the Hollywood Theatre, Los Angeles, a good lobby
feature. There was a bunch of kids around
the ancient boat from the time school let
out until supper time— and after.

The Christie Cootie Car.
This flivver was loaned by the Christie
company, but there is nothing to prevent
any aboriginal Ford being dragged out of
obscurity to blaze in the lobby lights for
this showing. Make a fuss over it and
oflfer a couple of tickets to any one who
will
drive and
up inif you
a carspecify
still older.
safe oflfer,
that theIt's
carsa
must arrive at least ten minutes before
the evening show you can make a good
ballyhoo at the cost of a few admissions.

Being

Up-to-date

Won

Against

Large

Some

Crowds

the Handicap

ng and a
a blessi
DEDap, betwe
DIVI
used his head
J. B.enElliott
handic
and forgot that there was such a
thing as failure. Where some men would
have curled up, he only worked the harder
and perhaps made more than he might have
done with no obstacles to face.
Mr. Elliott decided that "Male and Female" should clean up for race week at
Lexington, Ky. Racing is an institution in
the bluegrass country and he figured that
the huge crowds in attendance would want
somewhere to go in the evening and that
they
couldandlook
at "Male
with
less eye
mental
strainandthanFemale"
upon most
pictures.
But the Lexington Opera House was not
a regular
picture
theatre
with house,
an established clientele.
It was
a drama
and it
was not on a traveled thoroughfare where
a ballyhoo would work.
Called' in Assistance.
Manager Scott called in J. E. Firnkoess, of
the Cincinnati office of Famous PlayersLasky, and the three of them went to work.
The star stunt was to be a ten page supplement. They got it all up, the ads were
contracted for and the cuts and special
stories put into the form and then — blooey!
The paper shortage hit the office. A
carload was lost, strayed or stolen and the
paper could not get out its o\wn supplements, let alone the theatrical special. It
would not even give the full page promised
for the main section. It had to go down to
300 lines.
Elliott, Scott and Firnkoess got together
and chanted "Are We Disheartened? NO!"
and peeled their coats off.
There Were Other Ways.
If the paper could not help there were
other ways. They got hold of some yellow
stock and printed up fake telegrams. Every

Eggs

of Race

Week

hotel guest got one of these. More lithographs were telegraphed for, and dodgers
and heralds were employed to supplement
the telegrams.
theThey
city. got this distributed matter all over
Then someone noticed the rushing trade
in tips. All over the town men were selling "Bunco Bill's Best Three Selections,"
"Hairless
Harry'smoreHandy
Handicaps"
and
about a million
tips from
the touts.
To see was to get a hunch, and presently
the city was flooded with cheap manila envelopes printed up in red:
BEST BET
OF THE DAY.
The envelopes were sealed and inside was
alose"
slip,with
cut an
to fit,
reading thatfor"You
advertisement
the can't
play.
Perhaps some of them were sold — along
with the purchasers — but mostly, and originally, they were handed out, and were
snapped up eagerly.
As a result of all this hustling. "Male and
Female"
really
was. the
best was
bet not
of the
week. The
matinee
business
so
good, but the nights! Man! Those nights!
There were a lot of people who did not
get to see the picture, but that was largely
because the Opera House could not hold
the entire town and its visitors. More
might have seen it had the police and fire
departments been willing, but all who could
be crowded in were there, and what promised to be a failure turned out to be a
cleanup,fused tobecause
a bunch of hustlers rebe discouraged.
iiiKllimillliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitlltlllliriitlitlriii iiiiiiiilillltlirlliiMtiiiiiiii ri i
SEND IN YOUR STUNT.
IT WILL
HELP OTHERS.
'II I I II I I run I1IIIIIIIIIIII mil i iiiiiiKi'iiiiitullllllllllllllllllllllllllllt

Threw Eggs at Dempsey
Putting over the first episode of the Jack
Dempsey serial, the Jackson Theatre, Heber Springs, Ark., made the admission price
one egg for kids and two eggs for adults.
Outside of the fact that some of the kids
borrowed the eggs from setting hens the
experiment was a huge success and it put
the serial over to a larger first night than
any previous production.
Ship by Truck Week

Served

to Boom '''Down on the Farm*'
RING in on the national "Ship
DECLA
by
Truck"am,week,
StrandtedTheatre,
Birmingh
was the
represen
in the
parade by a float planned by Manager L. R.
Towns and built by Harry Holt, of the
nt. got
theatre's sign
We the
don'tbox
knowof
whether
Townsdepartme
or Holt
cigars which should have gone to the man
using the cigar strip on the side of the
cottage, but they each deserved a box. As
shown in the cut, the display had for its
basis a shack barn, but the tree in the
back yard merges with the trees in the
background, and this bit of realism is lost.
The passengers were a live farm boy, a
cutout Ben Turpin and Marie Prevost, a
cow, calf, goat, duck, dog and some chickens, and no display attracted more attention along the line of the parade. It was
a clean-cut stunt and worthy of more than
passing notice.

"Ship by Truck" Applies Even to Advertising.
Theatre was represented
Birmingham held a "Ship by Truck" parade and the Strand
real country
withlivea stock
on the
a float ofwhich
by cutouts
and stuff.boy,
a heap of
and Farm"
Prevost,
and Marie"Down
Turpinadvertised
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Now Navy Helps Put Over
"The Virgin of Stamboul"
an optimist would suggest that
ONLY
the acceptance by the United States
of the Armenian Mandate would give
recruits a chance to see "The Virgin of
l" in her native d,
Stambou
but that'sto the
way the Strand,
Clevelan lair,managed
get
in with the Navy.
Captain Stanley H. Lewis, recruiting officer for the Cleveland district, saw the
chance for good copy and arranged to have
his forces distribute several thousand cards,
the text of which is so good that we give
it to help others :
"If you think you possess the requisites
of courage, physique, resourcefulness, coolness in the hour of danger, as exemplified
by
this production,
you 'Captain
are of Pemberton'
the calibrein required
in the
United States Navy.
"If the United States assumes the mandatory over Armenia, it means that American battleships will be sent to Turkey to
furthertomassacres
by the
Turks. Don't you
want
go? Think
it over.
"Do
you
wish
to
meet
and
the
strange folk of foreign lands? talk
To with
hear the
call of the muezzin at dusk from the minaret of the mosque? The temple bells of
Mandalay — the soft srurges washing the
tropic beach — the lure of far lands and of
spicy isles of the sea — the tang of the salt
spray as the spindrift sprinkles the fo'c'sle
— and the jolly, roistering liberty parties
where Jack, ashore, exchanges gay repartee
in 'pidgin' English with the silk-clad, turbaned, bearded merchants, or the laughingeyed girls of the mysterious Orient — its a
Man's life, 'round the world and back
^gainl 'The 'Virgin of Stamboul' will show
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you a few of the wondrous sights you will
see as a member of the Uncle Sam's Navy."
Free Admission Coupon Got
Thirteen Hundred Children

for a G.free
goodenabled
coupon
RINGn, aplus
OFFEadmissio
E.
war tax,
Brown, publicity director of the
Memphis Enterprises, to put over the serial, "The Lost City," to a literally howling start.
The coupon was printed in the local papers and. was good only for the first of
the two days of showing the first episode.
The courtesy was limited to children under thirteen, but there were a hundred
times thirteen to pay their war tax and
crowd into the house.
The second day the business kept up and
the value of the scheme was proven in the
weeks following, for so far the two "Lost
City"other
days days
show ofa the
marked
increase
over
the
week.
The same
kids insist upon coming back, and they
bring the grownups with them.
It surely does pay to start a serial off
with a bang.
American Specializes in
Gummed Feature Stickers
salesfor the
so well
worked
STICKERS
n Film
Company
America
men of the
that these are now being supplied in
quantities to exhibitors who may desire
them. Until the idea becomes too cornmon through wide copying, the sticker is
a useful exhibitor aid and should be freely
used for the Flying A specials.
The sticker for "The Thirtieth Piece of

New
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Stickers

Silver" has already been noted. Companion pieces are a cutout book in gold,
lettered in black for "The House of Toys,"
and a incircular
for "The Honey
done
yellow cutout
on a blue-black
ground.Bee"
These are ideal for use on program envelopes, to seal the self-addressing folders
instead of paper clips or notary seals, to
affix to programs, posters, special mailing
cards or stuck up around town. In the
latter case care should be exercised not
to stick them in places where their presence will be objectionable to the owner of
the property. They can be affixed to the
glass windshields of autos where the consent of the owner is obtained. They can
be attached to local time tables stuck on
small
as "ears," or
used incirculation
a variety newspapers
of other ways.
Stickers are not new, but their use for
film exploitation has been singularly limited.
Ball Started Them Rolling
to See What It Was About
USING
in Oriental
with bya
crystala man
ball was
a stunt dress
adopted
the Bijou, Jackson, Mich., to get them
interested in the Robertson-Cole producTeller."
The and
mana
looked tion,
like"Thea Fortune
cross between
a Turk
Mystic Shriner and stalked about the
streets gazing into the ball with as wrapt
an expression as street obstacles would
He carried no advertising, but when anypermit.
one showed interest he slipped out a card
reading: "Who am I? Come to the Bijon
Theatre
and find
Other seers
were out."
engaged to give a demonstration inside the house, and between
them they made good business. Newsinterest.paper stories of the stunt helped to gain
Three Thousand Kids and
Most Three Thousand Dogs
OFFERING
freeJack
matinee
of theserial,
first
episode of a the
Dempsey
"Daredevil Jack," brought out 3,000
kiddies to the American, Butte. Most of
the youngsters brought their dogs along
and were allowed to take them into the
house. But when the organ struck up and
the dogs tried to join in the chorus, the
organist quit in despair, and the rest of
the show was to the accompanimenf of the
shouts of the kiddies.
These Cutout Pictures Hold
Record for Size and Effect

urgedntsas
havefewbeen
figures but
T getters,
CUTOU
manageme
money
have accepted the advice as seriously
as the Gayso Theatre, Kansas City, which
has established a record for size it will
require a long time to beat. The pair of
cutouts cost $125 in money, but they
brought so much business to the theatre
that the investment was highly profitable.
The size of the sign may be judged by
comparison with the women who stand
beside the figure of Maggie. And they did
not pick out a couple of dwarfs to pose,
at that. The Jiggs series has been a cleanup wherever shown. It is merely a matter
of bringing them to the attention of the
public, and few can overlook these monsters. It should be possible for other exhibitors inthis territory to rent these paintings since there will be a series of the
Jiggs pictures. In this way pretentious advertising can be planned at a small cost
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Clock Dials Used to Tell
Times and Number of Shows
HERE is a little idea which might be
adopted by practically every exhib-d
itor in the country. It was originate
by G. E. Brown, director of publicity and
advertising of the Memphis Enterprises,
Inc., of Memphis, Tenn., and Mr. Brown
ion at the vahas found
through
the
which he handles
for observat
rious theatres
publicity that it not only is appreciated by
the patrons, but is a decided asset for the
theatre.
The circle, which represents in a general
way the face of a clock, is made up in
three different styles. One indicates the
time of starting for performances which
run for an hour and fifteen minutes. This
permits of nine shows at any of the Memphis theatres.

The Coin Catching Clock.
Another indicates that the theatre is
presenting eight shows daily, the arrows
pointing to the hours of performance. The
third clock dial shows six shows daily, the
performances in this instance running for
an hour and forty-five minutes.
By not making the clocks pertain distinctly to any one theatre, Mr. Brown is
able to use the indicator in any of his
advertisements with equal effectiveness.
Hundreds of messages of appreciation on
the part of patrons and prompt attendance at the various theatres, with the attendant appreciation of the shows, are
the direct results of the idea.
It has become the rule in Memphis now,
except in overflow crowds, which are not
uncommon, for patrons to see the entire
show, and every manager knows how
much better his pictures go when the
patron is there when the title is flashed
on the screen.
Try Individual Hook-Up
With the Cigar Stores
ON this page are shown three of several painted cards used in the stores
of the United Cigar Stores Company
in nineteen western cities. There were
twenty-six stores in San Francisco alone,
and throughout the territory two of these
cards were used in each store, one in the
show window and the other inside the
store. There were a dozen cards in the
set, but these give a general idea of the
layout. Two of them employ scene stills.The cigar company finds that it attracts
attention to the window and the cigar
boomed. The houses playing the Universal-Jewel attraction find the advertising
good.
Why not try the chain or individual
stores in your section? If the idea is
good enough for the largest retail tobacco
company in the world, it is good enough
for the man who runs the crossroads generalstore.
.
Try for it. If you oflFer attractive cards you can make it stick.
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Work

Largely

the Run of ''Miss
can often
ing when
IFIED
CLASS
help put overAdvertis
a picture
larger
spaces will not work as well because
they follow a more usual style of display.
Sid Grauman played Wanda Hawley in her
first
Realart
"Miss
Hobbs," several
and to
get over
the release,
new star,
he worked
extra stunts.
About the best of these was a series of
unusual ads in the "classified" section of
the paper. To get a proper showing in this
solid set matter, an extra payment was
made to have the ads white spaced. Most
classified sections provide a special rate
for this extra display, and yet even at that
price it seldom costs as much as straight
theatrical advertising.
Scattered the Stuff.
Under the personal heading he ran :
Dear Joe — If you still think I'm wrong,
go
Grauman's
Hobbs."
The tophotoplay
will and
teachseeyou"Miss
the meaning
of love. I hope it brings you back to me.
Mary.
The "Male wanted" brought out a purely
humorous appeal in the shape of this:
Young man over nine feet tall and
weighing more than 400 pounds to do tatting in spare hours. Phone "Miss Hobbs:
In
similar vein the female column carat 60594."
ried an appeal for a college bred girl over
21 years of age and weighing less than
90 pounds to do blacksmith work.
Where He Splurged.
But it was the lost and found department
which got most of the announcements,
because the lost and found displays are
read by many who never look at the situations wanted. Knowing this, the lost column got the strongest play.
One announcement called for the return
of a hippopotamus, answering to the name
of Clarisse, lost on a street car, and an-

Them

Helped

Right

Promote

Hobbs' in Los Angeles
other called for a small pocket book containing a head of lettuce and a loaf of
bread.
These got a laugh and helped to centre
attention on the title. Sometimes a more
serious
the
play.vein, hinging on some situation in
Play It Right.
Lem Stewart, of the Southern Enterprises, was the first to make a specialty of
classified advertisements, and he has made
it pay well. Most of his towns are smaller
than Los Angeles, and the classified spaces
are more closely read, but it is evident that
even in the larger places the classified advertisement can be put over, and worked
either as a teaser or as a follow-up camUnless 'there are few advertisements,
they should be specially displayed, either
paign.
through the use of white space or full face
type, and the personal and lost and found
departments are the best bets.
Try the stunt some time and see how it
works for you.
Enthusiastic on Keenan Film
The manager of the Lyric Theatre,
Uniontown, Pa., was so enthusiastic over
Frank
"Brothers
Divided"
that he Keenan
offered toin refund
the admission
price to anyone who could say it was
not one of the best pictures they had ever
seen. He announced this belief in 24 point
bold in a three eighteens, and then went
on "If you like Honey Dew and Spring
Flowers — Blue Skies and Soft Breezes —
The Carol of Birds and the Sunshine of
Happiness — and Laughing, Crooning Babies"tainly
you will
to see thebutfilm
carried go
conviction,
that Heis certhe
only way. When you have a picture you
have faith in get behind it and push hard.

Save Up Your Coupon* and Get the Set;
Three of the twelve styles of window cards which the Universal. San Francisco,
exploitation
Into the
of the
Cigar toStores
Company
nineteen man
Pacificgot Coast
cities.stores
There
wereUnited
two signs
the store
and In
from two to twenty-six stores to the town.
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Silver

Hordes"
in the Nice
Thin
Dimes
iiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiM^^^^^^ Bring
and
the
car
would
roll
on
to
a
fresh
dug
on
each
of
the
ten
locations and was
Suggests School Teachers
about to give up when she made a last try
This is rather a de luxe handling of the and got one of the cans. Of course that
pitch.
for Press Agent Persons
the press story and started the rest
idea,
but
scrapcanbetween
hus- helped
es
manag
who
OS,
band and awife
be stageda supposed
by any house
digging afresh until the last of the ten
PETER ANTONOPL
had
been
found and recorded.
and
will
draw
like
a
tractor.
sugurgh,
the Olympic Theatre, Pittsb
The stunt was evolved by George Mayne,
day of ungests that in the present
derpaid educators it might be possible to of the Swanson circuit, for the Gem The- Donated His Auditorium to
engage school teachers as press agents atre.
"on the side." He himself has tried outs
a Rotary Club Convention
a teacher, who gave such excellent result
with "A Virtuous
Vamp" that he has been
camTen "Silver Hordes,"
plannedanda special
hadcutouts
brush work
paign with
AFTER he
tried out successfully on other releases and Buried Then
Sold Out on Tickets
for "The River's End," Ben Lowry,
s End."
"The River'
manager of the Hippodrome, Webb City,
ng now on argues
workiAntonoplos
is Mr.
that the teacher
FARRAR, of Harrisburg. 111., is Mo., found himself up in the air through
STEVE
is a person of superior education; genthe latest to take up the buried treas- the sudden desertion of his artist. There
erally college bred and presumably full
stunt for "The Silver Horde," and was no time to secure another painter or
of good ideas. They are, in the main, so Harry S. ureLorsch,
of the Goldvjfyn Company,
start another campaign, and Mr. Levy
sadly underpaid that they will be glad to went out one dark night and buried ten looked around for something else.
try press work to augment their small tin cans, each containing five tickets for
He found that the Rotary Clubs of four
salaries.
the show and some silver. Then Steve states
were to hold a dictrict convention,
The idea is interesting and seems to have came out with a three eight-and-a-halfs
preliminary to the international meeting in
announcing that there were ten silver June, and he offered his house for their deworked
well
in
Mr.
Antonoplos'
case,
but
it would be as well to say that street car hoards buried in as many vacant lots, and
liberations. Itentailed closing the theatre
driverspress
or agents.
grocer's clerks should make to keep the diggers right on the job and for a day, but it put the Hippodrome on the
good
off private grounds, he ran a big type note map for the Rotarians, and he did an extra
It takes something more than literary calling attention to the fact that these business that cutouts might not have
skill to make a press writer, and most hoards were all buried in empty lots.
and meantime has the local Roteachers are apt to be dry and pedantic.
He did not use the clue idea, but came brought,
tary Club at his back next time he wants
Now and then a live wire can be found. out flat-footed and gave each location, as to start
something.
The idea is at least worth a trial if yon
"Locust and Jackson streets," or "Locust
find the right sort of teacher.
street, rear of Gaskin's undertaking par- Sure, You Can Use the Army
lors." Each of the ten locations were as
clearly
announced.
If the Navy Is Not at Hand
Fictitious Family Row to
Simple Scheme Worked Well.
thebranch
Navy
is theservice,
more proThe same day he got rather better than ALTHOUGH gressive
of the
the
Exploit "Don't Ever Marry"
Army will work in on special stunts
are not novelty, but mar- haif a column in the daily paper and three
FAMILY rows
ried men enjoy seeing the other fel- follow' stories of the finding of the cans. where the Navy is not conducting a reSimple as his scheme sounds, the lots
low get his share, and a few weeks
cruiting campaign, and the Army seems to
ago the sight of a private car, containing were rather large and the planting had touch.
reach many points the Navy does not
been
carefully
done,
so
that
though
the
a bride anu groom, drawn up at the curb
with the bride giving her husband a tongue lots were dug over and over, it was sevDown in Lorain. Ohio, the management
eral days before the last can was found, of the Opera House collaborated with the
lashing, never failed to attract Salt Lake
citizens who happened to be in the vicinity. and in the meantime all of the kiddies and recruiting sergeant in a one-sheet which
About the time some one seriously con- a large proportion of the adult population read: "To see The Deep Purple,' go to the
sidered calling a cop, the chauffeur would were out on the lots making a ballyhoo
Lorain Opera House. To travel, learn,
hoist a sign reading. "Don't Ever Marry," for the rest of the town. One little girl earn, go to the U. S. A. Recruiting Station,
Post Ofl[ice Building."
Got Choice Location*.
These sheets were posted in places where
the locdl bill poster dares not stick even
in his dreams, and backing that up the station's autos and side cars all carried
purple banners, appropriately lettered. deep
The deal was engineered by Ace Berry,
field exploitation man for the Mayflower.

Local Models Saved $100,
Brought in Large Returns
"When bnslnena la bad,
we ehane It yritH the car,"
writes the Lone Star Theatre, Jaxpel, Texas. It ia
II simple and very prnctl<'nl perainbDlato«-.

Sure, You Can Do This with a Ford, Too, But Not So Much.

EVERYWOMAN
is playing
out counts,
in the
sticks now, where
the money
and when Frank A. Cassidy, Famous
Players-Lasky exploitation man from Chicago, planned a style show for the Fond
du Lac showing, he found that it would
cost $200 to bring models from Chicago.
Thata society
didn't worry
with
woman him.
who He
was gotat in
the touch
head
of a drive for the Near East and offered to
contribute $100 if she would supply six
models for each night. She agreed, and the
list was made up from the younger social
lights, a different set of girls posing each
night. They were programmed, and their
appearances not only brought their friends
but the rest of the town, and they drew
far more than imported models.
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for Moving Picture World. News men charge the 15
cents Per copy price. Send $3 and get your
paper every week, by early mail, and miss no
issues. That -u-ill give you $4.80 for War
Savings Stamp investment.
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Try
a Letter
Box
for Making
Patrons
Friends
iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinin^ niiiiiiiiinn niiiiiiiini I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Avoiding War Atmosphere

Deceptive Advertising Has

Booming "The Copperhead"
though they are
picture
WAR Stories
ofs,theevenCivil War, are not
easy to handle these days. The
single word ,"war" calls up visions of past
performances and when Samuel Sivitz, of
the Rowland and Clark theatres, Pittsfound "The Copperhead" on his
was to get away from
first idea
list, his burgh,
the war angle without sacrificing the value
of the idea. He knew that there was little
real war in the story; that it was heart
interest with a war background; but the
trouble was to make the entire audience
see it. Possibly taking a hint from the
Grauman display of some weeks ago, he
used Lincoln for the attractor. This three

a Strong Comeback — Don't
ENGLAN
ANEW
sends in
a storyD of house
how hemanager
outdid
another house showing a better
known player in a production of a standard title. He seems to take a pride in the
accomplishment, though we believe that
he will be less inflated over the stunt six
weeks from now. His method was simply
to drop all mention of the star from his
advertising, leaving it to be inferred that
his version was the same as that used by
the other theatre. He employed smaller
spaces and where possible got straight up
against the other display in which the star
was prominently mentioned. The inference was that he had the same attraction.
He did the business, but we believe that a
large percentage of his patrons, who went
expecting to see a certain star, were disappointed when they found another version
and another star. He got their money,
but he may have trouble getting more
money from the same people.
—P. T. A.—

A
"The
Silhouette
Advertisement
for
from
Copperhead"
Samuel
Sivitz.

tens gives the silhouette of Lincoln, with
a better drawing of the players than usual
and some particularly good hand lettering.
Mr. Sivitz's artist does not always come
out strongly on the lettering, but in this
he took pains to get the lettering clear,
and the result was striking. Backing this
up, he had paintings made for the lobby
of the Regent which gave the war atmosphere and yet made it clear which war
it was, and then backed it up by calling it
"Lincoln Week." As a result he put the

Two Full Pages Used to Get
Double Features Advertised
EVIDENTLY
someone has
down in Hamilton,
Ohio,been
andbusy
we
would not put it above some Pathe
publicity man, for they had two Pathehandled features on the bill at the Palace
and they took two pages in the local papers.
But the oddity is that one page advertised
only "Other Men's Shoes" and the second
dealt entirely with Harold Lloyd in
"Haunted Spooks." We don't know of a
better employment of a page than helping
to put Lloyd over in his new series, for
they clean up, but the use of two pages
without cross reference is unusual. The
"Other Men's Shoes" carried nine shoe
store advertisements, totaling about fivesixths of the page — and yet it was a Palace
page all the way through, and still gave
each of those nine dealers a better chance
and All Week.

Other Men s Shoes

Let's Go! I^'jl]^'^-'^'
Even a

The Lobby of the Regent.
story over to the best advantage and with
the smallest cost. Where others might
have used larger spaces, he used brains.
And he linked the play and star in such
a fashion that the appeal was strongest,
yet he used very few words of copy. This
is the best thing he has sent in in some
time.
—p. T. A.—
Every idea in this department has helped at
least one manager. It will help you just as
much if you apply it to your ozun business.

Haunted

at the reader than had he used the run of
the paper. The hook-up page — unless it
is made too common — is the best mutual
advertising
scheme
know anything
better.imaginable.
Do you? We don't
—P. T. A.—
Statements Too Exaggerated
Block Later Announcements
COMMENCING
the you
statement
that
"If you live 100withyears
may never
again have an opportunity to enjoy
a playstatesohousesurpassingly
upheads off allinteresting,"
future plays anwhile
this advertisement is remembered. A
Pennsylvania
housePicture
followsWill
suitNever
with "A
More Wonderful
Be
Made." This is working from a poor angle.
It blocks future statements. It is not true,
but such extravagant praise will react
against future bookings
—P. T. A.—
Makes Letter Box an Aid
in Creating Friendships

run intotheaprograms
the
devoted
tre the
letterareboxes
MOST of
players, and not a few of them are
lifted bodily from the motion picture magazines. The Palace, Hamilton, Ohio, conducts abrief letter department in its house
program, but it makes it purely local.
Questions are answered when they relate
to the players, but an effort seems to be
made to encourage house chat and inquiries as to forthcoming attractions.
There is nothing more advantageous to
house advertising than a properly conducted letter box, but it must be a house
venture and not merely a lift from the
magazines, because it is too much trouble
to look up the replies. Running such a
department properly is a real friendship
and will work strongly for the house. We
know, for we were the first "Answers
Man"coined
on the
Picture Magazine
and
that Motion
title.
Nothing will develop a greater loyalty
to the house than a well conducted letter
"Otherjnijtic ProJuetif.n. ToJay. Tomorrow
The Siturd.y,
I'lljce ottertTht.e- Other.tore,Men".oder Shoe,theMet.'.
.uper.ohoto.lf
.tideottiforl
Other
tb.t will to(,ve"Other
you Men'.
uotoij Shoe,"
enjo>meDI ifl
itvie jnd .erv.ce See "Other Men'.Shoe."
Shoe»"--Get
g:;;: , PRESSMUN'S c^iSZ^

"WiUt
Other Men's.Shoes
Cil in
Ml Am SHOES
PKSSMU'SMoii's Uadlit Uw Pru Slot WeNol
MIAMIWh^Buy
SHOE CO.
DON'T MISS IT!
Wlien
Here!
Money "Other Men's Shoes"
Time, Money and Soles
Bolbrock, 3d Sir. Shoe Man Save
You MAX' HORNS'TEIN
If You Want Good Shoe!
The Libtrty Clotliiiit and Shoe Sliiie
Men's
24 South Third Street
Shoes"
Up.Uir.. •OTHER MEN'S SHOES"
1 Get Into "Other Men's Shoes"
yoirWil Make GoidifYou Wev Our Shots
TbOt'i Whv "OiHtr Men'i Shocj Ttite
Siratght To Bank
11 I.^U First Ihcm
National

r- ASeanceoT
5 Merry Laughter
LADY. LADY. BOV. OH BOY, HOW YOU Wn.'- LAUGH T
Two Full Page Advertisements for the S ame House and Same Performance, but
for Different Attractions and in Different Papers.
It Must Pay to
Advertise in Hamilton, Ohio.
e Brogue!
^^^^ th
Lcm"
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Film
Carey
Harry
for Any
Acrostic
This
Try
iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiM
iuiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiinn.ini
iiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiin
iiiiniiiii-iiiiiiiHiii:
iiiiii
uii,ii„iiiiin,u«iiiiiiiiniiiiiii
i
nuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii
iiiii:iniiiii,iiiniiiiiinii
iiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii
iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimi
iimi™™™!"
.•mininniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii—iiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiniiiiii inninnan entire page for the Easter week display, not believe that anything Mr. Chambers
box, and nothing can be started with less which
included the Nelson film and Bessie can do with black ink in twenty-two inches
effort. Write the letters and answers yourself for a couple of weeks, and after that Barriscale and Pauline Frederick. He also will stand out better on the page. One of
included the pre-Easter attraction in a the
all you need is to find the space for the formal
work weeverexamples
seen was ofa white
Kodak space
advertisement
but sound arrangement. Only one have best
letters which will pour in, and you can
show was given Easter Monday, this being
gain many valuable hints as to your house
followed by a complimentary concert,
management if you swing the department
which is throwing away part of one good
right and get friendly.
day
to make friends for a far longer period.
—P. T. A.—
This takes nerve, but it pays.
IMVtnimtUU lk*(in li.ih« tfmt
ImM
Prize Criticisms Help to Boom
—P. T. A —
Building up the drive on the first Harold
Keep This Design and Use
Lloyd big comedy at the Strand, MinneNext Time You Have Carey
apolis, C. W. Stombaugh offered ten and
"WHY CHANGE
five dollar prizes for the best criticisms of
attracsuit thefrom
Cecil B. De Mille's
copythisto layout
the use
Lloyd'sways work.
The
criticism
stunt
is
alGING
you
the
can
tion,
CHAN
good when the production can stand
d, Oregon, for any
Portlan
Star,
criticism, and nothing is better for getting Harry Carey picture, or for any star with a
over new stars, since it centres attention
similarly short name. In the original this
upon their merits.
is only a three sevens, but it stands out
WHIi Thoi. Mtiehan, CIsria Swinwn
—p. T. A.—
with distinction and is almost as good as
Mr. Givan Handles His Open
a white space display and for the same
YOUR WIFE?"
reason. It is not to be commended for conDisplays as Well as Reverse
ALTHOUGH he is better known for his
adroit handling of the reverse cut attractor in single column spaces, C. F.
ARRY
CAREY
Givan, of the Lyric, Sussex, N. B., is equally
REGENT
adroit in handling large spaces as this five
STARTIIC MOIDIV
OVERLAND
RED
s.
fourteen He does not always obtain first
H
NOW PLAYING
class cut material, but does the best he can
A Three Seven and a Halfs from Stanley
with what is sent and makes up with type
\^O.STAOI0US
Chambers.
f^CTION
sLnrI
what he lacks in cut. This cut is too large
tn finish., Afrnniiceiibr
H.iiV
vjl Im> Carry's
>vilh yousmileall
lit rough llie picture.
Hnrry Cftrey picture.
about three inches long in a single column
space. It is not the size of the advertise10 different
LYRIC THEATRE
Aifl s posK.^t:.\s.vnoNAi,
Riding
hiaiii-a.
Mary
counts. ment, but the attention it gains, which
Harrv
I ..r.-, in (inaii.tnntflmoLilil.
..fk-.i|Hjicfi'>nitarloijr
t., , n.-ilnglrain,
Pickfords
The most
second
example
fouraretens,
aldouble the
space, isyeta we
pretty
Real
we,>lcni that
pkMARY PICKFORD
lorr.
bosl
Rl
ISHHarry bfii-Carey
c\«t did.
certain that Mr. Chambers did not gain
inriil ofI.J theNQlgreatest
"THE HOODLUMdouble the prominence for this announceItDjiOfc
— thf
lanship ro
luwc of a« niafi
E<iotJhaiiwoman.
ExCITEMENl',
ment. At the same time this is not pre(I gun
in Ihi!haftic
^ToU
biidl(•.ornrl atwin sitaniaxing
Y'lU
"ill
have
t
iiowit,•» ofa Imtio.
,ocInaa liapiH^t
fpata that Harry Carey
C»rey
•tmmpiiahea in this
fo-lniji)'
l/smp.
^iiii sii
uphii liiebrttitaman
rrirn.!. he Ii^l-s
An Odd Three Sevens from Portland.
stant use, but for a just once it will give
quarter page distinction to a much smaller
space.
The use of straight Roman for most of
the text plays up the initial letters and give
them a chance, and probably a majority of
readers will stop to puzzle it out and then
Do Vou Remember ■'^LiT^iit!i^^-1C%ri
read on to see how well it has been done.
-ni U SolJinMU I ban
By that time the message is gotten over,
"Biggtr and BeUMr Pictures"
and if the text is all it should be, the prospect has been sold. Any unusual layout
which is easy to read is good for one time,
A Four Fifteen* from C. F. Givan.
but this does not apply to freakish styles
cannot be quickly read once the infor a four and too smal for a fives, but it which terest
is attracted. This is as simple as a
gives a good idea of the variety of Miss news story,
and therein lies its greater
value.
Pickford's thecharacterizations,
text
amplifies
suggestion with and
the the
familiar
—P. r. A.—
"Ten different Mary Pickfords." One good Paper Shortage Threatens
line
shows how
at thehard
bottom,
remember
it was reading:
to get a "Do
seat you
for
to Undo Stanley Chambers
'Daddy Long Legs' — So you can't come too
ERS of the Palace
early." Almost as good a line at the top is STANL
theatres, Wichita, writes
RegentCHAMB
and EY
"Character
That's kids
where
Mary with
fits.
She has somestuff.
wonderful
working
that the paper shortage and the consequent curtailment of the space allotted
her, too. Wonderful kids."
You will note that there is little all-cap to advertisers is going to make it necessary
stuff in this space; just two small banks in for him to resort to brunette advertisea face which has no lower case. Apart
dehouses
his of
the attentio
mentsmand.to get
s wasn one
Mr. Chamber
the best
from that Mr. Givan makes his stuff all
easy to read, knowing that this is what handlers of white space in the picture game,
sells. Sussex is not a large town, but Mr. and we shall be sorry to see him go to
Givan works in big town style. He uses funeral stuff. For that matter, we are not
the old Montgomery stunt for the British- convinced that it should be necessary.
produced "Life of Nelson," offering a free style.
The It
first
shows
ol-i
is acutthree
sevenMr.andChambers'
a halfs, with
admission to anyone who feels that he cannot afford the price of a ticket. He took about half of the space white, yet we do

A Four Tens Which Is Less Conspicuous.
cisely what we should call a black advertisement. Mr. Chambers has not backslid
as much as he thinks. He uses more ink
on his spaces, but he still mortises to get
in type display or hand lettering in good
imitation of type. He is too good an adshortage. vertiser to be wholly spoiled by a paper
We do not think that we shall ever find
him sending in solid reverses and committing the other crimes the unintelligent are
matter.
guilty of. The paper shortage is a serious
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Warner

Describes

MOVING

Full-Dress

Starring Actor
of Warner Brothers,
WARN
ABEarrive
d inER,
Chicago from New York
Friday, June 4, and left the same
evening for Los Angeles, where he will
remain about three weeks looking after
Warner Brothers' producing interests.
During a brief interview, Mr. Warner
made it known that when in Los Angeles
about seven weeks ago he chanced to meet
Monty Banks, who was engaged in playing
comedy parts for various producers there.
He was so deeply impressed by the personality of Mr. Banks, both as a man and
a comedian, that he prolonged his stay
for six weeks. During that time he produced two two-reel comedies with Mr.
Banks as the star. He gave a showing of
these comedies recently to representatives
of the Federated Film Exchanges of America with the result that he closed a contract with them for eighteen of the Monty
Banks comedies for a year.
"These comedies are altogether away
■ from the slapstick variety," said Mr. Warner. "They may be rightly called 'full
dress' comedies,
of domestic
lations in a clean treating
and humorous
way. tribuThey
are expensive to produce and all care is
being taken to make them the most unique
of their type."
First Is "His Naughty Night."
The first of these comedies bears the
title,
"His Naughty
In this comedy
a cabaret
figures Night."
prominently.
Among
those present is a prominent judge, who
receives a black eye during a little misunderstanding with another man present.
The winner of the fistic argument is impersonated byMonty and when he appears
in court the next day before the judge
whose eye he had punched, and recognition
becomes mutual, the mirthfulness of the
scene can be imagined.
The director of this comedy was J. R.
Warner, one of the six Warner brothers.
The second of the Monty Banks somedy
series is "A Rare Bird.'! Release of these
comedies will be made through Federated
Film Exchanges at the rate of one every
three weeks.
In addition to the foregoing series, the
Warner Brothers are now producing
twelve Al St. John two-reel comedies. The
Monty Banks comedies will form a comedy
asset for Federated, while the Al St. John
comedies will be sold in the open market —
First National having already secured 75
per cent, of the territory.
Mr. Warner stated that his firm has disposed of all United States and Canadian
territory for "The Lost City" serial. "The
Tiger
the and
new directed
serial produced
by
WarnerBrand,"
Brothers
by Gilbert
P. Mr.
Hamilton,
follow
"ThetoLost
Warnerwillwill
return
NewCity."
York
before June 26, when he is scheduled to
sail for England. He will remain in England for about five weeks, establishing European connections. He will probably also
visit France and Germany before rnaking
the home trip.
To Build Large Theatre.
The Ascher Brothers announce that a
lease of valuable property in the heart of
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Comedies

Met Wholly by Chance
the "Loop" district, at 16 to 30 West Washington street, just west of State street, has
been secured for a period of 101 years at
an annual rental of $83,787. On this property an office building and a vaudeville and
moving picture theatre will be built, evidently similar in plan to the State-Lake
Theatre and building on State and Lake
streets.
It has been given out that the building
and theatre involve an expenditure of
$3,175,750. The theatre will seat 3,000 perThomas

Meighan Film Opens
Season at Orchestra Hall

ORCHESTRA
HALL,
the opened
direction of Wessels
and under
Voegeli,
its summer movie season on May 31
with a pre-release showing of "The Prince
Chap," which stars Thomas Meighan.
Each week will bring a new ParamountArtcraft feature to the screen as in previous seasons and the same impeccable
standard of presentations for which the
Hall is noted will be maintained.
The feature, whatever it may be, is always the supreme element of entertainment on Orchrestra Hall programs. Everything else is a harmonious but subordinate
factor. For the week of "The Prince
Chap" mentthere
was Blaufuss.
a special musical
arrange-of
by Walter
An orchestra
eighteen, including a number of musicians
from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
vvas most ably conducted by Walter Davidson. Their numbers had been most fittingly chosen, in view of the character of
the
picture, and they were played with
finesse.
The order of the complete program,
which was given twice every afternoon and
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twice every evening, was as follows : Orchestral overture, Burton-Holmes travelogue. International News, orchestral prelude to the
Prince Magazine.
Chap," a
soprano
solo feature,
and the "The
Paramount
The prelude was particularly pleasing.
A semi-popular orchestral selection, including aviolin solo that had much of the
wistfulness and romantic strain that dominates the mood of the picture, ushered in
"The
Prince
acted
as aofcharm
and lulled the Chap."
audience Itinto
a state
ideal
receptivity. Lights went low, the "headliner" made
its its
appearance
the with
musicians followed
enthrallingandscenes
the same degree of sympathy that they had
previously indicated.
For Charles
the week Ray,
of June
Green,"
with
will 6,be"Paris
the feature.
Every attraction booked is put under the
microscopic eye of John F. Gillespie, manager. He has a careful regard for the
tastes of patrons of Orchestra Hall, who
have been educated to expect the best.
Their comments following "The Prince
Chap" program were decidedly flattering.
Herbert Kaufman's Wisdom
on Randolph Screen Weekly
SELZNICK'S
of the wiseHerfables writtenfirst
by issue
the well-known
bert Kaufman was shown in Chicago
for the first time the week of May 30 at
the Randolph Theatre. Hereafter one of
these will be shown every week, in addito thenews.
regular program of feature,
comic tionand
The first of this promising series of onereelers was entitled "Content." Its lesson
is that even the poorest man in the world
has something too precious for him to part
with.

Short Reel Programs Now
in Evidence in California
DJ.
representing
^ H. CHATKIN,
Kohn
Productions
San Marion
Francisco and Los
Angeles, ofspent
Friday
and Saturday of last week in the city, on
his way to the West Coast from the recent
convention of Federated Film Exchanges
of America in New York City. He announced that Federated had closed with his
organization for its entire output, namely,
twenty-six two-reel
and twentyone one-reel comediescomedies
for the year.
Mr. Chatkin stated that short-reel programs are much in vogue at present in
San Francisco and Los Angeles in a number of theatres. These programs are usually comprised of a two-reel comedy, a
two-reel drama, a weekly, a cartoon comedy, a magazine reel and a half-reel Literary Digest or a Will Rogers Illiterate
Digest. He stated that these short-reel
programs are now being used two or three
times a week instead of features in outlying towns, and once or twice a week in
quite a number of theatres in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Where Are You, Mr. Burglar?
Martha
Mansfield,
appearingBrotfier's
Keeper,"
made byin the"His
American Cinema Corporation.

Pathe's Temporary Oflfice.
Manager Aschmann, of Pathe's Chicago
officealterations
in the Consumers'
Building, states
that
are progressing
rapidly on
the new exchange quarters at 418 S. Wabash avenue, which are expected to be
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ready for occupancy about August 1. The
surface area of the new exchange office
will be 10,000 square feet.
Work on the new general film exchange
building at Kinzie and North Clark street
will begin July 1, it has been announced.
Ascher Chooses Tom Bourke.
Tom Bourke, a well-known Chicago
appointed gennewspaper man, has been
eral publicity representative by the Ascher
Brothers. Mr. Bourke assumed his new
duties on Monday, May 31, and has taken
charge of publicity for the opening of
Ascher Brothers' new . houses in Dayton,
Peoria and Cincinnati These are named,
the PeNew Auditoriu
respectivel
i. Them, two
oria andy,thetheCincinnat
last
named seat, respectively, 2,500 and 3,500
persons.
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Charges Canadian,
was made
attack
A PRON
es and moving
g pictur
movinED
upon OUNC
picture theatres on the floor of the
Canadian Parliament at Ottawa by P. F.
Casgrain, one of the veteran members of
the Canadian House of Commons, during
the debate on the national budget on May
28. His statements regarding the moving
picture business were made because of the
action of Sir Henry Drayton, minister of
finance, in providing for the repeal of the
15 cents a reel a day tax which the exhibitors have had to pay for the past few

His charges against moving pictures
years.
might have passed with little notice but
for the fact that Mr. Casgrain brought
Saxe Bros. Buy Milwaukee Savoy.
out the information that there is not a sinSaxe Brothers of Milwaukee have just
gle picture theatre in the whole of his constituency, which is officially known as
purchased the Savoy, a neighborhood the- Charlevoix-Montmorency,
in the heart of
atre in that city which was built by Aaron
the French-Canadian section of the ProvTrinz in 1915. It is a beautiful modern
ince of Quebec. This angle gave the newshouse, and, in addition to a good orchestra,
papers of the whole country a bit of inhas a fine organ that cost $12,000.
teresting news for the day, but it also led
It is going the rounds that the Saxe to considerable
editorial comment in deBrothers contemplate the purchase of a
fense of the theatres by a number of newsnumber of other neighborhood theatres of
modern construction.
paper publishers.
"Hiding Places for Undesirables."
P. A. Engler Visits Chicago.
Mr. Casgrain attempted to condemn moving pictures and theatres by declaring that
P. A. Engler, of the E. & H. Film Company of Atlanta, spent three days in the the theatres were places where only uncity last week. He came to buy state right
desirable people sought to hide themselves.
pictures for southern territory and closed He also declared: "Pictures that are shown
with E. C. Eckels, general manager of In- are an invitation to the people of the
dependent Films Association, for Neal poorer classes to revolt, and they bring
into the country. Thank God,
Hart's output for the current year, which disorder
there is not a moving picture show in any
includes eight five-reel features.
Mr. Engler reported very good business town or village in my constituency, and I
in his territory, with a good outlook. He hope that there will not be any for a long
will open the Gay Theatre, Birmingham,
Ala., June 28. This is a new house, seating
The constituency which Mr. Casgrain
1,200 persons. It cost $60,000.
represents is on the north shore of the St.
Lawrence
River, east of Quebec City. The
time."
population is mainly rural.
Logan Square Sold.
"How hard prejudices die!" declared the
Lubliner & Trinz have purchased the
unexpired leasehold (with an option of Montreal Herald editorially in reference to
Mr.
Casgrain'sMontreal
words. This
defive more j'ears included) of the Logan
film paper
housesalsoeasily
Square Theatre from Harold H. Hill and attractedclareda thatpatronage
of
50,000
people
daily
F. O. Nielsen, who recently acquired that
surely all these persons were not hidleasehold from Harry W. Thompson. The and ing
themselves from the hands of the law.
Logan Square is only two blocks from the
Paramount Theatre, owned by Lubliner &
Assessment Is Repealed.
Trinz, so that they are the only logical
The
Ottawa
Journal, which is the leading
managers of that house from the business
in the Canadian capital, took
viewpoint. Vaudeville and pictures are in newspaper
demand at the Logan Square, so that pol- up the subject editorially by stating that
once in a while some one rises up
icy will likely be followjed by the new man- "every
and condemns the moving pictures and deagement.
mands all kinds of censorship of them. . . .
There can be only one censorship — public
Rothacker to Sail July 8.
opinion. The public will not continue to
Watterson R. Rothacker returned from accept what is entirely distasteful to it.
his New York trip in time to spend a few When the objection to certain kinds of picdays in Chicago before leaving for the
tures becomes strong enough, the proCleveland convention. At its close he will
ducers and the theatre people will find it
visit his industrial branch office in St. unprofitable to exhibit them. In this way
Louis.
public the
willlone
do its
own ofcensoring."
He will sail from New York on July 8 theDespite
protest
Mr. Casgrain
for London, where he will arrange for the against the abolishment of the reel tax,
building of his film laboratory there.
Sir Henry
Drayton's
amendment
the
assessment
was carried
when to
the repeal
matIrish Film Revised.
ter was put to a vote on June 2, along
other tariflF changes — which comprised
B. Herbert Milligan, treasurer of the with
tax increases in practically every instance.
Capital Film Company, recently purchased
the American and foreign rights to "For
the Freedom
of Ireland,"
was some
pur- Pathe Predicts Great Things
chased by Capital
Film which
Company,
time ago, from Creation Films Company.
Mr. Milligan was recently elected presifor Blackton's "Passers-By"
dent of the last-named organization and he
rePathe
thebranchreports
will make arrangements for the release of BASED onviewers,
managersof and
scores
the picture in the near future.
of exhibitors who have seen the production, Pathe Exchanges, Inc., expects
"For the Freedom of Ireland," which was
given a private showing in Chicago last' the latest J. Stuart Blackton picture, "Passfall, has been thoroughly revised by Direcers-By," to surpass in distribution and
tor Roy Sheldon.
popularity anything ever produced by Mr.

to Revolt,

Attacking Tax Repeal
Blackton, and, in fact, any production ever
released under the Pathe program. This
statement is made after a careful analysis
of the advance situation and with full
knowledge of the strength of the production.
In making the forecast, the wide distribution of "Oh Boy," "The Thirteenth Chair,"
"The World Aflame," "Other Men's Shoes"
and "Rio Grande" and several recent big
successes of Blanche Sweet have been
taken
consideration.
"Passers-By"
classed into
by many
of those who
have seen isit
as the greatest achievement of Blackton.
A notable cast has been assembled. Herbert Rawlinson is a great drawing card.
William J. Ferguson is one of the best
known actors on the American stage and
has been identified with the best productions of the last forty years. Tom Lewis
and Dick Lee are two other well known
men of the stage who are in the cast.
Ellen Cassity and Leila Valentine complete
the list of leading characters.
Bergman Adapts Story for
Bebe Daniels' Realart Debut
HELMAR
who
has been WALTON
a successfulBERGMAN,
scenario writer
for many years and adapted fifteen
O. Henry stories to the screen some time
ago, has been added to Realart's scenario
staff. He
will work at the company's Hollywood studios.
Mr. Bergman recently completed the first
Bebe Daniels starring vehicle for Realart,
"You Never Can Tell," from two Saturday
Evening Post stories by Grace Lovell
Bryan.
Bergman was born in Sundsvall, Sweden.
When he was three years old, however, his
parents moved to the United States and
settled at Manistee, Mich.
After several years of circus life, burlesque and vaudeville, he spent two years
at the University
of Michigan and then returned to the stage.
In 1910 he took an engagement with the
old Kalem company in Florida. There
he did a little of everything, from sceneshifting to acting as an assistant director
and writing original stories.
He later joined Vitagraph. When with
that company he adapted "An Enemy to
the King," in which E. H. Sothern played,
also prepared scenarios for "Aladdin from
Broadway," "Womanhood" and fifteen O.
Henry stories. During the war he served
the country as an aviator.
Dougherty Goes to West Coast
During all the years he has followed
filmcraft Lee Dougherty has never been
to the Pacific Coast. He has now decided
to go, the move being necessary on account of "Doc's" health. .After a week in
Baltimore, his home town, Dougherty will
go direct to Los Angeles, where he expects to engage in laboratory work. Since
the early days of the Biograph Lee Dougherty has been part
and
his experience
fits of
himthefor"film
workgame"
in practically any branch of production, developing or exploitation.
Author Aids Film Editor.
Mary Roberts Rinehart, one of Goldwyn's Eminent Authors Group, has arrived
at the Culver City studios to assist in editing the film version of her story, "Empire
Builders,"
renamed
"It's the
a Great
Mrs. Rinehart
will write
subtitlesLife."
for
her
picture,
which
promises
something
far
comedy.
out of the ordinary in (he way of screen
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Robertson Cole to Build
Studio on Melrose Avenue
modern and finely
LARGE
A equipp,ed new,
studio is to be put up by
le
Robertson-Co
Productions, according to a statement made recently by Louis
J. Gasnier, u member of the company who
has just returned from New York. The
new studio is to be erected on Melrose
avenue near the Brunton plant, and will
accommodate the Robertson-Cole stars,
who are at present Dustin Farnum, Pauline
Frederick, Sessue Hayakawa, Lew Cody,
Mae Marsh, Bessie Barriscale, Edith Storey
and Otis Skinner.
The studio is to be used on the cooperative plan and will be ready for occupancy in about three months, the contract
having been let for its construction.
Otis Skinner is to arrive in Los Angeles
on June 22, according to announcement,
and will commence work immediately on a
film version
of "Kismet,"
Louis Gasnier will direct
himself.which
Robertson-Cole
holds an option on Mr. Skinner's services
for another picture, which will probably
be an Oriental subject.
Universal Begins New Serial.
A new serial to be filmed from the story,
"The Diamond Master," by the late Jacques
Futrelle, is to be begun at Universal City
within the next few days. Eileen Sedgwick will play the featured role, and James
B. Warner will play the opposite lead.
George Pyper is writing the continuity and
Edward Kull will direct.
M. C. Levee Returns.
M. C. Levee, vice-president and business
manager of Brunton Studios, has returned
to Los Angeles after an extended stay in
York,ofwhere
he closed
contracts'
with
aNew
number
producers
who intend
to make
their headquarters at the Brunton plant in
Hollywood.
Luncheon for Exhibitors.
Maurice Wolf, resident manager of the
Coldwyn Distributing Corporation of Los
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Angeles, was host at some twenty theatre
owners recently. They visited the Goldwyn studios at Culver City, and VicePresident Abraham Lehr presided at a
luncheon in their honor.
Victory for Wenzel.
Arthur Wenzel, for the past fourteen
months manager of the Superba Theatre,
has resigned his post at that house to assume the managership of the Victory Theatre, farther south on Broadway, his new
duties to begin in about two weeks.
Pantages Books "Marge O'Doone."
The new Pantages vaudeville theatre, on
Seventh and Hill streets, which will be
opened to the public some time in the latter part of June or the early part of
July, has booked "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone," a Vitagraph production from
the James Oliver Curwood novel, as one
of the first attractions of the new house.
Los Angeles
California — "Double Dyed Deceiver."
Miller's — "Jes' Call Me Jim."
Kinema — "Don't Ever Marry."
Alhambra — "For the Soul of Rafael."
Clune's Broadway — "A Lady in Love."
Grauman's. — "The City of Masks."
Rialto — "The Man Who Lost Himself."
Garrick — "Paris Green."
Superba — "Everything But the Truth."
Victory — "Terror Island."
Tally's Broadway — "Passion's Playground."
Palace — "Scratch My Back."
Washbums Apply for Passports.
Bryant Washburn and his wife, Mabel
Washburn, have applied for passports to
visit England, France and Belgium, leaving here the latter part of July, and returning in September. The trip is for recreation and to secure motion pictures, according to Mr. Washburn.
Ethel Clayton to Visit London.
Ethel Clayton has begun work on her
last picture, "Rozanne Ozanne," for Paramount-Artcraft, prior to her vacation, after

vk'hich she will go to London to make at
least two pictures for the company. Tom
Forman is directing and Jack Holt is leading man.
Kellerman Saves Drowning Woman.
Annette Kellerman, star of a new sea
picture recently produced for Sol Lesser,
saved a woman from drowning at Santa
Monica recently. The woman got caught
in a rip tide, and Miss Kellerman, who was
swimming near by, heard her cries for help
and went to her assistance.
Desigrns Comedyart Gowns.
Lucille McGowan has been appointed designer of gowns for the feminine players
in Comedyart productions, being produced
at Balboa studios in Long Beach by Special
Pictures Corporation.
Los Angeles Studio Shots
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart arrived from
the east this week to supervise the editing
and titling of her latest film production, "Empire Builders," just completed at Goldwyn.
Lt. Ormer Locklear will begin filming "The
Skywayman,"
first the
feature
for Pox,
witha few days hisunder
direction
of James
P. inHogan.
Herbert Blache has left for New York,
where he will direct a number of Metro productions in the eastern studio of the company.
Alan Hale, of the old Biograph company,
and recently of the stage, returns to pictures
in support of Monroe Salisbury In "The BarThe administration offices of the King Vidor Productions are being moved this week
barian."
to
the new Vidor studio on Santa Monica
Boulevard.
Lois Weber has completed her new production for Paramount, and has gone to San
Francisco on a short vacation.
Rosemary Theby returned this week from
New York and will soon begin work in a big
film production. Jimmy Aubrey, of Vitagraph Comedies, has
recovered
fall from afrom
tree. his injuries sustained in a
Joseph Franklin Poland has become a
member of the scenario staff at the Thos. H.
Ince studio.

While Passing by These Pictures Hesitate and Take a Few Glances at This Pathe Feature, "Passers By."
They must be the kind of folks that keep on going when they pass a blind fiddler who winks at the pretty girls — these here passers
by. However, this is a tense, human-interest drama, with Herbert Rawlinson in the lead, seen here in all three views.
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$2,050,000 Suit Settled
The three suits for damages
amounting to $2,050,000, brought by
Eugene A. Westcott and Cora I.
Westcott, his wife, against the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and the World
Film Corporation have been setiled
out of court.
These suits were brought in Rochester, N. Y., after an investigator was
alleged to have unlawfully entered
the home of the plaintiflF in search
of stolen film. He later disappeared
and has not been located.

"Slim Princess ' Ready
Three a Season; although
it has been on the market for a
and last considerable
NORMAND'S t third yn
EL e for
MABpictur
period.
seathe curren Goldw
son will be "The Slim Princess," an
Turkish Palace in Settings.
adaptation of George Ade's stage success,
directed by Victor Schertzinger. AccordIn "The Slim Princess" the Goldwyn
ing to Goldwyn's releasing system, definite comedienne has one of the most elaborate
release dates are not assigned to produc- and carefully directed pictures ever made
tions; instead a number are made available at the Culver City studios, it is said. The
for exhibitors at the same time. "The Slim settings representing the Turkish palace
those scheduled for the in which the princess meets with surprising
is among
Prince
s.
summerss" month
are striking. But more imporWith only three pictures made during adventures
tant than the Oriental atmosphere which
the season. Miss Normand has established Director Schertzinger created is the rapida precedent that may have an influence on fire comedy arising out of the situations.
Goldwyn's future policy in handling the
comedienne.
Starting
with ever
"Jinx,"produced,
one of
the best matinee
pictures
followingcowgirl
with who
"Pinto,"
story
the Edgar Lewis to Make Series of Five Big
western
breakstheinto
New ofYork
society, and concluding with "The Slim
Features for Pathe Under New Agreement
Princess,"
each
of
the
Mabel
Normand
productions has been a genuine special.
officefrom
merittheofnovel
"Other
produc-- the
Lewis distribu
big Edgar
FOUR ortions five
are assured
for Pathe
Men'ssterling
Shoes," box
adapted
by
Star Gains in Pop'jiarity.
tion during the coming year, under a Andrew Soutar, a world famous corresTwo things have been proven by the new contract just signed by the producer
and novelist;
"Sherry,"
record of the Normand pictures during the and Paul Brunet, vice-president and gen- from thepondentnovel
by George
Barr taken
Mccurrent season : first, that the popularity
eral manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Cutcheon,
and
"Lahoma,"
produced
from
of the star has placed her in the class
This is exclusive of "Sherry" which has the famous book by John Breckenridge
of players whose productions are regarded
Ellis through the courtesy of Bobbs-Merrill
been released,
and "Lahoma"
which
as specials by exhibitors, because of their just
Mr. Lewis
has just completed
for release
Company of Indianapolis.
drawing power; second, that the life of a in the early Fall.
"Other Men's Shoes," probably the bigThe new Lewis contract calls for the
Mabel Normand picture doubles or triples
gest box office winner Mr. Lewis has ever
that of leased
theearlyaverage
attraction.
re- production of "four or five super-feature produced, not excepting "The Barrier" and
last fall,
is holding"Jinx,"
its own
photoplays to be produced during the year others of his successes, has proved prewith productions that were issued several
eminent in the list of Pathe triumphs.
commencing on or about May 15." These
plays are to be produced from stories of "Sherry," although released only on May
months later. "Pinto" still is climbing.
30, gives every promise of maintaining the
KiiiiiiKtiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiHiiiniiiimiiiiMiiiirriiii
record set by "Other Men's Shoes."
Story of Oklahoma's Early Days.
Robertson-Cole Definitely Outlines Policy
A
copy ofand"Lahoma"
been reviewed
by Pathe,
from allhasreports
outstrips
in Pamphlet Given Exhibitors in Cleveland
either
"Other
Men's
Shoes"
or
"Sherry"
the
matter
of
action
and
human
interest.in
IN a printed statement issued over the signature of A. S. Kirkpatrick, viceIt
is
a
story
of
the
d^ys
when
Oklahoma
president and general manager of Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation,
was thrown open by the United States
that company went on record at the Cleveland convention as defining its set
Government for settlement by the hardy
and determined policy and outlined in the clearest manner its stand on the big
citizens who braved treacherous desert
question before the assembled exhibitors.
and murderous Indians to gain wealth in
The Robertson-Cole statement was issued in pamphlet form under the title
the historic land rush.
of "A Declaration of Policy." The salient points of the booklet are:
Mr. Lewis will continue his policy of
"Robertson-Cole
willin not
otherwise
acquire
picfeaturing the story, rather than a star, a
ture theatres in any city
the build,
United purchase
States, noror will
we engage
in themotion
exhibition
policy he has maintained ever since he
of motion pictures for profit unless the exhibitor forces us to do so.
gained prominence in the directorial art.
"Robertson-Cole
demands
the
right
to
open
and
fair
competition
on
the
"That his belief in the story is founded on
basis of merit and will only feel forced to acquire theatres where and when
a thorough knowledge, of the demands of
allied interests exercising a monopoly have eliminated competition.
the public, has been manifested by the
"Robertson-Cole
stands
free
of
all
entangling
alliances
and
affiliations,
and
success with
every one Mr.
of his
atwe fully appreciate the ideal position in which our independence places us,
tractions haswhich
been crowned.
Lewis
Robertson-Cole does not intend to jeopardize that position.
does believe in the player to the extent of
"Robertson-Cole
objectiveinterests
and is concentrating
every ounce andof
always casting his plays with the most
energy
upon it. We has
havebutno one
conflicting
within our organization,
suitable type of characters.
no connections outside of our organization that would divert our attention and
The director is about to begin the first
influence the conduct of our business of distribution.
of his series under the new agreement with
"Robertson-Cole believes in competition. Without competition there is no
Mr. Brunet. The story has been selected
incentive
and Mr. Lewis has made all arrangements
dustry. to progress and there should be progress in every branch of the infor the shooting of it. Announcement of
"Robertson-Cole believes the exhibitor should be encouraged to progress in
his selection will be made after work has
of the motion picture theatre,
building, improving and fortifying the prestige
actually
been started on the play
and we are firmly convinced that to discourage the progressive spirit of exhibitors by an invasion of their field is dangerous to the long life of the industry.
Lang Resigns from Power Company
"Mr. Robertson and Mr. Cole have decided that the distribution of motion
pictures is a class of business that they, as a successful commercial company aside
Arthur J. Lang has resigned from the
from their film interests, with connections in every civilized country in the
export department of the Nicholas Power
world, can handle to the mutual advantage of producer and exhibitor. They
Company after long years of efficient serorganized the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation to handle this business
vice to become Latin-American represenon a fair and equitable margin of profit, and it is on this basis and in the capacity
tative of Namusa, a corporation of exof merchants that they will continue to be connected with the business.
porters possessing a national organization.
He
will
fortnight.leave for South America within a
doesbusiness
not useenterprises.
deposit money
received
from exhibitors
the "Robertson-Cole
furtherance of its
We have
unlimited
financial re-in
sources and do not need exhibitors' money to carry on our business.
Lavner Leaves Hodkinson
"Robertson-Cole places all deposit money in separate trust accounts, and a
clause which we have written in our contracts absolutely prevents our using
H.
S.
Lavner, for more than two years
these funds until we have delivered the film that they guarantee.
manager of publicity and exploitation for
"Robertson-Cole
intends
to
invest
whatever
may
be
necessary
to
mainthe W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has retain a foremost position in the industry, and to safeguard this investment we
signed. He has not announced his future
propose to do everything possible to secure the confidence of our customers."
plans. No successor to him has been apiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
r dUMnnuimuaniiiiiiuuiim
pointed as yet.
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Has
Following the closing out of
practically the entire territory
on the series of reissues which
he is distributing, Victor Kremer
announces that he will hence(forth turn his attention to other
channels and will within a short
time make his debut as a producer and distributer of independent big feature attractions.
Mr. Kremer has been very succes ful in marketing a number of
series of reissued attractions, including the Essaney-Chaplins,
Snakeville series, Broncho Billy
westerns, as well as several feature productions featuring Bryant Washburn, H. B. Walthal,
Taylor Holmes and Shorty Hamilton. The latest feature handled by Mr. Kremer was the comedy success "Skinner's Dress
Suit," on which he is now closing out the last few remaining
territories.
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Field

Sold Nearly All Rights on Reissues
New Hampshire, Vering, June 13. The officials of the Maine,mont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Islcompany believe that this picture
and,
and
Connecticut on the same
will prove an unusually big box- .brand. With
above disposed
offlce attraction, and that It will of. there still the
prove a real sensation.
ritory open. remains little terRequests for seats have been
,'received not only from local picture interests but from many exthangemen, exhibitors and other Christie Players Shown
in Many Outside Films
motion picture • people out of
Christie Comedy players are
town. Among the striking features of the film will be the cosseen in the new releases in many
tumes of Evan Burrows Fontaine,
different activities, besides apwhich are said to be startling.
pearing in their own comedy
films.
In addition, several of the principals and chrous of the Palais
The Motion Picture Magazine
Royal Revue and twelve beauti- .Screen Supplement has photoful girls in an episode concerning
graphed a scene at the Christie
studios showing
members of the
the early Christian martyrs apBankers' Association taking part
pear in striking scenes. The fea- with
Al
Christie,
ture will be presented with an
Bobby Vernon
and Dorothy Devore in a comedy
augmented orchestra.
and a scene of the Christie girls
putting on a fashion revue at
Fine Arts in New Home
Cal. This was also photolies.
The Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., Venice,
graphed by the other news weekKarla Schramm.
distributors
of
the
six
reel
comBig Promises Made for
Miss
Helen
Darling is seen in
"Up in Mary's
have
Playing- In "The Son of Tarzan,"
Premiere of Jans -Film
been edycompelled
to Attic,"
seek larger
the news weeklies winning first
a Jungle
serial,
being made
by
the
Jans
Pictures,
Inc.,
announce
National
Film Corporat
prize
in
the
ion.
Surf Review
quarters pansias
a result
of thein the
ex- at the beach annual
city.
t-iat much Interest is being manon of their
activities
nested in the forthcoming trade
state
right
field.
The
firm
moved
Fay
Tlncher
Featured.
Reelcraft Finishes Two
to the oflices formerly occupied
presentation of "Madonnas and
Screen Snap Shots shows scenes
by the Triangle Film Company in of Fay Tincher, Christie star,
Men" at the Forty-fourth street
Matty Roubert Pictures • Theatre,
the Brokaw Building.
New York, Sunday eventhe studio and at home. It willat
also show a back-stage view of
The Pictures
announcement
of the Reel- '
craft
Corporation
of the
putting on a special Christie
forthcoming- series of t-wo reel
comedy
with the Follies girls.
Tower Announces Territory Sold on
feature productions in -which
The Pathe weekly
has another
Matty Roubert, the t-welve year
view
of
the Christie studios with
old "Leading Man" is to be feaDr.
Neal
Dodd,
who
is
launching
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" Reissue
tured, has brought no small
the Motion Picture Church
in
amount
of
comment
to
the
ReelW.
I.
Film
Service,
IndianapoTHE
Tower
Film
Corporation
Hollywo
od,
addressing the playcraft.
announces the sale of terers.
lis,
Indiana.
Sterling
Film Corporation,
State right buyers, exchange
ritories on "Tillie's Punctured
The Gaumont news reel reOmaha; Iowa and Nebraska. Joe
Romance" as follows: Sam
o-wners
and exhibitors
are their
said Grand,
carried views of three
treasurer. Federated Film ■ Pox, Kansas City; Kansas. Gar- Christie cently
to have taken
time to write
Comedy girls opening
Exchanges,
Boston,
New
England
diner
Syndicate,
Buffalo;
New
views
and
welcome
of
the
coming
Tiew
and novel golfing green the
series.
States.
on
York State.
the
roof
of a fashionable hotel at
Maurice W. Jencks, Funston,
The first two features have
.Standard Film Exchange, PittsPasadena,
Cal.,
where
the
girls
Kan.; Missouri. Criterion Film
been completed as far as camera
burgh; Western Pennsylvania and were on location at the time.
work is concerned, and the cut- Service, Atlanta; North and South jWest Virginia. Twentieth Centing of the negatives is progressCarolina,
Georgia,
Florida,
Alatury
Co., Philadelphia;
EastHIrsh Producing Film Travesty.
bama and Tennessee.
ernFilmPennsylvania
and Southern
ing under the direct supervision
of the director, William L. RouNathan Hirsh, president of the
Equity Distributing Co., Port- ^ew Jersey. Wisconsin Film
land; Washington, Oregon, Idaho Corporation, Milwaukee; WisconAywon Film Corporation, reports
bert. "Circus Day" and "She's a and Montana.
sin.
Vamp" are the titles selected.
that work is progressing satisThe making
of "Circus
refactorily
series of Joy
quired the services
of anDay"entire
Comedies nowon thebeing
made In
circus, and plcturizes the human
Florida
.
Several
of
the comedies
Canyon Reports Rapid Progress on
Bide of circus life beneath the
have already been finished and
"Big Top." The story deals mostprints are now in New York. A
ly with the love of youngsters
release date for the first of them
Franklyn
Famum
Five-Reel
Features
for the annual visit of the one
shortly be assigned.
■will
lias
been
completed
and
negative
ring circus to the old home town. INQUIRIES are coming in on
Meanwhile, Mr. Hirsh says, Is
is being sent to New York for
"Vanishing
Trails,"
the
Will"She's a Vamp" tells the story
iam N. Sellg serial now being ;the supplying by Educational of going ahead rapidly in the proNewsboy's
flirtation
with state-righted
duction of his surprise feature,
by the Canyon Pic- a. large number of prints.
aoftena year
old daughter
of wealth
a travesty on a well known
tures Corporation, according to
The first comedy Is "Kiss Me,
who
turns
out
to
be
a
"vamp"
In
photodrama. The burlesque Is
an announcement from that comCaroline,"
featuring
Bobby Teddy
Verthe childhood triangle. These
non, with Vera
Steadman,
being made with Charlie Joy and
pany. Realizing the merits of
pictures will be but two reels
Sampson, Neal Burns and Charthe members of the Joy Comedy
each.
this serial and knowing the poplotte
Merrlam.
It
is
directed
by
Company, with the addition of
uliarity of Franklyn Farnum, to- Al Christie and is a light farce.
gether with the success enjoyed
several specially engaged players.
Hammond, of Arrow,
by the preceding Selig serial,
"The Lost City," showmen have
Goes to Latin-America
Neilan Re-Issue Going Big.
Another Song Boosts FUm
made arrangements to book the
G. R. Hammond, of the Arrow
new
issue regardless of the hot
"Tillie's Punctured Romance"
That "The Country That God
Film Corporation is going to visit weather.
Is the title of a song Byron Gay Forgot," the Marshall Neilan
Cuba, Mexico, and Porto Rico
has written to aid in exploiting
re-issue, is meeting the expecCanyon Pictures also announces
toward the end of this month.
the
Tower Film Company film
tations of its sponsors is the rerapid
progress
on
the
production
He will endeavor to dispose of
featuring Marie Dressier, Charlie
port from Exclusive Features,
on
the
Franklyn
Farnum
fivethe Arrow products or will es- reel features. The first picture
Chaplin and others in Its re-IsInc., who are releasing this pictablish the organization — as con- Is based on a story by William
sued form. The Henry Burr Pubturesidesontheasold
stateterritory
right basis.
Beditions will warrant. He will
lishing
Co.
sponsors
the
work
and
previously
take so^e pictures with him to J3.
Wing,
who
is atstory.
presentTheworkwill superinduce its circulation to jnentioned, other territory dis,ing
on
a
second
picshow those who may be Interestposed of is Maryland, Virginia.
tures are being produced under
the public.
ed. Those who may be interested
Delaware and District of Columthe personal supervision of
In the Arrow Film Corporation
Sell More St. John Comedl«a.
biationto the
Reliance Film
.Colonel Selig and will be stateProductions are Invited to comof Washington.
D. C.CorporaThe Arrow Photo Plays Cormunicate -vrith Mr. Hammond be- righted by Canyon.
fore his departure.
poration of Denver, has closed
Christie Finishing First
AmODK Those Present.
with Warner Brothers for ColCharles F. Schwerin, treasurer
orado,
Wyoming,
Utah,
New
Mexof New Special Comedies
Tower SeUa "Mars."
ico and Southern Idaho (counties
and general sales manager of
Following the completion of
Tower Film Corporation reports
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., attended
south of and' Including Idaho
Mars" forto contracts whereby the new ChrisTrip toMass.,
on "ABoston,
the sales
the
convention in Cleveland, O.,
county) on the Al. St. John comtie special two-reel comedies will
Sam Grand,
where
he negotiated territory for
edies.
the New England States, and to bo handled through the EducaThe Arrow Corporation of New
itlonal-Flrst National exchanges,
Exchange, New
the company's Initial release, "Up
Magnet Film York
England
has
also
closed
for
City.
the first of these new pictures
York, for New
in Mary's Attic."
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Busy

Minneapolis
Salesnuin Shifttng Aboot.
H. Walsney, for three years a salesman for
the Minneapolis branch of Vitagraph, has
joined the forces of the local Republic exchange, and will travel in southern Minnesota
and South Dakota.
Mannie Gottlieb, sales manager for the Midland Film Company of Minneapolis, has refrom ainterests
three weeks'
tour of South
Dakota turned
in the
of his firm.
Two new film salesmen have been added to
the Minneapolis Hodkinson branch. They are
H. J. Forges and Julius Hoagland.
John B. De Lorenzo, veteran motion picture
man of the Northwest, is now special representative in Wisconsin for the Mid-West Film
Co.
Auditor Completes Job.
E. L. Merkley, auditor for the RobertsonCole central office, has completed an audit of
the books of the Minneapolis branch. He Is
enthusiastic over the showing of the company in the Minneapolis territory.
MacMUIan With Pathe.
C. H. MacMillan, who has been connected
with the World and Republic exchanges during hiscometwoaffiliated
year with
stay the
in Minneapolis,
beMinneapolis hasPathe
branch.
Addition of Frank Woskie to the sales force
of Robertson-Cole has been announced by
Manager Frank Hantzke of the Minneapolis
office.
Goes to First National.
Tom Kress, Minneapolis manager for Special Pictures Corporation, has moved in with
First National, where his distribution will
now be taken care of.
Fielder With Selznlck.
E. C. Fielder, former field representative
of the New York office of Selznick, has succeeded Harry Rathner as manager of the
Minneapolis branch of that exchange.
Exploitation in Town.
Plans for co-operation with Northeast exhibitors are being made by Harry A. Lorch,
divisional exploitation manager for Goldwyn,
who is In Minneapolis in conference with officials of the organization here.
Notes of Film Hen.
Billy B. .Watson, exploitation manager for
Minneapolis Robertson-Cole, has resigned his
position to manage an up-state theatre.
Phil Reisman, manager of Minneapolis Hodkinson, has resigned to accept a position as
special
salesman
His
successor
has for
not Famous
yet been Players-Lasky.
appointed.
Edward Newquist, former booker for Triangle, is now traveling for Hallmark pictures
in Iowa.
Louis Guhl is now on the road for Metro
in Wisconsin. Mr. Guhl was formerly assistant manager of the Chicago office of Goldwyn.
Pittsburgh
Gaiety reigned supreme and the troubles of
a film distributor were cast aside the evening
of June 1 at the Fort Pitt Hotel, where the
Pittsburgh F. I. L. M. Club held its annual
Installation of officers. It was a glorious
evening, and the film exchange managers of
the city gathered with their wives and best
girls to honor the outgoing officers and to
welcome the new officers of the ensuing year.
Leo F. Levlson, manager of the local Select-Republic office, who has been president
of the Club for the past four years, was presented with a most beautiful and wonderful
that
gold watch, with appropriate engraving,
speaks volumes for the esteem in which Mr.
film exchange manaLevison is held by the Davis,
who completed
gers of this city. John
a successful term as treasurer, was presented
of his
with a gold fountain pen in recognition
efforts in behalf of the cluub during his term
of office.
. ^.
The incoming officers, Herman Stern, of the
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Exchangemen

Universal exchange as president, and Nat
Barach, of the Goldwyn exchange, as treasurer, were greeted with a royal outburst of
applause and cheers. Much credit for the successful manner in which the evening was enjoyed should go to Olive Harden, for her
untiring efforts in planning and arranging
the dinner and securing the entertainers that
participated
evening's Clark,
enjoyment.
Connie Lehr inandtheMarguerite
the two
stars of Herman Stern's troupe of singers and
dancers appearing with the Universal's "The
Virginableofentertainers
Stamboul,"
themselves
capand proved
the exchange
managers
and their guests seemed unable to get enough
of their singing and dancing. Elmer Setzler,
manager of the local office of Leo Feist,
brought up his staff of singers and piano
players, and assisted in permitting music and
song
to flow gently through the coridors of
the hotel.
J. Howard
pendent Lichtenstein,
exploitation expert,Pittsburgh's
was a lateindearrival. The reception accorded him upon his
entrance into the banquet room, proved his
popularity with the local exchange managers.
Pittsburgh Personals.
W. R, Johnson, assistant manager of the
Pittsburgh Pathe branch, is out in the air
again, pital,
aftersuffering
a three-months'
at the hosfrom sleeping stay
sickness.
Harry C. Simeral, of the Co-Partner Attractions, accompanied by his wife, drove his car
to Gettysburg, Pa., for a holiday.
C. A. Lynch and Doc Smith, Pathe salesdrove to part
New ofYorkMay.for a few days' stay
in themen,latter
Stanley Feldman is now on the road with
the Co-Partner Attractions, Inc., Pittsburgh.
Buffalo
Drops Exploitation Han.
"Jack" Kelly, former member of the Times
editorial staff, has left the Robertson-Cole,
where for several weeks, he held the position
of exploitation manager. It is understood
that the company has temporarily discontinued all exploitation men in local exchanges.
Puts Pep In Production.
C. D. Blessing, of the Carroll Theatre,
Rome, N. Y., put some real pep into his
presentation
of "In
Old Kentucky,"
according
to P. H. Smith
of the
First National
office,
who
says
that
Mr.
Blessing
"imported"
the
big tread mill race scene from New York and
Minnie Clary, the grand opera prima donna,
from Buffalo who sang the "Kentucky" song.
Mr. Smith reports much interest throughout the territory in the new First National
franchise plan.
Attend District Convention.
M. A. Chase, acting manager, and John
Sitterly, assistant manager of the Universal
office, attended the district convention of
Universal heads in Cleveland the week of
June 7. Frank S. Hopkins, manager, is regaining his health in the mountains.
Taylor Tracing Trail.
"Buck" Taylor, Pioneer general manager,
is planning a two-month tour through the
Adirondacks with Mrs. Taylor, commencing
June 27. C. A. will drs^g his own hotel with
him, he having recently purchased an elaborately equipped trailer with all conveniences
except a barroom. "Buck" reports the Lyric
will showfeature,
Mary week
Anderson
in "Bubbles,"
the
Pioneer
of June
20.
Some Big Stuff Coming.
J. H. Greenwald, manager of the Fox office,
upon his return from the New York convention, reports that his company has some sensational productions up its sleeve which It
will soon announce, together with a new star.
Lutz In the Saddle.
Harry Lutz, the new Realart manager, who
recently came here from Pittsburgh, is now in
the saddle and Henry E. Wilkinson has gone
to the Pittsburgh branch. Lee Marcus, former
assistant to Mr. Wilkinson, is in New York
in the Selznick foreign department.

San Francisco
Bowles Joins Equity.
A. M. Bowles, who has been the San Fran
Cisco representative of the American Film
Manufacturing Company for several years,
has gone with the Equity Picture Corporation
as manager of the local office, succeeding
Charles Thall.
Simpson Back from Conference.
Ben F. Simpson has returned from the first
annual Realart conference at New York, filled
with enthusiasm and pep. He brings the good
news that Ralph Qulve, formerly of the local
office, but now of Detroit, is rapidly recovering from his recent illness.
Pioneer Salesman Knocks 'Fm Over.
Robert Hazel, traveling salesman for the
Pioneer Film Corporation, has returned from
a trip through Arizona and Southern California which manager Floyd St. John describes as being one of the greatest road trips
of whichcount thehebusiness
has eversecured.
heard, taking Into acCrank <Gets New Aides.
W. A. Crank, manager of ^he local Robertson-Cole organization, announces that he has
secured the services of W. A. Mead and Irving P. Arnold, formerly of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and that they are
now on the road handling R-C specials exclusively. H. L. Percy Is to cover the terriselling short reel subjects and star
series tory
service.
Shake-Up at Selsnlck Office.
H. L Knappen, manager of the Select office
at San Francisco, has resigned and has accepted the position of manager for the First
National at Buffalo. Haddon Stephens, who
succeeded C. E. Mix here as manager for
Republic, has also tendered his resignation,
as has also C. S. Sprlnks, the booker. L. B.
Metzer. WestresentativCoast
short hasreelalsodivisional
e for Selznick,
removed rephis
name from the payroll.
Detroit
Publicity Han Vacationing.
Harry R. Guest, publicity manager for the
Detroit Goldwyn exchange, has resigned and
will take a three months' rest. He has already rented a summer home at Harrlsville,
Mich., and his family and typewriter will
accompany him there In a few weeks.
Hasterfilms Hoves Offices.
Independent Masterfllms. Inc., have moved
from the Film Building to No. 105 John R.
street. William B. Seifert. local manager,
reports excellent business on the short subHe handles Vlctore Kremer product
almost jects.
exclusively.
Film Showing Glets Bookings.
The Standard Film Service gave a trade
showing
of "The Theatre
Lost City"theserial
at theof
Broadway-Strand
evening
June 14 to a very large number of exhibitors, and as a result Manager Fishman, of the
ings.
Standard office, is being besieged with bookFormer Detrolter In Des Holnes.
Robert C. Cotton, formerly with the World
in Detroit and recently with the Republic In
Minneapolis,
is now manager of the Pathe
office
In Des Moines.
Hodklnson's New Hanager.
Hal Smith, former manager of the Ferry
Field Theatre, Detroit, has been appointed
manager kinson.
of Thetheappointment
Detroit office
W. W.byHodwasof made
Joe
Bloom new supervisor for the Hodkinson.
Mr. Smith
Is extremely
popular
Michi-to
gan exhibitors,
having sold
film with
previous
assuming the management of the Ferry
Field, one of Detroit's best residential theatres, three years ago. He also managed the
Empire and Garden theatres in Detroit.
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Philadelphia Pointers
Baseball L>ot for Airdome.
THE Fleisher Baseball Association announces leasing the big lot at Twentyfifth and Reed streets for open air motion picture shows. Elaborate plans are under way
for turning
ture resort. the arena into a commodious pic"Marg-e O'Doone" Coming:.
J. S. Hebrew, district manager of the Vitagraph,
announces
that "Marge
make its
initial showing
in thisO'Doone"
city at will
the
Palace Theatre. It has also already been
closed at all of Keith's centers. "Marge
O'Doone" has broken all house records at the
Penn Theatre, Chester, as reported by Mr.
Proffltt, the manager. He also stated that
he has received more complimentary remarks
from the patrons regarding this feature than
any other ever shown in his theatre.
Salesmen's Association Blect.
Earle Sweigert, who has been identified in
the film industry for many years and who is
representing the Paramount - Artcraft as
salesman, was elected president of the
recently ■ formed
Association.
Other Philadelphia
officers electedSalesmen's
were G.
Kitchen, vice-president, of the Goldwyn, and
Frank Loftus, secretary and treasurer, of the
Robertson-Cole. Meetings are now being
held every Saturday at their temporary
quarters, 1219 Vine street. Any film salesman In this territory is eligible. Sixty salesmen were present at the last meeting.
Richardson Gives a Lectnre.
Frank Richardson, of The Moving Picture
World,ture atantheexpert
on projection,
a lecGarrick
Theatre lastgaveweek
on
the subject of his life time study. It was attended by motion picture operators, managers
of the Stanley Company theatres, representatives of the fire marshall and the Fire Department of the City. Mr. Richardson Illustrated his talk by steropticon views of charts
of projection machines, lenses, etc., and he
pointed out the way to save on light, and
at the same time give motion-picture audiences Increased satisfaction without eye
strain.
Personals.
Mrs. McMann, owner of two theatres In
Germantown, has gone to Europe for an extended tour an4 has left Miss Grinnell In entire charge during her absence.
Max Milder has been appointed manager of
the combined Republic and Selznick exchange.
Mr. Milder has already made for himself an
excellent record as manager of the Selznick,
where he has been for several years past.
Kansas City Kullings
Attractions Kndlng Jane 6.
Newman — "The Dancing Fool."
New Royal — "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Liberty — "Mind the Paint Girl."
Regent — "Old Wives for New."
Doric — "The Forbidden Woman" (second
week).
Preparlne (or Film Production.
NG. PLYNN sailed from New York on May
. During his sixty-day stay In Europe Mr.
for exmake
Flynn will
by
produced
picturesents
of thearrangem
hibition abroad
Richards & Flynn. Richards & Flynn will
production of their pictures In
begin the
City on August 6.
Culver
I^ase Twelfth Street Theatre.
Richards & Flynn have sold their First
National franchise and have leased the new
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Everywhere

Twelfth Street Theatre for twenty years to
the Associated Exhibitors of St. Louis. The
theatre will open under the new management
on June 12th.
Will Soon State Plans.
J. N. MacMeekin returned safely from New
York on Wednesday and reports that he will
be able to state his plans for the coming year
about the middle of June. Mr. MacMeekin
left Kansas City Tuesday night for a ten-day
trip through Tulsa, Oklahoma City and Muskogee.
Tiotes and Personals.
M. H. Ranke, of the Orpheum Theatre In
St. Joseph, visited Famous Players and Universal Exchanges while in Kansas City this
week.
L. D. Lewis is opening his new theatre in
Linwood, Kansas, on June 9. Mr. Lewis was
at the Universal Exchange arranging for his
service.
G. G. McGinnis is opening a new theatre in
Weston, Mo., on June 10.
Attractions June 6-12
San Francisco.
California — "Miss Hobbs."
Portola — "The Butterfliy Man."
Imperial — "Below
the Surface," second
week.
Strand — "Shore Acres."
Rialto — "The Fortune Teller."
Tivoli — "The Family Honor."
Frolic — "The Road to Divorce."
Sun — "The Inferior Sex," second week.
Boston.
Tremont Temple — "The Shepard of the

S. L. Holdeman is due in Kansas City from
his conference in New York.
F. L. Collins has been transferred from
Kansas City to the advertising department
of
the Famous Players Corporation in St.
Louis.
Salesmen Are Aetive.
L. R. Scamahorn, of Los Angeles, has joined
city.
the sales force of Famous Players in this
E. H. McClintock, of Alamo Theatre at Garden City, Mo., was in Kansas City this week.
Famous Players Corporation moved Friday
night from 2024 Broadway to the New Film
Exchange Building. Famous Players are occupying the entire twelfth floor and the front
part of the eleventh.
H. H. Murdock, salesman, formerly with
Metro, started June 1 as feature salesman
with Pathe to take the place of I. Barskey,
who is now manager of Peacock Productions
in St. Louis. Mr. Murdock's teritory is Missouri.
Detroit Doings

Attractions ISndlnic; Jnne 12.
Adams, — "The Great, Accident."
Colonial. — "Water, Water, Everywhere."
Broadway-Strand. — "Below the Surface."
Washington. — "The Fortune Teller."
Madison. — "The Street Called Straight."
Theatre Man Takes a Rest,
A , J.management
MOELLER ofhastheresigned
the
DeLuxe from
Theatre,
Detroit,
and
will
take
a
two
months'
vacation. He has left for California. Mr.
Moeller prior to managing the DeLuxe WM
Shubert Majestic — "Romance."
manager of the Regent, Saginaw, and forPark Theatre — "Below the Surface."
merly operated his own theatre In Howell.
Gordon's Square Olympia — "The Woman
Hills."
He plans
to returnC. toH.Detroit
the mid-of
dle of August.
Darrell,about
manager
Boston Theatre — "The Lone Hand."
the Alhambra, will look after the DeLuxe.
Modern and Beacon — "The Courage of Both are John H. Kunsky theatres.
Gives."
Another House for Glelchman.
Marge O'Doone." Boflalo.
While no definite announcement can be
made this week. Phil Gleichman, of the
Shubert-Teck
— "Sex."— "Alias Jimmy ValenShea's
Hippodrome
Broadway-Strand Theatre, will undoubtedly
tine," "Wanted a Husband."
have
another big first run house next season
Strand — "In Search of a Sinner."
for the Paramount specials. The present
Family — "What Becomes of the Children."
year, with Paramount pictures, has been the
Lyric — "The Sacred Flame."
most successful the Broadway has ever had
and
Mr. Gleichman is extremely enthusiastic.
Olympic — "Bright
Skies."
Minneapolis.
Adding- Theatre to Chain.
Bon Dunham, of Dunham & Stuch, Allegan,
. New Garrick — "Virgin of Stamboul."
New Strand — "The Mother and the Law."
Mich., Is building a new theatre at Otsego
that will seat about 75Q. It will be ready to
New Lyric — "Huckleberry Finn."
New Unique— "Told
in
the
Hills."
open, during the next month or so.
Chicago.
Dick Lynch Active Manager.
Morris exhibitors
Lynch, onein ofthethecountry,
oldest and
Randolph— "The Sea Wolf."
known
who besthas
Castle — "The Atonement."
been personally operating the Catherine
Barbee's — "The Man Who Lost Himself."
Theatre,
Detroit,
which
he
and
his
two
brothPlayhouse — "The Love Expert."
ers own, has retired for the present. He Is
Casino — "Hell Morgan's Girl."
spending the summer at his country home
Woodlawn — "Why Change Your Wife?"
near
Harbor Beach, Mich., located directly
Orchestra Hall — "Paris Green."
on Lake Erie and his winters will be divided
Ziegfeld — "The Master Stroke."
between
Florida and California. He owned
Riviera — "Why Change Your Wife?"
the third moving picture house in Detroit
State-Lake — New
"The Yorii
Desperate
Hero."
City.
(the old Mirth) on Jefferson avenue. His
brother, Dlcl< Lynrh, will now look after th©
week).
Broadway — "Return of Tarzan" (second Catherine.
Brondway-Strand^ — (JO Cents, Top.
Strand — "The Wonder Man."
The Broadway-Strand Theatre, Detroit, iB
Capitol
—
"Scratch
My
Back."
now the highest priced photoplay house In
Criterion — "Humoresque" (second week).
Detroit, charging 60 cents for main floor
Rivoli — "Below the Surface."
seats
at night, while all the others only
Rialto — "Remodelling a Husband."
charge 50 cents. The Broadway price will
Philadelphia.
prevail tor the summer and next season Mr.
Stanley — "The Heart of a Child."
Gleichman plans to charge considerably more.
Strand — "Why Change Your Wife."
New Tlieatre in AImn, Mich.
Palace — "The Woman Gives."
Alma, Mich., has a new theatre. The Strand,
Victoria — "The Adventurer."
costing $175,000 and owned by L. J. Murphy,
— "Tlllie's Punctured Romance."
Allegheny
of Detroit. The house seats about 1,200 and
Arcadia
— "The Butterfly Man."
will
week. play pictures and vaudeville two days a
Regent — "A Manhattan Knight."
Locust — "Why Change Your Wife."
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of the credit, however. She is constantly on Theatre and several hundred girls are comthe alert for something novel and unique to
peting for the honor of being selected to
introduce into the theatre.
enter the company of Mildred Harris CThaplin
Pittsburgh Paragraphs
at
Los
Angeles.
Moving pictures of aspirants
Theatre Notes and Personals.
are being made in the lobby of the theatre
The
Gem
Theatre,
Morgantown,
W.
Va.,
and these will be shown later on the screen
Attractions Ending; Jnne 12.
owned by the Morgan Photo & Amusement
with "The Inferior Sex," feaCo., is being remodeled and enlarged. A stage In conjunction
Pitt — "A Mormon Maid" (second week).
turing this star.is being conducted under the
is being installed, with the object of giving
Grand and Liberty — "The Woman Gives."
The contest
road
shows
and
vaudeville
entertainments
at
Loew's Lyceum — "The False Road."
direction of Jack Laver, director for Mildred
various times.
Minerva — "Back to God's Country."
Harris Chaplin, ^nd Pliny Goodfriend, her
Barney & Gorrls, of McKeesport, Pa., have cameraman.
Cameraphone — "The Woman and the Pup- placed
Mrs. Chaplin will be here In
their order for a complete projection
person
before
the contest closes.
equipment
to
be
installed
in
their
new
theSavoy — "The Terror."
pet."
PnbllcItT Man Weds.
atre, now in course of construction, with the
Columbia — "Jes' Call Me Jim."
Pittsburgh U. T. E.
Nick Ayer, director of publicity for the
Blackstone — "The Inferior Sex."
J. Howard Llchtenstein, exploitation expert California, Portola and Imperial theatres, and
Olympic — "The Courage of Marge O'Doone."
In the Pittsburgh section, has opened his own
who formerly held a similar position with the
Kenyon — "The Copperhead."
so that he may be able to handle the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. here, was marAlvln
— "U. S. Army Battle History" (sec- offices
ond week).
many theatre publicity and exploitation acried June 1 to Helen Claire Hock. The couple
counts he now had under his direction.
Is spending the honeymoon among the Los
Greenabnrg: Movie Hafmate Expandn.
The
Evallne
Theatre,
Pittsburgh,
a
small
MICHAEL MANOS, movie magnate of neighborhood house, has been redecorated in Angeles studios.
Amnsement ComiMinr Formed.
Greensburg, Pa., has made elaborate
elaborate manner, and now presents a very
plans for the extension of his plant, and anbeautiful
The Cinema Amusement Company has
appearance.
by the time all improvements are made he
"The Film
Lost Co.,
City"is serial,
the opened offices at 163 Leavenworth street and
will have an Investment of approximately Hatch
such a handled
success here
that byIt has
Is offeringtainmenttofor all
furnish
movingMoving
picture pictures
enterthree-quarters of a million dollars. Work is been found
occasions.
to purchase a fourth
progressing rapidly on the new Rialto The- print on eachnecessary
will
also
be
made
to
order.
episode in order to supply the
atre, adjoining the Strand, and present In- demand.
T. & D. Has Bargain Hoar.
dications are that it will be completed and
Showman's
Sudden End,
The management of the T. & D. Theatre,
ready for opening about the middle of
Walter Hommel, of the Hommel Brothers,
September.
Oakland, has Inagurated a bargain hour
operate the Arcade Theatre at BrownsThe two theatres occupy an entire block, who
and
the of
house
Is now For
opened
eleven
vile,
Pa.,
dropped
dead
recently.
246x176 feet in size. The buildings will also
Instead
at noon.
one athour
the o'clock.
admission price Is halt that charged for matinees
be used for 64 offices and 16 apartments.
Chanipe In Theatre Hanafcement.
and
evening.
The new theatre, which will be named the
Fielding K. O'Kclly has resigned his posiRialto, will have a capacity of 884. It will
Takes Lease on Jose Theatre.
of the Lyric Theatre, Unionbe used exclusively for pictures, while the town.tion as manager
It is reported that he Intends to go
Edward Manlar has purchased the lease
Strand, after the improvements are made,
Into
business
for
himself
In
Morgantown,
W.
on the Jose Theatre, San Jose, Cal.. held by
will be used as a combination house, running
Mr. Bierer succeeds him as manager of the late Joseph Blum for the unexpired period
vaudeville three days and pictures three days. Va.
the
Lyric.
of four and a half years, securing this for
Mr. Manos also conducts the Grand theatre
Progress on Two Theatres.
fourteen thousand dollars.
in Greensburg, about one square distant from
the other two theatres. This house has a
Theatre News In Brief.
Tom Wright's
house In
progressing
verynewnicely.
TheBrownsville
steel frameis
capacity of 475, and is a good money-maker.
Jack Tobias, who conducts the Patterson
work is about completed to the roof, and will Theatre
Mr. Manos Is also owner of the Photoplay
at Patterson, Cal., Is preparing to
Theatre in Jeannette, Pa., whioh he has leased be ready for the tile and brick work In a open a house
at Gustine.
to Kostes Liddes. The lease expires April 1 few days. Tom says he expects to have It
C.
A.
Resco
plans to open a theatre at
of next year, at which time it Is planned to opened before Thanksgiving.
Campbell,
Cal.,
on July 2.
Charles Richelieu, who formerly owned the
erect a large and modern theatre of 1,300
The Neptune Palace will be opened at Nepcapacity.
Fairyland Theatre at Falrchance, Pa., but now
tune
Beach,
Alameda,
on July 1 under
of Bedford, Pa., has his new theatre well un- the direction of Frank Cal.,
New HoDM for East PlttsbnrKh.
Mehley. This theatre
way. In two months Charlie says he will have a seating capacity
East Pittsburgh, Pa., is to have a new and will der
of 1,000.
be selling admission tickets.
up-to-date picture theatre. Sedler & HufC. F. Unger, of Selma, Cal., was a recent
nagel, prominent business men of the town,
visitor at San Francisco, purchasing equipbroke ground recently for a 1,000-seat house
ment for an airdome to be opened there.
to be built in Electric avenue, the main thorWalter Preddey, San Francisco, recently
Golden
Gate
Gleanings
oughfare of the town.
furnished new projection equipment for the
The building will be 60x120 feet, built on
Liberty Theatre at St. Helena, Cal.
the bleacher style, similar to the Regent,
E. J. Miller is erecting an 800-seat moving
Vlrirlnln
OpeninK
a
Gala
Event.
in East Liberty, and will have a capacity of
house at there.
Williams, Cal. He is an old1,000. It is expected to have the building THE opening of the Virginia Theatre at picture
time
exhibitor
Vallejo, Cal., near San Francisco, on May
completed and ready for opening about the
Serlmlan
Brothers
are erecting a movlnj
25, was made especially noteworthy by the
flrsl of September.
There are now three theatres in East Pitts- attendance of several hundred exhibitors and picture theatre at Selma, Cal.
burgh, owned by the Frederick Amusement film €-xchange men from the Bay district. The
Empress and Rex's New Owners.
Co. — the FVederick, Loyal and Lyric. The visitors made the trip to the navy yard city
Edmund Damon has taken over the Emfirst-named is a large, modern house, while by auto and enlivened proceedings by paradpress Theatre at Twenty-eight and CHiurch
the others are small. All are said to be
ing in circus fashion.
streets, and the Rex Theatre on Sixteenth
.^fler touring the streets they were taken street,
doing excellent business and the general
San Francisco.
opinion prevails that another large house on a trip of Inspection through the Mare IslA. C. H. Chamberlain, of Madera, Cal., was
will create more business and that there
and Navy Yard and then were treated to a recently in San Francisco, coming up In his
will be audiences for all.
repast that will long be remembered. Eugene
new (3adillac car. He Is erecting a new bouse
Two Theatres Go Dark.
H. Roth, of San Francisco, acted as toast- In that city.
The compliments that P. J. Hanlon
The new California Theatre at Turlock,
The Keystone Theatre at Madison, Pa., has master.
received on the beauties of his theatre and
closed shop. The mines are worked out in the
as soon as the organ arwillrives. Itbewillopened
Cal.,
entertainment
offered
were
many
and
be conducted under the manthat section, and the town is practically de- sincere.
formerly In charge
Thall,
serted. Jess Williams says he will And anof Charles
A buffet supper was also offered before the of the Sanagement Francisco
other location and will be haunting the film
office of the Equity Picvisitors
departed
for
home.
The
opening
atexchanges again before long.
tures Corporation.
The Orpheum Theatre at Rudgeway hM
traction at the Virginia was "The Soul of
be added to the Novelty
A balcony is to Cal.,
been closed on account of the DeSeve family
at an estimated cost
Martinez,
Theatre,
of
$12,000.
Booworth
Makes
Personal
Appearanre.
being quarantined with scarlet fever.
During the week ending June 5 the Pioneer
Hobart■■ Bosworth, who recently spent some
Rafael
version of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," star- time
filming pictures on the San Francisco
ring Sheldon Lewis, played to S. R. O. busi- water front, made several personal appearBuffalo Bulletins
ness at the Columbia Theatre, Pittsburgh.
ances at the Imperial Theatre where his latest
"Big Tim" House ManaKement.
offering,
"Below
the
Surface,"
is
being
shown.
H. B. Stabler, formerly a salesman at the
remain here about a month »o
Buffalo Dines State Exhibitors.
Pittsburgh Pathe exchange, is doing fine He expected towork,
but ideal weather prework at the Opera House, New Castle, Pa., completevailed, his
and it was finished within two weeks.
' Associaalto Managers
Buffalo
THE
was Theatric
host exhibito
a party
where he is now manager. He is running An unusually effective stage setting, showing
rs at ofa thirtyfive New tionYorktheState
dinner
some big feature subjects and Is putting them a lighthouse scene, was presented at the Im- in
the
Hotel
Iroquois,
Sunday
evening,
June
on In regular big town style.
perial in conjunction with the picture.
6.
The
party
was
headed
by
Sydney
Cohen,
Colored girl ushers who serve ice water to
OIT
For
New
York.
patrons during the shows is one of the many
were Berman
made atandtheCharles
feed O'Rellle
by Ira y.M. Speeches
Mosher,
Herbert Rothschild, head of the concern Sam
innovations. An eight-piece orchestra fur- controlling
the California and Imperial the- president of the local organizations and Mr.
nishes music.
atres,
has
left
for
New
York
In
connection
Cohen. Following the dinner the exhibitors
The decorations of the theatre are in royal with plans for the erection of the Granada
visited Shea's Hippodrome, the Strand and
blue and old gold, tasty draperies, dimmers Theatre
and
the
rebuilding
of
the
Portola.
Palace
and then boarded the boat for the
in the lighting system and many other ideas
accompanied by Alfred Henry Jacobs, Cneveland convention. In the Buffalo delewhich have become incorporated since Stahler He
the was
architect.
became manager, are having a rejuvenation
HippoShea's
gratlon dwas
rome; E. O. Harold
WeinbergB., Franklin
Strand;, Ira
M. Mosher
"Tfmt" Picture Contest at the <iuB.
effect on the box office receipts.
J. H. Michael, Regent: M. Slotkln.
A screen contest Is being held at tha Sun Palace:
Mrs. Stahler comes in for a large share
Lyric and Olympic; George Hall. Capitol;
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George Hanny, Maxine; Charles Hayman,
Niagara Falls; Joseph A. Schuchert. Mr.
Franklin was accompanied by Pliny McNaughton, president of the Shea Amusement
Company, who in Cleveland attended a meeting of the board of directors of the Associated Exhibitors.
Two Big Houses Start.
Work has started on two new big Buffalo
theatres, the Shea Metropolitan and the L,oew
house. According to an announcement by
Harold B. Franklin, the Metropolitan will
open in August, 1921. Albert E. Jones, secretary of the Buffalo Loew Theatre company,
emphatically denies a statement in the Buffalo Express that should the court decide
against the company in an action involving
a small piece of property at present held by
the Golde Clothes Shop, the theatre will be
held up for five years.
Mr. Jones declares that the property is not
essential to the theatre and that the company
Is going right ahead with the new house.
In an effort to end the lease held by the
Golde shop at 511-513 Main street, which does
not expire until 1926, the Loew company has
brought an action in city court. In 1915 the
Moeller estate gave the Golde shop a ten
year lease beginning in 1916.
There was a clause in the lease which provided that should the title pass from the
owners
that,theupon
receiptofofa three
months'
notice and
payment
specified
sum
for liquidated damages (the amount at this
time being $15,000) the Golde Shop would surrender the lease. The property was sold in
April, 1916, to the Marema company and in
July, 1919, the title was passed to Emanuel
Boasberg, who in January, 1920, sold the
property to the Loew company. The entire
proceeding
uponthe the
interpretation of the hinges
clause in
leaselegal
regarding
the
three
months'
notice.
Judge
Karl
A.
McCormick has reserved decision.
Movie Masher Pays for "E^n."
Roy victed
Hafner,
84 Newfield
was Peter
conof disorderly
conduct street,
by Judge
Maul in city court and fined $10. Hafner
was arrested in the Happy Hour Theatre on
Main street on complaint of Agnes King, 139
East Genesee street, who claimed that Hafner
had annoyed her while she sat next to him
In the theatre.
Teek Opens With Pictures.
The W. W. Hodkinson corporation has leased the Shubert-Teck Theatre for four weeks,
during which time some of the big features
produced by the company will be shown.
in "Sex," opened the engageLouise Glaum
ment on Sunday, June 6. James GrifHn Fater,
of the Hodkinson company, is in Buffalo at
the Hotel Statler and is managing the presentations.
To Film Passion Play.
Elmer C. Wlnegar, manager of the Central
Park and Premier theatres, has been engaged
by the Rev. M. J. Ahern, president of Canisius
College to film the Passion Play which will
be staged next month by the college on the
campus at Main and Jefferson streets. These
pictures will be shown in the principal cities
of the country and are expected to bring visitors to the city for the spectacle which opens
July 5. Mr. Winegar leaves next week for
the coast with the local Shriners to make a
film history of the trip. During his absence
Art Young, formerly with Gardiner Pictures,
Inc., and now with Fred Zimmerman, will
act as manager of the Central Park.
New Theatre at Perry.
L. E. Closser, who recently purchased the
6. W. Harris grocery business in Perry, N. Y.,
has purchased the building occupied by Ray
Jones and J. L. Schaumberg and will remodel
It into a motion picture theatre.
Denies Theatre Rumor.
E. M. Statler, head of the Hotel Statler,
denies reports that he intends to erect a
chain of theatres. The rumor had gained
currencytheyin get
theatrical
circles.
"I don'tit isknow
where
that, but
I do know
not
true,"tre insaid
Mr.
Statler.
"There
is
be a theathe new Statler Hotel in toBuffalo,
but
that is one and that is all."
To Renovate Olean Theatre.
A. W. Root, former manager of the Palace
Theatre, Olean, N. Y., who resigned two weeks
ago to take over the management of the
Havens Theatre in the same town for the new
owners, Dipson and Marcus, has closed the
theatre for a week, during which time It will
be re-decorated and renovated from top to
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bottom. The new summer policy will be continuous feature films running from 1 to H
P. M. Much interest is being manifest in the
renaming of the Havens and every one in
Olean is given a chance to earn $100 in gold
which is the prize.
Michael Reslgms at Victoria.
J. H. Michael has resigned as manager of
the Victoria Theatre at West Ferry and
Grant streets, taking effect Sunday, June 6.
Mr. Michael is interested in the Regent Theatre at Main and Utica. He is chairman of the
executive committee of the New York State
Exhibitors' League.
Cincinnati Chat
Attractions IDnding June 12.
Lyric. — "The Confession."
Grand — "The Silver Horde."
B. F. Keith's — "In Old Kentucky."
Palace — "Terror Island."
Walnut — "Passion's Playground."
Gifts — "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives."
Strand — "The Inferior Sex."
Boulevard — "The Right of Way."
Opens Mammoth Airdome.
CINCINNATI
fans during
week have movie
been treated
to onetheof past
the
biggest surprises they have had in many
years — a real open air moving picture show,
within easy reach of the whole community.
In the past few years there have been airdomes operated in various sections of the
city, catering, of course, to only the immediate neighborhood.
This latest addition to the screen theatres
in the Queen City is ideally located at Fourteenth and Vine streets, right in the center
of
what
was easy
once called
the Rhine."
It is within
walking"Over
distance
of the
center of the town and within easy access
of all parts of the city.
The management claims it is the largest
airdome in Ohio, having a seating capacity of
4,000. The airdome is under the management
of Tom Hefferman.
Feature pictures and comedies are show
each night, along with four acts of vaudeville, cabaret singers and a jazz band as
added attractions. Two shows are given each
night. The admission is 11 and 17 cents.
In the event of rain, rain checks are issued,
redeemable at any show during the present
season. The program is changed twice a
week. Judging from the crowds that have attended the performances during the first
week, the management is in for a very prosperous season.
How Oan You See Through a HatT
A careful investigation made during the
past week in the larger of the motion picture
fBOUIIItlllUIIIIIIiritlllMtllllllUlllllllllllllllimUUillillllllllKt 'NT riiiiiriiiii lltlllllllllMlllllltl

"Get Offa Me Neck— Hurriedly,"
Says Viola Dana to Buster Keaton, who Is
applying
man tactics.
playing
in "Thecave Chorus
Girl'sViola's
Romance,"
while head,"
Busterboth
is making
"The
SapMetro plays.

houses shows that the majority of the managers are permitting the law that prohibits
the wearing of hats by women in picture
houses
to beinstances
violated. as high as fifty per cent,
In some
of the women movie fans failed to take off
their hats. At one theatre it was learned
women may wear their hats if there is no
objection.
Showmanship in Figuring: Ahead.
The management of the Strand has taken
school children into consideration in planning for the engagement of "Huckleberry
Finn." I. Libson, manager, selected the week
of June 13 for the showing as the school season will be near an end and there will be
little home sudy. He is scheduling his shows
so there will be a matinee starting about
the time pupils will be out of classrooms and
downtown.
Baltimore Bulletins
Attractions Ending June 12.
Garden — "Staking His Life."
Blue Mouse — "For the Soul of Rafael."
Picture Garden — "The Cup of Fury."
New Theatre — "The Heart of a Child."
Parkway — "Dollars and Sense."
Hippodrome
"The Devil's
Strand and — Wizard
— "WhyClaim."
Change Your
Show Films in Ball Park.
ORIOLE
where theis ball
played PARK,
in Baltimore,
beinggames
used areas
an open air moving picture theatre by
Jack Dunn, manager of the Baltimore Orioles.
AWife?"
screen has been set up on the field near
the grand stand, which is used for the patrons. Moving Picture Aids Recruiting.
Moving pictures which showed the men of
the 313th and 315 Regiments while they were
in France, when they left for France and
when they returned to this country (loaned
for the occasion by the Baltimore Sun) were
exhibited at a meeting held in the armory at
Westminster, Md., night of June 1, in order
to get volunteers for the Maryland National
Guard now being formed.
Showman Makes "Shrlner" Trip,
H. B. Cook, proprietor of the Aurora Theatre, left Baltimore June 8, to attend the convention of Mystic Shriners which is to be
held in Portland, Ore., during the latter part
of the month. Mr. Cook was one of a party
of 220 Shriners that went from this city.
He will visit the Hollywood studios of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation while on
the West coast, having a letter from Oscar
Morgan, of that company In New York, askthat courtesy
Mr. ing
Cook
and party.of the grounds be extended
Pelswelg for Three Weeka.
Simon Pelsweig is in Baltimore and will
remain for three weeks representing the
Globe Film Company, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
he is booking the Clune production, "The
Eyes ofJ. Laurence
the World."Schanberger Married.
J. Laurence Schanberger, manager of the
Maryland Theatre, was married to Marguerite
G. McCloskey, of Philadelphia, in that city on
June 2, in the church of the Immaculate Conception. Mr. Schanberger is the son of Frederick C. Schanberger, president of the James
L.
Kernan
Theatre. Company, operating the Maryland
Radin Head Returns for Short Stay
Matthias Radin, head of Radin Pictures,
who has been on the road during the last
three tres,
weeks
visiting
exchange
cenreturned
to Newimportant
York last
week long
enough to clear up several important matters
and then went back to Chicago to continue
hia tour which It is expected will take him
as far West as Seattle, stopping at practically
all of the larger cities on the way out. ■
Mr. Radin announced he had completed arrangements with Co-Partners Attractions, of
Pittsburgh, for the distribution of the flvepart Johnny Dooley comedy, "Skinny Skinners," also "Through Eyes of Men," "Human
Passions," and the burlesque news reels, "The
Weekly Indigestion," for West Virginia and
Western Pennsylvania.
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to Make

Featuring Jack
Richards and
FLYNN,
IAM Kansas City,of has
WILLFlynn,
announced
the formation of a producing company to make a series of twelve western
plays featuring Jack Gardner.
Although absent from the screen for
some time, Jack Gardner has a big following among the motion picture public,
created during his association with Essanay where he starred in a number of
special productions which were among the
tnost successful published by George K.
Spoor. bered "The
Giftthese.
of Gab" will be rememas one of
Gardner has had a wide experience on
the stage, having played important parts
in various types of theatrical entertainment. He has been a headliner in vaudeville during the present season and has appeared in the principal cities. His vaudeville engagements terminate for the season
about August 1 in Los Angeles. At that
time the new producing company will be
prepared to begin immediate production
on the first picture of the series.
Material in Readiness.
No announcement has been made as to
the vehicles which will be employed for
Gardner's return to the screen, but it is
understood that each of the twelve pictures will be based upon a well-known
play or novel, and that considerable material of this kind already has been purchased by William Flynn.
Ricliards and Flynn are among the best
known exhibitors and exchangemen in the
country, being the First National franchise
holders in Kansas City and operators of
an important chain of theatres in that section. Their exchange is an important link
in the First National distributing organizaThe
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Westerns

Gardner, Vaudevillian
tion and handles, in addition, a number of
important productions issued on the state
rights basis.
Preliminary work in organizing the producing unit has commenced. According to
pressnt plans, an independent studio in
Los Angeles will be leased and preparations
will be carried forward rapidly in order
that everything may be in readiness to
commence
camera
work upon Gardner's
arrival
in Los
Angeles.
Executive direction of the work will be
handled by Mr. Flynn in Kansas City. Mr.
Flynn states that several distributing
channels are under consideration, but as
yet no proposition has been accepted.
Ernst

Glantzberg,

Miss Estes
Lee
MissMrs.Pinckney
of of
wedding
THEEstes,
daughter
John Wade
Estes of Columbia, S. C, and Ernst
Glantzberg is to take place on Thursday
evening,dence ofJune
10, at 8.30
resith^ groom.
281 o'clock,
Lexingtoatn the
avenue.
New York City. The ceremony will be
performed by Dr. James Strong Moffatt,
lifelong pastor of the bride and president
of Erskine College in South Carilona. The
groom is president of the Typhoon Fan
Company, New York City.
Brother Will Escort Bride.
The bride will be given in marriage by
her brother, Capt. James D. Estes, while
the best man will be Frederick Glantzberg,
son of the groom.
Those in attendance on the bride will be
An

Audience

of

One While the Mayor and Movie Man Chuckled
THE village constable leaned negligently against the chained pump. Somewhere inthe dim distance a dog howled mournfully behind barn doors. The
corner drug store, the ice cream parlor, the gasoline station were shut.
Curtains weie drawn on the windows of homes. No breeze stirred the listless
leaves. The buzz of flies in the street was deafening.
Until — the sound of hammering shocked the noon air. The constable jumped
nervously a.id rubbed his eyes. Then he trailed the sound and handed a slip of
paper to a man working on an automobile. The man grimaced and quit work.
The constable returned to the town pump and tested the chains enveloping it.
All was silence — but not peace.
In a home nearby a Chautauqua promoter was telling his wife all about it.
His language was expressive. There should have been a Chautauqua that day
and there was none. Next door the owner of the gasoline filling station was
going on all twelve cylinders, with his wife trying to throttle him down. There
should have been automobiles kicking up the dust that day and there were
none.
none. There should have been a merry throng buying gasoline and there was
Only two men were optimists. One of them, H. T. Caho, proprietor of the
town's picture house, whistled as he read the latest issue of Moving Picture
World. The other man pushed the papers around on his desk with his feet and
smoked a long black cigar with relish. Occasionally he chuckled. He was the
mayor, F. G. Putnam.
The town was West Jefferson, Ohio; the day was Sunday, May 30.
And here is the cause of it all. Mr. Caho gave two Sunday evening shows a
few weeks ago. Some church-going citizens prepared speeches and went to the
mayor about it. The Blue Laws should be enforced, they said. His Honor was
agreeable; he did his duty; he enforced the Blue Laws — all of them.
And here is the result of it all. The first man to be haled before His Honor
for violation of the Sunday law was one of the protesting delegation. This man,
a carpenter, representing the Baptist church, stood accused of hiring a man to
work on his automobile on Sunday. There were others who appeared a second
time before the mayor — unwillingly.
Mr. Caho still does a healthy business three times a week. It is possible
he may have a Sunday evening business soon, as the Chautauqua promoter has
about given up trying to convince the mayor that Chautauquas are not in the
same classification as movie shows.
KlIltUlllDUnilllUUUIIlllltlUlllllllllll
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One-Legged
"Pirate"
Draws FirePicture
of Eminent
Judge
^ WhoLittIKnows His Cork Toddlers
T a private
of "TreasIsland" showing
in the Paramount
le Theatre, Cincinnati, a discussion originated as to whether
Long John Silver, grim pirate of the
story, was minus his right or left
leg. According to Clifford Spees,
former manufacturer of artificial
legs for the Allied Governments,
Longleg.John hobbled around on his
left
The Paramount picture shows John
with his left gone and the right leg
doing all the walking.
A
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President

to Marry

Addressed
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of Typhoon,

on Evening of June 10
Miss Ethel Donoghue, of Hartford, Conn.,
member of the graduating class of the
Law School of the University of Pennsylvania, with Arthur Littleton, president of
the graduating class of the Law School of
the University of Pennsylvania; Miss Elizabeth Glantzberg, Stockholm, Sweden, sister of the groom, with Admiral Gerhard
Dyrssen, governor of the Province of
Varmland, Sweden, formerly secretary of
the Swedish Navy; Countess Aina Hamilton, with Count Malcolm R. Hamilton, captain of the First Royal Life Guards, Stockholm, Sweden ; Miss Rose Lerner, attorney at law, Trenton, N. J., with Carl
Keiser, Pottstown, Pa., intercollegiate
champion wrestler; Miss Mary Glowacki,
Nanticoke, Pa., with Louis Servais, Detroit,
one of the members of the University of
Pennsylvania at the Olympic games at Antwerp this year; Miss Violet Abbot, Philadelphia, 'with Harry Selz, professor of
chemistryvania;
'atGertrude
the University
of PennsylChristian, Halmesburg,
Pa., with Edgar Potts, member of the graduating class of the Law School of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Will Wear Cap and Gown.
Miss Estes, secretary of the graduating
class of the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania, will be married in
her cap and gown with the purple hood
of the legal profession, and following her
honeymoon, which will be spent in Sweden, will take up the practice of law in
New York.
Muy Distin^ished Guests.
Among the guests will be Dr. and Mrs.
William E. Mikell, dean of the Law School
of the University of Pennsylvania; Professor and Mrs. David W. Amram, of the
Law School of the University of Pennsylvania; Capt. James D. Estes, brother of
the bride, and former member of Company
F., 38th Infantry, one of the United States
regiments that was cited three times by
the French for bravery in holding the
bridge
"ThierryOlaf
during
the
second head
battleat ofChateau
the Marne;
Lamm,
royal consul general of Sweden at New
York, and Mrs. W. W. Burke, Columbia,
S. C.
Universal Withdraws Action
Announcement is made by atorney for
Ramms, Inc., and its president, Charles
Abrams, that the actions instituted against
the company and its head by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, for replevin,
injunction and damages, have been withdrawn. The question was over the title
to certain films.
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Herbert Kaufman Weeklies Golns Big.
General Manager Sam E. Morris, of Select
Pictures Corporation, announces that the
Herbert Kaufman Weeklies, presented by
Lewis J. Selznick, are meeting with hearty
approval in all sections of the country. He
declared that messages refer to these short
features as "distinctly original" and "entirely novel."
"Ntver
the history
of thethemotion
ture haveinexhibitors
realized
worth pic-of
short features as they have the Herbert
Kaufman Weeklies as program strengtheners,"
said Mr. novelty
Morris. to"Tothebegin
with they
are a distinct
industry,
and
the fsct that Mr. Selznick has thrown Mr.
Kaufman's pres ivelbrilliance
and stand
Imy on the screen so
has vividly
made them
outThein Herbert
a class Kaufman
by themselves."
Weeklies released to
date are "A Good Fellow," "Content," "Pity
the Poor," "Society . Bad-Men" and "The Dictionary of Success."
Hallmark Offers Fairbanks'
"Americano" on June List
FRANK G. HALL, president of Hallmark
Pictures Corporation, has placed on the
list of special star productions for June
15 release, Douglas Fairbanks in "The Americano," Anita Loos and John Emerson's screen
version of Eugene P. Lyle's novel "Blaze Derringer."
Alma Rubens
Mr. Fairbanks'
leading
woman.
Others inis support
are Spotteswood
Aitken, Carl Stockdale, Charlie Stevens, Lillian Langdon and Tom Wilson.
"ThegestAmericano"
is oneplayed
of thetostar's
successes, having
the bigbest
house
recorded
at
New
York's
Rialto
Theatre.
In the territories through which Hallmark
Is booking the Fairbanks picture, a special
campaign has been waged and reports from
General Sales Manager Montgomery indicate
that record bookings will result.
The story Is laid in South America and its
action centres around one of this country's
sporadic revolutions with Doug as the central figure. It has been said that this picture holds the distinction of presenting Fairbanks in more thrilling moments than any
production in which he has appeared.
Lamb"
it ranks as the star's
bestWith
work"The
before
the camera.
Louise Glaum's Big Success
on Hallmark's List for June
or Justice,"
in "Love
LOUISE
the
is on one
successes,
best early
of herGLAUM
list of June releases announced by Frank
G. Hall, president of Hallmark Pictures Corporation, for the territory exclusively controlled on a special series of re-edited star
productions.
"Love or Justice" is a Thomas H. Ince
production from a story by Lambert HlUyer,
directed by Walter Edwards.
Miss Glaum is supported by Jack Richardson, Charles Gunn, J. Barney Sherry, Doecas
Matthews and Charles E. French. Miss Glaum
portrays the role of Nan Bishop, the uncrowned queen ofin New
York'sproduction
underworld.
The big moments
this Ince
are
represented by a duplication of a New York
tenderloin cabaret, a court-room scene and
what has been pronounced by critics. Miss
Glaum's most famous vampire characterization.
In the territories in which Hallmark is releasing the Glaum special, General Sales
Manager Montgomery reports 100 per cent
bookings in first runs.
Martha Mansfleld To Play Opposite O'Brien.
Prlrr to his departure recently for the
Seljnick west coast studio, Myron Selznick,
president of Selznick Pictures Corporation,
announced that he had selected Martha
Mansfield to appiar opposite Eugene O'Brien
"The Nobleman."
picture, was
his next
In "The
Nobleman"
written by H. H.
"Van Loan. Mary Murillo adapted the story
for the screen. The direction will be In the
hands of George Archainbaud.
Breaks Record In Third Week.
The Stanley Theatre broke all known records in the history of the house last week
when It held over the production, "Why
Its third succeaYourTheWife?"
Change
slve
week.
Stanleyfor played to capacity
at every performance.
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Values

Are Both Seen in "The Isle oj Destiny
UNUSUAL
possibilities
Templar Saxe, Jack Raywell as exploitation
strong entertainment
valuesas are Idamond andDarling,
Harry Benham.
are features of Character Pictures
It is stated that the production has given
Corporation's
specialRealizing
productionthethat
has just Miss Huff splendid opportunities for the
been completed.
importance
injecting of her personality in a production
of exploitation, special consideration was
that the screen public will acclaim with
given to all elements entering into the making of the production that would tend to approval.
Blaine Hammerstein in "The Point of
give it the best of exploitation possibilities.
directed by Alan Crosland, is credited
Being out of the ordinary and laid in a View,"
with a role distinctly different from anypicturesque locale, the story offered the prothing she has ever essayed under the Selznick banner. Appearing in support of Miss
ducers opportunities to get something attractive and different into the production. Hammerstein are Arthur Houseman, the wellSome of the most Interesting scenes allow- known heavy who played the heavy role In
ing for exploitation are those laid in the
heart of the Florida jungles, which are so Eugene O'Brien's latest.
thick that the company was forced to cut
their way through to the desired locations. Swiss Official Thought
These scenes were taken far off the beaten
Simulated Ice Scenes Real
track. A tropical banana grove is one background and for several days the company
THE
most fascinating snow scenes I
worked on one of the largest plantations in
ever saw on the screen," remarked M.
the world to get the atmosphere of the
Emile
Thiers, head of the Swiss Trade
Philippines.
Mission that arrived in New York recently
Much of the story of "The Isle of Desafter witnessing a private view of "The
tiny" is laid
a desertjourneyed
island of totheOriental
South
Silent Barrier," first of the novels by Sir
Seas, and
the oncompany
Louis turesTracy
filmed bydistribution.
Gibraltar PicIsland, Florida, to insure the proper realism.
for W. to
W. beHodkinson
The scenes taken there should lend them"I was amazed at the mountain scenes
selve.'? wellIsland
to exploitation,
the bebeach
Silent Barrier,' because after seeing
Orie.ital
is consideredas to
one onof of 'The
supposed the snow scenes were made in
the most picturesque in the world. The sand ittheI Engadine
and that the lake I saw glistenis perfectly white, and the company after
ingthere
v/ith icea score
and snow
was amSt. familiar
Moritz. with
I've
tests, discovered that it could be photobeen
of times,
graphed to pass as snow. This beach has
the
appearance
of
the
surroundings,
cosnever been viewed on the screen before, it
tumes and sporting paraphernalia that
is said.
the resort.
Cannibals play an important part in the characterize
"If genius be the capacity for taking
picture and much time was consumed to infinite
pains, the producers of this story for
get the correct cannibal atmosphere. One
the screen are gifted with genius, for I
of the freak "shots" is a scene in which it was s.ble to discover no detail that had been
is estimated that at one time 50,000 fiddler
crabs are in evidence.
misjudged
The Swissor overlooked."
scenes were actually made at
In trying to get scenes and locations that Lake
Placid in the Adlrondacks, and the
were different the company had great diffi- mountain snow scenes In which Sheldon
culties and only secured them at the exCorinne Barker,
pense of much time and money. Most of Lewis, Gladys
Dixon, Hulette,
Fuller Mellish
appear Florwere
the scenes were taken far away from all made ence
on
Cobble
Mountain
and
Whiteface
lines of transportation and communication
Mountain, the latter nearly 5,000 feet high.
and all
props and equipment had to be car- Director
William Worthington obtained the
ried by hand.
costume designs, models of sleds and other
"The
Isle
of
Destiny"
will
be
given
a
trade
parai)hernalia direct from St. Moritz.
showing in a few days.
Cnmpean Added to Dawn's Stxth Picture.
Complete Final Scenes for Two
The cast of Allan Dwan's sixth independent
production to be presented by the Mayflower
Selznick Pictures This Week
Photoplay Corporation through First National has been augumented by the addition
THE close of this week will mark the of Frank
Campeau, one of the best known
completion of the final scenes of character actors
on the screen. Mr. Campeau
Louise Huff's initial Selznick produc- has been assigned the leading heavy, a type
tion,
"The
Dangerous
Paradise,"
under
the
of
characterization
which he has proved
direction of William P. S. Earle, and Elaine himself to be withoutin equal.
The
Dwan
production
in which Campeau
Hammerstein's
"Thepen
Pointof ofEdmund
View."
The
story is picture,
from the
is
cast
has
been
tentatively
tlMed written
"Twistedby
Goulding, a well known dramatist.
Thoughts." It is an original story
In-.luded in the cast supporting Miss Huff Dwan, and is based on a powerful theme.

Scene 1: The Worst of Enemie*.
Enemy inScene
Sight.2: The Best of Friends, Mrith
We might have reversed these pictures and called It the approach and the getaway But mavbea new
It's wlfey
comingpicture,
in at the
right byin Special
"Friends and
Enemies,"
Comedyart
released
Pictures Corporation.
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A Maiden of Flowers
In a sunlit bower. That's May Allison,
Metro's star, whose latest picture is
"The Cheater."
Exhibitor

Independence

PICTURE

WORLD

Keep Out of Producing Field*'
Sol Lesser Promises Brother Showman

has issued
SOL LESSER
of
demand deon athestatement
fining his position
exhibitors that producers do not invade the exhibiting field and vice versa.
Mr. Lesser asserts that he is an exhibitor
first, last and all the time, and in the future
his activities exclusively to
confine
will
.
exhibiting
For some time Mr. Lesser has been in an
anomalous position, inasmuch as he is a
franchise holder of First National in
Southern California and Arizona, and at
the same time is producer of Annette Kellerman in "What Women Love" and George
Beeban in "One Man in a Million." First
National officials have indorsed the exhibitors' war on the exhibitor-producer and
there has been much speculation as to what
Mr. Lesser intended to do.
In explaining his position Mr. Lesser
claims that he was a producer and had
under way the Kellerman and Beban productions long before he became a First
National franchise owner. It was imperaDepends

June 19, 1920

Upon

tive that he go through with the productions, once started, but he intends to make
no more productions now that these two
are finished.
Mr. Lesser's financial interests are much
heavier in the exhibiting field than in the
production end. At the present time, in
association with Gore Brothers, he owns
the Kinema Theatre at Los Angeles, the
new downtown theatre at Hollywood, the
Apollo and Windsor theatres in Hollywood and a new $3,500,000 theatre now
under construction at Los Angeles.
In that
conclusion
Mr. have
Lesser's
statement
says
producers
no more
right
in the exhibiting field than the wholesaler
has
to
enter
the
retail
end
in
commercial
lines.
Frank Losee Added to Cast of
Farrar's "The Riddle: Woman"
Loseeof
ntentpartof inFrank
support
engagem
the importa
WITHfor an
Geraldine Farrar in her first Associated Exhibitors production, "The Riddle:
Pathe, sDirector
released
to bemade
Woman,
during
rapidby progres
Edward" Jose
the last week in the filming of the stage
play. The addition of Mr. Losee to the
ion
of welltrio Montagu
the. product
cast gives
Adele Blooda and
players
known
Love are other members of the triumverate, which, with Miss Farrar is expected
to make "The Riddle : Woman" one of the
drama.
truly great contributions to the silent
Mr. Losee is a veteran of stage and
screen whose work is known to motion
picture enthusiasts throughout the land.
The Egyptian set upon which Mr. Jose is
now engaged in filming the early scenes of
the production is one of the most pretentious ever built for a motion picture.
Miss Farrar has entered upon her work
with her characteristic vigor. The strength
of the characterization she is drawing in
the picture is probably greater than any
she has ever portrayed for the screen.
Director Jose is finding the old Thanhouser studio at New Rochelle an ideal
place for filming. The stage is sufficiently
large to permit the erection of two sets at
the same time, so there need be no delay
while waiting for the building of interiors.

Independent Producing, Says Hodkinson
authority tures were made of a political convention
by the exercise of real rs
ONLY
and ability can the exhibito today when the Republicans gathered in Chicago.
protect their independence, and yet The great Coliseum, where the meetings
are held, was lighted by giant electric
their independence is absolutely necessary
t© the healthy development of the great art lamps, arranged for by the Republican National Committee for the purpose of making
of motion pictures. The convention in
Cleveland shows that the men who own
news event
weekly^will
pictures
of the proceedings.
This
be recorded
in detail in
theatres are at last aroused to the situathe
forthcoming
issue
of
the International
tion that threatens the individual operaNews, the news reel issued by the Inter." This
comtheatres
tionmentof their
on onwasthetheevents
of W. W.
Hodkins
national Film Service through the Universal exchanges.
of the week in Cleveland.
The precedent established by the present
"The greatly improved quality of inde- Republican
National Convention will unpendent
productions,"
he
continued,
"is
the
doubtedly be followed by all national confirst sign that things are turning in favor
ventions
of
the future.
of the exhibitor. Every year he is asE. B. Hatrich, general news manager for
sured a greater variety and a finer grade
of photoplay features. His greatest prob- the International, is in charge of the taking of the picture.
lem is to keep in touch with this market
which the independent producers provide
and to be able to select the pictures he Stanton Finds No Shortage
requires.
of Suitable Screen Material
"I believe that the exhibitor should not
be required to take the risks of the producer, as he often does today. The pro- FOR several years many of the producers have been descrying the lack
ducer should pay for his own mistakes.
of good story material. According to
The producer in turn will make better
Richard
Stanton,
such a condition does
profits from more careful methods of proHigh Type of Courage Shown
duction.
not exist. Speaking of this, he says : "From
time to time my fellow directors have comby Two Pathe Cameramen
"A year
ago
I
predicted
new
consolidaplained to me of their inability to get
tions, particularly on the part of the
smaller producer-distributor concerns, if worth-while scenarios. This I cannot un- TWOto duty
moreof instances
of the fordevotion
the cameramen
Pathe
derstand, for although I have yet to prothey were to compete with the larger conNews have just been disclosed. Richduce a story other than by an American
cerns. These organizations, I said, may or
ard Scharflf, covering the yacht race of the
may not place fictitious values on their author, still there is available a great mine
Resolute and Vanitie, was buried under
assets and stock and so put a burden on of foreign masterpieces that have never
falling mast of the Resolute while he stuck
the production of pictures which th? ex- been utilized for the silver-sheet.
to a small boat winding the crank of his
hibitor will be asked to shoulder. Today
"I
refer
particularly
to
the
colorful
rocamera, buried
and didhim.
not stop winding until the
there are four big combinations that
mances of Pierre Loti, the tragedies of canvas
threaten to crush the life out of the in- Ivan Turgenief, Tolstoi and Gorky, and the
Two
men
were
swept into the sea from
farces of Marcel Prevost, Frank Wedekind
dependent exhibitor.
the rigging of the yacht and, according to
and Anatol Schnitzler. The dramatic mas"Inflation
and
over-capitalization
are
a
menace to the stability and prosperity of
terpieces of Spain and Italy have yet to be the New York Tribune, the men would
the motion picture industry. I know as picturized, as well as the poetic drama of have been drown but for the action of the
cameraman in cutting his way through the
a fact where production units are turning India, upon which the eyes of the Western
out a volume of business with one-fourth world have been focused by the works of sail with a penknife to reach the men
struggling in the water under the canvas.
of the money that is represented on the Tagore.
The other cameraman who distinguished
books of certain other concerns whose in"I
can't
believe
that
the
fertile
imagination of our best authors will ever fall himself was Hutt, of San Francisco, who
terests extend not only over production,
took
the pictures in Pathe News No. 41,
but also the distribution an^ the exhibition
short ofstories,
meetingbuttheif demand
moreshould
"and showing the effect on the camera of a nose
such a for
thing
of pictures. Part of this high cost of pro- better
duction is due, of course, to the long de- happen, why can we not broaden our dive of several hundred feet toward the
bauches of bidding against each other for cinema taste by producing the great ro- earth and of many other dangerous
mances of other climes? They are all "stunts." His worth brought forth praise
stars, directors and books."
from the office of the Director of Air Serfounded upon the same broad appeal, which
vice of the United States Army, who deFilms Republican Convention
is universal in its expression of love, pathos
sire a print for their files.
or
comedy.
For the first time in history motion pic-
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Business-Like Policies, Says Arrow Man
exhibitor, exchange- D. Ball, formerly of Carthage Paper Mills,
THEman indepe
and ndent
distributer are now indi- and third vice-president, Charles R. Hadviduals of prominence in the picture ley, of the Charles R. Hadley Co., a Los
corporation.
art and the independent field was never in Angeles
The first offering from Clermont is
a better state of progressiveness and sta"Mountain
Madness," as produced by Lloyd
er, presisaid W. E. Shallengbergation,
dent ofbility,"
the Arrow
Film Corpor
just Carleton Productions, with Lloyd B. Carlebefore he left New York for the Cleveland ton directing. This is an Anna Alice Chapin story that will be distributed through
convention.
"I have a twofold purpose in attending Republic.
"Beyond the Cross Roads," a Bradley
the exhibitors' convention in Cleveland.
is now under way at the ClerOne is to watch the actual convention pro- King story,
mont studios, Gower and Sunset Bouleceedings and the other onf, the major reavard,
Hollywood.
These studios, although
son, to meet all the independent exhibitors
lately built, have proved inadequate to the
and exchangemen that attend. This con- demands
and will forthwith be enlarged.
vention comes at a time when the independent man is reaping the deserved harSeelye Resigns from National
vest of his straightforward businesslike
Lewis J. Selznick and C. R. Seelye have
policies.
"The independent organizations have both announced that Mr. Seelye had resigned as general manager of National Picbeen coming closer together for the purture Theatres, Inc. Both Mr. Selznick and
pose of bettering their conditions. They
stated that National would conMay! Hammerstein
Bring the Flowers
In"
have co-operated, thrown aside petty jeal- Mr. Seelye
Says"Oh,Elaine
to May Allison
tinue with the same policy and the same
ousies and personal ambitions and worked
on opposite page. Scene from Selzorganization as heretofore.
to a common end.
nick's "The Point of View."
Was a Cleveland Visitor.
"In Cleveland I shall meet the independ- International Film Service Moves All
ent men who are progressing. I want to
get their views and assist them in any way
Departments to Its New Studio Building
I can.S. Rubenstein,
P. B. Dana, of
Arrow's
sales staff,
manager,
and
the Arrow
will
Mr.eralMack,
gencloser
bringtheabout
IN ordertiontobetween
accompany me. Together we hope to furmanager formerly
of the Hillpresident
Theatre, and
Newark,
on co-ordina
producti
and busither
the
cause
of
the
independent
organis.
ional
department
ness
Internat
Film
is a experience
showman of
manybackyears'
standing, days
and
zations.
his
dates
to childhood
,
Company
has moved
itsnts
ex- when
he amused himself in and around
offices and Inc.,
"As proof of the stability of the inde- Service ecutive
all other
departme
pendent field I point to the men in the to its main studio on Second avenue at circuses and outdoor amusement comindependent organizations. They are 127th street. New York. This action has
panies, where he received his first inkling
entire in- been found necessary, according to Vice- of exploitation and his natural aptitude for
among the most capable in the individuals
dustry. They are level-headed
President Henry M. Hobart, because of the it. Since that time he has been "through
imbued with the desire to provide real rapid
expansion of the company. In the the mill" with shows of many descriptions
screen drama of high character.
and in all the big cities of the United
past
year
able stridesInternati
forwardonalandhasits made
plans remarkfor the States.
"At least twenty to thirty buyers visit
our office here each week, seeking the future call for increased activity on a large
Mr. Mack is one of the youngest men in
highest class of attractions, pictures that scale.
the exploitation end of the game and his
success
is attributed to one dominating
contain clean dramatic action or whole"Success can be had only by co-operation
some humor. The independent organizafactor — optimism. His reputation of putand
co-ordination
of
effort,"
said
Mr.
Hotions have built on solid foundations. They
"and the reason for centering our knowntingthroughout
pictures over the
withtrade,
a "bang"
well
are indeed just what their situation in the entire bart,personnel
and hisis liveunder one roof is because we feel that in that way we will wire, clean-cut methods of exploitation have
industry implies— independent. They are
so much so that they can demand the best. obtain better understanding between the met with unanimous approval. His first
different departments of the organization opportunity at keeping the Equity ball
Independent Outlook Favorable.
which will have, naturally, a favorable rolling will be the exploitation of Clara
"Still another example of the stability effect upon our production. Under the Kimball
Young's "For the Soul of Rafael,"
a
of
new system each department can keep in which will be seen in New York soon.
of the independents is the formation
the
for
close
touch
with
the
other
departments
group of independent exchanges
purpose of interchanging ideas, collective without waste of time and effort. Our Pathe to Release August 15,
buying and furthering co-operation with plans for the coming year are very ambi"Pirate Gold," Seitz Serial
tious and we believe that by concentrating
the exhibitors. The outlook of the independents for a successful future is now a our various departments at the studio we
strengthen our organization.
WITHthe the
of August
certainty."
datedesignation
of its release,
Pathe 15an-as
International Film Service has occupied
Mr. Shallenberger, Mr. Dana and Mr.
nounces
"Pirate
Gold,"
starring
the
entire
sixteenth
floor
at
729
Seventh
Rubenstein expect to go to Chicago after
George B. Seitz with Marguerite Courtot,
the Cleveland convention, v/here they will avenue for the past three years. These as one of its most important serial offerquarters have contained the executive deings of the year.
special session with other independhold enta executives.
This new serial, in ten episodes, is the
partment, the audftor's
department,
the
sales department,
the contract
department,
second offering in which George B. Seitz is
the publicity and advertising department, star, and owing to the popularity he gained
Hannibal N. Clermont Brings
the cartoon department where the ani- in "Bound and Gagged" the picture is remated cartoons were made, and the news
garded as an especially notable one. It is
"Mountain Madness" to Films
reel department. Under the new plan all the first response Pathe has been able to
rned
conce
are
IARGE financial interests Clermont Pho- these departments are moved up to the make to the demand by exhibitors reported
studio with the exception of the news reel from every branch office for information as
in the direction of the
according to Han- department, which takes up headquarters
when the next serial starring Mr. Seitz
Corpor
toplay
ont,ation,
nibal N. Clerm
who was in New York at 238 William street, in the heart of news- to
would be available.
recently. Business men who are making
paper
row,
so
as
to
be
in
closer
touch
with
In "Bound
and Gagged"
this form
director
and
their first venture in pictures have joined the news of the day.
star
introduced
into serial
a new
Mr. Clermont in his undertaking.
style and his employment of the situation
Just before going to the Cleveland conof suspense in place of the mere physical
Johnny Mack to Direct All
vention, as a step homeward to Hollywood,
action and thrill stunts of the conventional
Cal., where his studios are located, Mr.
Exploitation on Equity Films
serial was haled as a welcome novelty. The
Clermont paid a visit to Moving Picture
whimsical note he struck in his characterizWorld and explained some of his plans.
manER, general
ation and the comedy touches of the play
SCHNITZ
JOSEPHager ofI.Equity
n,
Corporatio
Pictures
Men of large affairs are represented on
also roundly applauded by the fans,
announces the appointment of A. were
the board of directors, with Mr. Clermont,
and
enabled
Seitz to build up in one serial
Mack in the capacity of director of
president. The first vice-president is Ed- Johnny
exploitation for all Clara Kimball Young a following which, according to Pathe ofson D. Clarage, formerly of the Columbia
ficials, isequal to that of any of their stars.
Tool Steel Co.; second vice-president, W. productions and Equity Specials.
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Shown

by Bookings on George M. Cohan Comedy
FIRST reports from all parts of the In Indiana are the Art of Gary, Isls of
country on Charles Ray and his forth- Kokomo, Wonderland of Clinton, Starland of
First National
show Anderson, Gaiety of Bluftton and the Perinteresting comingresults
as toProductions
the increased
fect of Huntington. Nebraska has bookdemand for this star since his affiliation with
ings among othors at Shickley, Edgar and
Arthur S. Kane and the First National Ex- Benkelman; in the Liberty at Trenton, Valley
hibitors' Circuit.
Accordingof toKane
John Pictures,
C. Rag- at Palisade, Crystal at Wauneta and the Imland, general
manager
perial at Imperial. North Carolina is represented among early reports as follows: the
there has been a "landslide" in favor of this
Athens
of New Bern, Broadway of High
popular actor. His initial offering, "Fortyfive Minutes From Broadway," adapted from Point and the Palace of Rocky Mount.
the famous George M. Cohan drama, is finding full favor among exhibitors In all parts
of th3 country.
Prepare Elaborate Campaign
Large first run houses are prominent
Books on Two Selznick Films
among the many early bookings already
made for Ray's initial offering. "The George
IN
the two press books, one on Olive
M. Cohan comedy-drama is scheduled for the
Thomas' current Selznick production,
opening week's run in Chicago at Barbee's
"The
Flapper," and the other on Elaine
Loop Theatre. In Salt Lake City the Amerilatest picture,
iscan Theatre of che extensive Swanson Thea- Hammerstein's
sued
by
the Selznick
Pictures"Whispers,"
Corporation,
tre Circuit has already arranged for the first
exhibitors
can
find
many
valuable
and
inrun on Ray's forthcoming production.
tere;!ting bits as program brighteners and
Sign Many Illinois Theatres.
exploration material.
At East St. Louis the film is booked at
That this exhibitors' campaign book should
Joe Erber's house
week's
the prove of incalculable aid in interesting auHippodrome,
Alton. for
111.,a the
Cohanrun;playat will
diences in the Selznick picture, "The Flapbe seen on the screen for a similar period.
is e\idenced Olive
by taking
one glance
Thomas,but herself,
has
Week runs at the Apollo and Madison thea- at its per,"contents.
tres in Peoria have been arranged by Dee written a short pithy version of her definiRobinson, proprietor, while bookings are also
tion of a also
"flapper,"
readers
on the calendar for the Gaiety of Springfield, abundance
deal withprogram
that callow
age, ina
Harry Thornton, manager; the Orpheum of mail campaign, current reviews, advance noQuinoy, HorfEler and McConnell, proprietors;
tices, in short all the essentials that go to
the Bio Theatve of Moline, the Lincoln
for both the success of the picSquare of Decatur and the Princess of Joliet, make tureupand the
brightening of an exhibitor's
111.
program.
The big Olympic Theatre of Watertown,
Thioiighout the campaign book on
N. Y., and the Regent Theatre owned by the "Whispers" there is found considerable live
Regorson Corporation of Rochester, are material for both program and newspaper
among large upper New York State houses display advertising that is bound to attract
to make arrangements for the Ray pictures. the eye of all motion picture patrons. Exploitation suggestions that are simple, yet
Among others
in the state
Elliott's
Playhouse
of Hudson,
N. Y.,are
and A.theA. Rudolph
effeciive and not too costly, production cuts,
of Tannersville. In the West the A. H. Blank music cues, poster displays, snappy feature
Enterprises are first in line with bookings display ads and many Interesting program
at the Grand Opera House of Dubuque, Iowa. readers that make good reading, and other
Theodore Charles, of Vincennes, Ind., has
with which an exhibitor can atcontracted for the Ray films at his big Moon suggestions
tract crowds to his theatre, are found in
Theatre.
the campaign books.
Smaller Honsco Book.
Moie modest sized houses from small Metro Finds California Snow
towns in New Mexico across the continent
to the Carolinas are making early reservato Work in During Midsummer
tions. The Coronado of Las Vegas, N. M.,
the Liberty of Salem, Ore., the, Star of WHILE Southern California basks in
Klamath Falls,. Ore., the Orpheum of Twin
sunshine and the East is beginning to
Falls, Idaho, the Baugh of Shoshone, Idaho,
assume its summer aspects, real snow
and the Ogden of Ogden, Utah, are among scenes were photographed by Rex Ingram,
some of the far western bookings.
director
"Hearts Are Trumps," the third
In Iowa the first returns show the Strand of the fiveofDrury
Lane melodramas to be proof Marshalltown, Bijou of Mason City, Gem
duced by Metro at Huntington Lake, seventyof Oelwein, Lyric of Oskaloosa, Wisner of Cal.
five miles up the mountain back of Fresno,
Eldor.a, Princess of Ames, Strand of Creston,
Empress of Cedar Falls and the Princess of
According to a communication received
Boone. Among those in Colorado are the from Director Ingram at Metro's West
Grand of Pueblo, Isis of Boulder, Majestic of Coast
studios in Hollywood, more than six
Grand Junction, Rex of Greeley and others. feet of snow were encountered in the moun-

Just Battling the Waves for the Sake of a Serial Thrill.
Charles Hutchison,
seen liere Pathe
in one serial.
of the The
daredevil
stunts performed at .ArchPathe
Rockserial
for astar,
forthcoming
cameraman
may be seen at the right on the bridge that was erected for him.
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tain fastnesses directly back of the famoua
center of the raisin district.
Members of the party, twenty-seven In all,
were obliged to wear heavy winter clothing
not for the sake of adding realism to the
picture, but for protection against the severe
weather which prevailed in the lofty altimade. tudes of the Sierras, where the scenes were
In direct contrast to the wintry conditions
at Huntington Lake, Alice Lake, who is being
featuredsonnel in
Misfit Wife"
the perof her"The
company,
enjoyedandthemselves
immensely during the filming of bathing
scenes, which were taken at Venice, SouthCalifornia's
popular
at the
very erntime
the snow
scenesbeach
were resort,
being photographed.
Big Business Continues
on "Riders of the Dawn"
RIDERS
OP THE
DAWN,"of Benjamin
Hampton's
production
Zane Grey'sB.
novel,nounced "The
of Wheat,"
is an-to
by W. W.Desert
Hodkinson
Corporation
be creating a booking record for a western
type of picture greater than that achieved by
Mr. Hampton's previous successes, "The
Westerners," "Desert Gold" and "The SageTne demand for "Riders of the Dawn" is
in accordance with the prediction of Hodbrusher."
kinson executives when they announced it
as the finest picture yet made from a Zane
Grey story. Most of the elements responsible
for the success of "Desert Gold" and "The
Westerners" are found in "Riders of the
The past
weekindefinite
"Riders engagement
of the JDawn"
was
booked
for an
at Talle.v's
Theatre, Los Angeles, beDawn.' Broadway
ginning June 21, to be backed by a powerful promotion campaign. Abe Goodslde,
owner of the new Capitol Theatre, Springfield, Mass., has contracted for the Hampton
production
and will give
it a week'shasimmediate presentation.
Mr. Goodside
also
booked
picture Portland,
for a week's
run at the
his Zane
EmpireGreyTheatre,
Me.
"Riders of the Dawn" will also begin a
week's run at M. L. Markowitz's Strand
Theatre, San Francisco. There are only a
few of the current first run bookings.
"Sex" a Record Attraction at
Two New York Loew Houses
J , PARKER
READ,
Louise
Glaumto
production,
"Sex," JR.'S,
prored,
it is said,
be
a big attraction
at Marcus
Loew
liouses in Greater New York the past week,
smashing attendance marks at the New
York and the Metropolitan, Brooklyn.
The Loew exploitation force inaugurated
an unusual promotion campaign. For ten
days In advance of the showings billboard
space on the principal thoroughfares and
in the subway and elevated stations of both
boroughs were used for special teaser ads.
These were also used on front and rear
of Brooklyn
'rolleys.
In addition
large quantities of regular
production
accessories
were
used. This the sixth week after its release
finds "Sex" smashing house records in every
section Testimonials
of the country,
a Hodkinson
oflflcial.
fromsaysexhibitors
continue
to arrivea four-day
at the Hodkinson
"Sex"
played
engagementhomeat office.
the Masonic
Theatre, New Bern, N. C, and Manager
Josephture atH.advanced
Nelson says:
picprices "We
and played
must the
confess
that it is one of the biggest money-getters
we
It's a picture
will have
make ever
any shown.
kind of audience
sit up that
and
take notice, and the theatre manager who
passes It up is allowing cobwebs to gather
around his box office."
Westover Story for Back Jones.
Since writing "The Scuttlers." a story of
adventure on the sea, in which William Pariium has the stellar role, Clyde C. Westover,
a recent addition to the William Fox scenario
staff at Hollywood, has written a strong:
western story,
in which
Buck given
Jones, the
the sensational Fox star,
has been
title
role — "Sunset Sprague." Mr. Westover began work on "Sunset Sprague" immediately
on
completion
and thein
'hirty
had ofthe"The
storyScuttlers,"
written and
scenariodays
completed.
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of Select

Serial,
"Branded
Progressing
IN announcing
last week
the fact that Four,'
"The Discarded
Woman" is the storyFast
of an
unhappy marriage and of a wife who would
Select Pictures would soon make known
deceive her husband to safeguard the home
the release date of the initial episode
but sacrificed all rather than betray him.
of
the Gerber
serial picture
with"The
Ben Brandad
Wilson Four,"
and Neva
in the
The locale takes in the East and West giving rise to strong dramatic moments and acleadingSam E.theMorris,
vice this
president
tion. The Western dance hall and the Eastof
Select,roles,
sponsored
statement
week
that with the mention of the first episode
ern high life are presented wth a "true-tolife" faithfulness that make the picture, acthere
will be with
ready originality
an exhibitors'
cording to pre-reviewers, ideal entertainment.
book replete
and campaign
startling
exploitation Innovations.
This
King
production
summer special
and will isbe Hallmark's
followed in early
July
Mr. Morris also stated that work on "The
by
the secondstory
of King's,
a screen
Branded
Is progressing
rapidlymany
and
an original
by Willard
Mack. version of
that in itsFour"
progress
there are revealed
thrilling and human touches that will strike
Malatesta Supports Bthel Clayton.
at
the picture
heart isof distinctly
life's emotions.
this
serial
different That
in theme
Fred M. Malatesta, the noted Italian actor,
and treatment was vouchsafed by Mr. Morris
popular for his splendid inwhen he declared that the structure is built who has becomeion of many
delightful heavy roles
around four babies on whose backs are in- in various bigterpretatproductions,
has been engaged
scribed numerical figures.
to play the part of Syke Ravenal in Ethel
"Wo
are
bending
every
effort
to
make
this
Clayton's new starring adaptation for Parserial picture unique in presentation from
amount of Cynthia Stockley's story, "Rosanne
both the production and exhibitors campaign
Ozanne."
part issort
the ofsuave,
gracious,
immaculatelyThe dressed
a villain
for
book son,angles,"
"Ben serial
Wilwhose namesaidis Mr.
linkedMorris.
with many
"Grampa, What Makes Stars Twinkle?"
which
Mr.
Malatesta
has
shown
himself
re- When
and feature pictures, reveals some striking
they get $5,000 a week — that is, for
markably fitted.
phases of his acting ability in the many
working: a inHodkinson
"The Desert
of Wheat,"
The production is being directed by Tom
picture.
high spots in the production.
Forman, and others In the cast are Jack
Holt, Fontaine La Rue, Mabel Van Buren,
"Nova Gerber,
who plays
the leading
A representative scene is shown from each
feminine
role opposite
Mr. Wilson,
goes
Grace Morse and C. H. Geldart. Mary H.
release, typical of the general subject matthrough a series of highly entertaining and O'Connor wrote the scenario.
ter, that a visual idea may be had of the
dramatic incidents. She brings to light
character of the release and of its general
those rare pulsating moments that tug and
subject
matter. The high lights of each regrip audiences and relieves these by perlease are described on one-line sentences for
forming realistically many thrilling scenes.
Sunlight
Niagara
Scatters
use
in
newspaper advertising and a brief
With the aids that we will offer exhibitors
sj'nopsis of each release will be printed, for
following the .innounceraent of the initial
Crowds Worrying Director
use in newspaper advertising.
episode ofthe 'The
Branded
can
guarantee
box office
successFour,'
of the Iserial.
drivingn
of locatio
way
ous
r'arm StuU' in Ae^v .>l:icLean Picture.
ingeni
s
ity
AN
curios
seeker
off
We areto spendingunusual
Work continues in the filming of Douglas
when they insisted on getting
money
get desiredaneffects,
and amount
the resultsof
that we obtained have justified the expendiMacLean's first starring vehicle for Parawithin range of the camera was demount, "Yanconna Yillies," at the Thomas H.
vised recently by Director Edwin
ture. Once again I repeat my word of adInce
studios, or rather, in the surrounding
vice to all exhibitors: Watch for the iniMortimer and Alice Lake, star of
country,
for this is an outdoor picture and
tial release date of 'The Branded Four'."
Metro's "The Misfit Wife," while it
MacLean and the company spend most of their
was being filmed outdoors near
time on location.
Two Elaborate Sets Built
Pasadena, Cal.
"Yanconna Yillies" is said to be brimming
For one of the scenes it was necesover with laughs. It presents the "back to
for Forthcoming Selznicks
sary to shoot across a small canyon,
the farm" idea from a different and modern
angle, but there is genuine farm stuff in it,
AN indication of the elaborateness of
and as the action took place near a
and the farm which is serving as the backtwo forthcoming Selznick productions
bridge, a crowd soon gathered. Sevground leaves nothing to the imagination.
is furnished in the announcement that
eral times the company was prepared
There
are cows and chickens, and hay stacks,
on one end of the huge stage at the Selzniclv
to
start
work
when
some
inquisitive
and that air of remoteness which one assoFort Lee studio there has been erected a
busybody would get into the picture.
ciates with rural quiet.
"set" showing the interior of a modern
After
a
few
such
experiences
the
Gladys George essays the principal femichurch In all Its symbolic and religious atnine
role. The picture is directed by Jack
director, star and property men held
mosphere.
Nelson and photographed by Bert Cann.
a conference. Soon afterwards four
This set is being used for William Faverpowerful glass reflectors were flashsham's second
Announces Second Che»ter Comedy.
Henley
picture. Selznick production, a Hobart
ing the sun directly into th^ eyes of
"An Overall Hero" is announced by EduIn the cast supporting Faversham are Lucy
the sightseers and the scene was
cational Film Corporation as the second of
Cotton, who plays the leading feminine role,
taken while they backed away, their
the Chester Comedies. Work on the producPedro DeCordooa, also portraying an imhands held over their faces. The
tional
has
just been completed at the C. L.
portant work, and Henry Warwick, Lulu
Chester studios in Los Angeles and the prints
crowd gave up in despair after that
Warrenton, Evelyn Sherman, Bobby Afjnew
are
now
on
their way to New York. Both
and the company pursued its work
and Frank Evans.
"Alexander," the marvellous chimpanzee and
in peace.
On the other "ind of the stage at the Fort
Arthur Nowell, the eighteen months old baby,
.X'ee studio Is said to be a set of a frontier
who has leading parts in the first Chester
bar
room
being
used
in
"Red
Foam,"
a
Ralph
Comedy, tured."Four
Times Foiled,"
feaInce special production. This bar room
A considerable
portionareof again
the story
throws to the foreground some of the vital Press Books Issued for
turns on a horse race, and it is promised
moments in the picture, and its atmosphere
that it will be found as full of action as the
is said to vitalize the powerful trend of
Paramount-Burton Holmes
release. tho story, written by William H. Hamby.
IN order that the exhibitor may have the initial
"Torchy Cokes Through" has been selected
material -with which to give his message as the name of the second "Torchy" comedy.
to the public in an attractive form, a press
book has been issued to cover the June and
Hallmark Announces King's
;'The Girl Who Dared" Is Released.
July
releases of the Paramount-Burton
"The Girl Who Dared," starring Edythe
"Discarded Woman" for June
Holmes Travel Pictures. This press booli Sterling, was released on May 31 by the Replays up a story of each of the releases for
THEproduction
DISCARDED
Burton Kingas
public Distributing Corporation. In the cast
in sixWOMAN,"
reels, is aannounced
those months, with a complete narrative of supporting Miss Sterling are Jack Carlyle.
the June 15 release on the Hallmark
each release, describing in detail the big Stove Clements, Yakima Canutt and GorPictures
Corporation's
don Sackville. The story was wrilten by
scenes and incidents pictured by each subHall,
its president.
The program
picture isbyin Frank
six reelsG. .lect,
for use in theatre programs.
Alvin J. .Neltz and directed by Cliff Smith.
and was produced under the personal direction of Mr. King whose last special production wasDarling
"The Lost
Grace
and Battalion."
Rod La Rocque are the
featured players with a supporting cast Including E. J. Radcliffe, W. D. Corbett, Madelene Clare and James Cooley. Miss Darlmil -booking in all first run theatres
jm
ing recently completed the starring role in a
Robert W. Chambers novel and Mr. La Rocque
HALL
ROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES
^
Ishisonelatest
of the appearance
screen's bestbeing
knownopposite
leading Mary
men.
Miles Minter in the screen version of Israel
PERCY
j^o REELS OF WHOLESOME MIRTH
^^'^'''^
Sangwill's novel, "Nurse Majorie."
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*'Li Ting

Lang"

as Sessue Hayakawa's
NextDale,Production
Russell, Margaret
Mrs. Allan Walker
name
of the big
Ses- and
a host of others.
sue Hayakawa,
whichdrama
has starring
been occupyMost of the scenes are laid In Spain and
ing the attentions of Haworth and
Robertson-Cole for several months, will be Director Robert G. Vignola has managed to
wonderful Spanish atmosphere into
"Li Ting Lang," a contraction of the original infuse
the picture, both from a character and a
title of the story "Li Ting Lang, Chinese scenic
standpoint.
Gentleman,"
published
in the Green Book
Magazine
a short
time ago.
A massive and wonderfully artistic courtyard scene and an old Spanish tavern are
It was definitely decided last week to preserve the working title, as it is so typically among the many unusual sets that are bound
to cause much comment. In the home of
ChiT,"^^. that it carries with it all the mysDon Julian, where much of the action takes
tery V- the Orient. The picture was completed just before Mr. Hayakawa made his place, some very rare antique furniture is
recent trip East and it will be released with- used. The draperies used in these sets are
in a short time.
also priceless works of art. Massiveness and
As the original title indicates, Sessue magnificence characterize the picture
Hayakawa is seen in this picture in a Chi- throughout.
nese role, but one that is quite different from
In the wedding scene the entire "Land of
any of the other Chinese roles he has played. Joy"
company of twenty-two Spanish
As Li Ting Lang, he plays a Chinese prince dancers took part, and for this actjon a magnificent set comprising a whole mansion with
educated in the United States, and the scenes
are set in both America and China. The sunken gardens, marble pool and other rich
role is quite sympathetic whether looked at man's extravagance was constructed.
from the Oriental or the Occidental angle.
For once, at least, the East and the West
are
agreed. "Li Ting
Lang," who
according
Pretty Maude Sylvester
the Robertson-Cole
executives
have seento Vitagraph Gives Title of
Who is now playing leads in the Hemmer
the
picture,
should
prove
the
best
bet ever
New Antonio Moreno Serial
Superior Productions.
offered with Hayakawa as the star.
As Li Ting Lang, Hayakawa demonstrates
MYSTERY"
is to serial,
be the title
that by the absorption of American Ideals a THEof VEILED
the newest
Vitagraph
acMany Theatres Shelve Films
Chinese
can
become
a can
regular
he-man
—a
cording to an announcement by Alman
who
can
love,
who
fight,
who
can
bert
E.
Smith,
president
of
that
company.
to Show Faversham Picture
sacrifice. The early scenes of the picture Antcnio Moreno, whose work in "The Invisare set In America, where LI Ting Lang is
AFTER the initial presentation of William familiarly
other allserial
known to his white college chums n ade iblehimHand"a and
favorite
over productions
the country,hasis
Faversham in his first Selznlck picture,
as
"Old Ting-a-ling." He is really of royal the star. Pauline Curley will again be seen
"The Man Who Lost Himself," at the blood.
love with a white girl whose as his leading woman.
New York Strand Theatre, New York news- hand isHealsois insought
an American youth.
The leads of this episode play and the aupaper critics praised the production, accord- Through a series of by
compelling drama inciit is claimed, are the only contact
ing to Sara E. Morris, vice-president and
dents Li Ting Long returns to China and points thors,
general manager of Select Pictures.
between this serial and any other
girl, believing him dead, marries her ever put out by Vitagraph or any other com"Tliis manifestation," said Mr. Morris, "was the
other suitor.
augmented by an approval of critics throughthe scenes and the characters swing
out the country. Despite the warm weather to Then
The first episode, which has already been
during the revolution. Li Ting pany.
in Now York crowds filled the Strand Thea- LangChina
by Vltagraph's
in theMoreno
East
is now a general of the revolutionary seen
tre lo capacity.
and
of bigexecutives
caliber, shows
despite his royal birth. He is placed in thepronounced
pool
of
the
Los
Angeles
Athletic
Club
"Tho .Strand Theatre broke a long stand- forces,
in the position of defending the girl against — where he keeps in trim for serial taxations
ing ruleself.inAnd booking
'The ifMana good
Who Lost
of plotters and there is a big fight.
this shows
box HimofHce a gang
on
his
energy
—
in
the
midst
of
an
exciting
going into further details it can game of water polo. A telegram calls him
attraction comes along exhibitors will push be Without
Hayakawa has never before had from the excitement of the aquatic sport to
their pre-arran:?ed schedule to the back- suchsaidan that
opportunity to display his splendid his home, where developments have taken
ground. That is what has been done also screen artistry
and histrionic ability. The
a turn as to whisk him into the very
at Grauman's,
Los Angeles;theStillman,
story, which was written by Howard P. such
center of mystery and adventure.
land; Palace, Washington;
Poli and Cleveother Rockey
adapted for the screen by E. storm
big New York Circuits, the Regent, Gordon Richard and
It
is
a very
different
abounds in an unusual one sees
in the
secondAntonio
episode,Moreno
and whom
so on
and Piccadilly, of Rochester, and the Temple, wealth ofSchayer,
colorful atmosphere.
Toledo.
throughout all of them, Moreno having his
A
splendid
cast
supports
Mr.
Hayakawa,
best
chance
so
far
to
do
some
real
dramatic
"In San
Francisco
Mr. Roth athadhisatTivoli
first including Doris Pawn, Marc Robbins, Frandecided
to show
the production
as well as sensational stunts.
ces Raymond, Alan Forrest and C. E. Mason. acting
The direction has been placed in the hands
Theatre, but when he realized the power of
the picture he switched it to the Imperial,
of
Webster
Culllson, who is sacrificing pro(<
a much larger house, for a two weeks' run."
detail. duction speed to realism and minuteness of
World and His Wife" to Be
Next Cosmopolitan Release
Alice Joyce's Next Special
THE next Cosmopolitan Production sched- Many New York Dailies Review
uled for general release is "The World and
Picture Will Be "The Prey"
His Wife," a plcturization of the famous
Carpentier Film Second Time
play
of
the
same name by Charles Frederic
THEsociety
PREY,"
as alives,
sensational
dramadescribed
of tangled
is the Nirdlinger. July 25 is the date set for its
d n-by
next special production in which Al- premiere showing in the different theatres
nt wasthe smashe
precedeMan,"
ER Wonder
ANOTH
"The
Robertso
bert E. Smith will present Alice Joyce. The
of the country.
Cole super-special starring Georges
Frances Marion, who made the picture Carpenti
story was selected by Mr. Smith many
er,
it opened at the Strand
months ago as containing excellent material
scenario, has consistently
followed the adding
play's Theatre, New when
York City, Sunday, .June 6, and
and characterization,
for the most effective display of Alice Joyce's construction
greatly to its strength, of course, by the received from most of the metropolitan newstalent and charm, and in writing the scenwas notThis days
ario Caulder Johnstone provided Miss Joyce greater possibilities the screen offers.
reviews
papers additional
withstanding the fact
that. eight
prewith many unusual opportunities outlined In
Gossip, that most insidious of evils in the
columns
viously
of
space
had
been
devoted
to
the original story by Joseph Le Brandt.
present
day
social
system
—
and
the
one
which
e
ng
the
picture
followi
its
premier
in
the
causes more unhappiness to a greater number
George L. Sargent directed the production,
ballroom of the Hotel Astor.
several weeks having previously been Spent of people than any other — is the theme upon grand
Possibly the dramatic editors worked on
in casting it. Harry Benham appears as V hich this story is based.
With Alma Rubens as the featured player the theory that the reviews of the Hotel
leading man, and L. Rogers Lytton, one of
showing were in the nature of preAstor
it
numbers
among
its
members
such
wellthe amost
on the his
screen,
has
role polished
in which"heavies"
he perpetrates
vil- known names as Montagu Love, Pedro de reviews because of Its presentation under
Robertson-Cole and
Cordova,
Charles
Gerard,
Gaston
Glass,
Byron
direct auspices
lainy in his usual convincing manner.
the American
Legion ofof New York County.
the
HlllllllllUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlli
cause, the
underlying
the
what
No matter
Won"The
after
day
the
that
remains
fact der
Man" opened at the Strand the New
York newspapers again gave space to the
the many complipicture and reiterated
arra FERDIE
PERCY
tlljl
mentary things they had published following
the premiere performance.
Evidently the presentation of the picture
of the motion
in its proper setting — that
the picture in the
picture theatre — improved
estimation of some of the critics, who went
their previous review one better upon seeing
are breaking laugh records everywhere!
y f
COMEDIES
BOYS
the picture at the Strand.
f .f'liALL ROOM
THE
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Plans

for Active

Year

York City
Office Space in New
Farm,"
which
proved
a
record
breaker for
ed Sennett.
es as
polici
ve,outlin
ETT'
al Srepres
entati
K hisSENN
person
E. M.
MACby
Ninety days following the release of
Asher, who has just returned to "Married
Life" will see the beginning of
e a year of extra- the distribution of the second five-reel
New York, contemplat
will
ations
associ
ordinary activity. New
for which the First National has
be established and new ventures hazarded comedy
contracted, says Mr. Asher. This will
on the sea of motion picturedom.
up to
time ofMr.
the Sennett's
beginning activities
of operations
by the
the
Mr. Sennett's first necessity in New bring
will be to Associated Producers, which thereafter
York, says his representative, space.
Mr. will distribute Sennett Comedies.
find suitable and ample office
Asher will seek to secure such headquarFeature Farces Coming.
of
Association,
Producers'
with the
and the
is treasurer,
Sennett
whichtersMr.
These
activities
of Mr. Sennett will inmembers of which, besides Mr. Sennett,
clude the production of two-reel feature
Neilan,
Marshall
Ince,
H.
Thomas
include
comedies and five-reel comMaurice Tourneur, Allan Dwan and George farces,edy five-reel
dramas. Mr. Sennett resents the ruLoane Tucker.
mor that he is to discontinue the producOn account of the immediately forthcomtion of two-reel comedy features. "It is as
ing distribution of Sennett's latest five-reel though certain producers wish he would,"
pres- says Mr. Asher, "but they are doomed to
Asher'sthrough
"Married
comedy,
release
to itsMr.
relate Life,"
ent duties
disappointment. Mr. Sennett has no idea
First National. The release date is set for of abandoning a field of screen expression
S— sh ! Don't Tell Any One.
delivered
has been
the picture
15, and
June
I'm goinp; to do a Greek dance for you in
which he forces
has wonin aallunique
fame." numMr. Asher says it will in "Sennett's
York.
in New
departments
"Miss Hobbs."
my Wanda
first Realart
ture, says pretty
Hawley.picbers close toin 500,"
says
Mr.
Asher,
eclipse the popularity of "Down on the the studios
Los Angeles are alive "and
with
activity and abounding in optimism inspired
by the success that has attended everyProsperity,
Big Pictures Mean Summer
thing that has come from the producing
genius of the 'Comedy King.'"
Believes Pathe Director oi Exchanges
pe- is to be issued on July 11. This is a certain
the summer
of lties
Hunter College Announces
WITH theriod andapproa
the ch
difficu
it presents business
getter in any kind of weather.
to distributors and exhibitors alike,
release
will
Summer Photoplay Courses
we
nt
departme
In our serial
Elmer R. Pearson, director of exchanges of 'Pirate Gold,' second of the George B. Seitz
Pathe Exchange, Inc., strikes a reassuring series in which the producer is starred
MEETING dents forthe
demandin ofphotoplay
summer constua course
note in a report he has just made to Paul himself.
struction, Hunter College, of the City
"The public wants big outdoor pictures
Brunet, vice-president and general manNew in York,
announces
a thirtyto hours'
ager, regarding the situation throughout for summer consumption. Consider, then, of
course
photoplay
construction,
begin
the country. Mr. Pearson believes this will these offerings, which are of recent issue : July
6.
The
course
will
be
under
the direcbe the biggest summer in the history of the 'My Husband's Other Wife,' a story of
tion
of
Paul
H.
Sloane,
B.S.,
a
staff
writer
industry. His report did not imply that
and the Kentucky hills; 'Other for the Fox company, who will give his
Broadway
business will hold up as it has during the Men's
Shoes,' Edgar Lewis's first big Pathe
last few months, but did indicate it will not feature; 'The Deadlier Sex,' with its wonpupils upon
a thorough
technical
based
his actual
studio instruction'
experience
undergo the severe decrease that has
derful settings in the California mounrather than aipon the theory of how photomarked it during recent summers.
offerLewis
Edgar
tains; 'Sherry,' another
plays should be constructed.
"There is only one cure for poor suming, which is built largely outdoors.
During the course each pupil will be re"Comedies, too, have their place in summer business," said Mr. Pearson, "and that
quired to produce one scenario of an adapis high-class pictures. People demand
exhiboffering
Patheasisthere
meritorsprograms,
tation and one original photoplay manuamusement and entertainment in the hot
the
is on
product
as fine a and
script, in additions to studies in plotting
months, just as in any other period of the market: 'Bringing Up Father' comedies;
and
constructive
criticism.
year. Yet there are exhibitors who invite the Rolins, starring 'Snub' Pollard, and the
a decrease in business by supplying their Mrs. Sidney Drew series starring John
Sargent's "Technique" Is Textbook.
patrons with cheaper programs. They
Sargent's
Technique
the Photoplay
apparently fail to realize the serious conCumberland."
been adopted
as the oftextbook.
sequences this will have on their business
Made Honor Guests at Cauldron Club hasAlthough
the
present
demand
centres
when the summer is over.
Paul Powell, who has been engaged to upon play and book rights, an increasing
and
year,
next
Cool Theatre and Good Picture Attract.
Minter
direct Mary Miles
number of students appear to demand
Will M. Ritchey, supervising director of the courses in photoplay construction, appar"Average persons are compelled to re- Realart studios at Hollywood, were named
ently realizing that in the long run the
main in their city homes during the sumPasstudios must return to stories written dimer, and they are as comfortable, if not honor guests of the Cauldron Club ofdinner
rectly for the film for best results.
more so, in a well ventilated and cooled meeting.adena at that organization's May
motion picture theatre. But if they do
not have the proper attractions to draw
them, naturally they will not patronize the
show.
"Give them totheseeclass
of pictures
REALARTS
accustomed
at other
periodsthey
of are
the
year and they will come out in sufficient
numbers to warrant the staging of the more
FIRST BIRTHDAY
costly type of production. If one exhibitor
And
a
does not give it to them, his competitor
will, and the latter is the one who will
benefit when fall comes around again.
"Pathe will not curtail the class of its
production in the least during the summer.
In fact, a number of the biggest pictures in
Pathe's
will be released
duringbethisJ.
wo
season. history
For instance,
there will
anrl
dno
be
at
un
in
ce
g'
me
nt
Stuart
Blackton's
'Passers-By.'
This
is
to
Absolutely
be released on June 20.
soon
new and
"Then, as an Independence Day issue,
there will be William Desmond in 'A Broadnovel
to celebrate
it
way Cowboy,'
is in Harold
a class Lloyd
by itselfin
for this
type ofwhich
picture.
his
greatest
and two-reelers,
Dry,' first
of his
second comedy,
series of'High
$100,000
Include
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Mason To Do "Merely Mary Ann';
Fox Secures Original Stage Settings
stage settings used by the Liebler
LEY MASON is to do "Merely original
SHIR
firm will be shipped in the West Coast for
Mary Ann" as a motion picture. The use
in
the
film version. The remainder of
s inl which nEleanor Robsucces
stageintern
ationa
renow during the the interior settings used in the screen
son won
period in which she appeared under the production will be modeled after the design of the original stage backgrounds and
management of the old theatrical iirm of
Liebler & Company, is to be converted to properties.
the silent drama by William Fox, president
Costume* from Stage Plates.
of Fox Film Corporation.
Costuming
of the picture will be patterned
Work has already been started on "Mere- after the originals
made from photographs
ly MarywoodAnn"
at
the
Fox
studios
in
Hollywith the petite and talented Miss of the entire cast of principals who apMason in the title role. This part, known
peared with Miss Robson in the play. Raymond McKee, who was leading man with
to most theatregoers of the country,
Miss Mason in her latest Fox release,
should be suited to the little star whose
"Love's Harvest," has been retained as lead
success since she started with Fox, in "Her
in "Merely
Mary which
Ann." wasHe enacted
will playby the
Elephant Man," "Molly and I" and "Love's part
of Lancelot,
H.
Harvest,"
broughtselected
her rapidly
to theJ. B. Warner
front. The hasdirector
is Edward
in the stage version. Another
LeSaint. He also wrote the scenario.
of the principals is Harry Spingler, a light
comedian. Georgia Woodthrope will have
Made from Zangwill Play.
the role of Mrs. Leadbatter, and Babe LonShirley Mason
don, a child actress, has the part of Rose
"Merely
Mary
Ann," Robson,
with that infinethedramatic actress,
Eleanor
title Leadbatter.
Appearing in Fox productions.
Tole, is one of the best known of stage
successes produced during the past decade.
It was in this play that Miss Robson, under George Seitz to Produce Feature in Spain;
the personal direction of George C. Tyler,
manager director of the Liebler firm, estabJune Caprice and Marguerite Courtot in Cast
lished herself most firmly in the hearts of
theatregoers of this country and brought to
the author of the play, Israel Zangwill, one
as a ton's "Edgar Comedies," "Edgar's Jonah
known
wellstar
SEITZ, and
GE ,B.director
GEOR
of Pathe Day," which will occupy an important
producer
of the greatest successes of the day.
place on the bill during the week starting
produce
to
Spain
to
going
is
serials,
It was from the stage manuscript by Mr.
Zangwill, and from his original book of the first feature picture he has attempted June 13. The preceding issues, "Edgar and
Pet" and "Edgar's Hamlet,"
the same name as the play, that Mr. Le- in his long career in motion picture work. Teacher's
Following arrangements made with Paul when they were run at the Capitol a numSaint made the scenario for the Shirley
ber
of
weeks
ago, were applauded.
Brunet, vice president and general manMason picture. According to arrangements
ager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., June Caprice,
"Edgar's Johan Day" will be handled as a
made by William Fox a good portion of the
long one of the best known women stars feature, despite the fact that it is only
iiM riiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiit rijiriiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiti in picturedom, will be co-starred with Mr. two reels instead of the customary fiye.
Seitz, Marguerite Courtot, who has appeared with Mr. Seitz in serials he has Clayton Hamilton Is Signed
produced for Pathe, will have a leading
to Write Goldwyn Scenarios
part in the production. Harry Semels, interpreter of heavy roles in several Pathe
serials, is also to accompany the party.
and an authority
the
CLAYTONturer, editor
HAMILTON,
author,on lecThe story selected for his first feature
drama, has signed a long-term constarring vehicle is an adaptation from a
tract with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
play he wrote some time ago under the to write original stories and continuities.
He
went
to the Culver City studios retitle "The Golden Senorita." In making
the scenario, however, Mr. Seitz made over
cently and is now on his first picture.
the title also and the picture version is to
Goldwyn's acquisition of Mr. Hamilton
be called "Rogues
and romance,
Romances."strongly
It is adds another foremost stage expert to the
described
as a love
already
imposing list of authors and playflavored with humor and sentiment and
wrights who are devoting their energies
containing a strong dramatic issue which to the adaptation of novels and plays for
has to do with a spirited and colorful production by Goldwyn. Mr. Hamilton
Car'ist uprising.
will be associated with J. G. Hawks, head
Secure
The director-star is now producing a new of Goldwyn's scenario department, Thompson Buchanan and Charles Kenyon, both
serial
for isPathe
"Velvet
which he
appearing
withFingers,"
Margueritein noted writers for the stage, and other
prominent figures in the scenario
Courtot. He expects to complete the fif- equally
teenth and final episode by the end of department; also Rupert Hughes, Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Gouverneur Morris, Basil King, Gertrude Atherton and Leroy
On July 6 he will sail from New York
June.
with his company directly for Algeciras, a Scott, the Goldwyn Eminent Authors, who
spend
a considerable part of each year on
Spanish port town on the Bay of Gibraltar.
the Coast
on the picturizaThe town is famous for its rel'cs of the tion
of
theirco-operating
novels.
earliest days of Spanish history and was
by bool^n^
selected by Mr. Seitz because it is his beShirley Mason Successes Revived
lief that it is the ideal locality for the production of his story. In association with
Realart
as a star has
Mr. Brunet Mr. Seitz and his staff are now ledShirley
GeorgeMason's
Kleine success
to revive seven
the
working out all details attending the un- dramas in which she has appeared aofyear
Stars
dertaking that can be prepared in advance or two since. The names of these producso that the actual filming of scenes for
tions will be familiar to State Right buyers,
on the
the play may commence immediately upon exhibitors, and the picture
loving public,
the arrival of the company.
Frank Redman and Harry P. Wood will "The Lady of the Photograph," "The TellRealart
Step," "Cy Whittaker's Ward," "Light
accompany Mr. Seitz as members of his Tale
in Darkness,"
etc. These pictures are based
Plan
directorial and technical staff.
on
and strong
acted. dramas and are well produced
Shirley

Details

Soon

Rothapfel
"Edgar"
One of
the firstBooks
bookings
that S. L.
Rothapfel made for the Capitol Theatre,
New "York, after he had assumed his newduties, was the third of Booth Tarking-

^^0
West Forty-second
street. Company
New Yorkof
ooJ*\ir^^°t°
Products Export
IS the selling
dramas,
for twelve
as wellagent
the Shirley
as for
Fiagg Mason"
Comedies, "Girls You Know."
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Doraldina
WhoMetro,
will appear
Fruit"to for
where inshe"ThewillPassion
be able
demonstrate her skill in the hula
and other fancy dances.
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for Metro

to Make "Passion
^ORALDINA, the famous dancer whose
engagement as one of its new stars
was recently announced by Metro,
has left New York for the Pacific Coast to
begin work in about a fortnight on her
first production under the Metro banner.
This vehicle is to be a picturization of
Careylocale
Wilson's
story,
"The isPassion
Fruit."
The
of the
subject
the Hawaiian
Islands, and it will present Doraldina in
the native atmosphere which she first popularized by her hula hula dance.
Doraldina first blazed into prominence
as the creator of the hula hula, which introduced to the American public the native
dances of Hawaii. Her success in the role
of interpretess of the dances of the Pacific Islands was so great as instantly to
install her as a prime favorite with the
patrons of restaurants and theatres everywhere.
Her first appearance before New York
audiences, after her return from Spain,
where she had gone to study the Castilian
dances, was in Reisenweber's Cabaret.
Her
success
with name
the restaurant's
patronsin
resulted
in her
being exhibited

Prisoners of Love,** Betty Compson's First
Picture Under Her Own Banner, Completed
Compson Productions, tire production, it is declared, and his mimFROM
whose Betty
studios and offices are located
icry coupled with his ability to extract unseen humor out of what seems a convenat the Brunton Studios in Hollywood,
tional situation makes the picture pleasing.
comes the announcement that Miss Compson, whose meteoric rise to stardom was As Larry Butler, a young man about town,
brought about through her unusually clever he is said to render a capital characterization in the role as the pseudo-butler.
work in George Loane Tucker's production "The Miracle Man," has completed the
Supporting
Collier
are "Buster"
lier, his son; Mr.
Rapley
Holmes,
a stage Coland
first of a series of super-features which
will be distributed through one of the larg- screen artist; Armand Cortez and Virginia
Lee.
The
story
is
said
to
revolve
around
tions.
est' releasing organiza
The title of this production is "Prisoners the machinations of Count Amboy, leader
of Love" and it is stated to be of a caliber of a trio of jewel thieves known as "The
in keeping with her work in "The Miracle
Diamond Nippers."
Man." Arthur
assisted
by his Rosson
brother directed
Richard. the picture,
In the organization of the company a
large number of members of the staff of "Midlanders" Print Arrives;
Mr. Tucker joined the new company. The
Callaghan Is Enthusiastic
general manager is Alfred A. Grasso, who
for eleven years was associated with Henry
first production
for
AndrewLOVE'S
J. Callaghan
Productions,
W. Savage in various executive capacities. BESSIE
Inc.,
titled
"The
Midlanders,"
has
Hi? seventeen
years'
in the
atrical business
wasexperience
responsible
for thehis arrived by special representative from Los
selection for the scenario department of Angeles and is hailed by its producer as
Goldwyn, where he became associated with being better than his expectations. His
Mr. Tucker.
enthusiasm was not dampened by the fact
Others who are associated with Betty that the delay in arrival of the print caused
to cancel reservations on steamer for
■ Compson Productions in the capacities him
which they held with the Tucker organiza- England.
tion are Ernest Palmer, chief ciemantog"Miss Love vindicates all the advance
rapher; Jack Little, technical director;
predictions we have made for her and
Chester Roberts, secretary to Miss Comp- demonstrates that with the high-standard
son, together with one of the film cutters. accoutrements we have given her she has
The present plans of the company pro- earned the right to stand among the really
vide for about four pictures a year, and big personalities of the screen.
the star will probably remain on the West
"We have not only produced a big picCoast.
ture, but we have proved the contention
with which we started out that the highest
thought to every single detail, story, direcWillie Collier's Picture Is
tion and production can only result in a
Set for Release on June 14 product of the highest type. The choice of
AT a recent private screening of the a big novel, Charles Tenney Jackson's 'Midwas especially fortuitous since it
Select picture, "The Servant Ques- landers,'
has proved itself splendidly adaptable to a
tion," starring William Collier, it was superior
screen
production. Ida May Park
the unanimous opinion of the assemblage
and Joseph DeGrasse have got every ounce
that the stage comedian scores a triumph
in the production, according to an an- of dramatic possibility from this novel.
nouncement this week. The picture will
"As for
has proved
drabe released on June 4, following a Selznick
matic Miss
surprise Love,
even she
to those
whose a faith
in
her
latent
possibilities
induced
them
to
picture,Moore,
"The Desperate
starring
Owen
scheduled Hero,"
for release
on back her to the limit. She has given us
June 7.
a rich character portrayal — sweet, human
Mr. Collier runs riot throughout the en- and vividly appealing."

West

Studio

Fruit,' Hawaiian Film
electric lights, followed by an offer from,
the Shuberts, who signed her to appear
as a featured member of the musical play,
"Step This Way," starring Lew Fields.
Thus established as a headliner on Broadway,pictures.
Doraldina's
next Fitzmaurice
conquest washadin been
motion
George
engaged"Theby Naulahka,"
Pathe to and
produce
Kipling's
novel,
the subject
required
a
"wild
woman"
for
the
feminine
lead. Doraldina got the part and registered an emphatic hit in the role of the
East Indian nautch dancer. Following her
success her
in own
"Themotion
Naulahka,''
formed
picture Doraldinai
company
and started making screen productions o£
her own.
After her successful appearance in musical comedy and motion pictures, Doralwas featured
Thomasshe Dixon's
"The dinaRed
Dawn." in Then
returnedplay,
to
the silversheet to remain until her recent
engagement with Metro to star in a series
of new productions, the first of which will,
beAnnouncement
"The Passion of
Fruit."
the cast will be madeafter the production has been started on:
the West Coast.
Franklin Becomes a Realart Director
Chester Franklin, well known for his
direction
of "kid"staff
pictures,
has beenrecently
added:
to the Realart
of directors
and
will work During
at the the
company's
Hollywood.
war hisstudios
servicesitt
were engaged by the Government to make
propaganda
pictures for Army Health Service.
1l]llllriIlltiiii)illlill1lltllHIIIIII1IIJIIM1ilirililllill1llilllilllllilillirriiiiiiiiiiriMiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiitiilMitriiiMiriiiiMiiimilw

Realart's
1910-11
is flexible
plan
It's built
meet

to

demands

It's novel
and

its new
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Select Name

Stars Offered
brings to exhibitors
of
month
THEtwo Selznick June
Pictures productions and
two Select Pictures Corporation release, according to an announcement made
by Charles R. Rogers, director of sales of
Select and Republic. These, it is made
known, are star productions and are in
addition to the usual schedule of Selznick
News Weekly, the Herbert Kaufman
Weekly feature, Prizma Color Pictures and
other subjects which enable the exhibitor
to make up his entire program from first
to last.
The star releases, in the order of their
distribution as scheduled, are : Owen Moore
in "The Desperate Hero," the first week
in June; William Collier in the Select picture, "The Servant Question"; Eugene
O'Brien
in "The Present
Figurehead,"
last week
of the month.
plans the
indicate
that
another Owen Moore film, "Stop That
Man," is to lead the July releases.
Gloria Hope Head* Ca«t.
Supporting Mr. Moore in "The Desperate
Hero" are Gloria Hope, who plays the leading feminine role ; Nell Craig, former Essanay star; Henry Miller, Jr., Emmett
King, Arthur Hoyt, Charles Arling, Virginia Caldwell and Tom Ricketts. The
story, written by Edgar Franklin, was
adapted for the screen by Zelda Crosby.
Wesley Ruggles directed.
In the cast supporting Mr. Collier in
his
featureCortez,
are : Virginia
"Buster" Lee
Collier,
son ;
Armand
and hisRapley
Holmes, all well-known screen players.
Prominent in the cast supporting Mr.
O'Brien in "The Figurehead" are Anna

An
aimouncement

that

win
announce-
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and

Exhibitors During June
Q. Nillson, who plays the leading feminine
role; Ora Carew, Edwin Stevens, Joseph
Girard, Frances Parks, Kate Price and
Maurice Luxford, amateur golf champion
of New Zealand. John Lynch, scenario editor for Selznick Pictures, wrote the story
and R. Cecil Smith adapted it for the screen.
Robert Ellis directed.
Weeklies Listed for June.
Among the Herbert Kaufman Weeklies
for June are: "The Dictionary of Success,"
"A Certain Rich Man" and "The Battler
and the Bottler."
Cleo Madison Signed for Big Role
CIco Madison has been signed by Metro
to play
in "Big
Game."
one
of thethenewleading
plays role
recently
acquired
by
Metro.
"Big
Game"
was
written
Willard Robertson and Kilbourne Gordonby
and produced in New York during the
season just closing. It is now being
adapted for the screen by Miss Ruth N.
Baldwin, at Metro's Coast studios in Hollywood, Cal.
Every
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Home
Says

Has

Jove! tempting
How Dry the
I Am!"
Loui.se "ByF;iz<nda
monacled
Kentleman to drintf the latest bev. rage
— gasoline — in Paramount-Sennett
<om(dy. "Let "Er Go!"

Its Andy

and

Its Min,

SidneyBv MARY
Smith,
Creator of "Gumps
KEELY
noticeable that a greater proportion of
s into feminine fans are amused by these series
petty domestic
NG comics
TURNI
the special
has beentragedie
screen
business of Sidney Smith in giving to than by many other comics. In contriving
something that will amuse women, he exthe world of fun-finders "The Gumps."
that Mrs. Sidney Smith has been
Family mishaps such as the lost collar but- of great plained
assistance. Many of her suggeston, the undarned hose and the saltless
tions in regard to feminine apparel and
— 'tis of such stuff this artist's dreams housekeeping have helped to put the punch
soup made.
are
in Min's activities.
"Most of the funny things in life happen
Does One Scenario a Week.
without
our knowing
funny,"at
he
remarked
the other that
day they
in hisarestudio
Smith turns out one scenario a week
the Chicago Tribune. "They seem gravely in Mr.
to his daily cartoons, which
important at the time and we don't think run addition
in about sixty-five newspapers. Each
of Before
laughing
too late."
him until
was it's
a freshly
drawn portrait of his scenarios, like the daily comics, tells
of the fair and lovely Andy in a most a complete story. They do not run in serial
fetching attitude, that of watching a string form. By June 1 fifteen issues had been
bean grow. The sight was diverting. Even completed and were on the market. Celebrated Players Film Corporation in ChiSidney Smith's
droll
smile andimmediate
pleasant
conversation
failed
to command
cago, of which J. L. Friedman is president,
attention. On the wall just back of him holds the world's rights for "The Gumps,"
hung another likeness, a large colorful according to the terms of a two-years'
contract with Sidney Smith.
sketch of Andy bawling for Min.
"Andy has changed since he went into
the movies," he said in hurt tones, "and
not
for the
a goodIt Petite Molly Malone Signs
deal altogether
meaner than
he better.
was onHe's
paper.
gave me quite a start at first. On the other
to Smile in Goldwyn Films
hand, the films have done lots for Min,
She's more coy than I ever dreamed.
eyed girl
who wasthe leading
MALONE,
petite, woman
brownThey're both much more human and that MOLLY
for Roscoe Arbuckle and in other
is the essential thing. It was my first intention to make these drawings come close productions, has just signed a long-term
to reality. I felt as if the home, any contract to play exclusively in Goldwyn
home, was a big field for comedy, and Pictures. Miss Malone recently completed
that very little burlesque was necessary to a part in 'It's a Great Life," an adaptation
make everyday happenings seem amusing. of Mary Roberts Rinehart's story, "Empire
Most everything
is funny, only we don't Builders," produced by Goldwyn as an
know
it.
Eminent Authors picture, and is now sup"Early in my career as a cartoonist I
porting Tom Moore
"StopandThief,"
of the inCohan
Harrisa
discovered that my stufif was interesting to screen version
men only. It seems that the general im- stage farce.
Miss Malone was born in Denver, Cel.,
pres ion isthat comics are for the special
amusement of the mightier sex. This in 1897, and at an early age became interested in acting. Her beauty and persondidn't seem right to me. Pictures of married life and its cross angles, it seemed,
ality were appreciated by directors on the
should oflPer laughing material for both watch for appealing ingenues. After her
sexes. When hubby smokes his after din- first picture there never was doubt about
ner cigar and drops ashes all over the her success on the screen. She has been
best linen, the resulting wrangle is some- with the Vitgraph, Lubin, Lasky and Universal companies, playing feminine leads.
thing that is sure to win the sympathy of
Miss Malone is regarded as a valuable adboth sexes, in opposite ways."
dition to Goldwyn's acting forces on the
Since the Gumps' screen debut about
three months ago it has been generally West Coast.

THE
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Cleveland Convention
(Continued from page 1572)
Organization — that is what you need.
Of course, you can't do it on wind. You
must have money. Just stop and think,
men; you are running theatres; could not a
200-seat theatre afford to pay $1 more a
month? Take the big fellow; what difference would it make to him if he paid $250
more a year and called in fire insurance,
getting something more valuable than any
fire insurance that ever existed? You would
have a lot of money.
Why His Name Was Used on Film.
"My friends
can lick
any I time
I am
wrong.
But when
I am meright
will fight.
I will tell you what prompted me to put
my name on the film. I book a great deal
on the vaudeville circuits, large and small.
I had to employ detectives to see that my
name was not misused. I figured that if it
was valuable to the others it might be
valuable to the small fellows.
Ordered Two Sets of TitUs.
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reel comedy. Following "Married Life,"
Norma
shown. Talmadge's latest success, was
Those in charge of the arrangements

were Lieutenant Jim Anderson, Earl Hudson and Norbert Lusk, of First National;
E. M. Asher, Maurie Meyers and Charles
Muhleman.

Personnel of Convention
Committee
on Laws and
C. C. Griffin, San Francisco.
Fred J. Herrington, Pittsburgh.
Legislation
John Manheimer, New York
John
Manheimer, New York.
City, chairman.
Committee on Business
H. H. Lustig, Cleveland.
Relation
Maurice Choyanski, Chicago.
H. Webster Smith, Bath, Ind. man.
J. C. Ritter, Detroit, chairT. L. Hays, Minneapolis.
C. H. Burker, Kansas City.
A. J. Kleist, Pontiac, Mich.
Harowitz, Cleveland.
C. H. Goodwin, Philadelphia. N. Moe
Roland
Hill, Greensboro,
C.
Frank
T.
Rembusch,
Shelbyville, Ind.
John
Evans,
Philadelphia.
Committee on Constitution sey.C. A. Hagaman,
New York.
Sydney Samuelson, New Jerand By-Laws
Ralph Talbot, Tulsa, Okla.,
Committee on Protection of
chairman.
the Screen
Joseph Hopp, Chicago.
B. Leo Bracher, New York burgh.
Fred
Herrington, PittsCity.
C. Whitehead, Baltimore.
W.
L.
McClaren, Jackson,
Mich.
W. J. Shwin, Cleveland.
David
Barrist,
Philadelphia.
H.
Q.
Alexander,
Dayton.
"When it was brought to my attention, I
A. B. Smith, Salina, N. Y.
L. F. O'Donnell, Los Ansaid
that
if
they
don't
like
it
I
will
take
it
W. G. Ligget, Kansas City.
off. I gave instructions for the making of geles.
A. J. Belhenwurt, New Or- N. F.Y. G. Killer, Anderson, Ind.
two titles and not to force any man to use leans.
I. M. Salyards, Rochester,
my name who doesn't want to. I always
Committee on Ways, Means
Committee
on Roles and
felt and want to say to you again — not beand Finance
Resolutions
cause Iwant you to buy me through films man.
E.
T.
Peters,
Dallas,
chairC. W. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D.
— if you need me, you little fellows, call on
Jules Michaels, Buffalo.
me at any time at any price at which you
Sydney S. Cohen, New York.
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles.
M.
Van
Praag,
Kansas
City.
have
got
to
have
a
picture.
I
thank
you."
H. H. Green, Minneapolis.
Sam Bullock, Cleveland.
(Long applause.)
G.
H. Foster, Marion, Ohio.
J. T. Collins, Rutherford,
A. L. Fiker, Ironwood, Mich
Favor Importations.
N. J.
J. M. Reider, New Jersey.
W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis.
Resolutions then were passed legalizing
H. H. Linton, Utlca, N. Y.
C. G. Griffin, San Francisco.
the $5 registration fee and favoring the William
Brandt, New York.
to a call issued
importation of all high-class foreign-made
Committee on Organization byPursuant
pictures. Formal protests against the 5
the temporary chairman,
Charles
L.
O'Reilly,
New
the
following
national comper cent, film rental tax and against cenchairman.
mittee on arrangements and
sorship in all forms were referred to the York,
W. C. Patterson, Atlanta.
registration
met
Hotel
proper committees.
Dan Markowitz, San Fran- Winton on June at7:theCharles
cisco.
The session adjourned at 5.30 p. m.
O'Reilly, New York City,
C. E. Cady, Lansing, Mich.
chairman; W. H. Linton,
W. H. Gwynn, Texas.
Utica, N. Y.; C. C. Griffin, San
H.
W.
Kress,
Plqua,
Ohio.
■Francisco;
H. Q. Alexander,
Through arrangement by First National
M. C. Kellogg, Lead, S. D.
Cincinnati; Jules Michaels,
Exhibitors' Circuit of Ohio and E. M.
Dan
Chamberlain,
MinneapBuffalo,
N.
Y.; J. C. Ritter,
olis.
Asher, personal representative for Mack
Detroit; F. J. Herrington,
Sennett, probably one of the biggest events
Committee on Nomination Pittsburgh; William A. Steffes,
of the Cleveland convention was a lunchMinneapolis; J. C. Farley,
A. N.cisco,Jackson,
eon given at the Hotel Statler on Wedneschairman. San Fran- Montgomery, Ala; W. C. Patterson, Atlanta; J. T. Collins,
day, June 9, which nearly 1,000 exhibitors
C. W. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D. Rutherford,
N. J.; E. T. Peter,
and prominent members of the industry at- York.
Charles
L.
O'Reilly,
New
Dallas;
M.
Van Praag, Kansas
tended.
City;
H.
W.
Kress, Piqua,
E. T. Peter, Dallas.
The feature of the occasion was the
Ralph Talbot, Tulsa, Okla. Ohio; H. H. Lustig, Cleveland;
screening of Mack Sennett's latest fiveIndependent
Hear

Motion
Report

Picture

of
MoIndepen
of the ors
AMASS tionmeeting
Picture Exhibit
America
of dent
was called for Monday night, June 7,
at the Hotel Cleveland. The summons was
placed alongside of a large placard readch,a Room
"Frankmeans
was
andntly
Rembusof
promine
poster2020,"
madeing,by
hung in the Cleveland. It read as follows :
ors' Notice
ExhibitTonight
8 :00 P. M.
Meeting
Assembly Room
All Exhibitors Welcome
The meeting, which was presided over
by Frank J. Rembusch, resolved itself into
an executive meeting of the Committee of
Seventeen, as only a handful of exhibitors
attended. Business was confined to formally adopting a report of the Chicago meeting and subsequent work by the committee,
to be presented at the mass meeting at the
Winion on the following day.
Harry Crandall, of Washington, D. C,

Exhibitors

Committee of Seventeen
gave an informal speech on national Americanization work by means of motion pictures.
Mr. Crandall stressed the point that although exhibitors were willing and anxious
to co-operate in Americanization work by
any means in their power, they were not
prepared to do so for the financial benefit
of any person or persons. Several exhibitors who heard his talk heartily indorsed his statements.
Importance of Work Seen.
Mr. Crandall has been associated with
former Secretary of the Interior Franklin
K. Lane and others in the work of Americanization. The importance of the service
which exhibitors may render is shown by
the resolution passed by both education
committees of the Congress recognizing the
work done by exhibitors, he said. He also
stated that the nation's leaders now base
their hopes on motion pictures instead of
newspapers as a means of education in
American ideals.

Committees
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles; S.
I. Herman, New York; C. L.
O'Reilly, New York; M. C. Kellogg, Lead,
S. D.;
Sam Hopp,
Bullock,
Cleveland;
Joseph
Chicago.
Their report, which was
^unanimously adopted by the
convention, included the following resolutions:
That no contributions be received by the convention from
any firms engaged in the production or distribution of picsories. tures or the supply of accesThat none but bona-fide independent theatre owners be
admitted to the floor of the
convention.
That no proxies of any kind
be exercised, and that voting
should be on the basis of one
vote to hibitor
everyattending.
independent exThat before being permitted
the privilege of participating,
all exhibitors should sign
blanks which should have to
be passed
upon by thea committee on credentials,
program for amusement, not to
exceed In cost $1,000, that the
registration
vention be $5.fee for the conThat the following subcommittee on registration be
appointed: Glenn Harper, S.
I. Berman, H. Q. Alexander,
M.
Praag, F. J. Herringtary.Van
ton and Sam Bullock, secreThat the first order of business after
organization bepermanent
the hearing
and
reception of the report of the
Committee of Seventeen, that
these questions be brought before the convention in the following order: Invasion by
producing interests of exhibiting field, deposits, forced
percentage ardizatibooking,
on of contracts,standcontrol
of
the
screen,
5 per cent.
Federal film tax, advertising,
music ance,
tax, Loew-Metro,
co-operative
insurcensorship,
Sunday opening, N. A. M. P. I.
booking. ruling, co-operative
poster

"These propaganda films are mostly tworeelers,"
saidthat
Mr. there
Crandall.
goes inwithout saying
is no "It
money
this
kind
of
offering
unless
some
prominent
film star is featured in them.
Want No Surplus.
"Yet I and others have been charged
$150
use ofby a uspropaganda
film. for
Suchtwoa days'
sum paid
means a
profit for some one somewhere.
"We are not going to stand for it. We
are ••eady and willing to co-operate in every
way with this most essential work of
Americanization, but we are not going to
permit son'sour
nest. co-operation to line some persome of one
the"Ifrental
thesedoes
filmsmake
then ait profit
is our from
fault
and nogate and
onedetermine
else's. Ita isfair
up rental.
to us to We
investiare
the men who are financing the undertaking
and it lies with us to see that the sums
we disburse go in the right direction.
"We want no surplus accruing for the
benefit of any person who is willing to
make money out of Congress and the willingness of exhibitors to assist in a work
vital to the nation."
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"Remodeling Her Husband"
Paramount Presents Dorothy Gish in a
Comedy of the Feminine Point of View
in Marriage.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
d" has
HusbanDorothy
NG s Her
DELI
REMO
and snappy
subtitle
bright
Gish. It is on the lines of those
some
Stories," inwherein
plaints
her piercing
fullyy believes
woman inwho"Snapp
insight into the nature of man, picks a cuffshooing imbecile. In such stories the man
never works — he is a broker, or banker,
or some other kind of soft-voiced parasite
— his business is to tell people stocks are
what they really are not — and she expects
this cerebral rubber stamp to have brains
enough to appreciate her. When she has
bitterly measured his inanity, she cannot
repress her indignation — she rushes into
print with a variation of Pope's essay on
man. Now that "Remodeling Her Husband" is off the author's mind we may look
for some less-conventional comedy — we are
led to expect it from her delightful sense
of humor as revealed in the subtitles.
Dorothy Gish admirably portrays the
sheltered girl, the dear little creature who
has never so much as lifted a finger to help
others, who enters marriage with the serene self-deception that she can continue
to escape responsibility. Her vanity at
the ceremony is as charmingly consistent
as the feminine attention to detail under
the direction of fair Lillian. Written, acted
and directed by women, "Remodeling Her
Husband"
is a costume
dainty,of
neat
and pure
of spirit.display,
It is ais case
"Oh,
Girls!"menalmost
an Adamless
supposed
merely
a befoggedEden,
lot the
of
creatures, whose sole reason for existence is their contribution to the economic
situation of womankind. The optimistic
spirit of Dorothy and the sparkle of the
author's lines, however, place "Remodeling
Her Husband," as demonstrated at the Rialto, in the clean class of pleasing entertainment.
Cast.
Janie Wakefield
Dorothy Gish
Jack Valentine
James Rennie
Mrs. Wakefield
Marie Burke
Mr. Wakefield
Downing Clarke
Mr. Valentine
Frank Kingdon
Director, Lillian Gish.
Story by Dorothy Elizabeth Carter.
Length, 4,844 Feet.
The Story.
Janie Wakefield is the daughter of an
enormously rich importer, but she is domestic in her tastes and has been raised in secluded home life. A child at heart, she puts
away her dolls and playthings when the time
comes to marry handsome Jack Valentine.
She is principally interested in her wedding
dress and the house decorations. After the
ceremony she is a loving, trusting little pet,
apparently spiritless until the moment of
her first disillusion. She chances to see her
flirtatious husband in a taxi with a former
charmer. Even then she can only believe it
is someone who resembles him. Later on,
when she chances to see him led into an
apartment across the hall by an adventurous
young widow, poor Janie can scarce believe
her eyes. Almost overwhelmed, she manages to get into the apartment without being
seen and there catches Valentine yielding to
the widow's
he returns to Janie blandishments.
there is an all When
night session.
In her infantile rage she tires herself out.
In a weak moment toward dawn she forgives
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"The Prince Chap" (Paramonnt).
••■White IJen" (Fox).
"Remodeling
Her Husband" (Paramonnt).
"Below the Surface" (Paramount).
Circumstantial Evidence (Arrow).
"Some Wild Oats" (Hy^enic FIlnM).
"Scratch My Back" (Goldwyn).
"Alias SlisM Dodd" (Universal).
"The Great Accident" (Goldwyn).
"L.o-re'a Flame" (Fidelity).
him. Once more she discovers the poor thing
she has cure.
married
a date with
Then the making
worm turns.
Janiea manileaves
him for good.
She enters the office of her father and
becomes so efficient that she is entrusted with
an important part of the business. Months
elapse before Valentine is inspired with
enough manliness to seek his sweet young
wife. She refuses to receive him at home.
He can call at the office. He does so and
becomes enraged that he is obliged to wait
his turn to see her. Thus she keeps him at
arm'spleadings
length until
his love
is rekindled.
His
in person
and by
notes are
in vain. Only when she fears he will destroy hi"mselt is she moved by pity to weaken and permit
a reconciliation. Thus she remodels her husband.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines; Dorothy Gish in a Snappy Comedy Drama on
Married Life.
She Sure Did Remodel Her Hubby — He
Loved 'em All — He Had Promised in His
Marriage to Love But One! He Fell for
the Manicure Girl and All the Rest — See
the Cure She Found.
Humorous Drama on Femininity — A Riot of
Fun — All About a Young Married Couple
■— He Loves the Girls and It's His Wife's
Task to Make Him Love But One — See
How She Remodels Him to Her Satisfaction.
Exploitation Angles: Let Miss Gish, In her
dual role of star and director, carry this.
Give emphasis to the fact that this story was
directed by her; her first excursion into this
field. You can also hook on to the fact that
this is a story written by a woman, and in
which women get all the best of it. Make a
strong appeal to your feminine element.
"White Lies"
Five-Reel Fox Subject Features Gladys
Brockwell in Screen Version of
Charles Read Novel.
Reviewed by Robert C. McBlravy.
and,
up-to-date
d modern
broughint certain
rendere
respects
OUGH
ALTH
this five-reel Fox production, "AA^hite
Lies," from the novel by Charles Reade,
swings along with a certain old-fashioned
narrative gait. This is not to be construed
as a criticism of the picture, so far as the
interest is concerned, for it really works
up to quite an amazing series of events.
y, natural manIt is developed in a leisurel
ner, and such dramatic force as it has
comes ns.
largely from the complicated plot
situatio
Out of a tangled chain of events a very
creditable screen story has been produced.

It is the type of production that is sure to
have sirong appeal with the family theatre. The events are all pictured in and
about the De Beaurepaire chateau.
Josephine Caat. Gladys Brockwell
Lieut. Camille Du Jordin William Scott
Baroness De Beaurepaire ..Josephine Cowell
Surgeon Edouard Riviere
Evans Kirk
Rose
Violet Schram
Colonel Jean Raynal ....Charles K. French
Monsieur Perrin
Howard Scott
Jacintha
Lule Warrenton
From the novel by Charles Reade.
Scenario by Charles Wilson.
Direction byTheEdward
Story. J. Le Saint.
Josephine and Rose, in "White Lies." are
the daughters of the Baroness De Beaurepaire. The mother and sisters are about to
be driven, through poverty, from their family estate, which has passed into the hands
of Colonel Jean Raynal. Josephine is in love
with
ere. a young soldier. Lieut. Camille Du Jordin. and Rose loves Surgeon Edouard RiviA report i." nrlnted to the effect that Camille has proved a traitor to his country in
time of war. The new owner of the estate.
Colonel Raynal. appears and takes a fancy to
Josephine. He proposes marriage after a
time, and she accepts, though heartbroken
over the supposed treachery of Camille. The
marriage takes place and Colonel Raynal
leaves immediately for the front. He is later
reported killed. Camille then appears, carrying a decoration for bravery, with his name
cleared. Josephine weds him and a year later
her child is born.
At this time Colonel Raynal returns, to
the consternation of everyone, as he was
thought dead. He discovers the child and
demands to know whose it is. Rose claims it
to save her sister, and this causes a temporary estrangement with her own lover.
Colonel Raynal seeks Camille. to demand
that he marry Rose. The facts come out and
Colonel Raynal, seeing how the situation is,
agrees to have his marriage with Josephine
annulled.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchllne*
When Lies Are Put Up Against Love — See
This Story of Love, Deceit and Sacrifice
with Gladys Brockwell.
Human Interest Story of Conflict at Home
and Abroad.
Story of How Right Triumphs Over Wrong
When Happiness Is at Stake.
Exploitation
Play name
up Miss
Brockwell and appealAngleni
with the
of Charles
Reade. But don't try to sell it merely as a
book adaptation. Offer it as a gripping story
of a craft.
domestic tangle handled by a master of
his
"Miss Hobbs"
Realart's New Star, Wanda Hawley, Makes
Her Debut in a Clever Picturization
of Jerome
K. Jerome's
a Feminine
Faddist.Play of
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

plot and
nt an
ly exaggera
of amusing
it, makesITY tedof treatme
INAL
ORIG"Miss
Hobbs" distinctly different and
diverting. It is somewhat of a departure
from the ordinary feministic drama and
is the story of a woman who tried to live a
sort of freakish existence without the comine inferior
panionship of mascul
— and
ds herself
failed. She surroun
with sornate
luxuries, adopts unique habits and lectures
her friends on the slavery of marriage. But
with the coming of love, gradually her
standards
droop and
toward lifeto asserts
titude begin
itself.a normal atIn carrying out the principal idea of
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Miss Hobbs' fads and fancies, the settings
are remarkably successful. They are sensational and futuristic in design and composition and bespeak extensive time, effort and outlay of expense. Highly intelligent directing too has greatly assisted in
making the scenes interesting. The method
of introducing and merging scenes is an
ingenious one. Each member of the cast
has been skillfully trained and is unusually
accomplished
in theforartgood
of "registering."
The
opportunities
comedy are
many, and director and players make the
best of these.
The reasons for starring Wanda Hawley
are easily recognizable. She has grace,
beauty and most of all, the ability to act.
In the somewhat eccentric role of Miss
Hobbs, she has been careful not to overdo.
She has realized that the air of arch sangfroid which goes with the characterization
is only a pose, and that underneath lies
womanly appeal and charm. Harrison Ford
has the leading masculine role and other
important parts are well played by Jack
Mulhall and Walter Hiers.
Cast.
Miss Hobbs
Wanda Hawley
Wolff Kingsearl
Harrison Ford
Beaulah Hackett Helen Jerome Eddy
Percy Hackett
Jack Mulhall
George Jessup
Walter Hiers
Millicent Farcy
Julianne Johnston
Alice Joy
Emily Chichester
Mrs. Klngsearl Frances Raymond
Play by Jerome K. Jerome.
Scenario by Elmer Harris.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Length, Five Reels,
The Story.
Not content with being a radical feminist
herself, Miss Hobbs decides to convert two
of her best friends, Beulah Hackett, who is
married, and Millicent Farey, who is about
to be ence,
married.
Through
Hobbs'
influ-of
Beulah adopts
an Miss
extreme
style
dressing and begins to eat only dates and
crackers,
to her
She
leaves much
him and
goes husband's
to live withdisgust.
Miss
Hobbs. Millicent too leaves her sweetheart
and takes refuge with the freakish Miss
Hobbs.
The two young men. outraged at this proceeding, plan a way of getting even. They
induce Wolff Kingsearl to tame this young
feminist by winning her heart. Wolff consents but soon realizes that he has undertaken something very difficult. He pretends
to be ill, one day when Miss Hobbs calls, and
professes that he has heart trouble. Miss
Hobbs becomes concerned and believing that
he has no one to take care of him proceeds
to nurse him and take him out for rides. He
succeeds in keeping from her the truth of
his identity and persuades her to believe
that he is Hackett's piano tuner. She learns
the truth one day while she is in his summer cottage
Wolff's
mother
appears
and cooking
snubs for
Misshim,
Hobbs
when
she
learns
who
she
is.
and
announces
her
engagement to a girl of wealth. Aboutson's
the
same time Miss Hobbs discovers that Wolff
has made a bet with his friends that he will
kiss the unapproachable Miss Hobbs within
a month. She is very indignant at this and
writes him a curt note saying that she had
believed him to be different from the rest
of his despicable sex until she discovered his
real nature. It is then up to Wolff to convince her that in making the bet. he had in
mind that in one month's time he would ask
her to marry him and that he had no unworthy intentions. She surprises them all
then by kissing him so that he does not win
his bet after all.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines: She
Wanted to Be Extreme. She Went in for
Crystal Gazing, Man-Hating and Dew
Baths.
Called Her
Her anda Freak
— All
But
One.They
He Loved
Discovered
Her Other Self.
"Marriage
Slavery,
Men Beasts
Are Beasts,"
She
Said, ButIs One
of the
Fell Sick,
Heart-sick and She Pitied Him. She
Tripped Into His Trap and Fell in Love.
"I'll Bet a Dinner for Three That I Kiss
Miss
Hobbs in
He WroteReadin
His Diary.
She,Onethe Month,"
Unsusceptible,
His Words and Hardened Her Heart. Did
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(By wire to Moving Picture World)
Four Pictures Shown at Cleveland Daring the Convention
Revieived by EDWARD WEITZEL
"Suds"
MARY PICKFORD'S latest United Artists' release, "Suds," which is a screen
version of the English play, "Op-o-My Thumb," is an entertaining compound of broad comedy and quaint pathos. It tells the story of a misshapen little drudge who toils long hours in a French hand laundry in the slums
of London and lightens her labors with the aid of a lively imagination which
enables her to weave a wonderful romance about herself and a male customer
whose one extra shirt has been intrusted to the tender care of the love-sick
laundress.
The girl is unattractive to a pathetic degree, but she has a stout heart and
is loved by the shy young chap who drives the laundry delivery wagon. The
owner of the shirt is a handsome but haughty youth, and he spurns the
adoration of his humble admirer. Kindness to the wornout old delivery wagon
horse is the means of bringing happiness to the little drudge and the faithful
driver.
Save for a few moments when she appears as the settled lady of the girl's
imagination, Mary Pickford sacrifices every trace of her comliness to the requirements ofthe part, and gives a performance that is among her best examples
of character action. The production is a fine one in every way. The story
itself is not particularly strong, but is handled so well by everyone concerned
that the picture is bound to please Pickford admirers.
"Married Life"
THIS five-reel Mack Sennett comedy released by the First National and featuring Ben Turpin is a matrimonial satire that opens with a fast and furious
football game and ends with a battle in and out and over an airplane that
is both thrilling and laugh compelling. The situations sandwiched in between
are not always of the best Sennett brand, but the high spots are uncommonly
clever and the full strength of the Sennett organization is used in casting the
picture.
"Yes or No?"
THE thatlistexpense
of leadingis men
support ofwhen
NormathisTalmadge
in "Yes or
shows a
not in
considered
First National
starNo"makes
production. With Frederick Burton, Rockeliffe Fellows, Lowell Sherman
and Gladen James in the same cast and Sister Natalie as an added attraction,
Miss Norma still remains the undisputed centre of attraction and acts a dual
role with her usual earnestness and charm.
The story is a complicated one and suffers from an over supply of characters, but is produced lavishly and acted with great cleverness. It has two
heroines, one the wife of a wealthy stock broker, and the other married to a
poor but ambitious mechanic. Both women are tempted to desert their husbands. The rich wife does so and gains only unhappiness and death. The poor
woman remains true to her husband and helps him to win a fortune for them
both.
The two stories run side by side, and most of the situations are rather conventional. But careful handling of the picture by the star and her support gives
it excellent entertainment value.
"The Mollycoddle"
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS has surpassed all his previous efforts with "The
Mollycoddle." It is a vastly entertaining story built on the lines of real
dramatic art and contains just the proper balance of comedy, suspense and
a skillfully devised climax. The Fairbanks stunts are utilized in a logical manner and are not thrown in with an overgenerous hand.
The picture permits him to do a clever bit of straight character acting in
the early part and to prove that he is not forced to rely on his physical stunts
to put his work over.
When the time comes for their use he goes at them with an abandon and
telling effect that far outdoes anything in his past record. There are many
novel situations in the plot, and the scenes among the Hopi Indians in Arizona,
the avalanche, and land thugs, pursuit and capture of the villain are an astounding mixture of thrills and laughs.
"The Mollycoddle's" unusual features of extraordinary merit are in a class
by themselves, and every right-minded man, woman and child will thoroughly
enjoy the picture.
i>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitii>iiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir
He
Win
His
Bet?
See
"Miss
Hobbs"
and
Find Out.
"The Prince Chap"
Exploitation Anjrles: Advertise the fact Thomas Meighan Attains Stardom in a
Heart Story Exquisitely Pictured
that
MisstheHawley
star and treatment
a "find."
Exploit
picture isasa anewhumorous
by Paramount-Artcraft.
of ultra modern ideas and fads. Have a fuReviewed by Mary Kelly.
turistic art poster made for lobby display.
Collaborate with architects and get them to
exhibit signsstills
showing
Miss Hobb's unique dephase
tender
its mostChap"
CE"Thein Prince
for house
exteriors.
ROMAN
a picture
makes
that is irresistibly charming, both in
ALL DRESSED UP (Rolin-Pathe). An its immediate appeal and in its after impressions. William DeMille has evidently made
amusing central situation in this one-reel
comic makes it an entertaining subject. This
study of the original play by Edsincere
a
is the dinner party, to which Snub Pollard
ward Peple, and he has realized the inand his little black shadow. Sambo, come.
picturesqueness and sentiment of
herent
the story.
Snub plays a hack driver, with aspirations
to be a regular gentleman, and botli he and
may be more poetry than truth
Sambo
number. are In elaborate full dress. A good inThere
much of the action, but so artistically
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has the picture been produced that any implausibilities that exist are pleasing rather
than otherwise. The treatment is delicate;
moments of sadness are relieved by passages of gentle humor; and the love scenes,
those of disappointment and those of realization, have been finelyinterpreted by director and players.
The cast, headed by Thomas Meighan,
includes a number of capable players. The
star has naturalness, dignity and emotional
resources that eminently fit him to his
princely role. Ann Forrest as a human
bundle of rags and imagination does excellent work. Two child actresses. Peaches
Jackson and May Giracci, each play the
role of Claudia at different stages of her
life. They are very lovable and have proven
remarkably responsive. Claudia, grown-up,
is portrayed by Lila Lee with rare sympathy and charm. Among other talented
members of the cast are Kathlyn Williams,
Casson Ferguson, Theodore Kosloii and
Florence Hart.
Cast.
William Peyton
Thomas Meighan
Eunion
Charles Ogle
Alice
Kathlyn Williams
Jack,
Earl
of
Hutington.
.Casson
Phoebe Puckers
AnnFerguson
Forrest
Claudia, aged 4
Peaches Jackson
Claudia, aged 8
May Giracci
Claudia, aged IS
Lila Lee
Aunt
Lillian Leighton
Play by Edward Peple.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau
Direction by William C. DeMille.
Length, six reels.
The Story.
William Peyton, a talented sculptor, leaves
America and his fiance, Alice, with a promise
to return to her as soon as he has realized
success in London. He and a group of fellow-artists live in humble London quarters
and are bound together by mutual love and
interest. Claudia, a tiny girl of four, comes
into his possession upon the death of her
mother, who has wrested from Peyton the
promise that he will always take care of the
child.
When word comes to Alice of this transaction she is influenced by her aunt to doubt
Peyton's
account
to believe
that Claudia
is his own
child.andHer
uncomfortable
suspicions bring her to England, on which trip
she is accompanied by Helmer, a persistent
suitor.
She arrives
Peyton's home
and is
met
by Claudia,
who atimmediately
recognizes
the ladyof many
stranger
as that
the Peyton
"princess,"
the
heroine
a story
has told
her. Claudia innocently informs Alice that
her Peyton has sent her mother away to get
well; having been told that her mother had
gone far away, where she would never be
sick again. Alice believes that her fears
have been grounded, and when Peyton comes
in she gives him his choice of her or Claudia.
He refuses to give Claudia up. Alice leaves,
and a little while later is married to Helmer.
After years have passed Peyton has succeeded. When Claudia is eighteen Peyton
informs her that the time has come when
they must have a housekeeper to take care
of them. She does not undershtand why, and
he explains that the world outside might misunderstand their relationship. This conversation leads up to the climax, which comes
when he realizes that Claudia's love for him
is not that of a child for its parent, but that
of a woman for a man. Alice, now widowed,
returns, but
Claudia.
He Peyton's
and Alice love
part isas centered
good com-on
rades.
Prognram
and
Elxploltatlon Catchllnes:
"The
Prince
Chap"
William De Mille
Production with —anA Exceptionally
Fine
Cast — Thomas Meighan, Lila Lee, Kathlyn Williams and Ann Forrest.
The Story of a Young Sculptor Who Left
Home and Fiance that He Might Find
SuccessFaith
for inHerHimSakeWhen
— Showing
How Her
She
Lost
He Needed
Most
—
And
How
Finally
a
Reward
Came
to Him for His Great Love.
He Was a Very Poor Prince, But He Had
a Great Heart. The Princess Was Very
Rich
and forSheHim.
Didn'tTime
LovePassed
Him Enough
to Wait
and He
Forgot
—
and
Then
Deserved
Happiness
Came.
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Turn 'Round Then, Helena
Weback."
read her
lips. from
She a said:
Scene
new "Scratch
Goldwyn my
picture.
A Delightful Fairy Tale of a Poor, Big
Prince and a Poor, Little Orphan.
Exploitation Angles: Don't forget that this
is Thomas Meighan's first starring vehicle.
He has many admirers and should be generUse is
Lilaa Lee's
name,
Get itously
overadvertised.
that this
romance
withtoo.a
lasting flavor. It will send your patrons
away with a feeling of contentment. Give
a special
matinee,
theme
and children's
the characters
will asbe the
suretitleto
please them. Call your theatre Fairyland
for this occasion and say that one of the
famous hero.
princes of story-book lore is the
screen
Back"
Goldwyn "Scratch
Releases My
a Delightful
Light
Comedy, with a Touch of the Romantic, by Rupert Hughes.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
INconstruction,
an amusing admitted
struggle with
with photoplay
laughable
frankness in the sub-titles, Rupert
Hughes has made a hit with "Scratch My
Back"
whichHe others
will attempt
in vainof
to imitate.
starts with
the materials
a romantic comedy and one farcical incident. As he progresses in the maze of photoplay construction, he finds himself sadly
hindered by outworn conventions. Instead of floundering into greater difficulties
he explains matters to the audience in a
heart-to-heart appeal on the screen. This
is a daring expedient; one not to be repeated with much chance of success, but
it gets over from novelty and because of
the author's cleverness and ingenuity.
When he finally manages to merge his two
lines of interest the bright story moves on
smoothly to an original and highly entertaining conclusion.
All this is not done without skilled handling vides
on the
part ofof Sidney
Olcott.detail
He proa wealth
illustrative
and
nicely preserves the mood of the comedy
through difficulties that seem to stagger
the author. Unexpected twists and turns
are used to parody the conventional plot,
much to the amusement of those in the
audience — and their name is legion — who
are sated with theatric stupidity. There is
in evidence a vast amount of skilled workmanship, contributory to general enjoyment of the production.
be thanked,
Back"
is The
not agods
creaking
vehicle "Scratch
for some Mytiresome
star. It is admirably typed, Helen Chadwick, T. Roy Barnes and Caesar Grav:ne
forming an irrestible trio of high-grade
performers. They and the support fill out
a sum of high values. As presented by
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Rothapfel at the Capitol Theatre, "Scratch
My Back" tainmeis
oneseason.
of the brightest enternts ofthe
Cast.
Val Romney
T. Roy Barnes
Loton
Lloyd T. Whitlock
Madeline
Helene Chadwlck
Jahoda
Cesare Gravina
Director, Sidney Olcott.
The five
Story.reels.
Length,
Val Romney thinks he can get what he
wants when he wants it. He plays with a
cat and gets what he doesn't want, a flea.
He
is thinking
"Scratch
my back"
moment
at a social
function,
and noevery
one
does. This little episode is forever fixed in
his mind. He attends the opera one evening and notes the beautiful bare back of a
lady in front of him. Presently she reaches
in vain to scratch an itching spot. Val has
had some disastrous experiences as a gallant,
but he nerves himself to the emergency. He
cautiously scratches the place the lady cannotlief.
reach,Between
and the
she acts
drawsshea writes
deep sigh
of re-to
a note
the man of resource and asks him to meet
her at her house. He does so next day, and
self introductions follow. She is in trouble.
Earlier in life she had run away from convent school in France with the idea of becoming a famous dancer. She had money
enough with her to study under a teacher
named alities
Jahoda,
a gentleman
nationand the virtues
of noneof eleven
of them.
The
two had appeared in public together, but the
experience had cured her. She had returned
home and been forgiven. Now Jahoda was
blackmailing her, threatening to expose her
to her husband.
Val is disappointed to find that the lady,
none other than Madeline Loton, wife of a
diplomat,spires hisislove
a married
woman, but
Inof adventure.
Theyshemeet
secretly, arousing the jealousy of Loton, but
they
get tobrings
Jahoda the
together.
Val's skill
with
his cane
blackmailer
to terms.
He gives up the posters showing himself
and Madeline in a ballet dance, but he preserves his sense of injury. When Val and
Madeline are confronted at the latter's home
by the jealous husband and caught in their
little lies, Jahoda appears to further expose
them, but the husband has known all along
about her past. All is forgiven. Jahoda is
kicked out. Val is accorded no other consolation than having his back scratched at an
itching moment by Madeline.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchlineai A
Light Comedy-Drama That Is Full of Pep.
Oh,Scratching
Boy, But Fever
Didn't— Every
He Have
BacktheHe BackSaw
Ho Thought Needed Scratching — At the
Opera an Exposed Back Tempted Him.
So He Scratched — And That Was What
Started His Happy Romance.
He Had an Idea That He Could Have AnyFigured,
However,thing He Wanted
on the— HeActiveHadn'tFlea
That
Jumped That
from— Then
the CatHeto Him
— He Didn'tto
Want
Commenced
Scratch
— He Couldn't Stop Scratching
His
Back.
Exploitation Angrles: Work hard on the
title. Treat it lightly and profusely. Put
up a scratching post in your lobby with an
invitation to the passer-by to scratch his
hack and come and see the play with a
knowing "You know how hot it feels. Come
one case."
in this
how useit ofworked
and see
Make
proper
the factoutthat
was a
stage success and that the author is Rupert
are ofplain that you
Hughes,fering itbut
as a make
really itentertaining
comedy and
not merely as a curiosity.
Evidence"
First"Circumstantial
of a Series of Twelve
Detective
Dramas Known as "Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries," Produced
by William tributed
Steiner
and DisThrough Arrow.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
the spectakeeping
guessing art
as toof the
identity
of the
IN thetordifficult
murderer "Circumstantial Evidence" is
.
a success From the very outset it is misleading when several suspicious characters
are introduced, and the uncertainty is
maintained
cidents untilthrough
the end. a series of lively inTex is played by Glen White, whose
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forcefulness and unflinching countenance
fit him for this role. Leo Delaney and
Marie Treador are also good types. The
prison and underworld scenes are well set
and skillfully directed.
Cast.
Tex, Eluoidator of Mysteries ..Glen White
Frank, the butler
Leo Delaney
Edna Nelson
Miss Jane McAlpin
Paul,
Tex's friend
Alfred
Warman
Jack Nelson,
husband of Edna.
.David
Wall
Jim,
Tex'
cellmate
Robert
Taber
Mary, the maid
Marie Treador
Story and direction by Tom Collins.
Length, five reels.
The Story.
Tex, a famous detective, is visited by a
friend who questions him about the circumstances leading to his life of retirement.
Tex then tells the story.
Several years before he had been invited to
the home of Jack Nelson, an old friend. Edna
Nelson, his wife, shows open admiration for
Tex. While he is visiting a dispute arises
between Nelson and his butler and the latter
is discharged. His manner, as well as that of
the parlor maid, is threatening. During the
night Nelson is murdered. When the police
arrive in the morning a knife is found on the
floor. Edna seizes the knife, and Tex, fearing that she is about to kill herself for grief,
throws the knife out of the window. The detectives are unable to find it and regard the
incident as one which incriminates Tex.
Thereupon he is arrested and sentenced to
life imprisonment.
Two years later a fire breaks out in the
prison and Tex' bravery in saving the warden's wifeto and
childbutwins
for him by
his her
liberty.
He goes
Edna,
is repulsed
and
by all others who know of his connection
with the former crime. He decides to look
up to the butler, whom he believes to be
guilty. He finds him in the underworld, but
in bringing him to Justice learns that some
one other than he committed the murder. A
telephone call from the Nelson home then
comes and he hears that Edna is dying. He
arrives at her side in time to hear her confession, and decides to devote his life to
solving crime mysteries and saving innocent
ones from being convicted on account of
"circumstantial evidence."
Progrram and Exploitation Catchlines: "Circumstantial Evidence." How an Unselfish Act Brought Suspicion and Incrimination Upon an Innocent Man.
Who Killed Jack Nelson? His Friend, His
Wife, or His Butler? "Circumstantial
Evidence" Will Keep You Guessing.
Exploitation
Angles: A campaign for
mystifying your patrons will get the best
selling results. Send out literature with
merely the question "Who killed Jack Nelfurther is information
and keepson?"thisLater upsend
untiloutcuriosity
stimulated.
"Some Wild Oats"
Hygienic Films of America, Inc.,
Present Sex Educational Subject.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS is another screen production, in
six reels, dealing with the subject of
venereal disease. It was shown a full
week at a Forty-second street theatre. New
York, twice a day to men only and twice to
women only. This arrangement would seem
to be the best for showing such a production, as the treatment is quite sensational
in places and will hardly do for a mixed assembly. The publicity given this film attracted a great deal of attention in front
of the theatre, but the men's matinee Friday afternoon drew a very slim attendance.
There have been numerous predecessors
for this sort of subject since the days of
"Damaged Goods." This present subject
has not the sincerity of treatment possessed by many others along the same line,
and this, no doubt, in part accounts for the
light attendance. Such film stories are too
sordid in subject matter to be classed as
entertainment, and while they have undoubtedly accomplished much of educational value in the past, it is not a type of
production spectators care to see repeated.
The story concerns the experiences of a
country youth in New York City, who deSocial
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worthy character she interprets. As presented at the Rivoli Theatre, "Below the
Surface" compelled rapt attention from first
to last by fine quality
Cast.of entertainment.
Martin Flint
Hobart Bosworth
Edna Gordon
Grace Darmond
Luther
Lloyd Hughes
James Arnold
George Webb
Alice
Gladys George
Dave
J. P. Lockney
Martha Flint
Edith Torke
Geb' Quail
George Clair
Story by Luther Reed.
Director, Irving Willat.
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
Length.
The 5,987
Story. Feet.

After Her Folly
"Vivian Rich takes a rest in "A World of
Folly," which was made by Fox.
sires to get out and see the bright lights
and wild women. A doctor who feels
friendly toward him arranges an expedition
so that he may have certain exciting experiences without coming to harm. The
cast includes William Jefferson, H. Laffey,
Wesley Hunt, Mary Marceau, Carl Fleming, Gertrude La Brandt and others.
E)xploitation Angles: Play this purely as
propaganda and divide your audiences as
.suggested. Establish an age limit and hold
to
it closely.
Don't makeMake
the dignity
mistake andof
trying
to be sensational.
earnestness your aim.
"Below the Surface"
Paramount Presents Hobart Bosworth in
a Dramatic Story Supervised by Thomas
H. Ince.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

largely
the Surface"
ess ofdepends
BELOW
upon intensiven
treatment
for
its complete illusion of dramatic realInce
ity. has woven about the spectator a
spell of atmospheric illusion, most powerful
in submarine scenes, which holds attention
with utmost fixity. The figures of men and
women are drawn in clear characterization,
but the fascination is largely one of exciting incident too real to be associated
with the idea of melodrama. So perfect
is this handling of the subject matter that
old uses of convention vanish in thin air —
we are watching the onrush of events and
the movement of psychic forces only. The
story is tragic in tendency — it deals bitterly with the punishment of a beautiful
and adventurous young girl who traded her
sex attractions for ignoble results — and
the mood is carefully preserved. "Below
the Surface"
might well be called a masterpiece of treatment.
Hobart Bosworth plays the role of an old
diver who has gone deep enough in human
experience to divine almost unfailingly the
distinction between what is false and what
is true in human nature. He has even
realized that the duel of sex may be a duel
to the death in the case of the son he seeks
to save from the toils of a beautiful and
heartless woman. He represents the incarnation of spiritual and mental experience.
All that he does, however, and all that
Lloyd Hughes does exceedingly well in the
role of the son would be nullified to an extent without the superb performance of
Grace Darmond as the adventuress. With
the virile force of a fascinating personality,
with a wealth of temperament that indicates
the true artist, she holds attention so completely as to win sympathy for the un-

Martin ofFlint
had asgone
deepwhen
"Below
the
Surface"
the sea
a diver
his services are solicited by an adventurer named
Arnold in company with Alice, a beautiful
girl he introduces as his sister. Finding
Flint averse to their scheme of pretending
to find gold on a treasure ship, the Arnolds
devote
their Luther
attentionis warned
to Luther,by Flint's
son.
Infatuated,
his father
in vain. As a last resort the old man taunts
the adventuress to the point that she consents to marry Luther. She exacts from him
that he will bring up gold from the wreck
before they live together. After the ceremony Luther goes directly to his dangerous
work.face aHe
is successful,
to the
surhandful
of coin.bringing
When he
reaches
home in an exhausted condition he finds that
his bride has fied. He collapses and becomes delirious. He is in a critical condition, calling for Edna, when Flint decides to
go in search of her. He takes the boat for
Boston and discovers her with Arnold and
gay company in a lively cabaret. Before the
frightened
crowd They
he drags
his "daughter"
from the place.
are followed
to the
boat by Arnold, who manages to join Edna
in her cabin. During the night the boat
strikes a derelict and goes down. Flint is
among the few survivors. He returns to his
son and is gradually compelled to tell the
truth about Edna. Luther refuses to believe. In desperate mood he goes in a diving
suit to make sure. He finds the bodies of his
wife and Arnold in a stateroom and faints.
Flint dives to save his son and brings him
with difficulty to the surface. At last Luther
sees light. No longer self-deceived, he
places his future in the hands of a gentle
girl, who has long and faithfully loved him.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines: Intensive Drama Telling How An Adventurer Sought the Services of a Deep Sea
Gold.
Diver Who Wanted to Pretend Finding
Hobart Bosworth in Another Gripping
Drama of the Sea — See the Terrific Smash
and the Sinking of the Sea Going Vessel.
Story Depicting
the Punishment
a Beautiful and Adventurous
Young ofGirl
Who
Traded Her Attractions for Ignoble Results— See Hobart Bosworth in This
Gripping Story
of DeepRealize
'^ea Diving.
Exploitation
Angles:
that you
have to offer a really unusual play and give
It more than usual attention. Make Bosworth a star, but make your patrons realize
the grip of the story. Tell them enough
to make them keenly desirous of seeing the
play. If you can borrow or fabricate a diving suit, work it into some stunt.
"Alias Miss Dodd"
Five-Reel Universal Production Features
Edith Roberts in Whimsical Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McBlravy.
A HUMOROUS
and feature
quite original
plot
is the outstanding
of this fivereel production, but it is not close
enough to real life to make a really strong
feature. It is bright and clever, yet not
sufficiently human to grip and hold the interest
It is abecause
subject ofthatits will
entertain anclosely.
audience,
quaint,
whimsical plot, but will perhaps not make
any great impression upon the emotions.
Such a subject usually makes a good followup for a tense, dramatic feature of the
heavier type. The various complications
are interesting, though handled without
any great degree of suspense.
Edith Roberts plays capably the role of
the bookbindery girl.
Johnnie Cook, who has appeared in sev-
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eral interesting character roles, plays the all up to the high standard which Goldwyn
has adopted this year.
part of the author of the dairy. Walter
Those who admire Tom Moore will find
Richardson and Harry Van Meter are also
their admiration increased when they see
in the supporting cast.
"The Great Accident," while to the casual
Cast.
Jeanne
Edith Roberts photoplay patron both Mr. Moore and the
production will be splendid entertainment.
Kent
Walter Richardson
Thomas Dodd
Johnnie Cook
Cast.
Tom Moore
Jerry Dodd
Harry Van Meter Wint Chase
Joan Caretall
Jane Novak
Sarah
Margaret McWade
Bess
Vida Johnson Winthrop Chase
Andrew Robson
Willard Louis
Hazel
Ruth King Amos Caretall
Story by Edgar Franltlin.
Mrs. Winthrop Chase
Lillian Langdon
Directed by Harry Franklin.
Hetty Morfee
Ann Forrest
Length, Five Reels.
Jack Routt
Philo McCuUough
V.
R.
Kite
Otto
Hoffman
The Story.
Peter Gergeu
Roy Laidlaw
Williams
Edward McWade
Jeanne,
in
"Alias
Miss
Dodd,"
is
a
pretty
young girl employed in a book bindery. She Sheriff
Don Bailey
is a great
admirer
Joan d'Arc,
and equally
in her Sam O'Brien
Lefty Flynn
own
romantic
way ofimagines
herself
Story by Ben Ames Williams.
brave and fearless. One day a diary, written
Director, Harry Beaumont.
by Thomas Dodd, is handed to her for bindLength, Five Reels.
ing,lieves
and she
reads
a
portion
of
it.
She
beThe Story.
Thomas Dodd to be a heartless wretch,
the father of a girl born to Sarah Ross, to
Winthrop Chase, Sr.. is making a fight for
whom he was never married.
the ofnce of Mayor of Hardiston. James T.
Thinking it her duty to ferret out this
backed by Congressman Amos Carecrime, Jeanne pretends to be the missing Hollow,
tall, is his opponent. Winthrop Chase is for
daughter. Thomas Dodd, an amiable old "cleaning
the town."
resent theupsordid
element. His opponents repbachelor, listens to her story and accepts
her as his child. Jeanne falls In love with
"Wint"
Chase,
Jr.,
is a wild,
his nephew, Kent, but tries to induce Kent
responsible young fellow
who reckless,
has been ir-a
to marry a girl named Hazel Jenkins, whom
thorn in his father's side. Hollow and his
she thinks he has wronged. Hazel, believing associates
frame up a practical joke on Chase,
Kent is not to come into a certain inherit- Sr. They influence the voters to write "Jr."
ance, refuses to wed him, and turns her at- in on the ballot whereon the name of Wintentions to Thomas Dodd's brother, Jerry.
Chase appears.
When on
"Wint"
Hazel has guessed that Jeanne is not Thomas
of the throp
practical
joke played
him, learns
he is
Dodd's daughter, and believes the inherit- amazed. His father is embittered by what
ance will go to his brother instead of to the he thinks is his son's humiliating trick on
nephew.
leaves home.
The appearance of Sarah Ross puts an him. "Wint"
politicians
that all
withtheir"Wint"
end to Jeanne's suspicions, for Sarah denies as The
Mayor
they
willimagine
have things
own
ever having had a daughter. Jeanne then
"Wint" suddenly shows his fathconfesses her deception and accepts the love way. er'sButfighting
spirit.
He orders
of Kent. Thomas Dodd admits his diary was cleaned up and
the law
enforcedthetotown
the
mostly fiction and finally proposes to Sarah.
letter,
when
Hetty
Morfee,
his
former schoolFroerram and Exploitation CatcbilineH: Humate,
comes
to
grief
through
the
conditions
morous Story of a Pretty Young Girl
town. His sweetheart, Joan,
Who Worked in a Book Bindery and existing in the
by his wonderful fight for deWho Mistook the Writing In a Diary is inspired
cency.
He
smashes
the ring. They frame
That Was Given to Her for Binding for him up to ruin his character.
Hetty, who
the Truth — See Her Adventures in Try- has been used as a tool to disgrace
him,
ing to Prove That the Man Who Wrote It makes a confession which clears his charWas Guilty.
acter.
His
enemies
are
put
to
rout.
He
and
She Imagined That She Was Brave and his father again renew their love for each
Fearless
Dike
Joan
d'
Arc
—
She
Thought
She Discovered a Crime in a Diary That other. Joan accepts him. His character has
redeemed
"The Catchllnea:
Great Accident."
She Was Binding — This Gave Her a been
and through
Exploitation
He
Chance for Adventure — See Edith Rob- Pro-am
Was An Accidental Mayor — They Tried
erts in This Whimsical Drama.
to
a Joke They
on HimAll— But
WhenTheir
He
Edith Roberts in a Humorous Drama DeGotPlay
lii Office
Opened
picting the Experiences of a Pretty
Eyes.
Young Lass Who Sought Adventure.
He Cleaned Everything Up — His Weakness
Exploitation Angles: You can use a mys— Drink — Got the First Blow — A Political
tery girl in this very nicely, letting her regisGang Was
The Dan
ter as "Alias Miss Dodd," or having packCupid
AimedHisat Second
Him andVictim
the —Accidental
ages. Play on Miss Roberts in your appeal,
Mayor Won the Girl He Loved.
and tell the foundation of the story. This
Tom Moore in a Snappy Comedy drama
last should prove the best selling angle.
Telling of the Thrilling Romance of a
General Good Fellow Who Was Accidentally Eected Mayor of His City.
"The Great Accident"
Exploitation Angles: Split the exploitation between Tom Moore and Ben Ames WilGoldwyn Presents Tom Moore in Splendid
liams. The same story made an unusual hit
Melodramatic Production of Popular
when it ran in the Post and should bring
Appeal.
many strangers to your house. Hook up
Reviewed by Jacob Smith.
with the newsdealers for a display of magazines and the statement that this story will
Tom Moore be shown.
nt"
Accide
"Thea Great
INplays
somewhat different role than
he has been in this season's Goldwyn
productions, demonstrating his ability to
"Love's Flame"
Great Acci- Fidelity Presents Thomas J. Carrigan and
play a variety of parts. "The tion
by reason
one
in
publica
its
of
dent,"
Vivienne
Osborne in a New Style
of the national magazines has already a
Romantic Comedy.
rs.
They will find
large number of followe
Reviewed by Epes W. Sargent.
that the picture closely follows the original
is even more
action
the
that
and
story
t of war stories, the
ER
AFT
brings forward something
Fidelitya surfei
tense in the picture. Tom Moore plays his
new in the shape of a tale based upon
part splendidly. Being a story of politics, the France
of the post-war period and of
there is plenty of intrigue, and the action an
aviator who meets and beats
Americ
that of Win- the remaran
is fast. Mr. Moore's part ais dry
kable
code of laws governing
the
town,
throp Chase, who lives in
respected marriage in France. For that matter the
scapegrace son of a wealthy and
story might lhave been written of the
father. The story is along melodramatic France
of ten or twenty years ago, but
lines, but it strikes a popular appeal with
inthe public.
added
g makes
settin
presen
the
ge has
ational for
sincet the
marria
intern
terest
Tom Moore is splendidly supported by
sed
of late. The
been so widely discus
Ann Forest and others.
Direction, photography and settings are theme is somewhat light for its footage
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and moves almost too directly to its end,
unmarked by serious complication, but the
interest is well sustained and the surprise
is held until well toward the climax. Of
course we know that the hero always gets
the
only theis "how"
and
here girl;
the means
cleverlycanheldinterest,
back until
the denouement. The story is commendably free from the flag waving and similar
appeals to pseudo patriotism. It is purely
a love story with war very much in the
background; only a single scene being laid
before the armistice.
Tom Carrigan sustained well a role
which called for restraint and tact, and
Miss Osborne as his fiancee shared the honors. Reginald Barlow, as the father, and
J. P. Lafifey, as the Mayor were excellent
in character roles. The direction was intelligent and the French atmosphere was
well sustained even in the outdoor scenes,
which included many shots of more than
usual charm. It should please a majority
of patrons from allCast.
angles.
Capt. Donald Clay Thomas J. Carrigan
Adele De Ronsard Vivienne Osborne
Mathilde
Cora Williams
Maurice
Alexis Rene
St. Gaudens
J. Albert Hall
M. Brisson
Albert Roccardi
Mme. Julia
Marcelle Carroll
M. De Ronsard Major Reginald Barlow
The Mayor
J. p. Laffey
Story and scenario by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Directed by Carl Louis Gregory.
Length,The Five
Story. Reels.
Capt. Clay, an American aviator, comes
down with his plane in flames. He is so
badly injured that the armistice has been
declared before he is ready to remove from
the chateau of the de Ronsards. where he
has been cared for by the fair chatelaine.
Ordered to report to his squadron for
discharge, he declares his love for Adele de
Ronsard
turned. and finds that his affection is reThere is an awkward moment when he
discovers that there is a young child in the
house, a moment made more awkward by
the
appearance
one she
but supposed
two of Adele's
former
suitors. ofThenot first
dead
in a military prison before she accepted the
second, St. Gaudens. They, too, hear the
crying of the child and at once imagine the
obvious
explanation.
Clay's
strongwhich
appealis
to their sense
of honor and
fairness,
overheard by Adele, confirms her judgment.
She returns the rings of her former adto their evident relief, and gives her
hand tomirers, Clay.
Then arises the problem of the parental
consent, without which a marriage cannot be
contracted. De Ronsard is of the old
school. Even the great war has not shaken
his ancient pride of race. Adele fears that
his consent will never be gained, but Clay
proves his American ingenuity. He cannot
win the insists
parent's
de Ronsard
actually
thatconsent,
the pair yet
be married,
and
the
de
Ronsard
estates
are
left
to Claire's
sister,
who
is
in
reality
the
mother
of
the
little war baby.
Pro^nm and Exploitation Catchllnea; All is
Fair in Love and War. But It Was Playing It Lowdown on Father.
A Story of the France That Was Born of
War and Peace.
A Delightful Little Comedy of the Winning
of a War Bride.
Father
SaidShould.
She Shouldn't and Insisted
That She
A War.
Romantic Story of the France Born of
Pleasing
Carrigan.Comedy Drama with Thomas J.
Exploitation Anslesi Play up the fact
that this is a story of the France of today,
but in no sense a war drama. Use such lines
as "They wear uniforms, but they do not
fight." Play up Carrigan and Miss Osborne,
but tell th« ttory baaU, dwelling upon the
difficulties under the French law of marrygirl withoutin her
consent.
Get
theming a interested
this parent's
angle and
the story
will draw them in. Make an especial appeal
to the young couples.
Read the Big Cleveland Convention Story
Commencing on Page 1567.
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
June 13 — Portraits from Acid.
.\prilC-R,
FollyP-2172.
(Marion Davies). Vol 48; P-13S9;
June 30 — A Forest Fantasy.
June
27 — Quizzing the Prophets.
His House in Order (Elsie Ferguson) -L-494S
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Ft. Vol. 43; P-1333.
Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4707 Ft.
43; P-1&37;
455. (Dorothy Gish).
MaryVol.Ellen
Comes toC-RTown
SPECIALS.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
L-4707 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-1680.
Excuse My Dust (Wallace Reld) — L-4330 Ft.;
The Strongest (AU-Star) — Vol. 43; P-1234:
C-R-Vol. 44: P-299.
Vol. 43; P-2003; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299: Ex.
414.
Should a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
Jubilo (Will Rogers). Vol. 42; P-1007
While New York Sleeps (All-Star).
My
Lady's
4823 Ft.Garter
Vol. (Tourneur
43; P-1837; Production)
C-R, P-723. — L- Flame of^ th^e Desert 'Geraldine Farrar). Vol.
WILLIAM
FARNUM SERIES.
Easy to Get (Marguerite Clark) — L-4,110 Ft. The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helene
Heart Strings (William Parnum — Six Parts)
Vol. 43; P-1678; C-R 2002.
Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1619.
Chadwick). Vol. 43; P-1291.
The Adventurer
(William
Farnum — Six
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 48; P-S40.
April.
Parts).
Vol.
43;
P-1650;
C-R;
Vol.
44;
Treasure
Island
(Super-Speclal-Tourneur).
Toby's
Bow (Tom
Vol. 42;ProduotlonV.
P-1189.
P-134.
The Silver
Horde Moore).
(Rex Beach
L-5,143
Ex. 1332.Ft. Vol. 44; P-560; C-R, P-857;
The Orphan (William Famum — Six Reels),
Vol.
44;
P-460;
Ex.
949;
C-R,
P-1369.
44; P-858;
The Palliser Case (Pauline Frederick). VoL
Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick) — L-6008
The Vol.
Trouble
Makers.C-R, P-1106.
43;
P-115,
Ex.
835.
Ft.
Vol.
44;
P-459.
TOM MIX SERIES.
The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
The Cost (Violet Heming) — L-5,547 Ft. Vol.
P-141;Road
C-R, (Enid
P-857. Bennett-Ince). Vol.
The 2002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-1008; C-R
The 43;
LovesP-12S6.
of Letty (Pauline Frederick). VoL
The 44;False
43;
P-1290.
The Daredevil (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-2005.
44;
P-724.
The
Little
Shepherd
of Kingdom Come (JaA
Terror
Island
(Houdini)^-5,813
Ft.
Vol.
44;
Desert Love. Vol. 44; P-599.
Vol. 43; P-1B22.
P-861; C-R, P-1105.
The
DudsFickford).
(Tom Moore).
The Hart)
Toll — Gate
(Super-Special
—
William
S.
S GoldTerror.
Coins. Vol. 44; P-1235.
86. Water, Everywhere (Will Roeers).
Water,
L-5590 Ft. Vol. 44; P-727; C-R,
FOX BNTERTAmMENTS.
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-468; Bx.
Dr. Jekyll857;andEx..Mr.P-1479.
Hyde (Super Special). Vol.
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Partners of the Night. Vol. 43; P-184S: C-R.
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43;
44; P-239; C-R. P-723;
Ex. 1086.
May.
P-941; Ex. 1801.
Vol. 44; P-723.
Dangerous Days (Rex Beach Production).
The Last Straw (Buck Jones). Vol. 43; P-lllB.
Why
Change
Your
Wife?
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
Vol. 43; P-2176.
The P-Hell
Ship
(Madlaine
Traverse).
Vol.
4>1288
Street Called Straight (Basil King — AU
Special) — L-7.175 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex. The P-134.
Star).
Vol. 43; P-1293; C-R. VoL 44:
Faith (Peggy Hyland). Vol. 43; P-1681.
828, 1087, 1332; C-R, P-1359.
The 43;
Devil's
Riddle (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
Mrs. Vol.
Temple's
Telegram
(Bryant
Washburn).
The Woman in Room 13 (Pauline Frederick).
44;
P-862;
C-R,
P-1233;
L-4,138
Ft.
P-1840.
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh). Vol. The Sea Wolf (George Melford Special). LVol. 44; P-138; C-R, P-697; Ex. 949.
The P-723.
Woman and the Puppet (Geraldine Far43' P-2173
6,797 Ft. Vol. 44; P-1236; C-R, P-1359.
rar— Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-142: C-R.
MollyC-Rand455.I (Shirley Mason). Vol. 44; P-138; The Dancin' Fool (Wallace Reid) — L-4, 124 Ft.
Vol. 44; P-982; C-R, P-1233.
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
Vol. 44; A Lady
The P-729;
StrangeC-R,
Boarder
in Love (Ethel Clapton) — Vol. 44; P1238.
P-979. (Will Rogers). VoL 44:
P-142; C-R 455.
Out of the Storm (Barbara (?astleton), V<rt.
LeaveP-739.
It to Me (William Russell). Vo'. 44;
Jnne.
44; P-1107.
L-B663For Ft.New (DeMille Special Reissue)
The Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse). Vol. 44; Old —Wives
Jes' 1361;
Call MeC-R,JimP-1499.
(Will Rogers). Vol. 44; PP-303; C-R, P-B97.
Below the Surface (Thomas H. Ince Special)
Dollars and Sense (Madge Kennedy). Vol,
The Mother of His Children (Gladys Prock—
L-5987
Ft.
Vol.
44;
Ex.
1330.
44; P-1363.
44; P-458;
P-857.Vol. 44; Paris Green (Charles Ray) — L-4257 Ft.
Wouldwell).
You Vol.
Forgive?
(VivianC-R,
Rich).
The 44;
Return
of Tarzan (Gene Pollar). Vol.
P-1504).
Remodeling
L-4844 Ft.Her Husband (Dorothy Gish) —
P-724; C-R, P-979.
BRAY PIOTOGRAPHS.
The Dead Line (George Walsh). Vol. 44; PThe 4708
City Ft.of Masks (Robert Warwick) — L980; C-R, P-1105.
(One Reel.)
Forbidden
Wireless Telephony.
P-1234. Trails (Buck Jones). Vol. 44;
Sick Abed (Wallace Reid) — L-4327 Ft.
Pheasants,
Aristocrats
of Birdland.
Sand (William S. Hart)— L-4869 Ft.
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
Professor B, Flat, A Musical Noveltr.
ARTCRAFT.
Love'sP-1360:
Harvest
(Shirley
Mason).
Vol.
44;
Guardians
of
Our
Gateways.
C-R, P-1499.
Famous Robberies.
The Iron Heart (Madlaine Traverse). Vol.
Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm (Mary PickHigh Cost of Courting.
ford Re-issue) — L-5,382 Ft.
44;
P-1501.
Taos Indians and Other Subjects.
White Lies (Gladys Brockwell).
COMEDIES.
The ■ell.
Twins of Suffering Creek (William RusFORD EDUCATIONALS.
May 2 — Fresh from the CTity (Sennett).
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich).
Jan. 4 — Eventide.(One Reel.)
May
9
—
Spring
(DeHa^en).
Extraordinary Spedala.
11 — Bubble.
May 23 — Let 'er Go (Sennett).
Jan. 18— Just Kids.
May 30 — Beating Cheaters (DeHaven).
Salome (Theda Bar&).
Feb.
with
Jan.
June
6
—
By
Golly
(Sennett
—
Two
Reels).
The Honor System (All-Star).
Grain of Salt.
Jan. 2518—— Take
June Reels).
13 — A Model Husband (DeHaven — Two
The
Flowing Road.
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette KellerDe-Light.
man).
Feb.
June — 27Two
— You
Wouldn't Believe It (Sennett
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Reels).
Higher Spheres.
Feb. 15
22 —— In
Silverware.
Les Mlserables (William Farnum).
29 — Tick-Tock.
PARAMOUNT
BURTON HOLMES TRATBL
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Mar. 7 — Broken Silence.
Should Dummies Wed?
PICTURES.
Mar. 14 — With Every Meal.
Girls and Gunpowder.
Mar. 31— Alligator Hunt.
(One Reel.)
Monkey Business.
Apr. 18 — Up-Country in Slam.
Oh! What a Knight
Apr. 25 — In Lovely Lorraine.
Mary's
LittleSneeze.
Lobster.
His
Musical
May 2 — In Happy Alsace.
May 9 — An Oriental Sing Sing.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
MWTT AND JEFF
May 16 — Artistic Antwerp.
The Toy Makers.
May 23 — Musko and Musume of Nlpp«a.
The Tango Dancers.
May 30 — Battlefields of France.
One Round Jeff.
June 6 — Beautiful Bruges.
Six P-1708.
Feet Four (William Russen). VoL 41:
3 Raisens and a Cake of Taaat.
June 13 — The Lure of the Lorelejr.
Departed Spirits.
June
20
—
The
Lake
of
the
Sun
aad
Mo«B.
Eve P-864.
in Exile (Charlotte Walker). VoL tti
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash (3an. June 27 — Battlefields of France.
The Breakfast Food Industry.
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell).
PARAMOUNT MAGAZIHB.
The Honey Bee (Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia):'
(One Reel.)
463.
43;
Vol.
Apr. 18 — Mental Acrobatics.
44: PP-600.Talent
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Vol.
Dangerous
(Margarita Plsher).
Apr. 26 — The Nurse of the Tenemanta.
Vol.
43;
P-2011;
C-R, Russell).
Vol. 44; P-184.
May
2
—
A
Peatherhead
I^hystclaa.
Slam Bang Jim (William
May 9— The Teeth of the Law.
The Pisher).
Thirtieth Vol.Piece
of
Sliver
(Marrarlte
May 16 — Lounge Lizards of the Jansl*.
44; P.981.
P-1502.
May 23 — Stars of Stage and Scraan.
The
House
of
Toys
(Seena
Owen).
Vol. 44;
Alarm C3ock Andy (Charles Ray) — Ir-4ttl Ft. May
80 — A Jungle Honeymoon.
T«l. 4t: P-UM.
June 6— Long Lire the Umplra aad Others.
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Who's Tour Servant? Vol. 43; P-1841; C-K.
Releases for Week of May 16.
No. 14 of Daredevil Jack (Terrible Ven- ?rhe P-301.
Flame of HeUgate (Beatriz MlchelenaJ.
W. W. HODKINSON
geance).
P-2007. (H. B. Warner) — VoL t4:
The Vol
White43; Dove
No. Harem).
7 of Trailed by Three (In the Pasha's
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie BurlNo. Shave
2 of Bringing
Up Father (Father's Close
— Two Reels).
scale). Vol. 44; P-139; C-R, P-597.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GEAT
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
Nearly
a Maid No.
(Harry
AUTHORS PICTURES, Inc.
Pathe Review
51. Pollard — One Reel).
44; P-302; C-R, P-455.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol. Topics of the Day No. 55.
The 43;
■niird
Woman
(Caxlyle
— ^V<ri.
PatheandNews
43; P-297; C-R. P-1619.
P-2174;
C-R-Vol.
44; Blackwell)
P-299.
22). Nos. 40 and 41 (shipped May 19 Bright
Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-869.
ZAJTE GREY PICTURES, INC.
Releases for Week of Slay 23.
The 44;
Devil's
(Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton).
P-984.Claim
Simple Souls (Blanche Sweet — Six Reals).
The
Fortune
Teller
(Marjorle Rambeau). VoL
Vol.
44;
P-980;
C-R,
P-1105.
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
Vol.
44;
P-989; Jack
C-R, (The
P-1233.Triple CThaae).
44;
P-1107. Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barrlscaie).
No.
15
of
Daredevil
The
Notorious
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
No. Fire).
8 of Trailed by Three (The Brand of
44; P-1108.
The Lone Wolfs Daughter (Louise Qlaum — No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Oland and The Vol.
Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier — Six
Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Reels).
Vol. 44: P-1502).
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned Dag.
Sex (Louise Glaum — 3even Reels). Vol. 48;
Snprene Conedlea.
P-2013; Ex. 1331.
All
Dressed
Up
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
MoUle's
Mumps.
DEITKICH-BECK, Inc.
Patheger.Review No. 52.
Her Novel Idea.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
of the Day No. 66.
Artistic Temperament.
The Harvest Moon
(Doris Kenyon— Six Topics
Pathe
News
Nos.
42
and
4S
(Shipped
May
26
In Room 202.
and
29).
Reels). Vol. 44; P-302; C-R. P-723.
Come Into the Kitchen.
DIAIi FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
Releases for Week of May 80.
Take Doctor's Advice.
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis — Seven Reels). Sherry (Pat O'Mallev — Seven Reels). Vol. 44; Oh, Tou Kid! MARTIN JOHNSON.
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-733.
C-R. P-1499.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
No. venge.
9 of Trailed by Three (The Pasha's Re- Recruiting In the Solomons.
Cynthia-of-the-Mlnute
(Leah Baird — Six No. 2 of the Third Eye (The Pendulum of The
City ofin Broken
Men.
Parts).
Death).
Marooned
the SouthOld Seas.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
No. Vaughn).
3 of After Thirty (The EJmotlonal Miss
Hdve P-777.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43
February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
Sons of Salooskln.
Grab the
Ghost No.
(Harry
Ghosts of Romance.
Review
53. Pollard — One Reel).
$30,000
P-1286.(J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43 Pathe
Topics of the Day No. 57.
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrig^an)
PatheandNews
June No.
5). 44 and 45 (Shipped June 2
Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol.44; P-1234
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Releases
for Week of June 6.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
1504).
The
Little
Cafe
(Max
Linder).
Vol.
44;
PHis Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol
43; P-773; C-R 2002.
No. ket).
10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Mar- Fair P-1191.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. it:
No. Path).
3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction's The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
You're Review
Pinched No.
(Harry
Should a Woman TeU? (Alice Lake). Vol. 41;
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Pathe
54. Pollard — One Reel).
P-63: C-R, P-1619.
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
Pathe News Nos. 46 and58. 47 (shipped June 9 The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts).
and 12).
Vol. 43; P-465; C-R, P-1619; Bx. 1323.
Releases for Week of April 18.
Releases for Week of June 13.
The P-1116;
Right of
C-RWay
2002. (Bert Lytell). Vol. 41;
After Thirty No. 2 (The Stimulating Mrs. No. Trap).
11 of Trailed by Three (The Torture
Barton)
(Mrs.
Sydney
Drew
—
Two
Reels).
Walk-Offs (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
No. 10 of Daredevil Jack (Paths of De- No. 4 of the Third Eye (Daggers of Death). The 43;
P-938.
struction).
the Show (LaPlant — One Reel).
Stronger
Than Death (Nazimova — Berea
No. 8 of Trailed by Three (The Tyrant of the Start
High
and
Dry
(Harold
Lloyd
—
Two
Reels).
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
South Seas).
Pathe Review No. 65.
Harry
Pollard
One-Reel
Comedy.
Nothing
But
the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six
Topics News
of the Day No. 69.
Pathe Review No. 47.
P-773.
Parts). Vol. 43; P-468.
Pathe
and 19). Nos. 48 and 49 (Shipped June 16 A Modern
Topics of the Day No. 51.
Salome
(Hope Hampton). Vol. 41;
Pathe News No. 32, 33.
Releases for Week of June 20.
Releases for Week of April 2S.
Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
(HerbertbyRawlinson
— Six Burning
Reels). The Vol.
Rio Grande (Rosemary Theby — Allan Sears — Passers-By
43; P-1BJ7; C-R 2002.
12 of Trailed
Three (The
Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-600; C-R, P-979. No. Fuse).
March
— Old C-R,
LadyP-72S.
31 (Emma Dunn) — Vol. 44;
Bag).
No.
11
of
Daredevil
Jacir-(Flames
of
Wrath).
P-301;
No. 4 of Trailed by Three (The Prison Ship). No. 5 of The Third Bye (The Black Hand
March — Shore Acres (Alice Lake — Six Re«l«).
Harry Pollard Comedy (One Reel).
All
a Day (Rolln
Pathe Review No. 48.
Vol. 44; P-135; C-R, P-723; Ex. 1329.
PatheIn Review
No. 56. Comedy — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 52.
April — Dangerous ot Men (Viola Dana), V»L
of
the
Day
No.
60.
Pathe News Nos. 34 and 35 (April 25, May 1). Topics
PatheandNews
P-598; C-R, P-979.
26). No. 60 and 61 (Shipped June 28 April44;
Releases for Week of May 2.
— Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell —
Dollar for Dollar (Frank Keenan). Vol 44;
Six 1328.
Reels). VoL 44; P-466; C-R. P-MT;
Ex.
Releases
for
Week
of
Jnne
27.
C-R, P-357.Jack (The Unseen Men- No. 13 of Trailed by Three (The Door of
No. P-727;
12 of Daredevil
April
—
The
Hope (Special Cast).
Death).
ace).
— The Heart of a CThlld (NaEtmoy^ —
No. 5 of Trailed by Three (Burled Alive).
No. 6 of The Third Eye (The Death Spark). AprilSeven
Reels).
VoL 44; P-459; C-R, P-8B7.
The Reels).
Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two No. 3 of Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
AprilDana).
— Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Viola
Social Lion — Two Reel Comedy).
Drink Hearty
Any
Port (Harry
Pathe
Review (Harry
No. 49. Pollard — One Reel).
PatheOldReview
No. 57. Pollard — One Reel).
April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
Topics of the Day No. 53.
Topics of the Day No. 61.
April — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
No.
52
and
53
(Shipped
June
30
Pathe News Nos. 36 and 37 (May 6— May 8). Patheand News
July 3.)
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
Releases for Week of May 9.
Vol. 44: P-llOS.
The Miracle of Money (Margaret Seddon and
Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes — Six Re«ls).
Bess Gearheart Morrison). Vol. 44; PVol. 44; P-12S6.
860;C-R. P-1105.
ROBERTSON-COLE
May —Reels).
Four Horsemen (All-Star CSaat — Mx
'No.
(Baiting(Wanted
the Trap).
No. 136 ofof Daredevil
Trailed Jack
by Three
for
Burglary).
May —CastThe— SixMarriages
Reels). of Mayfalr (AU-8tar
■Trotting
Through Turkey (Harry Pollard — The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie BarrlsOne Reel).
Reels).
P-455.
May
—
The
Temple
of Dawn (Bert Lytall — Sis
Pathe Review No. 50.
caie). Vol. 46; P-1118; C-R, Vol. 44;
Topics of the Day No. 64.
May
—
A
Daughter
of the Snows (Kltohell
•Pathe15).News Nos. 38 and 39 (Shipped May 12, Seeing It Trough (Za Su Pitts). Vol. iS;
Lewis — Six Reels).
P-1523; Ex. 1799.
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BIG V OOMEXtlES.
NTo. Intrieue).
IC of Blmo the Fearless (The Hause af
(Two Reels.)
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
No. 5 of The Moonrlders (Tho Deatk Trap).
Fists
and
Foder
(Jimmy Aubrey).
TRIANGLE
Caught in the Bad (L^ons-Moran — 0«e Real).
Pals and Pugs (Jimmy Aubrey).
The Two
Tale Reels).
of a Dog (Brewaie-Ceatury D»r —
A Parcel Post Husband (Earl Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).
Bought and Fought For (Hart Husoa and
Magda
Lane
—
Westara
—
Twa
Reals).
O. HENRY ITEATURES.
Jan. —11Two
— Only
a
Farmer's
Daughter
(Senn»tt
Now Soreen Magazine No. tT.
Reels).
International News No. 2S aB4 3* (Sbipped
Jan. —18Sennett
— Mabel's
Speed
Cop
(Mabel
Normand
The
Passing
of (Two
Black Reels).
Eagle (Joe Ryan).
May 26 and 2S).
— One-Reel).
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star).
Releases for Week of May 31.
Jan, 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy DaltAB).
Thimble,
Thimble
(All-Star).
Feb. 1 — His Baby Doll (One Reel).
Everything But the Truth (Lyons-Moran — An Afternoon Miracle.
■
Feb. Two8 — The
Fiveof Reels).
44; P-1106;
P-136S.
Reels).Dancing Maister (AUco Lake —
No. 17
Elmo theVol.Fearless
(The C-R,
Trap).
Feb. 16— Tiger Girl (UlHan Gl»h).
'
No. tery).
6 of the Moonrlders (The Oaves of MysA Ruler of Men.
Feb. 15 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Feb. 22 — The Love Riot (Two Reels).
His Friend's Tip (Lyons-Moran — One Real).
FIRST
NAT'L
EXHIBITORS
An Artist's
(Harry Mann and Lillian
Byron — Muddle
Two Reels).
Bought and Fought For (Mart HuBon and
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Magda Lane — Western — Two Reels).
In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart). Vol. 43;
C-R, P-1619; L-7649 ft., Ex. 1041.
New
Screen Magazine
No. 316S'. and 32 (Shipped The P-145;
International
News Nos.
Thunderbolt
MacDonald).
June 1 and 4).
L-4940;
Vol. 43; (Katherine
P-453.
Release* for Week of Aviil 19.
Heart
o'
the
Realease for Week of Jute 7.
Vol. 43; Mills
P-353. (Mary Pickford). L-6329;
Hre Five-Foot Highness (Edith Roberts).
Beauty Vol.
Market
MacDonald).
No. ter).
18 of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal Let- The L-6018;
Vol.
44;
P-302;
C-R,
P-72S.
43; (Katherine
P-774.
No. 17 of The Lion Man (In Cruel Clutches).
7 of The Moon Riders (The Menacing Two Weeks (Constance Talmadge). L-5.998r;
No. 11 of Elmo the Fearless (The Temple of No. Monster).
Vol. 43; P-939.
the Dragon).
No. Confession).
1 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Scarlet A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma TaXSomebody Lied (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
madge). L-6078; Vol. 43; P-463.
A Jazzy Janitor (Zip Monberg-Vlrgrinia WarReel).'N Everything (Monty Banks — One The River's End (Marshall Neilan) — L-6534;
A Hero
wick— Two Reels).
723, 1328.
Vol.
43; P-1523; Ex. 570, C-R, Vol. 44- POne He Man (Jack Perrin-Josephine Hill —
Moonshines and Jailbirds (Billy Bngel and
Western — News
Two No.
Reels).
Vol. 44:April
C-4S2.
Vol.
43; P-1523; Ex. 570.
Ester Jackson — Two Reels).
International
19 (Shipped
20).
P-134.
a Sinner
Talmadge).
from Texas (J. Farrel McDonald — Two In Search
International News No. 20 (Shipped April 23). Two Reela).
L— 5458of Ft.;
Vol. 43;(Constance
P-2005; C-R, Vol. 44:
New Screen Magazine No. 62.
New Screen Magazine No. 69.
International News No. 33 and 34 (Shipped The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
Releases tor Week of April 26.
June 8 and 11).
L—
949. 5695 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2175; Vol. 44. Ex.
Locked Lips (Tsuri Aoki). Vol. 44; P-601;
OR,
P-857.
for Week of Jnne 14.
The Family Honor (King W. Vidor). Vol
No. Time).
18 of The Lion Man (In the Nick of A TokioReleases
Siren (Tsuru Aokl).
44; P-859.
End).
Notorious Miss Lisle (Katherine MacNo. 12 of Elmo the Fearless (Crashing
No.
8
of
The Moon Riders (At the Rope's The Donald).
Through).
2 ofTerror).
The Vanishing Dagger (The Night March 1 — The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
No. 1 of The Moon Riders (Art Acord Serial No. of
Stewart). Vol. 44; P-141; C-R, P-979.
— Over the Precipice).
March
22 — TheVol.Idol
(David
ThreeOnePairs
Reel).of Stockings (Harry Keaton —
Pick Reel).
Out Your Husband (Lyons-Moran — One
Griffith).
44; Dancer
P-137; C-R,
P-597;Wark
Ex.
828, 1328, 1477, 1480.
and Kitten's Paws (Harry Sweet
Lion Paws and Lady Fingers (Century Lions Lion'sand Jaws
Edna Gregory — Two Reels — Century). March 29 — The Woman Gives (Norma Tal— Two Reels).
P-460; C-R, P-857.
Bought ern—andTwoFought
The Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine
Reels).for (Magda Lane — West- April 4 — Pollymadge).ofVol. 44;
The Storm
Hill — Western — Two Reels).
New Screen Magazine No. 70.
dred Harris Chaplin).
Vol. Country
44; P-1360(MilInternational News No. 21 and 22 (Shipped
International
News
No.
35
and
36
(Shipped
April
11
—
Don't
Ever
Marry
(Marshall
April 27 and 30).
June 15 and IS).
Production). Vol. 44; P-726; C-R, Neilan
P-979.
New Screen Magazine No. 63.
April
18 — The Love Expert (Constance TalReleases for Week of May 3.
madge—
John
Emerson-Anita
Loos
ProBullet-Proof (Harry Carey). Vol. 44; P-728;
duction), Vol. 44; P-860; C-R, P-1105
C-R,
P-857.
VITAGRAPH
April
25
—
Passion's
Playground
(Katharine
No. 13 of Elmo the Fearless (The Hand on
MacDona'd) — L-5968 Ft.; Vol. 44; P-981.
the Latch).
May Vol.
3 — The
(Anita Stewart).
No. rauders).
2 of The Moon Riders (The Masked Ma44; Yellow
P-1106; Typhoon
C-R, P-1233.
May
31
—
David
Wark
Griffith
Production.
SFBOIAI. PRODITOTION9.
Why Lee! (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
June 14 — Marshall Neilan Production.
June
28
—
Constance
Talmadge
TigerOneHand
Production.
Reel).(Major Allen's Animal Hunt —
The P-1086.
Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
19 — Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R, P-597; Ex. July
A Restaurant Riot (Lyn Cole — Celeste ZimAug.
2
—
Curtain
(Katherine
MacDonald).
lick — Two Reels).
Aug. 16 — Jack Knife Man (King Vidor).
Wolf Two
Tracks
(Hoot Gibson — Thelma Percey —
Forty-five
Captain Swift ,Earle Williams). Vol. 44; P- Aug. 30 — way
(Charles Ray).Minutes from BroadReels).
728;
C-R,
P-979.
International News Nos. 23 and 24 (Shipped
Dollars and the Woman (Alice Joyce — Six
May 4, 7).
Reels). Vol. 44; P-1501.
New Screen Magazine No. 64.
The Curwood—
Courage of Seven
Marge Reels).
O'DooneVol.(James
Oliver
Releases for Week of May 10.
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
44; P-1219.
No. 14 of Elmo the Fearless (The Avalanche).
STAR
PRODUCTIONS.
No.Jealousy).
3 of The Moon Riders (The Red Rage of Human Collateral (Corlnne GrifflOO. Vol.
P-775.
Concrete Biscuits (Lyon.s-Moran — One Reel).
The 43;
Birth
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol. The Screaming Shadow (Bon Wilson — 8eri*l).
Ransom
(Hoot News
Gibson Nos.
— Western
Reels).
Deadline at Eleven (Corlnne Qrifflth). Vol. Chains of Evidence (^ll-Star).
International
25 and— Two
26 (Shipped
HighP-726.
Speed (Gladys Hulette and Bdfrard
43; P-2009.
May 11 and 14.
Earle). Vol. 48; P-487.
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
New Screen Magazine No. 65.
Carmen of the North (Anna Bois). Tol. 44:
P-984.
The
Garter
Girl
(Corlnne
Griffith).
Vol.
44;
Releases for Week of May 17.
The Girl In No. 29 (Frank Mayo).
Veiled Marriage (Anna Lahr and B«.I^
The P-1362.
Sea Rider (Harry T. Morey). Vol. 44; The P-219.
No. Fuse).
15 of Elmo the Fearless (The Burning
Kellard)— Vol. 48; P-l«4t: C-R-VoL 44;
Clover's Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
The Serial).
Evtl Bye Vol.(Bonny
Leonard — It Bplso««
May — A Master Stroke (Earle Williams).
No. 4 of The Moon Riders (Vultures of the
43; P-2174.
Hills).
June
— The
Bab'sGauntlet
Candidate(Harry
(Corlnne
Griffith).
A
Dangerous
Affair.
July
—
T.
Morey).
Too Reel).
Many Burglars (Lyons-Moran — One
Wit P-1504.
Wins.
The Episode
Silent Serial).
Avenger (William Duncan — 15 Wits
vs. Vits (Marguerite Marsh). Vol. 44;
He Loved Like He Lied (William Irving and
The Episode
InvisibleSerial).
Hand (Antonio Moreno— IB
Henley — No.
Two 66.Reels).
SPECIALS.
New Consuela
Screen Magrazlne
International News No. 27 and 28 (Shipped
When a Woman Strikes.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
May 18 and 21).
Life's
Greatest
Problom.
Releaaes for Week of May 24.
Cop (Two Reels). Vol. 44; C-462. The
The Littlest
Other Man's
SchoolFlyDays.
The Path She Chose (Anne Cornwell). Vol. The
(JuniorWife.
Special).
Solid Concrete.
44; P-1237; C-R, P-1869.
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Ex. indicates
jpages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
.-information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPOUATBU.
Jan. 18 — Pollyanna (Mary PIckford — Six tl.ooe.oeo
Reward (Lillian Walker — Sarlal).
Vol. on48;theP-636;
»-87. Sennett).
43; P-1B23.
AprilReels).
26 — Down
Farm Ex.(Mack
Face Vol.
to Face
(Marguerite
Marsh).
Vol. 44; P-8S2; Ex. 687: P-1084-1087.
1.. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
NATIONAL
FILM CORPORATION.
May Reels).
23 — Romance
(Doris
Keana
—
Savan
The
Kentucky
Colonel
(Joseph
J Dowllng)
Vol. 44; P-1280.
The P-1843
Confession (Henry Walthall). Vol 41;
EaUITY PICTURB9.
The
Forbidden
Woman
(Clara
Kimball
SGLZNICK PICTURES.
HALL ROOM BOVM COMBDIBb.
Young)—
Vol. 43; P-1201; Ex. IIDO; C-RIMstributed by Select Ezchamrea
April 6— This Way Out.
Vol.
44; P-299.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes (Blaine HamApril
18 — Four ofEDUCATIONAL)!.
a Kind.
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball
mersteln). Vol. 44; P-868; C-R, P-12*«.
Young). Vol. 44; P-J83.
CollossusGRBIVER
of Roads.
The Man Who Lost Himself (William FaverCAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
sham). Vol. 44; P-1500.
The Spirit of the Birch.
Suds.
The Flapper (Olive Thomas). Vol. 44; B-1239; Escaped Convict.(Ttoo S«eU Each)
Pracisely as Polly.
C-R, P-1499.
The
Square
Gambler.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
May 17 — Whispers (Blaine Hammerstein).
DEMOCRACY
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANT.
Unr 14— The Valley of Doubt (Special).
Love
Without
Question
(Olive Tell — Bti
Democracy.
Jana 14 — The
Reels).
44; P-141: C-R. P-6J7
Her).Servant Question (William C«l.
P-150r,. Vol.
SPECIAL PICTTURES CORPORATION.
.\
Woman's
Business
(Olive
Tell). Vol. 44;
— Two Reels Back).
Jane 217 —— The
The Desperate
(Owen (yBrlan).
Moora). Uneasy (Cemedyart
Feet; Vo. 48; P-2176.
June
FigureheadHero
(Bugena
PIONEER
FILM
CORPORATION.
July 6 — Stop That Man (Owen Moore).
Sins
of the(Mary
Children.
July 12 — The
Point of View (Blaine HammerBubbles
Anderson).
stain).
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
July II — Jennie (Olive Thomas).
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
The
Place
of
Honeymoons
(Emily Stavaaa and
August 2 —andMarooned
Montagu
Love- —(Grace
Six Parts).
Conway Hearts
Tearla). (Zaena Keefa
The
Hidden
Code
Davidson).
NATIONAL PICTURES.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldsn Lawla).
Chester Comedies.
Distributed by Select Bzchanges.
Vol.
44;
P-B99.
(Two Reels).
Tearle). Chili (Josa Celllns — Qodfray
Nobody's
March—
»7«. Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458; C-R. P- ;rour Times Foiled.
Ckiiatle Comedtsa.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY.
March— Blind Youth; Vol. 44; P-600.
Reels).
The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
April — The Invisible Divorce.
Kiss Me Caroline(Two
(Bobby
Vernon).
Frivolous
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).
REPUBLIC PICTURES.
1240. Wives (Vara Slsaon). Vol. 44; PTorcky OomcdJea.
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Torchy
(Johnny
Hines).
Sinograms (News Reel).
In tha Clutches of Hindae (Serial).
a Night (Johnny
Hinas).
Husbands
and
Wives (Vivian Martin). Vol
Girl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- A Knight for Meraaald
Comedlea.
44; P. 142.
duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rea).
TrilbyIssue).
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur ReRBBLCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION.
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).
Billy Wcat Comedies.
Spec la la.
An Adventuress
(Julian Eltlnge). Vol. 44: The Why of a Volcano.
P-*».
(Two Retls.)
Strike
Breaker.
The
Valley
of
Ten
Thousand
Smokes.
Vol.
The 726.
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44; PHappy
Days.
44;
P-1362.
Texas GnlBan Comedlea.
Day with Carranza.
April — The Gift Supreme. Vol. 44; P-727; C- AModern
Centaurs.
The White Squaw.{Ttoo Reel*.)
C. Broce Sccnlca.
The R,OneP-1499.
Way Trail (Edythe Sterling). Vol. The ChilkatRobert
The
Rider.
Cubs.
The Night
Wild Cat.
44; P-1236.
The Wanderlust.
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.
Alice Howell Comedies.
The Log of the La Viajera.
Her Lucky Day. (Tuso Beeln.)
The Song of the Paddle.
Cheater Outlnic Scenlea.
Her Bargain Day.
(One
Reel).
REALART PICTURES
Adam and Eve in the Andes.
Billy Fraaey Comedlea.
Wanted. An Elevator.
The Paper Hanger.(One Reel.)
Pigs
and
Kava.
The
Water
Plug.
Dreams Come True.
Mllbara Morantl Comedies.
Screenlca.
Special Peatnres.
(Ttco ReeU.)
(Split
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 48; Troubadours of the
Simp
Sky.Reel.)
P-774; Ex P-1086.
Wild. and
Wild Satan.
West.
Infant
Icebergs.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Sevan Parts). Forbidden Fanes.
Napoleon (One
A Sally
Reel.)Comedlea.
42; P-454.
The Vol.
Mystery
of the Yellow Room (CHiautard Barks and Skippers.
Dreamy
Chinatown.
— Six Parta). Ex. 339.
Perils
of
the
Beach.
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production —
Gale Beary Comedies.
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-983; C-R. P-1281.
Heirlooms.
(Two Reels.)
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller Production— Six Keels).
The Movies.
Star Prodnctlona.
Brstwhile Susan (Constance BInney). Vol.
Bnrmd (One
(Sunset)
Reel.) Scenles.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
The Mountain That Was God.
Tha 42;
PearP-8e4.
Market (Alice Brady).
Vol. 48; Tex. Elucidator of Mysteries. Vol. 43; P-1292
The
Goddess. PICTURES, INa
Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
P-465; C-R, Vol. 44; P-1S4.
Help' Wind RADIN
Two-Part North Woods Dramas)
jr«4y Volof Rogue's
Harbor
729 Seventh Avenue.
43; P-1120;
C-R, (Mary
2172. Miles MIntar). Wolves
P-1526.
of
the
Street
(Six
Ret-ls)
Vol.
43:
The Stolen Kiss (Constance BInney). Vol.
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
The (Chamber Mystery.
43; P. 2011; C-R Vol. 44; P. 184.
Brind's
Educationals
(One EJvery Weak).
Circumstantial EJvldence.
«lnners (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; P-2176.
U. S. PHOTOPLAY
Washington, CORPORATION.
D. C.
l^urse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44; Unseen Witness.
The Trail of thp Ci<?arette (Glen White). Determination (All-Star — Ten Parts).
P-136; C-R, P-728.
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter). Vol. 44;
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
Vol.
44;
P-1503.
P-1502.
The Bromley Case (Glenn White). Vol. 44: Reissue
P-984; C-R, P-1233; Ex. 1478.
of Seven Olive Thomas Trlangla Productions.
Special Chaplin
Reissue.
Woman's Man (Romalne Fielding).
RADIOSOUL
FILMS, INC
Love's
ProtegeComedies
^Ora Carew).
Hank Mann
(Every Other Week).
A Man ROMAYNE
There Was (Victor
Seastrom).
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
SUPBR-FILM
CO.
Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week)
Cnlver City. Cal.
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Waek).
Jan.
IB
—
Shot
in
the
Kitchen.
Lightning Bryce (Serial).
The Lurking Peril (Serial).
Feb. WISTARH
1 — Underground
Romeo.
AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
PRODUCTIONS,
INC
The Fatal Sign (Serial).
Neglected
601. Wives (Anne Luther). VoL 44; PWomen Men Forset (MoUla King). Vol. 48;
Celebrated
Playera
Film
Corp.
P-2000.
MURRAY W. GARSSON.
("The Gumps" Comedies).
Th« 140.
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44; P- Andy's Dancing
ture).
P-776.
Flat Hunting. Lesson.
A Dream
of Fair Women (Two Real FeaUNITED ARTHTS.
WARNER BROTHBRS.
Andy Visits His Marama-ln-Law.
Andy Spends
a Quiet Day at Home.
Oct. Six20 —Reels).
Broken Blossoms (D. W. GrlSth — Andy
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen).
Vol. 48:
Plays Golf.
on a Diet.
Dec. 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Andy
Andy's
Wash
Day.
Ashes of Deslra.
Fairbanks — Six Reels). Vol. 43; P-298; Andy's Night Out.
. ^
WILK AND WILK.
C-R; P-1619.
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PRO
%
Position Proven Riglit
AS far back aspartment
seven
deinsisted years
that ago
therethiswere
great possibilities for the control of
light
bons. tones in the chemicalization of carAt that time, as our files show, the carbon manufacturers informed us, in very
positive language, that the thing was imthat there withstand
was no known
substancepossible;
that would
the terrific
heat of the arc ; that any chemical that
miglit be introduced would be dissipated
by the heat before it reached the floor of
the crater.
But we were unconvinced, because we
had seen some remarkable results in the
control of the tone of light from A C,
which thewasprojectionist,
then the
"operator,"
declared
due to soaking
carbons
in salt brine, but which we suspected was
brine with something else added. But be
the latter as it may, the result was there
and could, as we saw it, be due to nothing
else but some sort of chemicalization of
the carbon.
Get Results Later.
Some years later those same manufacturers were able to get results from carbon chemicalization which they had declared impossible, and the results they attainedderful.were,So much
on their
statement, wonfor own
history.
We have repeatedly expressed the opinion, in this department, that direct current
light values could also be greatly beautified and controlled by chemicalization of
the D C carbons. This we understand
carbon manufacturers are working on now.
The Proof.
A few days ago we dropped in at the
Empress Theatre, New London, Conn. The
projectionist of the Empress, whose name
we cannot at this moment recall, is a real
projectionist. He was trying an experiment, using a National Special A C upper
and Silver Tip lower on D. C. Did it afifect
the
tone?TheWe'll
tell thescreen
wholeillumiwide
worldlight
it did.
resultant
nation was nothing short of startling. The
spot at the aperture was blinding to look
at. The light was dead white and the contrast of the blacks and whites something
almost unbelievable.
Personally, we did not like it. We do
like heavy contrast, but, oh, boy! that was
too much. It was almost ghastly.
But it nevertheless did, to our mind,
show the great possibilities for improvement in projection by control of light tone
through chemicalization of D C carbons,
or carbons to be used for D C projection,
rather.
? ? ? ? ?
But many things enter when it comes to
practical application, so that the problem
presented is not an easy one from the
carbon
viewpoint.
what the manufacturer's
net result of what
we viewedJust
at
the Empress would be if, for instance, a
moonlight scene had been projected with
that light, we cannot say. Yellows and
reds would present still other complications, and whatever is done as to control
of light tones must fit in with the ideas of
producers as to film tinting; also, we might
remark, the ideas of producers in the matter of tinting is highly variable and, almost
without exception, more or less weird.
We have, for instance, tinting supposed
to produce sunlight effect, but ranging all
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F.H.RICHARD
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miDinwiiiMiniiiiiiiiniiHnHwiiuiiuijuuiiiiiiiiij^I
M
Notice to AIL
li MOk
colamaa
RE on our
PRES&TJ
that publiBhed
repUea
to queatlena
cannot be gruaranteed under two or
three weeks. If quick action la dealred,
remit four cents, atampa, aa4 we will
send carbon copy of department reply
as soon aa written.
For special replies, by mall, on matters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through the department, remit one dollar.
QUESTION BOOKLETS.
We have two paper covered booklets
contalntnK ISO questions deslrned aa a
liulde to atudy. They Indicate what
the projectionist should knew.
Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five
cents: both, forty cents. United States
stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian
stamps.
THE LENS CHARTS.
\r«> % ou WerklniK by **G*eeR,** or Do
\ ou Kmploy IJp-to-Ua<c
Mcthodsr
Tou demand that your employer keep
tils equipment In coed order and up to
date. He owes It both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledgre and In your methods.
The lens charts (two In one, 11x17
Inches, on heavy paper for framinc)
are in successful use by huadreda of
proffresslTe projectionists.
Don't "Kuess." Do your work RIGHT.
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
CIS Pifth ATenue, New Tork CHty;
Garrlck Building, Chicago. 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, L«a Angeles, Cal.
inmiiiwiffliiniwittwniiiiiiuiiriuiMHiiiiiiainiiui^^
the way from too much yellow (sunlight
is NOT yellow) to something like fifty
times too much yellow. We have moonlight tinting ranging from very good to
almost opaque, and all this immensely complicates the situation from the viewpoint
of light tone control at the arc.
We Almost Suggest.
We would almost be willing to suggest
that, in view of the possibilities for splendid achievement in the light tones by chemHALF
THOUSAND

A
DOLLARS

IN PRIZES
Are You In On It?
See April 10 Issue for Particulars
NOTICE
The closing time on the prize contest has been extended to noon of
July 1.

icalization, provided black and whites be
used entirely, and in view of the awful results attained in film tinting (awful from
the viewpoint of screen results, we mean)
it might be well to abandon the latter and
tint by means of color wheels and a schedule. Such a scheme would not be at all
impossible and the saving in tinting expense would far more than compensate
for the making of the tint schedule. The
trouble would be with the projectionist in
the beginning, but that need worry no one,
since it would very soon take care of itself
and would make for improvement by supplying the impelling motive for the projectionist to stay on the job.
It would work something like this: First,
a series of standard colors would be selected and numbered. These standard,
numbered tints would of necessity be a
part of every projection equipment. Let
us assume the following:
Sunlight
No. 1
Moonlight
No. 2
Lamplight,
No.
Fire scene
No. 34
These and such other colors are added
to the projection machine, also a footage
counter. The producer supplies a color
schedule, which becomes a part and parcel
of the release. Suppose it reads, in part,
as follows, assuming the play to always
start as black and white :
65
No. 1
123
No. 3
430
720
No. 2
et cetera.
Meaning that when the footage counter
reads 65 the projectionist drops color No.
1 in front of the lens. At 123 he replaces
No. 1 with No. 3. At 430 he removes all
color, the footage from 430 to 720 being
black and white. At 720 he drops in color
No. 2, some simple plan for instantaneous
change being provided.
Not a Complete Plan.
Now, gentlemen, this is NOT designed
as a worked-out plan. On the contrary, it
is merely a crude suggestion for a plan.
THERE IS NOTHING IMPRACTICAL
ABOUT IT.
You may say: "Yes, but removal of film
would throw the whole scheme out." True,
but that, too, could readily be taken care
of in any one of several ways. What
about the theatre which edits its own film,
you ask. Easy. It would simply make its
own color schedule from the re-edited film.
And, anyhow, God knows its operation
could hardly be more uncertain and entirely punk than is the present hap and
very much hazard tinting, which gives results ranging over almost the entire range
of densities for what is supposed to be
the same thing.
Don't Blame Us
C. E. Walden, Markdale, Ontario, says:
Received lens charts, but am in difficulty.
My front condenser measures 6.5, while the
rear one apparently is 5.75 inch focus, though
it is cracked, which may cause the odd size.
The extreme limit of my projector is 16.5
inches from center of condenser to film.
The aerial image is 9.75 inches from the
unable to make these
I amin with
As fit
aperture.
measurements
the lens chart, I
am asking your advice on the matter.
fifty amperes A C and apparAm entlyusing
a distance of 22.5 inches is required,
Slx-A.
which is impossible on my Power's bi-convex
You must be using meniscus
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condenser, although you do not say so.
You have not given us the working distance of your objective, hence we are unable to say what you ought to have, but
the application of chart No. 2, in reverse,
seems to fix it at about 4.5 E F, which
would mean probably a working distance
of about 3.5 inches.
Our Suggestion.
We would suggest that you use two six
and a half inch piano convex lenses, spaced
not to exceed one-sixteenth of an inch
apart, with a little more than 19.5 inches
from center of condenser combination to
film.
Don'twith
blame
us if adjustment
projectors distance.
are not
made
sufficient
Let us say in justice, however, that the
Power's is and has always been one of the
best we have in this particular respect.
Also the Powers company will, upon application, supply you with special table rods
which will give you all the distance you
require between condenser and film. The
crack in the condenser will not alter its
focal length. Cheap condenser lenses are
apt to vary considerably in focal length, but
you should have something considerably
closer than that.
A New Invention
Leonard C. Pagenhardt, Projectionist,
Westernport, Md., sends pictures of an invention he has perfected and patented and
which he describes as follows:
Friend Richardson: It has been a long time
since I last wrote the department. Suppose
you will remember when Wilson Hays and
myself used to answer questions. We are
still very much alive over in this neck of the
woods, and I sure drain the department dry
every week.
Am enclosing photo, taken by myself, showing a projector equipped with a device I have
just had patented. It can be attached to any
projector having an outside shutter arm or
bracket, without making any change in the
mechanism. It is not necessary to drill holes
or to change any part, which is the great
feature of the device. It is merely slipped
Into place and two screws tightened.
Sets Shatter.
Its purpose is to set the revolving shutter
while the projector is in motion. The adjustment may be made, even to so little as
1/1000 of an inch. It is particularly valuable when working with a worn machine, in
which there is much lost motion.
A feature of the device is that the shutter
always remains in the same position axially,
but may be adjusted forward or backward in
the plane of rotation. It is very neat, has
been thoroughly tested and does the work
perfectly.

We have two Power Six B projectors, with
Power Excelite equipment, and a 3 KW light
plant. It sure does deliver the goods.
In closing
I wish yourself and the department every success.
Device Seems Practical.
The device seems practical enough; also
its workings are made fairly plain by the
patent drawings. Personally I do not regard ability to set the revolving shutter
as anything more than a convenience, because once set it remains set, or should, and
when gears wear so badly that there is
travel ghost and trouble through lost motion, the logical remedy is either repairs to
the machine or else a retarding brake.
How It Works.
But some will disagree with this view,
so we are giving the matter space.
-As will be seen, the shutter is mounted
on a sleeve which I have, in ink, marked A,
in which are two spiral grooves which engage with pins B in the collar carrying the
shutter itself.
This sleeve cannot rotate on the shutter
shaft, but may be pulled endwise by means
of screw D, which is operated by knurled
knob E. The shutter is held from moving
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endwise by part C, but, by means of slot F,
it is permitted to rotate.
It will thus be seen that when part A is
moved ahead or back, the shutter remaining stationary insofar as concerns endwise
movement, it, the shutter, will be rotated toward or against its direction of rotation.
It is a clever invention and will doubtless
appeal to many projectionists. It might
even interest projector manufacturers,
though I am inclined to doubt it.
Understand that I hold nothing against
the adoption of such a device. Its installation will certainly work no evil. I simply
regard it as one of those things which are
not really necessary. I would be glad to
have the views of other men on this point.
If I am in error we will be glad to have
that fact pointed out.
Arcs in Series
S. H. Croxdale, projectionist. South West
City, Missouri, orders a handbook and
saysHave
: the lens charts and must say that
they are a very great help. Am using only
thirty amperes, at 110 volts, and get a very
brillianttion. picture.
And arcs
now athereonceis aon quesCan I run two
this
current? Would be very willing to use more,
but have my own set and thirty amperes Is
the limit. Have tried the following hook-up,
but find the arc is very apt to go out unless
watched very closely. Could you suggest
any method for making the arcs more stable?
The brother sends along a sketch showing the arcs wired so that they may be
used in series or singly, but in thesketch
two rheostats are shown, with the remark
that "when second arc is struck the thirtyfive ampere rheostat is cut in to compensate for additional resistance introduced
into circuit." His sketch apparently shows
a thirty and a thirty-five ampere rheostat
wired in series on the negative, but the
sketch is wrong and what is shown is
impossible.
Outfit Unsuitable.
No, friend Croxdale, I cannot suggest any
method for making the arc more stable.
Arcs burning in series are usually rather
unstable, unless operated from a generator
designed for that particular sort of work.
Your outfit is apparently unsuited to projection work, but more than that I would
not care to say without full information
as to exactly what it is. With the outfit
you seem to have I would consider it the
better practice to wire your arcs in
parallel
and of"steal"
at change(multiple)
over. You,
course, themeancurrent
that
when the second arc is cut out the other
rheostat is cut in to compensate for the
resistance of the second arc.
In Montreal
While in Montreal attending the meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers the editor had little time to get
around, but did visit two or three theatres.
The motion picture theatres of Montreal,
so far as we have examined them, do not,
we are sorry to say, impress us as being
either progressive or up to date. This
applies both to auditorium appointments
and projection.
They are for the most part unnecessarily
dark, and that,
better than unintelligent while
lighting, ismuch
not good.
The auditoriums might have considerable
more illumination if it were rightly placed.
In one we saw a grill or lattice work under
a screen, with illumination behind it. This
had, to our mind, two very bad effects. It
detracted from the picture interest. Second, it served to constantly impress upon
one's mind the fact that one was looking
at a picture and not a real play.
Raw Work.
In one theatre we mounted to the projection room (we call it a "room" by courtesy; itreally was little more than a glori-
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Your
Receipts

Better

Music!

/^OOD MUSIC brings dollars into the box office.
Make your music the best in town. Successful
exhibitors credit a great deal of their success to
their music. Improve your music equipment
NOW. Make the most of the big opportunities
which universal prosperity is bringing. Let the
character of your music equal the quality of
your pictures.
Lyon & Healy Offer New
Theatre Instruments

§^-£^^^,P^eased,,^^
f

wort 7'

deli ,

1920
'" a

There is an instrument here suited to your particular
needs. Read the following descriptions carefully:
PORTABLE PIANO PIPE ORGAN— Especially designed for
theatres up to 300 seats. A two-manual combination Pipe Organ
and Piano ; can be played by hand or automatically from HandPlayed Rolls, reproduces perfectly. Requires no musician. A
marvel in simplicity, durability and economy of operation.
MELODIST THEATRE ORGAN — A refined Pipe Organno trap or drum effects. Electro Pneumatically controlled from
Lyon & Healy Player Piano of highest grade. Playable in all
combinations, either manually from Piano keyboard or from
88-note Player Piano Rolls. Repertoire unlimited. Ideal reproduction of the Filmusic your Cue Sheets call tor. Anyone with
aa Melodist.
little knowledge of music can play your "Big Features" with
FOTOPLAYER— The Instrumentation of a complete Orchestra; played manually or from two-tracker Player Piano, by
one operator. The Pioneer Instrument for solving perfectly the
problem of supplying at minimum cost, music exactly suited to
every screen scene.
SYMPHONY ORGAN STYLE G— A complete Orchestral
Pipe Organ of the Very Highest Order — made to "Fit your Pit."
Designed for theatres up to three thousand seats. Cuts your music
cost down to a minimum as it can be played automatically from
hand played Solo Rolls for Relief as well as from two-manual
console. Equipped with thirty-two tone Great Organ or Pedal Bass.
BENNETT ORCHESTRAL PIPE ORGANS at from $5,000 to
$40,000. Bennett Organs are voiced to meet the acoustic problems of the particular Theatre in which they are installed. They
represent the finished product of years of Organ Building.
Their superior tone quality, simplicity and durability of construction, wealth of tone effect and facility of operation make them
the Pipe Organ DeLuxe for accompanying the Silent Drama.
^ail the coupon for further information
LYON

&
HEALY
CHICAGO

Everything Known in SMusic
iiiiiiiii

Console of the
Bennett Orchestral Pipe Organ
Mail This Coupon for Particulars
JL
JL
LYON & HEALY.
60-93 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
J[ in your
I am interested
—
.._
Seating capacity of my house is
My music consists of.
- _ —
Without obUgation on my part mail mc full particulars.
I am'wilUng to have your representative call
Name
~— —
City— .

State. .
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WANTED
fied cubby-hole at the back of the top of
the balcony).
When we came in sight a man was seated
outside the projection room and fully six
feet from its open door. When we turned
up the balcony isle he arose and went inside. THAT MAN WAS THE PROJECTIONIST, and there was no other man,
helper or otherwise, on the job. The
"room"
Powers
projectors.
Its floorcontained
was just two
freshly
painted,
which
might be urged by the projectionist in excuse for being fully ten or twelve feet
from the projector which was runnfng.
with another projector between it and
him, but such an excuse is beyond possibility of acceptance.
The Montreal union did us the honor to
make us an honorary member. We appreciate the spirit which prompted the action,
but must very seriously object to any of
our brother members being allowed to pull
such entirely raw stunts as this.
That the management does not supply
a decent projection room is no excuse. If
the room is not fit to stay in (which it was
NOT), then the union should demand, and
if necessary enforce, the installation of a
proper room, since a small, crowded-up
room, with no fresh air except such as may
come in at an open window (which floods
the room with daylight when matinees are
on), or from the highest, hence the very
hottest place in the balcony, makes for
poor work, besides being dangerous, since
if there is a fire most, if not all, of the
smoke and gases will go right out into the
auditorium.
At the Strand.
We called at the Strand and met George
Ganetakos, one of the heads of the Independent Amusement, Limited, which operates ('nother kind of "operator") the
Strand; also E. F. McMahon, secretarytreasurer, both live-wire gentlemen who
are progressive, as is proved by the fact
that in the new house they are about building they propose locating the projection

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

SECOND-HAND
THEATRE
CHAIRS
Write or Wire S. E. SCHAFFER, 207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
vancement in the art of motion picture
photography and display to put on a really
magnificent show at a very moderate price.
We venture the assertion that a really
well managed, strictly high class moving
picture theatre in Montreal would be a gold
mine. And Montreal is progressive enough,
up to date enough and enterprising enough
to have the very best there is and to support it well.
Department for Sale
Joseph S. Pare, 2310 Valentine avenue.
New York City, saved all the projection
departments from 1913 to 1918, when he
stopped projecting and entered other business. They are removed from the paper,
I
HANDBOOK
| together with friend Sargent's departments,
^
For Managers and Operalort M and are bound together in volume form
with staples, two or more to the year, as
I
By F. H. RICHARDSON I follows :
H
The recognized
book and
on theinstructions
work of pro1913, two volumns.
s jection.
Completestandard
descriptions
on =M
1914, three volumns.
H all leading machines and projection equipment. =
1915, four volumns.
p
There
isn't
a
projection
room
in
the
universe
in
M
1916, one volumn from January to April.
= which this carefully compiled iwok will not save its M
^ purchase price each niontlL
M The rest of 1916 is all there, but not arranged or bound. Most of 1917 is there,
Buy It Today
}4 the Copy, postpaid
too, though he does not guarantee that
every week will be found.
Mr. Pare does not expect to again enter
I
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
|
1 SI6 Fifth Avenue, New York City
1 the projection field, hence would like to
if Schiller Building, Chicago. III.
| dispose of these volumns and loose departments. Who wants them? Write friend
p
Wright & Callender BIdg. Los Angelet. Cal. I
p
To save time, order from nearest olTlce. M Pare direct if you want them. He is willing
to accept any reasonable offer.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiN
of both Mr. Ganetakos and ourselves, but
Output Oversold
we would respectfully suggest to that genThe Universal Motor Company, Oshkosh,
tleman that, unless he has already done
so, he visit several cities the size of Mon- Wis., reports to this department that their
treal where up-to-date moving picture electric generating outfits for projection
work are oversold to the extent that it
practices prevail and examine into the pos- delivery.
sibilities for something very much better will require six to eight weeks to make
than anything Montreal at present has in
the way of a motion picture theatre.
This being the case, prospective purchasers will do well to get their orders in
What Is Possible.
pronto to insure being well up to the front
It is quite possible at this stage of ad- of the waiting list.
room in the front of the balcony, so as to
get a flat trajectory.
The Strand has two Simplex projectors.
Its projection room, while far from ideal,
has black walls and a high ceiling.
Judging the Montreal situation from
what we have seen, there seems to be an
opening for a Broadway Rialto, on perhaps a smaller scale. We did not examine
into the plans of the Independent Amusement because of lack of time on the part
Jliilllillllllllliilllilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii^ iiiiiuiiiii^
I
Projection Experience J
I
MOTION PICTURE
|

Gold

NEVER

,
^

Screens

Samples and literature upon requett.
MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

DISAPPOINT''

VtvWl
^» — — llA^^^

Fibre

Wise Exhibitors demand perfect projection. Minusa
screens produce it. Twelve years ahead of the experimental stage proves it.
Distributors from coast to coast.

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The LnsiWaa. ladepesdeat Oraaa of lUliu Film Trade
SUBSeaiPTMM F»R
SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertisementt : Tariff on application.
Editarial Offices: TURIN (lUly )— Galleria Nazlonale
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NEWMANS
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THIRTY-EIGHT

WORLD

YEARS

BRASS
ALL-FURPOSE
HAVE GIVEN ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION

Over 9000
Theatres

RAILINGS

Miles of
Brass Tubing

Have Been

Carried in

Equipped

Stock

By Us

That
Means
Prompt

That Means
We

Shipment
Of All Orders

Dominate
The Field

Brass Railings will add materially to the dignity and beauty of your theatre — both inside
and out. The cost of installation is the only cost, because we "Build for Permanence."
You can make your selection from a variety of sizes and styles, including portable as well .
as stationary fixtures. Special finishes which do not require polishing can be had.
/
If you are dissatisfied with your lobby /
and interior, or if you are planning /
to build or remodel a motion pic/ dept.
ture theatre,
you will catalog.
be interested
in our illustrated
//
It describes such items as
/

..
lA

.^^^^^
^
j.i>i«tK 'tn'^^^^^^M

^

/ NEWMAN
Brass Photo and Poster
/
Booths
Ticket
Frames,
Cincinnati, Ohio
^^'^ Choppers, Signs /
and
Ligh
ting
/
Send
your
/
^ , at once
Appliances.
,
complete,
illustrated
Send
/ / catalog.
the
/
Coupon /
I
/ Name
V
/

.Address

THE
NEWMAN
MFG.
CO.
/SZIZZIZIZZ
HOME OFFICE
BRANCH
/
CINCINNATI,
717 Sycamore OHIO
St.
68CHICAGO,
W. WashinetonILL.
St. // Especially interested in
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Cohen

Found

Mirroroid

So Good That He
Mirroroid Manufacturing
United
THE
Company, 725 Seventh avenue. New
York, capitalized for $50,000, has purchased the patents, machinery, stock and the
good-will of the J. H. Center Company, of
Newburg, Mirroroid
N. Y., manufacturers of the famous
screen.

George Cohen.
Who discovered the merit of Mirroroid
screens by using them.
liiiiHmlitiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiniiitiirii<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiirriitii>iiriiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>.
A new factory building at 140 West
Forty-sixth street. New York, has been
purchased, and on five floors of these
premises, with a total of 7,000 square feet,
the Mirroroid screen will in future be
manufactured.
The United Mirroroid Manufacturing
Company will continue to manufacture the
Mirroroid screen under the same formula
that has made it so popular in the past,
but will greatly improve the product by
mounting it on a heavier fabric than formerly used.
With increased facilities at its command,
the new concern guarantees immediate
deliveries. In fact, it states that one hour
after the receipt of an order the screen
will be shipped to the purchaser.
George Cohen Is President.
The personnel of the new company is
as follows: George Cohen, president; M.
H. Cohen, vice-president; F. R. Herron,
secretary and treasurer; H. A. Cohen, sales
manager.
President Cohen has had fifteen years
practical experience as an exhibitor. He
was chairman of the grievance committee
and is one of the executive committee of
the New York Exhibitors' League, and pro-
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Equipment

CONDUCTED

Exhibitor

PICTURE

BY

E.T.

KEYSER

Screen

Now Manufactures It
prietor of the following theatres: Rialto,
Poughkeepsie ; Cohen's Opera House, the
Royal and the Garden theatres of Newburg, and also the Good Theatre of Beacon,
N. Y. He is also actively engaged in marketing Tom Mix two-reelers in New York
andNewburg.
is the proprietor of the Hotel Plaza
in

which has been doing the printing for the
Metro Film Corporation,
Lucas of the South Does
a Big Simplex Business

"the
beingSouth"
on of
reputati
thesupply
THAT
largest
indemonstr
the
ned
ated
is well-ear
ishouse
being
every day by Mr. Harry Lucas, president
and general manager of the Lucas Theatre
Supply Company of Atlanta, Ga., which
company holds the e-xclusive r selling franchise for the Simplex Projecto throughout
It was hibitor
Mr.that lead
Cohen'shimexperience
as an the
exto appreciate
the South.
sterling qualities of the Mirroroid screen
As an indication of the popularity of the
and to form a company which, from now
Simplex product, as well as the Lucas busion, will be actively engaged in manufacness-getting proclivities, it is only necesturing and marketing it. This is a testisary to point to the following recent Simmonial to the Mirroroid's merits that is
plex
installations
that were made through
bound to be absolutely convincing.
the Lucas office :
The Mirroroid screen is, in every sense,
Electric Theatre Co., Eunice, La., 1 Sima Tollable glass canvas cloth, with a merplex; Ouachita Amusement Co., W. Monroe,
cury foil glass amalgamation coating w-hich La., 2 Simplexes; Strand Amusement Co.,
will not turn black and is unaffected by Tampa, Fla., 2 Simplexes; Marks-Rothenmoisture. This immunity to damage from berg Co., Meridian, Miss., 2 Simplexes;
dampness allows the screen to be washed
F. E. Huggins, Hemingway, S. C, 1 Simplex;
with soap and water when necessary.
Talisman Theatre, Rosedale, Miss., 1 SimNo Seam Visible.
plex; E. B. Spann, Richton, Miss., 1 Simplex; Bonita Theatre, Lindale, Ga., 1
A further advantage, not only from the Simplex; Kozy Theatre, Pass Christian,
projection point of view, but also from the Miss., 1 Simplex; R, G. Creech, LaGrange,
point of promptness in making deliveries, N. C, 2 Simplexes; Shelby Theatre, Shelis the fact that the seaming in the screen
by, Miss.,Miss.,
2 Simplexes;
Jacob's
is absolutely invisible. This not only per- McComb,
2 Simplexes;
ArcadeTheatre,
Theamits of perfect projection, but allows a
tre,
Broo'r.havcn,
Miss.,
2
Simplexes;
Descreen of any desired dimensions to be in- Sota Theatre, 868 Arkansas Ave., Memphis,
stantly made up and shipped, which in Tenn., 1 Simplex; J. L. Clayton, Draper, N.
these days of delay, linger and wait, is C, 1 Simplex.
a factor to be appreciated.
Write for It Today
The company is now organizing its own
export department to care for the foreign
A new catalog of brass railings, easels
trade, the demands of which have greatly
and unit-frames, ticket booths and chopincreased during the past few months.
pers, brass and plastic-relief lighting fixThe Mirroroid screen is a particularly
tures, also a variety of other necessities for
good sales proposition for reliable and
energetic supply houses, and there is a motion picture theatres, has just been
the Newman Manufacturing Comgood proposition awaiting those who will issued
copy. panybyof Cincinnati.
It will be sent free to
address the United Mirroroid Manufacturthe wide-awake exhibitors requesting a
ing Company, 725 Seventh avenue. New
York City, in regard to same.
Francis Doublier Joins
Palisade Laboratories
HJ. STREYCKMANS,
manager of the Palisade general
Laboratories,
• announces the acquisition of Francis Doublier as technical manager of the
big plant in Palisade, N. J. Mr. Doublier is
the oldest man in years of service connected with the motion picture industry, as
he became identified with the Luniiere
Company in Paris twenty-five years ago
and was selected to exhibit to the crowned
heads of Europe the new marvel of the
age — motion pictures. In 1896 he personally directed the taking of the pictures of
the coronation of the late Czar of Russia.
He came to America in 1902 to install and
equip a plant for the Lumiere Co. for
photographic plates, after which, in 191116 he was associated with the Solax Co.
and a member of the board of directors of
the Eclair Co. of America. The Paragon
Laboratory was designed and equipped by
Mr. Doubl ier in 1916, and he had perso?:al
charge of the construction. He comes to
the Palisade from the Eclipse Laboratries,

Francis Doublier.
Technical manager. Palisade Laboratories.
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answer

Summer?
to

this

simple

problems

of the

is HEAT.

ago the summer

exhibitor were
tion of the

Typhoon

solved

by the installa-

Cooling

System

and immediately his house was turned
from one of the hot, stuffy kind into
a delightfully cool retreat where on
the hottest days people still go to cool
off while enjoying the show. Typhoons
installed now will take care of all your
summer worries.
Get

your order
diate delivery.

in at once

for imme-

Write for Catalog "M'
Typhoon
Fan
Company
ERNST OLANTZBERO, Pretident
1*44 CAMP STREET
NEW ORIGANS, LA.

345 West 39th Sta-eet, New York, N. Y.
255 No. Mth STREET
PHmUnMLPHIA, PA.

M W. RANDOLPH SOrBBBT
CEOCASO, ILL.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Towr own special Ticket,
any colors,
numbered;Tickets
everyacmrately
roll guarajiteed.
Coupon
for
Prize
D r a w ishipments.
n K s; 5.000.Cash
Sfi.OO.
Prompt
with the order. Get the
Reserved SeatSend
Couiwndiagram
Tickets,forserial
or dated.form to Goveniment
All tickets must
conregulation
and bear established price of admission and tax
paid.SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.00
Ten Thousand
5.00
Fifteen Thousand
6.50
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand
12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00
National Ticket Co. shamokin. Pa.

GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total 25,300; by State*, Per$4.00.
M.
1,057 6Ini exchanges
$7.60
313 manafactarers and stadioa 4.00
368 machine and aupply dealers 4.00
Further Partlculara:
A.F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
arn'SStaOOaWei
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big oDPortonltie*
NOW.
QuUfT
for tbU fudnitlng
profe««loiL
Three
moDtha'
OQUTM coven &11 brauchee:
Motion Plotur»-CommerolalPortralture
Camera! and Uaterialt furnished free.
r*Ta<itlaal*a<7
Instimctlon;
modem
Day SapetlorltT.
or ercnliui
dtmrn;
tarma. Tbe
SchooleQnlpnteDt.
of Becosnlzed
Call ot write for complete catalog No. 25.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Ml W. 86tli St., N. Y. BOB 8Ut« St., BrooUyu. N. V
Write for our lift of GuaraRteed Rebuilt Machlnee
Amusement Supply Co.
We are the Oldest Supply Houm tn the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd Floor Consntners Bldg.
220 Sooth State Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
DealersNational
In Motlograph
Picture
Carbons. forMoving
Minusa
Screens Machines.
and
Ever>tiilng
the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
MACHEVES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BR0S71)PTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers
of Electric
Machlnee
for Moping
PictureTlcltet
TlieatrceiBsulnti
and
Re«tAurant«. Sold direct or through your
dealer- NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET
REGISTER COMPANY
St.1511Loult.NorthMo..Broadway
U. S. A.
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Plant

in Your

Watch the Currents Grow
TO both the
showman
and the
ex- except that the capacity of the generator
hibitorroad
wliose house
is located
where
is 36 amperes at 110 volts.
no or 60 Volts.
dependable electric service is unobtainable, an isolated lighting plant or moOutfit No. 5 consists of a ten horsetor generator set is of prime importance.
power, double cylinder motor and a 5
The Cushman Motor Works, Lincoln,
KW-110 volt generator, with a capacity of
Neb., manufactures a line of completely
46
amperes
at 110 volts, sufficient for 250
equipped motor generators well worth the
attention of our readers.
20-watt, 16 candle power Mazda lamps,
without the arc. This plant, which has a
These sets are equipped with four-cycle front-of-board
rheostat control, may also
one and two cylinder motors, which may
be obtained, if desired, with a 60 volt genbe
line. operated on either kerosene or gaso- erator.
These motors are equipped with Schebler
The estimates as to the number of lig'hts
that these plants handle is approximate
carburetors and with throttle governors,
and
upon efficiency of installation,
by which the speed is automatically regu- the depends
size of lamps used, number of venlated, although the engine may be speeded
tilating
fans
operated, and the amount of
up or slowed down at the will of the op- resistance encountered
from varying length
erator
by
means
of
a
simple
timer
with
of lines from plant to arc. lights and fans.
which it is equipped.
Outfit No. 7 consists of a fifteen horse
The poiitiveness of the water circulation
power, two cylinder motor, equipped with
a double ignition system. A 7j^ KW-110
volt generator, with a capacity of 66 amperes at 110 volts, sufficient to operate 350
to 400 16-candlepower, 20-watt Mazda
lamps without arc. This plant is regularly
furnished
unmounted for installation on a
concrete base. It may be mounted on steel
skids, if desired.
Where extreme compactness and light
weight must be obtained, an automobile
radiator and fan-cooling system may be
substituted for the regular water tank
cooler, at an extra cost.
The standard plant is equipped with
water tank equipment.
This Is Big Ten.
Outfit No. 10 consists of a twenty horsepower, two cylinder motor, with double
Ignition system. The generator is 10 KW110 volts, with a capacity of 90 amperes
at 110 volts, and will operate 500 16-candlepower 20-watt Mazda lamps, without arc.
This plant is also
Plant No. 1.
regularly supplied unmounted for installation on concrete base
Cushman isolated
liphtinR
plant
complete
although
it may
with switchboard.
skids, at extra
cost. be furnished on steel
The switchboards furnished for these
is insured by a direct driven circulating outfits are of nicely finished
oil slate,
pump.
mounted on angle iron legs. The equipThe Cushman engine is flexible and posment
consists
of
voltmeter
,
ammeter,
rheosesses an ample range of speed, and the
manufacturers claim that the fuel constat, pilotpendentlight,
circuits.light switch', indeof otherdisplay
sumption at each power is in direct proThe double throw switch makes it posportion to the load on the motor.
sible to cut out the arc and throw in the
house lights at one operation. This switchSix Types of Outfits.
board can be installed in and controlled
Complete lighting plants are supplied by from the
operating room.
the Cushman Motor Works in six distinct
types.
Things Are Doing in Des Moines
Outfit No. 1 consists of a four horsepower, single cylinder motor equipped with
The
Des Moines Film & Supply Cominagneto and starter coupling ignition and
pany recently sold to the A. H. Blank Endirect connected to a 2 KW-60 volt genten new Power's Six B machines,
erator. The switchboard is complete, with and in theterpriseslast
month
all wiring and instruments thereon. There
: have made the following installations
is a back-of-board rheostat control and
Two
Power's Six B machines in the
endless belt. The capacity of this outfit is family new
Theatre, Des
one Power's
33 amperes at 60 volts, sufficient for from
S'x B machine in theMoines;
Star Theatre. Des
fifty to eighty 20-watt Mazda lamps withMoines;
one
Power's
Six B, with
out arc, and from five to fifteen lamps used
nt, American Theatre, Prairie Mazda
City
in connection with the arc. The weight of equipme
Iowa; two Power's Six B machines, Linthe outfit, on skids connected up, complete,
coln
Theatre,
Des
Moines;
two
Power's
is 600 pounds. The length over all is 84 Six B machines, Pastime Theatre,
Arnolds
inches, width 25 inches.
Park, Iowa; one Power's Six B machine.
Outfit No. 3 consists of an eight horseLyric Theatre, Sac City, Iowa: one Power's
power, double cylinder motor. The genB machine. Opera House, Baxter, Iowa.
erator is4 KW-60 volts, with a capacity of SixBusiness
has been great in Des Moines
66 amperes at 60 volts, sufficient to operate
company has made five installafrom 150 to 175 20-watt Mazda lamps with- and the
tions of the Hertner Transverter, also nuout the arc. or fifty such lights in commerous installations of the Minusa screen.
bination with the arc. The outfit weighs
850
pounds
and
is
97
inches
long and 28
inches wide.
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for MovPicture World. News men charge the 15
With the above exceptions, it has a simi- iivi
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
lar equipment to outfit No. 1.
No. 4 uses the same equipment as No. 3, paper every week by early mail,
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That

Flat

Screen!

Cash in on every seat — those box seats, side seats and front
rows — you can make every seat in your theatre a desirable one
without remodelling your house or changing a single chair by
using the

GLIFOGRAPH

SCREEN

It is the only screen improvement made since the beginning of pictures.
Hyperboloid curves correct the eye's errors — see a perfect picture from any
angle.
NO

EYESTRAIN

STEREOSCOPIC

NO DISTORTION
GREATER DEPTH

EFFECT

BETTER

NO

GLARE

ILLUMINATION

Some of those who are using Glifograph Screens arc:
GREATER NEW YORK
First National Projection Room
Loew's Now Yoik Tlieatre and Roof
Liew's Bijou Theatre
I^w's 116th Street Theatre
Loew's Palace Tlieatre, Washington, D. C.
lyly ew"s
8Gth
Street
Theatre
Rialto
Projection
ew's Brevoort Theatre
The Plaza
Theatre Room
Keith's
81st
Street
Theatre
I>e
Luxe
Tlieatre,
N. Y. N. .1.
Ri.hertson-Cole
i
Cortlandi Theatre, Utica,
North Rergen,
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE MATTER
GLIFOGRAPH

CORPORATION

Room 217

1493 BROADWAY,

See
In

The

Oplex

This

NEW

YORK CITY

Sign

Picture

NOTICE
this picture.
See how the Oplex
Electric Sign is the one outstanding thing in
the whole block.
It stops the eye.
This is because the letters are white and
raised, the distinctive mark of an Oplex Sign.
Here's another thing about this sign in the
picture — the four^line bulletin board is in Oplex
Interchangeable letters. , You can change the
reading in a few minutes — just take out one set
of letters and put in another. No lamps or
wiring to change.
Let us send you our new book on Oplex
Signs for theatres!
THE

FLEXLUME
SIGN
Pacific Coast Distrihutors
THE ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORP.
Los Angeles. Cal.

CO.

' 1236-42 Niagara St.. BulTalo
Canadian Factory
THE FLEXLUME SIGN CO., Ltd
Toronto. Ont,
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PICTURE
THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan youn.
District of Columbia
ZINK & SPARELm, Inc
W MmnMj BldjTn WmaUnxteD. D. C
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Krecte Bide, Detroit. Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
Itt Griiwold Bldr., Detroit. Uieh.
Missouri
Carl Bo^er & Brother
Theatre Architects
BIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CUT, MO.
OoBialt>nti
torenrdlng
oUier pUiu
trahlteotr
▲drleon
to ownen
uul
■pedflostloiu
of oostempUted
ttieatns.
New York
EUGENE DE ROSA
11» W««t 40th Street, New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
8X Soath 17th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
101 PARK AVENUE, N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL WOBK
No Charge foi* Preliminary SerTieea

riti
aad I.4>MlW.a

ReCO Color Hoods
Instead of dipped tamp*.
Inflnltely better
more laotiiic am4
cheaper in the ran.
Made of natnnl e*l«r«4
blown i^aas.
Do Not Fade or Waar 9mt
Reynolds Electric Co.
426 S. TaiMB Ava^ MHwol H.

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10 Days' Trial
No. 1 Grade, $1 ; No. 2 Grade, 75c.
Strechers Incladed
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.
Factory: ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

*THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joamal of
the British Film Industry
Of •peclal interert to all who buy or tell Fdini.
OFFICES:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.L
Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign Subscriptions: One pound ton ahUUng* (G<dd).

Projection Room of Fox Film Corporation.
Eight Power's machines are on duty, but you cannot see them all in the picture.
iiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiniiiia
Among the installation of Simplexes made
made by this concern during the past five
Eight Power's Cameragraphs
weeks,
the following may be mentioned:
Equip Fox Projection Room
Lincoln Theatre, Baltimore, two outfits;
shows Little Pickwick, Baltimore, two outfits;
ration
THEthe accom
tion ng
projecpanyi
room illust
of the
Fox Film Colonial Theatre, Baltimore, two outfits;
n,
ratio
Corpo
said to be the largest Eureka Theatre, Baltimore, two outfits;
in the world s,devoted solely to motion pic- Curtis Theatre, Curtis Bay, Md., one outfit.
ture machine contains a battery of eight
Power's projectors. This immense room,
which is part of the splendid new Fox
studios, is nearly 60 feet long and about
12 feet wide. As the room is so narrow
, it was imposrtion
in propo
sible to secure toinitsthelength
photograph
the full
eflfect of the "squad" of Power's lined up
, lybuton the
readynesforareaction
machi
actual
duty.eight
The Power
room 'sis
equipped with all the modern ventilating
and lighting devices which are a part of
lly worked out plans of the enthe carefu
tire Fox building.
This projection room is one of several
in the Fox studio used for showing films,
but the full projection installation is not
4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
yet in operation. It is expected that the
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
laboratory projection equipment will be
moving picture work and theatre lightready
the near
future. and
Power's
machines
will be inused
exclusively
tlie projection
ing. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
is in charge of a corps of expert operators.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Deon J. projection
De Zitter isroom
in charge
Mr. Fox's
private
and theof remaining
Send for Bulletin No. 30
projection equipment is looked after by
J.
Lefante, Theo. Ridder and Fred Boehringer.
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH. Wise.
Carrell Succeeds S. & P. of Louisville
The S. & P. Film & Supply Company, of
Louisville, Ky., has been succeeded by the
AMERICAN
Carrell Film & Supply Company, which reports business in the supply end as being
particularly good.
Jfotoplaper
The Carrell Film & Supply Company is
(Trade-Mark Rexistered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Cataloina
distributor for the Nicholas Power ComAMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
pany, and has just made installations of
62 West 45th Street New York City
eighteen Cameragraphs for the Broadway
Amusement Company, of two for the Palace Theatre of Louisville, of two for the
ParentandTeachers'
Association of CaneyWe take moTinr pictures anrwhera.
ville,
lersburg. of one for David Atkins of SelANDLAUER & SIMES
(25 GLOYD BLDG., KANSAS OTY. MO.
Haeple & Company Are Busy
RELIABLE
CAMERAMEN
N. C. Haeple & Company, 412 E. LexingLet
yonr camera
ton street, Baltimore, Md., reports the acwork VLB take
in care
the ofMiddle
West.
cessory business as being extremely good.
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SCREEN

MIRROROID

TRADE

ANNOUNCEMENT

Every Exhibitor and Manager is advised that the
Manufacturing Rights of
the WORLD FAMOUS

have been purchased from
the J. H. Center Co., Inc.,
by the

UNITED
MIRROROID
MANUFACTURING
CORP.
who will continue to manufacture and distribute on an enlarged scale.
The advantages of Mirroroid screens sold and demonstrated to over 10,000 exhibitors over
a long period of years are known to showmen throughout the WORLD, and it shall be our
object to maintain and if possible improve the quality, at the same time offering a service
which does not end with the sale.
MIRROROID SCREENS ARE GUARANTEED NOT TO CRACK, PEEL OR TURN BLACK
FOR A PERIOD OF 5 YEARS. THEY CAN BE WASHED WITH SOAP AND WATER.
BUILT BY AUTOMATIC MACHINERY. THEY COST LESS AND WEAR LONGER
DON'T WAIT. WRITE AT ONCE FOR LITERATURE.
725 7th Ave., New York City
UNITED MIRROROID MANUFACTURING CORP.,
DAYLIGHT

THE

STEADY

SCREEN

!

That describes the D. C. arc when the
Speer "Hold-Ark" Carbon is used as a
lower. Did you ever notice how it
holds the arc to the tip? Any old carbon will do for any old screen, but if
you want to put on the best show in
town go to your dealer and say

Gundlach
Projection

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition,
flatness of field, brilliancy of image and
illumination, and we maintain absolute

SPEER

SPEER

uniformity of quality. That's the reason
they are used in nearly every theatre in
the United States and Canada.

"Directo" Carbons for D. C. Projection

IintmeJ

SPEER

Vljens/

HOLD-ARKS

"Altemo"

SPEER

White Combination
for A. C. Projection

Carbons

CARBON
COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

Guodlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
8G8 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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BROADWAY

B. F. PORTER installs LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION off "WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE" is
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.
B. F. PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

o™LT Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:
WriU $7.50
f*r r«U«r
Kifei^ ■j.-.-.y ^ :3 ' Ask Toar DmIm
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTUKE APPARATUS
1»-3(S EMt ISSth Street New York City
LA CINEMATOGRAFLV
ITALMNA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian ClnematogTapta Union
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Forelon Sutwofiptlon: 20 franca per annum.
Editorial and Baainesa Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

ROMAYNE COMEDIES
Amone the Best Two-Reelers on tlie Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
FUCKERLBSS
'^AFETTPROJECTOR
STANDARD"
MOTION PICTURE
Dept. M.W.
Tke Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.
Aeolian Ball
New Terk
Yoor Nejative Investment Is Protected When
Yon Place Your Printinc with the
Standard Motion Picture Co.
THE RELIABLE HOUSE
ExMlKnt work at reasonable arloes.
Addreaa 1007 Mailers Bid*. Chicar*
Cameramen furnithed for all occationt.
BUY DIRECT

EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE, at 49th STREET, NEW YORK

Popular Canadian Projectionist
Pays Visit to Simplex Factory
interested visitor and guest
A RECENT
at the Simplex plant was C. A. Dentelbeck, Supervisor of Projection, for
the Paramount Theatre, Ltd., of Toronto,
Canada.
Mr. Dentelbeck included the visit as a
part of his itinerary on his way back to
Canada from Cleveland, in which city he
attended the recent convention of the I. A.
T. S. E. of U. S. & C, at which convention
he represented as a delegate Local No. 17,3
of Toronto, of which he is president.
Mr. Dentelbeck, on acount of his prominence in labor circles throughout Canada
and also due to his standing as a projectionist, is looked upon by Canadian exhibitors as an ideal type of labor leader.
Dentelbeck la an Old Timer.
Mr. Dentelbeck traces his apprenticeship
in the industry back to 1909 when he operated a store show in Toronto and since
that time has held almost every important
office in the gift of his Union and watched
his organization grow from thirty-five
members up to one hundred and seventysix, and the wage scale run from twelve to
fifteen dollars in the earlier days to twentyfive to forty dollars at present. This scale
being based on a six day week.
Mr. Dentelbeck's first connection with
the Paramount Company was through the
.-Mien Theatre where he had charge of the
projection, and through his ability of producing pleasing screen results, he gradually
assumed charge of the projection for the
Paramount Company's circuit, in which arc
included the .'Mien, Family, Strand, .-\1hambra, Pantages, Teck, Garden and Regent, as well as the Strand-Kingston, Regent-Guelph, Pape and Danforth theatres.
In Montreal, Winnipeg, Toronto and Vancouver, other theatres are being built by
this popular company that uses many Simplex Projectors throughout its circuit.
Argus Is Fulco Distributor
The Argus Enterprises, Inc., of Cleveland,
with branches in New York, Chicago, Boston, Denver, Omaha, Salt Lake City and
Los Angeles, has been appointed exclusive
distributor for the E. E. Fulton Company
of Chicago for the states of Washington.
Oregon, California, Nevada, Arizona and
Idaho.
A complete stock of Fulco products is
carried in each of the branches, and shipments to Argus customers will be made di-

rett, thus saving the time that would otherwise be consumed in making same from
Chicago.
Kelley Company Gets Walter Wortham
The Kelley Theatre Supply Company, of
Oklahoma City, has just closed two years
of exclusive handling of repairs, moving
picture equipment and theatre supplies.
Walter Wortham, whose record for efficiency as a repair man and electrician is
morethe than
enviable, has joined the forces
of
company.
This insures
Company's
tomers promptthe
andKelley
efficient
service cusnot
only in repair work, but in improved projection results.
Los Angeles M. P. Co. Makes Good
The Los .Angeles Motion Picture Company, 215 East Washington street, Los Angeles, reports that their improved iris diaphragm is being snapped up by the Los
Angeles cameramen as fast as the company can turn them out.
The company is also making some improvedfavor.
tripods, which are also meeting
with local
Albany Supply Company Busy
The Albany Theatre Supply Company, 4
Clinton avenue. .Albany. X. Y., reports that
it has equipped the New Community Theatre, CatsVill, with Simplex machines. The
Albany Theatre Supply Co. is now located
in new quarters, and it is one of the neatest little supply houses in the state.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS A.ND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has Ihc qi «i;tv circulation of Ihe trade in
(Irr.-I Krilpin nnd the nominions. .Ml OfFieial
NoliccK and News from the ASSOCIATION
to itajournal.
members are pnbliahed exclaalTely in
thia
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID. WEEKLY, $7.25.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST.
Alypointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
t IRELAND.
LTD.

FROM WHOLESALER

INCANDESCENT
ELECTRIC
LIGHT BULBS
NITROGEN LAMPS
TUNGSTEN LAMPS
75 Watt Lamp. Each
$ 26%
. .$ .53
10 Watt Lamp. Each
.. .82^
15 Watt Lamp. Each
leo Watt Lamp.
25 Watt Lamp. Each
ISO Watt Lamp. Each
. . IJZi
40 Watt Lamp. Each
.26 V4
.. 1.6S
200 Watt Lamp. Each
60 Watt Lamp. Each
Jl
100 Watt Lamp. Each
300 Watt Lamp. Bach
. . 2.44
66
2, 4, 8, 16 Candle Power Carbon Bnlbs, 15c Each
Red, Blae, Green Frosted, 3c Extra
Every Lamp Standard Grade "A" Licensed Lamps
REPUBLIC ELECTRIC LAMP CO., 1125 13th Ave., Moline. III.

Autiimatlcally supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current In ballast
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
Weat n4th Street CleTeland. OUo
15,012 Motion Picture Theatres
the aerrtce
United and
Statesuxe— no30 mora.
our adxlraaalDa
orIQ U«
to 60% UseIn posUltt.
Alao Producera.
llsta of Stale liUbu Buyen, SupplT Daal<n
and
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 Weet Phone:
42nd Street,
BryantNew8138York. N. Y.
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If Eastman
A

Better

Summer

as good

Our new booklet — just off the
press — tells you how to get it.

as it is, Kodak

large as it is — and Kodak
Park is the largest photographic manufacturing

Shall we send you a copy? It's
free. A post-card gets it for
you by return mail.

plant in th" world.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

EAGLE

ROCK

FILM

Quality

Raw

MAKES

FRIENDS
THEM

ON

ITS QUAUTY

The COSMOGRAPH
represents an ideal
successfully
achieved. That ideal
has been to produce
a portable projector
compact, and light in
weight, simple and
economical to operance. ate, of sturdy construction, and surpassing in perform-

Right Photographically.
Maximum Service in tiie
Projector.

Mad* by

Verona, New Jersey

N. Y.

ON ITS PERFORMANCE

Stock

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

COMPANY

"THE
COSMOGRAPH"
Semi-Professional Portable Projector

KEEPS
The

was not

Park, where it is manufactured, would not be as

Business

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 666, 70 W. 45th St., New York

Film

THE
DWYER
BROADWAY FILM BUILDINO
CINCINNATI, OHIO

BROS.

&

CO.

719 SEVENTH AVEmJB
NEW YORK CITY

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION TO DBALERS
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3c Per word for situations wanted and lielp wanteds IMinimum $0.50
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.
IVIinimum $1.00
NOW lensREADY
— The picture
New Miner
Ultrastlgmat
F:I.O
for motion
eameras:
price In
barrel, ilii. Quotations for mounting on any camera
on request.
Send
your
orders
In
now.
BABS
CAMERA COMPANY, Charles Bass, Pres., 109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
WILLIAMSON CAMERA, Goertz Celor lens, F.
3.".,
New complete
York City.; perfect condition. Ill West 42d St.,
STANDARD
CAMERAS.
Largest Dealers. CINEMA
Our tremendous
businessAmerica's
built on
unswerving honesty. Write or wire your needs.
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100
North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
DEBRIE CAMERA FOR SALE.— Will sell at a
largain brand new Debrie camera, Krauss Tessar
lens and all attachments ; Debrie tripod ; 8 magazines, 3carrying cases, etc. Box 106, M. P. World,
New York City.
EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANT TO BUY portable projector-M. P. camera
lens,
focusM.inP.focusing
mount-film
rewinder;three-inch
other small
accessories.
Copeland,
TA21 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT OF EVERY DESCRIPTIO.N— MACHINES, CHAIRS, COMPENSARCS,
GENERATORS,
FANS. WILL
BUY FOR
CASH
ANYTHING PERTAINING
TO MOTION
PICTURE
THIlATRES in ANY QUANTITY. WRITE OR
Vv'lRE
TO S.ILL.E SHAFFER, 207 SOUTH WABASH,
CHICAGO,

SITUATIONS WANTED.
WANTED — Position as manager of theatre.
VaudeTlUe, picture or combination. Experienced.
Box 115, care M. P. World, New York City.
OFFICIAL CAMERAMAN for the U. S. Marine
Corps for past three years returning to civil life and
open ence
for behind
new theengagement;
experi- ;
camera andtwenty
in theyears'
laboratory
bave traveled widely through Europe and South
America; have complete outfits for both still and
motion pictures and can deliver the highest grade
lof work ; best of references. Lieut. L. H. Caverly,
U. S. Marine Corps, 117 East 24th St.. N. Y. City.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
BUILD WISELY and renovate economically
"Modem will
Theatre
by Edwardon Bernard
Kinsila,
giveConstruction,"
you full information
safety,
comfort and architectural perfection. $3.00, postpaid. Chalmers Publishing Company. 516 Fifth
Ave., New York City.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
FROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 ctistomers use our wonderful catalogue and
•ervlce for all their photographic needs. Movie
eameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, supplies, etc., etc., all at sensational mone;•avlng prices. Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E
catalogue today. David Stern Company, "Value,
■errlce, satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, III.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
OPERAchines CHAIRS
from war camps,
booths,
maand entire eqalpmenta
furnished
at hftlf
original cost. Write yonr requlrementa. J. P.
Redlngton, Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE — Powers No. 5, in excellent condition.
Personal inspection Invited. Also films. Film Service, 117 Highland Ave., Mlddletown, N. Y.
POWERS, SIMPLEXS, Mazda Lamp outfits, transformers, 24-lnchTheatre
exhaust Supply
fan. Universal
and
theatre chairs.
Co., 124 motor,
West 45th
St., New York City.
FILMS WANTED.
WANTED
TO
BUY—toJunk
pictureStreet.
film.
Write tor particulars
Junk moving
Film, Maple
West Fort Lee, N. J.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE — Live topical and educational nagw
tlves. Suitable for film weeklies. Short subjects
only. Also cover special subjects by asslgnmeilt.
Animated Events, 240 South Hill street. Los AnCaL — A series of two-reel western dramas,
FOR geles,SALE
with
3 sheets, 1 sheets photo slides. CenCity. tralstriking
Film Company, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
200 REELS of film ; perfect condition ; $4.00 each.
Send money order for trial order. List. Jack
Mahmarian, 440 West 23d St., New York City.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

THIS
Of

All

Undercrowding
is easy to remedy v/iih this
book full of crowd-pulling advertising ideas, all tested, all
practical.
Picture Theatre
Advertising
300 pages
$2.00 Postpaid

Your

WAY

Theatre

Troubles

Projection Worries
cant live in the same l)<K)th \vlth
an operator who owns this book
full of sound advice and practical
Information on every projection
point. Motion Picture
Handbook
700 pages
$4.00 Postpaid

280 pages

WORLD

OUT
Wherever

Current Troubles
disappear with the help of the
practical advice that Alls this book
on every
phase and
of electrical
theatre equipnieiit
maintenance.
Motion
Picture
Electricity
$2.50 Postpaid

Located
Growing Pains
cease to bother you when you plan
to remodel or build and spread
your business If this book guides
you and your architect.
Modern Theatre
Construction
266 pages

MOTlaN pictum:
•ELECTRIC rrr

THEATRE
,
picture'

5^'

PICTURE

Order from your nearest Supply House, or from

CHALMERS
WRIGHT-CAIXENDER BLDG.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

PUBLISHING
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK

COMPANY
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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PRESENT-DAY
PICTURES
□

PRECISION
STANDARDIZED,
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
PERFORATOR'
PRINTERS
SUPPLIES
SPUCER
For
MoiionStudio*,
PictureTheatre*
LahoACCESSORIES
raiories.
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
HEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losahgeles
J80MI Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

AMERICA'S
FINEST
LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STRETCKMANS, Hanairinx Director
PALISADE

FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 621-623

ONE
PRICE
to all, the absence of mlBrepresentation, qaick service and s:ennine
satisfaction with every business transaction.
MADE US FAMOUS
It will be to your financial interest to send us yonr orders.

'^^^
is^^^^H
OS
ak
SE
Stop LIe
S^
The^utomaticketSystem
^ BoK Office

Leaks

Stops

& Losses

Jy
-Ask Us -About It
'
Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Co.
I780 BROADWAY
, : , '.^ UE.V*\..,'y^Or*¥f^>C:^COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPEFUOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St. New York City
Bet. EMshth and Ninth Aves.
Bryant 54.37

COERZ
VIGNETTING

DEVICES

The cameraman who has "arrived," with regard to reputation and large salary, uses the latest and best equipment. Such
experts rely upon the well-known GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES
and produce results. In connection with these devices they use
the GOERZ KINO HYPAR F:3.5, and the combtoaHon Is unsui^
passed. . If you want up-to-the-minute, practical equipment,
call or write. Take the time to investigate — It vrtll pay you.
ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE'
PRftlECTORS

"MARTIN"

ROTARY
CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT
PERFECT REELPICTURES
DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHW^ESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago
1010 Brokaw BIdg., New York
^
P"

FIDELITY FAMOUS
MOVING PICTURE MOTOR
This Is the 1/10 H.P. Variable Speed Motor
you
have successfully.
heard about.Price,
Thousands
on
machines
»22. Sendin ususeyour
order for careful attention and mention your
kind of current.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.
LANCASTER. PA.

C. p. Goerz American
319-M EAST 34TH STREET

Optical Company
NEW YORK CITY

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
UNIVERSALS— BASS SERVICE
Latest and Best Universal Internal Dissolve
Model pleteCamera.
to anyList,made.
with TessarEqual
3.5 lens.
$518. ComBass
price,
.$467.
Newest enclosed top Universal Pan and Tilt
Tripod. A marvel of excellence. List, $120.
Net price, .$108.
Used 200-foot Model Universal Camera. Tessar F:3.5 lens. List, .$430. Bass price, $275.
The
fnmous-$75.Minor
Ultrafrom
Stigmat
in libl.
Mounts
$15 up.F:1.9 lens
"Behind pletethetreatise
Motion
Picturepicture
Screen."
A comon motion
taking
and
making. Postpaid,
.$3.65.
Let Bass supply your motion picture equipment.
BASS

CAMERA COMPANY
CHARLES BASS. President
109 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, IIL

\RGU3 THEATRE aUPPLT DIVISION
of the
NORTHERN
ARGUS LAMP 4 APPLIANCE CO. OHIO
815-23 Pro»p*«t At«.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
□
BOSTON MOTION PIC- MASSACHUSETTS
RHODE ISLAND
TXniE SUPPLY CO.
CONNECTICUT
54 Broadwmy
BOSTON. MASS.
-oB R E C K PHOTOPLAY NORTHERN
CAUFOHmA
SUPPLY CO.
98 Goldtn Gate At*.□- WESTERN NEVADA
SAN FRANCT8C0. CAL. OREGON
SOUTHERN
ARGUS ENTERPRISES.
Inc.
CAUFORNIA
and
Calmy Bros. Division
842-46 SoDtfa Olive St. ARIZONA
LOS ANGELES, CAL. □DWYER BROS. & CO. SOUTHERN
OHIO
and
S2I Broadway
KENTUCKY
CINCINNATL OHIO

ALBANY THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
EASTERN
4 Clinton Ave.
NEW YORK
ALBANY, N. T. (Except Greater New
Sellin« Aceats York aty)
□
AUBURNSUPPLY
THEATRICAL
CO. CENTRAL
NEW YORK
-o
AUBURN, N. Y.
Sellins Agents
STATE
-oBECKER THEATRE
PLY CO. SUPWESTERN
184 Franklin St.
NEW YORK
BUFFALO, N. Y.
STATE
Selling Agents
-DGREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Dutchess
B. F. PORTER
Putnam
Orange
Connties
729 Seventh Ave.
NEW YORK, N. Y. Suffolk r New York
Sullivan
Rockland
SUte

EASTERN MISSOURI
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL
f,n
NORTHEASTERN
ARKANSAS
608 Olive St. Uaduon
1 Coantle*
in
ST. LOUIS, MO.
St.
Clair
Monroe
Illinoi*
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. ILLINOIS
84S South Wabash Ave. (Except Madison, St.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Clair and Monroe
Connties)

SEATTLE STAGE
ING CO. LIGHT- WASHINGTON
and
21 MadUon Black
SEATTLE. WASB. ID- OREGON
DELAWARE
EASTERN
LEWIS
M.
SWAAB
PENNSYLVANIA
1327 Vine St.
SOUTHERN
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NEW JERSEY
□- EASTERNMARYLAND
SWANSON THEATRE NEBRASKA
EQUIPMENT CO.
and
423 South ISth St.
□- WESTERN IOWA
OMAHA, NEB.
SWANSON THEATRE
CENTRAL and
EQUIPMENT CO.
318 Locust St.
SOUTHERN IOWA
DES MOINES, lA.
□SWANSON THEATRE WYOMING
CO.
COLORADO
" EQUIPMENT
1514 Welton St
DENVER, COLO. D- MONTANA
NEW MEXICO

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
157 North Illinois St.
INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. □SOUTHERN and
EASTERN
and
"^^'^
Henry
Des
Moines
ai'nt*^
CO.
SUPPLY
TORS
EXHIBI
tan Buildin
204MILWA
Manhat
~
UKEE,
WIS. s Jackson
Lee
CoantiM
in Iowa
Louisa
Unscatine
Scott
HOLLIS-SMITB-MORTON WEST
and VI BG INI A
COMPANY
WESTERN
1201 Liberty Ave.
PITTSBURGH. PA. □PENNSYLVANIA
LELAND THEATRE SUP- MAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
S7 State St.
MONTPELIEK, VT. ID- VERMONT
N. Carolina Alabama
LUCAS THEATRE
PLY CO. SUP- S. Carolina Louisiana
Georgia Tennessee
158 Marietta St.
Florida
Southern
ATLANTA, GA. D- MlsKissippi
Virginia
MICHIGAN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY CO.
MICHIGAN
63 East Elizabeth 8U
DETROIT, MICH. CDLUCAS THEATRE SUP- TEXAS
PLY CO.
1816 Main St.
SOUTHERN
ARKANSAS
DALLAS. TEX.

SWANSON THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.
132 East 2nd Sonth St.
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH□TECO PRODUCTS
MFG.
CO.
245 Loeb Arcade
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. ID-

UTAH
IDAHO
EASTERN NEVADA

Minnesota, South and
Northern andDakota,
EasternNorthIowa
and Northern
and
Western Wisconsin.
WEBSTER ELECTRIC WASHINGTON. D. C.
COMPANY
WESTERNMARYLAND
719 9th St., N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. □- NORTHERN
VIRGINIA
YALE THEATRE
WESTERN
PLY CO.
MISSOURI
Film Building
KANSAS
17th and Main SU.
OKLAHOMA
KANSAS CITY, HO.
SUP- NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS
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But — and it's a very important but — he won't get
plenty of RITCHEY
posters until he devotes plenty of
energy
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Anything
That
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All
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ticket
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experience
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This
Advertisement
Appears

in

SATURDAY BVKNING POST. . .June 26
Circulation, 2,052,538
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL AugUBt
Circulaticm, 2,026,564
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE August
Circulation. 400,000
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. .August
Circulation. 355,630
IMOTION
' 1 ■ PICTURE
: ' : I ' . !CLASSIC
I
in'] pi"'";'
August
Circulation. 224,580
PICTURE PLAY MAGAZINE August
Circulation, 188,000
PHOTOPLAY JOURNAL
July
Circulation, 125,000
THEATRE MAGAZINE
July
Circulation, 45,610
Total Circulation
5,417,922

IN the old days it was "Let's go to a movie."
Now it's "Let's go and see a good picture."
And the national advertising of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has told the public how to
pick the good pictures — the ones they're sure to like.
So the millions of readers of these advertisements
are wise enough to go to the theatres that say in their
advertisements

We

Show

Paramount

FAMOUS
CORPORATION
ADOLPU ZUKOR PLAYERS-LASKY
Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Prey. CECIL
B.DE MOLE DinaorGener'L
""NEW Vrai
YOUK_/
•
J

Pictures!
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Adapted
for theHILLYER.
screen hy
LAHBERT
fibm
story "Dan Kuirie
s Iniung'
BY the
B.USSELL
A, BOGGS
Diiected by LAMSEKT HILLYEK
Thologiiphed trf JOE AUGUST AS.C.
AWILLIAM S,HAKr Production,

itJ^rleraft
pRST
A second

'The Toll Gate," then "Sand," the
of William S. Hart's own productions.

And it's a hummer!
A story of the West
with gun fights and train robberies, and thrills by
the dozen!
J^The kind of story that Hart does best — made
with no care for time and expense — the kind of
picture that fans all over the country are sure
to rave over!
f9immcm^l
FAMOUS
' ADOLPH
ZUKOR A««PLAYERSIASKY
JESSE L.LASKV Vk^Prwt CECHCORPORATION
B.DE MILLE OirMir Ct/>»nt.

g>icture
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Cparamountj^rtcrafL
Cpidure
They called him "Saint Anthony."
And he wanted so hard to be a sinner !
Then — back stage at a girly-girly
show— he met Solomon's Pet Wife !
Wheel

Watch

him cop Solomon's

glories !
It's a big comedy picture with a big
cast including Margaret Loomis,
Viora Daniel and Lorenza Lazzarini.
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

i
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CINEMATOGRAPHERS

LOYALTY!

PROGRESS!

ART!

That membership in this Society
may become a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.

IDEAL :

has been

WORLD

formed

for the purpose

of bringing

into

the closest confederation all — but only — those leaders in the cinematographic science whose attainments in their chosen field entitle them to
membership

in this Society, for the purpose

of maintaining

the high

standard set for themselves — and at the same time promote the
interest and welfare and protect the rights of all who shall be so
fortunate as to be called to membership.
At this date our membership

consists of the following

cinematographers:

PHILIP E. ROSEN
President
WILLIAM C. FOSTER
First Vice-President
L. GUY WILKY
Second Vice-President
FRED W. JACKMAN
Treasurer
H. LYMAN BROENING
Secretary
JOHN ARNOLD
JOE AUGUST
FRIEND F. BAKER
,WM. J. BECKWAY
R. J. BERGQUIST
L. D. CLAWSON
HENRY CRONJAGER
ERNEST S. DEPEW
ALLAN M. DAVEY
J. A. DUBRAY
ARTHUR EDESON
WILLIAM FILDEW
ROSS G. FISHER
HARRY M. FOWLER
EUGENE GAUDIO
T. G. GAUDIO
HARRY W. GERSTAD
FRANK B. GOOD
FRED L. GRANVILLE

KING D. GRAY
WALTER L. GRIFFIN
ALOIS G. HEIMERL
GEORGE HILL
J. D. JENNINGS
CHARLES E. KAUFMAN
ROY H. KLAFFKI
H. F. KOENEKAMP
EDWARD KULL
ROBERT B. KURRLE
SAM LANDERS
WALTER LUNDIN
CHESTER A. LYONS
REGGIE LYONS
JACK MACKENZIE
HUGH C. McCLUNG
WILLIAM M. McGILL
VICTOR MILNER
IRA H. MORGAN

ROBERT S. NEWHARD
S. S. NORTON
ERNEST S. PALMER
PAUL P. PERRY
G. C. PETERSON
SOL POLITO
B. F. REYNOLDS
GEORGE RIZARD
CHARLES G. ROSHER
A. SCHOLTZ
CHARLES E. SCHOENBAUM
JOHN F. SEITZ
HOMER A. SCOTT
W. S. SMITH. JR.
HARRY THORPE
R. H. TOTHEROH
JAMES C. VAN TREES
GILBERT WARRENTON
PHILIP H. WHITMAN
Address:

Membership is by invitation only,
each man being judged solely upon
his record and ability as a cinematographer and his personal fitness as
a man.

325
6372

Markham
Hollywood

Hollywood,

Building
Boulevard

California
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By These
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Able

Have

Producers

The seven producers who have bound themselves together in their
own organization to market their own productions without middlemen have been — last year, this year and for many years — makers
of the biggest and best in motion pictures. They have been the
chief agencies in the making of those great pictures on which shrewd
and skilled exhibitor-showmen have built great theatre institutions.
Exhibitors are prompt to uphold the tremendous mastery of Thomas H. Ince ;
the true, genuine values of his pictures ; their great hold upon the public.
Exhibitors themselves are the first to emphasize the unparalleled uniqueness
of Mack Sennett — that brilliant artist-business man who fans the laughter
of the world into box-office profits
Exhibitors themselves hail Marshall Neilan, with his tremendous dynamic
"punch" of young manhood ; with his Irish tenderness and romance, catching and picturing on the screen the eternal heart of youth.
Exhibitors are first to remember and talk about the wistfulness of an oldtime "Fifty-Fifty" and to praise the glowing romance and thrilling power
of the present day Allan D'wan.
Exhibitors themselves have a place alone from all others for George Loane
Tucker, maker of the mightiest of all productions — "The Miracle Man."
The heart that was put into that unrivalled picture will be put into others
of equal power and profit.
Exhibitors themselves tell you that in all the world of picture making there
is one — and just one — Maurice Toumeur, with a rattling, imaginative,
conception of action, colour, romance — of stories that stir the blood.
Exhibitors take pride in the rapidity of development of J. Parker Read, Jr.,
grown to power and position in a hard-to-conquer industry by his bold
imagination and his flair for showmanship values on the screen.
These seven producers in the year from Sunday, September 12th, are releasing
to you a minimum of thirty productions under the most flexible and likeable sales policy ever devised in this industry. Their productions will stand
alone — you may buy those of any one, two or three producers, or you may have
them all with the vast sense of protection and profit that they will afford you.
THOMAS H. INCE
GEORGE LOANE

MACK
TUCKER

SENNETT
MARSHALL
MAURICE TOURNEUR

NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
J. PARKER READ, JR

Associated
Producers,
HOME OFFICES:
NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

MARY

^

PICKFORDS
NEWEST

PICTURE

"S
FROM THE U
CHARLES FROHMAW PRODUCTION
D
5
"Op o' me thumb"

5y frederick fenn and richard pryce "
directed by jack dillon
screen a daptation 5y waldemar young
photoc:?aphed by charles rosher

UNITED
ARTISTS CORPORATIOM
MARY PICKFORD CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUOLXS FAIR5ANKS D.W GRIFFITH
HIRAM A5KAMS, PRESIDENT.

UNITED

AKTKTS

OORPOMnON

MAT2Y PTCKFOnD • CHAULIE CHAPLIN
D0UGLA5 FAIRBANKS • D:Vv^ GRIFFITH
IIIRAM AbRAM5, Preside ai

THE

•TOn2Y BY

LE'
ODD
HAROLD
GRATH
LLYCMAC
MO
Scenario by
TOM

GERAGHTY

'0/

Start

Ask

The

This

"Is

Sometbinq!
Ladies

in Your

Vicinity

Question;

Your

Husband

True?"

SEEN

A

OWEN

PELL

TRENTON

HELEN

lEROMEEDDY

GEORGE

HERNANDEZ

pictVres

Emotional

C/ln

Domestic

of

Life

RUSSELL

hi] HENRY
An

Drama

MILLER.

attraction written, designed, directed, produced and offered to exhibitors on account of

its appeal
A\story

to women.
written

interesting

with

every

^
idea^ of

women.

sense

man

_

the|,dominantJ

Directed and acted with'^the
patrons constantly in mind.
In every

_

a 100%

woman

will be interested.

It's a sure-fire

feminineYtheatre
picture

in which
by

house-packer!

Get in touch with the American Film Company
representative at your nearest Pathe Exchange today!
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President.

Distributed
PATHfi
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PACKING
THEM

The

Most
Laugh

IN!

Sensational
- Getting

COMEDY

HIT
OF THE

A

Dr.

Hank

Mann

Burlesque

Jeky

11

on the Famous

Mr.

BOOKING
THROUGH THE FOLLOWING
INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGES

EMPIRE STATE FILM CORPORATION, New York City
ARROW FILM COMPANY OF NEW ENGLAND, Boston
MASTERPIECE FILM EXCHANGE, Philadelphia
EXHIBITORS FILM COMPANY, Pittsburgh
SEABOARD FILM CORPORATION, Washington, D. C.
A. C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS, Atlanta
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO^ Cleveland
ARTHUR S. HYMAN ATTRACTIONS, Detroit
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO., Chicago
UNITED FILM SERVICE, St. Louis
CRESCENT FILM COMPANY, Kansas City, Mo.
SPECIALTY FILM COMPANY, Dallas
ARROW PHOTOPLAYS COMPANY, Denver
PEERLESS FILM SERVICE, INC., San Francisco
HORSFALL PRODUCTIONS, LTD., Montreal
MERIT FILM CORPORATION, Minneapolis
GREATER FEATURE CO., Seattle
ENDORSED AND DISTRIBUTED BY
ARROW
FILM CORPORATION
W. E. SHALLENBERGER, Pres.
220 WEST

42ND

ST., N. Y. C.

YEAR

Story

of

Hyde
Featuring

HANK

MANN

AND THE FAMOUS

Arrow

-Hank

Mann

Beauties
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Will soon be available for your screen in
the first of her New-Era, Money-Making
Series of Bigger and Better Photo-plays
founded on famous novels and dramas
'Presented by
ANDREW J CALLAGHAN PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

From the novel by Charles Tenney Jackson
"THE

GET
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MANY
NEW ENGLAND STATESFIRST NAT. EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
BOSTON, MASS.
NEW YORK STATE and
NORTHERN NEW JERSEYMERIT FILM CORPORATION,
NEW YORK CITY.
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO,
UTAH, WYOMING, IDAHO,
MONTANA, WASHINGTON
and OREGONSUPREME PHOTOPLAYS CORP,
DENVER, COLORADO.
CALIFORNIACONSOLIDATED FILM CORP,
SAN FRANCISCO and
LOS ANGELES.
NORTH

and SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA, ALABAMA, TENNESSEE and
FLORIDASAVIN! FILMS, INC,
ATLANTA, GA.
EASTERN MISSOURI
UNITED FILM SERVICE,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

tA/HIN
THEIR

RO]

WORE
ON

«ROW-

POPULARITY.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WEST VIRGINIAAPEX PICTURES, INC.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

and

ILLINOIS and INDIANA—
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM
CORPORATION,
CHICAGO, ILL.
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI—
PEARCE FILMS,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
OHIO and KENTUCKYWARNER FILM ATTRACTIONS,
CLEVELAND, OHIO

EASTERN PENN. and
SOUTHERN
ROYAL
PICTURE,NEW
INC. JERSEY—
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NORTHERN WISCONSIN,
NORTH and SOUTH
FILM CO,
MERIT KO
DA TAMINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
TEXAS, ARKANSAS and
S MA—
AHO
R. OKL
D. LEWI
FILM CO,
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

ONSIN—
SOUTHERN
LUDWIG
FILM WISC
EXCHANGE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
STATED OF
RES, IGAN
INC, FEATUMICH
STRAN
DETROIT, MICH.

ASKA
NEBR
S CTION
IOWA ERandPRODU
CO,
GREAT
DES MOINES, IOWA
KANSAS and WESTERN
CRESCENT FILM CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

MO.

IT

WILL

INTEREST

YOU

O know that during the comi ing season we will have in
our exchanges a series of New
Big Special Productions that will
rank second to none.
These Specials, all built on an elaborate
scale, are designed especially to meet the
box-office requirements of select theatres in
attracting high-class patronage.
We are very proud of the fact that we
have such produciions to offer you.
It is also with a deep sense of pride that
we point to ihe fact that we now have
available in our exchanges the greatest
galaxy of big stars in recreated successes
ever offered under one banner.
With these new Hallmark Specials and
this great collection of famous stars in their
greatest productions, exhibitors are now
afforded the opportunity to maintain their
independence and to solve their book'
ing problems to very profitable advantage
at any of our exchanges.

FAMOUS
STARS
NOW AVAILABLE AT
HALLMARK

EXCHANGES

THE
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SERIALS

AVAILABLE
AT

HALLMARK

EXCHANGES

PATON'S
STUART
STRANGE
AND
FASCINATING
SUPER-SERIAL
?5
THE

B\TAL
WITH

FIFTEEN
EPISODES
OF
POWERFUL
SUSPENSE

HARRY
and

SO
IT

SIGN

ENTIRELY

CARTER
CLAIRE

DIFFERENT

RANKS

NOW

AS

FIFTEEN
WEEKS
PACKED
OF
HOUSES
ANDERSON

FROM

THE

ORDINARY

THE
GREATEST
Foreign Rights Controlled by E. S. Manheimer

PLAYING

LEONARD
in "THE EVIL
15 EPISODES
Foreign Rights Controlled by E. S. Manheimer
GERBER
in "THE TRAIL
15 EPISODES
Foreign Rights Controlled by David P. Howlls

WILSON

and NEVA

BEN

WILSON

and

OF

ALL

EVERYWHERE

BENNY

BEN

SERIAL

EYE"

THE

OCTOPUS"

NEVA
GERBER
in "THE SCREAMING
15 EPISODES
Foreign Rights Controlled by Apollo Trading Co.

SHADOW"

TREMENDOUS
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OF

ATTRACTIONS
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The fangs of treachery
sink deep — the poison
rankles the heart and destroys the soul. A woman
betrayed by man and discarded as a thing unfit
knows too well the remorse that follows. But
is not this remorse overwhelmed bythe desire for
revenge?
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LOVE

In a certain Great City a god
is worshipped, second to
none in pomp and power.

Stern is this god— selfish,
unrelenting, cruel — yet a
million willing vassals kneel
before his tinsel throne.
The Name of this god is
Social Preference; and
honor, wealth, happiness —
even salvation of the soul
itself — are bartered freely
for his favors.
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FOREIGN

DISTRIBUTION

CONTROLLED

PENN

IMPORT

^^^^

Cable Address:

EXPORT

126-130 W.

PENNIMPORT

NEW

BRANCH

NEW

YORK—

BY

AdolpK

CO.

46tk Street

YORK

TelepKone:

BRYANT

7498

OFFICES:

Penn

LONDON-

RIGA—
CALCUTTA-

MADRASMarc

Joffe— STOCKHOLM

IMPORTANT
NOW

PRODUCTIONS
AVAILABLE AT

HALLMARK

T^ew

Big

EXCHANGES

Hallmark

Specials

THE DISCARDED WOMAN
_
_
_
FOR LOVE OR MONEY
----SHOULD A WIFE WORK?
_
_
THE COMMON
SIN
A Willard Mack Play
Famous

Director

.
_
-

s Series

WITS VS. WITS
CARMEN OF THE NORTH
THE VEILED MARRIAGE
CHAINS OF EVIDENCE
HIGH SPEED
Series
THE

of Eight

Marguerite MarsK
Anna Bos
Anna Lclir, R, Kellard
Ed. Breese, Anna Lehr
Edward Earl, Gladys Hulette
Reissued

Great

Star

AMERICANO

THE
LOVE
THE
WILD
THE
THE
BACK
THE

Douglas Fairbanks
William S. Hart
No rma Talmadge
Frank Keenan
Recreated

PINCH HITTER
OR JUSTICE
DESERTER
WINSHIFS WIDOW
GIRL OF THE TIMBER CLAIMS
IRON STRAIN
OF THE MAN
GREEN SWAMP
....
SUDDEN JIM
MARTYRS
OF THE ALAMO
THE DARK ROAD
THE VAMPIRE
....
TWENTY-SIX

Sjiecials
Douglas Fairbanks
MVilliam S. Hart
Norma Talmadge
Frank Ke enan

HELL'S HINGES
FIFTY-FIFTY
THE COWARD
THE LAMB
THE ARYAN
CHILDREN IN THE HOUSE
THE THOROUGHBRED
Twelve

Grace Darling
Virginia Lee
EditK Stockton
Grace Darling

Specials
diaries Ray

-

AND
RECREATED

Louise Glaum
rrank Ke enan
Dorothy Dalton
Constance Talmadge
Dustin Farnum-Frank Keenan
Dorothy Dalton
Bessie Barriscale
CKarles Ray
Griffith Special
Dorothy Dalton
Dorothy Dalton
KEYSTONE

COMEDIES

I
■

p

EXCHANGES
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, III.
Cincinnali, O.
Cleveland, O.
Denver, Colo.
Delroil, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Milwaukee, Wis
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Haven, Conn.
New York City. N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pillshurg, Pa.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
Salt Lake Cily, Utah
Si, Louis, Mo.
Washington, D. C.
Jlllania

Melrose Si
257 Franklin Si
5 So Wabash Ave
215 E 5ih Si
2163 E 9ihSi
1435 Champa St
55 E Elizabeih St
Ozark BIdg
643 S Olive St.
506 Toy BIdg
16 N 4th St
130 Meadow St
1457 Broadway
S E. Cor I3lh6-Vine Sts.
414 Penn Ave
86 Golden Gate Ave
2010- 3rd Ave
58 Exchange Place
3318 Lindell Blvd
916 G Si. N W
Dallo

R A Bertschy
F D Lawlor
D M. VandawaJker
J M. Johnston
R W Myerson
L T Fidler
G W Thompson
J E Foland
R H Allan
F C. Hensler
A L Zacherl
M H Rabanus
P E Meyer
R A Daniels
C. C McKibbin
C. S. Edwards. Jr
C C Thompson
A J. Van Gorder
H E Boswell
W A Busch

New Orleans

GEORGE N MONTGOMERY
General Sales Manager

HALLMARK

PICTURES

CORPORATION
FRANK G.HALL, Pres
126-130 WEST 46ih ST
^
NEW YORK
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cctturiria
MARVEL

REA

r-'ly^

JUNE

I

START

JVcw

Scries,

COMEDIES

lACK WHITE has put the best of his experience with the Mack Sennctt and Sunshine studios into this initial
*^ Mermaid Comedy. Kapid fire action and pretty girls are featured, with such clever comedians as Jimmie
Adams, Frank Coleman and Lige Cromiey.
It is built with a single purpose — a succession of laughs in attractive settings and without vulgarity. It's a F^EAL
COMEDY.
There'll be a Mermaid every four weeks.
And have you shown the first Chester Comedy — " Four Times Foiled " ?

'

•■■'•Corporation of America:""
719 Seventh ^ve. J^wlfbrtL.
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MESSAGE

THE
PRODUCER

I HAVE just arrived in your hospitable country, preparatory to the
formation of the Cinema Sales Corporation, an organization
which will specialize in the distribution of American productions of
quality in the United Kingdom.. The new company will not in
any way interfere with my affiliation with Hayward Productions,
which organization, I am happy to announce, is meeting with
wonderful success.
Mr. Henry Cundy, my business associate, has accompanied ine on
this trip, and we have both put up at the Hotel Astor in KJew
York where we will be accessible to the American producer.
Our mission is to obtain the best American productions, and we
are prepared to t egotiate at once for the acquisition of such productions for distribution in the United Kingdom. In this connection, we are pleased to announce that we are working in association
with Mr. Walter Hoff^ Seely, American representative of the Cinema
Sales Corporation, whose offices are at 50 East Forty-second street.
Sisned HARRY

WARD.
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TO

STATE
RIGHT
BUYERS
You've been searching the market for BIG
PICTURES with big stories and BIG
stars. Here's a smashing opportunity for you
to make an absolute clean-up no tnatter what territory you may be operating in.
Rembrandt

Film Sales
— Present —

Co., Inc.

j„sHEi»EfflED

ma)

miD

fMK\PlX3>fItCINCHENRIHERNrSIEIN'5 C£I£BII£AI£D SlSkfiE SUCCESS **W%.'B3^EAJ£^
No picture, no story, no author and no star on the market surpass the tremendous exploitation
possibilities offered you in "SHE PLAYED AND PAID." The title is a whale from the
box office angle. The story is drama to the tensest degree. The posters are the most sensational you've ever ?pen in your life. The newspaper ads, accessories and helps are amazing, and the mere mention of FANNIE WARD means piles of doUars to you. DON'TANDbuy a
single state rights production tUl you see FANNIE WARD in "SHE PLAYED
PAID." It's a clean up for State Rights Buyers if there ever was one. Write or wire for
terms, prices, territories, etc., immediately to the —

Rembrandt Film Sales Co., Inc., 33 West 42nd Street, New York
p. S— The Campaign Press Book is ready. It will get you all the bookings you can handle and then some.
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Importance

TO THE
Independent

Producer,

Director,

Star

or

Author

By the

Pioneer

Film

^ The Pioneer Film Corporation with its
unrivaled system of exchanges throughout
the United States and Canada offers to the
Independent American Producer an assured
and profitable market for his productions.
II The individual star, whether legitimate
or screen, the individual director, or author
contemplating entering the independent
field, who is seeking advice or financial assistance, will find the Pioneer willing to go
into careful consideration of his proposition.
^ In the past, the greatest difficulties confronting the independent producer, whether
director, star or author, were either the lack
of an assured and profitable outlet for his
product, or the lack of proper co-operation
and financial support.
^ The Pioneer organization is more than
anxious to encourage independent production by evei-y means of assistance, financial
or otherwise, to develop to the fullest extent
the great possibilities which it beheves lie
in the hands of the individual star (man or
woman), the individual director or author.

Corporation

11 The Pioneer has behind it a record of
constant and consistent giowth, and is today the largest and most successful independent motion picture distributing organization in the world.
ii The coming season
cations, the biggest in
dustiy. The public
pictures — big in story,

will be, from all indithe history of the indemand is for big
big in production, big

in stai's.
^ The Pioneer is interested in big pictures.
The Pioneer plan of co-operation, exploitation and distribution is based upon the
broad and square principle of "live and let
^ Our hand is constantly on the pulse of
public demand and we know exactly the type
oflive."
picture that will find a profitable market.

^ The Pioneer policy is one of co-operation
with the Independent Producer — co-operation based upon expert technical skill and
sound business procedure.

The producer, having finished pictures, which he has not disposed of, is especially
invited to communicate with us. We are ready to negotiate for such completed productions, and wish to assure the producer, regardless of the price which he places upon
his pictures, that we will make satisfactory arrangements with him, upon either an
entire cash or co-operative basis.

l^^l
^^£1^

R
ONEE
PI
130 WEST
46TH

CORPORATION
FILM
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NEW YORK
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Co.
ATLANTA, GA.
E.
&
H.
Film
Dlst.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Dooley Exchange, Inc.
BOSTON. MASS.
R. D. Marson Attractinns
BALTIMOUE,
SeaboardMl).pnim Company
CHICAGO,KeeliTaft
ILL. Ilctures Corp. Ci)
CLEVELAND.
StandardOHIOFilm Service
CINCINNATI. OHIO
Standard Film Service
DAVENPORT,
Magnet IOWA
Film Company
DENVER,Supreme
COLO. Photoplays Co.
DETROIT,Standard
MICH. Film Service
D. Lewis Film Compuiy
DALLAS.R. TEXAS
rNDIANAPOLIS.
IND. Corp.
Beelcraft Pictures
KANSAS First
CITY.
MO.
National Film Co.
UTTLB R.ROCK,
AJJK. FUm Co.
D. Lewis
LOS ANGELES,
CMj. Film Company
Consolidated
MINNEAPOLIS.
Reelcral't MINN.
Pictures Corp.
MILWAUKEE.
ReelcraftWIS.
Pictures Corp.
NEW YORK
CITY Pictures Corp.
Reelcraft
NEW ORLEANS.
Pearce FilmLA. Company
OKLAHOMA
R. D.CITY.
I,e\vlsOKLA.
Film Co.
PITTSBURGH.
, „
Film Company.
OMAHA, Ma«net
NEB. PA.
S & S. Film Supply Co.
SAN ANTONIO.
TEXASFilm Co.
R n. Lewis
SAN FRANCISCO.
ConsolidatedCAL.
Film Co.
SEATTLE.Supreme
WASH.Photoplays Co.
ST. LOUIS.
UnitedMO.Film Service
SYRACUSE.
Y.
DoolevN. Exchange,
Inc.
WASHINGTON.
Seaboard D.FilmC. Co.
PHILADELPHIA.
PA. Supply Co.
Electric Theatre
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COMEDIES

"DEW DROP INN"
"DULL CARE"
"BETWEEN
THE ACTS"
"THE SIMPLE LIFE"
"HIS HOME SWEET HOME
"THE STAR BOARDER"
"PASSING THE BUCK"
' WELL. I'LL BE - "

:VITAGRAPH
Albert ESmiXh.Pres/cfent
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SCREEN
S. Barrett McCormick,

of the Circle T heatre, says :

"First National's picture, 'A Splendid Hazard,' accepted by press and audiences as one of the HIGH LIGHTS OF SCREEN ART. Picture excellent and
pleasing all despite hot weather, conventions and Centennial celebration.
Allan Dwan's masterly direction of fascinating story, which combines ALL
ELEMENTS OF AUDIENCE APPEAL ASSURES ITS FINANCIAL SUCCESS. Walthall's work proclaimed th e best of his screen career. Should be
weU exploited."
Speaking

Mayflower

of

Photoplay

Corporation's

presentation of

Allan

A

Dwans

Production

Hazard

Splendid
From

the Novel
Directed

by Harold
by Allan

A First National

^Qivll

be

a

MacGrath

Dwan

Attraction

pFanchise

everywhere

i
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99

TRIUMPH

That's

what

the premier
says :

the

Indianapolis

showing

of "A

Daily

Times

Splendid

says in reviewing

Hazard" — and

further

"Success again! ANOTHER SCREEN TRIUMPH! Henry B. Walthall
and Allan Dwan have scored a screen victory in putting over A Splendid
Hazard'! ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE IN ITS PUREST FORM HAS
BEEN WOVEN INTO A DREAM WITH A PUNCH NEVER EQUALLED.
"We

thought Allan Dwan

reached the top of the ladder in directing Clara

Kimball Young in 'Cheating Cheaters,' but he has gone a step farther. We
remember Henry Walthall in 'The Birth of a Nation,' but it remained for
Dwan to bring out THE
career.

FINEST

WO

RK so far revealed in Walthall's screen

"With that little touch which differentiates genius from ordinary acting
Walthall is able to play on the sympathies of the spectators like a master.
Walthall's acting in this romantic story is perfect -acting, if there ever was
perfect acting.
"Others in the cast add to the screen triumph. The photography is well
nigh perfect, the direction is maste rlully correct, resulting in a screen
triumph.
"OPINION — Here is a romance in its most appealing and swaying form,
and above all, it gives Walthall his big chance to show his true artistry,"
The Indianapolis Star says:

The Indianapolis News

"Henry B. Walthall easily stands out in a
formidable array of talent as the most distinguished
and interesting member, whose impersonation is
most important. The photography is excellent and
the settings characteristic of this intelligent and
skilful director. There is a youthful romance in
the story and PLENTY OF ACTION.

"The melodramatic story of Harold MacGrath has
been pictured with lavish settings and an extraordinary cast. Henry B. Walthall is an actor with
distinctive personality. The scenes in Corsica are
especially fine, both in the desolate and rugged hills

"Walthall is imposing. With the ease of an actor,
born or made, he dominates every scene and makes
this difficult role the finest work of his career."

best of the profession."

The

Verdict

of

the

says:

of the background and the electric thrill of Walthall's acting. The cast is chosen from the proven

Press

Is

Unanimous
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Copyrighted 1920
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WILLIAM
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Director of Grerard's "My Four Years in Germany"
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PHOTOPLAY
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Phone,
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COMPANY
Lee Francis

President
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THEATRE

OWNERS

NOTICE

A big and successful Theatre Organization which is at
present contracting for more film than it can use in its own
houses wishes to affiliate with one independent exhibitor in
each of certain cities and towns who is in a position to handle
strictly high class productions. We will expect such theatres
to pay exactly the same percentage of rentals as we figiire for
our own theatres. Our reason for seeking the affiliation of a
number of other theatre owners of standing is to increase our
buying power and the stability of our organization and business generally. We will extend to them an equal share in all
the advantages of our own strongly entrenched position. Our
proposition will bear the fullest investigation — legal, financial
and otherwise.
Our company holds a number of most attractive contracts
with producers, which assure a continuous supply of releases
from some oi the strongest box-office stars and directors.
Our company's buying power and financial position is such
as to command a continuous supply of high grade attractions
for the future. We stand ready to share — for mutual benefit
— these advantages with a number of exhibitors whose standing and financial position as individual exhibitors in their
localities will stand investigation.
We invite a theatre connection in any city or town in which
we are not at the present time operating a theatre of our own.
We will not affiliate with theatres which compete with each
other. It must be distinctly understood that only bona fide
exhibitors will be considered and it must be further distinctly
understood that the productions upon which we can offer oi>en
days are those which we have first booked for our own
theatres.
We wish to discontinue the competitive booking of our
attractions and believe our plan of disposing of open time to
theatres of standing on the same terms we ourselves pay will
prove more satisfactory in the long run.
This is a straight-out exhibitor|s proposition made by us to
other exhibitors for our mutual benefit.
It is an opportunity to join your theatre with the most
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powerful chain of houses in the world on an arrangement for
a long term, but which you can terminate after giving it a
fair trial if it is not all we represent it to be.
Our theatres will protect yours. Your theatres will protect
ours.
Your theatres are safeguarded because they will play only
attractions which we first play in our houses and at the same
prices. If they pay us they will pay you.
We will never enter your town and zone in competition with
you and no competitor will dare do so once you have affiliated
with us.
Until such time as sufficient houses have joined, we will
continue to rent our attractions to theatres which have not
joined us and those who do join us will share in the profits
of the exchanges we now operate. Exhibitors who join us
will also share, in proportion to their holdings, in the management of the Company through local boards of directors which
in turn will elect the national Board of Directors which will
manage our business.
This is undoubtedly the best proposition ever offered
exhibitors who are in a position to avail themselves of it. It
will do away with advance deposits. Any money put up by
an exhibitor will be for stock in our company or advance
payments for pictures and we will put up dollar for dollar
with him. However, it is our intention to ourselves finance
all purchases of productions. If an exhibitor is dissatisfied
after the trial period, we will return to him the money he has
paid for stock. It will secure their independence in the same
measure that it does our own. It is just a practical basis —
and the only practical one — upon which exhibitors can get
together for mutual benefit.
It is not an effort to "sew up" an exhibitor to a producingdistributing concern. It is purely an effort to bring exhibitors
together for their common good on a fair and equitable basis.
A great many exhibitors have already joined us. Many will
regret not having done so when some more far sighted exhibitor in their town has beaten them to it. We know we must be
fair and just to all in order to survive. We want those who
join us to make as much money out of the arrangement as
we do. It must pay both of us to last. This is a simple
explanation of our Franchise Plan. Write any First National
office for complete details. Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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Day

for Exhibitor
Organization
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America begins
THE last day of the convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America was the biggest day in operations under most auspicious circumstances.
the history of exhibitor organization in the United
O
States. For the first time in national gatherings of motion
picture showmen there was evidence of the existence of When the Right Man Gets the Right Job
sufficient faith in each other to justify the delegates in
knew their luck as well as Nebraskans
Canadians really
IF know
putting on the table cold cash in large amounts. In Chicago
what Omaha is losing there would be great
the
in
made
been
had
start
ng
a
at the Patterson gatheri
rejoicing across the border, among picture showmen,
getting together of a real fund, but at that time it was
because of the fact that H. M. Thomas has been signed as
deemed better to await the Cleveland sessions and the director of theatres for the Famous Players-Lasky Canadian
money had been returned.
Corporation, Ltd. Mr. Thomas is a pacemaker among picThe raising of $15,000 as a nucleus came near the end of a
ture theatre managers.
had
convention
The
session.
stormy
a
long ^nd at times
His ideas of house management as expressed at the
.Strand and Rialto, in Omaha, will have larger expression in
opened its meeting around 11 o'clock and no adjournment
had been taken for luncheon. The delegates remained in the supervision of about forty theatres throughout the
spite of empty stomachs, perhaps the best proof after all Dominion. Every other house in Canada stands in the way
that they were determined to accomplish things, that they of benefiting through the progressive ideas Mr. Thomas will
were there to finish the job so well started the preceding take with him for development across the border. For it is
two days. We say two days, but of course there must have a fact that every success scored in house management helps
been an amazing amount of work in the previous months.
every other showman within the zone of influence.
Men do not leave their business and travel hundreds and
It is for this reason we believe that Canadian filmdom
thousands of miles without having been convinced there will benefit through the energy and effort Mr. Thomas Avill
was a reason for their going and that there was at least a expend in directing the theatres that will come under his
fair chance of achieving something worth while after their control.
arrival.
O
The unanimous election of the list of officers submitted
England Takes Photoplaying Seriously
by the nominating committee had large significance for
those who had been closely following the proceedings. It
THEY tell us that our English cousins take their fun
meant above all unanimity among the leaders of the conseriously. As to the truth of the accusation no
vention, and the leaders of the body on Thursday were not
expression of opinion is necessary at this late day.
necessarily the same men as were indicated on the face of But it seems to be a fact that Englishmen have awakened
things Tuesday morning. It meant, too, that if there were
to the uses (and abuses) of the screen and are taking their
present delegates who took exception to any of the selec- photoplaying seriously.
tions they possessed the deep discretion to hold their peace
The general public is buying stock in picture corporarather than to attempt to upset the carefully planned work
tions, a practice in financing that heretofore has been
of the stated committees. In the latter instance the in- applied to music hall development and to general utilities.
activity of objectors was a tribute to the fairness of the Not until very lately have the stock issues in cinema cordominating authority, to the effort made so to constitute
porations found favor with the public.
the various working groups that they should be representaOpinions as to the cause may differ, but it seems logical
tive of their communities. Proving the open-mindedness of to believe that conditions during the war, when American
the nominating committee was the naming of Messrs.
photoplays alrnost exclusively entertained in the cinemas,
Horstmann and Rembusch, officers of the old league, on the developed an interest among average Englishmen in an
executive or controlling body.
amusement they had considered but lightly.
The proflfer by the executive committee of a salary to
Within recent months the activities in actual production
President Cohen of $25,000 a year shows that the members
of British films, on British soil with British photoplayers,
of the governing group appreciate the value of the office has advanced amazingly. And a basic reason for this
and the work to be performed by its incumbent. Mr. development is the fact that Britishers have become convinced that the American method is the best.
Cohen's declination of the remuneration was gracefully and
convincingly expressed. His statement that he has received
Technical staff, directors, lighting and studio equipment
so many words of appreciation that he feels a great obliga- from America find open the way into British production
tion and that it will require his utmost efforts to live up to plants by almost unanimous consent. The British Colonies
the kind expectations of his friends has the right ring. So — fruitful fields for distribution — are to have British-made
also has the suggestion that the new organization will need photoplays, arid the pictures will be made to compete with
the American product.
a great deal of care and, above all, funds.
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Snappy

News

Washington Fire Department
Asks Return of Film Scraps
to materially lessening
viewhazard
WITHthe afirst
that results from
having scraps of motion picture
films lying around loose, District of Columbia fire department officials have asked
for the co-operation of the motion picture
exchange managers of Washington, D. C,
in having all such scraps sent to them daily.
"It is getting
be quite atopractice
motion
picture toexhibitors
cut outamong
from
the films such scenes or parts of the photoplay as do not appeal to them or which they
think might be distasteful to their patrons,"
said
Inspector
RadclifFe.
"Then parts
when area
film breaks
and has
to be patched,
cut and allowed to accumulate in the operating booth, constituting a fire menace.
"These
and pieces
propertybe
of the filmparts
companies
and aretheythe should
returned to them when the films are sent
back after being exhibited. The cut-outs
and eliminations may be desired by some
other exhibitor and if not put back in the
place from which they were removed, they
should at least be sent to the exchange from
which the films were obtained that they
might be there reinserted."
The Washington Exchange Managers'
Association is sending a letter to each theatre man in the territory embodying these
views. At the same time an effort will be
made to discourage the practice of making
eliminations and cut-outs by exhibitors
when necessary.
Minister and Detective Both
Urge Censorship of Pictures
PROPAGANDA in favor of a federal law.
for the censorship of motion pictures
pervaded recent speeches of nstwo wellknown men at different conventio in two
different middle western cities the first
week in June.
In Cleveland, at a session of a convention
of church association secretaries, preliminary to a meeting of the Federal Council
of Churches of Christ, the Rev. Dr. Walter
Laidlaw ofmendous
Newcommercialization
York talkedof onthethemovies
"treon Sunday"in New
and York
drew ofattention
to film
the
formation
a $5,000,000
corporation for the manufacture of religious films.
He also urged the delegates to work for
the passage of a bill pending in Congress,
calling for the censorship of films under
the interstate commerce laws, which would
be used to prevent shipment from one state
to another of films not passed by federal
censors.
In Detroit, at the convention of Interna-,
tional Police Chiefs Association, William
A. Pinkerton, the detective, advocated a
strict censorship of motion pictures as a
means of diminishing crime. He declared a
federal law should be passed to prohibit the
illustration of criminal acts.
Film Exports Increase
Our foreign trade in moving picture films
is increasing steadily, according to reports
compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, our shipments during
April being 1,788,701 linear feet of unexposed film, valued at $66,341, and 18,303,882
feet of exposed film, with a value of
$678,492.
Several new markets have been developed for unexposed film. Our most important customers during the month were
Australia, which took 800,023 linear feet,
valued at $23,838; England, with 380,876

Secured

from

Sundry

feet, worth $22,086; Canada, with 348,360
feet, valued at $12,199, and European Turkey, with 140,000 feet, worth $1,500. Shipments to France totaled 7,364 feet, with a
value of $754. Other exports were made to
Mexico, Spain, Sweden, Scotland, British
West Indies,
Cuba, Peru, Japan, the Philippines and Egypt.
Several countries exported more than
1,000,000 feet of exposed film from the
United States during April, among them
France, England, .\ustralia, Japan and
Canada.
Jack Dempsey Did Not Evade
Selective Draft, Jury Finds

, world's heavyweight
DEMPSEY
JACK
and star of one of Pathe's
champion
biggest serials, "Daredevil Jack," was
acquitted of the charge of evading the selective draft by a jury in the United States
District Court in Los Angeles, June 15.
The jury was out ten minutes and took one
ballot.
"I'm the happiest boy in the world," said
Dempsey a moment after the verdict had
been announced. "It feels good to be out
from under a charge like that. Now I can
start square and not feel that people are
thinking that I tried to get out of doing my
Hiram Abrams Heads "Big Four"
duty."
Hiram Abrams has succeeded Oscar A.
Price, resigned, as president of the United
Artists Corporation. The action, which
was unanimous, was expected. As general
manager of "Big Four" Mr. Abrams has
proved himself worthy of the new and
larger position he is now called upon to
fill. He assumed his new duties immediately after his election.
The World's News Brought
to Your Desk by the World
d
ure'sWorl
issue
the EMoviofngthisPictweek
of TUR
A FEA
is the variety of foreign news
it offers. These articles bear witness
to the chain of correspondents which
the Moving Picture World maintains
in its consistent endeavor to give
exhibitors the first news and the best
news.
Very interesting and important are
these articles. There is one telling
how a few black sheep in the exhibitor family in Germany have caused
the re-enforcement of censorship.
There is a striking revelation of the
opportunities for our pictures in
China. There is a story from Paris
about the film embargo and the opinions of French people on our films,
and there are even notes from faraway India which tell how motion pictures are captivating those swarthy
people. They, too, are having their
troubles with censorship, a physican
having charged the screen with causing an increase in suicides. An article from England gives the latest
production news and some "odds and
Subscribers of the Moving Picture
World will find this an unusually inand instructive issue, one
ends."shouldterestingbe
that
filed away carefully
for future reference when its news
has been digested.

Sources

Abramson Calls Independents
to Form Distributing Concern
1\'.A.N
ABRAMSONexchange
has called
a meeting
of independent
managers
for
the purpose of forming a co-operative
film distributing corporation to exploit and
produce bigger and better pictures. The
incorporators are some of the early Independent exchangemen with a knowledge
of the business second to none. The object of the organization is to encourage
producers to make productions, as it gives
them an assured market for high-class productions.
At a meeting of the independent exhibitors of America, it was plainly seen that
the independent producer will be encouraged by them. Articles of incorporation
are about to be filed and the corporation
is assured of unlimited capital. A call for
a meeting at the Sherman Hotel. Chicago,
on July 7 has been made, when permanent
organization will be perfected and the
names of the incorporators and exchanges
will be made public.
Eastman Gives $4,000,000 to
Found College Medical School

EASTMAN
GEORG
"father
the another
time"done
This has
big Ething."
of the motion picture industry" has
given $4,000,000 in conjunction with $5,000,000 from the General Education Board
to found a medical school and hospital at
the University of Rochester. Included in
the new school will be the Rochester Dental
Dispensary, which Mr. Eastman founded
at a cost of $1,500,000.
This latest gift on the part of Mr. Eastman, head of the Eastman Kodak Company, brings the total of his benefactions
up to more than $31,000,000, the great bulk
of which has been distributed in recent
years. At the rate at which Mr. Eastman
has been giving for the past two years,
he has created surprise after surprise in
rapid succession because of his generosity
and the scope of the enterprises which he
seeks to found and endow.
In Rochester it was once said that the
newspapers used the phrase, "Mr. Eastman
has
big thing,"
so often
that
it wasdoneno another
longer even
a surprise
to know
that Mr. Eastman had done another big
thing, but that the surprise was always in
the constructive idea behind his gift. The
motion picture industry needs no reminder
of his giving $4,000,000 for the founding of a
National Academy of Motion Pictures in
Rochester, which, it is expected, -in time
and with development will be of great benefit to the entire motion picture field.
Washington Exchange Managers
Want PYeight Embargo Lifted
TT WASHINGTON, D. C, exchange manaare endeavoring
to have
the
yy gers, tion,
through
their local
associaembargo against the movement of freight
to New York lifted, in order that they may
dispose of the films that have been accumulating in the exchanges and for which
there is no further use. Letter have been
addressed to the United States Railroad
Administration and to the local fire department.
The Railroad Administration and the Fire
Department were furnished also with an
approximate number of films that should
be moved to New York. This number will
reach 5,000 reels when all are accounted
for, it is believed.
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Prime

Guns

to

Meet
Threat
of Exhibitors'
Convention
Famous Players-Lasky Termed "Most Flagrant Offender" — First National Circuit
Also Attacked and No Defense Permitted from Floor — Black to Have
Convention

of His

Own — Important

Resolutions

Adopted

producer-exhibitor must look to his guns. The bat- which must be dealt with squarely. It looks as if the trade
were due for a raft of promises and statements, but it also
teries ofthe Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
the biggest and most powerful exhibitor organization looks as if the theatre owners are going to insist on action and
ever formed, are about to turn on him. Born ,it the Hotel
not on protestations of good faith.
Winton, Cleveland, June 10, amid a riot of enthusiasm, backed
Marcus Loew was the only producer-exhibitor given a hearby the hard cash of the men who traveled thousands of miles
ing on the floor of the convention. Famous Players-Lasky
to form it, and headed by Sydney S. Cohen of New York, this and First National were attacked, but were not permitted to
new force in the industry is prepared to demand a change of speak directly in their behalf. The point was made that Mr.
present conditions whereby certain manufacturers of pictures
Loew had been seated as a member of the organization and
compete against their own customers.
had a right to speak, whereas no other producer or distributor
Writing from the Cleveland ringside during the small hours
had been given that privilege. A resolution objecting to the
of Thursday, June 10th, Moving Picture World predicted a exhibiting activities of Famous Players-Lasky was passed at
victory for the "steam roller" which the theatre owners had the Thursday session.
developed themselves. Proceedings of that day, Thursday,
Resolutions were also passed against any form of advertising
when the convention sat through without recess from morning
pictures, against advance deposits, percentage, the free use
in
until evening, going through big business like a whirlwind,
program pictures by churches and schools and the present
of
proved that the prediction was faultless.
taxes on the use of music.
Judging from the tone of resolutions passed by the convenThe Moving Picture World, although it carried last week the
tion against all producer-exhibitors. Motion Picture Theatre
on the doing at the conOwners of America is in the mood for answers and not vague
biggest story of all the trade papers
of the proceedmgs of
account
an
herewith
giving
s
i
,
n
o
i
t
n
e
v
promises. In the opinion of the convention a crisis is at hand
biggest day of the convention.
the
far
by
and
last
the
Thursday,
vious conventions shook their heads knowTHURSDAY SESSION
responsible on the
the peringly. They saw the movement coming to states would
centage plan. be
Th2 Motion Picture Theatre Owners of grief on the rocks of financial difficulties.
With
a
sudden
sweep
of
unanimity
and
America has met the great initial test every
O'Reilly Delivers Again.
enthusiasm, the motion was passed.
new organization must face at the moment
That such was not the case was suddenly
Donations Come Fast.
of its creation. For the first time in the
proved
byforward
Charles to
L. O'Reilly
of New heYork.
Oklahoma came forward with $500; Michconvenowners'
theatre
Coming
the
platform
was
historytionsofactualpicture
money in large amounts has recognized by the chairman and with a
igan, $1,000; New York, $1,000; New Jerbeen raised during the session, with donasey, $365; Pennsylvania, $1,500; Ohio, which
tions being made in check or cash to the
previously
had offered a check for the
chairman.
entire amount for which they would be
The amount raised at the session Thursresponsible under the percentage plan, came
forward with $700. Then donations began
day, June 10, in this way, a fund to meet
immediate expenses for the new organizato come so rapidly that it was difficult to
tion, was $15,000.
keep track of them.
Think of Small Exhibitor.
Owners'
gave $500;of Theatre
Chamber
New York,
$500
Oklahomaof Commerce
When E. T. Peter, chairman of the ways
Texas, $300; Virginia, $500; Wisconsin, $100
and means committee, reported a plan for
Minnesota, $250; Kansas, $300; Illinois, $500
Indiana, unorganized, personal donation
raising funds based on the percentage system by which exchanges figure the rentals
by Mr. Lucas, $100; Arkansas, unorganized,
for films in their zones, he concluded his
personal donation by James Boyd, $50;
South Dakota, $100; District of Columbia,
report tjy expressing the wish that the
question be freely discussed on the floor.
unorganized, personal donation by Maurice
The invitation was unnecessary. Man
Davis, $250 (this meant $1 for every seat
after man sprang to his feet with suggesin Mr. Davis' theatre) ; Kentucky, unorganized, personal donation by Darling and
tions. Several large theatre owners volunteered to start the ball rolling with
Reese, $100; Louisiana, $100; Illinois Exvoluntary contributions. It was suggested
hibitors' Alliance, $500; West Virginia, unthat every man present donate $100 out of
organized, $100.
hand.
On further discussion it soon became eviResolutions
dent that this would be too much of an
embarrassment for the small theatre ownSummaries
of the resolutions adopted
follow :
er. It was suggested that every man present donate in the proportion of $5 to every
Famo'is Players-Lasky — This corporation
SOO scats in his theatre, or fractions thereof.
is found the most flagrant offender against
the independent exhibitor movement. Every
Rocky Moments for Organization.
Sydney S. Cohen
independent exhibitor is urged to protect
Elected president of the Motion Picture
By this time feeling had been aroused
Theatre
Owners
of
America.
himself, by all lawful means, from this
to such an extent that little heed was
iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii corporation
until it furnishes competent
paid to this suggestion. Chairman Lustig
evdicnce
that it has changed its plans of
was called upon time and again to restore few words brought the assemblage to earn- prodiiccr-distributor-exhibitor
control of
est nnd favorable attention.
order with vigorous manipulation of the
the industry.
gavel. It seemed as if the fine showing
His plan was so simple that some wonCo-Operative
Theatre
Franchises
— Offimade by the convention up to this moment
dered why it had not been though of becers and committees are isntructed to inhad been deceptive, that when it came to
O'Reilly
moved
tigate co-operative theatre franchises as
a problem that meant personal sacrifice
should fore.
be Mr.taxed
on the
basisthat
of $5all topresent
every presented
by First National Associated
on the part of every member the right 500 seats owned, but that delegates from Theitres, National Theatres, Inter-State
spirit was lacking.
states already organized should, if possible, Feature Exchange and other similar orOldtimers who had been at many pre- underwrite the amounts for which their
ganizations.
THE
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similar organizations as bodies self-constituted arbitrarily, to decide disputes. Action of the attorney general of the United
States is asked.
Music — Protest is made against the additional collection from theatres for music
after the publishers have been paid for
each piece of music. Display of slides advertising music will be denied until the
practice is discontinued.
Music Tax — Congress is urged to modify
the copyright laws so as to do away with
the imjust tax imposed for the sale of music
in theatres.
Standard Contracts — Standard film service
contracts are favored, providing they are
signed and become binding at once upon
all parties concerned in each respective distributing zone without further reference
to the home offices or elsewhere.
Screen Resolution — Screens belong to the

June 26, 1920
exhibitors and the public they serve. Producers who pledge the screens to any purpose whatever are condemned.
Americanism — Americanization work is
enthusiastically approved and will be supported. A committee will inquire into the
preparation of suitable scenarios and the
making of Americanization pictures.
Message to Governor Smith — Profound
gratitude is expressed for the action of
Governor Smith, of New York State, in securing exhibitors' money now on deposit
with producers against misuse and for
signing the law putting the admission of
children into picture houses of New York
State into the hands of the parents.
A. S. Black Condemned — President Alfred S. Black, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors iA America, Inc., is condemned for his
attack upon Messrs. Cohen, O'Reilly, Berman, Lustig and Herrington.

Independent Producer — Hearty support is Eleventh- Hour Pamphlet Circulated by
pledged to independent producers and disBlack Is Called Insult to Convention
tributors and assistance in marketing their
products is promised believing that competition means pictures of quality.
interrupted, put in a plea that Black be
So Sam given a hearing. Chairman Lustig pointed
a pamphlet
characte
octopus."
of therized
last gasp
Censorship — Opposition is expressed to THEBerman
issued by Alfred S. Black early out that Mr. Blnck had been seated in the
all .'orms
of censorship.
It hasit proved
failuie
in the
four states where
has beena Thursday morning, charging the implica- convention and had a perfect right to
be present. Mr. Rembusch also defended
tried. Public opinion can control every
O'Reilly,
Berman,
Messrs.
ng himself on the charges that he had
ton inCohen,
an advertisi
Herring
Lustigtion ofand
form of amusement.
offended Senator Walker the afternoon
reel icheme for personal benefit.
Percentage — Firm opposition to every
The pamphlet created a storm of resent- before.
form of percentage booking is declared.
Fred Herrington and H. H. Lustig also
ment at the session of June 10. William A.
It is considered a deliberate step of pro- Dillon of Ithaca said: "Let us fling back answered Mr. HIack's pamphlet as applied
duci.ig interests to gain possession of the- this insult to Black and demand that he to them. Mr. Goldberg of Baltimore deatres and a threat of higher prices and either retract his statements or quit our
livered a stroniT brief for the advertising
reel as it had worked out in his city.
poorer films.
Sydney Cohen, amid cheers, took the
Willard C. Patterson put in: "If Mr. Black
Importations — Art being international, all organization."
films of merit and quality are welcomed, floor and answered Mr. Black's questions had the spirit of Patterson, he'd tear those
down, come into this hall and deregardless of where they are made. Thus, as asked in the pamphlet one by one. Mr. doors mand
that he be given a chance to defend
healthy competition will be created and O'Reilly said: "They are going through
in this thing with me to the end. I intend
present admission prices maintained.
The discussion culminated in a resoluto claim my prerogative as an American
tion which was adopted unanimously, conDeposit System — The deposit system is
denounced and legislatures are urged to
Frank Rembusch \uas given the floor for himself." demning the Black pamphlet and expressadopt a law similar to that recently adopted fifteen
ing confidence in the men attacked.
citizen." minutes, and although frequently
in New York State.
ifitMiniiiiiiitiiiniiiiTiiiiiiiirtiiiiiK
Film Rental Tax — Protest is made against
the present federal film rental tax and its
repeal is urged.
"World" Is Thanked for Helping to Make
Business Relations — The forced deposit
Convention Possible; Beats All Rivals
system, forced advance payment system and
other systems of collecting funds more
SPEAKING from the chair at Cleveland as the newly elected president of the
than seven days in advance of the play
S. Cohen said : 'I
Sydney
date, irrespective of the time of execution
Ownersif IofdidAmerica,
Motion
would bePicture
remiss Theatre
in my duties
not thank
George Blaisdell, of the
of the contract or playing date given, are
and in making
movement
this
helping
in
work
his
World, for
denounced.
Moving
the
great Picture
attendance at this convention possible.
Posters — Opposition is expressed to all
"The impartial way in which, before the Hotel Winton convention, he printed
the announcements from all exhibitors associations, and the very helpful editorials
contracts with distributors for pictures that
compel the exhibitor to use any certain
and editorial comments, no doubt, aided considerably in promoting the feeling
of harmony which exists today.
amount of advertising matter.
"I cannot speak too highly of the unbiased attitude of the World and I want
Non-Theatrical Performances — Opposition is expressed to the practice of supplyto express my feeling of appreciation for its fair and square deal to everybody."
ing regular feature films and comedies to
Telegraphs 10,000 Words
non-theatrical institutions. Producers are
asked to restrict the distribution to such
In the early morning hours of Thursday the Moving Picture World put on
institutions of films of a purely religious
the wires in Cleveland 10,000 words of convention matter, all of which was
or educational nature.
printed in the issue of June 19. This amount not only establishes a record in
the history of motion picture trade papers, but it is several times larger than
Schools and Churches — It is called unfair
any
telegraphic report hitherto sent by any correspondents of a trade paper in
competition to lease or give free of charge
this industry.
or rent on percentage to any school, church,
The
Moving Picture World not only carried ihe largest and most complete
community house or charitable organizastory of the convention published in any trade paper, but was the only publication. Before allowing their films to be
exhibited in any such places, producers
issued officers
on Friday
carried
of Thursday's
list
of alltionthe
was which
humming
overthethenews
wires
to our New elections.
York staffThea few
should consult with the theatre owner imminutes after it was put through on the floor at the Winton.
mediately concerned. This does not apply
The World was on the street Friday carrying a seven-page story of the
to strictly educational or religious subjects.
greatest exhibitor convention the industry has known, giving in skeleton form
Contracts — Present contracts between the
the Since
happenings
up to 4.23ofo'clock
of the afternoon
before.loomed on the horizon,
exhibitor and producer are deemed inthe possibility
a get-together
at Cleveland
equitable and a new and uniform contract
the Moving Picture World has been the heaviest backer fdr exhibitor organizais recommended. Distributors and protion, carrying consistently five and six pages of pre-convention developments.
ducei s are to be asked their attitude on
Its
story
last week
climax,
not believer
only in itsin "scoop,"
but in in
the this
fact most
that
this matter.
its extent ofproved
the was
Worldthe the
largest
the exhibitor
important hour of his history.
F. I. L. M. Clubs — Protest is made against
the activities of F. I. L. M. clubs and '•UIINIIIllllllltllllllllltlMlllltMllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIItlMlllllltllHIIIIIIilltllllllNIIIinillllHIIIIItllltllllltdlllltlllllll
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Cohen

Declines Salary Offer of $25,000
as National President of Theatre Owners
AFTER the adjournment of the national convention at Cleveland the executive
committee held a special session at the Hotel Winton, in which it passed
a resolution fixing the annual salary of National President Sydney S.
Cohen at $25,000.
The resolution set forth that the discharge of the duties of the office of
president entailed not only loss of time and money but required a high order of
ability which should not be left without some fairly adequate compensation. .
The newly elected president was informed of the intention of the committee.
He said he appreciated very deeply the spirit which had prompted his fellow
exhibitors to endow the office with such a substantial salary.
"All during and
this convention,"
Mr. ofCohen
continued,for"Iwhat
have little
received
so much
encouragement
so many words
appreciation
I have
been
able to accomplish that I feel a great obligation has been laid upon me and it
will require my utmost efforts to live up to the kind expectations of my friends.
"I cannot see my way clear to accept the salary which the organization so
generously has tendered me. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
has just been born. It will need a great deal of care, and above all things it
will need funds. Under these circumstances I think it is my plain duty to decline
the salary and to ask the committee to devote the money to organization
iitlitiiiiriiiiitiiriiiililiiliiirlilliiiiriiiiiriiiiiHiiiiHiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiitiiiiiiiiinliliiiiiliiltiiiiiiHtiiiliriiilriiiliiii
iMiiiMiiiiliiliilltiliiriiiiiiiiiiiiiillllliliillilMilllliiliiiiiiriiiiiiililltlllllllltlllllill
purposes."
Black

Announces

Convention

for July;

S. I. Berman
Results of Work at Cleveland
Executive Secretary
of the Cleveland
convention.
ness judgment to be otherwise, as long
the Moving Picture
two letters ntto Alfred
INWorld,
iNiMiiiiiiMitiMiiitiiiiiiiliiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiitiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiiiiMiiiiM'iiriiiitiiiiiniiin
S. Black of the as possible.
Preside
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
"As to what booking arrangements I may
plet-id
and which was so controlled that no
with Famous Players, or any other
ent to "thellyexhibi- have
a statem
Inc., torsaddres
voice in its deliberations was possible."
of the ses
those film company, that is my private business
States, especia
United
Mr. landBlack
on to advertising,
attack the "Cleveand no one has the right to inquire into
Plan" ofgoes
national
saying
tion"by same.
convenhim
and upon
Clevel
present toata the
not
My organization has not sold out
made
demand
and leplies
he had made an exposure in circular form
of this plan which resulted in its being
tors' tion as to where he to the Famous Players, nor does Famous
the Exliibi
with the Famous
in connecHerald
stands
refubed adoption. He attacks the method
Players
control
its activities."
In
his
statement
to
exhibitors,
Mr.
Black
of nomination, saying that the appointment
Players-Lasky Corporation.
charges
that
his
organization
did
not
reIn regard to the latter matter, Mr. Black
of the committee as made by the chairman
ceive "fair play and equal recognition" at is a "method of twenty years ago and
retaliates
by askinghour"why
you have seen
fit
at this eleventh
to apparently
play the mass meeting of the three leagues in outgrown in the present new order of
He deplores "a self-appointed
politics for certain interests." He says that Cleveland.
affairs throughout the world."
credential committee, without New England
Mr. Black's organization will meet at
the 'producer-distributor-exhibitor
ment in New England has been and moveis led representation," for seeing "fit to question the Hotel Astor, New York City, on July
my
eligibility
as
an
independent
exhibitor,
29 and States,
he invites
by Nathan
Gordon,
who franchise
controls and
the thus placing our organization in a most 28
in and
the United
who "every
has a exhibitor
spirit of
New
England B.'First
National
one of the important officials in their na- embarrassing position and their own or- fair play in his breast, to be present in
gani::ation
to
a
material
advantage,
after
tional movement."
Declaring his interest in exhibitor or- our having done everything possible to get person or by proxy."
ganization along sound business lines and
Ithaca Theatres Combine.
Mr. Black blames the challenge of his
a la.-k of selfish motives, Mr. Black says : together."
William Dillon, of Ithaca, N. Y., was in
"My theatre organization has been and is right to a place in the convention to the
now friendly to the Famous Players-Lasky
attack of the Exhibitors' Herald.
New York the week of June 14. Mr. Dillon
Corporation. Under the conditions just
"Under
circumstances," he writes, is one of the enthusiastic advocates and
noted (referring to Mr. Gordon, his New "I positivelythese
refuse to appear before such a adherents of the Motion Picture Theatre
Englmd competitor), it would be poor busi- committee, and although advised late Owners of America. Mr. Dillon has just
Wednesday that objection had been with- brought about a combine of the Star, Cresdrawn to my participating in the convencent and Strand Theatres of Ithaca under
tion, Ialso refused to participate in a con- the name of the Ithaca Theatres Company,
Inc.
vention whose plans had already been com"«'»» "« rail raiiraimriir ni iiir riiiiriiriiM n, mn tiiraiiiiuiii u<i
Decries

Convention

Charles L. O'Reilly
Chairman of the Committee of Twenty9i5v?n, the convention's steering body.

Books Now Being Audited;
Ask State Organizations to Aid Fund
IT was announced last week at the temporary headquarters of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America in the Times Building, N. Y., that
I
accountants have been engaged to audit all the books of the convention and
i make a report. This report will be printed in all the trade papers. It will
I contain the name of every exhibitor who, at Cleveland, made a contribution to
I the creation of a preliminary fund for the organization. All incoming conI tributions, which should be made through the respective state leagues, will also
I be printed in the trade papers.
I
It also was announced that the officers of the new national organization have
I sent letters to the various olificials of the state organizations, inviting them to
I make up their share toward the fund of $100,000 which was pledged at the
I national convention. Under this arrangement the secretary and treasurer of
I the respective state organizations will have authority to make collections from
I their states toward the $100,000 organization fund. Checks should be made
I payable to E. T. Peter, treasurer. Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
I
The temporary headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
I America will within the near future be made permanent and suitable quarters
I to house the administration officials are being engaged. As ordered by the
I executive committee, permanent headquarters will be opened in New York
I under the direction and supervision of the national president.
-iliiiitiiliHiHlmiiiiiiHiHriiiiniimiiiiiitrimiDiiinnmiTiiniiniiimmiiiiiiinim iiiiiiiiiiirmmilrimiiliiilimiiiin
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Sidelights
Picked
Up
The
first
shot
was
in
the
form
of a near
WRIGHT, of the home office of business," said Mr. Hoffman. "The many
BILL
the Vitagraph Company, was much sincere pledges and promises made be- wire message which proved to be an "Antween the exhibitors to stand together in
in evidence at the Winton and Clevenette Kellergram," featuring the player's
their fight for equal rights has certainly new production. The second was in the
,
ph's
hotels.
land
J.
R.
Johnson
Vitagra
shape
of
a six-ounce whisky flask, of which
made
a
very
powerful
impression
upon
the
Cleveland branch manager, and a corps of
300 were distributed filled with what proved
aids, also were on the job of entertaining
big producing-exhibiting concerns that have on
opening to be plain everyday Cleveland
exhibitors at the suites maintained in each
entered the exhibiting
water. A label on the flask set forth that
* ♦ field."
*
of the hotels figuring so prominently in
Lee A. Ochs, who joined the New York "This is not 'What Women Love,' but what
the week's
proceedings.
Vitagr
ed freely.
venirs were dispens
Oneaphof southe State League during its recent session in Annette Kellerman loves. Yours for somemore novel of these was a disk perhaps an Utica, was among those present at the The bottles
thing stronger
— Solof Lesser."
werethan
the water
occasion
several
inch and a half in diameter fastened on a convention. He went before the commitdisappointments.
safety pin with a string attached. When
tee of twenty-seven on his application for
« • •
in the national organization
one obeyed the injunction to "Pull the membership
Joe
Dannenberg,
editor
of Wid's,
took
string" the disk was reversed, exposing a and was promptly admitted. Not only that,
hearty
an interest
in the
proceedings
picture of Larry Semon and a line reading, but he was invited to remain and watch as
as is possible for a itian on the eve of a
the
machine
in
operation.
Before
he
left
— Laugh with Larry." The the committee room it is stated he praised month's vacation. Jack Alicoate, business
"Keep
lapel tagSmiling
was popular.
of the same publication, and just
* * «
the committee for its fairness and its ef- manager
returned from abroad, remarked upon the
Fred B. Warren, general manager of ficiency.
* • •
state of the weather as compared with St.
Associated Producers, arrived in Cleveland
J. A. Berst, president of United Picture Louis a year previously.
during the week. Asked if he enjoyed him* • *
self at the Coast, where he had gone im- Theatres, was much in evidence about the
Herman Rifkin, of the Eastern Feature
mediately following his selection for his lobbies of the two principal convention
hotels. Standing in the Winton, he was Film Company of Boston, was a busy man,
present post, he said everything was moving along finely and that production was approached by Sam Trigger, another of between shaking hands and keeping things
being started. When it was suggested the the oldtimers who found the lure of con- humming on his new
* * proposition.
*
vention atmosphere too strong to be recountry agreed with him he quickly resisted. Sam had just batted out a complitorted: "Too much so. I gained sixteen
"Wid"
Gunning,
president
of over
"Wid's,"
on from
California
to look
the
ment to Moving Picture World on the fair- came
pounds in thirty-two days. That's about
show.
ness
of
its
reports
in
previous
exhibitor
all
I
think
I
can
stand."
Mr.
Warren
was
*
*
«
back at his favorite southeast corner of gatherings that were not entirely free from
the Astor grill the week following the factional feeling. Turning to the chief of
Alfred S. Black, president of the Motion
convention.
United he remarked: "Mr. Berst, I have Picture Theatre Owners of America, whose
* * *
come to you many times for help for the pamphlet aroused so much resentment at
William L. Sherrill, of the Frohman
exhibitors and you have never turned me Thursday's session, was seen at the CleveAmusement Company, looked over the
land on Tuesday by a World man. He adcrowd at the Winton.
down
he washisfeeling
a bit tired, but other"Yes, once."
Sam," replied Mr. Berst in his most
* * *
wisemittedlooked
old self.
have cost me
Jule Bernstein was one of the many New quiet manner, "you* certainly
* *
* * *
York exchangemen who traveled to the a lot of money."
Sam Morris, general manager of SelzSol Lesser and his associates and aids nick
convention city. * « *
Enterprises
;
Charlie
general
were prominent. Leon Netter, sporting a sales manager of the same Rodgers,
companies, and
William A Brady, president of the Na- healthy mustache, was not slow to recogC. Pettijohn, assistant to Lewis J. Selztional Association, in the course of his
nize an old friend minus that same out- C.
nick, came on from New York to be presannual address, which, by the way, was a
cropping. Maurie Meyers kept the name
ent at the big show. The latter was a
most interesting and timely talk, declared
of Lesser and Kellerman before the crowd.
participant in an interesting colloquy at the
among other things that the industry must
National Association's convention. Mr.
take a stand against the advertising that
Brady was on the other end of the somewas creeping into the pictures. He said { Zukor Promises Support
|
what tense conversation. Each, however,
that in the course of a visit to Atlantic
assured the other of his regard and the
to Any Plans Embracing I differences
City he had spent much time in the motion I
of opinion were speedily compicture theatres and declared that in thirty I
All Exhibitor Branches
subjects looked at, at least ten of them
* « *
contained advertising.
William Brandt, president of the New
* 4> «
A* DOLPH
very during
much the I1 posed.
center ofZUKOR,
the storm
conventions in Chicago and | York Theatre Owners' Chamber of ComUnited Artists and the artists that com- I
merce, piloted a Jarge party to Geveland
pose the corporation were strongly repre- I Cleveland, was seen in the Cleveland | by the lake route. Some of the New
sented in the convention city by Paul Laza- i on the evening of Tuesday. "It seems | Yorkers returned the same way. Mr.
rus, Charles Moyer, Kenneth McGaffney and 1 that in order to be fair to me," said |
was accompanied by Mrs. Brandt.
Carlyle Robinson. The quartet, all four I Mr. Zukor, "the delegates to the con- | Brandt
Louis F. Blumenthal, with Mrs. Blumenthal,
of 'em. was much on the jump putting pver I vention should seek to get expres- | was also of the party. Sidney Garrett was
from others of the same char- |
the big midnight showings of "Suds" and II sions
acter as they would like to get from | one of a small group which included the
'The Mollycoddle" « * *
met in Buffalo on Friday morn1 me. We don't intend to make any | foregoing,
ing preparing for * a *trip* to the Falls.
General Sales Manager Stimson, of the i haphazard promises which we can- |
American Film Company, dropped into I not live up to. I want it understood i
Joe Lee, now frequently referred to as
Cleveland from Chicago just to say I that any co-ordinated policy that |
by reason of his association
"Howdy" to the bunch. He said it had not I has for its object the good of the | "Professor,"
Educational,
overlooked no good busibets.
been his original intention to attempt any- I industry as a whole will at all times | with ness
* • •
thing in the way of business, but when he i .have my whole-hearted support. |
"It seems to me that in order to 1
thousand dollars' worth com- I
founding hisseveral
"Pop" Linton, of Utica, N. Y., an officer
way he very promptly took it on. 1 accomplish anything worth while |
Mr. Stimson has not lost any of his en- I there should be a conference repre- | of the New York State League, just smiled
senting all factions of exhibitors, be- | when asked what he thought of the conthusiasm for "The House of Toys," which I1 tween
theatre owners in the strict |
vention. "I'll leave it to you if it isn't all
fine picture
he
says
is
going
strong
wherI
sense
and theatre owners who also I right," he declared a moment later.
ever shown. If he had said otherwise this
« « •
writer would have been disappointed, for I are producing and distributing, and |
Harry Kress, of Piqua (it sounds like
in company with Mr. Stimson and Mr. 1 the Famous Players-Lasky is not the | Peekwuh
when
he
pronounces it), was a
Hutchinson it was his privilege to see an 1 only company in the latter category. |
advance showing of the production in the 1 "You hear talk of the independent | busy man. Piqua, as everybody now knows,
is in Ohio. Harry is a regular entertainer
American's projection room during the I producer and of the encouragement | when
off duty from committee work. He
Chicago convention♦ in♦ April.
I
that
should
be
given
him.
There
|
*
i seems to be a disposition to overlook | proved to a multitude that he had a lot of
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the 1 the fact that our organization dis- i friends in Cleveland. Incidentally he
pride" but
to the
that his
Pioneer, was in town during the show. I tributes independent productions as | "pointed
townwithcontains
15,000factpopulation,
"The convention, which was the greatest 1 well as those we make ourselves." | home
to
the
further
fact
that
the
lack
of
size in
aseemblage of its kind ever held, was all
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a municipality did not operate to the detriment in a convention of any man hailing'
from it. Harry came to Cleveland with a
portfolio filled with carbon copies of messages bearing on a famous controversy,
but it was not necessary to use the ammunition.
* * 4>
Roland Hill, of the South, is a strong
partisan of his home country and its products, of its soil as well as of its men and
women. There are two World men who
will make affidavit he is right in his contentions.
* * ♦
Edwin S. Porter, of the Precision Machine Company and a long time director
and producer of motion pictures, was renewing old acquaintances.
* * *
The writer was mighty glad to spot Joe
Gilday one morning in the lobby of the
Cleveland. Mr. Gilday in other times was
the managing director of the Willis Woods
of Kansas City. More recently he was exchange manager for Famous Players in
Oklahoma City, where he remained for
nine months, two months ago shifting back
to the branch in his old stamping ground,
Kansas City, and glad to be home again.
Joe is a member of a tribe once known
as the Order of the Fireman's Shirt, now
disbanded or at least disorganized by reason of the restraints imposed by Old Man
Prohibition.
* * *
Harry
Scott, First
National's
tive in Detroit,
dropped
down torepresentaCleveland
for the convention. Among other First
National men the World man recalls meeting up with were Brown, Goldberg and Clark.
* ♦ *
Ernest H. Horstmann, treasurer of the old
league, came on from Boston and was
electea representative on the executive
committee for the Boston zone. When it
was recalled to Mr. Horstmann that a year
ago in St. Louis he was a member of the
Yankee Mint Julep Quartet (the other members being Alfred Black, Bill Wright and
yours truly) the man from Massachusetts
displayed
no ofenthusiasm
think, in view
the weather, whatever.
I could stand"I
the regulation one a day that we surrounded in St. Louis,"
* * he* finally remarked.
Will C. Smith, general manager of Nicholas Power, Inc., was the representative of
his company in the session of the National
Association
and in looking after Power interests.
* « 4>
Theodore Hays, general manager of the
Finkelstein & Rubin theatres, came to
Cleveland for the convention.
* ♦ ♦
Al Lichtman was compelled to leave
Cleveland on account of an urgent message regarding Mrs. Lichtman, who it was
said had been taken to a hospital to undergo an operation. Much sympathy was expressed for Mr. Lichtman.
* * *
Earl Hudson, of First National's home
office, came into Cleveland Tuesday morning and remained until the afternoon of
Friday.
* ♦ *
Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon Film
Corporation, was in town throughout the
convention.
* * «
Ivan Abramson, another of the indedependent producers, and a militant independent partisan, held many conferences
with exhibitors. * * *
Sam Bullock was asked how the boys
were behaving, how they were standing
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the late committee sessions and getting up
the next or the same morning. "Why,"
replied the Ohioan, "this morning at 4
o'clock after
the committees
finally
adjourned, they were
in the executive
rooms
singing like larks. And at 8 o'clock we
were pulling the pirates
* * * out of bed."
Another member of the old guard who
worked almost from sunrise to sunrise was
E. T. Peter, of Texas, who afterward was
elected treasurer of the organization. Mr.
Peter, seen in New York after the convention, admitted the hours had been strenuous, but there was nothing in his appearance to indicate he had not been away on
a month's vacation. ir * *
Henry Cole, of the Bronx exhibitors, was
the efficient sergeant-at-arms of the convention. It was an all-around and husky
job for a husky individual, and Henry filled
the bill to the satisfaction of the crowd.
Incidentally he was glad when the show
came to a close.
* * *
"Doc" W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film Corporation, accompanied by
P. B. Dana, sales manager of the same
company, remained throughout the show.
Mr. Shallenberger afterward went on to
Chicago.
* * *
Joseph L. Friedman, president of the
newly formed
national
organization,exchangemen's
came on from Chicago
to keep
in touch with events.
* * *
R. D. Craver, of North Carolina, was in
attendance at the meetings of Associated
Exhibitors. Incidentally he recalled a
game of old-fashioned seven-up without
monetary stakes in which the World man
was distinctly the loser. The game was
interrupted by the arrival of the train in
Toronto, where Mr. and Mrs. Craver and
Mr. and Mrs. Ferrandini, of Richmond,
spent a few
days after the Patterson convention in April.
* * *
Harry Warner, of Warner Brothers, kept

in close touch with exhibitors and fellow
e.xchangemen.
* « *
Ben H. Grimm, one time World man and
now publicity manager for Associated Excompany. hibitors, looked after the interests of his
* * *
Harry Reichenbach entertained the bunch
with an animal story. It had to do with a
lion and a hotel — the same Reichenbachian
achievement for which several staid New
York newspapers *fell* and
* fell hard.
Paul Mooney, representing Louis B.
Mayer, came on from New York and kept
in close touch with his customers and
friends for the four days of the convention.
* * *
William ("Bill") Steiner, boosting the
twelveries,five-reelers
the "Tex"more
sedeclared there composing
were in Cleveland
old-timers than had attended all other motion picture conventions put together. And
"Bill" knows what he's talking about when
on the subject of conventions. He has
seen 'em all, right *from
* *the first.
Charles F. Schwerin, general sales manager for Fine Art Pictures, was also on
hand and put over a neat stunt in the
song.
cabarets with the "Up in Mary's Attic"
* * *
But what's the use? We could keep on
writing for a couple of days about the different film men in Cleveland during the
interesting sessions of the convention. If
there were present seven hundred exhibitors, say, there must have been at least
half of that number of men from other
branches of the trade. There were producers big and little, and the same goes
for every other branch — from Samuel Goldwyn, who came on to attend the meetings
of the National Association, to that most
interesting Hoosier who entertained the
convention by telling among other things
how he had drawn from the bank the last
dollar of his deposit in order to get to
Cleveland.
G. B.
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Special to Pufflicists.
In naming the Executive Committee of the new exhibitor organization representatives were
selected as representing "each
supply zone."
Now shall "Supply Zone"
supplant
"Key City"
as
founttheof rusty
inspiration
for
pufflicity.
Goldwyn's
Mr. Schoenberg
declares that Madge Kennedy
greatly liked "The Four Horsemen of the
she read
it. Apocalypse" when
Schoenberg agreed, adding:
"It's the best horse storj'
since 'Black Beauty.'"
o— o
Association In bnsineas with
Annette Kellerman has evidently
turned Sol Lesser into an acrobat. Expressing his joy over
something
or ether, he advertised:
"I turned eight handsprings
and nine somersaults."
Ml88 Kellerman might have
teen der
expected
to do better. Unsimilar circumstances
she
would probably have "done the
Australian wlllapus - wallapus.
slipped over six New Zealand
skillama hoozlts and backwardflipped a couple-a pin-wheel
splashes."
O— o
What the Title* Mean.
"Whispers" (Selznick). — One
of those nuts explaining the
picture to his lady friend.
"Passers
(Pathe).—
Lobby shoppers By"
giving
every front
in town the once over and then
going home for an evening on
the porch.
"The Miracle of Money"
(Pathe). — The difference in service between first run accounts
and an exhibitor in the sticks.
— H. T. Snowden.
o— o
It having been suiBrseHted that
the Bronx be annexed to New
Jersey and made one foreign
state Instead of two, Albert Sobler spoke up. and sez:
"Remember, two wrongs don't
make a. right."
.New York's Criterion Is flashing its bill In electric lights.
It 80 happens that the show
ending June 19 Is thus displayed:
"Humoresque."
Mack
Sennett Comedy.
"The Holy Land."
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On the Onti^lde Looking In
Makes tor Corrected Vision.
IX the March issue of the
American Press was reproduced a questionnaire sent out
by the chief of recruiting publicity for the U. S. Army to newspapers throughout the country.
In the next Issue of the American Press a composite answer
was printed to this effect:
How much free publicity are
you receiving in the daily mails
from all sources? Boxes, barrels
and carloads.
How much of it are you using?
I/^ of 1 per cent, by volume.
How much of it is put up in
newspaper shape so as to require no editing or rewriting?
2.75 per cent, by welgrht.
How much of It has news
value? KoTv and then we find a
raisin in It.
Remarks . . Some of the
most palpable offenders are movies, presidential candidates,
financial Institutions and relief
organizations paying high salaries to support space grafters.
The Army publicist adds:
"And so, with these few remarks, and after turning in our
dark lanterns, our gum goloshes,
our false face and our skeleton
keys, we renounce membership
In the Space Grabbers' Union and
will endeavor to lead an honest,
straightforward lite hereafter."
The American Press Association. No. 225 West 39th St., publishes in the April Issue this
questionaire. The American
Press fairly bristles with "good
stuff" bosses
for directors
publclty.
their
and their ofaids.
It's a fine thing to have "the
other
fellow's"
arguments
set
forth and
his viewpoint
reflected
in the Interest of orderly procedure. Thus will more publicity
and pufflicity diminish Inregister
proportion.
O— o
Petrova's pufflicist puts many
"wise cracks" on paper as coming from the vaudeville headliner and some time photo star.
Here's one :
"Convention is something like
a widow that wears crepe to
her knees — but scarlet in her
Probably refers to the conheart." vention that nominated Debs
for President.
Another Petrova blurb reads
this a-v. ay :
"I have no vanity. I am not
an The
egotist.
I am itanandEgoist."
"I s" have
we move
to make it unanimous.
o— o
"Scandal" (Select).
"Two Weeks" ago "Young Mrs.
Wlnthrop," "In Search of a Sinner," found "The Emotional Miss
Vaughn" and "The Gay Old Dog"
"Up in Mary's
Attic." W. Pratt.
— William
O— o
Watch the occupants of motor
cars and be convinced that the
machines have no control over
who shall own them.
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Just Jawing. — "One of the
chewing gum trust's best sales
territories
is Alice
Lake" is a
nifty
in Metro
publicity,
o— o
Torpldf — Sub-head in Empy
World's report from Cleveland:
"A Liverly Fight Over Marcus
O— o
Found, unidentified, on the
desk :
" 'A man of quite some several
Loew."
ideas and a well developed
bump,'
A. inconcern
describing
the onlysays
man a inP. his
who
can dictate to the ghost."
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Kneeling in Focus.
Rubberneck Giebler shoots a
natural and cops the brass ring
with one championship pass
when he dubs 'em "polkadotted
The contest is closed with
this award.
— o in the cenThere is no o sense
pebbles."
sus, if one may believe the
mayors of boom-towns like
New York.
The consensus of opinion
seems to be that it is a concensus.

Clip and Paste
For Photoplay Editors and Theatre Prograais
Wyndham Standing will be
leading man for Viola Dana in
her new Metro feature, "BlackUpon completion of "Forty-five
Minutes
From
rharles
Ray will
film Broadway,"
an original
mail." written
story
especially for him
by Rob Wagner.
Marshall Neilan's new picture
for First National Is entitled "Go
and Get It," and deals with a
newspaper mystery. Agnes Ayres,
Pat O'Malley,
Noah Beery,
Barney
Sherry, Walter
Long andJ.
Bull Montana are the principals
in the cast.
Jack Pickford is about ready
to begin work on the George Ade
story, "Just
of College,"
for
Goldwyn
underOutdirector
Al Green.
Lila Lee will be leading lady
for Wallace Reid in "The Charm
Sylvia Breamer plays the leadSchool."
ing feminine role in "The Great
Lover,"
a coming Goldyn production.
Forrest Stanley plays opposite
AlicenewLake
"Body and
her
Metroin picture
now Soul,"
being
filmed under the direction of Edmund Mortimer.
Jerome Storm, who directed
Charles In fourteen film productions, has left the Ray organization to produce independently.
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart
has returned to her home In the
East after having completed in
Los Angeles the titling and editing of her new production, "The
Empire
Builders," recently filmed
at
Goldwyn.
Phil Rosen will direct May
AllL-ion
in "Are
All Men will
Aliker'
and
Wallace
MacDonald
play
opposite.
Ann May. recently of the
Charles Ray Productions. Is playing a leading role In the current
Bryant Washburn feature, "Wanted: A Blemish."

John Salnpolls has been cast In
the title part of "The Great
Lover," the Leo Deitrichsteln
play now being filmed at Goldwyn by Frank Lloyd.
Tom Santschi, one of the stars
In the first serial ever made, "The
Adventures of Kathlyn," will
soon be seen In another serial
which deals with the adventures
of a member
Mounted
Police. of the Northwest
Al Christie has begun on the
first special Christie comedy in
which Harry Grlbbon, a new
Christie acquisition, is appearing. Teddy Sampson and Helen
Darling are in the cast.
Lillian Rich plays the leading
feminine
In "HalfSpecial
a Chance,"
the RobertroleThornby
Production for Jesse D. Hampton.
"Beyond the Crossroads," Bradley King's story, is now being
made by Lloyd B. Carleton Productions as the second special
feature for Clermont Photoplays
Corporation.
Herbert Standing, veteran film
actor. Is recovering from the injuries he received when he was
struck by a street car a few
weeks ago, and expects to be able
to resume his picture work by
the first of July.
Chester Franklin Is directing
Bebe Daniels in her first Realart
feature, "You Never Can Tell,"
with
Von, Edward
Martindale,William
Leo White
and Clarence
Burton In the cast.
David Butler Is now working
on histionthird
Independent
under the
direction-producof his
father, Fred Butler.
Hoffman
andHugh
Dorl.sTltompaon,
Doane are Otto
playing
with
Mabel Normnnd In "Head Over
Heels," hor new Goldwyn feature.
Ann Forrest has taken the
place of Gloria Swanson in the
new Artcraft.
Cecil De Mllle production
for
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Importation
Instead

of

Ban

Raw

to

Film

Officials Erred
Special Correspondent of Moving Picture World Says Government
in Their Original Embargo— Leading Picture Editor Declares Public
n Films"
Weary of "The Monotony and Repetition in America
Quantity to supply the demand will be
Paris, May 29, 1920. at etc. — begins to feel a little tired of the the immediate aim. I believe that high
monotony
and repertition in the .American
quality can only be achieved by open
ADOXICAL situation exists
films.
A PAR
the moment in the French movmg
"There
is
doubt whatever that from competition with the foreign markets.
picture industry as a result of a the technicalno point
present condition of the French cinof view, the photog- The ema
industry is not bright. There are not
governmental legislation, depiece of
raphy
and
the
mise
en
scene
of
the
Amerisigned to protect the industry in France,
quite
a dozen French companies in the
can
films
are
immensely
superior
to
all
very
ting
the
y
affec
ousl
but actually seri
field and their path is a difficult one.
other productions, but from the French
life of the motion picture here. However,
point
of
view
the
American
scenario
lacks
French Need Foreign Markets.
e
of
shap
the
in
hand
dy dmen
helpt.is at
speeamen
originality and sentiment. To the Latin
an
"You must remember that, owing to the
taste
your
screen
stories
are
poor.
They
enormous market in the United States,
Some weeks ago the importation of raw
film into France was forbidden by law. are childish, ingenuous, unsophisticated.
American companies are assured of suf"The
United
States,
it
is
true,
is
presenta
in
not
ficient receipts within their own country,
Unfortunately, France itself is
ing one type of film not to be surpassed and what they make in the foreign field is
the raw film reposition to furnish all and
or
equaled
by
any
other
country,
the
cowthe
over
and
above their assured profits at
naturally
quired by the industry,
boy or wild west film. But we are begin- home. On the other hand, French comoutcry from the producers was loud. It
ning
to
tire
of
the
everlasting
monotony
panies must find a market abroad for their
however, that a mistake had been
appears,
made. It was not raw film at all that the of such pictures. Even William Hart, products, for the market at home is not
government had meant; on the contrary, adored for his artistry by our cinema-go- sufficient. The two markets in which the
ing public, begins to pall, for he strikes French industry is particularly interested
the intention had been to limit the imporare the United States and Great Britain.
tation of exposed film, but governmental
one note."
French Literary Succeste*.
Mr. de Simone acknowledged that the
officers could not be expected to be ex- only Adopt
Mr.
de
Simone
went
on
to
speak
of
the
in
perts the use of trade terms.
American and British publics did not like
the
French films.
efTect
of
the
war
upon
the
industry
in
To Allow Single Negative and Positive.
France.
"French production is naturally not up
So now an amendment has become nec"Naturally, we stood still in war time to the standard of American technique," he
essary and the amendment will be one
that will have a considerable effect upon while you advanced with gigantic strides," said. "Your audiences realize that the
he said. "From the technical point of photography of our pictures is not equal
the trade in motion pictures between the view
are head and shoulders above us. to what is required in America. On the
United States and France. By it, all im- But Iyou
cannot help feel that the American other hand, our scenarios are not pleasing
portation of foreign pictures into France companies
could produce pictures more to to the American and British masses. The
is forbidden, with the temporary exception the taste of
the educated French public taste of your public, especially in the small
of a single negative and a single positive if
would consider the possibilities towns and villages, is too crude to appreof each picture. It is intended to suspend thatthey
in the use of French scenarios or
ciate the delicacies and subtleties of our art.
even this concession when the French in- in thelieadaptation
to the screen of French
The Latin Point of View.
So France's
up. moving
has literary
picturedrive
American
thehas picked
against dustry
successes."
"Our
taste
is the result of centuries of
Discussing
the
new
law
forbidding
the
begun.
importation of foreign films into civilization; call it decadent, if you will;
There is no doubt, however, that Amer- wholesale
claim
if
you
like that your crudeness is
Mr. de Simone said that while the
ica's hold on the French motion picture France,
healthier than our advanced degree of reefifect
of
the
law
would
be
wholesome
in
market is at present a very firm one. Rob- the long run, it would bring temporary
fined taste; the fact remains that the inert de Simone, editor-in-chief of Scenario,
finite subtlety of the French creative mind
one of the leading French moving picture discouragement in certain quarters,
is lost upon American and British au"The object of the law is to encourage
publications, is probably one of the best
filmmust
industry
in France,"
said. "All
informed authorities on the present situa- the
Among American films that Mr. de Sicopies
be made
in this hecountry
and
tion.
the French industry will certainly be re- diences."mone particularly praised was Griffith's.
Blossoms." The picture has not
• Weary of "Monotony."
quired to produce more than before. Un- "Broken
fortunately, however, the industry here is been shown in public in Parts, but a pri"The great mass of the theatre-going
vate
screening
had been arranged for the
not yet in a position to supply the demand,
public
prefers
the American
he said,here
when
questioned
on the pictures,"
situation and many small theatres will be forced editor of Scenario.
by a correspondent of Moving Picture to close because of the lack of films."
"It is superb," he said. "Griffith is the
World. "It is true that the more educated
"I am not of the opinion," said Mr. de greatest producer in the world and 'Bi-oken
public, found in the great cities — Paris,
the new
legislation
will en- Blossoms' is his greatest picture. From theLyons, Marseilles. Bordeaux, Nice, Toulon, Simone, "that
courage a higher
quality
of production.
Latin point of view it is perfect."

Well, Well! These Two Friendly Enemies Were Being Arrested in Last Week's
Musta Got Out Somehow!
Three girlish scenes from "Friends and Enemies," a Comedyart picture being released by Special Tictures Corporation. Perhaps
the policeman we saw in last week's Issue was only a movie cop and really could not arrest them. Glad they're with U3
again 'cause they always bring a bevy of beauties.
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KEEPING

As. BLACK, of Boston, president of the
• Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
while in New York. June 11, on his return
from the Cleveland convention, said:
"We will call a convention to be held in
New York City on July
• • 28• and 29."
Pete Carroll. Pathe branch manager, Spokane, Wash., is at the home office in New
York this week on the "One-Man Weekly
Convention" trip. • • •
Pat Hartlgan and Maurice Costello, formerly of Vitagraph, have just returned from
Alberta, Canada, where they have been workof Fear,"
which
Mrs. ingDein "The
Wolf Wilderness
Hopper is playing
the inlead,
for
Selznick.
• • •
Harry Buxbaum, general sales manager.
Famous
Playerssays: "Exhibitors
enthusiastic
overLasky,
my suggestion
to run are
big
features during the summer months, with
the result that never before has the F. P.-L.
recorded a bigger business for the month of
July than the one just
it."
• *before
*
Sylvia Cushman, formerly photoplay editor
■of the Boston Evening Record, has been engaged by J. H. Mayer, director of publicity,
to write fan magazine stories for the Universal.
• * •
A. J. Saunders, formerly of the RobertsonCole office at Albany, N. Y., is now representing Robertson-Cole •In •Connecticut.
•
R. V. Anderson, of International News
Weekly, who formerly had offices at 729 Sev■enth
avenue, New York, has taken offices
with Universal.
• • •
Harley Walker, Harold Lloyd and Hal
Roach, who stopped on their way at the
Cleveland convention, are now in New York,
visiting Paul Brunet, vice-president and gen■eral manager of Pathe. combining business
with pleasure. They were at Coney Island
and other side attractions all week, imbibing
local color and other harmless beverages for
some of the Lloyd comedies now in the
making.
• • •
Lillian Evans, after two years on the West
Coast with Nazlmova. has returned to New
York to take up work with another company.
• « •
Clara Beranger is soon to go to Europe
for the Famous Players-Lasky, on a mission. It is said, to induce George Bernard
Shaw and Marie Corelli to write directly for
the F. P.-L. productions.
• • •
Max Marcln, dramatist, who is the author
of "The House of Glass" and "Cheating
Cheaters," partment
hasunder joined
the Fox, scenario decontract.
• • •
G. M. Davidson, auditor for Universal, has
resigned. He has not announced his future
plans.
• • •
E. Auger, for the past three or four years
traveling representative for Vitagraph
through Canada and the East, has resigned
to accept a position with the Fox Film Company.
• • •
The Gilbert Amusement Company of Chester, Pa., is building a 3.000-seat house in
Chester that will cost about a million. William I. SchafEer. the attorney general of Pennsylvania, and leading citizens of the city are
interested in the enterprise.
• • •
John Carney has resigned as manager of
the Lyceum, New Britain,
• * « Conn.
Joseph (London) Plunkett, who resumes
the management of the Strand Theatre, New
York, on June 20. will bo tendered a dinner

IN

PERSONAL
By SAM
SPED ON

by hisday friends
at Keens'
Chop House on Frievening, June
•18. • *
Harry M., White, manager of the Philadelphia office of the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, is a conspicuous figure on Vine
street, located at the• top
• •of the first flight.
Edward Laemmle. nephew of Carl Laemmle.
president of the Universal, has just returned
from Borneo, where he has been in command
of an expedition sent to get pictures of hereunphotographed
of head
ers. tofore
He arrived
in «New• tribes
York
June
15. hunt•
Sam Kantor, of the Regent Theatri. Norwalk. Conn.; H. Hamilton, of the Palace
Square. Norwalk, Conn., and J. Sprague, of
the Olympia, New Haven, Conn., returned
from the Cleveland convention on Sunday.
June 13. "Big doing and big times all the
*
way. So say we all• of« us."
Harry Danto. sales manager, and W. G.
Roosevelt, salesman, of Famous PlayersLasky New York office, are enjoying a two
weeks' vacation *somewhere
far from the
• • *
madding crowd. They will return July 1.
M. E. Maxwell and J. E. Hennessy are the
enthusiastic supporters of the Philadelphia
offices of the Realart pictures. They say:
"When you've got the goods there's no
trouble in selling them,"
• • •
Stanley
Hand,
Boston's
branch manager
of the Selznick national distributing
organization, was in New York on Monday, June 14.
to keep in touch with the home office and get
a glimpse at some •of the
• • new films.
Leon Netter, of Cleveland (Masterpiece
Films), is in New York catching up with
some of the big productions he heard about
at the convention. • ' * - •
The Motion Picture Advertising Company
of Philadelphia makes a specialty of boacd
cut-outs and other advertising novelties that
are fast becoming the rage, in lobby display
in Quakertown.
• • •
Frances Eldrldge, a graduate from a
Washington square dramatic school and recently playing leads for the Chapin Pictures.
Corporation, will soon be at the Famous

Nelson C. Lund
Who is the owner of the West End Theatre of Bridgeport, Conn.

TOUCH

Players-Lasky Long Island City studio. Miss
Eldridge formerly played with Gall Kane
and Olive Tell.
• • •
Morris Brown and Albert A. Millma^ are
in charge of the Capitol Film exchange at
Philadelphia. They work well double
harness and keep the wheels turiwfg all the
while.
• • •
Carl Schwarz, of the Philadelphia office of
the Hallmark Pictures Corporation, has a
front view overlooking Thirteenth and Vine
streets, where he keeps his eye on the exhibitors as they
none of and
them has
passthe
—
he hails
them pass.
from • But
the
window
' •come
« up.
door open when they
F. O. Spurdle is oTi« of the satellites of the
Pathe office at Phhl^elphia.
Joe Mergener,'^?J»ranch manager for Pathe
at Milwaukee, w*s in New York last week In
the
Convention"
the
home "One-Man
office. He-Weekly
has returned
to theattown
' mad4 famous before the Eighteenth Amend" . .. ^• • * • •
L. -a ©\rimet, of the
Specialty Import Compan)r 0;f
has been in New York on
'
'Sioiitreal,
merit.of" Ma
commutation
trips to the Pathe
. onehome office.
« • •
Ira Cohan, special representative of the
Pathe feature department, has made a break
for thethe home
road office.
again, Heafter
ten days'
at
willa make
a tourstayof
the
United
States
by
way
of
Baltimore
and
the South.
• • •
Joe Reddy, of the Pathe publicity department, rettdfried safely from his Memorial Day
• trip -tP ^rginla.
Being a member of the
' Amijrtcan-i/egion Joe gave the Legion Salute
in StecTndOr, the town that now attracts him
southwardL.
• • •
J. Irving .QBcene, of the exploitation department attafrresponslble for the "Pathe
Messenger."
from exhibitors
many
approvalsis^'„receiving
tbr his suggestions
and helps
he gives them, inrlng Is a very likely and
capable
youngster,
-'actinghead
under
the departleadership of Victor
Shapiro,
of the
Lester
formerly traveling (^ut of
ment.■ Tobias,
New York
through Connecticut for the Realart exchange, will establish a residence and
hia family at New Haven. Conn., on and after
June 21, traveling in the future out of the
college town.
• • •
Rodgers & Sons theatre interests in
Rochester, N. Y.. have been taken over by
the Loew theatrical interests.
• • •
Joseph Snellenburg. of the Virginia Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J., an 1,800-seat house,
is getting
his and
and his
a little
like
his place
show. bit more. People
• • •
Nelson C. Lund, owner of the West End
Theatre. Bridgeport, Conn., one of the most
active and progressive exhibitors In New
England, has a keen interest In everything
that tends to the welfare of the exhibitor.
He is a one hundred per cent, showman and
everybody in the state knows him as an old
reliable who is never found wanting In his
effortsfare of to
the advance
craft. the popularity and wel• • •
Johnning inSemler,
who
succeeded
conducting the
motion "Wld"
pictureGundepartment of the New York Evening Mall
and the originator of the illustrated moving
picture supplement in the Mall, is in line
to promote a new producing company of
considerable magnitude, full announcement
of which will be made In the near future.
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Great
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Possibilities
lese
Ever Known — C

a Problem — Business

Suffers in South — Hongkong Loses Its Victoria Theatre
Tientsin, May 7, 1920.
ested, and if titles in Chinese we r made
By F. MARSHALL SANDERSON
iiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiuiiii,iiilttiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
motion picture theatre is an
T the
THAasset
the
advertising
possibilities would in- enorto society out East these days
none can deny. Maybe our days are ing its wholesome lessons into all sections mous.Hongkong Loses Victoria Theatre.
filled with excitement in one way or an- and preaches its sermons to those who
of churches or creeds.
are
other, whether it be gambling on _ ex- know nothing
south ofha?< 'now i lost
fromg. the
Chinese Titles Will Help.
Hongkong
encouragin
notReports
g, or other incidancin
racing,
change,
.icture
dentals that make up the round of business
largest
the
Theatre,
Victoria
There remains yet much to be learned. the
and social life in China. Everybody seems
Probably one of the most difficult tasks house in the colony, the site havi been
to be working harder than they were this is
to find films that appeal to and amuse
the building demolished, ^ 'r Ray,
sold and
time last year, and it is only the sturdy the Oriental races. The introduction of the
energetic proprietor of the ( t.'onet,
his best to meet demand- n the
doing
who don't feet a bit Chinese titles is going to make a big dif- is
nervesagain.
of steel
people out
now and
worn
ference in the drawing power of the pic- limited capacity of his house, and i seatHence our movie shows offer rest from
tures, but much better translations must be
'"i ation
a suitable
to findThat
blood nearly
it all, and in a country like China, where
task
is no c.imade than those already exhibited here.
building.
ainglarger
for
in Hongkong.
only occasionally other forms of enterIt
is
no
easy
matter
to
fathom
the
Chitainment are provided, and then only for a
nese sense of humor, and very often the
The Apollo, Shanghai, is shown " some
short season, it is natural that motion pic- funniest films go flat, in contrast to which
really high-class programs, and il e large
tures will continue their progressive course
I am reminded of an incident that occurred
attendances to be seen here ni!'' ■ .ifter
in one of the movie houses quite recently. night are evidence that the. manapi-nicnt is
asWhile
the people's
edu.ational
entertainer.
it is good to talk of the things I was watching a pretty good picture and meeting the public taste. The N ictoria
that were, we find it really more pleasant
right in the midst of a death scene in a Theatre is still running the popuKi' I'araand certainly more profitable to look ahead
film that was highly dramatic, they sud- mount service, which has been rnnsiderilmes
and plan for the big tomorrow in the indenly began to explode with laughter. ably improved of late, the Burton
dustry. Judging the future of the business
There was absolutely nothing to warrant
travel pictures being exceedingly • upular.
in China, not with the eye of a seer or it, but just that strange streak of Oriental In
proi
geni
the
addition, Mr. Ramos,
visionary, but with the record of the past humor, hard to define and still more dif'ecial
allA
occasion
g
screenin
is
prietor,
features with good results.
before us, there seems no room for doubt
ficult to understand.
that the next ten years will see marvelous
No Continuous Shows.
Industrial Films Poor.
progress.
The industrial film is slowly making its
The Isis Theatre, under its new • -lageA Tremendous Future.
way here, but not in such auantities as we
ment, is doing remarkably good 1' 'smess,
Exhibitors in all the larger treaty ports read of in many of the trade papers. The
and the enterprise of Mr. Tsun.e, w' n now
few we have seen are decidedly poor, espe- controls this business, is reapin;.; 't- reare making herculean efforts to improve
ward. He has put in a great deal <r . ollar
cially those presented in the form of one
their theatres and present the very best
ng has been - nsible
offerings obtainable. Not so very long ago or two-reel dramas. The introduction of work, his advertisi
advertising was so flagrant and overdone
and practical, the theatre has been made
pictures were presented that would now
to cause a feeling of disgust, and the attractivechestra
cause a Chinese coolie to demand his as
the introduct
, and
was a wise
move. ion o' m ormoney back, and a coolie is not a difficult article advertised was of such a nature as
We
have
no
continuous
shows in China
appeal only to the foreign population
subject to please, as a rule. The old crudi- to
as you have in the States, except naybe
ties and vulgarities are now things of the and was useless for Chinese business.The usual proholidays.
It is an open question if our exhibitors
during Chinese
past and our exhibitors are alive to the
cedure for Chinese
shows is to ha\e one
natural educational qualities inherent with- will be able to put this kind of stuff over. performance from 7 to 9, anotl er from
in the scope of the pictures they screen; During the showing of the film above mentioned quite a third of the audience left 9.15 to 11.30. Possibly the day is not far
rhey are worthily excluding all those
the building. Industrial films showing how distant when Shanghai will possess a mothings which aroused the hypercritical.
tion picture theatre modern in ev^ry reare manufactured are very popular
We say, without hesitation, that the mo- goods
spect, and there is no doubt it wi" nrove
tion picture is to become the greatest and indeed, and the Chinese are intensely intermost popular form of amusement for
the best investments pos<;-'' '
of
one
China's millions. It is destined to exert the
greatest influence for good that China has
ever known. Its educational advantages
are wonderful. It has unlimited possibilities, is provocative of moral uplift and its
development in China needs not so much
censorship as encouragement.
Only Practical Esperanto.
So far the development of the motion
picture business has been gradual and permanent. Ithas had to learn by growth and
mistakes only, groping its way into a pathless new country. Time has wrought wonders. It has passed the stage of experimentation and assumed the aspect of a
national amusement. Those who at one
time looked down with scorn upon the
lowly motion picture in China have occasion to rejoice now that we are having a
hand in giving to the people their most
popular form of entertainment.
With such a cosmopolitan population as
crowd into the various treaty ports and
foreign settlements, the motion picture
constitutes itself the only practical EsThe Wild Man of Borneo Keeping Company with the Man of Avoirdupois.
peranto that is understood by all regardIn the centre of these two fun tnakers is Kddie Ronns. who is the sale.s
less of intelligence or illiteracy. It is takmanager of the C. I.,. Che.fter comedies.
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Pettijohn Cpmpliments Coolidge
As evidence of the hearty support of
Selznick Pictures Corporation in the fight
against censorship of films, C. C. Pettijohn,
assistant to president Lewis J. Selznick of
Select Pictures, recently dispatched a night
letter to Governor Calvin W. Coolidge, of
Massachusetts, who vetoed the motion picture censorship bill, complimenting him on
his action. Mr. Pettijohn wrote to Governor Coolidge as follows :
"Justturelearned
vetoed
motion piccensorshipyou
bill.hadMay
I promise
you
on behalf of all Selznick Enterprises that
we will give our united and unceasing efforts to keep the screen clean and free from
all objectionable matter to the end that we
may merit your decision and prove ourselves worthy of being entrusted with freedom of the screen instead of shackled by
unnecessary legislation."

Manager of Hallmark Pictures Corporation
interest by all who have the fight for bigHOPP HADLEY, one of the best known
ger and better pictures at heart.
executivec in the motion picture industry and one who enjoys the close
friendship of the prominent directors and
McCuIley Sells Fairbanks a Story
eminent players in the art, has just been
made production manager of Hallmark Pic"The
the Douglas
title of
tures Corporation.
a new Curse
story of
justCapjstrano"
purchased isfor
Fairban
s,
according
to
an
announcement
This move by Frank G. Hall, president of
made this week. The story was written
Hallmark, accompanies the announcement
of the release of six big features and two by Johnston McCulley. This is Mr. Mccomedies a month, which include impor- Fairbanks.
Culley's first story to be sold to Douglas
tant Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart,
The story itself tells of the old mission
Norma Talmadge, Frank Keenan, Louise
Glaum and Dorothy Dalton subjects re- days in California and will call for a dual
created from among the successes of these ro!e. The plot is said to be replete with
stars and which are being presented in action suitable to Fairbanks.
addition to the new special Hallmark productions, beginning with Burton King's
"Thescreen.
Discarded Woman," now ready for May Resume Building National Academy
the
Mr. Hadley's
experience
in things
Now
George Eastman Is Back from Japan
theatrical
startedwide
in 1898,
when, still
in his
"teens," he exhibited a feature production
d to been signs of activity of the part of the
.W er,hasN.returne
GEOR
Y., from a contractors who, before the suspension,
in Rochest
home EASTM
hisGE
of
"The using
Passiona circus
Play," tent
made forin aOberammergau,
theatre
trip to the Land of the Rising Sun, had begun work on the foundations for the
and making a week's run in each city upon which he embarked more than two academy. Gangs of men are putting up
visited.
shacks, installing building machinery and
ago as a guest of the Welcome
After several years as an actor and com- months
tion of Japan. Included in the otherwise doing things that portend a genpany manager of theatrical attractions, Associa
eral resumption of building. However, no
of which Mr. Eastman was a member
when pictures were considered a fad and party
were a number of the prominent business announcement has been forthcoming from
only the stage seemed to offer real oppor- men in the United States, the objects of Mr. Eastman and no information of a
tunities, he tackled pictures seriously as
jaunt being to establish closer relations definite nature can be obtained at present.
scenario editor for the Majestic company the
of a commercial and social nature between It is believed that Mr. Eastman will make
and casting director for the Reliance stu- the business men of Japan and those of a formal announcement within two weeks
dio, where, with James Kirkwood, Henry America.
of the building plans for the great academy
which he is to build and endow at a cost
Walthall, Oscar Apfel, Edgar Lewis, George
It was toexpected
that
upon
Mr.
Eastman's
of more than $3,500,000.
Terwilliger and others now well known in return
Rochester
important
announceConstruction Permits Issued.
the screen world, he received his schoolments would be made concerning the fuPermits for the construction of two new
ing in the technique of picture making.
ture of the National Academy of Motion
He has since held practically every kind Pictures and the Eastman School of Music. factory buildings at Kodak Park have been
of executive position both in the producing Just before leaving Mr. Eastman ordered issued to the Eastman company this month,
and distributing ends of the business, with building operations on the academy sus- the estimated cost of these buildings being
three busy years just completed as adverpended, and a like order applied to all more than $1,000,000. There are general
tising manager for the Frank Hall enter- building activities of the Eastman Kodak signs of renewed activity and extensive
enlarging of the plant there, too. Labor
prises.
Company and other business and philan- trouble
between contractors and employes
With his characteristic striving for innothropic enterprises in which Mr. Eastman
vations in picture producing and strong is interested. The reason given was that in Rochester appears to be in some measure adjusted also.
advocacy of show methods that steer clear the cost of labor and material has reached
Mr. Eastman was cordially welcomed
unwarranted high levels.
of theties are"well-beaten
path,"
his
new
activihome.
bound to be watched with keen
During the past two weeks there has

The Quartette That Is Looking After Hallmark Pictures Corporation Interests.
I; -dins from left to right:
G. Hall, president;
Hadley,L. manager
of productions;
Harrydirector.
P. Diggs. who succeeds Hodo
HadleyFrank
as advertising
manager, Hopp
and Joseph
Kelley, who
is the publicity
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Movie

Magnate

Believes

MOVING

and

England

PICTURE

Parliament
Can

Make

World-Wide
for
Suitable
dyes,
for
y
German
By WALTER K. HILL
FRANCE for wines,
England for battleships and America ^iiMipiiriiiiiinii[iiiiitiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiioiiininiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiirriii)iriHiriiiiiiiriMiiiiiM
ck
Frederi
Charles
lays.
for photop
Higham, Member of Parliament, foremost
advertising expert in Great Britain and i Busy Days in America for j
managing director of the Alliance Film I an English M. P. Who Is j
Producing Corporation of London, declares
that in America is vested premiership in
I Likewise "M. P." Magnate |
photoplay production.
HIS inyears,
from 14Possibly
to 30, were
For nearly an hour Mr. Higham chatted
America.
thatspent
was ||
with trade newspapermen who had as- =
when
Charles
Frederick
Higham
1
sembled in the Higham apartments in the
the "pep" that has made him |
Hotel Claridge on invitation of Leon J. 1I absorbed
a leader in trade and politics when he |
Rubenstein. It seems that in the earlier
I returned to his native land.
|
days
"Ruby"
had
met
C.
Goodman
when
Mr. Goodman was in America buying films I
Back
in
"the
States"
for
a
brief
visit
|
— years ago — and when Mr. Higham de- I the Honorable Mr. Higham, movie mag- 1
cided to make a trip to the United States 1 nate and member of the British House ' |
Parliament, reeled off a few such un- |
this spring he brought Mr. Goodman along. II of
usual achievements as:
|
Man of many attainments is Mr. Higham;
I Reporting the Republican National |
exhibitor of films in Kent is Mr. Goodman.
for the London Evening 1
Nobody knows but what there was a crib- II Convention
Standard;
|
bage championship lying between Higham
and Goodman that could not be settled I Preaching in All Souls Unitarian 1
save on long sessions — but these matters I Church, Indianapolis, on the subject: i
were not discussed at the Claridge. I "What Is God Thinking About It?"; \
Nevertheless and however, Goodman got I As Foreign Vice-President of the |
Advertising Clubs of the |
in touch with "Ruby" and "Ruby" got in 1I Associated
World represented Great Britain at the 1
touch with the trade papers and
I Indianapolis Convention, June 6-10; |
Now Comes the Whys and Wherefores.
I Offered the freedom and co-operation |
The Alliance Film Corporation was cre- I of the .'VUiance Film Company's London |
1
studio and organization to President |
ated by Mr. Higham as a result of his
experience in the service of England as I Woodrow Wilson for the production of |
a propagandist during the war. He sits in 1 the one great picture that would cm- |
Paraliement as representative of South
1 body that great leader's ideas on ad- i
in civilization and interna- |
Islington (London) and, with one excep- II vancement
tional cohesion;
|
tion, is the only representative of film interests in that ancient and honorable as- I Closed a contract with James D. Wil- 1
I Hams for First National to distribute, |
semblage.
in this country, Alliance film produc- |
But being an "M. P." rests as lightly Ii tions;
i
upon Mr. Higham as does the fact that
he is the leading advertising expert in I Talked to New
York's
financial
\
Great Britain. Just where he found so 1 leaders, bought a nifty Palm Beach suit 1
1
nice a Palm Beach suit for $35 as encased 1 and
his active frame was a source of secret 1 DID NOT VISIT THE LOS ANGELES 1
longing for information on the part of one I FILM COLONY.
|
fat man who listened while Mr. Higham
ran along
with the details of his adventures in filmdom.
He said not a harsh word about the competition Americans in England were setting upon in the film line; he parried some
rather personal questions that were fired
in his direction by some of the trade paper
boys; answered nine phone calls, said
"Pussyfoot" Johnson was a "dead one" in
England, quited two men who called upon
him and were draped upon the couch next
to the M. P. and soothed into submission,
told of his brother, who is a naturalized
citizen of America in exile over on the
Jersey shore, and said England had to
makedistanced
photoplays
"American for
way"tradeor
be
in thethecompetition
in
own colonies as well as on
the England's
Biritish Isles.
Rocked in the Cradle of Americanism.
"When I was fourteen years of age," said
Mr. Higham,
"my parents
our
family
to New York
and here brought
I lived until
I was thirty years old. I here learned the
advertising business in every possible angle and detail I could acquire.
"Going
to England
to establish
myself in thebac'^
advertising
business,
I was told
by Selfridge (the American department
store magnate) that I was so far ahead of
the times that my methods would not ap-
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Charles Frederick Higham.
Member of I'ar) ianieii t .inij manaBinp;
director oflion.Mliance
Film Corporaof Ijondon,

Member
Photoplays

Exploitation
ply to England. So I learned the advertising business
again."
Here
is a all
goodoverplace
to say that Mr.
Higham is now the leading expert in advertising and the largest handler of advertising in England. He sailed for America May 15 and starts home from Boston
June 23, carrying with him C. Goodman,
cribbage champion of the Atlantic Ocean
and leaving behind Leon J. Rubenstein to
mark his subsequent coming once more
to our shores.
From Propagandist to Producer.
"When I was a propagandist for the Government during the war," said Mr. Higham, "I learned to my amazement that
Australia, Canada, India and other English colonies were being almost exclusively
entertained
by American
children overseas
were beingfilms.
taughtEngland's
American ways, styles, manners, scenery, customs— -and American slang in the titles.
"To me it was perfectly clear that unless we brought them English stories filmed
by English players in English scenery,
Piccadilly would mean no more to them
than a road in Iceland. Brighton and Margate would be forgotten in the scenes
taken at Coney Island and Coronado
Beach. Kew Gardens, Epping Forest and
the Strand would only be words printed
in news or stories, and the lanes, moors,
gardens and lakes of Old England would
come to them only as traditions unless Englishmen realized how thoroughly America
was covering a subject that for education,
enlightenment and helpful propaganda purposes is the greatest medium civilization
hasParenthetically
ever developed."
it might better be said
that only the sense of what Mr. Higham
said is to be read into these lines. Far
be it from the present purpose to attempt
any literal quotation of his remarks — the
"remembering" is too tough in hot weather.
The Organization of Alliance.
"Looking about in search of the reason
why England was not making more films
I discovered," continued Mr. Higham, "that
all that was needed was money and technical skill — that money could buy. Because of the agreement that exhibitors will
not engage in film production or producers
becoming exhibitors the studio of the
London Film Company was open to lease.
"Wea million
formed sterling
the Alliance
with
capital Corporation
($5,000,000)
and sold half of the stock to the public.
Then we began production, and our first
picture, with the alluring title, 'A Holiday
Husband,' will soon be ready for release.
We have arranged with First National to
distribute our product over here, and have
an offer from Walturdaw Ltd., to handle
the output elsewhere throughout the world.
English Stories True to Life.
"Our corporation also owns control of
the British Actors Film Association, an
organization of actors and actresses who
are financed to make photoplays from the
artistic viewpoint of the professional
player. The product of this concern is
issued on a basis of guaranteed profit and
the pictures they turn out are the best in
Mr. Higham went on to say that American methods of production would be apEngland."
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plied to Alliance pictures. But there the
similarity will end.
believe inthatEnglish
Englishscenes
storiesby can
best
be "We
portrayed
English
players. We are convinced that an English
actor cannot play an American cowboy
any more than an American actor can
interject the true atmosphere of English
life and manners into an English society
drama.
said he. It simply can't be done — that's all,"
There was much of pride in the way Mr.
Higham spoke of Woodrow Wilson. The
years when his character was forming
here in the United States must surely have
lent a touch of political satisfaction to
Higham, M. P. Much as we should like
to
personally,
don't blamethistheis
M. say
P. forwe.admiring
our President,
a purely prosaic trade paper report of a
general conversation and not an argument
for the League of Nations.
Would Make "The Great Picture."
Mr. Higham, nevertheless, read part of a
copy of a telegram that he had sent to the
President of the United States offering the
facilities of the Alliance producing plant
to Mr. Wilson for the creation of a picture
that should visualize the views the President has expressed in speech, letter and
public document since the Hun first ripped
open hfs imperialistic shirt and bared his
breast to civilization's astounded view.
We did not see the signature to the
telegram. But we hazard a mighty poor
reputation in the statement that it was
signed by the Member of Parliament and
not the movie magnate. It suggested that
there was still to be made "a great picture," apicture that should be propaganda
against • Bolshevism, against anarchy,
against "the troops of Midian" referred to
in Hymns Ancient and Modern as representing the outcropping of human sculduggcry.
The Screen's Great Mission.
"The
picture
the greatwhich
enlightener;moving
it is the
mediumis through
a million readers of a boo'c are multiplied
by
million,"
Mr. Higham.
"Out theof
the awar
and itssaidaftermath
will come
'one great picture' and Mr. Wilson is the
man to create it. I may never get an answer to my telegram, but I hope I will, and
I hope that Mr. Wilson will make this pictorial latterly
record of his
life wor'cin . and
study
that has
developed
his public
andThisoflficial
expressions."
scrivener would go on record with
the expressed hope that when Mr. Higham
comes again to America the editor of Moving Picture World and Leon J. Rubenstein
will be instrumental in getting the present
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writer into anothe'r interview with the
Member of Parliament from South Islington. By that time, perhaps, some of the
Alliance productions will have arrived for
American
display of
— and
Mr. Higham
not
a member
the ifHouse
of Lordsis
(where we hope he will ultimately land)
we should like to question him on a few
of the aspirations he made known the
other day at the Claridge.
The Member from South Islington.
We have never even talked to a member
of the Assembly, or an alderman, hence beBeseler

Lantern
Ready

Slide

Company

to Serve

THE Beseler Lantern Slide Company,
Inc., of 131-133 East Twenty-third
street, New York, is not only especially desirous to serve moving picture
manufacturers and exhibitors but is splendidly equipped to do so in the most efficient
manner. It is one of the quietest, and at
the same time busiest concerns in the lantern slide industry, and for the thirty years
which it has been in business has been adding constantly to its collection of subjects,
which is probably the most interesting and
remarkable of the kind in this country.
Richard Lindner. Ph.D., the newly appointed manager, is an enterprising man,
keenly alive to the business necessities of
the present day, courteous in his dealings
with the public, and far-seeing in the intries. terests of one of the most useful of indusOn the shelves and in the card index of
the company are recorded scenes from
every country in the world. Travel, history, biography, biology, fine arts, medicine,
industry, literature, astronomy, patriotic
subjects, religion and immigration, are all
covered in the Beseler records. If you
require slides to illustrate a lecture on
any of these subjects, you have only to
confide your troubles to Miss Sarah Ellis,
who has all the information concerning
Beseler slides at her fingertips.
Large Slide Laboratory.
And, better than this, if you are having
trouble to prepare your lecture you can
buy it along with a set of slides at a reasonable figure at the Beseler studios which
have tinder the same roof with their thousands of pictures and slides a laboratory
where
of slide
ma' ing
carried the
on.actual
The wor'<
majority
of the
slidesis
are hand-colored by artists who understand
their business, and you are therefore as-

''Do You W^ant to Get Thin? The Remedy
Says the "putteed" gentleman to the slender harem
and says: "See! She tried it." The corpulent
bits from
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ing brought suddenly into the fine, manly
and engaging presence of a Member of
Parliament is a rapid transition — and an
experience that all the more makes this
signator an admirer of Englishmen and the
English manner and method. And we still
hold open a mind that has been partially
made up on the subject of successfully
producing films for the American screen.
If it shall be done, who better might
sense the right way of doing it than a man
who was molded in Yankee ways and Yankee methods right at an age when the
molding was good?
Is

Picture Theatre Needs
sured of satisfaction when the picture is
thrown on the screen.
The growing recognition of the value of
visual instruction in the schools and colleges of the country, and the realization
that the best results can be gained from
a combination illustration of still and movingternpictures
perpetuates
the use of the lanslide for
school purposes.
There is also a place on the theatre
program for the slide, and a growing necessity for improved artistry in the making of such slides, which, although they are
used principally for advertising purposes,
must be kept in accord with the quality
of the program. In other words, it is as
necessary that an advertising slide be refined in tone and color as it is that clothes
we wear do not glare beyond the point of
good taste as regards quality and combination of color.
Motion Picture League Finds
"Love's Harvest" Delightful
IOVE'S
HARVEST"
is the second under
Shir^ ley
Mason
starring
the Fox
banner
from production
the pen of Pearl
Doles and
Bell.both
"Herhave
Elephant
Man" was
the
first,
been praised
by the
trade press reviewers and those theatre
managers who have already screened them.
This film has just been shown to the
reviewing board of the National Motion
Picture League, whose executive headquarters are at 381 Fourth avenue, New York.
This organization is composed of representative citizens from the leading cities of
the couTitry. It gave to William Fox the
most unstinted
praise and
of now
Longfellow's
"Evangeline"
last season,
has seen
fit to endorse "Love's Harvest" over the
signature of Clara E. Landin, secretary.

Is to Drink Milk, Eat Plenty of Sweets and Barrels of Potatoes."
dancer In Scene 1. Then he brings in Mabel Normand, the star of the play.
one tries it and the result may be observed in Scene 3. Laughable
"The Slim Princess," made by Goldwyn.
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Re-adjustments

Will

Not
Affect
Picture
Production
detective
that he was not the handsome
THE sweeping readjustment of prices
By JOHN W. McKAY
matinee idol.
to a normal basis now taking place —
General
Manager,
Mayflower
He gave the officer the slip temporarily,
a natural aftermath of the war — is
only to be caught at the La Salle station
focusing the attention of exhibitors upon
conditions affecting raw materials and la- when he tried to board the train for New
the question of production. The thought
bor involved in production. Unlike the York.
uppermost in the mind of the exhibitor is:
will the cost of manufacturing pictures be ever-shifting ratio of supply and demand
Willing to Go Into Movies.
which
many other lines, the
cheapened,
thus bringing about the re- relationunstabilized
between supply and demand in
establishment of rentals on a lower basis?
H-jw Mr. Markowitz feels at being mistaken for the matinee idol he alone can
used by picture producers is toIn many quarters, I note a marked ten- articles
day, with a few exceptions, at the same ■explain; suffice to say at this time that he
dency among exhibitors to regard the genis willing to go into the movies as a headeral price decline as the harbinger of de- level as it was three years ago.
liner at the same weekly salary which is
creased cost of production and, by the
"Costs Will Never Be Lower."
being paid to his double.
same token, lowered rentals. From a suProducers today are consuming the same
perficial viewpoint it would seem that the
Clara Beranger Going to England
arguments upon which they base their amount of electricity at the same cost
Clara Beranger, who has just signed
premise are not lacking entirely in logic. as they have been for the past three years.
of properties and electrical ap- another contract with the Famous Players
But an analytical study of production — the The cost pliances
has not diminished. Taxes are
Lasky Corporation to do scenarios and
cost of raw materials, equipment and labor
still
high.
The cost of raw film, printing
original stories for them, will start ofT
— contradicts the belief that the production
and
developing
has
increased
during
the
her new year by taking a trip to the Lonend of the industry will be materially afpast two months to the extent of threedon studio of the Famous Players Comfected by the general price slump.
quarters
of
a
cent
a
foot,
while
the
wage
pany. She will do a big special over there
Controlled Public Purse Strings.
scale affecting studio employes has not un- and confer with some of the English writDelving into the reason for the present
dergone a downward revision. The overers who have been signed up by the Famhead cost of maintaining. a studio has also
downward trend of prices, particularly
ous Players, but she will not remain there
increased rather than decreased during the permanently. Her plans are to return to
those on
clothing
and
all
non-esseptial
articles, we find that during and immediately
past
year. important item entering into the New York at the end of August and conAnother
following the war, the nation, bloated with
tinue her work in the new Famous Players
war prosperity, indulged in an orgy of excost of production
— players'
has studio in the East.
remained
stationery
for the salaries—
past three
travagant spending. As a consequence,
manufacturers and retailers found that it years. In fact, many high-class screen
Will Star Helen Jerome Eddy
practically controlled the public purse
artists are to-day receiving more for their
Helen Jerome Eddy, who puts over an
services than at any other time in the
strings and prices soared sky-high. Then,
history of production. Furthermore, the important role in "The House of Toys"
too, the nationwide prosperity brought
cost of story material for the past three with Seena Owen and Pell Trenton, will
about an unparalleled demand for every
years has been ascending rapidly and has appear in the stellar role of Robert Brownkind of • merchandise, which outstripped
supply and added another reason for the not yet reached its peak.
ing's famous by
poem,
Light Woman,"
to
be produced
the "AAmerican,
under the
sky-rocketing of prices.
More Stable Than Some Other Industries.
direction of George L. Cox. Miss Eddy is
Recently the abnormal wave of wartime
an unusual type on the screen. She brings
prosperity began to subside and the inThough laymen have been prone to re- into
her work a unique touch of humaneflated buying power of the public sunk to
gard the picture business as an uncertain
ness which is as powerful as it is simple
a more rational level. With prices still and unstable proposition, during the past and unafYected.
high, Mr. and Mrs. Public were obliged to few years it has prbved to be more staresume the national pastime of bargain
bilized insofa'r as production costs are
To Film Another Hurst Novel
hunting, spending their money with ex- dustries.
concerned than the great majority of intreme caution and reserve. Thereupon de"Just Around the Corner," considered one
mand dropped off, buying in many lines
If anything, the cost of picture produc- of Fannie Hurst's greatest stories, is now
was almost at a complete standstill and
tion is somewhat higher today than ever being put into scenario form for Cosmoprices hit the toboggan.
before. According to the present outlook,
politan Productions. Frank Borzage will
production costs will never be lower than direct. He expects to begin work in the
Same Level as Three Years Ago.
they
are
at
present,
except
in
the
event
of
iiiililliiiiiiiiiriiriillllitlHIIIIIilriilitiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiH
Now, contrast this fluctuation with price an economic millenium, signs of which very near future.
lilliiMliitiiiliMiriiiiiiiiilliiltiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiilullillHlllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitllilliliiiltiriiMiiiiiiiiiip have
not yet appeared on the horizon.

John W. McKay
Who Is the general manager of the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.

Markowitz Knows How
It Feels to Be Mistaken
for a Popular Screen Star
of the
WITZ,s, preside
MARKO
ML. Crescen
t Theatre
Inc., andnt general
r of the Strand Theatre in
• manage
San Francisco, was placed under arrest as
he stepped from the train at Chicago on
June 7, charged with being behind in paying his wife alimony for a number of
years, thingthe
amount involved being somelike $37,000.
While he was protesting his innocence to
the detective, his brother, Samuel S.
Markowitz, and A. N. Jackson, secretary
and treasurer of the Crescent Theatres,
Inc., rame to his aid and on inquiring what
the charge was had a good laugh.
Star Was Wanted.
When the detective showed him his papers, he found that the man wanted was a
prominent film star.
After considerable banter on the part of
Mr.
Markowitz's
the Shriner
crowd,
M. L.
Markowitzassociates
producedand his
card, but had a hard time convincing the

Road ofDid
Take?"
Ask.s"Which
.lane Novak
JohnYou
Bowers
in this
now Goldwyn production, "Roads
of Destiny."
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To-day

Harold Lloyd, Pathe Comedian, Who Is in the East On a Pleasure Trip
return to the Coast Mr. Lloyd has comBy HERBERT J. HOOSE
with us today none other
haveHarold
WE than
Lloyd, the energetic
pleted four of his two-reel specials and
others are in preparation. It is difficult
Pathe comedian, whose antics have
continued
the
comedian.
"After
we
been the cause of outbursts of laughter tried,"
out any ofofthehisyoung
chap's personal
are satisfied with a new picture, it is taken to find because
modesty.
On the
wherever his new series of two-reel come- over to a theatre in Pasadena, where it is traits
studio lot he is known by everyone as
dies have been exhibited. Yes, you are
given
a
pre-view
showing.
No
one
knows
correct when you say that he was here
an admitted
factstudios
he con-in
the film is going to be shown until the "Speedy."
ducts one ofIttheis most
democratic
but a short time ago, but at that time the that
manager
gets
the
prints
and
it
is
sprung
the
West.
When
not
working
on
a
scene,
congenial young actor busied himself with
without any advance no- Mr. Lloyd is always willing to listen to
business affairs only. Now he is here to on thetice.audience
Attention
is
paid
to
the
scenes
that
have a general good time and is going to get big laughs and also the weaker parts the suggestions of anyone associated with
in picture making, and as a result
start things moving when he visits Coney are
taken note of. Then we go back to him
Island.
many excellent and original ideas are unthe
cutting
room
at
the
studio
and
make
earthed.
After chatting for a few moments the
Perhaps some scenes are lifted
Accompanying the comedy star on his
conversation turned to the business of changes.
visit are Hal E. Roach, president of the
making comedies. The word business is entirely and others are built up.
"In this way the entire production is Rolin Film Company, and Harley M.
used because that is exactly what Mr. Lloyd made
stronger. Sometimes we repeat the Walker, who writes the Lloyd subtitles.
is making of his productions.
procedure
of giving the film another pre- As a final word Mr. Lloyd said after he
"Why, yes,
I guess
my iswaydifferent
of bringing
view and then the prints are sent out to has had a short rest and enjoyed the hoscomedies
to the
screen
from the exchanges
for regular showing when
studio. pitality of the East, he will return to his
that
Mr. We
Lloyd.
really the release date is reached."
make ofa others,"
business said
of it.
spend"I about
Try
To
Avoid
Improbabilities.
one month on each of the two-reel producMr. Lloyd went on to explain that he Edith Taliaferro to Star in
tions— as much time as some companies
put in on a feature release. When we go is trying to produce comedies that involve
out on location everything has been ci- human interest — parts that anyone in the
phered out beforehand and just so much audience could imagine themselves as takEquity's "Keep to the Right"
time is spent there. It is by this manner
ing— and have their activities restricted to ANNOUNCEMENT
made byfrom
Equity
Pictures that it hasisacquired
the
of procedure that we save both time and things that could actually happen to them
Ci»rtiss Pictures Corporation the domoney. Mr. Roach, my director, and I and not the improbable circumstances that
often may be seen with pad and pencil many of the comedy characters of today
mestic rights to the release and distribufiguring out what a day more on a cer- get into. Many of the best comedy scenes
tion of a the
six-reel
feature that
starring
celebrated
Edithis "different,"
Taliaferro,
have
to
be
eliminated
because
the
cutter,
tain set or location will mean to us."
with
whom
Mr.
Lloyd
always
collaborates,
Spend Much Money on Sets.
and called "Keep to the Right." The sceis restricted in using only a certain number
nario is by the well known American author, Robert Bronson Stockbridge, and the
"Weon spend
a large
and of feet. However, these ideas are not
time
our sets
alone amount
and we ofaremoney
particular
picture
is directed by John G. Adolfi.
up, but are kept in a record book,
about getting the best that our property given
Although the scenario had been in the
and when the opportunity comes the idea
hands of the director for months, it was
menThecanplayer
give us."
continued by saying that is used in another picture.
decided not to begin work till
"You know," he said with a smile, "I definitely
between Mr. Roach and himself they work
the most suitable star could be obtained
have in
a book
that
I
call
my
'Cuckoo
Book,'
on all scenes until they are entirely sat- and
for the feminine lead, which is in line with
it are contained many humorous
isfactory. Everything must be right to the
which may be employed in the Equity's quality standard. Edith Taliaminutest detail before they will go on to situations
ferro, whose reputation on the legitimate
of comedies. When we come to a
the next scene. To prove that perfection is making
has stamped her as one of the most
his aim he cited an instance where the point in the story where an idea is needed, stage
that we have to do .is to glance through fascinating actresses of the present day,
company went to a location about seven all
finally secured, with an all-star cast in
miles from the studio at least six times its pages, and nine times out of ten we are was
keeping with her caliber.
before the two were satisfied.
successful in getting what we desire."
The story is said to be a gripping roKnown as "Speedy" at Studio.
mance, and in the course of its shifting
"There is one thing we do that undoubtedly few other comedy companies have
It might seem surprising, but since his scenes to take the spectator through two
continents. Miss Taliaferro made her own
choice of the supporting cast. It is composed of Gladden James, E. Cort Albertson, Frank Burbeck, Paul Panzer, Mrs.
Elizabeth
Garrison, Edith Stockton, and the
nedy.
clever juvenile character, Elizabeth KenRoosevelt Sees Picture Making
On a motion picture lot for the first time
in his life, Kermit Roosevelt, one day this
vveek, was an interested spectator on location with Hemmer Superior Productions
v^here Edward Hemmer is shooting exteriors for the -first production of his company.
Young Mr. Roosevelt showed the sane
eager interest which characterized his
famous father and nothing escaped his observation, from the manner in which the director rehearsed the actors to the expert
work of the cameraman.
"Humoresque" in Third Week
The great success of "Humoresque," Cosmopolitan Productions' picturization of
Fannie
now in
the thirdHurst's
week mother-love
of its run at story,
the Criterion
Theatre, New York, has made itself felt
in the ranks of the song writers. A song
entitled "Humoresque" and dedicated to
this picture, with lyric by Coleman Goetz
and music by Joe Rosey, has recently been
put on the market by J. H. Remick & Co.
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Germany
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Rules

Berlin, May 21, 1920.
ing the
of akthe first things follow
ONEoutbre
of the German revolution
was the abolishment of censorship
of plays and films and the truth of the
argument that the audience might be
trusted to use their own judgment on the
a play or film was theremoral qualities of al
by put to a practic test.
It is but fair to add that, on the whole,
neither theatres nor movies took undue
advantage of the newly acquired liberty
at first, but as time went on a tendency
plays or films, the indecent nato produce
ture of which was often bordering close
on obscenity, was increasing. Most of
the name of "artistic
these passed under an
especially offensive
plays," but later on produced,
the so-called
kind of films was
"Aufklaehrungsfilm," intended to convey a
of the frightful consestirring impression
quences of social diseases.
Few Black Sheep to Blame.
"The idea was good, but the execution
was rotten," as the English have it, and
there cannot be the slightest doubt that
were a blot
art" film
of "film
thosethe products
on
bright shield
of the
industry
in discreditinstrumental
largely
were
and
ing movies in general.
Opposition among the decent elements of
the people to those films catering to the
lowest instincts was growing fast, and the
cries for a re-establishment of censorship
were steadily increasing. The industry as
a whole was not favorably inclined towards
a new censorship and tried to persuade the
black sheep in their ranks to take heed
of the public sentiment, but evidently in
vain, ture
forlawonwasMaypromulgated
12 a federaland
moving
picput into
effect at once.
Censor Private Shows.
Under this new law, films may only be
shown in public performances or sold for
such a purpose either at home or abroad
when passed by a board of official film
censors, and it is interesting to note that
this applies as well to so-called private
performances. The censorship does not
cover films of a purely scientific or artistic
character, provided they are displayed at
public educational institutions or any other
places recognized as such.
Every film has to be submitted for censorship before shown, and permission for performing will be refused if the film contains
items liable to endanger public order and
safety, offend religious sentiments, tend
to produce a demoralizing or wicked effect
or endanger the reputation of the German
nation and the relations between Germany
and foreign nations.
Provision for Scientific Films.
The board of censors is instructed not
to prohibit films solely on the ground that
they treat upon political, social, religious,
ethical or philosophical subjects, nor will
it be permissible to reject films for reasons which do not arise out of the contents of the respective film. In case of a
film proving objectionable in part only,
permission will be granted provided the
parts objected to are cut out and handed
over to the board, or when sufficient securities are furnished that the parts objected to will not be circulated.
Provision has been made, however, that
all films of a scientific and artistic value
and not fit for showing at public performances to an audience promiscuously com-
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Re-established
That

Govern

posed, may be shown to specially selected
parties. All films to the display of which
juveniles of under eighteen years of age
are admitted, must be submitted for special
examination, and no permission will be
granted for such films if they are considered to have an harmful effect upon the
moral, intellectual or bodily development
of juveniles or tend to cause excessive
sensibility.

Its
Their
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Censors
Labors

Local authorities,
children's committees,
protection
societies,
juvenile welfare
school boards, etc., may apply to their respective district municipal authorites to render the exsting rules and regulations even
more severe, should circumstances warrant
such a step. In conclusion, it should be
mentioned that children under six years
of age are principally excluded from admit ance to performances of any kind.

Hallmark's

Foreign Distribution to Be
Handled by Penn Import and Export
Rhodes
and Trueman Van Dyke will folrecently
low shortly.
THROUGH asummated,contract
the Penn Import
Exand conThe
Penn
Import and Export Company
port Company will handle the entire
foreign distribution of Hallmark Picture was formed in the early part of 1919 by
Adolph Penn and Marc Jofife. In 1919 Mr.
Corporation's product. The contract was Joffe
went abroad to study the European
signed last week by Frank G. Hall, representing Hallmark, and Adolph Penn for conditions at first hand, and is at present
still engaged in his quest for information
ambi- about
the twelve
coversforalltheofnext
Im'port,
Penn tious
Hallmark and
projects
European conditions. It is expected
months.
that he will return to New York soon.
Mr. Penn has remained in charge of the
A number of subjects which have been
released in the United States are ready for American activities of the company, and
distribution in England, on the Continent about January, 1920, established his .division of films under the direction of a man
and in the Far East. Among these are
"The Phantom Honeymoon" and "Wits vs. well versed in the export film business.
Foreign Offices.
Wits," with Marguerite Marsh; "The Heart
In addition to the Hallmark products,
of a Gypsy," with Florence Billings; "High
Speed," with Gladys Hulette; "The Veiled
Penn Import is handling South American
A'larriage," with Anna Lehr; "What Chil- sales on the "Lightning Bryce" serials.
dren Will Do," with Edith Stockton;
The company has its own offices scattered
"Parted Curtains," with Henry Walthall
throughout the world, the principal ones
and Mary Alden, and "The Discarded
being in London, Stockholm, Riga, PetroWoman"
and "The Common Sin," with grad, Moscow, Petrovsk, Odessa, Calcutta,
Grace Darling.
Bombay, Madras, Karachi and Rangoon.
Serials in Preparation.
The film department is now operating
) Several serials are in preparation. The under high pressure and in addition to
first to be released will be a western story handling films is ready to take on any accessory or allied products which can be
starring Jack Hoxie and Marin Sais. A
detective mystery serial starring Billy handled by a film department.

ft
Group Picture Taken at Watterson R. Rothacker Fun-Fest.
These parties are given occasionally at the big Rothaclter plant in Chicago. >t
this fun-fest, which was held on June 5, the employes enjoyed movies,
dancing to the tune of a Jazzy Jazz band and everything that
goes to makeIn the
merry.centerMr.ofRothaclter
this group.may be seen
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ARRIVING in Easton, we found
we had been too enterprising and
spry over in Wilkes-Barre and that
friend right foot had decided to call a halt.
For this reason we did not visit any of the
theatres, but remained religiously at the
hotel acting as nurse to one very painful
ankle.
The management of the Third Street
Theatre had very kindly given the use of
the house for the purpose of the lecture,
and after the show was over the projectionists of Easton gathered therein to abtion. sorb knowledge of the optics of projecManagers Absent at Easton Talk.
The managers were, however, conspicuous by their absence, although we are informed every one of them had promised to
be present. This was to be regretted, because the message we were there to convey
was of just as much interest and importance to the theatre manager as it was
to the projectionist.
However, the fact that they were not
there did not by any means deter us from
proceeding, though that part which had to
do with auditorium elimination picture
•distortion, etc., was designed particularly
for the managers. It is, however, nevertheless of equal value to the projectionist.
The Easton men listened carefully to a
two-hour lecture, at the end of which we
crawled into the hay and called it a day.
Invited by Kiwanis Club.
Arriving in Allentown we received a big
batch of mail, among which was a letter
from the Reading local informing us of
the fact that the letter we had written
that union announcing our coming had
fallen into the hands of a stage-hand secretary, who, not realizing the importance
of its contents, had only delivered it to
the projectionists the day before. They
asked if it would still be possible for us
to include Reading. It was, and we imme■diately wired the Reading projectionists to
that effect.
Our visit to Allentown had been at the
invitation of the Kiwanis Club, a business
■organization similar to the well-known
Rotary Club. The invitation had come
through D. E. Knorr, manager Pregola
Theatre, on behalf of J. K. Bowen, its
owner, who is a member of the club. We
were asked to attend a banquet at the
Hotel Allen and address the Kiwanis Club
on the motion picture.
There were something like 125 men and
•women
a special
.gathered (itin being
the banquet
hall ladies'
of the night)
Hotel
Allen — a thoroughly representative gathering of business people, who listened attentively and apparently with much interest while we explained to them some
of the behind-the-veil secrets of the in•dustry.
We did not visit any of the Allentown
theatres, except the Pregola, where we
■were able to make several suggestions
which we believe the management will find
it to their advantage to adopt.
Projectionists at Station.
At the Reading station we ran into a
flock of outstretched hands belonging to
"Winfield
Steele,
Thea-of
tre; Horace
Good,projectionist
one of the Lyric
trustees
the local, and Fred H. Stock, business
;agent, who were accompanied by a gasoline
•cart belonging to Friend Steele. It is a
■wonder how many projectionists are getting the gasoline habit.
During the afternoon we called at the
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By F. H. RICHARDSON.
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general office of Carr & Schad, Inc., of
which H. J. Schad is president. The company operates the Colonial, Arcadia, Princess, Strand, San Toy and the Schuylkill
Avenue theatres, all in Reading.
Mr. Schad has lately been promoted to
the presidency, owing to the death of C.
L. Carr. We had a long and pleasant interview with Mr. Schad, who impressed
us as a man with advanced views and practical ideas. For one thing Mr. Schad believes in working with his employes, rather
than merely bossing them around, a plan
which we firmly believe well calculated to
bring about good results.
One unique item in connection with this
company is that one projectionist, a piano
player, a singer of illustrated songs and
a doorman who started with the company
at the beginning of its career, thirteen
years ago, are still in its employ, although
in advanced positions. The projectionist
in question is Thomas Harford, who now
holds the position of chief projectionist.
He does not do any actual projection work,
but oversees the projection in all of the
company's six houses.
Screen Results Somewhat Weak.
The screen results at tlie Colonial seem
to us to be not just what they should be.
We talked with friend Harford about the
matter and, after ascertaining the conditions and laying the thing out on paper,
advised Mr. Schad to order two three-combination lenses on trial. We believe it
will give him a better definition as well as
some more light. It will give him decidedly
more light if in conjunction with the use
of the lenses the slide carrier is removed.
There are comparatively few projectionists, we think, who quite realize what a
great reduction of condenser area a slide
carrier effects. That is one advantage the
Motiograph possesses. You can instantly
swing its slide carrier out of the way, thus
giving the full condenser opening.
During the afternoon neighbor Harford
bubbled us out to the new Strand Theatre,
which is by way of an experiment, it being
the tre
firstestablished
suburbanin Reading
or "neighborhood"
up to this theatime.

Screen

Results

The Strand is playing to capacity two
shows a day, matinee and evening, but at
the rather low admission price of ten and
fifteen cents — low for a house of that class.
Auditorium Is Artistic.
The Strand has a pretty auditorium. It
seats practically all on one floor. From
the projection viewpoint certain things in
connection with the projection room are
bad. The side lights on the front, curved
walls are also not to be commended, and
the immcdiat2 surroundings of the screen
could be darkened in their tone with distinct benefit to the general result. These
matters we have taken up directly with
Mr. Schad.
The Reading men were cordial and courteous. In fact, every one has been extremely kind, which is deeply appreciated.
It is no joke making these trips under the
best conditions, and when one must do it
while hobbling around on a pair of crutches it is decidedly not very pleasant. Only
the kindness encountered on every hand
has kept our courage up.
The lecture was in the Arcadia Theatre
after the show was closed at night, of
course. The Arcadia is a pretty and an
exceedingly well proportioned theatre;
also the floor slope is remarkably good.
The auditorium is long for its width and
is covered with an arched ceiling.
Bad Exit Signs.
At the right and left of the stage are two
exit signs that are particularly bad because they are so utterly and entirely useless and inexcusable. These signs glare
balefully bac'i into the eyes of the audience, being white letters blocked out in
light red. The letters should have been
blocked out in B-L-A-C-K. Then shove
about two sheets of ruby glass, which may
be secured from any dealer in photographic
supplies, into the casing between the light
and letters. If you cannot get the glass,
use two thicknesses of red gelatine. You
will then have the word E-X-I-T in red
letters, with nothing else showing, and
that, my dear Mr. Manager, is precisely
what you want.
At the right of the screen is a clock.
The lighting of the face of this clock is
well arranged, but a big improvement

Wilkes-Barre Managers and Projectionists Welcome F. H. Richardson
Who conducts the Projection Department tor the Moving Picture World.
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could be made by the following method:
Secure some black paper from a photographer or stationery store. Cut it the size
and shape of the clock face. Cut a center
hole for the hand post and slip the paper
from the hole to the outer edge so that it
may be readily slipped under the hands of
the clock.
Pstint Figures on Black Face.
Having done this, have a sign painter
paint the figures on the black face in nongloss white. Now with a little dap
of glue here and there attach this false
face to the clock. You now have a black
face with white figures and you have not
in any way injured the original face of the
clock. Have your sign painter paint the
hands of the clock non-gloss white and the
job is done.
You thus have a black face with white
letters and white hands. The audience
can see the time of day better than it
could before and there is no white glare
of light there to offend the eye and come
into competition with the picture on the
screen.
The gathering at the lecture was 100 per
cent, so far as it concerns the projectionists of Reading. Also there were quite a
number of theatre managers present.
Only One Had Handbook.
The Reading projectionists and managers
are a cordial, courteous bunch of men, but,
like the men of many other cities, a good
once inThere
a whileis doesn't
do them
ashaking
bit ofup harm.
altogether
too
much of a tendency to get into a rut, let
well .enough alone and continue abuses
after the knowledge necessary for their
abatement is available. We asked how
many of the men owned a handbook and
only one poor, lonesome hand shot up.
We have repeatedly pointed out that
the man never lived who can make fast
progress by depending entirely upon practical experience for his knowledge. Practical experience judiciously mixed with the
study of technical books and departments
is the best little elevator the projectionist
can possibly find to raise him to higher
levels.
Notwithstanding the various criticisms,
which are made in all kindness, we most
cordially thank the Reading men for all
the kindness shown us while within the
gates of their city.
Is Given Cordial Greeting.
From Reading to Harrisburg is only a
short jump, and at ten next morning, having been carefully placed on the train by
Fred Stock, business agent of the union,
we dived through a shower of cinders and
dust into the capital city of the Keystone
State. It was Saturday and a very busy
day, but notwithstanding that fact one of
the boys was at the train to meet us,
though, unfortunately, in some way we
missed connections.
After getting settled in friend hotel we
hobbled over to the Colonial Theatre,
proud of at last being able to negotiate
one whole block without the aid of a taxi.
The greeting of O. B. Feldser, manager,
was most cordial. The Colonial is a handsome 1,400-seat house, owned by Wilmer
& Vincent, which company also owns the
Orpheum, Majestic, Victoria and tw small
neighborhood houses, recently acquired,
all in Harrisburg. In fact, they own all
the large theatres of the city except the
Regent.
From the Optical Viewpoint.
Admission to the Coloni£^ Victoria and
Regent is thirty-three cents for adults, except on special occasions when the Regent
has a twenty-two cent day. The lighting
of the Colonial auditorium is not at all
bad, though it might possibly be made a
bit better in so far as concerns the clock.
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Its blue-letter exit signs are by way of an
'nnovation.
From but
the theoptical
viewpoint
they
are excellent,
departure
from
the red standard is a matter for further
consideration.
Projection Room Is Bad.
The projection room is in charge of
Harry Smith, a man of ideas and a welldeveloped bump of inventive genius. The
room itself is badly located, also it is uncomfortably small, and to add to the difficulties thus set up a big girder comes
right down square in front, under which
the projectionist must peer in order to see
the screen. To still further aggravate conditions, the side of the girder next to projection room is painted a very light color,
and
during matinees
the" sidewe of venthe
girdersince
is flooded
with daylight,
tured the assertion that it would be impossible to form an accurate judgment as to
the fineness of definition of the picture on
the screen — a serious matter indeed.
It would not be at all impossible to drop
the projection room down to the balcony
floor,sultandwouldcertainly
a sufficiently
rebe had on
the screen better
to more
than justify the loss of the few seats, it
being
do so. necessary to lose them in order to
Made Several Improvements.
Chief Projectionist Smith has invented
several additions to his standard Powers
equipment which we doubtless will be able
to describe at length later in the projection department. At the left, attached to
the projector frame and located about one
foot from the floor, he has a small stereopticon lamphouse, with the lens supported
in proper position, and a two-inch porthole
in the wall just about at the floor line.
This is the lower half of his dissolver, the
upper half of which is the regular projector stereopticon, the dissolve being affected by a cleverly arranged shutter operated from the working of the projector.
An Automatic Change-Over.
He also has an automatic change-over
of his own invention. This device automatically starts the idle projector and stops
the one that is running when the time for
change-over comes. At a predetermined
time before the change-over it rings a bell
just once, which is a signal to strike the
idle arc. The spot is viewed by means of
a small circular mirror attached to the
cone of the lamphouse.
There are other very clever things, but

The H. C. of D. (Doughnuts).
Martha Mansfield, playing opposite Eugene
O'Brien
"The Nobleman,"
sells ina Selznick's
$100 doughnut
for the
benefit of Salvation Array.
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space forbids more than a word of mention. The projection circuit conduit is
above the lamphouse, instead of below,
and instead of the asbestos leads entering
the lamphouse. Brother Smith has attached
heavy brass rods which e.xtend up through
the top of the lamphouse and join the
asbestos cable. These rods work straight
up and down through the holes.
Finish of Projection Room.
The condenser has been moved back into
the Powers lamphouse and is entirely covered by an asbestos shield; also when the
lamphouse door is opened an asbestos
shutter
drops down
over it
thefrom
condenser,'
thus
completely
protecting
sudden
temperature changes. The lamphouses are
piped directly to the room, and the lamp is
installed in each of them, so arranged that
when the lamphouse door is opened the
lamp is automatically lighted.
The projection room interior is finished
in silver and gold bronze, striped with
black. The bank of house light dimmers
is located on the shelf attached to the
front wall just under the ceiling. The
dimmers are banked on each side by rheostats. The room is immediately under the
roof of the building and an eighteen-inch
exhaust band provides ample ventilation.
The observation ports are fourteen inches
wide by twenty inches high, and with that
size ports the light-colored walls of the
room are not seriously objectionable. The
Power Six B machines are both equipped
with arc controllers.
Victoria Being Remodeled.
We dropped in at the Victoria Theatre,
ne,xt door to the Colonial, for the purpose
of saying
to of
its remodeling,
manager. The
Victoria is in hello
process
anyhow,
so a description would have been of no
particular value at this time.
During the evening the projectionists
and some of the managers gathered in the
union rooms over the Victoria Theatre,
where, until the wee small hours, we discussed with them the optics of projection.
The men expressed themselves as highly
pleased with the lecture. They treated us
with every possible courtesy while in Harrisburg, issued a warm invitation for a
return visit and next morning saw us safely aboard the train en route to Lancaster.
Arrived in Lancaster on Sunday.
Arriving at Lancaster we found Brothers
S. E. Moore and John S. Workman, two
members of the committee appointed by
the Lancaster local to receive us, waiting,
and soon we were made comfortable in the
Brunswick Hotel. It was Sunday and in
Pennsylvania the morals of the people are
"conserved" (?) by closing the theatres,
lest they (the people) be amused and thus
their immortal souls more or less terribly
endangered.
Of course, all the shows being closed
there was nothing to do all that day exceptmittee
twiddleoffered
ourtothumbs.
local comstay andTheentertain
us,
but it was a beautiful day and they were
young men and we just knew that they
were very anxious to take Lizzie or Myrtle
or
Susie on
out dismissing
to the parkthem
or sump'n,
so wea
insisted
and spent
for whichvoteourof "game"
afternoon,
quite gave
ankle
us a unanimous
thanks.
One Man Was at Church.
In the evening all the Lancaster projectionists, except the one who was running
the church show, gathered in the T. M. A.
rooms and listened with very apparent
interest to a two-hour talk on our favorite
subject. Afterward they took us up to a
little midnight dinner, expressed themselves
as well pleased with the work we were
doing and — we called it a day.
(To be continued.)
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" Frank

E.

Woods

9f

Tells
''So-called
Producing
zation has to build up itself by starting
Companies
be less time and money
FRANK E. WOODS, supervising direc- units, there would
with the claw and gaining an entire body
tor of Famous Players-Lasky's West wasted on endeavers to form rival comwith all the other members essential to its
Coast studios, who in his long conpanies
headed bybeone
element
other.
It should
evident
that oras anthe success. This takes time and is somenection
with
the
motion
picture
industrytimes a fatal experiment.
has been an intimate witness of all the lobster grows a new claw when the old one
"Better let the men who know the busiups and downs of the producing business
is broken off, so the dismembered organiness do the organizing and, like the fhoeand consequently speaks with authority,
zation will merely repair its loss by defechas placed himself on record as opposed
tions and go merrily on. The new organimaker,
'stick to your last.' "
to the "indiscriminate formation of socalled producing companies without further warrant than the fact that they are Booth Tarkington to Write Photoplays
build around some star, director or author
of While
more heor has
lessnoprominence."
desire to discourage any
individual who believes he has something
for Goldwyn; Liked reelHandling
comedies, which of
have "Edgar
been successful
worth-while to contribute to the developfeawrite
will
NGTON
in
themselves
as
stories
and as lucrative asTARKI
H
BOOT
ment of the art, Mr. Woods believej that
ture photoplays which will be resets, will now prove to have been missionthe production of pictures has emerged
leased by the Goldwyn Pictures Corary workers arousing the interest of the
poration. Announcement of this has just
from its pioneer stage and that the most
motion-picture audiences so that when the
effective and lasting contributions can be been made by that corporation. The rights first
photoplays, written
to these photoplays, which will be the first about ofandthefor longer
made through one or another of the time- of
adults, are produced, they
their kind written for the screen by
tested organizations now well established
already have a decided appeal and value
and which, taken collectively, are, he says, Mr. Tarkington, were secured from Tark- will
both to the exhibitor and his patrons.
abundantly able to take care of the needs
s
Baker, un,
the author'
cousin,
y. through
Henry ington
Hertzbr
his attorne
of the industry for some time to come.
Many
flattering
offers
for
the
rights were
Start Bankruptcy Proceedings
Interesting and Amusing.
received by Mr. Baker before he recently
on a picture mission and left
Against Savoy Comedies, Inc.
"It is interesting and in a sense amus- went to India fate
of the projected photoin^j to note the efforts of various ele- in doubtplays.the
The decisive influence which caused
tuted in the proceedings
United States
i-ents of the industry either to attempt
BANKRUPTCY
wereDistrict
instithe production of pictures individually or Goldwyn to finally be selected to produce
Court at New York on June 3 against
else insist upon an interest in the prod- the pictures was the great financial and the Savoy Comedies, Inc., also known as
ucts of others by reason of their essential- artistic success of the "Edgar" series of the Savoy Pictures Corporation and the
two-reel comedies which Mr. Tarkington
Film Corporation, by Leon Dashew,
ity," he said.
wrote for production at the Culver City Savoy
representing the Rex Laboratories, Inc.,
"Stars
in
many
instances
have
formed
their own companies with various degrees studios.
on a claim of $1,200; Charles Abrams on a
of success; directors have undertaken to
The "Edgar" stories, known officially as claim of $1,000, and William K. Hedwig on
become producers; exhibitors have had a "The Adventures and Emotions of Edgar a claim of $600.
try at production ; eminent authors have Pomeroy," have proven money-makers from
Judge ceiverKnox
Morris a Frank
the beginhing, and officers of the Goldwyn
of the appointed
business under
bond reof
had their fingers in the pie; business manthat they give every indi- $1,500. The principal asset of the film comagers have frequently endeavored to go companycationbelieve
that
Mr.
Tarkington
has
mastered
it alone; continuity writers are organizing
pany is said to be a negative film of comart of writing original screen themes.
independently and are demanding an in- the
edy
entitled
"Sea$3,000,
Side and
Simps,"
Consequently,
they
believe
that
the
longer
terest in the productions, and will possibly
at over
cash which
in bankis
amounting
to $600.
about American life, which he will valued
organize to produce for themselves. I re- stories
call at least one costumer who thought he now compose for the films, will be among
The liabilities are said to be $10,000, of
biggest box office attractions which which $2,600 is due to Neely Edwards, who
couH produce, and there are two or three the
they
will
have
to
offer
to
exhibitors.
instances of technical directors and press
had secured an attachment and was proagents taking a fling at the business. It
The universal
of "Edgar"
by
ceeding to sell the assets to satisfy his
and publicacceptance
alike has created
a maronly remains for the film cutters and the critics
claim when the bankruptcy proceedings
ket
for
the
Tarkington
screen
wares
which
stage managers to get busy and the cycle exhibitors will sell with gratifying results, were instituted.
will be complete.
the officers say. In a manner, these shortiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiili Fox Changes Name of Vehicle
"Now, ponent
whypartsall
Each film
of these
comof this?
the great
producing
industry maintains that it is of greater
to Star Pretty Eileen Percy
importance than the others, when, as a matter of fact, there is scarcely any difference.
WILLIAM
FOXfilmhasversion
selected
new
title for the
of F.a Scott
Certainly without any one of these elements it would be virtually impossible to
Fitzgerald's story, "Myra Meets His
produce or exhibit a picture. But indiFamily,"urdaywhich
was published
in the
Satvidually and without the help of the others
Evening Post.
This story,
adapted
they are unable to accomplish anything like
by Joseph
F. Polland,
is being
filmed un-in
der the direction
of Howard
M. Mitchell
satisfacto'y results. It requires a union
California with Eileen Percy as its star.
of all the forces, co-ordinating, working
smoothly in a bath of oil, to proauce the
"The Husband Hunter" is the title adoptfinal achievement, i. e., perfect pictures for
ed for this film, which is the second starthe screen.
ring vehicle for Miss Percy. The story as it
appeared
in the Post has been but slightly
What Does It Prove.
changed, while additional values have been
discovered in writing the continuity, mak"What does
prove? That, organization
indubitably,
a complete
and itcomprehensive
ing it an excellent comedy, according to
is essential; that otherwise there is waste,
reports at the New York offices of Fox.
false motion and lost effort. It takes three
Supporting the star are Emory Johnson
years of experience and a commingling of
as leading man, Jane Miller, Harry Dunkinartistic instinct and business acumen to
son, Evans Kirk, Edward McWade and
create an organization such as Famous
John Stepling.
Players-Lasky Corporation, for example.
It is patent, or should be, that only by
To Launch Two All-Star Subjects
such complete and efficient organization
J.
Parker Read Jr., producer of the
can worth-while results be achieved and
Louise Glaum and the Hobart Bosworth
the industry be made a practical one.
photoplays, is making preparations to
"If every unit would admit its own imlaunch two all star productions, in addition
Booth Tarkington
portance but realize that it is valueless
to the five Glaum and the five Bosworth
Who has been signed to writ© orlgfnal
without the co-operation of all the other
screen stories for Ooldwyn.
pictures scheduled for the current year.
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The directors of the American company
are Reginald Warde, president Reginald
Warde, Inc., and Far East Film Corporation;Captain Paul Kimberley, O. B. E., and
Cecil Hepworth.
Reginald Warde, who will have charge
of the distribution of the British product
in the American market, has been identified with the film industry in this country for many years as a buyer of foreign
rights of American productions.
In making the announcement of the new
venture Mr. Warde stated that he only
became interested in the venture after convincing himself that the Hepworth productions have an appeal to American exhibitors and audiences. He added that since
the Armistice British producers have made
great tion,strides
producand there inwillthebe technique
no need forofapologies
when
leased. the latest Hepworth pictures are reCaptain Kimberley has just brought over
severalton," with
productions,
including
"Alf'sTaylor,
ButLeslie Henson,
and Alma
"Anna the Adventuress," from the story
by E. Phillips Oppenheim, and "The Forest
on the Hill," from the story by Eden PhillCecil Hepworth, the head of the English
producing company, has bfen directing and
potts.
producing films for twenty-one years and
is a pioneer of the industry in Great tain. : Bri-

Exploitation and Presentation
a six-wee'<s' study with which programs are built here to give
conclu
HAVIofNG
an ded
motion picture exploi- atmosphere to the main feature. I am not
Americ
tation methods, Frederick Martin, referring to the beautiful atmospheric prologues Ihave so much enjoyed, but to the
sing manage
r for the Famous
-Las'<y
adverti
,
London, sailed for selection of individual items which have a
Film Service Ltd., of
home on June 12, accompanied by Mrs. bearing on the locale of the feature.
Martin. Mr. Martin had made a complete
"With such minds as are at work in this
tour of the country, spending several days country it is impossible to say where the
in Hollywood at the Lasky studio. The theatre business will be twelve months
leading picture theatres in New York City, hence, but it is certain that, in circus parBuffalo, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Fran- and I lance,amit willcertain
be 'biggei
better
that ,the
menthan
whoever,'
are
cisco, Portland, Seattle, and other cities
pioneering
the
new
movement
will
have
ed by him to obtain
informa
were tioninspect
the satisfaction of seeing their ideas made
of value to British exhibitors.
"It is with very many regrets that I the basis of the new style motion picture
leave America, so cordial has been my re- presentation in Great Britain."
ception everywhere and so many friends
have I made during the trip," said Mr. To Handle Distribution of
Martin. "It is difficult for me to fully express my appreciation of your wonderful
Hepworth Films in America
methods of purveying motion pictures.
A
VENTURE
describedtheby first
its
Your progressive exhibitors, with their atsponsors as that
beingis among
mospheric prologues, symphony orchestras
serious
efforts
to
introduce
first
class
and exceptional vocalists have produced a British film productions to the American
completely new type of entertainment and market has been inaugurated by Hepworth
one feels certain that as the movement
Picture Plays, Inc., of New York, which
spreads it will gather in as permanent pa- will
be the distributing organization for
trons all of that huge high-priced-seat sec- Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., of London.
tion which has in the past been more or
less apathetic toward the picture theatre.
Brains Set the Pace.
Yokohama Police to Censor All Pictures
"A
certain
English
exhibitor
who
visited
this country a short time ago told me that
the American people held the motion picBefore They Are Shown in the Theatres
ture in higher regard than the English.
JAPAN
is
the
latest country to put into picture has been under investigation by
He
any shows
reason asforthethis,
but
effect a strict censorship of moving pic- the Japanese police for some considerable
whendidn't
one give
visitsmesuch
Rivoli,
tures,
according
to a report received
Rialto and Criterion it is not difficult to
andthat they
have reached
the conclurecently by David P. Howells from Horace time sion
on account
of the great
effect
understand that such establishments, such T.
Clarke,
his
representative
in
the
Orient,
which
the
pictures
have
upon
the
Japanese
programs and such presentation have com- who is now in Japan.
people that it is necessary that a strict
pelled respect, and there is no earthly rea"Moving pictures in Yokohama," writes
censorship be put into effect.
son why the same effect should not be duMr. Clarke, "are to be subjected to much
plicated in England. It is because you are closer
"A special building for censorship purin the future and moving
applying so much brains to the business picture scrutiny
poses is to be erected in the yard of the
will have to make several Kanagawa
that everything is traveling at such a pace changes theatres
courthouse and is expected to
in
their
seating
arrangements
to
here. You have got inside the head of conform to a recent edict of the Kanagawa
be completed about July 1. After that
the Mr. Average Man and found out just police authorities.
date, the Yokohama police will view every
what he wanted. And your exhibitor lives
picture and it will be necessary that it reSpecial Building^ for Censors.
with his theatre rather than from it.
ceive their approval before it can be shown
in
the theatres.
"The question of censoring the motion
"I have been much impressed by the skill
To Se^egrate Men and Women.
"Likewise on the first of July another
radical change is to be put into effect that
will change the seating arrangements of
every theatre in the city. The police will
requirearatethat
be seated
in a sepsection all
of women
the theatre
irrespective
of
their social status and irrespective of
whether
they are
accompanied
male sent
escorts or not.
Notice
has alreadyby been
to the theatre owners, apprising them of
this new ruling and ordering them to make
theMr.change
theirwrites
seatingthatarrangements."
Clarkein also
the financial
situation in Japan has been very much improved owing to the action of the Bank
of Japan in coming to the aid of the stock
exchanges and permitting them to reopen
again.

Group Working in "The Marriages of Mayfair" for Metro.
This setting is supposed to represent the hospice of the Monastery of St. Bernard,
in the Swiss Alps. Prominent in this picture are Wilfred Lytell, at the
extreme left and Frank Currier, noted character actor, at his
left. M. P. Staulcup, who designed this set, is seen
seated in front at the right.

Welcome New Officials
At a dinner given in New York on June
12 the employes of the Famous PlayersLasky eastern studios welcomed Arthur V.
Smith, the new general manager of the
eastern studios, and Roswell Dague, who
is succeeding Gardner Hunting as eastern
production editor. J. N. Naulty, who recently resigned as general manager, delivered aspeech of welcome to Mr. Smith.
Miss Rosie Quinn, of the Winter Garden,
was a ment,
feature
of thearranged
evening'sbyentertainwhich was
Samuel
Blanchard Rose, manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky Forty-fourth street studio,
assisted by Miss Margaret Healy.
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Screen

and bers
never saw a London
cabby,
realizes at
growing list
Play
'
HER addition to the ion
ANOT
ROBERT C.
McELRAVYCham
lar
of really bigVers
screen productions is ofBy Popu
once
that
Tom
Lewis
is
"it."
He beams
benevolence and before his first kindly
deed
made in the J. Stuart Blackton version
he has won a permanent place
of C. Haddon Chambers' famous play, and London fog. The atmosphere and isin completed
the
affections.
Dick
Lee
as
Burns,
the
"Passers By," released by Pathe. It is al- settings are all that could be desired to derelict, is likewise one who comes and
ways a fortunate circumstance when an au- give perfect illusion to the piece. Some
remains in the consciousness. He is one
thor hits upon a theme so simple and im- of the scenes were ta'<en in London, as of
the most derelict old derelicts that ever
pres ive as this, and has the luck to find a the looming towers of Westminster Abbey
producer who enters so thoroughly into the and the views of London bridge amply testi- got onto the screen at the beginning, but
is over he has gone through
spirit of the original idea. The combinafy. Many of the effects were obtained in before the story
and improvements that would
tion in this instance has wrought wonders.
the studio and are an artistic credit as a alterations
do credit to a Bowery Mission and beauty
It is a subject so filled with sympathy and whole. So far as the spectator is concerned
it might all have been made in the city by parlor combined.
r's
humor
that
it
grasps
the
spectato
soul
by
the boot straps and, gives it a welcome lift the Thames.
Peter Waverton
Rawlinson
Cast. Herbert
out of the clay in which it is usually mired.
Herbert Rawlinson plays the interesting
Margaret Summers
Leila Valentine
Beatrice Dainton
Ellen Cassity
There is no preaching and no particular
the hero. Hisstreet,
rooms andloo'cthrough
out up-a Lady Hurley
Pauline Coffyn
the fog-drenched
message concealed in this splendid produc- roleon of
Pine
William
J. Ferguson
tion, yet it will spread pleasure and kindly generous impulse he decides to invite in a
Tom Lewis
impulses wherever shown. It gets a fine, number of chance passers by. Out of this Nighty
B
'rns
Dick Lee
true slant on human existence, all revealed
simple action grows the heart-searching
Little Peter
Charles Blackton
through a cleverly selected assortment of power of the plot, for numbered among
Scenario by Stanley Olmsted.
types from real life. The characterizations
these oddly assorted guests is the woman
Directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
are alive and in excellent contrast. Prob- he had loved and lost — the mother of the
Length,
The Six
Story.Reels.
son whose unknown existence changes the
ably no playwright ever made a more
eflfective use of contrast than did C. Haddon
whole couse of his life. Leila Valentine is
Lady
in "Passers
By," gives
dinner for Hurley,
the purpose
of introducing
her aniece,
Chambers when he wrote this play, and this sympathetic to a rare degree in this role.
Dainton, to her step brother, Peter
screen version has been exceptionally well Her wanderings, after slipping away into Beatrice
Waverton. During this dinner, Margaret
the dark streets on the night of Lady
cast.
Summers, a governness in the household,
Strong Play Upon Emotions.
Hurley's party, are briefly but effectively
with whom Peter is in love, slips away into
into the story. Pauline Coffyn has the dark of the London streets.
It is astonishing what a play upon the s' etched rather
Margaret writes to Peter, but the letters
thankless part in this subemotions may be made by this simple bal- the one
ject,
which
with quiet force. are intercepted by the designing Lady Hurancing of the rich and the poor, the high Her portrayalsheof enacts
the cold, designing Lady le.v. As a result, though Peter conducts a
and the low, the kind and the selfish, all
search for her, six years elapse before
without the usual melodramatic claptrap or Hurley, was the one thing necessary to keep long
they meet again. In the meantime, thinkthe fact that "selfishness" is often
heroics of any sort. The facts and con- alive
ing
Margaret
Peter turns to Beatrice
besides a mere word in the dic- and learns
to dead,
love her.
ditions of life speak for themselves and all something tionary.
Ellen Cassity, as the pretty, inexOne
night,
as
he
stands at his window
that seems necessary is to put upon the
perienced niece, who proves herself a good looking into the foggy
streets, Peter acts
screen the actual opposing situations,
sport
at
the
close,
fits
very
nicely
into
the
on
a
sudden
impulse
tells his butler to
faithfully and sincerely set forth, to get cast. So likewise does Charles Blackton, in invite in a number ofandpassing
people. One
the desired effect. Where pathos becomes
of these, a veiled woman, turns out to be
too intrusive in this subject a kindly humor the chi'd role of Little Peter.
Margaret.
She
has
worked
for
years, as a
Minor Characters Do Much.
seamstress, to support herself and the son,
appears which carries the same good sentiment without a too great drain upon the
Rut it is three minor characters which do of which Peter is the father. In the midst
of intensely human and dramatic scenes,
sympathies. The action is developed with
much to carry the subject to its high rank. in
which Beatrice and her mother withdraw,
understanding, surprising the spectator by These are William J. Ferguson, Tom Lewis
flashes of generosity among those in high and Dick Lee. The supporting work of Peter and Margaret are reunited. None are
at thisby than
chancein
station, where selfishness is too often found. these players is exceptional. William J. more
friends,pleased
the passers
whom Peter's
he invited
The common humanity of the cab driver, Ferguson is not unknown , to the screen,
on kindly impulse.
Kxiiloitation Angles: Go Strong on this.
the affected superiority of the butler, the and his depiction of Pine, the haughty, but
Pick up llie stars, including the sterling W.
aimless drifting of the derelict, the strength
kind-hearted butler, is simply an addition
Tom Lewis and Herbert Rawof purposetheoften
found indifference
in the wea'<est
of to other good things he has done. His J. Ferguson,
linson, but make them merely contril-utors
women;
heartless
of the
frequent appearances through this drama
to
the
play:
one
of the genuine hits of the
social snob, the loyalty of a genuine hero— arouse pleasant expectations in the mind
stage. Get ministers interested in
these are all phases which enter into this of the spectator which are usually gratified. speaking
the
theme
and
if
possible give a pre-showintensely human drama.
ing to the leaders of thought and op.ninn in
Tom
Lewis
as
"Nighty"
is
immense.
Even
your town.
"Passers By" is a story of London streets one who has never been to dear Ole Lunnon

Herbert Rawlinson may be seen in these pictures entertaining the folks that have passed by. Guess any one would be willing to
find out where he lives and be a passer-by if they would receive such hospitality.
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Stills of Several Productions That Are to Be R e-Issued by the Hallmark Pictures Corporation.
1 — "Wild Winship's Widow." starring Dorothy Dalton (July 15); 2 — "Fii ty-Flfty." starring Norma TalmadKe (June 28); 3 — "The
Americano," starring Douglas Fairbanks (June 15); 4 — "Love or Justice," starring Louise Glaum (June 15); 5 — "The Lamb," starring
Douglas Fairbanks (July 12): 6 — "Love or Justice" starring Louise Glaum; 7— "Fifty-Fifty," starring Norma Talmadge; 8-9 — "The
Deserter," starring Charles Ray (July 1); 10 — "Wild Winship's Widow." starring Dorothy Dalton; 11-12 — "Hell's Hinges." starring
p'
'
,
William S. Hart (June 21). These are all Triangle star productions.
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Studio

Ideas
New
for
Angling
While
System
hands
of
the
scenario
editor
is supposed
By MARGARET I. MAC DONALD
Mary y O'Conthat s-Lask
IT is nornotcf theexactly
s Player
to
be
lived
up
to
in
general
outline,- the
ComFamounews
pany's West Coast senario and film edit- necessity for a subtitle, so deftly are these director is not restrained from acting on
inspiration in the making* of individual
ing department is in town. She has been apparently carelessly thrown in events
scenes. And as you know the class of
linked together.
in New York two weeks giving the "once
playerstons,which
employ
are not automaover" to the moving picture theatres, trythey alsowe are
encouraged
to give
There's Art in Everything.
ing to see the game from the other felwhat
they
can
by
way
of
suggestion and
. Thus, she reaps the beneviewpoint
low's
choosing of stories for certain stars, conception of the characters which they
fit of the mistakes of others and picks up the"Thepicking
of a leading woman for the
stray ideas that may prove inspirational.
male star, or the masculine lead for the are called upon to portray."
Her Message to Writers.
Miss O'Connor has the proverbial love feminine star, the getting together of a
of speech attributed to the feminine. She
Asked
what message she had for the
which
wi!'
help
to
get
the
most
out
has much to say; but, contrary to the cast
of a story, all of these are elements which
traditional adherent of "the last word," must be carefully considered in the weav- wouid-be writers of original scenarios, she
when she talks she not only says something
said: "Personally speaking, I would never
ing of the design for the picture.
but knows whereof she speaks.
submit a scenario to any producing com"The
watchful
eye
of
the
director
with
unless I first had an order for it.
In an hour's conversation with her one an imagination for the best locations is Neitherpany would
I request an order for a
can learn more about the inside angle on another important item, upsetting though
unless I had first familiarized mythe making of a moving picture than can
it may be to have a sudden call over the scenario
self with picture construction.
be gained from perusing all the newspapers
to hurry the players in automoand magazines in the country. You are telephone
"Many
submit
their work
biles
to
a
certain
location
where
a
wonderto us feel persons
peeved who
because
we cannot
give
brought to a full realization that the years
ful effect in lighting can be secured in a them
any encouragement. They forget that
have meant something more to the indusrain
storm,
or
at
the
beginning
or
ending
a
scenario
department
is
not
a
school,
try than merely grinding the camera or of that rarity in the Western clime, a
shouting through a megaphone.
the people professionally employed in
thunder storm, just as an interior set for that
such work are too busy to give more than
Talks Little About Herself.
the scene is about completed. This, of the
ordinary time required for reading and
means a quick shifting of the story commenting
As one of the heads of both scenario course,
on their work. Although in
by
all
hands;
and
you
can
imagine
that
and film editing departments, she exhibits experience on such occasions counts for some cases, where we have believed that
undeveloped talent lurked behind the work,
a pride in the institution by which she is
we have sent for the writers and tried to
employed, and a sturdy faith in the quality
a
great
deal."
Laboratory
Is
Large.
and character of the product which she
get them, with a little coaching, to do
helps to turn out.
Four of the finest screen stages in exis- something worth while.
She talks little about herself and conStudy Finished Productions.
fines her remarks rather to those with
tence, according
Miss O'Connor,
are to
be found
at theto Famous
Players-Lasky
who-n she is associated in her daily work
Western studios. One of these is a dark
"In
the
of instances, I am sorry
than to her own individual efforts and ac- stage, used for the taking of night scenes, to say, themajority
result has not been encouragcomplishments, and speaks with modesty two are artificially lighted, and one is a
ing. However, I would suggest to those
about a beautiful home in the West, and
stage, with muslin or gauze screens who are really serious to study closely the
the larger values to be obtained in the daylight
finis'ied production as the surest way of
regulate the illumination.
West than in the East, for the same amount to There
is also to be found an extensive learning moving picture construction. One
of money, when quizzed on her choice of laboratory, where seventy-five prints of of the most amusing instances I have come
location.
each picture is made and distributed to the across among would-be scenario writers
various Famous Players-Lasky exchanges. was that in which the writer expressed
Tells of Work on "Intolerance."
And in the system of things one print himself as follows : 'If this scenario does
She tells with pride of her associations
not suit you perhaps sometime you might
with D. W. Griffith on the memorable pic- of each is sent East for purposes of re- want some concrete work done. If so, I
view
and
publicity,
"for,"
said
Miss
O'Conture, "Intolerance," of the remarkable feat
hope you will let me know as I am an ex"when the
picturepublicity
story isforce
exhibited
in film editing which the cutting and as- beforenor, the
Eastern
they
sembling of this great feature represented, freq-.iently unearth
The line'."
Woes of a Reader.
a publicity angle that
of the long hours into the night that were
pert in that
havesystem
failed of
to communication
catch."
spent in giving the proper framing to each weThe
As a final wail from a long-suffering
between
episode, and of the merging of the modern
the Western and Eastern forces brings reader of manuscripts. Miss O'Connor said :
with the Babylonian period, for instance, day.
people would only stop long enough to
without disturbing the original thread of a written or telegraphic message every "If
consider that what appears so easy in lookargument, or creating an anti-climatic coning at a moving picture production is really
Suggestions from Players.
dition. And those who saw it must admit
the result of great labor and infinite pains,
that the swinging of this stupenduous specthey would not trouble us with the strange
"The system of production at the Fa- and
tacle into correct psychological form was
weird conglomorations which we have
mous Players-Lasky studios," according to
indeed a masterful bit of artistry.
often been called upon to read under the
O'Connor,
"has asnoit comes
crampedfromlines.
And so it was that from the schools of Miss
For while
the story
the
misnomer of scenario."
the finer
artsfound
of theherindustry,
O'Con-of
nor finally
way to Mary
the head
tliie Famous Players-Lasky picture shop,
where, in conjunction with Frank Woods,
the West Coast studio manager, she reviews each day the scenes which the directors have made on the day previous.
Familiar with each story that is being
picturized, she is able to note discrepancies which may have crept in.
Methods Have Changed.
Speaking of the change in methods which
gradually take place, as the screen art
climbs the ladder of progress, Miss O'Connor said: 'Today we do things that we
would not have dreamed of doing a few
years ago. For instance, to change the
characters suddenly from one scene to
another, without an explanatory title, was
unheard of. Yet in some of the best proWarner Oland — as He Is and Is Not.
ductions on the screen today, scenes change
from one location to another and things
Noted serial villain in characterreleased
roles. by
Now Pathe.
in "The Third Eye,' serial production
happen in quirk succession without the
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Walter Wanger
Who is prod -1 L.O.I manager for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Harold Lloyd in New York to
Discuss Campaign Plans on
Second Series of Comedies
HAROLD LLOYD arrived in New York
on Friday, June 11, on a flying trip
—not an aviation flight, however —
to consult with Paul Brunet, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe Exchange,
Inc. Lloyd also is seeking a diversion from
the arduous "business" of making people
laugh, and with Lloyd it is a business. Accompanying the young comedian are Hal
E. Roach, president of the Rolin Film Company, which produces the Harold Lloyd
two-reel comedy specials, and Harley M.
Walker, who writes the titles.
was York
Lloyd's
intentionfor when
came
to ItNew
to remain
about hea week.
He left Los Angeles when the second of
his new series of two reelers was virtually
completed.
One toofNew
the York
purposes
visit
was ofto the
helpcomedian's
plan tlie
campaign on his second series. Lloyd taVes
just as much interest in the business end
to his fun-making as he does in the actual
production of the pictures.
While on their way to New York, the
Lloyd party stopped oflf at Cleveland, where
the comedian was greeted by exhibitors attending the convention^
Leading British Dramatists
Wrote Famous Players Vehicle
Two distinguished British authors arcinterested in the screening of "The
Great Day," the first production of
the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., at the new studios at Islington, London. They are George R. Sims and
Louis N. Parker, who collaborated in writing the drama for Drury Lane from which
the film is being made.
The astory
"The Great
Day" centers
round
big of
Sheffield
steel works
in war
time, and the endeavors of a foreign spy.
first to discover a secret process invented
by Frank Beresford, D. S. O., the hero, and
subsequently to obtain information as to
the trend of the Peace Conference during
theOnesittings
the "Big
Paris.is in
of theof thrills
the Four"
story at
offers
the furnace scene at the steel works; another is in an underground night refuge in
Paris which is flooded by the rising of the
Seine.
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Her

Work in "Suds" Mary Pickford
Gets First Seal of Merit Ever Awarded
duction, the kind that school children
Motionof Picof the ion
of Merit Associat
THE Board
ture Theatrical
the should be sent to see. The characterizaWorld awarded its first seal of merit
tion of the slavy girl is very interesting
for any motion picture yet produced to and it is undoubtedly the best production
Mary Pickford, for her latest production, that Miss Pickford has ever made."
Mary H. Ford, writer and lecturer on
"Suds," which will be released by United
.\rtists very shortly. Hiram Abrams, presi- "The Rahai Revelation" and on works of
the week
"Big Four,"
was notified
of thea art,
the author of "The
Rose,"of
ely sent
votedand enthusiastically
for Oriental
the medal
awarddent oflast
and immediat
wireless message to Miss Pickford, who
merit for "Suds," saying the picture was
was in mid-ocean on her way to England
excellent, true to life and high-class entertainment.
with her husband, Douglas Fairbanks.
The presentation of the medal will be made
E. J. Parker, representing the Salvation
greatly enthused over the picto Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Mary's mother, .\rmy,ture was
and said that he knew of none other
at a special presentation ceremony on Sunday evening, June 20, at the George M. that could be given the medal of merit
in preference to this excellent production.
Cohan Theatre, New York. The presentaLeo P. Bergley, representing the Knights
tion
will
be
made
by
Fran'<
Bacon
and
an
address will be made by Governor Alfred of Columbus, said he considered the proE. Smith, of New York.
duction very enlightening and entertaining
and wanted it surely to get the medal.
High Praise from Frohman.
A. Le Barbier, representing the AssoThis exceptional honor for Miss Pickciated
Catholic
Charities, was very enthusiastic in his
endorsement.
ford's latest production marks this picture
as wholesome, artistic, sincere entertain"I had no idea Miss Pickford could act so
ment, according to the Board of Merit, well, for it is the best picture she has ever
which is comprised of nearly fifty of the presented," was the enthusiastic endorsemost representative persons in the East.
ment of Elmer Gates, of the Hotel ImEach made special comments upon the production and all agreed on its excellence.
The representative body of men and
Daniel Frohman, well known theatrical women on the Board of Merit comprise
perial.
producer, commented on the production
the following: Dr. Frank Crane, Hudson
Maxim, Gutzon Borglum and Merton Sturas follows: "Excellent. Capital. The
theme of imagination is admirably illus- gcs, representing Americanism; Anning S.
trated in the mind of a simple, ingenuous
Prall, Eugene C. Gibney, James M. Bruce
girl, with humorous and pathetic effect. and Mrs. F. C. Barlow, representing eduMary has never done a more vivid piece
cation Dr.
; Walter Laidlaw. the Rev. John
Talbot Smith, Dr. Alexander Lyons, Col.
of Albert
character
St. worx."
Peter, of the United .Ameri- Edward J. Parker and the Rev. Alfred
Duane Pell, representing religion.
cans, saidand
that the
"thecomedy
moral isof clean.
the picture
excellent
Give isit
Howard Chandler Christy, Adolph Bolm,
Arthur Folsom, Willy Pogany, John WentheJames
seal M.
of merit."
Bruce, president of the New
ger and W. Frank Purdy, representing art;
York Kindergarten .'\ssociation, stated that Dr. Orison Swett Marden, Dr. W. John
in his mind the picture was excellent and Murray, B. Palmer Lewis, Eugene Del Mar
certainly deserved the medal of merit.
and Campbell McCullough, representing
metaphysics; Cosmo Hamilton, Ida M.
Good for the Young.
Tarbell, Daniel Frohman, J. Hartley ManAnning S. Prall, president of the New
ners and Lewis K. Anspacher, representing drama and literature, and Arthur
Yor . Board of Education, said: "I was
very nu-.cli impressed by the picture and Pryor, Cesare Sodero and Mrs. Julian Edwards re'"-escii'iiie musical interpretation.
thi" it
H wi)"derfully wholesome pro-

Bear It an^ Grin — That'* What These Pie Stealers Are Doing Anyway.
Somebody told us that Dorothy DeVore and Jimmy Harrison .started to make home brew,
but when it failed they decided to put on the wall paper wi.h the preparat.on.
A scene from "Neat But Not Gaudy." a Christie comedy.

\t)UNG

BUFFAID

(Philip

Yale

Drew)

Tiimsel/^

A series of two reel redblooded Westerns, with the
romance, excitement and
beautiful backgrounds that
your patrons crave.
' Toung Buffalo" has been
a well known figure for
years. He is presented in
out-of-door dramas with a
strong appeal, an excellent
attraction in quality and

|^
■-

length. The first is 'Tex of
the Timberlands, " to be issued in July. The others
will follow weekly, for five
weeks.

®Pafhe®
ViV Distributors ViX

Go to your window and
watch the passers by.
What do you see?
Just men and women
dressed more or less to
a common plan?
Or do you see the Joy
or Sorrow, the Happiness or Pain, the Greed
or Generosity, the
Licentiousness or Chastity which lie concealed
within ?
C. Haddon Chambers
saw beneath ; he wrote
a great bighumanplay,

'TASSERS

BY"

Passers
By
now wonderfully directed and produced by J.Stuart Blackton
with
Herbert

Rawlinson

A picture for long runs and extra exploitation
A

BLACKTON

PRODUCTION

m

laii^Kteir

mixed
with
spine^ticklin^
JESSE
D. HAMPTON
presents

WILLIAM

A

thrills
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Seldom

you

recommend

receive

a picture

to the ultimate

skies and still feel that
full justice.
This

is such

patrons

will

a picture.
thank

you

tainment, with the tears
their

eyes !

JOS.
that

you

limit, laud

you

haven't

Book
for

the

J. FRANZ

can

to the
done

it and

it

your

rich enter-

of laughter
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still in

i

A

BLACKTON

NY

PRODUCTION

HUSBANDS
BY

OVifK

SYLVIA

BRE

AM

ER

ROBERT

GORDON
Peisoiialiy directed by
J STUART

BLACKTON

The women and the men
of the country have been caught
by the deep interest of this story
of the love of two women for
one man. Below is a partial list
of some of the theatres before
which they have stood in long
lines waiting to see the picture:
Loew's Southern Theatres
Strand, Nashville, Tenn.
Southern Enterprise Circuit
State Lake, Chicago
Panlages. Minneapolis
Fox Academy, New York
Fay's Theatre, Providence
Olympia, New Bedford, Mass.
Princess, Hartford, Conn.
Fox, Springfield, Mass.
Lyric, Pittsburg
Regent, New Castle
Auditorium, Dayton
Majestic, Columbus
Palace, Cincinnati
Strand, Cleveland
Hippodrome, Toledo
Strand, Easton, Pa.
Rajah, Reading, Pa.
Jewel, Beaumont, Texas
Blue Mouse, Balto, Md.
Strand, Washington, D. C.
Loew's Garden, Kansas City
Liberty, Terra Haute
Wysor Grand, Muncie. Ind.
Orpheum, Fort Wayne
Mecca Palace. Saginaw
Orpheum, Flint
Bijou, Battle Creek
Temple, Grand Rapids

STANLEY

OTHER
OLMSTED

WIFE
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RUBBERNECKING
THE biggest thing that happened this
vveek, and from a social and an artistic standpoint the biggest thing
that has happened this year in Filmland,
was the opening performance of the threeday run of "Arizona," presented by word
of mouth by an all-star cast of picture
players for the benefit of the Hollywood
Post of the American Legion.
The audience that looked at the show
was as semuch
all star as the cast that prented it.
A number of the socially elect of our
fair city were also present, but in spite
of the fact that many of them were close
enough down front to shake hands with
some of back
Max seats,
Fisher's
band boys,
they
occupied
figuratively
speaking.
It was a time when the social eclat did
not make much of a clatter.
How the Stampedes Started.
"Arizona''
been night
played
manyin
stages since has
its first
way onback
nineteen hundred, but never with a cast
such as played it on this night.
It is impossible to describe the performance. To say that Bessie Barriscale, Bill
Desmond, Roscoe Arbuckle, Theodore Roberts and Charlie Murray ran away with
the show would be the truth. They did
run away with the show, but only as long
as they held the stage — as soon as Dustin
Farnum, Clyde Fillmore, Clara Kimball
Young, Howard Hickman and the others
in the cast got their cues, another stampere was started.
Everybody "Copped'' the Show.
Every member of the cast was an old
trouper, and every one of them got back
into vocal harness and romped through
their roles with the ease of the true artist who never forgets any part of his
art. Everybody ran away with the show.
Theodore Roberts played Henry Canby,
the ranch owner, with the same drollery,
the same unctuous humor, that he put in
the part when he created it twenty years
ago. Dustin Farnum, as Lieutenant Denton, was just as good as he used to be in
"The Littlest Rebel," "The Virginian" and
other
successes
of dimas and
"du?ty"
past.
Howard
Hickman,
Colonel
Bonham,
worked with a dignity and repression that
made his part stand out very big and very
fine. Roscoe Arbuckle was Dr. Fenlon, the
army surgeon. Fatty played the big audience on his knee and dandled it up and
down and played with it. The crowd was
"his
baby"Kimball
every Young
time he was
had great.
the stage.Her
Clara
Estrella, the foolish and afterward repentant wife, was a most excellent piece
of acting, Bessie Barriscale was Bonita,
the tomboy sister of Estrella. As I said
before, everyone stole the show, and Bessie
was one of the best little burglars.
The House FalU for Charlie.
Bill Desmond, as Tony the vacquero, who
had learned his English from the cowboys,
made a big hit. He wooed Ruth Renick,
as Lena, in a mixture of Mexican love
words, mandolin playing and Americano
cuss words that was one of the big hits.
Charlie Murray got away with the part
of Sergeant Kellar, German accent and all,
in fine shape. His make-up was great, and,
like Fatty, the house was all his all the
time he was on the stage.
Clyde Fillmore was Captain Hodgeman,
the
never Dusty
had aslapped
worse
one. heavy.
In the "Arizona"
last act when
him in the face, and Tony bumped him oflf
with a six-shooter, there wasn't a wet
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Honors in "Arizona"
for Everybody Stole
the Great Show
By GIEBLER
lliiiNiiiiiiiii)IMtiiliilllllll1llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltll(llllllll(ll[lilll1llitillllliiiriiiiiilllllllliltlliiliiliill
eye
was !in the house — that's how good Clyde
Hayakawa and the Wine Bottle.
Sessue Hayakawa was Sam, the Chink
cook. Gus Thomas didn't write many lines
for
Sam actor
in "Arizona,"
but youmade
can'tupkeep
a good
down. Sessue
for
the lack of lines with pantomime; he pulled
some clever stufT with a wine bottle that
ing. one of the biggest hands of the evengot
Brenda Fowler, as the schoolma'am who
wouldn't let Roscoe Arbuckle make love to
her until he got suspenders to uphold his
trousers and his dignity as an officer, was
clever all the way through. Ruth Renick
as Lena was a most pathetic little figure,
and her work made the difficult part stand
out very big. Sylvia Ashton, as Mrs.
Canby,
the ranch inowner's
who hadn't
been anywhere
her newwife,breastpin
for
three
years,
couldn't
have
been
any
better
if she had come in from some Arizona
ranch to take the part.
Jack Holt and Monte Blue, as two lieutenants of the Eleventh U. S. Cavalry, and
Eddie Sutherland as a private, and Ted
Duncan and Edward McWade as a couple
of majors, did not have much to do, but
they got their share of applause every
time they stepped into action.
It was a great show. At the close of the
first
ing. act it looked as though the Pasadena
flower parade had wandered into the buildWhat Booze and Law Books Did.
Shooting was pretty brisk, on the lots
this week. One afternoon I went out to
Jesse
Hampton's studio and watched Rob.liliniliiiiiiriiiilllllliiiiltiiriiliiiiiriiiiirinilllllllllllliiliiiiiliiitiiiilillillllliiriliiiitililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiriiiiiiiitliiiiriiiiiitii.

Who Goes There?
Says Bessie Love, clad In 68 pounds of
helmet, hauberk and other heawy
hardware for the A. J. Calla^han
feature. "Bonnie May."

ert Thornby making scenes for a film from
Frederick
Isham's story,
Chance."
Mahlon Hamilton
plays "Half
Sailor aBurke,
the
leading role in "Half a Chance," which
ought to satisfy any audience looking for
action, adventure and a good story. The
hero gets drunk, licked in a prize fight
and accused of murder, jumps overboard
in the bay at Frisco with irons on his legs,
is cast away on a desert island with no
other companions but a case of booze and
a set of law books.
He drinks up the booze, studies the law
books, and comes back after ten years,
trims the scrapper that licked him in the
first reel, overwhelms his enemies, establishes his innocence and wins the girl. A
regular knock-down and drag-out 4raraa,
but a corking good one.
Lillian Rich, who used to be on the English music hall stage before she came over
here and went into the movies, plays the
part of Jocelyn Wray, the girl in the story
when she is grown up, and little Mary McAl ister isJocelyn as a child of ten.
Littlepearl
Maryonis her
a happy
kid. She's
neW
necklace.
The got
littlea
girl's mother started a string of pearls for
her when she first started working in the
pictures. One pearl has been put on the
string for each film she has worked in.
"Half a Chance" is little Mary's fifty-second
picture,
fifty-second pearl has been
added toandthethestring.
May Do Se^parated Fights Together.
Sidney Ainsworth, Wilton Taylor,
Thomas Maguire, Josephine Crowell, John
Gough and William Lion West are the
others in the cast. William Lion West
takes the part of the pugilist that fights
the two big battles with Mahlon Hamilton.
They both told me that they had agreed to
make the fights real, and I stuck around
quite awhile hoping that Thornby might
get through with the scenes he was making
with Miss Rich and start the fight stuff.
But when I asked him about it he said
that he was saving the scraps until the
very last scene.
"You can't take any chances on that kind
of stufiF," said Bob. "Hamilton is supposed
to be put out in the first fight, and West
in the second, and it may happen that
either one of them will take the count so
coinpletely that it would tie up the production. The fights are supposed to take
place ten years apart in the story, but
we'll probably stage them as close together
as Thornby
we can — promised
maybe onto the
day." when
let same
me know
the fights were to be pulled off, however,
which was something; at any rate, I had
to satisfy my bloodthirsty soul with it,
and so I left and went over to John Jasper's community
lot, watched
invaded the
J, Callahan
unit and
BessieAndrew
Love
walk around in a set wearing 68 pounds of
hardware as a costume,
makingwho"Bonnie
stcrry
byBessie
Louis isDodge,
used toMay,"
write a pieces
for the St, Louis papers when the Neck
was similarly engaged.
"Bonnie May" is a story about a child
of the stage, and Bessie is the child. She
has a habit of dressing 'herself up in
anything that looks like a costume that
she comes across, and when she finds a
suit of armor she puts it on. and then has
a terrible time because she cannot get it
off again. Joseph De Grasse was directing
the scene, and when the action was
through Bessie, who is a very friendly little person, walked clear across the stage
to shake hands with me, armor and all.
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Making

the Run

from

Rochester

to Cleveland

with

a Party oj Picture Men on the 11:14
By EDWARD WEITZEL
methods of herding human beings into a
the jump
to break and
ING told
SOMETH
to Cleveland
at meRochester,
pick place of amusement. The good nature
up what information I could about the of the waiting crowds was also noticestate of the picture game in the city that
able; they evidently realized that every effort was being made to avoid unnecessary
is the birthplace of the kodak and the
delay
and discomfort in getting them into
yards and yards of virgin film which the theatre.
George Eastman turns out every working
day of the year. It was a happy hunch; it
Man's New Duty to Women.
y
gave me hibitorstheof theopportunit
meet athe
exA humorous touch was added when a
town that toboasts
bridge
lined on both sides with business struc- couple on leaving the Regent paused in
tures aft^r the fashion of the ancient bridge front of a frame of stills, while the young
of London, and to observe the manner in woman powdered her nose. This act in itself is performed too frequently to cause
which the popular screen theatre handles
a record-breaking Sunday night crowd of any comment, but — her escort was carryregular patrons.
her puflF.
When therepaired,
girl's complexion
satisfactorily
she calmly
The Regent was the first theatre visited had ingbeen
and the official house manager, William R. handed the pufT to her companion, and he
Callahan, gave a good demonstration of obediently put it back into his pocket, leaving telltale marks of powder on the side
how much tactful, hard work is required
The Trio on the Lot.
to keep a constantly moving but always of his coat. Man has long been known as
Left denttoof Canyon
right: .laclc
Weinburg,
presipacked lobby of people under proper con- the slave of women, but is the new sign of
Pictures
Corporation:
trol. It was a lesson in a branch of showWilliam E. Wing, author, and Colonel
manship that illustrates how courtesy and his subjection to be the title of "puffWilliam N. Selig, who produced the serial
A brief call on Manager John J. Farren,
consideration have taken the place of old
"Vanishing Trails."
>i4iiiriiiiiliiliMtiiiiiliiitiiililiiiiiiHiiriliilillillMiiiiuinniiii<iiiiiiiitiriiiiiiitittiiiiliiiilliiliiillrllllllliillllMilliliilliilinii1i of
bearer"
?Victoria; Fred Sarr at Fay's, and
shortthestops
with General Manager George
E.
Simpson
the Piccadilly
and the
GorSays Independent Producers Are Ready
don found allat four
theatres doing
capacity
with

Better Pictures Than Ever Before
HODKINSON predicts that the one of Universal's most popular screen
WW.
actresses. Miss Myers deserted the movpictures made by independent pro•ducers and released through the
ing pictures to appear in "The Magic MelHodkinson organization will be of higher
ody," a musical comedy success.
Although
she achieved immediate popuaverag
fore. e quality this season than ever belarity before the footlights, a year on the
stage was enough for her. She signed a
Seventeen pictures were released through
Hodkinson from April, 1919, to April, 1920, new contract with Universal and will produce eight pictures during the coming year.
and many of these are winning a steadily
She will be starred.
widening market. The success of the BenHer
first picture, which she already has
jamin B. Hampton Productions, for instance, justifies the statement that he has begun, is "In Folly's Trail," from a magazine story by Katherine Leiser Robbins.
never made a failure, from "The WestDorris Schroeder has put the story into
erners," "The Sagebrusher" and "Desert
screen form and Rollin Sturgeon, one of
Gold" to "Riders of the Dawn."
For the eight months following, sevenUniversal's leading directors, is in charge
teen pictures are already scheduled for re- of the production.
lease, and the rumors are that numerous
Universal has surrounded Miss Myers
independent producers are in daily confer- with a cast of notable players, prominent
ence with W. W. Hodkinson in regard to in which are Thomas Holding. George B.
the distribution of their product.
Williams, Arthur Clayton, William BainFrom every angle — story, cast, producer, bridge, Beth Ivans and Viola Lind.
amount of money expended and exploita"In Folly's Trail" is a story of that phase
tion possibilities — each of these pictures of New York life which lies between arisranks as quality product. The Kerrigan
tocracy and Bohemia, with an occasional
excursion into neighboring territory —
production
99" andstar"The
provide this"No.
popular
withGreen
two Flame"
of the where
art holds sway or where the bright
best stories in which he has ever acted, it lights exert their lure.
is said.
W. W. Hodkinson gives as evidence of
Hazza Opens Office in Halifax
the quality of forthcoming pictures the
PhilatedHazza,
Amalgamfact that each one is made by separate
Exhibitors general
Circuit, manager
Ltd., Montreal,
who
producing units, each with a reason for is handling
the
Canadian
distribution
of all
existing. The producing units releasing
Hallmark Pictures Corporation's product,
through Hodkinson will include Benjamin
J. L. Burke, business manager. HallB. Hampton, Irvin Willat, J. Parker Reed, writes mark,
that he returned recently from a trip
Jr., Robert Brunton, Dial Film Company
through the Maritime Provinces for the
and Louis Tracy Productions, Inc.
purpose
of
establishing a central exchange
In addition to these pictures, President
this territory. Mr. Hazza decided on
Hodkinson is negotiating for more product for
Halifax as the logical centre as the majority
of similar grade. The seventeen mentioned
of theatres are in Nova Scotia. E. H. Teel,
above is the minimum number of pictures formerly in charge of the Regal offices in
available
for first-run houses during the the' Provinces, has been placed in charge
next
six months.
of the Amalgamated interests there.
Carmel Myers Signs to Make
Eight Pictures for Universal
THE return of Carmel Myers to Universal City recently was the signal
for a jollification on the part of Universal stars and players, anxious to welcome the little star "home" after her fling
on the musical comedy stage. Formerly

Abrogate Agreement
The agreement entered into between the
Cinema Press Association, Inc., and the
National Assocition of the Motion Picture
Industry has been abrogated by mutual
consent and the latter is no longer interested in any way in the activities of the
former, which has undertaken the publication of a "Who's Who in Motion Pictures."

business.
moving patronized.
picture theatres are wellRochester's
run and liberally
How the Porter Won.
The information that the Rochester delegation was to leave Monday morning for
the convention on the 11:14 settled the
hour of my own departure. When we
boarded the train, Edgar L. Weill of the
Strand Theatre, Syracuse; Nikitas Dipson,
of Batavia and Orleans, and George A.
Hickey, Buffalo manager of Goldwyn, were
in the chair car. I would like to be able to
state that only film talk was indulged in,
but "I raise you five" was the most frequent
remark from the party in the smoking comof attack
upon
the porter partment.
for EdgartheWeills'
use ofplan
a table
and extra
chairs was so humorously skilful that the
colored gentleman actually bet against his
own money without knowing it— and won.
Among the Rochester exhibitors was
June Greenstone, who entertained me with
an account of his experience as the manager of" a screen theatre. Mr. Greenstone
is a fine type of a practical level-headed
businessman who takes over the management of a picture house with only his hard
sense and sound principles to guide him.
His theatre, the Empire, like all neighborhood houses, required only intelligent selection of its programs to insure success.
A shareholder in the house, he has made
a well paying investment for himself and
his partners.
During the conversation, Mr. Greenstone
told a story to indicate that a witty remark often saves a man from an embarrassing position. A kindly old chap being asked to donate to a worthy cause,
and not being able to spare the money,
explained he had always known poverty,
and that his mother when he was a very
young child had been forced to have a
cart made out of a soap box and to hire a
little girl at 5 cents a day to push him
around while his mother went out to work.
"And," the old chap added, "I regret I
cannot help
money
ever you,
since. but I've been pushed for
Geraughty on Advisory Staff
Tom Geraughty, famous scenario writer
for Douglas
Fairbanks
and Marycapacity
Pickford,
is now acting
in an advisory
on Realart's staff of scenario writers at
the Hollywood studios.
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to the happenings in his territory for the
week past. By this means the entire sales
force is benefited by the experiences and
errors, if any errors have been made.
Moreover, the younger salesmen are benefited by the experiences of the older and
all are benefited by the suggestions made
by Mr. Aschmann personally.
Manager Aschmann expressed himself to
the writer as being confident that he now
has a sales force every member of which
is working fully 100 per cent, with the
policy of the office and possessed of an
enthusiasm that guarantees success.
Several changes have been made recently
in the Chicago sales organization, which
is now made up as follows :
Feature Sales Department — S. B. Waite,
branch feature sales manager; salesmen,
L. Y. Crump, P. C. Havill, A. G. Spencer,
D. R. Davis and A. F. Hickox.
Short Subject Sales Department — R. Salkin, P. De Outo, Frank Harris, C. Keppler,
J. S. Gillick, H. W. Ricker, M. Whitmoyer
and T. G. Meyers.
F. P. Ishmael is now circuit sales manager. He was long connected with the
World Film Corporation as assistant manager of the Chicago office.

in Supplying Daily Convention Reports
tended to all the weekly movies. Weekly
THE moving picture, for the first time competitors
of Kinogram give due credit
in the history of national conventions, shared honors with the daily to Mr. Cour for his initiative in the matter.
press in giving daily screen reports of the
important happenings of the national RePathe Chicago Sales Force
publican convention at the Coliseum, this
city. Every evening throughout the week
at High Point of Efficiency
patrons of the Chicago movies were entertained by seeing on the screen well dehasN,beenPathe's
giving Chicago
special
ASCHMAN
WA. manager,
fined, clear pictures of the historic events
•
thought
and
attention
to
his
sales
which took place during the day.
department since his appointment last
These remarkable moving pictures were
y in salesMarch.
He
believes
thoroughl
not confined to any single national weekly,
men of a high type, men who can be deas International, Selznick, Pathe, Fox and
upon to carry out strictly the Pathe
the Kinogram had equal opportunities for policy ofpendedfair
and square dealing with extaking and screening them. Great rivalry,
hibitors. He insists rigorously on the strict
observance of this policy.
of course, prevailed among the representatives of these concerns in getting their
"As the home office in New York is
developed product to the screen first. E. B. giving
us product of a high quality, it is
my
plain duty to see to it that the exhibitor
Hatrick,
general
manager
of
International's
New York office, who came on for the
of the highest type," says Manoccasion to supervise the work, was one gets service
Aschmann. "The salesman, in order
of the liveliest executives in the race for to be ager
thoroughly
efficient, must be just as
honors.
interested as I am in seeing that the exhibitor gets exactly what he is promised
Gene Cour't Great Work.
Pathe organization. For this rea"Lunatics and Politics"
Great work was done by Gene Cour, by the
son he must be very careful to carry out
Chicago representative of the Kinogram
Making at Emerald Studio
the
policy
of
this
office."
weekly, whose initiative and experience
Mr. Aschmann is satisfied that he has
made it possible to have the pictures taken completed a very efficient sales organizaIUNATICS
AND comedy
POLITICS,"
the fifth
^ Alice
Howell
be produced
at all. Several weeks ago Mr. Cour was
in Chicago
this seasonto by
Reelcraft
tion and is confident that every member of
seized with the idea to secure moving pic- It is carrying out the pol icy of the Chicago
Pictures
Corporation,
is
now
being
made
tures of the new Chicago water tunnel. office just as he would himself.
at the Emerald studio, this city. Miss HowThe matter of devising lights powerful
Mr. Aschmann holds a sales meeting of
ell is particularly interested in and optienough for the purpose was the great ob- an hour's duration every Saturday.
At nism. mistic about the success of this latest
stacle to be overcome. In his difficulty Mr. these meetings not only are the new retwo-reeler, which is a burlesque on femiCour thought of President R. C. Vilas of
leases discussed, but Mr. Aschmann inthe Pyle National Company, this city, which
sists on suggestions by every sale«man as
"It is exaggerated, but it isn't rough,"
manufactured the old-fashioned locomotive
headlight, with diffused beams. These
powerful headlights proved excellent for
the purpose and in their use he was guided
by the instructions of Mr. Vilas.
Thirty Headlights Used.
Some time before the present convention
had assembled Mr. Cour was considering
the problem of taking moving pictures of
..the historic gathering and again conferred
with Mr. Vilas. In the Pyle National Comshop,ina large,
building, Mr.
almostpany'sequal
size tospacious
the Coliseum,
Cour made several photographic experiments that were very encouraging.
Mr. Cour finally arrived at the conclusion that by using thirty of the old-fashioned locomotive headlights, each of which
has a beam of 1,200,000 candlepower, the
immense convention hall could be lighted
satisfactorily at only a fraction of the cost
required for installing the style of lamps
ordinarily used in taking pictures. The
thirty headlights were placed in front of
the galleries of the Coliseum, focused on
the platform, and the necessary wiring was
madre, under instructions from Mr. Vilas,
who merely charged for the installation
of the headlights and the wiring.
Credit Given to Cour.
The National Republican Committee was
next consulted for permission to take moving pictures of the convention and at once
These Are the Players and Director of "The Week End," for American.
KeadinK from left to right: Harvey Clark, M:i.\ mo Kelso. OcorKc 1.. Co.x, direrlor,
consented, it being understood that the
Mary Lee Wise, Sidney
Algler,
assistant
director;
Margarita
Fisher
ami .Milton
Sills. Bertram Grus.sby,
privilege of taking the pictures was ex-
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she -remarked the other day. "I'm trying
to get away from the more violent comedy
roles with which I have always been identified. It is not easy to do this, especially
when one has established a reputation for
rough-and-tumble comedy.
"It started
five I years
ago of
at the
the
Mack
Sennett about
studio.
was one
mob in a police raid. Suddenly I threw
myself into the thick of the fray. The
other women drew back. We all had on
evening gowns and the girls didn't want
to spoil them. I had no scruples. I fell
downstairs and literally wiped up the floor
with my gown. Mack Sennett was impressed and decided to give me a chance.
Ever since then I have been expected to
inject a lot of slapstick into my performances."
The most recently released of Miss Howand two
Romance,"
which ell's
hascomedies
been isout"Rubes
for about
weeks
and is proving quite popular. They are
distributed through Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation, with main offices in New
York City and branches in Chicago and
other important cities throughout the
country.
Chicago Daylight Saving
Beginning Sunday morning, June 13,
Chicago clocks and other timepieces were
set one hour ahead, in accordance with
the city ordinance passed on Monday, June
7. This schedule will not apply to the arrival and departure of through trains at
Chicago, but it will govern suburban trains.
The Chicago Board of Trade has also
adopted it.
The new schedule makes the difference
in time between New York and Chicago
only one hour instead of two, as formerly.
Rothacker Has Fun-Fest
Watt erson R. Rothacker believes in
happily varying business with pleasure at
frequent intervals out at his big plant on
the north side. The latest of these enjoyable fun-fests took place Saturday night,
June 5, in the Rothacker studio, where a
jazz band furnishd music to a delighted
throng
Rothac'<erdances
workers.
DuringMack
the
intervalsof between
reels from
Sennett's "Married Life" were run off.
George Gibson, the plant superintendent,
had secured several good vaudeville acts
from "Loop" theatres to serve as an interlude to the dancing. The acts were put on
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at 11 p. m. and continued while refreshments were served, after which dancing
was enjoyed.
Fox Building Ready Soon
The Fox Film Corporation has secured
a lease for fifteen years on the ground
plot at 910-14 South Wabash avenue to
erect a fireproof building for its Chicago
exchange offices and vaults for the storage
of its films. Work on the foundation has
already started and the building will be
completed about October I.
Ascher Brothers Open Their
First Local Suburban House
THE Forest Park Theatre, first of the
new suburban, modern picture theatres to be built by Ascher Brothers,
will be opened Saturday evening, June 19.
The outlay on this theatre is named at
$350,000, and the plans and their carrying
out fully confirm that figure. The seating
capacity is 1,500.
"rhe Forest Park, in addition to a good
local business, will draw patrons from
Maywood, Riverside, Berwyn, Melrose
Park and other suburban centers. Located
at West Madison street and Desplaines
avenue, in the heart of the Forest Park
business district, the theatre is easily
reached from various surrounding points.
This is the first suburban theatre venture
made by Ascher Brothers and it is safe
to say that it will be successful and the
first of a chain of the suburban type. Manager Menzing of Ascher Brothers' Chateau
Theatre will have charge. A modern orchestra will be installed, under the direction of one of the best leaders on the
Ascher circuit, it is announced.
Carl Laemmle Visits Chicago
and Talks of European Trip
CARL LAEMMLE,
president
Universal, spent the entire
week of
of June
7 in the city. When seen for a moment he announced that a new feature,
"Outside the Law," with Priscilla Dean as
the star and Tod Browning as director,
has be^ started at Universal City. It will
be remembered that Mr. Browning directed
"The Virgin of Stamboul." Eric Stroheim
will also begin work on a new feature
soon, Mr. Laemmle stated, but the name of
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the picture had quite escaped his memory.
Mr. Laemmle and his family party will
leave for Europe on .July 8. His itinerary
after he crosses the ocean will include a
stop of three days in London, five days in
Paris,
thence to where
his father's
heim, Germany,
he willhome
spendin Laupa few
days; thence to Carlsbad, where he will
remain for a month. He will afterward
visit Switzerland, Belgium, Italy and probably Monte Carlo. He will arrive in America about the end of October.
Chicago Concern to Open Its
Million-Dollar Theatre Soon
THEplanned
first theatre
of the chain
houses
for Chicago
by ofChicago
United Theatres, Inc., on which construction has been under way for the past
year, will be ready for opening some time
in july. The theatre is located at Sixtythird and Halsted streets, in one of Chicago's busiest sections outside of the
"Loop." It has been named the Stratford
and will seat 3,000 persons. The site and
building r present an outlay of $1,000,000,
it is said.
A complete Typhoon cooling and ventilating system has been installed and all
the other modern improvements that serve
to promote the comfort of patrons have
been provided.
Bernard G. Ziv, who has been connected
with the amusement department of the
Chicago American for the past five years,
was recently appointed director of publicity for Chicago United Theatres, Inc.
Rothacker and Quirk Room-mates
Watterson R. Rothacker and James
Quirk, the latter the well-known editor of
Photoplay Magazine, shared a suite at the
the Hotel Cleveland during the big Cleveland convention. They were kept busy
greeting hundreds of friends and acquaintances.
Gives Correct Release Date
Release date for "The Notorious Miss
Lisle,"
and
which starring
will be Katherine
distributed MacDonald
by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., has been set
for August 2.
The recent announcement stating that
this production would not be released until
February 14, 1921, was an error.

The Scene in the Centen- Was Taken at Midnight. It Was Just a Gambol.
Marie Doro seen here in three new views ot Midnight
ivu
Gambols"
Godfrey
Tea.le,
and star
being'before
released
the she
Pioneer
poration. The scenes at the left and rightht of the center
one with
are
presumably
of the
and byafter
went Film
on Corgambol.
the joyous
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Show
This
Window
Talk
to Local
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Used Part of "Shore Acres"
as Prologue to Production
USING a part of a play as the prologue
to that play was the unusual stunt
worked by H. M. Rouda, of the Merrill Theatre Milwaukee. In presenting
"Shore Acres" at his house, he used the
storm scenes in the sixth reel for his prologue, with light and sound effects, and
then inserted the film for the reguar showing of the picture.
A quartet followed the prologue with
"Your Eyes Have Told Me So," using this
as the theme of the picture and starting
the fiming before the chorus was done, that
the end of the chorus might cover the announcement titles at the opening. In the
scene where the young people are washed
ashore
the bass
heightening
the sang
effect."Asleep in the Deep,"
Quinn Parks His Cares by
Using Street Exploitation
JIMQUIN, of the Rialto Theatre, El Paso,
is strong for street stunts as well as
newspaper hook-ups. Put it in brief
and say that he goes after anything which
will yield publicity. Two of his recent
stunts are shown in picture. The water
wagon is an adaptation of the cart used
for
"Water,
Water The
Everywhere,"
by nuherous
exhibitors.
solitary Texan
on
this Volstead vehicle is Bud Young, publicity stealer, who went along to make
faces
the girls and set a good example
to
the atmen.
The other stunt is more notable. The U.
S. Marine contingent did not have a float
for the Americanization Day parade, so
Jimquin had one built and sent him
through the town properly equipped. A
card on the front of the car with "Courof the
he got
out oftesy it.
but Rialto
JimquinTheatre"
figured was
that all
would
be
enough, and it was.
Another recent stunt was a special party
for the convalescent soldiers in the Base
Hospital at Fort Bliss. The soldiers and
their nurses came in state and helped to
make a noise to advertise "Excuse My
Dust."
The secret
of Quinn's
that hea
works
all angles.
He success
does notis work
street stunt or a newspaper gag or a lobby
display and let it run. He works all three
of them and anything else he can think of.

One

Woman

Merchant

to Her

Motion

the
makegiving
fight tothat
it is a realize
ALLY
GENER
store owner
small
a portion of his window space to an
outside enterprise may help his own business, but Mrs. L. A. Clifford, of New
Utrecht avenue, Brooklyn, frankly cerdits
her success to the picture displays she
arranges.
She understands what few can be made
to see, that there are more persons interested in motion pictures than are interested in sheet music. She hooks up and
not only makes sales, but has actually built
up a mail order business.
Pictures Best Draw.
"Merchants generally appreciate tjie
value of connecting their good with popularity," says Mrs. Clifford, "but a thing that
they
seemis to
that
motiondon't
pictures
the comprehend
most popularis thing
that has ever occurred in this world.
Clothing is worn every day, but for every
person who can tell wool from cotton
there are ten who can name six or eight
motion picture stars and a number of the
pictures in which they have appeared.
"People know the 'movies' and are more
vitally interested in matters pertaining to
their favorite stars or to pictures which
they have pleased them than in any other
subject. I mean by that that the public as
a mass is more interested in the motion
picture industry than in any other matter
that exists. Any merchant can prove this
assertion for himself by checking up the
attendance at the motion picture theatres
in his merchandising district and then trying to think of any other thing which will
engage the attention of that many of his
possible customers.
Window a Salesman.
"It is a generally accepted fact now that
window is a store's best salesman, and the
first object of a window display is to attract attention. Probably not one person
in ten who passes my store daily is interested in anything I have for sale, but eight
out of every ten of them have an interest
in motion pictures. I could reach that one
by a display of sheet music or of records
or of piano rolls. My aim, however, is to
reach everybody that I possibly can, and

Merchants

Credits
Picture

Her

Success

Window

Shows

so I want to impress upon everyone that
Ianhave
certain but
wareswhat
for has
sale.a There
individual
realtiveisn't
or
friend but what is a purchaser of any commodity in common trade.
One Window for Program.
"This is the way I capitalize the popularity of motion pictures. The only decorations inside the store are large colored
prints which I got from a motion picture
exchange of Constance and Norma Talmadge,
Charles
and Katherine
Mildred Harris
Chaplin, Anita
Stewart,
MacDonald,
Mary Pickford, Charles Ray and other
stars who all have their followers.
"The backing of one window is held sacred to the weekly program cards of the
three theatres in my district, and even on
nights when the store is closed that window is kept lighted, for it furnishes a recognized amusement guide for the neighborhood, and it always has something in
it that will bring customers in to me.
Solves Storekeeper's Problem.
"The other window I use for special
displays and generally use the picture of a
well-known star, or a cut-out from a wellknown pictures with appropriate sign cards
to connect it up with music of some description.
"I have been told that the exploitation
my store
pictures
the attendance at thegives
theatres
in thehelps
district.
If that
is so I am satisfied, for as long as the theatres will keep running pictures that arouse
the interest such as those which I have
mentioned my problem of attractive and
interesting window displays is solved."
Six Theatres Combine Ads.
Six theatres in St. Louis, the Arco, Lafayette, Gravios, Novelty, Maffitt and Montgomery, combined recently in joint advertising
for "Sex,"
the Glaum
ject day and
date playing
for two and
cleaningsubup
with the display they were able to make.
The idea is not new, for Universal tried
this something more than a year ago, but
the results should lead to other experiments along the same lines where a sufficient number of prints are available.

Of Course a Submarine Is a Water- Wagon in a Sense, Bu*; Still —
Jimquin,
El Paso, advertised
"Six Best
Cellars" inwith
sprinkling
and them,
when ana
he al)
found
the navy
had sign
no float
the ofAmericanization
Day parade
he pitched
and a built
a tank cart,
car for
he asked
was recruiters
a tiny credit
in for
front. Don't tell him ii pays to advertise. He wrote the words of that song and has been singing it ever since.
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Teasers
to the Postcard
Twist
Another
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the result that the cards got all over town
and the entire population was all worked
How Louisville Hitched-up Marriage
upThis
overis the
aboutpicture.
the last possible refinement
in
the
card
stunt, but it is worth the
hue,
Month to Neilans ''Don't Ever Marry
trouble
if
it
is
worked
from a town where
up Marshall Neilan's First Her eyes may be blue, her hair a golden the personal dope can be obtained, and
ING
HOOK
Marry,"
Ever ny,
release,
Nationa
it has the advantage of cutting down the
A wonder
a doll, a fairy.
put
of matrimo
month"Don't
to June,l the
book.willsmile,
list.
But how
she look at the end of the mailing
over the subject big for George J. Maurer,
It will be remembered that the mailing
of the Strand, Louisville.
card from out of town got its start from
He started off with a hook-up with one
The answer — "Don't Ever Marry."
some of the Lynch houses in Georgia and
of the local papers, which apparently unAnd Sashes, Too.
Florida, and the idea has already spread
dertook to save prospective brides and
And as the run drew near, each house to California.
grooms from their terrible fate; oflfering to
Did you ever start a stunt that was
was provided with a sash, worn
send all such couples to the Strand as its employee
across the body, containing the same sage worked all over the country?
guests. It also extended the same invitation to the recently married, that they advice. The younger people wore these on
This Is an Ideal Hookup
the street, as well as in the theatre, formmight realize what they had gotten into.
ing walking advertisements.
Treated in a lightly facetious vein, this
All told,haustivethe
campaign
was about
as ex-in
stunt pulled strongly and for the entire
Booming "Treasure Island"
as it could
be made,
and yet,
town talking about the play to come to
the Strand.
spite of all Mr. Maurer's efforts, there was
sugnatural with
is a Island"
jewelryup displays
theING
re
HOOK
not reported any visible decrease in the
l Theatre,
the Imperia
gestion, but"Treasu
Rubbing It In.
number of marriage licenses issued.
San Francisco, worked a new angle on a
The only result was an increase in the straight display of jewels. It made a
Building up on this, Mr. Maurer used
of Strand tickets sold. This was
combination treasure chest and tableau dissnappy cards in the waiting rooms of phy- number
all Mr. Maurer really cared about. He
play in the window of A. Isaacs, one of the
sicians, in the court rooms where divorce
leading San Francisco jewelers.
didn't give a whoop if they did go ahead
cases were heard, in the office where marand get married.
riags licenses were made out and other
places where they might do some good, including the offices of lawyers.
Gave Small-Town Twist to
Jazz a Mailing Card Stunt
The informationuratively
you're
seeking,
now
figspeaking.
, Gal., the High School
If you add one there'll be two to carry, OUTgivesin aPuente
Goldwyn picture every SaturA father-in-law
in bad. you'll add, just to keep you
day night, and they work it just like
a regular theatre. Recently the publicity
Take our tip — "Don't Ever Marry."
man wanted something to help put over
om
erd
LittleW. Sheph
Kingd
She may be so shy — have that angel look '"The
and John
Rankin, ofof the
GoldwynCome"
Los
in her eye;
es
sted
Angel
office, sugge
the post card
Just a quaint little saint, little fairy;
stunt.
The names of fifty women in Puente were
But wait
wed — and feel that flatiron tillon you'r
the head;
secured, and a brief personal item about
each
one was obtained. Then the cards
Oh Boy! "Don't Ever Marry."
were written and mailed in Los Angeles,
You'll side
need; no guide, with a wife by your and it worried the women sick. Evidently
the writer knew the recipient of the card,
for the personal mention indicated that
She'll keep you straight, don't fear;
You'll fishes;
be washing dishes, like all of the clearly, yet Mrs. Brown knew no "Mabel"
or "Jane" or "Alice" in Los Angeles and
she took the puzzlement to others, with
"Don't Ever Marry"— you hear.
The Combination
Treasure
Chest and
Tableau in the Window of A. Isaacs,
San Francisco.

This Is Not a Bunch of Louisville Neverweds.
They are just wearing the sashes to help along the Neilan play because it Is the
house attraction, and if they don't boom the play they won't get their
money. Those girls don't look a bit like old maids, do they?

As can be seen, the main feature is a
strong chest with huge, brass hinges, the
cover resting on top of the chest and carrying a lettered sign made to suggest a book
cover with the title on the right and the
house and date on the supposed back cover.
Inside was a smaller chest resting on some
rocks with cut out figures of Jim Hawkins
and one of the pirates. .Artificial plants
built up the suggestion of scenery, and
rings and other jewels gave color to the display.
Gersdorf Liked It
Phil Gersdorf liked the Tremont Temple
pass so well when it was reproduced in
these columns a couple of weeks ago that
he went right out and had special passes
printed
Griffith's
"The going.
Idol Dancer"
and plansup toforkeep
the scheme
From
Boston to Jacksonville is some jump, but
the probabilities are that the idea will
travel even further before it gets through.
Shoot in one of your own good ideas and
give it the advantage of travel. Gersdorf
has more than paid for the ideas he has
derived from others. Now you kick in.

// the Testimony of Press, Critics and Public mean anything, then of necessity must

Clara

Kimball
— in —

Young

"FOR
THE
SOUL
OF
RAFAEL"
— be termed one of the finest motion pictures of many years. Tho" harini; played •■ly
a part
of the country
SOUL OFof RAFAEL"
enthralled
thousandsat bythisitswriting,
supreme— "FOR
artistry,THE
magnificence
production, has
beauty of story and elaborateness of presentation. Written by Marah
Ellis Ryan.
Produced and presented by Harry Garson.
Distributed by

— ymF»™ ^^^^^

Clara

-

Of

Kimball
Young

-'in--

"For

The

Soul

THE NEW YORK PICTURE
PLAY MAGAZINE SAID
Ra
fa
■■"For The O
Soul f
Of Rafael is chromaticallyel
rich. "
Panoply of
romance, with scenic bits that shine forth like Louvre ^ems."
THE NEW YORK EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
SAID — "Delightful picturization. Beautifully produced. Its
lavishness and beauty entitles it to special mention.'
THE EXHIBITORS HERALD SAID "One of the best of
Clara Kimball Young 5 long career. As fine a piece of work as
has graced
silver sheet onin the
a long
AVill create and warrant unusualtheexploitation
parttime.
of all' exhibitors.
THE CHICAGO POST SAID— "This is unquestionably the
best picture in which Clara Kimball Young has ever appeared.
If you love beauty, superb acting, and magnificent scenes you will
be enthusiastic o\cr 'For The Soul Of Rafael ."
THE BILLBOARD SAID— "It is a gem of superiority, far above
the ordinary drama picture of today. Miss Young resembled an
exquisite painting. Intelligence, and imagination are utilized to
the utmost. Here's to you MiM Young, our congratulations.
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE SAID— Clara Kimball Young
in 'For The Soul Of Rafael' nears film perfection. Photography,
direction and acting superb. As a whole this production is the
most finished wc have witnessed in a long time. '
YoxxT nearest Equity Franchiae Holder will arrange play
ing dates with you and will present for your inspection
and usage the finest exploitation material ever conceived
for anj- production in history.
Distributed by
EfclTY
AEOLIAN

UAL'

PICTUKES
■••

NEW yO(ll<o
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Will Lowell
Cash
Please
Look
Below — and
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Gave Midnight Matinee to
Prove Value of Underline
FINDING a new use for the midnight
matinee, Mr. Kashin, of the Hohnan,
Montreal, gave a pre-showing' of "The
Girl of theformance ofSea"
following bill.
the last perthe preceding
The show was announced by means of
newspaper advertisements and these advertisements— up to the capacity of the
house — served as tickets of admission. The
doors were clo>cd as soon as the house was
filled to the fire limits and the show run oflf.
In putting over the scheme, Mr. Kashin
announced that he was so thoroughly convinced of the merits of the production that
he thought the best advertising would be
the word-of-mouth commendation of those
who had already seen the show, and the
event was announced as a "Free Show for
Critics."
This is merely another form of preshowing, but in a city this stunt works
better than showing to a selected list
through invitation, provided that the picture is one which is capable of making
a strong popular appeal.
Used Miniature Baree Den
to Tell of Marge O'Doone
EMPLOYING a miniature wild animal
^ den, in which was housed "Baree," the
wolf dog of "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone," was the way the Bijou, Racine,
put over this Vitagraph subject. The den
was chaperoned through the streets by an
Esquimau in fur parka, and it attracted
such crowds that at times it blocked traffic and tied up the street car lines. The
den looks as though it might have been
borrowed from some dog and pony circus,
but it does not have to be as elaborate in
order to be noticed. Any home-made den,
built on an express wagon will suffice. The
chief idea is to give emphasis to the Alaskan locale, and for this an elaborate den
is not as essential as would be the case
with a circus play.

Goldberg

Stunt

After

in Omaha

Brings

Answer

Police

Rival

House and Ballentyne Pays
blast, with the lobby all dolled up with
in the red and white striped fabric to suggest
theatrein Omaha
smallest opened
the recently
E was
OUIT
an
world
Arabic
by Harry Goldberg and closed by the match. tent and the box office draped to
police. Incidentally the police landed with
After
the true facts came out and
both feet on Manager Ballentyne of the the laugha while
was on the police, and the next
Moon because the theatre happened to be time Ballenty
ne wants to cheat a little the
temporarily parked in front of the house —
bluecoats will look the other way to pay
and Ballentyne stood the gafif like the good
sport he is.
Goldberg, who runs the Sun Theatre, had
"The Virgin of Stamboul" booked, and conceived the idea of mounting a small projector on a truck and sending it through
the streets.
As shown in the illustration, there were
peep-holes at the rear for eight spectators, and every five minutes a couple of
hundred feet of the picture were run off,
with a trailer for the truck people.
Audience of Eight.
"See What Sari Saw" was the slogan and
the title of the reel, and, while only eight
people could see the show at one time,
there was nothing to prevent a hundred or
so from wondering what it was all about
and finding out.
To keep the thing as inconspicuous as
possible, Goldberg painted it a bright yellow with red lettering. Outside of that
it was as subdued as a negro parson going
home from church on a dark night with his
coat collar turned up.
The Police Got It.
The
third
the the
theatre's
it parked innight
frontof of
Moon,existence
a rival
house, and it wasn't doing a thing but
tying up traffic. And just because it had
no license the police pinched the outfit and
told Ballentyne that just for that he would
The Smallest Theatre in the World.
have to- take his marquise decorations
down.
up for the blunder. So at the present writInstead of telling that the orphan was
ing all are pleased.
not his, Ballentyne stood for the order and
But if you want to open a truck theatre
pulled in his own display, while over at yourself,
the plans and add a police
the Sun the Virgin decorations ran full permit to follow
the outfit.
Has Two of the Trio, But

This Is Not an Illinois Dog-Catching Outfit.
The pup is supposed to be Bareo. the canino hero of "The Courafre of Marge
O'Doone," and this Vitagraph
is the way subject
the Bijou.
over. Ua<-ine. Ill , piit this

Where Is Cash's Hootch?
LOWELL
CASHnovelties
sends in
couple atof
really good
fora Arrow
ractions. One is a pair of real dice
mounted on a card lettered
You Can Gamble with These,
(the dice here)
but
Arrow Attractions
are
Sure Winners.
The other side shows a list of late Arrow
productions. The dice are not cheap, but
if you want to reach a select list tlie novelty of the idea will repay their cost, and
you
tities. can get small dice cheaply in quanThe second novelty is a package of ten
cigarettes
the imprint
of "Tex"
on
each
and a with
reference
to the danger
of giving away your private brand of smokes
as shown in "The Trail of a Cigarette."
One of the William Steiner "Tex, Elucidator
of Mysteries"
series. specials, rather
These
are convention
above the average, but the ideas can be
adapted to house advertising.
But with dice and smokes, where is the
hootch which forms the third side of this
popular triangle? Cash left none of that.
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The
Right
Sort of House
Organ
Still Pays
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as he thinks he does. He is doing nicely space which gives a better proportioned
Takes Full Pages and Uses
as it is. All he need is to realize that display. He offers a novelty in the form
of a reproduction from the nearest key
Half for His Press Notices
every page of this department is for managers of all houses between 200 and 2,000 city paper for "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde."
Dietlein,
J.
F.
This
always a good plan, for the
page,
full
a
in
SENDING
capacity, or larger or smaller, for that public isnonotlonger
of the Princess, Opelousas, La., says it matter.
cares much about critical
Apparently he has gotten good
opinion of the big cities, but Wichita carej
is "small-town advertising" and wishes from this department already.
—P. T. A.—
more about Kansas City opinion than it
that we would give more space and advice
to the small-town man. Everything in this
does
about knew
New that
York'sthisideas,
and carry
Mr.
department is for the small town man as Working Two-Column Cuts
Chambers
would
well as the big city manager. It is merely
weight, so he made it the basis of a nicely
in Three-Column Widths
a matter of proportion. The big men hit
balanced display, a little different from
up the little stunts to suit the size of their
anything
he had done lately and therefore
Palace
the
of
S,
CHAMBER
Y
STANLE
house. The small man cuts down the big
and Regent, Wichita, who grew des- of added interest.—P. T. A.—
perate over the paper situation lately
all good
It istimes
all. nine
job,andbutit that
fellow's ng
out and threatened to take the tar brush to
work,
will is
advertisi
of ten, just as well in Opelousas as it will the stuff and make 'em as black as they Home Made Teasers Done
in Kansas City or San Francisco or Bosfrom Plan Book Material
j MirTm IF m ■nnun |
Mr.
know,
don't in
ton. Westands
IMASKED DANCER
advice.
muchthat
need atofthat,
Dietlein
imuia
MIU MCL<H WMITK
The page he sends in is all his, but inMOST
of the
advertisements
for "Down
on the
Farm"
have been taken
from
stead of taking it for a display he uses a ONWITlf The MASKED
the plan book, for there was a
IN PERSON-^HIs'wkEK
Bleich-style weekly program, some dewealth
of
really
available
material.
Outtached spaces and the rest press talk. In
side of the special stunts, the plan book
the right hand column, just below the cut, fMDAHCE
J
inftisei
covered everything, giving copy for displays or copy to serve as the basis for
ON WITH
home-written copy. Even these scatter
: ^THE PRlSlCfcSS THEATRE -=5^!=-advertisements for the Garrick Theatre,
Los Angeles, were done from the plan book
DANCE
sketches, but they were made into a new
ite'y /hipi FASTER! FASTeRI
two twos with black ground. Most of the
lines do not show in the newspaper work,
but the three essential lines were there;
the picture had been heavily advertised
^^^iiiinjiii
by the Kinema and that was all they felt
they needed. The Garrick took it at popular prices immediately following the first
run and got all of the benefit of previous
A FlM litfMilJISracii
Conslanct Talmadge
"in Seatili ol a Sinnsr"
tht Vmaat Comrri^ DniM <d^\n

id b) ToM( Jahnflo
Princess Theatre
TO-MOMHOW

The Same Cut in Different Widths.
~ - TAYLOn
}[QLMES
IDEA
"t-"";i ^^^^

A Full Page Worked as Part AdvertUing
and Part Reader.

could be painted, seems to lack the nerve,
for he sends in a big batch and there is
not a blotchy ad in the lot. He makes a
nice study of handing a two-column cut in
a three-column space in these displays,
on the right it is worked to the margins
and on the left it is filled in with copy on
the right to fill a three. Apparently he
had the cut notched himself to let in the
"Faster" line, which serves to bind the two
parts of the wider display, but by cutting
in this line the suggestion is created that

he uses a special heading for "Out of Town
Folks," with the sub-head "Seen in the
Princess Lobby." This covers half a dozen
items about strangers who drop in more
or less regularly from out of town. It is
the most valuable space on the page, for
it makes personal friends. Long ago S.
UUEKYU *
Barret McCormick built up a Denver thea^TBarnpTnore
MB.HYDF
tre at the then amazing prices of ten and
fifteen cents, and he did it partly by standing in with the society editor and getting
notes in the personal column. Mr. Dietlien is doing the same thing on a smaller
scale and doing it just as well. We think
it would pay him to take even more of his
space to link well known tovirn and out
of town names to his theatre. Among the
other things he sends in are a dance pro- A Press Notice Display in Four Sevens.
gram of twenty numbers, the house program on the reverse side. The dance the other short measure banks were kept
started immediately after the performance, that way on purpose. In one instance he
which accounts for the tie-up. Another had something to say about the revealed
is a program apparently following the lines identity of a masked dancer which was
of the Theatre Louisiana, of Baton Rouge. worth the two-column announcement, so
It is clean and neat and in small compass
he put it on top of the cut, where it could
gives about all that any housf can need. <:pread. In the other Ke needed merely
Mr. Dietlein does not need as much help to keep on telling, so he went to a wider

A Scatter

Two

Twos from
Material.

Plan Book

advertising. This is a point so many overlook. They feel that to use second run
will spoil sales, whereas you can always
clean up for a week or two on a higher
priced run. We imagine that the Garrick
paid a better percentage on the investment
than did the first run house. That "Down
on the Farm" stuff, like "Pollyanna," was
a great tribute
E. times.
Moyer's
methods.
He hit ittojustCharles
right both
—p. T. A.—
House Organ Not Only Pulls,
But Pays Expenses and More
cut
s have
ed their
theatre
most have
curtail
or at least
outOUGH
ALTH
weekly programs, the Adams, Water-page
up itsthesixteen
loo, la., keeps
with
rising costs issue
than meets
and more
its income from outside advertising. And
this is not because it sells space to the
exclusion of its own news and displays,
but because it makes the contents so readable that merchants know that the paper
is in demand and so are willing to pay to
be represented. Instead of grabbing a
trade paper and using the first small items
to present themselves, the editor really
makes an intelligent selection and turns
out a readable sheet. Paper costs have
hit house programs hard, but it is still possible to \vor'< this s' inl
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Your
Printer
:
Don't
Let
Him iiiii II I Lick
You
I Lick
ii'ii" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiii iiiiiiiii in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
nil I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
I iiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
better
result
the
next
time
or
break a leg.
this
when
a
neat,
legible
block
letter
would
Chain Houses Run Too Much
have looked as well and would have sold Get after the compositor and try to have
better. The artist has come closest to a a better understanding with him.
to Hand Lettered Displays
real display, but he slipped up at the last to Slip him a couple of tickets and tell him
HAND lettering, not always well han- moment
up when he comes down. Then
and spoiled it all by making the coaxlookhimyouinto
dled, seems to be the stumbling block
the office and show him his
star
name
and title look like Venetian grill botch and what
to the Paramount chain of theatres
other towns and other
work. We do not think that it pays to
in St. Louis. They frequently come close take space and make such poor use of it. printers are doing. Get him interested.
to something good, but through the fault These are unusually poor examples of work
If he IS not a downright Bolshevist he'll
of their artist they lose out. With most
from St. Louis. Possibly they have put on take a pride in his work and try and do
of the attractions showing at two or even
a new artist who has not yet caught the better next time. After a while you'll get
more houses, here is plenty of space at
just what you want, particularly if you
command in which much of value could trick, but he should be taken down cellar take the
time to take it to the office youra lecture with a club if he perbe done, but the artist does not always and given
in spoiling white paper at this stage the self and insist upon talking it over with
put it over. The first example is for Nazi- of thesistsgame.
man
—P. T. A.—
the ad. who is actually going to set up
mova
in
"The
Heart
of
a
Child."
Now,
Artists are more difficult, as a rule. They
Nazimova sells on name, and the name
Plans an Entire Campaign
are stubborn brutes and think
should be played across the board. Here
that the
in a four five and a halfs the name is letlayman does not know about their
art
with
Only
a
Pair
of
Cuts
tered in half space and blanketed at the
Maybe
doesn't, but the man who is
spending heanywhe
re from twenty cents an
THESE
two
displays
from
a
Chicago
paper show part of a Chicago cam- inch to fifty cents a line knows a lot more
paign built upon two cuts, a single about advertising than the average artist
and double column of the same design. will ever learn. And the more
These are both fifty line displays, one a artist the more stubborn he is aptableto the
be
smgle and the other a double column
It you use art work,
is often better to
space. The Saturday display was only 150 get some promising itbeginn
er and train
Imes double and used the two column size him
to your own ways. It can be done
of the same cut. They are taken from the and up
It
works
well. But don't let the apdisplay for the Randolph, a Jones,
pearance of the
published advertisemen
& Schaeffer house. Chicago houses doLinick
not discourage you. Let it lead you to greatert
advertise largely and 300 lines of adver- effort and eventually you'll win
—P. T. A.—
tising in a single space is much above the
average, but with this cut for an attractor
Got
a
Front
Page Cartoon
the space showed to advantage because
it left so much room for the type. It does
from a Local Feature Title
not always happen
a plan book cut
A Four Five and a Halfs for Nazimova in can be used to suchthat
advantage, but this
THISshows cutting
Bee
design was happily chosen and it worked
how afromlocal therun Omaha
Which the Star's Name Is Slighted.
for "Why
in all sizes. Using the same cut daily
Change Your Wife?" was the incentop with the signature and below with a identifies the space and drives home the
to the paper's cartoonist. Very often
bank of all capital hand lettering. The title through iteration. First National has some tivecoming
title will suggest an apt carother half of the width is given to the
toon and if you think of it, slip over and
title and is similarly blanketed. The name
Harold
THRiLLme j Only A N D O L P H luDOLrH IICOKIIKUOUS
HAROLO
ri THRILLma
IYifClMmfsM^
R*ndol"ph\v-V,V.':'";;;
is marred by a lot of white blotches in
aiiirtay A»M Tale
Nyslorxor FInl
\_DAiLY
the lettering. It makes it less easy to read
TllRlLUNS .
Bee
Harold
and vastly less distinctive. If you look
Tine _L Saturday
Joseph
closely you will see that these blotches
Shown
are tiny hearts. That is a neat little
and
Place
Kilgour,
You
idea, but what is the use of a neat
George
.'.acDonald,
Stewart,
e orFisher,
TXlLoVa
Conald~
little idea when the hearts won't sell even
a fractional part of a single ticket and a
Su
clear, legible star name will? No one
Star CasI
Can
is looking in the advertising section for
cute ideas in lettering. They are looking
for entertainment,
a bold
"Nazimova"
will
sell about fortyandtimes
as many
tickets
Two Treatments of a Single Column Cut.
as a hundred thousand hearts. The name
should have been carried cleai across the done much more artistic work, but it has
space, or better, the cut of the dancer seldom turned out a more thoroughly pracshould have been drawn o\ jT to the right
cut, though they work successfully
and the name run across to it, for the to givetical the
exhibitor just what he needs.
dancer forms a good attraction, and will This just happens
to be above the usual
help. This sample may be artistic, but it is good average, and the
Chicago advertisers
poor advertising. The same effort at al- were quick to see its value as a trade-mark
leged art effects spoils what might have
iT°
Even the usual argubeen a hundred per cent, display. This is for this attraction.
against reverse and hand lettering
a five five and a halfs for Alice Lake in do not ments
hold here. The very oddity of the
lettering is a part of the design.
BEGIMNINC TO-DAY FOR ONE WEEN
—P. T. A.—
A Cartoon from a Film Title.
Don't Grow Discouraged If
Mnrvo MtrcMxr
hand the suggestion to the cartoonist. Tell
Your Ads Don't Look Right liim
in advance so that he can use the carwella
stuff,
of
bunch
a
in
SENDING
toon while the picture is showing. Now
known
manager
adds
:
"I
wouldn't
blame you for throwing a lot of this and then you can put one over and possibly you can obtain the original sketch
into the waste basket. From the way I
noM n« iMMonu ma vnutan muni
feel when I see a lot of my copy in type, I for a lobby showing and so build up on
idea. It's a fine way to get onto the
think that is where much of it belongs." the
That's hardly the way to feel
about it, front page without paying for it, and such
A Good White Spaced
Ad
Spoiled
by
the
ng
though it certainly is discouragi to sweat no.
a hook-up gives you a real standing. Try
Lettering.
blood over a piece of copy and then find for it. They cannot do worse than tell you
that the printer has slaughtered it through
l1llllMIIII,llllllllirilMIM1tllMlllllllllllllllllltIltllM<llllirillHtllllirilllltlUltltllltllIltlMlllltlllllMltllllllIIIIIIHIllllllMirtllll
Shore Acres. Here the layout man makes
a use of wrong type or that the artist does
get 300 pages of helpful hints send
good use of white space, but the artist up- not get your idea over or has substituted twoTo dollars
a copy of Picture Theatre
sets his work by some inexcusably ornate
g, Advertising. for
something
of
his
own.
It's
discouragin
It just oozes ideas.
lettering. It is a crime to do lettering like but the way to feel is that you will get a
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Busy

Pittsburgh
Realart Managers Swap Jobs.
Harry E. Lotz, Realart manager in Pittsburgh, and Henry E. Wilkinson, Buffalo, have
exchanged posts, effective since May 31. Mr.
Wilkinson joined Realart last fall, immediately after being released from the Naval
Reserve, in which he served for the duration of the war as an aviator.
McAleer Takes Over Exciiang^e.
John McAleer has taken over the Circle
Film Attractions, Pittsburgh, which he has
been managing for Mr. Nadler, of New York
City.
Entertained by Fairbanks.
Carlos Moore, manager of the Pittsburgh
branch of the United Artists exchange, accompanied by his wife, were entertained in
New York recently by Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Fairbanks,
Film Salesman Touring.
M. J. Chernoff, special representative at
the Pittsburgh Goldwyn office, is spending
some tirae at the Cleveland and Detroit offices,
where he will try to show them how he
does it.
Kansas City
Path(-*s Busine.^s Increasing.
The already well established business of the
Pathe Exchange is for tiiiuing to increase and
multiply in spite of fhe summer season. There
is no let-up. According to Harry Taylor,
manager of Pathe in Kansas City, they are
taking
all the ontime.more features and special releases
Film Salesmen's Nen-s,
H. McLaughlin has severed his connections
with Select Pictures Corporation, Kansas
City, and is now working for Robertson-Cole
In Oklahoma City.
J. J. McCarthy, head salesman for Metro,
who is now in Wichita selling news stuff, will
return to Kansas City on Thursday.
Manager Now of Select-Republic.
Jack Weil has resigned his duties as manager for the Republic Pictures Corporations
and G. C. Reed has assumed the responsibilities of Mr. Weil in addition to his office as
manager of the Select Exchange. This combination gives Select and Republic the same
working force and consequently they will
work more in unison than ever before.
Gary Returns to Goldwyn.
R. C. Garry, publicity man for RobertsonCole in Kansas City, is going back whence
he came — to Goldwyn. Mr. Gary thinks that
he
probably land at Atlanta, Georgia or
NewwillOrleans.
Moves U(i»n from Omaha.
sr.
Calbert,
of Curly
with
the Universal brollKiExchaiitre.
Omaha,Calbert,
will start
Monday as salesman with the Metro Pictures
Corporation, in Kansas City.
T. E. Larson in Xew York.
T. E. Larson, general manager of the Peacock Productions, left the early part of the
week for New York and is now looking over
the market for future productions.
Proud As a Peacock.
According to B. C. Cook, manager of Peacock, Kansas City, they have the best salesman going in Morris Fink. Mr. Fink on his
first week out hit twenty-one towns and came
back with a contract from every town but
one.
Mr. Fink's
plan of campaign
is to longin
distance
his exhibitor
before arriving
town, have him meet Mr. Pink at the train,
write him out a check, and then the salesman catches the next train out of town.
Xew York Loses — K. C. Gains.
Mrs. B. C. Cook and son Morton arrived in
Kansas City from New York last week to
make Mr. Cook, manager of Peacock Productions, the / appiest man in the world.
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Exchangemen

Equity Film's "Catch On."
Clara Kimball Young's second Equity pro"The Forbidden
owing wasto
its successduction,the
first week Woman."
at the Doric
held over a second week and with continued
success. Manager Curtis of the Doric Theatre immediately booked "Silk Husbands and
Calicofor Wives"
another
Peacock
special,
open
a first run
in Kansas
City on
June 27.to
"Cleaning Up" .Missouri.
Bud Barskey, manager of the Peacock offlce in St. Louis was in Kansas City this week.
B. C. Cook lent him two salesmen to clean
up the balance of the Missouri territory for
Equity Productions including an all star
stage of fifty-two, featuring Alice Brady,
Robert Warwick, George Beban, and Ethel
Clayton.
See "Wonder Man" Privately.
A private screening of Georges Carpentier
in "The Wonder Man" was held June 7 at the
Liberty Theatre. It was the unanimous opinion of the two hundred film men, exhibitors,
managers, as well as society people who witnessed the screening that the picture was a
winner. Carpentier will be in Kansas City
in person at Electric Park on June 15.
"Marge O'Doone" a Success.
C. A. Maddux, assistant manager of the
Vitagraph Exchange, reports that they have
had wonderful success, especially in Oklahoma and Arkansas, on their super-production,
"The Courage
of Marge
O'Doone," which
is now running
at our
Doric Theatre.
Buffalo
p. H. Smith Resigns.
The big surprise of the week among Buffalo
exchanges was the sudden news of the resignation of P. H. Smith as manager of the
local First National office, taking effect June
14. Mr. Smith went to New York on a proposition and is expected to announce his plans
for the future soon. No other changes in the
local personnel
successor
has notarebeenexpected.
announcedMr.as Smith's
yet.
Realart Signs Elmwood.
Manager Harry E. Lotz of the Realart
office announces the signing of a contract
with manager Bruce Fowler of the Elmwood
Theatre for the second run in Buffalo of the
Realart star series. Mr. Lotz has been touring through the territory the past week and
brought home a machine load of contracts.
Henry E. Wilkinson, former Buffalo Realart
chief, who is now at the Pittsburgh office,
was
friends.in town for a few days, visiting old
Gives Up Teck to U. of B.
The W. W. Hodkinson corporation, which
has leased the Shubert-Teck for a series of
big production presentations, co-operated
with the University of Buffalo in giving over
the theatre tor the annual commencement exercises, Friday morning, June 11, which delayed the first performance on that day several hours. The company will present "Desert Gold," "The Sagebrusher," "The Lone
Wolf's
during Daughter,"
the season."False
JamesFaces,"
GriffinandFay"Sex."
and
L. F. Guimont are in town putting on the
pictures.
First National Chiefs Here.
W. T. Wilson, sales auditor, and R. H.
Clark, First National chief, visited the local
F. N. office the week of June 7 and General
Manager James D. Williams was in Buffalo
Saturday, June 12 for a conference with
Shea -Vmusement Company officials on the
new First National franchise proposition. Sol
Haris was with Mr. Williams.
BufTalo Picture Going Big.
It is reported that the new feature "The
Sport ofMotion
Kings."Picture
recently
produced
the
Buffalo
Company,
with byoffices
in the Ellicott square building, is making excellent headway throughout the country.
picture stars Matt Moore and May TuUy The
and

was presented in the Strand, Washington, last
week. A third production has just been completed but no title selected. "The Price of
Innocence," was the company's first feature.
Metro Business Booming.
So many exhibitors are visiting the local
Metro exchange in the Warner building that
Manager H. W. Kahn has been forced to put
in a new set of chairs, because managers object to standing an hour or so trying to get
an interview with the chief.
Exchange Manager* to Meet.
According to J. H. Greenwald, Fox manager,ciation
the Buffalo
Managers'
will soon Exchange
call a special
meetingasso-to
elect a successor to Henry E. Wilkinson, reas secretary
and a new chairman cently
of theresigned
Grievance
committee.
Select OfBce Moves.
The Select and Republic exchanges are now
installed in the new Warner Building, where
the
Universal and Vitagraph also have
theirMetro,
headquarters.
Atlanta's Allotment
)F35,((O0 TheJitrv Company Chartered.
LD.
JOEL,organized
Julian Steinau
and L. D.Theatre
Peltz
• have
the Garing
Company in Atlanta and made application
for a charter under the state laws. The company is incorporated at $35,000 and states In
its application that it proposes to lease, construct, operate and equip moving picture
theatres, and to establish a booking agency.
The principal offices are to be located in
Atlanta,
and the company
will probably contine its activities
to that section.
Educational Opens Exchange.
The Educational Film Exchange, of Atlanta, has been organized and incorporated
in Atlanta, Ga., by Earle W Hammons and
George A. Skinner, both of New York City,
and A. C. Bromberg, of Atlanta. The capital
stock is $10,000. The company states that It
will operate a general film exchange.
New Manager for .Vtlanta Rialto.
Harold B. Clark, formerly assistant manager of the Imperial Theatre at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed manager of
the Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, owned by the
S.
A.
He will take up
his newLynch
dutiesEnterprises.
at once.
New House in Athen <;n.
Contract has been let by ..Irs. Frances
Sheshane for the construction of a new theatre at Athens, Ga., where the University of
Georgia is located. It will cost about $35,000
and have a seating capacity of 1.000.
Los Angeles Studio Shots
Little Bennie Alexander is doubling for
Harry Carey at U City this week. Bennie
takes
of the hero of "Fighting Job"
at
the the
age part
of seven.
John McCormack, famous Irish tenor, spent
a day at Goldwyn studios during his recent
visit to Los Angeles, and gave expert technical advice to Director Frank Lloyd in regard
to the grand opera scenes in 'The Great
Wallace Beery and Kathryn Adams have
been added to the cast of "813" which is now
being
filmedCabanne
at Christie's.
Lover."
Christy
has completed the new
Bessie Barriscale feature and has gone to
New York to join a new film concern.
Eugene Pallette has completed his part in
the Metro picture, 'Parlor. Bedroom and
Bath." and has gone to New York.
Charles
Rosher.
Pickford's
cameraman, has been
loanedMary
to Marshall
Neilan
during Little Mary's absence.
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Producers

Form Co-operative Buying Company
THE Cinema Mercantile Corporation, a
ganization, according to W. J. Reynolds,
company formed recently by repre- secretary of the new company. Wholesale
sentatives ofmore than thirty of the prices will be made to every member. Lumleading motion picture producing comber, compo board, wall paper, chemicals,
panies on the West Coast, have drawn up oils and paints, furniture, electrical equipand sent articles of incorporation to the
ment will be bought in cargo and carload
Secretary of State at Sacramento. The lots direct from the mills and manufacnew corporation has been formed for the
turers. Lumber yards in Hollywood and
purpose of buying supplies to be used in Culver City, with track facilities for distribution, are to be operated, and a factory
the production of films and distributing
them to members of the co-operative com- for the making of "period" furniture will
pany. The new company is capitalized at be built.
$500,000 and incorporation articles set forth
the following purposes for which the comGrauman and California Give
pany has been formed:
"1. To purchase, own, improve, sell, lease
and deal in real property of every description ;to buy, sell, own, hold and deal in
personal property of all kinds.
buy, sell and deal in merchandise
of "2.all Tokinds.
"3. To do and perform all other acts and
things necessary or incidental to purposes
hereinabove set forth."
List of Incorporators.
The list of incorporators is made up of
fifteen officials of California motion picture
companies, as follows :
Abraham Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn ; Joseph W. Engel, treasurer and general manager of Metro; C. H. Christie,
president of Christie Film Company; Robert Brunton, president Brunton Studios,
Inc.; William S. Smith, vice-president of
Vitagraph ; Sol M. Wurtzel, general manager of Fox; Frank A. Garbutt, vice-president and general manager Lasky and Morosco Studios; R. R. Nehls, vice-president
of American, of Santa Barbara; H. R.
Hough, general manager Robertson-Cole
Studios, Inc.; Mack Sennett, president of
Mack Sennett Film Corporation ; Carl L.
Laemmle, president of Universal; Thomas
H. Ince, president T. H. Ince Studios, Inc.;
Hal E. Roach, president Rolin Film CorporationLouis
;
B. Mayer, president, Louis
^. B. Mayer Productions, and W. J. Reynolds,
secretary Motion Picture Producers' Association.
At a meeting held at the Athletic Club on
the night of June 8, the following officers
of the new Cinema Mercantile Corporation were elected:
Frank A. Garbutt, president; Joseph Engel, vice-president; Abraham Lehr, second
vice-president; Sol Wurtzel, third vicepresident; W. J. Reynolds, secretary and
treasurer.
The resolutions of the company contains
this paragraph :
"It is not the intention of the motion
picture industry to go outside Los Angeles for any of their requirements unless
compelled to do so. Where prices and
grades are equal, our home merchants will
be given preference, but where we are required to pay more money for the same
articles of home production than we can
secure elsewhere we will, of necessity,
have to buy elsewhere in order to protect
our own interests."
Consolidation and co-ordination of the
buying power of the entire motion picture
industry is the prime purpose of the or-
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Summer Sunday Morn' Shows
GrauSid giving
1919 of
summertheof idea
DURING mantheconceived
symphony concerts at his big house
on Third street and Broadway on Sunday
morning, and the popularity those concerts
attained warranted the giving of them
again this summer. On June 6 the first
concert was given at the Grauman at 11
A. M., the seats being reserved, and the
holders being given the privilege of remaining for the first performance of the
regular theatre program. The orchestra,
under Director Kay, was augmented for
the occasion to the number of sixty pieces,
the new members having been recruited
from the local Philharmonic organization.
The California has been giving an organ
recital, beginning at 12.30 on Sunday, for
the past few weeks, the patrons of the concert also having the privilege of remaining for the moving picture program, which
begins at 1 P. M.
Alterations to Be Made at Night.
Arthur S. Wenzel, new manager of the
Victory Theatre, has let contracts for the
remodeling of the Victory, which will result in carpenters, carpet men, drapery
men, painters, electricians, ventilation experts, projection room experts and other
artisans working all night long for the next
two months, putting the house in shape.
No work will be done during show hours.
Takes Kosmik Serial to New York.
L. C. Wheeler, treasurer of Kosmik
Films, Inc., with his wife and little son, will
leave in a few days with a print of the
new Kosmik serial, "The Hope Diamond
Mystery,"turingwritten
by May Yohe and feaGrace Darmond,
for New York,
where the releasing arrangements will
be
completed. Mr. Wheeler will stop over in
'liiiirtHlii.iiiririliiniiMiliiiiiiiiiiiitiriltlliiiliitiiriiiriiMlirirlilifriiiiMriiliiilirliitiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiriiiitiiMiriiit
Attractions Bndlng June 19.
Garrick. — "Shepherd of the Hills."
Clune's Broadway. — "The Desperate Hero."
California.— "Going Some."
Grau man's. — "Sand."
Rialto.
— "The Man Who Lost Himself" (second week).
Alhambra. — "The Very Idea."
Kinema. — "The Love Expert."
Palace. — "Miss Hobbs."
Victory. — "Old Wives For New."
Miller's. — "Simple Soula."
Superba. — "Locked Lips."
Tally's Broadway. — "Alias Jimmy Valentine."

Chicago for a brief conference with George
Kleine, president of Kosmik.
Stuart Paton, director of the serial, and
Mrs. Paton will also go to New York while
waiting to begin on the next Kosmik production, which Paton will direct.
The entire Kosmik personnel expects to
return to the West Coast in about six
weeks, when plans for the new Kosmik
studio will be discussed and agreed upon
and final arrangements made for the purchase of a building site.
Studio Club Launches Drive.
A membership drive for the Hollywood
Studio Club is one of the features of the
week in Filmland. During the four years
of its existence the Studio Club, located at
6129 Carlos street, Hollywood, has made
for itself an increasingly important place
in the motion picture colony. It now plans
to double its importance by offering to all
members of the club the privileges of education and recreation essential in the film
world.
A course of continuity writing will be
given under the instruction of Miss Harner,
head
reading
departmentunder
at Lasky's
studio.of Atheclass
in dramatics
Helen
Jerome Eddy; a class in dancing under
Priscilla Collum, a pupil of Theodore KosloflE ; courses in gymnasium, art embroidery, remodeling
a reducing
squad.clothes inexpensively, and
The recreation program includes Sunday
afternoon teas, monthly dances, beach parties, week-end camping trips and hikes.
The membership dues are one dollar a
year, and the Studio Club committee backing the membership drive includes Mmes.
C. De Mille, William De Mille, Jesse Lasky,
Wilfred Buckland, William Worthington,
Phillips Smalley and others.
Hope Hampton a Deputy Sheriff.
Hope Hampton, who has just recently
come out here from the east to star in a
Tourneur production, has been sworn in
as a deputy sheriff by Sheriff John C. Cline,
of Los Angeles County, so that she may
protect the valuable collection of jewelry
she brought with her as part of the
"props" she is to use in the coming feature.
Karns-Frast.
Roscoe Karns, leading man in a recent
King Vidor production, was married recently to Miss Mary Matilda Frass, daughter
of a wealthy cattle king of Texas. The
couple, after a short honeymoon in Santa
Barbara, will live in Hollywood.
Furthman-Sealey.
Jules Furthman, scenario writer, and Sybil Sealey, leading woman for Buster Keaton in his new Metro comedies, were married recently by Judge Taft, noted divorce
judge of Los Angeles. The ceremony was
witnessed by Bill Russell, Fox star, and
Phillis Haver, of the Mack Sennett studio.
Australians Visit Brunton.
A party of twenty-six exhibitors from
Sydney and Melbourne, Australia, were visitors recently at the Brunton studios in
Los Angeles. Among the guests were H.
L. Townsend, who controls a string of
thirty-one Australian picture houses, and
James Colby, head of the Colby theatre
syndicate.
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Hoosier Happenings
New Fort Wayne Theatre.
of a new motion
the erectioncost
T) LANS fortheatre,
approximately
to
r picture
of Ohio and
corner
t
southwes
the
at
$40,000,
announced
were
Lewis streets, Fort Wayne,
manager
fer,
Beierdor
e
Theodor
by
this weelc
of the Idle Hour Theatre, that city. It is
to open
plans to be able
Mr. Beierdorfer'sabout
the first of November.
the new theatre
The seating capacity of the proposed new
theatre will be 1.000; the main lobby will be
and the inte14 feet wide and 50 feet long,artisticall
y decwill be
rior of the housecolors.
When opened, the
orated in soft
theatre will take the place of the Idle Hour,
which, according to Mr. Beierdorfer, is too
small to accommodate the increasing number
of patrons.
New Film Corporation.
The Herman Film Corporation, a newly
organized concern at Anderson, has been incorporated under the laws of Indiana with
a capital stock of $3,000. The purpose of
the corporation, it is stated, is to buy, sell
and lease motion picture films. The Incorporators, al Anderson men, are Harry Greyer.
Edward Waddell, Ralph Cecil, Howard K.
Armstrong, Michael W. Straub, Herman C.
Biest,Emmett
WilliamMasterson,
Mathews,John
Charles
G. Bujarsky,
Liambros,
Amos
N. Gustin, Frank A. Eppley, William Breen,
Charles Williamson and Joseph Cook,
Pipe Org-an in Soath Bend.
An expensive new pipe organ has been installed in the Castle Theatre, South Bend,
and in the future a special program of music
will be presented with the photoplay attractions. It was necessary to build a special
platform and special sound boxes for the
Installation of the mammoth organ.
Pittsburgh Pointers
Attractions Ending Jnne 19.
Grand and Alhambra. — "On With the
Dance."
Olympic and Liberty. — "Suds."
Blackstone. — "The Deep Purple."
Minerva. — "The Fall of Babylon."
Cameraphone. — "The Silver Horde."
Loew's Lyceum. — "Thou Art the Man."
Alvin. — "Why Change Tour Wife?"
Cracis Rowland & Clark's Safe.
P
ARLY
morning
of June 2 thieves gained
J-J entrance
through
an unlocked window
in the basement of Rowland & Clark's Liberty Theatre, East Liberty, and stole $900.
They broke the combination knob from a
safe
in
the office and punched the tumblers
out.
The money consisted of $430 in change, $70
in pennies and the rest in bills of various
denominations. The thieves overlooked $350
in Liberty bonds which were in the safe.
Woman Exiiibitor Marries.
Miss Cosatch, well-known exhibitoress of
Rankin, Pa., where she conducts the Oxford
Theatre, was married recently to William
Whitman.
Brief Theatre Notes.
The Star Theatre, Monessen, Pa., a vaudemer. ville house, will run pictures during the sumH. G. Berry has sold his Edyth Theatre,
Brownsville road, Pittsburgh, to Jacob
Podolsky.
Courtesy IGets Into Print.
Mr. Redfoot, proprietor of the Seven Stars
Theatre, Phillipsburg, Pa., is closing his the-

atre for a few days to do some renovating.
Film salesmen say Redfoot is one of the
most courtiest exhibitors in the territory.
Adds Anotlier Tlieatre Holding.
W. C. McCartney, the film magnate of
Punxsutawney, has added another theatre
to his
already
chain.
Temple Thetr©
at St.
Maryslarge
is the
last The
acquisition.
Mac
took charge June 15.
New House Starts Bosiness.
The New Palace Theatre at St. Benedict,
Pa., will throw open its doors to the public
about June 20. It will seat about 300 and be
devoted to pictures only. The house is opening with an entire new equipment,
HnntlniErdon Tlieatre in Repair.
Plans have been approved and contractors
will begin work on the remodeling and enlarging of the Gamble Theatre at Huntingdon, Pa., on July 1. The house will be closed
on that date and the manager, J. L. Blackford,pletedexpects
to have
improvements
comand the
housetheready
for reopening
about the first of September.
Dominion

of Canada

Famous Players-Lasl^y's Plans.
FOLLOWING
a tour through
western Can-of
ada to Vancouver,
N. L. Nathanson,
Toronto, managing director of the Famous
Players' Canadian Corporation and of Regal
Films, Limited, announced that It was the
intention
the Famous
to
have a ofchain
of fifty Players'
theatres Corporation
in Canada,
Attractions Ending June 19
Chicago.
Randolph. — "The Mollycoddle."
Castle. — —"Romance."
Barbee's.
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone."
Playhouse. — "The House of Toys."
Casino. — "Everything But the Truth."
Orchestra Hall. — "Sick Abed."
Ziegfeld.^ — "The Man Who Lost Himself."
Riviera. — "The Dancin' Fool."
State-Lake. — "The Figurehead."
PliUadelpliia.
Stanley. — "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Arcadia. — "Miss Hobbs."
Palace. — "The Heart of a Child."
Great Northern. — "The Heart of a Child."
Frankford. — "Why Change Tour Wife?"
Rivoli. — "Why Change Tour Wife?"
Metropolitan
Opera House.
Garrick. — "A Mormon
Maid."— "Romance."
Chestnut Street Opera House. — "The Eyes
of Strand.
the World."
— "On With the Dannce."
Victoria. — "Dangerous to Men."
Regent. — "The Dark Mirror."
Capitol. — "The Butterfly Man."
Allegheny. — "The Walk OfEs."
Buffalo.
Shea's Hippodrome. — "The Dancin' Fool"
and "Partners of the Night."
Strand. — "Back to God's Country."
Family. — "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives."
Shubert-Teck. — "The Sagebrusher."
Lyric. — "The A B C of Love."
Palace. — "Shod With Fire."
Cleveland.
Stillman. — "Miss Hobbs."
Euclid. — "The Sea Wolf."
Strand and Metropolitan. — "The DoubleDyed
Deceiver."
Standard.
— "The Honey Bee."
Alhambra and Mall. — "A Fool and His
Money" and "Blind Touth."
Orpheum. — "Forbidden Trails."
Liberty. — "Simple Souls."
Miles. — "His Temporary Wife."

all to be large, high-class houses. During his
stay in Vancouver, the contract for the erection of the big Regal Theatre in that city
was awarded. Mr. Nathanson also visited
Regina, Sask., and Calgary. Alta., where the
companyatres. has
build large
theWork onarranged
the new toParamount
Theatre
in Winnipeg is well under way, this being
another film palace to be operated under
the Famous
Players'
banner.TraTeling.
Tlieatre
Managers
George W. Weeks, of Toronto, general manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Film Service, Limited, has returned to Toronto after
an extended visit in California.
Ben Davis, manager of the Dominion TheMan.,relatives.
has gone The
to the
Westernatre,
StatesWinnipeg,
to visit
Dominion
Theatre will reopen in August.
To Handle Government Scenlcs.
The Specialty Film Import, Limited, of
Vancouver, has been appointed by the British
Columbia government to handle the distribution of official scenic and industrial reels, the
first of which were released June 7. The
legislature of the province recently enacted
legislation compelling every moving picture
and vaudeville theatre in British Columbia
to include one 1,000-foot reel of official British Columbia pictures in every program presented.
Thirty thousand feet of government scenlcs had been prepared up to the time that
the first official reels were released on June 7,
and announcement was made that eight subjects would be released every two weeks,
sufficient prints being prepared to enable all
theatres in the province to comply with the
law. A schedule of bookings covering every
theatre in the whole province has been drawn
up, even
the Orpheum
and Pantages
vaude-in
ville theatres
in Vancouver
being listed
the government bookings.
Gagnier Man of Accomplisliments.
A big event at the Theatre Francais,
Ottawa, was a Sunday evening performance
on June 6 under the auspices of the Cadets
of the De LaSalle Academy. A varied musicaleral
and picture
program
was presented.
numbers were
contributed,
and oneSev-of
the soloists was none other than J, A. Gagnier, Montreal manager of the Vitagraph
Company, who is a talented vocalist.
Smashes Car and Escapes Injary.
In attempting to avoid an accident on one
of Ottawa's beautiful driveways, the son of
J. T. Moxley, manager of the Regent and
Russell theatres, Ottawa, drove his car from
the roadway and into a tree. The car, practical y a new model, was badly smashed and
the tree was uprooted, but on one was injured. Clinnges in Government Bureau.
B. E. Norrish, director of the Exhibits and
Publicity Bureau of the Department of Trade
and Commerce, Ottawa, has resigned. Mr.
Norrishment has
charge
the governbranch been
which inhas
been ofpreparing
and
releasing official Canadian scenic and industrial pictures for the past two or three years.
Intimation is made in official circles that
Raymond S. Peck, scenario editor of the
bureau, will succeed Mr. Norrish as the manager. Mr. Peck has had considerable experience in film exchange circles in Canada, having been with the Canadian Universal and
Mutual organizations for a number of years.
Raymond lA>cates In Winnip^MC.
J. J.ment ofRaymond
assumedWinnipeg.
the managethe LyceumhasTheatre,
This
is one of the larger theatres in the Manitoba
capital that are controlled by the Allen Theatre
Mr. Raymond
associatedEnterprises.
with the Nathan
H. Gordon was
Interests
in New England for ten years. In 1913, Raymond
large exclusively
theatre in toRochester, N. opened
T., tothebe first
devoted
the
presentation of moving pictures.
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Golden Gate Gleanings
Attractions landing June 19.
California. — "Sick Abed."
Portola. — "Remodeling Her Husband."
Imperial. — "The Courage of Marge O'Doone."
Strand. — "The Blue Pearl."
Rialto. — "The Luck of the Irish."
Tivoli. — "Alias Jimmy Valentine.
Frolic. — A Norma Talmadge Week — a different feature daily.
Sun; — "A Woman Who Understood."
Alirahnras Leaves Kahn & Greenfield.
OBERT ABRAHAMS, who has been with
R
_^ the Kahn & Greenfield Circuit for more
than eight years, most<of the time in the
resigned as mancapacity of manager, has and
Realart Theaager of the New Mission
antres on Mission street and will shortly
sucnounce new connections. He will be
Charles
ceeded as manager of these houses by manager
Newman, for the past twelve years
of the Curran Theatre, devoted to road attractions.
Frolic to Hold Talmadge Week.
has
The management of the Frolice Theatre
ns
booked seven Norma Talmadg productiodurone each day
and will show a different
ing the week of June 13. Commencing June
20 Manager Feehan will offer his patrons
"The Vanishagain, having booked
a 'serial
Polo. This will be
ing Dagger," with Eddie
months.
many
in
here
the first serial shown
Visitors at San Francisco.
Jules E. Brulatour, one of the executive
and
officers of the Eastman Kodak Company,
for this concern, was
western distributor
mission.
here recently on a business
r, moving picture proMaurice wasTourneu
ducer here recently with Thea company
trip was
which included Hope Hamilton.scenes for
The
made by steamer to get two
Southcoastto of
off the le
fogsit impossib
but
Tigerern Lady,"
them
film
California made
until San Francisco Bay was reached.
s ComPicture
S Holbrook, of the Sunset
concern, spent a few
feature
a scenic
pany,
June.
in
days here early
r for UniReeves Eason, casting directo
and disrecentlyonated
into town
dropped
versal,
by
impers
covered that he was being
conmaking
was
who
Deutsch. men
one Alfred
and women having
tracts with young
aspirations to become screen stars.
Theatre for Gilroy.
at Gilroy, Cal., has
The Masonic lodge erection
of a moving
closed a deal for the
lodge room to cost
and
theatre
picture
$75,000.
Rex Theatre to Be Enlarged.
Cal., is
The Rex Theatre at Santa Clara,
remodeled, a marquis
to be enlarged and heating
ing
ventilat
and
and a modern
added
system installed.
To Increase Capital.
lders of
g of the stockho
A special meetinPicture
s Corporation will
. the F S Wythe
San Francisco
be held at headquarters in conside
ring an
purpose of
August 3 for thecapital
stock. A. J. Urvain
of the
e ry.
increas
secreta
is
Goldwym to Have New Building.
ation has
The Goldwyn Pictures onCorpor
a building to
taken a long term lease
street, near trolbe erected on Leavenworth exclusi
ve requireits
avenue, for
den Gatements This
structure, which will be modern
e
film
the
in every detail, will adjoin for the exchang
Famous
building now being erected
on
others. Located
Players-Lasky Corp. and excepti
onal lighting
a corner,
s. it will have
facilitie
Irving Lesser Offering Own Flln>.
a story
Something
of "That
Irving
here," recently
lifp, arrived
business
of modernLesser,
weeks' showing
a two Theatre
for Strand
arranged
andthishasfeature
in July.
at the
of
completed a long run
recently
picture
The
in Los Angeles.
Changes In Management.
William Matthews has resigned as San
ive of the Special Picrepresentat
Francisco Corporation
to accept a position with
tures
All Star. He has been succeeded as manager
by Joe Deltsch.
Harry Schmidt, who has been connected
with various local exchanges since the pass-
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ing of the General Film Company, Is now
acting as manager of Consolidated.
Cory Is Busy Man.
The recent resignations of Harry L. Knappen and Haddon Stephens, managers, respectively, for Select and Republic, with a wholesale departure of bookers and road men, has
thrown the duties of these on M. E. Cory,
for some time salesman for Select. He seems
to be bearing up well under these burdens.
Personal Mention,
Robert Amador, formerly with Consoliman. dated, is now with First National as road
Arthur Aronson has returned from a long
stay at Seattle, Wash., where the Western
Poster Company has opened a branch.
E. H. Emmick, owner of the Peerless Film
Exchange, recently returned from a trip to
the Los Angeles branch. Gene is some speed
burner, having negotiated the trip down in
one night in his new car.
Marion H. Kohn, producer and distributor,
came up from Los Angeles recently to look
over the local exchange.
Cincinnati Chat
Attractions Ending June 19.
Grand. — "Love Without Question."
Strand. — "Huckleberry Finn."
Walnut. — "The Woman Gives."
Gifts. — "The Woman in Room 13."
Lyric. — "The Confession."
Palace. — "Hearts of Men."
B. F. Keith's. — "In Old Kentucky."
Will Try Musical Experiment.
CINCINNATI is about to test a musical experiment. McMahan & Jackson, directors
of the Grand Opera House, will replace the
regular orchestra in that theatre with a jazz
band during the run of "Love Without QuesHavlin Wins "Assault" Case.
John H. Havlin, lessee of the Grand Opera
House,tion." and Phil. S. Honeyman, manager of
the theatre during the movie season, charged
with assault and battery by a negro school
teacher, have been dismissed in Municipal
Court. The woman has alleged that she
purchased three tickets for the performance
and had been treated roughly when she tried
to gain entrance to the theatre. The Court
held that Havlin had a right to order her
from his private office and that Honeyman
had a right to take a telephone from the
woman as she was calling for a lawyer.
Race Film for Race Meet.
"In Old Kentucky" played to such recordbreaking
B. F. Keith's
during that
the
first
week crowds
of the atLatonia
race meeting
the film was held over for another week.
Ned Hastings, manager, is using his newspaper training in wording the posters that
he
spread about
town, offering
box has
information
on the Kentucky
Derby "feed
with
Queen Bess as favorite." Hastings booked a
winner
when first
he ibooked
"In Old
Kentucky"
during
the
two weeks
of the
racing
at Latonia.
Hold "Confession" Second Week.
Acceding to the demands of many movie
fans who could not get to see "The Confession," the tomanagement
of over
the Lyric
consented
hold the film
for theTheatre
week
beginning June 13.
Buffalo Bulletins
Skinner at Victoria.
AL. SKINNER, formerly connected with
• several local exchanges as sales representative, has succeeded J. H. Michael as
manager of the New Victoria Theatre, owned
by the Mitchel H. Mark Realty Company. The
Victoria
one of Buffalo's
and
largestis neighborhood
housesmostand attractive
has been
managed by Gus Schlesinger, now foreign
sales manager of Inter-Ocean; Edward L.
Hyman, now manager of the Strand, Brooklyn, Bruce Fowler, now manager of the Elmwood, Buffalo and Mr. Michael.
Elk Theatre Is Sold.
The Elk motion picture theatre has been
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aold for Donaldson & Granlik through
Charles S. Hunt to A. Minuse, who will take
possession imediately. The Elk is in the
thickly populated first ward and enjoys an
excellent business.
Malivinsky in Buffalo.
M. L. Malivinsky, attorney for the Associated Exhibitors, was the guest of Harold B.
Franklin,
of Shea's Hippodrome andmanaging
a member director
of the Associated
Board
of Directors on June 11. Mr. Malivinsky
stopped off in Buffalo with a party of exhibitors enroute home from the Cleveland
convention.
Will Not Delay Loew Theatre.
The
Buffalo
theatreof will
not be building
delayed ofinLoew's
any way
because
the
lawsuit now pending between the theatre
concern and the Golde clothes shop.
"We are proceeding with the building of
the theatre," said Secretary Albert E. Jones.
"Nothing
that the
up. theatre
No matter
the lawsuitwillis hold
decided,
willhowbe
able to go ahead, even if it is necessary to
rearrange
the plans."
If the theatre
wins the case, the lease can
be
terminated
threeto be
months'
The plans call forwith
a lobby
placed notice.
where
the clothing store is located. The theatre is
back of the disputed property and its entrance is on Mohawk street, so that, even if
the lobby is abandoned, the work on the
theatre will not be halted. Actual construction on the new house has already started.
Placing Mammoth Signs.
Harold B. Franklin, managing director of
Shea's mothHippodrome,
has designed
two mamsigns to be placed
on the framework
in front of the new Metropolitan Theatre site
in Main street, above Chippewa. The signs
call attention to the building of the Metropolitan, the latest word in theatrical construction and also boost Shea's vaudeville
house and Shea's Hippodrome. Workmen are
now busy tearing down property on the
Metropolitan site, and the picture palace will
lin.
open in August, 1921, announces Mr. FrankFilm Men Congratulate Haymau.
Film men in Buffalo are congratulating
Charlie Hayman, of the Cataract Theatre,
Niagara Falls, who was elected a member
of the executive committee of the Theatre
Owners of America at the Cleveland convention. Mr. Hayman is well known in Buffalo
exhibitor and exchange circles. In association with Joseph A. Schuchert, Mr. Hayman
is planning to build a mammoth picture house
in Niagara Falls soon which will be one of
the most lavish structures in the country.
WInegar "Shoots" Shriners.
Elmer C. WInegar, manager of the Central
Park and Premier Theatres, left Buffalo Monday morning, June 14, with the delegation
representing Ismailia Temple, Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine, for Seattle, Wash., where the
annual convention will be held this month.
Mr. WInegar, who is a member of the temple,
will make a film history of the trip and
also represent some of the news weeklies
at the convention. Upon the return of the
Buffalo men, the film will be shown throughout western New York, the Shriners planning to send out a special train filled with
Ismailia Buffalo boosters.
Rlvoll Theatre Nearly Complete.
The new Rivoli Theatre is hearing completion. This house will be one of the largest
neighborhood theatres in the city and will
be in the heart of the great Polish district.
Harry Dixon, now on the Realart sales staff,
will guide the policies of the Rivoli when
it opens to the public on September 1. Mr.
Dixon is a veteran film man and has managed several local houses at various times.
Heat Offensive Fails.
The warm weather of the past several days
has failed to make any appreciable dent on
local box-office receipts. No better proof of
tlie popularity of the motion picture can be
Kiven than a capacity audience in a theatre
on an evening when the mercury Is running
out of the top of the thermometer. Buffalo
business is holding up excellently, and the
Worldto the
representative
'em standing
up
out
street in onenoticed
downtown
house thla
week on the sixth day of a week presentation.
War weather has no horrors for Buffalo exhibitors. All aim to make the patron forget
the heat and turning their houses Into veritable summer gardens.
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Attractions Bndlns Jnne IS.
New Wizard. — "Remodeling Her Husband."
Garden. — "Terror Island."
Blue Mouse. — "Virtuous Sinners."
Picture Garden. — "Jack Straw."
New Theatre. — "Tiie Love Expert."
Parkway. — "Alias Jimmy Valentine."
Loew's Hippodrome.- — "The Dark Mirror."
Strand.
— "Why Change Tour Wife?" (second week).
Miss Kavanaagrh Again With Metro.
HAVING moreplaced
in Baltiin the her
handsenterprises
of her assistants,
Katherine Kavanaugh has gone to New York
to become associated with the reading and
writing forces of Metro. While in New York.
Miss Kavanaugh will do some free lance
work also. She and June Mathis will collaborate on a play which will be used as
a vehicle for Theda Bara who will return
to screen work.
Another Theatre for Baltimore.
The lot located on Pennsylvania avenue,
south of Lafayette, unimproved tor seventy
years, has been purchased by Frederick H.
Keiser, of Pottstown, Pa., and he will erect
a motion picture theatre upon it. The property was purchased several months ago by
Mr. Keiser, and plans for the new playhouse
are being drawn up by architect Lockman
Murphy.
Theatres Under Way.
A moving picture theatre is nearing completion at St. Michaels, Md., which will have
a seating capacity of BOO and cost approximately $18,000. It is a three-story brick and
concrete structure and will have a marquise
in front. There will be a balcony for colored
people. Lee & Cosden are the owners.
A brick constructed moving picture theatre
with a seating capacity of 300 is being constructed at Only, Va., by Davis & King. The
structure will cost approximately $15,000
and be open to the public about July 1.
A theatre, to cost about $48,000, is to be
built at Kimball, W. Va., by Charles K. Wagner, Pocahontas, Va. The structure will be
two storie.s.
Out of Tomi Notes.
The Apollo Theatre, at Martinsburg, W. Va.,
which is operated by H. P. Thorn, is to be
extensively remodeled and enlarged
A two-story theatre and office building is
to be erected at Welch. W Va., by the Welch
Insurance Company. The building will cost
approximately $20,000 and measure 40 by 60
feet.
Personal Notes of Baltimore.
Charles Frederick Nirdlinger, whose play,
"The World and His Wife," will soon be released by Cosmopolitan as a film feature, has
recently recovered from an operation which
was performed at a Baltimore hospital. Mr.
Nirdlinger is one of the Nixon-Nirdlinger
family of Philadelphia,
W. Howard Birch, publicity representative
of
Operaworked
House, inandthe Ethel
M. Feete,
whoFord's
formerly
business
ofBce
of the Baltimore American, were married
by the Rev. Dr. Edwin Ide, at the parsonage
of the Trinity Lutheran Church. Mr. and
Mrs. Birch are spending their honeymoon In
Atlantic City and New York.
Frederick C. Schanberger, president of the
James L. Kernan Company, operating the
Maryland Theatre and Hotel, was elected
president of the Hotel Men's Association on
Monday night, June 7, when this organization held a meeting in the Southern Hotel.
Kansas City KuUings
Attractions Ending; Jnne 10.
Newman. — "The Love Expert."
New Royal. — "Treasure Island."
Regent. — "Sex."
Apollo Theatre Changes Onners.
THE Apollo Theatre changed ownership
on June 9, when O. D. Rose sold a 99-year
lease to the H. & R. Amusement Company.
The lease covers 80 feet frontage on Troost
avenue and 120 feet on Forest avenue. The
H. & R. Amusement Company is composed of
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Thomas M. Henneberry, of '.he Empress Theater, Fort Scott, Kan.; Jack H. Roth, formerly manager of the Isis Theatre, and who
will now manage the Apollo Theatre, and
William H. Wagner, of the Wagner Music
Company, Independence, Mo.
Harold Liloyd Sees K. C.
Harold Lloyd arrived in Kansas City Tuesday evening at 10:30 and stayed for a brief
half hour while changing trains on his way
to Cleveland to attend the convention there.
Accompanying Mr. Lloyd were his manager,
Al Roach, and F. C. Qulmby, general manager
of the Associated Film Exchange.
Newman Theatre Celebrates.
Week bratedending
June 5 the ofNewman
celethe first anniversary
its opening,
with a program de luxe. The feature picture
was
Wallace Reid inJazz"TheBand,
Dancing
Fool."
Kuhn-Chacquettes
a musical
revue by thirty-five people, and a chorus of
"Dancin' Fools" lent enchantment to the gala
program.SiDslcal Numbers Appreciated.
The other musical numbers were the overture from voice
"William
Tell" and Squires.
the beautiful
contralto
of Marjorie
This
program was fully appreciated by the theatregoing public if one may judge by the
enormous crowds that clamored for entrance
each evening and the many that were turned
away.
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Kentucky

Kernels

Attractions Ending Jnme lA.
Alamo. — "Miss Hobbs."
Strand. — "Huckleberry Finn."
Walnut. — "Thirtieth Piece of Silver."
Mary Anderson. — "Fighting Shepherdess."
Majestic. — "Paris Green."
Strand Property ChanKes Hands.
BY Temple
a deal Building,
completed present
recently home
the Masonic
of the
Strand Theatre, was sold to a newly formed
company which Is now In the process of
organization and in which It is said the
Shuberts will hold large Interests. Marcus
Loew is also believed to be concerned with
the new organization. The Strand, a movie
house, is operated by the Keith interests
under lease from the Masonic order. The
lease has not yet expired and there are
rumors that Keith's had been trying to buy
the building. The purchase price was JSOO,000, plus whatever is necessary to pay the
Strand for cancellation of its lease. Edward
M. Flexner, local distiller, is one of the
Louisville men in the new combination.
Nen- House for Ashland.
Dick Martin, manager of the Edisonlan
Amusement Company, Ashland. Ky., has Just
closed a deal for the L. E. Veysie residence,
in the center of the city, for $45,000. Work
St. Louis Sidelights
will begin at once on the construction of a
modern moving picture theatre.
Attractions Ending Jnne 18.
Heavy Deal at L,exlngtOB.
The Phoenix Amusement Company of LexKings. — "Miss Hobbs."
ington hap leased the Leonard Hotel propPershing. — "Duds."
erty and the business house adjoining the
Mozart.
—
"Duds."
hotel
and
will erect a $260,000 theatre for
Shenandoah. — "Treasure Island."
motion pictures and vaudeville on the site.
Grand- Florissant. — "Treasure Island."
It
is
one
of
the biggest real estate transacFHlm Briefs and Personals.
tions ever negotiated In Lexington.
Jack Shea, formerly manager of the Lowell
The plans of the company Include the sale
Theatre, which was closed for the summer,
of the old Lexington Opera House, on North
is the new director at the Arco.
Broadway,
for business property and the
Harry Keller, Royal manager, has been
of the Ben All, now running pictransferred to the St. Louis Airdome while utilization
tures, for legitimate drama.
alterations are being made on the first-named
Honors tor Shomnen-EIIcs.
playhouse.
At a recent meeting of the Louisville
Nen-s In Brief Parafn^phs.
Lodge of Elks, Sylvester Groves, of the
Cecil Maeberry, of Goldwyn. was in Chi- Preston
Theatre, was appointed chairman
cago on "important business." He denies hav- of the committee
on music, and Fred Dolle,
ing been presidential candidate.
manager
of the Alamo, was named chairman
Griff Tore has been added to Select's sales of the committee
on entertainment Louis
force.
of the Broadway Amusement ComThe Paramount salesmen, after a clean-up Steuerle,
meeting.
pany, was appointed Inner guard at the same
drive in the district, are now preparing to
"knock-'em-dead" in St. Louis. Captain Akers
Turns from Vande to Pictures.
and his lieutenants
exhibitors
next week.will "bear down on" the
Keith's
Mary
Anderson,
has will
disF. P.-L. Officials on the Move.
continued vaudeville
for theLouisville,
summer and
run
high
class
pictures
until
the
winter
seaFred McClellan,
Famous
Missouri
son opens again.
jjeneral
manager, will
go toPlayers'
New York
Sun- '
Pearl Wlilte on Kentuclcy Location.
day.
Fred
says
he'll
be
tickled
to
death
to
see Broadway again, even though business
Pearl White and thirty other
under
is the prime motive of the trip.
direction of Charles GIblyn, of people,
Fox, are at
John C. Flinn, of Famous Players-Lasky,
work
in
eastern
Kentucky
on
a
picturlzatlon
is again a St. Louis visitor.
one ofwill
Charles
Neville Buck's
novels. The
"Red" Roeder and "Lieut." Hardin, of of
picture
be completed
in about
eight
weeks.
Famous
Players'
Missouri,
are
the
golf
fiends
of the movie industry, locally speaking.
Playing;
Favorites.
Elmer Brient, formerly a leading exhibitor,
After enforcing a Sunday closing law
has been added to the Robertson-Cole sales
force.
against moving picture theatre operators, the
grand
jury at Henderson refused to return
indictments
against alleged violators of the
law among
druggists,
tains
cigar
stands. grocers, soda founand
Philadelphia Paragraphs
General News Items.
Fred Levy and Lee L. Goldberg of the Big
Feature Rights Corporation, have
Take Title to Blngrham House.
Incorporated the Gaines Theatre Company
The Stanley Company of America, through
Louisville. David
R. Barfield holds half theof
Mastbaum Brothers & Fleisher, representing
and Levy & Goldberg
other half.
N. Snellenberg & Co., made settlement June shares
Eugene Steuerle, sixteen-yeather-old
son of
11 for the Hotel Bingham. On this site will Joseph
L.
Steuerle,
secretary
be erected a new theatre and modern six- of the Broadway Amusement and treasurer
Company,
was
story building with stores on both streets. one of
the winners in the "Ship by Truck
Mr. Mastbaum announced that work will beGood
Roads"
gin about the middle of July.
rier-Journ
al. essay contest held by the CouFixing: Over the Victoria.
For a Padneab Strand.
Victoria Theatre, on Market street. Is
Levy and Lee L. Goldberg, of the
undergoing extensive improvements. A new, BigFred
Rights Corporation, Louisville,
artistic front is contemplated, with additional and Feature
John M. Keller have Incorpora
ted the
ornamental
trimmings.
"The
Wonder
Man"
Strand
Amuseme
nt Company of Paducab
will be presented here for the first showing
with a capital stock of $50,000.
in this city next week, beginning June 21.
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Educational

National

Academy

Non

Conducted

by Margaret

of Visual

Instruction

Outlines By-Laws
National Academy of Visual Instruction, which is to hold its first convention in Madison, Wis., July 14, 15 and
16, represents the most important movement
which has been made in the non-theatrical
field. The following outline of the by-laws
and constitution, received from W. H. Dudley, president of the National Academy of
Visual Instruction, holds interest for the
producer as well as for the educator.
About forty
of theofleading
Universitywhich,
Extension Divisions
the country
through their visual instruction departments,
are now offering a free service in a wide
range of educational motion picture films
and slides are organized into a national association, with a standing committee on visual instruction.
In January, 1920, this committee, recognizing the need of more systematic effort in
all phases of visual education, sent out a call
to about a hundred educators and others
actively interested in the cause to an informal conference at Cleveland during the
meetings of the National Educational Association. Between forty and fifty responded to
this call, and
as deliberations
a resulta ofcommittee
earnest and
enthusiastic
of nine
was appointed to take the necessary preliminary steps and organize a national association. The committee selected was as representative as possible, both as to the type of
Interests involved and the territory included,
and consisted of the following persons:
G. E. Condra, Director of State Conservation and Soil Surveys, University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
W. C. Crosby, Director of Community Welfare for the State of North Carolina, Raleigh,
North Carolina.
W. H. Dudley, Chief of the Bureau of Visual Instruction, University Extension Division,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
W. M. Gregory, Curator of the Educational
Museum, Cleveland City Schools, Cleveland,
Ohio.
S. G. Reinertsen, Superintendent of
Schools, Alta, Iowa.
F. W. Reynolds, Director of Extension, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Charles Roach, Visual Instruction Service,
State College, Ames, Iowa.
J. H. Wilson, Director of Visual Instruction,
Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, Michigan.
Mr. Burchard, Director of Community
Center Work, Chicago, Illinois.
A. J. Klein, Executive Secretary of the
National University Extension Association,
Inc., Washington, D. C, acted as secretary
of the committee.
Thla committee, with only one member
lacking, met at the University of Michigan
In Ann Arbor, April 7,1920, drew up a constitution and by-laws and completed an
organization which was named the National
Academy of Visual Instruction.
Temporary officers were elected, Madison,
Wisconsin, was chosen as the place of the
first national meeting of the academy, July
14, 15 and 16, 1920, and an executive committee of seven members with power to prepare a program and assume the responsibility of other preliminary arrangements was
appointed.
PurpoMeii.
The purposes of the National Academy of
Visual Instruction, as set forth in the constitution, are the following:
1. To establish and maintain an organization through which schools and other educational institutions, churches, parent-teacher
associations, clubs, welfare organizations, Y.
M. C. A.'s, K. C.'s, Red Cross and other societies engaged in educational or semi-educaTHE

and

- theatrical

News

1. MacDonald

and Constitution Plan
tional work may co-operate in furthering
better production of and a more intelligent
and systematic use of visual aids, such as
motion
picture exhibits
films, lantern
slides, chart's,
art collections,
and models.
2. To prosecute research in visual Instruction methods and materials, make educational tests, make and publish observations on
the3. socializing
influence
"movies,"
To investigate
sourcesof ofthesupply,
and etc.
put
members in touch with the best films and
slides,
etc., suited
to their
purposes
as rapidly as such
materials
become
available.
4. To maintain an authentic clearing house
of information on all matters pertaining to
visual education,
such as whose
publications,
inventions and discoveries
worth has
been established, etc.
5. To devise methods of co-operative buying, renting and bargaining.
6. To work out standards of method and
practice.
7. To promote in every way possible the
knowledge and use of better films and slides
and other visual education aids.
8. To promote universally the cause of and
equipment for visual instruction service so
that wherever it has not become an established factor in school and mass education
and in community betterment, it may be
speedily introduced.
Membership,
Six classes of membership are provided for;
viz. active, associate, contributing, honorary,
life and institutional.
Active members will be drawn from the
schools, churches, clubs, welfare organizations, semi-educational, and semi-religious
societies; and will include persons in distinct
sympathy with the aims and purposes of the
Academy,
without andcommercial
tion afl^liations,
who are visual
active instrucin the
use of visual instruction, materials and
methods.
Associate members will have the same
qualifications as active members, except that
they may not have any connection, direct or
Indirect, with practical film and slide service.
Contributing members will come in general
from the laity,
in particular
from manufacturers of orbutdealers
in machines,
films,
slides, and other visual instruction aids —
persons who are committed to the fundamental aims of the Academy, who recognize
that t^e accomplishment of these aims Is
bound to result in reflex benefit to commerwho, identified
therefore,'with
will the
be
glad cialtointerests,
becomeand thus
.Academy
and
contribute
to
the
expense
of
its maintenance.
Honorary membership 1b provided for
those who have made some outstanding contribution to the cause of visual education.
Life membership is provided for those who
may desire to enjoy and foster the fruits of
the Academy's research, and who are disthrough such
bute posed,
to research
funds.membership, to contriInstitutional memberships will be held by
universities now carrying on visual Instruction service through their extension divisions
(there are now over forty institutions thus
engaged), by churches, museums, libraries,
societies and welfare organizations.
,
Fee«.
Annual fees for the different classes of
membership have been fixed as follows:
Active membership
$3.00
Associate membership
1.00
Contributing membership . . . 50.00
Life membership
1,000.00
Institutional membership . . . . ° 26.00

The constitution provides for at least one
meeting or convention of the Academy annually. The executive committee decided
upon July 14, 15 and 16, 1920, as the date
for the first national convention, to be held
at Madison, Wisconsin. The Bureau of Visual Instruction of the University of Wisconsin, Extension Division, is making ample
provision for meeting places, display space
for school and educational exhibits and convenient and commodious quarters for commercial displays and demnstrations.
Program for the Meeting
1920. July 14, 15 and 16,
Unusual effort has been made to provide a
program for the first annual meeting that
will serve most definitely the needs of such
an initial gathering. Men and women who
have been pioneers in the field of visual education and who have won nationwide recognition for such service, will be heard from;
notable achievements in schools, churches
and community undertakings will be recounted; the status of visual education today will
be carefully set forth; the immediate and
practical needs of the future will be thoroughly discussed. It will be a great time of
stock taking and plan making. Send in your
application at once to the secretary, and
make your plans to come to the Madison
meeting without fail. Madison is one of the
most attractive summer resorts in the country. You will enjoy its charming lakes, and
benefit from the meetings to repay you many
times over for the expense involved.
Temporary Officers.
The following ofiScers were chosen, to hold
office till the July meeting:
President, William H. Dudley, Bureau of
Visual Instruction, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
Secretary, J. H. Wilson, Department of
Visual Instruction, Detroit Public Schools,
Detroit, Michigan.
Treasurer, Charles Roach, Visual Instruction Service, State College, Ames, Iowa.
E)x«^cutive Committee.
G. E. Condra, Director of State Surveys,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
J. W. versity
Scroggs,
Director
of Extension,
of Oklahoma,
Norman,
Oklahoma.UniS. G. Reinertsen, Superintendent of Schools,
Alta, Iowa.
A. W. Abrams, Director of Visual Instruction, State Department of Education, Albany,
New York.
W. M.seum,Gregory,
Curator Educational MuCleveland, Ohio.
W.
C.
Crosby,
Director
Community Service,
Raleigh, N. C.
The president, ex-offlclo.
Pictograph Shows Process
and Effect of Respiration
THEcontains
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictograph
7043
cleverly devised
animatedNo.drawing J. F. Leventhal, which shows In a
clear and interesting manner the function of
breathing. Attention is first drawn to a
single cell, the simplest form of life, showing the necessity for a constant supply of
oxygen to keep it alive. It is then pointed
out that the human body consists of billions
of these cells, which receive their supply of
oxygen from the vast number of tiny blood
vessels all over the body. The function of the
heart and lungs in pumping the pure blood
to the cells, absorbing the carbon dioxide,
taking It into the lungs to be purified. Is also
explained, and the complete respiratory action shown.
The other subjects of the Pictograph are
",V Dog Musician," which Is an entertaining
performance by a clever dog and his master,
and
Jerrya comic
series. cartoon "A Punk Piper" from tho
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THE,,, ^^OVING
Clinched

Job

in

and Now "Dick*'
1
ge in New York of Miss
THEMarymarria
Hay and Richard Barthelmess
on Friday, June 18, in the Church of
the Heavenly Rest, settles once and for all
lmesse
whethe
the to
popula
"Dick"
nds Barthe
is
to ber lost
the rthousa
of matine
girlsmatine
who e"just
ted most
the
girlsadore
will behim."
delighBut
to takeof
out their little handkerchiefs and oflfer
three cheers and a tiger for Mary Hay, the
girl who won this popular idol of the
screen.
Mary Hay Caldwell (now Mrs. Barthelmess, unless something suddenly has interfered between the writing of this and the
actual wedding) selected the name of Mary
Hay when she decided on a motion picture
career. She first came into prominence
as the principal dancing girl in the replica
of a German dugout in D. W. Griffith's
"Hearts of the World." Mr. Griffith at that
time advised her to study for two years
and not hurry back into the films until
she had time to decide what particular kind
of work she preferred to do.
Cupid in "Way Down Eait."
Little Mary followed his advice and returned to her dancing studies. She appeared on the New York stage in the "Follies of 1919" and later in the Ziegfeld "Midnight Frolic" and the "Nine O'Clock ReBut the movies
and she vue."returned
to Mr. beckoned
Griffith to to
playMary
the
part of Kate Brewster in his forthcoming
production of "Way Down East."
It was during
"Way Down
East"Miss
rehearsals that thetheromance
between
Hay and Mr. Barthelmess found its ripe
fruition in their engagement. As Mr. Barthelmess also will have a prominent role
in this latest of the Griffith features, the
fans will have an opportunity to see "Mr.
and Mrs. Barthelmess" in the very scenes
they were playing when Dan Cupid aimed
his arrow at their hearts.
Theatrei Play Wedding March.
Mr. Barthelmess has been gaining in
popularity every year from the time when
he appeared with Dorothy Gish in "The
Hope Chest." His personal triumph as the
Chmaman in Griffith's "Broken Blossoms"
established him as a character actor of
force and intelligence. Later he was seen
m "Theture.Idol Dancer," another Griffith picHis next appearance will be in "The
Garnest
Girl,"
be released by United
Artists in a fewto weeVs,
and after that he
will be the David Bartlett in "Way Down
East," the finishing touches to which are

Way Down
Barthlemess
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Next Mildred Harris Release

Easf
Is Married

The title
of Louis
B. Mayer's
National release,
starring
MildredFirstHarris
Chaplin, which has been almost six months
in the making,
to be "The
Woman by inJohn
His
House."
This ispicture
is directed
M. Stahl from his original manuscript.
Shown without titles at the First National convention, held recently at Chicago,
it proved to be as startling as it is beautiful and dramatic. So big is the importance
of this picture that Mr. Mayer has decided to hold it up until fall.
The cast, which includes Ramsey Wallace, Gareth Hughes, Bob Walker, Richard
Headrik, Thomas Holding and Catherine
Van Buren, is an admirable support.

now being made at the Griffith studios at
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
As a tribute to the bride and groom, many
exhibitors throughout the country had
their organs play the Mendelssohn wedding march on Friday afternoon at about
the hour of the ceremony in New York.
Many theatres showed a special slide of
the young couple during the playingf of the
music.
Mr. and Mrs. Barthelmess expect to make
their home in New York.
Brandt

Resigns

as Director

General

of the National Film Corporation
films, and the chemical and lubricating
of the ofdepartments,
director ngeneral
BRANDT,
JOE
as well as providing a place
National
Film Corporatio
and eastern
representative of the Marion H. Kohn for the advertising staflf.
Productions, has resigned from National,
The second thought in Mr. Penn's mind
according to personal telegraphic advices is to keep closer to the Hallmark Picture
received by Joe Weil, director of publicity Corporation's home offices, because Penn
for these companies.
Import is going to handle the entire forMr. Brandt intimates that his resignation
eign distribution
of serials,
Hallmark's
product.
This
will
include all
features
and
will take eflFect as soon as he can complete comedies.
the marketing arrangements for "Kentucky
The new quarters have been completely
Colonel." He left New York for the coast
refinished and provide Penn Import with
about a month ago to supervise the producprojection room, film vaults, and provide
"The Son
of Tarzan"
serial,
which offices
for the various divisions which are
Harrytion ofRevier
is now
making for
National.
increasing
in size to such extent that the
This is now well on its way toward comformer quarters were inadequate.
pletion.
Joe Brandt has always been a dominating figure in the state rights field. He has
Hope Hampton Coming East
not as yet revealed his future plans, but
The call of th East, which has been exit is expected that he will go into the
emplified by the marked return from the
producing business himself. It is also said West Coast
studios to New York, which
that he will head a big sales organization
has been taking place all season, is again
in New York for independent producers. demonstrated
in the case of Hope HampHe is expected back in New York within
ton. It will be recalled that after returning
the week.
from Europe, where she assisted in the
sale of the foreign rights to her first proPenn Import and Export
duction with her own company, "A Modern
Salome,"
Hampton and
her siie
production
Moves to Larger Quarters
staff went Miss
to Hollywood,
where
is now
busily engaged in working under the diTHE Penn
Import
and
Export
Company, which for the past year and
rection of Maurice Tourneur. The picture
a half has had its offices in the Park which she is now filming is entitled "The
Row Building, has moved to 130 West
Forty-sixth street. New York, occupying
The officers
Lady." of Hope Hampton Producabout one-quarter of the Hallmark floor in Tiger tions,
Inc., have announced that upon the
the Leavitt Building.
conclusion of the actual camera work on
This move was made under the direction "The Tiger Lady," Miss Hampton
and her
of Adolph Penn, head of the company, for production staff will return to the
East,
two reasons: first, to provide more space
where she will commence work forthwith
for the growing organization which comupon an unusual melodramatic scenario
prises the general export division, division
written for her by H. H. Van Loan.

r>J^i:L^^^:s^^^^^^^
suppose ,ie .ets an opportunU. . t.e a ^el^^^ro^en^
^

^i^y

Ma...... Sta„in. Robert Warwick.
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Charlie Chaplin Dominates
I
Prize Impersonation Dance
I TaOPULAR moving picture actors
I
and actresses of today were imi
personated at the Moving Picture
I Ball held June 11 in the Atlanta City
I Auditorium. The ball was held unI der the auspices of the Atlanta WornI an's Club, more than $500 in prizes
I being awarded for the best impersonI ations.
I There were more Charlie Chaplins
j in attendance than all the rest put toI gether.
I Most of the prizes were given by
I local moving picture houses, film exI changes and other local business conI cerns.

"Ga-Bye, seen
Rebecca,
Mary Pickford
here Ga-Bye."
in "Rebecca of
Sunny Brook
Farm,"
an Artcraft
production reissue.
Arrow Campaign Books Ready.
Three new campaign books are ready for
distribution, according to an Arrow announcement. The books include one for the second
group of three "Tex" productions, "The Trail
of the Cigarette," "The Bromley Case," and
"The
Ruby," oneFielding,
for "Woman's
which Sacred
stars Romaine
and the Man,"
other
for "Love's Protege," which stars Ora Carew.
Selznick Adds Two Players
to "Red Foam," Ince Special
MYRON
SELZNICK,
president
of Selznick
Pict ires
Corporation,
announced
that
he has added two well known screen
players
to theproduction
cast of "Red
a Ralph
Ince
special
with Foam,"
Zena Keefe,
the
Selznick
1920
star,
playing
the
leading
feminine role.
The players are Huntley Gordon and Daniel
Hayes who, according to Mr. Selznick, are
slated to play two important roles in the
production. Messrs. Gordon and Hayes have
appeared in many notable screen successes,
and their addition to an already prominent
cast rapidly being assembled is said to promise a production that will bring to light all
the striking phases of the much sought for
story,
"Red H.Foam."
William
Hamby, author of the story
which originally appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post, is a contributor to many of
the leading fiction magazines.
Last Scenes for "Point of View" Completed.
Final scenesSelznick
for "The production
Point of View,"
forthcoming
starringa
Elaine Hammerstein, are announced as having been taken by Director Alan Crosland.
With this announcement there is revealed
the fact that Miss Hammerstein, whose curSelznickembodies
picture Isall"Whispers,"
portrays
a rolerentthat
the essentials
of a
strong box office attraction. In the cast
supporting Miss Hammerstein are found the
names of several prominent screen players.
Point ofstage
View"success
Is a screen
of "The
the famous
writtenadaptation
by Edith
Ellis.
Work ProgTessing: on IVew Mayo Picture.
TVord comes from Universal City that the
new
"Hitchin'
Post,"
well Frank
under Mayo
way. picture.
It is being
adapted
fromis
a story of Southern life by H. M. Shumate
and it presents a charming picture of Mississippi River life In the old days.
One of the largest sets ever constructed at
Universal City, has been set up for this picture. It represents a huge Southern plantation, including the colonial mansion and
grounds, and the rows of plantation houses,
negro quarters and barns.
Jack Ford is directing the picture. Suplorting Mayo are Beatrice Burnham, Joseph
Harris, Dagmar Godowsky, J. Parrell McDonald, Mark Fenton, Charles Anderson and
Duke Lee.

"Virgin of Stamboul" Pulls
Despite Hot Summer Weather
UNIVERSAL officials are still surprised
at the success of "The Virgin of Stamboul." Letters continue
and telegrams
and congratulation
to come ofin pr?ise
from
exhibitors. N. Rosen, of the Park Theatre.
Pittsburgh, has written the home office that
he made 50 per cent, more money with "The
Virgin
of ever
Stamboul"
withsaysanyhe other
picture he
played, than
and he
runs
the largest productions produced.
Barle W. Forsythe of the Star Theatre
Canonsburg, Pa., wrote in calling for more
pictures like it. He explained that Canonsburg is a small town, but that no picture is
too big for him to play. He asked for a return
engagement for the Priscilla Dean picture.
From the Liberty Theatre, Sacramento,
Cal., and the New Garrick, Minneapolis, have
come
"Thecities
Virgin
of Stamboul"
opened word
big inthatthose
although
in competition withof the
greatest activity
on the part
old season's
Sol.
In Rockingma... I. c., the picture played
date and date with a heavy rain storm and
came out in the lead. Manager W. Atkinson
sent word that it was the best picture that
ever had been shown there. Another booster
was Horace W. Kruse. manager of the welfare department of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific Company, who booked
it for inalltl.eofSouthwest.
that company's construction
camps
Olive Thomas
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Portrays Three

Distinct Roles in "Jenny"
WALTER site Olive
McGRAIL,
oppoThomas who
in herappears
forthcoming
Selznick
picture,
"Jenny,"
spent
five
years in musical comedy, comic opera and
vaudeville before he Joined the ranks of
screen players. Mr. McGrail was born in
Brooklynstitute and
there. studied art at the Pratt In"Jenny"duction is
the course
proat thereported
Selznickin west
coast of
studios
under the direction of Laurence Trimble. In
this latest Olive Thomas picture, the star is
said to portray three distinct roles,, first as
an East Side girl, then as a Broadway star,
and finally as the wife of a society man.
Included in the cast supporting Miss
Thomas are Barney Sherry, Colin Kenny,
Andrew Arbuckle, Margaret McQuade, and
Mrs. George Hernandez. The story was writelist. ten by Roy Horniman ,a noted British novCarew in Oast of "Palace of Darkened
Portraying theWindows."
part of a Rajah in the
fourth production of National Picture Thea"The PalaceCarew
of Darkened
Windows,"
Arthurtres.Edmund
who, according
to ani.'i
announcement, mapped his early career witli
the idea of becoming an artist. Born in
Trebizond, Armenia, Mr. Carew attended
school at the Annotalian College, an Institution conducted In Armenia by Americans.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows," said
to be a story of East India life, is being directed by Henry Kolker, under the supervision of Henry Rapf at the Selznick west
coast studios.
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Goldwyn

Reports Records

Broken by "Silver Horde"
REXbreaking
BEACH'S
Silver Horde"
records"The
for extended
booklngaIs
at large theatres, according to reports
received by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
from its exchanges. In a number of Instances, exhibitors have varied from a policy of two and three day showings in order
to
keep
"The
Silver Horde"
for a have
full week.
Extensive exploitation
campaigns
been
launched and advertising appropriations increased. Goldwyn has received many enthusiastic letters from exhibitors.
The exploitation campaign, as found effective in New York, is being used with variations in other cities. All of the physical
requisites
are available at Goldwyn exchanges.
The popularity of Rex Beach's works In
book form is being capitalized through tieups with book stores that are making a special display of the novel along with announcements of the showing of the picture. The
nature of the story makes it possible to
arrange appropriate window displays in
sporting good stores, also department stores
that cater to the sportsman.
Announces Engagements for
Coming Kaufman Weeklies
FORWeeklies,
two forthcoming
Herbert
Myron Selznick,
just Kaufman
prior to
his recent departure for the Selznick
west coast studios, announced that he had
selected William J. Scully, formerly assistant
to director Alan Crosland, to direct "The
Household Bully," and engaged Gertrude
Kaufman, a sister of Herbert Kaufman, for
an
role inof "The
FadedGoulding.
Butterfly,"
underimportant
the direction
Edmund
"The Herbert Kaufman Weeklies are progressing very favorably," said Mr. Selznick,
"and
my endeavors
to make
them byunique
presentation
are being
fulfilled
the ex-in
perienced directors and well tried actors and
actresses we are engaging for each production. Thus far it is gratifying to note
the popularity of the release, and the new
wave of comment relative to their exhibition
speaks
of Mr. Kaufman's
ability inas the
an highest
editorialterms
writer.
"It is safe to state that in the forthcoming Kaufman Weeklies we have an array of
corking good material that will more than
uphold the standard maintained by previous
releases. And I feel confident that those
persons who have been entrusted with the
carrying out of my plans in regard to the
Herbert Kaufman Weeklies will fulfill my
greatest expectations."
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ALBERT E. SMITH
announces
A Tom

Terriss Production

"TRUMPET
Adapted byISLAND"
GEORGE

MR. AND MRS.
RANDOLPH CHESTER
From the story

By GOUVERNEUR

MORRIS

Directed by TOM TERRISS
With An All-Star Cast

RELEASES

Impatient with his own excesses, following
the sudden acquisition of great wealth, the man
seeks seclusion on an uninhabited island to work
out his own salvation. The Girl, seeking to escape
life with a man who has proved loathesome to
her, plans to jump from an airplane in which she
is riding — but an electrical storm changes her
plans. The airplane is wrecked, and crashes on
Trumpet Island. The man and the woman meet.
This is only the beginning. The story was
judged big enough to spend more than a quarter
of a million dollars in producing it, over a period
of several months. It will be the big picture of
the year.

ALBERT

As the heroine of this absorbing story,
ALICE

presents

JOYCE

proves the age-old truth that the heart
of a woman may beat as sadly beneath
silks and satins as beneath more humble

ALICE

garb.
A play with great, crashing moments of
drama which at no time becomes melodrama— a story of unexpected twistings
and turnings which create SUSPENSE —
a picture which will add still more prestige to the name of this beautiful star.

JOYCE
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HE Special
By Joseph Le Brandt
Directed by George L. Sargent

CORINNE

GRIFFITH
m

THE

WHISPER

MARKET"

An exciting story of consular service in South America. Strong in drama and intrigue. Corinne Griffith,
one of the best gowned screen stars in the world, appears as the wife of an American consul, and to help fatten
his lean purse, becomes a silent partner in the shop of a fashionable modiste. Gorgeous gowns by the hundred.

EARLE

WILLIAMS
in

"THE

PURPLE

CIPHER"

A melodramatic story of Chinese tongs in which Earle Williams will score as notable a success as he did in
the now famous production of "The Fortune Hunter." He appeews as an amateur detective. Replete with
surprises, exciting situations and creepy, Oriental mystery.

LARRY

SEMON
m

"THE

STAGE

HAND"

Vitagraph's comedy ace in another one of his inimitable comedies which have laugh-swept the country
He goes backstage in a vaudeville theatre this time, flirts with the "actorines" and is assisted in his fun by dogs,
cats, ponies and other animals which will make grown-ups chuckle and the kiddies shout with glee. And a big
beauty squad, headed by Lucille Carlisle.
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Pallette on Trip to New York
Eugene Pallette, who is featured with
Ruth Stonehouse in the Metro all-star production of "Parlor,
Bedroom
filmization
of the stage
farceandbyBath,"
C. W.a
Bell and Mark Swan, is en route from
Hollywood to New York for a visit. Prior
to and since his term of service in the
army as an aerial pilot, Mr. Pallette has
been on the Pacific Coast, and recently has
appeared in three Metro specials — "Fair
and Warmer," starring May Allison; "Alias
Jimmy Valentine," starring Bert Lytell,
and "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."
International News Reel Has
Fast Workers at Convention
Republican naafter the
Two hours
tional convention
opened its session
at the Coliseum in Chicago, International News Reels showing the assembling
of the delegates, the opening of the session and many of the nationally known
delegates and candidates were exhibited
in Chicago and suburban theatres. The
scenes were made at 11 o'clock Tuesday
, which
morning
is 1 o'clock
d prints
ion
and finishe
ready New
for York
projecttime,
were at the New York Theatres in time
for the first show Wednesday evening.
Two negatives were taken. One was
rushed to the laboratory, where it was developed and prints hurried to the local
theatres, thereby establishing the two-hour
record, while the other, in charge of William Hearfield, of the International camera
staff, was sent on to New York by airplane
as far as Cleveland, and from then on by
the Twentieth Century. Arriving in New
York, Mr. Hearfield was met by a fast automobile, which rushed him to the New
York laboratory, where the negative was
developed and prints made in time for
showing at the first show Wednesday
evening.
Bebe

Daniels

Begins

Her
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Is Completing
Productions
and

Eleven

Special

at Its Studios

West;

anCorporat
THE MetronouncesPictures
on of ion
the completi
camera
work on ten new special productions
and virtual completion of the eleventh, the
eleven being the combined output of the
company's sptwo
large d,
studios
reectively, inHollywoo
Cal., situated,
and in New
York. Of the eleven new productions ten
are in the hands of editors, cutters and title
writers, who will spend several weeks on
them in the process of assembling them
for release. With a few exceptions these
pictures will not be distributed until the
early fall.
Eight of the specials were produced at
Metro's western studios. They are "The
Price of Redemption," starring Bert Lytell; "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," with an
all-star
"The Saphead,"
William cast;
H. Crane
and Busterco-starring
Keaton;
"Held in Trust," starring May Allison;
"The Chorus Girl's Romance," starring
Viola Dana; "The Misfit Wife," featuring
Alice Lake; "Hearts Are Trumps," with
an all-star cast, and "The Mutiny of the
Elsinore,"
C. E.Lewis.
Shurtleflf production, featuringaMitchell
First New York S-L Film.
The first New York S-L production to
be
completed by
is "Love,
Obey,"
an adaptation
Eugene Honor
Walter and
of Charles
Neville Buck's novel, "The Tyranny of
Weakness." The all-star cast includes
Wilda Bennett, Claire Whitney, Kenneth
Harlan, Henry Harmon and E. J. Ratcliflfe.
"The Marriages of Mayfair" is an adapby Juliamelodrama.
Burnham ofTheCecil
Raleigh's
Drury tation
Lane
all-star
cast
Realart

June 26, 1920

Career

with "You Never Can Tell** for Vehicle
Miss Daniels wa? recently installed at
BEBE DANIELS started work at the
Realart studios in Hollywood on the studios in a star dressing room along
June 7 on her first production as a with Wanda Hawley, who has completed
one picture as a Realart star and is now
star, "You
Can to
Tell."
her at
work on her second. The two are old
friends
wereNever
on hand
watchMany
the of
taking
of the first scenes and to wish her the best companions at the Lasky studios, where
of luck.
they worked together in DeMille productions.
Chester Franklin has been engaged to
direct the new Realartist. He is a veteran
and capable director, with a number of
successful productions to his credit. He
comes to Realart after having completed
a series of popular "kid" productions, and
has already been installed in "Directors'
Row" at the Hollywood studios.
Helmar Walton Bergman wrote the
scenario for the picture from two stories
by Grace Lovell Bryan published in the
Saturday Evening Post about six months
ago, entitled "You Never Can Tell" and
"Class." Mr. Bergman has been a continuity writer for many years and is best
nown for his work in adapting fifteen O.
Henry stories for the screen.
The story selected for Miss Daniels' first
vehicle is that of a girl of vaulting ambition. Dissatisfied with her home surroundings, where money is even scarcer than
soap, she starts out to earn her own living. She gets a job behind a cigar counter
in a big New York City hotel, and, with a
kriacV for dressing and a lively personality, things begin to come her way.
Miss Daniels is said to be suited to the
role
both
by temperament and appearance.
A Deep Talk About Purple.
Her distinctive type of beauty, it is beConfidentially speaking this is a scene
lieved, will emphasize the high spots in
from "The Deeprelease.
Purple," a Realart
the role provided for her.

in East

Ten in Hands of Editors
includes Thomas Ross, Wilfred Lytell,
Frank Currier, Francis X. Conlan, Jack
Crosby, Gladys
Florence
Court. Coburn, Thea Talbot and
"Clothes" is the stage drama by Avery
Hopwood and Channing Pollock in which
Grace George starred some years ago. The
scenario was written by Arthur Zellner.
It has an all-star cast, including Olive Tell
and Crauford Kent.
Bert Lytell's "The Price of Redemption"
is an adaptation of I. A. R. Wylie's novel,
"The Temple of Dawn." The scenario was
written by June Mathis.
Crane to Play Role He Created.
"The Saphead" is an adaptation by June
MathisSmith
of "The
New Henrietta,"
by Winchell
and Victor
Mapes, founded
on
Bronson
Howard's
drama
"The
Henrietta."
In addition to William H. Crane, who will
play the role of Nicholas Van Alystyne,
which he created on the stage, and Buster
Keaton, the cast includes Irving Cummings,
Edward Connelly, Jack Livingston, Odette
Tyler, Carol Holloway and Beulah Booker.
"Held in Trust" is a picturization of
George pearedKibbe
Turner's
whichSarah
apin the Red
Book novel,
Magazine.
Y. Mason wrote the scenario. Miss Allison
plays a shopgirl who fraudulently impersonates awealthy woman.
"The Chorus Girl's Romance" was first
told in short story form by F. Scott Fitzgerald under the title of "Head and Shoulders" in the Saturday Evening Post. Percy
Heath made it into a screen play. Viola
Dana plays a shimmj- dancer who marries
Alice Lake
as Manicurist.
a Yale "grind."
•
"The Misfit Wife" shows Alice Lake as
a manicurist who marriese into a New
York family where footmen and a Harvard
accent prevail. The story is founded on
Julie adaptation
Heme's stage
play "The
The
was made
by LoisOutsider."
Zellner
and A. P. Younger.
"Parlor,
Bedroom
and Bath"
tation of the
stage success
by is
C. an
W. adapBell
and Mark Swan. The cast includes Eugene
Pallette, Ruth Stonehouse, Kathleen Kirkham and Henry Miller, Jr. The scenario
is by June Mathis and A. P. Younger.
"Hearts Are Trumps" is an adaptation
by
Mathis of The
Cecilcast
Raleigh's
LaneJunemelodrama.
includesDrury
Joseph Kilgour, Frank Brownlee, Thomas
Jeflferson, Edward Connelly, Alice Terry
and Francelia Billington.
"The Mutiny of the Elsinore" is a picturization ofJack
novel byLewis,
A. S.
Le Vino. The
cast London's
includes Mitchell
Helen Ferguson and William \'. Mong.
Hamilton Writes Serial Story
James Shelly Hamilton, the author of
numerous magazine fiction stories, and
now attached to the scenario staff of the
George B. Seitz organization, has completed a story for production in fifteen
episodes, which will be produced as a
Pathe serial in the near future. The player
to star in the serial has not been designated as yet, but it is expected Paul Brunet,
vice-president and general manager of
Pathe, will assign a star and director soon.
Blackwell with Cosmopolitan
Carlyle Blackwell has placed his name
to a Cosmopolitan contract and will make
his first appearance with Marion Davies
in her latest starring vehicle, "The RestRobert W. Chambers
novel lessofSex,"thefrom
samethename.
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Specials

To Be Released
ACCORDING to Benjamin A. Prager,
president, the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation is carrying out one of
the largest programs of production undertaken by any independent producing
unit in the industry. The Mayflower schedule for the year which began on January
1, 1920, calls for the output of a minimum
of seventeen specials to be released at the
rate of one every three weeks. Six of the
industry's
foremost
directors,
Loane Tucker,
Allan Dwan,
R. A. George
Walsh,
Sidney A. Franklin, Emile Chautard and
Charles Miller, have or will contribute one
or more independent productions to Mayflower's program
for on
the which
current directors
year.
The large
scale
whose product is presented by Mayflower
are operating is indicated by the fact that
twelve productions have already been completed, representing an announced aggregate investment of approximately $3,000,000. The list of subjects completed and in
the distributor's branch offices include Allan Dwan's "Soldiers of Fortune," "The
Luck of the Irish," "A Splendid Hazard,"
"The Scoflfer" and "In the Heart of a Fool";
R. A. Walsh's "The Deep Purple"; Sidney
A. Franklin's "Athalie"; Charles Miller's
"The Law of the Yukon," and Chautard's
"The Mystery of the Yellow Room."
Four Already Shown.
Since the beginning of the current year,
four Mayflower productions have already
been shown to theatre-goers. They include Dwan's "The Luck of the Irish" and
"Soldiers of Fortune," Walsh's "The Deep
Purple" and Chautard's "The Mystery of
the Yellow Room." Ail of which were released under the Realart banner. "A Splendid Hazard," an Allan Dwan production
with Henry B. Walthall in the leading role,
is now receiving pre-release showings in
seven key cities, preparatory to its general
distribution
chise holders.through First National franAllan Dwan's "The Scoffer" is tentatively
scheduled for release by First National on
.■\ugust 23, to be followed on September 27
by "Athalie," founded on Robert W. ChamIjers' novel of that name and completed
last week by Director FranVlin. Mr.
Dwan's "In the Heart of a Fool" will probpresented on November IS. "The
Law ably
ofbe the Yukon," adapted by Charles
Miller from Robert W. Services' verse
classic of that name, will be released by
Realart early this fall.
Four More Tucker Specials.
" In addition to this, Emile Chautard has
completed two productions to be presented
by Mayflower, neither of which has been
definitely titled.
'ieorge Loane Tucker is now cutting and
titling "Ladies
Must Live." Mr. Tucker is
under contract to make four additional
specials to be presented by Mayflower, two
Live,"
Mustyear.
"Ladies
in addition
of which,
will
be released
duringto the
present
Allan Dwan is now working on the sixth
of his independent productions which in
all probability also will be released this
Fool."
Heart of
the begun
"In just
vear,
hisa second
Welsh has
R. A. following
together with "The
production, which, third
to follow
a
DeeponePurple"
the
now inandcourse
of subject
production, will
constitute this director's contribution to
Mayflower's 1920 schedule.
Denison Clift to Europe
Denison Clift, writer of screen stories
for Lasky, Ince and Fox, left Hollywood
trip
on June 6 to take a long-contemplated
abroad, to study new conditions caused by
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Scheduled

One Every Third Week
the world war. Mr. Clift will sail from
New York on June 26, and will go first to
France, arriving in Paris in time for the
celebration of the Fall of the Bastile on
July
14. Paris, Mr. Clift, who will be acFrom
companied by his wife, will go into Italy,
to
study
the
great Florence.
paintings inFrom
the
galleries of world's
Rome and
Italy he will tour Southern France, Switzerland and Belgium, visiting all the important battlefields.
In September Mr. Clift will reach London, where, it is understood, he will accept an offer to make three pictures in
one of the largest studios there.
Harry Carey's "Human Stuff"
Is Set for June 28 Release
UNIVERSAL announces the release of
Harry Carey's latest picture, "Human
Stuff," for June 28. It is an adaptation from a story by Tarkington Baker
and was directed by Reeves Eason.
When Mr. Carey read the scenario of
"Human Stuflf" and discovered that about
seventy scenes were laid in a western
ranch, he suggested using his own ranch
for the purpose. He could not accommodate
the entire company in his spacious house,
but a dozen tents were erected for the use
of those who could not find room within
the Carey
nese cook,mansion.
engaged Charlie,
several Carey's
cousins Chiand
uncles from Los Angeles to help him in the
kitchen, and considerable inroad was made
into the cellar to supply the wants of the
forty or more people who took part in
the production.

William

Accountant Studying a Figure.
No adding machines needed in this new
Universal comedy — that is, figuratively
speaking.
Will Supply Capitol Programs
For the benefit of exhibitors who are interested in the most modern angles of
showmanship and those who want to model
their presentations along the most approved lines, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is prepared to supply each week programs of the "Rothapfel type of bill," as
shown at New York's magnificent motion
picture palace, the Capitol. This service
will be supplied regularly to any exhibitor
sending his name and address to the Goldwyn office.

Desmond in "A Broadway
Cowboy^'
Heads Pathe Release Schedule for July

ous arrangements
pretenti
thePathe
R by
UNDE
made
for supplying exhibitors with big photoplay attractions
for the summer, William Desmond in "A
Broadway Cowboy" will be the initial "hot
weather" release by Pathe. The Jesse D.
Hampton production will be issued on
July 4, and according to Pathe, exhibitors
on
who ble
play
have ence
douDay.
causethis
for producti
celebratingwill
Independ
The play was produced from "The Man
from Make Believe," a story by Byron Morgan, one As
of America's
knownit isfiction
writers.
a romantic best
comedy
said
to be both amusing and spectacular. The
direction of Joseph Franz, who has contributed many successes to the Hampton
list during the last year, is considered
noteworthy.
Betty Francisco, whose beauty and
charm won her a legion of admirers when
she was in the Ziegfeld Follies, is certain
to augment her supporters with her work
as Betty Jordan, the girl for whom Burke
slew "scores areof
Randolph,
red-skins."matinee
Other idol,
characterizations
Delmar,
Thomas
Selbie,
Evelyn
given by
P. Lockney, Paddy McGuire and Clark
J.
Comstock.
Striking locations were selected for this
picture and its atmosphere is that of the
West, where most of the action is set after
the principals got away from Broadway and
the theatrical district. The outdoor scenes
are of such attractive nature as to make
"A Broadway
Cowboy,"
an ideal summer
ng.
eri
off
...
A fine line of paper is offered with the

new Desmond picture. The twenty-four
sheet shows Miss Francisco and Mr. Desmounted upon
broncho,"
leaping mond
athwart
the Newa "rarin'
York skyline.
Pathe's Southern Manager Says
Conditions Are Fine in South

e,
manager
of Pathe
Exchang
n dis, souther
YODER
WILLIAMtrict T.
Inc., on a recent visit to the home
office, stated that the southern territory is
in a more flourishing condition than ever
before.
The general prosperity of the country
is the basic cause, Mr. Yoder states, but
the exhibitors of the South in particular
are taking advantage of the situation so
intelligently and effectively that at their
present rate of progress they will make
the South a leader in the picture industry.
The most encouraging point, according to
Mr. Yoder, is the improvement in their
manner of. picture presentation and exploitation. Metropolitan methods of staging obtain.
Specialtheefi'ects
arescores
used arein
showing
films
n,-ir+icuHrand
care andmusical
attention.
( -le f->ni-l!^r with the Southern film
territory,"
Mr. Yoder,
"cannot being
view
the
present said
conditions
there without
conscious that a marvelous improvement
has been made. There is a demand for
higher
feature
production
than
formerly,class
and'ofnew
theatres,
constructed
according to the most up-to-date design jn
architecture and equipment, are being built
at a surprising rate."
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Educational
That

Aims

to Supply

Will Match

Short

Subjects

Op with Features on Bill
short ber of theatre managers cannot do this. It
largees numbe
WITH
t releas
subjecits
and rtheofnumber is to them that this phase of our service
constantly increasing, Educational will be of the greatest value. The exhibas a whole, have passed the point
Films Corporation is planning a new aid where itors,
they regard the short subject merely
for exhibitors through its exchanges in as a filler,
and our exchanges, instead of
twenty-four principal cities. This, in brief,
will be the selection of short subjects to merely shipping them a reel, will be able
to send just the sort of pictures that fill
give just the right balance to programs.
the need.
"Since we are not concerned with feaMaterial to Suit the Feature.
ture productions,"
a statement,
feel that
we are in says
a position
to give "we
the
"Every
of our exchange men will be
exhibitor expert advice on the best mate- thoroughlyonefamiliar
with all of our prorial with which to complete his bill. Our
duct. We will keep them advised in adlarge variety of product will enable us to
vance and then they will see the pictures.
give a wide selection. Manifestly we are They will also see as many feature picinterested in making the short subjects
tures as possible, and at least keep instand out as an important portion of the
formed of theiir character through the
bill, and therefore from a selfish motive trade journals. Therefore, when an exalone we would be concerned in supplying
hibitor writes he has Mary Jones in The
the material that oflers the best results to
Fickleness
of Fanny'
for just
a certain
date,
the exhibitor.
we
will be able
to supply
the comedy
and
other
material
that
will
best
suit.
Florence Evelyn Martin.
"While we expect those exhibitors who
can do so to actually see our pictures, it is
Appearing in Guy Empey productions,
Vast Film Library.
nevertheless a fact that the greater numthe latest of which is "Oil."
"We will further be able to supply pictures that fit very closely in with various
pictures to the extent that they have been
used
at
leading theatres in New York, Los
The Breath of the Gods'* Tsuru Aoki's
Angeles, Chicago, Indianapolis and other
cities. As a matter of fact, it would be
Last Universal, To Be Released Shortly
surprising to register the extent to which
young French attache. Others in the our vast film library is called upon for such
TSURU tureAOKI'S
biggest banpic- the
made underlasttheandUniversal
cast are Barney Sherry, Ethel Shannon, purposes. New prints of all the subjects
ner will be released in a few weeks,
retained will be always availWeigel,
O'Malley,
Skin- that weable inhave
it has just been announced by Carl Paul ner,
Mai WellsPatand
M. Seki,Marion
a Japanese
territories where they have not
Laemmle, president of Universal. It is actor of great attainments. The director been shown. We will be able to do for all
theatres the same thing we did for two
called "The Breath of the Gods" and is a is Rollin Sturgeon.
six-reel super-production featuring the
"The Breath of the Gods" will be re- leading New York houses in a single week
Japanese film star in a story of her native
leased simultaneously with "Under Crim- recently, supplying single reels that formed
land. It is a Universal-Jewel picture.
son Skies," a Universal-Jewel picture of perfect preludes for. the features.
"The Breath of the Gods" is said to be sea-life and South American revolution feaEducational'* Policy.
turing Elmo Lincoln.
among the most perfect Oriental photodramas. Forty some odd different sets
The twin-release will be the result of
"While we are firmly of the belief that
were constructed at Universal City during Universal's promise to put several big pic- many of our pictures deserve to be featured
tures on the market in midsummer so that
the filming of the feature, each personally
of the
we
are notmany
urging
the so-called
exhibitor 'features,'
to do this.
supervised by Miss Aoki herself and by Universal exhibitors will be provided with above
Corley T. Ito, a Japanese artist engaged
big productions with which to hold their He has had that advice too often. We
would much rather be able to supply him
especially as advisor and designer for the patrons during the hot summer months.
picture settings.
with the type of comedies, scenics and
other subjects that will send his patrons
Climax Is Not Happy.
away from the theatre feeling that they
The picture was adapted from the novel Cast of "Midchannel" Speaks
have seen a perfect performance. We are
Its Parts Before the Camera
not satisfied with merely booking a pic"The Breath of the Gods," by Sidney McCall. The climax is not a happy one, but
ture ; we want to be sure that the picture
is
technique
screen
n inbeen
innovatio
is so logical and so necessary to the artis- AN said
to have
marked
by the we do book really adds something to every
tic and satisfactory evolution of the story
decision of C^ara Kimball Young and
that Universal officials have no qualms as Director Harry Garson to have the entire
lllllllllllllllltllltllllltllllllltllllllDHIIIIimilllllUIIIIIIIIIMIIItIM
to the popularity of the picture.
el,"
cast
of
"Midchann
Miss
Young's
latest
The story sounds the depths of human starring vehicle, memorize the original
program."
affections. The little Oriental actress plays play, which was written by England's forethe role of a daughter of the Samurai who
most dramatist. Sir Arthur Wing Pinero,
is sent to Washington to acquaint herself and adapted to the screen with the author's
with the customs of the Occident and to supervision.
be of service to her native land. She falls
"The Young,
novelty was
to bethat
a necessity
by
in love with a young French diplomat, who Miss
who felt
found
an easier
follows her to Japan and becomes em- naturalness of characterization would result if she uttered her lines with full voice
broiled in the political intrigues of the
Japanese court.
instead of occasional outbursts of speech.
Few stories of Japan have been as rich Mr. Garson approved of the idea, feeling
in color as this production and Universal that a drama based on the most stormy
has gone to every extreme to make the period of married life could be done more
picture an artistic masterpiece. So skil- powerfully if the cast spoke their parts
fully is the atmosphere of Japan worked freely and with full force. And the results, now that the picture is nearing cominto the plot and presentation of the pictured story that it sacrifices not even the
pletion, are said to be more than hoped for.
slightest interest to western eyes.
Will Be a Summer Release.
Filming "Passionate Pilgrim."
One of the strongest characters seen on
"The
Passionate Pilgrim," Samuel Merthe screen in many days helps to give dig- win's famous
novelMagazine,
which ran
serially
nity and force to the majestic unfolding of the Cosmopolitan
is now
in thein
the Oriental-Occidental plot. He is Prince process of picturization by Cosmopolitan
Hagane, the War-Lord of Japan. The role Productions, under the direction of Robert
is taken by Arthur Carewe, the only Ar- G. Vignola. The cast so far engaged conmenian actor on the screen, and the hussists of Matt Moore, Charles Gerard, Arband of Madame Pavloska, of the Chicago
thur McDonald, Tom Ryan, Albert RicMontell.
cardi, Frankie Mann, Ruby De Remer,
Opera Company.
r-roflle viewUniversal
of this heroine
Claire
Whitney and Helen Lindroth.
Stanhope Wheatcroft plays the part of
comedies.who plays in
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Praise

Annette Kellerman in "What Women
Love
policy of the picture, and also arrange
is in receipt of a wire ing
SOLfromLESSER
his Los Angeles office, quoting for a Broadway opening.
the reviews on the Annette Kellerman
Mr. Lesser has surrounded Miss Kellerman with a strong cast, every name well
n, "What Women Love," whose
productio
premiere was given at the Temple Theatre, known. Wheeler Oakman plays the lead.
Walter Long plays the villain and others
Santa Ana, June 1.
Mr. Lesser is highly elated at the ex- are "BulT'Montana and Ralph Lewis. The
pres ions of the press, as he feels that in story was written by Bernard McConville,
Los Angeles, where critics see, hear and eat author of many Mary Pickford and Norma
Talmadge successes, and directed by N. C.
pictures, a production must have considerable merit before receiving the follow- Watt. The titles are by Katharine Hilliker.
ing criticisms.
Fast News Reel Work
May Markson of the Record says : "ReA fine pictorial news record was made
freshingly different production, some reby Kinograms and Selznick News at the
markable underwater scenes."
Grace Kingsley of the Times says: "A opening of the Republican Convention in
humdinger, fresh, bubbling, thoroughly de- Chicago. The cameramen, after filming the
lightful from all standpoints. Reveals An- outbursts of the convention, developed the
nette Kellerman as delightful comedienne
negative in Chicago and dispatched the
in a role in which she presents an entirely prints from that point to all sections of
new self to the world. Sol Lesser will give the country. Through this method more
than three days were saved, for it is genall directors a run for their money."
erally known that all pictorial news is first
Latest Pose of Gloria Hope
Guy ning
Price
of
the
Herald
says:
"Lightlike action, marvelous submarine
sent to New York to be developed and
Who
is
appearing in the latest Selznick
photography, subtle situations, novel pieces later distributed to exhibitors.
productions.
of comedy business, well woven love story iMinillllirilllHIIIIHIIlltlUIIIHmilllMIIMIIIHIUIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIIMIMMMIIIIMIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIininilinilMMIIIIMtlllinillltllMMirMlltllllMIMIHMHIiniHIIIItMtnilinil^
with melodramatic climaxes that furnish
Audience Acclaims Marion Davies at
a variety of entertaining features."
"Every Inch Crammed
with Action."
Maude Cheatham of the Examiner says:
"Without a doubt it will be a sensation
Private
View of "The Restless Sex"
MOREguests
thanthronging
a thousand
invited
with its novelty and excellence. Miss Keldesigner, created them. Of particular inthe specially
grand ballroom
lerman is the speediest worker on the
terest are the settings in the episodes deof
the
Ritz-Carlton
Hotel
on
the
screen today, even throwing the strenuBohemian life in New York's
ous Doug Fairbanks in the shade by a safe evening of Wednesday, June 9, to see a pri- Greenwichpicting
and the for
famous
margin. Every inch of the six-reels is
vate showing of Cosmopolitan Productions' the Gods." Village,
The costumes
these "Ball
scenesof
"The
Restless
Sex,"
stood
up
at
the
close
were
designed
by
Erte,
the
famous
Parisian
crammed with action."
Marion Davies, the star.
artist.
Monroe Lathrop of the Express says : andA acclaimed
In the ballroom scenes more than six
list of those present would read like a
"An assured winner. Miss Kellerman alone
page
from
the
social
register
and
the
judihundred persons were used, and the floor
among women stars could do the things
cial, literary, stage and screen directories. space necessary to put them on in keeping
she does with grace and physical snap." Banks of roses, carnations, chrysanthewith the rest of the picture was so great
All the critics agree that the picture
mums, ferns and potted palms were ar- that the entire studio floor, which ordigives Wheeler Oakman, who plays opposite
ranged about in restful and beautiful deconarily accommodates four companies at one
Miss Kellerman, a role which shows new
effect, and the foyer immediately time, was turned into one huge stage for
insight into his dramatic ability. Also that outside rative
the
grand
ballroom
was
filled
with
the entire cast, settings, photoplay titles, baskets of flowers sent to Miss Davies by this purpose.
Robert Z. Leonard directed the producand story are of the highest order.
lier many friends. During the showing of
Mr. Lesser arrived from Los Angeles
tion,arewhile
the unusual
effects
credited
to Albertphotographic
Ziegler.
the picture a twenty-piece orchestra under
last week, stopping off at the Convention
the
leadership
of
James
Bradford
furnished
in Cleveland en route. He brought a com- the incidental music.
pleted print of the Kellerman picture with
A partial list of those present included Actor's Chat with Stranger
him. This is the second trip within a month
that Mr. Lesser has made, and this time Alice Joyce, Norma Talmadge, Constance
Arouses Police Suspicions
his sojourn will last about a month, at Talmadge, Joseph M. Schenck, Vera Gordon, William Rosells,. John W. Considine,
which time he will announce the distribut, guidGEORGE
BURTON
ess
niiiniiiniiHiiMiiiniinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiHriiiPirpiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiMiMiMi)! Il Mini iiNiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiii Mr. and Mrs. E. W. MacLean, Jr., Mr. and DIRECTOR
"Wildern
pictures,
ing the Selznick
Mrs Penrhyn Stanlaws, Harrison Fisher,
Fear," who recently returned from a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage, Robert Z. five weeks' trip to Banff, Canada,on where
scenes for the producti were
Leonard, Mae Murray, George D. Baker, exterior
said to bring a tale of woe that
is
taken,
Hamilton King, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wan- almost robbed
him of two members of the
ger, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Joseph Vance,
namely, Maurice Costello and Patrick
Daniel Frohman, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sel- cast,
den. Alma Rubens, Montagu Love, Dore Hartigan.
Mr. George stated that Mr. Costello and
Davidson, Gaston Glass, Anna Wheaton, Mr.
while in the lobby of a
Mrs. Irene Lorber, Matt Moore, Mr. and Banff Hartigan,
hotel, got into conversation with a
Mrs. George Fitzmaurice, Arline Savage, stranger.
The
stranger
arrested and
Mr. and Mrs. John McGinnis, Theodore charged with shooting awas
deer within the
May, Joseph King, Mr. and Mrs. Norman confines of the Canadian National Park.
Kerry and Albert Capellani. In Miss Da- The two actors, having been observed in
vies' personal party, which occupied the conversation with the stranger, were held.
entire bolcany, were Judge and Mrs. DouDespite the protests of Mr. George the
ras, her parents, Mrs. George Van Cleve, police
invited him to tell his troubles to
'Paul Chalfonte and Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. the judge
the next morning at the trial.
Page and Henry M. Hobart.
eloquence on the part of DiThis is the first time that any one outside After much
rector George, Messrs. Costello and Hartiof the company's officials has seen "The t^nn were released.
Restless Sex," and the showing was only
for personal friends. The public will not
Applestein Buys the Grand
be privileged to see it for several weeks,
The Grand Theatre, Alexandria, Va., has
when it is scheduled to open for a preat auction by F. L. Applerelease New York run at a Broadway the- been purchased
atre.
stein, of Baltimore, for $5,125. The new
owner will continue to operate the house
Cosmopolitan Productions claim "The as a moving picture theatre. The bidding
Restless Sex" is one of the most stupendous
Louise Huff.
and spectacular dramas. The interior set- was spirited, the opening bid being $3,500,
and many of those present endeavored to
tings are magnificent in beauty and colosNew Selznick star whose first picture will
secure the place.
sal in size. Joseph Urban, the noted scenic
be called "The Dangerous Paradise."
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Marshall

Neilan

Short

Leaves

New

York

After

Visit to Begin Summer
Production
Colleen
Moore
in
the
second big part of
recently elected
NEILAN,
ALL ident
MARSH
vice-pres
of Associated Produc- the picture. Tom Wilson, who scored as
tions, Inc., arrived in New York
foilinfor
Barry inpart"Don't
Everpicture.
Marry," is
last week and after a short busir>ess visit, acast
a similar
in this
in which he closed several important deals,
Next
Release
Not
Yet
Titled.
returned to California to begin work on
a plan of intensive summer production
The third Neilan picture for First Napreparatory to the fall releasing season.
tional release,
River's
End"
While in New York Mr. Neilan held sev- and "Don't
Everfollowing
Marry," "The
is now
complete
eral conferences with executives of the with the exception
of
the
title.
Considerable time and effort is being devoted to the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit in connection with his summer producing plans selection of a title that will do justice to
involving future pictures to be released the plot, said to present a mystery drama
through this organization in accordance
featuring a number of spectacular thrills.
with his present arrangement. Several inThe plot presents a newspaper story in
teresting announcements are expected as which Pat O'Malley appears opposite Aga result of these meetings.
nes Ayres, who makes her debut under
Mr. Neilan announced that the title of the Neilan
banner in thrs film in the part
his fourth independent production is of a reporter. Others in the cast are Wes"Dinty" and features Wesley Barry. The
ley Barry, J. Barney Sherry, Charles
story is an original script by Reed Heustis,
Mailes, Lydia Yeamans Titus, George
the newspaper humorist, and Mr. Neilan Dromgold, Noah Beery. Walter Long,
Montagu Love.
himself, and presents a typical Neilan sub- Charles West and "Bull" Montana.
Just signed to appear with Geraldine
ject in which the little freckle-faced
On Mr. Neilan's return to his studio the
Parrar in Associated Exhibitors' play,
youngster is called upon to do the greatest plant
witness the busiest period since
"The Riddle: Woman,"
leased by Pathe. to be reacting of his career. Opposite Barry is it was will
opened several months ago. In actiMiiiiitiittiitriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiinilitMllitiiiiiitiiiimiiirMlit'4
cordance with Mr. Neilan's new plans, Pete
Smith, director of advertising and publicity, will leave New York for the West
Coast shortly to work with the producer
His Favorite Cafe an Ice^ Cream Stand,
in the preparation of special exploitation
Mr, Milwaukee Becomes Great Film Fan
material for exhibitors. Within two weeks
PROHIBITION struck one of its hard- The Rolin Comedies featuring Snub Pol- every available inch of space will be occuest blows in Milwaukee, the home of
piedmanby Mr.
Neilan inas accordance
well as Albert
lard
the doing
'Bringing
Father' Comcompanies,
withKaufthe
edies andare also
a bigUpbusiness.
the art of making good beverage out
recent Neilan-Kaufman producing alliarice
of fine hops, but it is having a favorable
"Serials
gradually
are
gaining
more
reaction upon motion picture conditions ground here with the success of George
whereby
both producers
ties and personnel
of the share
plant. the facilithere. This statement is made by Joseph Seiz in 'Bound and Gagged,' 'The Third
H. Mergener, manager of the Pathe Mil- Eye,' 'Trailed by Three' and 'Daredevil
waukee ofifice, who recently spent a week Jack.' Showmen now are looking forward
Collier and Moore Star in
in Newfice officials.
York consulting with the home of- to the new Seitz output, 'Pirate Gold,' and
Selznick and Select Films
The Phantom Foe,' which introduces JuanThe general depression in business has ita
Hansen
as
a
Pathe
star."
not had any efTect on the financial condiof June,
ute
partwill
distribSelzlatterises
the Enterpr
DURING nick
tion of the general public in the WisconLatin America and Far East
through Select Pictures "The Servant
sin metropolis, according to Mr. Mergener.
Question," starring. William Collier, the
Motion picture exhibitors are now doing
an, Moore
ate Hero,
stage ng
comedi
and "The
Desper
better than ever before and conditions are
. The
starri
Owen
former
is a
Pay Big Prices for "Tarzan"
so promising that several new theatres are
JN
the
foreign
market
as
well
as
in
AmerSelect picture and the latter a Selznick.
under course of construction.
ica, "The Return of Tarzan," the Numa
In "The Servant Question," William ColWithout his saloons the Milwaukee man
production of Edgar Rice Burrough's
as "Larry
is said to imbue
his
must have some place to spend his spare book, is starting ofif with a rush that bids role lierwith
all Butler,"
the ludicrousness
that has
time and the picture theatre is gaining fair to place it ahead of even "Tarzan of made him a leading stage comedian. Suphis patronage. There has been a marked
the Apes" as a box office success. Arthur
Mr. Collier
are Virginia
"Buster" Lee
Collier,
increase in the male patronage of theatres, Ziehm, manager of foreign sales for Gold- his son, porting
Armand
Cortez,
and
wyn, reports record-breaking bids for the Rapley Holmes.
Mr. Mergener reports.
foreign
territory
that
remains
open,
and
Tire of Problem Play.
this week closed two big contracts, one for
Owen Moore in "The Desperate Hero"
China and the Philippines and the portrays the role of a newspaperman en"Exhibitors here," said Manager Mer- Japan,
deavoring to get rid of his only inheriother for all of Latin America.
tance, an oil lease, and incidentally displaygener, "arestructioalready
n of three orcontemplating
four theatresthein conthe
ing a certain amount of braggadocio in
The strong appeal of "The Return of Tardowntown district to relieve the overflow
zan" to foreign buyers is due to the suc- order to convince prospective clients.
in the other houses, and I believe that with
cess that
of "Tarzan
of the Apes"
to the
belief
the current
releaseandcontains
the enormous impetus of business more will
more
jungle
scenes,
more
wild
animals,
follow. Milwaukee always has been more
Goldwyn's First Year Product
conservative than other cities of her size in more fights and more thrills. ComparativeSold for Holland and Finland
ly
few
productions
have
received
so
much
regard to amusement, but the day of the
publicity in advance and offer so many opshowman has now arrived.
ionn
for stheindistribut
more deals
n Picture
Europea
of Goldwy
portunities for business-pulling exploita- Twocountrie
"They are tiring of the problem play. An tion.
s were closed last week by
way the big outdoor
example of this is the
The Latin American countries included
's ions
formanager
production, 'Rio. Grande,' was received. in the contract closed by Mr. Ziehm are ArthureignZiehm,
ent. ofTheGoldwyn
transact
departm
Played in a first-run house it was recog- Cuba. Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bra- cover thesalesentire
Goldof
output
year
first
nized as a picture of unusual worth, and
wyn for Holland and Finland. The figure
zil, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Columreturn engagements are not only contempaid was not disclosed, but it is said to
bia, Venezuela, Mexico and Central Amerplated in this theatre, but also in other
be unusually high in view of market conhouses where it was shown.
ditions as they exist today in the two
countries.
"We are looking forward to big business
De Vassey Buys "Twin Brothers"
on
By,' the Blackton
There are twenty-six productions ir
An 'Passers
advance screening
was givenproduction.
and local
TThornas de Vassey. vice-president of the
first year output, including picexhibitors were all highly pleased. 'Other Wistaria Productions, announces that he Goldwyn's
tures starring Mae Marsh, Madge KenMen's Shoes' and the new features star- has bought the story, "Twin Brothers," by
nedy,
Maxine Elliott, Mabel Normand,
Phillip Van Loan, which he is getting ready Mary Garden
ring Blanche Sweet have met with the high- to
and Jane Cowl; also Rex
produce.
est approval in my territory and bookings
Beach's
phenomenally
successful picture,
have increased beyond all expectation. We
"Our further announcements will be "The Auction Block." Most
of the Goldon
forthcoming in a few weeks. Production
are now looking forward to the H. B. Warwyn stars will be new to the audiences
ner productions. Of course Harold Lloyd "Twiti
of
Holland
and
Finland,
and
it is pfanned
Brothers"
is making them all sit up and take notice. Mr. de Vassey. will start in July," said to give them liberal exploitation.
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Sheldon Writes from Orient
Jerome Beatty and others.
writer of origi- Reichenbach,
Sheldon,
Lloydmany
FROM nalE.stories,
An invitation from Harry Reichenbach
of which have been
produced on the screen by Fox Film to the members to play a golf tournament
Corporation, J. Gordon Edwards, veteran as his guests the coming week at the Baydirector of the Fox staff, now engaged in side Golf Club met with few takers when
making William Farnum special productions it was explained that non-golfing members
on the Pacific Coast, has received a long would be expected to caddy, but upon
communication regarding the film situation
adding bethat
a complimentary luncheon would
served
the memin the Orient and particularly in India, Reichenbach's
bers accepted in a body.
where the writer is at present.
Mr. Sheldon left America several months
ago for the Orient with a photographic
To Picturize "Charm School"
company for the purpose of securing educational features. In travelling from point
Wallace
Reid soon again will be a promito point in India he has made a constant
nent figure around the Lasky studio, and
study of the motion picture situation in the his long
vacation, which he devoted to stage
various cities visited, and in his letter to work, will
have ended. His new picture
Mr. Edwards he speaks highly of the popu- will be Alice
Duer Miller's "The Charm
larity of Fox pictures in this territory.
comedy said
to have situations
an abunDuring his entire trip Mr. Shelden has School,"dance ofadelightful
and original
found Fox pictures in great demand among and a plot that is quite
unique.
exhibitors. Fox lithographs confront the
Arthur V. Smith.
Lila Lee will be his leading woman. Tom
traveler from billboards and house-stands
Geraghty is responsible for the scenario.
General mmiagrei- of the e.astern studios
wherever motion pictures are known. At James
Cruze will be the director.
of Famous Players-Lasky.
Agra, about 200 miles midway between the iiiiinriiitiirintiiiiiritiiiriiiiiiiiitiHiriitiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiitiiriitiitKiNiniiriiiiiirriiiiiriiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiriiitii
iirimii nminilltiliiiiiiiiiiimtlllllllinilllllllllMllir iiiirMiiriniiiMr iiiitrijriiiiiiiiiiiliiMriiiiii
i iiillMiiiiil
famous cities of Delhi and Lucknow, the
writer had a long talk with the proprietor
of the picture theatre adjoining the hotel Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Co-ordinate
where he was staying. From this exhibitor he learned that "Cleopatra," the
Effort in Behalf of Other Independents
screen spectacle staged by Director EdAmong the officers and members who atwards for Fox at a great cost, is considerpowerful
ed by Indian showmen among the greatest FOLLOWING
tion of effort the
resulting
from co-ordinathe contended the meetings were Harry M. Cranvention of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., dall, Washington, D. C; H. H. Wellenbrink,
and most successful American motion pictures ever viewed in the Orient.
Montclair;
James Q. Clemmer, Seattle; I.
at Cleveland, influential exhibitor-officers
and exhibitor-members stated that the As- Libson, Cincinnati; Dennis Harris, Pittswas Fox
playing
at this house
the"Cleopatra"
time and the
executives
have re-at
sociated Exhibitors are working progresburgh, Saul Harris, Little Rock; Samuel
ceived word that the biggest business of
sively as a single, positive unit. According Harding, Kansas City; Joseph Morgan,
the year was done at this theatre with this to announcement they are working force- Washington, D. C; Paul Gusdanovic, Clevepicture, repeating the success it has
land, M. S. Cohen, Council Bluffs; J. H.
fully and carefully with the sole purpose
achieved all through that territory.
Cooper, Wichita; Harold Franklin, Buffalo;
in view of soon presenting to the inde- Lubliner
& Trinz, Chicago; R. D. Graver and
The Sheldon party will remain in India
pendent exhibitors of the country a plan
several months more at least, and from whereby the showman is given the right F. R. Rogers, Charlotte; M. L. Malevinsky,
there will go north and west into Tibet and to pictures, profits and protection without
F. C. Quimby and Phil Ryan.
Afghanistan, thence to Persia and Arabia, strings attached.
the while collecting photographic copy and
With one stream of de luxe product alnotes on material for educational features
ready flowing, and with the assurance of Jury Picks New Realart Star;
and new photodramas to which Sheldon further sources of product forthcoming
Will Not Reveal Identity Yet
will give his attention upon his return to from F. C. Quimby, general manager, who
this country.
recently arrived in New York from the
The report from Mr. Sheldon is enthu- Coast, the Associated Exhibitors believe
Picturesmethod
adopted inbyputting
RealCorporation
siastically confirmed by the Fox sales that within a few days they will have in- THEart unique
the selection of its sixth star up to
branch in Bombay. This office, established
formation to impart to other independent
in the early days of 1919, now handles the exhibitors which will irrevocably prove As- a jury of twelve prominent professional
persons in varied pursuits of life has
Fox business for the greater half of India sociated's claim to "the perfect plan."
aroused considerable interest and comment
and Afghanistan, the firm having divided
Sub-Franchise Plan Ready.
in trade circles.
this territory at that time between the new
Associated's sub-franchise plan, which
The jury has already reached a decision
branch and the old distributing center at
now is being tuned into absolute harmony
Calcutta.
and it is According
in the hands
company's
to J.of S.the
with the aims and purposes of independent officials.
Woody,
genexhibitors, as gleaned from the exhibitors
eral manager of Realart, this method has
themselves during the big Cleveland con- never before been employed in selecting a
Advertising Men Oppose
vention, isvirtually ready to submit to the star. "We hope and fully expect this seAddition to Trade Journals
sincerely
theatre owners of
lection to be one of the most popular star
the United independent
States.
decisions
ever made,"
he said.
"Theshould
very
adan
of
ing
launch
plated
contem
An
interesting
feature
surrounding
the
method which
we have
adopted
THE
ditional motion picture trade paper
was brought to the attention of the sub-franchise proposition is that it is said guarantee this.
"It is rather remarkable that twelve perAssociated Motion Picture Advertisers at to embody the spirit of every constructive
resolution adopted by the Motion Picture
sons so prominent in their different proits regular luncheon last week when mem- Theatre
Owners
of
America
at
Cleveland.
fessions as those on the Realart star jury
d
bers announce that as space buyers for This is especially true as regards those should have
been able to agree on one
their respective firms they had been so- passages of the resolutions whose prime person as the best qualified
for the honor.
licited by representatives of the contem- purpose is to obtain for the exhibitor pro- Let anyone pick at random twelve
persons
plated new organ.
tection
from
the
forces
and
powers
that
of his acquaintance and allow them to atWhile the general sense of the members
seek to destroy his independence. The
tempt
same
task, and I venture to
the
as individually expressed was firmly op- plan is claimed to be thoroughly sound in say the Republica
n convention deadlock
posed to any addition to the present num- principle and fully equitable in application.
would
seem
like
a barnyard cackle disber of trade journals, a proposal to put
turbance in comparison.
Officers Who Attended Meeting.
the body on record to that effect was nul"We are highly pleased with the choice
lified when it was pointed out that such a
During the meetings of Associated memhas made for us and very enthusibers showmen problems were discussed at the jury
proceeding involved principles of policy
astic over the plans we are framing for
on which it was necessary for the board of great length and in minute detail. The
the new star. _ Since last week we have
governors to pass, whereupon the matter members worked together day and night in been
deluged with inquiries as to her idenwhat proved to be a successful endeavor
rested
pending
the
governors'
meeting,
set
tity but the public curiosity will have to go
for the coming week.
to put into final form the plan whereby
unsatisfied for a brief season. When the
Among advertisers returned from the the independent exhibitor, be he big or
is made I am certain everyCleveland convention who addressed the small, is assured the opportunity of sharing announcement
one will be as jubilant as Realart that this
A. M. P. A. and reported their views of in an honest-to-goodness co-operative
new star has come to the screen."
the happenings in the lake city were Harry proposition.
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Directors

at

New Films Are Begun
has several stories in mind and from these
let up in will choose one which he will make.
promise
MMER
M ID-SU
ion activiti
ess atno the
Lasky
product
George Melford starts this week on Opie
studio and stars and directors are
Read's "The Jucklins," scenario by Frank
having no respite from their labors be- Condon,
with Monte Blue, Mabel Juliene
tween pictures. Those who will start work
and Charles Ogle in the leading roles.
on new pictures within the next few days AScott
number of important settings are being
are Directors George Melford and William
constructed for this and there will be a
DeMille, while those who shortly will be considerable
amount of location work as
changing roles include Roscoe Arbuckle,
well.
Bryant Washburn and Wallace Reid.
Walter Woods has just about completed
Ethel Clayton Start* Work.
the
for "Thea Traveling
Salesman,"
will afford
starring vehicle
for
Ethel Clayton already has begun work on whichscenario
her last picture to be made for Paramount
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle. He will be directed by Joseph Henabery. Wallace Reid
prior to her vacation, afi -r which she
will go to London to make at least two will start next week on "The Charm
the compan '. Tom For- School," by Alice Duer Miller, scenario by
pictures there for
man is directing the present t Im, which is Tom
Geraghty, and James Cruze will be
an adaptation by Mary O'Connor from the director.New Washburn Play.
Cynthia Stockley's short story, "Rosanne
Bryant Washburn will begin in a short
It seems
probable that Cecil B. DeMille
" start
Ozanne.
time on "Wanted: A Blemish," directed
will not
work on his next special by
Fore! For Her Admirers
Maurice Campbell with scenario by
before July 1 or at least not until the last
Is Dorothy Phillips posing. Now appearing
of June. The nature or title of it is as Douglas Bronston. William DeMille is
in Allan Holubar productions.
about ready to start on "His Friend and
yet not announced. The famous producer
His Wife," by Cosmo Hamilton, which
was recently published in book form. Following this, it is understood, he will proSelznick Acquires Paragon Studios at
duce "Footlights," by Rita Weiman, scenario by Olga Printzlau. Miss Weiman, besides being a playwright of note, is one
Fort Lee; Entire Force Will Soon Be East
of the best known contributors to the
ployed at the main Selznick studio at Fort Saturday Evening Post.
STRIKING evidences of the size of the Lee.
production units of Lewis J. Selznick
Enterprises are contained in the anApproves "Mormon Maid" as Revival
nouncement by Myron Selznick, president
"A Mormon Maid," featuring Mae Murof Selznick Pictures Corporation, that his Moss to Take Time from Work
ray, Hobart Bosworth and Frank Borzage,
company has just signed a long term lease
to
Aid
Jews
in
Money
Drive
has been selected and approved as the first
for the acquisition of the Paragon studio,
at Fort Lee, N. J. With the taking over BS. MOSS, vaudeville and motion pic- feature for revival in the "American Films
ture theatre magnate, has volunteered for American Theatres" campaign of the
of the Paragon studio on June 7, two-thirds
Motion Picture Asof all the studio space at Fort Lee will be
• to give up several business hours American socEducational
iation, of69 West Ninetieth street. New
every week for an entire year to assist the
controlled by Selznick.
to the importation of
Coincident with this announcement, Mr. Business Men's Council of the Federation York, as an offset
suggested at the recent exSelznick stated that a crew of fifty work- for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic foreign films
hibitors' national convention.
men is employed on a day and night shift Societies in its drive against drives, which
The revival of good pictures committee
launched.
making extensive alterations in the prop- wasThisrecently
announces
that exhibitors no longer fear
drive is intended to eliminate the
erty and installing an entire new lighting
release date bugaboo — states a picture
system. Work is said to have progressed necessity of further campaigns for funds the
new while it is a good and an inso rapidly that complete sets were erected to support the ninety-one leading hospitals, is always teresting
production — and calls attention to
sanatoria, day nurseries and other leading
in time for the shooting of the first Selz- social
service institutions that are affiliated the demands of the present day for exnick picture on the morning of June 7.
tended runs in its arguments for the rewith Federation, by substituting intensive
All in Fort Lee by July 1.
vival of the many good pictures in Ameridrives. This propaganda will be carried on
can
vaults
before introducing to this counThe acquisition of the Paragon studio by the Business Men's Council in every
try the pictures of foreign producers.
trade
and
by
an
Auxiliary
Women's
Council
is said to
be the sequelthat
to Mr.
Selznick's
and house-to-house canrecent
announcement
hereafter
all in a block-to-block
vass of the city.
productions of the Lewis J. Selznick EnterThe workers will choose their own hours
prises will be made exclusively in the East.
and give as much time as possible to this
It is intimated that by July 1 all stars, work
throughout the remainder of 1920 and
directors and technical experts now work- the early
months of 1^1. It is hoped that
ing at the Selznick west coast studios will
as
a
result
of this drive against drives, every
have arrived in New York. All interior
Jew
of
New
York will become a subscriber
scenes for Selznick and National Picture
Theatres productions made for Selznick of Federation according to his means.
Mr. Moss will endeavor to enlist the supwill be shot in the three Fort Lee studios
port of every man and woman in all
now controlled by the organization.
Mr. Selznick declared that the studio branches of the vaudeville and motion picture industry. His voluntary effort to give
facilities for his staff in the production
part of his business time to Federation
unit of Selznick pictures will be practically up
for
an
year has met with much
unlimited. On the main studio stage at favorableentire
comment.
Fort Lee, it is said, four companies can
work simultaneously without interfering
with the production work there of the HerPrisoners See "Evangeline"
bert Kaufman Weekly. The Paragon stuFollowing a novel entertainment bill ardio stage will accommodate an equal numranged by the inmates of Clinton Prison,
ber of companies.
Dannemora, N. Y., for which Fox Film
About a month ago Mr. Selznick an- Corporation furnished the feature, the
nounced the acquisition of the Solax stuclassic "Evangeline,"
dio, also at Fort Lee. The stage space Longfellow
Biirdick, as art
correspondence
clerk ofN. theL.
there will accommodate two more com- prison, has reported the affair a success.
panies.
Sufficient funds were raised by the enterThe grounds of these three studio buildtainment for the support of the prison
ings are said to embrace a total acreage baseball league.
about ten times the area of their stages.
A letter addressed to President William
"Brace Up— Be a Man!"
This will provide much space for the erec- Fox from the prison shows the appreciation
Scene from the latest Kaufman weekly,
tion of elaborate exterior sets. A force of of the authorities and the inmates for the
"The released
Battler and
the Bottler,"
by Selznick.
more than three hundred employes is em- presentation of the screen classic.
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Rothapfel Books "Passers- By,''
Blackton Release, for Capitol Theatre
appearing at the Republic Theatre, has been
PASSERS-BY,"
Blackton's
screen version ofJ. theStuart
stage success
by sold to Norma Talniadge, as one of her
C. Haddon Chambers, has been booked forthcoming First National pictures. Josto the Capitol Theatre by the New York
eph M. Schenck, president of the Norma
exchange of Pathe. It will be the feature Talmadge Film Company, recently closed
the
deal
for the picture rights.
attraction here during the week of June
20. Samuel L. Rothapfel, who has just assumed the managing directorship of the
Kremer to Make Two-Reelers
Capitol, saw "Passers-By" soon after he
came to New York and was thoroughly imVictor Kremer, Inc., announces the compressed by it. He plans to give it wide exing production of twenty-six two-reelers,
ploitation.
featuring Shorty Hamilton, and eight specials directed by Chester De Vonde. The
Herbert Rawlinson, who plays the lead,
is an established favorite at the Capitol, company already has completed, and now
where he has appeared in a series of de- being marketed, a pretentious six-part
tective pictures during the last six months.
subject entitled
In the role of Peter Waverton, Rawlinson
Oil in"Voices."
San Diego?
assumes the part which thousands of New
The productions of the company will be
York theatregoers remember as played in
the stage version by Charles Cherry and made in Mr. Kremer's own studio in San
Diego, where he has a plot of 215 acres.
Richard Bennett.
Two other favorites with New York audi- The property may be drilled for oil if present indications are verified by further inJust HomeDe from
"Trumpet Island."
ences are prominent in the cast — William
Marguerite
La Motte
in a pretty
vestigation. Mr. Kremer will in future
J. Ferguson, who plays Pine, the butler,
Vitagraph
scene from this new seen
spend
his
time
equally
between
San
Diego
and Tom Lewis, who portrays Nighty, the and New York.
special production.
cabby. Mr. Ferguson only recently closed
his New York engagement in "The Little
Whopper,"
a musical
playedIn Vitagraph to Start Production August 1
an entire season
at thecomedy
Casino which
Theatre.
the last few months Tom Lewis has been
a headliner at the Palace Theatre, and on
on Chester's "The Son of Wallingford
Sunday night, June 6, he was featured in
according to a telegram received from the
the Lambs Gambol at the Hippodrome.
Another well known character, Dick Lee, ALBERT E. SMITH, president of Vita- West Coast by R. L. Giffen from Courtney
graph, has selected "The Son of Wal- Ryley Cooper.
is included in the cast. Lee is favorably
Cosmopolitan Productions particularly is
lingford," written by George Ranknown for his character delineations, and,
dolph Chester in collaboration with Mrs. interested in the matter, since it has only
as said
Burns,to the
"Passers-By,"
he Chester, as another Vitagraph special pro- recently signed a contract with Jack Boyle,
is
givederelict
one ofin the
most finished
duction. Production on it will be started who is in the East, whereby it acquires all
performances of his career.
motion picture rights to all his stories, in1, it is announced.
August
about
Leile Valentine, who has the leading feMr. and Mrs. Chester have been busy for
cludingin Cosmopolitan
the "Boston Blackie"
male role, is well known on stage and
storiesfor
pub-a
lished
Magazine
screen. She played for three years in several months past writing "The Son of number of years.
Wallingford," and have now practically
"The Boomerang" on tour, and in her film completed the novel. This will be pubThe telegram reads: "Be on the lookout
career has appeared with Olive Thomas
and other stars.
lished serially in one of America's best for a man posing as Courtney Ryley Cooper
known magazines, which will run the open- and
as author of 'Boston Blackie' stories
Young Charles Stuart Blackton, 6-yearing installment within the next few weeks. under nom de plume of Jack
Boyle. This
old son of Commodore Blackton, plays a During
man
is an imposter. He has fleeced some
the serial publication of the novel,
highly important part as Little Peter. The production on the film version will be in of the local producing companies, using
youngster offers exploitation possibilities.
both names. He is about 42 years of age,
progress at Vitagraph's Brooklyn studio silver gray hair,
He is known to thousands of film enthusi- under
about 4 feet ten, and
the personal supervision of Mr. Ches- weighs
about 160 pounds. Understand he is
ter, and the picture will be released at the
asts,
for
his
work
in
the
"Country
Life"
series, produced by Paula Blackton, and
publication of the final install- now in New York. He claims to be a
for his efforts in other pictures produced time ofment in the
the magazine. The novel will also brother of Mabel Dunham Thayer, who
make its appearance in book form at this had a story in the Saturday Evening Post
by Commodore Blackton. He had an im- time.
portant part in "The Moonshine Trail."
on May 8. This is also false."
Mr. Chester, who is editor-in-chief of
Building Scenario Annex
Vitagraph, and Mrs. Chester, vyill put the
Sues for One-Third of Money
story in scenario form, and will assist in
The
Lasky
studio scenario department is
the selection of the special cast.
shortly to be enlarged by the addition of
Paid to Film "So Long Letty"
George Randolph Chester is internation- eleven rooms to be included in a twocollaborated with
L, who and
EARL
ally known in the world of letters as the
Elmer Harris creator
M. Morosco
OliverCARROL
of that lovable vagabond, J. Rufus story annex to the present structure housthe plant.
of riiMiiiiiiiMiiiii
in adapting the play entitled "My Wallingford. While J. Rufus and his side- i" """""ing the'""""Iliterary
riiMiNiiirijiiifraternity
riiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiiiMiritij
Miiiiitiirriiliii'S
Neighbor's Wife" into a musical comedy, partner, Blackie Daw, will appear in the
which was produced under the title of "So new adventures of the Wallingford family, I Don't Forget to Give
Your
f
an action
has commenc
Letty," States
Long United
at Newin "The Son of Wallingford" will not be in j
Districted Court
the
Half-Witted Messenger Boys j
any way a sequel to the earlier stories of
York against the producers to secure a Wallingford.
J. Rufus, indeed, comes out I
Carfare When They Tote Film |
third
duction.interest in the film rights to the pro- a poor second best in the new series, when
he tries conclusions with James R. WallingPOLICE
and case
detectives
called I1
off in the
of the were
mysterious
ford, his son.
The author alleges that it was the understanding when he wrote the lyrics and
Those who have read the story, as far as I
disappearance of ten reels of 1
it has gone, declare that all the cleverness I "Civilizatio
when George Felker, I
composed
Letty"
that
he wasthetomusic
receivefor3 "So
per Long
cent, of
the and ingenuity which characterized the I manager ofn," the
Shawnee Theatre, 1
gross receipts earned by the musical com- earlier Wallingford episodes, are mani- j Louisville, returned them to E. R. i
fested in the new series, with the added I Day, who had leased them. It was f
edy and that he was to have a one-third
charm of a riper style.
interest in the production.
I reported that the film had been sold 1
The plaintiff charges that the producers
The best resources of the Vitagraph or- I for a nickel by a half-witted negro 1
ganization
will
be
devoted
to
making
the
sold the motion picture rights to the ChrisI boy, Jim, employed by Day.
|
tie Film Corporation, which he alleges are picture one of the most notable produc- 1 Jim was taking the film to Day's |
tions ever offered.
of the value of at least $30,000, without his
I home, when he became confused on a i
knowledge or consent, and that he is being
I street car and found himself in need |
j of fare. Felker, fortunately, hap- i
Seek Alleged Imposter
unjustly deprived of a one-third interest
in the royalties.
pened to be on the same car, recog- 1
An imposter posing as Courtney Ryley II nized
the boy, and took charge of |
Pollock Story for Norma
Cooper and as the author of the "Boston I the film after setting Jim right on 1
Blackie" stories under the nom de plume I the way home.
|
of Jack Boyle, has fleeced several Los An"The Sign
On the
Door,"
by Channing
Pollock,
in which
Majorie
Rambeau
is now
geles producers and is now in New York, ^llirilllllllllillinillllllllllllrlllllMIMIIItllllllltlllllllllltMllllllMlllllllllllllrilllMlltlirillllllJIMIIIIIII IIHIIIItllllltllHll
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Red Lane" a Strong Story
Life; Listed for Early Release
tion, it is said, will be distinguished by a
Lane"
number of photographic Innovations devised
Red
of "The
on
recent completi
THEat Universal
City
assures
the
early
preby
Dal
Clawson, one of the moat skilled
sentation of one of the most unusual
outd.or photodramas the screen has offered cameramen in the profession.
in a long time. Frank Mayo is the star of
this virile drama and the production was
Official of Mounted Police
d
supervise
Lynnmonth.
Reynolds. It will be reItased early bynext
"The Red Lane" is from the pen of Holman
Praises "The River's End"
riay, the New England novelist, whose stories
River's End"
again received indorseof the North woods possess all the tang of MARSHALL
ment and NEILAN'S
praise from production
members of"The
the
ttie pine and the hemlock and pulsate with Royal Canadian
Mounted Police.
red-blooded action. This story is probably
At
the
invitation
of
Joe
F.
Pierce,
manager
more typical of this author than any other
tale he has written and for that reason was of the Allen Theatre, Calgary, Inspector
and the local detachment viewed
selected for Frank Mayo to serve as a se- Spaulding
a special showing, and Inspector Spaulding
monthsquel to "The
ago. Brute Breaker," produced some
said: "I take off my hat to the maker of
Some one who was very faThe scenes of this Frank Mayo story are this picture.
miliar with the mounted police must have
laid on
the divides
CanadianNorthern
border —Maine
the unguarded
line
which
from the been associated with its production."
When Mr. Neilan produced "The River's
maritime
smuggling
usual ofpolicy
of calling
stock andprovinces.
merchandiseTheacross
the lineof islivethe End" he followed
on thehis detail
the technicalichief occupation of a band of unscrupulous in antiesexpert
involved.
From
Canada
he
brought
Serruffians whose headquarters is the low borgeant A. Leslie Martin, a veteran of the
Thea Talbot
der dive of Vetal Beaulieu, a French Can- Northwest
Mounted
Police
of
eight
years,
adian, opposed to whom is Norman Aldrich,
Who is playing in Metro pictures. Now cast
an American secret service agent, who had who
were passed
shot. upon the detail before the scenes
as Bessie Bissett in "Tile Marriages of
been assigned to the task of breaking up
Mayfair," a Drury Lane melodrama.
At the New York offices of the Neilan orthe traffic of contraband. The love interest
ganization it was stated that "The River's
is furnished by the arrival of Marie Beau- End" is now
To Cut Henley Regatta Scenes
nearing the }700,000
lieu, the daughter of the saloon-keeper, gross mark for rapidly
this country alone. It is also
whose life had been spent in a convent since stated that, judging
from
present Indications,
her mother had left her a babe, and who is the picture will easily exceed
Into "Marriages of Mayfair"
this original
METRO lias Just received from England tion.
horrified
to
discover
her
father's
occupapictures of tiie Henley Regatta which
quota.
A strong cast gives life and character to
will be used in the forthcoming proevery part in the story. Supporting Frank
<3uction of the spectacular melodrama "The Mayo
are Lillian Rich, James L. Mason, Jean Interest in Spiritualism
Marriages of Mayfair," by Cecil Raleigh.
The scenes show close-ups of the races and Hersholt, James O'Neill, Earl Formes, Paul
of the arrival of King George and Queen
Weigel, Frank Thorne, Harry Laraont, FredExpected to Aid "Athalie"
Mary in the royal barge. There are also
public interest
spiritual-Is
ism now ofsweeping
over thein country
scenes showing the crowds and the shifting enport.erick Herzog, Margaret Mann and Mila Dav- THE wave
expected to contribute much to the box
panorama of the Thames.
Universal was prodigal in providing setDirector George W. TerwlUiger, who has
tings forvillage
"The Red
Lane,"
success of "Athalie," which Director
Canadian
for the
story,constructing
and sendinga office
Sidney A. Franklin has just completed for
had "The Marriages of Mayfair" company
the entire company to the picturesque Big the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, assert
for the past few weeks on location at Stamford, Conn., has worked these scenes into Bear Valley for a sequence of important officials of that producing organization.
the story, matching them up with the scenes scenes.
"Athalie" is based on the Robert W. Chamtaken on Long Island Sound.
bers novel of that name and deals with an
New American Plctnre Announced.
The characters in the story who are gathinteresting phase of psychic phenomena.
ered at the famous Henley race are shown
The
story relates the experiences of a
"A Live-Wire Hick" adapted from AmerIn their stage coaches and at the fashionican's "New York Luck," one of William Rus- beautiful girl endowed with psychic powers.
able clubhouse on the Thames. The StamThrough her ability to establish communisell's big successes, will follow "The Weekford Yacht Club, one of the most exclusive
cation with those beyond the horizon and
Hamilton popular novel re- her gifts
in the East, was turned over to Metro for End," acentlyCosmo
of clairvoyance she attracts the
screened.
the production and in the past two weeks
Francelia Billington, who plays opposite attention of New York's elite and becomes
has been
turned
into
a
regular
motion
picWilliam Russell, is exactly the type of hero- a successful mystic. In the high-powered
ture studio.
the young seeress, before a large and
ine for such a quick-action drama as "A climax
fashionable gathering, startles society by
Live-Wire
Hick," and Inshefact
plays
ZelJner to Pat on Films.
Metro's Americanization
hands to perfection.
theseintotwoRussell's
lovers revealing in the crystal globe an illicit love
of Westerns put over this comedy with the affair between the wife of the man with
Arthur Zellner, of the scenario depart- acme of zest — a comedy with a New York whom she is in love and a dissolute social
ment, has been selected by Richard A. RowCity locale, the action of which might well
land, president of Metro, to represent Metro be attributed to "Lone Star."
parasite.
"Athalie" is played by a large cast of
Thj supporting cast includes Harvey Clark, screen favorites, headed by Sylvia Breamer
on the Federal Government's Americanization Pictures Committee. The committee, Clarence Burton, Edward Peil, Alfred Fer- as the medium, and including Conrad Nagle,
headed by Rupert Hughes, is to write and
guson, Frederic Vroom and Carl Stockdale as her lover; Rosemary Theby. as the perselect stories for production. The produc- complete the cast. The story was written by
fidious wife; Robert Cain, as the unscruputions will be made in various studios.
Carles T. and Frank Dazey, and adapted
lous philanderer; Edward Martlndel and
The productions made in Metro's studios for the screen by Chester Clapp. Edward
Fred Warren. The production will be diswill be produced under the personal super- Sloman directed the filming of the picture.
tributed by First National.
of Mr. Zellner,
write a visionnumber
of them.who also expects to
Walsh Working; on Second Mayflower.
Artistic Setting for Realart Film.
R. A. Walsh has started work at the Bio- Evolves
Una Nixon Hopkins, art director at the
Woods Will DirectPicture.
Wanda Hawley's Tblrd graph
studio on his second independent pro- Realart
studios
in Hollywood, has evolved
duction to be presented by the Mayflower
Spanish-American interior for the second
Sam Woods, former assistant to Cecil B. Photoplay Corporation. This will be the aWanda
Hawley picture, said to be a comDeMille and more recently director for Wal- first Walsh production to be distributed by
posite of six historic old ranches. "We
lace Reid and Ethel Clayton, has been en- First National. After filming the opening
searched
Southern California," said Mrs.
gaged by Realart to direct the third Wanda
interior scenes. Director Walsh, accompanied
"and finally combined the best
Hawley production, which will be started by a cast of ten players and a complete tech- Hopkins,
points
of
the
most typical ones Into a set.
In a short time. Mr. Woods was originally
nical staff, will entrain for Maryland, where
a"shot."
number of Important exteriors will be By doing this we will give the East at one
engaged cessfultoInitialhandle
"Miss
Hobbs,"
the
sucview an understanding of California's disvehicle for the new Realartist.
tinctive decorative school."
Owing
conflict of dates the arrangement
The title of the story and its origin are
had to tobe aabandoned.
being withheld for the present. The producTltUnfT "The Inside of the Cui»."
"The Inside of the Cup," the novel of Winston cuChurchill's
whichago,
created
so much
diss ion a few years
has been
put Into
a picture by Cosmopolitan Productions under the direction of Albert Capellani. All
mill -booking in all fir^t run theatres
, ||^
the scenes have been made and the cutting
and titling is nearly completed. In the cast
W
HALL
are Edith Hallor, Margaret Clayton, Margaret
ROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES
W
Seddon, W. P. Carleton, David Torrence, Richard Carlyle, Jack Bohn, Albert Roccardl,
PERCY
Tv;/o REELS OF WHOLESOME MIRTH
^^^^^^
Frank A. Lyon and George Storey.
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I Working on Summer Schedule 1
I
Theatres Divide Patronage |

the Time,'' Says Loew, Decrying Rumors
pictures during the coming year and fifty
rs of |
exhibito
Loew'
summer
dent ofexcha
presiMetro
LOEW
CUS
nges pictures insure me a constant supply of i LASTCarnegie,
ssing, the
MAR Inc., addre
Pa., the
worked
a schedule of closing
days, in
order i|
managers and district managers at first class entertainment. Mr. Rowland
I
to
overcome
slow
business.
The |
estimates
the
cost
of
production
will
be
ntion
t
their recen conve
at the Hotel Astor, New York, explained the purchase by more than $9,000,000. He expects to spend I scheme worked so well that it is be- |
this 1.summer,
having
gone ||
interest in from $125,000 to $250,000 on_ each of these I I'ng
intorepeated
effect June
The plan
provides
a control
Inc., sofCorpora
fcoew's
tionling
as a matter of productions. Then, in addition to the pro- II for
[etro ,Picture
the
closing
of
two
of
the
three
|
ducing studios in Hollywood and New
self-protection to himself as an exhibitor in
I houses in the town three nights each |
order to insure his string of theatres a con- York, there's to be the third studio on I week, alternating in such a way that |
Long Island which I figure to cost about I each theatre has an equal chance for |
tinuous supply of first-class attractions.
"I am an exhibitor first, last and all the $2,000,000. The three studios have to be I business.
|
operating to make .all the pictures Mr.
time," he said, "and because I have become
jI merTheis schedule
for
the
present
suminterested in a big producing organization Rowland intends to have produced."
as follows : on Monday nights ||
does not mean that I have changed my
I
the
Grand
is open; on Wednesdays |
Franey Comedies Make Record.
attitude.
affiliaI the Arcade and on Friday the Lyric. |
Nearly two thousand theatres throughout
tion withWhen
MetroI effected
I had anobusiness
intention
of
United States have booked the new I All houses are open Saturdays and on |
opposing other independent exhibitors. I the
I Tuesday and Thursday nights two of |
have no such intention now. I want to help series of single reel comedies in which I the houses are open, alternating be- 1
Billy Franey is being featured by the Reel- 1 tween the three.
|
rather than fight other exhibitors.
, craft Pictures Corporation, according to an
"My
watchword
is
co-operation.
There's
I
s
estimate
by
the
Sales
Department.
.iinniiniitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiriMiit'iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiKiij
jiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiitiiiiini?.
more to be gained by working together
every time than in fighting. A motion picture war would be disastrous to the industry. I want exhibitors to co-operate and Hallmark General Sales Manager Sees
I want to co-operate with them. This is
my answer to rumors that have been
Ever Widening Field for Recreation
spread — you probably have heard them —
subjects on regular release to meet
by people who want to embarrass, me.
general latter
ERY, Pictures
N. MONTGOM
GEORGE
sales manager
of Hallmark
the requirements of the larger or first run
No Hand in Producing End.
Corporation, who recently returned exhibitors alone, to say nothing of the sec"Let me tell you that I am taking ab- from a nation-wide tour of exchanges, reond and subsequent runs of the small comsolutely no hand in the producing end of
munity exhibitor, who must necessarily be
s
the
views
possibilitie
for
a
volume
of
busiortwo
ness during the coming season. Having limited from a rental standpoint.
Metro Pictures Corporation. The
ganizations are separate and distinct. I covered all of the Hallmark exchanges
"A market should therefore be waiting
have always been absolutely satisfied with from coast to coast with a view toward
for the Triangle Specials starring Douglas
Fairbanks, William S. Hart, Frank Keenan,
getting a proper line on the requirements
productions
Metro isfied
with them now.and I'm more than sat- of
exhibitors in all territories, and in order Norma and Constance Talmadge, Charles
"I take no credit for those productions.
to make recommendations for the issuing Ray, Louise Glaum and the choice of vaI have nothing to do with them. The pro- of product to best fulfil these requirements,
rious productions of Griffith and Ince.
ducing end of Metro is up to the president
he reports :
"About a year ago Hallmark announced
of the corporation, Richard A. Rowland.
its Famous Directors Series of twenty-six
"The common demand of the exhibitor
And it's going to continue to be up to for 1920 seems to be for 'bigger' pictures to productions and has yet failed to find an
him. My end of the business is the exhibit- a far greater extent than in any year past. exhibitor who has not 'cashed in' on any
ing end and that's the only end for which
As a consequence a field is opened to the production received under his contract, so
I assume responsibility. For the produccompany which can offer the exhibitor, that in announcing further new releases we
Rowland's
feel that we are but fulfilling a demand for
tions Ihave absolute faith in Mr.
both large
a volumeThisof condition
big creations with and
starssmall,
of merit.
high class features at equitable prices
judgment."
Mr. Loew went on to explain, however,
along lines of the standard set by this
is of special benefit to Hallmark, whose
that the new capital he had brought to acquisition
Triangle of more than
company. Under this arrangement the
Metro would enable it to keep on expand- 800 negativesfrom
features announced for June, July, August
of
star
productions
available
line, and with the ening in the lproducing
and September are 'The Discarded Womargement of the screen output, the general for recreations has been announced.
"Exhibitors everywhere are interested in
an,' with Grace Darling and Rod La
quality would be improved.
Hallmark's announcement of the release
Rocque; 'The Common Sin,' with Grace
"I am as an exhibitor to give my patrons
recreated Triangle star producDarling; 'Should a Wife Work?' with
the finest entertainment in the world," he of fifty-two
for the coming year. They feel that Edith
Stockton,Lee.and 'For Love of Money,'
continued. "I have millions of dollars tied these tions
with
Virginia
pictures
are
needed
because
of
the
up in the theatre properties and I have to recent announcements of other distributing
"Hallmark also announces the release of
assure for these theatres a supply of the
companies of policies calling for fewer and its fourth serial within the year, 'The Fatal
best pictures that can be made. I count
on Metro to give me such pictures.
Sign,' starring Harry Carter and Claire
biggervailpictures.
The not
feeling
is said toofprethat there will
be enough
the Anderson, and is making two more."
e:;pect Metro will make about fifty

Il
1-''A Ma.ter Stroke" I. Wielded by "Bab'. Candidate" When Amid "Hidden Dangers"--A
Jean^P
features
3
No.
^^ile
Griffith,
Corinne
stars
2
No.
Williams;
Earl.
st.ars
uncovt.
oeen ^^^^
have
to
The first mentioned
appears
3
Scene
in
coming serial. All that danger that was supposed to be hidden

a forth
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Hopp

Hadley

as

Frank G. Hall's Advertising Manager
ing stage, being advance-man and manager
who for the past of
DIGGS
P.
many of the prominent road shows which
RY
HARthree years has , handl
ed special ex- played
through the southern states. He
for
presiHall,
G.
Frank
ploitation
has been manager and promoter of a
dent of Hallmark Pictures Corporation, has also
champion wrestling bouts.
been made advertising manager to suc- number of
Fifteen Years in Business.
ceed Hopp Hadley, recently promoted to
production manager of Hallmark Pictures.
Mr. Diggs was graduated from MercersMr. Diggs takes office immediately, assum- berg
Academy aifd Baltimore Polytechnic
withs the ad- Institute.
connectionction
ing all the duties inark
About fifteen years ago he enof
a
and
produ
vertising Hallm
tered the picture field. Since that time he
two
gle
ated
proTrian
recre
fiftyof
series
has
owned
and
managed more than fourteen
ductions.
theatre,
the "legitimate"
and
Live Showman of Experience.
pictures.playing
It was both
he who
first introduced
■ Pavlowa, the Russian dancer, to Georgia.
Mr.
Diggs'
association
with
the
industry
has included the handling of executive and He also managed Ivan Linow, Russian
creative work in connection with nearly wrestler.
Prior to associating himself with the
everyone nections
of its
phases.G. Prior
with Frank
Hall tohe hiswascon-a Frank G. Hall Enterprises, he was connectprominent theatre manager, operating some
ed with Wid's Daily. During his three
of the biggest and best houses in the years spent with Mr. Hall, Mr. Diggs has
South, his activities in this capacity being directed special runs of Hallmark productions in nearly every important city in the
largely confined to Georgia. Before his
Paul Chalfin
entry into the picture business, Mr. Diggs United States, his last special exploitation
Noted architect who enters Famous Players- was prominently connected with the speak- work being in connection with the presentLasky production department.
ation of the Willard-Dempsey fight pictures
RimiDiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
in Cleveland. Mr. Diggs also supervised the
taking of the Willard-Dempsey fight pictures at Toledo last July and gave this picChange of Plans at London Studio of
ture aspecial showing at the Theatre Francois,
Montreal.
Famous Players; Goldwyn Going Well
Mr. Diggs' duties in his new office will
London, June 1.
London for the ostensible purpose of re- include nection
the withwriting
all "copy"Joseph
in con-L.
Hallmarkof releases.
turning to New York, but ten days later
FORD did not get to work as
HUGH
cropped up in Paris talking French studios. Kelley will handle the daily, trade and fanquickly as he expected at the Famous
His British executive was unaware he had paper publicity,
Players British studios. Trouble
rector of publicity.holding the office of diarose with Marie Corelli over the scenario gone there and had, in fact, been calling
him
in
New
York
meanwhile.
of
"Theed Sorrows
of Satan,"
which
schedul
for the first
production
and was
the
Wilson Likes Fine Arts Film
film has been abandoned. Its place has
Odds and Ends.
President
Wilson has asked that "A
been
"The ran
GreatlastDay,"
Lane taken
drama bywhich
fall. the
FordDrury
has
Dan Russell, an L-KO comedian, is makDream of Fair Women," one of the Fine
ing short comedies over here.
gone to Switzerland on location for his
Pictun.a Corporation's
There has been trouble at the Alliance Arts
be screened
second time atproduction":,
the White
picture.
House.
Produced
a year ago to feature
studios, followed by a strike, because Sidney Reynolds wanted some of the hands to
winners in a beauty contest this filrn
Money from Hudson Bay.
work instead of merely drawing their pay. the
especially pleased the President wi.ti. lie
Ideal Film Renting Company is being resaw
it in Washington recently, and he
J.
C.
Graham,
of
Famous
Players-Lasky,
constructed with a big influx of new capi- is in Copenhagen for a fortnight, presumasked Secretary Tumulty to arrange for its
tal, reputed to have come from the Hudson
ably
in
connection
with
the
reported
display in the executive mansion. A hurry
Bay Company, which has already backed
F. A. deal.
call was sent out to obtain a copy of it.
^miiriiHiiiimiiirrnitMiiii
one educational film corporation on this U. The
Labor
Party
is
preparing
to
use
the
side.
screen for propaganda and intends to make
its own pictures — and sell them to the
Year's Rentals May Reach
Goldwyn Going Well.
trade.
The new Goldwyn British Distributing
High Mark of $83,360,222
A fusion of two of the oldest British
Unit has had its first two trade shows, producing units with a new and highly
* CCORDING to records of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue at
screening "The
in Room
a Bray capitalized concern is under discussion.
FRATIL.
Pictograph
andWoman
a Harold
Lloyd13,"comedy
Washington, D. C, the total
at
the
first,
and
"Jubilo,"
a
Bray
Pictograph
volume of business done by all the
and an Edgar comedy at the second. Both
distributing organizations in the inGarson Signs Sada Cowan
sets of pictures have created a sensation,
dustry re.-jched $11,317,089.40 for the
and the prospects here for Goldwyn are
month of March, 1920. The figures
for
r
publicity manage
very ter big.
"controversy"
is a dead let- RM. HarryYOST,
Garson's Los Angeles studio,
are gained by estimating on a basis
so far The
as exhibitors
are concerned.
• has wired the Moving Picture World
of the 5 per cent, film rental tax.
as follows:
For the fiscal year beginning July
A Candy Kick-up.
"One of the most important events of the
1,
1919, up to and including March 31,
The sale of chocolates and sweetmeats is film
year comes in the announcement from
1920, the government received $3,126,008.36 in rental taxes. Therefore,
prohibited after eight o'clock under a De- Harry Garson and Herbert K. Somborn
fence of the Realm Act, which was a war- that they have just placed under contract
the total business in film rentals for
time measure still being inflicted on the Sada Cowan, author of many great sucthose months reached $62,520,167.20.
public. Big demonstrations are being held
cesses of both screen and stage, by which
Estimating further, the avera^,?
by exhibitors to get the measure repealed, she is to write exclusively for them original
amount paid to the revenue departand a powerful publicity campaign is being stories for production as specials.
ment in taxes for every month of
"Miss Cowan wrote the scenario for
conducted by a deputation, when a mon1919,
beginning
with July, and every
ster petition will go to Parliament on 'Why Change Your Wife,' one of the bigmonth of 1920 up to and including
June 3.
gest successes of many seasons. In addiMarch, is $6,946,685,24 4/9 for each
tion to her many big screen successes, she
month, in terms of gross rentals.
Hammons Arrives.
is author of such well-known dramas as
Ai the fiscal year ends on June 30,
E. H. Hammons has just arrived here
the total rental taxes paid into the
the Game,' produced by the Henry
and says he intends to erect the largest 'Playing
national
treasurv for 1919-1920 will
Estate; 'The State Forbids,' 'In the
picture theatre in the world in London. Harris
reach $4,168,011,14 2/3. This indicates
Morgue,' 'The Moonlit Way,' 'The Honor
But sites are almost priceless and the au- of America,' 'The Wonder of the Age,' a
that the total business done by disthorities will not allow theatre building, comedy produced by Grace George, and a
tributors will reach ^3,360,222.93 1/3.
so how he is going to manage it remains dozen others.
Of course, no provision can be made
a mystery.
for the fact that business generally
"Miss Cowan's stories will be produced
and released as special super-productions
falls ofl^ during the summer months.
and
work
on
the
preparation
of
the
first
Goldwyn Didn't Go Home.
Three weeks ago Samuel Goldwyn left one is being rapidly carried on.''
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Educational

Exchanges

Chance' to See
short suDto eviewof all
FULL
their release
advanc
well innity
jects opportu
is promised by Educational Films Corporation as the result of the operation of
its own exchange system. Each office will
be supplied with copies of all subjects several weeks ahead and exhibitors will be invited to inquire as fully into the quality
■of one and two reel pictures as they do
into their features.
This plan is made possible because the
company and its various producing units
are well ahead of their schedule. Two comedies of each series \Tere ready when the
company started its release through its own
exchanges on June 20 and all the studios are
reported working at such a satisfactory
rate that the margin will be fully maintained. Educational points out that this is
important, not only in giving exhibitors
views of the pictures well in advance, but
in enabling the preparation of advertising
and exploitation material so that the best
salesmanship to the public can be put behind each offering.
Mauiy Comediei Scheduled.
"Four Times Foiled" was the initial tworeel comedy release, this being scheduled
for the week of June 20. However, some
of the exchanges were not quite ready for
business at that time and this picture remains to be first shown in some territories.
Delay was caused in completing the second
of the comedies, "An Overall Hero," because a young monkey that was cast for
one of the roles died during the making
■of the picture. However, it has been completed, and while the necessary scenes were
1)eing retaken for this, the third comedy
■was made and work is now started on the
fourth. All of these feature animals and
Arthur Nowell, the child actor, and are
under the direction of William S. Campbell.
"Mermaid Comedies" is a new brand, the
first
including
six White
comediesof
made year's
under output
the direction
of Jack
Sennett and Sunshine directorial fame, and
six featuring Lloyd Hamilton. The first
two of the Mermaids are now in the Educational vaults,in"A which
Fresh Marvel
Start," Rea
the first
White comedy,
has
the leading role, and the initial Lloyd Ham"Duck Inn."
Workfourth
is well
way
on theilton,
third,
and the
willunder
be begun
in a short time. The two sets of comedies
comprising the Mermaid series can be made
at the same time, so that there can be no
possibility of their falling behind the
schedule. These pictures are being made
at*-the Astra studios in Glendale, Cal.
Start Third "Torchy."
"Torchy"
"Torchy
Through,"
the first two and
of the
TorchyComes
Comedies,
made
from the well known stories by Sewell
Ford and produced by Master Films, Inc.,
have been entirely completed and work is
starting on tlie third. Johnny Hines, the
comedian, is reported to be a bear for work,
and with the first release of the "Torchys"
set for the week of July 11 he will be well
on the third by that time. These pictures
are being made at the ClifFside stiidio.<. in
Fort Lee, this being the only one of the
Educational comedy producing units that is
working in the East.
Since signing the contract which provides
for the distribution of all two reel Christie
Comedies through Educational, Al and
Charles Christie have been speeding tip
things in Los Angeles. The first two, "Kiss
Me Caroline," with Bobby Vernon," and "A
Seaside when
Siren,"
with Fay between
Tinchcr,Educawere
started
negotiations
tional and Christie had reached a satisfactory stage. They are now completed and
in the New York offices.
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Exhibitors

Subjects
Before
The third Christie
Comedy, Release
with Bobby
Vernon and Dorothy Devore, has been
finished and is now being cut and titled in
Los Angeles. Work has started on the
fourth, in which Eddie Barry, Neal Burns,
Margaret Fitz-Roy and Charlotte Merriam
appear, and on the fifth which includes
Harry Gribbon, who was formerly featured
in Sennett productions, Teddy Sampson and
Helen Darling. Work on the sixth starts
next week.
Months Ahead on Scenics.
Educational reports that it is months
ahead on Robert Bruce Scenics Beautiful,
Chester-Outings, Screenics and a number
of
"Specials,"
and that
it has
several
other series
which
havecompleted
not yet
been announced. In short, the entire schedule is ready for a period well into the
autumn.
First National Men

to Tour

by Auto from Coast to Coast
for a motor
equipp
LETL
COMP
wayed and
tour
fromY Broad
Forty-second street, New York, to the Truckee
woodlands in California, Joe Sinel and Matthew Singer, for the greater part of a year
connected with the publicity department of
First National Exhibitors' Circuit's home
office, left New York last week.
Both Messrs. Sinel and Singer are known
in New York film circles as well as throughout the West. On their trip, which will be
made entirely by auto, they carry a semiofficial assignment to spread the doctrine of
First National, especially as relates to the
sub-franchising plan of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.
They plan to visit a number of theatres,
and Mr. Sinel, whose specialty is drawing
and painting, will illustrate the various
news items which Mr. Singer may see fit
to write from time to time. The news items
will deal almost entirely with novel and
humorous incidents centering about moingtionthe picture
trip. exploitation encountered durAn elaborate dinner was tendered Mr.
Singer and Mr. Sinel by Jack Roosevelt
Bruggy, of the First National home office
projection department, on the eve of the
departure from New York.
Claim Great Booking Records
For Six Republic Productions
are
which
c product
Republi
SIX
ty, and
forging
to the
front inions
populari
which, according to Sam E. Morris,
general manager of Republic Distributing
Corporation, are creating an unusual booking record daily and weekly, have convinced the organization of their unwaverin ons.
the pictures as powerful boxofficeing belief
attracti
Afr. Morris announced that the si-' productions are "Twelve-Ten," starring Marie
Doro; "The One Way Trail," with Edythe
Sterling; "The Gift Supreme," with Bernard Durning; "Romany, Where Love Runs
Wild," with an all-star cast; "Trilby," starring Clara Kimball Young, and "The Blue
Pearl," with an all-star cast.
"Our constant hammering on the value
of these six productions," said Mr. Morris,
"has
more than
its worth
to thoseof
exhibitors
who proven
have taken
advantage
our pictures. And those exhibitors seeking
clean and wholesome pictures for their
summer audiences will do well to consider
the Republic productions. They are powerful in the trend of their delineation, and
this power will manifest itself at the box
office within a short time after screening
them to audiences."

Robert G. Vignola
Who directedfor "The
World and His Wife"
Cosmopolitan.
Although Twelve Years in the
Industry Director Vignola Has
Been With Only Three Firms
ROBERT G. VIGNOLA, who has just
completed
"The WorldforandCosmopolitan
His Wife,"
his
first production
Productions, and which is regarded as one
of the big pictures of the year, is a most
interesting personality.
Twelve years in the silent art and associated with but three producers during
that time, Director Vignola probably holds
the record for long distance, fancy, and
catch-as-catch-can stability. * * * He has
directed Pauline Frederick, Marguerite
Clark, Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young,
Billie Burke, Alice Brady, Alice Joyce, Tom
Moore, Jack Pickford, Vivian Martin, Constance Talmadge and Alma Rubens.
Born in Trivigno, Italy, thirty-eight
years ago and coming to this country at
the age of three, Robert G. Vignola was
reared and educated in Albany. \i the age
of seventeen he joined a local stock company where he played everything from
omnes to heavies and character leads.
In 1908 Sidney Olcott inveigled him into
motion pictures and he joined Kalem. He
remained with Kalem for seven years, during which he went to the Holy Land, England, Ireland, Scotland, etc., with Sidney
Olcott, where they made "From the Manto the Cross."
Kalem gave him his
first gerchance
at directing.
In 1915 he joined Famoiis Players-Lasky,
where he remained until January of this
year, when he associated himself with Cosmopolitan Productions.
Shipman Family Reunion
For the first time since war was declared the Shipman brothers will meet at
the summer home of Ernest Shipman on
Long Island for a family reunion. The
occasion will be the arrival in America of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Shipman, who have
just completed
a four
tour ofOrient,
Australia, India, Japan
and years'
the Eastern
with such noted artists as Nordica, Melba,
David Bispham, as well as a number of
tdiiring companies and feature pictures.
Present also will be Joseph Shipman
of Los Angeles. The Rev. Dr. Shipman
will absent himself temporarily from his
church in Pasadena to officiate at the family
reunion.
Edna Shipman will be queen of the occasion celebrating her success as a motion
picture actress.
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on

Urban 's "Movie Chats'' and Kineto Reviews
this and similar subjects, and the profits
CH.\RLES URBAN announced last that are being made by short reel exweek that "Movie Chats" have been
changes which deal exclusively with this
meeting with such demand that class of material,
are noticeable.
Messrs. Butcher, of England, have increased their order fifty per cent. David P. Short Subjects Becoming More Popular.
Howells' office, according to Mr. Urban,
"The five-reel feature has its place, but
is meeting with equal success in the for- the -ne-reel
educational dealing with topics
eign distribution of this product, and the of interest throughou
t the world, like the
Kineto Reviews, also, in other parts of the 'Movie
Chats' and the Kineto Review, has
world.
place also, for people are exIn the United States, the Empire State its definite
hibiting
interest
in the things that hapan
Film Corporation, A. G. White, manager
pen in other places and the things that
(covering New York State and Northern
other people do and the manner in which
New Jersey); the Celebrated Players Film they live. This interest is growing so rapCorporation, J. L. Friedman, president
idly that there is no question that such
one-reel features will come inoic and more
(covering
Illinois Company,
end Indiana);
Stand- into
ard Film Service
HarrytheCharnas,
their own.
president (covering Ohio, Michigan and
"This verifies the feeling that I have
Kentucky) ; the Elliott Film Corporation
entertained for years. I have, for example,
(covering Minnesota and the Dakotas),and
prepared
for twenty-three years a library
several other distributors, contracts with which includes
just such topics of interest.
"Me Bringie Chop Sluey!"
whom
have
already
been
drawn,
report
big
Things of this character never grow old.
"Hope I can eat it," says June Blvidge in
business
on
these
subjects.
"The Law ofby the
Yul^on," released
"Not so the fact about nature or science.
Realart.
"In fact," said Mr. Urban, "the interest in The forming of crystals along invisible
lines of force give thoughts and present
pictures to the mind of which it will never
weary.
The formations of sand on a plate
Robertson- Cole Acquires 460- Acre Tract
by means of a violin bow drawn over the
at Santa
To

Monica

finish ducing
the units,
tas';
of giving
to itsPacific
prosituated
on the
Coast, the most complete possible
equipment, Robertson-Cole has acquired an
extensive property at Santa Monica, Cal.,
which is to be known as the R-C Ranch. Its
acquisition supplements the purchase of
ground in Los Angeles, announced last
week, upon which the erection of a studio,
to house the producing units, has been begun.
The R-C Ranch was secured for the
purpose of giving the various producing
units which are making pictures for Robopen space Work
on which
to makeof
their exteriorertson-Cole,scenes.
on some
the early releases of Robertson-Cole already has been started at the ranch, and,
within a short time all Robertson-Cole exterior scenes which do not call for an extraordinary background will be made here.
Has Tot<«l of 460 Acres.
There is a total of 460 acres of ground in
the R-C Ranch, which is so situated that
it has a broad sweep of ocean along one
side. Besides this feature, which provides
admirably for the making of beach, seaside, marine and deep-water productions,
there is a great wealth of other sorts of
backgrounds. The ranch contains streams
of several sizes, ranging from a river down
to a brook. Not only has it flat grounds,
but there are great stretches of rolling
country, as well as an elevation high
enough to furnish mountains.
The ranch, as it now stands, is partly
improved, containing a number of buildings of various sorts, which may be used
in the making of a wide variety of pictures. It is the intention of RobertsonCole immediately to start further improvements of the R-C Ranch, so that it will
equal, before many months have passed,
any similar tract.
The R-C Ranch will be under the direction of H. R. Hough. He is general manager of Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc., the
company which recently incorporated to
erect the Robertson-Cole Studio which is
under way in Los Angeles.
The acquisition of the ranch and the
studio are merely for the purpose of obtaining greater efficiency and higher artistic standards by providing that Robertson-Cole lift from the minds 9f directors
the vast amount of detail which is connected with studio management.
In this

for Its Producing Units
way the directors and the managers of
the companies which are producing for
Robertson-Cole can concentrate completely on artistic and dramatic values and
throw off all the worry of seeking new
and better quarters. Robertson-Cole, by
arranging for production on such a large
scale, both in Los Angeles and in the great
open, can make its producing allies better
terms.

edge of in
it; which
the shape
a bee's
cell; feed
the
manner
birds ofcare
for and
their young; the birth of a dragon-fly or
of a butterfly; the transition of insects —
all these and a multitude of other kindred
subjects will not fail to hold the attention
of mankind as long as the human mind
exists.
Growing Desire for Information.
"Therefore I maintain this class of subject is bound to increasingly earn money
for exchange owners and theatre managers,
for the people (as David P. Howells pointed
out to us the other day) are making up to
Irvine Joins "Big Six" ; to
a desire for information the like of which
Exploit Tourneur Productions
the world has never before seen.
"In Russia, for example, acting on my
Anl,os
ly g
fromer
E,ndent
IRVIN
CLARKE geles
suggestion of film libraries, there have
correspo
of
Movin
Picture World, and who served eighteen been formed sixty film libraries as a numonths in the Navy, has joined the new
cleus for further dissemination of informaAssociated Producers to handle exclusive
tion and learning. The people — some of
them — cannot read, but they can see, and
e arters
exploitation
on Mauric
Tourneur's
coming feature?.
Headqu
have forthbeen their eyes record to them what their unshed
ur
establiversal City. at the Tourne
studio in Unitrained senses might not convey in a hundred years.
Ir\;ne was with Goldwyn for the past
"Therefore, through the efforts of Mr.
year, writing news matter and directing
Howells and aided by the splendid work
publicity motion pictures, doing the cutting .of the Y. M. C. A., which is to show films
and titling himself. He spent two weeks
from trucks to districts that otherwise
could not ever obtain a view of them, this
on a "vacation," putting oyer the American
insatiable demand of the human race to
Legion's
all starandproduction
of "Arizona"
at
Los Angeles
San Diego.
He made
the lox office turn them away for four big learn things will be partially satisfied."
nights.
Black Extends Coolidge
"I'm highly satisfied to be with the 'Big
Six'" says Irvine, "and especially to be with
Maurice Tourneur, as he is a regular news
Industry's Best Wishes
mine for good features, not press agent
President
Alfred
S. Black,ofofAmerica,
the Mostufif, Decause he is a student, a traveler, a
tio.i Picture Exhibitors
soldier,
a
painter,
and
you
don't
have
to
Inc.,
has
sent
Governor
Calvin
sit behind the typewriter and concoct a
lot of bunk about a man of this broad
Coolidge, of Massachusetts, the following letter :
"It is with the warmest possible
feeling that I congratulate you upon
To Continue Writing for Constance
calibre.''
your nomination for vice-president of
the United States. No man in public
John Emerson and Anita Loos, noted
life today has shown more respect
photoplay authors, have completed an arfor right and justice, recently demonrangement with Joseph M. Schenck wherestratedchusetts
by yourcensorship
veto bill,
of the
by they will continue to write screen stothanMassayour
nes for Constance Talmadge during the
■ ext year. They are at work on one of
"I can
good
self. assure you that you have
these new photoplays now and will write
the very best wishes, not only of the
three more during the next season. The
exhibitors of the United States, but,
prospective stories will be satires, with a
in fact, the whole motion picture instar part which will keep Miss Talmadge
in the novel character which Mr. Emerson
and Miss Loos have built for her.
;tiiiiiiiiiiPiiiiHiMiiiiitmiiiiiiit<iiiriiiiiitiiiiiiimiimiiiiiHi
dustry."
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Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
Noted comedy team ju.st signed by Arthur S.
Kane Pictures Corporation for series to
be released through First National.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
Affiliate with Arthur S. Kane
MR. AND MRS. CARTER DE HAVEN
have effected a tie-up during the
past week with the Arthur S. Kane
Pictures Corporation. The comedians will
henceforth be affiliated with Mr. Kane, who
will handle their business with the First
rs' Circuit, through
National
which
their Exhibito
productions are
to be released
and who will supervise all their eastern
interests. The tie-up brings to the young
film concern two of the foremost comedians of the stage and screen.
The news of the union of Mr. and Mrs.
De Haven and Arthur S. Kane received
favorable comment from keen observers
of the picture business. It was pointed out
that the De Havens under the supervision
of a film man of Mr. Kane's acknowledged
standing are assured of bringing out productions of great box office value.
The new affiliation of Mr. and Mrs. De
Haven brings to attention their rapid rise
in popularity. The De Havens are credited with being among the top-notchers in
their particular field and are rated as big
drawing cards of continuous growth at the
box office.
Selects Horseshoe as Mark
If there is any virtue in the old belief
that a horseshoe is lucky, Hemmer Su-perior Productions should have a fortunate
career, for Edward Hemmer has selected
as the brand of his new producing company a horseshoe, upright, "so that the
luck won't run out of it," as the boy in
"The
Luck
the Irish"
explains.
Within theof circle
of the
horseshoe is a
shamrock and the name of the company
appears on the leaves of the Irish national
emblem. This should certainly bring to
the new concern the proverbial "luck of
the Irish."
Whiteside Enters Oil Field
Lloyd F. Whiteside, who recently resigned from Vitagraph's publicity department
to join his father in an oil enterprise, has
left New York this week for Bowling
Green, Ky. His new identity is that of field
manager for Texas Shell Petroleum Company.
Mr. Whiteside is scheduled to attend to a
few little things such as buying oil pipe
lines, loading tanks and railroad sidings.
He probably will be out of the movie
world's ken for the next three months.
His operations will include trips through
west Texas.
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"Loyalty, Progress and Art" Is Slogan
of West Coast Club of Cinematographers
ville, producing features for G. B. SamuelI OSAmerican
ANGELES Society
has a unique
club in the son
in England, and Edward Kull, who has
of Cinematogrataken
a speaking trumpet at Universal.
phers,
an
organization
of
"ace"
cameramen banded together under the slogan
Those Filming the Stars.
of "Loyalty,ganization iProgress
orAmong the cameramen who are recordsbuilt from and
the Art."
embersThe
of the
ing the actions of the better known stars
old Static Club and was launched by Philip
are : John F. Seitz, filming Metro features
Rosen and other pioneer cameramen.
For exclusiveness the American Society under the direction of Rex Ingram; R. H.
Totheroh, with Charlie Chaplin; Harry
of Cinematographers makes the famous
Thorpe and William M. McGann, photoKing's Club of London look like a comegraphing Douglas Fairbanks; Homer A.
one-come-all picnic, it is said. MemberScott, working for Tourneur Productions ;
ship is by invitation only and the selection
of members occupies the attention of the Charles G. Rosher, with Mary Pickford;
entire board of directors. There is never
Robert S. Newhard, with Dustin Farnum;
Ira H. Morgan, with Monroe Salisbury;
any question of a man's eligibility, for if Jack
Mackenzie, photographer-in-chief for
abership.
question exists he is not invited to memEarl Williams; Sam Landers, Annette Kellerman's photographer; Frank B. Good,
Call on Each Other for Help.
with Tom Mix; Harry W. Gerstad, of Bill
The society is somewhat mysterious in Desmond's company; Eugene Gaudio, who
its working. An obscure cameraman in a films Bessie Barriscale, featured under the
little studio may be dumfounded by an in- dire„ ion of Christy Cabanne; Billy Fildew,
vitation to membership. Looking back who handles the camera for Priscilla
Dean's Universal triumphs; J. A. Dubray,
over his past work he may discover some
one picture that contained excellent work. with Lew Cody; Arthur Edeson, with Clara
It is likely that the board of directors Kimball Young; R. J. Bergquist, with Naziviewed that picture in its club, agreed that mova; Joe August, with William S. Hart,
it was meritorious, investigated the pros- and John Arnold, who has photographed
most of Viola Dana's successes.
candidate's
personal
Other Members.
sionalpective
life and
finally
decidedandto profesinvite
him to membership, after an exhaustive
The
other
members are David Abel,
survey of his private and artistic activities.
The society has perfected a service said Friend F. Baker, William J. Beckway, H.
to be equally valuable to both the big and Lyman Broening, L. D. Clawson, Henry
small producer. When a cameraman en- Cronjager, A. M. Davey, Ernest S. Depew,
Perry Evans, Ross G. Fisher, William C.
counters a difficult problem in his work
Foster, Harry M. Fowler, T. G. Gaudio,
which he cannot solve he can call on sixty- Fred
L. Granville, King D. Gray, Walter
five fellow cameramen. The small pro- L. Griffin,
Alois G. Heimerl, George Hill,
ducer with limited facilities for experiF. W. Jackman, J. D. Jennings, Charles E.
mentation is benefited with this arrangement. It is equivalent to putting on his Kaufman, Roy H. Klaffki, H. F. KoeneEdward Kull, R. B. Kurrle, Walter
payroll the entire membership of the so- kamp,
ciety, without the exhausting exercise of Lundin, Chester A. Lyons, Reggie Lyons,
Hugh
C. McClung, Victor Milner, S. S.
signing
checks to cover their salaries, says
the society.
Norton, Ernest S. Palmer, Paul P. Perry,
When a member is made a director he G. C. Peterson, Sol Polito, B. F. Reynolds,
George Rizard, Philip E. Rosen, A. Scholtz,
retains his standing in the society. Among
the members who have been called to the C. E. Schoenbaum, W. S. Smith, Jr., J. C.
Van Trees, Gilbert Warrentoi;, Philip H.
directorial megaphone are Philip E. Rosen, Whitman
and L. Guy Wilky.
now directing at Metro; Fred Leroy GranCharles

Ray

and

Dorothy

in Paramount

Gish

Are

Stars

Releases Week of June 13
Ann May plays opposite Ray in the rble
Charles
A TYPICingALthe more
title, of the little Parisienne, while Norris Johncryptic bearless picture
or Ray
son is the less faithful girl. The remain"Paris Green," a Thomas H. Ince proder of the cast includes Bert Woodruff,
eling
y
and
duction, Doroth Gish in "Remod
Donald McDonald, Gordon D. Mullen, Wil,"
unt
releases
Paramo
the
are
Husband
Her
scheduled for June 13.
man. liam Courtright, Ida Lewis and Otto HoffJulien Josephson, author of "The Busher,"
Lillian Gish Directed Dorothy.
"The
Crate Wallop,"
"Bill which
Henry" have
and
otherEggsmall-town
classics
The Dorothy Gish picture, "Remodeling
"made" Charlie Ray, wrote the story and
has an added claim to disscenario of "Paris Green." The work of the Her Husband,"
tinction in the fact that it was directed by
Julien Josephson stories and the sympathe
star's
sister,
Lillian Gish. The story
thetic direction of Jerome Storm, who was
scenario were written by Dorothy
the man behind the megaphone in the and
Elizabeth Carter. Miss Gish has the role
production of "Paris Green," have been of Janie Wakefield, who marries a handstrong factors in the star's success.
some young philanderer. The bridgegroom
Meets French Miss.
has a failing for pretty faces, but Janie soon
devi.ses a novel means of curing her husIn "Paris Green" Ray is seen as Luther
band of his flirtatiousness.
Green, corporal, who takes advantage of
an hour in Paris before sailing home to
For mate
Miss
leadingupon,
man the
the choice
legitistage Gish's
was drawn
make the acquaintance of a dainty little falling upon
James
Rennie,
who
never
had
French miss. He returns to America to
find that his American sweetheart has appeared in pictures before, but whose
transferred her affections to another man.
work opposite Ruth Chatterton in "MoonHis Parisian friend comes to America in
light and Honeysuckle"
attention. The cast alsoattracted
includesmuchMarie
search of a missing uncle and seeks LuBurke,
Downing
Clarke
and
Frank
Kingther's protection against some crooks who
clon, the last named having been for years
are pursuing her. Luther disposes of them
a conspicuous figure on the stage.
quite handily and wins her heart as well.
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Announces

as Star for National

Stop! And Stop They Did.
Peculiar that Eddie Polo, serial star,
and Thelma Percy, Universal player,
should
in the same position. No
rehearsalhalt
either.

Elaborate Airdome Opened by
Famous Players in St. Louis
ON Sunday, June 13, the Kings Theatre
Airdome, St. Louis, operated in conjunction with the Kings by the
Famous Players-Missouri Corporation, was
opened. In planning the auditorium the
directors desired to erect an open-air theatre that would be equally as comfortable
as any indoor house but possessing the
feature of being an outdoor one.
Local exhibitors have found that the
chief objections to the majority of outdoor theatres are these: A cinder or
gravel flooring which causes dirt and dust
to settle on the seats and permits the
growing of weeds.
Accordingly it was decided to equip the
Kings with a composition granitoid flooring. The individual opera chairs are white
enameled. The seats are arranged on a
grade
and the screen is easily visible from
each chair.
The theatre is beautifully decorated and
appointed throughout. Flower boxes cover
the walls, while they also have been placed
on all posts and cornices.
The .icoustics slso proved to be especially
good, something found in few airdomes.
Ordinarily, noise from street cars and automobiles, and the fact that they are playing in the open air, detracts from the work
of the musician.-;. Here, however, a natural
sounding board is formed by the screen
and a high wall directly behind it, together
with the sloping floor, which leaves the
orchestra in a deep pit.
New

Company to Screen the
Big Questions of the Day
WILLIAM MOORE PATCH, the theatrical producer, returns to the film
world after a three-year absence,
with the announcement that he is to head
Greater .'\merica Films, Inc., whose policy
will
day. be to screen vital questions of the
Greater America Films, Inc., which has
been formed with a capital of $600,000 to
exploit this field, will have the menace of
radicalism as the subject of its first production, tentatively titled "The Crimson
Dawn."
Captain Wheeler has associated himself
with Mr. Patch as treasurer and general
manager of the company, and expects to
have "The ofCrimson
beginning
the fallDawn"
season. ready for the

sigANEW STAR
pictureofindusmotioncement
nificance to theannoun
l
tedly
and
inunusua
of
undoub
try
terest to all exhibitors is made by Lewis
J. Selznick. head of National Picture Theatres, Inc . to the effect that Conway Tearle
light of that organiis to becomeMr a stellar
zation. Tearle has been appearling as
leading man in Selznick Pictures and
tlirc I .1 his excellent work requests were
made bv franchise holders and directors
of National that he be maile a star on
the iiat'onal program.
Although details of the contract whereby this popular leading man becomes a
star have not been made public, it is understood that the engagement covers a period
of several years, beginning with the near
future. It is expected that a production
starring Mr. Tearle will be started shortly,
as he has completed work in the Selznick
special, "Marooned Hearts," in which he
was featured with Zena Keefe. "Marooned
Hearts"
to be a received
National from
release,
according istoalso
information
the
office of Mr. Selznick.
The engagement of Conway Tearle as a
star is looked upon as another indication
that National Picture Theatres, Inc., is
forging to the front with a steadiness that
leaves no doubt of its success. Its productions thus far include "Just a Wife," "Blind
Youth" and "The Invisible Divorce," which
is now in the exchanges for distribution,
and they have met with instant approval
throughout the country and have been
voted unusual in cast, story and production.
Coaway Tearle, as exhibitors know, is
one of the most popular leading men in the
industry, his success having been gained
in some of the bigger box office attractions
that have been released. That he will be
even more popular as a star is freely predicted.
Heretofore the productions of National
have been of the all-star variety, and in announcing Conway Tearle as star it is not
made known what type of stories will be
used.
Mary Miles Minter's Age Is
Shown by Decision of Court
RUMORS
persistently
Mary Miles
Minter is circulated
26 or 27 or that
any
of a dozen ages that found a credible
listener were definitely set at rest in Los
-Angeles when a recent federal court decision put on record that the Realartist
reached her eighteenth birthdav on April
1, 1920.
The question of whether or not Miss
Minter was a minor at the time of signing
a contract with the American Film Compariy was a pivotal one in the suit by
which Miss Minter sought to recover
$4,125 in back salary. She was awarded
$4,000 by the jury.
Famous Players-Lasky Leases
Biograph Studio for Meighan
THE increased activities of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in the
East having made additional studio
space a necessity, .Arthur V. Smith, general
manager of the Eastern studios, has obtained ashort lease on the Biograph studio
at 807 East 175th street. This studio will
be u.ed for the production of the Thomas
Mfiqhan picture, "The Frontier of the
Stars," under the direction of Charles
Maigne.
In adition to the main studio at 130
West .56th street, both the upper and lower
stages of the .Amsterdam Opera House are

Conway

Tearle

Picture Theatres, Inc.
now being utilized, the current productions
being George Fitzmaurice's "Idols of Clay,"
Dorothy Dalton in "A Winter City Favorite" and Bil'ie Burke in "The Frisky
W'jik on the new studio of the Famous
Mrs. Johnson." Corporation at Long Island
Players-Lasky
City is progressing rapidly. The various
departments will be put in operation as
they are completed. Mr. Smith expects
to commence making pictures there between the fifteenth of July and the first
of August. .All productions in the East
will ultimately be housed under this one
roof, the studio providing space for twenty
companies if necessary.
Lichtman Names

Promotions

in F.-P. Sales Organization
AL department
LICHTM.AN. ofgeneral
manager Famous
of the
distribution,
Players - Lasky Corporation, announced the following promotions in the
sales organization :
Harold G. Ballance, formerly branch manager at Los Angeles, is appointed district
manager of district No. 1, which includes
the New England states, with headquarters
at Boston, succeeding Harry .Asher, resigned. In the same territory, Herbert I.
Kraus, formerly sales manager at the Detroit office, is appointed branch manager
at Boston, succeeding J. A. McConville, resigned. Succeeding Mr. Ballance as branch
manager at Los Angeles is O. V. Traggardh,
who is promoted from the office of sales
manager in that exchange.
Mvron H. Lewis, formerly special representative, with headquarters in Kansas
City. !S coming to the home office in New
York as assistant to S. R. Kent, general
sales manager, and R. C. LiBeau is promoted from the position of branch manager at Des Moines to the post vacated by
Mr. Lewis.
Sarah Lyons has been promoted to the
position of manager of the exchange service department, succeeding Joseph Ji
Loriiizo, who recently resigned to take
charge of distribution for Baumer Films.
Inrtoducing John Kingston Greenland
Christian name, Greenland. Surname,
John. Middle name, Kingston. Taking an
air plane view of the whole moniker, we
have John Kingston Greenland. Born to
Mr. and Mrs. Al K. Greenland Thursday,
June 10. John Kingston weighed in at
seven and a half pounds. .Al Greenland, of
the New York office of the Rochester Film
Manufacturing Company and formerlj' with
Cine-Mundial, Chalmers Publishing Company's Spanish ace, has been so busy denying reports that it was seven and a
quarter pounds that his sales for Rothacker
only went up seventy-six per cent,
last week.
Sherman Productions Formed
The Sherman Productions Corporation
was incorporated last week, under the laws
of the State of Delaware, by Harry .A.
Sherman. Tlis plan is to sell a franchise
to independent exchanges in each distribution zone, with the proviso that each franchised exchange will guarantee to handle
and distribute a certain number of the
productions by the Sherman Production
Corporation, to be supplied by the corporation yearly. Mr. Sherman has been
working on this project for the past year
and already has a large number of subscribers to his plan. He will start on a
tour of the United States, within a few
days, prepared to execute contracts.
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most successful woman playwrights. Among
her plays are "Old Lady 31," "A Little Journey," "Mother Carey's Chickens," "The ^leart
of Paddy Whack," "Ourselves," "Young Wisdom," "Once Upon a Time," "The Coming
of Mrs. Patrick" and "Myself Bettina."
Miss
Binney
opened
"39 East" Theatre,
early In
the spring
of 1919
at thein Broadhurst
New York. On the opening night she carried
off the acting honors of the production and
almost instantly found herself greeted as a
star. The popularity of the play increased.
During the summer it was shifted to the
Maxine Elliott Theatre and finished out its
long New York City run at the Princess Theatre. Subsequently it played prolonged engagements in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia
and" other large cities.
The ablepicturization
be avail-it
in the middle ofof "39
the East"
presentwillsummer,
is believed by Realart officials. It will be the
third picture made by Miss Binney for the
company during the year. Her two previous
screen appearances were in "Erstwhile Susan" and "The Stolen Kiss."

Dangers' Two-Thirds Finished;
Release of First Episode Month Away
and kindness are the only true methods of
WITH the release date of "Hidden Danreformation.
serialstill
co-starring
In the cast supporting Jack Pickford are
Joe Ryangers," theandscientific
Jean Paige,
a month
away, a wire received from the West Coast Marie Dunn, James Neill, Bdythe Chapman,
Sydney
Ainsworth and Manuel R. Ojeda.
last week by John M. Quinn, general manager
of Vitagraph, Inc., states that the serial is
more than two-thirds completed.
Brentwood Picture Is Given
On the strength of the earlier episodes and
its reported novelty, the serial has rolled up
High Praise by Review Board
a big pre-release record. Vitagraph's claim
Is that its figures have passed each of its pre- To ofsustain
its contention
the itseries
Brentwood
comedies that
which
has
vious serials except one, and that this one
been releasing are among the most
will doubtless be passed before release date.
It will be released next month. Albert E. wholesomely entertaining pictures now being
Smith made this decision immediately upon produced, Robertson-Cole has just received
his return from the West Coast, where the from the National Board of Review of Moproduction Is being made under the direction
tion Pictures a special report on "The Heart
of William Bertram.
of Twenty," the latest of the Brentwood pictures.
Vitagraph will follow the policy of giving
This production, featuring ZaSu Pitts and
patrons a large slice of the story at the start. presenting
a company among which are
In this way the plot i.s unforgettably "plantfound
Tom Gallery, Jack Pratt, Percy ChalBoston Orpheum Circuit Man
ed." One of the many twists which "Hidden
lenger,
Aileen Manning, Hugh Saxon and
Dangers"
takes
fromitsthe
routine
that
its hero
is also
villain,
and serial
for thisis Billie Lind, tells the story of an interesting
reason it is being referred to all over the group of people in a small town.
T Wants
Is motion More
picturesLike
like "Checkers"
"Checkers" that
The National Board's special report is concountry
''the before
Jekyll-Hyde
I will build up for the exhibitor a business
vincing evidence of the value of this picture
Things as little
heard serial."
of are shown
which
is
both
a
pleasure
and a profit,"
to
the
exhibitor
who
is
seeking
pictures
said Arthur L. McGrory, president
of the
In "Hidden Dangers" — electrical hypnotism
which are clean, full of fun and of strong
and acts of black magic which vie with scienOrpheum
Circuit,
which
operates
a chain of
tone.
tific surprises. A special electrical staff is a optimistic
six
picture
theatres
in
and
around
Boston,
The special report is as follows:
while on a visit to New York City last week
big part
tion unit. of the "Hidden Dangers" produc"We wish to advise you that the majority
In search of decorative material and ideas
comment on your photoplay "Heart of for the ornamentation of the seventh OrTwenty,"
reviewed
by
the
National
Board
of
pheum theatre, now in course of construction
Review, was as follows:
In East Weymouth, Mass.
Another Goldwyn Picture
"Entertainment value, excellent; artistic
Mr. McGrory visited the new Fox buildvalue, comedy sustained; coherence of naring in West Fifty-fifth street and incidentally
native, excellent; acting, very good; photogFeatured at the Capitol
met
the directors now engaged in making
raphy,
good;
technical
handling,
exceptional;
FOLLOWING the successful engagement of scenic
special productions there. Among those was
setting, effective; moral effect, excellent.
the Rupert Hughes comedy, "Scratch
Richard
for
William Stanton,
Fox and who
who staged
now is"Checkers"
busy on the
My other
Back."
the Capitol
Theatre,
Comment — This was considered
special feature film about which there is
Goldwyn atpicture
is featured
on anthe one"General
of
the
most
effective
pictures
of
the
year.
much secrecy at this time. Mr. McGrory saw
program at New York's largest theatre. The The spirit of its atmosphere and its characone scene taken and was enthusiastic.
attraction is Jack Pickford in "A Doubleters is created with the great charm and
Dyed Deceiver," an O. Henry story directed humor. The picture as a whole seems to war"I never had a picture like 'Checkers' in
by Al Green. In point of sympathy and humy life," said the Boston theatre owner in
being placed in the National Board's
discussion the merits of various pictures reman appeal this production is said to be par- list ofrant Itsexceptional
pictures."
ticularly strong, with a true O. Henry atmosduring the
1919 circuit
season.where
"We have
six
theatresleasednow
in our
we play
phere.
only
pictures.
These
houses
average
a
caConstance Binney Starts on
The has"Llano
Kid," played
by Jack
pacity of 800 and we run our features half
ford,
a reputation
throughout
TexasPick-as
and half; that is, three days to a picture,
aand"badbecomes
hombre."
He
goes
to
South
America
"39 East," Her Stage Success
involved in a plot to rob and
two pictures a week, at each house."
deceive an aristocratic Spanish family by CONSTANCK BINNEY started work recently on thein film
version
of "39 ItEast"
posing as a son who ran away. Later, when
for
Realart
New
York
City.
was
he has felt the first kind and loving influ- In this play, a little over a year ago, that Titles a Feature of Latest
ence he had ever known, a great transforma- Miss Binney made a popular success on the
tion takes place.
and was greeted widely as one of the
The picturesque and colorful settings are stage
Equity Release, "Midchannel"
most comedy
promisingis the
young
dramatization
is marked
by the
titling
said to be beautiful and to reflect in a real- country's
Step in the
perfection
of photoThe romantic
workactresses.
of Rachel ANEW
istic fashion the atmosphere of a typical Crothers, who has been one of America's
of
Clara
Kimball
Young's
next
producSouth American town. There is no attempt
tion, according to an announcement by Equity
Pictures. Those who have read Sir Arthur
to point a moral. But the message that O.
Henry wove into his thrlllin,-? plot is driven
Wing it Pinero's
or who
home — that no man is wholly bad and love
seen
produced "Mid-Channel."
on the legitimate
stage hav»
ten
years ago, with Ethel Barrymore in the feminine lea' will recall that the idiomatic language used In the play forms one of its chief
"The Lure of the Loreley."
The occupied territory of the Rhine is covcharms.
Accordingly, Director Harry Garson hit on
ered In the Paramouni-Burton Holmes picthe novel Idea of preserving tlio punch and
ture, "The Lureofof the
the famous
Loi eley."river
In this
pepper
In the
sub-titles ofof the
the
the beauties
are film
set
film. Byofthisdialogue
means the
expressiveness
forth, including the rock a: ound which the
play
win
be
retained,
while
much
in
the
way
Loreley is woven. Many old castles on the
of sumptuous scenic effects and properties
terraced banks of the Rhine p.iy tribute to
that could not be embodied on the stage will
past ages. Among the historic apots visited
be introduced, making the ensemble a preby the cameraman are Bingen, Andernach,
tentious presentation.
Castle Rheinstein, Coblenz, and Drachenfele.
A goodly display of American soldiery in the
occupied territory is noticeable in the picture.
Oklnhomn Shonman Praiacit Fox Neirit.
The kind of praise which offers real en"A Gold Star Pilgrimage."
couragement to a producer today has come
to Willlari Fox, president of Fox Film CorParamount-Holmes
on
theThescenes
in France whorepicture,
so manytaken
of our
poration and editor-in-chief of Fox News,
from an exhibitor In Madlll, Okla.
American boys were cut down, recalls vividly
the loss of life caused by the late war. Scene.i
J. H. Long, owner of the Princess Theatre
In that town — known to fans In that locality
at Chateau-Thierry, Balleau Wood, and in
the Argonne bear witness still to the fierceas
' tre
i,hemanhome
good pictures"
Is the theawho. ofunsolicited,
has — offered
high
ness of the struggle between the contending
forces; while the fields of Flanders cover
praise to Fox News. In a letter addressed
their wounds beneath a wealth of flowers.
to William Fox, the Oklahoman writes as
Then there are other fields with row upon
follows:
row of white crosses, stretching as far as the
"Please permit me to offer my congratulaeye can see, cemeteries of American dead,
tions to you on the quality of your Fox
Be— Be S— Sure; It'» Bebe!
beautifully cared for by the French people. Bebe To
It is anywhere
by far thetoday,
greatest
Daniels, who is now a full-fledged News
The picture is one that should be treasured
that Isreel.
published
and 'news'
Is the
Realart star, "breaking" Into the
best money-maker that I have ever booked."
in the archives of the great war's history.
starring hemisphere.
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for California

Role in "Star Rover"
Play
to
has justng"The
, who Leadi
FOOTE
Web," "Sisters All" and "The
TENAanY engage
COUR
ment in the stage
closed
Wonderful
Sex." with D. W. Griffith in
.\
short
period
successfor, Hollyw
"Adamood,
and Cal.,
Eva,"
has the
left short subjects
was followed by a series of
New York
to play
pictures under the direction of Hobart
leading
role
in
"The
Star
Rover"
for
C.
E.
Shurtleff, Inc. This production will be a Bosworth. These included "The Pursuit of
special picturization of the novel by Jack the Phantom," "Hypocrites," "False Colors,"
London, and will be released through Metro "Captain Courtesy," "An International
es
ation's system of ex- Marriage" and "Caprices of Kitty."
Pictur
changes. Corpor
Leaving Bosworth, Mr. Foote was enMr. Foote has had a wealth of experience
gaged by Oliver Morosco to play the part
on the speaking stage as well as before the of Terence O'Keefe in the Hattons' stage
camera. He is considered by C. E. Shurt- comedy, "Upstairs and Down." He followed with a brief road tour in William Hurlleff, president of Shurtleff, Inc., as ideally
suited to the unusual role of Darrell Stand- burt's "Saturday to Monday," and then did
two pictures for Famous .Players opposite
ing, hero of the Jack London tale.
Courtenay Foote is an Englishman, a Lina Cavalieri.
native of Yorkshire. He was educated at
In January, 1919, Mr. Foote was engaged
for the role of Lord Andrew Gordon in
Oxford and in France and Germany.
Mr. Foote began his career as a screen
"Adam and Eva," the comedy by George
Middleton and Guy Bolton, produced by
player with Vitagraph. Among the twoRobert Milton. The long New York run
score pictures he appeared in were "The of
the piece has recently been terminated.
Great Diamond Mystery," "The ReincarnaIn
Mr. Foote, by the unanimous verdict
tion of Karma," "The Master Painter," of itreviewers,
scored a distinct success.
"The Woman," "The Wonderful Statue,"
Pathe

Sets July

11 as Release

Date

for

First of Harold AsLloyd's
Second
Series
the forerunner
of the second
series
makin highshedcomedy
standar
ANEW ing has
by Harold of Lloyds, "High and Busy" will be played
been d establi
Lloyd in "High and Busy," first of his by three times as many theatres as exnew series of $100,000 two-reel comedy
ploitedthe
"BumpingPathe
Into Broadway,"
which
star in two-reel
specials for distribution through Pathe. introduced
comedies.
Virtually
all
the
big
first
run
" which
ing quarter
Spooks,
even "Haunt
Surpass
best houses of the country have signed for the
as the
hailed
was ed
in every
new Lloyds. Box office results never fail
and Busy" will be re- to
1920, "High
comedy leasedofon July
11.
gauge the merit of any star, and Lloyd
The initial release of the new two-reel
has passed this test with supreme honors.
Foremost exhibitors have contributed
series was longer in the making than any
other comedy ever produced by the Rolin their views on this score, and all are unaniFilm Company starring Harold Lloyd. It
mous in acclaiming the young mirth-maker
one of their surest money-getters,
too,k nearly two months to create "High as
.^side from the host of first run accounts
and itsBusy,"
but theis time
spent
on
production
more and
thanmoney
justified
by signed for the New Lloyds, Pittsburgh's
leading houses, the Grand and Camerathe
results. "High
and asBusy"
will atmark
the launching
of Lloyd
a feature
the phone, were added to the list during the
Capitol Theatre, New York.
last week, as was the Strand. Brooklyn;
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the Avon, Watertown, and the American,
Troy,
N. Y.
Commendations
of Lloyd Comedies are
so numerous as to pass as a matter of
cour<e in the Pathe offices, but so noteworthy is the following, written by W. S.
Canning,chester
general
ManAmusementmanager
Company,of tothe
Manager
Holah, of the Boston exchange, that it it
cited herewith :
"I have played two of the Harold Lloyd
two-reel comedies, and they are, without
an exception, as good and I might say better than any other comedies I have ever
played. ofMythem.
patrons
to get
enough
Theycan't
are seem
certainly
all
that you said they would be, and I congratulate Lloyd and his excellent comWillat Production Is Begun
in First Independent Film
IRVIN
V. WILLAT
has under
begun the
his name
first
independent
production
pany."
of Willat Productions, Inc., and is filming a New England drama from the book
of "Dobney
Todd,"
by F. some
N. Westcott.
Director Willat
promises
new angles
an rural drama and feels assured that he
will strike a note that will put his first picture as an independent producer into the
first rank of quality pictures for September, when, according to the present schedude announced by the Hodkinson Corporation, it will be released to the trade.
Irvin Willat has completed the work of
gathering together the men he wanted
around him to assist in the production of
Willat pictures, and has secured many of
those who have been associated with him
in his previous work.
John S. Waters is assistant director. Andrew Webber and Frank M. Blount are
doing the photography, while H. G. Oliver,
who was responsible for the technical work
in Mr. Willat's most recent productions
for Thos. H. Ince, "Behind the Door" and
"Below the Surface," is technical director.
F. G. Erickson has charge of properties
and J. J Murray is handling the business
affairs
and publicity.
C. A. ("Doc")
Willat,
who organized
the company,
is president
and general manager. The product for the
coming year will be released through the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Marion Davies and Cast Off
for Coast to Make Exteriors

"Between You and Me — " Pardon for Interrupting, But We'll Say It's a Donkey.
We never like to break up these players' conversation, but we just felt like joking.
Jimmy Aubrey was only going to tell the pretty lass that he's sheriff.
Scene from "He Laughs Last." a Vitagraph comedy.

rs
her co-playe
for the
for LosandAngeles
DAVIES
ON left
MARIhave
purpose of making the exteriors and
s for "Buried
e," a
Treasurion
some
litan Product
ming Cosmopo
of
forthcointerior
which Miss Davies is the star. Many of
the interiors for this picture have already
been made at the Cosmopolitan Studio,
127th street and Second avenue, New York,
and the few remaining ones will be completed after the exteriors are finished.
This production is a picturization of the
story of the same name by F. Britten Austen, which appeared
in directing
Hearst's
Magazine.
George D.recently
Baker is
from his own scenario of the story.
The entire cast of principals supporting
Miss Davies, accompanied her to the Coast.
They are Edith Shayne, Norman Kerry, Anders Randolph. Earl Schenk, John Charles
and Thomas Findlay.
Some very unusual water scenes are
called for in the action of this story in
wlhich two distinct types of ships are
needed. Arrangements have been made
for the chartering of these vessels so that
theysoonwillas bethe atcompany
Directorarrives.
Baker's disposal
as
While Miss Davies is in California, upon
the completion of this picture, she will also
make some of the exteriors for another
Cosmopolitan Production.
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Eastman Gives Another Million
That the Eastman School of Music and
National Academy of Motion Pictures may
have the best modern equipment, George
Eastman has given an additional $1,000,000
to the institution. The gift was made several months ago, but no intimation of it
was made public until the announcement of
Dr. Rush Rhees, president of the university, in his annual report during commencement week.
The founding of the institution was announced by Mr. Eastinan and Dr. Rhees last
summer at a dinner in Rochester to the
members of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry. At that time
he announced gifts of $3,520,000, as follows :
Cost of building site, $381,000; building
fund, $1,000,000; endowment fund, $2,139,000.
The additional gift brings the total up to
$4,520,000.
Bessie Love to Visit Gotham
and Replenish Her Wardrobe
LOVE is the latest luminary
BESStoIE
make reservations in Los Angeles
for a trip to little old New York City.
Miss Love is working the final scenes of
her second Andrew J. Callaghan producMay,"
will leave
the
West tion,
in a"Bonnie
week.
She and
is coming
to New
York principally to purchase a complete
wardrobe and to take a vacation prior to
beginning work on her lavish production
of Charles Dickens' "The Old Curiosity
Shop."
Work on Miss Love's second Andrew J.
Callaghan production, which is being
adapted from the popular novel "Bonnie
May," by Louis Dodge, is proceeding rapidly under the direction of Ida May Park
and Joseph de Grasse. The work of these
directors in Miss Love's first Callaghan
offering,
Midlanders,"
resulted forin
their
being"The
retained
by the producers
her next big independent production.
Awaiting the star in New York City is
Andrew J. Callaghan, head of the western
producing concern. Mr. Callaghan is planning a varied program of reception for
Miss Love. Star and producer will confer
on the merits of several well-known stage
and novel vehicles.
Invention Allows Selznick to
Photograph in Natural Colors
of an innovathe date
markend pictur
JUNE tion15in motio
e production. On
that day work started on a full-length
color photoplay. This will be a five-reel
production, a Prizma picture, made for
Selznick and released by Lewis J. Selznick
Enterprises. It will be made under the
personal supervision of Myron Selznick
in charge of all work of the Selznick
production units.
"The .colored Photoplay is possible
through a new type of camera, perfected
and patented by Prizma," Myron Selznick
explains.
the Prizma "William
technical Van
staff,Dorn
who Kelley,
perfectedof
the camera, will direct the photoplay.
"This perfected camera will permit of
photographing scenes in a daylight studio.
Formerly, interior sets had to be erected
and photographed in the open and, consequently, natural shadow effects were lost.
"The camera will reproduce any shade of
the spectrum's
It will dissolve,
make
double and colors.
triple exposures
and will
take night scenes as well as day scenes.
The actors and actresses will use regular
street make-up, discarding the yellow powder generally used."
Myron Selznick has just taken possession of the Paragon studio in Fort Lee,
which has been fitted up for this particular
type of photography and has special daylight facilities for its stage.

Mack Sennett Seen Here Directing "Married Life."
We don'tinterested
know whose
married
it isis, a but
Ben Turpin
party. be
This
newcareer
picture
five-reel
comedy seems
and willto be an
distributed
by First
National.
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y. G, Barnstyn,

of Holland

Arrives

4nd Opens Offices in New
lork City
ganization I shall represent in this country
JC. Continental
BARNSTYN,
of
the
British
and
Trading Company, has
as their exclusive buyer," says Mr. Barnarrived in America after an extended
styn, "in the Holland territory. Plans are
well under way for the acquisition of a
stay in Holland and a tour of the principal
film centers of Continental Europe.
number of 'special' productions. I have
Mr. Barnstyn visited the United States
been appointed the American representative for the Cinematographic M. Hacken,
on two previous occasions as the representative of the H. A. P. Film Company of Societe Annonyme of Belgium, France and
Switzerland,
and the J. Lundin Photoplay
Holland, a big distributing organization
with executive offices in The Hague and
Company of Stockholm. I am desirous of
branch offices in different sections of the obtaining big American productions. I
country, and which also operate a number
have the facilities for marketing these picof first-run theatres in Holland.
tures and the money to pay for same.
"While my interests will be chiefly deMr. Barnstyn's trip is to export American
films and to dispose of the motion picture
voted to the purchase of American proofferings of our European makers. He will
ductions for my clients in Continental Euremain in America permanently and has
rope, I have also arranged to bring over
opened offices at 220 West Forty-second
the product of some of the largest European producers for distribution in this
street. "I retain my interest in the H. A.
P. Film Company of Holland, which orPathe

Has

World

Rights

Travelaughs;

country."
to Hy

Mayers

to Add to Screen Magazine
tinent, in addition to this side of the Atworld rights to the Capitol TravTHEelaughs
lantic, and scenes photographed from acproduced by Hy Mayer, cartual life. They are little human interest
toonist, which have been featured at documents,
which record life as seen
the Capitol Theatre, New York, since its mor.
through the happily lighted lenses of huopening, have been taken over by Pathe
Exchange, Inc. Paul Brunet, vice-presiAn idea of just what the Capital Travdent and general manager, concluded the elaughs series presents is furnished by one
contract with Edward Bowes, representing
of the recent issues. This "production"
the M(yedall Realty Corporation, owners
opened with
of Mr.of Mayer's
cartoons,
how one
a citizen
the Orient
would
of the Capitol Theatre. Pathe takes pos- showing
session of the Mayer creations immediateappear garbed in his native costume and in
ly following their showing at the Capitol, his own lands. Then it dissolves into a
which
series. has pre-release rights to each of the stre>.t scene, photographed right in the
highways of New York, showing this same
in the costume of the Occident.
Beginning sometime in August, the Trav- Oriental
In exploiting the Capitol Travelaughs
elaughs will be incorporated in the Pathe
the world, Pathe reports it has
Review, which, with its other varied sub- throughout
a product that will have a universal appeal,
jzine.
ects, is well
established
as
a
screen
magaThe series is unique in many respects. because they broadly visualize life in
First, they are a combination of Mr. May- such a manner as to make them entertaining and instructive to any type of audier's cartoons, which are known in England,
France, Germany and throughout the Con- ence.
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The Man in the Dark
A striking view Florence
of Hodkinson's
Dixon
to
"One
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Suit Is the Barrier — Not Very Silent, Though.
"The
Silent Barrier."
this scene
are Donald Cameron,
and Sheldon
Lewis, the Inlatter
endeavoring
apply his villainous methods.

Hour Before Dawn'
To Be Warners
First Production Under the Pathe Banner
bark through the shoals and ebbing waters
HB. WARNER,
just star,
been will
announced as awhonewhasPathe
of H. C. L. comes into the experience of every
man
woman wlio reads billboards from
* emblem
make inhisa debut
the GoldproducRoos- some and
angle, either first hand or second. And
ter
Jesse under
D. Hampton
tion,
Dawn."
In fulfilits corollary,
"Is onyour
faithful?"
ment of"OneitsHour
policyBefore
to give
exhibitors
the follows
so closely
the husband
heels of the
dollar
highest class type of features for summer
sign in real life as well as in the story that
there is no lack of material for exploitation
consumption, Pathe will release "One Hour
Before
Dawn"
exact date
will some
be settime
withinin aAugust.
week. The purposes.
"A Little Probe Into the Factors Which
The first Warner-Pathe vehicle is an adap- Part Jack from Jill." "The Other Woman,"
tation of "Behind
the book
"The Money Question" and
by Mansfield
Scott. Red
The Curtains,"
screen version
was "Incompatibility,"
"Some Others" are captions for newspaper
made by Fred Myton. The picture was di- stories which give a clue to the subject matrected by Henry King.
ter of "The House of Toys." "The Vexing
Playing opposite Warner is Anna Q. Nils- Question
of Money" and "A Play for Wives
son. Others in the cast include Dorothy
and
Sweethearts." "Stenographers vs. Wife"
Hagan, Thomas Guise, Augustus Phillips, tions.
also point to fetching advertising suggesRalph McCullough, Lillian Rich, Adele Farrington, Frank Leigh, Howard Davies and
Reproductions of the most attractive posWlnton Taylor.
ters, which include a 24-sheet, two 3-sheets,
1-sheet and a 6-sheet, besides the 22 by 28
Pathe reports "One Hour Before Dawn"
lobby
portrait of Seena Owen in color and
surpasses in mystery and interesting susscene, all piquing the curiosity
taining element "The Thirteenth Chair," aandstriking
leaving the viewers in a speculative
Bayardcent years
Veiller's
notedas success,
whichmystery
in rehas stood
the premier
frame of mind; suggestions for lobby disdrama. Hypnotic influence and other psychic
plays, practical tie-up suggestions, snappy
phenomena are introduced in the five reels queries for snipes and slides, and helps for
of compelling, stirring drama. Many ex- a direct mail campaign crowd the pages of a
ploitation angles are offered by the produc- very complete press book.
tion, which, Pathe asserts, is the best picture Warner has made since his return to
"The Week End" Nearly Completed.
the screen,
following a series of Broadway
The new American Special, filmed from the
stage
successes.
script by Cosmo Hamilton, "The
It is the intention of Paul Brunet, vice- original
is inThothe American
process ofgives
titling,
tinting and
president and general manager of Pathe, and End,"
toning.
particular
atJesse D. Hampton to make the Warner protention
to
the
important
matter
of title
ductions strong enough to compare with the writing, and as the surplus of titles has
been
finest pictures on the market. His stories
as In all high class productions
are to be selected from the works of world eliminated,
of the present day, those remaining, together
famous writers of fiction.
with theout.illustrations, are more carefully
worked
"The direction
Week Knd"
was produced
the
American Issues Campaign
expert
of George
L. Cox. under
Margarita
Fisher receives excellent support from Milton Sills and Bertram Grassby, Also InToys"
on "The
cluded In the cast are Mary Lee Wise, Harvey
ABook
CAMPAIGN
book House
expressingof the
high
standards of the new American spe- Clark, Mayme Kelso and Beverly Travers.
cial, "The House of Toys," the sixBracey Joins Wanda Hanley Company,
act all star photonovel written by Henry
Russell Miller, is ready for distribution to
Sidney Bracey, for years a famous Gilbert
exhibitors. From the snappy art cover and Sullivan light opera tenor in England
and
Australia, has been engaged to play an
through to the twenty-fourth page the dignity and purpc e of this drama are kept important character role in Wanda Hawwell In mind, combined with the appeal to ley's second starring vehicle, upon which
all classes of plcturegoers.
work has been started at the Realart studios
in Hollywood.
The problem of steering the matrimonial
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"The World and His Wife" Is
Next Cosmopolitan Release
illusSOME years
SpanishJose
dramatic
wrote ,a the
poet,Echegaray
triousago
verse which was universally accredited
as being a masterpiece and which immediately took its place among the poem classics. Charles Frederic Nlrdllnger dramatized this verse and as a play under the title
of "The World and His Wife," It created
even a greater sensation and was spoken of
as the most perfectly constructed and one of
the most human plays seen on the boards In
a decade. Now Cosmopolitan Productions has
made a feature picture of this play, which
is said to excel, in point of strength, realism
and characterization either the poem or the
One of the big reasons for the success of
this
play. idea in its three phases of expression
is the personal appeal of the theme. It deals
with an existing condition In the social system from which every Individual, at some
time or other, has suffered — that most Insidious of trouble makers and destroyer of
happiness, gossip. In this picture gossip
undermines a life-long friendship, sows the
seed of distrust In the mind of a man of
wonderful understanding and brings tragedy
into the lives of two young people who are
absolutely guiltless, but love proves the
.stronger force In the end and the sunshine
of happiness disperses the clouds of sorrow.
Robert G. Vlgnola directed the picture.
The Spanish scenes, of which there are many,
were built from original sketches of actual
places in Spain.
Alma Rubens, who did such excellent work
as the heroine in "Humoresque," is the featured player of a strong cast inducing Montague Love, Pedro de Cordova, Charles Gerard, Gaston Glass, who was the hero In "Humoresque"; Byron Russell, Peter Barbler,
Leon Gendron; Vincent Macchia, James Savold, Margaret Dale, Mrs. Allan Walker and
Ray Allen.
The general release of "The World and His
Wife" is scheduled for July 25.
Gives Lilat of Bray Cartoon Comics.
Judge Rummy, In his comedy cartoons,
continues to be the chief laugh-maker In
the Goldwyn-Bray Comics released each
week. A cartoon subject leads off the reel
that closes with a dozen or so clever Jokes,
or pointed paragraphs, gathered from the
press of the world and issued under the general head of "Lampoons." These "Lampoons" are selected with the greatest care
to strike a popular vein of humor and give
crisp expression to happenings of the day.
The schedule of Comics soon to be issued
reads: Judge Rummy in "His Last Less,"
Judge Rummy in "Turn to the Right," Judge
Rummy in "Smokey Smokes" and Judge
Rummy in "One Good Turn Deserves AnWorking
other." on Fourteenth Episode of "Phantom
Director Bertram Millhauser, in charge of
the
production
of "The
Foe," ofhasa
obtained
permission
to usePhantom
the grounds
large estate in New Haven, to film scenes
for the serial.
fourteenth episode of the forthcoming
Pathe
Foe."
The director Is planning
to take Juanlta
Hansen, Warner Oland and the principals
of the cast to New Haven soon. Miss Hansen is to perform some diving and swimming stunts in the pool on the estate and
she is preparing to make them the most
thrilling scenes she has ever done for the
serials.
City of Dallas Books Pathe Serial.
The Commissioner of Parks of Dallas has
selected
the Pathe
of Kulture"
for exhibition
in theserial
two "Wolves
local parks
at public entertainments given by the city.
The Pathe oftering is the first serial booked
In Dallas for presentation at these municipal entertainments. After viewing the aerial, the Commissioner made arrangements
with Manager D. J. Coughlin, of Pathe s Dallas branch to show the picture in Summit and
Trinity Parks.
The arrangements are that two episodes
week."Wolves of Kultur" will be used each
of
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Ciunpalf^ Book Ready.
A
campaign
that is offered
by Selznick Pictures book
Corporation
In conjunction
with "The Desperate Hero," starring Owen
Moore. Smile-producing newspaper ads,
production cuts and poster displays play a
prominent part in the make-up. In addition
there are publicity stories, catch lines, advance notices and current reviews, model
letters for a mall campaign and snappy
shorts.
"The Desperate Hero" was written by Edgar Franklin and tells the tale of a young
newspaper man who, while putting on a certain amount of "front," tries to get rid of
this only inheritance, an oil lease.
"Riders of the Dawn" Books
for Week Runs in California
IA Is alive to the picture qualCALIFORN
ities of the Benjamin B. Hampton Production, "Riders of the Dawn," whichZaneis
the latest Hodkinson release of the
says an announcement.
s,
picture
Grey
The Liberty Theatre at Spokane, Wash.,
a big
the Dawn"of for
has booked
Portland,
Libertyof Theatre,
and the"Riders
week
it for a seven-day proOre., will also feature at
San Francisco has
gram. The Strand
booked it following its success at the Mark
Tom Moore's
and Exhibitor
New n,York,
Strand,
have
s whoStrand
D. C.
Washingto
at
ProHampton
B.
played previous Benjamin
"Desert Gold" and the
ductions, such
areasin line for it.
"Westerners,"
In Des Moines, Iowa, B. I. Van Dyke has
up his run of "Riders of the Dawn"
linked
with a large store, arranging for a big winthat advertises Zane Grey novthe Zane Grey picture at the Royal
elsdowanddisplay
Theatre.
Elaborate preparations have been made by
Hodkinson for the exploitationoneof ofthisthephotobest
play, which is said to have
casts yet seen in a Hampton Production.
Hugh Ryan Conway directed the company,
which Includes Roy Stewart, Claire Adams,
Marc Robblns, Robert McKim, Joseph J.
Frederick Starr, Arthur Morrison,
Dowling,Schram,
Frank Brownlee and Marie
Violet
Messenger.

Beautiful Art Titles Ui Character Picture.
Something new In the way of art titles Is
CharIsle of Destiny"
"TheCorporation.
promisedacterfor
Pictures
The by
company
and
McGuire
Nell
Martin,
J.
I.
has engaged
Warren A. Newcomb, three of the foremost
Thomas H.
title experts and formerly withproduction.
Ince, to do special titles for the
beThe Character Pictures Corporatioinn draof titles
lieves that
valuestheas importance
well as in pictorial values
matic
cannot be overestimated. Consequently the
best talent attainable was secured to do the
work.. Men have been working day ang
some new ideas, and these
night developing
titles should be one of the many
attractive
featu-res of "The Isle of Destiny."
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Offices Tell Lewis

J. Selznick

There

Is Big Demand
for His Pictures
character and who not only look a part but
Selznick Enter- know how to act it intelligently. Mr. Hemall the which
THROUGHOUT
branch ofUces,
prisesSelznick,
Semersuresbelieves
well-balanced
aslect,
Republic andinclude
National
finished that
actinga and
that acting cast
is more
, there is reported
PictureusualTheatres
an
unimportant than photography, though, for
demand for the productions released
that matter, the photography is in the hands
tions. branch office word Is of
by From
these the
organiza
Atlanta
William
ema work. Tuers, an expert in artistic cinreceived that "A Fool and His Money," star"First, then.
importance
is the
ring Eugene home
O'Brien,
of the Incast
— locations,withsetsus and
all
are romping
withandbig "The
honorsWhirlwind"
and high selection
other considerations come afterward. You
plaudits from exhibitors. The report is said will
note
in
this
cast
Flora
Finch,
rememto also include the statement that "The Flapbered by all picture enthusiasts^ f or her work
per," Olive Thomas' current Selznick picture,
Blograph, Pathe, Paramount, Blackton
and "Sooner or Later," with Owen Moore, are with
and
others;
Pete Raymond, John Boone, Horcreating favorable results for exhibitors.
ace Weston and others — all people of wide
Another report from the Boston branch is
and varied stage experience and all accomsaid to contain the news that "The Man
plished actors.
Who Lost Himself," starring William Faver"One could take this cast and produce a
sham in his Initial Selznick picture, and "The
Broadway play with it and be sure that
Valley
of
Doubt,"
a
story
of
the
north
woods
by Willard Mack, the leading playwright,
these peopleformance.would
creditable
This cast give
has a aquality
which,per-to
have been booked by the Victory Theatre
my mind, is just as essential on the screen
of that city.
as It is on the stage — and that is intelliFurther indications of the growing popularity of Selznick Enterprises pictures are
said to be revealed In a report from the
Chicago branch, which states that Selznick
F. W. Seltz Member of His Son's Company.
News will soon have a 100 per cent, repreF. W. Seitz, father of George B. Seltz, of
sentation in the Chicago Loop theatres. The
Pathe
serial fame, has joined his son's pronew Barbee Theatre, Randolph and Ziegfeld
gence."
ducing organization as vice-president and
and other theatres have signed for Selznick
general
mt-'.nager.
News. William Faversham in "The Man
Mr.
Seitz,
the elder, has taken over full
Who Lost Himself" was run for two weeks
charge of the studio at 134th street and
in the biggest house in the "Loop" district.
Park avenue. sponsiNew
York,
assuming
the reThe Cleveland office reports that "A Regubilities ofstudio
manager
immediately
larningGirl,"
starring
Elsie
Janis,
is
still
runupon
his
entrance
to
the
organization.
at the two Schade theatres with great
beginning has
less grown
than a soyearrapidly
ago,
results, and from the Cincinnati, Philadelphia, 'theSince
Seitzits Company
Pittsburg and other branch offices equally
and
increased
its
scope
to
such
an
extent
enthusiastic booking reports have been re- that George B. Seitz, its president, in addiat theYork
Selznick
tion to being chief director and star, was
fice in ceived
New
City. Enterprises home of- no longer
able to keep pace with the duties
it
him.entailed and he invited his father to join
Carefully Selected Cast
Mary MUes Minter at Pomona Collegre.
in First Hemmer Picture
Mary Miles Minter and her company will
arrive
at Pomona College, California, to take
CLAY
DAVIS,Productions,
casting director
for Hemmer
Superior
with headquarters
location shots in her current Realart proat 137 West Forty-eighth street. New
duction during the celebration of the instiYork, has assembled a notable cast for the
tution's commencement exercises. The college is installing a chapter of Phi Beta
first picture to be produced by Mary PickKappa,
the
national honor fraternity, this
ford's
former
manager
under
his
own
trademark.
year. Scores of the most prominent men in
California,
members
of the order, will be
"We are not merely picking types," .says
present during the filming of the Realart
Mr.
Davis.
"We
are
selecting
actors
and
actresses of experience who can interpret
picture.

Hutchison Does Another Daredevil Stunt.
Charles Hutchison, his director, W. S. Van
of extras made a Jourandthea company
Dyke,ney Into
mountains to film a thrill stunt
for
serial
star'sfrom
episodemadeof the
for the sixth
Pathe.
Hutchison
a Jump
an oil
derrick sixty feet high to a tree nearby
V .'.hout sustaining even a scratch. It Is reported.
The first episode of the picture has been
assembled, cut and titled. This forthcoming
Pathe thriller, the working title of which Is
"The Double
w£.s put
duction at the Adventure,"
Brunton studios
AprilInto
19. proBegin Work on New Dean Picture.
Production on Priscilla Dean's new picture,
Law," haswhobegun
at Universal"Outside
City. TodtheBrowning,
directed
the
atar In of"Theher Virgin
Stamboul," also
Is In
charee
currentof production.
He wrote
the story.
The cast resembles an all-star cast. Among
those already selected are Lon Chaney,
Wheeler Oakman, Ralph Lewis and E. A.
Warren.

"Get Out! Get Out! 'Fore I Accidently Say Sometbing That'll Offend Ya,"
Crimson
"I'tulcrand
new prodiicl
in Universal's
Says Elmo
English He is
classy Skies."
ordinary
up theion.
so he mixes
of a highbrow
sort Lincoln
in his demand upon the bearded Intruder.
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Physician

Blames

for Suicides and
By S. B. BANERJEA
the enforcement of
with
NT
CIDE
COINcensor
ship in British India in May
came an attack on the films by a well
known Calcutta physician, who declared
they have
something'
ines. doHe with
crease in female
suicidto
adviseand the
authorities to supervise the film exhibitions
in an eflfort to eradicate the evil. I am
not a medical man, but I would like to
ask the doctor about sentimental novels
which are being brought out by the score
nowadays, and about poorly ventilated
rooms.
The censorship is based on the Kinematograph Act, No. 2, of 1918, as amended by
the Kinematograph Amendment, Act 23, of
1919. Examining and certifying boards
will be instituted in Madras, Bombay, Calcutta and Rangoon, with jurisdiction
over films exhibited in all of British
India, including British Baluchistan. Each
member of the boards will receive a fee
of fifteen rupees for each meeting.
Rumor Worries Local Magnates.
Until now, so far as Calcutta is concerned,
the films of each picture house have been
supervised by a board including a deputy
commissioner of police and representatives of the Trades Association and the
European Association. Under the new act
there will be one authority for Calcutta,
composed of local representatives.
The rumor that a big American combine
will shortly establish a large number of
picture theatres in India has caused some
uneasiness among our theatre magnates.
Scenic Opportunities.
I have urged more than once that some
of the enterprising American producers
should send out companies to India to
exploit this virgin field. But they are
apathetic. I addressed some of them personally, but beyond certain vague remarks
they have not moved in the matter at all.
Why an endless series of American and
Mexican pictures which are bound to become monotonous?
English Producer Enters Field.
The other night a boy who gave his name
as Charlie Chaplin was found wandering in
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Censorship Is Adopted
Calcutta Correspondent
the streets of Calcutta. The police thought
it was some advertising dodge, but closer
inquiries showed the boy had lost his way.
Nobody has claimed him as yet. Evidently
he has forgotten his name and address and
is "Chaplin-struck."
Plans Extensive Activities.
I understand from an Anglo-Indian paper
that Mrs. Donald Campbell, wife of the well
known anthropologist, will shortly come to
India with a company of English players to
produce a series of Anglo-Indian dramas
and some Indian topical films. After producing Indian plays written by her husband
Mrs. trial
Campbell
followseeking
with the
an indusseries. Shewill
is also
rights
to important Indian romances based on the
real history of the country.
I take the following from The Empress:
"A
film business
Indiagreat
is inexpansion
prospect inandthe when
the detailsin
are made public it will be found that Mr.
Incasse, who has been so successful with
previous ventures, is taking a prominent
Local Theatre Combine.
A public limited company under the style
of the Pioneer Cinematograph Company
haspart."
just been floated in Bombay. Its capital is twenty lakhs. It will carry on cinema
shows. B. Laljee and Company is the managing agent.
The Empire cinema, one of the two picture houses in Paona cantonment, was recently burned out. Many of the fittings,
films and apparatus were saved but the
building was gutted.
Nadan Theatres, Ltd., has opened a new
house at Rangoon under the name of the
Excelsior.
We have had a child welfare exhibition in
Calcutta, at which Mr. Nadan showed interesting films relating to the mosquito,
common
housefly, plague fly and other insects.
Margaret Ettinger Joins Condon
Margaret Ettinger, for several years connected with the trade and fan papers of the

"Better Go Home Now, Son, 'Fore We Separate You from That Coin."
Rod La Rocque is meditating in this new Hallmark release, "The Discarded
Woman," starring Grace Darling.
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motion picture
has made
a connection with theindustry,
Mabel Condon
Exchange,
an agency in Hollywood, which handles
casting, publicity, the sale of books and
plays for the screen.
Miss Ettinger succeeds Mrs. Lloyd Whitlock, formerly Miss M. E. M. Gibsone, who
has been a valued member of the Exchange
for more than three years. Miss Ettinger
will interest herself in all branches of the
work conducted through the exchange and
particularly in publicity and casting.
Jerome

Storm Resits as
Director of Charles Ray

has directed
STORM,
E Ray
JEROM
piclast fourteen
in his who
Charles
tures, has resigned from the Ray organization following the completion of "Peaceful Valley," the star's First National procently. duction, the final scenes were filmed re"I regret that I feel it necessary to part
company
Mr. that
Ray," the
stated
Mr. Storm
when he with
learned
announcement
had
become
public.
"Work
with
has
been an inspiration which I trulyhimappreciate. Iconsider Mr. Ray a genius, and I
know that his ability and personality will
carry any picture no matter who directs
it. Thus, for the sake of my own ambition,
I decided to take the step which I have
contemplated for a long time but which I
continually postponed because of the fine
association with the star."
Stanton Going to Europe to
Make Feature Productions
RICHARD
most recent
of the bigSTANTON
directors isto the
announce
that
he is going to Europe. For some
time it has been rumored that Mr. Stanton
is to head his own producing company, and
it now appears that at least two of his
future pictures will be made abroad.
Mr. Stanton intends to leave this country next month upon the completion of his
present Fox special feature. Incidentally,
it
is the
eighth anniversary
Stanton's
work
in motion
pictures. Theof first
four
years he spent under the banner of Thomas
H. Ince, and the last four he has been
directing special features for William Fox.
All of the Stanton productions have
broken box-office records. "Checkers" has
made a notable record as a money-making
feature, while his productions "The Spy,"
"The
"The reissued
Love Thief"
many Jungle
others Trail,"
have been
and and
are
cleaning up again, which is the ultimate
test of the value of any picture.
On his trip abroad he will be accompanied
by a complete American producing organization, consisting of his principal players,
two cameramen and a small crew of technical experts. The outfit will work in
France and Italy, where Mr. Stanton will
use the actual locale required by the
script.
The expedition will be abroad at least
three turn
months,
and scenes
upon Mr.
rethe interior
of Stanton's
the features
will be photographed in New York.
Acord to Compete in Rodeo
Art Acord, the Universal cowboy star
of
the serial
"Thenow
Moonare Riders,"
the final
scenes
of which
being completed
at Universal City, is speeding his company
as fast as he can. He wants to finish the
picture so he can rush to New York and
compete in a Weld West exposition to be
held here this summer.
Shortly before the United States entered
the war, a rodeo or stempede was held at
Sheepshead Bay, New York City, in which
cowboys and cowgirls from all over the
United States competed in riding, roping,
bulldogging and other Western contests.
Acord was the winner of many prizes.
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Misleading Lady" To Be LytelVs
First Metro Special Produced in East
"But we can have the toe dance," she pro" , byhasCharles
G LADY,
BADINPaul
MISIi
THEGoddar
d and
tested. "The picture really requires it and
been
Dickey
I'm
going to be a real dancer for this picCorpora
es
Pictur
Metro
sed gby vehicle for Bert Lytell. It
purcha
tion as a starrin
Then It developed that the star had been
made practicing
will be Mr. Lytell's first picture to be Sixtywith toes as well as shoulders.
at Metro's New York studios in West
The
that she appeared before the
ture."resultthewasfollowing
Cali- camera
return from years
following his nearly
first street
day armed with a
two
spent
fornia, where he
dainty pair of the short vamped, stuffed-toed
tions. Announcement
making special producthis
slippers
that
are
required
stage success for dance, and she made good. for this acrobatic
of the acquisition of
A. RowMr. Lytell's use is made by Richard scenari
oent. It will be
Metro presid
Zellner.
Ized byland,Arthur
Hazard" Given
Misleading Lady," a "Splendid
Mr. Lytell, in "The
Premiere in Middle West
have an excellent y.opporcomedy-drama, will te
his versatilit The
tunity to demonstra
Circuit
l Exhibito
First Nationa
role of Jack Craigen, the constructionuckengisetas the
West r's
the Middle
so- THEhas chosen
neer, who is "led on" by a stage-str
ting for the inaugural presentation of
ciety woman in an effort to get backing and Allan Dwan's
"
preHazard,
Splendid
"A
who develops into a "cave man" In order to
sented by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporateach her a lesson, is far removed from the
on received
preits lis,
producti
Dwan Circle
tion.miereTheat the
most reIndianapo
Theatre,
parts in which Mr. Lytell scored his"Valentine
"
Jimmy
"Alias
e, opena
as
Milwauke
Theatre,
Alhambr
the
and
cent successes
ing at both houses on June 6.
Steele in "The Rightoneof ofWay."
as Charley
and"The
the
Fontaine La Rue
Misleading Lady" was seasons
Following its runs at the Circle and Alago
Broadway successes of several on
Who is playing with Harry Carey in hla
hambra,
the
production
opened
simultaneousroad.
the
years
for
up
and it was kept
ly on June 13 at the Waldorf Theatre, Akron,
latest Universal fffiture, "Human
in a country
The stage play had itsandsettings
Ohio, and
therun Madison,
one a ofunitDetroit's
a bungalow in the largest
home on the Hudson
first
houses
and
in
the
have its
Adirondack. The screen play will York
insisted that the settings for his
and Kunsky Circuit. One June 27 the Dwan pro- Buffalo
s in South Africa, New
background
stories were of first importance and that no
duction, which Is based on Harold MacWestchester as well.
name, will start a effort was to be spared in obtaining locaOutside of Mr. Lytell, the only member of Grath's novel of that
tions which would produce the picturesque
at the New Garrick The- and realistic
the cast already engaged is Frank Currier, week'satre inengagement
effectsStuff."
for which the screen
St.
Paul,
while
on
July 18 the proMr. Currier
duction
enters
the
New
Garrick,
Minneapolis,
Metro." lunatic
"the grandtheoldpartmanof of
excels.
who
escaped
an
will play
Accordingly,
for
his
first picture in the
for
a
seven-day
run.
Craigen and the misleading lady In
surprised
series, "Tex of the Timberlands," he went
"A marked
Splendid byHazard"
the mountain bungalow.
at The
the engagement
Circle Theatreof was
an ex- with his company to the Canadian Northtensive and original exploitation campaign
west, and those who have seen the picture
devised by S. Barret MacCormick. Details declare that it furnishes a faithful and vivid
Pathe Reports Big Bookings
of the campaign, which is regarded as one impression of life in the great lumber campa.
of the most elaborate and ingenious ever It has been pronounced a film remarkable
Gold"
launched
by MacCormick, will be made pub- not onlyductionasof theentertainment
as a repro"Desert
Serial,
Seitz
on
week
lic next week.
last
nt
grandeur of but
the country,
the
nceme
annou
the
G
FOLLOWIN
gennt
and
Immediately
following
its
pre-release
methods
of
lumber
handling
and
the influreside
vice-p
,
Brunet
by Paul
Inc.,
ge,
Exchan
presentation
in
the
Middle
West
the
picture
Pathe
of
eral manager
upon man's character exercised by the
new serial starringt will be ready for general distribution in living ences
conditions.
that "Pirate Gold," the Margue
rite Courto
with
that
territory.
The
same
procedure
of
reGeorge B. Seitz
from
lease will be followed in all sections of the
would be released August 15, a report
the serial sales department states that the country, according to John W. McKay, gen- Two Crandall Theatres Show
eral manager of Mayflower. The eastern
picture has already proven Itself one of the
Dana Picture Simultaneously
most attractive ever offered the exhibitors premiere of the Dwan production will take
by Pathe.
place on Broadway shortly.
Contracts signed for the new serial have
capacity business"
isthe
the new
re"The present Influx of bookings on the PLAYED port to
on "Dangerous
to Men,"
Metro special
production
starring
Viola
already reached an amount which more than subject," said Mr. McKay, "indicates that
and
Dana,
when
it
was
shown
simultaneously
at
"Bound
on
this
production
is
destined
to
top
the
diswritten
doubles the bookings
in which Seitz
tribution records of all productions pre- Crandall's Metropolitan and Knickerbocker
Gagged," the firstof serial
picture.
that
of
release
sented by Mayflower up to date, with the theatres in the national capital. News of
starred, at the date
Into exception of George Loane Tucker's 'The the success of this picture was conveyed to
Requests for bookings have poureda rush
the Pathe sales organization with such
Miracle
Man.' " Hazard" is presented with an Metro's home offices in New York by George
and within a week assumed such a volume
"A Splendid
company's
ingtonmanager
exchange, in ofa the
telegram
datedWashJune
that work on the paper and campaign books all-star cast, headed by Henry A. Walthall, W. Fuller,
S and worded as follows:
has been pressed forward with the greatest and including Norman Kerry, Rosemary
Theby,
Ann
Forrest,
Thomas
Jefferson
and
" 'Dangerous to Men' at Crandall's Metrospeed in order to have the necespossible
sary exhibitor aids on the serial ready In Joseph Dowling, of "Miracle Man" fame.
politan and Knickerbocker theatres yesterof the camday and today played to capacity business
an early opening are
time to permit theatre
seeking
and is pleasing so well that every one is
managers
which
paign
New Player of Cowboy Parts
to affect.
talking about the picture. That Miss Dana,
given similar stories, will prove to be one
aerial,
Gold"
"Pirate
the
of
spensors
The
each,
reels
two
of
episodes
ten
of
the most popular stars in motion pictures
which is in
in "Young Buffalo Series"
picthe
of
is the opinion of all exhibitors who have
previews
when
that
REPORTS
of
the
favor
with
which
the
confident
are
episode
all
series of Western two-reelers which
ture are held the records for
"
This'Dangerous
productionto isMen.'
an adaptation
by A. P.
Pathe will release July 11 as the seen
preceding it will go smash, for
pictures Gold,"
Younger of the stage play by H. V. Esmond,
own
judged strictly onin its
"Pirate
"Young
Buffalo
Series"
makes
it
appear
as
quality
surpasses
"Eliza Comes to Stay." It was directed by
merits as a serial play,
though another actor from the speaking
William C. Dowlun and photographed by
the highest standards set by Pathe for Its stage is to be added to the list of the screen's
John Arnold, with special art interiors deproductions.
famous
interpreters
of
the
cowboy
character.
signed and executed by A. B. Freuderman.
Howard Yale Drew, who for years has
Viola Dana Proves Equal to
Claire Aniler.><on in Natlonnl Picture.
portrayed the Western hero on the vaudeville stages in America and Europe, is the
Playing an Important role in "The Palace
Toe Dance as Well as Shimmy
star of the new Pathe series. He is known
a forthcoming
National Picture Windows,"
Theatres production,
of which
to
the
stage as Young Buffalo and he has of Darkened
to
easier
it's
Dana,
Viola
from
it
TAKE
made success.
the step from the boards to the films Lewis J. Selznick is president, now being
make one's shoulders misbehave than with
produced at the Selznick west coast studios,
to make one's toes perform. The dainty
is Claire Anderson.
When he decided to play In pictures Young
both in "The Chorus
doing
is
star
Metro
Girl's Romance," her newest special production now being filmed at Metro's studios in
Hollywood, Cal. Several shimmy dances and
a reproduction of a Pavlowa toe dance are
Included in the list of novelties contributed
to the picture by Miss Dana.
When the production of the present picture
FERDIE
ana
PERCV
Hill
f.;-st was undertaken it was planned to have
only the shimmy dance, largely because of
the diflflculty
arranging
the "long
Bhots"
that are ofrequired
when for
a double
performs for a star, as Miss Dana was not exV f
are breaking laugh records everywhere!
pected to do a toe dance.
f rf'HALL ROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES
The
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Jack

Pickford

to Start

on Popular

Aide Comedy; Rinehart Story Finished
the next one in the aeries going under the
completion of "The 'sMan Who
WITHHad the
of Harry
"Edgar's
Sunday isCourtship."
Direc-of
Goldwyn willCulver
Eveythln^'
take title tor
Jackat Pickford
City studios.
Beaumont
In the midst
a few days' rest before starting work In a "Stop Thief," in which Tom Moore Is being
and Reginald Barker, with an allfilm version of George Ade's "Just Out of starred,
star company, is still at Catalina Island
enjoyedof great
College."larity onathecomedy
ago. working on an elaborate version of a drayears popua number
stage that
The leading character is perfectly adapted liams. matic story of the sea by Ben Ames Wilwill conof then star,
personal
to the tinue
under theitydirectio
The
of AlwhoGreen.
»lay Is rich In comedy types.
Another Interesting announcement from
"The Green Flame" Scheduled
the Culver City studios concerns the forthas Next Kerrigan Production
coming appearance of Mabel Normand in
"Head
Over
Heels."
the
successful
stage
play
Ernest
GREEX isFLAME."
In which Mitzie Hajos was starred. As in THEC. Warde.
the next directed
Kerriganby producall of her recent photoplays, the Goldwyn
tion, following his two latest successes.
comedienne will be directed by Victor "Number 99" and "The Dream Cheater." The
Schertzinger. Those selected for the sup- popular
role best
of Frank
ham, andstarhasplays
onethe the
parts MarkIn his
porting cast thus far are Otto Hoffman,
Hugh Thompson and Doris Deane.
career as a screen favorite. The W. W. Hodn
continued deDuring the past week a se%'enty-f5ve piece kinson mandCorporatio
for Kerrigan reports
picturesa especially
for
symphony orchestra has figured in the mak•Live Sparks" and "$30,000." and expects
ing of scenes for "The Great Lover," a film
version
of Leo under
Ditrichstein's
stage oftriumph
summer Kerrigan,
business onas"The
GreenMarkham,
Flame."
J. Warren
Frank
being produced
the direction
Frank great
Lloyd. In order to secure impressive atmosis in wrong twice in twenty-four hours. For
phere for the grand opera sequences of the one thing he gives the wrong girl flowers.
play the scenes in which the orchestra takes He is left alone In a taxi, where appearances
him. TheHe villain
excelpart were photographed in Clune's Audi- are alllentagainst
torium.
characterization.
makes i,<ia anconvincing villain, and certainly gets all that is coming to him in the last two reels.
Buffalo Exhibitor Praises
In the company surrounding J. W. Kerrigan are Fritzi Brunette as Ruth Gardner; Jay
Morley as Dan Lantry; Edwin Wallock as
Selznick's Exploitation
Roger
Myles McCarthy as Freeman
SAM E.eral
MORniS,
and isgen-in Hardy, Imlay;
Claire De Brey as Lou Fremain, and
manager ofvice-president
Select Pictures,
William
Moran
as Julius Block.
receipt of a letter from B. E. Cornell,
manager of the Eckel Theatre. Syracuse,
praising the e.xploitation methods used by
Andy Sharick, the Selznick exploitation rep- Elaine Hammerstein Next to
resentative at Buffalo, in putting over "Just
a Wife," a National Picture Theatres producBe "The Daughter Pays"
tion.
■» /I TRON SELZNICK announces that
"Say. Mr. Selznick." writes Mr. Cornell, IVl Elaine Hammerstein's next subject will
"I'm taking
be "The Daughter Pays," from a novel
trouble
to write
you a personal letter —thejust
to let
by Mrs. Baillie Reynolds that Is said to have
you know
how
good I think your Mr. Sharick is as an ex- created a sensation.
ploitation manager. For the second time
"1 believe the public will talk about "The
has put across a successful campaign hein Daughter
Pays' for many
come,
Syracuse, the last being for "Just a Wife.'
and Miss Hammerstein
will moons
create toa vogue
that few screen artists have ever obtained
"Window
displays
in
three
of
the
largest
department stores in Syracuse featuring this from any one production," says Mr. Selzfilm, two being stores that never before could
nick. "The author
presentsa a woman
new angle
be reached on such a proposition. The pic- the question
of whether
shouldto
ture drew large audiences, and we feel no risk her happiness by marrying for money,
small share of the patronage was due to ex- and intertwines this problem with another
cellent exploitation methods by Mr. Sharick." more intricate. How much should a mother
demand of her daughter as sacrifice in the
name of filial piety. The solution of the
Hopper Completes Story.
problems will be left to motion picture audiE. Mason Hopper has finished the plcturiences, and thus will exhibitors have one of
zation of Mary Roberts Rinehart's story, "It's the biggest tie-ups that has ever been placed
a Great Life." and is ready to resume work
within
theirSmith
grasp."
R. Cecil
adapted the story.
on the Booth Tarkington "Edgar Conedles,"

Waltrr
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Eugeneguished
Walter,
staff studios
of distin-of
authors, rcatkera."
stoftheMetro's
New York
the company will shortly begin work on the
scenarlolxation
"Fine Robert
Feathers."
his Ros*
own
stage success. Inofwhich
Edeson,
Coghlan
and
Crystal
Heme
appeared
several seasons ago.
New

York Theatre Books
William Collier Picture
CHARLES R. ROGERS, director of f -les
for Select Pictures, announces that "The
Servant
starring Theatre,
William New
Collier, booked Question,"
by the Broadway
York, forductionanot alone
pre-release
showing.
This
prolends Itself to high class
motion picture houses, but is also being
booked by a number of big vaudeville circuits.
Mr.ler, aCollier
ri'e ofFollowing
Larry But-a
young portrays
man aboutthe town.
series of ludicrous situations, Larry Is said
to heighten the farcical moments by capturing a Count Amboy and two confederates
aiming to gain possession of a necklace owned by his chum's father. Through this he
wins
the hand
of hiscastchum's
sister, Muriel.
Included
In the
are Rapley
Holmes,
Virginia Lee. Armand Cortei and "Buster"
Collier, the comedian's son.
Assembling Cast for Second
Betty Compson Production
BETTY CO.MPSON
to commence productionisonpreparing
her second
starring picture at the Brunton Studios In
Los Angeles. Arthur Rosson. who directed
Miss Conipson's Initial release, "Prisoners of
Love," which Is now in the process of cutting, has been re-engaged by Miss Compson,
and will be assisted by his brother Richard
in the direction of the second production.
Miss Compson's work In the George Loane
Tucker established
productionherof as"The
Miracle favorMan,"
firmly
a universal
ite with the theatre-going public, and In
order to display her versatility In her future
productions she has decided that each of her
first six or eight pictures must be entirely
different from one another from both the
standpoint of theme and her own stellar
characterizations. In keeping with the plan
Miss Compson selected for her own picture
a story that Is radically unlike "Prisoners of
HuBtlngrtun Lake Cha««B aa Location.
Huntington Lake has been chosen as locafor the new production upon which
Love."tion
Mary
Miles Mintcr is now engaged for Realart Pictures Corporation. Director Paul
Powell and his company left early In June,
expecting to spend more than a week at this
spot.

Two Pretty Scenes Taken on "The I.le of Destiny"— Released by Character Pictures.
In these pictures
are ^een
Hazel Hudson
Guessdress
belonging
Hazel might
must have
the ship
was wrecked,
cause a
she
s wearingenough
a differ
Intrunk
scene
2. Her to
director
thoughtful
and ent
broughtthe one
for her.
have floated
been In after
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Here are extracts from available news
It is the aim to present one sentence that
papers are indicated as follows: Moving
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review
(T.
Girl of the Sea
(Betty Hilburn and Chester Barnet — Republic)
M. P. W. — It has all that is necessary for
the success of a good photoplay and, In addition, fascinating scenes below the water,
all a part of a thrilling drama.
T. R. — Judged as a novelty the picture
ranks high. Its water scenes are in themBelves worth the price of admission.
H. — Properly exploited, it should prove
a E.
sensation.
Nothing But Lies
(Taylor Holmes — Metro)
M. P. W. — Taylor Holmes, featured In
Metro screen version of Aaron Hoffman play,
finds scant opportunities.
N. — humor.
Farce picture drags and carries very
little
T. R. — Is only mildly amusing and does
notE.reach
comedy adept
standard.Taylor
H. — Metro's
Presentshighfacially
Holmes in a characteristic portrayal.
Forbidden Trails
(Buck Jones — Fox)
M. P. W. — A consistent Western story of
good dramatic structure, punctuated at intervals by big melodramatic incidents.
N.— Contains enough plot to make it really
Interesting, and the star contributes his bit
by getting in some good action.
T. R. — Nothing has been overlooked to
make this production sensationally Interesting for the lovers of the melodrama.
B. H. — toMarks
another
advance
popular
favor. step in Buck Jones'
Wits vs. Wits
(Marguerite Marsh — Hallmark)
M. P. W. — The production is an interesting
one, carrying the usual amount of suspense
supplied by a detective story.
N. — Too much mystery In confusing crook
picture.
T. R. — Good play with suspense.
W.— Very awful attempt at production of a
feature.
Thou Art the Man
(Robert Warwick — Paramount- Artcraft)
M. P. W. — As stirring a moving picture
drama as has been seen on the screen for
£pme
N. — time.
Average romantic drama.
T. R. — The situations are well conceived,
the emotional lure strong, there are thrills
in plenty and the element of suspense never
slackens.
W. — Very Jerky and aplsodic production
that falls to hold the Interest.
B. H. — The picture Is very satisfying and
should give followers of Warwick and others
pleasant diversion.
The Wonder Man .
(Georges Carpentler — Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. — Will prove a sure winner.
N. Picture carries interest and a colorful
personality.
T. R. — Should prove popular.
surprise — should regpleasant
W. —isterA withvery
element.
sporting
E. H. — Destined for success.
The Sea Rider
(Harry Morey— Vitagraph)
M. P. W. — One of the best of the Harry
T Morey productions for Vitagraph.
'n. — Seafaring
punch
for Morey. tale carries an adequate
trifle better than the average proA offering.
W. gram
E. H. — Should please generauy.
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Reviews

printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
Picture World (M. P. W.); Moton Picture News
R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.).

The (Pauline
Courage Starke
of Marge
O'Doone
— Vitagraph)
M. P. W.- — Is an outdoor subject of first
rank, carrying an appr-aling story and abundantly supplied with suspenseful melodramatic
moments.
N. — Curwood's story makes vivid and vital
picture,
T. R. — Proves excellent attraction.
W. — Lack of proper atmosphere prevents
this from achieving real strength.
The House of Toys
(Seena Owen — American)
M. P. W. — A suro winner.
N, — Picture lacks movins moments through
its overwnrI<t'd theme and draggy action.
T. R. — Drama of domestic entanglements
simply and appealing told.
W. — Good Idea unable to stand up against
avalanche of padding.
The Iron Heart
(Madlaine Traverse — Fox)
M. P. W. — ^\'ill luidciubtedly prove one of
wide general interest.
N.- — Conventional steel mill story does not
convince.
T. R. — It is not up to the standard of program releases by any manner of means.
W. — Story is poorly handled.
Romance
(Doris Kcane — United Artists)
M. P. W. — Doris Keane repeats her stage
triumph
in fine production
screen version
"Romance."
N. — Artistic
givenof play
of love
and sentiment.
T. R. — Picture of remarkable charm.
E. H. — Brings to the screen a play of unusual merit and a star whose work on the
stage placed her at the top.
Below the Surface
(Hobart Bosworth — Paramount)
M. P. W. — Fine quality of entertainment.
N. — Bosworth's
and graphic incidents
make
entertainingacting
picture.
T.
R.
—
A
big
picture
viewed from every
angle.
W. — Wonderful production with great
under sea scenes given story of thrills.
E. H. — Is another worthy addition to Mr.
Bosworth's splendid repertoire of screen
classics.
Alias Miss Dodd
(Edith Roberts — Universal)
M. P. W. — A humorous and quite original
Is the outstanding feature of this fiveplot
reel production.
N. — Little entertainment value in this slight
story.
T. R. — Is light and rather silly.
■W.— Fine comedy Idea spoiled by unsympathetic treatment.
Remodeling Her Husband
(Dorothy Gish — Paramount)
ment.
M. P. W. — Clean class of pleasing entertain.N. — Moth-eaten story lifted by Dorothy
Gish's inimitable huxnor.
T. R. — Play of breezy action.
W. — star puts very weak story over by
personality and comedy business.
Scratch My Back
(Helene Chatwick— T. Roy Barnes— Goldwyn)
M. p. w. — A delightful light comedy.

N. — Is a sure-flre hit.
T.
W. —R.—A Very
comedyamusing
riot. light society comedy.
White Lies
(Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
M. P. W. — Type of production that Is sure
to have strong appeal with the family theatre.
N. — Story of France In war times Is strong
In plot.
T. R. — This is a moderately Interesting
drama.
W. — Averagely interesting picture with
rather negative effect.
Comments
THE TOUGH TENDERFOOT (Western),
July 3. — A two-reel subject, by Louis D.
Lighton, with Frank Hayes, Jack Carlyle
and Helen Lynch in the cast. Ranch humor
prevails in this, the two men being rivals
for the girl's hand. One arranges to have
the
other "hazed"victim
and Into
the cowboys
the unfortunate
a well. lower
Later
the girl comes to the rescue. This is light
in treatment and without much suspense,
but proves on the whole quite entertaining.
THE GUMPS
ANDY'Sof
WASHDAY.
— In (Celebrated
this, Andy, Players),
Irate because
Min's deficiency as a housekeeper, drowns
his fury in the wash-tub. While in this act,
he is snapped by Min, who is trying to get
a photograph of him for a popular magazine.
p:xit Andy, mad all over again, and trying
vainly
to get holdslant
of on
the domestic
negative.duties.
This is
a sure-to-amuse
ANDY ON SKATES. — Andy does some stunt
on ice for Chester's edification. He bumps
into a stout lady and knocks her down,
braces himself for the task of picking her
up. fails
utterly
and .Is
clubbed
by her policeman friend,
whom
Andy
eventually
pushes
into an ice hole. Min does not appear in this
number, which is more of the slapstick variety than the usual Gump pictures.
ANDY'S MOTIIER-IN-LAW PAYS HIM A
VISIT. — A very humorous treatment of the
old,
to meet
mama oldat theme.
3:45 a. Andy
m. Shegoesis one
hour Min's
late,
Min forbids her mother to do any work, and
Andy has to wash the dishes. His motherin-liiwtablepresents
a giftarticle.
— the inevinecktie — a him
highlywithcolored
This
number Is a great success. There is a laugh
In almost every move.
MONKEYcomic,
BUSINESS
two-reel
directed (SUNSHINE-POX).—
by Edward F. Cllne,A
with Ethel Teare, Dave Morris, Harry
Brooker
others
In the acast.
The "others"
Includes, and
in this
instance,
particularly
funny monkey, a big dog and a good-natured
baby. The monkey Is carried up In the air
by some toy baloons and great excitement
follow.s, as it Is thought to be the baby. The
subject is full of amusing action. The first
scenes are in a cabaret, where a beauty
chorus In breezy attire takes part.
BACK FIRE (Western), July 10. — A tworeel number, written by A. W. Kruckeberg,
with J. Farrel McDonald and Ethel Ritchie
in the cast. The story leans heavily toward
melodrama — a little too much Bo to be entirely pleasant. The hero receives a shot of
powder in the eyes and is totally blinded for
life. After losing his sight he almost kills
his enemy In a hand-to-hand struisle- The
fight Is extremely realistic. This has the
usual country town settings and Is stronj !■
action.
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This
Is "The
Truth!
Then
one day all the half-truths, white lies and
l
delightfu
STAR: Madge Kennedy, whose
plain,
downright whoppers she had told her
ty
personali
winsome
and
comedy mannerisms
patient hubby exploded and threatened to
have endeared her to a vast public.
wreck their happiness forever.
AUTHOR: "The Truth" is generally regarded
Her best girl friend accused her of stealing her
husband. A detective agency camped on her
as the best play from the pen of America's
great dramatist, Clyde Fitch.
trail. Her own husband turned cold and reCAST: Zelda Sears, Tom Carrigan, Frank
pulsed her. There was nothing left to do but
Doane, Helen Greene, Kenneth Hill, Horace
to go to her Dad in his boarding house in
Haine.
Baltimore.
DIRECTOR:
Lawrence C. Windom.
And here takes place a final scene that will
bring tears and chuckles from the stoniest
STORY: Becky Warder was an artful dodger
audience in Christendom. The end is a surof the truth. She told her husband Hocks of
prise— a heart-warming climax to a remarkHttle fibs. She practiced on her friends and
ably entertaining picture.
made "white" lying a fine and fascinating art.
A WINNER

FROM

EVERY

ANGLE— AND
Length — 5 reels

THATS

"THE

TRUTH!"
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"The Restless Sex"
Marion Davies Delightful in a Playful Satire by Robert W. Chambers. Cosmopolitan Production, Paramount Release.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THEwhich
Restless
Sex" Davies
is the first
Marion
has picture
appearedin
which approaches true art, meaning
by that a stimulus to an appreciation of
life. Other mediums in which she has been
starred have created the idea that she was
an attractive girl who could not act; an
impression made because she was given
roles without distinction of character. They
lacked what "The Restless Sex" contains,
the convincing quality of pictures done
with inspiration and definite purpose, those
w ;11 worth doing on their own account. In
"The Restless Sex" mere method of doing,
dressing the body regardless of whether
it contains a soul, is not depended on
alone. The treatment is elaborate and beautiful, but there is glimpsed besides the
spirit of modern woman. To be sure this
is according to the viewpoint of Robert
W. Chambers, but it is interesting. The
mood of the story, that of the author, is
preserved, and this means highly intelligent treatment of the theme.
The ladies of Robert W. Chambers move
around in silks and satins as a matter of
course, but he has conceived of a very
interesting situation between the son of a
wealthy
and the
adopted
daughter.manAround
thislatter's
situation
are
grouped all other incidents of the story.
Many of the latter are conventional, but
there is permitted a delightful characterization, that of a girl of warm impulses and
pure mind tormented with emotions she
must suppress. To the interpretation of
this delicate role Miss Davies is assigned.
In theDavies
charm seems
of life's
romantic
comedy
Marion
to have
been born
for
the part she plays. Her mental attitude
there is more or less of a natural one. When
she comes to brood over the peculiar situation in which Fate has placed her, we first
see the awakening of an artiste. That fine
quality is expressed with delicacy and sympathetic appreciation of what is required
in the difiicult role. With grace of movement and nice poise, she reveals the soul of
*a tormented woman, instead of strutting,
eye-rolling and attempting to tear passion
to tatters. It is an artistic performance
straight through. In it all she is admirably
supported. She even dares have such
grace and beauty as that of lovely Vivian
Osborne in the support. The production
is so rich in values that it must be accorded high place as a fascinatii.g and
beautiful entertainment.
Cast.
Stephanie
Marion Davies
Jim Cleland
Ralph Kellard
Osward Grismer
Carlyle Black well
John Cleland
Charles Lane
Marie Cliff
Vivian Osborne
Helen Davis
Corrlne Barker
The Child Stephanie
Etna Rose
The boy Jim
Stephen Carr
Story by Robert W. Chambers.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Stephanie, adopted daughter of John Cleland,
only after
becomes
a member
Sex"
his death.
She of
has "The
been Restless
brought
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up in affectionate intimacy with his son
Jim, but he is to go abroad for two years
and the tender-hearted girl is without spirdeparture,
she
knows itual
thatresource.
her After
heart Jim's
has gone
with him.
She has always loverl him, but not with full
understanding of the nature of her love.
Now she is without the spiritual support of
either adopted father or adopted brother,
she seeks in vain the distractions her wealth
permits. Her property is in the charge of
lawyer Crismer, and she is thrown often into
the
society
of his she
son Osward.
Through into
Osward's
influence
drifts gradually
self expression through art. He is a sculptor
with a magnificent studio. Their intimacy
bringsardent
warm love
friendship
Stephanie's
part
and
on his. onThrough
an automobile accident which lands them for the
night in a house raided as disorderly, she
is so badly compromised that a marriage follows, but it is in name only. Their marriage
is instantly followed by the suicide of Osward's
father, who
has for
beenStephanie.
misusing She
the
funds entrusted
to him
and Osward live apart thereafter, he in poverty, declining to accept her charity.
Jim Cleland's sudden return from abroad
brings matter to an acute crisis. His old
affection becomes passionate love. It is so
intensely reciprocated by Stephanie that her
husband's life becomes a torment. When he
finds that Cleland and Stephanie have gone
away together to the family country place,
he knows that his hopes of winning her are
in vain.
He death
contemplates
realizes that his
must besuicide,
made tobutappear
as accidental. Stephanie and Jim Cleland
at the oured
lodge
in thearecountry
so enam-all
that they
about become
to disregard
moral obligations. They are checked by a
view
of theto elder
Cleland's
They
are about
separate,
when picture.
news comes
that Osward has been accidentally killed.
When time has healed the sadness of heart
over Osward's fate, they are at last accord"^d theural love
opportunity
expressing
natas heaven ofintended
and their
the world
approves, through little children.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchlinea: Are
You OneDavies
of "The
Llarlon
In ThisRestless
Stirring Sex"?
Dram.-— See
for
the Answer.
He Went to Europe and at His Return
Finds the Girl He Loved Is Paying Attention to Another — What Does He Do?
Does
Spurn Her? See This Sparkling
Love He
Drama.
Marion Davies in "The Restless Sex" By
Robert W. Chambers — Thrilling Love
Drama.
Exploitation AnBics! Play it up heavily
that Miss Davies Is seen in a real story and
not merely a vehicle for her personal charm.
Put this strong that those who have decided
the star to be unworthy of interest may
again be attracted. Hook up with the sen-

sational niivel through book stores and in
your advertising, and work on the title if
you have the space.
"The City of Masks"
Robert Warwick in a Mysterious and Highly Enterteiining Paramount Photoplay.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
ITH a rather out-of-date associate
theme in the plot, yet highly entertaining, "The City of Masks" is a
picture
faction. that should give universal satisIt was written by George Barr McCutcheon, famous as a writer of love and
adventure among nobles of Europe and
dashing Americans. There are not as
many heroics as characterizes most of his
stories, and perhaps this has made the
matic.
story more human, though not melodraThe star is Robert Warwick. At least
he is the hero, but the entire cast is made
up of talented people quite faithful to their
types.
pictures have
given hisWarwick's
big parts.lateNevertheless
thatnotis
nothingcauseagainst
of Masks"
beeach role "The
has a City
bigness
that makes
one rather forget the actors and become
absorbed in the story.
"The City of Masks" gets its name from
the assertion made by some one or other
that everybody in New York has a past that
is
concealed
a "mask."
instance
dirty
poodle, bywhen
washed,Forcomes
froma
behind his mask and reveals himself as a
beautiful dog. A wealthy politician many
years ago was a butler, though now it is
not generally known. And so it is with a
group of former nobles who are now
Americans. One has been an earl, another
a marchioness, another a lord, etc. They
are now all masked, yet keep in communication with each other. Here develops
the love story, and the attempts by an
unscrupulous young idler to break it up,
which provides most of the excitement.
There are many beautiful scenes, notably a
gathering of the nobles at a party in New
York attired in their former costumes.
And another feature of the production is
the very realistic snowstorm scenes in the
first reel.
Mr. Warwick, as usual, gives a fine account of himself. He is graceful and as
gentlemanly as the part demands. Lois
Wilson is a very sweet heroine. Theo.
Kosloff, as an ambitious young violinist,
furnishes many fine comedy bits. Others
deserving of special commendation are Edward Jobson as the butler-politician and
J. M. Dumont as the young idler.
Caat.
Tommy Trotter
Robert Warwick
Miss Erasdale
Lois Wilson
Bosky
Theo Kosloft
Corr McFadden
Edward Jobson
Stuyvesant Smith-Parvls J. M. Dumont
Mr. Smlth-Parvis, Sr
Robt. Dunbar
Mrs. Smlth-Parvis Helen Dunbar
Mrs. Jacobs
Anne .Schaefer
Deborah
Frances Raymond
Carpenter
William Boyd
liramble
George Burrell
Drouillard
Snitz Edwards
Moody
Richard Cummlngs
Story by About
George4,800
BarrFeet.McCutcheon.
The Story.
In the the
lowerDuchess
part ofofNew
York, "City
Masks,"
Camelford,
knownof
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has a dressmaking establishDeborah,
ment. Every Wednesday evening she holds
of noble blood who have
a salon for thoseshed.
become Impoveri
A popular attendant
Is Lord Temple, known as Tommy Trotter, a
by a Mr. Carpenter. Anemployed
chauffeur
other is Lady
Jane Tliorne, known as Miss
Emsdale, who is a governess in the family
of Smlth-Parvis, Sr. They are in love.
Stuyvesant, only son of Smlth-Parvls, a
man of loose morals, decides to make a conquest of Miss Emsdale. She treats him coldly, so he thereupon decides to "take her oft
her
horse."
wants his
to son
get
Into high
society,
while His
his mother
father hopes
will be a diplomat. The father gets in touch
with McFadden, a political boss, who, for
money, looks with favor upon a diplomatic
position for the son. McFadden accepts
an invitation to dine with the Smith-Parvises
when the deal will be closed.
Miss Emsdale tells Trotter of Stuyvesant's
attentions. Trotter pulls the rich boy's nose.
The
discharge
tells latter
the girlprocures
that if Trotter's
the chauffeur
does and
not
leave New York, he will be arrested. Trotter falls into a trap when he accepts marked
money which was paid him when discharged
and is put in jail charged with theft. Stuyvesant promises to obtain his release If the
girl will accept him, and she is about to yield
when
who actually is Deborah's
butler, MacFadden,
takes a hand.
McFadden tells the police to release Trotter, then goes to the Smith-Parvis home, denounces Stuyvesant, tears up the check he
has received and quits the place. Meanwhile
Stuyvesant has bribed a taxi driver to take
Miss Emsdale to a questionable place. He
is insulting her when Trotter appears and
thrashes him. Trotter then proposes to the
girl and their wedding is set to take place
at Deborah's.
The night of the wedding Stuyvesant causes
the police to raid the place, but when they
appear, they are ordered away by McFadden.
When Stuyvesant learns the truth regarding
the social status of Miss Emsdale and Trotter, he is amazed and it does not surprise him
to find that Trotter has been appointed to
the diplomatic post he coveted. So he withcouple. draws and all ends happily for the young
Program and Exploitation Cntchlines; Do
We Live in a City of Masks? Are There
People in This Town Who Are Not What
Tou Think They Are?
"The
City ofStories
Masks"of is
of Those
Brilliant
LoveAnother
and Adventure
by Geo. Barr McCutcheon , Author of
"Graustark."
"The
in the United States,
But City
Do of
TouMasks"
Know isWhere?
He Was a ChaulTeur, She a Governess. Tet
Both Were Living Under "Masks."
Exploitation Angles: Play up the fact that
this is another story by the author of "Graustark." Use your advertising the cut of
a city, partly inmasked,
which you will find in
the press book. And don't forget that Warwick's name means something. A very novel
stunt for your
theatre would be for all
your attendants to wear black masks and you
might also have a masked woman walking
around the streets with a grip labeled "I am
looking
Theatre." for 'The City of Masks' at the Blank
In the cast is J. M. Dumont, who had a big
part in "The Miracle Man"; also Theo' KoslofC,
who had a good part in "Why Change Your
Wife?" Mention this in your ads, as it may
bring some people who admire their acting.
Also
lowing.remember that Lois Wilson has a fol"A World of Folly"
Five-Reel Fox Production Features Vivian
Rich in Story of Love and Intrigue.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
WHILE not constructed with the dramatic suspense necessary to achieve
a powerful subject of its kind, this
five-reel Fox production, entitled "A World
of Folly," has a great deal in it to hold the
interest. It is a quietly developed psychological study of family life, in which a designing male of high social standing intrudes himself and attempts to win the love
of a happy wife and mother. The main
situation has been wrought with considerable delicacy of perception and feeling on
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to make a fool of Blair, as he has done with
other married
the InIntervention of othersmen,
his but
schemethrough
is nipped
the
bud. Tremaine is forced to make a balcony
exit, where he is attacked by a dog.
Program and Exploitation Catchllne«> A
Rich.
Fascinating Society Drama with Vivian
Absorbing
Storyto of
and Intrigue
She Proved
Her Love
Husband
That She—
Was True Blue.
Engaging Story of a Pretty Young Wife
Who Remains True to Her Husband and
Spurns the Love of An Insistant Suitor.
Exploitation Angriest Play up the star and
offer this as something new In triangular
problems, or work it on the curiosity angle,
advertising "Two men, a woman — and the
dog.
Whopatrons
do you respond
suppose towent
to the life
dogrs?"
society.
If yourpeal,
aptell them this
is a story theof high
high English
"Madonnas and Men"
B. A. Rolfe Presents a Romantic Drama
of High Inspirational Sentiment Produced by Jans Pictures, Incorporated.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

Jutt Decefving Her.
Jack Pickford seen here in "A DoubleDyed Deceiver," made by Goldwyn.
the part of both author and director. The
acting is sincere and intelligent and if the
one element of suspense had been accomplished the subject would have reached
first rank. As it stands, it is above the
average in high aim and entertaining subject matter.
Vivian Rich is cast in the role of the
young wife and mother, who meets Duke
Tremaine, the handsome tempter portrayed by P. M. McCullough. Aaron Edwards plays the role of husband. These
three figures represent the eternal triangle, but the incidents escape much of
the usual obvious treatment. There is,
for instance, refreshing novelty in the fact
that Tremaine's attack on Helene is not
the customary physical tussle, but a more
daring and subtle approach, in which he
relies more upon his personal fascinations.
It is hard to account for the way in which
he took his sweetheart, Jeanne, into his
confidence, for by so doing he deliberately
invited the retaliation of the scorned
woman. The dinner of the business men's
club is new and well staged. The closing
scenes, in which Blair drives Tremaine out
to meet the waiting dog, bring the story
to a good climax.
Cast.
Helene Blair
Vivian Rich
Raoul Blair
Aaron Edwards
Duke Tremaine
P. M. McCullough
Jeanne
Daisy Robinson
Steven McClure
Augustus Phillips
Story by Jane Grogan.
Scenario by Louis Stevens.
Direction by Frank Beal.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
Raoul Blair and his young wife, Helene,
in "A being
Worlddevoted
of Folly,"
lead other
an ideal
life,
to each
and family
their
two children. One day, while watching a
game of polo, Helen meets Duke Tremaine.
a society pet and leader In various sports.
Tremaine is instantly attracted to Helene and
is glad to receive an Introduction to her.
Tremaine is at a loss as to how to proceed
in winning the love of this happy woman,
who has no eyes for anyone but her husband. One day, however, he assists the
Blair children in a threatened automobile
accident and takes them home. Helene Is
naturally grateful to him and Invites Tremaine to visit them. The latter accepts with
alacrity and often comes to see the Blairs.
After a considerable time Raoul Blair hears
outside comment on this friendship and warns
Helene that she should not see too much of
Tremaine. The wife agrees to this and they
do not invite Tremaine again. He persists,
however, in forcing his attentions upon her
and one night enters the house while Blair
is at a club dinner. Tremaine's intention is

and high
of fine sentiment
PICTURE
A ideals,
a fasMen," is beauty
"Madonnas
of spiritual
cinating compound and
and purely sensuous charm. It is as romantic as a night dream of dark centuries
long passed which takes on new meaning in
the clear light of the modern day. Into
this dream-like fantasy there is woven an
up-to-date motive in favor of splendid
womanhood. It is a dream setting forth
some of the truest sort of truths, but in an
entertaining way. It refreshes weariness
of spirit for those who seek to escape from
the narrowness of their lives, escape from
themselves, hence it is true art.
Theeases
play'sourthe
thing;
that
hearts
withthetheeternal
triumphplay
of
light over darkness. In real life we rarely triumph. Most of us fail, unable to
cope with the overwhelming power of circumstances, or because our hopes far exceed ourdonnasstrength,
hence and
stories
like "Maand Men" enrich
stimulate
our
dull lives. The play is well conceived by
Cary Wilson and Edmund Goulding, the
scenario worked out with skill by Violet
Clark, all in harmony with remarkably artistic direction by B. A. Rolfe. Rolfe has
most
carefully
preserved
"Mood,"
soul of the piece,
without thewhich
there theis
no real art. Thus it is that "Madonnas
and Men" is an admirably worked out
composition from a purely technical point
of view. Then, glory be I it contains a
cluster of brilliant performers, each chosen
to typify the role, to interpret, to intensify
it in a glow which sheds light beyond the
production upon how moving pictures
should be produced.
There are really five star performers,
Anders Randolph, an expression of ruthless power, Edmond Lowe, an exponent of
dawning enlightenment, G. von Seyffertitz,
a remarkable type of humanity in revolt
against ignorance and oppression, Raye
Dean, exquisite example of pure and sweet
womanhood, and Evan-Burrows Fontaine
as an ideal of enchantment and grace.
There is also a support of fine types in the
minor roles, notably Faire Binney, and a
"chorus" abundant enough and capable
enough for grand opera. The producers
are prodigal in the use of true artists in
every department.
As magnificently presented at the 44th
Street Theatre, the orchestra conducted by
B. A. Rolfe in person, "Madonnas and
Men" entertainment,
represents a very
high order
of eye,
pictural
a delight
to the
an inspiration to the soul. It is one of the
rare examples we count upon to stand as
a justification of the art of motion picture
Turn
production.
urlus 1Caat.
^^3,^3 Ra„do„
Marshall Turner )
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Gordlan I
Bdmond Lowe
Gordlan Turner J
Grimaldo
I
G.
von
Seyffertitz
John Grimm |
Laurentia
Raye Dean
Laura Grimra )
J
Nenissa
I
Ninon of the Midnight Revels J
Evans Burrows Fontaine
Patsy
Faire Blnney
Mrs. Grimm
Blanche Davenport
Edmund
and
Wilson
Gary
Story by Scenario by Violet Clark. Goulding.
Directed by B. A. Rolfe.
Length, Seven Reels.
The Story.
"Madonnas and Men" are in evidence at
the Roman Colosseum when Emperor Turnerlus sits with his son, Gordlan, his soothsayer Grimalda, and Nenissa, his favorite
dancer watching a sacrifice of human lives
made to satisfy his brutish passions. When
the young Christian girl is brought in to be
eaten alive by lions, Grimaldo holds up the
spectacle while he tells Gordian a story of
the future which may be prophetic of his
own.
The story is of a modern emperor of
finance who attempts the sacrifice of just
such
a young-on girl
satisfyIna Itlow
for revenge
!.er to
mother.
the desire
same
characters are reincarnated. Because the
yoVnger man is led by manliness to put a
stop to the plan of his father. It is a highly
dramatic story, ending in a convulsion of
rage which destroys the brutal example of
ruthless power, crowning the son In his
stead.
The young prince Is entertained by the
story from time to time, but he is only impressed with its possible truth of his own
tacit recognition that It is "better to defy
all
RomethatthanRome
to dishonor
womankind."
knows
has reveled
too long HeIn
licentious brutality, that the glory of a race
lies in Its women. His imagination Is kinby theafar,
prophecy
of a super-race
shall dledrise
with magic
cities and which
great
wealth, because of honor paid to women.
His better nature thus aroused, he springs
into the arena to save the Christian girl.
His father, the emperor, is convulsed with
rage. He orders his guard to kill his own
son. He dies before they can do so. The
son becomes emperor and saves both the
girl and the fair name of his race by his
manly
kind. defense of pure and exalted womanProgram nnd Exploitation Catchllnes: Spectacular Romantic Drama of High Ideals.
Story of a Modern Emperor of Finance
Who Attempts the Sacrifice of a Young
Girl to Satisfy a Desire for Revenue on
Her Mother.
Dramatic Story In Which Son Triumphs
Over Father and Saves the Girl and
the Name of His Race.
It Is Better to Defy All Rome Than to
Dishonor Womanhood.
Elxploltation Angrles: Work on the story
angle and if your patrons like spectacle,
tell them that this is a glowing story of
ancient Rome and ultra modern American;
a combination of two pictorial periods. You
can sell it as a spectacle to those who like
gorgeous stage pictures, or as a story if the
latter is preferred. It is good from both
angles and you can play it confidently.
"A Double Dyed Deceiver"
Goldwyn Presents Jack Pickford in a Pictured Version of an O. Henry Story.
Revlew-d by Louis Reeves Harrison.
" is
DECEeIVER
DYED
DOUB
A
y a vehicl
for Jack
frankl
very LE
Pickford to appear in as a rather
boyish-looking bad man from Texas, who
turns up in a small South American town
with a notch in his gun. He announces
himself as a "killer," and he looks like one
of the lady-killing kind. Adventure, a
great fortune and a fair lady await him.
Fate is kind to the "killer," notwithstanding his entire willingness to rob his benefactors and play the part of a sneak toward
kind-hearted people who receive him into
their household under a mistaken impression. There is no attempt at a moral, unless it is indicated in the killer's transformation. That he is converted to living
a life of ease he has done nothing to earn
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of the Bad Man from Texas Who Went
to South America.
He Played the Part of a Sneak Toward
the Kind-Hearted People Who Received
Him and Took Him Into Their Household— They Thought He Was Their Lost
a MatterDrama,
of FactAdapted
He Wasn't
—Son,
See but
Thisas Unusual
from
a Story by O. Henry.
He Was a Regular "Double Dyed Deceiver"
— He Told 'Em He Was a Killer — He Substituted for a Long-Lost Son of a South
American Family — Got a Fortune and a
Pretty Girl Besides — That Was the Luck
of This Bad Young Man from Texas.
E^xploitation Angles: Hang the story on
Pickford and let him do most of the carrying, though you can sell to those who like
the vivid colorings of the South American
locale. Play on this angle with appeals to
sults.
the imagination.
It should bring some re"The Cheater"
May Allison Flays Role of Fake Healer
in Six-Part Metro Adaptation of
Henry Arthur Jones Drama.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Trying to Be Fashionable
And hang their pictures "differently." Doris
May and "Let's
Douglas BeMacLean
in Paramount's
Fashionable."
may not be edifying, but it is certainly
lucky for the youth.
Jack Pickford assumes the role with
the easy
grace ofthata young
man who
realizes in advance
everything
is coming
to him. Being a child of destiny, why
should he worry? His support is fairly
good. They utilize to the best advantage
whatever opportunity is afforded them.
The feature of the picture is its handling,
particularly as to settings. These are
pleasing to the eye and in exceedingly
good taste. In the summing up of values
"A
Double Dyed Deceiver" provides fair
entertainment.
The- Cast
The Llano Kid
Jack Pickford
Estella
Marie Dunn
Senor Urique
James Nell
Senora Urique
Edythe Chapman
Thacker
Sydney Ainsworth
Secretary
Manuel Ojeda
Story by O. Henry.
Director, Al Green.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
Double
Dyed inDeceiver"
the Llano
Kid"A when
he lands
a forlornIs little
South
American town. He goes directly to the
American consul, Thacker. He confesses to
the consul that he is a killer, exhibiting the
notch on his ^un. The consul conceives of
a plot to rob rich Senor Urique. The latter
mourns a runaway boy he has not seen for
many years, particularly on account of the
boy's mother.
Her proposed
mind is by
becoming
affected. The scheme
the consul
is for the Llano Kid to Impersonate the
runaway boy, who bore a tattoo mark of
the Urique coat-of-arms on the back of his
hand. The consul does the tattooing, then
adroitly bring.s about recognition of the
Kid as kindness
the long-lost
He 'is
treatedIncludwith
great
by theboy.
entire
family,
ing Estella, a charming niece. The mother
is nearly overcome with joy. In spite of
all this, the Kid agrees to rob the Urique
safe, whose combination has been given him.
He actually steals the money and starts
away with it. but changes his mind and returns it to the safe. The latter act is seen
by Estelle. To her he confesses his true
identity. She begs him to keep the pretended one rather than break a loving mother's
accountfrom
of the
kindness heheart.
has Onreceived
her loving
he consents
to play the role and forces the consul to
sustain him in it. His reward is a brilliant
future, in which Estella is plainly destined
to play a part.
I'resented in flawless style at the Capitol
Theatre.
Prof^ram nnd Kxploltntlon Cntchllnost He
announcedto Hinjself
Fate
Appears
Be Kind asto aHim"Killer"
and —Brings
a Fortune and a Pretty Maiden — A Story

been Jones
adapted
the
THECheater"
Henry has
Arthur
playto"The
screen by Metro with fair success.
May Allison, the star of the production,
displays considerable versatility in portraying the difTerent moods of the heroine
and King Baggot in the male lead gives a
satisfactory and dignified portrayal. The
pictures registers a slight note of burlesque and graduates into a highly dramatic situation, which gathers suspense
as the pictures approaches its climax. The
play contains an interesting characterization which is moderately well outlined, and
while the adventurous nature of the production causes it to hold the interest of
the spectator well, the narrative style in
which the story is told detracts from the
forcefulness of the drama.
The Cast.
Lilly Meany }

Allison
Ma-y Currier
Peg Meany
Frank
Dethic j
Vashti
"Bill" Tozer
Harry Van Meter
Judah, X^ord Asgarby
King Baggot
Eve Asgarby
May Geracl
Mr. Prall
Percy Challenger
Mrs. Prall
Lucille Ward
Doctor
P. Dempsey Tabler
Nurse
Alberta Lee
Adapted from play by Henry Arthur Jones.
Scenario by Louis Zellner.
Direction by Henry Otto.
Length,
The Six
Story.Reels.
character
in "Thewhose
Cheater"
a The
youngchief
woman,
Lilly Meany,
beautyis
and natural character fit her for better surroundings than those supplied by her father.
Peg Meany.
His antipathy
general lack of principle
make toit work
easy and
for Lilly
to follow lines of deception in earning a livelihood. Her chief associate, Bill Tozer, is
a take healer, posing as an East Indian, and
among the frequenters of a nearby health
resort he is considered a past master in the
art of healing. One day a bright idea strikes
the trio, and Lilly Is sent to visit Mrs. Prall,
one of the richest and most hypochrondiacal
of the guests at the health resort. Mrs.
Prall, believing herself cured by Vashti
Dethic, under which name Lilly poses, tells
her nephew. Lord Asgarby, of Vashti and of
the healing powers of which she believes the
young woman to be possessed. Vashti Is
immediately engaged to apply herself to the
curing of
sister.
cations Asgarby's
then arise, In young
which Mr.
Prall,Compliskeptical of Vashti s powers, watches the castle
in which she is confined with her patient
and makes it difflcult for Peg Meany to
smuggle food to his daughter while she perpetrates her farce of fasting.
Finally a change of heart takes place In
Lilly. She becomes fond of her little patient, and still fonder of Lord Asgarby, and
in the end, when the child, through faith In
the supposed healer, becomes perfectly well,
Lilly opens her heart to Asgarby and Is forgiven. The close of the picture suggests the
betrothal of Lilly and Asgarby.
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and Exploitation Catchlines: She
Progrsim
Associated with a Fake Healer Who
Posed as an East Indian — He Gets Her
to Visit One of the Richest Women at
the Resort, Who Later Believes Herself
Cured — She Then Introduces Her Nephew,
Who Falls in Love with the Pretty
Young Healer.
May Allison in the Role of a Pretty Young
Healer Who Acts as the Accomplice of
a Faker Who Poses as an East Indian —
Then She Goes and Loses Her Heart to
Lord Asgarby, Whose Sister She Has
Cured.
Stage
Drama with
"The MayCheater"
the Screen,
Allison Adapted
iiJ the Roleto
of a Pretty Young Girl Who Poses as a
Fake Healer.
E:xploitatioii Angles: Play up Miss Allison
and hook her to the character of the story.
Work on the pseudo Indian atmosphere for
color in lobby decoration. If your patrons
like stunts, stage a take healer the week
before the showing with a patter lecture on
the value of faith in making cures. Treat
It seriously, but wind up with an allusion
to theing showing
Cheater"
the followweek. Use ofthe"Thehealer
for street
work
if the authorities will permit.
"Man's Plaything"
Melodramatic Story on Blackmail in Picture Released by Republic.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
BL-'\CK^fAIL is the theme of "Man's
Plaything.
highly
matic," has a Itgoodis cast
and melodrais fairly
well made.
The plot has many ramifications and
perhaps if there was not so much dialogue
the story would be more to the point and
consequently contain much more force. As
presented, however, it is in that class of
pictures that delights lovers of "high life"
and "low life" drama. The story touches
upon three classes of people — the poor,
the night life gamblers and the wealthy.
It brings them to the point where one
clashes with another and involves the third.
It provides good climaxes, resulting in
fights and shootings. Everything looks
bad for the good until the very last. Then
a surprise finish turns the tide.
"Man's Plaything," of course, is a woman.
She is the victim of the blackmailers, although she thinks she is only a part of
her plan to get revenge on a wealthy young
man whom she really loved.
The production is given class by the several big scenes in cabaret and dancing
places and the rich costumes worn by the
women. However, there is but one big
female role among the half-dozen big parts.
The principal role is that of Nellie
Vaughan, played by Grace Davison. She
works hard to make it human, in spite of
highly dramatic demands, and does so very
successfully. Her method of contrasting
the part of Nellie as a young flower girl
and as a grown-up miss with a knowledge
of the world is well done. Next in importance is Stuart Holmes, who is. the
leader of the blackmailers. As usual, Mr.
Holmes lives his part. The wealthy hero
is Montagu Love, who deserves credit for
not overplaying a part that might have
easily been spoiled.
The Cast.
Pelton Van Teel
Montague Love
Nellie Vaughan
Grace Davison
Devlin Maddox
Stuart Holmes
Dan Vaughan
J. W. Johnson
Wyne Cottrell
Eric Mayne
Directed by Charles T. Horan.
Length, 6,000 Feet.
The Story.
Nellie Vaughan lives with her father,
mother and brother, Dan. The father and
brother quarrel continuously because the
father will not help support the family.
During a brawl she is accidentally hit and
leaves home. She is employed as a flower
girl in a dancing cafe, and is admired by
Pelton Van Teel, a wealthy young frequenter
of the place. Maddox, a swindler, desires
to use her as a tool in blackmailing Van Teel
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and tells her that Van Teel has been telling
everybody that he is keeping her. In her
anger she agrees to a plan to get revenge
on the young man by ttiarrying him and then
holding
ment. up his father for a separation settleH°r brother gets into a fight with another
man who
tauntswith
him Van
about
his The
sister's
leged relations
Teel.
man al-is
almost timekilled
and
Dan
goes
to
jail.
Nellie cannot go through withMeanthe
scheme because she loves him. He has been
losing money at gambling to Maddox, and
although having fitted up an apartment for
Nellie and installed her therein, he desires
her to ried.
waitShe demands
a short time
before
gettingat marto be
wedded
once
and
this
is
done.
Van
Teel's
father,
hearing
of it, denounces her and offers her $50,000
if she will consent to a divorce. She refuses. Going to their apartment. Van Teel is
shot by her brother, who has been released
on bail, and thinks Van Teel has seduced )>er.
But she shows him her marriage certificate
and he gets away by a fire escape. Maddox
then threatens to break up their happiness by
producing a check, which Van Teel had
given him and which was worthless. Nellie
then goes to his apartment for a show down.
She snatches the check from his hands, and
levels a gun at him, backing out of the room.
He
pickshim.up a lamp, hurls it at her, and she
shoots
Maddox offers his butler $500 if he will tell
the police that Nellie shot him with provocation. He agrees, but when the police come,
tells the truth, revealing the fact that he Is a
detective, who had been hired by the elder
Van Teel. who had suspected that Maddox
wasMaddox
playingis his
son forand
"easyhappiness
money." looms
arrested
for the coui/lp.
Pro^nram and Exploitation CatchlineM: Would
You Swindle the Man You Really Love?
Nellie Vaughan Did, But — See "Man's
A Plaything."
Woman Becomes the Victim of a Blackmail Plot Meant to Enmesh a Man.
She Dared the Gallows to Shoot the Human Hawk That Was Breaking Their
Romance.
Mystery — Thrills, Adventures in New
York's Night Life.
The Gilded Cafes, Elaborate Cabaret, and
Gamblers'
Dens Surround a Woman
—the"Man's
Plaything."
How Many Women Are the Playthings of
Men? Is It Dangerous? See "Man's PlayExploitation
Angrle: Here is a regular oldtime thing."
melodrama. It has big cabaret scenes,
thrilling climaxes, shootings, and an archvillain. These qualities ought to mean business, because after all the average audience
finds melodramas excellent entertainment.
Play them up in your ads. Also the blackmail angle. Try a batch of teaser ads readAlso Stuart
call attention
to theing "Man's
cast, Plaything."
Montague Love,
Holmes
and Grace Davison.
"Let's Be Fashionable"
Paramount-Artcraft Presents Doris May
and Douglas MacLean in Light Comedy,
Ince Supervision.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
LET'S Be Fashionable" assumes a condition that
is "the
thing" for
man
and wife
notit to
be attentive
to each
other, to the contrary, each must have an
outside affair. There is good material for
comedy in this assumption, but there is only
a limited amount of it used and practically
all of the same kind. It is distinctly pleasing as far as it goes, but this is due to
good workmanship, fine acting and capable
treatment, rather than to any particular
play merit outside of the central idea.
Douglas MacLean puts his heart and
soul into all he has to do. He would win
by main strength if he could. Doris May
is sweet and intelligent in her interpretation. There is a pleasing harmony of action on the part of the supporting cast, and
the settings are in good taste. The sum of
values in "Let's Be Fashionable," as presented at the Rivoli Theatre, is high enough
to characterize it as pleasing entertainment.
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Cast. Douglas MacLean
Henry Langdon
Evelyn Langdon
Doris May
John Hammond
Wade Boteler
Elsie Hammond
Grace Morse
Bruce Grey
George Webb
George Barrymore
Wilbur Highby
Mrs. Trude
Molly McConnell
Story
by Mildred
Ccenarist,
LutherConsldine.
Reed.
Director, Lloyd Ingraham.
Length,
Five
Reels.
The Story.
"Let's Be Fashionable" declares young
Mrs. Langdon, not yet out of her honeymoon, though Installed In a pretty suburban
house. She and her husband are at their
first club dance when they decide that their
social progress depends upon each seeking
out some other kindred soul than Is Intended
by nature and their marriage relation. She
is very innocent in going home with a young
bachelor, attempting to entertain him with
pictures and souvenirs of her husband. Langdon makes a martyr of himself in the socienty of an experience society flirt. On hie
way home,temptinghis
car needs
In atto get new
a fresh
supplywater.
he is chased
up a tree by a dog who tears out the seat
of his trousers. He steals a pair from a
garage and reaches home In time to find a
hysterical
morning. wife, but they make up before
Their attempts to be fashionable result
in a more serious complication. Mrs. Langdon Is ardently pursued by the bachelor. He
even dares propose that she accompany him
on a prospective trip, naming the train on
whichsive he
to leave.
She Is she
unresponat theexpects
moment.
That night
passes
alone. Her husband has gone off with a
jazzy
young
girl
to
play
golf
and
has
not
returned. She decides in a moment of anger
to take the train on which the bachelor Is
leaving.cent.Her
husbandhave
Is innoHe andunfortunate
his companion
been
marooned on an island all night, through
the drifting away of their skiff. He manages
to escape in the morning and hurries home,
only to find a note from his wife announcing
her departure. He reaches the train as it is
leaving and just in time to rescue his wife
from the attentions of the adventurous bachelor, which he throws off the train. He and
wifey decide there and then to discard their
ideas
of fashion
true-hearted
love.in favor of good old simple,
Prosmna and Elxploltatlon Oatchllnest A
Zippy Comedy Drama — The Pair Started
Out
a Big Splash
Society
End —With
Oh, What
a Sad In
Affair
— But— Their
How
They Did Make Those High Brow Folks
Set
Up
and
Take
Notice
While
They
Were In the Running.
The Merry Party Had Ended — Hubby
Was Just Returning Home After Safely
Escorting
a Pretty
to Her toDomicile— He Had
Some Woman
Explanation
Give
His Wife Too — ,Something Happened to
His Upon
Nerve — Bang! — His Wife's Wrajh
Fell
the
Mat. Him and He Was Pinned to
Doris McLean in a Snappy Comedy Play —
She Said to Her Husband When Going
to the Party — "Good Heavens, Henry —
Buck Up, Will You?" — And He Did and
He Took Another Woman Home — And
He Made 'Em All Wake Up — Watch the
Fun That Takes Place When She Demands Explanations.
Exploitation Anslesi Play on the stars,
hooking up with their previous successes,
but don't let the possibilities of that title
escape
Play can
up sell
the chief
the limit.you. You
this tosituation
hundredsto
who do not know these stars and help to
popularize them against future appearances.
There is a good chance here for a newspaper hook-up
for letters for and against
the modern
fashion.
"Human Stuff"
Five-Reel Universal Production Features
Harry Carey in Story of Ranch Life.
Reviewed by Robert 0. McEIravy.

plot
familiarHarry
manyfive-reel
dients in this
THERE are
subject, written by Tarkington
and directed by Reeves Eason. It
so powerful as certain subjects in

ingreCarey
Baker
is not
which
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Carey has been starred, but contains some
new situations and on the whole averages
well. It will entertain the Carey enthusiasts, even though it does not add greatly
to his reputation. The story is pictured in
familiar ranch settings. Its high moments
are the melodramatic fight for the girl in
the cabin of Bull Elkins.
Cast.
James Pierce
Harry Carey
"Wasliboard" Pierce Rudolph Christians
Bull Elkins
Chas. Le Moyne
Hamero
Joe Harris
Boka
Fontaine La Rue
James' sister
Ruth Fuller Golden
Lee Tyndal
Mary Charleston
Butler
Bobby Mack
Story by Tarkington Baker.
Directed by Reeves Eason.
Length, Five Reels.
Tbe Story.
Jr., in manufacturer.
"Human Stuff,"Jimfs
theJames
son ofPearce,
an Eastern
tries business life for a while, but develops
a strong dislike for it. He goes the pace
and takes no interest in carrying on his
father's business. Finally, after a disgraceful 1arty, he suggests that his father permit him to go West, as he has always yearned
fjF this life.
In due time Jim arrives in the West, where
he buys out a cattle ranch. It has never
made money, but he conceives the idea of
putting sheep on it. He does this and makes
a success of the ranch, but at the same time
incurs the enmity of the surrounding cattle
raisers. Jim defies these men openly in a
public meeting.
He has written his father to send out
some marriageable girl to him, as he thinks
the ranch should have a mistress. About
this time a girl named Lee Tyndal appears,
a friend of his sister, who is desirous of
buying a ranch. Jim mistakes her for someone sent out by his father, and the letter
sent by his sister is intercepted by an enemy.
He greatly offends Lee by assuming that she
came to wed him.
Later the girl is kidnapped by some of his
enemies and Jim battles vigorously to free
her. Explanations follow in due time and a
real love romance takes place.
ProKTam and Kxploltatlon Catchllnesi An
Entertaining Story of Ranch Life with
Harry Carey.
He Was a City Youth That Had Dreamed
of Owning a Western Ranch — He Finally
Obtains a Ranch — Then Watch for Hatred
that Springs Up Between the Sheep and
Cattle Raisers and How He Fights to
Save the Girl He Loves.
Romantic Ranch Life Story That Is Livened
Up
By the
Hero's
Battles
His Battle
Rival
Cattle
Owners
— See
the with
Terrific
He Has to Save the Lass He Has Learned
to Love.
Bxploltation Angles: Let Carey sell the picture for you. Play up the situation in which
he mistakes the girl from the east for his
ready-made bride, and get what you can out
of that. Chiefly you shoud advertise that
you have Harry Carey.
Gaumont Tricolor Features
Parisian Visitor Bring* Excellent Program
Pictured in Natural Colors.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
SCREEN epicures were delighted with
the splendid program given at the Astor Hotel by Leon Gaumont, revealing
new wonders of cinematography in natural
colors. The trichrome, or three-color,
process, which was described at considerable length in the Moving Picture World
of June 12, brings a wealth of clear, soft
hues to the screen, fairly dazzling at times
but never irritating. The projection, on a
comparatively long throw, was satisfactory
throughout, though bad focus at moments
caused some blurring. This is a matter
pertaining to operation adjustment and
not an inherent fault of the process. A
great richness and depth is attained, and
there isfromapparently almost a complete freedom the fire streaks which marred the
original efforts along this line.
Gaumont's
itselfselection.
was a thingIt
ofMr.artistic
beautyprogram
and fine
ranged from an opening view of antiques,
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in two fake doctors and have them examine
Reginald
pronounceof him
hopelessHesut-IB
ferer fromandsoftening
the a brain.
obliged to stay indoors for an indefinite
period. He raves at this until he meets his
love.
day nurse, with whom he promptly falls in
Constance meantime knows that he Is only
pretending and she calls in a real specialist.
Weems then learns that Reginald is the man
of Constance's dreams and proceeds to get
vengeance. Constance interferes and tearfully reclaims her husband — and all ends
well.
Proernm and Exploitation Catchllnes: Can
You Imagine Wallace Reid, Afflicted with
Softening Heof Will
the Throw
Brain? YouHe Into
Couldn't
Either!
Hysterics in This Role of the Sick Well Man.
"Sick Abed"
Sick Abed! He Had Never Felt Better in
Wallace Reid Proves to Be a Facile Fun
His Life, But He had to Play Invalid to
Maker in Paramount-Artcraft Product.
Dodge the Law!
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
They Took Away His Car and Gave Him a
Wheel Chair. They Put Him on a Milk
Diet and Shut Him In. Then They Sent
SO much clean, spontaneous comedy
Him a Nurse. And What a Nurse! That
prevails
in
"Sick
Abed,"
so
well
has
it
Changed Everything.
been directed and so adroitly does the
star manage his role, that the picture easily
Exploitation Angles:
Exploit this with
short snappy ads, getting it over that it Is
slips into the Al class. Almost every
scene is a laugh. The scenarist, Clara a comedy with a punch. Appeal to Wallace
Reid tans sortbyof announcing
a dif-to
Genevieve Kennedy has had excellent marole in whichthattheythisareissure
terial in the original play which was writ- like himferent better
than
ever.
Use
phrases
like
ten by Ethel Watts Mumford, and she has
"He Was Sick Abed — But with One Foot
handled it most advantageously. Sam
Out."
"They
Said
He
Was
Suffering
from
Wood, the director, has shown a like symSoftening of the Brain. But the Only Thing
pathy with the spirit of the play, and it is That Ailed Him Was Lovitis." *
largely due to him that the many amusing
scenes are a success.
Comments
{
Comedy comes naturally to Wallace Reid.
This role exploits his ability and originality
THREE RAISINS AND A CAKE OF YEAST?
to a much greater degree than have some
(Fox). — Mutt and Jeff touch "the spot that
of his recent vehicles. A capable cast makes
'em laugh
out ina meeting"
in thisof
Jeff right
concocts
home brew
supports him. Bebe Daniels is clever as animated.
the nurse and the Chinese servant is an in- powerful ingredients and tries it out on Mutt.
The result is intensely laughable and results
teresting study as interpreted by George
Kuwa.
in the usual disaster for Jeff.
Cast.
KID-ING THE LANDLORD (Star ComedyReginald Jay
July 12. — There is a fine idea In
Wallace Reid Universal),
this
one reel comedy, by Ben Cohen, though
Nurse Durant
Bebe Daniels
John Weems
it might have had a little more expert hstnolJohn
Steppling
ling. Still, it gets over satisfactorily. It
Constance Weems Winnifred Greenwood
pictures the experiences of a small family
Chalmers
Tully Marshall
whose
landlord will not permit babies on the
Dr. Macklyn
c. H. Geldart
The baby itself softens the landDr. Widner
Luclen Llttlefield premises.
lord's heart in this case and thus wins a home
Dr. Flexner
Robert Bolder
for
itself.
A theme like this is worth exLady Customer
Lorenza Lazzarini
panding into a large feature.
Wing Chow
George Kuwa
HOME BREW (Century-Universal), July
Play by Ethel Watts Mumford
Scenario by Clara Genevieve Kennedy.
28. — A Doerty
comio subject,
two reels';
Directed by Sam Wood.
Charles
and Conniein Henley
in the with
cast.
Length, 5 Reels.
There is plenty of amusing incidents In thls,
some
of
the
small
business
being
original
and
The Story.
laughable. The connecting idea Is hardly
Trouble starts when Constance Weems de- strong enough to give proper dlrecflDn to
the numerous events that occur, but .this
cides to become a scenario writer. Unable
get any inspiration from her husband, sheto should get over quite well. A number of the
turns to Reginald Jay and recognizes in him
stunts are certain to interest children In para perfect type for the hero of her story. ticular.
Much against his will she gets him to reA ONE-CYLINDER LOVE RIOT (Ralnfeowhearse some of the scenes with her, so as to Unlversal).
— A two-reel comic, with Bud
try them out. While they are in the woods
Jameison,
Billy Engel and others in the cast,
one day a terrible rain storm comes up. It and Thomas
directing. The
grows dark and they lose their way In the hero's approach Buckingham
is
good;
he
comes
in adispels
cloud
thicket. They reach a shed where they take of
and fiame, which presently
refuge and where they are discovered by a and smoke
reveals
him
sitting
In
a
Ford
car.
The
small
colored
boy. Reginald bribes the boy
all.
has a lot of new and interesting comto take them home and to keep mum about it subject
edy stunts of the small, laughable sort and
keeps the spectator in constant good humor.
In the meantime Constance's husband, who
Connie Henley plays the girl. A pleasing
comic.
has justin sold
ranch section
to a lady,
caught
the Reginald's
rain in another
of theIs
wood. He takes the lady to a near-by inn,
MONKEY
BUSINESS'in (Sunshine).—
amus-a
ing farce comedy
which a dogAn and
where they expect to find warmth and food, monkey
to do with the fun. It
but there he discovers that they are in a is foundedhaveon much
the old story of the wayward
notorious roadhouse, and they immediately
depart. By this time Reginald determined to husband, and there are many pretty girls
with
abbreviated
costumes, also closeups,
escape the persistent Constance, has started
which would bar the film from use in Sunoff In his car for distant parts. Weems and
day school, for instance. One of the spe«the lady meet him and beg him to take them
tacles of the film occurs when the monkey
home. He does this, agreeing to say nothing
is carried out over the sea by a bunch of
of the adventure.
toy balloons. It lands on a rock and Is resConstance finds out about her husband's
cued by the dog, on whose back he ridee
escapade and prepares to get a divorce, as to safety.
she already thinks she is in love with Reginald. She tells Reginald that he must act as
WORRIES AND WOBBLES (Vltagraph).—
a witness against her husband. He refuses
In this comedy there Is a great deal of genuand goes back to the city. Here he Is traced
inely funny action. The hero of the produeby the suppliant Weems, who begs him not tion gets drunk, and with complications
which occur In his association with the varito testify against him. But a habeas corpus
ous other characters, and the slapstick comhas already been served against Reginald
edy that naturally results, the picture Is an
and to prevent hie appeartns in court, Weems
and hia lawyer conjure up a plan. They call enjoyable one.

miniatures, paintings, sculptures and other
art products, all in fine colors, to picturesque scenes from Morocco, fruits, flowers, butterflies, seacoasts and other geographical effects, mountain vistas and
views of glass manufacture in Venice. The
crowning feature of the evening was "The
Victory
described
as therecorded
"most
importantParade,"
documentary
film ever
throughout the world." There are of
course many other views of this great
event of July 14, 1919, but the sublime
color
terest. effects in this lend a particular in-
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
His House
in Order
(Elsie Ferguson) — L-4943
Ft. Vol.
43; P-1333.
Jack Straw (Robert Warwick) — L-4707 Ft.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
43; Comes
P-1837;'toC-R
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
MarvVol.Ellen
Town455. (Dorothy Glsh).
■L-4707 Ft.; Vol. 43: P-1680.
Excuse My Dust (Wallace Reid) — L-4330 Ft.;
SPECIALS.
414. 43; P-2003; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299; Ex.
Vol.
Jubilo
(Will
Vol. 42; P-1007.
The C-R-Vol.
Strongest 44;(AU-Star)—
Vol.
43;
P-1234;
Flame42; of
the Rogers).
Desert (Geraldlne
Farrar). Vol.
P-299.
Mv Lady's
P-246.
4823 Ft.Garter
Vol. (Tourneur
43; P-1837; Production)
C-R. P-723.— LShould a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
Easy to Get (Marguerite Clark) — L-4,110 Ft. The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helene
While New
York
Sleeps
(All-Star).
Chadwick). Vol. 43; P-1291.
Vol. 43; P-1678; C-R 2002.
WIIiLIAM KARXUM SERIES.
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 43; P-940.
Heart Strings (William Farnum — Six Pares)
Toby's
Bow Horde
(Tom Moore).
Vol. 42;
P-1139.
43; P-299; C-R,
P-1619. Farnum — Six
April.
The Silver
(Rex Beach
Production).
The Vol.Adventurer
(William
Treasure Island (Super-Speclal-Tourneur).
Vol.
44;
P-460;
Ex.
949;
C-R,
P-1359.
Parts).
Vol.
43;
P-1650;
C-R;
Vol.
44;
L-5,14S
Ft.
Vol.
44;
P-560:
C-R,
P-8B7;
Ex 1332
The Palllser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol,
P-134.
P-llB, Ex. 835.
Thou Art the Man (Robert Warwick) — L-5003 The 43;
The Vol.
Orphan
(William
Farnum
—
Six
Reels),
Blooming
Ft. Vol. 44; P-459.
44; P-858;
43;
P-1286. Angel (Madge Kennedy). VoL
The Trouble
Makers. C-R, P-1105.
The Cost (Violet Heming) — L-5.547 Ft. Vol. The Loves of Letty (Paulino Frederick). VoL
TOM MIX SERIES.
44: P-141; C-R, P-857.
The False Road (Enid Bennett-Ince). Vol. The 43;
P-1290.
The 2002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-1008; C-R
Little
Shepherd
of Kingdom
44; Island
P-724. (Houdini) — L-5,813 Ft. Vol. 44; DudsPickford).
Vol. 43;
P-1BJ2. Come (Jack
Terror
(Tom
Moore).
The Daredevil (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-2005.
P-861; C-R. P-1105.
Desert Love. Vol. 44; P-599.
Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).
The Toll Gate (Super-Special— William S. Water,
The
Vol. 43; P-1113; C-R, Vol. 44; P-465; Ex.
3 GoldTerror.
Coins. Vol. 44; P-1235.
Hart)
— L-5,590
Ft. Vol. 44; P-727; C-R,
857;
Ex.
P-1479.
FOX ENTERTAIXMEXTS.
of the Night. Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R,
and Mr. Hvde
Vol. Partners
Vol.
A Manhattan Knight (George Walsh). Vol. Dr. Jekyll
85. 44; P-723.
May. (Super-Special).
44; P-239; C-R, P-723;
Ex. 1086.
43; P-2173.
Dangerous Days (Rex Beach Production).
Vol. 43; P-2175.
MollyC-Rand 4.55.I (Shirley Mason). Vol. 44; P-138
The P-134.
Street Called Straight (Basil King— AU
Why Change Your Wife? (Cecil B. DeMllle
Star). Vol. 43; P-1293; C-R, Vol. 44;
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
Vol. 44
Special) — L-7,175 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1678; Ex.
P-142; C-R 45.5.
828. 1087, 1332, 1596; C-R, P-1359.
The Woman In Room 13 (Pauline Frederick).
LeaveP-739.
It to Me (William Russell). Vol. 44
Vol. 44; P-138; C-R, P-597; Ex. 949.
P-723.
Mrs. Vol.
Temple's
Telegram
(Bryant
Washburn).
44; P-862:
C-R. P-1
233; L-4,
138 Ft.
The
Woman
the Puppet (Geraldlne FarThe Tattlers (Madlaine Traverse). Vol. 44
rar— Sevenand Reels).
The Sea Wolf (George Melford Special). LVol. 44; P-142; C-R.
P-303; C-R, P-979.
6.797 Ft. Vol. 44: P-1236; C-R, P-1359.
The Mother of His Children (Gladys Brock
well). Vol. 44; P-458; C-R, P-857.
The
Strange
Boarder
(Will
Rogers). Vol. 44The Vol.
Dancln'
Fool
(Wallace
Reid)—
L-4,
124
Ft
P-729; C-R, P-979.
44: P-982: C-R, P-1233.
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich). Vol. 44
P-724; C-R, P-979.
A Lady
in
Love
(Ethel
Clayton)
—
Vol.
44;
POut
of
the
Storm
(Barbara
Castleton). Vol.
1238.
44; P-1107.
The 9S0;
Dead C-R,
Line P-1105.
(George Walsh). Vol. 44- P
Jes' 1361;
Call Me
Jim
(Will
Rogers).
Jnne.
Vol. 44: PC-R, P-1499.
Dollars and Sense (MaOge Kennedy). Vol.
Forbjdd^p^n Trails (Buck Jones). Vol. 44
Old L-5.663
Wives forFt. New (DeMille Special Reissue)
44; P-1363.
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse)
of Tarzan (Gene Pollar). Vol.
Love'sP-1360;
Below the Surface (Thomas H. Ince Special) The 44:Return
Harvest
(Shirley
Mason)
Vol 44
P-1504).
C-R,
P-1499.
—
L-5987
Ft.
Vol.
44;
P-ir,33:
Rx.P-1330.
Scratch
My
Back
The Iron Hoart (Madlaine Traverse) Vol
(T. Roy Barnes and Helene
Paris Green (Charles Ray) — 1.,-4257 Ft.
44; P-1501.
Chadwick). Vol. 44; P-1632.
Remodeling
(Dorothy Glsh) —
The P-1634.
Great Accident (Tom Moore). Vol. 44:
L-4S44 Ft.HerVol.Hu.sband
44: P-1630.
Whiti'1630.Lies (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. 44; P
The 4708
City Ft.of Masks (Robert Warwick) — LThe sell.
Twins of Suffering Creek (William Rus
BRAY PIOTOGRAPHS.
Sick Abed (Wallace Reid) — L-4327 Ft.
A World of Folly (Vivian Rich).
Sand
(William
S.
Hart)
—
L-4S69
Ft.
Wireless
Telephony.
.\RTCRAFT.
, Aristocrats
(One Reel.)
ANumber
Sister 17To (George
Salome (Gladvs
Pheasants,
of BIrdland.
Walsli). Brockwell)
Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm (Marv Pick- Professor
B.
Flat
—Gateways.
A Musical Novelty.
The Siiuare Shooter (Buck Jones).
ford Re-issue) — L-5382 Ft.
Guardians
of
Our
The Spirit of Good (Madlaine Traverse).
Famous Robberies.
COMEDIES.
The Little Wanderer (Shirley Mason)
High Cost of Courting.
.The
Rose
of
Nome
(Gladvs
Brockwell).
Taos Indians and Other Subjects.
May
2—
Fresh
from
the
City
(Sennett).
Firebrand Trevison (Buck Jones).
Mny 9— Spring (DeHaven).
Her Honor, The Mayor (Eileen Percy).
FORD EDUCATIONALS.
May
23
—
Let
'Er
Go
(Sennett).
(One Reel.)
Extraordinary Specials.
May
30
—
Beating
Cheaters
(DeHaven).
Jan.
4
—
Eventide.
Salome (Theda Bara),
June 6 — By Reels).
Golly (Sennett — Two Reels).
Jan. 11 — Bubble,
The Honor System (All-Star).
June
13
—
A
Model
Husband
(DeHaven
—
Two
Jan. 18 — Just Kids.
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
25— Take with
June 27 — YouTwoWouldn't
Reels). Believe It (Sennett— Jan,
Feb. 1 — The Flowinga Grain
Road. of Salt.
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Feb. 8 — De-Light.
Les Miserables
(William
Farnum).
PARAMOUNT
DIRTOX
Feb.
15 — Silverware.
In Higher Spheres.
SUIVSHI.XE .COMEDIES.
PICTURES.HOLMES TRAVEL
Feb. 22—
ThrouKhTalks.
the Keyhole.
Feb.
29
—
TIck-Tock.
Money
(One inReel.)
Mar. 7 — Broken Silence.
Ten Nights Without a Barroom.
Apr. 18 — TJp-Countrv
Riam.
Mar.
EveryHunt.
Meal.
A Lady Bellhop's
Secret.
Apr. 25 — In Lovely Lorraine.
Mar. 14—
21— With
Alligator
Slipping
Feet.
May 2 — In Happy Alsace.
Virtuous Husbands.
May 169—— An
Oriental
Sing Sing.
Mary's Little MUTT
Lobster.AND JEFF.
May
Artistic
Antwerp.
May 23 — Musko and Musume of Nippon.
The Toy Makers.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
May 30—
Battlefields of France.
The Round
Tango Je(f.
Dancers.
June
6 — Beautiful
Bruges.
One
June
13
—
The
Lure
of
the
Loreley.
3Departed
Rais^cns Spirits.
and a Cake of Yeast.
June 20— The Lake of the Sun and Moon.
The Mystery of the Galvanized Iron Ash Can. June 27— Battlefields of France.
Six Fee^t^^Four (William Russell). Vol. 41;
The Bnakfast Food Industry.
P.VRAMOUXT, MAGAZINE.
Eve^In^ExIle (Charlotte Walker). Vol. 42;
(One Reel.)
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Apr. 18 — Mental Acrobatics.
Apr. 25 — The Nurse of the Tenements.
V ol. 43 ; P-463.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
May
2—
A
Featherhead
Physician.
May 9— The Teeth of the Law.
The
May 16— Lounge Lizards 6f the Jungle.
Dangerous
"Talent
"^^^ Vol.
Vol"
44-^P^600^"'^'
Sylvia).
43;
P-2011;
C-R, (Margarita
Vol. 44; Fisher)
May 23— Stars of the Stage and Screen.
March.
Slam
Ba»g Jim (William Russell) P-1S4
May 30— A Juni^Ie Honeymoon.
The
Thirtieth
Piece
of Silver Margarite
6— Long
Live from
Alarm Clock Andv (Charles Ray) — L-4988 Ft. June
the Umpire and Others.
June 13—
Portraits
Vol. 43; P-1293.
30 — A t'orest Fantasy.Acid.
April Follv (Marion Davies). Vol. 43; P-1339; June
u^s^e
The^Ho
of Toys (Seena Owen). Vol. 44;
JUne 27 — Quizzing the Prophets.
C-R, P-2172.
Fisher). Vol. 44; P-S81 J"irK»nie
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PatheandNews
22). Nos. 40 and 41 (Shipped May 19
W. W. HODKINSON
Releases (or Week of May 23.
ROBERTSON-COLE
BENJAMIN
HAMPTON — INC.
GREAT
AUTHORS B. PICTURES,
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
43; P-297; C-R, P-1619.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
Riders of the Dawn (Six Parts — Hampton).
Vol.Gold
44; P-980;
C-R, Production).
P-1105.
Desert
(Hampton
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum —
Seven Parts). Vol. 42; P-1010.
Sex (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels). Vol. 43;
P-2013; Ex. 1331.
DIETRICH — BECK, INC.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
The Harvest
Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Six
Reels). Vol. 44; P-302; C-R, P-723.
DIAIi FILM COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
Kine Spruce (Mitchell Lewis — Seven Reels).
Vol. 43; P-2177; C-R, Vol. 44; P-723.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
Cynthla-of-the-Minute
(Leah
Baird — Six
Parts).
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
Live P-777.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43;
$30,000
P-1286.(J. Wlarren Kerrigan). Vol. 43
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan).
Vol. 43; P-2013; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 44; P-1234.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
43; P-773; C-R, 2002.
PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Releases for Week of April 25.
Rio Grande (Rosemary Theby-AUan Sears —
Seven
Reels). Vol.
P-600; C-R,
P-979.
No. 11 of Daredevil
Jack44;(Flames
of Wrath).
No. 4 of Trailed by Three (The Prison Ship).
Harry
Pollard Comedy
Pathe Review
No. 48. (One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 52.
Pathe News Nos. 34 and 35 (April 25, May 1).
Releases for Week of May 2.
Dollar for Dollar (Prank Keenan). Vol. 44;
P-727; C-R, P-357.
No. ace).
12 of Daredevil Jack (The Unseen MenNo. 5 of Trailed by Three (Buried Alive).
The Reels).
Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd — Two
Drink
(Harry
Pathe Hearty
Review No.
49. Pollard — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 53.
Pathe News Nos. 3G and 37 (May 5 — May 8).
Release for Week of May 0.
The Miracle of Money (Margaret Seddon and
Bess Gearheart Morrison).
Vol. 44; PP-1105. Jack (Baiting the Trap).
No. 860;
13 of C-R,
Daredevil
No. 6 of Trailed by Three (Wanted for
Burglary).
Trotting
Through Turkey (Harry Pollard —
One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 50.
Topics of the Day No. 54.
Pathe15).News Nos. iS and 39 (Shipped May 12,
Releases for Week of May 10.
No. 14 of Daredevil Jack (Terrible Vengeance).
No. Harem).
7 of Trailed by Three (In th« Pasha's
No. Shave
2 of Bringing
Up Father (Father's Close
— Two Reels).
Nearly
a
Maid
(Harry
Pathe Review No. 61. Pellard — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 66.

Simple Souls (Blanche Sweet — Six Reels).
P-989; C-R,
No. Vol.
15 of 44;
Daredevil
Jack P-1233.
(The Triple Chase).
No. Fire).
8 of Trailed by Three i,The Brand of
No. 1 of The Third Eye (Warner Oland and
Eileen Percy — Serial — The Poisoned DagAll
Dressed
Patheger).
ReviewUp No.(Harry
52. Pollard — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 66.
PatheandNews
29). Nos. 42 and 43 (Shipped May 26

P-455.
The Luck of Aeraldine Laird (Bessie Barrlscale). Vol. 46; P-1118; C-R, Vol. 44;
Seeing
It Through
P-1523;
Ex. 1799. (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 43;
Who'sP-597.
Your Servant? Vol. 43; P-1841; C-R,
The Flame of Hellgate (Beatrlz Michelena).
43; Dove
P-2007. (H. B. Warner). Vol. 44;
P-301.
The Vol.
White
Releases for Week of May 30.
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barrlscale).
44; P-139;
P-597.
Brand Vol.
of Lopez
(SessueC-R,
Hayakawa).
Vol.
Sherry
O'Malley — Seven Reels). Vol. 44; The 44;
C-R,(Pat
P-1499.
P-302;
C-R,
P-455.
The
Third
Woman
(Carlyle
Blackwell).
Vol.
No. venge).
9 of Trailed by Three (The Pasha's Re43; P-2174; C-R, Vol. 44; P-299.
No. Death).
2 of The Third Eye (The Pendulum of Bright Skies (ZaSu Pitts). Vol. 44; P-859.
The Devil's
P-984.Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
No. Vaughn).
3 of After Thirty (The Emotional Miss The 44;
Fortune Teller (Marjorle Rambeau). Vol.
P-1107; Mrs.
Ex. Sands
P-1598.(Bessie Barriscale).
Grab the
Ghost No.(Harry
The 44;
Notorious
Pathe
Review
53. Pollard — One Reel).
Vol. 44; P-1108.
Topics of the Day No. 57.
Wonder Man (Georges Carpentier — Six
PatheandNews
June Nus.
5). 44 and 45 (Shipped June 2 The Reels).
Vol. 44; P-1502.
Supreme Comedies,
Releases for Week of Jane 6.
Mollie's Mumps.
The 1504).
Little Cafe (Max Linder). Vol. 44; P- Her Novel Idea.
Artistic Temperament.
In Room 202.
No. ket).
10 of Trailed by Three (The Slave Mar- Come
Into the Kitchen.
No. Path).
3 of The Third Eye (In Destruction's Take Doctor's Advice.
Oh, You Kid!
You're Review
Pinched No.(Harry
MARTIN JOHNSON,
Pathe
54. Pollard — One Reel).
Lonely
South
Pacific Missions.
Topics of the Day No. 58.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
PatheandNews
12). Nos. 46 and 47 (Shipped June 9 The
City
of
Broken
Old Seas.
Men.
Marooned in the South
Releases for Week of June 13.
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
No. Trap).
11 of Trailed by Three (The Torture February — Sheep O'Leavenworth.
of Salooskiu.
No. 4 of The Third Eye (Daggers of Death). Sons
Ghosts of Romance.
Start the Show (LaPlant — One Reel).
High and
Dry No.
(Harold
Pathe
Review
55. Lloyd— ^Two Reels).
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
19). Nos. 48 and59. 49 (Shipped June 16
PatheandNews
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Releases for Week of June 20.
Fuse). (Herbert Rawlinson — Six Reels).
Passers-By
No. 12 of Trailed by Three (The Burning
No. Bag).
5 of The Third Eye (The Black Hand
All in Review
a Day (Rolin
Pathe
No. 56. Comedy — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 60.
26). Nos. 50 and 51 (Shipped June 23
PatheandNews
Releases for Week of June 27.
No. Death).
13 of Trailed by Three (The Door of
No. 6 of The Third Eye (The Death Spark).
No. 3 of Bringing Up Father (Jiggs and the
Social Lion — Two Reel Comedy).
Any
Port (Harry
PatheOldReview
No. 57. Pollard — One Reel).
Topics of the Day No. 61.
PatheandNews
July Nos.
3). 52 and 53 (Shipped June 30
Releases for Week of July 4.
The mond).
Man From Make Believe (William DesNo. Crime).
14 of Trailed By Three (The Hidden
No. 7 of The Third Eye (The Double Trap).
Don'tReel).
Rock the Boat (Harry Pollard — One
Pathe Review No. 58.
Topics of the Day No. 62.
PatheandI^ews
10). Nos. 54 and 55 (Shipped July 7

P-1191.
Fair and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 43;
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 43;
P-63; C-R, P-1619.
The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts).
P-4G5; C-R,
P-1619; Ex. 1223.
The Vol.
Right43; of
P-1116;
C-R,Way
2002. (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43;
The Walk-Offs (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
43; P-938.
Stronger
DeathP-631. (Nazlmova — Seven
Parts).Than
Vol. 43;
Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six
Parts). Vol. 43; P-468.
A Modern
P-773. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 43;
The Vol.
Very43;Idea
(Taylor
P-1527;
C-R, Holmes
2002. — Six Reels).
MarchP-301;
— Old C-R,
Lady P-723.
31 (Emma Dunn). Vol. 44;
March — Shore Acres (Alice Lake — Six Reels).
Vol, 44; P-135; C-R. P-723; Ex. 1329.
April — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell —
Six Reels). Vol. 44; P-456; C-R, P-867;
April — Dangerous to Men (Viola Dana). Vol.
44; P-598;
Ex.
1328. C-R, P-979.
April — The Hope (Special Cast).
April — The Heart of a Child (Nazlmova —
Seven Reels). Vol. 44; P-459; C-R, P-867.
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
Vol. 44; P-1108.
Ijothing but Lies (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
Vol. 44; P-1236.
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BIG V COMBDIES.
Releases for Week of Hay 31.
(Two Reels.)
Everything
but
the
Truth
(Lyons-Moran
—
Throbs
and
Thrills
(Montgomery
Fiveof Reels).
44; P-1106;
Fists and Fodder (Jimmy
Aubrey).and Rook).
No. tery).
17
Elmo theVol.Fearless
(The C-R.
Trap).P-1369.
Pals and Pups (Jimmy Aubrey).
No. 6 of The Moon Riders (The Caves of Mys- A Parcel Post Husband (Earl Montgomery).
He Laughs Last (Jimmy Aubrey).
His Friend's Tip (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
O. HENRY FE.\TURES.
Jan. 11 Only— Two
a Farmer's
MuddleReels).
(Harry Mann and Lllltaa
Reels). Daxjghter (Sennett An Artist's
Byron — Two
Jan. 18 — Mabel's
(Two Eagle
Reels.) (Joe Ryan).
Speed
Cop
(Mabel
Normand
Bought
and
Fought
For
(Mart
Huson
and
The
Passing
of Black
— Sennett — One Reel).
Lane
— Western
—68.Two Reels).
The
Ransom
of Mack
(All-Star).
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton). New Magda
Screen
Magazine
No.
Thimble,
Thimble
(All-Star).
Feb. 1 — His Baby Doll (One Reel).
International
Afternoon Miracle.
June 1 andNews
4). Nos. 31 and 32 (Shipped An
Feb. 8 — The Dancing Master (Alice Lake —
A Ruler of Men.
Two Reels).
Releases
for
Week
of
Jnne
7.
Feb. 15 — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish).
No. ;ter).
, of Elmo the Fearless (The Fatal LetFeb. IB — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
Feb. 22
No. Monster).
7 of The Moon Riders (The Menacing
FIRST NATL EXHIBITORS
No. Confession).
1 of The Vanishing Dagger (The Scarlet
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Reel).'N Everything (Monty Banks — One In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart). Vol. 4t;
A Hero
C-R, P-1619; L-7649 Ft.; Ex. 1041.
Moonshines and Jailbirds (Billy Engel and The P-145:
Thunderbolt (Katherlne MacDonald).
Ester Jackson — Two Reels).
L-4940;
43; P-468.
Releases for Week of AprU 26.
Two Reels).
from Texas (J. Farrel McDonald — Two Heart o' the Vol.
Hills (Mary PIckford). L.-6SS9;
P-601;
44;
Vol.
Aoki).
(Tsuri
Lips
Locked
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
69.
Vol.
43;
P-363.
C-R P-857
The Beauty Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
18 of The Lion Man (In the Nick of International
No. Time).
L-6018; Vol. 43; P-774.
June 8 andNews
11). Nos. 33 and 34 (Shipped
Two
Weeks (Constance Talmadge). L-6>98;
for Week of Jane 14.
Ko. 12 of Elmo the Fearless (Crashing A TokioReleases
Vol. 43; P-939.
Siren (Tsuru Aoki).
Through).
. _^ .
, „ ■i
End).
A
Daughter
of Two Worlds (Norma TalNo. —1 of
Riders (Art Accord Serial No. 8 of The Moon Riders (At the Rope's
madge). L-6078; Vol. 43; P-463.
OverThetheMoon
Precipice).
The
River's
End
(Marshall
Nellan).
L-(5S4;
No.
2
of
The
Vanishing
Dagger
(The
Night
Out Your Husband (Lyons-Moran — One
Pick Reel).
of Terror).
Vol. 43; P-1523;
Ex. 670;
C-R, VoL
44;
P-723,
1328;
Vol.
43;
P-1523;
Ex-670.
of
Stockings
(Harry
Keaton
—
Lion Paws and Lady Fingers (Century Lions ThreeOne Pairs
In Search of a Sinner (Constance Talmadge).
Reel).
— Two Reels).
P-134.
L-6468 Ft.; Vol, 43; P-2006; C-R, Vol 44;
The Gun Game (Bob Reeves and Josephine Lion's Jaws and Kitten's Paws (Harry Sweet
Hill — Western — Two Reels).
and Edna Gregory — Two Reels — Century). The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
1 ternational News Nos. 21 and 22 (Shipped Bought
and
Fought
For
(Magda
Lane
—
Western— Two Reels).
L-6696 Ft.; Vol. 43; P-2176; VoL 44; Bx.
New Screen Magazine No. 63.
New
Screen Magazine No. 70.
April 27 and 30).
Internationa
The
Family Honor (King W. Vldor). Vol.
949.
l
News
Nos.
35
and
36
(Shipped
June 15 and 18).
Releaaea for Week of Hay S.
P-859. Miss Lisle (Katharine MacReleAsen for Week of Jnne 2X.
The 44;
Notorious
Donald).
BuUet-Proof
(Harry
Carey).
Vol.
44;
P-728;
P-1633.
C-R P-857
Alias
Miss
Dodd
(Edith
Roberts).
Vol
44March 1 — The Fighting Shepherdess (Anita
ivo. the
13 ofLatch).
Elmo the Fearless (The Hand on
Stewart). VoL 44; P-141; C-R, P-979.
No. 9 of The Moonrlders (The Triple Menace). March
22 — The Idol Dancer (David Wark
No. rauders).
2 of The Moon Riders (The Masked MaNo. Clutches).
3 of The Vanishing Dagger (In Death's
Griffith). VoL 44; P-137; C-R, P-697; Bx.
828. 1328, 1477, 1480.
The
Last
Nip
(Lee
Kohlmar
—
One
Reel).
Why Lee! (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
March 29 — The Woman Gives (Norma TalA He Male
TigerOneHand
ley— ToVamp
Reels).(Zip Monty and Connie HenReel).(Major Allen's Animal Hunt —
madge). VoL 44; P-460; C-R, P-867.
April 4 — Polly of the Storm Country (Mil—Fightin'
Western).
A Restaurant Riot (Lyn Cole-Celeste ZimThe
Terror
(Hoot
Gibson
—
Two
Reels
dred Harris Chaplin). Vol. 44; P-1860.
llck — Two Reels).
International
NewsJuneNos.26).37 and 38 (Shipped April 11 — Don't Ever Marry (Marshall Nellan
WolfTwoTracks
June 22 and
Production). Vol. 44; P-726; C-R, P-979.
Reels).(Hoot Gibnon-Thelma Percey —
International News Nos. 23 and 24 (Shipped
April 18 — The Love Expert (Constance Talmadge— John Emerson-Anita Loos ProMay 4 and 7).
duction). Vol. 44; P-860; C-R. P-1106.
New Screen Magazine No. 64.
VITAGRAPH
April
25
—
Passion'sL-5968
Playground
Releases (or Week of Hay 10.
MacDonald).
Ft.; VoL (Katharine
44; P-981.
No. 14 of Elmo the Fearless (The Avalanche).
May 3 — The Yellow Typhoon (Anita Stewart).
Vol. 44; P-1106; C-R, P-1233.
No. 3 of The Moon Riders (The Red Rage of
Jealousy).
May 1431 —— Marshall
David Wark
Griffith
Production.
SPECIAL PRODCOnONS.
Nellan
Production.
Concrete Biscuits (Lyons-Moran — One Reel). The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven June
June
28
—
Constance
Talmadge
Production.
Ransom
(Hoot
Gibson
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
P-1086.
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1840; C-R, P-697; Ex. July 19 — Yes or No? (Norma Talmadge).
International News Nos. 25 and 26 (Shipped
Aug. 2— CTurtain (Katherlne MacDonald).
May 11 and 14).
Captain
Swift (Earle Williams). Vol. 44; P- Aug.
16 — Jack Knife Man (King Vldor).
New Screen Magazine No. 66.
728;
C-R,
P-979.
Aug.
30 — Porty-flve
Minutes
Dollars and the Woman (Alice Joyce— Six
Releases for Week of Hay 17.
way (Charles
Ray). from BroadReels). Vol. 44; P-1601.
The Girl In No. 29 (Frank Mayo).
Courage —ofSeven
Marge Reels).
O'Doone Vol.
(James
Oliver
No. Fuse).
15 of Elmo the Fearless (The Burning The Curwood
44; P-1289.
STAR PRODUCTIONS.
No. 4 of The Moon Riders (Vultures of the
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
Human Collateral (Corlnne Griffith). Vol.
Hills).
P-775.
TooReel).Many
Burglars
(Lyons-Moran — One The 43;
Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). VoL
He Loved Like He Lied (William Irving and Deadline
43; P-1285.
Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson — Serial).
at Eleven (Corlnne Griffith). Vol. The
Consuela
Henley
—
Two
Reels).
Chains of Evidence (All-Star).
43; P-2009.
New Screen Magazine No. 66.
High
Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward
More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
International News Nos. 27 and 28 (Shipped The
Earle).
43; P-467.
P-726.of theVol.North
The P-984.
Garter Girl (Corlnne Griffith). Vol. 44; Carmen
May 18 and 21).
(Anna Boss). VoL 44;
Releases for Week of Hay 24.
The P-1362.
Sea Rider (Harry T. Morey). Vol. 44; The P-299.
Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph
The Path She Chose (Anne Cornwell). Vol.
Kellard). Vol. 43; P-1342; C-R, VoL 44;
Rebellion (Anita Stewart).
P-1369. (The House of Clover's
No. 44;
16 ofP-1237;
Elmo CtheR, Fearless
May— A Master Stroke (Earle Williams).
The
Evil Eye (Benny Leonard — 16 Episode
Intrigue).
June —— The
Bab'sGauntlet
Candidate(Harry
(Corlnne
Griffith).
Serial). VoL 43; P-2174.
T. Morey).
No. 6 of The Moon Riders (The Death Trap). July
A
Dangerous
Affair.
Silent Avenger
(William Duncan — 16- Wit Wins.
Caught in the End (Lyons-Moran — One Reel). The Episode
Serial).
Wits
vs.
Wits
(Marguerite Marsh). VoL 44:
The Two
Tale Reels).
of a Dog (Brownie-Century Dog —
P-1504.
LARRY SEHON COHEDIES.
SPECIALS.
Bought and Fought For (Mart Huson and
The Invisible
Hand
(Antonio
Moreno
—
16
Episode Serial).
When a Woman Strikes.
— Western
New Magda
Screen Lane
Magazine
No. —67.Two Reels).
Life's
Greatest
Problem.
The
Fly
Cop
(Two
Reels).
Vol.
44;
C-461.
School Days.
Int May
-national
The Littlest
Other Man's
Wife.Special).
(Junior
26 andNews
28). Nos. 29 and 10 (Shipped Solid Concrete.
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a Diet,
Apr, 25 — Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett). Andy
Andy's onWash
Day.
Vol,
44; P-862;
Ex,P-1239,
537; P-1084-1087, 1597. Andy's Night Out,
Reels),
Vol,
44;
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
May 23 — Romance
(Doris
Keane — Seven $1,000,000
Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial).
Reels),
44; P-1239,
EtlUITYVol,PICTURES.
FaceVol,
to 43;
FaceP-1623,
(Marguerite Marsh),
The
Forbidden
Woman
(Clara
Kimball
P-1841.
FILM CORPORATION.
SELZNICK PICTURES.
Young), Vol, 43; P-1291; Ex. 1800; C-R, The NATIONAL
Confession
(Henry Walthall), Vol. 43;
Distributed by Select Exchangej.
Vol.
44;SoulP-299,of Rafael (Clara Kimball
The Man Who Lost Himself (William FaverFor
the
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
sham). Vol. 44: P-1500.
Young),
Vol. 44;
P-983,COMPANY.
April 6 — This Way Out,
The Flapper
(Olive Thomas). Vol. 44; B-1239;
CAPITAL,
FILM
April
13
— Four of a Kind,
C-R, P-1439.
(Two Reels Each,)
Escaped Convict.
May 17 — Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein).
Colossus GREIVER
of Roads, EDUCATIONALS.
May 24 — The Valley of Doubt (Special).
The Square Gambler,
The
Spirit
of the Birch.
June 14 — Thelier).
Servant Question (William Col- Democracy,
DEMOCRACY
PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.
Suds,
Precisely
as
Polly.
June 7 — The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
June
(EugeneMoore).
O'Brien).
(Comedyart — Two Reels Each,)
Love
Without
(Olive Tell — Six
July 21a—— The
ftop Figurehead
That Man (Owen
P-1505. Vol, Question
Uneasy Feet, Vol, 43; P-2176,
Reels),
44; P-141; C-R, P-597.
July 12 — Thestein).
Point of View (Elaine HammerA Woman's Business (Olive Tell). Vol. 44;
July 19 — Jennie (Olive Thomas).
PIONEER
FILM CORPORATION.
Aug. 2 — Mnrooned
Hearts (Zena Keefe and
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro).
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Conway Tearle.
NATIONAL. PICTURES.
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens
and Montagu Love — Six Parts).
Distributed bv Select Exchanges.
The Hidden Code (Grace Davidson).
MarchP-979.
— Just a Wife. Vol. 44; P-458; C-R,
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).
Chester Comedies.
Vol. 44; P-599.
March— Blind Youth. Vol. 44; P-600.
(Two Reels,)
Tearle).
April — The REPUBLIC
Invisible Divorce.
Four Times Foiled.
Nobody's
Child
(Jose Collins — Godfrey
PICTURES.
An
Overall
Hero.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Christie Comedies.
The Married Virgin (Six Reels).
Kinograms (News Reel).
Reels.)
Frivolous Wives (Vera Sisson). Vol. 44- PGirl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- Kiss Me Caroline(Two
(Bobby
Vernon).
1240. GAUMONT COMPANY.
duction). Vol. 43; P-2173.
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher).
Trilby
(Clara
Kimball
Young
—
Tourneur
ReTorohy
Comedies.
In
the
Clutches of Hindoo (Serial).
issue).
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin). Vol.
An Adventuress (Julien Eltinge). Vol. 44
A Knight for a Night (Johnny Hines).
44;
P-142.
P-985.
Torchy Comes Through.
REELCRAFT BillyPICTURES
CORPORATION.
The P-726.
Woman God Sent (Special). Vol. 44
West Comedies.
..
Mermaid Comedies.
A
Fresh
Start
(Marvel
Rea).
(Two
Reels.)
Strike Breaker.
AprilC-R,
— TheP-1499.
Gift Supreme.
Vol. 44; P-727
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton).
Happy Days.
The One Way Trail (Edythe Sterling). Vol.
Texas Guinan Comedies.
44; P-1236.
Specials.
The Why of a Volcano,
The Great Shadow. Vol. 44; P-1237.
The White Squaw.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.
The
Night Rider.(Two Reels.)
„,
44; with
P-1362.Carranza,
A Day
Vol. The Wild Cat.
Modern
Centaurs,
Alice Ho-nrell Comedleak
REALART PICTURES
Robert
Her
Luckv
The Chilkat
Cubs, C. Bruce Scenlca.
„BargainDay.
Her
Day.(Two Reels.)
The Wanderlust.
Billy Praney Comedies.
The Log of the La Viajera.
The Song of the Paddle.
Special Features.
The
Paper Hanger.
Cliester Outing Scenics.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 43;
„Water
The
Plug. (One Reel.)
(One
Reel.)
P-774; Ex. P-1086.
Mllbum Morantl Comedies.
and Eve in the Andes.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). Adam
Wanted
—
An
E\evator.
42; P-454.
Simp and Satan. (Two Reels.)
Kava, True,
The Vol.
Mystery
of the Yellow Room (Chautard Pigs
Dreamsand Come
Wild, Wild West.
— Six Parts). Ex. 339.
Napoleon (One
& Sally
The Deep Purple (R. A. Walsh Production —
Reel.)Comedies.
Screenlcs.
Six
Reels).
Vol.
44;
P-983;
C-R,
P-1233;
Dreamy
Chinatown.
(SplitSky,Reel,)
Ex. P-1595.
Perils of the Beach.
Troubadours
of the
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller Pro- Infant
Icebergs.
Gale Henry Comedies.
duction— Six
Reels).
Forbidden
Fanes,
Help!
Heirlooms.
Star Prodnctlons.
Barks
and
Skippers,
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Blnney). Vol.
„The, ,
(Two Reels.)
42' P-354.
Movies.
The Fear Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 43;
Burrud (Sunset) Scenlcs.
P-465; C-R, Vol, 44; P-134.
(One Was
Reel.)God
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
The Mountain That
Judy Vol,
of Rogue's
Harbor
43; P-1120;
C-R, (Mary
2172. Miles Mlnter).
The
Wind
Goddess.
RAIIIN
PICTURES,
INC.
The Stolen Kiss (Constance Binney). Vol,
729 Seventh Avenue.
43; P-2011; C-R, Vol. 44; P-134.
Sinners (Alice Brady), Vol. -ft: P-2175.
Johnny
Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
ARROW
FILM CORPORATION.
Nurse Marjorle (Mary Miles Mlnter), Vol. 44;
Brind 8 Educatlonals
(One Every Week).
P-135; C-R, P-723,
Tex,
Elucidator
of
Mysteries,
Vol,
43;
P-1292.
U.
S.
PHOTOPLAY
Washington,CORPORATION.
D. C.
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter), Vol, 44; Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
Two-Part
North Woods Dramas).
P-984; C-R, P-1233; Ex. 1478.
Determination
(All-Star
—
Ten
Parts).
P-1526,
Miss1630;
HobbsEx, (Wanda
Hawley). Vol. 44; P- Wolves of the Street (Six Reels), Vol, 43;
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
1599,
Reissue
of
Seven
Olive
Thomas
Triangle ProThe Chamber Mystery,
ductions.
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White), Vol, Special
Chaplin
Reissue.
RADIOSOUL
FILMS, INC.
44; Witness,
P-1632.
Unseen
MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES
There Was SUPER-FILM
(Victor Seastrom).
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White). Vol. A Man ROMAYNE
CO.
Culver City, Cal.
44;
P-1503, Case (Glenn White). Vol. 44;
The P-1502,
Bromley
Jan.
15
—
Shot
in
the
Kitchen.
AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Feb. WISTARIA
1 — Underground
Romeo.
Women
Men Forget (Mollie King). Vol. 43; Woman'.s Man (Romaine Fielding),
PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
P-2000.
Love's
Protege
(Ora
Carew).
Neglected
Wives
(Anne
Luther). Vol 44The P-140.
Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln). Vol. 44; Hank Mann Comedies (Every Other Week),
Blazed Trail Productions (Every Other Week),
MURRAY
W. GARSSON.
UNITED ARTISTS.
Lone Star Westerns (Every Other Week).
ture), of Fair Women (Two-Reel Fea- •
P-601.
A Dream
Lightning
Bryce
(Serial).
Oct. 20 — Broken
Blossoms
(D,
W,
Griffith
—
Six Reels).
WARJVER BROTHERS.
The Fatal
Lurking
(Serial).
The
SignI'eril
(Serial),
Deo. 29 — When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen).
Vol. 4JCelebrated Players Film Corp.
Fairbanks
—
Six
Reels),
Vol.
43;
P-298;
C-R, P-1B19.
("The Gumps" Comedies.)
WILK AND WILK.
•
AshesP-775.
of Desire.
Jan. 18 — PoUyanna (Mary Plckford — Six Andy Spends a Quiet Day at Home.
Andy Plays Golf,
Reels). Vol. 43; P-636; Ex. 887.
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100 Per Cent. Up to Date.
As to the lens charts, Brother Kitzman,
Duluth local union 509 is to be congratulated as 100 per cent, up to date in the matter of lens charts. So far as we know she
is the only one, though the charts are very
well distributed and that remark is not intended as a reflection on any one.

June 26, 1920

CTION

■^1/ F. H.RICHARDS
As to Titles
CHESTER KITZMAN, of Duluth, Minn.,
orders four more lens charts and
says :
I think that every member of Local No.
509 now has a lens chart, so this will be
my last order. And now, Brother Richardson, as to the shutters with perforated blades
now being used, and high amperage. Do
you think that combination is practical? By
"high
amperage"
from,while
say, this
70 totype
90.
My own
opinionI mean
is that,
of shutter is all right on ordinary amperage.
It dulls the focus and sets up slight travel
ghost on high, the latter being up and down
and only discernible on close inspection. It
shows most plainly when a sub-title of only
one line is on. You will. If you watch closely,
see
faint streak both up and down from
each a letter.
This has been watched and tried out in
four or five houses and I have never yet
seen an absolutely sharp picture with high
amperage and a shutter of the kind named.
A Sngrg-efltion to Prodncers.
Another thing; 1 have lately seen many
films six months or so old which had no
titles, or practically none. This works an
outrage on the small town exhibitor and
upon small town audiences. It is no Joke
for an audience which has paid its good
money to see a complete show to watch a
photoplay start oft thus:
Directed by Adolphus Asyouwere.
Scenario by William Glllworthy Wrlteum.
Photographed by Hustleemup Getawiggle
Overspeedum.
Followed by maybe two hundred feet of
pureartists
footage
shape some
of "introductions"
of
and innearthe artists,
of whom the
audience will most likely get entirely too
well acquainted with before the show is
done, followed by the picture, without a
word of title to tell them what it is all
about.
CanB« and Remedy.
The cause of title wastage is, according
to my observation, as follows: In many
theatres, especially large houses, they don't
and won't
run writer
all theand
Junkcameraman.
about the director, scenario
They
amputate it and join the main title to the
body of the play. But this and the placing
of the aforesaid Junk back where it was
before sending the film to the exchange
means wastage of title. Now if producers
would put the director, writer and cameraman stuff ahead of the title, with the latter
Joined directly to the main story, those who
don't
to runanythattrouble
stuff could
use it as a
leader,want
without
or mutilation
the film, and thus titles, which are of realof
Importance, would be protected and saved.
Any wastage which might occur would be of
the before named Junk, which no one wants
anyhow.
That we projectionists have the right to
enter protest In this matter Is due to the
fact
that in nine cases out
ten when a
title is missing, the audience,of which
knows
not the whys and wherefores of such matters, promptly lays not some, but ALL, of the
blame on the projectionist, even to the extent
of, in some instances, hissing him.
when
the latter occurs and the manager Andbecomes
aware of It he very often, not knowing the
real cause, attributes it to some balk the
projectionist
happen
to see. has made which he did not
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I
Notice to All.
I f^RESSURE on our columns Is such
I 1 that published replies to questions
m
cannot be guaranteed under two or
I three weeks. If quick action is desired,
I remit four cents, stamps, and we will
I send carbon copy of department reply
g as soon as written.
i For special replies, by mall, on matg ters which, for any reason, cannot be
j replied to through the department,
i remit one dollar.
I
QUESTION BOOKLETS.
g We have two paper covered booklets
1 containing 150 questions designed as a
i guide to study. Threy indicate what
i the projectionist should know.
g Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five
g cents; both, forty cents. United States
i stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian
1 stamps.
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
1 Are Yon Working by "Gnww," or Do
=
Yon Employ Up-to-Date
I
Method* T
I You demand that your employer keep
g his equipment in good order and up to
g date. He owes it to both himself and
= to you to do so, but you owe it to him
= to keep abreast with the times Inknowlg edge and In your methods.
1 The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
g inches, on heavy paper for framing)
g are in successful use by hundreds of
g progressive projectionists.
Don't fifty
"guess."
your work RIGHT.
gg Price,
cents,Dostamps.
g Address Moving Picture World, either
= 616 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
g Garrick Building, Chicago
111., or
i Wright & Callender Building, Los
I Angeles, Cal.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii^
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to make close observations and report to
this department.
Comment* Most Excellent.
Your comments on the title matter are
most excellent. We firmly believe, as we
have repeatedly said, that the audience
would be very much more interested in
knowing the name of the projectionist,
who is right there with them. But be that
as it may, the suggestion made as to the
placing of the aforesaid names AHEAD of
the title is just plain common sense.
As to the Projectionist.
With regard to the right of the projectionist to kick at such things we heartily
agree with Brother Kitzman. But it is a
sad fact that, aside from this department,
no one seems to care one tinker's damn
how much blame and abuse the projectionist gets for what is the fault of others. The
producer likes to see his stuff displayed
before the audience artistically, but is he
willing to assist the projectionist by giving
his legitimate kicks prompt and proper attention. He is NOT, though in the end he
is himself the one greatest sufferer by reason of the fact that his productions cannot
be placed on the screen as they should be.
don't imagine
this is Ita "roast"
on
theNowproducer.
It is NOT.
is a plain
statement of FACT, set forth for the real
good of all concerned. When the time
comes that the producer gives half the
concentrated attention to the possibility
for artistic reproduction (projection) of his
productions upon the screen that he pays
to the artistic production of the original,
the abuses which projectionists justly complain of will automatically cease.

Auerbach Replies
The following letter is self-explanatory:
Dear Mr. Richardson: With regard to the
In the current number of the "World"
As to the perforated blade projection re- article
entitled
"Something
to Study,"
beg totherein
offer
comment.
The I Idea
volving shutter, why we have ourself failed the following
contained is nothing new. The diagram acto observe anything of the kind you name,
companying the article is merely a diagramnor have we had complaint of anything of
matic or occular demonstration of a certain
the sort. We publish your comments, howfact,the distance
long agofrom
recognized,
"Inever, for the reason that sharpness of def- accepted creasing
center ofthat
shutter
inition is an extremely important matter, shaft to center
of light beam allows us to
and if there really is any such eiTect we all decrease the number of degrees of circumference which must be added to a certain
want to know it. Will those using these
basic number of degrees, dependent upon
shutters on high amperage be good enough
the speed of the Intermittent, In order to
the light beam completely covered by
iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiitiiitiriiitiiiriiitiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiHMiliriiiiliiiliiiliMiiiiriiiiiiiiitriiiMiiiiMiiiiitittimiiiiiiiiiiittiiiii. keep
the master blade during the period in which
intermittent
Is moving."
May I respectfully
call your attention to
my
letter
which
you were kind enough to
NOTICE
Iprint in the department of February 28, 1920.
The whole thing Is there set forth. No unfavorable comment has as yet been made Id
Having been notified by the Post i me.
the department, so I take the liberty of presuming that you and your readers agree with
Oflice Department that postpon- I
ing closing the
j
Further Proof.
Half Thousand Dollar Contest
The further proof of this general proposito a date later than originally |
tion may be found in the formula deduced
John
Stringer's
the shutter
announced is against Post Office f from
blade
problem
which solution
you willof find
In ray
regulations,
1 letter in the issue of March 13, 1920, on page
1S06.
The
formula
was
as
follows:
Our notice of the extension to | H diameter of light beam
July 1 is therefore canceled and |
= sine of angle B A C
from center of
The Contest Is Declared Closed | Distance
shutter shaft to center
light beam
with the replies received l of
where angle BAG was equal to one-half of
Not Later Than June 1
1 angle of circumference necessary to cover
over light beam (In addition to Intermittent
iMiiMiitiimiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiidiiiiiiiiiiiiminnntiinnR angle). It Is clear that any INCREASE in
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box-office

easily destroy

value

of good

the effectiveness

film.

Because the use of the right compensarc on any circuit insures
the proper current for the projection lamps, theatres so equipped
can give their patrons pictures that are uniformly strong, steady
and devoid of flicker or sudden fading of light.
Operating Advantages
of Compensarcs
/. Steady strong arc.
2. Easily operates two arcs at the same
time for change-over.
Quiet arc strike and quicic settle-down.
Self-regulating arc voltage.
Current stays at set value.
Current easily raised and lowered.
Cannot be damaged by short circuit.
Finding made easy.
Not
affected by changes in current conditions.
10. Quiet in operation.

General Office
Schenectady; N.Y

Because, with the GE outfit, it is so easy for the operator to
handle the change-over between reels, there is, even at this time,
no flickering or diminution of light on the screen. The outfit
is so arranged that the arc on the second machine can be started
and adjusted just before the first machine comes to the end of
the reel. Then, by throwing a single switch at the actual time
of change-over the shift is effected without the slightest break
in the projection.
Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate, efficient,
economical and reliable. GE offices or distributors
everywiiere for prompt deliveries and service

Sales Offices in
all large cities
35C-47
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BUY DIRECT FROM WHOLESALER

LIGHT BULBS
ELECTRIC
INCANDESCENT
TUNGSTEN LAMPS
NITROGEN LAMPS
$ 26%
10 Watt Lamp. Each
75 Watt Lamp.
J6V4
15 Watt Lamp. Each
..$ .53
J62%
100 Watt Lamp.
Each
25
Watt
Lamp.
Lamp.
150 Watt
12i
40 Watt Lamp. Each
1.65
200 Watt Lamp.
60 Watt Lamp. Each
Jl
100 Watt Lamp. Each
66
300 Watt Lamp.
. . 2.44
2, 4, 8, 16 Candle Power Carbon Bulbs, 15c Each
Red, Blue, Green Frosted, 3c Extra
Every Lamp Standard Grade "A" Licensed Lamps
REPUBLIC ELECTRIC LAMP CO., 1125 i3th Ave., Moline, III.
distance from center of shutter shaft to center of light beam will DECREASE the sine
of angle BAG, which means that the total
angle will be less.
To go back to the article in the current
number of the "World," you say in your
comment, "of course all this is, however,
somewhat far fetched, inasmuch as the ray
diameter would not in practice remain the
named." I
various
same
think at
heretheyou
have distances
forgotten just what
the distances
represent.
They
do
NOTof represent the distances from the center
the
lens toward the screen as your comment infers. They represent the distances from
center of shutter shaft to center of light
beam, all in the same plane with regard to
distance of beam from lens.
Friend Auerbach is quite correct. It was
stupid of me, but I did commit the error
of mistaking the meaning of the distances,
due probably to the form of the diagram.
Yes, I think we all agree with the matter ■
contained in the February 28 article, but
for some reason the diagram in question
to be what Auerhad me puzzled. It seemed
bach says it is, yet when I looked at it
from another angle, I was not certain but
that I was mistaken.
Power's Intermittent Lubrication
Hal C. Faulkner, Streator, Illinois, says:
We have and
justI installed
Power's
projectors,
of course two
wish new
to take
the
best possible care of them. Have projected
pictures for several years in a locality where
vaseline was considered the best lubricant
for intermittent movements.
Here, however, the popular Idea seems to
be to use an oil in the oil well of the same
gradetor. I that
used for
the rest
projec-an
do notis know
whether
thisofisthemerely
idea prevalent in this community, or is a new
one discovered while I was In the service.
Would thank you for correct dope on this
^ubject.
For quite a long time one projector
manufacturer, the Enterprise Optical and
Mfg. Company, recommended the use of
high grade vaseline in the intermittent oil
well of its projector, the Motiograph. Aside
from this we do not know of any projector
manufacturer who has, for many years,
recommended vaseline.
This department has always discouraged
its use. If you have a handbook (if you
have none then, by all means get one, and
at once) turn to page 457, and beginning at
the
headed
"Oil,"
all of
page paragraph
458 and half
of page
459, read
whereupon
you will have acquired pretty thoroughly
up-to-date knowledge of projector lubrication. On page 459 occurs the answer to
your particular question, as follows :
If the intermittent movement of your machine runs in an oil well, a good grade of
B.

F.

PUTS

lubricant should be used therein. Some manufacturers recommend high grade vaseline for
this purpose, which should be melted and
poured in.
Personally
the writerlubricant.
does not regard
vaseline as a satisfactory
He believes
that a good medium-bodied oil, such as a
fairly heavy dynamo oil, is much better.
But whatever
you intermittent
use in the oil
well, remember that the
is subjected
to exceedingly
heavy
service,
therefore,
unless the lubricant be of high grade, you may
expect the cam pins to wear very rapidly.
To this we would add that under no circumstances should graphite, or anything
else other than clear oil, be used in an intermit ent oil well. The use of graphite in
;;;illllllllllllllll!llilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiNimMiiiiiiiiimifliiiiiiiiiniiniii^
I
Projection Experience
i
MOTION PICTURE

|
|

I
HANDBOOK
0
For Managers and Operators
1
By F. H. RICHARDSON
M
The recognized standard baalv on tlie work of prop joction. Coniplete descriMions and instructions on
^ all leading machines and projection equipment.
There isn't a projection room in the universe In
^ nhich this carefully compiled book will not .save Its
^ purchase price each month.
1
Buy It Today $4 the Copy, postpaid
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|
^
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M
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^
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1

I
MOVING PICTURE WORLD |
g 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
1
g
Schiller Cullding, Chicago, III.
g
g
Wright & Cailcnder BIdg. Los Angtles. Cal. S
y
To save time, order from nearest otTire. §
flllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIII II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIJ?
oil wells base been a prolific source of trouble. It has been known to spring the pins,
break
them off and even bind up the whole
movement.
Never,
neveroiluse
"Three-in-One"
ing machine
in the
intermittent, oron sewany
part of the projector, for that matter. Most
— in fact, we believe that all projector
manufacturers sell lubricants which they
recommend for their projectors. We advise that projectionists either purchase
these oils, or else secure from the local
light
ators. plant the oil they use on their generThe latter is, in the very nature of things,
bound to be a good lubricant; also it is
adapted to the climate, which is a distinct
advantage as against an oil sold to be used
under all climatic conditions. You need a
heavier bodied oil in hot climate than in
cold.
MORE

LIGHT

ON
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From San Quentin Prison
From one of the involuntary boarders in
San Quentin (California) State Prison
comes a letter which reads, in part, as follows :
Dear Sir and Friend — I take the liberty of
thus addressing you because you are the true
friend of all projectionists, even though some
few still fail to recognize that fact. I am
an inmate of the California State Prison,
serving a life sentence. In this state after
a man has served seven years of such a
sentence he is eligible to parole, though he
may have to wait ten years before he actually gets it.
I am a subscriber to The World, which
is, in my opinion, a leader and not an imitator, and get a great deal of valuable Information from every department therein
contained. Very often It is amusing to read
things in the projection department. After
seven years' experience as operator and,
later, projectionist, I know there is still
much more to learn than we now know about
the profession. For that reason, and the
further reason that I want to keep as nearly
as possible up to date, I Inclose forty cents
for the question booklets; also four cents
for carbon of your reply. It is very hard
to keep up with the times, although I have
plenty of opportunity for study and have
practical experience. The question Is what
to study and from what.
Prison Has Entertainment.
Every Sunday and holiday we have moving
pictures, and for the past year It has been
my pleasure and my privilege to exhibit these
to the other inmates. As I was In the business before coming here, this not only enables me to put on a good picture but also
to keep my hand in.
Possibly a brief description of our equipment might be of Interest to yourself and the
department readers. At present we have
for our own use one No. 2 1910 model Motiograph and one Powers Six, 1910 model. We
have no D C, so use a Fort Wayne Compensarc for the Motiograph and an Inductor
for the Powers. Our throw Is 110 feet and
the picture 14 feet 2 Inches. Use sixty amperes and get a very good picture.
For
women's
we have
De Vry,thewhich
is at department
times also used
In thea
educational department. In which latter there
is a Baloptlcon as well.
There Is one other projector In another
hall. It Is a 1918 model Motlogrraph, with
Mazda equipment. The throw there is sixty
feet.
Besides all these projectors, and four
shows given every Sunday and holidays, I
am employed in the furniture factory, doing
bench work. If you would care for It, I will
write In greater detail as to kind of shows
we have, Interest taken by the inmates, etc.
Grabbed the Hoe.
The good friend (I say friend because
the fact that a man has done wrong does
not necessarily mean that he is basically
evil, or even particularly bad, and I believe in giving the sinner a chance. Whisper: I've been quite a sinner myself several time, isonly
I didn't
with
the goods)
hoeing
a hardgetrowcaught
of stumps,
but from his letter we gather that he has
grabbed the hoe, spit on his hands, girded
up his loins and went after the aforesaid
"row" like a man, instead of whining like
a kid because he got what probably was
coming to him. I sincerely hope he will
get his parole on time, come forth among
us again and behave himself. So much for
that.
As to what to study if you have not already a handbook I shall be very glad to
send you one, free of charge. The question

BROADWAY

B. F. PORTER installs LARGE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Spot Light, Robin's Cinema Time
and Speed Indicators, International Special Screen and Special Booth at CRITERION THEATRE,
44th ST. and BROADWAY, The MARVELOUS PROJECTION of <<WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE" is
PERFECT from all VISUAL ANGLES.
B. F. PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE, at 49th STREET, NEW YORK
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MLTERNATING
IjMi^l Gurrent
Columbia

Special

requires

White

brilliant
extra

light

CARBON COMPANY
IncorpoTatpd
San Francisco, Calif.
Clfiveiand. Ohio
Cara-Z/aii Nat.ona! Caibon Co. Limited Toronto. Canada

/

steady,

without

equipment

Write for information
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Carbons— noth-
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EXCHANGE, Inc.
136 W. 52nd St., New York City
Offers Brand New Prints of
Six Chaplins at $75.00 per Reel.
Approximate 100 feet.
Between Shower*
One Heel
Cruel, Cruel Lore
One Reel
FaUl Mallet
One Reel
The
One
Face MaBqueraders
on Barroom Floor
One Reel
Reel
Laaehing Gas
One Reel
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
FLICXBRLBS8
~8APETTPROJECTOR
STANDAHO"
MOTION FICTUBK
Dept. M.W.
The Patbeseope C«. of AmericA, Inc.
Aeolian BmO
New T«rk

Iran^^rteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street Cleveland, Ohio
We do not CUT prices
but quote SENSIBLE
prices for
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
Cameramen Furnished — All Work Guaranteed
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1620-21 Mailers Bldg., Chicago
ROMAYNE COMEDIES
Among the Be«t Twe-Reelers on the Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufarturers
of Electrto
MaotaJius for Moving
PictureTlokst
TheatreaIssuing
and
BeflUuraots.
Sold
direct
or
Uiroocb
your
dealer,
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET ISIIRBGIflTEH
COMFANT
St. Lault.Nertli
Ma..Broadway
U. S. A.

booklets have already gone forward, and
I am returning your forty cents. Will be
glad to look over anything you may care
to favor us with in the way of description
of your shows, etc., but cannot promise
publication without seeing it first.
Defeat Instead of Victory
On page 803 of May 8 issue Sydney Cohen
reports the defeat of the Flynn bill, introduced in the New York Legislature for the
purpose of at least making a start toward
efficiency and competency in projection
rooms.
He reports the defeat as a victory for
the exhibitors, and says that the proposed
law would compel every exhibitor in the
territory covered to employ an assistant
for his projectionist.
Might L 'umbly suggest to Mr. Cohen
that he at least read the bills he presumes
to oppose before he opposes them. The
editor of this department went over the
bill in question very carefully before it
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was presented to the Legislature, also after
it was printed. There is nothing therein
which could, by even the wildest stretch
of imagination, be construed as obliging
the exhibitor to employ an assistant for
his projectionist.
Was a Defeat.
I make unqualified assertion that the
defeat of the bill was a DEFEAT and NOT
a victory for the exhibitor. And now let
Lecture Recommended
We are in receipt of the following
letter from the American Projection
Society, an organization of what is
commonly
termed
men,"in
meaning the
best "Broadway
projectionists
New York City. The letter speaks
for F.
itself
Mr.
H. :Richardson,
516 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir — The members of the American Projection Society have instructed
me to express to you their thanks and
appreciation for the very Interesting
and valuai le lecture you gave us recently on "The points
Opticstheof way
Projection."
The lecture
to proper
procedure In selection and adjustment
of the various elements of the projector optical system t secure a maximum result in efficiency and in screen
results. It points out all too common
errors committed, the evils of heavy
pitch In projection and the errors In
auditorium lighting which work such
great injury In many theatres.
There can, therefore, be no question
as to the large value of the lecture,
which we heartily commend to projectionists
everywhere. yours,
Fraternally
J. HOPKINS, Secretary.
me tell Mr. Cohen another little secret
which he probably does not know. The
bill in question, together with all other
license bills, was and is opposed by the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and Moving Picture Machine
Operators.
don't believe it? Huh,
call
up unionYouheadquarters,
Bryant 8676,
and be convinced.
The intent of the bill was, as before
stated, merely to foster competency, and
Mr. Cohen may be assured that the attempt will NOT be abandoned, even though
opposed
by the
International
Union.Exhibitors' League and
It is not understandable to me that a
man in Mr. Cohen's position
oppose
competency — for that is whatwould
it amounts
to. It would seem that the proposition
that competency in so important a place
as the theatre projection room is a most
excellent investment, even though it inprice, an'd
is sobe very
simple volved
thatan advanced
its questioning
would
impossible.
Does Mr. Cohen honestly believe that
cheap, blundering incompetency is preferable to well paid competency? If he
owned a theatre would he hunt around for
the very cheapest man he could find for
manager, regardless of his ability?
We would not say that high class competency in the projection room is as important as high class competency in the
manager's office where a high class theatre
is concerned, but we do say it is of equal
or even greater importance in the small
theatre,
and is of great importance even
in
the best.
In opposing the bill in question Mr.
Cohen made a very serious mistake and
one which will be alike costly to exhibitors
and projectionists, because it operates to
put off just that much longer the day when
aeffective.
really effective license law can be made
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Lyric Supply Supplied Them
Lyric Film & Supply Company, Terre
Haute, Ind., has outfitted the New Grand,
Bicknell, from lobby to screen.
The house seats seven hundred and the
equipment
Six B Gold
Film
Screen included
and G. E.a Power's
motor generator.
Use
Reco

Color

Hoods

INSTEAD
DIPPED

OF

LAMPS

Infinitely better,
more lasting and
cheaper in the
long run.
Made of natural colored
blown glass.
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
Fitt Lams, pa10, 2S
and 40 W.

Reynolds
Electric
426 S. Talman Ave.,
Chicago, Co.
111.
MODERN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
By Edward B. Kinsila
Will solve your problems and help
you make money. $3.00 to
CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Fifth Avenae New York Cltj
15,012 Motion Picture Theatres
Inor list
the serrlce
TTottad snd
Statessarr— no8A more.
our addrfaim
to Bnyen.
B»% Usela SopUy
posum.
Also
llsu
of
Slate
Blghu
Dolen
and Producers.
Motion Picture Directory Co.
244 West 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 8138

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Offldai Organ of tlis Italian Clarmatognpb Vmitm
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Sutwortptlon: 20 francs psr annum.
Editorial and Business Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has theBritain
quality
of theAlltrade
Great
and circulation
the Dominions.
OffictalIn
Notices and News from the A8SOOATION
to itsjournal.
members are published cxcluairely in
this
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID. WEEKLY, »7J5.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON BEQCEST.
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
A8M0IA.
ttOH
OF 6REAT BRITAINEXHIBITOR«'
t IRELANB,
LTD.
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ATTRACTIVE
LOBBIES
INCREASE PATRONAGE

||||||i||l!fl!pti!l!l!i!l!!l'i

zza
Brass Frames and Railings
Ticket Booths and Choppers, Grilles, Signs,
Door Plates and Lighting Fixtures.
NEWMAN'Sresults
"Builtat the
for box
Permanence"
have ofalways
shown
splendid
office from Fixtures
the moment
installation.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG
THE

NEWMAN MFG. CO.
ESTABLISHED 1882
717-19 SYCAMORE STREET, CINCINNATI, O.
68 W. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Canadian Distributors
— Perkins
Co., San
Toronto.
Montreal
I'acific: Coast
— G. A.Electrio
Metcalfe,
Francisco,
CaL and Winnipeg
isiisapsispxiiii]
It Makes

THIS IS THE SCREEN

-^MIRROROID

No

Difference

THESE ARE THE RESULTS
PERFECT PROJECTION— NO GLARE
NO HAZE— NO EYE STRAIN

if you are projecting 10 feet or 250
feet the Brenkert
Crescent
Spot
and
Flood"C"
Lamp
will produce a
clear, small spot or
a wide angle flood
with just the degree
of illumination you
desire.
See this equipment
with the new Brenkert six-inch iris
shutter and other
attachments at

AND 30% MORE LIGHT WITH
30% LESS CURRENT GUARANTEED
NOT Silver Paint, But a Mercury Glass
Foil Metalized Surface on a Canvas Backing
Guaranteed for Five Years Not to Crack, Peel or
Turn Black. Made on Battens or Spring Rollers.
You Don't Have to Believe Us — Write for Free
Sample — Use the Eyes That God Gave You.
Don't wait to write, wire or call.
UNITED MIRROROID MFG. CORP.
725 7th Avenue, NEW YORK CITY Bryant 9184

your
dealer.
Brenkert

Light

nearest

Projection

Manufacturers
DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.
J

Co.
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Equipment
BY

E.T.

KBYSER

Pine Notch's Grizzly Is a Bear; It Has
a Photoplayer, Two Simplexes n Everything
The house is heated by gasoline radiaTHEBearGrizzly Theatre of Pine Knot, Big
tors and has its own private and personal
Lake, in the San Bernardino
Mountains, is a bear of a theatre.
One look at the accompanying illustrations
will convince you of the fact.
The Grizzly Theatre proprietor has
shown what a wide-awake exhibitor can
do to make a little five hundred seat house
particularly attractive in a unique way.
The exterior of the front of the house
is of bark slabs and logs, producing a regularside"Forty-Nine"
eflFect. The outside
walls are cabin
shingled.
The interior of the house is decorated
to resemble a live oak arbor. For one-half
of their height the walls are lattice, and
from behind this lattice the branches of
real oaks extend and meet in the center
of the roof, forming a rustic arch that
resembles an aisle of the forest.
A Rustic Effect.
The oaks were cut after being frostbitten and the foliage has all the beautiful
colors of autumn, which is increased by
the ligjiting system, which consists of inverted electric fixtures which distribute
the illumination through the trees.
The stage setting for the screen is a
cedar frame surrounded by oak trees.
Although the Grizzly is a little house,
The American Fotoplayer
the appointments are first class, the music
That adds so much to the attractiveness
being furnished by a late model Fotoplayer,
of the house.
manufactured by the American Photoplayer Company, while the projection room
contains two of the latest model Simplex artesian well, from which its water supply
is obtained.
machines. A ten to fifteen horsepower
gasoline motor, belted to a four kilowatt,
The theatre plays all the latest pictures
one hundred and ten volt General Electric and presents a complete change of progenerator, furnishes the lights.
gram every night.

Edwards Aided by Powers
The National
People's Liberty
Leag:ue ofis
showing
a film booming
Gov. Edwards,
New Jersey, for President and using a
Power's for the work.
The screen is on the marquee of the Hermitage and the machine is on the second
floor of the Subway Central Building projecting across Seventh avenue.
Making the House Look Like
More Money Helps to Get It

not particularly
average
THEobject
payingmana does
fair price if he apto
his money'sthe worth.
getting principle
pears be ising
sales
On this merchand
of numerous products have been built up
by keen judges of human nature.
Consider the neat and attractive packages
in which the average trade marked and advertised
product reachesaddsthenothing
ultimateto consumer.
The container
the
value of the article, but it impresses the
purchaser with belief that anything on
which so much care and art work has been
lavished must be mighty good and worthy
all of the attention that it has received
from the manufacturer.
This viewpoint of the purchaser is something that the exhibitor can study to advantage and he will be wise to let practice
follow the study when he has mastered
the particular twist of mentality which was
more forepatently
the eagle
days bethe U. S. perceptible
A. discardedin the
for
the camel as its pet emblem.
You can all remember Pat's joint, down
by the railway. There was sawdust on
the floor and a roughly chalked "Biggest
Schooner in Town" bulletin at the entrance.
The bar glassware was of a texture suitable

This Is the Pine Knot Grizzly Theatre.
It accommodates five hundred patrons and makes them think that they are right out in the woods watching the branches wave.
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50%

to

Summer

Business

can readily be obtained
owners who install the

TYPHOON

COOLING

In

gone

summers

by

theatre

SYSTEM

by, empty

seats

have invariably been the cause of considerable loss to exhibitors — people
would simply not patronize the hot,
stuffy houses.
TYPHOONS,
however, have changed
all this so that now it is possible to
continue

right

weather without
tendance.
Provide

your

through

the

hottest

the least drop in at-

patrons

with

a delight-

'fuUy cool, refreshing TYPHOON
breeze during the summer months and
your business is bound

to increase.

Send for Catalog "M"
Typhoon
Fan
Company
ERNST OLANTZBERO, President
IM4 CAMP STREET
NKW OBLKANS. LA.

345 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
tSi No. ISth 8TBEET
PHILADBLPHIA, PA.

(4 W. RANDOLPH STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour own spedal Ticket,
any colors,
numbered; OTerraccurately
roll guarajiteed.
Coupon TicketsS,000,
for $6.00.
Prize
Drawings;
Prompt
with theshipments.
order. OotCashthe
samples.Seat Send
Heserved
Coupondla^am
Tickets,forserial
or dated.form to Government
All tickets must
conregulation
estcbllsfaed price of admission and tax
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Fire Thousand
$3.00
Ten Thousand
6,00
Fifteen Thousand
6.50
Tirenty-five Thousand 9,00
Fifty Thousand
12.60
One Hundred Thousand 18.00
National Ticket Co. shamokin, Pa,

o™

Fool-Proof Splicing Machine
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:

$7.50
Writ* far WmUm
•r
Ask Tour Dealer
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
8S9-363 Eaat 155th Street New York City
Pacific
Manufacturing
and
Specialty
Co.
109 Jones Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Speed Regulator. Note— Improved Shift;
Sp t and Flood Lamps; Has
Douser; Adjustable Condenser mount. Built for high
amperage; Arc Controls;
Operates
own power; both opens and closes. under
Some Territory open to dealers.
Circulars on request.
THE BEST EQUIPMENT
IS ADVERTISED EN THE
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Front of the Grizzly
Here Is some real "49 atmosphere for you.
for usage as an argument
was often utilized as such. emphasizer and
They Felt at Home.
Every rough-neck in town felt at home
there and acted accordingly. It did not
matter how good the case goods or how
liberal the draught of brew, no one but the
rough-necks patronized the place intentionally the second time and Pat's charges
were of necessity scaled to his patron's
ideas
of what constituted a proper expenditure for a thirst quencher.
Poor old Pat, he might have purveyed
the best grade of wet goods in town, but
no one would have believed it or been
w;illing to pay for it if he had been convinced. High prices did not seem appropriate to a place with the facial aspect and
interior decorations such as his.
While you may not be willing to admit it,
you probably have a fairly distinct recollection of Tony's place, around the corner. It was scrupulously clean. The glassware was of better quality than decorated

June 26, 1920
your own sideboard and a suave and efficient, low voiced Gannymede mixed up
decoctions that looked worth all that Tony
robbed you for them.
And was
you aglorified
in the fact higher
that Tony's
scale
goodly percentage
than
Pat's and paid it willingly because the surseem worth roundings
it. made the former's merchandise
Make Your Houae Harmonize.
All right. Now put yourself in your
patron's shoes and see if you cannot realize that it is not sufficient to provide the
(luality of goods, but that you must also
make your house harmonize, inside and out
with the grade of your screenings if you
would inject into your patrons a willingness to pay that extra amount on admission
that means the real velvet of the show
business.
If one's lobby looks like an accident and
the poster display like an afterthought,
how can one expect patrons to hypnotize
themselves into belief that they are in refined surroundings and pay accordingly.
And how can one expect to make roughnecks feel out of place and make the desirable people feel at home?
It is not a question of size — the smallest
houses may be made the cosiest and at
least expense. It is simply a matter of
taste
and willingness to make everything
harmonize.
And it is not as if one must take a course
in interior decorating complicated with
architecture for the whole matter has been
thought out for the busy exhibitor and the
results put into a new catalog that the Newman Manufacturing Company, of Cincinnati, will gladly send to any exhibitor
who would like to make his patrons feel,
from the moment that they enter the
house that they are about to see a cracking good show.

Here's

a Plan for Indirect Lighting
of Interest to Those Planning a House
teen fixtures, as Indicated in the plan. SixFROM
Alexander
& Roth,
proprietors
teen of these to be Installed in the body of
the Queen
Theatre,
Marshall,
Texas,of the house
and arranged eight fixtures to a
comes a request for suggestions re- row. The rows
being thirteen feet five Inchea
garding the installation of indirect light- apart, with a distance of twelve feet four
ing fixtures for a new house which they inches between the fixtures In each row.
are building.
This will leave a distance of six feet four
inches between the front fixtures and the
The floor plan of the house, which ac- screen,
and six feet four inches between the
companied their inquiry, and which is re- end fixtures
ajid the rear wall of the house.
produced herewith, shows that the new
In
addition,
It will be noticed that there Is
theatre will be ninety-nine feet from screen
a fixture lighting the stairway baclc of the
to
rear
wall
and
twenty-six
feet
nine
inches
screen,
and
two
in the toilet room.
wide.
These fixtures, as manufactured by the XWe put the matter up to some of our Ray Refiector New Yorlt, Inc., 31 West 46th
friends in the lighting business and the street, are Itnown as Eye Comfort fixtures
first to come across with advice is the X- Number 1072D. Each fixture contains a
Ray Reflector Company of New York, who standard X-Ray Reflector interior, equipped
with two lights, one of these being a fifty
make the following recommendations.
watt and the other a one hundred fifty watt
An X-llay View.
type
C lamp. The fixture should be wired
We would suggest the Installation of ninefor two circuits, so that the reflector con-

3:

B

B

B

B

'-o B
I

B
i

Plan of Indirect Lighting System
As suggested by the X-Ray Reflector Company of New York for Messrs. Alexander & Roth.
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Come and visit our Slide Library at

DO

IT

NOW

BESELER

BUY THESE NEW LIGHTING FIXTURES
AND PLASTIC RELIEF ORNAMENTS

SLIDE

An old run down front can
be made to look like a new
one at small expense.
BEAUTIFY

your house

now. Don't wait until your
competitor beats you to it.

CO.,

Inc.

131 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.

You'll be surprised at the
attractiveness which can be
added to your lobby or interior by the use of our
plastic relief ornaments and
fiberolitic lighting fixtures.

LANTERN

Manufacturers and renters of Slides on every
conceivable subject.
PROFESSIONAL

PEOPLE!

Have your photo put on a slide.

Stop

Leaks

^
LOSSES
The^utomaticketSystem Stops
Box Office Leaks & Losses

vAs/f 6^5 ^BOUT

W rite fortoday.
our catalogue

It

Register Co.
Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash EW YORK
17 so BROADWAY
K
^11)0 iSational 3^\m\t JaeUef Co.
330 MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO

ONE
PRICE
to■■tisfaction
all, the absence
of
misrepresentation,
quick service and gennine
with every business transaction.
MADE US FAMOUS
It will be to yoar financial interest to send as your orders.

UNIVERSALS— BASS SERVICE
Latest and Best Universal Internal Dissolve
Model Camera. Equal to anv made. Complete with Tessar 3.5 lens. List, $518. Bass
price, $467.
Newest enclosed top Universal Pan and TUt
Tripod.
marvel of excellence. List, $120.
Net
price,A $108.
Used 200-foot Model Universal Camera. Tessar F:3.5 lens. List, $430. Bass price, $275.
The famous Minor Ultra Stigmat F:1.9 lens
in Bbl. $75. Mounts from $15 up.
"Behind pletethetreatise
Motion
Picturepicture
Screen."
A comon motion
taking
and
making. Postpaid,
$3.65.

Service siusif^unlitg
JHeATREJACCESSORIES „

Let Bass supply your motion picture equipment.
BASS

CAMERA COMPANY
CHjfRLES BASS, President
109 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

TlA0gjll][Dirfl
ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
["AMERICAS GREATC3T INDEPENDENT* MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE"]

D^ia»<&!#

PROIECTOBS

THE

FOUNDATION

OF

PRESENT-DAY

MOTION«i^PICTURES

AMERICA'S
FINEST
LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STRETCKMANS, Manaflnc Director
PALISADE

FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere «21-«22

PRECISION
STANDARDIZED
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
PRINTERS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
SPUCER
For Motionratories,Picture
LaboACCESSORIES
StuJlo*, Theatre*
PIONEBai DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
REWYORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losahgeles
ISOJ-n Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
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4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH. Wise.

GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Eyery State — total 25.300; by States, Per$4.00.
M.
1,057manafactnrers
film exehaneea
313
and studios 17.50
4.00
368 macliine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
A.F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
PERFECTION DM PROJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10 Days' Trial
No. 1 Grade, $1; No. 2 Grade, 75e.
Strecherg Incladed
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the coontrv.
Factory: ALTUS, OKLAHOMA
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taining the fifty watt lamp may be switched
on for dim illumination to provide sufficient
light to accommodate patrons entering and
leaving the house during the showing of a
picture, but which will, on account of the
soft diffusion from the celling, cause no intereference with the screening. The bowls
are opaque, which obviates all glare.
TtTO Degrees of Llsht.
The one hundred fifty-watt type C lamp
may be switched on in addition to the fiftywatt lamp when a brighter illumination is desired during intermission or before shows.
This double installment to each fixture has
proven successful in practice, and is well
worth the small additional expense.
The X-ray fixtures mentioned may be procured in diameters of either twenty or sixteen inches, and can be obtained in flat
white
cream
or dark gold brown finishes, as
desired.
An important fact in connection with a
lighting fixture is the color and texture
of the ceiling finish. This must be relied
upon to properly reflect the light from the
fixture source and so distribute it that there
will be neither glare nor excessive absorption. A white, cream or even light yellow
will be found suitable, but a matte Instead
of a gloss finish should be chosen, as the latter has too much the properties of a mirror and would tend to produce harsh effects in the lighting scheme.
Absolute cleanliness of the fixtures is important and a thorough blowing out, with
a vacuum cleaner, at intervals not less than
one
week,
will be found to insure the best results.
De Hart Returns from
Indianapolis Convention
EE. ofDEtheHART,
manager
Nicholasassistant
Power sales
Company,
has
• just returned from Indianapolis,
where he represented the company at the
convention of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World.
The Power's Projectors were ujed exclusively at the convention and Mr. de Hart
states that advertisers and advertising men
were greatly interested in several more or
less technical talks which he gave them
in reference to motion picture projectors
Advertising men in common with most
people outside of the motion picture field
are rather ignorant regarding the machine
which throws the picture on the screen.
With the increasing demand for films for
advertising purposes has come an inchine. creased desire to know more about the maThe Nicholas Power Company has been
one of the pioneers in the advertising field

YOUR LOBBY
IS YOUR SHOW WINDOW
MAKE THE BEST OF IT
Writs Ut and Wi Will Tell You How
Menger, Ring & Weinstein
80S West Forty-Second Street. Now York City
AMERICAN
Jf otoplaper
(Trade-Mark Reristered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalome
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
62 West 45th Street New York City

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Journal of
the British Film Industry
Of special Interest to all who buy or lell Films.
OFFICES:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W.L
Spedmen copy free on request.
Foreign Subscrlptlonj: One pound ten shUUnes (Oold).
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ATTENTION!
EXHIBITION and
SUPPLY HOUSES
Are Yon Looking for Bargains ? 7 7 7 7
Here Is Your OPPORTUNITY
We Will Fill at Sacrifice
12 to 15 Second-Hand
PowerDrive
OA and 6B Hand
and Motor
also
3 Brand New Power 6B Motor Drive
Latest Equipment — Will Sell at Bargain
WRITE
WIRE
OR PHONE
Boston Motion Picture Supply Company
69 Church Street
Boston. Mass.
Writs for our list of Guaranteed Rebuilt Mschlas*
Amusement Supply Co.
We ars the Oldest Supply Hi,u>< In the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
2nd Floor Consumers BIdg.
220 South State Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
DealersNatlonaJ
In MoUo^spb
Carbons, Movlnx
Mlnusa Picture
Screens MsHilas^
and
EveryttiinR
for
Uie
Tbi-atre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOQ
EREER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

PICTURE
THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yoan.
District of Columbia
ZINK & SPARKI.IN. Ine.
(43 Manser Bldc Washlnrtao. D. 0.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Kraaie BIdg.. Deiroii. Mirh.
C. HOWARD CRANE
llf Grisweld Bide. Detroit. Mich.
Mjssoht\
Carl Roller & Hrolher
Theatre Arcliilects
BIDGE BiriLDING, KAN8A8 ( ITV. MO.
CoBiultsots
iittirr lilsni
srrtiile'^
AdTlsort to owners tor^uerdin/
snd
Vorl
spe«^fln(t]ons A'r-f
of i>onteirii,l«t^1
'h a'r.«.
EUGENE DE KOSA
110 West 40th Street. New York
PennsylvatiHi
RITCHEK-LEE
( tlMI'X.NY Pa.
S3 South
I7lh St.. PhiUi1.'li>hls.

E. E. de Hart
and
the
film
industry
will benefit from its
activities in this direction.

W. ALBERT SWASEY, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
101 PARK AVENI'E. N. Y.
SPEaALISTS IN TREATKICAI. WORK
No Charge for Preliminary Services

THE
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted* IViinimum $0.50
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.
IViinimum $1.00
SITUATIONS WANTED.
WANTED — Position as manager of theatre.
Vaudeville, picture or combination. Experienced.
Box 115, care M. P. World, New York City.
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, in New Pork, highly
recommended as to his musical and executive ability,
desires engagement out of N. Y. ; extensive modern
library of music tor pictures. Address: Musical
Director,
N. Y. City. Apartment 5-B, 433 Central Park West,
CAMERAMAN — First class, at liberty July 15;
open for
dress, Boxoffers
117, M.commercial
P. World, N.Industrial
Y. City. work. AdHELP WANTED.
SALESMAN,
thorougtily
acquainted
exhibitors for NewoneYork
and vicinity,
to sellwith
motion
picture screens. George Cohen, 725 7th Av., N.
T. City.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
JOIN THE F. S. E. circle. For Sighted Exhibitors
are buying
"Modern
by Edward Bernard
Ktnslla,Theatre
to checkConstruction,"
up their architects
when planning new houses, saving money on cost
and gaining in safety and comfort, $3.00 postpaid.
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 516 Fifth
At., N. T. City.
CAMERAS. ETC., FOR SALE.
FROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalogue and
service for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, supplies, etc., etc., all at sensational money-

saving prices j .V/vlte for this valuable, P-R-B-B
catalogue
today. T)pvld
Stem Chicago,
Company,III."Value,
service, satlsi'aptlon
,aJnce 1885,"
NOW READY— Tie New Miner Ultrastigmat
F:1.9 lens for rooMon picture cameras; price in
barrel, $75. Qu'HHtlotis for mounting on any camera
on request. Send your orders In now. BASS CAMERA" St.,
COMPANY,
Charles
Dearborn
Chicago,
111. Bass, Pres., 109 North
STANDARD
CINEMA
CAMERAS.
Largest Dealers. Our tremendous
businessAmerica's
built on
unswerving . honesty. Write or wire your needs.
Bass Camera Company, Charles Bass, Pres., 100
North Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
DEBRIE CAMERA FOR SALE.— Will sell at a
bargain brand new Debrie camera, Krauss Tessar
lens and all attachments ; Debrie tripod ; 8 magazines, 3carrying cases, etc. Box 106, M. P. World,
New York City.
FILMS WANTED.
FIMS WANTED — Features and comedies for New
York and Northern Jersey. May consider negatives
for U. S. State what you have and best price.
Box 118, M. P. World, N. Y. City.
WANTED TO BUY— Junk moving picture film.
Write for particulars to E. Suckow, Maple St., West
Fort Lee, New Jersey.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR tives.
SALESuitable
— Live
topicalweeklies.
and educational
negafor film
Short subjects
only. Also cover special subjects by assignment.

Animated Events, 240 South Hill street, Los Angeles, Cal. of flim ; perfect condition ; $4.00 each.
200 REELS
Send money order for trial order. List. Jack
Mahmarian, 440 West 28d St., New York City.
FOR SALE — Single reel comedies with posters.
Also a series
2-reel western dramas, with
posters,
slidesAv.,ofandN.newphotos.
729 Seventh
Y. City. Central Film Company,
THEATRES WANTED.
WANTED — A theatre in any small town or city,
must have seating capacity of at least 500. No
objections to house with broken down trade. Lewis
Theatre Brokers, 580 EUicott Square, Buffalo, N. T.
WANTED — Moving picture theatre in Southern or
Western state. Can pay cash. Lewis Theatre Brokers, 580 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
THEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE — Fully equipped, good paying picture
theatre, Illinois. Only show, medium size, but live
town. It interested it will pay to investigate, K.
L., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
OPERAchines CHAIRS
from war camps,
booths,
maand entire equipments
furnished
at haif
original cost. Write your requirements. J. P.
Redlngton, Scranton, Pa.
POWERS, SIMPLBXS, Mazda Lamp outfits, transformers, 24-inchTheatre
exhaust Supply
fan, Universal
and
theatre chairs.
Co., 124 motor,
West 45th
St., New York City.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

THIS
Of

All

Undercrowding
is easy to remedy witli this
book full of crowd-pulling adyertising ideas, all tested, all
practical.
Picture Theatre
Advertising
SOO pages $2.00 Postpaid

Your

WAY

Theatre

Troubles

Projection Worries
can't live in the same booth with
an operator who owns this book
full of sound advice and practical
information on every projection
point. Motion Picture
Handbook
700 pages
$4.00 Postpaid

PICTURE

OUT
Wherever

Current Troubles
disappear with the help of the
practical advice that fills this book
on every
phase and
of electrical
theatre equipment
maintenance.
Motion
Picture
Electricity
280 pages

WORLD

$2.60 Postpaid

Located
Growing Pains
cease to bother you when you plan
to remodel or build and spread
your business if this book guides
you and your architect.
Modern Theatre
Construction
266 pages
$3.00 Postpaid

■..'HA,Nbl3,(T!')K
MOTION PICTUf^E
ELECTRICITY

MODERN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION

Order from your nearest Supply House, or from

CHALMERS
WRIGHT-CALLENDER BLDG.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

PUBLISHING
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK

COMPANY

64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO. ILL.
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EAGLE

ROCK

That describes the D. C. arc when the
Speer "Hold-Ark" Carbon is used as a
lower. Did you ever notice how it
holds the arc to the tip? Any old carbon will do for any old screen, but if
you want to put on the best show in
town go to your dealer and say

FILM

Fhe

Quality

Raw

Stock

Righl* Photographically.
Maximum Service in the

SPEER

Projector.

HOLD-ARKS
SPEER
"Direct©" Carbons for D. C. Projection

Made by

SPEER
"Altemo" White Combination
for A. C. Projection
SPEER

Carbons

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

CARBON
COMPANY
SAINT MARYS, PA.

Verona, New Jersey

"THE
COSMOGRAPH"
Semi-Professional Portable Projector
If Eastman

Film was not

as good as it is, Kodak
Park, where

MAKES
KEEPS

FRIENDS
THEM

it is manu-

The COSMOGRAPH
represents an ideal
successfully
achieved. That ideal
has been to produce
a portable projector
compact, and light in
weight, simple and
economical to operate, of sturdy construction, and surance.
passing in perform-

large as it is — and Kodak
Park is the largest photographic manufacturing
plant in tb" world.

KODAK

ITS QUAUTY

ON ITS PERFORMANCE

factured, would not be as

EASTMAN

ON

COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE
DWYER
BROADWAY FILM BUILDING
CINCINNATI, OHIO

BROS.

&

CO.

729 SEVENTH AVKNUH
NEW YORK CTTT

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION TO DEALERS
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REPUBUCANS
and

DEMOCRATS

have nominated their
best men for President
ana

WHO

TO

BE

W0ULDI(T

WANT

PRESIDENT
aren't the splendid

White

Hou^e

Moviej*

bein^jhown on a peeite

ThePrecisionMachine ^.Tnc.
317- 29 East 34th: St - NewYoik ^

^

7

PHE

MOVIIvIG
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IS.

CAPITAL S 2.000 OOO

Varagraph

TOM MOORE. P
April 26, 1920,
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Tom

letter

Power's

As

I am

about

to

additional

theatres

concerned

as

six

of

them

your
for

to

Week—

mand for your

Places

begin
this

model

or

this

An

next
No,

Order

2

lor

Projectors

whether

latest

four

in

dis=

played

Week

Moore

this

of

Wonderful

President,
Moore's Theaters Corporation*

No.

1

No,

Nicbolas
Power Company, '
90 Gold Street,
»€,w York City,N.Y.
Attention of a*. Will C. Smith, General Hanager.
Geatlemen:
As I am about to begin the construction of tvo additj.opal theaters
in this City, I an most natxj*aj.iy concerned &s to whether or not I will be abla
of yourbut,latest
machinea.for yourI will
not require
four
ortoin ge't
five sixnonths,
knowingBodel
the demand
machine,
want to them
get myfor order
earl^.
.1 hare, as you know, been using. your machines for the past IS years, during
which tine I have of course tried about every machine nanufactured, with the
result that I have alr.iys tad to repl&ce such other makes with Porers to be sure
I had the best. I am taking no chwicea of further experimenting — hence the above
order.
I look upon your .concern as not only having the beFt and the most reliable machine
on the market, but the matter of personal service and attention that follOKS
the sale of your machines is one that gains for you full confidence of the
purchaser. Tour accomplishments in the direction of putting a perfect picture
on the screen and in the durability of your outfit are especially deaervicg of
■7 high praise.
"Kore power to the Powers. "
Kith thanke for past and future courtesies, believe me to be
Vecy sincerely yours.

five

machine,

the
City,

or

not

coiistruetioii
I am

most

I will

be

macJiines.
months,
want

but,

to get

NICHOLAS POWER
SiCOF«F'ORATEO COMPANY
EDWARD
EARI_. Presioem-t
NiNETY Gold St. NewYork.N.Y.

I will

not

order

two

natm'ally

kble

knowing
my

of

to

get

re(|uu'e
the

de-

in early.
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